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TOT,.1 rAoE. 

A. 
ABATTOIIZS 

Letters from Officers in charge laid on Table, 237 ........................ 
ABSENCE - 

OF Mn. Srn.sxrn, eommunicted to the louse by the Clerk, 281, 287, 301 
leave of to Members, 107, 111, 163, 207, 233, 312. 

ABSTRACTS (See "FINANCE.") 
ACCOUNTS (Ste ' PUBLIC ;" also "ROADS.") 
ACTS TEMPORARY CONTINUANCE BILL OF 1861 

Received from Legislative Council by Message, oiid read 1°, 186 ; ordered to 
be printed, 267 ; read 20, committed and reported, 288; read, 3, passed, and 
returned to Legislative Council without amendment, 347; Assent reported, 
391. 

ADDITIONAL JUDGE'S APPOINTMENT BILL:- 
Received from Legislative Council by Message, 417. 

ADDRESSES (See ' ASSEMBLY;" also "QUEEN"):- 
Alp'tabeticid Reistcr of ................ . ... . ....... .. ............... I 

ADJOURNMENTS OF ASSEMBLY:- 
For want of a Quorum before commencement of Business, 123, 197, 211, 365. 

Ditto after cominelteement of Business, 190, 191. 
Srr.cw,-For presentation of Speaker, 3. 
To present Address in reply to Governor Central's Opening Speech, 9. 
To present Address in reply to the Mesagc of Administrator of the 
Government, 235. 

On the arrival of W. C. Wenttvortl,, Esq .,322. 
For the, greater dispatch of Public Business, 392. 
Pnorosem, 112, 118, 221, 226, 231, 2313,244,249,264,263,303,322,338,3313,348, 

173, 374 (2), 375, 117, 428. 
For Prorogation-Motion prellininary to, 427. 

ADMINISTRATION OF GOVERNMENT:- 
Message No. 1, anntiuiicing the intended resignation of, by Sir W. Dcnison, 6.. 
Referred to Select Committee, 19 ; Report brought up, 27 ; Address 
adopted, 21; reply from Governor, 9................................. 

Assumption of, by Lieutenant Colonel )Iempt-Message No. 1, 36 .......... 
Address in reply to, 51. 
Assumption of, by Sir Joins Young-Message No. 1, 225; Address in reply, Assumption 

presented and reply reported, 237. 
Despatehs enclosing Commission to Administer the Government, 225 ........ 

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE:- 
INSOLvENT LAW 
Petition presented from Messrs. Anderson and Campbell in reference to, 175; 
ordered to be printed, 194; Petition presented from Chairman of Trade 
Protection Society in relèrence to, 194; ordered to be printed, 207: 
Motion made by Mr. Hurt for Returns in reference to, 275 Select Coin. 
snitteo appointed to inquire into the working of, 106; Progress Report 
brought up. 416; Motion made by Mr. Love for Returns in reference 
to, 39; laid on Table, 343 .......................................... 

SALAIiT or Csuvr Corntrssioran OF Lssonvrcp ESTATES 
Message No. 4, recommending an increase to, 213; Motion made for leave 
to bring in Bill, and leave granted, 216; presented and read 10, 216; 
read 2°, committed, and reported, 295; read 30,  and sent to Legislative 
Council by Message, 347; received from Council with amendments, 393; 
amendments agreed to, 400. 

DISTHIC'v Coesn's 
Petition presented in reference to Mr. Justice Cary, from Samuel Ward, 215; 
ordered to be printed, 233; similar Petition front residents of Camden, 
215; ordered to be printed. 23$; Letter from Mr. Justice Cary, 327 
Returns under the 103rd Clause of the Act, 413 

Iornrirrnn STolEN Iloasas :- 
Return to Address, .................................................... 
Motion made by Mr. Macfray for Committee of the Whole to consider AddressI 
in reference to, 149; Resolution reported, 170, 
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VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS (Bnrnamrcts TO)—VOL. I. 

A. 

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (Continued) 
Corner or PETTY Sasioxs 
Motion made by Mr. Shepherd for papers in reference to the establishment of, 
at Condobolin, 95; laid on Table, 421 ................................ 

Danrnona BENCH:— 
Motion made by Mr. Buchanan for depositions in the case of Turner and 
Wood, 171; laid on Table, 251 Motion made by Mr. Buchanan for 
Address to His Excellency, in reference to, and negatived, 311 ........ 

REVEREND W. CHAUCER :- 
Motion made by Mr. Buchanan for Select Committee in reference to, 275 
Motion made for depositions in this case, and by leave withdrawn, 295; 
Motion again made by Mr. Buchanan, and passed, 425. 

FasoEnlon BEd, 
Petition presented from Inhabitants of Braidwood, praying for inquiry into 
his Case, 3.35; ordered to be printed, 345 ............................ 

"SWAN" 
Motion made by Mr. Buchanan for Correspondence in reference to reprieve 
of, 24 laid on Table, 117; additional papers. 157; Mr. Buchanan movedi 
resolution in reference to reprieve of, and motion lest on division being 
called for, no tellers for the "Ayes," 175. 

SYDNEY PoLicE CovET 
Motion made by Mr. Buchanan for a Select Committee to inquire into the 
conduct of certain Magistrates, in reference to the trial of ' Lunn," and 
negatived, .336. 

Motion made by Mr. Buchanan for depositions in the case of ' Purcell" and 
negatived, 416. 

Srnxty WATER Poi,icn BENCH:— 
Motion made by M. Buchanan for Select Committee to inquire into the conduct 
of—in the matter of the alleged murder on board the barqne " Norna," 101. 
Correspondence in reference to, 169; further ditto, 175 .................. 

Cnnnnn CASES 115 wElls! THE Cnows DECLINED TO PROSECUTE 
Motion made by Mr. Walsh for Returns in reference to, 426. 
SPECIAL WARaAYTS InuEn ny Snnmpr 

Motion made by Mr. Walsh for returns Of on ft. fe., 425. 
ADMISSION (See "BAltRISTERS' ADMISSION BILL.") 
AGENCIES (See 'EMIGRATION.") 
AGGRESSION (See ' GOLD FiELDS.") 
AIX) (See ' STATE All).") 
ALBURY (See "COMMON.") 
APPOINTIIENT OF MEMBERS OF LEGISLATIVE COUNOIL' 

Motion made by Mr. Walsh for an Address to the Administrator of the 
Government in reference to, 422. 

APPROPRIATION BILL, 160-6f 
Motion made by Mr. Wcekes for leave to introduce, and leave granted. 347; 
Bill presented and read 10, 347; read 2°1  committed and reported, .354; 
read 30, passed, and sent to IMgislative Councilby Message, 371; received 
from Council without amendment, 413. 

ART ILLE LW 
Despntches respecting Force serving in the Colony, laid on Table, 6 

ASSEMBLY (See also "STANDING AND SESSIONAL ORDERS ;" also 
"CLElITi"):— 

Opening of Parliament, 1. 
Votes and Proceedings of .............................................. 
Weekly Report of Divisions in Committee of the Whole .................... 
Abstracts of Petitions received, from No. ito 13.......................... 
Genemi Summary of ditto.............................................. 
Alphabetical Register of Addresses and Orders for Papers 

Ditto Other Addresses ................................ 
Ditto Bills .......................................... 

Standing and Select Committees appointed during the Session 1861 ........ 
Business of the Session 
Governor General's Opening Speech, 7. 
Address in reply to ditto, S. 
Governor General'a reply to ditto, 13. 
Members Sworn, 2 (See also ' M]iMBEES-") 
Election of SpLaker, 3. 
Presentation of ditto, 5. 
Adjouraments (See "ADJOUItNMENTS.") 
Quorum (See "ADJOURNMENTS.") 
Chairman of Committees, Election of, iS. 
Busnms OF THE Honss :- 
Motion made by Capt. Moriarty relative to Sittings alter Midnight, 164. 
SEATS rn THE CHAMBER :- 
Motion made by Mr. Lucas relative to substitution of Cane for Stuffed 
Cushions, 176. 

PROPOSED PAYN1NT OF MEMEERS 
Petition presented from Residents of the Northern District relative to, 193 
ordered to be printed, 200 ........................................... 

O'OVERNNENT Bcsrtqws 
Motion made by Mr. Cowper relative to precedence of, on Tuesdays, 221: 
rescinded, 262. 

ADDRESS TO AOMfl5Is'rnAron OF THE G0VERNHENT * 
Motion made by Mr. Cowper for Address in reply to Sir John Yonng 
Message, No. 1,231. 

Presentation of Address reported, and His Excellency's reply read, 237. 
FaoPosr.D CALL OF THE Housa 
Motion made by Mr. Hart for a Call of the House, and negatived, 252. 
SncrAL MEETING or 
Motion made by Mr. Cowper, that the House meet on Monday. 389. 
Annazss OF, TO THE QeN 
Motion made by Mr. Cowper for an Address to Her Majesty, in reference lx 
the Title of His Excellency Sir John Young, 415. 
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ASSEMBLY (Continued) 
PRIvILEGE, Quesriote OF :— 
Mr. Gray moved for a Select Committee to Inquire into certain langimge used 
by His boor the Chief Justice in the Supreme Court, 257; Member of 
Legislative Council summoned as witness, 267; Message in reply, 268 
Report brought up, 273 ............................................ 

IlErnasrrqgN-r-flooM SERVANTS — 
Petition presented from J. Ryan and B. Maguire praying relief, 301; ordered 
to be printed, 311 .......... . ...................................... I 

PROROGATION OF—(See " Qioir,4td No. 102, 11 May, 1861.") 
ASSENT TO BILLS (Seo "ALPUABETICAL REGISTER or ThLr." .............. 
ASSETS (See "BANKS.") 
ASSISTED IMMIGRATION (See "IMMIGRATION.") 
ASTRONOMER (See "OBSERVATORY,") 
ASYLUM (See ' DESTITUTE.") 
AUSTRALASrA, COLONIAL BANK OF, INCORPORATION BILL (See 

BANK.") 
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM 

Report of the Trustees for 1860, laid on Table, 281 ........................ 

B. 
BAIL, CORONERS', FOR MANSLAUGhTER BILL OF 1861 (See "CORO. 

NERS.") 
BALANCES IN THE TREASURY (See "FINANCE.") 
BALLOT FOR SELECT COMMITTEES:— 

On Shoalhaven Municipality, 27. 
State and Maria'ernent of the Sydney Domain, 127. 
R, vd. W. B. Clark,', 193. 
Question of Privilege, 258. 

BANK, COLONIAL, OF ACSTRALASIA INCORPORATION BILL:—
Petition presented by Mr. Blake, potying leave to introduce, 7; Motion made 
by Mr. Parkes for leave to bringin Bill, ond leave gr1nted, to; preserittiL 
and reid 10, 19 referred to Select Committee, 81; Report brought up, 
99; Bill read 2°, 132 eo,niiiittod, and progrSs reported. 205; rr'eiumitted,' 
and further prosress reported, 220; again reeomn,itted, and further 
pn,gress- reported, 268; Committee resunied, anti further progress reported,I 
829 ; disrrh:irgeil from the Paper on motion of Mr. Parke,s, 393. 

BANK LIABILFUIES AND ASSETS 
Ahtraets of Re.tnn,s of, 17, 111, 421 .................................... 

BARRISTERS' ADMISSION ACT AMENDMENT BILL 
Received from Legislative Council by Mirstage, and rend to, 315; superseded 
on motion fur 2° reading by the Question of 'this day C months," 360. 

BEER. FREDERfCK— 
Petition 1,rcceuted from Inhabitants of Braidwood, praying iuqniry into the 
eire,,nnstanerrs connected with the crest of, 335 ; ordered to be printed, 318, 

BELL (See "SESSII )NAL ORDERS.") 
BERRY, ALEXANDER, ESQ. 

Motion intde by Mr. J. Garrett for Select Committee upon the Petition 
Petition fr rn, praying leave to appear larfore the said Committee, 82;. 
ordered to he printed, 35; Motion made by Mr. Morris, that such leavel 
be granted, ;*; Petition presented last Session from the Mayor oil 
Slinalliaven, ordered to be printed nod referred to Committee, 27 ; Mr. J. 
Garrett nsorerl, that the Mayor of Slunlhaven have leave to ippoar before. 
said Committee, and motion by leave withdrawn, 60; Petition PreeatedI 
from the Mayor of Shoalhaven, praying leave to aIJpetr before said. 
Coruniitt,'e, b7 ; Mr. J. Garrett moved, that seth leave be granted, 95: 
motion made by Mr. J. Garrett, that certain documents be referred to 
the Committe", 101. 

BILL:— 
Alteration in title to, 161. 

BILLS, ASSENT 'CO (See "ALPRAnF,Trcae REGISTER OF. ...................... 
BLACK CREEK (See "COURT hOUSE.") 
BLACK ROt) (Sen "USHER.") 
BONDING INLAND CUSTOMS BILL, 1861 (See "CUSTOMS.") 
BOYLE, JAMES: - 

Motion made by Capt. Morinrty, that the Petition of, presented last Session, 
be reflrred to the Select Committee on (irievans's, z84. 

BRETT, RICHARD:— 
Return to Addns., in reference, to Identifier! Stolen Hurst's, 17; motion made: 
by Mr. Mreleay for Committee to consider of an Address in reference to, 
149 ; rrsoluti,,n of Comrnittt.' reported and adopted, 170. 

BRIDGE, W,&HGL'NYAJ-f MURRAY RIVER, COMPANY'S BILL (See "WAll 
GUNYAJI.') 

BRIDGES:— 
OVER THE MURReMLiDOlt,; :-- .1 
Mr. Macbay moved that the Petition presented last Session from Oundatai 
be printed, 19; Motion Glade for a Committee of the whole to consider 
of an Address in reference to, 57 .................................... 

OVER THE NEPEAN 
Mr. J. P. Ryan moved for a Committee of the whole to consider of an Address 
in reference to, 239; Resolution from Consuattee reported and adopted,253 

BROW'NItIGQ, MR. W. M. 
Petition prirsented from, cotoplaittingof certain grionnees, 309; ordered tobe 

priotrd, 402 ...................................................... 
BURIAL GROUNDS (See "CEMETERY.") 
BURRANGONG (Sr's "GOLD FIELDS.") 
BUSINESS (See "ASSEMBLY"; also, "SESSIONAL ORDERS.") 
BYliNES, JAMES, ESQ. 

Resignation of Seat for Farrarnatta, 237. 
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CALL OF THE HOUSE (See" ASSEMBLY.") 
OAMFBELLTOWN RAILWAY (See "RAILWAY.") 
CANE SEATS (See 'ASSEMBLY.') 
CAPITAL PUNISHMENTS ABOLITION BILL:— 

Motion made by Mr. Parkes for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 19; 
Bill presented, and read 1°, 19; negatived on motion for 20, 52. 

CARCOAR BOA!) FUNDS (See "ROADS.") 
GARY. MR. JUSTICE (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
CATTLE DISI:ASE PREVENTION BILL OF 1861:— 

Mr. 3lcston moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 252; Bill pre-
sented, and read 1°, 252; read 20, committed, and reported, 276; read 3° 
passed, title amended, and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 282; 
received from Council without amendment, 303 ; Assent reported, 311. 

DRIVING ACT AMENDMENT BILL:— 
Mr. Windeyer moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 252; Bill! 
presented, and read 10,  252; read2°, committed, and reported, 315; read3°, 
passed, and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 329; received from 
Council without amendment, 400. 

DRIVING ACT:— 
Petition presented from residents of Raymond Terrace praying amendment 
of, 215; ordered to be printed, 233 .................................. 

CEMETERY:— 
Mr. Hart moved for Correspondence in reference to the condition of, in  

Sydney, 69. 
CENSUS, NEW SOUTH WALES, BILL FOR 1861 :— 

Received from Le4islative Council by Message, and read 1°. 66; read 20, 
committed, and reported, 112; mend 8°, passed, and returned to Council by 
Message. 118 ; Assent reported, 139. 

CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES 
Election of, 18; Commission to administer Oath to Members, 51. 
Takes Chair of the Rouse in absence of Speaker, 281, 287, 301. 

CI-IAR1TABLE AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS (See "EDUCA-
TION.") 

CHAUCER REVD. W. (See "ADMINISTRATTON OF JUSTICE.") 
CHAt' VEL, MR. C. G. T. (See "CROWN LANDS") 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER OF INSOLVENT ESTATES (See also "ADMINIS-i 

TRATION OF JUSTICE"):— 
Message No. 4, ft om the Administrator of the Government in reference to 
Salaryof the, 213 .................................................. 

CHIEF JUSTICE:— 
Mr. Gmny moved for a Select Committee to inquire into certain language used 
in Court by His Honor, 257 ; )fember of Legislative Council summoned 
as witness. 267; Message in reply, 268; Report brought up, 278 ........ 

CHILDREN'S DESTITUTE ASYLUM (See "DESTITUTE.") 
CITINtSE (See "GOLI) FIELDS ") 
Ul-JINESE IMMIGRATION REGULATION BILL:— 

Mr. Lucas moved for Committee of the whole in reference to, 39 resolution 
reported and adopted, 101 ; Motion made for leave to introduce. 150; 
Bill presented and read 1°, 151 ; Motion made for 20  reading, nnd debate 
adjourned, ISO; debate resumed, and Bill read 20  and progress reported, 
194; Committee resumed, and further progress reported, 205; Committee 
again resl]mned, and forther progress reported, 296; Further consideration 
in Committee postponed, 258 ; Committee resumed, and thrther progress 
reported, 268; Committee again resumed, and Bill reported and ndopted, 
302; Bill read 30. passed, and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 326.1 

Petition presented from Merchants, &c., of Sydney, against the Bill, 225; 
ordered to be printed, 232 ........................................ 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL:— 
Received from Legislative Council by Message, and read 10, 200; Report and 
Evidence from Council's Select Committee received by Message, 239; 
20  reading postponed, 252; Bill discharged from the Paper, 803. 

PETrrioxS RECEIVED infovotir of;— 
Prom Carcoar, 221 ; ordered to be printed, 933 ......................

I  Cansphelltown, 249; ordered to be printed, 276 .................. 
Lachlan, 240; ordered to be printed, 275 ....................... 
Parramatta, 249; ordered to be printed, 276 .................... 
Windsor, 238; ordered to be printed, 251.  
Prospect, 236; ordered to be printed, 251........................ 
Castle Hill, &e., 238 ; ordered to be printed, 251 ................ 
Dooral, 236; ordered to be printed, 251 ........................ 
Western Gold Fields, 262; ordered to be printed, 273 ........... 
St. Mark's, Alexandria, 267; ordered to be printed, 271 ......... 
Hartley, 268; ordered to be printed, 274 ....................... 
Kelso, &e., 262; ordered to be printed, 275 ..................... 
Pennant J-Iills, 262; ordered to be printed, 275 ................. 
Narrellan and Cook, 273; ordered to be printed, 281 .............I 
Parish of Wa'er1ey, 273: ordered to be printed, 281 ............. 
.Randwiek and Coogee, 273; ordered to be printed, 281 ........... 
Rev. T. C. Ewing, Wollongong, 275; ordered to be printed, 282...' 
Braidwoud, &c., 273; ordered to be printed, 310................. 
Liverpool, 302; ordered to be printed, 311 ..................... 
Holdsworthy, 302; ordered to be printed, 311................... 
Orange, 273; ordered to be printed, 312 ....................... 
Gunning. &e., 281; ordered to be printed. 312 ................... 
Biehmnond, &e., 287; ordered to be printed, 312 ................. 
Pitt Town, &c., 309 ; ordered to be printed, 836 ................. 
City of Sydney, 809; ordered to be printed, 402 ................. 
Goulbum, 249. 
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CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL (Continued):— 
PEnnoxs RECEIVED in favour of (continued):— 
From Ftnrith, 219. 

Mulgoa, &c., 257. 
Tnmnt, 287. 
Parish of Canterbury, 301. 
Ilungonia, 301. 
St. Paul's, Sydney, 301. 
St. Luke's, Scone, 301. 
Molong, 309. 
Bathurat, 310. 
Albury, 359. 

Against 
Sects Church, Sydney, 221 ordered to be printed, 232........... 
Members of the Church of England, 267 ; ordcrrd to be printed, 274. 
Congregational Church, Newtoivu, 749 ; ordered to be printed, 274. 
Rcdfern, &e., 275; ordered to be printed, 282 ................... 
Scots Church, Sydney, 249; ordered to be printed, 276 .......... 
Camphelltown, 281; ordered to be printed, 296 .................. 
Mudgee, 335; ordered to be printed, 401 ...................... 
Inhabitauts of' Sydney. 249 ; ordered to be printed, 20 .......... 
Congregation of' the Baptist Chapel, Sydney, 249; ordered to bet 
printed, 262 ............................................. 

CHURCH LAND. WEST MAITLAND. SALE BILL (See MAITLAND \VEST, 
CHURCH LAND SALE BILL.") 

CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS BILL:— 
Mr. Wilson moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 39; Bill pre. 
sented and read 10, 39; read 2°, 77; committal postponed, 100; Mr. 
Weokes moved that the Bishop of Sydney be heard by Counsel in opposi-
tion to, 117; Mr. Hart moved similar motion with reference to the Arch-' 
bishop and Clergy of the Roman Catholic Church, 118; eommitted,I 
progress reported, also that Counsel had been heard at the Bar, 129;, 
Committee resumed, further progress reported, 144; Committee again 
resnud, and Bill reported, 170; lapsed for want of a qoorum on motion 
for 3° reading, 190; restored to Paper, 233; read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council by Message, 296. 

PETITIONS iIEORIVED IN IIEFEBENCE T 

From Members of the Church of England, 99; ordered to be printed, 106 
Bishop of Sydney, 111; ordered to be printed, 117 .............. 
Archbishop and Clergy of the Roman Catholic Church, 105; ordered 
to be printed, 128 ........................................ 

Denominational School Board, 127; ordered to be. printed, 133..... 
Correspondence (1631 to 1619) relative to the Church and School 
Corporation. 127 ........................................

I 
CLAIMS AGAINST THE CROWN ENFORCEMENT BILL:— 

Received from Legislative Council by Message, 327; read 10, 371 read Q, 
359; committed and reported, 391 read 30,  passed with amendments, 
and returned to Council, 400; amendments agreed to by Council, 124. 

CLARENCE AND RICHMOND RIVERS STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY'S 
BILL:— 

Petition presented praying leave to bring in, 193; Mr. Parlics moved for leave 
to introduce, and leave granted, 200; Bill presented, and read I,  205; 
referred to Select Committee, 231; Report brought up, 251 ; Bill read 2°, 
committed, and reported, 315; read 30, passed, and sent to Legislative. 
Council by Message, 330; received from Council without amendment,'J3. 

CLARKE, REVEREND \V. B.:— 
Mr. Shepherd moved for Select Committee to consider the Claims of', 193; 
Member of Legislative Council summoned as witness, 321; Message in 
reply. 322; Progress Report from Select Committee brought up, 383 

CLERK OF ASSEMBLY:— 
Authorized to restore Document to Witness before Select Committee, 139. 
Required to produce documents in his custody, 137. 300, 381, 427. 
Reports unavoidable absence of Speaker, 251, 287, 391. 

CLOETE, MR. COMMISSIONER:— 
Mr. liosking.s moved for Correspondence between the Government and, 233. 

COAL FIELDS REGULATION BILL, 1861 
i%Ir Cowper moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 316; Bill pre-
sented. and read 10,  316; read 20, committed, and progress reported, 315;' 
Committee resumed, Bill reported, 354; read 30, passed, and sent to! 
Legislative Council by Message, 371. 

COCKI3TJRN, JANE:— 
Petition presented from, playing relief, 389; ordered to be printed, 424....... 

COLONIAL BANK OF AUSTRALASIA INCORPORATION BILL (See 
BANK.") 

COLONIAL SF1 RITh DUTIES BILL OF 1561:— 
Suspension of Standing Orders, in reference to, on motion of Mr. Weekes, 90; 
Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 91; Bill presented,: 
read 10,  20, committed, reported, read 3°, passed, and sent to Council by 
Message, 91. 

COLONIAL STOREKEEPER:— 
Return to Order (of last Session), in reference to Department of, 17 ........ 

COLONY, DISMEMBERMENT OF:— 
Mr. Cowper moved an Address to Her Majesty in reference to, 413. 

COMMISSION:— 
For Opening Parliament, 1. 
For Commissioners to Adinininister the Oath to Members, 2 ' 
Speaker's, ditto ditto, 5. 
Deputy Speaker's ditto ditto, 51. 
For Administering the Goyernment, 225 ................................ 
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COMMISSIONER AT NEWCASTLE APPOINTMENT BILL (See also "IN-
SOLVENCY COMMISSIONER'S BILL) 

Received from Legislative Council and read 1°. 112; read 20, 143; committed 
and reported, 170; 30  reading adjourned, 176; read 30, passed, and 
returned to Legülativc Council, with amendments, by Message, 2013; 
Council disagrees to amendments, 321 ; Assembly does not insist on its;  
amendments, 329; Message to Council to that effect, 330; Assent] 
reported, 390. 

COMMITTEES (See also "STANDING ORDERS," "LIBRARY," "ELEC-1 
TIONS," "SUPPLY.") 

Select, appointed during the Session .................................... 
COMNON AT MUSWELLBROOK 

Mr. Rnsden moved for a Committee of the whole, to consider of an Address 
in reference to, 149. 

Fntn OF MARS:— 
Petition presented from Edward Drinkwater, in reference to, 231; ordered 
tobe printed, 252 ................................................. 

Petition presented from Landholders having interest therein, in reference 
to, 273; ordered to be printed, 310 .................................. 

WAET OF AT ALBeRT :— 
Petition presented in reference to, 309. 

COMMON LAW PROCEDURE ACT EXTENSION BILL:— 
Mr. Windeyer moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 19; Bill 
presented, and read 1°, 19; read 2°, committed and reported, 40: recoin-: 
mitted and reported, 60; Report adopted, 75; read 30, passed, and sent to 
Legislative Council by Message, 81; received from Council, with an 
amendment in the title, 361; amendment agreed to, and. Message sent 
to Council to that effect. 170; Assent reported, 199. 

CO1fl'EKSATION (See "PB OOLTRCY;"  also "BRETT AND HEATHER.") 
CONDOBOUIN (See also" ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE"):— 

Mr. Shepherd moved for Returns relative to Ceurt of Petty Sessions at, 95; 
laid on Table, 421 ................................................. 

CONFECTIONERS' LICENSES (See "LICENSES.") 
CONSOLIDATE!) REVENUE FUND BILL — 

Suspension of Standing Orders in reference to, on motion of Mr. Weekes, 46; 
Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, Bill pre-
seined, read 10, 3, committed and reperted, read 30, passed, and sent to 
Legislative Council by Message, 46; received from Council without! 
amendment, 65 ; Assent reported, 77. 

CONTINGENT NOTICES MOVED, 26. 
CORONERS' BAlL FOR MANSLAUGHTER BILL OF 1861 

Received front Council by Message, and read 10, 186; ordered to be printed, 
267; i-cad 20, committed, and reported with amendments, 257; read 3011 
passed, and returned to Council, with amendments. 346; Council agrees 
to amendments, 372. 

COUNCIL, LEGISLATIVE, BILL OF 1851 (&e "LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
BILL OF 1561!'; also, "MUNICIPAL.") 

MEMBERS OF, QUALIFICATION BILL:— 
Received (rein Legislative Council, and read 10, 372; discharged from palser, 

427. 
APPOINTMENT OF FUTUBE MEMBERS OF :— 
Mr. Walsh moved an Address in reference to, 422, 

COUNSEL 
Mr. Weeltos moved that Counsel on behalf of the Bishop of Sydney be heard 
at the Bar in Committee of the whole, in reference to the Church and 
School Lands Bill, 117; Mr. Hait moved similar motion on behali of the 
Archbishop and Clergy of the Roman Catholic Church, 118; Committee: 
reported that Counsel had been heard, 129. 

COUNTS CUP (See "SESSIONAL ORDERS.") 
COURT, DISTRICT (See "ADMINISTRATION OF 3UST10E") 
HOUSE 
Petition from Inhabitants of Black Creek, praying the establishment of, 381; 
ordered to be printed, 401 .......................................... 

SUPREME:— 
Rules of, laid on Table, 257 ............................................ 

VERDICTS AND JUDGMENTS BILL 
Received from Legislative Council and read 10, 134; read 20,  committed,: 
and reported, 151; read 30, passed, and returned to Council without 
amendment, 159; Assent reported, 215. 

COWPER, CHARLES, JUNIOR, ESQ. (See "MEMBERS SWORN.") 
QRIMINAL CASES IN WHICH THE CROWN DECLINED TO PROSECUTE 

(See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
CRDIINAL LUNATICS BILL OF 1861 

Rectived from Legislative Council by Message, and read 10. 328; read 2°, 
committed, and reported, 343; read 3', passed, and returned to Council 
with an amendment, 353; Council agrees to amendment, 372. 

CROFT, DR. JONATHAN:— 
Motion made by Mr. J3lnke for copies of Correspondence between the Local; 
and Imperinl Governments in reference to, 176 ; laid on Table (in part),' 
853; ordered to be printed, 413; Mr. Iflake moved for a Sea Committee! 
to inquire into the case of—and motion by leave withdrawn, 421. 

CROOK v, SMITR:— 
Mr. Dalgleish moved for Correspondence betweea the Harbour Master and the 
Colonial Treasurer in reference to, 60; laid on Table, 133. 

CROWN, ENFORCEMENT OF CLAIMS AGAINST, BILL (See "CLAIMS.") 
CROWN LANDS:— 
WEST, BnomEes 
Return to Order (of last Session) in reference to a Run called Duggin, iii 
the Laehlan District, 65............................................. 
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CROWN LANDS (continued) 
EAST MAITLAND RESERVES 
Return to Address of last Session relative to, 65............................ 2 sio 
RiGHTs or SQUATTERS 

2 873 Despatch in reference to, laid on Table, 17 .................................
FnE-ExnIvE hour 
Return to Address (of Session 1859-60) in reference to pre-emptive right an- 
cised by Clark Irving, 65; ordered to be printed, 335.................. 2 939 

Ditto, ditto, Mr. C. G. P. Chauvel and others, 65 ordered to be printed, 335.. 
Petition presented in reference to Pre-emptive Right 

2 971 
exercised at Mnswell- 

brook, 301 ; ordered to be printed, 401 ................................. 2 j 
FOR RUNS:— 

Mr. Rusdon moved for returns of Tenders for Runs remaining undisposed of, 
2 10.51 Si; laid on Table, 429 ............................................... 

dering for Runs, 81 ; progress report brought up, 232; Mr. Itusden moved 
Mr. Itusden moved for a Select Committee to inquire into the system of Ten- 

the adoption of the Report, negatived, ° 

Mr. O'Brien moved for Map shewing reserves in Intermediate and Unsettled 
.2 $g 

Districts, motion by leave withdrawn, 16; Maps of the Settled, Inter- 
mediate, and Squatting Dktricts, together with statement connected. 
therewith, laid on Table, 157 ..................................... 

Return to Address (Session 1859.60) relative to the boundaries of "Tala" or 
2 891 

"Moolpa lion ;" laid on Table, 354, 
SnavEy OF LAND Ut SOUTHERN Dwriucrs :— 
Mr. O'Brien moved fr Return shewing the number and names of Surveyors, 
&e., employed, 128. 

ALIENATION BILL:— 
Mr. Robertson moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted. 23; Bill pre 
sented amid read to, 27 ; read 20, 65 ; committed andprogress reported, 95; 
Committee resumed and further progress r.:ported, 107, 112, 118, 159; 
lapsed, 171; restored to Paper, 175 ; Committee resumed and forther 
progress reported, 151, 186, 199; Bill reported, 216; read 80, passed, and 
sent to Legislative Council by Message, 232; received from Council with 
amendments, 899 ; referred to Committee of the Whole, and progress 
reported, 407; Committee agree to souse and disagree to other of the 
amendments, 408; sent to Council with schedule of amendments, 414. 

PETITIONS presented in reference to,— 

2 887 
Broughton Creek. &c., 99; ordered to be printed, 106 ............. 2 889 

OCCUPATION BILL:— 
Mr. Robertson moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 24; Bill pre 
sented and read 10,27;  read 2', fiB; committed and reported, 216; read 30,  
passed, and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 232; received from 
Council with amendments, 422; Committee report that they agree to 
some and disagree to other of the amendments, 423. 

From Wollongong, &c., 99; ordered to be printed, 106 ................. 

CUMMINGS, WILLIAM, ESQ. (See " IIEMBERS SWORN.") 
CURRIFSS AND TANNERS BILL (See "TANNERS.") 
CUSTOMS, DUTIES OF, BILL OF 1861 

Suspension of Standing Orders in reference to, on motion of Mr. Weeke,, 90; 
Motion made for leave to introduce, and leave granted, Bill presented, 
read 1°, read 20, committed, reported, read 30, and, sent to Council by 
Message, 90. 

CUSTOMS INLAND BONDING BILL, 1861 
Mr. Weekes moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 244; presented 
and read 1°, 241; read 20, committed and progress reported, 268; 
discharged from paper, 400. 

D. 
DANGAR, T., ESQ. (See "MEMBERS SWORN.) 
DANIEL, S. B., ESQ. (See "MEMBERS SWOR?.") 
DARLING IIARBOUR RAILWAY TERMINUS (See "RAILWAY.") 
DAELINGHURS'I' GAOL (See "HARRISON"; also, "GAOL"; also, "RISPIN, * 

CURISTOPFIER.") 
DAYS FOR BUSINESS (See "SESSIONAL ORDERS.") 
DECLARATION, PROOF BY, ABOLITION BILL OF 1861 

Received from Legislative Council by Message, and read 10, 186; ordered to 
be printed, 267; read 20, committed, and reported without amendment, 
287; read 30, passed, and returned to Council without amendment, 346; 
Assent reported, 390, 

DE COURCY, MRS., FAMILY OF THE LATE:— 
Mr. Hart moved for Committee of the Whole to consider of an Address for 
compensation to, 57; Committee postponed, 75; Resolution of Committee 
reported, 101. 

DEEDS, REGISTRATION OF,—AFFECTING REAL ESTATE LAW AMEND-
MENT BILL;— 

Received from Legislative Council by Message, and read 1°, 112; read 20, 
committed, and reported, 170; read 30,  passed, and returned to Council 
with an amendment, 176; Council agree to amendment, 200; Assent 
reported, 215. 

DELOHERY, CORNELIUS:— 
Petition of, referred to Select Committee on Grievances, 66. 

DENIL1QUIN (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE ;" also "TELE- 
GRAPH.") 

DENISON, SIR W. 
Message No. I with' Despatch relative to his approaching departure for IndIa, 1 633 
6; referred to Select Committee, 19; Report brought up, 27; Address in 
reply adopted, 31; presentation of, reported, 35 ....................... 1 635 
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DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL BOARD (See "EDUCATION.") 
DEPARTURE OF GOVERNOR GENERAL (Sea ' DENISON, SIR W.") 
DESPATCHES 
Ir REFERENCE TO-- 
Departure of His Excellency the Governor General for India, 6 
Military Assistance to New Zealand, 6 .................................. 
Artillery Force serving in the Colony, 6 ................................. 
Eights of Squatters, I? ................................................ 
Pilotage and Harbour Does, 53 ......................................... 
Administration of the Government, 225.................................. 
Royal Mint, Sydney Branch of, 273 ...................................... 
Exhibition of Works of Industry arid Art of 1862, 359 .................... 
Telegraplue Communication between Europe and Australia, 371 

DESTITUTE ChILDREN'S ASYLUM:— 
List of Office Bearers and Directors for 1961, 45 ......................... 

DIREOTORS, &c. (See ' DESTITUTE ASYLUM.") 
DISEASE. CATTLE, PREVENTION BILL iF 1861 (See" CATTLE.") 
DISMEMBERMENT OF THE COLONY (See 'COLONY.") 
DISTRICT COURTS (See 'CARY, MR. JUSTICE;" also "ADMINISTRA 

TION OF JUSTICE.") 
DIVISIONS IN THE, HOUSE:— 
Adjonrnrnents of the Hoose, 119, 113, 118. 239, 214, 250, 254, 263, 303, 322 (3). 

338 (2),339,373 (2), 374 (2). 375 (3),417. 
Of Debate, 47, 05, 66, 144, 176, 19, 260, 258, 274, 314, 337, 345, :373, 375. 
Chairman of Committees—Election of, 18. 
Salaries of Eulure Governors and Ministers, 40. 
Capital Punishments Abolition Bill, 52. 
Bridge over the SlulTombidgee at Sundagai, W. 
Compensation to family of the late Mrs. Dc Conrcy, 37. 
Fauds for Proposed Reservoir at Narellan, 58. 
Tea and Sngar Duties, 72. 
Church and School lands Bill, 77, 78, 100, 117, 170. 
Mrs. Eliza Lockyer, 78. 
D2velopmcnt of Salmon, 83. 
Suspension of Standing Orders, 90. 
Duties of Customs Bill of 18131, 00(9). 
Colonial Spirits Duties Bill of 1861, 91 
Proceedings Expunged from the Paper, 102. 
Sittinrs after 11 o'clock P.31., 133, 164, 165 (2). 
Llentified Stolen Horses (Messrs. Brett and heather), 149. 
Road between Hinton Punt and Morpeth, 1.51. 
Pitt-street Tramway Bill, 163, 164. 
Municipalities Act Amejidnient Bill of 1861, 169. 
Cane Seats in Chnniber, 376. 
Iniponoding Bill of 1661, 189. 
Wilson's Setelement Investment Bill, 194. 
Public Ferries Law Amendment Bill, 203. 
Commissioner at Newcastle Appointment Bill, 206. 
Precedence of Government Business, 221, 262. 
Liability of Mining Partnerships Limitation Bill, 226, 
Magistrates Powers Limitatiomi Bill, 233, 313. 
Legislative Council Bill of 1861, 244, 
Snp1A, 230. 
Pension to Lady Mitchell, 251, 360. 
State Aid Abolition Bill, 252. 
13ride over the Nepean, 253. 
Chinse Immigration Regulation Bill, 233, 268, 302, 303, 329. 
Question of order in reference to Ballot for Select Committee. 261, 
Unpaid Magistracy, Motion for adoption of Report from Select Committee on, 

274. 
Reverend W. Chaucer, Motion for Select Committee in reference to, 275. 
Customs Inland Bonding Bill of 1863, 258, 289. 
Qnestion of Order in reference to rceeption of Petitions, 302. 
Church of England Synods Bill, 303. 
Liverpool nod Camnpbelltown Railway, Correspondence, 310. 
Psiblienns' Laws Amendment Bill, 312. 
West Maitland Church Land Sale Bill, 314, 315. 
Export duty on Gold, repeal of, 327. 
Allowance to Mounted Volunteer Rifles, 330, 427. 
Wharf at Shell Harbour, 336. 
Assisted Immigration, 337, (3). 
Morpeth and Maitland Railway Company's Bill, 338(2), 392(2). 303,402 (2). 
Gold Fields Bill, 346. 
Coal Fields Regnlation Bill, 1861, 354. 
Appropriation Bill, 1860.61, 354. 
Emigration Agencies and Lecturers, 373 (2). 
Lambing Flat Diggings, 374. 
System of Tendering for Runs; Motion for adoption of Report from Select 
Committee on, 353. 

Special Meeting of Assembly, 389. 
Enforcement of Claims against the Crown Bill, 390, 391. 
Crown Lands Alienation Bill, 408. 
Dismemberment of the Colony, 414 (2). 
Intereolonial Shipping Telerams, 422. 
State and Management of the Sydney Domain; Motion for adoption of 
Report from Select Committee on, 423. 

Railway Works, 424. 
Great Northern Railway Extension, 425. 
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DIVISIONS (Continued):_. 
IN COMMiTTEE OF THE Wuotz 
Ways and Means. 
Res'iledt,,j proposed on "Financial Statement "—Duties on Spirits and Tee 
429 (2). 

Duties of Customs Bill of 1861 431 (4). 
Crown Lands Alienation Bill of 1861, 433 (2), 435 (6), 435 (9), 448, 453 (12 
461,169(3). 

Do, do. (L'e'islative Council's Amendments), 511 (1' 
Conips'nsation to the Fazui]y of the file Mrs. do Courey, 434 (2). 
New South WJcs Census Bill for 1861, 437. 
Church end Selioul Lnn,ls Bill of 1861, 445, 450. 
Pitt-strc,'t Tnneway Bill, 449 (2). 
Commissioner lit Newcastle Appointment Bill, 449 (4). 
Do, do. (Legislative Council's Amendments), 49' 
Chinese !ininirrati,,n Regulation flU, 459 (6), 463 (9), 492 (7). 
Inspournhng Bill, 465 (11), 472 (8). 
Crown Lands Oiztul'atiin Bill, 470. 
Do. do. (Legislotive Council's Amendm. nts), 515 (5, 
W di guuyo Mn rr' fri d'4i' ("'nq '"nv's Bill, 173, 
Legislative Council Bill of 1861, 481 (10), 489 (3). 
Cattle Diseaae Prevention Bill, 489, 
Insolvency ("'rn'',isic'rfl'r's Bill ,,f 1861, 191 (2). 
Coal Fields lte,,latjr,n 11111, 31)0 (2). 
Apprepriation Bill, 18611-61, 5th). 
P,'o1,osed V hart' itt Shell I int'l cut', .'illI. 
Assisted tuj',i'4, ,iti,.n (1trsoluej ) .301 (2). 
1'ropos,il Pension to Lady Mitchell, 502 (3). 
Gol,l Fields Bill, 1861, 5183 (10). 
Enforcement of Claims against the Crown Bill, 507. 
Loan for As,istud Inh,ni,ratioei, 5u9. 
3forp'th "nd 1s;itland Railway (Junipany's Bill, 1861, 509 (5). 
Allnwaui'.0 to Mouoteri Volunteer Rifles for Forage, &e., 517 (2). 
Smeev Etiuj't s in Chief 
Depart none of Fijhljr Works, 443. 
Depute Uten C of Int'rnrei Cofnmltne,:ation, 443. 
Existiteg Li,w.s--Ee'abli,situienr, 444 (2). 
53w Iflhrl's, 444. 
Public Beil4iaq.s, 415 (2), 478 (3). 
harbors "ad flu-c Nt.'igatio,i—Pubtie Worics (to be provided Jbr by Loan), 447. 
Dry Ik,'h' &n;ti;'shnnt, 417. 
7'reaEury, 4111. 
Cusi'j,is, 462 (8), 479 (2). 
Cokuiqi Di./.ilUri,'s, 464 (2). 
Ryder,1 Branch of Royal Wet, 465 (2). 
JIarbi,rx, Iii yht.hoest s end I'ilot Department, 471. 
Internal C a, ,IO ,i S'seion, 471. 
Ltgislutice Council, 477 (2). 
Legiüati.'e Caned 'end .1neea4iy, 475. 
Chief Secretory, 178 (3), 

—Explenati,ry Memorandum. 
Adnsini,trati,,,s o,f Justice, 479 (2). 

—Additional Estimates, 1861. 
Ptnsi.,us, 495. 
.Mese,liaoeoies Service (Depart ,,irnt of Lands), 495 (2). 
Depirteseut of f'uilic WOrks, 496, 
ftl,seellano,es Services (Department of Public Work-,), 496 (5), 499. 
Public lfln'Ics, 499. 

DIXON, WILLIAM:— 
Petition from, "dative to dismissal from office as timekeeper on Railway, 265; 
ordtr.'d to be printed, 274; referred to Soloed Committee on Grievan. 
Ce,, 402 .......................................................... 

DOCUMENTS IN CUSTODY OF CLERK (See "CLERK.") 
DOMAIN, SYDNEY:— 

Mr. Daniel n,oved for a Select Committee to inquire into the State and 
Management of, 127; Member of Council summoned as witness, 322; 
Message in reply from Council, 331; Report brought up, 355; Mr. Daniel 
moved thu adoption of, 423......................................... 

DRI'NKWATI';R EDWARD (See "COMMON.") 
DRIVING CATTLE BILL (See 'CATTLE.") 
DUDLEY, JIENIU' WILlIAM:— 

Petition fron,, complaining of certain grievances in connection with the 
Sydney Railway Station, 100; ordered to be printed, and referred to the 
Select Coiuiinttee on Grievances, 106 ................................ 

DUES, 1IABojij (Sc" "PILOTAGE.") 
DUNBAR, FREDERkCK 

Petition of, referred to Select Committee on Grievances, 66. 
DUTIES OF CUSTOMS BILL OF 1861 (See "CUSTOMS DUTS BILL;" 

also "'lEA AND SUGAR.") 
COLONIAL SPIRITS BILL OF 1561 (See "SPIRITS.") 

DUTY, EXPORT, ON GOLD (See " GOLD.") 

E. 
EDUCATION:— 

Report of the Board of National, for 1959, 6 ............................. 
Report of Denominational School Board, 17 .............................. 
Further Return, to order of Session 1859-60, in reference to Charitable and 
Educational Institution,, 421 ........................................ 

Report of Trustees of Sydney Grammar School for 1860, 427 .............. 
SCHOOL STATISTICS 

Fllrther Return to Order of last Session in reference to, 181................. 
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ELEOTION çsee4'SPEAKER"; also "CHAIRMAN.'5 - 
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTfl:— 

Speaker's Warrant appointing, laid on Table, 23, 96, 105; Wembers of, sworn, 
45, 46, II, 118, 133 resignation of Members, 111; first meeting of, 
appointed, 45; Petition presented from William Palmer Moffat against 
the election of Thomas Ware Smart, Esq., as Member for the Glebe, 
and referred to Committee, 83; Report brought up, 144 ; leave obtained 
toadjourn sine die, 149 ........................................... 

ELECTORS:— 
Return of niunher of, On Gold F!ld, 238................................ 

FALECTRIC TELEGRAPh (See "PELEGItAPH."j 
EMIGRATION AGENCIES AND LECTURESHIPS — 

Mr. FMkes moved for a Committee of the Whole, to consider of an Address 
in reference to the appointment of, 373; Resolution of Committee reported 
and adopted, 892. 

ENCROACIDIENT ON MARKET STREET (See "NORTUWOOD, ALDER- 
MAN.") 

ENFORCEMENT OF CLAIMS AGAINST THE CROWN BILL (See "CLAIMS;" 
also CROWN.') 

ERROR IN TELLERS' LIS'r 
Correction of, 45. 

ESCREATED LANDS (Se "SEAL, GREAT, OF TUE COLONY;") 
ESCORT OF GOLD (See" GOLD.") 
ESTIMkTES (See "WAYS AND MEANS,"; also "FINANCE"):— 

Message from Governor General, No. 3, submitting Estimates for 1861, also 
Supplementary, for 1860, 23; Message read by Clerk, 36 .............. 

Message from Administrator of the Government, No. 3, submitting Additional! 
Supplementary Estimate for 1860, 243 .............................. 

Message No. 7, submitting Additional Estimates for 1861, 311 ............ 
Message No, 12, submitttng a Supplementary Estimate for 1561, in aid of 
Assisted Immigration, '391; referred to Committee of the Whole, 399 

EVIDENCE— Taken before a Select Committee of last Session, referred to Select Committee 
upon the Petition of Mr. N. L. Kentish, 88. 

Ditto, ditto, referred to Select Committee on System of Tendering for the Public 
Service. 58. 

Ditto, ditto,. referred to Select Committee on Petition of Mrs. Mary Jones, 59. 
Give,, at the Bar in Committee of the Whole, on Church and School Lands 
Bill reported to the House, 129. 

EXHIBITION OF INDUSTRY OF ALL NATIONS OF 1862:— 
Message No. 3, from the Administrator of the Government in reference 
thereto, 89 ...................................................... 

Letter from Edward Hamilton, Esquire, in reference to, 128 ................ 
Despateh, dated 1st February, in reference to, 359 ........................ 

EXPERIMENTS ON COLONIAL TIMBERS:— 
Report from Deputy Master of the Sydney 

Branch of the Royal Mm 
respeet'mg further, 238...................................... 

EXPORT DUTY ON GOL]) (See "GOLD.") 
EXPUNGING PROCEEDINGS, 101. 
EXTENSION OF RAILWAYS  (See "RAILWAY.") 

P. 

FERRIES PUBLIC LAW AMENDMENT BILL:— 
Mr. 'I'erry moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 194; Bill presente 
and read 10, 194; negatived on motion for 2°  reading, 205. 

FERRY STEAM, PROFOSEI) AT RAYMOND TERRACE 
Petition presented praying the establishment of, 231; ordered to be printed 

2.52 
FIELD OF MARS (See "COMMON.") 
FINANCE (See "ESTIMATES" also "WAYS AND MEANS"):—

Particulars of the amount of Savings on Votes, 77 ..................... 
Estimated distribution of the Vote for Volunteers, 243 ................... 
Mr. Wilson moved Resolution relative to export duty on Gold, and dcbat 
adjourned, 260; debate resumed and motion carried, 327. 

Mr. Dickson moved for Return of Moneys paid from Revenue, for Telegraphu 
Messages, 310. 

Mr. Dickson, moved for Return of Moneys paid from Revenue, for Legs 
Services to Government since the introduction of Responsible, 310. 

Trust Moneys Deposit Account, from 1 April, 1560. toSI March, 1861, 327 
Mr. l'iddington moved for Revenue Returns for 1860. 362. 
Mr. Piddington moved for Treasury Balances to 30 April, 1861, 382; laid o 
Table, 413 ........................................ 

Mr. Lns moved for Return of the amount of Money Voted and Expende 
between Parramatta Road and Bedlam Ferry since 1 January, 1856. 401. 

Message No. 4, recommending an increase to Salary of Chief Commissiofle 
of Insolvent Estates, 243. 

Abstracts of Public 
Aecounta of Celony. 413 ........................... 

FIRE, CARELESS USE OF, PREVENTION BILL 
Mr. Mate moved for leave to introduce, aed leave granted, 194; Bill prescott 
and read 10, 194; discharged fromroper, 399. 

FIRES, INQITF.STS CONCERNING, BILL:— 
Mr. Dick moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 101 ; Bill presentt 
and read 10,101; read 20, committed, and reported. 170; read 3

0, passe 

and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 177; received from Courn 

without amendment, 257; Assent reported, 288. 

FLAX, GROYf II OF Mr. Allen moved for a Committee of the Whole to consider of an Address with 
a view to the promotion of, in this Colony. 311, 812; resolsftion reporti 
from Committee, 325. 

1JTT,HENRY. ESQ. (See "ME?IBEBS SWORN..') 
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rod PACE. 

flOODS:— 
Mr. Driver moved for a Return of the Dames of the virious sufferers relieved. 
at Windsor, 68; laid on Table, 238 ..................................2 

FUNDS (See 'LIBRARY"; "ROADS"; also "IMMIGRATION.") 
595 

G. 
GAOL, DARLINGIIURST (See also" PRISONS"):— 

Petition presented from Titos. Harrison, late Turnkey, praying relief, 128 
ordered to be printed, and refeiTed to the Select Committee on Prisons 131. 

Petition from Christopher Rispk to the same effect, 287. 
GLEBE iSLAND (Sen "ABATTOIRS.") 
GOLD:— 
Exronr DUTY ON 
Mr. Wilson moved resolution for the Abolition of,  250 debate adjourned, 250; 
debate resumed, 327. 

UNDER ESCoRT 
Petition Is esented from Samuel Robinson, complaining ofhis loss, and praying 
redress, 275 ; ordered to be printed, 282 ............................. 

FIELDS 
ltetiirn of unmber of Electors in, 238 .................................... 
Mr. C. Cowper, junr.. moved for Correspi'mlence between the Chief Coinmis- 
sinner of Gold Fields and the Secretary for Lands, &c., in reference to 
Kiandra, 46; laid on Table, 343 .................................... 

Petition pre iented from Enropu:ui at Burrangoiig, complaining of the iafiux 
of Chinese, 105. 

Petition from Inhabitants of Sydney, preying protection for the Chinese, 186; 
ordered to be printed, 200 .......................................... 1. 

Petition par sented from a Chin' so, complaining of aggmssions from Europeans 
at Lambing Flat, 199; ordered to be printed, 234 ...................... 

Mr. Iloskins moved for Corn'spoi]deneo btweeu the Government and tile 
Commandant of the Southern Patrol (Captain Zouch), and hetweim Capt.' 
M'Lc,riLt and the Chief Oomiinssioner of Southern Gold I'iehls, 233. 

Petition presented from it Chinese, complain big of aggresious from  Europeans 
at Lanibing Ilat, 967; ordered to be printed, 274 ...................... 

Petition presented from a Chinese Merchant inSydney, complaining of aggres-1 
sions from Europeans at Lamb'mg Flat, 809. 

Petition presented from two Chinese, complaining of aggressions from 
Europeans at Lambing Flat, 336; ordered to h, printd. 345........... 

Petition presented from a Licensed Chinese Storekeeper at Larubing Flat, 
complaining of aggressions from Europeans, 381; ordered to be printed, 401 

Report from Commissioner in charge of LaunbingElat Gold Fields, rnscting 
alleged ksses by,  Chinese from aggressions of Europeans, 361 ........... 

Mr. l'arkt's moved a resolution for the appointment of Commissioners to!  
investigate alleged losses of the Chinese by the late riots at Lambing 
Flat, 421. 

Mr. Cnmmios moved for a Select Committee to inquirewhether the Lumbin" 
Flat Diggings are in the Western or Southern Districts of the Colony, an 
motion negatived, 374. 

FIELDS BILL OF 1861 
Mr. Cowper moved for leave to introdnec, mmd leave granted, 316; Pill pre 
seated, end read 10  316; read 20, 315; committed, icid progress reporte4, 
354; Committee resumed, further progress replmrtd, 372; Committee 
resumed, and fnrrher progress reported, 381 ; Committee resumed, and; 
Bill reported, recormuitteil, reported , 882 ; read 30,  passed, and 
sent to the Legibttive Cotmeil by Mess.ige, 391 ; received from Council 
with amendments, 429; Committee report that tiny anree to some andi 
disagree to other of the amendments mnmde by the Council, 123. 

GOODS, DELIVERY OF, AT CAMPBELLTOWN (See "RAILWAY.") 
GOVERNMENT IIGSINESS (See "SESSIONAL ORDERS;" atiso "ASSFfl3LY.") 
GOVERNMENT (Se' "ADMINISTRATION OF GOVERNMENT.") 
GOVERNOR GENERAL:— 

Suimnois from, on opening of Parliament, 5. 
Opening Speech of, 7. 
Addrt:ss in reply, S. 
Reply to Address, 13. 
A'proniing departnro of for India (Despatch), 6 ................... 
Select Committee to prepare Address to, appointed, 19. 
Report brnnglit up, 91 ............................................... 
Address ath'lmted. 31 
Address present d, and Reply repmied, 36. 
Mr. Iloskins moved resolutions in reference to aalaries of future, 39. 
Time or:— 

Adriress to Queen in rcferemwe to. 415. 
GRAMMAR SCHOOl., SYDNEY (Sc "EDUCATION.") 
GRAY, SAMUEL WILLIAM, ESQ. (See METSIBEI1S SWORN.") 
GRIEVANCES — 

Mr. Parkes moved for a Select Committee to inqnire into and report upon 
Petition, o'.maplaining of, 59 ; Petitions of Cornelius Delolmerv, Jams 
Pagis: not Frederick Diinh ,i, referred to Committee. 66; Petitions a'f 
Frai'im'Ls OMrai'  , n ad June, Half'', wferrc'I to Committee, I 
Petition from Muuiei1,d Council at bewotatle referred to Conensmtt'e, 161 
Petition of,Ianmes Boyle referred to Comnmittee, 231; Petition of E. J. H. 
Ksm:1'p rrft ri ed to Commimniltec, 275 ; Petition of W. Dixon referred to 
Committee, 402; Progress Report brought up in the e.ases of Saint's Pegg 
and Jamnrs Emil Ic, 423 .............................................. 

GUARDS. MAIr, — 
Mr. H,mrt meovad for Correspondence relative to dimeb:n'ge of, on Northern line 
of Read, 101. 

UUNDAGAI (See "BRIDGE 017R THE MURIIUMBIDGEE.") 
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HAMILTON, EDWARD, ESQ. 
Letter from, relative to Exhibition of 1862, laid on Table, 128 ...... 
Ditto, acknowledging Vote of Thanks of Assembly, 222. 
Ditto, relative to Steam Postal S rviee. 231 .............................. 

HANNEI,L, JAMES, ESQ. (Sue "ME)IBERS SWORN.") 
HARBOUR DUES (See ' PILOTAGE,") 
HARBOUR MASTER (See also CROOK 

Mr. Dalgleish moved for Correspondence between the Government and any 
persons complaining of the conduct of this officer. 128. 

Mr. Daigleisli moved for Correspondence between this officer and the Colonial 
Treasurer in reference to the trial Smith p. Crook, 61); laid on Table, 133. 

HARRISON, THOMAS—LATE Tcxnsv—(See "GAOLS.") 
HAWKERS' LICENSES AMENDMENT BILL 

Mr. Bochanon moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 336; Bill 
presented and read 10,  336; discharged from Paper, 359. 

HAY, TOWNSHIP OF (See TELEGRAPH.") 
HEALTH OFFICER, SYDNEY:-- 

Report from, for 1859, 83 ..............................................
I  HEATHER, RrGHARD - IDENTIFIED SToLEN lloRsks - (See "BRETT,. 

RICHARD.') 
MEAT, WORDS OF. 265. 
HEBBLF.WHITE, SAMUEL:— 

Petition prusent'd from, relative to Randwiek and Coogee Road Trust, 143. 
HENRY, WILLIAM:— 

Mr. Parlces moved, thot the Report of the Select Committee on the Petition of,1  
be adopted, 149; debate adjoi]rned. 149; debate postponed, 176; dehitc. 
resumed, and again adjourned, 207; Order of the Day discharged froml 
the Paper. 389. 

MF1XHAM AND MINfl RAILWAY BILL (See "MINMI AND HEXHAMI 
RAILWAY BILL.") 

HINTON ROAI) (See "ROADS.") 
HOLROYD, ARTHUR TODD. ESQ. (See "MEMBERS SWORN.") 
HOUSES, IDENTIFIED STOLEN (See "BRETT, RICHARD.") 
HOSKING'S TRUST BILL:— 

Petition presented from the Trnstees praying leave to bring in Bill, 99; Mr. 
Windeyer moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 106; Bill pre-
sented and read 10, 106 referred to Select Committee, 123; Report: 
brought up, 29.;; Bill read 2°, recommilled, and reported, 312; read 
30, passed, and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 328; received 
from Council without amendment, 393. 

I. 

IDENTifIED STOLEN HORSES (See ' BRETT, RICHARD.") 
IMMIGRATION (See also "EMIGRATION") 

Report from Agent for 1859, 193 ........................................ 
ASSISTED:— 
Mr. Rotton moved for a Committee of the Whole, to consider an Address 
relative to, 336; resolution of Committee reported and adopted, 359. 

Message No. 12, from Administrator of the Government in reply to, 391. 
VOLUN'I'ARY AND ASSISTED, BILL:— 
Snspeosion of Standing Orders in reference to, on motion of Mr. Weekes, 399. 
Message No. 15, from Administrator of the Government in reference to, 407;p 
referred to Committee of the Whole, resolution from, reported and! 
adopted. 407; Mr. Weekes presented Bill, read 10  and 20, committed,1 
reported, re,.d 30, pass:d, and sent to Legislative Council by 31esae. 
407; retnrncd by Council without amendment, 424. 

HINESE, REGULATION BILL:— 
(See CHINESE IMiSIIGRATION REGULATION BILL.") 

DEPARTMENT:— 
Office, cleaner of, (See "COCKEURN, JANE.") 

IMPOUNDING BILL OF 1861:— 
Mr. Watt moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 60; Bill presented; 
and read 1" 60; motion made for 2° reading, and debate adjonrncd, 144;] 
debate resu

,
med and Bill read 90,  189; committed and progress reported, 

205; Conunittee resumed, and further progress reported, 225, 226; further 
consideration of, postponed, $15; furth,,r postponed, $29, 

INDIA (See "DENISON, Silt W.") 
INDUSTRY, EXHIBITION OF 1862 (See "EXHIBITION.") 
INLAND BONDING CUSTOMS BILL (See "CUSTOMS INLAND,&e.") 
INQUESTS CONCERNING FiRES BILL (See 'FIRES, INQUESTS CON-I 

CERNING BILL.") 
INSOLVENCY COMMISSIONER'S BILL OF 1861 

Message No. 4, recommending, 243; Motion made for leave to bring 
in Bill, and leave granted, 216; presented and read 10,  216; rend. 
20, committed, and reported, 295; road 30, and sent to Legislative Conneil1  
by Message. 347; received from Council with amendments, 393; mnend' 
ments agreed to, 400. 

INSOLVENT LAWS (See 'ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
INTERCOLIINJA], SHIPPING TELEGRAMS (See "IELEGRAPJI.") 
INTERMEDIATE DISTRICTS (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
Th"VENTIONS 
1w Locoro'rloy 
retition presented from Edward Bell, Esq., CE., in reference to, 139 ; ordercd 
tobe printed, 151 .................................................. 

LETTERS OF REGISI'eAraox or:— 
Return to Addiess of Session 1560, 359,; Mr. Hart moved for a Eetnm 0 
descriptions and specification of Inventions, 425 ...................... fl 
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INVESTMENT, WILSON'S SETTLEIEENT, BILL (See "WILSON'S SETTLF, 
flI MENT INVESTMENIIJL") 

IRVING, CLARK, ESQ. (See "?srEMBERS SWORN": also "CROWN LANDS.") 

IT. 

JERVIS BAY (See "LIQIIT-HOUSE,") 
JONES. MRS. MARY (Sea "POSTAL,") 
JUDGE'S. ADDITIONAL, APPOINTMENT BILL:— 

Received from Legislative Council by Message, 417. 
JUDGMENTS AND VERDICTS, SUPREME COURT, BILL (Sue " COURT 

SUPREME, VERDICTS ANT) JUDGMENTS BILL") 
JUSTICE (See" ADMINISTRATION OF.") 

 
KFJIGHTLY, MR.:— 

Mr. T. Garrett moved for Correspondence between the Government and, ir 
reference to the Sale of Land at Tani worth, 59. 

KEMPT, LIEUTENANT COLONEL (See "ADMINISTRATION OF THE 
GOVERNMENT,") 

RENTISH, MR. N. L. — 

i\Ir, Dick moved for a Select Committee to inquire into and report upon th Petition (If. 35 Report brought up, 327 
KIANDRA (See "GOLD FIELDS") 
KISSING POINT (Sue "(1OMMON.") 
KNAPP, ME. B, S. IL:— 

Petition of, referred to Select Comniittcc on Grievances, 273. 

 

LAMB, THE HONORABLE JOHN, RN., M.L.C, :— 
Summoned as witness before Committee on Light-house, near JervisBay, 155; 
Mesagu from Council graatiiig leave, 186. 

LAMBING FLAT (See "GLD FIELDS,") 
LABORERS ('-See UNEMPLOYED.") 
LAND (Sc- "TITLES TO LAND "; also "CROWN LANDS"; also 

"ESOHEATED LANDS")
M 

:— 
ORDNANCE ACT AENDMENT BILL;— 
Presented and read 10, 6. 

RIGHTS OF SQUATTEKI 
Despateh in reference to, dated 29 November, 1853, 17,,.,,,.,,,,,, 
SURVEY OF, IN THE SOUTHERN DIsTulel's 

,,,,,, 
 

Mr. O'Brien moved for a List of the names of Surveyors and number of acres 
surveyed, &c., 128. 

SALE OF, AT NeEDLE:— 
Motion matte by Mr. T. Garrett, in reference to, by Mr. Keightly, 59. 
PRIVATE, TAKEN FOR RAILWAY Peapusrs:— 
Mr. PIrke4 moved for Returns of, together with names of owners and cumpen- 
sation claimed or paid, &e., 175, 

Cr,MDE0 BY Ma, B. J. II. KAI'P 
(See "KNAPP, MR. E. J. II.") 
SALE OF, AT MUSWEL,,HnoOR 
Petition presented from the Inhabitants of Mnsweflbrook relative to, 301; 
oi'dered to he printed. 4111 .......................................... 

CLAIMEO BY WrILIAM Ifasisy 
(See "HENRY, WILLIAM,") 

WEST MAITLAYD CHURCH SALE BILL:— 
(See "MAITLAND, WEST, CHURC1! LAND SALE BILL.") 

LANDS, CIIIJR:H AND SCHOOL, BILL (See "C'IIUECII AND SCHOOL, &c.") 
LANG, REV. DR.:— 

Lp.vn ,,f Absence granted to, 312. 
LASCARS (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
LAW, COMMON, PROCEDURE ACT EXTENSION BILL (See 11COMMON1  

LAW PROCEDURE BILL.") 
LAW, PROPERTY. AND TRUSTEES' RELIEF BILL OF 1861:— 

Mr. Blake moved fur leave to introduce, and leave granted, 8'1; Bill presented 
and read 1', 81 read 20,  151 ; discharged from Paper, 393. 

LAWRENCE, SERGEANT MAJOR (See "POLICE,") 
LAYCOCK, J. C., ESQ. (See "MEMBERS SWORN.") 
LEAVE OF ABSENCE:— 

Grmut,'d to Menil,nrs, 107,111, 103. 207, 233, 312. 
LECTUIIESHIPS, EMIGRATION (See "EMIGRATION AGENCIES AND 

LECTUI1ESIIIPS.") 
LEGAL SERVICES;— 

Mr. Dickson moved for a Return of Moneys paid for, since the instroduetion o 
Rus1xsmisibl,' Government, 310. 

LEGISLATION, OBSTRUCTION 'tO:— 
Capt. Moriarty moved resolution in reference to, and motion by leave 
withdrawn, 423, 

LEGISlATIVE (Sett "COUNCIL, APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS TO.") 
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIl, BILL OF 861— 

Mr. Cowper moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 27 ; Bill pre- 
seot,d, and reel 1, 27; read 20,  47; consideration of, in Committeet 
pm'stpouod, 24-1 committed, and progress reported, 249; Committee1 
resuomul ,and further progress reported. 257; Committee resumed, and 
further pro'ress reporter1, 262 ; Committee resumed, and 13111 reported, 
2X1 ; Re.pm'rt adimptrml, 257; read 30, passed, and sent to Legislative 
Council by Message, 289. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION (See" INVENTIONS.") 
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LESLEY, \V. C., RSQ. (See "MEMBERSSWORN-") 
LIABILITIES AND ASSETS (See 'BANKS.") 
LIABILITY OF MINING PARTNERShIPS LIMITATION BILL:— 

Mr. Wilson moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 193; Bill pre 
sobted and read 10,194;  read 2°, committed, and progress reported, 

205; 

Committee resumed, and further progress reported, 226, 234, 253; Com-
mitted resmned, and Bill reported 315; read 30, passed, and sent to! 
Legislative Council by Message, 330; received from Council without 
amendment. 400. 

LIBRARY:— 
Mr. Cnwper moved the appointment of Committee, 17; Report from, brought 
up in reference to reimbursement of Funds, 143; Report adopted, 154); Mr.f 
Douglas moved an instruction to Committee relative to interchange of' 
Cblonial Statutes, 251. I 

LICENSES 
Petition presented from the N.S.W. Alliance for the Suppression of Intemper-! 
Race, relative to Confectioners' 235; ordored to be printed, 2.51 

EAWIiEWS AMENDMENT BILL:— 
Mr. Buchanan moved for leave to infroduce, and leave granted, 336; Bill 

presented and read 10, 836; discharged from Paper, I 
LIGHT-HOUSE 

Mr. Gray moved for a Select Committee to inquire into the Erection of, near 
Jervis Bay, 107; Capt. Moriarty moved that certain Correspondence be 
referred to Committee. 171, 185; Member of Council summoned as witness, 
185; Message in reply, 166; Report from Committee brought up, 422 

LIVERPOOL RAILWAY (See "RAILWAY.") 
LOAN, PUBLIC WORKS, BILL, 1861 :— 

I 
Mr. Weekes moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 871; BUll 
presented and read 10, 371 read 2°, committed, and reported, 381 
read 30, passed and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 391; returned 

by,  Council without amendment, 417. 
LOCKYRIl. flItS. ELIZA :— I 

59; Mr.;  Petition presented from, praying- relief, 45; ordered to be printed,  
Hart moved that it be referred to Select Committee on Grievances—I 
negatived, 78 ......................................... 

LOCOMOTION. INVENTIONS IN (See "INVENTIONS.")
. 

LUNATICS CRIMiNAL BILL OF 1561 — 
Received from Legislative Council by Message, and read 10,  328; read 20,1 

committed, reeonimitted, and reported, 343 ; read 30, passed, and returned: 
to Council by Message, with an amendment, 353; amendment agreed to! 
by Council, 372. 

LUNN (See" ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
LYNCH, DANIEL ("See POSTAL.") 

E 
I 

MACDONALD RIVER (See  
MACKENZIE'S 1IARRJAC.E SETTLEMENT TRUSTEES BILL:— 

Petition preatirted praying leave to bring in, 99; Mr. Windeyer moved for 
leave to introduce, and leave granted, 106; Bill presented and read 1°, 106;; 
referred to Select Committee. 128 ; Report brought up, 250; 

Bill read 20, 
committed, and reported, 296; read 3°, passed, and sent to Legislative: 
Council by Mesage, 313; returned by Council without amendment, 303.: 

MACLEAY, WILLIAM, ESQ. (See "MIBIBERS  SWORN.") 

MAGISnACY — 
Mr. Meston moved for a Select Committee to inquire into tire ;vorking of the, 
unpaid, in the Colony, 106; Motion made for Returns relative to, 130 
lai,l on Table and referred to Comn,ittre, 189; Motion made that the 
Progress Report of hat Session be referred to the Committee. 193; Repsrt1  
brought up, 225; Motion made for the adoption of the Report, negntived,r 

274. 
MAGISTRATE (See" POLlCE MAGISTRATE.") 
MAGISTRATES POWERS LIMITATION BILL - 

Mr. Buchanan moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 233; Bill pre-' 
sented and read 10, 233; read 2°, 313; committed and reported. -3291 
read 3°, passed. and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 360; rctumedi 
by Conneilwithout amendment, 423. 

MAGUIRK, BRYAN (See "ASSEMBLY.") 
MAIL GUARDS (See "POSTAl."; also "GUARDS.") 
MAITLAND (See "RAILWAY.") 
MAITLAND, EAS'l', LAND RESERVES (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
MAITLAND AND MORPETFI (See "RAiLWAY.") 
MAITLAND, UST, CHURCH LAND SALE PILL 

Petition pre4ented playing leave to bring ii', 105; )Jr. Dick moved for leave 

to i.troduce-, and lenve granted. 127 ; Bill pre>cuted anti read 1
0, 129; r 

ferred to Select Committee, 160; Report brought up, 215; Bill read 2°,I 
253; committed and reported, 296; re-ad 30, passed, and sent to Lcgigla-- 
tive Council by Message, 314 ; returned by Council without amend.I 
meat, ftJ. 

MANLY BLACIt (See "WIL&RF.") 
MANSLAUCIITER, (jORONERS BAIL FOR, IILLOF 1861 (See "CORONERS'. 

BAIL," etc.) 
MAPS (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
MARICET.s'rItEwr (See "NORTffWOOD, kLDEflUN.") 
ISIAItKHA4I, G.. ESQ. (See "MEMBERS SWORN.") 
MARS, FJELDOP (See "COMMON.") 
MARTJNDALE, CAPTAIN 

Mr. Lucas moved for Correspondence in rcf'rence to the Resignation of, 336. 
MeART11UR, ALEXANDER, ESQ. (Sec "MEMBERS SWORN.") 
MECHA1cICS (See UNEMPLOYED.") 
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MEDICAL ADVISER TO GOVERNMENT 

MEMBERS SWORN- 
2, 5(2). 6, 17, Is, 23,35 (21, 36, 63, 107, 249, 287,335. 

MEMBERS, PROPOSED PAYMENT OF:- 

ltnoort on Vaccination for 1860 laid on Table. 111 .........................2 1 681 

Petition presented from Itesiderits in the Northern Dis&iets in reference to, 
193; ordered to be printed, 200 .................................... 

MEMBERS OF COUNCIL QUALIFIOA'I'ION BILL 
Received from Council by Message, and read 19, 372; dischargedfroin Paper, 427, 

MEMBERS OF COUNCIL:- 
Appointment of future (See "COUNCIL.") 

MERCHANT SEAMEN (See "SEAMEN.") 
MESSAGES:- 
TRANSMISSION OF, BETWEEN THE Two Horsas 
Mr. Cowper moved Sessional Order in reference to, 18. 
FROM TUE GovEallon Gsaaasn-:- 
No. 1. Approaching departurtof his Excellency, 6 ...................... 
2. Assent to Titles to Laud Bill, G. 

2 
FROM TUE ADMINISTRATOn OF THE GovnNsrnr (LIESJT,.COL. Ksiasw) 
No. 1. Assumption of Administrati,rn of Government, 36 .................. 

Assent to Revenue Fund Bill, 77. 

Estimates for 1360-61, Menio. Explanatory of, 2 ................... 

2 
Assent to Census Bill, 139. 

3. Exhibition of Industry of all Nnioas,1662s83 ..................... 

5.,, Common Law Proei'dure Bill, 199. 
6.., Registration of Deeds Bill, 215- 
7.,, Supreme Court Verdicts and Judgments Bill, 213. 

Fnox His EXCELLENCY Sin Joux Youxo 
No. 1. Assnmptiea of the tilinisistrat,on of tin Government by,225 ........ 

Assent to Scab in Sheep Bill, 233. 
Additional Supplenientazy Estimate, 243 ......................... 2  
Salary of Commissioner of Insolvent Estates, 243 ................... 2  
Assent to Inquests connerninT Fires Bill. 288. 

G. Cattle Disease Prevention Bill, SI!. 
2 Additional Estimates for 1861, 311 .................................. 

Assent to Sydney University Bill, 390. 
'I'olls Amendment 13111, 390. 
Commissioner at Newcastle Appointment Bill, 390. 
Pitt-street Tramway Bill, 300. 

12, Supplementary Estimate of Exponditnre for 1861, 391 ............... 2  
13. Assent to Proof by Declaration Bill, 390. 
it. Temporary Acts Continuance Bill, 391. 
15. Funds for Voluntary Emigration, 407 ............................ - 

FB0M LEGISLATIVE Assawsny TO COUNCIL:- 
Eeqncsting the attendance of Members of the Legislative Council as witnesses 
b'orc Select Committees, 185, 267, 312, 321, 322. 
Transmitting Consolidated Revenue Fund 14,11, 1861, 413. 

Comm,in Law Procedure Act Extension Bill, 84. 
Unties of Customs Bill of 1561, 9(1. 
Colonial Spirits Duties Bill of 1861, 91. 
Scab in Sheep Bill of 1891, 118. 
Tolls Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 152. 
Inqus'sts concerning Fires Bill, 177. 
Pitt-street Tramway Bill, 185, 
Crown Lands Alienation Bill of 1861,282. 
Crown Lands Ocenpatian Bill of 1861, 232. 
Waligunyab Murray River Bridge Company's Bill, 234, 
Report and Evidesice on ditto, 237. 
Cattle Disease l'revention Bill, 282. 
Wilson's Settlement Invetment Bill, 232. 
Legislative Council Bill of 1863, 289. 
Church and School Lands Bill, 296. 
Mnekcnzie's Man'iageSettlomeut Trustees Bill, 313. 
West Maitl:'nd (lhm'ch Land Sale Bill, 315. 
Chinese Immigration Regulatiosi Bill, 328. 
Hosking's Trost Bill, 828. 
Cattle Driving Act Amendment Bill, 3. 
Mmmi and lfrxh:im Railway Act Amendment Bill, 329 
Clarence and richmond Rivers Steam Navigation Com 
pany's Bill, .530. 

Liability of Mining Partnerships Limitation Bill, 330. 
Insolvency Commissioner's Bill of 1861, 347. 
Magisfratcs Powers Limitation Bill, 860. 
Coal Fields Regnlatin,i Bill, 1861, 371. 
Appropriation Bill, 1860-61, 372. 
Municipal Rates Enforce]nent Bill of 1861, 382. 
Pnblic Works Loan Bill, 1881; 391. 
Gold Fields Bill, 1861, 392. 
Voluntary and Assisted Immigration Fund Bill, 408. 

Returning New South \Valei Census Bill of 1861, 118. 
Registration of Deeds Affecting Real Estate Law Amend- 

mentEill, 177. 
Supreme Cmrt Vevdicts and JndgmeiM Bill, 190. 
Commissioner at Newcastle Appoimnent Bill, 206. 
Sydney University Incorporation Act Amendment Bill, 

of 1891, 313. 
Coroners' Bail for l\Tanslangliter Bill of 1861, 340. 
Proof by Declaration Abolition Bill of 1861, 346. 
Tempos'ni-y Acts Continuance 13111 of 1861, 347. 
Criminal Lunatics Bill of 1861, 353. 
Enforcement of Claims against the Crown Bill, 400, 
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MESSAGES (Continued) 
Fzog LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY To C0UNCm—( Continued):— 

Agreeing to Amendments in Common Law Procedure Bill, 170. 
Scab in Sheep Bill of 1861, 206. 
Tolls Amendment Act Bill, 314. 

Does not insist on Amendments in Commissioner at Newcastle Bill, 380. 
Agreeing to Amendments in Pitt-street Tramway Bill, :346, 

Amendments in Insolvency Commissioner's Bill, 400. 
and disagreeing to Amendments in Crown Lands Alienation 

Bill, 414. 
Amendments in Mmmi and Hexham Railway Bill, 416. 
Amendments in Waligunyali Murray River Bridge Company's 
Bill, 421. 

P5CM LEGISLATIVE CouNciL TO Assarrnx 
In reply to Messages requesting the attendance of Members of the Legislative 

Council as Witnesses before Select Committces,186, 268, 
814, 322, 381. 

Returning Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 1861, 65. 
Comnmoi, Law Procedure Act Exteasioa Bill, 164. 
Scab in Sheep Bill, 200. 
Inquests concerning Fires Bill, 257. 
Tolls Amendment Act Amendment Bill, 295. 
Pitt-street Tramway Bill of 1861, 295. 
Cattle Disease Prevention Bill of 1861, 303. 
Wilson's Settlement Investment Bill, 372. 
West Maitland Church Land Sale Bill, 32. 
Hosking's Trust Bill, 393. 
Clarence and Richmond Rivers Steam Navigation Company's 

Bill, 393. 
Mackenzie's Marriage Settlement Trustees Bill, 393. 
Insolvency Cnmniissioner's Bill of 1861, 393. 
Crown Lands Alienation Bill of 1861, 399. 
Mmmi and Hexham Railway Act Amendment Bill, 399. 
Liability of Mining Partnerships Liiuitation Bill, 400. 
Cattle Driving Act Amendment Bill, 400. 
Appropriation Bill 1860-61, 413. 
Wahgunyah Murray River Bridge Company's Bill, 413. 
Public Works Loan Bill of 1861, 417. 
Crown Lands Occupation Bill of 1861, 122. 
Gold yields Bill, 1861, 422. 
Magistrates' Powers Limitation Bill, 423. 
Voluntary and Assisted Immigration Fund Bill, 424. 

Disagreeing to Amnemidmoats in Cunmissioner at Newcastle Bill, 321. 
Agreeing to Amendments in Sydney University Bill, 328. 

Coroners Bail Bill, 372. 
Criminal Lunatics Bill, 372. 
Enforcement of Claims Bill, 424. 
Registration of Deeds Bill, 200. 

Transmitting Commissioner at Newcastle Appointment Bill, 112. 
Registration of Deeds affecting Real Estate Law Amendment 

Bill, 112. 
Supreme Oonrt Verdicts and Judgments Bill, 134. 
Temporary Acts Continuance 13111 of 1861, 186. 
Proof by Declaration Abolition Bill of 1861, 186. 
Coroner's Bail for Manslaughter Bill of 1861, 186. 
Members of Council Qualification Bill, :372. 
Additional Judge's Appointment Bill, 417. 
Church of England Synods Bill, 200. 
Ep oft and Evidence on ditto, 239. 
Sydney University Incorporation Act Amendment Bill of 1861, 

243. 
Admission of Banisters Law Amendment Bill, 315. 
Enforcement of Claims against the Crown Bill, 827. 
Criminal Lunatics Bill of 1861, 328. 

MESTON, ROBERT, ESQ. (See "MEMBERS SWORN.") 
METROPOLIS (See WATER SUPPLY.") 
MILITARY :— 

Despatoh relative to, Assistance to New Zealand; laid on Table, 6 .......... 
MINING PARTNERSHPS LIABILiTY LIMITATION BILL (See "LW 

BILITY.") 
MINISTERS, RESPONSIBLE:— 

Mr. Hoskina moored resolutions in reference to Salaries of, 39. 
MIflI AND R'EXRAM RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL (See 

"RAILWAY.") 
MINT, SYDNEY BRANCH OF ROYAL 

Despateli, dated 13 January, 1861, in reference to, 273 ...................... 
Report of experiments on Colonial Timbers, 233 .......................... 

MITCHELL, LADY:— 
Ir. Irving moved for a Committee of the Whole to consider of an Address in 
reference to Pension for, 231 Resolution reported, 360, 

MOFFAT V. SMART (See "ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS.") 
MONEY (See "LEGAL SERVICES ;" also, TRUST MONEYS ;" also, 

"ROADS.") 
MORPETH (See "ROADS. ") 
MORPETH AND MAJTLAID RAILWAY COMPANY'S BILL (See "BAIL- 

WAYS." 
MOTIONS DROPPED 

78, 83, 128(2), 150, 176, 193, 233 (2), 273, 311 (2), 330, 336, 348, 372, 874, 400, 
401 (5) 102 (2), 424 (2). 
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MOTIONS WITHDRAWN 
3M, 46, .52, 37, 5(2), 592), 60,78(2)83. 1I1, 127, 128, 140. 151 (2), In (2), 
194 (i;,  221, 226, 232, 250, 251, 295, 310 (3), 311, 338, 330, 337, 343, 371, 
374,89) t 2). 401 (9), 421, 423 (2), 421, 427, 128. 

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, SYDNEY:- 
Report r I its t. S a erL''' and \V.tt-r Sn:ply, 313 ....................... 

MUNICIPAL EXItS ENFORCEMENt' BILL OF H,FlI 
Mr. Cow1ur ai;vi'd for leivo to ijiti-oduce, and leave granted, 313 ; Bill 
,or 4 it ,it r id I', 347; reid 2°, cunirnitted, 'iid pl'ogrt'ss reported, 315 
C tiiui It, ,' r'4e1ied, and Bill ru orted 372 ; zead 30,  paas-.d, and bent to 
Legislative (lonjeil by Mesa', 381. 

MUNICIPALITIES .r'r AMENDMENT BILL OF IhOl 
Mr. Lou to 'it, v, I :or let ye to introit i ic', ant luau t' grunti ol, ii IS Bill presu tied 
an3  to id 10; ; P,,titi,in praent,d from Stan,,! Ilcbblowlpite a'stinst, 
143 u I :1 too ILu 1jrii,ti-d, 15-' \[r, I, G,errt.tt m-jved fou C-fueL ol 
C ire ,,,: ide F er iv itli .'%l on i ci 1,d Connei 5, in itturent i, to this III! 
and anti' 'ii by l,'tvv. withdraw,, 15(1 l'etition presentuil in favour of thy 
Iiilr 'rh, '1 nh4  tlitvnfW'nr'- P7' P't'tiv. m. lot.-4it,fiv-ni 
of, fiji \hiueipslity of Waverley, and Rate-payers of Waverlcy, 169 
Bill on the,1 on m' tic',, for second reading, 1 W. 

MUNICII'ALITY. HUAI,I1AVEN 
Mr. J. Griott novel hat a Select Committee to inqniru into the Petition of 
Al.'xand or B i'rç', Esq., 27. 

Mr. J, (air 1, i-riD, .1 Dii' l':-titieo of .1. Uraleus, pre-1cntcd bat 5,-scion, 
b. p:iiit-..titl • ::ltritd t:, t;,,mii,ittee, 27 ......................... 

Putitio,, pie., tel Iit,,ii A. B, Try, Li ]., pn'ying leave to be heard before 
C-':uoiitt, , 32 'tudor: Ito li priiito:1 .'iicl ref ,,ed to Committee, 3$ 

AIr. T. I . , en unveil di at tla' M yor of ShuaIhtvuo have leave to apprar 
but. 'Ft C-on 1 niorti..' fli''tj, In toy I,' tve withdraw,,, 60. 

l'e titi ii .......I,: 1 fan, i the  May r ot Slit al h-i vi n, pr:tyin g to be, heard befoce, 
the Cup ito-c, an l(ave granted, 95 Mr. T. Garrett moved that ccrttdn 
dot •,,.ts h'r,'tL-rn ito the C,jnsn,ittee, 101. 

MURRAY. 'P A , I',SQ. (s.: " SPEAKER,") 
MURI1J:IIBIOUIIE Sic" IIILWUES.") 
MUSE I'M:- 

Report. Low (lip Trustees of, for I 860; laid on l'-tblo, 231 .................. 
MUSWELLB1It3OJj (Sec "COMMON ;" also ' CROWN LANDS.") 

N. 

NAMES OF ITEMBEI1S (See SESSIONAL ORDERS.") 
NAItELLAN (See ILESERVOIR.") 
NATIONAL UrinATION (See "EDUCATION.") 
NEPEAN tSt,, 'BRIDUES.") 
NEWCASTLE. ('I DIMISSION ER AT, APPOINTMENT BILL:- 

Iteceivi it frtui L ri,.Imrtive Conneil by Messue, and rend 1°, 112; read 2°, 143; 
('orion itt.rp 1 0,1 I P9:41 toil, 170: di I,  a ' on iuoti, -n for third reading 
adji iii rip d, 176 ; Ri II read 3°, nosed, aid returned to Council with ac,pe,nf 
ments, 2.16 C',uneil uliseigrees to aiteadnionts, 321 : Assembly does not 
isist hun an,,endme its, .329 Assent reported, 390. 

NEWCASTLE, CITY OF:-- 
I 'utititi p,' -- let from Mnniuip.,1 Council relative to etrinin obstrnctions 
to t I I' in, j,,,, vclnue,pt of, 133 ; order, it to, (it' lirintetl and referred to the 
Suit pt ( op ii nit, or on C tie va-I Ices, 151 ................................ 

NEW SOU PIE WILES (-See" COLONY"; also, "ROADS")- 
S btii stir il riot of the progri -a., of, frorii I  855 to 1859, laid -n Table, 39 

NEW SOUTH ii ALES (ENSITS BILL FOIL 18111 (Sic "CflSL'S BILL.") 
NEW '/EALANI) (S e 'MILITARY.") 
NORNA, RAJUflt (See 'ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
NOILT1I, MR. W,, P.M. (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
NORTH, GREAT ROAI) (See ' ROADS.") 
NORThERN hIlL (4IjARDS See "GUARDS" also, "POSTAL.") 
NOILT1IERN RAILWAY EXTENSION (See "RAILWAY") 
NORTh WOOD, ALDERMSN 

Return to Order of Session 1860, relativo to encroachments on Market-street, 
63. 

513 
OATH 

(Jommissin to administer by Commissioners to Members, 2; Speaker's Corn_i 
mibsioli to administer, 5; Deputy Speaker's ditto, 61. 

OBSERVATORY:- 
Third Report on Sydnoy,6 .............................................. 

OBSTRUCTION TO LEGISLATION (See "LEGISLATION.") 
OBSTRUCTION, RAILWAY, AT MAITLANI) (See "RAILWAY.") 
OFFICE BEARERS (See 'I)ESTITUTE ASYLUM.") 
O'MEA.RA, MR. FRANCIS:- 

Petition of, referred to Select Committee on Gricvanees, 150. 
OPENING OF PARLIAMENT (See ' PARLIAMENT"; also, "ASSEMBLY.") 
ORDER, POINTS OF:- 
RELATIVE TO: 
Admissibility of certain amendments to motions, 40. 
Eeeeption of Petitions, 99, 302. 
Restoration of Order of the Day, lapsed by adjournment of the House, after 
being read, 175. 

Omission or reduction of items in Committee of Supply, 199. 
Proceeding during the process of balloting for Select uommittee, 261 
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ORDER, POINTS OF (Continued) 
BELATIVI TO 
Member giving his voice with the Ees and voting with the Ayes, 262, 408. 
Notices of Motion, change of day, 267. 
Admissibility of 13111 containing certain pecuniary provisions, 268. 
Disorderly Words reported from Committee of the Whole, 268. 
Introduction of a Bill with pecuniary provisions therein, 302. 

ORDERS, STANDING AND SESSIONAL (See "STANDING ORDERS"; 
also "SESSIONAL ORDERS.") 

ORDNANCE LAND A€T AMENDMENT BILL:— 
Bill presented and read 10, 0. 
RETURNS:— 
Lnid on Table, 17...................................................... 

P. 
PARLIAMENT (See "ASSEMBLY"; also "POINTS OF ORDER.") 
pAJrnAMA'ITA RIVER (See "ROADS"; also "TRARFIC.") 
PARTNERSHIPS, LIABILITY OF MINING, LIMITATION BILL (See "LIA-' 

nattY OF MINING PARTNERSHIPS BILL.") 
PATROL (See" POLICE.") 
PAYMENT 01' MrnLBERS (See "ASSEMBLY.") 
PAYMENTS (See "LEGAL SERVICES.") 
PEGG, JAMES 

Petition referred to Select Committee on Greivances, 66; Progress Report 
brought up, 425 ......................................................... 

PEISLEY, .rOlIN, ESQ. (See "MEMBERS SWORN.") 
PENSiON (See "MITCHELL, I1ADY.") II 
PETITIONS:— 

Weekly Abstract of ..................................................... 
General Summary of Ditto ................................... ... .  

OF PETTY SESSIONS, CONDOBOLIN (See "ADMINISTRATION JUS 
TICE.") 

PIDDINGTON, W. fl. ESQ. 
Appointed Deputy Chairman of Committees of the Whole House, 281, 
287, 301. 

PaOTAGE AND HARBOUR DUES 
Despatehes in reference to, 83 ............................................. 

PILOT BOARD 
Mr. Dalgleish moved for the Jkport of, on the Working of the Department, 176.. 

PILOTS 
Mr. Watt moved for a Return of Vessels entering the Port requiring Pilots,. 
since 1 January, 1852, 78; laid on Table, 231 ......................... 

Mr. Watt moved for Correspondence in reference to the appointment of an 
additional, for Port Jackson, 78; laid on Table, 249, 

PITT-STREET TRAMWAY BILL OF 1861:— 
Mr. .lriold moved for leave to introdneo, and leave granted, 117; Bill 
presented and read 10, 117; Petition presented in favour of, from Inhabi- 
tants of l'itt-strest, 133; ordered to be printed. 139 ; Petition presented] 
against, from Residents in l'itt.street, 157; Bill read 2', committed, andi 
progress reported, 163; Committee i-,:sumod, and Bill reported, 171;, 
Report adopted, 177; Bill read 30, passed, and sent to Legislative Council 
by Message, 185; received from Council by Message, with amandments, 
295; amendments agreed to, 316 Assent reported, 390. 

PLANS (See 'RAILWAY"; also "CROWN LANDS-) 
POLICE:— 
Sanorayr MAJOR LaWRENCE:— 
Motion made by Mr. Button for Correspondence in reference to dismissal of) 
from the \rest,, Patrol, 423. 

POLICE COULIT. SYDNEY, (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
POLICE MAGISTRATE (See also "ADMIN1STRATION OF JUSTICE'):—

Mr. Meston moved for ,a Committee of the Whole to consider of an Address for: 
the Salary of, at Tenterfield; motion by leave withdr&wn 83; similar 
motioa made by Mr. Dick, relative to Taniwortb. 371. 

PORT JACKSON (See "pilOT"; also "VESSELS ENTERING.") 
POSTAL 

Farther Correspondence relating to Steam Service, 139 ................... 
Letter from Edward Hamilton, Esq., in reference to, 231 .................. 
Mr. Stewart moved for a Select Committee to inquire into the Petition of Mrs. 
Mary Jones, 59; Report brought up. 309 .................. 

P.tition from Dtnie1 Lynch, complaining of his &isehnrge from the General 
Post Office, Sydney, 3b1. 

Mr. Hart moved for Correspondence relative to discharge of Mail Guards on] 
the Northern Road, 101. 

POWERS, MAGISTRATES', LIMITATION BILL (See "MAGISTRATES' 
POWERS LIMITATION BILL") 

PRECEDENCE (See "SESSIONAL ORDERS": also "£SSflY-") 
PRE.El'.IPTIVE RIGHT (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
PREVIOUS QUESTION, 89, 57, 77.312. 
PRISONS:— 

Mr. Parkes moved for a Select Committee to inquire into the Management of, 
38; Motion made that the Committee have leave to make visits of inspec- 
tion, 52 ; Petition presented from Thomas Harrison, late Turnkey at 
Darlinghurst Gaol, 128; ordered to be printed and referred to Committee, 
134; mothm made for leave for Special Sittings, 311; Member of Legis 
lative Council summoned as witness, 312; Message from Council, in 
reply, 311; Report brought up, 428 .................................. 
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PRIVATE BUSINESS (See "SESSIONAL ORDER.') 
PRIVILEGE, QUESTION OF:— 

Mr. Gray moved for a Select Committee to inQuire into certain language IISQd 
by His Honor the Chiof Justice in the Sopreme Court, 257; alember 
Legislative Council summoned as withess, 267; Message inreply, 265; 
Report brought up, 273 .............................................1 615 

PROCEEDINGS IN SUPPLY (See SESSIONAL ORDER") 
PROCEDURE, COMMON LAW, ACT EXTENSION BILL (See 'LAW.") 
PROOF BY DECLARATION ABOLITION BILL OF 1861 

Received from Legislative Council by Message, and read 10, 186; ordered to 
be printed, 267; read 20, committed and repuüed, 257; read 30, passed. 
and returned to Council without amendment, 346; Assent reported, 390. 

PROPERTY LAW AND TRUSTEES' RELIEF BILL OF 1861 :— 
Mr. Blake moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, SI; Bill presented 
and rend t°, 84; read 20, 131; discharged from Paper, 393. 

PROROGATION:— 
Motion for adjournment preliminavy to, 427. 

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS (See 'FINANCE.") 
PUBLIC FERRIES LAW AMENDMENT BILL (See "T'ERJUES,") 
PUBLIC HOUSE LAWS AMENDMENT BILL OF 1861 :— 

Mr. Rusden moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 274.; Bill pro- 
sented and read 10, 2a1; oegrstived on motion for second reading, 312. 

PUBLIC SERVICE:— 
Mr. Windoyor moved for a Select Committee to inquire into the System of 
Tendering for, .5 ; Report brought up, 393 ..........................2 I1331 

PUBLIC WORI(S LOAN BILL, 1861 (Se,, "LOAN BILL.") 
PUNISHMENTS, CAPI'VAI, ABOLITION BILL:— 

Mr. Parkes mov. d for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 19; Bill presented 
and read 10, 19; negatived on motion for second reading, 52. 

PURCELL (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE,") 
PYRMONT RAILWAY TERMINUS (See "rAILWAt") 

 

QUALIFICATION (See "MEMBERS OF COUNCIL QUALIFICATION 
BILL;"  also, "ELECTIONS ANDQUALIFICAflONS") 

QUEEN:— 
Address to, in reference to title of Governor, 415. 

QUORUM (See "ASSEMBLY.") 

 H 
RAILWAYS (Soc also "MRS. BE COUJtCY"): - 
EYTEIcSION OF GREAT NORTHERN:— 

2 46 Petitioii presented last Session, ordered to be printed, 31 .................
Mr. Sutherland m,,vod. for Returns in reference to, 425. 
DUDLEY, H. W. 
Petit] on presented from, in refercaeeto disadvantages connected with his tenure 
of theltefae4hmdnt Room at Sydney Station, 100; ordered to be printed, and 

2 471 r,'ferred to the Select Committee on Grievances, 106 .................. 
Pc.cas, SPmcerFrcA'rIoNs, &C., FOR EXTENSIONS:— 
Mr. Cutouvings moved for production of, motion by leave witbdrawn,171. 
PRIVATE L.o,us TAKEN FOR 
Mr. Parkes ,aoved for Tabulated Returns of, 125. 

OJSSTRUCTION it) GAoL Rasuavz is MACmAN!,:— 
Petition presented in reference to, 193; ordered to be printed, 200 ........... 2 327 
Ljvsapoor, AND CAMI'BELLTOWN 
Mr. Lucas ,ioved for a Return of all Moneys expended upon, 234. 
Mr. lialgicish moved for sections of, 310. 
Mr. 1)algleish moved for Retuni shewing the water-ways of Bridges, &e., ens 

Liverpool arid Campbelltown Line, 124. 
DELIVERy OF 0 OODS AT CAMPUELLTOWN 
Mr. L' ary moved for Correspondence in reference to, 252; laid on Table, 399. 
DLXON, WLLLO! 
Petition pre'wntcd from, complaining of his tharuissid from oflice as time 
keeper, 268; o,'dered to be printed, 274 ; referred to Select Committee on 
Grie.vu,e's, 412 ..................................................... 2 475 

EXTENM,,N LINES AND Wonas 
Mr. Rotton ,nore,l for comparative sections, sbwiog the levels, also tracings 
of the viadeets, &e,, '335; Mr. Cunnnings moved resolutions in reference 
to, 416. 

MINE: AND HEXUAN RailwAy Act AnrynMrxr BrLL 
Petiti .n presented, praying ]taw to bring in, dS ; Mr. Parkes moved for j 
leave to iritro,t,e. 91; Bill pre.cieutd and nod 1°, 95; referred to Select 
Cooimittee, 117; Petiti,,n presented from H. B. Bradley, Esq., ogainat. 
rvft'rrr, U,, S •1.et Committee, 111 ; Report brou lit up, 225; Bill read 2°, 2 477 
cool,,' iii cd, and pro Ire reported, 231 ; Co, 'i tuittes resumed and Bill 

repo,'t 1, 3' : Ce li?, p. ti 1, IIId gent to Leisktive Council by Message, 
329: r eeee'i fro:A  c:j,,ndll with an amosidment, 399; amendment ngreedI 
to, 416. 

)Ionpsma AND MAINLAND RAILWAY Co,n'AsV's BilL 
Petition preseutes', pr:'57ing leave to bring in, 327; r. Parkesmoved for leave 
to introduce, an'! l'sre granted, 3S8; Bill1weeented and rood 10. 338 
reforn,I to S 1, of Committee, 318; Report brought up, $60; Bill read] 2 495 
a', 392 eu.iiu,ittel, and progress reported, 4(12; dropped in CO,ninittesSIoll 
the Whole Hose, 427. 
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VOL. I'AGm. 

B. 

RAILWAYS, Are. (Contiuuect) 
ErnaloNT 'I'EBMINUS 
Petition presented from Directors of Bridge Company, praying the completion 
of, 381; ordered to be printed, 401 .................................. 

Petition presented from Inhabitants of Sydney, similar prayer, 359 ordered 
to he printed, 424 .................................................. 

Mr. Sutherland moved resolutions in reference to, 428. 
RALFE, JAMES:— 

Petition of, referred to Select Committee on Grievances, 150; Report brought 
up, 428 ....................................................... 

BATES, MUNICIPAL, EM?ORCEMENT BILL OF 1561 (See 'MUNICIPAL 
RATES BILL.") 

RAYMOND TERRACE (See "PERRY.") 
REFRESHMENT ROOM (See "ASSEMBLY"; also "RAILWAY.") 
REGISTRATION OF DEEDS AFFEC'J'ING REAL ESTATE LAW AMEND. 

MENT BILL (See 'DEEDS REGISTRATION BILL.") 
REGISTRATION OF INVENTIONS (See "INVENTIONS.") 
RELIEF (See "FLOOD.") 
RELIGION (See" STAXE AID.") 
REPORTS:— 
Fan as— 
Board of National Education, for 1839, 6 ................................ 
Ditto Denominational ,, 17 ................................ 
Astronomer. Sydney, 6 ................................................p 
Mealth Officer, Sydney. for 1859, 83 ...................................... 
Medical Adviser to Government, on Vaccination, ill ...................... 
Immigration Agent, for 1639, 193 .................................... 
Trustees of the Australian Museum, for 1560, 231 ........................ 
Report from Deputy Master of the Mint in reference to Colonial Timber, 238 
Municipal Council, Sydney—Sewerage and Water Supply, 343 .............. 
Commissioner in charge of Southern Gold Fields, 381 ................... 
Senate of university of Sydney, for 1860, 416 ............................ 
Trustees of Sydney Grammar School, for 1560, 427 ........................ 

STANDING AND SELEcT Coannnxxs 
Approaching Departuro of Governor General for India., 27 .................. 
Standing Orders Committee, with proposed Standing Orders, 89 ............ 
Library Committee, Reimbursement to Fnnds, 143 ........................ 
Elections and Qualifications Committee, Moffat v. Smnrt. j49 ............. 
Address in reply to Governor General's Opening Speech. S ................ 
Wilson's Settlement investment Bill, 59 .................................. 
Colonial Bank of Australasia Incorporation Bill, 99 ...................... 
Mackenzie's Marriage Settlement '[rosters Bill, 250 ...................... 
Clarence and Richmond Rivers Steam Navigation Company's Bill, 251 ...... 
State and Management of the Sydney Dinnain, 355 ........................ 
Mnrpetli and Mrtitland Railway Company's Bill, 360 ...................... 
Claims of tire Rev. W. B. Clarke, 383 .................................... 
Present System of Tendering for the Public Service, 393 .................. 
Working of the Insolvent Law, 416 ....................................p 
Light-honse, near Jervis Bay. 432 .................................... 
Public Prisons in Sydney and Cumberland, 425 ...................... 
Grievances (James Pegg and James .Ralfe), 428 .......................... 
Seamen, 428 ........................................................ 
1Vahunyah Murray River Bridge Company's Bill, 205 ................... 
Unpaid Magistrney. 225 ................................................ 
Mmmi and Ilexham Railway Act Amendment Bill, 225 ....................I 
System of Tendering for Rnns,23'2 ...................................... 
Privilege, 273 ........................................................ 
Hosking's Trust Bill, 295 ..............................................I 
Mr. N. L. Kentisb, 327 ................................................ 
West Maitland Church Land Sale Bill, 215 ................................ 
Mrs. Mary Jones, 309 ................................................. 

REPRIEVE OF "SWAN" (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
RESCISSION OF SESSIONAL ORDER (See "ASSEMBLY.") 
RESERVES, LAND (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
RESERVOIR:— 

Mr. Leary moved for a Committee of the Whole, in reference to the erection 
of, at Narellan, 68. 

RESOLUTIONS:— 
Of Supply, :is;, 45, 134, 157. 259, 143. 
Of Ways and Means, 71, 288, 317. 

REVENUE (See "FINANCE.") 
REVENUE. CONSOLIDATED, FUND BILL, 1861 (See ' CONSOLIDATED 

REVENUE BILL.") 
REVENUES, SYDNEY, IMPROVEMENT BILL OF 1861:— 

Mr. Parkes moved for a Committee of the Whole, and to consider of, 66 
resolution reported, 100; Mr. Perkes moved for leave to introdnci and 
leave granted, 127; Bill presented and vead 10, 127; referred to Select 
Committee, 169. 

RICHMONI) AND CLARENCE RIVERS STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANV'S 
BILL (See "CLARENCE AND RICHMOND RIVERS COMPANY'S 
BILL.") 

RIFLES, MOUNTED VOLUN'l'EEII 
Mr. Sutherland moved for a Committee of the Whole to consider of an Address 
for allowance to, 1130 resolntion reported and adopted, W. 

RIGHTS OF SQUATTERS ( See "CROWN LANDS.") 
RISPIN, CHRISTOPHER (See "GAOL, DARLINGJTURST.") 
RIVERS (See "SALMON.") 
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ROADS:— 
PARRAMATTA RIVER TO GREAT NORTH:— 

Mr. Shepherd moved for doexunents in reference to, 60; laid on Table, 422 
Mr. Lucas moved for a mtuna of money voted for repair of, between Parramatta 
Road and Bedlam Ferry, 401. 

TRUST ACCOUNTS 
Laidon Table, 65 ...................................................... 

SR0ALRAVr,N Disraic'r 
Mr. T. Garrett moved for a return of moneys expended upon, 150. 

BINTON I'UXT TO MORPF,TH 

Mr. Buchanan moved for a Committee of the Whole to consider of an Addres 
for repair of; 150. 

FUNDS, Cancoan,— 
Mr. Watt moved for returns in reference to, 151. 
Sunonmyars, or Naw Soirra WALES:— 
Return thawing classification of, for 1861, 169............................. 

MACDONALD RIVER D:sraiep:- 
1.'etition presented complaining of the state of, 181; ordered to be printed, 19 
GREAT Non'ra — 
Mr. Lucas moved for Correspnndenee in reference to the Tnistces of a portios 
of, 401, 

ROBERTSON, THE RON, JOHN, ESQ. 
Resignation of Seat reported, 243. 

ROBINSON StMIJEL (See "GOLD,") 
ROD, BLACK (See "USHER.") 
ROTTON, HENRY, ESQ, (See "MEMIfEIlS SWORN.") 
RULES OF COURt' (Si, "COURT, SUPREME?') 
RUN. TALA (e' "( ROWN LANDS.") 
RUNS (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
RUSDEN, F. T., ESQ, (See MEMBERS SWORN.") 
RYAN, J. N., ESQ, (See "MEMBERS SWORN.") 
RYAN, JOHN (See 'ASSEMBLY.") 

S. 

SALARHS (See" GOVERNOR GENERAL"; also" MINISTERS.") 
SALARY (Sea "POLICE MAGISTRATE"; also "ADMINISTRATION OF 

JUSTICE.") 
SALMON 

Mr. Wilson moved resolution in reference to development of, in the rivers of 
the Colony, 83. 

SAVINGS (See" FINANCE ") 
SCAB IN SI! EEl' BILL OF 1661:— 

Mr. Mnrrb, moved for leave to introdnee, and' leave granted, 101; Bill pie. 
sent&'It and read 10,  101 read 20, committed and reported, 107; read 80, 
passed, and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 118; received from 
Council with amendments, 200; amendments agreed to, 206 ; Assent 
reported. 235. 

SCHOOL, DENOMINATIONAL, BOARD (See " EDUCATION.") 
SCHOOL AND CITII[tOH LANDS BILL (See" CIIURCH AND SCHOOL 

LANDS BILL.") 
SCHOOL STATIS'I'ICS (See "EDUCATION. ") 
SCOTT, A. W., ESQ, (So "MEMBERS SWORN.") 
SEAL, GREAT, OF THE COLONY:— 

Correspondence between His Excellency and the Colonial Secretary, relative 
to the use of, 36................................................... 

Mr. ltedman moved rcsolutiomm in reference to use of, by Governor General, 
against the wishes of his Responsible Advisers—motion negatived, 58, I 

Mr. i'arkes mu,ved for Coni'spondeuee between the Imperial and Lceal 
Governments, in reference to the property of the late John Tawell, 68;i 
laid on Table, 354 ..................................................I 

Mr. t7owpvr moved for a Select Committee to prepare an Address to Marl 
Majesty, in reference to the use of, debate adjourned 111, debate rosurned.J 
and Order of the Day discharged from the Paper, 416. 

SEAMEN, )IERCHANT 
Mr. Daigleish moved for a Select Committee to inquire into the working o 
the various Acts in reference to, 59. 

Mr. Dalgh'ish moved instruction to Committee, 106; Progress Report brought 
up, '125.......................................................... 

SEATS VACANT 
Resignation of James Byrnes, Esq., reported. 237. 

of lIon, John Robertson, Esq., reported, 243. 
CANE (See "ASSEMBLY.") 

SESSIONAL ORDERS 
IN RFFEIIENCE TO:— 
BimMiness Days, 17. 
Government Business Days, 17. 
Privatc Business Days, 18. 
Transmission of Messages between the two Houses, 18. 
Bell to be rung before counting out, 18. 
Names t,, be recorded at (toiints out, 18. 
Pa) s f., V Ci'mrnittre of Supply, 18. 
Proteedinis in Committee of Supply, iS, 

SETTLE)IEN'1 WILSON'S, INVES'I'MENT BILL (See "WILSON'S SETTLE. 
lEN'l' INVESTMENT BILL"; also, "MACKENZIE'S MARRIAGE 
SETTLEMENT BILL.") 

SEWERAGE (see "MUNICIPAL"; also "WATER.") 
SHEEP, SCAB IN, BILL (See 'SCAB IN SHEEP BUS") 
SRELLHARBOUR (See "WIIARF.") 
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S. 
SHERIFF (See "L&DMINIST,RATION OF JUSTICE.") 
SHIPPING TELEGEAMS (See "TELEGRAPIL") 
SHOALHAVEN DISTRICT (See "ROADS.") 
SHOALUAVEN MUNICIPALITY (See "MUNICIPALITY, SHOALHAVEN". 

SMART V. NOFFAT (See "ELECTiONS AND QUALIFICATIONS.") 

SMITH V. CROOK 
Mr. Daigleish moved for Correspondence between the Harbour Master and the 
Colonial 'I'reasurer in reference to, 60; laid on Table, 133, 

SPEAKER:— 
Election of, S. 
Presentatitt of, 6. 
Commission to Ariminister Oath, 5. 
Waftants f the appointment of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 23, 
.96, 105. 

Temporary absence of, 281, 287, 301. 
Csthng Vots of, 144, 189, 51. 

ECLINO or:— 
In reference to amacndrnents being relevant to the question. 40. 

language of Petition, 100. 
reduction of an item in Committee of Supply, 199. 
Member giving his vote in opesition to his voice, 262, 408. 
Proceedings during the process of balloting for a Select 
Committee, 261 

change of day for Notice of Motion, 267. 
disnrderly words used in Committee of the Whole, 268. 
in reference to adnussilility of Bill containing certain poeu. 
niary provisions, 268. 

Dnrvrv 
Commission to adrni,nster Oath, 51. 
Takes the Chair during temporary absence of Mr. Speaker, 281, 287, 301. 
Ruling of, in reference to reception of Petition praying  for pecuniary relief, 302. 

as to the admissibility of Chinese Bill, having reference to certain 
pecuniary provisions contained therein, 302. 

SPEECH (See "COVER NOR GENERAL.") 
SPIRITS COLONIAL, DUTIES BILL OF 1861— 

Suspension of Standing Orders in reference to, on motion of Mr. Weekes, 0 
Mr. WScs moved (orient to introduce, and leave granted, 91; Bill 
presented andread 1? and 2°, committed, reported, read 3°, passed, and 

sent to Legislative Council by Mcssnge, 01. 
SQUATTERS' I1IGI4YS (e "CEO"s$N LANDS,") 
STANDING ORDERS;— 

Adopou, pro. trim., of last Session's Orders 17. 
Appointment of Committee, 17. 
Report brought up. with propnse& 89 ..................................... 
Suspension of, 46, 89, 90, 95, 39. 
Proposed Standing Orders adopted, 107. 
Governor'sapwoval reported, 127 
Member added to Committee, 281. 

STATE AID TO RELIGION ABOTATTON BILL:— 
Mr. Buchanan moved for leave to mtrodnee_motion negatived, 39. 
Mr. Buchanan again moved for leave to introducmotiOfl uc;ativnd, 252. I 

STATISTICS (See also "EDUCATiON 
Return of the Progress of the Colony from 1835 to 1859, 32.................. 

STEAM FERRY (See "FERRY.") 
STEAM NAVIGATION, CLARENCE AND RICHMOND RIVERS, COM- 

PANY'S BILL (See "CLARENCE AN]) RICHMOND RIVERS! 
COMPANY'S BILL.") 

STEAM POSTAL S1tRVICFJ (See,,  f'OSTAL.") 
STEPHEN, SIR ALIkRED (See "PRIVILEGE.") 
STOI{EiEE1'EIt, COLONIAL 

Return to Order of Inst Session, in reference to Department of, laid on Table, 17. 
SUFFERERS (See "FLOODS,") 
SUGAR DUTIES (See "TEA AND SUGAR") 
SUPPLY (See also "SESSIONAL ORDERS"):' 

Days appointed for Committee of, 18. 
Proceedings in Committee of. 15. 
Rouse went into Committee of, 36, 45, 133, 139, 157, 1994 221,231. 238, 244, 
239, 321, 313. 

Order of the Day discharged from Pacer, 353. 
Motion made by )jr Weekes for Committee of, negatived, 230. 

SUPREME COURT VERDICTS AND JUDGMENTS BILL (Sue. "COURT,I 

SUPREME.") 
SUPREME COURT RULES (Sic "COURT, SUPREME.") 
SURVEY OF LAND (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
SURVEYOR (See " BROWNRIG&. MR. )%'. M.") 

SUTTOR W. 11.1  ESQ.

: 

 (See "MEMBERS SWORN.") 
"REPRIEE M ON 

 
OF JUSTICE. 

SWAN " TRATI 
SYDNE DO3AIN (S'e "DOMAIN, SYDNEY.) 

") 

HARBOUR MASTER (See "IT&RBOLII MASTER.") 
GRAMMAIF 51'FIOOL (See "EDlICA'f[ON.") 
MUNICIPAL ('OUNCIL  1SfT "MUNICIPAL C&UNCIL.") 
POLICE COURT (See "ADMINiSTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
REVENUES IMPROVEMENT BILL OF 1661 (Sue "REVENUES 
II'I'tOVE)TENT BILL.")

UNIVVRSITY INCORPORATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL OF 
1861 (See "UNIVERSITY INCORPORATION ACT AISIENDJ 
MENT BILL") 

SYNODS, CHURCH OF ENGLAND, BILL (See "CHURCH OF ENGLAND 
SYNODS BILL.") 

577 
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11 TALk" RUN (See 'CROWN LANDS.') 
AMWORTH (See "POLICE MAGISTRATE?') 
TANNERS AND CUFtRIERS BILL 

Mr. Lucas moved for a Select Committee to consider the evidence taiten 
during Session 1859-60, 233. 

Petition presented from John Page, in reference to, 335; ordered to be1  
printed, 348 ...................................................... 

Petition presented from Hercules Watt, in rerence to, 310; ordered to be 
printed, 402 .................................................... 

TAWELL, JOHN (See "SEAL, GREAT, OF THE COLONY.") 
TEA AND SUGAR DUTIES 

Petition presented, praying for repeal of, Ill. 
TELEGRAPH, ELECTRIC:— 

Correspondence in reference to eommunitien with Europe, 4.5 ............ 
Despatch relative to Communication between Europe and Australia, 371 
Mr. Dickson moved for Returns relative to, 310. 
Mr. Dick moved resolutions with reference to Inter-Colonial Shipping 
Tele"rams, 422. 

Mr. Modis moved for Correspondence relative to Telegraph between Hay and,  
Deniliquin; motion by leave withdrawn, 428, 

TELLERS' LIST:— 
Correction of erro, in, 45. 

TEMPORARY ACTS CONTLNUAN'CE BILL OF 1561 
Reeeive'l from Ie,islativo Council by ilessage, and read 1", ISO; ordered to' 
be printed, 207; read. 2°, committed and reported, 288; read. 3°, passed: 
and returned to Council without amendment, 317; Assent reported, 31)1, 

TENI)FJRING FOR THE PUBT,T(" SERV1043 (See "PUBLIC SERVICE.") 
TENDERING FOR RUNS (See "CROWN LANDS.) 
TENTERb'IELD (See "POLICE MAGISTRATE.") 
THANKS (See "HAMILTON, EDWARD, ESQ.") 
TD'ffBER, FOREIGN:— 

Mr. Loon moved resolution in reference to the use of, on the public works, 
motion by leave withdrawn, 59. 

CoLoNIAL:— 
Report of further experiments on, at Sydney Branch of Royal Mint, 238.... 

TITLE (See "GOVERNOR.") 
TITLES TO BILLS 

Amendments made in, 104, 170, 282, 329. 
TITLES TO LAND ACT AMENDMENT BILL OF 1860:— 

Assent reported, 6. 
TOLLS AMENDMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL:— 

Mr. Lucas moved for leave to introduce, and leave granted, 31; 13111 presented. 
and read 10,31;  read 90,  committed and reported, 100; read 30  passed, 
and sent to Lvgislativo Council by Message, 152; received from Council 
by Message. with amend,uents,.295; anicadinents agreed to, 314; Assent! 
reported, 390. 

TRAFFIC ON PARRAMATTA RIVER:— 
Mr. Shepherd moved resolution in reference to obstruction to, motion by leavel 
withdrawn, 2.50. 

TRAMWAY, I'ITT-S'L'REET, BILL OF 1861 (Sec "nfl-STREET TEAR- 
WAY BILL.") 

TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES ("See "MESRiGES.") 
TEE \MURY IIALAN('ES (See "FINANCE.") 
TRUST (See also "ROAI) TRUST.") 
Mostvs DEPosIT Acrxv, 327 ......................................... 
IIOSKING'S BILL (See "HOSKTNG'S TRUST BILL.") 

TRUSTEES (See "PROPERTY JAW AND TRUSTEES RELIEF BILL"; 
also "MACKENZIE'S MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT BILL"; also 
"ROADS.") 

TURNER AND WOOD (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
TURNKEY (See "GAOL, DARLINGHURST.") 

IJNEMPLOYED 
Petition presented from Mechanics and Labourers in Sydney, praying that the 
Puhlio Works 'nay be proceeded with, 312; ordered to be printed, 402 .. 2 1915 

UNIVERSITY, SYDNEY:— 
RL port from Senate for 1860, laid Cu Table, 416 ...........................2 765 
INCORPORATION ACT AMEYDNIENT BILL OF 1501:— 
Received from Legislative Council by Message, and read 10,  243; read 
committed and reported, 290; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council 
with an amendment, 313 ; amendment agreed to, 328; Assent reported, 
390. 

UNPAiD MAGISTRACY (See "MAGISTRACY.") 
USHER 

Delivers Message from Commissioners on Opening of Parliament, 1. 
Ditto ditto from Governor General, 5 
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VACANT SEATS (See "SEATS VACANT.") 
VACCINATION:— 

Report from Medical Adviser to Goverrnnont on, 111 ...................... 
VERDICTS, SUPREME COURT, AND JUDGMENTS BILL (Soc "COURT, 

SUPREME.") 
VESSELS ENTEItINU FORT JACKSON (See "PILOTS.") 
VOLUNTARY AND ASSISTED IMMIGRATION FUND BILL. (Soc "LMMJ-. 

ORATION.") 
VOLUNTEERS &e also "RIFLES"):— 

Schedule of the Distribution of Vote for, 243 ............................ 
MOUNTED RIFJ,ES 

Mr. Suthurl,iod moved for a Coinrnitteo of the Whole to consider of an Address 
for Allowance to, 330; resolution reported and adopted, 427. 

VOTES (See "SPEAKER;" also "HAMILTON, EDWARD, ESQ.") 
And Proeee,Iins of Assembly .......................................... 
Speaker's cnstini, 144, 189, 251. 
Of Thanks (reply to), 222. 
Savings on, of l'arliarneiit, 77 .......................................... 

W. 
WAHGU flAil MURRAY RIVER BRIDGE COMPANY'S BILL:— 

Mr. i-lay moved fir leave to introduce, and leave granted, 9.5 Bill presented 
aol read l, 96; referred to SJect Committee, 128; Report brought up,1 
205; day for second reading fixed, 215: reid 20, eoiumitts-d, and reported, 
226 ; read 30, passed, and sent to Legislative Council by Message, 231; 
Report and Eviden,'c sent to Council by Message. 237; received from 
Council with amendments, I 13; z'.nsendments agreed to, 421. 

WALSH, C. H., ESQ., (Sc' 'MEMBERS SVORN.") 
\srAlftANTs (See "SPEAKER;" also " ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
WATER SUPPLY (See also 'MUNICIPAL COUNCIL"): 

Fourth Report in reference to Sewerage and Water Supply from Municipal 
Council, Sydney, 343 .............................................. 

Petition presented relative to supply of, to the Metropolis, 413; ordered to be 
printed, 428 ..................................................... 

WATT, W. ,It., ESQ. (See "MEMBERS SWORN.") 
Mn. HERCcLES 
Petition presented from, relative to Tanners and Curriers Bill, 310; ordered to 
printed, 402 ..................................................... 

WAYS AND MEANS:— 
House in Committee of, 71, 288, 3-17. 
Estimates of, Ebr 1361, 77, 28b ........................................ 

WEST, BROTHERS (See "CROWN LANDS.") 
WHARFS:— 

Petition prosi'iitid praying the erection of, at Windsor, 257; ordered to he 
printed, 276................................................... 

Mr. Shepherd moved for a Committ Addre ee of the While to consider of an ss 
relative to the building of, at Manly Beach, motion by leave withdrawn, 
251. 

Mr. Gray moved for a Committee of the Whok to consider of an AddrcssF 
relative to the building of, at Sbellharboor, 336; resolution reported, 369. 

Mr. Walker move,j for a Committee of the Whole to consider of an Address 
r,'lative to the building of, at Windsor, 373; resolution reported, 391, 

WHEELS. BROAD (Sec "TOLLS AMENDMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.") 
WILSON'S SETTLEMENT IN VESTMENT BILL 

Petition presented, praying leave to bring in, 35; Mr. l'arkes moved for leave 
to introduce, and leave granted, 46; Bill presented and read 10, 51; 
referred to Select Committee, 59; Report brought up, 89; day fixed for 2nd 
reading, 89; Bill read 20, and lapsed for want of a Quorum on motion for 
committal, 194; restored to Paper, 207; committed and reported, 226; 
Report adopted, 231 ; Petition presented in favour of, from Joseph Wilson, 
243; Bill recommitted and reported 2°, 254; read 30, passed, and sent 
to Legislative Council by Message, 282; returned by Council without 
amendment, 372. 

WINDSOR (See "FLOODS"; also "WHARFS.") 
WISDOM, B., ESQ. (See "CHAIRMAN OF COMUTTEES"; also "SPEAKER, 

DEPUTY.") 
WOOD AND TURNER (See "ADflISTRATION OF JUSTICE.") 
WORDS OF HEAT (See "ORDER, QUESTIONS OF.") 
WRIT 

Leave granted to Clerk to fnrnish the Crown Solicitor with the original 
Writ for the Electorate of East Naoquario, 157. 

Y. 
YOUNG, SIR JOIIN (See "ADMINISTRATION OF GOVERNMENT.") 

a 
ZOUCH, CAPTAIN (See "GOLD FIELDS.") 

VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS (REFERENCES P0)—V0L. 1, 

V. 

2 1 661 

1 1319 

1 1to428 

2 223 

577 

2 i 1113 

2 1117 

2 1151 

2 203,213 

3! 591 

1217 

[Frice, 6&] 
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iUgiø!atthc aøøcmblp. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLONIAL STOREKEEPER. 
(RETURN IN REFERENCE TO.) 

Ordered by the Lcgilative Assembly to be Printed, 15 January, 1861. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 

of New South Wales, dated 23 October, 1800, That there be laid 

upon the Table of this House,— 

Copies of all Minutes, Iteports, Letters, and all other Docu-

ments having reference to the Investigations which have 

"lately taken place at the instance of the Government into the 

Department of the Colonial Storekeeper; also, Copies of all 

Minutes and Decisions of the Executive Council in relation to 

the same subject." 

(it/i'. A. Can?pbell.) 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE COLONIAL STOREKEEPER.. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to AUDIToR GENERAl, LIMIGRATION AGENT, AND 
REGISTRAR GENERAL. 

The Treasury, New Rout/b Wales, 

GENTLEMEN, 
31 January, 1860. 

The Government having reason to believe, from information they have received, 
that large quantities of stores on account of the Public Service have, at various times, been 
tendered for and supplied by Mr. Buchanan and the late Chief Clerk of the Colonial 
Storekeeper's Department, Mr. John Weston, under the assumed names of "James Staunton," 
and "Staunton & Co.," I am directed by the Treasurer to request that you will form yourselves 
into a Board of Inquiry, for the purpose of investigating all matters relating to the charges 
in question. 

I am also to inform you, that, pending your Report, the Colonial Storekeeper is 
placed under suspension. 

I have, &e., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to COLONIAL STOREKEEPER. 

The Treasury, .NS South Wales, 

SIR, 
31 January, 1560. 

The Government having reason to believe, from information received, that 
large quantities of stores on account of the Public Service have, at various times, been 
tendered for and supplied by you and Mr. John Weston, under the assumed names of "James 
Staunton," and " Staunton & Co.," I am directed to acquaint you that the Treasurer has 
requested the nndernamed officers to form themselves into a Board of Inquiry, for the 
purpose of investigating all matters relatiM  to the charges in question, viz. 

Auditor General, 
Agent for Immigration, 
Registrar General; 

and that pending this investigation you are suspended from the office of Colonial Storekeeper. 
I have, &e., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to Coi.oxIAL STOREKEEPER. 

The Treasury, New Noul7k Wales, 

SIR, 
2 February, 1860. 

In reply to your letter of yesterday's date, protesting against the nomination 
of the Auditor General as a Member of the Board appointed to investigate the charges 
brought against you, for the reason that his impartiality would be necessarily affected by 
the ill-feeling which, you state, exists between you, I am directed to inform you that the 
Honorable the Treasurer feels convinced, from his long knowledge of Captain Mayne, that 
be will conduct the inquiry in an impartial manner, and that no other feeling than a correct 
sense of the duty imposed upon him will influence his decision in the investigation. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

COLONIAL STOREKEEPER to CoLoNIAL TREAsURER, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 27 .)Ilurelt, 1860. 

As you have had placed in your hands the Report of the Board who inquired 
into the charges brought against me, I beg to request you will afford me the opportunity of 
replying to, and commenting upon, the deductions and inferences they may have chosen to 
make; such opportunity to be allowed me previous to the Government's taking the matter 
into consideration, and finally giving a decision. 

I ground this claim upon simple justice, but I am not without ether pleas to 
advance in its support 

1st. The grossly degrading and unwarrantable treatment—such in fact as is reservcd 
for malefactors only—to which I was subjected by the late Treasurer, his advisers, and agents, 
preliminary to this inquiry, and before a scintilla of evidence had been taken to support 
iprintttJacie case. 

2nd. 

2 



2nd. The active participation of this Board (or rather a majority) by act and deed, 
counsel and voice, in such unprecedented proceedings, thereby prejudging me, and leaving 
themselves no option but to take up the inquiry with a foregone determination to make out 
a case, were it only to shroud their own discreditable aetings in the dust of my condemnation. 

3rd. The Star Chamber method of prosecuting the inquiry—witnesses getting the 
Board's support in their refusals to answer questions addressed them on my behalf—whilst 
leading questions, questions as to belief, opiqion, thoughts, and suspicions, were indulged in 
ad libituin by the Chairman, in defiance of protest to the contrary. 

4th. At the last day's sitting, when the Board broke up, the question as to 
further proceedings was left still an open one—so great was the anxiety and intense the 
caution of the Chairman to hedge himself in a perfect forest of safeguards. 

No intimation was made whether the charges were considered supported in whole or 
in part by evidence, nor was expression given to any desire to have aught that might be 
held dubious explained if possible. Clearly in a matter of this grave import to me, and to 
which the Government had cruelly given a significance and character which it is now 
palpable the information they possessed did not warrant, Jwas not called on to volunteer 
either evidence or statements (though I in fact did both), but rather to leave the charges to 
be proved by those behind the scenes who instigated them. And, moreover, as the Board's 
functions were the fourfold yet conjoint ones of judge, jury, prosecuting counsel, and 
detective in charge of case, I maintain that justice requires .1 should be allowed the privilege 
of my answer accompanying their conclusions, and of both being at one and the same time 
considered by the Court of last instance—the Government. 

I have, &e., 
JNO. BUCHANAN, 

C. S. 

PROGEEDINGS of the Executive council, on the 516 April, 1860, with respect to the 
Report of a Board appointed to in2uire into certain alleged irregularities in the Dejarj. 
tnent of the Colonial Storekeeper. 

Minute No. 60.17. Confirmed, 18 April, 1860. 

His Excellency the Governor General next lays before the Council the Report of a Board 
appointed to inquire into the following charges, which have been brought under the notice 
of the llonornble the Colonial Treasurer and the Government, viz. :—That large quantities 
of stores on account of the public service have, at various times, been tendered for and supplied 
by Mr. Buchanan, the Colonial Storekeeper, and Mr. Weston, the late Chief Clerk in his 
Department, under the assumed names of " James Staunton" and "James Staunton & Co." 

The Board, which consisted of the Auditor General, the Immigration Agent, and 
the Registrar General, report that, unsatisfactory and inconclusive as is the evidence which 
they have taken in their inquiry, it has left no doubt in their minds that stores on account 
of the public service have, under the name of "James Staunton," been tendered for and 
supplied by Mr. J. Weston, while holding the office of Chief Clerk in the Colonial StoreS 
keeper's Department; and that although it has failed to establish complicity or connivance 
on the part of Mr. Buchanan with those acts of Mr. Weston, yct that it has produced in 
their minds grave suspicions of such complicity or conijivanee on his part. 

The Board state the grounds upon which they are led to this latter conclusion, 
and close their Report by drawing attention to the extremely loose and unsatisfactory practice 
which the evidence of some of the subordinate officers of the department shews to have been 
pursued with regard to—let, the notification of the acceptance of tenders ; 2nd, the proper 
record of receipts of stores from persons supplying them; and 3rd, the adoption of 
reliable means for checking accounts of stores supplied. 

Apart from this special allusion to the want of proper supervision and arrangement, 
and without permitting their minds to be biassed by the Report of the Board in reference to 
those matters which at preseot give rise to suspicion only, the Council see ample reason to 
believe that the department generally is in a thoroughly disorganized state; and that there 
is full ground for questioning, at all events, Mr. Buchanan's efficiency in the management of 
his department. Convinced, therefore, of the necessity for further investigation, they advise 
that a full and searching inquiry be at ooce instituted into the general management of the 
business connected with the Colonial Store; and bearing in mind the lengthened period 
during which Mr. Buchanan has been in the public service, and the confidence which has 
hitherto been reposed to him, it is with much regret that they feel constrained further to 
advise that, pending the result of such investigation, Mr. Buchanan romaia under suspense. 

MICL. FITZPATRICK, 
Approved,— Acting Clerk of the Council, 

W. D. No. 60314. 
18 April, 1800. 
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PROCEEDINGS of the Board appointed to investigate the charge against the Goloniat 
8tos-ekeepe,,—" that large quantities of stores on account of the Public Service have, 
"at various times, been tendered for and supplied by Mr. Buchanan and the late tide! 
" Clerk of the Golonial Storekeeper's Department, Mr. John Weston, under the assumed 
names of' James Staunton,' and 'Staunton and Co.'" 

2 FEBRUARY, 1860. 

PRESENT:— 
The Auditor General. I The Immigration Agent. 

The Registrar General. 

The Board having met (Mr. Buchanan being present), their intention of examining 
Mr. Buchanan himself, in the first instance, being intimated to him, and he claiming to have 
the evidence of witnesses taken down literally, the Board, after consultation, decide on having 
the attendance of a Short-hand Writer, and adjourn their proceedings until Eleven o'clock, 
am,, to-morrow, the 3rd instant, 

W. C. MAYNE, Auditor General. 
H. H. BROWNE, Immigration Agent. 
CHRIS. ROLLESTON, Registrar General. 

The desire of the Treasurer, conveyed in the letter hereto appended, marked A, having 
been communicated to the Board in Mr. Buchanan's presence, and he being referred to for 
information as to where the document required was to be found, pointed out the press where 
it was deposited. The seals on that press having been broken by the Board, the Schedule of 
Tenders sought by the Treasurer, together with the two original tenders, was found therein, 
and enclosed by the Board to the Treasurer. 

W. C. MAYNE, Auditor General. 
H. H. BROWNE, Immigration Agent, 
CHillS. ROLLESTON, Registrar General, 

[Letter rcferred to.] 

A. 
The Treasury, New South Wales, 

My Dear Sir, 2 Febnary, 1860, 

The Treasurer desires to see the Schedule of Tenders for the supply of the five hundred 
reams of paper (one hundred of which were obtained from Sands and Kenny), and begs that so soon 
as you have access to the store papers, and found the dooument referred to, you will, if tie Board 
consent, forward it to him (at the Assembly) for inspection by himself and the Attorney General. 

you", 
MAYNE. 

Most trnly you
HENRY LANE. P.S,-1 enclose, for your perusal, the Treasurer's Report of the ease to the Governor General, 

and His Excellency's Minute thereon. 

Please return the paper to-morrow, 
H. L. 

 

Read at Board in Mr. Buchanan's presence, 2nd February, 1860. 
BENnY Lsxn, ESQ., Sydney, I February, 1860. Under Secretary, Treasury. 
Sir, 

Referring to your letter of this morning's date, I beg to enter my pr - otest against the Auditor 
General's appearing as a Member of the Board of Inquiry to investigate the charges bronght against 
me. The ill-feeling existing for a very long time past between us—the fact of which  is notorious to 
many persons—loaves no question but that he cannot possess that essential attribute for his position—
impartiality. 

I have no objection to any ether Officer in the Pubhe Service filling his place. 
I have, &e., 

JNO. BUCHANAN. 

From my long knowledge of Captain Mayne, I am satisfied that he will conduct the Inquiry in 
an impartial maimer, and no other feeling than a correct sense of the duty imposed upon him will 
influence his decision in the investigation. 

S.S. 
Feb. 2nd, 1860. 

AUDITOR GziERAL to UNDER SECRETARY TO TlTh TREASURY. 

Audit Office, Sydney, 

SIR, 
21 Maroh, 1860. 

I have the honor to forward herewith, for the information of the Honorable 
the Treasurer, the Report of the Board of Inquiry constituted to investigate charges affecting 
the Colonial Storekeeper; together with the Evidence taken by them. 

I have, &e., -. 
W. C. MAYNE, A.G. 



1860. 

JNQWRY INTO THE CONDUCT OP THE COLOAL 
STOREKEEPER'S DEPARTMENT. 

REPORT. 

THE Board appointed to investigate charges that large quantities of stores on account 

of the Public Service had, at various times, been tendered for and supplied by Mr. Buchanan 

and the late Chief Clerk of the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, Mr. John Weston, under 

the assumed names of "James Staunton" and " Staunton and Co," have taken, and have 

carefully considered the Evidence, which, with the several Appendices, is attached hereto. to p&'kns a 

Unsatisfactory, illogical, and inconclusive in niuch (even in parts contradictory), as 

that evidence is, it has left no doubt on the minds of the Board, that storcs on account of the 

Public Service have, under the name of "Jame Staunton," been tendered for and supplied 

by Mr. John Weston, while holding the appointment of Chief Clerk in the Colonial Store-

keeper's Department. 

That Evidence, in the opinion of the Board, has not established complicity or 

connivance on the part of Mr. Buchanan with those nets of Mr. Weston ; but it has produced 

in the minds of the Board grave suspicions of such complicity or connivance on his part. 

Prominent among the grounds for those suspicions (grounds not removed or 

weakened by any evidence directly adduced, or by any elicited in cross-examination, on 

behalf of Mr. Buchanan) are- 

1st. The resemblance in handwriting between the signatures "James Staunton," 

affixed to the tenders and accounts, and Mr. Buchanan 's writing—a resemblance 

particularly observable in the Christian name. Comparison between the 

letters " a-m-e-s" in the word " namcs," in the fifth line of Mr. Buchanan's 

Minute on the note to him from the Under Secretary of the Treasury, with Aprr 

the same letters in "James" in those signatures, the Board consider 

strikingly to exhibit this. 

2nd. The refusal of Mr. Weston (on alleged grounds which were distinctly contra- ppeonI7u3. 

dicted) to attend and give evidence, when it was obviously in his power—if he F c u' 

had written the signatures "James St'tnnton," affixed to the tenders and 

accounts, and shewing the resemblance referred to—to have proved that he 

did so, by writing in the presence of the Board that signature. 

3rd. The calling for tenders in a way which was calenlated to, and which actually Apr- Y" ho 
did, deter leading members of the trade from competing to supply stationery. 

As regards the first of these grounds, the Board, while stating the suspicionAl S 
produced (and abiding) in their own minds, consider it right to point attention to the iffc-j- 

 J*o 
uncertainty which must ever attach to conclusions based on resemblance of handwriting; 

since such resemblance in a fictitious signature may be the result of design (though in çhis 
particular case, what object coild have been contemplated in introducing resemblance to 

Mr. Buchanan's writing is not Lpparent to the Board); and they feel bound to direct notice 

to the whole of that part of the Evidence which goes to raise an inference that the 
signature "James Stauaton" may have been written by Mr. Weston, who would appear to 
have been practising writing that name. 

328. 
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6. The Evidence, the Board have to observe, is presented in the most disadvantageous 

and least satisfactory light possible; in parts, indeed, it is barely intelligible to any but 

those by whom it was given or taken ;—this has resulted from the demand urged by Mr. 

Buchanan that the Evidence should be rendered verbatim; a demand with which, in the 

circumstances, and urged as it was, the Board deemed it expedient not to refuse compliance. 

Evidenceof 7. Before concluding their Report, the Board would draw attention to the extremely 

Jenkins. 
loose and unsatisfactory practice which the Evidence shews has been pursued in the 

Department, with regard to notifications of the acceptance of tenders, to proper record of 

receipt of stores from persons supplying, and to adoption of reliable means for effective 

checking of accounts for stores supplied. 

20 March, 1860. 

W. C. MAYNE, 

Auditor General. 

H. H. B1IOWNE, 

Immigration Agent. 

CHRIS. ROLLESTON, 

Registrar General. 
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good 
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5 Aceordisig to store 
1 patterns. 
I Samples submitted 
of pilot cloth of 
inferior quality. 
['See foregoing ob-
strvatioii. 
According to store 
patterns. 
'See foregoing oh-
sirvatiou. 
JAccording to store 
patterns. 
f According to store 
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Not required. 

Not required. 

16 June, 1858. 
Lered not srnreasooable, 

NO. BUCHANAN. 
JEN1IY l.tNE. 

APPENDIX TO THE REPORT. 

No.!. 
The Treasury, New Soul/s lVaks, 

10 June, 1855. 
BLUE CLOTrnNa. 

NOTICE is hereby given, that Tenders will be received at this Office, until noun of Tuesday, the 
iutb instant, from persons willing to provide for the Public Service 

400 coarse blue cloth trousers. 
400 ditto ditto hip jackets, single-breasted. 
400 ditto ditto waistcoats. 

according to patterns on view at the Colonial Store. 
Tenders to be marked on the cover, Tender for Clothing," and to state the time that wLll be 

required for delivery. 
Cloth in any respect inferior to the sample on view, will not be received, and, if necessary, 

security for the fulfilment of the Contract will be taken. 
HENRY LANE, 

Secretary to the Treasury. 

SCHEIJIJLE of Texumis received in pursuance of Notice dated 10th June, 1838, published in On 
Government Gazette, and opened in the presence of the undersigned, for supplyiiig BLUE CJ.OT,,IN 
required for the Public Service. 

QUANTITY No. I. No. 2. No.3. No. 4. 
QuAlcrin 

ADVERTISED I I , OesERvArrox. 

FOR. 

Oprznrn,. Chishoim Staunton. Heilman 

I Trousers .. 100 I us. Gd. 

('Itli only of the 
supply required. 
Failed to complete. 
a similar contract 
instycar. The sam-
pIes now submitted 
correspond with 
the snrnilv then 

7 

Trousers, Do. 200 I 
400 paii,s. 

Do... 200 14s. 

l)... 400 121. 

Do... 200 Ss. Pd. 

Waistcoats, I Waistcoats.. 100 Vs. 

400. Do... 400 Vs. 

Jackets .. 100 lOs. Gd........ 

Jack}tip, Do... 400 2th,. 
406. 

Do... 200 23s. 

7s.Gd.'yd. Cloth,nluo
Amy 

} 60319......... 

Do... 100 12s. 'jR yd....... 

The tender of Mr. Janies Staunton, being the only coniplete one, and consil 
is recommended for acceptance. 

Approved, 
Pt C. 

No, 1-1.5 June, 1858-3. B. H. L. 275, Pitt-street, Sydney, 
June 15, 1858. 

Tender from ('zoo. Chisholni & Co. to the Colonial Treasurer, for Blue Olothiug. 

We tender to snpply, at once if necessary 
100 In. trousers, as sample. 
81 vests do. 
26 jackets do. 

Or, 



S 

Or, to supply 100 suits complete, within 14 days from date of acceptance, at 38s, per suit - 
Trousers, per pair, us. Gd. 
Vests, each, 7g. 
Coats, each, lOs. Gd. 

NM.—We have seen the saniple on view, and consider the cloth of the above to be superior in 
quality. 

No. 2-15 June, 1858-3. B. H. L. 
Tender for Clothing to be supplied to the Colonial Store, by J. VT. & S. Thompson 

200 pair blue cloth trousers, as per sample, 9s. per pair. 
200 do. do. do. 14s. per pair. 
60 yards blue army cloth do. 7s. Gd. per yard. 
100 do. do. do. 12s. per yard. 

224, Pztt.st rest, J. W. & S. THOMPSON. 
15 June, 1855. 

No. 3.-15 June, 1858.J. B. II. L. 
Sydney, 15 June, 1858. 

To the Secretary to the Treasury. 
Pursuant to notice in the Goveroment Gatette of 10th instant, I be.- to tender for the supply 

of the Blue Clothing therein mentioned as follows:— 
Jackets, @ 20s. each. 
Trousers, @ I 2s. each. 
\Vaistcoats, (i3 Ta. each. 

I am, &c., 
JAMES STAUNTON. 

(Similar. H. 14 

No. 4-15 June, ISS&—J. B. It. L. 
Parransotta, 15 June, 1858. 

In conformity with your notice of the 10th instant, I hereby tender for the undermentioued 
articles 

200 pairs of blue cloth trousers, at Ss. 9d. 
200 do. hip jackets, 23s. 

J. HFJLLMAN!4. 
Honorable Secretary to the Treasury. 

No. 2 
The Treasury, Nev,  South Waley,  

15 Decembe,', 159. 
TasuEns will be received at this Office, till Iloon of Tur.eilay, the 20th instant, front p'reons dispoeet 
to provide for the public service, 

500 reams of blue wove double foolscap, of not less than 24 lbs. weight lv"  r,-am. 
Samples of the paper that may be ored to be left at the Colonial Storekeeper's Office. 
Tenders to be endorse.! ' Trader for Peper." 
Delivery into the Colonial Store, of the entire supply, will be ruquirod to be made within 14 

days after notice of acceptance of offer. 
SAUL SAMUEL. 

SCHEDULE of Tnmer.s reeii'ed in pursuance of Notice dated 15th instant, for supplying 1)ouaa' 
FooLks PAPER for the Public Service. 

n Co. 
Th0u1M'Anb0N. 

oO:l0OlSflP.. 
per easitmadtht10} ff; c 1  i. 

Treasury, 20 December, 
;%Pl)1'Ove&SS. 1859. 

Messrs. Sands and Kenny's te'id,:r 
recommended for aeecptanee. As 
the quantities they offlr. it is statl, 
must be sent for to Velliourne, and 
a supply being required here at 
once, it it, furticr recommended 
that the Storekeeper be empowered 
to treat for the puntliase of enough 
for immediate wants, at a rate not 
exceeding is. per Lb. 

JNO. BUOILA NAN, 
HENRY LANE. 

The Treasury, Nito South Wales, 
21 December, 1859. 

My dear Buchanan, 
Before submitting this, allow mc to as], why Sands and Co. will nut supply the remaithn 

400 reams at the price tenderod, instead of laos recommended by you. 
Most truly  yawn. 

ln:xulY LANE. 

They have not got it to offer. Mr. Sands tells me the price he names is lees than Eughish cost to, 
us, and he gives it so low because he is dssirous, II believe, to clear out his stock for the Victorisa 
Government, whose contract lie no longer holds.—J.B. 

S 

Sydaey,, 



Sydney, 27 Deceni&er, 1859. 
Sir, 

We beg to state that we are willing to supply one hundred reams blue wove doublo 
foolscap—weight, 23 lbs. per ream—at the rate of eight-pence half-penny per lb. (SW.),  or.nineteen 
shillings and ten-pence (los. led.) per ream. 

The six eases containing the above quantity, to be charged, in addition, tea shillings and sixpence 
(Los. Gd.) each. 

We have forwarded a sample of the paper to the Colonial Storekeeper as required. 
- We have, ke,, 

The llonorai,lo the Colonial Treasurer. SANDS AND KENNY. 

Sydney, 20 December, 1859. 
Pursuant to Notice of the 15th instant, we beg to tender for the blue wove double foolscap, at 

the nit, of (is. 2iL) one shilling and two-pence per lb. 
We are, &c., 

STAUNTON & Co. 
The Secretary to nlreasury. 

No. 3. 
No. 29,574. 6 Febnvo'y, 1858. 
£486 17s. 

AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK. 

Pay James King, or bearer. Four hundred and eighty six pounds seventeen shillings, for Stores, 
twin" oa account of the Public Service. 
Entc JNO. BUCHANAN, 

Office of Colonial Stores. 

No.4 
N. 57,241. General Account. 
£140 Os. od. 14 Dcctmber, 1858. 

AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK. 

Pay J. Staunton, or bearer, One hundred and forty pounds sterling, for Stores, being on account 
of the, Public Service. 

JNO. BUCHANAN. 
£ntd.—J. W. Office of Colonial Stores. 

No. -17,967 6 October, 1858. 
£271 lVs. Gd. 

AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK. 

Pay J. Staunton, or bearer, Two hundred and seventy.ono pounds seventeen shillings and six-
ten& sterling, for Stores, being on account of the Public Service. 

JNO. BUCHANAN, 
Entd.—J. W. Office of Colonial Stores. 

o. 38590. 24 July, 1858. 
£8'. 

AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK. 

Pay James Staunton, or bearer, Thirty-seven pounds sterling, for Stores, being on account of 
the Public Service. 

JNO. BUCHANAN, 
EnttI—J. IV, Office of Colonial Stores. 

No. 38,584 10 .Iuly, 1858. 

AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK. 

Pay.!. Staunton, or bearer, Three hundred and fifty pounds sterling, for Stores, being on account 
of the Public Service. 

JNO. BUCHANAN, 
EsId.—J. W. Office of Colonial Stores. 

No. 79,993. Stationery and Stores Account. 
£338 Gs. 31 Dec,oaber, 1859. 

AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK. 

Pay Staunton and Co., or bearer, Three hundred and thirty-eight pounds  six shillings, for Stores, 
being on account of the Public Service. 

JNO. BUChANAN. 
EatS. Office of Colonial Storekeeper. 

No. 57,236 General Account. 
1200. ii December, 1858. 

AUSTRALIAN. JOINT STOCK BANK. 

Pay James Staunton, or bearer, Two hundred pounds sterling, for Stores, being on account of 
the Public Service. 

YNO. BUCHANAN, 
Entd,—J. W. Office of Colonial Stores. 

No. 

A 
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No. 47,269. 
£200. 

10 

 

 

AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK. BANK. 

S Octtjber, 1838: 

Pay a. Staunton, or bearer, Two hundred pounds sterling, for Stores, being on account ofiLthe 
Public Service. 

JXO. BUCHANAN, 
Lntd.—J. W. Office of Colonial Stores. 

No. 47,250. General Account. 
£84 its. Cd. 30 Otober, 1856. 

AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK. 

Pay J. Staunton, or bearer, Eihty-four pounds fourteen shillings and sixpence sterling, for 
Stores, being on account of the Public Service. 

JNO, BUCHANAN, 
Entd.—J,W, Office of Colonial Stores. 

No. 47,209. 10 August, 1838. 
£360. 

AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK. 

Pay James Staunton. or bearer, Five hundred and sixty pounds sterling, for Stores, being on 
account of the Public Service. 

Entd,—J.W. 

No. 47,229. 
£353 12s. 

iNC. BUCHANAN. 
Office of Colonial Stores. 

30 August, 1858. 

AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK 

Pay J. Staunton, or bearer, Three hundred and eighty-three pounds twelve shillings sterling, for 
Stores, being on account of the Public Service. 

.JNO. BUCHANAN, 
Entd.—,J. W. Office of Colonial Stores. 

No. 47,291. (ouerol Account. 
£352 lOs. 19 November, 1638. 

AUSTRALIAN JOINT STOCK BANK. 

Pay J. Staunton, or hearer, Three hundred and eighty.two pounds ten shillings sterling, for 
Stores, being on account of the Public Service. 

JNO. BUCHANAN, 
Entd.—J. W. Office of Colonial Stores. 

No.5. 

The Colonial Storekeeper, Sydney. 
Sir, 

)IcThourne, 
Sept am bar 14, 1835. 

1 beg to ofcr through you to the (lovornutent of New South \S'ales certain necessaries for 
light l,onses, as named at the other side, at the prices given against the items. 

'[hew hole of the articles are of the very first quality, having been imported from the best house 
in London, and suit the lights in Now South Wales as well as in Victoria. 

I likewise take the liherty of enclosing  for your inspection s,vcr:Ll drawings of light apparatus 
upon a change of system differing somewhat from Fresnel's, and also one of the light that will shortly 
lie exhibited upon Wilson's Pronaontury in t his Colony, which you will perceive is by parabolic 
reflectors, the plan that no doubt will ultimately prevail. 

I reirmain, &e., 
JAJIES STAUNTON. 

10 grosS latent double annealed picked glass chimneys Lot ea 
£ s. 4. 

toptrico Loops, 105/ o4 0 0 
10 gross double anneahd 8-inch shouldered do. .............................. .. 54 0 0 
20 strong packing cases for do., witl t tow used for paekimg, the tow coming in for 
use of the lights ........................................................ 25 0 0 

tO gross patent cotton wicks for catoptricc lamps i>  7/6 ........................18 13 0 
:10 grosS patcit cotton wicks for organd lamps, 6/6 ..........................10 5 t) 
hid plate glass cloths. (,d. 1/ .................................................. 5 0 I) 
100 reflector cloths, (i lOd...................................................4 3 4 
30 polishing leathers, (- ................................................ s in a 
10 lbs. fine prepared polishing powder for reflectors, an tin japanned eases, (j 12/6 6 5 0 
24 cotton holders for catoptrioe lamps. (a) I/C ..................................1 16 0 
24 cotton holders for argand lumpt, (SJ  1/6 ....................................1 16 0 
Packing cases for ditto ......................................................1 5 I) 

£194 2 0 

May be accepted, as the prices are all lower than is usually paid—i. B. 

No. G, 
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No. 6. 
SCHEDULE of Tuynuas received in pursuance of a Notice dated 22nd June, 1838, published in the 

Governnaerit Giwtte and npsned in the presence of the undersigned, for supplying the under-
mentioned articles rcoired for the Public Service. 

I  
I 

A d 

DESCRiPTION AND 

0 ft 
-: 

Apmns,Chsolt .............. 100 • P2 114 
(hay 

1/4 
quan.) ' 

11 
Tender No. 1 (5. Isellman) SbirI 

(Mton... (Sample No.1 
• 

530 ... 210% 
I, 
city, 24/ 
per dot. 

3 b see T. I rerosnmended for stw.vpt- 
lanrc as being the loicer. 

Striped.. ( Do. No.2 530 2/6 2! lO3 161 per din,. 37/ 1jer doe. I 2,43 I 'The quality of the several 
i 
Back lined re articles to corspeod to the 

I  with calico, store patterns. 

Stockings, Mets's worsted 300 pee. 1/3 

— — 

1/5 l6 IA) 

I Cam laso 
(Sample No.2 of tender No. 

Frocke, Guernsey ........ .... 8/ 60 8/ 
Sn 

Sample No. 
. i/54 

m I 2 recomended for accept-
< inca as the most suitable of 

I  1

the l 
aemples sub. 

— I Tender No. reeonmeu,led 

7  tar acceptance 'te being the 

Waiotcoat,eannal, Men's 100 /3 6/9 6/ ........................ A lower, inaddilion to Die 
quality of the article cones- 

I (poneling to atom, psttera. 
Tender No. 3 recomnseedeei 

bets, Women a, coarse, 
3$ 

I ! ! 
3/ 

i ( for aceepttnee 
strong ........................ 323 ............. ! Ins or. u5'ou the several .............. 

I sasnpleesubmitted. 

I  ITeniser No.5 (5. Wand S. 
I I Thonipean) rnimendeel 

erge, blue orbrewn 060ydsA I/S 1/6 1/6 . I/ill' 1/6  k for acceptance as being the 
Blue flannel, a bales. . Inner -the article tortes- (ponding to store pattern. 

Samples— Sample No. I atTender No.5 
.Sampks— I No. I—If rerontmen•lad for accept- 

lists, felt, Men's ............ 1110 3/5 No. l-2/2 
No. 10—I6. 

4/ No. 2-3:7 
No. -4/3 

I aucelu the laosl ealtableof 
the samplee submitted 
Sample No.5 of Tender No.5 

SSeottuMeflt ...... 50prs 5% I 
or beirm the 1,,ver, the 
0. /3 Sample submitted being 

I I rIiItIiiIle. 

Colonial Stores, JNO. BUCHANAN. 

29 June, lSSd. HENRY LANE. 

Approveel,—ItT. C. 

in all five Tenders—No. 1.-30 June, 18.58.—J. B. II. L. 

TENDER FOR 
Sydney, 29 June, 1858. 

do hereby tender to supply the undermentioned articles, upon the terms oxprossed in 
the  TreasuTy Notice, dated 22nd ieist,int, and to deliver the same into the Government Store within 
seven days after receipt of notification of the aecelitauce of this offer. Except where otherwise 
oxpresseel, the stores to correspond in pattern and quality with the samples on view at the Colonial 
Store: As witness hand, this clay of June, 1838. 

.1. HELLM.tN. 

To Henry Lane, Esq., 
Secretary to the Treasury. 

Qe.tx'rITv AND DEsCRiPTIoN OF ARTICLEs PRICE. REMAnKS 
TENDERED. 

Quantity. 

Serge, blue orbeowa ., .. 960 yards 1.3 

Aprons. check .. . 
.. 100 1/2 

( To be, delivered 14 days after 
Shirts—Cotton Sample No. I .. 1 acecptauee of tender. 

Striped Do. No. 2 .. 
Stecki]ags, 'non's worsted .. .. 

I 
100 paIrs 

2,46 
1/3 Ij To store sample. 

Waistcoats, flannel .. .. .. 100 
60 

6/3 
3/ rocks, Guernsey .. .. ,. 

323 Shifts, women's strong coarse .. Samples submitted. 
Hats, felt, men's . . .. . . 100 

oO 
'. 
51d. Socks, men's cotton.. .. .. 

J. IIELLMAN. 

No. 2-29 Jtsne, Is.58.—J. B. II. L. 
TENDER FOR CLOTHING. 

Sydney, 20 June, 1858. 

George Chisholni and Co. -to llereby tender to supply the undermentioned articles, upon the 
terms expressed in thee Treasury Notice, dated 22nd instant, and to deliver the same into the Govern-
ment Store within seven clays after receipt of notification of the acceptance of this offer. Except 

where 

9—c 

ii 



Quantity. 
Serge, bloc or brown .. . As Tender. 
Aprons, cheek .. .. ,. Do. 
Shirts—Cotton5 Sample 1 1 Do Striped i, Do, 2 
Stockings, worsted, men's., 

.. 

.. Do. 
Waistcoats, flannel, men's ., .. Do. 

Frocks, Guernsey .. No. 1 do. 
No. do. 

Shifts, women's coarse strong 

Hats, felt, men's .. .. (No.9do. 
No. 10 do. 

Socks, cotton, men's.. 
.. 

l"Off, yard 
1/4 each 

2/10± do. 

1/5't'pair 
6/9 each 
2/9 do. 
3?3 do. 

2/2 each 
4/6 do. 
ltd. 10 pair 

stout pattern. 

submitted. 

12 

where otherwise expressed, the stores to correspond in pattern and quality with the samples sent here- 
witb: As witness our hand, this 29th day of June, 1858. 

(lEO. CJLISHOLM & Co. 
To Henry Lane, Esq.. 

Secretary to the Treasury. 

QUANTITY AND DESCRIPTION OF AJITICLES 
PRICE. I RESLaBKS. 

TENDERED. 

12 

No. 3.29—June, 185b..—J. B. H. L. 
TENDER FOR CLOTHING. 

Sydaey, 25 J1151€, 1858. 
We do hereby tudor to supply the undermentioned nrticles, upon the terois expressed in the, 

Tr.uiury Noti'", dated 22nd instant, and to deliver the same into the Government Store within seven 
daya after It C pt ti iiiftificntion of the acceptance of this otTer. Except where otherwise expressed, 
th., ettires to i'rrtsp' 'iitl in pattern and quality with the samples on view at the Colonial Store As 
witnt'es our bin,,, th6 2Hth day of June. lSSS. 

THOMPSON, SYMONDS, & CO. 
To Henry Lane, Csq., 

.Sverutaiy to the Trea.ury. 

Qrn,m'y AND or Annenas Peica. Renanas. 

Quantity. 
Serge, blue or brown (blue flannel) Dot) yards, I 1/6 
Aprons, oheck .. .. .. 100  
Shirts—.Cotton (Sample 1 . . Any quantityl 24/ I 

Striped Sample 2 530 I 36/ ' doz. To store pattern. 
(Very best description.) I 
Stockings, worsted, men's.. .. 100 j 1/6 pair 
Waistcoats, flannel, men's.. .. 100 I 4/ each 
Frocks, Guernsey (yen' heavy) 60 I 4/6 do. ') 
Shifts, women's coarse strong I 
(either Scotch twill or calico) .. 323 I 3/ do. Smnples submitted. 
Hats, Lelt, men's .. ....100 4/ do. 

Socks, cotton, men's .. ,, f No. 1—SW. 
No. 2—aid. U 

No. 4,-29 June, 1868.—J. B. H. L. 
TENDER FOR CLOTHING. 

Sydney, 185 
do hereby tender to supply the underinentioned articles, upon the ternis expressed in 

the Treasury Notice, dated 22nd instant, and to deliver the same into the Goverument Store within 
seven days after receipt of notification of the acceptance of this offer. Except where otherwise 
expressed, the stores to correspond in pattern and quality with the samples on view at the Colonial 
Store: As witness hand, this 29th day of June, 185 - 

JAJSIES STAUNTON. 
To Henry Lane, Esq., (Similar, ILL.) 

Secretary to the Treasury. 

Qu.urrrry AND Dsenzrrios on,  ARTICIsS 
B 

Tn'DEuEp. I 
EMAIIKS. 

Quantity. 
Serge, blue or brown 3 bales, 7/8 1/10 ' yard. i) 

I I 

tZ flt ba1es 
:: o. r 5 

To store sample. 

Stockings, men's, worsted.. 

Aprons, check ..................... 

Waistcoats, men's flannel ............ 
Frocks, Guernsey ....................... 
Hts,.ipons felt ...... 
Shifts, women's strong coarse 

........ Samples submitted. 

&nk& cotton, men's 

........... 

No.6. 
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No. 5..-29 June, 1859.—J. B. 11, L. 
TENDER FOR 

Sydney, 20 June 1858. 
We do hereby tender to supply the undermentioned artioles, upon the terms expressed in the 

Treasury Notice, dated 22nd instant, and to deliver the same into the Government Store within seven 
slays after receipt of notification of the acceptance of this offer. Except where otherwise exjressed. 
the stores to correspond in pattern and qualky with the samples On vieW at the Colonial Store: As 
witness our hand, this 29th day of June, 1358. 

3. 
To Henry Lane, E 

W. & S. PIIOM1'SON, 
s,1., 

Secretary to the Treasury. 

QCAYTSTY AND Dascnrprroy or An'jetzs 
Farce. Itnwsas. IENDEREI). 

Quantity. 
Serge, blue or brown 960 yards 1/6 yard 
Aprons, eheck .. ..... p 
Shirts—Cotton ç Sample No. 1 .. ........ I To store pattern (backs lined Striped 1 Do. No. 2 530 2/6 each. 1 with calico.) 
Stockings, worsted, men's ., 100 pairs 1/9 'l pair 
1Qaisteoats flannel, men's .. 
Frocks, Guernsey .. 60 iin4 each I) Shifts, women's coarse, strong 
Hats, felt, men's .. 100 

{ ? San'ples submittod. 

Socks, cotton, men's... ..... 70 pain. 
{ a. s5à. J 

No.7 
A.—I3LpoicTs. Sydney, 19th day of January, 1860. 

In the "Walter Hood," a British Ship, J. Donald, Master, from London. 
For J. STAuNtON, 
J. WESTON. 

Mxirns AND Nos. I VaLes. Dun, 

3. S. 1(86) 
£ 

34/72. Thirty.nine Cases Papers, British .......... 600 

No. 616 

CasespbeIts ¶r?t______  

B. A. D. LEWIS. 

Inward Port 
of Sydney. 

In the Ship "Walter hood," British built Property, all British, about 918 Tons, with 34 Mcmi, besides 
James Donald, a British Man, Master, from London. 

1 DXN & Co. in duimond-1/28 .............. 28 Packages .. .. Dickson & Co. PB over CF—Ito .......................... 1 Case, hats. {LB. 
over GD—It? ........................ 1 Do. perfumery. U,B. 

Anchor, with P on left and B on right sido' r9 Parrott Bros. 
stock, S nuder right flake—I/SO  ........ 3' ° °' Wino 

I'll.-851 ................................. 1 Do. £ms 
2 P25 in dinmood ............................ 7 Do B. J. Sorivoncy. 
- with DIC over, L under, in trianglo-1'62.. 62 Cnsks, spikes 

} 
fllwayComms. 

WL in tlinmond-11c30 ..................... 50 Hhds., stout Was L - 84)1/9(X) ................................ 100 Do. ale ., 5 
On),. 

11W over 5, in diamond ..................
{ 

12 Cases, pefurnery. 
} 
hlobson & Whiting. 

3 S over 2610, in diamond, 3 1' over .......... I Do , Order. 
S over 2637, in diamond, & 2639 ............ 2 Do  , do. 
31 in diamond, S tinder right sid/8 ........ 4 Do Haoge & FraiL 
800-..35 ................................. 3 Do J. II. Simpson. 

4 LP in diamond, P under right side-7011800 .100 flhds., ale .... Lamb, Pnrbury, & Co. TO over 5, in diarnond-1/22 ................ 22 Cases T. Cripps. 
WJII—i/400 .............................. 400 Do Levicks & Piper. 
JEll in diamond—i ........................ I Do. W. Fatten. 

.5 DX.N & Co. in diamond .................... 15 Bales 
4 Cases , } 

Dickson & Co. 
PPM in diamond, L nuder right side ........ BC Bale.: . 

31 Cases . J 
C. Moore & Co. 

81I1-1/2 ................................ 2 Do S. IT. Levy. 
WN ........................ .............. tOO flexes, canites., Scott, Henderson, & Co. C WL in diamond, S under right side .......... 40 Cases Order. 

6 

13 



14 
'S 

14 

o Alindiamond . SCare; • 
I Is. 2Casks 

TM in diamond . 1 Case . 3. Myers. 

:SV.. } D. Cooper & Co. 

7 Q in diamond. B under right side-1/15 S,,,  { 
15 Qr. aks, brandy. 

} Brierly, Dean, & Co. 

-  with B & H over and S under, in diamond 6 Cases .. .. 1 Order.   lBalc .. .. 
IL over S. in diamond-1/4 9/12 ............ S Do. .. . I saac c' e. 

S IL over S—i/lao .......................... 100 Boxes 
AEL in diamond, L over left side-1/8 ...... S Casks, shot .. A. & E. A. Levy. 

9 Sec..&u,t. Museum ........................ 1 Case , ..... &s addressed. 
WM in diamond--1222 ..................... 1 Do. W. Moffltt. 
000 in diamond-25 ........................ 1 Do. ,, .. John G. Cohen, 
in triangle, over WW-1/25 .............. 25 Ttnlls, lead 
1/30 ......................................30 flhds. 
1/100 .................................... 100 Half barrels.. P. Cooper & Co. 
C in triangle, over PP—I/So ................ 50 Cases 

over WW-1/50 .............. 
11 

60 Do., brandy. 13.11... 
10 0-270/1 .................................. 2 Do. 
272/80 ...................................9 Bales .. Order. 
281/95 .................................... 15 Cases 
Olt over W, in diamond—i/S ................ 3 Do. .. ilobson & Whitin-. 

11 C. Moore .................................. 1 Do., live plants As addressed. 
14 & M in triangle-19 ..................... 1 Do. .. Order. 
DXN & Co. in diamond, P under right side 7 

} 
Dickson & Co. Bales 

CSH in diamond, with G Q over, B under t 2 Cases 
leftside-2847/S ....................I r .S. mgi. 2BaIes., .. 363/4 ................ ................... 

315/s ..................................... 2 Cases 
12 SB & Co. in diamond-1/6O ................ 60  Hhd., ale, &e .. Butts, Caporn, & Co. 
VT & 3 in diamond-3D/b. .................. 2 Cases .. Weight & Joimson. 
JU over it in diamond ...................... 4  Casks .. 

iCase 5J.&E.Row. 

IC & Co. over lIT, in diamond ............. 1 Do. .. , .. E. & VT, Paul. 
13 3W over S. in triangle-1/43 ............... 43 Trunks I  CSi 

L. - 
OO 

3W over 3, in eirele-1/63 .................. 63 Do. 
F in diamond, S under right side ............ OO Boxes 

5 Carrotels ..... Flower, Salting, & Co. 
20 Barrels 

FS & Co. in diaznond—±5' ............... 100  Boxes, candles .. Do. 
14 1? & Co. in diamond ........................ 100  Do. do, 

5 Carrotels Do. 20 Barrels  

131.11 2 Cases 
PWF & Co. in diamond .................... 5  Carrotels Do. 20 Barrels 

15 TL in diamond, Sunder right side—I/2 ...... 2 Cases T. Lusty. 
WC in diamond-17/29 .................... 13 Trunks ,. ,, Al. A. Woims & Co. 
USCin diamond .......................... 4 Cases .. .. C. S. Jlaigh. I Bale .. , 

II & P in diamond over S ................. 27  Cases, plate glass .. ilauge &- I'relL 
16 FG & Co. in square-9 .............. ..... I Trunk .. .. Favenc & Gwyn. 
DD in diamond over B B .................. 9  Bales 

40 Cases •.. ,. Do. 
EBB in diamond over F F-500/5 .......... C Do. 

17 BS in diamond, N under right side .......... 65 Barrels .. 
6 Cases 

B ,, 68Th. 
19 Casks 

TE ,, 20 Barrels  
2 Cases, Candy .. lBnchnnan, Skinner, 

PB ,, 45 Do., Chicory ..[ &' Co. 
C ,, .......... 28013o. 
V ,, SODo. 
It '36 Do, 
TA ,, 42 Do. 
M ,, 3613o. .. 

18 A-591/2 .................................. 2 Do. .. .. I S. H. Levy. 
it in diamond-393/7 ...................... 5 Do. .. ; 
WIll' in diamond, Sunder right side-667/8 ., 2 Do., books .. W. R. Piddington. 
CNB & Co. in diamond .................... 13 Do. .. .. C. Newton, Bros., & Co. 

19 F G over 0 in diamond-52/6 .............. 5 Do. .. .. Do. 
lIE conjoined in square .................... 24 Casks 5 Cases 

111 Bundles, spades .. C. Scott & Co. 
6 Do., forks 
2 Hogahends 

20 HEll in square ............................ 13 Cases 
3 Crates 
80 Boxes, candles 
8 Casks, paint .. H. E. Bamsden, 
250 Drums, oil 
200 casks, cement 
C bottles, quicksilver.. 3 

21 MAC, J over, S under, in diamond .......... 12 Casks 4 Cases 
1 Barrel 
2 Uogsheads 
2 Bales .... .. John Macintosh. 

................. 10 Boxes 
MAfJ, J over, Sunder, in diamond .......... 38 Bundles, tubes 
90/1 ...................................... 2 Casks, shot,. 

20 Kegs, nails .... 
22 
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22 WW in cirele-30/9 , 10 Barrels • •. 1 
40/61 ' 22 Kegs.. 
1/28 ...................................... 28 Do....... ...... 
leo/a.................... ....... . ......... 10 Do......, W. Woods. 
191.111. 114 .............................. 3  Casks 

iKeg .... 
112/13 .................................... 2  Bales ...... 

23 1)10 in diamond, H under right side ........ 6 Casks 
42 Bundles, shovels 
10 Do. forks .. 

?fh(5ou & Co. 1 Cask 
9 Anvils 
1 Case 

24 B in diamond, S under nght side ............ 1 Do. E. Bailey. 
Dr. Cox .................................. 2  boxes As addressed. 

25 TB & Co. in diamond-1/48 ................ 
nte 

 48 Cases .... {tote. Graham, 

(IG in diamond, over 31 S 0 ................. 57 Bales.. 
58/60 over 6.5/9 ........................... 8 Cases ...... 
H in diamond, over 31 S a—la/is .......... 6 Do. .. 
J. L. Montefiore ............................ 1 Cask .... I 
F in diamond, over 151 S (1-101/17 over) V Cases  
167/94 .............................. . j 

C in diamond, P under right side-1/151 over 
} 258 Thmks,boots&shoes 

Order. 

6 W B in Lnangle 121 Packages 1 r US e  . 40 Iron plough-shares..f 
S in diamond over F, S under right side-8'91 12 Cases .. L. S]rarwood & Co. 
G. Clapporton .............................. 1 Barrel .. 0. Clapperton. 

11ev. King ................................ 1 Box, books .... { 
Donaldson, Graham, 

27 -, S over, C under, in diamond, S under left side 29 Packages, boots, &c Saunders & Co. 
F.B in diamond over W 151-10/11 .......... 2 Cases Order. 

25 Anstrulian Clu)20;36 .................... 17 Do., wine TI. Johnson. 
Mrs. E. Ilutelunson ........................ 1 3)o , ,, As addressed. 
C—fl.. .............. 2  ho C. Somers. ..................... 
F in triangle under S B .................... 9 Bales,, , Order. 

29 WP in square-14j'15 ...................... 2 Cases W. Platt. 
SV & Co. over S. in diamond ................ 80 Ilalfbarrels,herrings Order. 
OW in triangle over C-378/413 ............ 41 Cases Do. 

5 83 Packages(Seoboxesfl Do B ..................( cheese ., 
30 KM ...................................... 20 Carrotels .. .. 

60 Barrels .. ,. } Do. 
r........................................ D5Cases .. .1 

Dona Gralis,m, 
31 AD in diamond-1/2 ........................ 2 Do. ,. .. 

{ 0 0n'  

- - r i n,, As addressed. 
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nov. W. iL. u,vj.c,....................................... 
IS & Co.-19/21 ........................... 3 Do. 
22 ........................................ I Casting 
23-4 ................................... ... 2Cases 
IV 0, C over, L under, in diamond—I/3 ...... 3 Do., books.. 

32 1113 in diainond-5/12 ...................... S Do., haniess 
JIIAin square ............................ I Do., music.. 

83 (ieo. Mocatta .............................. 1 Case 

wicover S ................................ S Cases 
iv15i in square-1i20 ........................ 20 Casks, paint 
TA in diamond-114/84 .................... 41 Cases 
,Ifl in eircle-961105 ...................... 10 Trunks 

34 11ev. W. B. Clarke .......................... 1 Case, books 
GCII in diarnond-12. 17. 18 ................ 3 Do. 
Mar,. Aust. 3'. SV. Bk....................... 4 Do. 
B & L under IV ............................ 10 Half barrels 
13 & L, 11 over, 3 under .................... 10 Do. 

35 Bin diamond, 30 over left side .............. 4 Casks 
190 Cases 

W. B. 1). Pnssmoro ........ ................ I Box 
36 LII in diamond, H under right sido-509 .... 1 Balo 
510 ..... ................................. lCaqe.. 
P over 13-79/81 .......................... 

L. Shnrwood & Co. 

W. Ilessell. 
R. Binnio. 
J. H. Anderson.

li  5 Monte ore, Graham, 
&Co. 

IV. King. 
Willis, Merry, & Co. 
Allan, Street, & Norton. 
J. W. Burgess. 
As addressed, 
U. C. Iledgeland. 
As addressed. 
Buyers & Lcarmorith. 

Do. 
A. Black. 
As addressed. 
L. Jiordern. 

SCases .. .. 

II in triangle under dart with 0 in Centre—i 96 
1/1)5. 165 ............................ 

?. WinS Petersen, Boesen, & Co. 
Do., I 45 brandy U.B. 
( I perfuni.n7 j 

38 in triangle—M/72 ...................... 39 Do., paper .... .James staunton. 
37 3M over S ............ ................... I Do ,, , F. MacNab & Co. 
W5 in diamond over H & Co............... 10 Tninks , , W. Smile. 
EV in diamond, II over left side ............ 153 Do ., B. Viekery. 
RB & Co. in diamond—S.. .................. 3 Cases Order. 

38 C in diamond over (4 5-161/90 ............ 30 Do ,, Do. 
HR........................ . ............ I Do .. 
LM in diamorid-3/4 ........................ 2 Do , ,, Lewis Moss. 
D. Campbell ............................. 1 Box As addressed. 

39 TF in diamond, C over left side .............. 1 Case T. Fisher. 
Biddulph .......... ...................... I Do..... As addressed. 
arc in diamond-21/30 .................... 10 Packages (4.3. Crouch. 
S in amoud, WE under right side th ..........4 Bales .. 

12 Cases Brierly, Dean, & Co. 
40 S in diamond over V B .................... 8 Do, .. J 
COF insquare—l/3 ........................ 

} 
F. Giles & Co. 

2 Cases 
41 C in diamond over II S—'280/309 ..........80 Do. Order. 
TI.) in diamond, C over left side, S under l 20 Do,, confectionery I 'bker'  Damell, & Co. 
right side—I/SO ....................... 30 Do., chicory 

Triangle under conjoined, S in centre ofl 4 Do., aceordeons .. II. Schilsky. 
base-316/19 ........................j 
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41 322 • 1 Cac, cutlery .. ii. Setñlaky. 
42 in diamond-1/1 . 10 Ca es, ueids.. 

} 11/10 Williams &jJo. 
43 GD .................................... .. 7Casks 

4j chests, tea. U.B. 
20 Cases 
1 Crate 

HG...................................... SCasks 
ftchesta, tea. U.B. 
13 Cases 

J. JONItS ................................ 33 Do. 
2 Iron kegs 
2 Do., drums.. 

S.Elta .................................... 
2Barrels 
YCases .. .. S. t. 

US...................................... 2 Do. 
iCask 

1W in diamond ............................ 1 Case 
JO..................................... l Bale .. 
S. M'Creagh .............................. 4 Cases 
J. Geddie .................................. 3 Do. 
G. Pratt ................................. 3 Do. 

1 Cask 
T. Powell ................................ 1 Case 
LMS..................................... 1 Do. 

44 DC over L-7 in diamond / 12 in diamond C Cases .. .. David Cohen & Co. 
P.S over S in diamond-1()5 ................ 1 Do. .. .. Perry l3ros. 
WD di Co. in diamond, BWW at right anle} 4 Bales .. .. W. Drynan & Co. 

4 ' SB over S 3
-25/36 

a;h: :'.:: .  ................ 
3 Cases } 

Scales Bros. 
DO in diamond over 3W0-17/66 ............ 50 Do. •. .. D. Cohen & Co. 
WGII-106 ................................ 1 Do. 1 a  
65/74 ............................ .......... 

.... 
10 Do., acids .... £ r Cr. 46 E. C. 8lerewethor ......................... 2 Do. .... As  addressed. 

NSWG over 21, in triangle reversed-1/4 4 Do. 
87 1 ...... 
36 2/3 

iDo. 
Colonial Storeketper. 

B. E. Governor General ............ ....... 
2 Do. ..... 
I Do. 

47 hIll & Co. over S ......................... 4 Do., orange peel 
4 Do., lemon do. 
2 Do., citron do.,. Macintosh, Bird, & Ca 

CC over MI! & Co. over S-361,80 .......... 20 Barrels, ginger 
S iudiamond-11/20 ....................... . 10 Cases .... E. & W. Paul. 

48 RB over 5, in diamond...................... 6 Do. .. .. R. BinthC. 
A & C in diamond .......................... 40 Boxes, glass 

4 Casks 
3 Puncheons 
lTieree 

[Gilchrist, 2 Cases .. .. Watt, &Cp 
1 Bale .... 

49 A & C in diamond .............. ........... 111 Bundles, plates 
115 Kegs.. 
13 Bundles, steel . WilD.................................... 44Cases...... 
29 Bales.,  Ray, Glaister, & Ca. RG& Co. over$-349 ...................... ICase 

soWOW .................................... 
.. .. 

2 Hogaheads 
3 Bondles 
22 Cases— IL itill. 
1 Cask,, 
1 Crate,. 

61 EXCo, F over, S nnder—.89/98 .............. 10 Bundles .. ., B. Salainon. 
PB & 0 in diamond ........................ 22 Trunks 

55 Bales., 

HE over A in diamond...................... 
83 Cases ,. .. 
40 Trunks 

Prince, Bray, & O. 

6 Cases.... 
52 LI' in diamond-301/414 .................... 24 Trunks ., ,. Lamb, Parbury, tOo. SD in diamond-1 .......................... I ease, jewellery 
2 ........................................ I Do. plate .. S. Davis. .9/4 ...................................... 2 Do. ., TJ in diamond, S under right side...........50 . Kegs, nails ,, .. Order. 63 C in diamond, E P over, H C under ........ 32 Do. do. 

s
ks 

::.. :: F. C. Capper 
S Bundles, forks 

64 C in diamond, N under right side ............ 1 Do. wheela 
14 Do. fryingpans. 
7 Cases....,. Order, 
1 Cask 
2 Packages 

65 WC over 8, in diamond, K under right side .. 12 Casks 
17 Cases 
6 Hogshesds ..... B. C. Weekes & Ca 
36 Bundles 

WC in diamond over K S ................. 1 Case.. 
tB BR in diamond ............................ 18 Cases..

MID 

.. 

1 Bale 
in diamond ........................ S Bales 1 .. .. 

SCases 
, J. jj.as ona 

61 11118 in square over A-254/61 .............. 12 Casks .,  H. H. Benuchamp1  DXN & Co. in diamond, over MD & Co.- 
313/9 j 5 Cases.. Dickson & (to. ................................. 

57 
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17 
S 
ROB over 8, in squarc-665/8 
SXS wi;h 2 over-624 ...................... 

,4 Oases .. .. H. C. Brooks. 
625/6 I Cask, nails ,. .................................... 2 Cases, linen yarn 

Tjr 627/30 ..........................

................................

................. 
631/3 ...................................4 
634/0  3 Cases, leather .. saington & Son. 
-, S over, S under-338'52  

3 Do. grindery 
5 Kegs, nails 
97 Trunks, boots &shoes 

 

 S & S in sqiare-970/joCrj  
B in dianond_5t/5  ........................ 
DO & Co. in triangle over 8-1/25 2 Cases., .. .. Young, L,rk, Bennett. 25 Do. .......... 
A ilcA over S. in dian)ontl._.Sol/2 

., .. Danga.r, Gilthrist, & Co. 2 Do. .......... 
WA & Co., in triangle, eve, S in diamond 

 •. .. A. MArthor & Co. .... 
II in diamond, S over left side,l under right 

20 Do, ., ,. .. W. Aclioson & Co. 
side ............... .. . ............. is Do 

CDt5 .. .............. ..................... . 3 
Do. .... 
Do B over P .................................. 6 flab's., 

BY....................................... 11 Cases.. Si Baits,, .. .. >Young,Lark,&me 
ML ...................................... 12 Cases 
LIJF...................................... 

i Do... BC...................................... 19 tIdes,, 
CV,...................................... 

2 Cttses.. 
€1 JA &. Cu. in diamond, S under right sitE. ....... 

1 Do. 
5 Casks 

TA in diang'nd 2L 40 63 
1 

Cases., 
) Do.., JA & Go. in dionoud, S und r right sic!........ 
2
12 Do. Similar brand under PP ....... ............... Urunks .. .. J. T. Armitage & Co. 

€2 A in ditirnojid ''jder 
, ............ 

2 Cases..  6 BalEs . 
I) is' diarno,,j .............................. 4 (:.e.. l) . Iin dittnIs,nd-1,6 ............ ......... . Do. 

Matthews & 3 FY11 & Co. in sf 'save ...................... 11 Tons. ebsin .. .. 
LII PItt4.s, iron 
630 lIars, to. 
29 Plates, do... 
53 Bundles do. 

20/55 3 9 Tubes ..................................... 
59/1 21 .1 ('isks, bolts., .................................... 

63 Bundles . p N. Russell & Co. 
1/5.53 .................................... 7 Grindstones.. 
6.50.52 6 Cases,, .................................... 
ol ,tsks 

€3 
........................................

i'NR in sijoaro, and FY11 in SqWLflE—I/3 ...... 1 Bundle 2 Cases.. PRI
iover L .............................. 

TW in diamond-1/4 ...................... 1 Do, 
64 MW in diamond, D under right side .......... j 

16 Anchors and stocks. .1 
1/2 ....................................... 3 clrcin 
s/IC ...................................... 2 Casks, Ilaint.. 

12 Do. varnish 

Mitelidll & Co. 
1 Tieree 
1 Hogshead 
2 Barrels 

'6.5 P13 & C ..................................ases, S B  undles 
toys .. 

6 Do. paperhangings 
4 Do. hosiery 
5 Do. confectionery.. 

6217/32 .................................16 35 Do. arrowroot 
Do. chicory ., Frane, Bros. & Guns, 200 Do. Geneva, U. B. 

Cc .................................13 100 Do. oilman's stores 
PB
over 
& 0 Faelca"es, candles .................................. 

1:1 Baies,'çuaper.. 
46 14D-_.i1/13 ................................ 50 Casks, oatmeal 
14 ........................................ 3 Cases, preserves .. 1 
Garland & Bingham I Do. ciarg, [LB.. 5 Dottman. ........................ 19 DO, 

6 Packages .. .. As addressed. 
67 FB & 0 over L-158/78 2 Casks .................... 
PB & (1—Q ............................ 21 Cases,vess 

.... 25 liEd 
10 (1'. casks do. 15.11. Franc, Bros. & Gang. 
120 Do. bottled beer., 

CS S over NH, in diamond, & S over 511, in Cases, perfumery. 1 dlamond_._415/18 ............................. U.B.,, 
70 Cases.. ED with S over and ft under, in diamond—. 

kHOffUUUflCo. 
Anchor with N A either side of stock, side. Waya._456 ........................... 1 Case 
ED in diamond linde., S —t-'.............4 Do. perfumery. U.B' Sft-..423/s 

CS 
................................

AD&C0.....jy6 3 Do. do, U.E. ............................
Al) & Co. in diamond, over 311 & Co......... 

2CDo.wine .. 
2 Do. ..................................... 

W
Frazer .. S 
in diamond 2 Casks ...., Order. ....................................... 

WOS in diamond .......................... j Do... 
STORES. 
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STORES. 

About 8 Casks, raw sugar. About 
0 Mats, do. do. 
182Ths. Refined do. 

Chest, tea, about 60Dm. (2 packages,) 
l®lbs. do. 
asms. Coffee, 
soolbs. do. 
85Dm. Tobacco (1 package.) 
25 Galls., whiskey. 

Declared before me, at Custom House, 
Sydney, this 18th January, 1860. 

W. CATIICAWr STILL, 
Lauding Surveyor. 

44 Cases, brandy. 
43 Galls., rum. 
1 Quarter-cask, sherry. 
4 Dozen do. in cases. 

9 Do, port. 
3 Do. champagne (piuts.) 

4 Do. do. (quarts.) 

5 Do. claret. 

JAMES DONALD. 

J. H. MsnDocxs. 
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Sydney, 24 January, 1860. 

Sir, 
I have the honor to request permission to amend the manifest of my 

ship '' Walter Hood," 

from London, as regards the foUowing parcel of goods, which in the hurry of business was omitted at 

the time of reporting 
0 in dinutood ye over, 527.56—five (5) eases draper 

I h
y. 
ave the honor to remain, Sir, 

To W. A. Duncan, Eq., 
Your obedient Servant, 

Collector of H. M. Customs. 
JAMtS DONALD. 

Manifest amended, 
J. 11. M.uDOeEs. 

Sydney, 21 January, 1860. 

Sir, I have the honor to request permission to amend the Manifest of the "Walter Wood," from 
London, under my command, for one Dog Cart, which was inadvertently omitted from the Manifest of 
the above ship, but without any intention of defrauding Her Majesty's Revenue. 

I have the honor to remain, Sir, 

To W. A. Duncan, Esq. 
Your obedient Servant, 

Collector of H. I'll. Customs, 
JANJS DONALD, Master. 

Manifest amended, 
3. IL 3fsnnocEs. 

Custom House, Sydney, 
10 Februas'y, 1860. 

Sir, I have the honor to request permission to amend the report of the "Walter Hood,'' under 
my command, for 180 Cart Boxes, which were omitted from the Manifest of the above ship, there being 
no Bill of Lading for the same, therefore there could be no intention of defrauding Her Majesty's 

Revenue. I have the honor to remain, Sir, 

To W. A. Duncan, Esq, 
Your obedient Servant. 

Collector of H. M. Customs. 
JAMES DONALD, Master. 

J. H. Mnmocas. 

Sydney, 21 January, 1E60. 

Si,', I have the honor to request permission to be allowed to discharge the 'Walter Hood,",  

from London, under my eoimnnd, from 6 a.oi. to 4 p.m., and also to be allowed to break out from 4 to 
6p.m.. and I hereby guarantee to pay the usual expenses incident to such an indulgence. 

I have the honor to remain, Sir, 

To the Collector of 
Your obedient Servant, 

H. N. Customs. 
JAMES DONALD, Master. 

Allowed,—W. A. D. 

Sydney, 80 January, 1860. 

Sir, I have the honor to request permission to extend the hours of discharge of my ship 
"Walter Hood" until 6 put., as the cargo now remaining ou board consists almost entirely of dead 
weight. I hereby guarantee the payment of all customary charges for such indulgence, and am, Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 
JAMES DONALD. 

To W. A. Duncan, Esq.  
Allowcd,—W. A. P. 

Port of Sydney. 
CUStOVI House, Sydney, 

2 February, 1560. 

Sir, I have the honor to request permission to be allowed to take on boar,l ballast to stiffen the 
Walter Hood," before her inward cargo is discharged. otherwise the discharge would be stopped from 
the cause of the ship not being able to stand upright without such, ballast. 

I have the honor to remain, Sir. 

To W. A. Duncan, Esq.. 
Your obedient Servant, 

JAMES DONALD. 
Collector of H. M. Customs. 
Allowed—Was. L1.EwrLLIN, pro Collector. 
No ohjection,8. M. N. 

No.8. 
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No. 8. 

No. of Abstract No. v h to Warrant No. of lBS .J OUC Cr 0. 

A. 12, No. 1. 

THE DEPARTMENT op THE COLONIAL STOREKEEPER. 
Dr. to JAMES KING. 

Date, I Amount 

For the irndermcationed Articles, supplied for the Public Service, viz. 
1858. £ a. it. 

January .. 84 Reams Paper, F. Cap, double, 26 lbs. per ream, at is. I 4d. per lb.....I 122 17 0 
4 Packages at20s. each ...............................................4 0 0 
800 Frocks Dowlas at 4s. 6d. each ...................................180 0 0 
800 Trousers Dowlas at 4s, 6d. each ....................................180 0 0, 

Total ...............................486 17 0 

I certify that the quantities of the ahove.mentiened Articles were duly supplied, as stated, by 
the above-named individual, and that they were conformable to the samples stipulated for, and of good 
and sufficient quality. I further certify, that they were necessarily required for the Public Service, 
and that the prices charged were the most reasonable for which the same could be procured, at the 
time of purchase. 
J. WILLIAMS Jeyxncg. JOUN BUChANAN, C.S. 
Received on the 6th day of February, 1858, from John Buchanan, Esq., Colonial Storekeeper, the 

aunt of Four hundred and eighty-six pounds seventeen shillings sterling, in full payment of the 
above nceount, for which I have signed duplicate receipts of the same tenor and date, pursuant to 
Warrant of Government, No. dated 
Witness, JOILN WE4T0N. JntES KING. 

No. 9. 

No, of Abstract No. 
A. 12, No. 1. 

1 r 0 
to Warrant No. of lBS f one icr o. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE COLONIAL STOREKEEPER, 
Dr. to JAMES KING. - 

Date. i Amount. 

—'—I For the undormentioned Articles supplied for the Public Service, viz. 
1838. 1 I £ s. 4. 

July 21 .. 1920 lbs. Twine, at 2g. per lb ..... .................................... .189 0 0 

Total ........................£ 102 0 0 

I certify that the quantities of the above-mentioned Articles were duly supplied, as stated, by 
the above.nanied iudividual, and that they Iviru conformable to the samples stipulated for, and of good 
and sufficient quality. I further oertifv, that they were necessanly required for the Public Service, 
and that the prices charged were the most reasonable for which the same could be procured, at the time 
of purchase; and furthermure, that they were ordered upset requisitions approved by His Excellency 
the Governor General. 
J. WILLIAMS JEisxrrs. JOHN J3IJCIIANAN, C.S. 
Received on the 30th day of August, 1858, from John Buchanan, Esquire, Colonial Storekeeper. 

the sun' of One hundred and ninety-two pounds sterliog, in fall payment of the above Account, for 
which I have signed duplicate receipts of the same tenor and date, pursuant to Warrant of Government, 
No. dated 
Witness, Joins WESTON. J. KING. 

No, 10. 

No. o 
A. 12. No. 1.

f Abstract No. ) li " 2° to Warrant No. of 183 . 5 cue er , 0. 6. 

THE DE1'ARTMENT OP THE COLONIAL STOREKEEPER, 
Dr. to .1. KING. 

Date. Amount. 

-- For the undermentioned Articles supplied for the Public Service, viz. 
iS £ a. 4. 

Dceemher 2 . .5 Colors, Union, 24 ft. by 15 ft. 6 in., complete at 19 ...................45 0 0 
I Royal Standard, 21 ft. by 131  ft  .................................... .2500 

Total ..........................£. 70 0 o 

I certify that the quantities of the above-mentioned Articles were duly supplied, as stahl, by 
tire tb, ,vt-nam, it mdiv idi al, arid that they were ci infon i able to the samples stipulated hr, and of good 
and suflicient qatlity. I further certify that thy-  were necessarily required for the Public 8cr vice, and 
that tho jiriers ehargu if were the frost reasonable for which the same could be procured, at the time of 
j'tii'i'li:isr' arid, furtlarm,,rc, that they were ordered upon requisitions approved by his Excellency the 
Governor General. 
3. Wria.ia,s TaNKINg. JOhN BUChANAN, C.S. 
Received on the 13th day of December, 1855, from John Buchanan, Esquire, Colonial Storekeeper, 

the aunt of Seventy pounds sterling, in full payment of the above account, for which I have signed. 
duplicate receipts of the annie tenor and date pursuant to Warrant of Government, No. 
dated 
Witness, Joins WEnoN. J. KING. 

0—d No. 11. 
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No. 11. 

The Treasury, New-So,tt/, Wales, 
26th February, 1859. 

TENDERS FOE CHINA (OR TEII-NTJT) OIL. 

Notica is hereby given, that Tenders will be received at this Office till Boon of Tuesday, the 8th March 
next, from persons willing to provide and deliver into the Government Store- 

5,000 gallons China (or Teil-nut) oil. 

Offers to be marked on the cover Tender for Oil;" and none will be entertaiued for quantities 
less than 500 glIlons. 

No separate charge will be allowed for packagea; their cost must be blended with the price asked 
for the oil, 

Plain mention must be made of the time within which it will be engaged to deliver the supply 
tendered for. 

If possible, a sample not less than two gallons of the same oil which it is proposed to supply, 
should be left at the Colonial Store. 

If a sample cannot be so left bforcltand, it is to be understood in the event of a contract being 
cntered into, that the oil will be subject to the test of actual horning at the Light-houses, and in every 
ease be accepted only upon that trial proving satisf'ctory. 

At the option of the Government, security for the due execution of the contract will be taken to 
the full amount of the Tender or i'ernlers accepted. 

Br. CAMPBELL. 

LOJIEDULE of TENncns received in pnrsnance of Notice dated 25th February, 1869, publisliedin the 
Gorernrnent Gazette and opened in the presence of the undersigned, for supplying CHINA (or 
Teil-Nut) Oa, required for the Public Service 

Dascnrn'ioN 
AND 

Quanrn'v ecousano. 

Oil, China (or Tell-
Nut) 6,000 gallons. 

NAME QuANnnI T 
FEE REXARKS. 01? 

OFFERED. GALLON. TENnESSEE. 
- 

Gallons. 
William Harbattle .. . . 5,000 Sa. Od. 2,600 gallons to be at once 

i delivered, the remainder at 
I any time within 12 months 
at option, or when requir-
ed for the Public Service. 

GrifflthsFanningkOo 2,°fl0 I Ss. Cd. Ex "Atalants." 
James Wilson .........1,000 1 6s. led. Deliverable within 3 weeks. 

Sydney, 8 March, 1859. 

The Tender of Mr. Wsunx Hanno-ErLE, for the supply of 2,500 gallons, deliverable at once, is 
recommended to be accepted. 

The Tender of Gtunrrns, FANNThO. & Co-is likewise recommended for acceptance, being the 
lowest. 

JNO. ThJCHAXAK 
Approved.— HENRY LANE. 
CHARLES COWPER. 

9 March. 

In all, three tenders. No. 1.—S March, 1859.—J. B. H. L. 
Oil and Coke Stores, next ths Post O.ffiee, 

Sydney, 8 March, 1859. 
Sir, 

In accordance with Treasury Yoticcof 26th nIt., I hereby tender to supply the Govern-
ment with 5,000 gallons China (or Teil Nut) Oil, at Ss. Od. per gallon, of which about one-half, say 2,600 
gallons, can be at once delivered as per sample sent to the Colonial Stores, which is without exception 
the finest sample over imported into the Colony; the residue to be delivered any time within twelve 
months at the option of the undersigned, or when required for the Public Service. 

In the event of this tender being accepted, it would be deemed a favor to be allowed to substitute 
Colza Oil (a more expensive article) at the same price, should the China or Tell Nut Oil not be 
obtainable by the contractor. 

I remain, Sir, 
The Honorable Your obedient servant, 
The Colonial Treasurer. WA!. HAREOTTLE. 

No. 2.-8 March, 1859.—J. B. H. L. 
Sydney, March 2, 1559. 

Sir. 
In reply to the netiee issued in yesterday's number of the Gazette, we tender to supply the 

widormentioned quantity of China Oil, cx Atalanta," viz. 
200(two hundred eases) or, such portion as may be landed In merchantable condition; and in 

the event of the whole being so landed, containing any, (2,000) two thousapd gallons in all. 
The price at the rate of 5s. 6d. per gallon, which includes all charge for delivery. 

We have the honor to be, Sir, 
To the Honorable Your most obedient servant, 
The Colonial Treasurer. GRIEFIThS, FANNING, & CO. 

Tender to supply, say, two thousand gallons China Oil, 
at the price of fivo shillings and sixpeuee per gallon. 

20 
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No. 8.—S March, 1859.— B. IL L. J. 
TENDER FOR ChINA OIL. 

Sydney, March 8, 1359. 
I do hereby tender to supply the undernientioned articles, upon the terms expr, ssed in the 

Treasury Notion. dated 26 February, and to deliver the same into the Government Store within three 
weeks after receipt of notification of the aeeeptaneo of this offer. Except where otherwise expressed, 
the stores to correspond in pattirn and quality with the samples on view at the Colonial Store: As 
witness my baud, this eighth day of March, 11,59. 

To Henry Lane, Esq., JAMES WILSON. 
Secretary to the Treasury. 

DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES PENDERED. Paws. i REMARKS. 

1,000 gallons China Oil. Os. l&d. per ga]l. 1 In eases. - 

No. 12. 
The Treasury, New South Wales, 

1 March, 1859. 
TENDERS FOR CLOTHING. 

TENDERS vilh be received at this office till 'loon of Tuesday, the 8th instant, from persons willing to 
provide any of the undentientioned descriptions of Clothing for the Public Service, viz.:—. 

Coarse blue cloth trousers 
Ditto ditto jackets 
Ditto ditto waistcoats 
Strong striped cotton shirts, plain 
Coarse linen shifts 

L
brown serge, all wool, 7 ox. per yard 
lee or black worsted stockings, ft  ox. per pair 
Check aprons 

in accordance with patterns on view at the Colonial Store, where prInted Tender Papers and any infor- 
mation required concerning the Contract can be had. 

Delivery to be made into the Colonial Store, in such quantities and at such times as may be 
ordered, between the date of acceptance of a Tender and the 30th June next. 

Offers to be marked on the tsdver " Tender for Clothing." 
If deemed necessary, security in a sum proportionate to the amount of the Tender will be 

required, for the due fulfilment of the Contract. 
-  ItT. CAMPBELL. 

SCHEDULE of TEFDr,ns received in IMinhiance of Notice dated let March, 1359, published in tim 
Gorernment Gazette, and opened in the presence of the undersigned, for supplying, between thi date 
- 

 
of acceptanceof Tender and 30th June next, the undermeationeil articles required for the Public 
Service 

No.1.  

DxspnInIoN OF AETICLES. I Quaanun TnoMrsoN, 
I CaTERED. Srasowns, JAMES RacoMsnssDATioN. 

I arqn Co. WILsoN. 

dAsmaybe - 
Jackets, blue cloth, coarsa.. ii ordered. } lit Gd. - .......'I Thompson and Co., tendering 

400 I 21s. I according to store pattern; their 
As may be 

- 
I off,r ns the lower is recommended 

Waistcoats, ditto ditto ...... 4 ordered. 
t 200 

8s. Gd. 'j for acceptance. 

Stockings, worsted, blue or f1  As may be is.3d. 
I Thompson and Co. being the 

black, k  os. per pair ......j: ordered, per pair. } 
onl 
nut
y offer receiv ed and considered 
unreasonable, is recommended Aprons, cheek .................Ditto, is. 4d. I for acceptance. 

I The tender of Mr. James Wi]- 
son (No.2. although the higher, 

f COO pairs 95 

......I 

I is recommended for aceoptance as 
Trousers, blue cloth, coarse .. 

t 
As may be 

13s 
'< conforming to the Government 

ordered pattern, the sample submitted by 
Thompson and Cu, being of a 
Ivery inferior slop quality. 
I r The tonder of Mr. James Wil-
I I son (No. 2), conforming to Go- 

Shifts, linen, coarse ........ Ditto. s. I verrnnentpattern,isrenomrnended 
to
the lower rate submitted 'by 
be accepted. The sample at t 

I j Thompson and Co. being inferior, 

I Dito 3s. 3d. . I  

I tnnd of calico. 
I 

krn,rin  

The tender of Mr. James Wil- 

Shis, eorton, striped, sft n (No. 2), being the lower, and ong, I 2 samples,1 }2s. lOd. nfoing to Government pitt- plain .................... 3s. Gd. es.1 is recommended to be 

and Co.'s tender 

21 

Serge, brown, 7.8, all wool, 
7 or. yard .............. 

2s. 2d. 

Do.asper Is. 04d. 
sample 1. 
800 yards 

blue. 

superior. 2s. blue. 

4,000 rdsj 

for acceptance, being of good 
quality, though not according to 
color. Snmple 1, not all wool, 
otherwise inferior, and 44 inches 
narrower than office pattern. The 
tender of Mr. James 'Wilson is 
likewise recommended for accep-
for such quantity as may be 
,required over 800 yards. 

Sydney, 8 March, 1859. 
Approved,—A. 9 March. 

SNo. BUCUA NAN, 
HENRY LANE. 

In 
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In all, two tenders. No. 1.-8 March, 1850.'—J. B. H. L. 
ydnqi 8 March, 1859. 

TENDER FOR CLOTHIN'1 

Il® pair or more blue cloth trousers to pattern sent, 93. pair 
Cloth jackets to sample, quantity required, 17s. Gd. each 
Cloth waistcoats, quantity required. 7s. Gd. each 
Striped shirts, lined backs, as per sample left, any quantity, Ba. Gd. each 
Plain shirts, lined backs, as per sample left. any quantity. 3s. 6d. each 
Coarse shifts made from material left at Colonial Store (any quantity), 85. eaeh 
blue serge, No. 1, any quantity, is. 60. yard 
blue serge, superior, 800 yards only, 2s. yard 
Black worsted stockings, any quantity, is, 3d. pair 
Check aprons, any quantity, is. 4d. each. 

We, the undersigned, are willing to supply the above-mentioned articles at quotations, as per 
usinpies sent. 

THOMPSON, SYMONDS, & CO., 
George and Barrack streets. 

B. H. No. 2—S March, 1859.—J. 
TENDER FOR CLOTHING. 

SVdney, 8 March, 1859. 

I do hereby tender to supply the undermentianed articles, upon the terms expressed in the 
Treasury Notice, dated 1 March, 1859, and to deliver the same into the Government Store within six 
weeks after reccipt of notification of the acceptance of this offer. Except where otherwise expressed, 
the stores to cosTespond in pattern and quality with the samples or' view at the Colonial Store: As 
witness my hand, this eighth day of March, 1859. 

JAMES WILSON. 

To Henry Lane, Esq., 
Secretary to the Treasury. 

Quarrrrt ANW Dnscnrprjox or ARTIcLES TENDERED. PnicE. REMARKs. 

Any supply trousers, blue cloth, coarse ............. ..lBs. pair 
400 jackets, ditto ditto ........................... 21s. each 
200 waistcoats, ditto ditto ......................... ..Ss. Gd. en. All to correspond with Govern- 
Any supply shirts, cotton, strong, striped .............2s. lOd, on, merit patterns. 
flitto shifts, linen, coarse ...........................Ba. 3d. ea. 
4.000 yards serge, brow-ri, f, all wool, 7 ox. per yard , 2s. 2d. yd. 

No. 13. 
The Treasury, New South I Vales, 

22 February, 1860. 

My dear Sir, 
I addressed an official letter to Mr. Weston, requcsting his attendance at the Board. I 

enclose the reply from that gentleman (Just received.) 
Respectfully yours, 

Capt. Maync. HENRY LANE, 

So2main, 21 Fcbrrorry, 1860. 

Sir, 
I have to acknowledge your commnmcation of this date. conveying the desire of the 

Board investigating acconnts for stores supplied the Public Service under the names of James Staunton 
and Staunton and Co., that I shonid attend before them at 12 to-morrOw. It appears to nrc that the 
Government, in adopting towards a Public Department thedegrading course of subjecting it to police 
snrveillance, ought to possess information something beyond tIre mere nasr.r of sneaking, lying, and 
cowardly informers. Taking tins view, the Government must depend, insomuch as I am concerned, 
upon its own agents in furtherance of this matter. 

I have, &e., 

H. Lane, EM., JOHN WESTON. 
Under Secretary to Treasury. 

No. 14 
A 12.—No. 3. 

No. of Abstract ). Voucher No. of Abstract 

to Warrant No. 185 .5 
THE nEPARTIENT or 

Dr. to 

For the nndermentioned AETIOLES, supplied for the Public Service, viz.— 

DATE. AMouNT. 

185 

H 

£ s.d. 

Tons. .. £ 

certify 
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certify that the quantities of the above-mentioned articles were duly supplied as above stated, 
by the above-named individual; and that they were conformable to the samples stipulated for, and of 
good and sufficient quality. 

further certify that they were necessarily required for the Public Service, and that the rates 
charged were the most reasonable for which the same could be procured at the time of purchase. 

RECEIVED on the 185 , from 
the sum pounds, 

shillIngs and pence, sterling, in full payment of 
the above account, for which have signed duplicate receipts of the same tenor and date, 
pursuant to Warrant of Government, No. , dated 

Witness to the Payment, ALP. HAWLEY & Co. 

No. 15 
The Treasury, 3T South Woks, 

31st December, 1859. 
TENDERS will be received at this Office till noon of Tuesday, the 10th January, 1860, from persons 
willing to supply, for the Public Service, in such quantities as may be ordered, until the 31st March, 
1860, the following description of Paper, &e. 

Blue wove single foolscap, 13th 1.4 lbs. wt. per ream. 
Blue laid ditto ditto, 16 lbs. wt. per ream. 
Yellow wove ditto ditto, 16 lbs. wt. per ream. 
Lithographic double elephant, flat, 70 lbs. wt. per ream. 
Lithographic imperial, flat, 40 lbs. wt. per ream. 
Superfine laid imperial, insides, 72 lbs. wt. per ream. 
Superfine laid super-royal, insides, 54 N. wt. per ream. 
Blue wove double fcolsenp, insides, not less than 24 lbs. wt. per ream. 
First quality parchment, 28 by 34 inches. 
Samples of the several qualities proposed to be supplied, to be left at the Colonial Stores, where 

printed forms of Tender can be procured on applieatioir 
Tenders to be endorsed on the cover, Tender for Paper, c." 

SAUL SAMUEL. 

SCHEDULE OF TaNnERs received in pursuance of Notice published in the Government Gazette, dated 31st 
December, 1859, and opened in the presence of the undersigned, for supplying Paran for time 
Public Service, until Slat March, 1860. 

ARTICLES. 
Fire- 
0RTION. 

No. 1. 
Snuirrov 
I AND Co. 

£s.d 

No.2. I 
SANDS M 
KENNY. 

No.3. 
'L. SHAIIWOOD 
AND Co. 

- 
I £Ld. 

Blue wove single foolscap, 13 to 14 lbs. wt. per 1 
ream, .. .. .. .. .. .. 

I 0 14 0 
Blualaid.ditto ditto, 16 lbs. wt. per ream  017 0 I ...... 
Yellow wove ditto ditto, 16 lbs. wt. per ream .. 0 17 0 1 
Lithographic dduble elephant, flat, 70 lbs. wt. 
per ream .. . . . 

Lithograpluc imperial, flat, 10 lbs. wt, per reasni ' ream, .< 2 16 0 
(18 O18J 
JAthagraphlo ...... 

Superfine laid imperial, insides, 72 lbs. wt. per I 
l'apar.  

I 
ream.. .. .. .. .. ..j 1600  71001 

Superfine laid super-royal, insides, 54 lbs. wt. I I (Hand made, l 
per ream ... .. .. .. .jI 0 tl5s.;ma-$m ...... 

Blue wove double foolscap, insides, not less I j_410 (ebine do., £4. 
than 24 lbs. wt. per ream .. .. .. j 1 6 0 t5roamsatLlfis 

First quality parchment, 28 x 34 inches. 
.......... .............

Per sheet 
. 
0 3 6 

Treasury, 10 January, 1860, 
Messrs. Staunton and Co.'s. Tender being the lowest and only complete offer, is recommended for 

acceptance. 
.JNO. BUCHANAN, 

Approved—S. S. HENRY LANE. 
Jan. 11, 1860. 

In all, three Tenders. No, 1. 10 Jan,, 1860.—J. B. 11. L. 

Trr,Ms AND Coymnoxs of the Contract proposed to be entered into by STAUNTON AX]) Co., for the 
supply of Paper, &c., in such quantities as may be ordered for the Public Service by the Colonial 
Storekeeper, from time to time, during the period from 10 January, to 31 March, 1860, ( fruit Ativer-
tiseaicnt in the Government Gazette, dated the. Treasury, Sydney, 31 December, 1859.) 

I. The Contract to commence on the 10th January, and to continue until the 31st March, 1860. 
Ii. The Contractor to supply the articles specified in the accompanying Schedule, at the prices 

affixed by loin against the respective items, in the proportion ordered from him, and within 
such time as may be allowed for the completion of the order. 

The articles must lie equal in every resret  to time pattenis or samples deposited in the 
Colonial Store, and in cases where article,, are required of which patterns or mninpies may 
not leave been so deposited, such articles to be of a thoroughly good and serviceable 
qnality, and subject to special approval. 

All articles must be delivered at the Government Store at the expense of time Contractor, and 
it is to be clearly understood, that an inspection will be there made, and if the supplies ha 
laId by time Storekeeper to be inferior, defective in quality, different from pattern, or other. 
wise objectionable, lie is to be entitled forthwith to reject the same, without the Contractor 
l,eing entitled to object to, or appeal from such decision, to any party or quarter whuever 
and articles so rejected are to be removed within three days after the Contractor is 
required so to do, without any allowance being made to him for such rejected articles. 

23 
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If the Contractor neglect or refuse to supply the articles contracted for, or fail to deliver the 
quantities ordered within the time specified, the Storekeeper is to have power to purchase 
in any way he may think best, a supply of similar articles to meet the deficiency, and to 
charge the Contractor with the excess of price, if there be any, that may have been paid 
for such articles, over and above the price fixed, in the Contract such excess to be 
either stopped or abated from any money payable to the Contractor under this or any other 
Contract, or it may be demanded of him to be paid within fourteen days to the Colonial 
Storekeeper, and in default of payment shall be recoverable with costs of suit. 

A repetition of the neglect or intgularity referred to in clause V. to confer the riht on the 
Government of instantly terminating the Contract, upon givinz notice to that eect. 

In the event of any article of a description not to be purchased in the market being supplied by 
a Contractor and found inferior to sample, the Storekeeper may accept the same, provided 
the Contractor make such an abatement from the contract price as the storekeeper may 
think equivalent to the difference between the value of the sample and that of the supply 
delivered. 

It is also to be understood, that all and every sum of money, which may be at any time payable 
by the Contractor under this Contract, shall not be deemed or considered by way of 
penalty, but be considered as stipulated or ascertained damages, and shall be paid whether 
any damage shall or shall not have been sustained by Her Majesty or fly the Public 

Service. 
Payment on account of supplies delivered, to be made either moalhly or quarterly, at the option 

of the Storekeeper, alter invoices have been rendered in a complete state by the Contractor. 
The Contractor if so required, to bring forward either one or two sufficient sureties (as may 

be held sufficient) to enter into a Bond with him, to the amount of £ 
for the due performnnce of the Contract. 

The Couti'act to be declared void, at the option of Her Majesty's Government, should the Con-
tractor, or any person employed by him pay, or offer to pay, a gratuity, or reward, to any 
person under the employ of the Government, for anything to be don8 by such person Con-
cerning the execution of the Contract. 

TENDER 

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree and bind ourselves to provide, and deliver into the 
Colonial Store the articles enumerated in the list or Schedule hereunto annexed, signed by us, and to 
which we have affixed pnces; and do hereby agree to abide by and fulfil the terms and conditions 
above-mentioned. 

Dated the Ninth day of January. 1860. 
(Signature, S1'AUNTON & CO. 

Contractors 4 
tiddress 

CERTiFICATE OF SURETIES. 

In the event of a Contract being entered into with the above person, engage to become 

bound with in the required sum for the due performance of the same. 

Signature 

Address 

Signaturn 

Address 

Schedule referred to. 

Dmcmtsrnoy or ARTici.m. Pconnos. Puics. 

s.d. 
Blue wove single foolscap, 13 to 14 lbs. wt. per ream .. .. .. .. ' 0 11 0 
Blue laid ditto ditto, 16 His. wt. per ream .. .. .. -. .. I 0 17 0 
Yellow wove ditto ditto, 16 lbs per ream .. .. .. .. ..' 0 17 I) 

Lithographic double elephant, flat, 71) lbs. wt. per ream .. 
I 5 0 

Lithngraphic imperial, flat, 40 lbs. wt. per ream .. .. 

Cr ream 2 15 0 
Superfine laid imperial, insides. 72 lbs. wt. per ream .. . - .. .. 6 I) 0 
Superfine laid super-royal, insides, 34 lbs. wt per ream .. .. .. 4 10 0 
Blue wove double foolscap, insides not lest than 24 lbs. wt. per ream .. I p 1 6 0 
First quality parchment. 28 a 34 inches -. .. -. . - -. .. Per sheet .. 0 3 6 

STAUNTON & CO. 

No. 2-10 Jan., 1S60.—.J. B. II. L. 
Sydney, 10 January, 1860 

Sir, 
We beg to state that we are willing to supply the Government with paper of the followin 

description, and in aceordm,,nee with samples forwarded to the Colonial Storekeeper, at the prices affixe 
thereto: — 

No. Lad. 
1. Handmade Imperial . - 7 10 0 per ream. 
9. Do. snper-royal 5 15 0 
Maehineniade do. 4 0 I) 
Cream laid foolscap.. 1 6 0 
Do. do. 17lbs. - 1 6 ) 

Lithographic paper .. - , 0 1 0 per lb. 
Do. .. ., - 0 1 3 

The above numbers correspond with those on the samples. 
We have, te., 

The Honorable SANDS & KENNY. 
The Colonial Treasurer. 

No. 3. 
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No. 3-10 Jan., 1860-3. B. H. L 
8, York-street, W1,n yard Square, 

Sydney, 9 Jams cry, 1860. 

3iessrs. L. Sharwooci & Co. enclose sample slieat of blue wove double foolscap paper, of which 
they can supply, at the present moment, forty-eight reams, at twenty-six shillings per ream. 

No. 16. 
REAMS, ALL INSIDES 

Itoa.ros, Weitit. At fl. At f Itesm. 
ad, £ & 

Laid royal, hand4nade .. .. .. 20 45 1 1 2 8 9 
Laid medium, band-made .. .. .. 30 34 1 1 1 16 10 
Laid demy, hand-made .. .. .. 200 21 1 1 1 6 0 
Tick laid cream post .. .. .. 25 20 0 10 0 16 3 
Thick blue laid post.. .. ._ .. 60 20 0 lii 0 16 8 
Thick blue wove 1nst .. .. .. 50 16 0 'a 0 12 0 
Cut foolscap, blue wove, niachine-made ,. 700 14 0 fl 0 8 9 
Foolscap, blue wove, lined, 30 lines ,. 1.00 16 i. 1 0 17 4 
Cut foolscap, yellow wove, lSlbs. .. .. 60 18 0 10 0 16 0 
Double foolscap, blue wove, 241hs. ,. 3,100 .. 0 7j 0 14 6 
Foolscap, blue laid, lSllis., imcut . . . . 100 . . 1 1 0 19 fi 
Demy pink blotting, laid, 24lbs... .. 100 .. 0 9 0 18 0 
Double blue dimiy .. .. .. .. 20 30 0 8j 0 It 2 
Imperial drawing cflidge, flat .. .. 10 63 0 9 2 8 9 
Cartridge, 1511's... .. .. .. 100 45 0 9 1 13 9 
Imperial cap, 5011's. .. .. ,. .. 50 .. 0 $ 0 10 1 
Do. SUbs. .. . .. 60 .. 0 33 0 11) 4 

Double ii.iperial cap, lmlf.quires, 200lbs... 50 .. 0 3  3 4 7 
tto post, cream laid ., ,. .. .. 100 24 folio 0 10 0 10 0 
dvo.Do., do... .. .. ., 200 24 ,, 010 0 5 0 
Sn,. Do., thin blue laid .. .. .. 100 1.7 ,, 0 10 0 3 6k 
The above prices are calculated on the rate of Exchango on Ismiidon being at par on arrival of 

the goods in Sydney. 

No. 18. 
SCHEDULE or Ta,,mr.ns received in pursuance of Notice, dated 92nd November, 1858, published in the 

Government Gazette, and opened in the prosence of the undersigned, for supplying the wder-
mentioned articles, required for the Public Service. 

No, 1. No .2. No .3. No. 4. 
DsscnIrrxoN ass, Quaynn'. J. °P'' 

j 
flEcosaa'wauor. 

IIhlImtn.I yiuccntls, :co. StMSntoB, 

Calico, white ............
Calico, strong unblcachied 

Braces, cotton .......... 

500 yds. 
300 ,, 

800 pairs 

Gd. 
5d. 

GiL 

I - aM. 
63(1. 

, i5d.toold.......
d ''' 

l 
Tender No.!, being the 
owest, is rocoriva,.decI 

 for acceptance. 

. Tender No.2, although 
in every instance the ftiL ''"'not 

Combs, tooth, small 144 No btd. 6*dto7d j is recommended 
Check, ulsio;i, strong 950 yds Sld. 8M 73d , ' for acceptanceas present- 
Needles, assorted, 1 to 5 .2,000 No 7s. I ing samples of a superior Serge, brown, jths ...... 500 yds...... is. 3d. .... 

Tender No.,$,beiimgthe 

. s. Gd...... 

Stockings, women's...... 300 pairs Sd. bid. 74d lowest., is recommendç4 
I for acceptance. 

TenderNo.4, -being4bo 
Sbeets,linen,coarsi', 94'by5i', 200No Gs. 4s. Dd. 1I2J {lowcst. is recommçnded for acceptance. 

JNO. BUCHANAN. 
Approved,— JOHN CROOK. 

itT. C. HENRY LAZliE. 

In all, four Tenders—No. 1-30 Nov., 1858-3, B. H. Ti. J. C. 
Parraraatta, 30 1858. 

in confonnity with your Notice from your office of 22nd November, I herewith tender for the 
uudermcntioned articles 

300 pairs cotton braces, at ...........Cl. per pair. 
500 yards white calico, at ............Gd per yard. 
500 ,, unbk'aehc'd ditto ............5 
250 ,, union check ............... S 
300 pairs women's cotton stockings.. .. 84. per pair. 

J. BELLMAN. 
To the Secretary of the Treasury. 

No. 2-30 Nov., 1858.—I. B. H. L. J. C 
TENDER FOR STORES. 

200 coarse linen sheets ................ 5g. 
309 pairs cot, braces .................. Ghd. 
144 small-tooth combs ................ CId. 
500 yards white calico ................ 

500 

Li 
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500 yards unbleaehed ditto . 6d. 
260 ,, lJnion check ................8d. 
2,000 needles, assorted ..................7s. per M. 
300 pairs cotton stockings, brown ......84<1. 

Ditto ditto, grey........ 84th 
500 yards brown serge ................lod. 

We, the undersigned, are willing to supply the above-mentioned articles. Prices as per List. 
T11031PSON, SYMONDS, & Co. 

No. 3-30 Nov., 1858-4. B. H. L. J. C. 
TENDER FOE DRAPERY. 

Sydney, 30 November, 1888. 
MEssR, Gao. Cutsnot,M & Co. do hereby tender to supply the undermentioned articles, upon the 

terms expressed in the Treasury Notice, dated 22 Nov., 1858, and to deliver tim same into the Govern-
ment Store within six days after receipt of notification of the acceptance of this offer. Except where 
otherwise expressed, the Stores to correspond in pattern and quality with the samples on view at the 
Colonial Store: As witness our hand, this thirtieth day of November, 1858. 

GEO. CHISHOLISI & Co. 

To Henry Lane, Esq., 
Secretary to the Treasury. - 

No. of Samples. 
1 White calico ....................Sd. per yard. 
2 Ditto ....................5d. 
3 Union check ....................fld. 
4 Unblenebeci eal,eo ..............64d. 
S Coarse hnca sheets, 64 ins, by 94 his. 45. 9d. each. 

Ditto ditto, 51 ins, by 91 ins ....... 4s. ad. 
6 Women's brown cotton stockings.. 74sl. per pair. 
7 White cotton braces ..............4Ad. 11 

S Fine-tooth combs ................GId. each. 
9 Ditto ditto ................7d. 

Ssml. Thomas' best needles ......7s. Gd. per M. 
We have forwarded samples of the above to the Colonial Storekeeper's Office for inspeeton, which 

arc equal and superior to those on view, in order to prevent any dissatisfaction in the delivery of them, 
if accepted. 

No. 4-30 Nov., 1858-3. B. J. C. 
TENDER FOR STORES. 

Sydney, 30 November, 1838. 
I do hereby tender to supply the imdcrmentioncd articles, upon the terms expressed in the 

Treasury Notice, dated 22 November, and to deliver the same into the Government Store within fourteen 
days after receipt of notification of the acceptance of this offer. Except where otherwise expressed, 
the Stores to correspond in pattern and quality with the samples on view at the Colonial Stare: As 
witness my hand, this thirtieth day of November, 1858. 

JAMES STAUNTON. 

To Henry Lane, Esq., 
Secretary to the Treasury. 

Shoets, coarse linen ..........s. 3d. each (10 bales.) 

U. 
A.12, No.1. 

No. of Abstract No. Voucher No. 404. 
to Warrant No. of 18 .4 

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE COLONIAL STOREKEEPER, 
Dr. to STAUNTON & CO. 

Dam. 
' Aatouxr. 

- - For the undarnientioned articles, supplied for the Public Service, vix. 

19 
I £ s. d. 

Dec. 23 .... 251 reams double foolscap, 6,596 lbs., €? is. lb. ..................... 329 16 0 
17 Cases, at lOs. each ............................................8 10 0 

TOTAL..........£ 338 6 0 

I certify that the quantities of the above-mentioned articles were duly supplied, as stated by the 
above.named individual, and that they were conformable to the stunplel stipulated for, and of good and 
sufficient quality. I further certify, that they were necessarily required for the Public Service, anti 
that the priee< charged were the most reasonable for which the same could he procured, at the time of 
purchase and, furthermore, that they were ordered upon approved requisitions. 

JNO. BUCHANAN, 

J. \VmLiArs Jmcxms. C. 5. 

Received on the 31st day of December, 1859, from John Buchanan, Esquh-e, Colonial Storekeeper, 
the sum of three hundred and thirty-eight pounds, six shillings, sterling, in full payment of the above 
account, for which we have signed duplicate receipts of the same teaor and date, pursuant to Warrant 
of Government, No. dated 

Witness—AcculsaLo Cn1PBELL. STAUNTON & Co. 

V. 
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A. 12, No. 1. 
No. of Abstract No. Voucher No. 122. 
to Warrant No. of 185 .5 

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE COLONiAl. STOREKEEPER, 
Dr. to JAMES STAUNTON. 

- For the nndermentinod articles, supplied for the Public Survico, viz.:— -  
1858. S £ i. d. 

June 17 ..,. 400 Jackets, blue cloth, Q, 2Os......  ............. ...................400 0 0 
500 Tron.sers, do. (a\ 12s ................... ...................8th) 0 0 
300 Waistcoats do. r 75...................................... 105 0 0 

July 1 .......1,512 yds. serge, brown, (j is. lOd. yd. .......................... .138 12 0 

TOTAL .......... £t 943 12 0 

I certify that the quantiti's of the above•mentioned articles were duly supplied, as stated, by the 
above named individual, and that they were conformable to the samples stipulated for, and of good and 
sufficient quality. I further certify, that they were necessarily required for the Public Service, and that 
the prices charged were the most reasonable for which the same could be procured at the time of 
purchase; and, furthermore, that they were ,,rdered upon requisitions approved by His Excellency the 
Governor General. 

31W. BUCHANAN, 
J. WtLuAts JENKINS. C. S. 

Received on the 30th day of August, 1856, From John Buchanan, Esquire, Colonial Storekeeper, 
the sum of nine hundred and forty-three pounds, twelve shillings, sterling, in full paymout of the above 
acetunt, for which I have signod duplicate receipts of the same tenor and date, pursnant to Warrant of 
Governint:nt No. , dated 
Witness—joins WEsToN. JAMES STAUNTON. 

w 
No. of Abstract No. Voucher No. 161. 

A. 12, No. 1. 

of Warrant No. ,'f 153 .1 

THE DEPARTMENT or PILE COLONIAL STOREKEEPER, 
DrYto JAMES STAUNTON. 

DAn. 

1552. 

Sept. 1 
Oct. 8 ...... 

AMOUNT. 

For the undermentioned articles, supplied for the rublic Sen'iee, vir. :— -- _______ 

i £ s. d. 

2,250 shirts, twill, (w, 2s. Sd........................................  
750 shirts, twill, ( 2g. Sd. .............................. .......... 

I 10 gross double-annealed picked glass ehimnies, for catoptrie lamps. 
(,. lobs..................................................... 

10 do. do. Sin, shouldered, lOSs..... 
20 strong packing-eases for do., with tow used for picking, the towi 
coming in for use of the Lights ................................ 

50 gross patent cotton wicks fur etttolitric  lamps, ot is. Cd............. 
50 do. do arund larups, 6s. Gil............... 
100 plato glass cloths, is. ...................... .................. 
100 reflector cloths, lod ...........................................I  60 leathers, polishing, 21. 4d....................................... 
10 lbs. fine prepared polishing powder for rdfileetors, in japanned 
eases, 12s. Gd ........................................ ........ 

24 cotton holders for catoptrie lamps, is. Cd. ......... ............... 
24 do argaud, is. lid............................... 
P.aeking.enses for do............................................. 

TOTAL.......... 

271 17 Ii 
90 12 6 

54 0 0 
54 0 0 

23 0 0 
IS 16 0 
16 5 0 
5 0 4) 
4 3 4 
5 if; 8 

o 5 0 
1 16 0 
1 16 0 
1 5 4) 

336 12 0 

I certify that the quantities of the above.mcntinnrd articles were duly supplied, as stated, by the 
above.natned individual, and that they were conformable to the samples stipulated for, and of good and 
sufficient quality. I further certify that they were ni'ceasarily required for the Public Service, and that 
the lees charged were the most reasonable for which the same could be procured at the time of 
purchase; and, Furthermore, that they were ordered upon requisitions approved by Ills Excellency the 
Governor General. 

JNO. BUCHANAN, 
J. WILIANS JENKINS. C. S. 

Received on the 30th day of october, 1838, from John Buchanan, Esquire, Colonial Storekeeper, 
the sum of fmvo hundred and fifty-six pounds, twelve shillings, sterling, in full payment of the above 
account, for which I have signed duplicate receipts of time same tenor and date, pursuant to Warrant of 
Government. No. dated 

Witness-..,Jona Wmrvx. 
JAMES STAUNTON. 
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A. 12, No. 1. 
No.of Abstract No. Voucher No. 225. 
to Warrant No. of 185 .J 

THE DEPARnI Efl OF THE COLONIAL STOREKEEPER. 
Dr. to JAMES STAUNTON. 

DATE. AMoUNT. 

For the undermentioned articles, supplied for the Public Service, viz.:— - - 
1858. s. d. 

Dec. 9 .......1,600 sheets strong linen, 0 4s. 3d. each ...........................340 0 0 

TOTM ........... £ 340 0 0 

J certify that the quantities of the above-mentioned articles were duly supplied, as stated, by the 
above-named individual, and that they were conformable to the samples stipulated for, and of good and 
sufficient quality. I further certify that they were necessarily required for the Public Service, and that 
the prices charged were the most reasonable for which the same could be procured at the time of 
purchase; and, furthermore, that they were ordered upon requisitions approved by His J'ixcelleaey the 
Governor General. 

JNO. BUCJL&NAN. 
J. Waiwrs JENKINS. 

Received on the 1.8th day of December, 1858, from John Buchanan, Esquire, Colonial Storekeeper, 
the sum of three hundred and forty pounds, sterling, in 11,11 payment of the above acernmt, for w]iieb I 
have signed duplicate receipts of the same tenor and date, pursuant to Warrant of Government 
No. dated 

JAMES STAUNTON. 
Witness—JoaN WESTON. 

Y. 

A. 12, No. 1. 
No. of Abstract No. 1 Voucher, No. 183. 
to Warrant No. of185 .J 

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE COLONIAL STOREKEEPER, 
Dr. to JAMES STAUNTON. 

DATE. AMOUNT. 

- For the undernientioned articles, supplied for the Public Service, viz. :- 
1858 £ s. d. 

Oct. 8 ...... .1J00treuem,duek} 4s. 6d........................................882 10 0 

TOTAL ..........£ 382 10 0 

I certify that the quantities of the above-mentioned articles were duly supplied, as stated, by the 
above-named individual, and that they were conformable to the samples stipulated for, and of good and 
sufficient quality. I further certify that they were necessarily required for the Public Service, and that 
the prices charged were the most reasonable for which the some could be procured, at the time of 
purchase; and, furthermore, that they were ordered upon requisitions approved by His Excellency the 
Governor Geueral. 

JNO. I3UCIL&NAN, 
J. WILLIAMS JENKINs. C. S. 

Received on the 18th day of November, 1.8-iS, from Joha Buchanan, Esquire, Colonial Storekeeper, 
the sum of three hundred and eighty-two pounds, ten shillings, sterling, in full payment of the above 
account, for which I have signed duplicate receipts of the same tenor and date, pursuant to Warrant of 
Qoverrnnent No, dated 

JAMES STAUNTON. 
Witness—JoaN WEoroN. 



1860. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINUTES OF EYIDENOE. 

FRIDAy, 3 FEBRUARy, 1800. 

lircøcnt 
WILLIAM COLBW1?j MAYNE, En, IN THE GuAm. 

MR. H. H. Baowcr, i Mn, C. ROLLESTON. 

Mr. Robert Palmer Abbott was present to conduct the ease fur the Colonial Store-
keeper, on the application of Mr. Buchanan, and with the consent of the Board. 

Mr. John Buchanan called in and examined 
By the ('Itairman: 

 Mr. Buchanan, this Board is appointed in consequsnee of the Govern- Mr. John 
meat having reason to believe, from information they have received, that large quantities of Buchanan. 
stores on account of the public service have at various times been tendered for and supplied 
by Mr. Buchanan and the late chief clerk of the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, Mr. 3 Feb., 1800. 
John Weston, under the assumed names of James Staunton and Staunton and Co. You are 
the Colonial Storekeeper ? I am the Colonial Storekeeper. 
And have held that appointment from what date? Several years; I think it was in 

1845 ; I forget the exact dat4. 
Will 

you state to the Board the regular and usual course under which supplies on account 
of the public service are obtained from Home or on the spot? From Home by indents on 
England; on the spot by tender and contract. 
Those indents prepared by whom? in  some eases by myself; in other eases by the 

various departments. 

And by whom forwarded to the contractors at Home? The Treasury generally. 
How are the quantities to be iucluded in these indents arrived at—by whom are they 

decided ? So far is concerns myself it is generally left to myself optional what quantity 
shall be included that must be judged of by the probable want of the service and the 
capacity of the stores to contain them. 

And on the spot you say by notices calling for tenders? By public notices calling for 
tenders, published in the Government Gazette and in the newspapers. 
And those tenders are how dealt with ? Opened at the Treasury. 
By a Board? By a Board. 

Are you a member of that Board? Yes; and the Secretary to the Treasury is the 
other member. 

11, Are bonds generally taken in the ease of contracts? Not as a rule; never in eases of 
supplies being delivered immediately; occasionally in time contracts they are. 
When a decision is arrived at as to the tender to be accepted, how is communication 

made with the tenderer? Usually by a formal notice; occasionally by a formal notice 
apprising him of the fact, or by an order sent for the goods. 
Do you mean a public notice or a written one? A more written memorandum, I may 

term it, apprising him of the fact that his tender is accepted. 

14. Do the tenderers give you an address to enable you to send them notice? Occasionally. 
In cases where they do not, how is it done? Very frequently the Post Office is given 

as an address. 
16. The Post Office? Yes. 

Will you state to the Board what is the course pursued with reference the receipt of the 
supplies thus contracted for? They are delivered at the store upon the order sent for them. 
IS. Who takes delivery of the goods? The person in charge of the stores,—the foreman of 
the storehouse. 

19. And who signs the receipt? He usually signs the drayman's rcceipt; in fact, always, I 
imagine. 

9—B 
20. 
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Mr. John 20, And is that the receipt to the contractor? That is not an official receipt, because the 
Buchanan. stores may be subsequently rejected. It is a mere acknowledgment of a load having been 

delivered. 
3 Feb, 1860. 21. Without any knowledge of what the goods are? No, he has a full knowledge, but it 

does not express approval of the quality. 
Are the packages opened? They may be delivered in packages, or loose. In the case 

of packages, they are subsequently opened. 
1 am confining myself to the receipt of the drayman the foreman of the stores gives a 

receipt for certain packages; or, if opened, for the goods? That is the course. 
Who gives the official receipt? The official receipt ?-The stores are, subsequent to 

delivery, inspected, and any defects, if there be such, are brought to my knowledge. 
And by whom are they inspected? in the first instance, by the foreman of the stores, 

who looks over them, and if he detects any defects, or divergeneies from pattern or sample, 
it is brought to my knowledge, and then I look at the goods personally. 
If the foreman of the stores does not bring any matter under your notice? By no 

means,-I occasionally look at them under any circumstances. 
But as a general rule? Not as an invariable rule. 
I irish to have the whole practice fully before the Board. But in any case where the 

foreman sees it necessary to bring goods under your notice, you then yourself inspect? 

Certainly. 
Is there any persan who acts with you? No. 
You act alone? Yes. By the by, I may as well state that the conditions of contract 

provide that my inspection shall be the final one. 
Without any reference or appeal? Without any reference or appeal. 
Have you generally any intercourse with the contractors or the agents of contractors in 

these matters? Very rarely so. It is an object I have always specially avoided. 
Has the foreman of the stores come personally in contact with either the contractors or 

their agents? lie seldom or never saw a contractor's face in this building, under any 
circumstances whatever. It is his servants who are generally present here. 
Does the foreman of stores make a formal entry of goods received? He keeps a record 

of the matter. 
But does that record shew the marks of the packages? No, I do not imagine that it 

does. It is confined, I imagine, merely to the description of the items. The marks on the 
packages are of no moment. 
Who is the prcssnt foreman of stores? David Moores. He has been so for this last 

two months. 
And who was previously? Mr. Jenkins. 
How long did Mr. Jenkins hold the office? I cannot charge my memory with that; 

but for some three or four years. 
Can you recall to mind who was foreman of stores at the end of 1357, and the beginning 

of 1858? Mr. Jenkins. 
Mr. Jenkins? Yes. 
In June 1858, was Mr. Jenkins there? Yes, I have no doutt he was. 
Have you in your possession a schedule of tender, and the original tender by James 

Staunton to supply certain articles of clothing which I find set forth in an account of July 
1858? (Appendix B.) I have no doubt it is among the rest of those schedules ihich 

are in that press.. (Documen(sprodueedfrornprees.) Those are the schedules, (handing 

them to the Chairman. Appendir No. 1), and with them the original tenders in each case 

complete. 
The goods tendered for under this tender were supplied? Certainly, or they would 

never have been paid for. 
To whom was the notice addressed of the acceptance of this tender? To the tenderer, 

I presume. 
And in what way? In the ordinary way, by printed notice. 
Is there any record of it? None whatever. 
Or how was it addressed? No. 
Who is the clerk to discharge this duly? Indiscriminately. 
And you are not in a position to inform the Board by which of the clerks the notice 

was addressed? No, certainly not. 
60. Does not one more generally than another address these tender notices? The tenders- 
the schedules were prepared by the senior clerk, and it is left with him to take the steps. 
Who was the senior clerk? Mr. Weston. 
Are you in a position to afford the Board any information as to who the successful ten- 

derer in this instance was? That is shewn in the schedule. 
As to his personal identity? No. 
have you ever seen James Staunton? I have not. 
Have you ever had any communication with him in writing? None whatever. 
Or message through any Officer in your department? None whatever. As a rule, I am 

ignorant of the persons-of half the contractors who deal with this department; and still, 
further, as I have already repeated, the contractors, personally, seldom or never appear in this 

place. 
How was payment made for those goods to James Staunton? By cheque, I presume- 

yes, certainly. 
And by whom was that cheque paid? Mr. Weston, in whose hands all payments rested. 

I never, by any chance, made a payment to any person. Invariably, and without any 
exception whatever, I never made a payment in this department or drew a cheque. When 

in 
a 
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in opposition to me, and in defiance of my protest, the Government insisted in trusting Mr. John 
public moneys, and sending them here to be paid, they coupled it with an instruction that Buchanan. 
there was to be one Officer in thc department in whose hands the cheque-hook was to be 
placed, and who should draw ehequcs,.nd that regulation I strictly and literally followed out. 3 Feb, 1860. 
Then you are not in it position to afford the Board any information as to how the cheque 

was disposed of? I cannot say in that individual ease how the cheque was disposed of; I 
may teil them generally, but how, in any particular case, I eaoot undertake to say; I know 
the general practice, which can of course be verified by an appeal to persons in town. When 
we got the accounts from contractors, to suit their convenience the accounts are examined; 
when it is convenient to pay it, or convenient to themselves, the cheques are scat round. 
Sent by whom? By a messenger. 
Who is the messenger generally employed? The messenger for the time being. That 

of course is fluctuating, as! have 110 special mes-ener attchcd to thi T dnparttncnt. 
What receipt does the messenger bring back? The document or voucher—the Govern-

ment voucher. That is the general rule, but there are exceptions to that practice. 
Then do I understand this to be the course: that after you have signed the cheque you 

leave it in the chief clerk's posxssion ? I leave it in his pessrsion. H e is the paymaster. 
Then he gives it to the mesengor to take round to the persons to whom payment is to 

be made? That is the wua1 course. 
Taking with him, I conclude, the ? The Government document. That is the 

general practice. 
60. And gets to that Government document the receipt of the person to whom he hands the 
cheque? Yes. 
Then can you inform the Board who was the messenger of the department about this 

time? Certainly not. As I have already told you this department is not allowed a per-
manent messenger. 
Will you give to the Board the names of the men who have acted as me:sengers during 

the Inst three years? A man of the name of Short at the present moment is acting; 
another of the name of Gleeson was acting, and has left the deprtment. I cannot charge 
my memory with others. Other men may have Len emnloycd. I cannot a...y  whether they 
have or have not. 
In reference to this particular account (Apjieathr B.) that I have been examining, 

I observe the witness is John Weston? Yes. 
If the cheque for this had been sent by a messenger would Mr. Weston have been a 

witness? I do not know whether Mr. Weeron invariably signed those vouchers; the fact of 
his having handed over the cheque, that is, we know, usually lo,ki,d upon as formality more 
than absolute need. 
You are aware that he can neither be the witness of the sisnsture, nor the payment, 

if it is done in the way you have detailed to the Board? That, 'I can only explain is the 
usual course. It is the simplest thing in the world to get a witners to any payment of the 
Government, and it was probably considered more satifuctory to have the paymaster's name 
to that signature than that of a man who pr sibly would be unable to write at all. 
But following the course you have detailed to the Board, he really is not a witne9s in 

any such cases to the signature when pynient is Untie? I cannot exactly explain that, I 
have no doubt the absolute payment is a fact. As to who witnessed it, I dare say it has 
been treated as a matter of not very great moment. 
Then you cannot in this instance state whether Mr. Weston was himself the payer of 

this cheque ? Certainly I cannot. 
I think you stated that you were not aware that you had ever seen James Staunton? 

I do not say "I am not aware," but I 'know" I have not. 
You have never seen James Staunton ? I have not. 
You have never seen any parson write the signature of James Staunton? No, I never 

see the signatures of any of the contractors written. 
These vouchers, I observe, are signed by yourself and Mr. Jenkins? Yes. 
And the signature to the certificate? That 6 the preparatory step to a cheque being 

drawn. I sign when I am satisfied of the quality. I di not always check the numbers, 
because that would be a troublesome operation; but when I am satisfied of the quality, and 
the foreman of the stores signs respecting the quantity, I sign, on the faith of his having 
accurately counted them, and the cheque is then at full liberty to be drawn. 
And then, after the acquittances have been aigned, into whose possession do they come? 

Mr. Weston's, until be forwards them, monthly, to the Audit Office. 
Do you ever sec them again? I doubt it; I may, by chance, but not as a rule. 
The same questions, and the same answers, I suppose, would apply as regards the parti-

cular vouchers I have before mc here, (Appendices W.S•. F'.) all in the names of James 
Staunton, and all witnessed by Julia Weston: the answers given as regards the first apply 
equally to these—that in none of those instances have you seen James Staunton write, 
and that you know nothing further than you have stated with reference to the first? I 
know nothing beyond it. 
I have here, dated 23rd December, 1859, an account (Ap,pendLr U) amounting to 

£338 Os, for goods supplied by Staunton and Co.: is the Tender applying to this account 
forthcoming'think you took it away yesterday. 
The one taken away yesterday was with reference to stationery? What is that? 
Double foolscap, 251 reams? That is the tender you took away yesterday. (Ap',pendir 

No.2.) 
That is a tender of Staunton and Co. : of that firm did you, at the time of the tender, 

or do you now, possess any knowledge? Oh! yes, I know who it is quite well. 
86. 
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Mr. John 86. Will you state it to the Board? That is Mr. John Weston. 
Buchanan. 87. Was Mr. Weston at that date an officer of the department? No. 
r- How long had he ceased to be? Two mouths, or a month. 
3 Feb., iSCO. 8. lie had, then, a month ceased to be an officer of the department? Yes. 

90. Is that the same Mr. John Weston whose name appears as a witness to the several pay-
ments we have been referring to? Undoubtedly; there is but one. 
91- At the time the tender was put in, were you aware that Mr. Weston was the tenderer? 
I was subsequently. 
I ask you-" at the time" ? No. 
When did you become aware of the fact? Either the same or the following day. 
Of the tender being-? Being his. 
Do you mean the annie or the following day of the tender being accepted? Being 

delivered at the Treasury, or rather-being opened at the Treasury. 
Will you state to the Board how that fact came to your knowledge? lie himself 

acquainted me with the fact. 
That he was Staunton & Co.? He made a point to call and know the result of his 

tender. 
Did he then state who his partner was? He did not. 
Did he give you any information connected with the-? Yes, he told me distinctly 

it was his intention to tender for anything and everything the Government might require. 
Did he when leaving the department, give any reason for retiring from the Public 

Service ? Indirectly he gave me reason to suppose that that was his object then. 
That he proposed to go into business? Yes. 
Did he then give you any intimation as to the name of the firm? No, he did not. 
And at the time lie made you aware that lie was representing the firm of Staunton 

and Co., and in fact was one of the firm, did he in way connect it with the previous tenders? 
In no way whatever. 

He made no allusion to them? Never, in any shape. 
Never explained who Staunton was? No: who Staunton was, in the multiplicity of 

tenders that came before me, or who any particular individual was-was not a matter which 
troubled my memory. My effort has been to see that I get the stores properly delivered, and 
get them of good quality. I vouch for those facts. 

But he did not, in explaining to you what was his then position, and what he was about 
to do-allude in ,my way to previous transactions? In no way whatever. In fact, as far as 
tenders are concerned, it is by no means an unsual occurrence in this department to see fictitious 
tenders sent in-tenders without date-tenders without name even, and tenders with reference 
to which any suspicions are often excited as to the makers of them. 

Do you in these eases take any steps? By no means; my duty I think is, to obtain 
stores of good quality and proper quantity, and not to pursue those suspicions. 

But if any suspicious circumstance oeeured? I should pursue it. 
Would you bring it to the knowledge of the Secretary to the Treasury, who forms part 

of the Board with you ? If it were of that aggravated nature that I thought it necessary to 
do so. We all know, at leist I know, that there have been stores supplied for the Public 
Departments-articles supplied for the Public Pepartments by gentlemen holding positions 
lathe Legislative Assembly, and that those accounts have passed the Audit Office unquestioned. 

The name appearing as ? The name even appearing as such. 
As a Member of the Legislative Assembly? Yes. 
On the account? Yes. 

As a Member? Not as a Member of the Legislative Assembly of course; but the 
notice of the Audit Office must be attracted to that fact as well as my own. I made the 
payment and the Audit Ofilee has passed it. 

And under contract? I did not make the arrangement myself, therefore I cannot 
say. I was the medium of payment, not the person who made the contract. 

But if it was a contract you would not have seen the tender? No, not by any 
means. You will be aware that there are purchases made for the Public Service of which I 
am the more means of making payment I have nothing to do with the goods, I never see 
them; the bills come to me for payment, and I pay them on the certificate of the party to 
whom they are supplied and who receives them; that might be classed as a suspicious circum-
stance, but it is one which I should not think of pursuing nor would pursue. I have no doubt 
the goods were supplied honestly and fairly-I have not the least question. I do not intend to 
impute anything else, but I say, the fact of their being supplied is a suspicious circumstance, 
quite as suspicious as that I do not know some unknown person who supplies goods. I only 
look to his articles to see that they are of good quality, that a sufficient quantity is delivered, 
and that no more than are delivered are paid for; the source whence they are derived is a 
matter of the most socondary importance. 

Mr. Weston then, in apprising you that he was Staunton and Co.-did he convey to 
you that there was a person of the name of Staunton,-tbat there was an actual firm of the 
name of Staunton and Co. ; or, that lie was merely carrying on himself, individually, under 
the assumed name? As well as I rceeolleet, his exact words were that that was his trade 
name. 

That that was his trade name? That that was his trade name. When leaving my 
department, as 1 already said, he intimated to me that it was his intention-that he saw 
the possibility of doing some good for himself, by taking to that mode of life which no one 
has yet taken up, that is-a special contractor for the Govcrnment; there is no one here 
in these Colonies yet that has taken to that particular trade; it is well known to exist in 
London,-tliere is a certain class of people there who invariably do it, but that class does 
not exist here. 118. 
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If you had any reason to suppose that an officer of your own department was the Mr. John 
tenderer and supplier of goods, would you consider that a fact and circumstance which it Buchanan. 
was your duty to —? Certainly, I should reprehend and prevent it. 

And would you consider it your duty to bring it under the notice of the authorities? 8 Feb., 1860. 
I have no doubt I should do it. 

10. And no circuratance ever attracted your attention, nor—I collect from what you have 
stated—was it in any way within your knowledge that Mr. Weston, while an officer of the 
department, did supply, under the name of Staunton, any goods? It did not come under 
my knowledge. 

Or under any other name? Or under any other name. 
Can you state to the Board whether, during the period Staunton did supply goods on 

the public account, he did so to a large or a small extent 7 Perhaps large in amount, 
though not spread over any length of time. The traneactions were few, as well as my 
memory serves me. 

Can you recal when James Staunton first became a contractor? I cannot. 
Do you remember the exact date of Mr. Weston's resignation? It was about a month 

previously to this tender. I may add, perhaps, that it had been his desire to resign for some 
time previous even to that; but, as he was, undoubtedly, the best accountant in the public 
service—a man extremely efficient—thoroughly acquainted with his work here, and the 
routine of other offices in which he had served—I was most loath to loose him; and, at my 
urgent solicitation—requesting him to stop and arrange the accounts of the year—he did 
stop a few months longer. 

It is the duty of the officer charged with marking out the cheques to initial them, is it 
not? Yes, I think that is the ease. 

And it was Mr. Weston's duty as long as ? As long as he was in charge of 
th0 payments. 

it was his duty to initial every cheque before you signed it? Certainly. 
And has that been done since Mr. Weston left the Department by the officer who 

succeeded him 7 I cannot charge my memory with the positive fact, but I am convinced 
myself that it must have been done ; if not, it has been an inadvertent omision. 

I observe here, in one ease, a cheque (Appendix R. 3) drawn in favor of James King, 
in February, lSSS,—a period when Mr. Weston was, I believe, in the department—not 
initialled? It may occur ; there may be an inadvertent omission. As a rule, I ank ooa-
fident it has been observed, though I cannot say in all cases. 
131). I am also aware that a cheque (Appendix .N. 4) recently given for a considerable 
amount (clirqves handed to witness) ;—iu whose handwriting are the bodies of the cheques? 
This is Mr. Weston's, I imagine. 
131. The one recently given? The one recently given (Appendix No. 4) is, I bdieve, in 
Mr. Casnpbell's handwriting. 
132, And is not initialled? Through inadvertence. 

But had he instructions? By no means. 
But as to the initialling of them—when he took charge? No special instructions. I 

think, on the cheques, as well as any memory serves me, it is stated that that is to be 
attended to. 

There is a space for it in the cheque printed? With these cheques, the mode usually 
observed is, I think,—Saturday is the usual day on which payments are made, and those 
cheques will be brought to me on Friday. A number of them come ready to sign, and 
hand out, and distribute. I may have signed a cheque, not noticing that it is not initialled—
as I have. 

But you have stated 7 It would be an inadvertent omission. 
By JUl. Abbott: You say, that generally you inspected these goods yourself? 

Ceneraily,—in fact, I may say, in most eases. 
Before they were paid fur you approved of them? I approved, myself, of the quality, 

and satisfied myself of the quantity delivered. 
By the Chairman : T

1'39

here is here, Mr. Buchanan, a letter (Appendix No. 5), in fact, 
offering to supply certain articles, which appears to be an unusual course. There is no 
schedule, no tender with it—no acceptance except your own upon it. Can you explain the 
circumstances under which it occurred? That is by no means an unusual fact. Let me 
look at it. 

It is by James Staunton? Those were special articles, for which it would be useless 
to call for tenders, from the simple fact that they were not to be obtained in the market. 

This letter, I observe, is dated Melbourne? Yes. 
flow was the tenderer eomaunieated with in that case? Written to. 
To Melbourne? Yes. 
I-Iave you any recollection whether this was a matter of emergency—of pressing import-

ance? It was a matter of emergency in this respect: those matters are such as we have 
never been able to procure fur the lighthouse service here—many of them; and the prices 
of those we had contracts for were always at rates considerably in excess of those prices—
considerably in excess. 

Can you recal whether this letter actually came to you from Melbourne? The letters 
were always opened by Mr. Weston—invariably. It was the practice for the mcssenge 
usually to place the letters on his table. 

Ca,) you recal to mind anything connected with these particular goods—whether they 
came from Melbourne ? They came and were actually delivered. 

low did they come from Melbourne? That I have no doubt they did. Yes; I have 
no doubt they came from Mclbourne,—I did not see the delivery itself, therefore I cannot 

speak 
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Mr. John speak positively. When I say "the delivery," I was not present, of course, at the delivery 
Buchanan. over the ship's side, therefore I cannot say that they did. I know that they were delivered 

here, for I examined them specially, and I recollect, what is more, there is a reference in 
2 Feb. 1860. that letter to the fact (or any memory deceives me) of the Wilson's Promontory Lighthouse, 

then in course of construction. A drawing was sent to me of that lighthouse, and with that 
drawing there was other information, stating  that the reflecting system of lighthouses had, 
under experiments conducted by Professor Faraday, set aside the refraeting—that the 
catoptric system had set aside the dioptrie system. that fact I distinctly recollect stating 
to Captain Browne at the time. It was stated that the drawing was more explicit than the 
letter. I also shewed the drawing to Mr. Crook. It stated that the retheting system would 
do away with the refraeting. You have [addressing Caplaim Browns] some indistinct 

recollection of my mentioning the subject to that effect. 
Gaptain Browns: Yts; but I do not recollect seeing any drawing in reference to the 

matter. 
By the Chairoram: Did it at all attract your notice that this was the same person 

tendering from Melbourne, who had previously been tendering from Sydney? It may 
have done All I was anxious to do was, to get a class of stores useful for the l'ublio Service, 
which ye had never before had here for that special service. 

Did anything attract your attention so as to make you ask who Staunton was—whether 
it was the s.Lme man? I presumed he was a man engaged in Melbourne. I may have 
surmised that he was a maa engaged in something of that kind even in Melbourne. 

It is evidently the same signatnre as the other, but from a diffierent place and for 
different stores? That would not attract my attention. 

By ifr. Browns: Do not these things come out with lamps? When a lighthouse is 
flrst erected; but we have nothing of the sort. 

By Mr. Abbott: Do you recollect having inspected these goods supplied by Staunton 
and Company generally? I have a distinct recollection of the fact. 

The whole of them? Yes. 
All the goods supplied by Staunton and Company, or James Staunton? I have no 

doubt of the whole of them. My attention was directed to them from their very groat 
superiority to anything we have ever seen here. 

Did you always find them superior? Always superior. 
To the same kind of goods ? Supplied by other individuals, and always lower 

in price. 
When tenders were sent in they were placed before a Board—of whom did that Board 

consist? Of myself and the Secretary to the Treasury. 
Had he the same means of knowing whose the tenders were that you had? Equally; 

it was equally open to him to question who the parties were as to myself. 
And had he the same opportunities of inspection? No, he was not present on the 

inspection. 
But on the opeaing of the tenders? On the opening of the tenders he had exactly 

the same opportunity of knowing who the parties were. 
You say there was a Government regulation that one oThcer in this department should 

have charge of the cash ? There is. 
low long is it since that regulation was introduced? Ever since the system of making 

advances to the Public Service for payments and disbursements has been in existence. 
Ever since Mr. Weston—? Yes; ever since the payments have been made by this 

department. 
And was that part of Mr. Weston's duty all the time? Distinctly his duty—specially. 

165, He drew the cheques, and sent them to you for signature? 11e drew the cheques, and 
usually handed them to me for signature. 

And you returned them to him? And I returned them to him for delivery to the 
parties for whom they were intended. 

And it was his duty to procure proper vouchers? It was. 
1 think you have stated that you had no knowledge whatever of Mr. Weston's having 

anything to do with the firm of Staunton and Co? None whatever- 
Vatil after he had left the department? No. 
So that you could have had nothing to do with it yourself? Nothing. 
And there were never any goods paid for to Staunton and Company that were not 

delivered? Certainly not either in his or any other case. 

Mr. 
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Mr. John Williams Jenkins called in and examined:- 

By  the Chairman: You are foreman of stores? I was, until November last. Mr. J:W 
From what date? I scarcely recollect the date. Jenkins. 
But generally you can say? I think I was about two years there. 
Two years up to November last? Yes. 3 Feb., 1860.. 
Will you infora the Board of the nature of your duties as foreman of stores? I had the 

receiving of all goods, to see that they were stowed away in the store, and to get them out 
on the floor according to requisition, to be inspected by the store clerk,-to attend to the 
packing, and prepare them for delivery. 
Whenstores are delivered what is your first duty? Delivered from the stores? 
No, to the stores? To take them into the stores and unpack them, if necessary; if not, 

to see them stored away ready for use. 
Do you give any receipt to the person issuing them? Yes, on official orders, but not on 

general contracts-only on the order. There is a printed form which I generally sign in the 
margin, and which is checked in the book. 
To the person who delivers the goods do you give any receipt acknowledging how you 

received the packages of goods into the store? In some cases, but not in all. 
How do you satisfy yourself that stores come from the party that is entitled to deliver 

them? I do not think that that is any part of my duty. Very often I do not know the 
name of the parties. 
Would  you receive any goods which any drayman said were to come there? He would 

bring some sort of bill with him to say that it was intended for the Colonial Storekeeper's 
Department, and I should receive it. If I did not know anything about it I should oak Mr. 
Buehauan or the chief clerk. 
How do you gain the knowledge of the persons who are to deliver stores? In tenders, 

or anything of that kind, where supplies are sent in- 
Are you given any instructions as to who are the contractors? Sometimes I shall be 

told what things will come in-that certain stores are expected. 
On their being delivered to you, you sometimes do and sometimes do not give a receipt 

to the draymnn? If I am asked for a receipt I always give it. 
But merely a general receipt stating a certain number of packages? It is generally 

entered in the book. I see it is written off in that hook. I am askcá whether all things 
have been received, and I take a memorandum and give an answer. 
When do you enter in your book the goods you receive? I do not enter that; that is 

entered in a book in the office, and not the foreman's of the warehouse. 
What sort of a book do you keep that eoables them to be entered in the office? I do 

not keep any book. The printed form- 
A drayman comes to you with a certain set of packages of goods,-what document does 

he bring you with them? A regular dray.notd sometimes. 
D0 you mean the dray-note of the firm supplying the goods? A shipping-note, or 

papers in some instances from the wharf. 
What becomes of the note? It is left here. 
Do you give the drayman anything to shew that he has delivered his goods? Generally. 
You do? Generally. 
Very well, that dray or shipping note left here-what do you do with it? They are 

nearly all kept-filed. 
You say that you open the packages and examine the goods? Yes. 
How do you make the office here aware of what goods have been received, that they 

may be entered in the books of the department? I have to take it down to them bofore it 
is settled. 
You take a list down? Yes; I am told in some eases to receive a certain quantity of 

goods; I see that I do receive them and take an account of it to the office. 
Do you get that instruction in writing? No. 
How ? Mr. Buchanan sometimes tells me of a certain quantity of goods to he received 

into the store. I see that I do receive it; if not, I take a memorandum down of what I do 
actually receive. 
We will suppose 400 jackets and 500 pairs of trousers and 200 waistcoats? They 

would be in bales. I should receive so many bales purportiog to be that. 
Do you open all the packages? You could not open them all. 
You merely keep them as such? They are supposed to be that and are stowed away 

as containing that number. 
Is the contractor paid before they are examined? I suppose so. I have not anything 

to do with the accounts in any way. 
By .Af'. Buchanan: Am I to understand you to say that no examination takes place of 

these bales to see either the quality of the articles or that the quantity is delivered-that 
no test is applied by anyone to see that they correspond with the sample and that they are 
fit and proper for the public service? There is always an examination of one or two or 
three bales if the receipt of goods is large They are always examined and compared with 
the samples. 
By the Uharman: We will suppose a bale is stated on the outside to contain 200 

jackets,-are the jackets counted ? When we issue them. 
Not before? No; sometimes we issue the whole bale as it is. 
Then there is no absolute check uppn the quantity being what it is stated to be? In 

an original package. 
By Jib.. Buchanan: Is it the practice to examine the bale that is opened and to test the 

quality 
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Mr. J.W. quality of the goods-is it the practice to count them or is it not? It is always the practice 
Jenkins, to count them-to examine the quantity and compare them with the quality. 

e  "'" 38. By the Chairman : That is as to the sample? And the number also. We suppose the 

3 Feb., 1660. others are the same. 
You take it for granted, after the examination of one of the packages, that the others 

are correct? Yes. 
Having then got in a certain number of bales, how do you communicate to the office 

here what has been received? Sometimes I am asked if those things are received. 
In what way do you enter in a book those things? There is an order-book kept. 
Have you a store-book? No. 
Then how do the things get into the store? There is an invoice-book and a general 

purchase-book kept. The foreman has nothing to do with it. 
Then, as I understand it, the foreman of the stores states to the clerk what the goods 

received are? Yes, verbally. 
Verbally? Yes; and then it is catered into a book. 

40. By .il&. Buchanan: And the foreman subsequently certifies to the fact on the bill itself 

as to quantities? Yes. 
By the Chairman: Then, in fact, I am to understand it thus: there are certain goods 

delivered, you examine certain of the packages among the whole number in order to find 
that they are what they purport to be, and you then verbally communicate to a clerk in 
here that certain goods have been received? Yes; I certify to the receipt of them-the 

quantity stated on these forms. 
You certify that certain goods which are charged for have been received? Yes. 
How do you remember-how are you in a position to certify? By the orders, an order 

being entered into a book. 
Was that order in your possession? In the office. 
How do you speak from the order? I am told that a certain quantity of goods will 

come in, and I take it as near as possible. 
Is this the way: an order is sent from this office to a contractor to supply certain 

articles,-do you see that order before it gnes to the contractor? No. 
The contractor sends certain goods, and you say that after testing them in a certain way 

you verbally communicate to a clerk in the office that such goods have been received? Yes; 
and the signature, as I said before, is put on this printed form of order. 
Whose signature-I asked you whether you saw the order? The order is returned with 

the goods; I then mark" received" upon the margin; if the whole of the goods are not 
received, I mark what I have received. 
Then the order comes to you? Yes. 

50. And you compare the goods received with the order? Yes. 
And you mark on it that they are received? Yes; or what quantity. 
Then you do give not a verbal but a written memorandum to the clerk of what you 

received ? Yes. 
In the year 1858, in June and July, 1858, and subsequently, you were foreman of the 

stores ? Yes. 
And at that time it would be your duty to receive goods in the way you have stated? 

Yes. 
Can you recal to mind goods being supplied by a person of the name of James Staunton 

abont that time? There were so many different people-contractors. It scarcely came 
nnder my notice to notice anything particular, but to receive the goods. 
02. If particular goods wore stated to you do you think you would be in a position to recal 
any of them ? I may. I may recollect the names of contractors. 
I see here, (Appendix Jr.) in September, 1858, there were 2,250 shirts;-do you 

remember a large number of shirts being delivered by any contractor in that way? I 

recollect that. 
Can you recal the contractor who supplied those goods? Do you mean the name? 

Yes? Staunton. 
You can recal that delivery? Yes. 
By Staunton? By the dray. Do you mean personally? 

08. No; by being delivered from Staunton? Yes. 
Can you recal how those goods were delivered? By dray; always by drays. 
By a drayman that you know anything of? No; there are so many strange draymen. 
Was there any ship-note or dray-note brought with those goods? No, not in the case 

of contractors-receiving goods from one particular person extending over a series of 

deliveries. 
Do you in any way become acquainted with the supplier, or know anything of him? 

No. 
Don't you get any knowledge whatever of what the person is? Unless I know in time, 

such as Thompson, Symonds, and Sheriff, and those who supply in that way. 
The things are not generally delivered by one particular drayrnan, or man in the 

employment of the various establishments, so that you could connect him with the business? 
Sheriff, the stationer, generally sends one man down with the goods. 
Is it not so with all establishments that supply you,-do you not lid that they usually 

send the same men? No; I have seen different men several times. 
By Mr. Buchanan: You say that Thompson and Symonds, and Sheriff, and others in 

town oe'asionahly deliver stores here? Yes. 
Did you ever see the absolute members of those firms in these stores? No, Sir. 
Have you ever seen Mr. Sheriff here, for instance? No. 
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Have you ever seen Messrs. Thompson or Symonds here? No, Sir. Mr. J. W. 
Is it the rule, or is it not the rule, that contractors in town visit the stores personally; Jenkins. 

or is it the rule for them to send their agents and servants? Their agents and servants.  

By the Chairman: Then I understand that you have not any recollection of these 3 Feb.,1860. 

deliveries by Staunton ? No. 
As connected with the person of Staunton ? No, I could nut. 
Did you ever hear of Staunton as n contractor? I have lately. 
Within what period do you call lately? Since Mr. Weston has resigned. 
When did you first hear of Staunton? I heard the name with the first delivery of 

goods, as a contractor. 
80. But when did you hear of the name in any way that particul.rly attracted your 
attention ? Since Mr Weston has resigned. 
57. How soon after ? The last delivery of the paper-statioaery. 
What did you then hear? I beard that Mr. Weston was tendering in the name of 

Staunton. 
You heard that Mr. Weston was tendering  in the name of Staunton? Yes. 
Did that in any way attract your attention or excite your curiosity ? No. 

Di. Did it raise any idea in your mind in connection with Mr. Staunton who had previously 
tendered? Yes, it would naturally occur to me that it was the same person throughout. I 
may have had that opinion. 
02 in fact, had you that opinion? No. 
No such idea suggested itself? it was not until this proceeding that I ever thought 

of it. 
You did not? I did not. 
Did Mr. Weston in any way interfere with, or go out of the ordinary course with 

reference to any of these deliveries by Staunton, while he was an officer of the department? 
Not to my knowledge. 
But h5d you any knowledge whatever of Mr. Weston's being in any way connected with 

the tenders, or with the snpplying of these goods ?Noc. until Mr. Weston resigned. 
07. In no way whatever? In no way whatever. 
98. Since your attention has been attracted to it in any way, have you made any inquiries 
as to who Staunton is? No; I have heard it reported who Staunton is. 
¶19 Reported what ? That there is a firm of Staunton and Company in London. 

That there is a firm? That there is a firm, and that the same firm supplied the houses 
in Sydney; so I heard this morning. 

Did you ever hear whether any member of that firm was in Sydney? No. 
Or in Melbourne ? No. 
have you ever seen the writing of James Staunton, or what purports to be his writing? 

In the accounts I dare say I have seen it. 
What accounts ? I sign as to the delivery or receipt of goods-not as to the prices. 
But when do you sign the accounts ? Whenever they are brought to me. 
And in what state are they generally when they are brought to you? There are a 

great many together. 
Is yours the first signature attached to them, or Mr. Buchanan's? I think mine is the 

first. 
And have they, when brought to you in that way, the signatures generally, or in any 

ease of the contractor to them ? Yes, 1 should t]iink so, always. 
Have the signature of the contractor at that period? Yes, always. 
Are you clear upon that point? I could not say, because I have only to notice on the 

fare of the account that these goods are what have been received. 
Ye', exactly, I understand thoroughly, you certify by your signature that what is set 

forth in the account has been received in quantity? Yes. 
You do that to satisfy Mr. Buchanan before ite signs the certificate? Yes. 
But how would the name of the contractor be then to the account? I do not know 

that they always are. I said I could not speak positively. 
But you say you have seen the name of James Staunton? In some eases the accounts  

will be three or four together. Some of the contractors will sign just above my name-just 
under where it is ruled off in the printed form, nod I sign just underneath, and of course it 
will at'raet my attention. In reading the articles down I should check them and find some-
thing I am concerned with. 

Will you look at the signature of James Staunton there and say whether you have 
ever seen that signature ? No, I do not recognise it in particular. 
110. But you may you have seen James Staunton's signature? Yes, I have seen it in some 
of the accounts. 

Will you look at some of these accounts and see whether you have seen it? I could 
not say [hoeing examined the documents. Aj'penthx 17. W. X. V.] that it is any of these, 
or that it is not one of these. 

By Mr. Browns: Not his signature, do you say? I may have noticed it, but I do not 
know that it is in any one of these particular forms. 

11g  the Chairman : And you have seen his signature to accounts? Yes. 
And at that period, when coming to you to be signed, has Mr. Weston's signature been 

to them as a witness? That I cannot say positively. 
Who brings you these accounts? Mr. Weston. 
Mr. Weston? Yes, 

123 But you state distinctly that you have seen James Staunton's name to such accounts 
as those when brought to you to sign? Yes. 
124. And before Mr. Buchanan had signed? Yes, I recollect seeing it. 

9-C , 125. 
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Mr. J. W. 125. When you are about to sign these accounts what have you that enables you to check 
Jenkins. these quantities? The receipt.book-the order. 
r-'--- 126. Is that brought to you? I go to it. 
3 Feb., 1860. 127. And you satisfy yourself before signing that you have marked those goods as received 

on the order? Yes. 
If you find, on examining the goods in the way you have stated, anything that attracts 

attention, what is the course you adopt? I go to Mr. Buchanan directly and inform him. 
Inform him? Inform him. 
But in case there is nothing that attracts your attention, you simply mark upon the 

order whether they have been received or not? Yes; Igenerally ask Mr. Buchanan to look 
at the goods. 

In all eases? Nearly in all eases, unless it is a very small thing-an audit in detail or 
in an audit of any particular sample; the things are more or less exhibited, and I tell Mr. 
Buchanan that they are waiting. 

And what is Mr. Buchanan's usual course? To examine them and sec that everything 
is as good as the sample. 

That is the usual course-Mr. Buchanan examines the goods and compares them with 
the samples ? Yes. 

Have you any knowledge as to whether there is any person of the nnme of Staunton in 
partnership with Mr. Weston? I believe be represents the firm, Sir, that is all. 

Represents what firm? The Staunton's firm. 
But have you any knowledge is to whether there is any such person as James Staunton, 

or as Staunton ? No, excepting from report. It is said that there is such a firm as 
Staunton and Company. 

Have you any distinct information as to the nature of their business and where their 
residence in London is ? No. 

By Mr. Browne: Was it not the practice to import from England, through the 
Government, a large portion of the stores, consisting of stationery and other things? Yes. 
130. Has that system been discontinued? I do not know; we still receive goods from 
England through George A. Lloyd and Company. 

Have the goods received in that manner decreased latterly, or have they continued to 
about the same extent as formerly existed? I should think they have decreased. 

Then, latterly goods have been obtained more from contractors in town than used formerly 
to be the case ? Yes; that has been the case, so far as I recollect, since the Colonial 
Mercantile Agency was instituted. 

Things are very slow in coming out? Very slow, and often of very unsuitable quality. 
Then latterly that class of goods has ceased to be imported? Not altogether. 
But has the item of stationery been much reduced? No, Sir. 
Have you gone into the town for any considerable amount of stationery lntely? That 

would not come under my notice. The largest quantity of stationery was the last contract 
in December, that has just been supplied. 
140. How was that contract provided-was it from the town, or by direct importation to the 
Government? From the town, by tender. 

By tender? Yes. 
Then in the item of stationery a less quantity comes out from England under original 

indent than was formerly the case? Not as yet. I said no large quantity had been tendered 
for until this last one ; this last quantity is the largest quantity I have seen on tender-I 
mean supplied by contractor. 

Are you consulted as to the quantity of stores remaining in your hands before an 
indent of stores is snt in by the Storekeeper? I generally report that we are getting short 
of certain descriptions of goods when such is the case. 

Could you tax your memory whether you were short of any of these particular articles 
[a document handed to witness containing an offr from fames Staunton to stqply certaim 
light house requisites, and dated Melbourne, September 14th, 1858]? I do not think we had 
anything of the kind in stock. 

You were quite out of them? We generally used to get them in small quantities 
whenever we could. We used to get a case of glasses at a time; sometimes they would be 
returned as unfit. 

And you really were, at the time this was accepted, out of these stores? Completely 
out. 

Who was the last tender for stationery taken by? Staunton and Company 
Was it an extensive one? I can hardly say the quantity, but it was pretty large. 
Pretty large? There was some double foolscap-a good many reams of double 

foolscap-I forget the exact number. 
Are you short of that description of goods in the store? Yes, very short of double 

foolscap; we could not get it at all. 
And you are really in want of the goods that have now been tendered for? Yes, and 

urging for them, and a number of reams of foolscap, imperial, and super-royal, the most part 
of which has been issued to the printer. 

Do you know how these goods came in? By dray into the yard. 
150. J)o you know whether they came from a vessel or from a store ? No. 

You do not know? No. 
They merely came by dray? Yes. 
Loose or in original packages? In original packages. 

103. By the Chairman: Was there any address on the packages? No address, merely the 
initials and a diamond. 

164. 
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Do you know what the initials were? It was Sin a triangle and S outside, to the Mr. .J.W. 
best of my recollection. 

,Jenkins. 

By Hr. Browns: Are there not some of the ea.-s in the yard now? I think there 

are. 
3 Feb., 1860. 

B the U3'.'.inacn: Is there any mark on them to shew bow they were obtained- 
how they came from London? No, we never kept that on the cases. 
1.67. No shipper's mark? No, I did not notice any shipper's mark on the eases. I have 
never seen the shipper's mark on any of the oases. 

By .41). Browns : What is the brand on them-Waterloo Mills, or something of that 

kind, is it not? On the paper? 
Yes? On the List, Waterloo and Sons. 
The Chañ'nzan: That is a large printing and stationery house in London. 

By Mr. Bros'ne: And J.S. in a triangle? There is in the yard one of the eases-the 

last came in-it has on it J.S. in a triangle. 
By the ckrziruaau: Not J.S. and Co.? No; merely J.S. 

By Hr. Ab&ott: Have you any knowledge of business other than your experience 

here? No. 
That is as to the receipt of large packages? No. 
Do you know what the practice of mercantile houses is as to the receipt of large 

invoiees,-.do they open their packages? I should think not. 
Do you know anything of the practico? I hav eon packages stowed away in large 

houres and going away on the dray. I have seen, too, packages sent from the wharf to the 

bullock team and sent up the country. 
There is then no chance of inspection ? No. 
As to the dnymen by whom thesa thinga were brought here, were they not generally 

licensed draymen? I suppose they were all licensed draymen. 
178, The draymen anyone can find on the stand? Yes. 

low seldom do some of the draymen come here a second time? Very seldom; at 
least, I see so many, that I do not notice then all. 

You said, I think, that you fancied you recollected some of the goods supplied by 
Staunton and Company-that you recollected the particular times they were supplied? I 

think I recollect. 
Could you say whether the same man ever brought the things a second time? No, 

I could not. 
You s:ty that you believe there is such a firm as Staunton and Company in London? 

Yes, I heard it this morning. 
They may have an agent here for all you know? Yes. 
Now, as to the accounts to which you sUd you saw signatures, Mr. Jcnkins,-do you 

recollect what those signatures meant-were they the accounts receipt or merely the heading 
of the accounts? 1 think in the ease I mentioned, it must be at the foot of the receipts. 

In that came the account was receipted before the money waa paid? Yes. 
Did you ever see it before? No. 1 believe I understand that is the course. 
What is that ? That the accounts are signed before they are paid. Seven1 times I 

have seen it. It is the custom sometimes to send in the accounts signed. 
As to this last tender for the supply of stationeiy,-do you recollect whether there 

were other tenders than that from James Staunton? Yes, in that came I saw other entries 

in the book. 
There were other tenders? Yes. 
Several others ? Yes. 
Can you recollect whether stores were taken on this occasion from the other people 

tendering as well as from Staunton and Company? Yes, I recollect some foolscap received 
from Sharwood at the same time. 

Althu"h his tender was 'lot accepted for the whole? His tender was declined. 
Still he supplied some? Yes, some double foalseap. 

191. Under Mr. l3nehanan's order, do you recollect? Under Mr. Buchanan's order. 
Do you recollect at the same time a tender being sent in by Messrs. M'Nab and 

Company? Yes, M'Nab, I think, was one of the tenderers. 
For the same goods for which Staunton tendered? Some tendered for a certain portion 

and some for another. 
Do you recollect whether M'Nab tendered for any of the goods tendered for by Staunton? 

Yes, of single foolscap, a large quantity was supplied by M'Nab and Company. 
Do you r,eolleet whether they tendered at a lower rate than Staunton and Co? No, 

Staunton and Co's tender being lower, was recommended for acceptance through the Treasury. 
For this particular foolscap ? For the whole. 
But for this particular foolscap supplied by M'Nab and Company? Yes. 
flow was it that M'Nah supplied it instead, was it by Mr. Buchanan's orders? I 

suppose it was; he told me that some paper would come in from M'Nab's, and I received it 
-single foolscap. 

Although Staunton and Co. tendered at the same time? Although Staunton and 
Company had tendered for the whole. 

Mr. 
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Mr. Archibald Campbell called in and examined - 
lSIi. A. 1. By the Cha&snan: What is the position you hold in this office? First clerk. 
Campbell. 2. how long have you held that position? Two months. 

8. having succeeded-? Mr. Weston. 
3 Feb., 1860. 4. Will you state to the Board what is the nature of your duties? General supervision over 

the other clerks; looking over all the accounts, and paying them-writing out the cheques, 
that is. 

Have you anything to do with the orders for stores, or eutries of the stores received? No, 
only to see that the invoices are properly entered-invoices of goods from Home, and to see 
that prices are put to them. 

And who is the gentesnan to whom the foreman of the stores communicates the goods be 
has received for entry? They are entered in the books, and come under my cognizance. 
Who is the gentleman that keps those books, to whom the foreman communicates what 

he receives? it is not a definite duty for one particular clerk, they are entered by several-
Mr. M'Donell enters some, Mr. Uarnett would enter some, and Mr. Wise would enter some. 
These gentlemen would be more in a psition to inform the Board as to tire way the 

information comes to them, and what they did with it? Yes. 
The principal responsibility you have is as to payment, I apprehend? Yes. 
What is the course pursued with reference to the payment of contractors and suppliers 

of goods ? The voucher must first be signed-I must first have proof that the goods are 
received, by the voucher of the store clerk; be signs the voucher certifying Crat the goods 
are actually received, and then the account is checked in the office, by the orders and by the 
contract prices; after all that is gone through, the goods having all been received correctly, 
payment is made. 

In what way is payment made? Generally personally, or sent by a trustworthy messenger.  
In what form? By cheque. 
Who prepares the cheques? I do. 
For Mr. Buchanan's signature? Yes. 

Do you initial those cheques? No, I have not done it hitherto, for I did not know it 
was necessary; it was only yesterday that Mr. Lane said it was necessary for me to initial them. 
You received no instructions? No. I initial all the butts of the cheques. 
But not the cheque itself? No. 
You are now aware that that is required ? Yes. 
Then the cheque, having been sent to Mr. Buchanan, comes back to you? Yes. 
11ow do you deal with the payment? I either hand it to the party (perhaps in waiting) 

or send it by a trustworthy messenger; some are sent by post, then the cheques are crossed. 
How do you get the receipt for the cheques? Sometimes they are signed when the 

account comes in, and then they sign the receipt. 
The acquittanee is signed? Yes. 
When the account comes in ? Yes. 
Before it has Mr. Buchanan's signature, or Mr. Jenkin's signature? Yes. 
But you say it is sometimes paid personally, and sometimes sent by a trustworthy 

messenger? Yes. 

In these eases does the messenger take the documents with him, and bring them back 
to you ? Always, if they have not been previously signed. 
But if they have been signed? He merely takes the cheques and sometimes gets a 

a temporary receipt from them ; but not in every case. 
Then you have no cheek upon the messenger paying the money? The cheque is 

crossed and marked " Bank." 
In all cases? In all cases. 

Every cheque you pay is marked " Bank"? Every cheque not delivered personally is 
marked ' Bank." 

Would cheques so marked not be paid by the bank if drawn on, except through nnother 
bank? I believe not; they would certainly not do it in the case of Government cheques. 
82. Was it an instruction to you to cross all cheques? From my predecessor, for caution. 
Mr. Weston? Yes. 
He told you that was - ? That that was the practice. 
Will you look at these cheques (cheques handed to witness)-are those cheques crossed? 

No, Sir; but that is not in my time. 
Have they been paid through a bank? It appears not. 
Then in such caáes, if those were sent by a messenger, the office would have no voucher 

that the cheque had passed to the proper person? Unless the person sent asked for a 
temporary receipt, as they sometimes do. 
Is that an invariable practice? With persons we do not know; with persons with 

whom we have had extensive dealings we would not ask it. 
It does not appear to have been an invariable practice, for I find several cheques 

unerossed? They may have been delivered to the parties; in that case they are never 
crossed, except at their own request. 
By Mr. Ralleston If they are sent by post, are they crosseed ? Always. 
By the Chairman During the period you have been in the office, has it come under 

your knowledge, daring the years 1858 and 1859, that goods were supplied to the Govern- 
ment by a person named James Stauntoa? I have heard the name, and I have seen the 
name in the books. 
Have you seen the signature of James Staunton? I have seen the signature of Staunton 

and Co., but I cannot say positively that I have seen the signature of James Staunton. 
Before I took Mr. Weston's place, I had nothing whatever to do with the contracts. 

40. 
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It did not come before you - contractors bills of any kind? No, not at all. Mr. A. 

Have you ever heard any mention of who Staunton was? Never. 
Campbell. 

Have you no knowledge yourself? No, 1 have no knowledge. I have heard more these 
last two days than ever I heard. 3 Feb., 180. 

Your attention was never in any way directed to the existence of the person? No ques-
tion about it. 
Since you have hold your present appointment there has been a tender from Staunton 

and Co? There has. 
An account, also, lace, of the 23rd December (Appendix 1t), for £338 Os., which bears 

their acuittanee ? Yes. 
40. And your own name as witness? Yes, I recollect that account. 
Who was it signed Staunton and Ca? It was handed to me signed. 
By whom? Mr. Weston. 
Mr. Weston handed it to you signed? Yes. 
And you signed it as witnessing-what? The time the payment was made. 
Had you no conversation with Mr. Weston at the time he handed you that account? 

Not the slightest; he never spoke to me on the subject at all. 
You made the payment direct to him? Yes 
You wrote the cheque and handed it to him (A. 1V. 4)? Yes; I believe he is acting 

for the firm. 
Was that cheque crossed? I think that one was, but I cannot say positively. 
Were you on anything of terms of intimacy with Mr. Weston when you were in the 

department together? Merely from being together; I was not intimate with him. 
When did you first beoo,uc aware that he was carrying on the business of tendering and 

supplying? Since he resigucd,-and oven then I was not certain; I only believed he was 
acting for the firm. 
Have you ever seen him sign Staunton and Co? Never. 
have you any idea of whose writing that signature is (Appendix W.)? [Witness looks 

at signature.] I could not say positively. 
Have you any impression as to whose writing it is ? No; it bears some resemblance to 

his own, but I could not say. 
To whose own ? To Mr. 'Weston's own-very slight. 

04. Are these accounts generally written by the suppliers themselves,-the bodies filled up 
by the persons themselves? Not as a general rule; they sometimes send informal accounts, 
and they are copied in the office very frequently. 
65. As these accounts are? Yes. 
60. Those have all been filled-in in the office (Appendices B. tiC I)? Yes; about one-half 
of our accounts are. 
In whose handwriting are these? That is Mr. Weston's handwriting. 
Would it be nsual for a chief clerk in the office to do that? He very often does; I 

often do it myself. 
That is what I want to ask? It does not fall to him from his office, but others might be 

busy, and he would write it off. 
You are aware, I presume, of the object of the present inquiry? I do not know the full 

object of it, there are so many reports; I have not heard officially. 
The present inquiry is instituted on account of the Government having reason to 

believe, from information they have received, that large quantities of stores on account of 
the public service, have at various times been tendered for and supplied by Mr. Buchanan 
and the late chief clerk of the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, Mr. John Weston, under 
the assumed names of James Staunton, and Staunton and Co. Can you afford the Board any 
information or light upon that charge? Not the slightest. 
You have no knowledge in reference to it at all? Not the slightest, one way or the 

other. 

Mr. William Macdonell called in and examined:- 

By the Chairman: What position do you hold in the office, Mr. Macdonell? I am a iSir. william 
clerk of the third class. Maedoaell. 

low long have you held that position ? Since November. 
Last November? Yes. 3 Feb,1  1960. 
What was the position you previously held? Fourth or fifth class clerk, I think; I 

forget now-we were all of the third class, nominally. 
Was that originally your appointment? One of the third class clerks. 
That was your original nppoiotmont? Yes. 
Had you at any time charge of the stores? Yes, I was foreman of the stores. 
Was that your first appointment? Yes, 
Thea your original appointment was foremnn of the stores? Yes. 
Up to what date did you hold that appointment? About 1856, I think, I was taken 

into the office. 
What is the nature of the duties you had to perform as fourth or third class clerk since 

you have been brought into time office? Copying of accounts, issues from issue book, usuai 
clerical work, entering letters, taking out invoices, purchasing in the town goods where they 
are not tendered for, or where the tenders were not satisfactory, or where they were ordered 
on the face of the tender to be bought by private purchase. 
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Mr. William 12. Was it any part of your duty to prepare the orders upon contractors for supplies? No. 
MacdoS]. 13. Whose duty was that? The orders are always prepared by Mr. Garnett. 
---m14. Is it any part of your duty to receive from the foreman of stares a statement of goods 
3 Feb., 1860. received? No. 

With that part you have nothing to do? No, I have nothing to do with that. 
Have you anything to do with the checking or payment of accounts? Now, I have; I 

cheek accounts to see that they are accurate as to their total, and if so, I pass them on to 
the chief clerk who has to pay them. 
The chief clerk? Yes. 
And how long has that been a duty attached to you? Since November. 
November last? I formally entered on it then, but I previously acted for Mr. Jones 

while he was away,-perhaps as early as September. 
But previous to that you had nothing to do with the checking of accounts? No, I 

may have assisted sometimes, when there was a press of work. 
Did contractors' accounts in any way come before you? In assisting Mr. Jones they 

would come before me. 

Did a case come before your notice of goods supplied by James Staunton during the 
years 1858 and 1859? I have only a recollection of one invoice at the end of 1859; I can 
scarcely say what it was, but I have a recollection of seeing an invoice. 
Of James Staunton? Of James Staunton. 
That is the first and only one you recollect? That is the only one I have any recol-

lection of coming before me. 

Have you any recollection of what the nature of the supply was? I cannot recollect 
at this present moment; so many accounts pass through my hands that I cannot recollect it. 
I recollect the name very well. I had simply to check the invoice. 
Could you, out of these (Appendices U. IC lIT X. Y.), select the one your memory 

bears? I think that is it (Appendix U.). 
That you will observe is Staunton and Co.? That is the one I allude to-Staunton 

and Co. 
James Staunton? I do not know anything about. 
You have no recollection of having seen the supplies of James Staunton? No. 
Have you heard of Staunton as a contractor? I have in the office heard of his being a 

contractor. 

81. Previous to Staunton and Co.? I have never been able to separate them; I have 
always heard of Staunton. I have heard of Staunton as a person supplying goods. 
Extending over any period-have you heard the name for any period? Perhaps for 

twelve months during that period. 

During twelve months? I am not sure about it. It was a matter of no interest to me. 
You have heard the name mentioned as a contractor? I have heard of goods supplied 

by him. 
85. By a man named Staunton? Yes. 
Was that previous to Mr. Weston having ceased to belong to the department? Yes. 
have you any reason to know or believe that there was or was not in actually existing 

James Staunton ? None at all. I believe there was a person of that name. 
You believe there is? Yes, I believe there is a firm of that name. 
Of James Staunton? I do not know whether it is James Staunton or Staunton & Co. 

I have not been able to separate them. 
30. You say that you believe there is a firm of Staunton and Co.? Yes. 
In Sydney? No. You asked me whether there was a firm; I believe there is a firm of 

Staunton and Co. 
Do you know where existing? In London. 

43, Have they any representative in Sydney? I am not aware. 
This inquiry has been instituted, the Government having reason to believe, from infor-

mation they have received, that large quantities of stores on account of the public service 
have at various times been tendered for and supplied by Mr. Buchanan and the late chief 
clerk to the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, Mr. John Weston, under the assumed names 
of James Staunton and Staunton and Co. Can you afford the Board any information 
respecting this charge, or that will tend to throw any light upon it? None at all. I am 
totally unacquainted with it. 

You do not know yourself that what has been stated, either is or is not a fact? I do 
not know. It has not come within my knowledge at all. 
Do you know who signed" Staunton & Co." (Appeudix TV)? I do not, 
Do you recognise the signature? I never saw it before that I am aware of. 

4. Does it strike you as being like the writing of any person you know? I should say it 
was the same writing as that in the body of the invoice, but I could not swear to it. 
But the writing in the body of the invoice? That occurs to me to be Mr. Weston's 

handwriting. 

And you imagine the whole is written by Mr. Weston, signature and body? I think 
the one looks like the other. 
Do you know who received payment of that? No. 
It has not come before you? It has not come before me. 
Have you ever heard it asserted, while Mr. Weston belonged to the department, that be 

was supplying goods for the public service? I never heard the assertion made. 

,SATURDA J, 
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SATURDAY, 4 FEBRUARY, 1800. 

lJttøtnt 

WILLIAM COLBU1tN MAYNE, ESQ., IN THE CRAIg. 

Ma. H. H. BaowicE, I Mu. C. ROLLISTON. 

Mr. R. P. Abbott was in attendance to conduct the inquiry for Mr. Buchanan. 

Mr. Henry Garnett called in and examined 
By the Chairman What office do you hold in the Colonial Storekeeper's Department? Mr. Henry 

At the present time that of second clerk. Garnett. 
And you were previously-? Third clerk. 
Will you state to the Board what is the nature of your duties in the office here? I draw 4 Feb., 1860. 

out contracts, and write letters, and make orders, and cheek accounts, and do any sort of 
duties that are required. 
Writing out the orders on contractors-does that fall to you as a duty? Yes. 
Addressing the intimation of the acceptance of tenders-does that fall to your duty? 

Yes. 
In what form do you generally notify the acceptance of tenders? There is a printed form 

of letter, and several blanks to be filled up. 
And this you address to whatever address is given by the contractor? Yes. 
Do you recollect the fact of any tenders of James Staunton, in 1858, having been accepted? 

I do not know whether there were any so far back as 188; there were some in 1859. 
Well, in 1859? Yes. 
About what period do you recollect any? At different periods. 

ii. Did you address the notice of acceptance of those tenders? Oh! yes. 
What address did you put upon them? "Post Office." 
Was it stated on the tender that that was to be the address? No. 
How did you obtain that? I ssked Mr. Buchanan whether there was any address upon 

the tender, and he said no, I might address it to the Post Office. 
You write the orders also? Yes. 
How did you address the orders for any goods to Mr. Staunton? Well, in the same 

way, I should think. 
I wish you to recall, accurately, whether it was a fact that you did so address to the 

Post Office? Any I made, I fancy, I addressed to the Post Office. 
That is your clear impression? That is my clear impression. 
That any letter addressed to Mr. Staunton would have been addressed to the Post Office? 

Would have been addressed to the Post Office. 
Can you recall whether any of the goods required from Staunton were urgently and 

immediately required? No, I do not know that any of them were. There may have been 
serge, and things of that kind, urgently required. 
And in those cases were they addressed to the Post Office? Yes, I fancy so. 
And would you conceive that to be the most expeditious way of a letter reaching a person, 

that it should be addressed to the Post Office? Yes, if that was the person's address in 
Sydney. 
Have you ever seen James Staunton? No, never. 
Have you ever seen any accounts in his name? I think I have. 
Accounts for payment? Yes; but then [have nothing to do with the accounts. I think 

I have seen-I am sure I have seen an account. 
1 thought I understood you to say that it was your duty to check accounts? Not all 

accounts. 
Some? Yes, 
have you ever checked any accounts of Staunton? No, I have never checked any. 
But you think you have seen some? I think 1 have seen some on Mr. Weston's desk. 
Will you look at these accounts (Appendices V, w X, 7, handed to Witness) and say 

whether any of those have come under your notice? No, I could not say. 
Is that a signature you have seen? Yes. 
And where have you seen it? On the foot of accounts. 

83. On the foot of accounts ? Yes. 
You know that tenders were accepted in the name of James Staunton? Oh! yes, the 

tenders were entered-the schedules of tenders were entered. 
Have you seen the tenders thcmselves-do they come under your notice? Yes, in the 

schedules of tenders the tenders are put. 
Is that a part of your duties, making out the schedules ? I enter the schedules. 
And then the tenders come under your notice? Yes. 
Have you seen the name of James Staunton to any tenders? Yes, I think so. 
Is that a signature (Appendix No. 5. Docu,ne.t handed to Witness) you have seen 

before? Yes, I have seen that before. 
How was the aceptance of that tender addressed, do you recollect? I do not know. I 

did not write any acceptance I think for that. 
It did not come to you in any way to write or dispatch? It came to me,-I have 

registered it; and then it went to the Treasury, I think. 
How was the acceptance of the tender notified, can you recall? Mr. Weston appears to 

have notified that. I have entered it, I think. 
From any initials do you believe that Mr. Weston notified the acceptance of the tender? 

Well, I do not know, be may have. 
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Mr. Henry 44. I see pencil marks here? I fancy he would notify it. 
Garnett. 45. Do you observe where the tender is dated from? Melbourne, 

In that case the notification could not be addressed to the Post Office here could it 
4 Feb., 1560. No; the letter-book would shew whether a letter has been written to Melbourne. 

Would shew in all eases where a notification had been sent? No, in that case. If I 
had written a letter it would have been entered. 
Written by you, or by anybody else in the office? I think so. Mr. Weston might have 

sent a letter without entering it. 
Would that be unusual, and contrary to the regular custom ? Yes; I fancy it would. 
Do you know where the letter-book is in which these are recorded? Yes. 
Is it in the next room ? Yes. Will you tell me the date of that, please? 
The date of the letter is the 14th; it was apparently received on the 21st September. 

From looking at the different marks upon it you will perhaps be able to tell where you will 

be able to find the entry in the letter-book ? [ Wetness referred to book, and found therein 

no record of a notification of the acceptance of the tender in question having been written.] 
There is no record of a notification of acceptance of that tender having been written ? 

No; there niight be in the contract book. 
Can you refer to that? Yes. [Witness referred to contract book.] Nothing appears 

on that. 
There is no record then in the office of any notification of acceptance having been sent 

to James Staunton as regards that particular tender? As regards that particular tender. 
In the ordinary course it would fall within your duty to have done so? Yes. 
But it was not handed to you in that particular case to do so? I suppose not. 
But I wish you to recollect the fact as clearly as you can I do not want you to state 

anything you cannot state distinctly, but whatever you can state distinctly to do so ? Well, 
if it had come to me, and I had acted upon it, it would have appeared. 
Is there anything on that which shews that it was banded to Mr. Weston to notify? 

Well, Mr. Weston's handwriting. 
Can you inform the Board what it is on that? "May be accepted, as the prices are all 

IT  lower than is usually paid." Then it appears to have gone to Mr. Weston. 
What makes it appear to you ? Because it is handed back to me then. " Mr. 6-." is 

in the handwriting of Mr. Weston. Most probably Mr. Weston himself answered or accepted 

the tender. 
Conveyed the notification of its acceptance? Yes. 
That is what you collect from what appears upon that? From what appears upon it. 

61. By jir. Rolle.ton : And substantiated from the fact that there is no record in the letter- 

book or this book according to your usual custom? Yes. 
CS. By the Chairman Have you ever addressed any communication to James Staunton 
otherwise than through the Post Office? No, I do not think I have; I had no other address. 
You said you had seen the tendes-will you look at that (Appendix No. 6.)? Well, 

I copy most of  the schedules. Yes, I have seen that; most probably I have entered it in 

the book. 
Would you look at the tender itself-that I have just handed to you; do you know in 

whose handwriting the body is? No. 
OS. Will you look at that tender, and say whether it is one you have ever seen? I do not 

know whether I have seen that or not. 
But these printed forms-are the articles in the body of the tender filled in by the 

tenderer or in the office? Sometimes in the office, sometimes by the tenderer. 
Was that filled in in the office? In the office. 
Whose writing is that? That is Mr. Weston's writing. 
There are other tenders of the same; will you look at those and see by whom the bodies 

are filled in? They all appear to have been filled in by Mr. Weston. 
Have you anything to do with the payment-are you in any way brought into 

contact- ? No. 
You know nothing of the course usually adopted? I know that accounts are rendered 

and paid, and receipts obtained. 
But you do not know the exact form-the exact course adopted in payment-of your 

own knowledge? No. 
Have Staunton's tenders ever been the subject of comment or conversation among the 

gentlemen in the office? Well, yes, they have. 
And touching what points? Well, we did not know who Staunton was. 
That was a subject of comment in the office ? Yes. 
When were those remarks first made, can you recollect? I think it was Mr. J'ones first 

made the remark that he did not know who Staunton was. 
And was there any endeavour made to ascertaia who he was in any way? Well, no, I 

do not think there was. 
Was it a subject of comment more than once-that fact? Oh l yes, we have talked 

about it. 
89. Was there all idea in the office and was that idea given expression to, that there was 
no such person ? Well, yes, I think we expressed as much. 
Then, in fact, was it also an idea in the office that there was any particular person 

known to the office that represented and was in fact Staunton? Well, 1 always thought 
that Mr. Weston had something to do with it. 
That Mr. Weston had something to do with Staunton? Yes. 
Do I understand you that in fact Mr. Weston was Staunton-was representing Staunton? 

WaA representing Staunton. 
86. 
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How representing him—do you mean representing him as an authorised agent, or do Mr. Henry 
you mean the impression on your mind was that the name of Staunton was a name -assumed rn ed Gaett. 

by Weston, he being in fact the tenderer and supplier? I do not think my impressions 
ought to be part of my evidence, Captain Mayne. 4 Feb.. 1860. 

The C/lehman : Yes, in an inquiry of this kind it is highly necessary they should, 
Mr. Garnett. We are not bound by the rules of legal evidence in a preliminary inquiry of 
this nature. What you state can only go for what it is worth; but you are I conceive 
decidedly bound, as an officer in the public service, to state fairly and impartially what your 
impressions were by anything that was going on in the department to which you belong. 
You are only doing justice to the public and justice to the officer affected by,  the charge. 

Mr. Abbott: I think the stating of impressions by Mr. Garnett and other witnesses, 
unless they told Mr. Buchanan at the time what thoae impreesions were, would not tend to 
exculpate Mr. Buchanan or clear up the matter at all. 

The Chainnon : These impressions appear to have been produced by conversations 
in the office among the geutlemen there. Whatever is taken down hero can only go for 
what it is worth. They are impressions distinctly. I have asked the question in reference 
to 11  impressions," but if there are facts and circumstances occurring in a department which 
produce impressions and lead to conversations and retnnrhs in that office—in an inquiry of 
this kind they are not only fairly admissible but absolutely essential. 

it'. Abbott: No doubt, if the inquiry was into the conduct not of any particular 
person, but of the office aenerally. 

The u haman: tit  is a charge that affects Mr. Buchanan and Mr. Weston. 
life. Abbott: But in a charge against Mr. Buchanan I cannot, with respect, see how 

Mr. Garnett's impression can affect Mr. Buchanan, when he did not state them at the time. 
The Chairmen: We have not reached that point yet. 
Mv. Abbott: I know I cannot say, or make olections—I would not be permitted, as 

in Court, but I should have commenced by asking Mr. Garnett that if he made his impres-
sions known to Mr. Buchanan. 

The Chairman: I have not the slightest objection to ask the question. At the same 
time I shall pursue the inquiry and press him to answer the question I formerly proposed. 

ifs.. Abl,ott: I can only make that otjection. 
The Chairman: I have not the slightest objection to its being recrdc'd, not the 

slightest—it is quite right. 
By the Chairman: I must repeat the question How representing him—do you mean 

that the impression on you mind was that the name of Staunton was a name auiiied by ,It. 
Weston, lie being in fact the tenderer and supplier? Well, I fancy the name was assumed. 
As to the latter part of the question—he being the tenderer and supplier? That I do 

not know,  anything about; I do not know who supplied. 
You wrote the orders? Yes. 
Addressed to James Staunton 7 Yes. 
And the impression on your mind was that James Staunton was John Weston? Was a 

fictitious person. 
A fictitious person, Mr. Weston being the real supplier ? Yes. 

93, Then your addressing these orders to Staunton—the goods being supplied—and believing 
James Staunton to be John Weston—what is the inevitable conclusion? Well, I do not 
see any inevitable conclusion. 
You observe—you address an order under this accepted tender to James Staunton? 

Yes. 
You state that the impression on your mind is that Staunton is an assumed name? Yes. 

90. A name assumed by Mr. Weston? Yes. 
The goods stated in your order addressed to James Staunton are supplied? Yes. 
Then by whom were they supplied ? Well, I suppose by Mr. Weston. 
That was the drift of the question, to get a plain answer. Was this a matter of current 

and ordinary comment in the office—was it repcated]y alluded to? We have siometimes 
spoken of it; we have avoided it as much as posible, I think. 

Then who did you believe the person to be who signed the name of James Staunton to 
the tenders and to the receipt? I thought Mr. Weston did. 

Had this been a matter of comment in the office previous to that tender being received 
and accepted? I do not know. 

You can observe the dote of this one (Appenrli.r Nb. 5.)? That is rather an old one. 
September, 1858? Yes. 
You cannot recal whether it had been a inatbr of comment in the office,—whether 

there had been an impression in the office that Mr. Weston was supplying under the name 
of James Staunton when this tender was received and accepted? No, I cannot. 

Have you beard what is the charge that is the subject of investigation by the Board? 
I have heard a great many charges. 
100. The Government having reason to believe, from information they have received, that 
large quantities of stores on account of the public service have at various times ben tendered 
for and supplied by Mr. Buchanan and the late chief clerk of the Colonial Storekeeper's 
Department, Mr. John Weston, under the assumed names of James Staunton and Staunton 
and Co. ; that is the charge—of goods having been supplied by Mr. Buchanan and Mr. 
Weston, under the assumed names of James Staunton and Staunton and Co. ; now are you 
in possession of anything that you have not stated to the Board that will enable you to throw 
any light, or to inform the Board of any matter connected with and bearing on the charge ? 
No. 
107. Nothing beyond what you have stated as matter of conversation and of impression in 

9—D the 
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Mr. Henry the office? Yes; that is the only thing. The tenders all came in, you know, in a regular 
Garnett. manner. 

r-'-- 108. With whom was this a matter of conversation and comment in the office,-With all the 
4 Feb., 1860. clerks, or only with particular ones? I think with most of them. 

With most of the clerks in the office it has been a matter of comment and conversation? 
Yes. 

Was it ever mentioned by any one to Mr. Weston himself? Well, I think Mr. Jones 
did one day. 

Mr. Jones? Yes. 
Is Mr. Jones now in the office? No. 
Were you present when it was done? Yes; there was a little dispute, and Mr. Jones 

said there was a lot of things coming into the office which no one knew anything about. 
Did he directly tax Mr. Weston with this? No. 
Only implying? Implying-a sort of muttering. 
Did Mr. Weston hear it? Well, I do not know. 
From the way it was spoken, and the position they were in relatively to the others in 

the office and to yourself who did hear it,-do you think Mr. Weston heard it? I dare say 
he did. 

Did he make any comment? No, he merely said Jones was always making some foolish 
remark. 

Did Mr. Weston report Mr. Jones having said so to Mr. Buchanan? Not that I am 
aware of. 

Did you yourself ever mention to Mr. Buchanan the impression on your mind of any-
thing that had passed in reference to this supposition in the office-that it was an assumed 
name, and that Mr. Weston was, in fact, tendering? No. 

In any of the comments that passed in the office respecting this, was Mr. Buchanan's 
name introduced as connected with this matter? Well, he was supposed to know about it. 

That was the impression in the office? Yes. 
That he knew? That he knew who Staunton was. 
That he knew that Mr. Weston was supplying under the name of Staunton? Yes. 
Have you any knowledge of the delivery of the goods after the orders? No. 
The foreman of the stores does not bring you the order? No; he marks "Received' 

on it and delivers it back. 
Does he bring it back when the stores are received? The orders generally come in in 

support of the accounts. 
And they are not brought in before every entry, are they? They are brought in to be 

marked "Received," in the order book. 
Was that a part of your duty? No. 
Who was the clerk whose duty that was? I think it was Mr. Jenkins. 
He is foreman of stores, is he not? Yes, he brings the orders down and marks them 

off in the book. 
He, himself? Yes, latterly he gave them to Mr. Wise, I think. 
Has the deliverrof those stores by James St&nton come under your knowlodge in any 

way-the time of delivery? No. 
You are not able to state to the Board how soon after the dispatch of any notification 

of acceptance of a tender addressed to the Post Office the order was complied with? No. 
Will the order itself with the note on it of receipt, state the date of receipt in every 

case ? No; it is just marked " Received," and the date is put opposite the articles in the 
order book. 
186. But that is put? Yes. 

And is that the date of receipt that is put? The date of receipt. 
What becomes of the order itself? It is left with the contractor. 
The order is? Yes. 
But it comes back to the office? It comes back to the office in support of the accounts. 
And what is done with it,-is it filed in the office? I do not know really; that is all 

done in the account branch. 
Who are the gentlemen in charge of the account branch? Mr. Campbell now; 

Mr. Weston was. 
Can you refer to the order book to see with reference to the deliveries by Staunton? 

Yes. (Order Book produced.) 
Would you go back to 1858,-trousers, jackets, and waistcoats tendered for? The 

16th June. They are merely marked received, 
745. There is no date? No. 

Would the order itself shcw the date? No; I do not suppose it would. It is only 
marked " Received" generally. 

Is there no record kept of the dates on which goods are received ? Yes, generally 
they are marked. 

But it is not in that ease? It is not in this ease. 
Now, will you refer to the tenders of the 22nd June, 1858? What is that for? 
Mr. Staunton's tender is for blue or brown serge, check aprons, cotton shirts, men's 

stockings, flannel waistcoats, felt hats, women's shifts, and men's cotton socks? They were 
not all accepted from him. 

The things accepted from James Staunton were shirts? And serge. 
And serge? Yes; they are both marked "Received," but there is no date. 
By Mr. Rolteston: In whose handwriting? I think it is Mr. Jenkins'. 
By the Chairman: And in the other cases about the same time are the dates? 

For Staunton? 155. 
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No, of others? Yes. I Mr. Usury 
The dates of receipt from others are entered ? Yes; it might not be in every case, Garaett. 

you know; sometimes they are only marked received. 
Will you refer to one of the 22nd November, 1858, in which Staunton's tender for 4 Feb., 1860. 

linen sheets is accepted ? It is not marked "Received" at all. 
Not marked as received? No. 
Was there an order sent? Yes; it is omitted to be marked "Received." 
I see here, 9th December, 1858, there is an account for 1,600 strong linen sheets, at 

4s. 3d. each,-is there any proof of the receipt of those into the store? The entry in the 
general issue book. They would nut be ordered for any particular service, and they would 
be entered in a book kept for things ordered for general issue. 

Yes; but would they not, in the usual course, be entered in that book as received? 
Well, they ought to be, properly speaking; but there are a great many cases where things 
are missed. No, the sheets are not marked, 

They are not marked as received? No. 
You say that it would tall to Mr. Campbell, the dealing with those orders after they 

were returned ? Yes. 
Previously, to Mr. Weston ? Yes. 
Is it the practice for the foreman of stores to bring in, immediately after taking over 

the goods, the order? Yes; he generally walks to the office and marks them off. 
Marks them off in the book himself? Yes; but there are times when he cannot come 

down with everything, and then I suppose he will have to trust to memory when he is much 
hurried, 

But would he not, in the usual course, bring the order with him to enter? Yes; but 
in a simple case, where he would be likely to remember, I think he would let the order go 
without marking it "Received." If he were hurried, and only received one or two things, 
which he fancied he would remember, I think he would let the order go. 

Go where? Back with the man who brings it. The order is brought with the goods 
when delivered, and then it is taken back by- 

By the drayman or person delivering the goods? By the person delivering. 
And he sometimes trusting to his memory to enter it here? Yes; it is what I would 

do myself. 
And then, when the account is sent in by the individual, he sends the order with it,-

is that the course? That is the course. Sometimes they do not, and there is great trouble 
from their not doing  so. 

Is there anything else you can inform the Board of that will throw any light upon the 
subject of this inquiry? No, I think not. 

You do not recollect anything but what you have already stated to the Board? No. 
By Mr. lirowne You say that Mr. Jones, when alluding to the existence or non-

existence of .Tamet Staunton as a tenderer, complained that a lot of goods were coming into 
the stores which nobody know anything obout,-what did he mean by that? I suppose he 
alluded to Staunton. 

But did he mean that stores were coming in that had not been tendered for? Oh! no, 
I should not think so; because stores did not come in that were not tendered for. 

He merely meant as applicable to a person whom they knew nothing about-is that it? 
Yes. 

By Mr. Abbe/b Do you recollect, Mr. Garnett, at what period Mr. Staunton's con-
tracts were made the subject of conversation in the office first? Well, no; the first thing 
was Mr. Jones, I think- 

Mr. Jones? Yes; he called attention to the fact of there being no such person as 
Staunton-at least never having seen Staunton- 

Called your attentioa to it? Yes. 
Do you know whether Mr. Jones and Mr. Weston were on good terms during the time 

Mr. Weston was in the office? Sometimes they were, and sometimes they were not. Mr. 
Jones was a very hasty-tempered fellow, and at the least thing said to him he used to fire up. 

He was in an inferior position to Mr. Weston ? Yes. 
TInder Mr. Weston's orders? Yes, 
Do you recollect when he first spoke whether it was after any firing up? No, I do not. 
Whether it was after any anger between them? No, he was so constantly getting 

angry with Mr. Weston about something or other. 
Was he particulnriy under Mr. Weston's orders ? Yes, particularly. 

156. More so than any other clerk in the office? Yes he had more of Mr. Weston's work 
to do. 

Employed by Mr. Weston? Yes. 
Did you ever hear any of the,-.- conversations, or any of those remarks, expressed in 

Mr. Buchanan's presence? No, never. 
180. Never so that he could hear anything of it? Oh! no. 

Did you ever mention your suspicions to him? No, never. 
Do you know whether Mr. Jones did or not? I do not know. 
Do you believe that he did? It would be impossible for me to say. 
You cannot say whether he did or not? No. 
Is Mr. Jones in the office now? No; he is up at Moreton Bay, I think. 
Did he leave the office on good terms with Mr. Buchanan? With Mr. Buohanan? 
Yes? Yes, as far as I am aware. 
You were speaking of having addressed notices intimaling the acceptance of tenders to 

Staunton and Co., to the Post Office? Yes. 
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Mr. Henry 198. Do you not, in the course of your duty, often address letters to other persons at the 
Garnctt, Post Office? Sometimes. 

199. In fact you addressed them to any address they gave you? To any address that was given. 
4 Feb., 1860. 200. Did not tenders sometimes come into the office without giving any address at all? 

Yes, 1 think so. 
They were very often very irregular? Yes; tenders have come in that I did not know 

where to address to. 
Have you not had tenders come in even without the name of the tenderer attached to 

them? Well, I do not call to mind in instance just now. 
The order book, you say, is not kept by any person in particular, is it-the book in 

which the orders are marked? No. 
Is it kept by any person in the office in particular? No, I do not think it is. I think 

Mr. Jenkins- 
The foreman? The foreman, marks off most of the orders. I have marked off orders 

in it myself; he has come to me and told me to mark off orders. 
200. Sometimes he does it himself, and sometimes he asks one of the clerks? Sometimes I 
might be using it, and he would tell me to remember and write off such and such things, in 
which ease I would put "Received." 

If you thought of it? Yes. 
Do you know anything as to the delivery of goods? Nothing. 
Do you know whether there was ever any runiour in the office as to whether James 

Staunton's goods had been delivered or not? Had not been delivered? 
Yes; any doubt as to the delivery? No, never any doubt. 
'l'hen the remarks were merely as to the identity of the person? Merely as to the 

identity of the person. 
Have you any reason to suppose, Mr. Garnett, that those goods tendered for by James 

Staunton have not been all delivered? No. 
Noae whatever? No. 
You never heard anything to that effect ? Oh no. I would be safe to have heard 

of it if there were. 
You would be sure to have heard it? Yes. 
Then, although the foreman or the clerks may neglect to enter in the order book the 

orders themselves must be marked before payments are made,-the orders must be marked 
by the foreman as having received the goods, and those orders sent in with the accounts 
before the accounts will be paid? Well, in some cases,  I think the accounts have been paid 
without the orders. I used to hear Mr. Jones complaining,-I think it was about Thompson, 
Symonds not sending in the orders with the accounts. It made it more difficult to cheek 
the account. He can always tell whether the goods have been received-the foreman of a 
warehouse can. 

That is the regular eourse-payments are not made unless the orders are sent in 
marked? I fancy if they were marked off in the book, although the orders were not sent 
ia,the accounts would be paid. 

But there must be one or the other-either the order marked or marked off in the 
book? £ think so; the accountant will see that the things are delivered before they are 
paid for. 

That was the way you checked-either by the book or by the orders themselves? Yes. 
Did Mr. Weston ever enter in that book-have you seen in any of those entries to-day 

his handwriting? No. 
That book is not supposed to have been regularly kept,-you do not consider it as 

having been regularly kept? How do you mean? 
You do not consider every order for goods supplied - ? Written off as supplied- 
Yes; not regularly? There are a great many 1 think not written off now, but then 

they would be written off on the orders. 
By Mr. Rolleston Did you mean entered in the book? Written off as received. 
By Mr. Abbott: He says they must receive the order marked as received, or else it 

must be marked in the book as received-Those notes of receipt of the goods were not 
regularly made? They appear -______ 

You have seen to-day several omissions? Yes. It does not much matter, because the 
articles we know from the issues whether they have been received or not. 

But that would be late you know? Yes. 
And was the impression in the office that every order was noted as the goods having 

been received under it-that the book was kept up entirely, or was it the opinion that it 
was left undone in some cases? It was the opinion that it was left in some cases. I have 
heard Mr. Jones checking the accounts, inquiring as to things being left unchecked as 
received, and then they are marked off if they have been received. 

Afterwards? Yes, 
And you have sufficient cheek on the mistakes in the book by the orders themselves? 

Yes. 
Do you consider, now, Mr. Oarnett that that book is a perfect record of the receipts 

entered in it or suppused to be entered in it-a complete record of goods received in the 
stores? No, I do not think it is. 

Is it usual in all cases to record the acceptance of tenders? To record ? 
To record the acceptance of tenders, or to keep a record of the letters notifying the 

acceptance of any particular tender? No. I generally, when I enter them, just write out 
the notifications to the different people-at least address the printed notifications and send 
them off the same day. - 
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Without keeping any record at all? Without keeping any record at all. I sometimes Mr. Henry 
mark "Parties informed," and the data, in the contract book. I may have missed it some- Garnett. 
times. 

You do not generally do it, or it is not considered to be an absolute duty? No; it is 4  FoIL, 1860. 
only latterly that I have begun to put " Parties informed," just for my own information. 

For your own information ? Yes. 
So that, in fact, you do not consider that the fact of James Staunton or Staunton and 

Co's. contracts-or the acceptance of them not having been notified-you would not take any 
particular notice of the fact ? No. 

No more than any other? Not more than any other. 
Whose duty was it, during Mr. Weston's time, to make payments? Mr. Weston. 
His own peculiar duty? Yes. 
And no other clerk in the office had anything to do with it? I do not think so. Mr. 

Joaes used to prepare accounts for pAyment. 
By Mr. Weston's direction? Yes. 
Mr. Weston used to make the payments and send the ch&jues? I do not know. He 

used to get Mr. Buchanan to sign them, and then either to take them direct or send them. 
Since Mr. Weston left the office did you hear him say anything about his connection 

with Staunton and Co., or James Staunton ? No. 
Have you heard anything more about it since? I have heard that he is James Staunton 

since, but not from him. 

Have you ever heard it stated in the office-have you ever heard it said, that he told 
anyone in the office so? Oh, no; I have not been at the office lately, I have been ill. 
217. How long have you been away? Three weeks. 

Then for all Mr. Buchanan might know of the matter, half the tenders might be sent 
here under fictitious names? IVeli, they might. 

Unless they are known people-people known in Sydney? Of course he would know 
their names. 

And all the others might be fictitious names? Yes. - 
Giving any address they liked? Any address-it does not matter what they call 

themselves, I suppose, so long as they send in the things good. 
Can you recollect, Mr. Garnett, whether it was usual for the contractors themselves 

ever to come here, or merely their servants? \Yell, some of them came here I think, and 
some the money was sent to. 

But there was no rule at all? No rule. 
The money was paid to anyone who appeared to be properly authorised? Yes. 
They had to produce the vouchers? Yes. 
D0  you recollect whether you have ever seen Thompson and Symonds, and Sheriff, and 

other contractors well known in Sydney here at all? Mr. Thompson, I have seen down 
here; Mr. Sheriff, I do not think I have ever seen here. 

And Mr. Sheriff has often contracted? At least we have puroliased a good many 
things; I do not know if he contracted much. 
258, He has often supplied the stores? Yes, often. 

And hawley and Company have, I think? Yes; young Iloldsworth has been down 
here about business. 

He is employed by them? I do not know that he has ever come for money. 
You know nothing personally as to the delivery of the goods at the stores at all? 

Nothing personally. 
By the C/iaannan: With reference to your reply to Mr. Abbott-you have given 

evidence that it is the usual practice to record these notifications of acceptance? Not the 
notifications; the letters written are usually entered. 

You drew a distinction between letters and printed notifications? Yes. 
And you now mean to explain that it is not usual to record in the letter book the 

dispatch of notifications? N 
205. Is there any record made? No; I write out as soon as I get the schedule to enter. 

Write out what? The notifications; it is necessary to let the people know. 
Is there any record kept in the office to that effect-of notifications being given? In 

some cases. The notifications for all the yearly contracts are entered. 
Is it the general practice to make such a record? No, it is not. I generally put 

"Parties informed" at the foot of contracts-latterly. 
Is that latterly only? Yes. 
Is that the usual course? The usual course. 
How long has that been the course? Edo it only to see that I have done it. 
How long has it been the practice? Some months. 
As far back as the beginning of the year 1859? [do not know that it has. 
Or in 1853? I think it must be on the tender I have put it. 
On the tenders themselves? Yes. 
But there is no established practice as regards that? Oh! no, none. 
You say that this is not a complete record? I do not think it is. 
You do not consider that as a complete record? No; I think there are things ordered 

for the general service that do not appear in it sometimes. 
Will you look at the several headings filled in, and inform the Board whether it does 

not appear to have been a complete record? Yes, it is intended to be, I suppose. 
And is it a complete record of all that is entered in that book?, How do you mean? 
Are all the several particulars filled in-if you will read the headings? Yes, I think so. 
And what is entered in the book, fulfils what it was intended to fulfil? Yes. 
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Mr. Henry 283. Is it a complete record of what is inserted in the book—of each separate transaction 
Garnett. entered? Yes, I fancy so, as far as it goes. 
r-"—, 284. Generally speaking it is a complete record; in some instances it is not? Yes. 
4 Feb., 1560, 285. Are there in that book recorded any of the transactions to which I have been calling 

your attention as regards Staunton's tenders and supplies? The orders are entered there. 
The orders? Yes. 
And the receipt? Yes. 
And the date? Not the date. 
As regards others is it generally so? Here is one which is ticked off and not marked 

received. 
And no date? Yes. Here is another for a pair of telescopes; it is ticked off, but 

there is no date. There is bark for a pilot at Pott 3fncquario; we have marked it received 
because we have got the account. 

But there is no date? No date. 
Is that ordinarily the case or otherwise—is the date in the majority of instances given? 

In the majority of instances it is in. 
You have stated, Mr. Garnett, that the account is checked when sent in either by the 

book or by the order itself? Yes, I believe that is the usual course; I do not know exactly. 
And who checks it? Either Mr. Jones, or Mr. MeBonell, or Mr. Weston. 
Then they would be in a position to say, as regards these particular accounts which are 

not marked as received, whether the order book shewed that they had been received and the 
accounts had been checked by that order? If they recollect it. I should think Mr. 
Weston's accounts will shew. 

How will it shew that it was checked? I suppose that whoever chocks it initials it, 
But that would not shew how he checked it? No. 
It is to connect what you say with the absence of note or record of receipt ;—if the order 

was not received, you said it would be checked by the entry in the book? Or if not by Mr. 
Jenkins' knowledge of the goods having been received. 

Merely from memory? I should think so. I do not know what the usual course of 
checking accounts is. 

By Mr. Abbott: The checking you refer to as being made by that book is astowhether 
the goods have been received or not? Yes. 
801. You merely speak as to the receipt of the goods? Merely as to the receipt of the 
goods. 

Mr. Edmund Jones called in to be examined 

Mr. Abbott: I think I ought to object to Mr. Jones being examined, he having been 
in hearing of the evidence of the previous witness. I not know whether he is the Mr. 
Jones referred to. 

The Chairman: He is not the Mr. Jones referred to. I will put it to the Board 
whether they agree with inc or with you. I am of opinion that Mr. Jones is a perfectly 
eligible witness. 

Jib'. Abbott: My objection is this,—in all Courts of law we uever allow one witness 
to listen to the statement of another. 

The Chairman: That depends upon whether they are ordered out of Court or not. 
Mr. Abbott: I should not think of taking that liberty here; I could demand it 

there; I could not do oo hero, because I did not know whether Mr. Jones was to be a witness 
or not. 

The Chairman: My own opinion is that there can be no objection. I shall put the 
question to the Board that Mr. Jones be examined. 

Question put and passed, and Mr. Jones' examination proceeded with. 

Mr. E. Jones. 1. By the Chairman: You are in the Customs Department? At present I am. 
2. Holding what position? That of first landing waiter. 

4 Feb,,1860. 3. How long have you been in the Customs Department? Eight months. 
You were previously in the Audit Office, at the head of the examining branch? Yes, I 

was examining clerk. 
And in that positiou the accounts of the Colonial Storekeeper's department came under 

your notice? Yes. 
Will you explain to the Board the nnture of your present duties in the Customs? The 

duties of a landing waiter are fixed to be—the attending to the discharge of all goods landed 
from a ship; the examination, the searching of them ; and, as a protection to the revenue 
of the country, to weigh all goods that require weighing for the purpose of revenue; to 
guage spirits; to measure spirits. 
In the discharge of those duties, did the cargo or any portion of the cargo of the "Walter 

" Hood' come under your observation? I was appointed landing waiter to that ship. 
S. Landing waiter to the ship? Yes, she is under my charge now. 
Can you state to the Board whether there were any cases landed from that vessel 

consigned to James Staunton? There were thirty-nine, if I remember rightly—thirty-nine 
cases of paper. 
And consigned to James Stauntbu? To James Staunton. 
Not Staunton and Co.? I do not remember now whether it was "Jamof' Staunton. 

I know it is "J. " Staunton. I can speak positively to "J. Staunton," but I cannot say 
positively whether it was James. 

12 
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12. It was not Staunton and Co.? It was not Staunton and Co. If you could just allow Mr. E. Jones. 
inc two or three minutes I could get you the entry from which they were passed at Camp-  
bell's wharf. The lauding waiter is in charge, if you will despatch one of the messengers. 4 Feb., 1860. 
(Messenger sent/br entry.) If I remember rightly the entry is in Mr. Weston's handwriting. 

AIr Abbott: We have not come to anything about Mr. Weston yeL 
The Chairman: There is no objection to the witness giving information in connec-

tion with the question put to him previously. 
lVuness: If the entry were passed by a Custom House Agent I should have said it. 

1.3. By the Uhairman: That was the question I was about to put to you next—by whom the 
entry was passed? I have the examination of all the entries, that is put of my duties. 
Can you state by whom the entry was passed? By Mr. Weston, for Mr. Staunton. 
For Mr. Staunton, not for Staunton and Co.? I think not; however, the entry will be 

here presently. 

ill. Have you any knowledge of what became of those eases? Yes, they were delivered 
from the wharf. 
Where? They were delivered to one of the drayzuen. 
And where were they taken to, do you know? They were taken into this yard, and 

brought into this yard. 
From the wharf? From the wharf. 
Being addressed to James Staunton, not Colonial Storekeeper, or "Stores"? The eases 

were landed. My attention was drawn to the fact of them when the entry was passed, and 
I observed when the goods were landed that they came to this department. 
Have you any knowledge by whose direction they were brought here? No. 
It has not come under your knowledge? No; we have nothing to do with the delivery 

of them. 
Do you know who employed the draymen? I cannot say. 
Do you know what drayman it was? 14 not know the name of the carter, but the 

drays belonged to a man of the name of Murphy; he is a licensed drayman attached to the 
Customs. 
Was there more than one load? There must have been twenty loads—eighteen, perhaps. 
Loads? Yes; there were thirty-nine cases. 
They must have been large cases? T should take them to be very weighty from the 

fact of seeing the men loading the dray. It would take four or five men to lift them on the 
dray, with a pair f pullies. 

if,'. Abbott: It would save the time of the Board if Mr. Weston were examined; he 
would state the whole matter. 

The Chairman: It is open to Mr. Buchanan to save time— 
Mr. Abbott: It would save time. Mr. Weston is prepared to confess all this—that he 

had his goods consigned to himself. 
The Chairman: Is lie prepared to confess what is in this letter? 
Mr. Abbott: Certainly not. 
The Chairman : At a future stage of the proceedings it will be open to Mr. Buchanan 

to call Mr. Weston. 
Mr. Buchanan: I tell the Board in clear and distinct terms, Mr. Weston has assured 

inc that he is prepared to appear before them at their call, and state all he knows of this 
transaction. 

The Chairman: I have simply to observe, that the Board will call all evidence they 
may think necessary themselves; and they will be prepared to hear all evidence that Mr. 
Buchanan, or Mr. Abbott for him, may wish to call. 
By the Chairman: Did this name you saw on the entry, "J. Staunton,"—to whom these 

were cnnsigned—.recall to your recollection having ever seen those accounts in connection 
with the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, when you were in the Audit Office? It did. 
In what way? In the examination of accounts and the recording of accepted tenders—

that had been accepted through this department—it was part of my duty, as examining 
clerk in the Audit Office, to keep a record of all contracts that came under any notice. The 
notices of contracts issued in the Gazette I had copies of, and whenever the accounts came 
before me for examination, I referred to these notices to know whether a contract were ever 
called for. If I found that a notice had been inserted in the Government Gazette calling 
for tenders, and that no tender accompanied the account, I immediately asked for it. 
In the case of the accounts in which you had seen Staunton's name, had you seen the 

tenders—had they been furnished, and had you sent for them? No, I think not—not the 
original tenders. 
Had they been called for? The question respecting original tenders being filed in the 

Audit Office of all stores, was settled some time ago—I dare say before you were in the 
office—that they should all be recorded in the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, and 
certified copies furnished in satisfaction of the accounts. 
Were certified copies furnished? In some eases I found, in the examination of the 

accounts of the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, the greatest difficulty in getting infor-
mation respecting tenders. 
Is that the book to which you allude as making the entries of the contracts [book 

produced]? This is the contract bnok; but there were many contract papers in the Audit 
Office apart from those—they were kept as a record. You will see here the manner in which 
I notified for our own information the parties who had accepted tenders, and the articles. 
That is my own writing. These are the notices I refer to, that I took out of the Govern-
ment Gazette, calling for particular tenders; and when the tenders were sent to the Audit 
Office for information and registration, I took a note in  this way. 
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Mr. E. Jones. 34. Will you look at these accounts (Appendices V. TIC X. IC), and see whether they are 
accounts in the name of James Staunton, which have come under your observation? These 

4 Feb., 1860. are accounts that I have seen; I do not know that these are the original accounts. 
35. Seeing the name on these packages, and seeing these packages come to the Colonial 
Stores, did it connect itself in your mind in any way with those accounts? Immediately it 
occurred to me that such a person as J. Staunton, or James Staunton had contracted largely 
for the supply of stores during a short time previous to my leaving the Audit Office, during 

the year 1858. 
o6. Was there anything when those accounts were under your observation, or any other 
accounts of James Staunton, that attracted your attention in any particular way to them? 
Not particularly, further than this,—that the name of James Staunton then appeared to Inc 
a name that I had never heard before in business, and in so large a way as the accounts 
shewed. 
Was there anything in connection with the signature to the acquittance of these 

accounts that had in any way attracted your attention? ViTell, perhaps—I cannot say, Sir; 

I had better not answer that question, if you will allow me. 
if there is anything that did attract your attention? Of course the natural conclusion 

would be, why I did not briog it under notice at the time. Jt did not occur to me then 
that there was a suspicion, but afterwards- 
I asked expressly—at the time of the examination? Not at the time of the examination. 
Did anything subsequently come to your knowledge or hearing that did recall those 

signatures, and attract attention to them—that revived the memory of them in your mind 
and roused attention? 

fife. Abbott: Excuse me interrupting you, but perhaps you will record my objection 
again to the admission of hearsay evidence? 

The Chairman: Anything that you wish to be placed on record, shall be placed 

on record. 
'The question (30) having been read to witness, he replied: Being responsible for the 

cxaminatinn of these accounts, immediately [saw this entry a few Joys since—a fortnight or 
three weeks ngo—it then occurred to me, the signatures to these accounts. A suspicion 
broke upon my mind—merely a suspicion. 
40. And what was the nature of that suspicion which suggested itself to you with reference 
to the signatures you had seen? That they were not bonâfide signatures. 
Thea whose signature did you believe it to be; did you believe it to be the signature of 

any particular persun—any particular individual; or, to use a more correct form in putting 
the question, did you suspect? I did suspect that it was in a handwriting that I had seen 

before. 
And whose handwriting did you suspect it to be? I suspected it to bear a close 

resemblance to Mr. Buchanan's handwriting. 
Looking now at those signatures, Mr. Jones, that are to these accounts, and looking to 

the signatures to the tenders v, hich I shall place before you, will you state what- is the 
suspicion which exists in your mind in respect to them: having the signatures before you 
again, and looking at them, do you still entertain the suspicion that suggested itself to your 
mind on seeing the goods landed from the "Walter Hood" and come into the Colonial 
Store? This signature was prominently in my mind when I saw the goods. (Appendices 

.Ns. 1, 5, 6.) The signatures you have placed before me bear a very close resemblance to 
the signatures to the accounts. 
Is there any one in particular of these signatures that you think more confirmatory of 

that suspicion than another? There is a signature to that letter (Appendix Are 5) which 

appears to me to differ from the letter itself. 
To that one? The signature to that letter appears very different to the body of the 

letter. 
But that is not the poiat to which I was directing your attention—it is if there was any 

one signature more than another which raises that suspicion in your mind, that you consider 
confirmatory of that suspicion? 1 should not like to speak of my suspicions. 
1 show you this: you state that the signatures have raised suspicions in your mind, and 

I shew you them to ask if there is any one which, more tbao another, raises a suspicion? 

There is not. 
But there does, as I understand you, appear to be a distinct similarity in the writing 

to Mr. Buchanan's? That is my suspicion. [Witness he'•e handed to the Chairman the 
"entry" to which be had previously referred (Appendix Rb. 7), together with a certified 

copy of the ship's man jfest.] James Staunton is the consignee. 
Consigned to .Tames Staunton, and the entry is passed by John Weston for J. Staunton, 

not Staunton and Co. ? Distinctly for J. Staunton. 
The matter this Buard has been appointed to inqnire into, Mr. Jones, is that large 

quantities of stores on account of the public service have, from information which the 
Government have received, been fendered for and supplied at various times by Mr. Buchanan 
and the late chief clerk of the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, Mr. John Weston, under 
the assumed names of James Staunton, and Staunton and Co. Have any circumstances 
come to your knowledge, or been stated to you, having a bearing upon this, and which will 
throw any light upon the charge, that you can state to the Board ? I have, on one or two 
occasions, heard a suspicion respecting the supplies to this department. 
What was the nature of that suspicion ? The nature of that suspicion was that Mr. 

Staunton—James Staunton—was not in existence, at any rate in Sydney, supplying these 
stores. I have heard—I will state plainly—I have heard my brother speak of the doubts he 
had of the existence of such a person as Staunton. 
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Your brother was a clerk in this department? He was a clerk in this department. M. E. Jones, 
And he has stated his doubts as to the existence of James Staunton who is said to be ''- 

the tenderer and supplier of goods ? Yes. Feb., 1860. 
Did lie state to you who he believed was tendering for and supplying those goods in the 

name of Staunton? I cannot say that he did. I cannot remember flow; of course living 
in the bonse with my brother I have had many conversations with him upon the subject of 
the Government Service-the Public Service generally. 
Did he ever state to you what was believed in the office to be the fiet as regarded this? 

He asked my advice once, I remember (it is now eighteen months or two years ago-I 
cannot state distinctly as to the time) whether, as he was in the habit of witnessing the 
payments made in the department (he used to sign as witness) he could conscientiously 
refuse to certify to any account he never saw paid, where he did not actually see the money 
paid ; and on one occasion when an account was presented to him, he said, " I did not see 
that money paid, and I am not going to sign this receipt." 
.56. BY Mr. Abbott: As a witness, did you say? As a witness to the payment. 
Ho only told you he had said so? He only told me. 
By the Ohairnian: He asked your advice upon the point, and stated this fact to you 

Yes. 
9. Did he mention to whom the payment was made? He did. 
60. To whom was it made? To 3 ames Staunton. 
Q. That he, being called upon to sign his name as witness to a payment to James Staunton, 
refused to do so, as he had not seen the payment made to James Staunton? N0t having 
seen the payment made to James Staunton. 
What was t'ae result of his having so refused? I do not know; the account was signed, 

I suppose, by somebody else. 
Did he inform you what was said in answer to his refusal ? There was nothing said; it 

was taken away from him. 

Did he tell you who it was applied to him for his signature, and to whom he gave the 
refusal ? I think it was Mr. Weston, 
Did lie on that occasion express his belief distinctly that the payment was not made to 

Mr. Staunton, or that there was no such person as Staunton for it to be paid to ? I do not 
remember. I think from the knowledge I have of my brother's disposition that lie would 
have said it at once. 
You think it is likely that he did say so? Yes, very likely. 
And what advice did you give him on the snbjeet? I told luna of course never to sign 

an account as witness to the payment unless he could go and swear at any time that lie 
actually did witness that payment. 

But you cannot recall whether ho did on that oco'sion expressly toll you that he believed 
there was no such person as James Staunton to receive the money? I do not remember 
now; ho may have done so. 
Has this matter lately nssumned any importance and gravity in your mind more than it 

did at the time ? Much more so, as I have already mentioned, from the fact of this entry. 
It recalled many circumstances to my mind, many things which my brother had remarked 
casually to mc, but which I cannot now remember, in reference to the fact of there being no 
such person as Staunton in existence. 
But at the time he made this statement, and asked your advice, did it not appear to 

you a matter of considerable gravity and importance as affecting the public service? 
I certainly should have told him at the time (I am fully impressed with the idea) that he 
should not certify or sign any account that he could not distinctly give evidence to the fact 
of his having seen paid. 

But did the matter, as it was then mentioned to you, raise in your mind the suspicion 
and impression that there were fraudulent transactions going on in the public srviec as 
regards the supply of goods? Yes, on that occasion, or subsequently; I cannot say now. 
S'sbsejuently it did? Subsequently it did. 
What was the subsequout oceasicn? I cannot remember now; but the fact of the name 

of Staunton appearing so many tunes as a successful tenderer, naturally tended to confirm 
the suspicion which I land, that there was no such person as Staunton here. I had made 
enquiries-at least I have heard that there was nosuch person as James Staunton in existence. 
Can you recall the period, or about the period referred to in your last answer-that sub-

sequent period when your suspioions became strong? I do not remember now. 
Was it while you were in the Audit Department? It must have been shortly before 

I left the Audit Department-in examining the accounts of 2855. 
70. Did you make any report of that suspicion, Mr. Jones, either to the Chief Clerk or to 
myself? I did not. 
When a matter of suspicion connected with the bona.fiJe.i of accounts presented itself to 

your mind, would it not have been your duty to have done so? If I had had any reason to 
ground my suspicion upon a fact, I would have done so immediately. 
Then do I understand you to moan by that, you had no tangible, or what you regardod 

as a solid, ground to bring forward your snspieions? Yes. 
That they were simply suspicions? That they were merely suspicions. 
What is your brother's disposition-is lie of a very hasty and irritable disposition? 

Yes, sir, he is. 

Had he ever, previous to making that statement to you-of having been called upon by 
Mr. Weston to attach his signature as a witness-had lie ever, previous to that, led you to 
imagine that lie felt himself aggrieved in any way by Mr. Weston-that there was any ill-
feeling existing between them? No. 

9-E 82. 
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Mr. fi. Jones. 82. At the time be mentioned to you this fact of his refusing to sign as a witness to pay-
__A__ ment, did lie say anything to you respecting the signature and the aequittance? No, Mr. 
4 Feb., 1860. 83. Did he say anything as to who could have signed, since there was no such person as 

Staunton-who signed for Staunton? I do not remember him saying so. 
Did he mention to you whether on that occasion of his refusal, he made any report of 

the circumstance to Mr. Buchanan? I do not think he did; be did not tell inc that he had 

made any report. 
Did he state to you whether any suspicion of there being no such person as Staunton 

in existence, and Mr. Weston being in fact the person who had assumed the name of 
Staunton-did he mention such a suspicion existing in the department as a matter of 
comment? No. I may mention that for many months past my brother and I have not 
lived together; he used to live with me in the house-he in conjunction with myself 
supported the house, but from a little personal and private disagreement he left, and I had 
very little intercourse with him afterwards. 
Did he make any comment as to how the notification of the acceptance of tenders was 

made to James Staunton? No, sir; I do not remember; I do not think he ever did. 
Was there any other account excepting the name of Staunton connected with the 

Colonial Storekeeper's Department that caine under your notice and attracted your attention 
in any way, and raised suspicions of the same nature as those which you mention you enter-
tained ? There was one I think I recall to my recollection which I have heard my brother 
say was from a tenderer of the department. 
Have those accounts come under your notice previously? [Accounts handed to witness.] 

(Appendices Nor. 8, 9, 10.) Yes; they have passed during the time I was examining clerk 

of the Audit OfEce. 
The name in which those accounts are, and the aequittance-? James King; that 

is a name I have heard my brother speak of. 
Oti. In what way? As being a contractor for supplies to the department. 
Merely speaking of him in the ordinary way as being a contractor, or as there being any 

suspicions circumstances? As being a doubt in his mind. 
Whether there was any such person? Whether there was any such person. 
Did he tell you who he believed was supplying in the name of James King? No; I 

do not remember now that he did. 
Is the signature one that you know anything of yourself beyond seeing it to those 

accounts, or is it one that you have entertained a suspicion about from what your brother 
has said, or from any other cause is there anything in the signature itself that has raised 
any suspicion in your mind ? No, sir; I should take that handwriting in the body of the 

account to be Mr. Weston's. (Appendix .iVo. 10.) 
But not in his usual hand? Not his usual handwriting. 
it is not an uncommon thing for the bodies of these accounts to be filled up in the 

Colonial Storekeeper's Department? That is one in Mr. Weston's handwriting. (Appendix 

No.9) 
That is his ordinary handwriting? Yes. 
But this [voucher 226] (Appendix Xo. 10) is not in Mr. Weston's ordinary hand- 

writing? No. 
Were there any other goods landed from the "Walter ilood" consigned to James 

Staunton besides those which have come under your own knowledge? No. 
Are you aware whether there are now, or have lately been in the Argyle Store, goods 

stored in that name? No, sir. 
Where is your brother now ?At Moreton Bay. 
Is he in the public service? No. 
Is he engaged in private business? Yes; he is endeavoring to make an agency down 

there. Ho has been trying to get an appointment, at least he has an application in for a 

Government appointment. 
Being aware of the nature of this charge, Mr. Jones, is there any other information or 

light you can afford the Board with reference to it, in addition to what you have already 
stated? No; I have stated all that from the fact which has now come under my notice 
within the last three weeks that my impression has been; or that my suspicion and my 
brother's suspicions are now confirmed, that James Staunton was not a bona jide person 

supplying stores to this department. 
And that consequently the signature put forward as his, could not be a genuine sigua- 

jute? Is not a genuine signature. 
Cross-examined by Mr. Abbott: Do you remember how many packages were brought 

into this yard? Well, no, I did not count them all. 
Row did you know they were brought into this place at all? Because I saw several 

loads of them come. 
Where were they landed? At Campbell's Wharf. 
But you could not see into this yard from Campbell's Wharf, could you? I could see 

whether a dray turned into this yard or not from the adjoining street. 
And you saw it turn into here? I saw it turn into here. 

ill. Did you take any particular trouble to see where they did go to? I took that trouble; 
for I walked from where the ship was discharging to the end of Campbell's Wharf, at the 

end of this street. 
To see where the goods were taken to? Yes. 
And you also took some trouble to find out who owned the dray? There was no 

trouble there; I simply asked a question, and it was answered-it fact I saw it on the dray, 

I thiuk; I believe it is on the dray. 
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114. What was your duty when in the Auditor General's Office, Mr. Jones-the auditing Mr. t. Jocis. 
of accounts, I think? The examination of accounts. 
115. And the Colonial Storekeeper's accounts, as well as others, came under your inSpec- 4  Feb,,l860. 
tion? Yes, passed through my hands for examination. 
116. At the time you were in the Auditor General's Office, was it them that your brother 
spoke to you of his suspicions? It was at one time whilst there. 
117. You never made any report of it? No, I did not; because I had no grounds for 
doing so. 

118. But you had sufficient ground to suspect there was something improper going on? 
That would not be sufficient to make a charge against a department. 
119. You had sufficientgrounds to create suspicion? Yes, in my own mind. 
120. And you never mentioned these suspicions to anyone in your own department-never 
reported them? I did not report them officially. 
121. Did you not consider it your duty to do so? No; if I had, 1 should have done an. 
If I had had, as I say, any good grounds--any reason which I could have adduced in support 
of my suspioicns, I should have done so, as f havt7 now done. 
122. Did you tell your brother that it was his duty to speak of your suspicion.,  when be 
asked your advice:' No. 
123. Did you ever have any opportunity of seeing  Mr. Buchanan's handwriting, beyond his 
signature to accounts? I have frwjnently ,eLn hi handwriting in official letters. 
124. Official letters? Yes, official letters; I saw his handwriting very frequently while 
I was in the Audit Office. 
125. Is lie in the habit of writing letters himself, or are they written by the clerks? 
J have seen letters in the handwriting of Mr. Buchanan, and als) in the handwriting of 
others in the office. 
126. Have you ever seen him writi g? No; I cannot say that I have seen him writing. 
127. And those letters that you suspect to be in his hrndwriting you could not state 
positively were his? Not positively, but I have seen his handwriting. 
128. Which you blieve to be-? Believe to be, to the best of my knowledge. 
129. You know the signature very well ? The handwriting as being different to any one 
cisc's, and the handwriting bearing a resemblance to the signature ; I have seen the reeom-
incndati'ns of tenders, written in Mr. Buehnan's own handwriting, come direct front him to 
the Audit Office. 

130. Which you bdliere to be his handwritin,? Which I believe to be his handwriting. 
131. But never having set his writing, you could not state positively that these letters 
were written by him? I could not say positively that they were his own-that I saw him 
writing them. 

132. You could not swear positively that they were his writing, not having seen him write? 
I should say, to the best of my knowledge and &lief, that they were his writing. 
133. If it were necessary to swear it, you would not swear that it WOE his writing? I cannot 
recall to my recollection any circumstances where I have seen Mr. Buchanan writing. 
134. And you believe, from the knowledge of Mr. Buchenan's writing obtained in that way, 
that the signature, "James Staunton," was written by him ? I do not blievc it; I had a 
suspicion that it wns. 

135. Whun did that suspicion occur to you? It has occurred tome since I discovered the 
goods coming to this department in the name of J. Staunton. 
136. But you could not keep those signatures in your mind without seeing them again for 
so long a time-eight or nine months at leart? Yes; the suspicion which I had at the time 
I was in the Audit Offiee-(I had a suspicion then, I may tell you, from an impression made 
upon me)-was partly confirmed, as [thought, from the fact of these goods coming direct to 
this department for James Staunton. 

137. Now, did not the suspicion that that signature was in Mr. Buchanans handwriting first 
occur to you after the goods had come out by the" Walter Hood"? No. 
138. The suspicion that the signature was Mr. Buchanan's? No; I think I entertained the 
suspicion before that. 
139. You think you entertained it before? Yes; before that. 
140. Those aecunts in James Staunton's name, that had come under your notice in the 
Auditor General's Office, were all regular and correct? They were very well prepared 
accounts. 

141. There was nothing particular about them any more than other accounts? They were 
very well prepared accounts. 

142. They were quite as regular ? They were well prepared; but I will state that in the 
examination of the Colonial Storekeeper's accounts I used to have a great deal of trouble in 
getting information to enable me to certify to the passing of them. 
143. In all eases? No; in many eases. 
144. In Mr. Staunton's particularly? Oh! no; not in Staunton's. 
145. Do you know Mr. Weston's handwriting well, Mr. Jones? I think I should be able to 
tell it from any other handwriting that I know. 
146. You have seen it so frequently ? I have seen it very often. 
147. Now, on looking at these accounts [Appendices F, W Y Y,] will you be prepared to 
say that the name, James Staunton, is not in the same handwriting as that in the entry? 1 
do not think they are the same handwritng-they are not alike, in my opinion. 
148. Would you say that these accounts are not signed in Mr. Weston's handwriting? 
They are not like Mr. Weston's handwriting; they arc not his usual handwriting. 
149. You stated just now that you had reported this circumstance to the Government? 
What? 

150. 
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Mr. E. Jones. 150. That you had made this report of your suspicions now? No; I make the statement 

now. 
4 Feb., 1860. 151. You said you had been the means of bringing this inquiry before the Government? 

No, I did not; I said I make my suspicions known to this Board now.  
ilave you, in fact, made a report of these matters to the Government? 
The Chairman: That is a question upon which I shall take the opinion of the 

Board, as to the propriety of its being allowed to be put to any witness; in my opinion it is 
a question which ought not to be put to any witness. 

Al. Abbott: Where witnesses are asked all manner of questions—and where evidence 
is taken as fully as possible—and where much is got from a witness in the shape of infor-
mation collected by him—whether he knows anything about it personafly—or whether it is 
the result of mere hearsay out of doors, I think lain quite at liberty, without stating before-
hand my intention, to ask Mr. Jones any question; I think I ought to be allowed to do so in 

justice to the accused. 
The £Thairmaa: I object to any question of the kind being put; I always objected 

to such a question being put in Courts of Justice. I have frequently been supported by the 
Judge, and seen the Judge sopport the same ground of objection. 

Air. Abbott: Itt is quite evident the Board know what Mr. Jones's evidence is to be. 
[The Chairman repeated his objection, which was confirmed by the Board.) 
Mr. Abbott: I think lam quite justified.in  asking the question. 

ilf,. Browne: The witness may fairly refuse to answer it. 
Ajr. Abbott: In a Court of Justice we say what we like and what we think; but I do 

not think any witness who comes here, and who is asked and allowed to give his suspicions, 
what lie hears from everybody, what common report says; a witness, too, who has clearly 
and distinctly stated that he has made inquiries; that he has seen the goods and followed 
them to the doors—which is no part of his duty— 

Witness: It is a part of my duty. 
Air Abbott: He has stated that he has made inquiries—that be has followed these 

things about—and has collected information fur nobody knows bow long; it is brought here 
then ready, and Mr. Jones has got his story by heart; he has no doubt been comparing 
notes with somebody, and it has been all settled beforehand what his evidence is to be; it is 

well known— 
The Chairman : But even assuming all that, What is there in the conduct of every 

legal business— the lawyer has his brief, and knows the case perfectly well. 
AJ',. Abbott: If a witness goes into a witness box with a story very "pat," it is very 

soon asked who told him. 
The Chairman : Your question was, whether Mr. Jones had been the informer in 

this ease; that is a question I object to—it is a question you would not be justified in 
putting to any witness—it is a question I should object to in any ease. 

By Air. Abbott: have you ever spoken of this matter before to anyone, Mr. Jones—
before coming here have you spoken on the subject to any other person? I have. 

To whom? I decline to state that—at least I will appeal to the Board, to know 

whether I em bound to answer it. 
The Chairman: Ithink Mr. Jones is not bound, if he objects, to answer that question. 

if,'. Abbott: It has been insisted that the other witnesses must state even what their 

suspicions, or the suspicions of other people were. 
The Chairman: Those suspicions having been given expression to. 
Mr. Abbott: And what the ideas of other people were; there has been every latitude 

allowed to them; I am merely here on sufferance— 
The Chairman : I leave it to Mr. Jones' own discretion whether he will answer your 

question; he declines to do it, and I say he is justified in so doing. 
By Jr. Abbott: Has any statement ever been taken from you in writing, Mr. Jones? 

That, of course, I decline to answer. 
You will not answer that, either? With the sanction of the Board, I will not. 

Ah. B,-owne: It is a matter for your own discretion. 

Witness: I can safely state that I have made no statement in writing. 

Air. Abbott: Oh no, you have not written anything; that is not what I asked you; 

I don't care about that part of it. 
You stated in your examination by the Chairman that you have made inquiries about 

this matter ? Yes. 
Will, you state when? I have asked lately, since this entry was passed, whether such 

person as Staunton is known; I may also state that I have heard others ask the same 

question. 
Only just answer my question, that is quite enough, if you won't answer what I do 

want. You never made inquiries before you saw this entry passed by Mr. Weston ? No, I 
do not think I ever did; I have asked in a casual way who was Staunton I asked, when 
the tenders were in for acceptance, whether there was a person in business of that name. 

Did you ever get any satisfactory information? No, I did not. 
Have you ever been connected with business men, Mr. Jones, in any way except 

through the office? No. 
Not with the business part of the community, at all? Not in a business way; that is, 

I had not been in any mercantile office or agent's office. 
And had not been connected with them—you never had to do business with them on 

your own account; might there not be hundreds of people in business here in a large way 
of whom you would hear nothing ? I do not think so; there might be, certainly, many 
persons in business of whom I know nothing. 
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Might there not be innumerable people of whom you never see or hear anything, except ftr. E. Jones. 
as they might chance to come in your accounts? There may be. 

Are you and Mr. Weston on good terms? Yes; at least I was speaking to him the t Fob., 1860. 
day, I think, on which he passed his entry at the Custom house. 

Talked to bins in a friendly way? Yes, in a friendly way. 
Had you known him for some time? Yes; I have known him by sight for many years. 
Not personally? Personally I have known him for some years; I knew him by sight, 

perhaps ten years ago. 
I suppose you have had, repeated opportunities of seeing him and speaking to him 

Oh yes, frequent. 
Do you know Mr. Buchanan personally? I have spoken to Mr. Buchanan. 
You have spoken to him? Yes. 
Mr. Jiachonan: I think once, Mr. Jones? 
ff7/ness: More than once, I think. 

By Mr. Abbott: Was that during the time you were in te Auditor General's Office? 
Yes; and I will just state the occasions, if you will allow Inc. 

It is not necessary? On one occasion Mr. Buchanan solicited my appointment to this 
office as accountant. 

By Mr. Buchanan: I solicited your appointment? Yes. 
ift. Buchanan: I deny it. 
'J'/re Chairman: There will be full opportunity at the proper time for explaining. 
Witness: On another occasion I saw Mr. Buchanan in the Audit Office, on the 

subject of my brother's appointment to this office. Those two occasions I can call to recol-
lection positively. 
115. By Mr. Abbott: Was that the brother who was here? The brother who was here, 

Did you ever ask Mr. Buchanan or Mr. Weston any question about Staunton and 
Co.? No. 

Sinoe you had this snspieion about it? No. 
Did you never mention the subject to them at all? No. 
Though you have repeatedly spoken to Mr. Weston? Yes. 
And did not you know at the time that if there was any irregularity going on, Mr. 

Weston should know of it, as accountant in this office? Yes; he ought to have known it, 
if there was any irregularity going on. 

And you never thonght it necessaiy to ask him any question about it? No, I did not. 
On the day that he passed this entry did you say anything to him about it? Not 

about these goods; I do not think I saw him after the passing of the entry. 
But at the time he passed the entry? The passed the entry at the Custom Ilouse; 

I was down at Campbell's Wharf. 
Did you see him on that day? Yes, he left me on that day to go to the Custom llouse 

-the" Walter Hood" was hauling alongside the wharf. He saw me there, and came up 
to speak to me; we were speaking together, and I asked him what he was doing, and he 
said "he was acting as agent for a friend in England." I then asked him "if ho had any 
goods in the ' Walter hood' ?" he said, "On yes, a few packages." I then said, "Are 
"they consigned to you" (because I had previously had the manifest, and looked down it, 
and did not see the name of Weston)? and he replied, "oh no, they are consigned to me as 
agent." 
Did he mention the name of Staunton at all-did lie say what the goods were? No, 

he did not. 
When he left you on that occasion, did you know that these were the goods referred 

to? No. 
have you ever seen him since? I do not think I have spoken to hith since, 
You have never said anything to him about it-never asked him any questions I do 

not think I have ever seen him since; certainly he never came to me to mnke any inquiry 
whether the goods had been landed. 

You could not say whether those goods sent here, were sent under contract or not for 
the supplying of them? I cannot tell. 

They might have been for all you know? Yes, they may have been. 
By the t'hairrnan: If I recollect rightly, what was read [a portion of the evidence 

haring been read by the shorthand writer] it is taken down that you did not state your 
suspicions officially? Yes. 

Did you state them at the period you were in the Audit Office to anyone unofficially? 
I mentioned it to one there. 

I ask you the question, whether you stated it to the Chief Clerk or to myself? Not to 
you. I mentioned it to one gentleman in the office to whom I could speak; that is the only 
occasion I have spoken of it to any person. 

You stated in answer to a question by Mr. Abbott, that you have had conversation 
respecting these matters with some one? Yes. 

Have you had any conversation with me upon the subject? No, sir, not any. 
190. Or mentioned it in any way whatever to any member of the Board? No. 

.51,. Abbott: I hope the Board will not think I intended to imply anything of the kind. 
The Clr2ir,nan: I have no such suspicion. 
You did not mention it to any member of the Board? Not to any member of the Board. 
.Af'. Abbott: Perhaps Mr. Jones will tell us who he did mention the matter to? 

I have declined already. 
Who you mentioned it to in the Audit Office? I will not answer that either. 
Is he in the Audit Office now? That I decline to say. 
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Mr. Archibald Campbell called in and further examined 

Mr. A. 1. By the Chairman: The orders for supplies addressed to contractors in regular course are 
Campbell. returned by the contractors with the accounts: are they filed in the ofliec? Generally; 
r % they do not always come back with the accounts. 
4 Feb., 1660. 2. But all that do come back are filed? Yes. 

Can you produce the orders to contractors in 1858 and 1859? I do not think we have 
kept them so far back; they are considered quite useless when they have been executed. 
What is the latest date you can produce? They are not at all regular; half the accounts 

come in without the orders. Our order-book is the check. 
But we find that the order book does not state the receipt sometimes? It should. 
But it does not ? In some cases. 
In some cases it states the receipts, and in others, without stating the receipt, it does not 

state the date The date is not stated in all cases, 
S. The Board were desirous of seeing the orders themselves. In the case of deliveries from 
James Staunton, where are t1re orders? I do not keep the orders. 
Who does? Some other gentleman. 
Are these orders kept, or are they not? Not as a geoeral rule; as soon as the account 

is vouched for by the storekeeper's signature, the order is considered perfectly useless ; they 
are not wilfully destroyed, but there is no care taken of them afterwards. 
And can you state whether there are not any of the orders addressed for supplies to 

Staunton, and which have come back to the office, and which are now producible? I cannot. 
I think since my time I have pnid two accounts to the name of Staunton, and those were 
vouehed for by the foreman. Previous to that I had nothing whatever to do with it; my 
attention was confined strictly to the issuing. 
Are there a considerable number of these orders in your possession as documents? I 

think there are, but I cannot say; they never came under my cognizance. 
We had better have what there are of them, and let them be examined? I could find 

them. 
By M,- Rolfr.ston: Where can you find them? I cannot exactly say till I look at the 

presses-they are in different presses. 
By the C'an : Will you look to this form of orders, and say whether they niford 

information as to the date of the receipt of goods? No, sir. 
113. And no orders do? I think not. 
17. And therefore will not supply the date of a receipt in ease of its omission? No; but 
the " issue" might sLew. 
IS. What is the hsue? It might give you the approximate-the issuc of the goods in 
question might give you an approximate to the date they were received. 
10. Being merely the date of issue? Yes. 

Have you the actual issue-book? Yes. [Book produced.] 
Folio 535 of order-book, referring to James Staunton's supplies is shewn to witness, 

and he is called upon to state, if he can, from the issue-book, the date of receipt of the 
several orders therein mentioned-that being omitted in the order-book? The order of 
James Staunton for sheets, dated 6th December, was supplied before the 21st of the same 
month. The shirts upon Mr. Staunton's tender, ordered on the 27th August, must have 
been received by the 3rd September-an issue of 750. The goods ordered on the 17th 
June, must have been supplied previous to the ist July. The order of James Staunton of 
July 1st, for serge, must have been supplied previous to July 12th. 
Can you by that book sliew, when Mr. Staunton's tender of the 14th September for 

lighthouse requisites wis issued? I might; it would be all in small details. , Glass shades, 
48, must have been supplied previous to the 20th November, 1858. 

[The Board adjourned till a future day, of which due notice weuld be given.] 

FRIDAY, 17 FEBRU4RY, 1860. 

lJrtøtnt 
WILLIAM COLBURN MAYNE, Esq, IN TUE ChAnt. 

Ma. H. H. BROwN; I MR. C. RornsoN. 

Mr. Buchanan and Mr. Abbott (his Attorney) were in attendance. 

Mr. Alfred Raymond Jones called in and examined 

Mr. A. E. 1. By the Chairman: You were, I believe, a clerk in the Colonial Storekeeper's Depart-
Jones. meut? Yes. 

2. For what period? Upwards of five years. 
17 Fob., 1860.3 Upwards of five years? Yes. 

How long is it since you-? On the 1st August, 1854. 
You joined it? Yes. 
When did you leave? On the last day of August,, 1850. 
What were the particular duties you had to perform in the office? Principally the 

checking of accounts, and the entering of accounts, and making up for the Auditor General's 
Department. Principally checking contractors' accounts. 

8. 
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S. In the discharge of those duties, did the tenders for contracts and the accounts for Mr. A.lt. 
supplies under contract come under your notice? Yes; very much indeed. Jones. 
0. Have you a recollection in the years 1857, 1858, or 1850, of any contractor of the name 
of Staunton, whose accounts came before you? I can recollect as far back as 1858 and 17 Feb., 1860. 
1859, but not 1857. 

In 1858 and 1850, did the tenders of that contractor, as well as his accounts, come 
under your observation? Not of that contractor; I do not think I ever had any of that 
person's contracts under my notice. 

Had you any of the accounts of James Staunton under your notice? No, I believe not; 
I had them generally after they were paid. 
But did they come under your notice in any way? After they were paid they did-not 

before; not to check. They were not given into my hands before they were paid. 
Then what was the duty you had to perform in reference to them, when they came into 

your hands? I had principally the checking of them ; and seeing that those goods were 
delivered into the store, and marking them off in the order-hook. 
14• Was that usually done after payment? N0; I always did it before payment. 
But as regards the accounts of this particular contractor-they only came to you to 

check after payment? They never came to check at all in some instances; they were given 
to me in the monthly accounts, to put up for the Audit Office. 
had they been checked? Not by me; I may have checked a few of them some time 

or other. 

ii. Did the accounts bear the usual marks of examination and checking by an officer of the 
department F Not that I am aware of. 

Then if I understand you rightly all the accounts of James Staunton, which have come 
under your knowledge, only came under your knowledge after they had been paid? After 
they had been paid. 

Were they complete in every respect as to certificate and aequittanee when they came 
before you ? No, they were not complete; they wanted witnesses. 
When they came before you after payment P After payment I refused to witness them 

at a certain time, because I had not seen the money paid, and I did not know who Staunton 
was. 
I. How do you mean? I refused to witness. 
Were you asked to do so? Yes. 
By whom ? By Mr. Weston, the chief clerk. 
Did this occur with reference to any accounts except those of James Staunton-were 

you asked by Mr. Weston ever to witness payments you had not seen mdc of other accounts 
than those of James Staunton F Yes, and sometimes I have signed them knowing that they 
have been paid. But Mr. Weston generally signed them himself, or some one else in the 
office when I was not here. 

Then why, having done so with regard to other accounts, did you feel a difficulty and 
refuse in the ease of James Staunton's accounts? I did, indeed. 
6. But why did you? Because I did not think it my duty to sign my name as a witness 
to accounts I had not seen paid. 

But I understand you to say that you have signed other accounts? Yes, where I have 
known the contractors and that the payments had actually been made. 
But how did you know it if you had not seen the payments made? Because I have 

ehe9ued the accounts and told the parties to come down for the cheques and had the cheques 
in my possession. 
How did you get possession of these cheques? Mr. Weston left the accounts for them 

to sign. 

Were there any other cheques left in the same way-were not Staunton's accounts ever 
treated in the same way as those others? Never, sir. 
Did you ever see the cheques for payment to James Staunton? I never saw one. I 

saw the butts of the cheques when I have been tearing them out for the Audit Office. I had 
to send them up with the monthly accounts. 
Then what was it first attracted your attention to the accounts of James Staunton? 

Staunton being a new contractor, and never seeing him in the office, and the first account 
that Caine before my notice. I think James King was the first contractor of that name that 
I never saw. James King was the first that came under my notice. 
The first instance that came under your notice of a contractor supplying whom you 

never saw at the office was a Mr. King? Nobody in the office know him. I asked a few 
questions at the time. It was publicly mentioned in the office. 
That this was a person contracting who was never seen at the office? Not to my 

knowledge. 
Did you ever see those accounts of James King's? Yes. 

86. By whom was the payment witnessed? I cannot say. 
Were you ever asked to witness them? I do not know. 
Did you ever witness them? I cannot say. 
have you seen King's accounts? Yes. 
Have you ever seen those accounts (handed to witness-Appendices Ebs. 8, 9, 10,) or 

any of them before? Yes, I have seen them. I have seen this account; it is in my own 
writing. 

Is the body of the account (No. 8) in your own writing? Yes, in my own writing. 
Did you ever see the cheques for payment of these accounts? No, never. 
Whose writing is that in pencil (No. 8), do you know? No, I do not know; I think 

that is written by somebody in the Audit Office. 
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Mr. A. R. 44. And you tell me it was a matter of observation in the office, in the ease of King, that the 
Jones. contractor was never seen at the office? It was, at the time. I remarked it in the office 

making out that account (Mr. Jenkins and the whole of the clerks, I wished them to be 
17 Feb., 1860. present). I asked them what kind of goods they were of which he brought samples down, 

and Mr. Jenkins said at the time they were very much like Government clothing, and so 
they were ; the clothing was similar to the Government pattern, buttons and everything else. 
Then what was the idea in your mind respecting these tlungs when you made the 

observation ? I had a suspicion that there was somebody connected with the department 
that had been getting these goods from England on their own account. 
Did you mention this suspicion to any of the persons in the office? Yes, to the whole 

of them. 
To the whole of the clerks? Yes, except Mr. Weston. 
Had you a suspicion then that Mr. Weston was the person? No, the suspicion I 

entertained was that it was Mr. WDonell, I asked him publicly if it was him, and he 

denied it. 
19. Then as regards this it was a matter of disenssion in the office-the supplies being 
furnished by a person under the name of James King, and whom you believed to be some 
person connected with the office, having a suspicion that that person was Mr. I1'Donell ? I 

did at the time suspect Mr. M'Donell. 
Did this suspicion, and any of the conversation and rumours respecting that matter 

come in any way to Mr. Buchanan's knowledge ? Not that I am aware of. 
You never spoke to Mr. Buchanan yourself in reference to the subject? No, I never 

Who has witnessed these accounts? (Appenclicea Es. 8, 9, 10.) Mr. Weston, 

Is that Mr. Weston's writing? (Account handed to witness.] Yes. 

His usual style of writing? Yes, 
Will you look at the four accounts I now hand you in the name of James Staunton, 

(Appendices V, W IC, Y,) and say if you have seen them, or any of them, before-if they 
have ever been under your notice ? Yes; I have seen all these. 
You have seen all these accounts ? Yes. 
Then as regards James Staunton, bad you an impression or suspicion the same as you 

had with reference to James King? Yes, I had the same suspicion that it was the one 
party; and another person of the name of Wilson. Wilson was anothtr unknown con- 

tractor to my knowledge. 
These accounts, if I remember rightly what you say, always came to you after payment? 

After payment; they ought to have come to me before payment, for me to cheek them. 
50. But never did so? In some instances they may have come before my notice, but very 
seldom. I have only remarked them when I have seen the accounts, in putting them up 

before they were sent to the Auditor General. 
60. Through whom would they come to you in the usual course? In the usual course from 

Mr. Weston. 
Cl. And what signatures would they have when they came to you in the usual course? In 
some instances my name would have been there as a witness, and I should have had a cheek 

mark. 
02. But I want to understand, in the first place, would they come to you with Mr. 
Buchanan's certificate, and with Mr. ,Jenkins' counter-signature when they were in the 
usual course first given to you to cheek ?No; I generally brought them in for Mr. 

Buchanan's signature. 
And would they generally bear your initials or counter-signature in any way, to 

satisfy Mr. Buchanan that they had been checked? No. 
You generally brought them yourself? I generally brought them. Sometimes 'Mr. 

Weston l,as brought them into this room for Mr. Buchanan to sign. 
And was there anything that voucled to Mr. Buchanan in any way, for these having 

gone through a proper examination and checking before they were brought to him for 
signature? No; Mr. Buchanan always signed them in the usual course of office. 
But I want to know what was the usual course of office-Used the accounts, when 

being checked before signature, to be brought to Mr. Buchanan by any person, or in any 
way, so as to vouch to him for their correctness before he affixed his signature to the 
certificate? In the first place I generally checked the accounts before payment was made; 
Mr. Buchanan would perhaps never see those accounts. lEe would sign the cheek, of course, 
thinking all was correct when they were all brought to him at the end of the month to send 
to the Audit office. That was the only time, in my opinion, he had seen the accounts. 
To sign the certificate? Yes, that all the articles had been supplied, and that they 

conformed to the samples. 
And who brought them in that way to Mr. Buchanan? Generally myself or Mr. 

Weston. 
60. After payment? After payment. 
Were they then always duly acquitted by the persons who had received payment? Yes, 

all yes. 
Were they duly witnessed ? As far as I was concerned they were witnessed, where I 

saw the signature; it was all I had to look to. 
Should you, in bringing any of these accounts to Mr. Buchanan in the course you tell 

me was the usual one-should you have looked to see whether they were duly acquitted and 
witnessed? Yes, I had done all that befoie I brought them to Mr. Buchanan. 
Did you ever bring any of these accounts to Mr. Buchanan? (Appendices V, W IC, Y.) 

Yes. 
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These four? Well, I cannot say particularly, but I think I brought the whole of them. Mr. A.,R. 
To Mr. Buchanan ? To Mr. Buchanan, to be signed at the end of the mouth; that is, 

Jones. 

while I was preparing them for the Audit office. 
Were they witnessed when you brought them? I think so; oh yes, they were always 

17 Feb., 1860. 

witnessed. If the signature of the witness was not here, I should have taken it to Mr. 
Weston to witness; I never brought them to Mr. Buchanan until they were finished. 
Was it in any of these accounts that Mr. Weston asked you to sign as a witness to the 

payment, and which you refused to do? I cannot say to the particular accounts, but it was 
some of Staunton's accounts. 
And can you state whether the accounts you refused to sign as a witness to the payment 

you yourself brought afterwards to Mr. Buchanan? Yes, I believe I did bring them after-
wards to Mr. Buchanan. 
And had they then a witness' signature when you brought them ? Yes. 

0. And did you mention to Mr. Buchanan anything respecting that witness' signature 
after you had been asked to sign as a witness? Nothing; but it was publicly known in the 
office at the time that I had refused to sign as a witness. 
How do you speak of publicly-how do you mean? Amongst the clerks generally. 
Had Mr. Weston made any report of your refosal? No. 
Then who paid the money to Mr. Staunton? I believe Mr. Weston wrote out the 

cheques himself and got Mr. Buchanan's signaturo. 1 never saw the cheque or anything 
else; I saw nothing but the butts of the cheques. 
Was it usual for accounts to be brought with the cheques at the time Mr. Buchanan 

was signing them? No. 
Then on whose faith, or under what checks, did Mr. Buchanan sign? On the faith of 

the chief clerk. 
The chief clerk filled in a cheque and brought it to Mr. Buchanan simply to sign ? 

Yes. 
Without any bill or account with it? Without any account. 

MS. When you refused to sign as a witness to that payment, did you give any reason beyond 
the more fact of not having seen the payment yourself ? Yes; I made the remark in the 
office, that I did not know who these contractors were, that they were unknown contractors 
and the month before I sent in my resignation, I was snubbed several times. I was made 
very uncomfortable, through remarking these things, by Mr. Weston. 
By wham ? By Mr. Weston. 
What did Mr. Weston say to you with reference to it? That it was no business of mine, 

that I had nothing to do with unknown contractors. It was said publicly in the office. I 
told Mr. Weston lie could go and report me to Mr. Buchanan. I had made up my mind 
after that to leave the office. 
Then in every case where you took in Staunton's accounts to Mr. Buchanan at the end of 

the month to sign, they had "James Staunton" signed to the acquittance ? Yes. 
Was it the impression and belief in the office that there was no such person as James 

Staunton It was. 
And that it was a person in the office supplying these things in that name ? Somebody 

connected with the department. 
And had you any imnpresion on your mind as to who that person was? I had. 
Who was it that you believed to be the person ? When I asked Mr. M'Donell, and he 

denied it, I fancied it must be Mr. Weston and Mr. Buchanan. 
90. And why did you fancy that Mr. Buchanan was concerned in the matter ? Because Mr. 
Buchanan would never have written out a cheque for an amount like that, without be had 
known what it was for, and to whom it was to be paid. 
Then was it not Mr. Buohanans general habit to do as you have been explaining to me-

to sign cheques without having an account before him ? It was; but if it was a large 
amount, he would ask who it was for, and what articles that were purchased. 
And as regards Mr. Staunton's accounts, when you took them to him, although for such 

amounts as from £240 to £913, was that usual precautionary question asked by Mr. 
Buchanan ? He generally asked me when I brought him a cheque to sign, what were the 
articles. Ho could see the name who the cheque was for, but he asked what goods were 
supplied for this money. 
When the cheque was brought? When he was signing the cheque. 
But, as I believe you stated, you never took him the cheques to sign for Staunton? No. 
And he could not have asked you the question ? He never asked me the question. 
Then you are not in a position to say that he did not ask such a question from whoever 

did take him the cheques ? No, I am not. 
But to go back to what you said a minute since-you said, when Mr. M'Doncll gave the 

positive denial, you then had the impression made upon your mind that it was Mr. Weston 
and Mr. Buchanan ? Yes. 
101. You then went on-in answer to my question, why you believed Mr. Buchanan to be 
connected with the business-to say, that he would not have signed cheques for such an 
amount as this without asking with reference to the goods for which they were drawn 
Exactly. 

But you did not present those cheques, and you tell me you are not able to say whether 
Mr. Buchanan did ask this question from whoever presented the cheques? Mr. Weston 
generally presented the cheques. I do not know what conversation he had with Mr. 
Buchanan at the time. 

Then, you must see that the impression could not have been made on your mini that 
Mr. Buchanan was concerned in this matter from his not asking this question, since you are 
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Mr. A. It not aware whether he did ask it or noI? I ath not aware whether he asked the question 
.Tos. from Mr. Weston, but I never heard it mentioned from any person else, 

lOT. But you tell me you never took up those cheques of James Staunton? No. 
ii Feb., 1860. 108. You cannot have an impression upon your mind from a circumstance that did not come 

under your knowledge. That is what I want to ascertain from you—what it was in fact 
that produced on your mind the impression of Mr. Buchanan's complicity? I had an 
impression—it was only a suspicion. 

Suspicions arise, but generally they arise from something - ? The working of the 
accounts generally—Staunton's accounts. 

Will you explain to the Board what it was connected with those accounts? In the 
first place, the accounts never came to me in the usual form, as they always did from other 
contractors. I never had the checking of the accounts; I never had the payment or saw & 
payment made. 
ljl. Did you ever give expression to those suspicions in the office, in any of the conversations 
that appear to have taken place? Oh yes; very often it was publicly talked of in the 
department. 

That Mr. Buchanan had any connection with this matter? No, sir, it was only a 
suspicion; we only suspected it to be the case. 

But was the suspicion one that was expressed in words? Yes. 
And by whom? By Mr. Garnett and myself, and Mr. Jenkins and Mr. M'Donell; 

Mr. Campbell generally was silent when anything of this was mentioned. 
Then I understand you to state to the Board, that this suspicion that Mr. Buchanan 

was a party to the supplying of these goods to the Government under the name of James 
Staunton—he himself and Mr. Weston being in fact the suppliers—was entertained in the 
office, and was a matter of discussion and conversation among all the clerks in the office? 
It was, except Mr. Campbell, who generally remained silent when the matter was brought 
forward. 

\t as Mr. Campbell in hearing of the expression of this suspicion? Oh yes. 
Was Mr. Weston? Mr. Weston was in the next room, with his door open; he may 

have heard it, but he never let us know that lie did hear it. 
What is your belief of the fact whether it could have escaped his hearing or not? 

Well, if his door was shut he could not hear. 
But you say the door was open? When it was open he might have heard. 
And, in fact, what is your belief? That he did not hear. 
Your belief is that he did not hear? Until I challenged him publicly—until I said 

that I did not know who those unknown contractors were; but I do not think he know any-
thing about the talk in the office about James Staunton. 

About Mr. Buchanan being concerned in the business, is that what you mean? About 
Mr. Buchanan and himself being concerned. I believe he never was in hearing of the 
conversation of the clerks about these unknown contractors. 

Have you any reason to believe that Mr. Buchanan was within hearing of the expression 
of such suspicions in the office, or of such conversations? \Vcll, I cannot say. It was Mr. 
Weston's place, if he did hear anything, to tell Mr. Buchanan; and I challenged him publicly, 
and he ought to have reported it to Mr. Buchanan at the time. 

But that is the only thing which would lead you to suppose that Mr. Buchanan might 
have heard it—because it was Mr. Weston's duty to bring it to his knowledge? Exactly 

When you brought these accounts to Mr. Buchanan to sign (Appendices V, 1V AL Y.) 
had they all that signature, "James Staunton," to them? I cannot exactly say. I brought 
the whole of these accounts, but I may have brought some of them at different times, before 
they were sent to the Audit Office, for Mr. Buchanan's signature. 

All the accounts? I may not have sent all the accounts. 
But all the accounts you did bring to Mr. Buchanan for James Staunton, had they 

James Staunton's signature to them? Yes. 
The same signature as to these? Yes. 
Then who did you believe signed that name—James Staunton—believing, as you tell 

me, that Mr. Weston and Mr. Buchanan were the parties who were supplying? I should 
have believed it was Mr. Buchanan's signature. 

Will you point to anything in those signatures that would lead you to form that idea? 
No, there is nothiog particular that I could point out. But it was our impression at the 
time, or my impression, that it was Mr. Buchanan's signature. There is nothing particular, 
only this is written with a quill pen, and I never knew Mr. Weston to write with a quill. 

Then, I infer from what you say, that, having on your mind the impression that Mr. 
Weston and Mr. Buchanan were furnishing supplies under the name of James Staunton, and 
inferring from the fact that Mr. Weston never used a quill pen, and that it must have been 
one or the other—Mr. Weston or Mr. Buchanan—that signed the name of James Staunton; 
it was Mr. Buchanan who signed it because he did use a quill pen? I thought so. 

That is the process of reasoning which led you to the conclusion? It was. 
Is there any similarity in writing, in colour of ink, in any particular form of letters, 

which leads you to believe that that "James Staunton" was written by him? There does 
seem to be a similarity of the ink that has been used. 

Was that a matter of discussion in the office? It was a matter of discussion—the 
signature. 

The signature? Yes, because I pointed particularly to the signature. I had a sheet 
of cartridge paper on my desk and I had seen the name of Staunton written on that cartridge 
paper in about a. dozen different places, and the letter " 5," practised distinctly. I shewed 
it to Mr. &arnett and the other clerks at the time. 
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186. Do you mean the capital "5"? The capital S. If I had not seen these accounts now, Mr. A. B. 
and you had asked me what the letter was I could have marked it out in pencil. 

Did that ever come under your notice (Appendix H0. 5.) ? No, I never saw that. 
 

Will you look at the signature "lames Staunton" to that? Yes; the signatures are 17 Feb., 1b60. 

very much alike. 
Is the signature written with the same ink that the body of that is written with? 

No. 
Will you look to the minute of approval upon it-by whom is that written? That is 

written by Mr. Buchanan. 
Will you look at the signature " James Staunton," and look at that at the same time, 

and say whether there is or is not a similarity in writing ? No, I cannot see the similarity. 
Do you observe any similarity or identity of ink ? The ink of the signature seems to 

be blacker than Mr. Buchanan's ink. 
Then you consider it not to be written with the same ink ? It may have been written 

with the same ink, but more of it. 
Will you 103k to the signature of that tender (Appendix .2Vo. 1)? That resembles 

those signatures-the writing is different. 
Is there anything in that? 7e5 this writing seems to me like Mr. Weston's writing. 
The writing of the signature or the body? The writing of the body. 
Whose writing do you imagine the signature to be? Well, I cannot say whose writing 

it is, but the party who wrote this, in my opinion, wrote the whole of the other signatures. 
And your belief is, as you have already explained, from a particular process of reasoning, 

That these signatures were written by Mr. Buchanan? Yes; I have never seen that documcgt 
in the office. 

And if I recall rightly what you said, the fact of that signature was a matter of 
discussion and conversation in the office F Not these particular signatures. 

The signature of James Staunton to accounts for supplies furnished-the suspicion of 
that signature being made by Mr. Buchanan was a matter of conversation in the office as well 
as other suspicions F By myself and Mr. Garnett. 

By yourself and Mr. Garnett-and by anyone else ? No, I believe not. 
Was it usual with Mr. Buchanan, when you brought him accounts for a large sum in 

the way you have described, at the end of the month, for him to ask you any questions, or 
take any means to satisfy himself respecting them ? None at all. 

Where had this sheet of cartridge paper you alluded to as having observed on it the 
name of James Staunton, if I recollect rightly-where bad it come from ? It had been 
lying on my desk. 

Was it always lying, day by day, upon your desk ? Yes, until it got very dirty, and 
then r threw it away. I generally had a sheet of cartridge paper under me to keep my paper 
clean, and to cheek accounts on. 

Then would it have been while on your desk that it had got these several signatures? 
Yes. 

And by whom could they have been made there ? I do not know who they could have 
been made by, but I fancy Mr. Weston may have been sitting at my desk at the time I was 
absent one afternoon. In the morning I discovered the signatures, and I shewed them to 
Mr. Garneta in the office. 

Then your impression from that would be that Mr. Weston was practicing - F To 
write the signature. 

To write the signature of James Staunton ? Yes. 
Was that before or after you had seen other signatures of James Staunton ? Before. 
Before you had seen others F Yes. 
Then, would not that have gone to raisJ an impression in your mind that it, was Mr. 

Weston who had written this signature ? No, at the time I did not think o. I thought it 
was Mr. Buchanan's writing-the signature "James Staunton." I thought so at the time, 
although I thought Mr. Weston had been preotising the signature on my sheet of cartridge. 

What was it made you think so-what raised that impression in your mind? I fancied 
he had been sitting at my desk. 

That Mr. Weston had been? Yes. 
What raised the impres.sion on your mind, notwithstanding, that it was Mr. Buchanan? 

Something peculiar in the style of writing. I thought it was Mr. Buchanan's writing. 
And when you mentioned this to Mr. G-arnett, what did he say? IVell, I do not know 

the exet words he mentioned; but he fancied himself that Mr. Weston had been praetising 
this signature on my desk. 

Yes; but with reference to your mentioning the suspicion you had that it was Mr. 
Buchanan that wrote the signature to the aequittances? I cannot say what Mr. Carnett 
said at the time. 

Was there any other circumstance, beyond what you have mentioned, that attracted 
your attention to Mr. Staunton's dealings in any way, or to the dealings in this name of 
Staunton? Yes; there was a great deal that attracted my notice, in the first place, the 
orders never went through the usual course they otherwise would; they would have been sent 
away by the messenger. I recollect Mr. Gnrnctt asking Mr. Buchanan what he should do 
with the orders for James Staunton, and Mr. Buchanan told him to put them in the post 

Which was an unusual course? Which was an unusual course. If the party lived i 
the town of SydnQy, a messenger would have delivered them after four o'clock. 

And how were those orders addressed, do you know? I cannot say. 
Was there anything in connection with farnishiag the supplies that in any way 

attracted your attention or raised your suspicions ? Yes. I fancied the supplies caine in 
before 
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Mr. A. B, before the contracts had been called for, in some of the articles. I fancied the supplies have 
Jones. 

been in the stores before the contracts were called for. 
e" 

171. What made you think so? I have seen bales of clothing that I nra almost certain 
iT Feb., 1860. were not Government Stores, 

Can you mention any particular instance—the marks of the packages, or any particular 
instance? No, I could not. 

But you believe that there were packages of goods in the store, not being Government 
stores, and from which these contracts of James Staunton's were supplied? Exactly. I 
know in one particular case where goods were called for; there were tenders called fur some 
clothing at one particular time, and David Jones' tenders were accepted; but I know there 
was clothing in the store of Staunton's at the time, and after David Jones supplied his there 
were others from this Staunton's used, and we paid Staunton according to his contract. It 
was not the lowest tender—David Jones' was the lowest; but there was a lot of stores pur-
chased from James Staunton at the same time. 
.174. Not under contract? Those stores, I fancy, had been in the store when the tenders 
were called for. 

But do you know it as a fact whether they were or not? I will not state it as a fact. 
You will merely state that you believe it to be so? Yes; and other things led to 

suspicion. It was generally by large amounts, and stores used every year which were tendered 
for. Mr. Buchanan would always have written Home, as he had the indents to make out. 
I fancied these goods were got out by somebody in the department, knowing that they would 
be required. 

Then that would go to the belief being on your mind that the indents were made pur-
posely short? When the indents weat home to England, it is my opinion that somebody 
connected with the department saw these indents and the items left out—principally clothing 
—and sent Home on their own account, and got them out, and tendered to the Government. 
ITS. And some of these you believe were actually received in the store, and on hand to meet 
the supply? Exactly. 
179. When fresh contracts were called for? Yes. 
ISO. Would the books shew the receipt of all goods into the store? They ought to shew it. 

And the storekeeper would be in a position to give satisfactory testimony as to such 
circumstances as you mention? That the goods- 

Of there being goods in the store not the property of Government, and from these 
goods, after contracts being accepted, there being supplies issued? That there had been 
supplies issued before the contracts were accepted. 

Before the contracts were actually accepted? Yes; I fancied the stores had been 
issued or were issued. in one particular item of shirts—I believe David Jones had a con-
tract for shirts, as may be ordered from time to time at Qs. Sd. each. Mr. Staunton's tender 
was 32s. per dozen; and I believe the shirts were in the store, and used from Staunton. 

And paid for at the higher price? At 32s. a dozen, after fresh tenders had been 
called. 

Then did James Staunton obtain the contract at 32s. after fresh tenders? Yes, at 
32 or 34• 

And during that time the shirts previously in the store were issued? Those shirts 
which had been previously in the store, to the best of my belief. 

Was there anything connected with the instantaneous or particularly rapid supply of 
stores on a tender being accepted, that attracted your attention with reference to James 
Staunton's dealings? Yes, there was a particular contract in regard to those eatoptric 
lamps; I believe they are in the store now, and have never been issued. I believe it was an 
item purchased, and never wanted—not wanted at the time they were tendered for. There 
has been some of the glasses issued previously to my leaving the department, and some of 
the wicks, but I believe most of the other things are in the store, if they have not been 
issued since I have been absent; I have been six months away. 

Did anything connected with the arrival of these goods to the store come under your 
notice in any way? No, sir; I never saw the goods in the store. I neither saw the goods 
nor the tender—I had seen a copy of the tender entered in the contract hook. 

Do you observe where that tender is dated from? I see it is dated from Melbourne. 
Did it come within your knowledge whether the goods came from Melbourne or not? 

I do not know; if they had, I think I should have had to pay a charge for eartage, and 
perhaps freight. 

Is it the fact that there was no such charge paid? I never knew of a case of anything 
coming from Melbourne. 

But why, if the contractor was bound to deliver them, should there be any charge for 
cartage or freight, no matter where they come from? It never came under my notice. 

Why should there be any such charge—he is to deliver the goods? There should not 
have been a charge in that case; but it never came under my knowledge—I never knew of 
anything coming from Melbourne. 

But, nevertheless, under such a contract as this the goods may have been delivered 
without any charge for eartage in the usual course? Exactly; without my knowing 
anything about it. 

The charge which the Board is inquiring into is that which you must have collected 
from some of the questions—that goods were supplied under contract, the tenders being in 
the name of James Staunton, and were paid for, and the acquittanees given in the name of 
James Staunton, it being supposed that Mr. Weston and Mr. Buchanan were the parties really 
supplying? That was the impression in the office. 

That is the charge which has been committed to the Board to inquire into? Exactly. 
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197. Is there anything bearing upon that charge, or calculated to throw any light upon it in Mr. A. B. 
any way beyond what you have already stated, that you cap inform the Board of? There Jones. 
was another contract in the name of James Wilson that we thought were all one; the three 
tenders, I fancied, were all from one party. 17 Feb.. 1860. 
108. About what period was that, can you recollect? I think it was after King's tender. 

By Captain Browne: After what? After King's. 
By the Ulealiman Then it must have been in 1859? It was in 1858, sir; I do not 

think the tender was accepted ; it was a tender for China oil for the lighthouse—six 
thousand gallon. 

01. You think the tender was not accepted, although there was a tender put in? There 
was a tender put in from James Wi]son. 

202, Was that a matter which was a subject of observation and comment in the office? It 
was at the time. 

floes this tender book contain only the accepted tenders? No, it contains the whole 
of the tenders—the schedule of tenders. 

Then it ought, of course, to contain a mention of this of Mr. Wilson's—was it one of 
the annual contracts? No, it was not an annual contract. 

What was it led you to suspect that contract? Not seeing this party, or knowing 
anything about him; I generally, directly or indirectly, had something to do with the 
contractors. 

Was it usual for the contractors to come to the office—to be seen at the office? Yes, 
in most cases. 

Did they generally come in contact with Mr. Buchanan in any way when they came 
to the office? Yes. 

I see here there is a tender of James 'Wilson for one thousand gallons of China oil at 
six shillings and three-halfpence, but the tender not accepted; also, at the same date, a 
tender from the same person—a tender for clothing; is that the one to which you allude 
'I'hat is the one. 

I did not catch your answer to the question—was it usual for the contractors who came 
to the office to come in contact with Mr. Buchanan? With Mr. Buchanan or the clerks. 

And is there under the last general question I put to you anything else that you can state 
to the Board, tending to throw any light or having any bearing on the subject of the inquiry 
which I have stated to you? Nothing. 

Nothing in addition? Nothing. 
B9 Mi'. Rolleston: Were you on good terms with Mr. Weston and Mr. Buchanan? 

With the whole of the clerks. 
And with the head of the Department? I never had an angry word from Mr. 

Buchanan ; he always treated me with the greatest kindness. 
And the same with Mr. Weston ? And the same with Mr. Weston. I had several 

angry words with him at times, but it was over before the day was out. 
215, By the Chairman: These suspicions, as they first arose in your mind—did you mention 
them to any one out of the office? I mentioned it in one ease to my brother, about 
witnessing accounts. I asked him if I was justified in signing accounts as a witness where 
I had not seen them paid; and I told him of the circumstance. I was made very uncom-
fortable at the time with Mr. Weston, through not signing my name as a witness. It is 
nearly eighteen mouths since—fully, and I have not spoken a dozen words to my brother 
since. I have nut mentioned a word to any person in the Colonies about the working of the 
department, or anything connected with the department, except contractors, in the usual 
course of office. 

Was it on your own notion—your leaving the department? Yes. 
Your own act entirely? My own act entirely. 
But had this matter any connection with your seeking to leave the office? Yes. I was 

very uncomfortable through this affair, through having suspicions that this was the case. 
I felt it very uncomfortable, and the last few months in the office I hardly had anything to 
occupy my time with. It was very miserable indeed; my health was suffering from being 
confined, and I had nothing to do. 

Why was it you had nothing to do during that period any more than previously? 
There was a great deal to do previously, but lately I have not had near so much work to do; 
one thing, I had no entering of tenders—Mr. Weston generally entered all the tenders 
himself lately; if you look at the contract book you will find tenders have lately been 
entered by other persons, and not by me. 

Do you connect that fact with anything that preceded it? I used to mention it to 
Mr. Garnett that Mr. Weston entered the contracts himself, and did not ask me. I used to 
feel very unhappy about it. 

2fl. When did that take place, with reference to your refusing to sign as a witness? About 
twelve months previously. 

Previously? Front six to twelve months after I had refused to sign. 
Mr. Weston commenced to do what had previously been a duty devolving upon you? 

Exactly. This is the only letter which throws any light upon the matter. I got this in 
Brisbane, on Saturday, from Mr. MeDonell, and he challenges me with being the informer 
in this affair:— 

Dear Jones, 
Sydney, 5 February, 1860. 

Before we do any more business together, I want you to answer a question or two. 
Did you furnish particulars purporting to be private conversations between yourself and your 

fellow.clerks, as well as your own suspicions, regarding a certain finn of Staunton and Co., to your 
brother, for the purpose of grounding an information against the Storekeepers Department? 

65 
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Mr. A. B.It is highly necessary I should know this —Firstly, because that hfformatiioj has led to the 
Jones, suspension of Mr. Buchanan, to the turning out of all the ekrks, and the men, and to the sealing up of 

all books and papers, including our private letters, cheque hooks, and private property of all description. 
17 Feb 1860 Secondly, because the reports all over the town are of such a degrading, disgraceful nature, as utterly to 

prevent us getting a living if we should be dismissed. 
it is so amazing to as, when we consider what any informer can have to annplaiu of Mr. 

Buchanan, of whom it may be said, a. more honest and better man there is not in the Government 
service, that we can scarcely believe it, onless white we see oursitives, waiting bite criminals, to be 
examined, on the Circular Quay o',tside of our office gates every day. 

The charge against Mr. B. is utterly false, as it happens, and Mr. Weston is prepared to prove it 
so. I am prepared to prove the existence of a bond Jide firm of Staunton k Co., 

in London, yet this 
mischievous and malicious report has hind the ettet of injuring the whole of us past remedy, I fr-icr. 

Under these circumstances, if y-11  are the party who has cooked up this story. and retriled 
private conversations (pretty evidence against the head of a department) of your fellow-clerks you 
niost see, looking only at my po4tioa, my character hlaekened, and my situation already applied for, 
you must see that all connexion should u-yearn between us. 

Send Inc a distiuet answer to thi- letter. 
Meanwhile, as I do not wish to condemn without a hearing, your inter:sts shall not suffer, as I 

I will get Jianiborger', of New Pitt-street, to ship the lead (white and black paint) which I have bought 

for you at 32/- and 3t/- respectively, balM-ton of white, and 2 cwt. black, payment to be made at the 

end of the month. 
If you appoint, or prefer any other agent to Hamburger, let me kaow to whom I am to transfer 

your business. 
Yours. 

A. R. Jones, 
J. M'DONELL, 

Brisbane. 
The latter part of that refers to matters of purchnsiug goods for you? For myself. 
There is a question I would put on the commencement of this: be says "before we 

" have any more business together,"—have you been connected with him in business? He 
is a friend I had written to from Brisbane to purchase me a few articles, for which I had 

sent him up the money. 

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1860. 

lJttøcnt :— 

WILLIAM COLBOTJRN MAINE, ESQ., IN TUE QUAIL 

Ma. H. H. BROWNE, I Ma. C. IlonnEsroN. 

Mr. Buchanan and his Attorney, Mr. Abbott, were also in attendanco. 

Mr. Alfred Raymond Jones called in and further examined 

Mr. A. B. 226. By Air, Abbott: Mr. Jones, you stated, I think, that your reason for leaving the office 
Jones. was because you had nothing to do? No, I beg your pardon, I left on account of my health. 

r-- My health was injured through the confinement, and the nature of my duties, and the 
20 Feb., 1960. annoyance I had been put to with Mr. 'Weston lately. 

Then it was not because your work was taken away from you? No, it was not. 
You and Mr. Weston then were not on very good terms when you left the office? We 

were on very good terms nearly always, and Mr. Weston was so far on good terms with me 

that be came to see me off  on the stenmer. We were not on good terms when I mentioned 

about these unknown contractors. That is the reason be got vexed with me. 
Now, were there no private reasons for your leaving Sydney, Mr. Jones? None at all. 
And is it not a fact that Mr. 'Weston was your greatest friend in the office? No; he 

was not a great friend to me any more than any ether clerk in the office. 
281. Did you not make a confident of him as regards your private affairs? No more so 

than Mr. M'Donell. 
Then up to the time you went away you had your usual work the same as you always 

had? In nearly all eases, except with regard to the entering of tenders and seeing original 

tenders—scheduling them. 
You first suspected King's account, you said, I think, Mr. Jones? Yes. 

234, Did you accuse Mr. M'Donell of being the person tendering? No, I did not. 
Are you sure you did not? Certain. 
Do you know whether those goods mentioned in Staunton's account were supplied here? 

No, I do not. 
They may or may not have been? They may or may not have been; but where I 

saw that they had been issued in the issue book, I used to price them, and put Staunton's 

name against them. 
But if you recollect, you stated in your examination that these goods were delivered 

before the tenders were actually called for? I said I suspected that some of the goods in 
some cases were dclivered'—not every tender. In some eases of tender I fancied that those 
goods had been in store before tenders were called for. 

But you do not fancy things without having reason for it? I suspected that. I 
happened to see bales of goods in the store, and afterwards I fancied they had been opened 

as Staunton's goods. 
But may those bales you saw not have been goods supplied previously under former 

tenders? They may or may not; but I sospeoted they were Staunton's, 
But they may have been supplied by Staunton previously, may they not? No, I 

think not.  
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42. But have you any reason for saying they were not? The reason I stated was, that I Mr. £ IL 
had seen the bales, and knew that they had come in from Staunton's, and that they were Sones. 

not new tenders called for. 
But you did not know whether they were or not? Not at the time; but I saw the 20 Feb., 1860. 

tenders previously, or since. 
They may have come under previous contracts for all you know? Well, they may 

have come under previous contracts, but some time after the contracts were called. 
In the nature of your duties, were you in a position to know anything that was going 

on in the store, except by accident? Yes, the nature of my duties brought me in contact 
with all the other clerks of the departments, and the stores generally. 

The goods in the store? I had the stock book in my own charge. 
What do you call the stock book? All goods entered in the store-goods of all 

descriptions. 
But, in connection with the goods themselves, could you obtain any knowledge? Only 

what I could see. 
240. Then you only had to do with the accounts, not with the goods themselves? Only 
with the accounts; but, when Mr. Campbell was absent, I sometimes took his work, or Mr. 
Jenkins', and, during their absence, I marked all goods that came into the stores, "received." 

Did not you accuse Mr. M'Donell of being the person tendering under the name of 
Staunton ? 1 aslced him if such was the case; I asked him, in a jocular manner, if he was 
not Staunton. 

And lie denied it? And be denied it. 
Then I think you said that you suspected Mr. Weston and Mr. Buchanan were the 

persons? I did suspect; I suspected from the first time I saw the goods in the store, on 
account of their being according to the Government patterns-similar to Government stores. 

And as good as any you had seen here? As good as I had seen Government stores; I 
fancied it must be somebody connected with this department, or somebody in England, that 
had been acting as an agent, or sending these goods on his own account. 

You thought it might have been some one who had supplied similar goods before? No. 
Is that it? No; I never thought of such a thing. 
Then what about an agent? Before Mr. G. A. Lloyd was appointed agent, we had a 

Colonial agent in England, and I fancied they must have come out from hith ; they may or 
may not. 

Did you ever mention any of your suspicions to Mr. Buchanan? Never. 
In any way? No, never. 
have you any reason to believe that it was ever mentioned to him by anyone in the 

office ? No, without Mr. Weston had mentioned it to Mr. Buchanan ; but not by any other 
clerks in the office. 

Not by anyone, excepting Mr. Weston did? Yes; I do not think any of the other 
clerks mentioned it. 

Now, so far as the book-keeping generally and the payments are concerned, were they 
not altogether under the control of yourself and Mr. Weston? Nut the book-keeping, only 
the accounts. 

Well, that is the book-keeping, I should think? No; Mr. Weston posted the accounts 
in his books; I never looked into his books. 

But Mr. Weston, and you under him-had you not the control of the account books 
altogether? No, I had not; Mr. Weston had them under his own lock and key. 

I say, between you and Mr. Weston? I had only the examining and preparing of the 
accounts for Mr. Weston to pay them. 
'265. You acted under Mr. Weston's orders? I acted under Mr. Weston's orders. 

And the books themselves were entirely under his control? Entirely under his 
control-that is, the book-keeping branch, the ledger, the journal, and cash books. 

You said that, on one occasion, you refused to witness some account for Mr. Weston-
to put your name as a witness to the payment? Exactly. 

}low are those payments generally made to contractors? How are they made? 
Yes? in most eases contractors call down and get the money here, at other times we 

send them out by a messenger, and at other times I have gone with them myself. 
Were they never sent through the post? No, I think not; without it was one or two 

accounts, I do not think there was ever any sent through the post; we paid some country 
accounts, but I think we paid them into the bank here. 

Well, were those accounts always witnessed by the person taking the cheques? No. 
Not always? I have witnessed accounts where I have sent a messenger out, with the 

cheques; I have witnessed them myself. 
Then you guaranteed the payment by the messenger? Yes, and when the messenger 

was removed, and we had another messenger, I would not tru3t him; I took them out 
myself. 

And you refused to witness those that Mr. Weston gave you? Yes, in some cases; 
there have been accounts sent back from the Audit Office where the witness was left out, 
(a mistake of my on) and I have signed them. 

Do you think that on the occasion you spoke to Mr. Weston about mysterious con-
tractors he heard what you said ? Perfectly well ; he was very vexed with me about it, and 
told me to mind my own business. 

Are you quite sure he heard you? Yes. 
Did you speak in an audible voice? Yes, if you will call the clerks I'll be bound they 

won't deny it; they all heard me. 
If anyone said that you spoke in a muttering voice, and that it is improbable Mr. 

Weston 
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Mr. A. B. Weston beard you, they are wrong? I spoke it out plain; I am certain Mr. Garnett heard 
it, and he will vouch for the statement. 

r - 279. If Mr. Garnett said you only muttered it, would he be incorrect? Well, I should 
20 Feb., iscO. think he hadn't his ears open; he spoke about it afterwards. 

If Mr. Garnett said you only said it in a muttering tone of voice, would be he wrong? 
Mr. Garnett may be afraid to speak out, and say what I really did say. 

You do not say what Mr. Garnett says is incorrect? I will not say that, but he must 
have heard me; Mr. Weston heard me, and I am certain Mr. Garnett most have heard it, 
and the other clerks in the office. That was in the month of July last, and on the first day 
of August I sent in my resignation I know I should have been uncomfortable if I had 
staid longer in the office. 

But you had been previously for some time? I bad been previously. 
Now, is it not a fact that you asked Mr. Weston's advice as to your going away and 

leaving Sydney-that you told him all your circumstances? I have certainly told him any 

circumstances. 
And asked his advica? And told Mr. Buchanan myself. 
And before you resigned, did you not tell Mr. Weston, and ask his advice? No; Mr. 

Weston know nothing about it until after I had sent in my resignation. 
What reason did you give to Mr. Buchanan for leaving, Mr. Jones? I did not tell 

Mr. Buchanan that I was uncomfortable in the office; I told him it was the state of my 
health that inclined me to leave the office. Not  only that, I had money I had saved, and I 

thought I should try a now Colony and do better for myself. 
Now, from the time of Vol, leaving the office to the last moment of going away, you 

were on very good terms with Mr. Weston, were you not? Yes, because my disposition and 
Mr. Weston's were about the same; we could not bear enmity against each other. If I had 
a few words with Mr. Weston, it was sill over very soon. I told Mr. Weston at the time I 
spoke to him about these contractors, to go and report me, but he said be would not. 

And I suppose you had often had, as you say, rows before there was anything said 
about the contractors? Oh, yes, we often had a few words at different times; Mr. Weston 
had a very queer temper, he was either too good or very bad. 

But you have not the best temper in the world yourself, Mr. Jones? No, I have not- 

I am very hasty. 
You pentioned in your evidence a circumstance, as to the name of Staunton having 

been written on paper during your absence one day? Exactly. 
Where was that paper lying on that day? On my desk. 
In what room did you sit? In the public room-the large room. 

293 With all the other clerks? With all the other clerks. 
What reason had you for saying that it was Mr. Weston who had written that name, 

more than anyone else in the place? I said I suspected Mr. Weston had been practising 
the name. 

Why? Because I saw the writing on the desk. 
But why suspect him more than anybody else? I do not know the reason why, but 

I did. 
You had no reason? I asked the other clerks at the time, the next morning; of course 

they did not do it, and they said at once it was Mr. Weston that did it. 
Did you ask them all? I shewed it to them all, certainly, to look at it. 
You had no actual reason, but a mere suspicion-you have no reason for it? My 

suspicions were never confirmed; it is enly my suspicion, and the way I have seen things 

ging on in the office. 
Did you consider it a very improper thing, this tendering by persons in the office? 

I did indeed, and I thought it an improper proceeding to take Government moneys at any 
time without doing the work for it; I used to feel annoyed at every little thing I saw done 

in the office. 
But you did not consider any of the little things you saw of sufficient consequence to 

report or mention to Mr. Buchanan? No, of course not; because my suspicions were always 
unfounded, especially these contracts, that I would never go to Mr. Buchanan, and I should 
never have mentioned the subject at all, only I asked my brother's advice about some things 
and this affair; but as for saying anything to my brother or anybody else since, I have never 
mentioned a word about the working of the department, good or bad, for eighteen months, 

except in the office publicly. 
During those eighteen months, have there not been more of those contracts entered 

into in Stuntun's name than in any other period? Than the last two years; I do not think 

there were any previously. 
N0t before the last two years? I think the first name that I had a suspicion about 

was James King, then James Wilson, and the next was Staunton; and I fancied and spoke 
publicly to the clerks; I said, I fancied that the three were all one. And if that tender of 
Wilson's were produced now, I dare say the signature would be similar to Staunton's 

signature. I have never seen it. 
have you seen your brother since your return to Sydney, Mr. Jones? Yes. 
Did you have any communication from him while in Brisbane? Not a word, nor from 

anybody connected with him. 
Has he been talking to you about this inquiry since your retnrn? Since my return. 
You have been talking to him? Yes; I am living with ")other now. 
In the same house? Yes; I took up my abode in Cuningham's Hotel, and remained 

there one day, but my mother asked me to go and stay there, and I did. 
Did he tell you that he had given evidence before this Board? He never told me a 

word about it. 
310. 
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What was the conversation then? I bad no conversation about the department with Mr. A.R. 
him. Jones. 

I understood you to say you had been speaking about this inquiry to him? Oh, no; 
I had been talking to him; but, previously to my being examined here, I never spoke to 20 Feb., 1860. 

him upon the subject. 
01 this inquiry? Yes. 
By the Chairman: Before your examination, on Friday last, you bad no conversation 

with your brother touching this inquiry ? No, sir. 
By Mr. Abbott: Was it not for the purpose of this inquiry that you came from 

Brisbane ? Mr. Lane wrote me a letter to come up ; I will shew it you. 
Air. Abbott: I don't want it. 
By the (Yhairinan: You stated in answer to Mr. Abbott, that the books were under 

Mr. Weston's control? Exactly. 
81G. Were they open to Mr. Buchanan's inspection, and subject to his control? Yes, sir. 
317. you said, in answer to a question in immediate connection with the matter of proetising 
a signature on the paper on your desk, that your suspicion had not been confirmed ? Not 
with regard to Mr. Staunton. 
ais. You are then, subsequently, asked as to your suspicion being confirmed; it was not 
quite clear whether that question referred to your general suspicion as to the matter of 
contracts, or as to this particular matter of the signature having been practised by Mr. - 
Weston; but you have stated that the clerks admitted to you that it was Mr. Weston's 
writing-that it must have been Mr. Weston's writing-would that have confirmed, or did 
it confirm your own suspicion that it was Mr. Weston's £ It did confirm my suspicion, or 
partly confirm any suspicion, that he had written the name ; but it did not confirm my 
suspicion that Mr. Weston was James Staunton, and had signed the vouchers as James 
Staunton. 

Did the fact in any way alter your suspicion as to who (lid sign the vouchers in the 
ntune of James Staunton? Yes, it did; I fancy that Mr. Weston did not write it as it is 
written on those vouchers. 

What you saw on that sheet of paper? On that sheet of paper. 
You have stated, in answer to a clut stiun from Mr. Abbott, that you did not think 

these matters of sufficient importance to report them to Mr. Buchanan ? Exactly. 
Did you not consider these matters of very considerable gravity-officers of a depart-

ment belonging to the Government supplying public stores? I knew it was contrary to the 
Government regulations; but I never knew who the particular parties were. 

But am Ito consider that you did not deem it of sufficient importance, or that you did 
not consider yourself called upon to report? I did not consider them of sufficient importance; 
any suspicions were never confirmed that it was done with the consent or knowledge of the 
Colonial Storekeeper. 

What period was this tender you speak of, of Wilson's, sent in? I believe it was in 1858. 
1 find one, James Wilson, of the 8th March, 1559-those tenders of Wilson's which 

you refer to, have they come under your notice-have you ever seen them ? I 
believe not. 

You believe you have never seen them? No. 
327, Have you ever seen the signature, James Wilson? No, never; at least, I think not. 

Will you look at the signatures of these tenders, and say whether you have ever seen 
that signature before ? No, I think I have never seen that. 

Thea what was it raised your suspicion with regard to Wilson? Because this 
Wilson was another contractor I had never seen, and none of the clerks had. 

That was you sole -S--? That was my suspicion. 
831. Did it come under your notice how the payment was made to Wilson for any contract? 
I am not sure that his tenders were accepted. 

Those tenders were not? it was not accepted for oil; I do not know whether it was 
accepted for clothing. 

Will that entry enable you to say whether the tender for clothing was accepted or 
not? No, I cannot say. 

That entry does not afford the information whether it was accepted or not? No, sir, 
it does not afford the information. 
835 By.J.[,. Abbott: Was it not that fact, Mr. Jones-the fact that you did not see the 
contractor here-which led you to suspect Staunton's accounts too? Yes. 

As well as the others? The same as the others; I suspected Wilson was the same man 
that signed the name of King. Now I am almost certain that signature is the some as 
Staunton's; if you will examine that signature you will find . 

But it was that fact which led you to suspect them nil? That is the fact; I had never 
seen them, nor had any of the clerks of the office seen them, directly or indirectly. 
385. Now were there not several houses well known in Sydney whose principals were never 
seen here contracting?. Not to my knowledge. I do not think there are any contractors 
in Sydney whose principals, or some one belonging to them, I should not have seen. 

Here? In the office. 
Or somebody belonging to their house? Or somebody belonging to them. 
And anyone coming here and saying they represented a particular house you would 

not suspect, but take it for granted that it was so? If any came here and said he represented 
such a place I dare say I should have known them. I was born in Australia, and I know 
nearly everybody here. 
242. The majority of people in business here were not born here, and have not been long. 
here ? No, they were not. 

9-0 343. 
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Mr. A. B. 343. And for that reason you think you ought to know the whole of them? No; I never 
Jones. saw the name of .Jamea Wilson as an importer, nor Staunton, nor King. 

Did you ever have any other means of knowing anything about business people, except 
- ci,., 1890. as you got the information here Yes; all my lifetime I have been connected some way 

or other in business. 
By the Chairman: You have said, in answer to a question from Mr. Abbott, that it was 

not seeing James Staunton, or Wilson, or King, here that led you to suspect that those were 
not the names of bond fide contractors ? Exactly. 

In Mr. Staunton's instance-though that led you in the first place to suspect, were 
there, or were there not, circumstances which afterwards confirmed the first suspicion ? Yes, 
my suspicions were confirmed so far that I suspected it was somebody in the office, but I do 
not know who; I thought it could not have been done without the knowledge or consent of 
Mr. Buchanan. 

You have, in fact stated in your first examination circumstances connected with pay- 
ments and other things - -? Which led me to believe 

Which led you to suspect, as well as the first fact of not seeing them ? Exactly. 
By Mr. Abbott: When you were about resigning, Mr. Jones, you took your resignation 

to Mr. Buchanan, I think ? Yes. 
Will you tell us what be did with it, or how be acted ? He told me I was very foolish 

in sending in a resignation, and asked me to apply for leave of absence for a month, or what- 
ever time I requrcd. 

Did be say be would recommend it? He did; he said he would recommend me for 
leave of absence, and I opplied for three months leave of absence, and Mr. Buchanan gave 
inn leave to go. This was on the first day of the month; on the last I went on board the 
steamer at night, and went down; I had been under Dr. Hobbs' attendance three months 
after I arrived, and I wrote up my resignation. 

But had you not tendered your resignation on an occasion previous to that-and did 
not Mr. Buchanan tear it up and advise you to stay ? Yes. 

Did you never write a second resignation? No, not in Sydney; when I was in Moreton 

Bay I did. 
Did not Mr. Buchanan destroy your resignation, so as to prevent your going, and induce 

you to stay ? He wished me to stay; Mr. Buchanan did not wish me to leave the office. 
And be did all in his power to induce you to stay ? lIe did. Mr. Buchanan was very 

kind to me indeed; but when I found 1 was under Dr. Hobbs' advice down there, and could 
not come back, I resigned my situation. 

Before the expiration of three months you resigned ? I resigned. 
The clothing that you say was supplied by Staunton & Co.-do you know, as a fact, 

whether that same kind of clothing had ever been supplied by anyone else in Sydney 2 No, 
I do not. 
W. Do you know whether that kind of clothing was ever included in the indents sent home, 
or was it imported by the Government? Yes. 

Do you recollect what particular time 7 For the three years previously I had been in 
the office, especially shirts; we always imported shirts from England; but the shirts we bought 
from Staunton wtre not like the English shirts, but some of the jackets, I believe, were; 
Staunton's were rather better than the Government pattern. 

They were rather better F Yes, a person could see at a glance that somebody who 
know the Government samples had got them out; nobody would risk these things without 
knowing that they were wanted by the Government. They are articles which are never sold 
anywhere else. 

And for the three years previously they had been imported by the Government? By 
the Government. 

And the clothing entirely? We have tendered for all other articles of clothing, and 
purchased them from Messrs. Thompson and Symonds for the last five years-other clothing. 

But of a similar kind? No; I never saw a similar kind of clothing come from any 
other house in Sydney. 
864. But shirts? There is very little deviation in shirts; the shirts we use are the common 

shirts-hush shirts. 
365. The clothing had often been tendered for in Sydney? Yes, in small quantities; but I 
never saw any large amounts of clothing at all until I saw Staunton and King's name. 
66. Do you recollect stores having been sent back by the different establishments as not 
being in a proper condition for use? Yes. 

I suppose that was a thing not at alLunfrequent? No. 
it  was common enongli? It is not very common; but several times we have had them 

sent back, especially stationery. 
In that ease you: must advertise for tenders? No. Mr. Buchanan used to write to the 

Treasury about these goods. If they were Government goods they had to take them; but 
when they were sent back to contractors, they had to send in return better articles. 

But if imported by the Government-? They must keep them in the store. 
Then they must be supplied by private parties? They must have Government goods, 

or none at all. 
But what is to be done with them? If they did not take them, they must be put back 

into the store. 
Row were the establishments supplied? I do not know. They used to purchase them- 

selves if they wanted anything we had not got. 
Are they allowed to do so? They used to do it. 
With Government funds? With Government funds; but where they have exeeede& 

the contract price, I believe they are always surcharged. Mr. 
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Mr. Buchanan here proceeded to put a question to the witness. Mr, A. R. 

The Chairman suggested that, as Mr. Buchanan had placed the matter in the hands Jons. 

of his attorney, Mr. Abbott should conduct the examination for him. 
Mr. Buchanan: I wish to put a question of which Mr. Abbott can have no knowledge 20 Feb., 1860. 

whatever. 
The Chairman: You can put the question in writing. I shall take the sense of the 

Board upon the matter. It will he recollected that I counselled Mr. Buchanan that if be 
placed the examination in the hands of his attorney, it must be left in his hands. I will 
take the sense of the Board, whether they are prepared tO allow both Mr. Abbott and Mr. 
Buchanan to conduct the examination. I can see no difficulty in Mr. Buchanan placing any 
question he may desire to have put in Mr. Abbott's hands in writing. 

Mr. Buchanan : It has been stated two or three times by Captain Mayne, that his 
desire is merely to elicit the truth, and that in attempting to arrive at that he is not bound 
by any strict rules. 

Captain .fiTagne: I did not say that I was not bound by any strict rules; I said, by 
strict rules of evidence. 

Xv. Buchanan: By strict rules of evidence. .As there are two or three points in the 
evidence of this witness which Mr. Abbott does not clearly apprehend, I wish to put them 
myself, and claim the right-to do so. If the Board refuse it, well and good. 

ii,. Abbott: So far as lam concerned, I am quite in the hands of the Board. I do 
not say that there is anything I do not understand. If I get food for cross-examination, I 
will make use of it; if I do not, I cannot ask a question that I know nothing about. 

Captain Browae : It is always usual where solicitors are employed to hear the 
solicitor, and it is so much better. We only get irregular by deviating from that rule. I 
can see no difficulty in Mr. Buchanan asking the question. If he will write it, and put it 
into the hands of the Chairman, he will put it himself, I have no doubt. I do not think you 
can well put a question, Mr. Buchanan, having a solicitor to defend you ; write it, and pass 
it to the Chairman, and I have no doubt he will put it for you. 

Mr. Rolleston : It will be much better for Mr. Abbott to conduct the examination all 
through, unless it is a point which he absolutely cannot understand and follow up. 

Captain Browne: Perhaps we may not be able to understand it if Mr. Abbott is not 
able to understand it. 

The Chairman If Mr. Abbott himself makes the application on behalf of his 
client, that he should, as a matter of convenience, and to forward his interests, put the 
questions himself ;—if Mr. Abbott sttc.4 that he cannot understand them, or put them in a 
way Mr. Buchanan wishes, I shall be happy to entertain the question. 

if,. Abbott : I cannot say that I have any question to ask in that way. I have not 
seen any matter yet that I do not understand, and I cannot make the application. 

The Chau'rnan: You had better confer with your client upon the point. 
hr. Abbott : I have nothing farther to ask. 
The Chairman : Do I understand that you have conferred with your client, and that 

there are no more questions to be put 
.JIr. Abbott: Not by me. 
The Chairman : Have you any application to make on Mr. Buchanan's behalf, in 

putting the questions 
fif Abbott : I have none whatever. 
The Chairman : Am I to understand that there are no further questions to be put to 

this witness 
hip. Abbott: I have no further questions. 
The Chairman : Mr. Buchanan does not instruct you to put any further questions ? 
Air. Abbott : \Vell, I have no other to put; he has expressed his desire. 
The (Yhainnan : Have you, after conference with Mr. Buchanan, found that you are 

not in a position to put the questions he wishes to put 
Mr. Abb0tt : I cannot ascertain that I have anything to ask him further. 
The Chairman : On Mr. Buchanan's behalf? 
Air. Abbott : On Mr. Buchanan's behalf. 
The Chairman: Are you satisfied with having conducted the examination as far as it 

is in your power, to elicit the truth 
Air. Abbott Yes ; I objected before, and I hope the Board will take observation 

with reference to the manner in which the evidence has been taken with regard to the legal 
rules of evidence.. There have been leading questions put; and it is not as if a witness were 
on oath. They cannot help, if a witness is so inclined, (I do not accuse any one)—if he is 
disposed towards Mr. Buchanan in a friendly way—he could see very well what was wanted 
from him. As to whether it is right or wrong in an inquiry of this kind, I cannot say; but 
it certainly is not according to the rules of legal evidence. 

The Chairman : We do not know anything about the rules of legal evidence here 
but I am not aware of the questions being generally leading questions ; on the contrary, I 
have guarded against them. 

.fl)•. Abbott: I think if my protest is taken notice of, the questions will speak for 
themselves. 

The Chairman : There they are, of course, to speak for themselves; but, at present, 
what I desire to know is, if there is anything further you, on behalf of your client, would 
seek or desire—is there anything that can facilitate your examination—that can in any way 
tend to elicit what is the object of the Board—tho real truth 

Mr. Abbott: I have nothing further to ask. 
The Chairman: And it is not your client's desire to have any further questions put? 
if. Abbott: I do not know that it is quite right to question me further. I have no 

further questions to ask. I act on my client's instructions. 

John 
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John Williams Jenkins called in and further examined 

j
r. W. 1. B the Chairman: It is your duty, Mr. Jenkins, to receive all goods into the store that 
C are sent to it either from contractors or importers? Yes. 

2. Have you ever received into the store goods at the time they were delivered not belonging 
20 Feb., 1860. to a contractor? No.  

8. You have never had such goods in the store? No, I never recollect any such thing. 
Have you ever had packages of goods belonging to Staunton-James Staunton-not 

furnished under a subsisting contract? Not that I am aware of; I never knew anything to 
be there that was not tendered for. 
Uust you have been aware of it had they been there? I should think so. I generally 

knew when the tenders were opened, and I received the goods accordingly afterwards. 
But when you say you think so, could they-the question is, could they have been there? 

Not without my knowledge. 
They could not have been there without your knowledge? No. 

S. Have you ever had in store goods belonging to James Staunton in excess of what were 
tendered for? I may have had in a few numbers, if the packages were whole. 
9. There may have been a few in number? If there was more in a bale than the exact 
quantity of the tender: it may have happened in that way. 
10. And in such cases what is done with the excess? I think it is kept. 
It. It is kept in the store? It is kept in the store. 
Then when a definite quantity of an article is called for and there is a quantity in excess 

sent in, is it the practice to keep that and pay for it? If it is kept in the store I suppose it 
will be paid for. It would be only in small quantity. 
Have you ever known goods in excess of a tender belonging to James Staunton sub-

sequently issued in sati?actioo of another contract? No. 
Were there ever shirts that had been supplied by James Staunton issued when there was 

a subsisting contract of David Jones for shirts at a lower price? I have no recollection of 
such a thing. 
By i.lb. Browne: Are there any,  goods belonging to James Staunton now in the store 

that are not covered by a contract? I think not. 
You think not? I do not think there are any. They are all under contract we have; 

I never knew anything to come in without. 
17, Understand me : are there now in the store goods that are in excess of any contract? 
I could scarcely tell you without looking at the numbers, without knowing what numbers 
came in. \\rhea  I said articles may have been received in excess I think I said it would be 
just a few, where the whole quantity would be in a bale. A bale may be 250, or something 
like that, and the contract may not require 250 to make up the number; in that case the 
bale would be received and not broken. The whole package would be sent in. 
I asked you whcthcr there is any similar instance now in existence-of goods of 

James Staunton now in the store? No, I do not think there are any. I am not certain 
that there has been any. There may have been. I have known instances where they would 
not break a bale. 
By Mr. Rolleston: Would not those that were over be sent back? No; Mr. M'Nab 

will never break a package. We have to take the whole package. 
By Aft. Brownc: it is a custom of merchants not to break a package? Yes. They 

send a sample down. 
Then do you pay for the excess at the contract price? At contract prices. 
By  Aft. Rolleaon: And that excess goes to satisfy any future contract or demand? 

Any future demand: we only tender when we run short. 
28. By Mr. Abbott: There are other persons in Sydney who supply clothing under contract 
to the stores beside James Staunton ? Yes. 
Will you name some of them? Mr. Ohisholm, they have supplied clothing-Thompson, 

Symonds. I do not recollect any more. There was a man at Parramntta (I forget the 
name) supplied some shirts at one time. Mr. Buchanan may recollect his name; be lived 
in Parramatta. 
By Mr. Buchanan: Mr. ilellman you mean? lehman, that is the name. 
By Mr. Abbott: Thompson, Symonds' business-is that known as David Jones'? Yes 

-David Jones'. 
By Afr. liiolleston: You say that you never knew of any goods, except such as were for 

contracts actually called for, being admitted into the store? No; small articles were 
ordered without contracting for them. 
To supply current demands from the departments? Yes; small articles of stationery, 

and so on-anything not worth tendering for. 
By Aft. Abbott: Do you recollect the quality of the clothing supplied by James 

Staunton? Yes. 
Was it generally good or bad? Always good-much better than I have seen in the 

country. 
Much better than that supplied by any of the contractors? Much better. I never knew 

of any complaints being made about them, but there have always been complaints of the others. 
There have been complaints about the clothing supplied by other contractors? 

Chisholmn, and Thompson, Symonds-of both of them we had to complain, and in some 
cases reject some of the things they sent in. 
Have they ever been returned to you from the different establishments? In one case 

some trousers, supplied by Thompson, Symonds, were returned. 
Do you recollect how they were replaced or how they were disposed of? I think 

Thompson, Symonds had to make fresh as near as I recollect. I cannot state positively. 35. 
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85. Was not that particular kind of clothing always obtained in the Colony—always in Mr. 
Sydney, and not imported from home? Which? Jenkins. 

This clothing, supplied by James Staunton, was that ever imported or obtained 
here in the Colony ? Always imported, that class of goods, with the exception of woollen 20 Feb., 1860. 
jackets and trousers. Shirts, we have purchased in Sydney, but never as good. 
Never as good? We could not get the sort. We could not get anything to compare 

with the sample. 
As supplied by Staunton? As supplied by Staunton. 
Jig  the Chairman What was the particular kind of clothing supplied by Staunton? 

tVoollen trousers, frocks and trousers, shirts, striped cotton shirts, and woollen jackets. 
What description of jackets? A sort of hip-jackets. 
For what service? For general service—lunatic asylums generally. 
Was there anything distinctive about them? No, nothing—jackets the same as others. 
Any particular kind of button? There was a black horn button. 

41. Was there anything particular on it—anything by which it could he distinguished? 
No; I cannot say that 1 ever took particular notice of the buttons. 
Have you any of that clothing in the store now ? No. 
None of those jackets ? No. 
Is it a plain horn button? A plain horn button with a round top. 
And nothing on it; no device—no lettering? I cannot say. I do not think lever 

took notice. 
Was there any part of the police clothing ever supplied by James Staunton? No. 
For no branch of the police or gold guards, or gold force? No sir. 

The Board adjourned until eleven o'clock to-morrow. 

TUESDAY, 21 FEBRUARY, 1860. 

prcøtnt 

W. C. MAINE, ESQ., IN TEE CRAIg, 

Ma. H. H. BaowriE, j Ma. C. R0LLESTON. 

Mr. Buchanan and Mr. Abbott were also present. 

The transcript of previous evidence was read over to those by whom that evidence 
had been given; after which the Board adjourned until eleven o'clock to-morrow. 

WEDNESDAY, 22 FEBRUARY, 1860. 

Urcøtnt :— 
W. C. MAYNE, Esq,, IN THE CBAIn. 

MR. C. BOLLESTON, I Na. H. H. BROWNE. 

Mr. Bnchanan and Mr. Abbott were also in attendance. 

Mr. Edmund Jones and Mr. A. B. Jones were present to hear their evidence read 
over to them. 

At the request of Mr. Abbott, Mr. A. B. Jones withdrew while the evidence of Mr. 
B. Jones was read. 

Mr. Abbott made an application to the Board to have appended to the evidence the 
entry to which Mr. Jones repeatedly referred in his examination. 

The Chairman said he could not, of course, over-rule the Custom House, but that he 
would give every facility in his power for the obtainment of the document, and if procured 
it should be appended to the evidence. (Appendix .z¼. 7.) 

The evidence of Mr. A. B. Jones was then read, after which— 
The Chairman, addressing Mr. Abbott, said—The Board, having reference to what 

was stated by Mr. Buchanan—(that Mr. Weston had distinctly stated and assured him that 
he was prepared to appear before the Board at their call, and to state all he knew of the 
transaotiou)—yesterday decided on calling Mr. Weston, and communicated with the Treasury 
for the purpose of his attendance being requested. I have received the result of the call on 
the part of the Board from the Treasury. The Secretary to the Treasury writes— 

The Treasury, New South Wales, 

My Dear Sir, 
22 February, 1860. 

I addressed an official letter to Mr. Weston, (Appendix Jr., 131 requesting his attendance 
at the Board. I enclose the reply from that gentleman (just received). 

1cspectfu1iy. &c.. 
HENRY LANE. 

The 
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Mr. E. Jones. The letter enclosed is as follows:— 
BaZntaim, 21 Febn'ary, 1860 

22 Feb., 1860. Sb, 
I have to acknowledge your commimication of this date, conveying the desire of the Board 

investigating accounts for stores supplied the Public Service under the annie, of James Staunton and 
Statuiton and Co., that I should attend before them at 12 to-morrnw. It appears to me that the Govern-
ment, in adopting towards a public lepartinent the,, degrading course of subjecting it to olieo 
surveilbince, ought to possess information something beyond the mere betirf of aiscaking, lying, and 
cowardly inforniers. Taking this view the Government must depend, insomuch as I am concerned, 
upon its own agents in furtherance of this matter. 

I have, &c,, 
II. Lane, Esq, JOHN WESTON. 

Under Secretary, Treasury. 

It is evident from Mr. Weston's answer, that he declines to appear and give evidence 
before the Board in the way they were led to believe lie was prepared to do. 

Mr. Abbott : It is the only conclusion which can be arrived at. But I may state, 
that Mr. Weston told me, at the commencement of this inquiry, that he was at any time 
prepared to give evidence if required. 

The Chairman: So I would collect from 'what was stated during the proceedings. 
Mr. Abbott: He told me so himself; and I also knew of his refusal to attend, 

although I requested him to do so. He stated as his reason for not attending that Mr. 
Jones had gone to the Argyle Stores, where s-me goods belonging to him are stored, and 
demanded them as having been taken from the Colonial Stores; and in that way he con-
sidered thb Government had treated him as if he was a criminal, and had taken goods in an 
improper manner. 

Mr. Browne: Which Mr. Jones? 
Air. Abbott: Mr. Edmnnd Jones. Therefore be did not consider he would be safe, 

or that he would be right, in attending here to give evidence in the matter. That fact had 
como to his knowledge since be told me he was ready to give evidence. 

The Chairman: Referring to what Mr Abbott has now stated, I wish to take the 
opinion of the Board as to having Mr. Jones' evidence upon that matter. 

The Board decided upon the further examination of Mr. Jones. 

Mr Edmund Jones called in and further examined:- 

By the Chairman : The Board have found it necessary to send for you, in consequence of a 
certain statement which has been made. Mr. Abbott has stated to the Board that Mr. 
Weston (who had originally promised to attend and give evidence before the Board) has 
stated as his reason for declining (which he has positively done) that you went to the Argyle 
Stores and demanded goods belonging to him there, as having been removed from the 
Colonial Stores—is that correct? If Mr. Weston has stated so, it is positively false. I 
never made any inquiry directly or indirectly. 

The (i/airman : I believe I have correctly stated to Mr. Jones what was stated to you? 
.Afr. Abbott: Oh yes. 

By .11'. Abbott: Did yda go to the Argyle Stores about this matter at all, Mr. Jonos? 
No, never. 
Did you ever make any inquiries from any of the storekeepers—from any one—in 

reference to the matter there? No. 
You never spoke to them on the subject? No. 
You never spoke to anyone who had charge of goods belonging to Mr. Weston about 

them? No, I never spoke to any person having charge of the Argyle Stores. 
Nor to any person having charge of goods belonging to Mr. Weston there? Nor to any 

person having charge of goods belonging to Mr. Weston. 
Or anything that had been removed from the Colonial Stores by him? I have not spoken 

to any person about anything connected with Mr. Weston's goods. 
S. Did you answer that question with respect to any goods removed from the Colonial Stores 
by him ? T was not aware that any goods were ever removed, and I have never spoken to 
-anybody on the subject. I will state this now, if you have done, Mr. Abbott: One evening 
I was walking into town and I met the locker who is at the Argyle Stores, and he said " Do 
" you know anything about the Colonial Storekeeper's Department To  "Oh, yes," I said, 
" I believe there is some inquiry going on;"  and Mr. Eldershaw, who is the locker, there 
said, "Mr. Weston was up at the stores to-day, and I was bantering him about the 
" inquiry." He said his going up there was to inquire about a case of goods. 
By the C/ia jrjnan: Is that all? That is all I know. I, of course, did not consider it 

at all necessary to - 
By Mr Abbott: You made no further remark? No, Another gentleman joined; he 

came up and spoke in reference to the matter. But I distinctly state that I have made no 
inquiry of any person connected with the Argyle Stores, as to Mr. Weston having any goods 
there at any time. 

Witness withdrew. 
The Chairrnrtn: The Board do not propose to call at present further evidence; but 

they reserve to themselves the right to do so at a future stage of the proceedings, if they see 
reason to do no. Should they call further evidence, opportunity will of course be afforded to 
cross-examine under such evidence, and to adduce any desired in rebuttal of it. The Board, 
I have no doubt, are prepared to consult the convenience of Mr. Buchanan and Mr. Abbott, 
in naming a future day for hearing anything Mr. Abbott has to state or any evidence he 
proposes to adduce. 

Mr. 
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IL. Abbott: I would ask the Board to appoint a day which would be convenient to 
them to take any evidence that may be produced by Mr. Buchanan, 

The Chairman: I have just consulted with the Board, who express their desire to 
consult your convenience. Will you name a day? We will meet your views, as far as it is 
in the power of the Board to do so. 

Mr. Abbott suggested Monday, and the Board adjourned until eleven o'clock oa 
Monday next. 

THURSDAY, 1 MARCH, 1860. 

Vrtøtnt :— 
W. C. MAYNE, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

Mu. W. C. MAnE, I MR. U. II. BROWNE. 

Mr. Abbott and Mr. Buchanan were also in attendance. 

At the request of Mr. Abott the Chairman communicated with Mr. Lane, the 
Secretary to the Treasury, with a view to his examination before the Board. At a subsequent 
stage of the proceedings Mr. Lane's reply was received—that he could not attend to-day or 
to-morrow, but would do so on any future day, upon due notice being given him. 

The Chairman, addressing Mr. Abott, said :—Beforc you commence the proceedings 
on behalf of Mr. Buchanan, the Board desire to place on the proceedings the tender which I 
hold in my hand (Appendix No. 2), and the recommendations connected with it, in a case 
where Staunton & Co. tendered for and were recommended to supply a certain number of 
reams of paper. Connected with that, I also wish to have placed upon the record of the 
proceedings the note addressed by Mr. Lane to Mr. Buchanan, and Mr. Buchanan's minute 
upon it. The schedule shews that Sands and Kenny tendered for one hundred reams of 
double foolscap, at eight-pence halfpenny per pound, with ten shillings and sixponce per ease 
in addition. Staunton & Co. tendered for five hundred reams, at one shilling and two-pence 
per pound. The recommendation upon that is:—" Messrs. Sands and Kenny's tender 
recommended for acceptance. As the quantities they offer, it is stated, must be sent for 
to Melbourne, and a supply being required here at once, it is further recommended that 

"the Storekeeper being empowered to treat for the purchase of enough for immediate wants, 
" at a rate not exceeding one shilling per pound. 

Treasury, 201h December, 1859. 
"JNO. I3UCITANAN. 

Approved— "HENRY LANB." 
11  S. S. 
December 22ad, 1850." 

But on the 2Ist, previous to that approval, this note was addressed by Mr. Lane to 
Mr. Buchanan 

My dear Buchanan, 
Before subniitting this, allow me to ask why Sands & Co. will not supply the 
re remaining 

four hundred sms at the price teadered, eight-pence hal4eany, instead of one shilling, as recommended 
by you. 

"Most tnily yours, 
HENRY LANE." 

On this Mr. Buchanan writes :—" They have not got it to offer. Mr. Sands tolls me the 
Cc 
price he names is less than English cost to us, tud he gives it so 'ow because he is desirous, 

"I believe, to clear out his stock for the Victorian Government, whose contract be no longer 
" holds.—J.B." The Board also will place on record, and draw your attention before 
you commence your ease, to a recommendation connected with tenders of James Wilson, 
whose name has been referred to in these proceedings. The recommendations are here 
written and signed by John Buchanan and Henry Lane. Messrs. Thompson, Symonds and 
Co. tendered for trousers at nine shillings per pair, (Appendix No. 12) and James Wilson 
at thirteen shillings. The recommendation is:—" The tender of Mr. James Wilson (&o. 2) 
" although the higher, is recommended for acceptance as conforming to the Government 
"pattern, the sample submitted by Thompson and Co. being of a very inferior slop 
"quality." In the same schedule the tender of Thompson, Symonds, and Co. for coarse linen 
shifts is three shillings; that of James Wilson being three shillings and three-pence. 
"The recommendation is:—The tender of Mr. James 'Wilson (No. 2) conforming to 
"Government pattern is recommended to be accepted—the sample at the lower rate 
" submitted by Thompson and Co. being inferior and of calico." 

The Honorable David Jones, Esq., called in by Mr. Abbott and examined 
By Mr. Abbott: Your name is, I believe, David Jones? David Jones. The Ron. 
You have been for a long time in business as a draper in Sydney? Yes, Or about D. Jones, Eag. 

twenty-five years. 

8. And during that time have you on different occasions supplied the Government stores I Mar', 1860. 
with goods of different kinds? Yes, for many years. 
4. Can you state, from recollection, what was the form in which tenders were made and 
accepted? Well, for many years, during the time Mr. Thomson and Mr. Riddell held the 
otha of Colonial Secretary, articles were supplied by contract as they were required. I 

believe 
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The Hon. believe my house supplied most of the things that were tendered for. More recently yearly 
D.Joncs.Esq. contracts were issued. I think that from first to last I have served the Colonial Store- 

keeper's Department by yearly contract for five or seven years; for many years, at any rate. 
From year to year you have supplied them? Yes, from year to year; the contracts 

being, of course, renewed annually. 
For different kinds of goods? Yes, for goods of different kinds. 
Do you recollect bow the accounts were settled during the time you supplied? By the 

usual warrants. We were supplied at the Colonial Stores with printed forms which we 

filled up. 
Forms of account? Yes, in duplicate. 
And you filled them up? Yes, we filled them up. 
Should you know that form, do you think, if you saw it again? I think I should. 
Is that similar to the form of which you speak? [Fonn handed to witness.] It is 

something of this kind. I cannot swear that it is exactly the same. 
At the foot of that you will sec a printed form of receipt? Oh, yes; the receipt is 

exactly similar to those attached to the forms to which I have referred. I do not know 
that lever received money myself, but the clerk did, and then I might have seen the accounts. 
But do you recollect, with reference to any of these acouuts sent in, whether the 

receipts were signed beforehand? I do not think they were. 
You do not know? I do not recollect anything of the kind. 
For instance, when that form of account was filled up, would the receipt be signed and 

sent on with the account? The receipt was not given until the money was received at the 
Treasury. I never heard that there was any irregularity in a single instance. I would not 
positively swear, because fur nearly ten years I have not engaged much in business. My 
impression is that the receipt was not signed. The money was got from the Treasury, was it 

not? 
No, the accounts were paid here? Oh, paid here, were they ?—I do not recollect ever 

coming down here for the money. 
They used to be paid at the Treasury, but for some years past they have been paid here? 

Oh! indeed! my impression was that they were always paid at the Treasury; I recollect 
that we had a great deal of trouble in getting the money sometimes for two or three months 

together. 
IS. That was some years ago? Yes; I know perfectly well that we used to hunt them from 
this office to the Auditor General's Office, and so on. I have b2en three months without the 

money. 
That was during the time payment was made at the Treasury ? I think the money was 

received at the Treasury at that time. I do not recollect signing this receipt before pay-
ment, but I would not positively swear I did not. I assume it was perfectly regular. I 
know I have served the Government for sixteen or seventceo years, and in no instance do I 
recollect any complaint of irregularity. I have often complained of delay. 
You have often complained of del:.y in payment? Yes. An idea has just struck me 

that there used to be more printing in the old forms than in the one you have shewn to me. 
It was a printed form, at any rate. I recollect now that there was some difficulty in connec-
tion with those forms, in consequence of it being necessary to state for what part of the 
country the goods were supplied, and (at one time) for what department. The fact is, I am 
speaking more of the state of things which existed fourteen or fifteen years ngo than of the 

present time. 
But having had dealings with the Government for so long a period, would you think it 

extraordinary to send in to a Government establishment a form with the receipt for payment 

signed before you actually got the money? Not if it were a regulation of the Government. 
I do not say that I would volunteer anythig of that kind, If I were requested to do so I 
should make inquiry whether it was contrary to the regular rule of office. I do not think I 

would do it upon the mere ,pse dix it of anyone, or unless I thought it was a regulation of 

the department. 
If it gave you less trouble in obtaining payment, would you do it? Well, if it were in 

this way—if a party were to say "Well, Mr. So-and-so is not in the way; you had better 

put your name to the receipt "—I might perhaps do it. 
You would not think there was any risk in signing it ? Not in a case of that kind. I 

believe that was really the ease too—that in an instance of that kind it has been done. 
But as to sending in the accounts receipted? I do not know whether 1 would. 
You would not consider that there was any risk in doing so? I do not know. I could 

not say whether there would be any risk or not. If it bad been a rule I would have done 
it; if it had not been a rule, I do not see why I should have done it. To the best of my 
knowledge I saw no irregularity to complain of, nor am I aware that douceu,'a were ever 

received by any one connected with the department. I contracted pretty largely—four or 
five thousand a year—and I uever gave a sixpence, except at one time, which I recollect 
very well. I mention it because it was an exception to the rule. There was a large sum of 
money due and I wanted to get it. The account, however, was three times sent back as 
being in(erinal, and I said I wished one of the clerks in the office would fill up the forms, 
and I wtthld give him £5 for doing so—that was not the head of the department. I wish 
to mention this because it was an exceptional ease. 
How long is that ago? About fourteen years ago. I am not sure whether it was in 

the time of Mr. Buchanan. It was done simply to expedite the payment. 
You do not recollect to wbom yOu spoke on that occasion ? No. 
It was not to Mr. Buchanan? Well really I cannot say; but it is a matter of little 

consequence, I imagine, because the money was given merely for value received. 
29 
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29. During all the time you were contractor here, was it your habit to come to the Colonial The Hon. 
Stores on business yourself? Yes; I caine here several times to view various kinds of goods D. Jones, Beg. 
when I was not a contractor. 
30. Did you ever, during all that time, have reason to find fault, on the ground that favor 1 Mar., 1860. 

was abewn to any contractor more than yourself? Not the least. 
31. Never? Not the least. 
32. You never had anything to complain of in that way? No, certainly not. 
33. Were you in the habit of receiving payment yourself, Mr. Jones? I do not think so 
I do not recollect having received payment. 
34. Do you recollect ever receiving a single payment here-at this place? I do not think 
I did. I might have received a payment; but, if I did, I have no recollection of it whatever. 
Did the same person always come from your establishment for money-and do you 

recollect how it was received ? No; the same person did not always come. 
Do you recollect whether the money was not very often sent to you ? Not often. It 

may have been sent sometimes. 
And you always had confidence in the department, and the way in which it was 

conducted? I certainly had. I saw nothing to warrant mc in coming to a different 
conclusion. 
By the Chairman: have you, during late years, Mr. Jones, taken an active part in the 

business of your establishment? No ; not for the last ten years. 
Not for the last ten years? No. 

31. And what you have been speaking about occurred previous to the last ten years? Yes. 
I may have been here once or twice since, but I do not think I have upon any business 
whatever. 
35. You said, Mr. Jones, that while you were supplying the Government you used yourself 
to come to the Colonial Stores? Yes, in the early part of the time. 
36. On those occasions, or on several of them, had you interviews with Mr. Buchanan 
Yes; oh Yes. 
37. On those occasions did Mr. Buhanan ever tell you that your coming yourself to the 
departuient ws needless? No. 
38. iie said nothing to dissuade you, nor pointed out that it was unnccesary? Oh dear, no. 
39. By Mr. Abbott: Although you say you did not take an active part in your business, you 
would know what was going on? I could not say that. 
40. Generally speaking? No. 
41. You have been interested in the business? Yes. 
42. As a principal? Yes; but I did not take the least part in it. I have occasionally 
heard how it was going on; but I could not say personally what transpired. J only knew 
what was told Inc by my partners. 
43. You were sufficiently interested to make inquiries? Yes. 
44. And to hear what was going on ? Yes, of course. 

Mr. Joseph Burdekin Iloldsworth culled in and examined 

By Mr. Abbott: You are an ironmonger, I think ? Yes. . Mr. J. B. 
And are now in business on your own account ? F are, Holdsworth. 

Were you formerly connected with Hawley & Company? Yes, I was a partner of the 
firm of Uawley & Co. 1 Mar.1  1860. 

Until lately ? Until the 31st March last. 
And how muay years were you connected with them previously ? With Hawley & Co. 
Yes-a great many years? Yes; in fact Hawley was not out here when I was connected 

with him. I carried on the business all the time-about thirteen years. 
Thirteen years ? Yes. 
Daring that time have Hawley and Company, and yourself since, been in the habit of 

supplying goods to the Government Yes. 
Under contract ? Yes, under contract. 
Will you state the way in which you got the contracts ? By tender. 
By tender? Yes. 
And on the contracts being entered into, you sent the goods here to the Colonial Stores? 

Yes. We have supplied other goods not under contract-things which have been sent up on 
requisition. 
Requisition from this office to you ? Yes, the same es from the Colonial Architect's 

Office and others. 
Was that a thing of frequent occurrence ? Yes. 
You have managed Hawley end Co's. business for the last thirteen years or so 7 Yes. 

10. And during that time have you been in the habit of coming to this office about these 
contracts ? I was never down myself but once. 
You were never here but once ? No. 
Had you the sale management of that business? Yes; I think that is about two years 

ago. 
How did you obtj in payment £ We used to make out the accounts on the forms, and 

send them down. 
Just look at that form ? Yes; that is the style of frm-(Appendix 0, No 14.) We 

used to make out the accounts and send them down to see if they were correct. if they were 
correct they used to come up again, and I used to sign them nnd'shen get the cheque. 21 
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Mr. J.  B.  21. Have you not on some occasions sent down the blank form to be filled up here ? Some-
Hgldswor.th. times when it was in duplicate we have done so. 

But have they not been filled up here in consequence of some difficulty in the form ? 
Mat, Sometimes they have been wrong, and then they have altered them themselves. 

And have you not often sent them with the receipt signed before the forms were filled 
up at all ? No, I do not recollect sending them down signed in blank. 
Is not that your writing F (Form marked 0, with signature, handed to witness.) Yes; 

but I do not recollect it. 
That is signed by you ? I am almost sure it is—yes, that is right. 
Do you recollect when that was signed ? I have not the slightest idea. I have no 

recollection of signing it. 
Paring the time you have been contracting for the supply of goods to the stores, have 

you ever had reason to find fault with the manner in which the business was conducted? 
Not the slightest. 
Did you have any reason to think that more favor was shewn to one contractor than to 

another F Not that I am aware of. The fact is, these tenders which we used to send in, 
were generally split up. I suppose we wore the lowest. On very many occasions we only 
got small portions. 
But there was nothing to lead you to believe that others were more favored F No; I 

have not any idea that such has been the case. 
Did you or any of the members of the firm of ilawley and Co., ever receive payment 

yourselves—actually at your own hands ? No I have received cheques at my office. 
Sent to you? I will not be sure whether the clerk has not sometimes come down to got 

them; but, generally, they have been sent up. I would sign, and the messenger would bring 
the cheque up. At other times, the clerk has been down and got payment. 
Then in the ease of the cheques being sent to you, would not your accounts be here, 

signed, at the time, before the cheques were sent to you F Oh yes, the accounts. We would 
make the accounts out and send them down, and then they would come up to be signed; 
and after they were sent back, the cheque would come. 
U. The accounts would be here before the cheque would be sent F Yes. 
Have you any personal acquaintance with Mr. Buchanan F I believe I saw him once 

here, the only  time I was down, about two years ago. t know nothing of him further. I 
do not think 'I have seen Mr. Buchanan this last twelve months. 
By the Chairman You say that some of your clerks used to come down here on some 

occasions? They came down here to receive the cheque for the account sometimes. 
Was it known by the department that the clerk who came down here belonged to you? 

He used to bring the accounts down. The clerk, that made the accounts out, brought them 
down, and when they were correct, he would get them for my signature, and bring them 
down again ; but, latterly, I think, the accounts have been sent down when the cheques 
have been sent up. 
And signed? Signed. 
Then I understand you that lately the practice has been for the messenger of 

this department to bring you up the cheque in payment of the account, and to obtain 
your signature to the account at the time? I think the signature has been to the accounts 
before the messenger has brought them up. The accounts come up, and I sign them and 
send them down, and the messenger afterwards brings the cheque up. 
89. I think you stated just now, that recently the accounts have been brought at the same 
times as the cheques? No; I said the accounts were sent down. [At the request of the 
Chairman the short-hand writer read the evidence prMviously given npon this point, and 
witness cxjilained.] The accounts have been sent down signed, and the cheques have been 
afterwards sent up. There might have been instances, as far as I recollect, where the 
cheques have been sent up, and the accounts have been signed at the time. 
Is that your signature [toforns marked 0]? Yes. 
Can you recall any circumstance connected with it? No. I have no recollection of it, 

unless it be that the clerk has got it to recopy the account. I have not the slightest recol-
lection of having signed one in blank. 
But was not the usual course for the clerk to come down and see that the account was 

correct, and then to bring it back for your signature, before you signed? Yes; but I say 
I cannot recollect how that got signed, unless it was for some purpose such as I have 
mentioned, or where there has been some hurry in the account. 

Mr. Buchanan here, with the consent of the Board, made the following explanation in 
reference to a portion of the evidence given by Mr. P. Jones :—What Mr. Jones states is 
perfectly true. He did send me a note. He had a large sum of money, as he states, to 
receive; but at that time, owing to the mode in which the accounts had to be classed, so as 
to charge certain specific sums to certain specific votes, and the impossibility of the accounts 
being prepared in the proper official shape in his own house, he sent the blank accounts to 
me, with a note enclosing this sum, and stating that he should be very happy to pay it if 
I would suffer one of my clerks to prepare the accounts; and J let them do it in their own 
time. That I suffered, on that occasion. As he states, it is now fourteen or fifteen years 
ago. At that time the payments were not made through this office. The accounts had to 
be left here to be audited first, and then go to the Treasury before payment was made. 

he Board ;djourned until Eleven o'clock on Tuesday next.] 

FUESDA y; 
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TUE SD A i; 6 MARcH, 1860. 

flttøtnt :--- 

W. C. MAYNE, Esq, IN THE CuAla. 

Ma. W. C. MAnE, Mt H. H. Baont 

Mr. Buchanan and Mr. Abbott were also present. 
Mr Abbott: There is a tender by James Staunton since the date of the Inst one 

noticed by you, that I would like to have put in evidence. It is the last one. (Tender 
referred to produced.) 

The Chairman: This is by Staunton and Co? Yes, it is the latest. It is the last 
tender in that name. (The tender and schedule marL-ed P and Q respectively were put in 
evidence—Appendix M. 15.) 

Mr. Abbott: Mesrs. &nds and Kenny have tendered for the goods mentioned in this 
schedule; but not for any further double foolscap beyond the 100 reams included in their 
first tender. (Tender re/erred to put in and marked R—Appendix .No. 2.) 

AIr. Abbott expressed his desire to examine Mr. Wells, Accountant to the Treasury. 
The (ihairinam communicated with Mr. Wells, with a view to his examination before 

the Board, in accordance with the desire of Mr. Abbott. 

Henry Lane, £51., called in a#.l examined:- 
By the Clzai,'man: Mr. Abhntt has expressed a wish to have Mr. Wells' evidence. He Henry Lane, 

thinks it would save time if Mr. Wdls were sent for during your examiaation—do you Esq. 
think he will be able to attend before you nturn? Yes; I think he will be able. 
By sending for him now he will he ablo to attend at once? Yes. (&ntJ'or.) 6 Eat, 1860. 
By Air. Abbott : What is your name, Mr. Lane? Henry Lane. 
You are Secretary to the Treasury, I believe ? Yes. 
Are you one of the Board appointed to open tenders for the supply of 2oods to the 

Colonial Stores? Yes. 
And I think you have a separate key of the tender box? [have. 
Can you tell the Board what is the method of dealing v ith tenders when they are received 

—they are received at the Treasury, are they not? Yes; they are received at the Treasury 
and deposited in a box, of which I bold one key. 
S. And the box is in your possession?in my posssion. 
0. Will you tell us the way in which these tendent were disjscd of, Mr. Lane? At the 
time appointed the Board asssmble; the box is opened; the tenders are taken from the box, 
and then, as opened, the contents are entered in a book kept for the purpose. When £ Bay 
the contents, I mean that an abstract is made. 
Of all the tenders received? Of all the tenders received. These tenders are numbered 

and initiall:d by the members of the Bard. The abstracts of the tenders in the book are 
also signed by the members of the I3oard. in the ease of stores the tenders were handed to 
the Colonial Storekeeper, for the purpoce of being scheduled; his receipt being given to me 
for them. 

Who are the other members of the Board? In the ease of stores for this department, 
the Board consisted of myself and the Colonial Storekeeper only. 

Air. Abbott: I should like Mr. Lane to see those particular tenders of James Staunton 
and Staunton and Co. that have been given in evidence (The documents were handed to 
wstness—Appendzx, No. 1,2, U, 6, and 15.) 

31,. LaMe: All these tenders have been opened and dealt with in the manner I 
have described. 
By lIe. Abbott: You identify them as having pass.'d throuh your bands? Yes. 
They bear your initial, 1 believe? They beer my initials and my signature to the 

schedule. 

Will you have the kindness to look at the signatures of James Staunton and Staunton 
and Co. to those documents? I see in three ea,es the name of James Staunton; and in two, 
those of Staunton and Co. 
Will you look at the signatures to those accounts, Mr. Lane? (Accounts handed to 

witness—Appendix, IT, W, x r U.) It has been stated here that the signatures to those 
accounts and tenders were in the handwriting of Mr. Buchanan; do you believe that they 
are in Mr. Buchanan's handwriting? There is a similarity. 
Do you think there is sufficient timilarity to warrunt you in saying that those accounts 

and tenders were signed by Mr. I3uehanan? I should hesitate to say so. 
Did the similarity ever strike you b'fore—.Did it ever occur to you before ? It never 

occurred to me; but I have seen the accounts before. 
But did the similarity ever occur to you before? My attention was drawn to it. 
By whom? I do not feel at liberty to state. 
But at the time those tenders passed through your hands as one of the members of the 

Board you had no suspicion? No. 
And you would not say who pointed out the similarity to you? No. 
You knew "Jr. Buchanan's handwriting—have known it for many years? Yes, 
Do you know Mr. Edmund Jones, Mr. Lane? Yes. 
And his brother Alfred Jones, who was in the office? Very slightly. Edmuud I 

knew, he having been in the office with me—in the Audit Office. 
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Henry Lane, 25. Were you in the Audit Office with him at the time his brother was here? I must have 
Esq, been for some portion of the time. 

Did Mr. Jones, during the time you were in the Audit Office, ever mention to you any 
6 Mat, 1860. suspicion he had with regard to the Colonial Storekeeper's department? No. 

Has he sinoe? I would decline answering that question, if you please. 
Well, can you tell me whether it was not Mr. Edmund Jones who gave the Government 

information which led to this inquiry? No, I decline to answer the question. 
Do you know Mrs. Jones-the mother of Edmund Jones? Yes. 
Do you recollect the time Mr. Alfred Jones left this office? Yes. 
Did Mrs. Jones at that time make any application to you to get a younger son into his 

place? Yes, she did, it is by that means I know her-she having applied several times 
to me. 
She importuned you very much about it-she was very frequently with you? Yes, 

she was frequently with me; but I cannot term it importunity. 
83. Did you assist her views in any way? I think I promised that I would write to Mr. 
Buchanan about the lad. I really forget now whether I did so or not. I think I spoke to 
him. 
34. Do you know why he did not get the situation? I really do not. 
3.5. And you have not seen Mrs. Jones since, I. suppose? Not since, that I recollect. 
Did she ever tell you that she had had a promise from any person in power, of this 

situation ? I do not recollect. 
Do you know anything of her character? Not at all. 
Did she ever, to you, express an, dissatisfaction with yourself or Mr. Buchanan-did 

she ever complain to you of Mr. Buchanan or yourself not having done what you could for 
her? No, she never expressed herself so to me. 
How long have you been a member of the Board for the opening of tenders, Mr. Lane? 

Since the year 'ST-since my appointment as Secretary to the Treasury. 
During that time do you recollect any tenders coming in there-fictitious tenders-

either in name or otherwise? Never, that I know of, 
No circumstances connected with them which have led you to believe that they were 

fictitious tenders? Certainly not. 
None of them? None. 
The tenders were not generally regularly filled up and sent in, were they? I think so. 

There were sonic on a printed form such as this, and others in manuscript. If they were 
informal we would reject them. 
In your position as Secretary to the Treasury, has it come to your knowledge on what 

information the Government acted in this matter? Yes. 
Will you state what the information was? I am not at liberty to do so. 
Nor what its nature was? I am not at liberty to eommonicate it. 
Will you state whether there is anything beyond what is stated in the instructions to 

the Board contained in the letter ? I would rather that you did not press these inquiries 
further. 
You know it is very necessary that Mr. Buchanan should have any information he can 

get on the subject, as the Government have had from the other parties examined previously. 
They gave all the evidence they have been asked for-and must do so, in fact-It is rather 
hard on the other side, that if any person in the Government employment is asked a question 
he will not give the information he possesses? I am willing to give all I can. 
Except what you do not wish to give? I am not at liberty to communicate sonic. 
Will you say, Mr. Lane, whether there were any instructions given to the Board further 

than appeared by this written document or by the letter? Are there any further instructions? 
Yes; any instructions further than those written? I am not aware of any other. 
Do you know by whose orders the papers and documents in this office were all locked up 

and sealed? Yes; by order of the Government. 
Will you say whether, in your opinion, the information given was of such a nature as to 

warrant the suspension of an officer so long in the public service as Mr. Buchanan ? I would 
rather not give an opinion upon the subject. 
Can you say whether it is a usual course without previous inquiry? I have not known 

an instance. In fact, I have known no charge similar to this, excepting on one occasion, when 
there was a charge brought against the then Government Printer. I believe a course somewhat 
similar to that lately pursued was adopted. 
And you would not say whether you consider the charge preferred in that written 

document sufficient to warrant the course taken here? I would rather you did not press 
that. I would rather not give an opinion on the matter at all. 
Did you ever know a ease where a public department was put into the hands of the 

police in a similar instance? No, I do not recollect. 
In any case, did you ever hear of such a thing in your connection with the Government 

service? I do not recollect hearing of an instance of the kind, 
Can you say what led to the withdrawal of the police from this place? No, I cannot. 
You took some part in this proceeding yourself, did you not, Mr. Lane? No. 
Did you not come down here? Yes; the Treasurer wished me to come down. 
The Treasurer wished you to do so? Yes. 
Will you say what you did, Mr. Lane? I assisted in sealing up. 

68. The sealing up? I sealed up a portion. 
Of the cupboards and drawers? Yes. 
By the Treasurer's orders, I think you say? Yes; I was directed to come down by the 

Treasurer. 
60. 
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You were instructed to come and assist in carrying out the directions given to the ilenry Lane, 
Board-is that it? Yes. Esq. 

Did those orders extend to private papers? The orders, I believe, were to seal up all r - 

papers. C Mar,, 1860. 

GE. in the office? Yes. 
Did you consider that those orders extended to papers the private property of the clerks 

in the office, people connected with the department F I thought the orders were that all 
papers should be sealed up. 
You consider that they extended to the private property of gentlemen connected with 

the department? Yes; if within the public presses or drawers. 
But all furniture in Government offices belongs to the Government, don't it? I suppose so. 
Do you know whether any of those papers were removed from the offices? I do not. 

73 At the time of the sealing up of these presses and drawers, was there anyone connected 
with this department present F Connected with this department F 
With this department F Yes; all the gentlemen of the department were here. 
They were present during the time F Yes. 
Do you know when it is the intention to return these papers-the private property of 

Mr. Buchanan and the clerks F I do not. 
Do you know if these drawers or presses have been opened since F I understood not. 

8. Did you say you could not tell the Board why the police had been removed F Yes. 
79. Do you know whether there is any more serious charge to be brought against Mr. 
Buchanan F I am not aware. 
SO. Now, Mr. Lane, if there is anything further to be charged against Mr. Buchanan, do 
you think that the letter written by the Government conveying instructions to the Beard is 
sufficient to warrant the placing of police in charge of this department? I would rather not 
give an opinion at all npou the course pursued by the Government in the matter. 
1. And you refuse to say on whose information these proceedings were taken F Yes. 
And you cannot produce and will give to me, for Mr. Buchanan, no further information 

respecting the charge made F No. 
Or the grounds for that charge F No. 
Nor by whom they were supplied F No. 
Can you say whether it was by the Treasurer's order that the members of the Board 

proceeded with their own hands to fasten up all the presses and drawers and tables in this 
office F Yes. 
80. Papers, public or private-all papers? All papers, I suppose. 
81. Do you know whether it was also by his dirt etions that every person employed in the 
department was turned into the street-told to leave the place F They were not suspended, 
as I understand. The stores were closed, but their services were retained. 
83. But they were not admitted into the stores F No ; but they were not suspended or 
dismissed. 
That course was taken by order of the Treasurer F The stores being closed, they could 

not be admitted. 
And the clerks put out? Yes. 
And the preolises were placed in the hands of the detective police F Of the police, so I 

understood. 
B5 the Gliai,mnan You have stated in answer to questions respecting those signatures of 

Staunton's to the tenders and to the accounts, that there is a similarity to Mr. Buchanan's 
writing F Yes. 
Is that similarity a strong and striking one? It appears tome to be a striking similarity. 
Will you point out to the Board the particular parts of those signatures, if there be such 

parts, that strike you as particularly strong in similarity to the particular signatures them-
selves both in the tenders and in the accounts ? The "m-c•s" of the "James" are like tho0e 
usually employed by Mr. Buchanan in writing. 
Now, as to particular signatures among all these-will you look through them, and 

see if there is any one that strikes you particularly strongly? These three of the accounts, 
and these three of the tenders. 
Will you have the kindness to mark those particular accounts, so that they may be 

recognizable? [ Witness marked upon them, in pencil, the word " similar," and "H. L." 
See Appendices H0. 1 (5), E. 6 (B), and '.Y, X, Y.) 
And you have marked the tenders also? Yes. 
You are not prepared to say that that signature was written by Mr. Buchanan? No. 
What is the impression that the similarity of the writing has made npon your mind 

with respect to it? I should hesitate in st;iting the impression. The writing is certainly 
very similar ; and after the information given to me, the impression on my niind would be 
that the signatures were written by Mr. Buchanan. 

You have been asked several questions with respect to placing police at the stores on 
their being closed-do you know the object for which the police were placed at the stores? 
I understood at the time that, as you had scaled up all the property in the stores, it was 
considered advisable that there should be some one here for the protection of that property, 
as well as to prevent, perhaps, an communication between the contents of the office and 
persons connected with the department. 

By At. Jirowne Is there any similarity in the signature of Staunton and Co. now 
attached to that late tender (Appendix No. 2) to that of the "James Staunton" you have 
just now been describing ? Between this signature of Staunton and Co. and that of 
James Staunton? 

Yes, of lames Staunton? No. 
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Men Lane, 103. You do not see any similarity? I do not perceive it. 
sq. 104. Do you know Mr. Weston's hand-writing? Yes. 

105. Have you ever seen him write? I know his hand-writing. 
6 Mar., 1860. 100. Does that signature (Staunton and Co.) bear any resemblance to his hand-writing? Yes. 

Does that signature of "James Staunton" bear a like resemblance? No; it does not 
strike me so. 

By  Mr, Abbott: I think you said, !4r. Lane, that the " m-es" in the word "James" 
was the portion most like Mr. Buchanan's writing? Yes. 

Those letters do not occur in " Staunton & Co."? No; they do not. 
And do you think that the signature "Staunton and Co." is like Mr. Buchanan's 

writing, too? No 
ill. You do not think it is? No. 

Nor the " Stauntan "-you do not think that is like? No. 
Did you know, before coming here, that Mr. Weston had left this department? Yes, 

I was aware that he had left it. I knew it at the time. 
Did you know that that tender was made since he left the department? I shall know 

from the date. 
Did not that go through your hands? Yes; I want to see the date of it (witness looks 

at date). Yes; he had left the department when this was received. 
Doa't you know, from information you have received since he left the department, that 

he has been tendering-that he has tendered for the supply of goods, and has supplied them 
to the Government? I did not know. 

Have you ever heard? I did not hear of it up to the day that Mr. Buchanan was 
before the Treasurer. On that day I heard of it. 

Since then have you heard? Since then I have heard. 
Fader the name of Statinton? And Company. 
Now, don't you think, Mr. Lane, that the fact of having that knowledge would lead you 

to be impressed with the idea that that was Mr. Weston's writing more than anything else ? 
The- 

The fact of being impressed with the knowledge that Mr. Weston had tendered? It 
might have done-that fact being impressed upon my mind. 

It is very probable it would have that effect? Yes. 
And having that knowledge, you would almodt say it was his writing without comparing 

his writing with it at all? It would have directed my attention more carefully to it, I think. 
121. Ycu would not have considered it so neecslary to compare the writing, having that 
knowledge beforehand? I think that would have directed my attention more closely to it, 
would it not? 

I think if you knew that Staunton & Co. were tendering, and that Mr. Weston 
represented that firm, you would not want to eonipare the handwriting -. 

Mr. Abb0tt, (addresdag the Chairman) : I should like Mr. Lane to see the tender 
in Mr. Wilson's name (te.der handed to Witness). [Appendix, No. 11 and 12.] 

By .ff. Abbott: Mr. Lane, it is aisa said that that signature is in Mr. Buchanan's 
handwriting: do you see the similarity there? No. 

You don't think there is nny? I do not think so. 
Your attention was never called to that before ? My attention was never called to it 

before. 
120. And you do not think it like? It does not strike me as being so at all. 

Mr. John Wells called in and examined:- 

Mr. 3. Wells. 1. By Mr. Abbott: What are you, Mr. Wells ? Accountant in the Treasury. 
,......_........., 2. How long have you been in the Treasury-a long time ? I ala in my three-and-twentieth 

C Mar., 1660. year now. 
Do you know anything of the supply of goods to the Colonial Stores-the plan of tendering 

for them by persons g.'nerally F I merely know that they are supplied by tender usually. 
And do you happen to know whether goods are ever bought privately by the Colonial 

Storekeeper or anyone in the department without advertising for tenders ? I am not aware 
as a positive fact, but I believe so. 
That such has been done F That such has been done. 
Now, did you ever supply any goods or anything to the Colonial Stores in that way 7 

No, I never supplied any goods; I never had any goods to supply. 
You never supplied any article ? No, I did not. 
Did you ever procure the sale to the Government of anything helonging to another person? 

Yes, I think I did some short time ago. 
Will you just state to the Board the circumstance, if you please F I think it was a rifle 

pistol a friend of mine had to dispose of, and it was purchased, I think, privately, by the 
Colonial Storekeeper. 
Who was it purehnsed by F The Colonial Storekeeper, I presume. 
Do you know who received payment for that? I received payment for my friend. 
From whom F From Mr. Weston ; at least, the cheque was sent up to the Treasury. 

Therefore I do not know by whose authority it was sent up to me. 
Then why do you say it was from Mr. Weston? Because it was through Mr. Weston. 

I first spoke to him about the sale of the article. 
And you concluded it was through him the cheque came? Yes. 

15. 
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Then why do you mention the Storekeeper's name? I presume the Colonial Storekeeper Mr. J. Wells. 
is the person who pays all those things. 
But you said the sale was effected through him—now yob say it was through Mr. Weston? C Mars, 1660. 

It was through the department. I presume the Storekeeper is the head of the department. 
Then only as head of the department, you presume, he knew something of it? Yes, 

exactly. 
But you arranged the sale with Mr. Weston, and supposed you received the cheque 

through him? Yes. I asked Mr. Weston if the Colonial Storekeeper could take this article, 
and he said, Yes—he dare say there would be some wanted soon, and be dare say he could. 
When that took place Mr. Weston informed me of the fact that he could take it, and I sent 
it to him. 
But, for all you know, Mr. Buchanan knew nothing of it beyoad signing the cheque ? 

Yes, merely signing the cheque. 
You never had any commnnieation with him about it? No, not any. 
By the Chairman: How did the circumstance arise of your applying to the Storekeeper's 

Department to take this pistol, or to see whether they would take it? Because I was fully 
aware that these were articles which were very frequently required. 
Was not the article saleable in the usual way to any person in the trade? Oh 1 I dare 

say it might have been. It was a very excellent one. It was sold very much under its 
value. 
What was the price obtained? I think it was seven pounds, as far as I recollect now; 

and it cost ten guineas in London, and was nearly new. 
Had it been endeavored to be disposed of in any other way? Not that I am aware of. 
Was it of a particular pattern? It was a very good one. I do not think it was a Dean. 

It was—I forget the name of it now, but I know it was a very good one. 
And it was sold considerably under its prime cost? Considerably under the prime cost 

in London, and it was purchased, as my friend informed me, with twenty others. He gave 
ten gnineas each for theni. 
In what condition was it—how long had it been in use? It was in excellent condition. 

It had been in use but a short time. I saw it myself, and it was in excellent condition. There 
was a ease with it, and all the appliances. 
You yourself and not your friend spoke to Mr. Weston on the subjeet? I spoke to him 

myself. 

Mr. Abbott informed the Board that be had no further evidence to take. 
The Chairman: The Board propose on a future day, in the appointment of which 

they will be willing to consult your convenience, to call for the evidence of Mr. Sands, with 
reference to the matter of his tender and the report upon it. 

Thursday having been agreed upon, the Board adjourned until that day at eleven 
'eloelc, in the event of Mr. Sands being able to attend. 

THURSDAY, 8 MARCH, 1860. 

tcøtnt 

W. C. MAYNE, E5Q., IN TifE Cirsia. 

Ma, W. C. TVhvNE, I Mn. C. RoLrxsrorc. 

Mr. Abbott and Mr. Buchanan were also in attendance. 

Mr. John Sands called in and examined :- 

By the Chairman: You are one of the firm of Sands and Kenny? Yes. Mr. J. Sands. 
Carrying on the business of stationers in George.street? Yes. 
And you have been in the habit of tendering for and supplying stationery to the Colonial S Mar., 1660. 

Stores? Yes; we have done so several times. 
Will you look to the notice calling for tenders (Appendix No. 2)? Yes; I remember it 

perfectly well. 
Do you recollect tendering under that notice? Yes; for one hundred reams. 
ls that the tender? Yes. 
Do you observe the condition—that this is required to be supplied within a certain time? 

Yes; lam aware of it. 
And, so tendering, were you prepared to supply the paper? We had the paper in 

Melbourne, and, of course, by telegraphing, we could get it back. We did supply it within 
the specified time. 
9 You only tendered for one hundred reams—the quantity called for being five hundred? 
Yes. 
Were you not in possession of any larger quantity ?No; we were not then. 
You tendered at the rate of eightpenoe halfpenny per pound? Yes. 
You previously, I believe, had been supplying the Victorian Government? Yes; the 
we were getting was sevenpenee halfpenny or sevenpence three-cighths, I think. 
From the Victorian Government? Yes, for the same description of paper; but that 

naby getting thousands of reams at a time. 
14 
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Sands. 14. Did the rate at which you supplied the Victorian Government leave a margin of profit 
to the firm? Well, sevenpenee halfpenny leaving a profit in Melbourne, eightpenee half-

8 Mar,, 1860, penny would leave a profit here.' 
I was asking you with reference to Melbourne ? Yes. 
And, of course, the price at which you further tendered would leave a higher margin of 

profit? Yes. 
Had you any communication with Mr. Buchanan respecting that tender otherwise than 

through your written application ? Not before the tender was accepted. I think, either the 
same day or the day after, I called upon him to mention the fact that we only tendered for 
one hundred reams, and wished to know if the balance was filled up, so that, having more 
coming forward in Melbourne, we could put in a further tender. It was not likely, however, 
finding paper was so scarce, that I should have put it in at eightpence halfpenny—perhaps I 
should have required a higher price. 
But, previous to the acceptance of the tender, had you any communication with Mr. 

Buchanan ? No, I had not. It happened to be only the evening before I put in the tender 
that I observed the advertisement. 
But between the period of putting  in the tender and receiving notice of its acceptance, 

had you any communication with Mr. Buchanan? No. I received a quarter of an hour 
after the tender was sent in a requisition for the goods. 
Subsequently had you any communication? Subsequently I saw him and informed him 

that we had more coming forward in Melbourne, and I wished to know whether the five 
hundred reams had been filled up by other tenderers. 
Within what period had you that interview? Either the same day or the day after, I 

will not be certain. It was probably the same afternonn, 
As the intimation of acceptance? Yes. 
You then asked Mr. Buchanan whether the other quantity had been taken up? Yes. 
Did you state to Mr. Buchanan that you were in possession of a supply if it had not been? 

No L told him it was coming forward. I think it was in the " Lineolushire." 
By Mr. Buchanan: In what? In the Lincolnshire." 
That is, in a ship? It was not at hand. 
By time Ohairnsam: Had you any communication with Mr. Buchanan respecting your not 

having any larger quantity than one hundred reams to offer? A few days prior to that—ft 
fortnight or three weeks—they telegraphed up to me from Melbourne that they had five 
hundred reams in stock ; but in the interim they had sold four hundred reams. I think I 
mentioned that to Mr. Buchanan as a reason we could not supply the whole quantity required. 

fly if,. A thou: Was that prior to the tender? No, after. 
Prior to the tender you had been apprised that you had five hundred reams? Yes. 
By the Chairman : But it was prior to your making of the tender for one hundred 

reams that you received the intimation that they had been sold? I did not know until the 
tender was advertised. I telegraphed down, presuming we had five hundred reams; but the 
reply was that there was only one hundred. 
And when you telegraphed you found there were only one hundred reams? Yes. 
Did you communicate that fact to Mr. Buchanan that that was the reason you only 

tendered for one hundred? Yes; I have not the slightest doubt. 
Had you any communication with Mr. Buchanan as to the reason of your tendering at 

so low a rate as eight-pence halfpenny? No, I think not. I should not have thought it 
necessary to give Mr. Buchanan any particular reason for supplying the paper at eight-pence 
halfpenny. But if I had known that it was so scarce, perhupa I should have charged a 
higher price. Under ordinary circumstances, I should not think eight-pence halfpenny an 
out-of-the-way price—certainly not a low price. 
The price at which you tendered was not in fact a low price? Not particularly low. I 

should have no objection to supply the Government at seven-pence half-penny for all they 
wanted. 
Had you ceased to hold the contract for supplying the Victorian Government at that 

time? Yes—one contract. One contract we still hold. It is divided into two pertions 
one is a contract for papers only, and the other is for the sundry goods. The former con-
tract is for one specific quantity; that is, we do not hold a stock to supply it. We import 
five hundred or five thousand reams, and they go to the stores at once; we never keep it in 
stock. 
Then you had a contract at the time binding you to furnish the Victorian Government? 

That contract does not at all apply to this double foolscap now in question. That contract 
was for specific quantities, deliverable on a certain day- This paper of course was not any 
part or parcel of that. It was such as we kept for ordinary priuting purposes. 
B7 M:-. Jinlieston: What description of paper? Double foolscap. 
By the Chairman: Can you reedl whether you had any communication with Mr. 

Buchanan, or gave him any reason for having tendered at the rate of eight-peoce half-penny 
for those hundred reams? No, decidedly not: I do not see what reason I could have 
assigned for it. It is not as if it were a useless paper. Foolscap is always in requisition. 
Did you ever state to Mr. Buchanan that you gave it so low because you were desirous 

of clearing out your stock for the Victorian Government, whose contract you no longer held? 
Oh, no decidedly not. 
To your knowledge, did any of your firm, or any person on your behalf, give that infor-

mation to Mr. Buchanan? Not to my knowledge; certainly not. I did not, because I 
had no reason for doing so. We were not bound by any contract to supply it, and as it was 
a thing of every-day use there would be no great anxiety to part with it at that price. - 

I ask you that question because I have before inc a reason assigned by Mr. Buchanan, an 
answer 
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answer to a communication from the Treasury. I will, in the first place, read you the Mr. J. Sands. 
recommendation given with reference to these tenders, and then a subsequent communication,  
which will explain to you the reason of the questions I have put, and perhaps recall some-8 31st, 1860. 
thing to your memory if such a matter did occur. (The Chairman hire read the recoinmen- 
dation, Mr. Lane's letter, and Mr. Buchanan's minute.— Vide introduction to proceedings of 
March lst)? That is not certainly the case. The very fact of our having at one time 
proffered to supply the paper at seven-pence halfpenny per pound - (I have in ny pocket, 
I think, the list of January 8th—Appendix No. 16.) That was in answer to a letter I had 
from Mr. Lane, requesting to know the probable prices at which I could supply these goods. 
Was that at the period of this tender? No, prior to it. So that to imagine that double 

foolscap cost eight-pence halfpenny in England, when weproferred to supply it here at seven-
pence halfpenny - That is January, 1859, in answer to a letter I received from Mr. 
Lane. (List produced.) 

That is twelve months previously? Yes. Here you see three thousand reams of double 
foolscap at seven-pence farthing per pound, subject to exchange at par. 

By Mr. Jiolleston And seven-pence farthing per pound left you a margin of profit? 
We made a profit out of it. So that eight-pence halfpenny was not to be considered a low 
price. If I had known it had been scarce I would have had a larger price, no doubt 
about it. 

By the G'hairman: But you never assigned to Mr. Buchanan as a reason—you never 
stated to him that you gave it so low because you were clearing out your stock? No; I did 
not ,think it at all necessary to make any excuse for parting with it at that price. 
Then what should you consider one shilling per pound as a price? I should not think it 

much if I happened to be the only holder. Of course I should then get as much as I could. 
But still it is a high price, no doubt about it. It leaves a very large margin of profit. 

By AT". Rolleston: You would take advantage of the market? Yes. 
By the Chairman: But the price you name, eight-pence half-penny, is distinctly not less 

than English cost with the usual charges added? Well, I can give any amount of security 
for the fulfilment of a contract according to the prices in that document. That, I think, will 
be sufficient proof that seven-pence farthing does pay. 

Will you put this document in, so that it may be appended to the evidence? I have no 
objection. (Appendix No 16.) Mr. Lane has the original document. (Document put in, 
and marked S.) 

Have you, during the last three years, been frequently a tdnderer and supplier to the 
Colonial Government? Yes, I have tendered several times. 
Have you generally been a successful tenderer? Well, I think so, perhaps with the 

exception of two or three times. Pow people had some of those goods which were generally 
advertised for, and I have supplied them as a matter of necessity. Few other people would, 
perhaps, come into competition with us. Having a house down at Melbourne as well, we 
could supply when, perhaps, other people could not. 
In the course of your business with the Colonial Store, and in your tendering and 

supplying, have you found any want of facility or any difficulties thrown in your way? 
None whatever. 

Have you had any reason to complain of the way in which your tenders were dealt with 
in any respect? No, none. If a tender were not accepted, that I suppose would be the end 
of it. 

Have you ever had reason to suppose that there was any favoritism shcwn in the 
acceptance of tenders or in dealing with tenders? No, I have not. 
This Board has been ordered to make inquiries, in consequence of the Government 

having reason to believe, from information they have received, that large quantities of 
stores, on account of the public service, have at various times been tendered for and supplied 
by Mr. Buchanan and the late Chief Clerk of the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, Mr. 
John Weston, under the assumed names of James Staunton and Staunton & Co—Is there 
any matter within your knowledge, or any information which you can afford the Board with 
reference to that charge, Mr. Sands ? No, there is not. 

By Mr. Rolleston: Did you ever hear of such a firm as Staunton and Company, or 
.Tames Staunton ? No. 
Do you know anybody in business of that name in London? I certainly do not; I 

know of none of that name. 
You know most of the large paper dealers and stationers? Yes; I have had very large 

transactions with them. 

Did you over know that Mr. Weston was tenderingor supplying? No, I never imagined 
such a thing. 

By Aft. Abbott: Do you recollect the date of the advertisement for tenders under which 
you supplied the one hundred reams? No, I do not; but that was the document, 
The 15th December, 1859? Yes. 
Under that you supplied one hundred reams of double foolscap? Yes. 
Did not Mr. Buchanan communicate with you immediately on the acceptance of that 

tender ? I received the requisition immediately for supplying it—within half-an-hour. 
Immediately? Within a very short time. 
Was your tender to supply one hundred reams, or the whole ? No; one hundred 

reams only. 

Do you recollect tenders having been advertised for subsequently to that—soon after that—
for some kind of paper? Yes, without quantities. 
Without quantities? Yes; and to supply what paper might be required during the 

period of five or six months—such paper as might be required up to March. 
68. 

85 
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Mr.J. Sands. OS. March or April was it? Yes; I then sent in tenders for some portions of them. I pu 
them at a high price because I did not want particularly to part with them. 

S Mar., 1660. 69. You did not want to ? For some of the descriptions of goods-the double 
foolscap I did not tender for at all. 
The same kind of goods that you supplied under the previous tender ? Yes. If you 

had that tender I could point out at once. It was only for cartridge papers and lithographic 
papers. I did not tender for the others. There was no definite quantities asked for. 
Do you recollect whether that was the date of the advertisement-the 31st December ? 

I should think it was very likely about that period. 
Is that it ? (Shewn to witness-Appen dix .N. 15.) Yes, that is the one. The reason 

I did not tender there for the double foolscap, or any of those things wus, there being no 
definite quantities given. They,  might have wanted five hundred reams or five th. -usand 
reams, and I could not bind myself to supply any indefinite quantity. These being papers 
of which it was likely they would want but a comparatively small quantity, I tender for the 
supplying of them. Seeing that they tendered for five hundred reams double foolsc"p, I 
thonght it possible they might want a thousand reams or two before the expiration of the 
year. 
And you sent in no tender at all on that occasion for the double foolscap ? No. 
You did for the other kind of paper ? Yes. 
Did not the same difficulties exist with reference to the other kinds of paper ? No 

comparatively small quantities are consumed, while very large quantities of the other papers 
are consumed. 
Of the double foolscap? Of the double foolscap. 
And you took the chance? The stock we had here, and in Melbourne, was certainly 

quite equal to supply all that I tendered for. The prices are high 
Those prices are high ? There is no doubt of it. 
As high as the one shilling and two-pence for the F No, it is not quite equal 

to that. 
SO. As much as one shilling ? Oh, those are hand-made papers. 
But are they in proportion equal to the charge of one shilling ? No, I think some 

of those papers are nearly two shillings per lb. ; but there is a great difference between 
hand-made paper and double foolscap. 
At the time of this advertisement, the 31st December, had you this double foolscap in 

stock in any quantity F I had some down at Melbourne. 
I understood you that you had only one hundred reams left? Are you speaking of the 

last or the first. 
I am speaking of the second. I understand that the one hundred reams cleared out 

your stock F Yes; but there was a quantity cowing on in the "Lineolnshire." 
In a vessel to arrive ? Yes. 
But you had it not in stock? Are you speaking of the first. 
No; the second? I do not know whether she has arrived or not. It is not likely that 

she will bring more than five hundred or one thousand reams, and I would not, with a stock 
like that, tender to supply at a fixed price an indefinite quantity of paper. 
Is it not a fact that when any kind of paper or any other description of goods is scarce 

in the market, the price is high in proportion to the scarcity? Certainly, I think that is 
always the case, without anybody gets into the same position that I did- I did not know 
that paper was so scarce, or I should have charged a higher price for it. 
Do you recollect after the 31st December seeing Mr. Buchanan and speaking to him 

about the advertisement, Mr. Sands? I think I did. Yes, I think I came down. 
Do you recollect what was the-? I think it was to ask him particularly the 

probable quantities likely to be wanted of these goods. 
He met you in George-street I think, close by your own place? Yes ; and I think at 

the time I pointed out to him the absurdity of whoever constructed that advertisement-the 
manner in which it was put in-the impossibility of anybody tendering under those conditions. 
Can you state what passed between you, Mr. Sands, with regard to this matter? It is 

impossible to tell what the conversation might have turned on. That was the subject matter 
of the conversation, I know-that and trying to elucidate the probable quantities of each of 
those descriptions of papers likely to be used during the period. I think that was the tenor 
of the conversation; I fancy so. 
Can you say whether Mr. Buchanan suggested to you the propriety of your limiting 

your offer to any particular quantity that you could furnish ? I cannot say that I do 
remember; but it is possible he might. 
He might have done so? Yes; but I really cannot charge my mind as to the fact. It 

is very likely that he might have given some definite quantities to be tendered for. 
Do you recollect whether he did not tell you that, so far as it was in his power, he would 

take all the paper you collected in that way, to prevent your being burdened by more than 
you wanted in your trade? No, I do not remember it. 
Do you recollect whether there was anything to that effect? I think not. 
Can you state positively whether it was so or not? I should say, decidedly, that there 

was no suggestion of the sort-decidedly. 
In the event of yours being the lowest tender? No; decidedly not. There was no 

proposition of the sort. 
Not a proposition, but that he would do what he could to take it off your hands, not that 

he would do it ? There was no such proposition or suggestion. 
There was no proposition of the kind F I am quite sure. In ordinary conversation it 

might have passed-seine suggestion of the sort; but, really, I am perfectly well aware that 
after 
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after the lapse of two or three mouths the ordinary points of conversation slip through Mr. J. sands, 
your mind. 

Would you go so far as this: if Mr. Buchanan states positively that it was so, would 8 Mar.. 1860. 
you contradict him ? I would not like to do it; but it is one of those things which would 
have been likely to have impressed itself on my mind had the statement been made. 

Do you recollect suggesting the probability of your being left with a large stock of 
goods on your liauds which you would not require ? It would be impossible for me to be, in 
that ease. 'Where was Ito get a large quantity from ? The period was so short that you 
could not have made yourself the possessor of a large quantity. The difficulty would be, if 
you bound yourself by any tender to have bought the goods, and certainly not the fear 
of being overburdened with them. 

The difficulty of getting them ? Yes, than the probability of having too many. 
The probability of having to pay too high a price? The probability, too, that I should 

have had to p'y  a very high price to obtain the goods from other people if bound by some 
fixed tender, which, of course, would have been known immediately in the trade. They 
would have said, " Sands and Kenny must have it, and my price is so much ;" or, " the 
" Government must have it," and I should be surcharged with the difference. 

And for that reason you would not tender ? For that reason I did not tender. 
At the time you had this conversation with Mr. Buchanan, you were aware that this 

double foolscap was scarce in the market ? Of course I was. 
Very scarce ? I was certainly aware that it was very scarce then, but not before. 
You were not aware of the fact when you sent in the tender for the one hundred 

reams ? No. 
Did it not seem probable at the time that it was so scarce that the Government would 

have to come to you for this stock you had in the "Lincolnshire," and give you your price 
for it ? Oh no. There are too many vessels arriving to hold on anything of that sort with 
the probability of success. 

But the same probability would apply in both cases—either that if you took the contract 
you would have to pay a high price--? Of course it is a probability. 

Or that the Government would have to come to you? But I do not see the point of 
your question. 

Why not—if this double foolscap was very scarce, and you had a large stock to arrive? 
But at no time did I say to Mr. Buchanan that I would supply the balance at eight-pence 
half-penny. 

I did not think you would when you found it very scarce? I should then look for a 
higher price. 

But you had a large stock to arrive? Yes; I am speaking of it. Though I had 
supplied the one hundred reams, I certainly should not have supplied the other four hundred 
at the same price. 

But did it not appear probable to you that they would have to come to you for this 
stock which was coming in the "Lincoloshire 1" I do not know. Gilchrist Watt, MeNab, 
and lots of those people, have it in by from fifty to five hundred reams at a time, and it 
might be filled up. 

But if that stock had happened to come here just at the time, you could have got for it 
any price you liked? I should have got as much as I could for it, Jean tell you. Ill am 
not mistaker,, the principal matter of conversation at the time I met Mr. Buchanan was 
relative to a letter I had addressed to the Colonial Treasury, and which I conceive had been 
handed over to Mr. Buchanan for his report. I think that was the principal point of our 
conversation. 

Do you recollect what was the subject of the letter? It was relative to a suggestion 
as to the importation of stationery generally. 

That paper you handed in, Mr. Sands, is a tender and list of prices? it is not exactly 
a tender; it is replyiog to a letter I received from Mr. Lane, giving the probable prices at 
which we could tender. 

For any particular period? A definite quantity to be delivered at a fixed period—ten 
or twelve months perhaps—at one fixed period. And those are the prices at which we are 
supplying the Vietoriaa Government. 

But when any one of the articles mentioned in that list became scarce, you would not 
supply them at that price? If I were bound by a contract. 

At theprice named in the schedule if you were not bound by a contract? I do not 
know. The usual arrangement in Victoria is, that a sufficient quantity for a year's supply is 
imported in one lot and handed over to the Colonial Storekeeper, or whoever it may be, and 
then you get your draft. On delivery you receive the money. Those are the terms on which 
we had it down in Melbourne. There is no keeping the goods in store and supplying them 
in detail; of course, that would never do at those prices. 

But if you had an order from the Government, or from anyone else, for the supply of 
a lot of any kind of paper, you would not supply it at that price? No, decidedly not. 

It would be according to the scarcity of the article in the market, or the demand and 
supply? As I pointed out to you before, it is only by making a perfectly wholesale transac-
tion of the thing that it could be done at those prices. If the things come into my store, 
and I have to retail them out three or four, or five reams at a time, I get as much for them 
as I can; that is the simple fact, and consequently, when I put a tender in for those papers 
I did not care whether I got it or not. If I had got it I should have got a very large price. 

There is one item tendered for here by you—superfine laid imperial, inside, 72 Its. 
weight per ream, £7 lOs—that is your price? Yes, that is the price we tendered for. 

Was not that a high price? It is a monstrous price—no doubt about it. 
126. 
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iii. 3. Sands. 126. Do you recollect, on or about the same time, what you supplied the Victorian Govern-
ment for? Well, if I am not mistaken, our price then was either is. Id., or it might have 

8 Mar., 1860. been Is. or Is. 0d. per pound; but I cannot exactly charge my memory. 
That would be under £4 a ream? Yes. There is another thing—you will observe 

that at the prices attached we supplied the Victorian Government, By referring to any of 
the Port Phillip Gazettes you will see the tenders advertized, and the schedule of prices. 
So that if you have any doubt about the list of prices I have given in, you can see in the 
Gasette that the last tender accepted was still under our last one. 

I have no sort of doubt about it. I only want to ask you the charge there and here, 
and what is the difference? Yes. The difference is this—there you have got a specific 
order. The position in which I should have been placed here would have been very different. 
You might have sent to me for ten reams of imperial, for instance, and at the present 
moment in Sydney I do not believe you could buy ten reams of imperial at any price you 
like to put upon it. 

At that time? At this or that, or any time—hand-made imperial. I do not think 
you could buy ten reams of hand-made imperial at any price you might like to give for it. 

Did you at any time, Mr. Sands, take instructions from any Government officer, other 
than Mr. Buchanan, for the supply of paper and general stationery? Well, I think, 
generally speaking, the requisitions were sent down. There were no particular instructions 
beyond that. We have certainly supplied, I think, to the Surveyor General's Office, and 
some of those people, when a requisition has come from them, I think, but I will not be 
quite positive. Oh I I think not. I think the requisition has always come through Mr. 
Buchanan. You are speaking of that, I presume? 

Yes. Did you on any occasion send specially to Melbourne for articles required? 
Oh yes, several times. 

For which you had orders other than through Mr. Buchanan? Yes, I think so. Oa 
one occasion a lot of lithographic paper for the Surveyor General's Office—for maps. That 
one, at any rate, particularly recurs to my mind. 

Lithographic paper did you say? Yes. 
flow were the prices for that—were they high at the time? I had a good price for it, 

no doubt. I forget now, but I think it was eighteen-pence per lb. 
Is that a high price? It is a pretty good price. I dare say one shilling would have 

paid me. 
One shilling per pound would have paid you, and you got one shilling and sirpence? 

Yes. It was one of those things which had to be got elsewhere. I dare say they charged 
me about one shilling a pound for it. It is only just another thing which bears out the 
letter I addressed to the Colonial Office here, The departments get badly supplied, and 
most expensively supplied, with goods not adapted to their use. 

The Colonial Stores? Yes; when out of their own goods they have to throw themselves 
on the mercy of the trade here—and, I was going to say, that they were fleeced. 

And they are fleeced on all sides? If they lay themselves open for it. 
By the trade? It is impossible for Mr. Buchanan, or anyone else, to write out indents 

begining from an anchor and going down to a steel pen—I cannot do it in a stationer's 
shop,—and consequently they must occasionally run very short of many things during the 
twelve months, and when they do they will find that people do not keep stock for the 
Government without getting paid for it. 

They make them pay for it? They are bound to do so. 
I think I understood you to say that some portion of the contract you had with the 

Victorian Government you had given up, or lost at the end of last year? The last year's 
contract we lost. Some one else, I forget now the person's name (Cook, I think) got the 
tender last year, at a very small reduction under our prices. I do not think we were more 
than about £3 out in about £7,000. 

Francis Cook, was that the name of the person? Yes; but he did not get the tender 
for the odd matters—the subsidiary small things. 

But didbe for the substantial part? Yes. 
Was this double foolscap part of it? Of course it would be. 
That was the larger portion of it? Yes, that would be a large item. 
Canldwell, was that the name of another contractor—Do you recollect him getting 

any of the Victorian contracts? That I think was not the last year; I think it was the 
year before that. 

And Franklin and Company? Yes, they had the contract for the hand-made papers 
only; not for the machine-made papers. 

Then it is quite possible that it could have come to Mr. Buchanan's knowledge that 
you had lost these contracts, although you did not tell him? Of course. It is very likely 
I did tell him that we had not got the contract. 

I think you stated, in your examination-in-chief, that you did not tell luaf? I did say 
that I did not tell him, as a reason for selling the paper at eight-pence halfpenny per pound. 
laO. You state now that it is very likely you told him? I might have told him that we had 
not got the contract; but I should certainly not have assigned that as a reason for selling a, 
number of reams of double foolscap at eight-pence halfpenny. 

But you thought you would have had five hundred reams? Or a thousand reams. 
If it had been the case that you had had a large stock, in consequence of the loss of 

these contracts? Oh we could not, in consequence of the way in which the contract was 
got out; you could not be left with a residue. We imported a specific quantity to meet 
the contracts. But these five hundred reams we had in stoelc were altogether independent. 
of any supply the Government might want. 

153 
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153, Do you recollect whether, several months before the 15th December, you had spoken Mr. J. Sands. 
to Mr. Buchanan about that particular paper-five hundred reams? It is very likely I have. r-'- 
I was down at Melbourne, and I think I brought up some samples of foolscap. 8 Mar., 1860. 

And you think it likely that you shewed the samples to Mr. Buchanan? Yes, it is 
likely; I think it is almost sure that I did so. 

And you told him you had that quantity? Yes. 
And, between that period and the 15th December, they had sold four hundred of 

the five hundred reams? Yes; they must have done, 
Do you recollect at what price you offered it to him then? No; I could not say. I 

do not know that I offered it at any price. I think I shewed him the kind of paper we 
were supplying, and the price- 

You do not recollect what the price was? No; I think that year we were supplying 
atsevea-pence halfpenny; but I will not be certain. But whether I offered it at any price to 
Mr. Buchanan I do not know. I think I showed it him more as a sample of the description 
of paper we were supplying at the time. That is my impression. 

But does not the price of that paper depend upon its quality? The same as all 
papers do. 

All papers do? Yes. 

And of double foolscap some portions are superior to others-it is of different kinds? 
Yes; some kinds are better than others, and of course there is a difference in the price. 

There are different kinds? Yes; but I never saw double foolscap worth more than 
eight-pence per pound. 

Unless when it was scarce? lam speaking of its worth-of its invoice cost. 
Not what it is worth here? No; it is worth here what you can get for it. 
By the Chairman: Does not the weight generally fix the quality of the paper? No; 

for instance, there is some hand-made paper, seven pounds to the ream, worth three shillings 
per pound. 

Then double foolscap, 24 lbs., would fix the quality of that foolscap? No, not its 
quality. You might have the same quality of paper 24 lbs. or 28 lbs., the same description of 
pulp and coloring matter. The one would be a little thicker than the other, but they would 
both be of the same quality. 

Would it fix its thickness? The weight and quality govern the value. 
The weight? The weight. 

And eight-pence halfpenny is a price which will leave a profit upon the actual cost in 
England and all charges? Yes. 

It is not less than English cost, or what it onght to cost the Government? No, 
decidedly not. I could give any security for supplying at the rate stated in the paper I have 
put in; seven-pence halfpenny or seven-pence farthing does leave a margin of pftfit. 

Then you did not state that eight-pence halfpenny was a low price ? No, I cannot see 
that I could have made such a statement. 

And you did not assign the loss of the contract? I did not as&gn that as a reason for 
such a. price. 

Had you a large stock to arrive in the "Lincolnshire"? Five hundred reams. 
Do you consider that a large stock ? Well, it is a large stock for stationers to keep, 

because it is a paper that is not very much used. I do not suppose at any time you could 
buy one hundred reams in Sydney, except at M'Nab's and other places, where they have been 
gradually accumulating or bought with the idea of waiting for a chance of selling to the 
lIovernment. 

You have stated that your reason for not tendering under the notice of the 31st 
December was, the quantities not being defined ? Yes. 

And you charged a high price for what you tendered for ? Yes. 
Were you induced to charge that high price from the fact of the quantities not being 

defined? That was one of the principal reasons, because, had I been run out of my own stock, 
and compelled to go to Piddington's or Sheriffs, or some other of the stationers, for the 
goods required, they would know that I was bound to supply, at a fixed price, and would 
make me pay. But I was independent of that position. We had a good stock of those 
papers at Melbourne, and a good stock here. They are not papers that we import for ordinary 
sale or use, but more for bookbinding. 

Then if it had been suggested to you to tender for a definite portion-a part-would not 
that have removed your objection ? Well, I wished them to give me some definite quantity. 
\%rjthout I had had some rough idea of the quantity, I would not have tendered. 

1 am referring to the double foolscap. Would a suggestion to make a tender for a 
definite quantity have removed the objection ? Well, it would. It has been asked whether 
Mr. Buchanan did not make that suggestion ; I certainly cannot charge my mind. 

Such a suggestion would have tended to remove your objection ? No doubt about it. 
Did you make the tender after your conversation with Mr. Buchanan for supplying the 

double foolscap? Yes. 

189. To supply double foolscap? Oh! no, I did not. I never tendered to supply double 
foolscap: my tender was certainly subsequent to my conversation with Mr. Buchanan. 

And after such a conversation as that referred to, and the suggestion that you should 
tender for a definite quantity, and that everything would be done to take any excess off your 
hands, what would be the natural inference? I think it would have induced me to tender 
for some definite quantity. 

Did you do so? I certainly did not. 
Such a notice as that, leaving the quantities undefined, does it give an advantage to any 

jerson who must have a knowledge of the 3uantity, or pretty nearly the quantity, likely to 

be 
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Mr.. J. Sands. be required, over the trade generally? Most decidedly. Any one knowing those quantities 
could put a tender in with confidence. For instance, if I knew you must have "fifty reams 

8 Mar., 1860. " of imperial flat, forty pounds weight," I might be able to put it down at two shillings per 
pound, and " two reams of blue laid, sixteen pounds," I might alford at one shilling, although 
it might be a more valuable paper than the other. 

Would such an advertisement as that, in fact, operate to deter the trade generally, not 
possessing the peculiar knowledge, from coming into competition? It would most decidedly 
do so. Everyone knows how the tenders are doctored by that means, where you have got a 
positive knowledge. I know of a most deightful instance, where an eight-quire book was 
tendered for at ten shillings and sixpenee, and a six-quire book at twenty-one shillings. The 
real fact was that the cight-quire book never was used, and consequently made the tender 
add up most beautifully. 

By Mr. Abbott: If a very large quantity were required by the Government, and 
tenders were invited for that quantity, would it not raise the price at once? I do not think 
so. 

Not amongst people knowing the stock in town? No, I do not see it at all. 
180. Do you know whether or not Government contracts are generally for an indefinite 
quantity during the year when they are advertised for? It is not so down at Melbourne; 
there definite quantities are advertised for. 

But not here? No, there is nothing of the sort. 
Is it an invariable rule at Melbourne? it has been for the last four years, I think. 

They first commenced the system by calling for tenders at the rate per cent, on English cost 
you would import their goods for, and afterwards at specific prices on the cost. Some 
tendered at sixteen and some at ten per cent., and so on. 

Did you ever hold a contract for indefinite supplies during the last two or three years? 
Yes. 

At Melbourne? Not of any leading goods, such as papers, but simply office materials, 
such as sealing-wax, pens, inkstands, and the ordinary little things stationers deal in. 
Those are open contracts. 

Indefinite supplies? Indefinite supplies. 
Do you recollect holding a contract within the last year or two for the Melbourne 

Government, for an indefinite supply of something more than sealing-wax ? Well, yes, of 
those infinitive articles; but all those large thiogs, such as double foolscap papers, account-
book papers, book-binding materials, were kept separate from that indefinite tender. 

And can you state whether or not it is the general practice in Melbourne to have 
contracts for certain quantities, or for an indefinite supply ? For positive quantities. 

By Jfa'. Buchanan: Everything? Not everything. I can assure you it is not every 
thing. The; have another tender altogether, which I hold now, for supplying little things 
which are required for the different offices. 

Will you have the kindness to look at that—(Appendix Nb. 17.) You will see there 
is a list of goods to be supplied by you ? The qualities, not the quantities. 

There are no definite quantities? No definite quantities. It is as I have said—wears 
bound as to price, but we are not bound as to quantity for thcm. In the other portion (I do 
not know whether you will find it here or not) you will find the tender for double foolscap 
and some of those things of which definite quantitiesare ordered, or lam very much mistaken. 
I have not looked over this. Was it in the tenders for the main items of stationery 

You will see a list of papers as long as my arm in your contract ? In ours 
Yes, contract 091 ? There is no double foolscap in this. We are speaking of double 

foo]seap and demy generally. I am speaking of the large items. These are small compared 
with four thousand reams of double foolscap. - 
201. By Mr. Abbott: There are no definite quantities given in that schedule? No, but I 
say there is another one in which definite quantities are given. 

There was no hesitation in tendering in that case ? No, because we know pretty well 
the quantities which will be consumed, having done business with them for so many years 
past. In here you will find none of those larger items of papers—not one. 

But in that schedule there is no definite quantity stated ? No; but you will find 
another schedule. That is not in this Gazette—it will be somewhere else—where they  do 
give a definite quantity. I do not know whether it is in this Gatette or not. I think Mr. 
Buchanan will know that they tendered several times for definite quantities of papers. 

By Mr. Buchanan: I admit that they did so tender, and that they use both practices 
—that is all I wish to elicit ? I stated long ago that there were two systems of tenders. 

Here is a contract embracing 150 items at least—that is something more than sealing-
wax and inkstands ? Bless my life, I cannot exactly take the list and go through it. I 
am speaking of miscellaneous goods. 

By Mr. Abbott: But is there not in this schedule paper of all kinds? If you can 
find a sheet of double foolscap, I cannot, 
207 Of all kinds? There is no imperial. 

Imperial—imperial drawing paper? Well, rend just above it. 
Hand-made, 45 lbs., £2 lOs—I presume, 45 lbs—Is it book imperial? That is 

72 lbs. It may be lithographic imperial for all I know. it certainly is not book paper. 
But can you say what the exceptions are to those items that are undefined? Double 

foolscap, foolscap, royal, imperial, demy, medium, and most likely hand-made foolscap. 
Perhaps you will allow me to read that. You are confusing yourself about the description 
of those things, I think. Imperial, 45 lbs. Everybody knows that is not imperial for 
aceount-book manufacturing. You cannot tell inc a line there- 

By Mr. Buchanan: You said royal and demy were not there. They are both there, 
and 
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and foolscap is there? Yes; bat you know as well as I do that when I allude to foolscap Mr. J. Sanft 
it is not foolscap for the Gazette purposes. 

I am speaking of single foolscap? That does not alter the fact that the larger items S Mar.1  1860. 
are contracted for in definite quantities. (Uonirace .M,. 691, Victoria Government Gazette, 
put in at the request of Aft'. Abbott—Appendix M. 17,) 

By Mr. Abbott: is this foolscap mentioned here, 15 lbs. per ream, better than the 
double foolscap or inferior to it? Very mnoh superior, of course ; most likely it is blue 
laid paper—I do not know whether it is described as blue laid. 

It is not described as laid paper—foolscap, 15 lbs. per ream F Are you sure it is not 
haud-made. 

It is not described as hand-made? But the paper just above- 

Drawing imperial, per qnirc; drawing—per dozen pieces, is. Gd.; foolscap, 15 Its. per 
ream F What is the price at which it is quoted 

Seventeen shillings and sixpence ? That is hand-made foolscap. Mr. Buchanan must 
be perfectly well aware that no machine-made foolscap is worth that. 

By Air. Buritanan: I am satisfied it would not be the manufacturing price, but I am 
by no means sure you would not ask that price if you could get it? That is a different 
thing altogether. But with reference to that particular tender, no persons with their eyes 
open would tender for iTs. Gd., knowing that there were other cuntractors who would shave 
each other as low as they possibly could. 

It is so described there? It may be a misprint for all I know. 
Here is hand-made foolscap, 17 lbs., will you look at the price? Where is it? 
Three lines below? £1 Ss., 17 lbs. The other is 15 lbs. Well, perhaps it might 

have been a bad sample sent in, One might have been of better quality than the other. 
It all depends on the quality? There is all the difference in the world between a 

machine-made paper and a hand-made paper. 17 lb. folsoap is charged 21s ; that, if I 
mistake not, is ISs 3d. at Home. There might have been samples supplied, which for all I 
know, account for the difference. 

The inference is that one is machine-made and the other hand-made? It is utterly 
impossible; and I am sure you or any one writing it out would never be so stupid as to put 
15 lbs. foolscap at l7s Gd., and expect to get a tender where half a dozen as keen fellows as 
you would find anywhere are competing. 

But there is a difference of 2 lbs. in the weight of the paper; that is all that is 
described here? I think you will admit that two samples of hand-made paper—one may 
be worth is. and another is. Gd. 

But as far as we see from the printed tender, there are two samples of paper—one 
17 lbs. and the other 15 lbs,—and the difference in price is is. Gd. a-ream ;—is not the 
inference that one is inferior to the other? Inferior in weight and quality. 

There is only 2 lbs. difference in weight? That cannot create more than a difference 
of 2s. Gd. in the price. 

Then there is 5s. difference in quality? Yes; and that will never account for the 
difference between hand-made paper and machine-made paper. 

What will account for it? Perhaps they do not use any of that 15 lbs. You perfectly 
well know how these things are doctored up—how they can be doctored up—how some of 
those items are altered. You know how you tender year after year for many of them with- 
out having one in your place, and never use one. Of all that list of goods tendered for, I'll 
be bound that there is not a requisition for one-third during the year. 

By Mr. Roll estan : I wanted to ask you, Mr. Sands, if the paper tendered for under 
this notice of the 3lst December, 1859, is of a similar description to that to which your 
attention has been called by Mr. Abbott—blue wove single foolscap, 18 and 14 lbs. weight? 
No. I should presume from the price that it is hand-made paper. There is a vast deal of 
difference. There are no hand-made papers here. I should presume that the superfine laid 
imperials, inside, would be hand-made, and the laid soper-royals. They are not described as 
such. You might put them as hand-made or machine-made papers, with a difference of about 
Gd. per lb. 

Is it unusoal to advertise for tenders for this description of paper without giving 
definite quantities? But if definite quantities were given, it should certainly be advertised 
whether it is to be machine-made or hand-made, seeing the difference in the margin of price. 

Then a tender of that kind being invited was calculated, you say, to deter the trade 
from tendering? I think so. I should not like to get a tender of that sort. 

And would therefore throw it into the hands of any person who might be acquainted 
with the quantities likely to be required? Yes; it would place all other tendcrers who had 
the means of knowing the positive quantities at an enormous advantage over everyone else—
no doubt about that. 

Mr. Francis M'Nab called in and examined 
By Mr. Abbott: You are carrying on business in Sydney, Mr. M'Nab? Yes. Mr. F. M'Nab. 
Have you, at different periods, supplied goods to the Colonial Storekeeper's department?  

Yes, for some time, occasionally. 8 Mar., 1860. 
During some years? Yes, for some years, less or more. 
Sometimes by private purchase and sometimes under public tender—very rarely under 

tender. I do not know that we have had a tender at all. 
Generally under an order sent to you? Generally under an order sent to us for the goods. 

G. Who generally transaets your business with the CoLonial Stores for you? Whoever 

happens 
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Mr,r.M'Nab. happens to be in. We have supplied the Stores with paper at various tinics, and if the 
young man is not in I am generally there myself. One or other of us attends to it. 

S Mar,, 1860.7. I think you are agents for Cowan and Co., the great stationers? Yes, we are; we have 
been for some time. 
8. Do you recollect, on the 15th December last, tenders having been invited for the supply 
of five hundred reams of double-foolscap ? I recollect it. 
9. Did you tender on that occasion F We did not. It was rather indefinite, and on that 
account we did not. There was no quantity mentioned. 
10. On this occasion I speak of, there are five hundred reams? I do not think we tendered. 
11. There were five hundred reams? We had not so many in stock. We did not tender. 
12. You recollect that particular advertisement? I recollect one of the advertisements. 
I recollect going to the Chamber of Commerce to look at one of the advertisements. It was 
indefinite, and we did not think any more of it; but I do not think we tendered for any of 
them. We had, I think, some conversation with the Colonial Treasurer about that time, or 
previously, in reference to tendering for all the paper he required. We gave him an estimate, 
I think, of what we could supply certain classes of paper at. 
13. At that time you furnished the Treasurer with information as to the prices? Yes, we 
did. We gave him a letter, and an estimate along with it. 
14. Was double foolscap one of the items? It was. There were several items; in fact, 
I believe all the pnpers they required. We got a list of them. We were asked what we 
could supply them at per ream, and we gave the Treasurer an estimate at per pound for 
them. I suppose there might have been fifteen or twenty various kinds of papers. 
15. Do you recollect, on the occasion of that advertisement for tenders, whether a form of 
tender was sent to you from this office? It was. 
16. At that time? Sometime about that period. I could not be particular as to the day. 
Sometime about the end of the year. 
17. Do you recollect whether that was sent after being asked for it or whether you made an 
application? I think we might have made an application for it in some shape or other. I 
think so. My impression is that we might have applied for it, but I cannot be certain, 
because Mr. M'Cormack applies sometimes without consulting me. 
18. Who is Mr. M'Cormack? lie is corresponding clerk. 
19. Do you recollect on a second occasion-about the and of December-a tender being 
invited for foolscap? I do recollect it. 
20, For other kinds of paper? For other kinds of paper. 
Did you tender on that occasion ? We did not tender on that occasion. 
Can you say why? I think there was no quantity specified at that time, and we did not 

care about tendering for an indefinite quantity. It was for a short period. 
For a short period? Yes, I think it was for a short period. 
Would that have been an objection if it had, been for any length of time? If it had 

been for any length of time we might have tendered, and taken some trouble about the 

matter. 
You would not consider that an objection? On the contrary the longer the time the 

better we should have prepared. If it had gone over a series of years we could have done it. 
But at the particular time I do not think we were very full of double foolscap. 
20. You do not think you had any quantity? I do not think we had much of it about that 
time. It is a thing we do not keep perhaps more than a couple of hundred reams of at a. 

time. 
Do you recollect a purchase of Mr. Buchanan from you of single foolscap about that 

time-after the 31st December? Some time in January? 
Sometime'in January? Yes, 
Do you recollect if that was one of the items included in the second advertisement? I 

think it was. I think there was some single foolscap advertised for. 
Can you state the date particularly, Mr. I%1'Nab? I think it was the 18th of 3anunry; 

at least it is entered in our books on the 18th, and I have no doubt it was the 18th. 
Do you recollect what the quantity was? I think there were about a couple of hundred 

reams altogether. 
About 200 reams? Yes. 
And the particulars do you recollect? The prices are,-The best fines and superfiucs 

from 91. to about hId,  or ilfd. 
From Old  to lL4d.? About that; 11ll. to 11d were our current prices for them. 

our current prices for superfines were 11d, and caes charged, or about is. and no cases 
charged. 
What are the current prices here, Mr. M'Nab, for this foolscap? Our price invariably 

for superfine is is. per lb., and eases charged for the best superfincs; and the others from 
lOj-d. to lid. 
And the prices are according to the quality? The prices are according to the quality. 
You will sec under the head of Staunton & Co. a column of figures? Yes. 

88. Can you state to the Board whether the prices stated there (Appendix .N. 15) are 
higher or lower than those paid to you by Mr. Buchanan? These prices are higher than 
paid by Mr. Buchanan-ours are nearly 20 per cent, under that. 
Yours were? Nearly 20 per cent, less than that. 14 lbs. we charge, for fines, ten 

shillings and nine-pence--they charge, if fioo, fourteen shillings; for 15 lbs. we charge 
eleven shillings and nine-pence-this is charged seventeen shillings for 16 lbs. 
Nearly 20 per cent. less than was charged by Staunton & Co.? Fully 20 per cent., 

some of them. I should say they are more in some instances. We should charge for 

yellow wove, of good ordinary quality, 25 per cent. less. 
41. 
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For the yellow wove? Yes. Mr. F.MNab. 
There was some of that bought from you, I believe? Yes, 
At the same time as the other papers-at nearly 25 per cent. less than Staunton & Co.? 8 Mar., 1860. 

Yes, for the yellow wove; but for the cream wove-considerably better quality than ordinary 
yellow wove-ours is very nearly 20 per cent. less, two-pence three-farthings is the difference 
in one shilling and three-pence. 
At the time you sold the paper to Mr. Buchanan, had you heard anything of Staunton 

and Co.'s contract? No, I did not know anything at all about it. 
4.5. When, afterwards, did you hear that they had contracted? I never heard of it until 
I saw roinething in the papers about the Colonial Stores being closed. 
Would you have sold that paper to anyone at the same price, in the same quantities 

To any man that I shoald be sure of. Of course when we are sure of getting paid we do 
not put so much on for risk- We should not have sold them for less to any man if he had 
paid us cash down on the spot. 
Then by purchasing from you there was nearly 25 per cent. saved on that contract of 

Staunton & Co.? On these particular articles; I did not look at the others. [Tender 
handed to witness.] 
Those that were purchased from you? There is exactly the difference between nine-

pence three-farthings and ten-pence which we charged, and thirteen-pence--that is the 
difference. It averages from 20 to 25 per cent. as near as possible. I look at this article 
particularly because I know it better by its description. 
49 ,Jf, Mr. Rolieston : That yellow wove? Yes, and this blue wove. There is exactly the 
difference between nine-pence three-farthings and thirteen-pence. These articles I know 
better by their description; unless extremely common, the quality does not vary so much as 
it does in very fine paper. Common yellow wove we could put in at eight-pence halfpenny, 
but we have none on hand at present. 
.50. Ji jut'. Abbott Look under the head " Sands and Kenny"? Yellow wove, £1 Os. 
Is that for yellow wove, 16 lbs. 
The same items were tendered for by both parties ? If ordinary yellow wove, it is an 

extravagant price. 
That you consider an-? It is outrageous altogether. I should have thought it 

would have been double foolscap at that price. 
You see it is the same item ? It is outrageous altogether. 
It is very much higher than Staunton and Company ? £1 Os., and I7s. The common 

yellow wove; the commonest paper could be put in at about we offered, in fact, to 
supply it for something about Ss. Gd. to 9s., for 12 lb. paper, to the Treasury. 
In the list sent to the Treasury? Yes. 
And how much have Sands and Kenny charged? We offered to put in 12 lb. paper 

at 7s Sd., or less, free on board. 
And what is Sands and Kenny's price? £1 Cs. for a 16 lb. paper. 
What would your price be for that F We should say SId.  to Gd. for a very good ordinary 

paper; about Sfd. per lb.,-lOs. 8d. to 12s. per ream at this rate. 
And they have charged how much ? £1 Os. 

GO. They have tendered for that ? Yes. Yellow wove paper, 12 lbs. weight, we offered at 
7s. 8d. free on board, I think, or at a lower price free in London on board. An extreme good 
price for that would be lOs., or something thereabout. 
Did you look at the other charges there? I did not. (lVi/ness refers again to Tender.) 

This blue laid imperial, is that to be hand-made paper? 
By Mr. Jim lumen hand-made paper ? Best hand-made paper is worth here about 

is. 4d. to is. Gd. per lb. 
63, is. 4d. per lb ? Yes. 
By Air. Abbott: What is their charge ? £7 lOs. for 72 lbs. I should be glad to get 

£5 for it, £2 lOs. less ; but these are very extravagant altogether. 
They are all extravagant ? Yes, outrageous altogether. 
Then, Mr. M'Nab, if the Government had contracted with Staunton and Co. for the 

supply of that foolscap paper at the prices mentioned here, they would have bad to pay a 
higher price ; but by purchasing from you, Mr. Buchanan made a saving of 25 per cent.? I 
should say so, varying from 20 to 25 per cent.; the difference between 9d. and 13d.-about 
221  per cent. 
And he did purchase that paper from you ? Yes. 
'Will you have the kindness to look at that schedule (Appendix No. 2); double foolscap 

is an item there? This, under the head of Sands and Kenny, is very reasonable; not out of 
the way, SId.  for good ordinary paper. 
Do you recollect the state of the market with regard to that double foolscap F- 
By if.. Buebanan: Do you see the whole of it, the quantities offered for ? Oh 11 beg 

your pardon-100 reams. 
By il,. Abbott: It was for five hundred reams, and he offers to supply only one hundred? 

I do not think the price is out of the way. 
Which price? Sd. per pound for double foolscap is a very reasonable price. 
But do you recollect at that time whether this double foolscap was scarce or not-had 

you a stock of it? This is in December. 
Yes ? I do not think we had any in stock. 
You would he almost as sure to have a good supply as anyone in the market? I think 

so I think we sold out sometime between September and November. We sold three or 
four hundred reams, and we do not generally keep over a stock of two hundred or three 
hundred and fifty reams, 

9-K 76. 
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Mr. F.MNab. 76. But you generally have as large a stock as any in Sydney? We have a very large 

stock. 
S Mar., 1560. 77. As large as any one in Sydney? We very seldom have less than £12,000 or £15,000 

worth of paper of one kind or another. 
Would you consider at that time, taking into consideration the scarcity of the paper, 

that is. per pound was a high price ? No, I should not. 
Or an extravagant price? No. If I had had it, knowing that it was wanted, I would 

have held it for is. per pound. 
You would not have given it? No; I would keep it for a rise, if I thought I could get 

more. I know it was extremely scarce at the time. 
At that time? Yes; we had many applications for it from parties in town, and we 

could not supply them. I think Sands and Kenny applied to us once or twice. 

For some? Yes. 
Would they have purchased from you at is.? If it bad been of the best quality we 

would not let them have it for less. They have frequently purchased paper at is. per pound 
-they may have paid us is. per pound for double foolscap. 
Under ordinary eircumsianees? Under ordinary circumstances, and never less than 

lid,and 1l4d. for good quality. 
Never less? I do not think they have; we have to keep thern a long time, 
You would not let them have it for less than that at any time? No. 
in times of scarcity you would take advantage of the increased demand? Undoubtedly. 
You would take advantage of the Government or of anyone else? When we have it 

here it is not as if we had a certain market for it. If we take an order for a certain quantity 
of paper we have a certain market for it, and we put it in as low as possible; but if we 
bring it out here, we do not part with it at a more nominal profit; we must have something 

to cover the expenses. 
Can you say what the invoice price of that is at Home? It depends on the quality 

very much. 
There are several qualities of it? Yes; there are several qualities. 
The best? Will cost at Home now-I think our last quotations was from ten-pc:nee 

halfpenny to eleven-pence halfpenny. 
The but double foolscap? Yes, the best blue laid is eleven-pence halfpenny. 
That is the cost at home? That is the cost at Home, at the mills. there is a draw-

back of three-halfpence a-pound on it, but then there are all expenses to add. 
04. Now, importing that yourself, without having, as you say, an actual order for it, what 
would you consider a fair profit on it? We do not sell it under one shilling. 
And it costs you eleven-pence half-penny at Home? We get thrce-balf-peiee drawback, 

and it costs us then ten-pence. It is very bare. We have to charge cases. 
You would not charge less than one shilling? No; we could get a lower utdity-a 

common quality. 
By Mr. Buchanan: Will you look at the quality of that (Victorian contract, 691), 

LAppendi MiT]? It is a very fair paper. 
It Las been wetted? Yes. It seems tome as good and hard a paper as this (Blaub 

sheet, marked T), [Arpemmdtx Nb. 18.] 
By Mr. Abbott: You never have sold paper as good as that in Sydney for eight-pence 

halfpenny? No. 
A person having a large stock on hand of anything of that kind would be induced to 

sell at a lower price, to get rid of it? If it were lying heavy on his hands he would sell as 

low as possible. 
For instance, if you had got in a supply to meet a contract, and lost that contract, you 

would sell as low as cost price, or probably even below cost price? I should sell for as much 
as I could get. Unfortunately we have goods in that position at the present time, at a lees 

of twenty-five per cent. 
On the invoice? on the cost here. 
By the Chairman: Is eight-pence halfpenny per pound for double foolscap, 24 lbs. 

weight, less than it can be imported for here? The weight makes no eonse1uence if it is at 

per pound. 
The ordinary quality-such quality as that (Sheet marked T.), [Appendix .2V. IS], 

eight-pence half-penny is less than it can be imported to this Colony for? I should say so. 
They could not supply it at eight-pence halfpenny at present. I am sure they could not. 

Of these articles what were the principal ones purchased from you? These three 

articles. 
100. Would you mention them? Blue wove foolscap, (yellow wove we did not supply), 
blue laid, and cream laid. The cream laid we supplied of a higher quality than the other. 

In what quantities were these purchased from you? About eighty reams of blue wove, 
forty-eight of blue laid, and about eighty reams 0f cream laid. 

Which you say was of a superior quality to that stated? Under this description. It 
is superior to what comes under the description of yellow wove-better finished. It is 
impossible to say what the quality of this is without seeing it, but our cream woves are as 
much under the price of this as I have mentioned. - 

Then all those which you supplied were in fact from 20 to 25 per cent. under time 
contract prices in that schedule? They were. The nearest approach is our best superfine 
machine-made papers. They come close up to ilfd., and these are close up to 13d. 

I am speaking of what you supplied: did you supply that? I did; but I do not know 
whether these are the best superfines. If they are superfines they are still very high. If 

fines there is a difference of 25 per cent. 
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Was that the notice of tender which you went to the Exchange to look at? (Appendix Mr. F. MNab. 

.N. 15.) That was one of them I think. 
At that particular date? You see there are no quantities mentioned here, and we 8 Mar., 1860, 

could not put ourselves in a position to supply an indefinite quantity which might be a 
thousand reams or only twenty. 

Then did the quantity being undefined prevent you from putting in a tender? It 
would have done. We rarely tender for those things; but if they had said they wanted a 
thousand reams of single foolscap and five hundred reams of double foolscap, we should have 
put in a sample and a tender. 

Then you regard the quantities being left undefined as operating against taking the 
tender on the lowest terms? I would not take it at all. 

The quantity being undefined would naturally operate to deter persons in the trade 
from tendering as low as they would otherwise have dune ? I do not know that it would, if 
they chose to tender for what they had in stock. 

But the tender is indefinite? I might send in a tender for what I have in stock, then 
I might do it as low as I would do it for a greater quantity. 

If you had part of this in stock? But the advortisemcnt does not say how much was 
wanted: of course I should be bound to supply what was wanted if I obtained the tender. 

That is what I say; therefore I asked you the question: the advertisement being for 
undefined quantities, was it calculated to deter the trade from tendering? I should not 
think of tendering. 

You would not tender in such a case? No. 
Is it unlikely that the same reason which would operate to deter you would also operate 

to deter others? I should think so; but they might take the trouble to ascertain whether a 
tender for any definite quantity would be accepted; I did not do it. 

If persons tendered for such quantities, would it be unnatural that they should make 
their price higher than usual? They might not. 

But if they did? The trade may have known at the time that the thing could not be 
bad in the other Colonies. 

1 am speaking of all these things, and not simply of double foolscap. You said that 
one of these tenders was under the other 7 I say so still. 

You ay you can supply those things under that tender? I did do so. 
You did do so? Yes. 

120. Then you said that the indefiniteness of the quantity operated to deter you from 
tendering? I did not tender at all. 

It did operate? I would not tender for an indefinite quantity; because, as far as I am 
able to understund, I might be called upon to supply them, and failing to do so, they might 
be bought of anyone at any price, and I must pay the difference. 

Is it unnatural, then, that those who did tender, taking this point into consideration, 
would put on high prices? Not if they tender for what they have in stock, and not for an 
indefinite quantity. 
120. You can refer to them? There are no quantities mentioned here. 
1:30. No quantities? No; they would make thcmselvos safe if they could. 

Therefore it is not an unreasonable presumption that, tendering in this way, they 
would place very high prices upon such articles? If they did not know the quantities 
required. 

But the quantity is not known in this instance-it is indefinite? It is natural. 
133, But you consider that any knowledge of the quantity required would tend to-? I 
got a copy from the Treasury of the quantity wanted all the year round. 

I am referring to this particular ease, which is merely for indefinite quantities for a 
definite and short period ? Yes. Upon the information I had from the Treasury before, if 
I had had four hundred reams of double-foolscap, or three hundred, or perhaps even less, in 
stock, with my other stock, I should not have been deterred from sending in an application 
for that tender. 

Although the quantity is indefinite ? Although the quantity is indefinite, because I 
know the quantity ultimately required in the year. 

You would take your risk? I would take my risk. 
But not having it you did not tender? Not having it, and having none come forward, 

I did not. 
Then the same reasons may have operated with others 7 Undoubtedly. 
And, consequently, to meet the risks they may have put on high prices 7 I could supply 

them with two or three thousand reams of single foolscap if they wanted them. Some of 
the trade knew that we had rarely less than from one to two thousand reams. 

Then the fact is, that the putting forth of this tender without any defined quantities, 
operated to the disadvantage of the Government to the extent of 20 or 25 per cent. 7 Upon 
this article of double foolscap I think it would, because it was well known that there was 
little or none in the market. But in the article of single foolscap I do not think it ought. 
I dare say now in Sydney you could pick up several thousand reams of single foolscap. 

You furnished a list of prices at which you would supply the Treasury? I did. 
Were those prices what you would supply, or what you would merely import at? 

Wlant I would import at. I gave two prices-what I would deliver here at, and what I 
would put on board free in London at, the Government afterwards taking all the risk. 

Were those quantities definite or indefinite? Definite quantities consigned to me. 
Of course if I undertook to supply them with two or three thousand reams here in the 
course of the year, I should take care to have a good stock always in reserve. 
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Mr. P. M'Nab. 144. But the prices you named to the Treasury were for definite quantities? For definite 
quantities of each article—that is, that they give me a definite quantity, than which thoy 

S Mar., 1860. would require no less; but as much more as they liked we would supply them at the same 
rate. 

By Mr. Abbott: Tenders having been called for for a definite quantity of that double 
foolscap without success, would you consider that there was anything extraordinary in 
advertising for a tender for an indefinite quantity—trying an experiment? I do not think so 
at all; it might induce parties to tender for what they had. 

In the first tender, a definite quantity? Yes; the probability would be that anyone 
holding the quantity would tender. 
141. Anyone holding five hundred reams would have tendered of course at the time? Yes. 
148, By the Chairman: Would not the presumption be that at least five hundred reams 
would be required? I say, any one holding five hundred reams. 

Would not that be a greater inducement to tender for the first tender? It would be. 
By Air. Abbott: If you had had anything like that quantity of double foolscap you 

would have tendered, I think I understood you to say? Yes, I might have tendered. 
Under the second? With the information I had from the Treasury, I might have 

tendered and taken the risk of what would come forward. 

syduey: Tbomas Thohard,, Covenmeot Printer.—S6a 
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SECOND INQUIRY. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to CLERX OP THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 

The Treasury, .2Vw South ll'ies, 
23 April, 1860. 

SIR, 
The inquiry which has already taken place into the Department of the Colonial 

Storekeeper has satisfied the Government that further investigation is necessary. It has, 
therefore, been determined to cause a full and searching examination to be made into 
the general management of that department, in order that authentic data may be obtained 
as to the extent to which these irregularities have been carried, the existence of which, in 
some deoree, is manifest. 
I have, therefore, the honor, by direction of the Treasurer, to request that you will 

be good enough to undertake this inquiry,, in which it is proposed that you should be 
associated with Deputy Assistant Commissary General Wrentmore and Captain Scott. These 
gentlemen will be requested to place themselves in communication with you. 

The Report, accompanied by the Evidence, which has been already made, will be 
forwarded to you; and, while the Treasurer does not consider it necessary to limit the scope 
of the investigation, he trusts that yourself and colleagues will be prepared to report fully 
upon the manner in which the department generally has been managed, upon the duties of 
the several officers of the department, and how far those duties have, or have not, been 
honestly and efficiently performed. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to CAPTAIN SCOTT. 

The Treasury, New South Wales, 
23 April, 1860. 

Si it, 
The Government being satisfied that further investigation into the Department 

of the Colonial Storekeeper is necessary, it has been determined to cause a full and 
searching examination to be made into the general management of that department, in 
order that authentic data may be obtained as to the extent to which the irregularities have 
been carried, the existence of which, in some degree, is manifest. 

I have, therefore, the honor, by direction of the Treasurer, to request that you will 
be good enough to undertake this inquiry, in which it is proposed that you should be 
associated with R. O'Connor, Esq., the Clerk of the Legislative Council, as Chairman, and 
Deputy Assistant Commissary General Wrentmore. 

I am further instructed to request that you will place yourself in communication 
with Mr. O'Connor on the subject, to whom the Report of the late Board, accompanied by 
the Evidence which has already been taken, will be forwarded. 

I have, &e., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

Similar letter to the foregoing sent to Deputy Assistant Commissary General Wrentmore. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to ACTrNO CoLoNIAL ST0REKEEPEn. 

The Treasury, New South Wales, 
24 April, 1860. 

Sin, 
The Government being satisfied, from the evidence taken by the recent Board, 

that further investigation into the Department of the Colonial Storekeeper is necessary, it 
has been determined to cause a full and searching examination into the general management 
of that Department. 

I am therefore directed by the Honorable the Treasurer to inform you, that the 
LcØiISUVA gentlemen named in the margin have been appointed a Board of Inquiry for that purpose, 
othL (efitir- and to request that you will lend all the assistance in your power to the Board which may 

u,J.yinntmore, be considered necessary towards effecting the object in view. 
I have, &e., 

cspsaitott. HENRY LANE, 
Under Secretary. 
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DEPUTY ASSISTANT CouMissay GENERAL to Urinn SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY. 

Comrnissazict, Syidney, 
24 April, 1860. 

Sm, 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of yesterday's date, requesting, on 

the part of the Honorable the Treasurer, that! should, in conjunction with Mr. O'Connor 
and Captain Scott, undertake an inquiry into the general management of the Colonial Store-
keepers Department, I have the honor to state that, with every disposition to ussist the 
Colonial Government in this inquiry, it will be impossible for mc to undertake this duty 
without neglecting, to a very serious extent, my own legitimate duties; and that, on this 
account, I am reluctantly compelled to decline the request of the Honorable the Treasurer. 

Incidentally, I may remark, that I should feel it to be my duty to protest aganst being 
made a member of a Board of which it is proposed that a civilian be made the CbaSrman. 

I have, &c., 

GEORGE J. WRENT1OJ1E, 
B. A. C. fl. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to ACTING C0I4ONIAL SToREJCEEPZR. 

The &easu'y, Yew South Wales, 

SIR, 
30 April, 1860. 

Referring to the 2nd paragraph of my letter of the 24th instant, apprising you 
that R. O'Connor, Esq., G. S. Wrentmore, Esq., and Captain Scott, had been appointl a 
Board for the purpose of inquiring into the general management of the Colonial Storekeeper's 
Department, I am now directed to inform you that Paymaster Olivey, of the 12th Regiment, 
has been substituted for Mr. Wrentmure, that gentleman having been compelled to decline 
undertaking the duty. 

I have, &c., 

HENRY LANE, 
Under Secretary 

UNDER SECRETARY TO TilE TREASURY to CLERK OF TIlE LEGISLATIVE A.ssEMnLy. 

The Treasury, Mw South Wales, 

SIR, 
30 April, 1860. 

Referring to my letter of the 23rd instant, relative to the examination into 
the general management of the Department of the Colonial Storekeeper, and to the proposal 
therein that you should be associated with Mr. Deputy Assistant Commissary General Wrent-
more and Captain Scott, I am directed to inform you that Paymaster Olivcy, of the 12th 
Regiment, has been substituted for Mr. Wrentmore, in consequence of the latter gentleman 
having been compelled to decline undertaking this duty, which be states he could not per-
form without neglecting, to a very serious extent, his own legitimate duties. 

I have, &o., 

HENRY LANE, 
Under Secretary. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to PAYMASTEIt OLTVEY, 

The Treasury, New South Wales, 

Sin, 
30 April, 1860. 

I am directed by the Treasurer to inform you that the Lieutenant Colonel 
commanding the Troops has no objection to your cooperating with R. O'Connor, Esq., and 
Captain Scott, for the purpose of inquiring into the general management of the Department 
of the Colonial Storekeeper. I have, therefore, to request that you will be so good as to 
place yourself in communication with the first named gentleman, to whom all papers on the 
subjcct have been forwarded. 

I have, &c., 

HENRY LANE, 
Under Secretary. 
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R. OThanor, 

Paymaster 
Oliver, utis 
BegS.; 
Captain Scott. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO TIlE TREASURY to CAPTAIN SCOTT. 

The Treasury, New South W21e3, 
30 April, 1800. 

SIR, 
Referring to my letter of the 23rd instant, relative to the investigation into 

the Department of the Colonial Storekeeper, I am directed to inform you that Paymaster 
Olivey, of the 12th Regiment, has been substituted for Mr. Deputy Assistant Commissary 
General %\Trent.more,  in consequence of that gentlemen having been compelled to decline 
undertaking this inquiry, which, he states, he could not perform without neglecting, to a 
very serious extent, his own legitimate duties. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO TUE TREASURY to CLERK or THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 

no Treasury, 
7 May, 1860. 

Mv DEAR SIR, 
I return you many thanks for the kind suggestion in your note of to-day. 

I assure you the fact of my not having written to the Colonial Storekeeper, in reference to 
the appointment of the Board of which you are the Chairman, was quite overlooked. 

I have now, however, written to Mr. Buchanan, apprising him of your appointment, 
and of the nature of the inquiry about to be instituted; also, requesting him to attend when 
summoned, and give all the information in his power. 

I have, 8te., 
HENRY LANE. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to COLONIAl, STOREKEEPER. 

The Treasury, h'S South Wiles, 
7 May, 1860. 

SIR, 
The Executive Council having carefully considered the Report of the Board 

appointed to inquire into certain charges made against you, have come to the conclusion 
that further investigation is necessary into the general management of the Colonial Store-
keeper's Department. 

I am, therefore, directed to inform you, that the gentlemen named in the margin 
have been appointed a Board for that purpose, and to request that you will attend, when 
summoned, and furnish the Board with such information as it may be in your power to 
aive. 

I have, &e., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

COLONIAL STOREKEEPER to COLONIAL TREASURER. 

Monday, 7 May, 1800. 
SIR, 

I annex copy of a note addressed me by Mr. O'Cenuor, the Clerk of the 
Legislative Council, informing me that a second Board of Inquiry into the Department of 
the Colonial Storekeeper had been appointed; that the said Board resolved to meet this day 
at 11 ; and that my attendance was requested. 

This intimation only reached my hands after the hour of meeting had passed. 
Entertaining a desire to avoid the appearance even of discourtesy to the Members, I appeared 
as early as possible, and explained my reasons for declining to be examined by them at 
present. They specially touch upon the mode of procedure adopted by the Treasury, and, in 
consequence, I beg to submit the few following observations for your information 

The fourth month haseommenced since this inquiry was initiated. Two months have 
elapsed since the first Board finished its business, and, as I supposed, closed the inquiry. 

About seven weeks have run their course since I applied, both in writing and verbally, 
to be furnished with a copy of the Board's report, and to this hour I have not been honored 
with any reply to my requests, bcyoud the promise that they should be "brought before the 
Cabinet." 

Manifesting, as these circumstances do, the desire to protract this matter, and keep 
everything in suspense, I had formed the opinion that the intention was held of ignoring my 
existence altogether, and of quietly setting me aside. While slumbering on this idea, 
I sin awoke by Mr. O'Connor's note in a manner, as I conceive, rather rudely and 
suddenly, though I attribute no blame to him. Reflection came to my aid, and I clearly saw 
how consistent the course pursued was with the tactics that ordinarily govern the Treasury. 
In past times its studied and scrupulous avoidance of committing anything to paper, except 
under indefeasible necessity and compulsion; its shrinking from responsibilities proper to its 
office, and its general desire to settle nothing except by word of mouth, had all been the 

subject 
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subject of remark, and been pointed to by me as a source of danger to every department it 
controlled. Why then I should expect the open straightfor*ard course to be followed of 
acquainting me, at least as early as the public press, that a second Board had been named, 
and what the objects of the second inquiry would be, I can explain merely by reference to 
the blindness with which all are afflicted in matters concerning themselves. 

The open and avowed accusation of the Treasury was, that I had, expressing it briefly, 
been guilty of official irregularity. By its acts, however, as is well known, it impugned—
I write the words with suppressed rage—my honesty. 

Cloaked and attempted to be suppressed as this imputation was when it had been 
quietly and silently ascertained that grounds for its existence there were none, I had imagined 
its remembrance would at least suffice to induce more candour and plain dealing in future. 
The lesson appears to be lost; and I therefore appeal to you, sir, as the responsible head of 
that branch of the public service to which I am attached, to learn whether this second Board 
is constituted under your orders? 

What its functions are 
Whether I am still to consider myself suspended 
Whether, under the investigation already made, I was condemned or not ? 
And, finally, once more to apply for a copy of the report of the first Board. 

I have, &c., 
JNO. BUCHANAN. 

CHAIRMAN OE nit BOARD to COLONIAL STOREKEEPER. 

Legislative Council OJlce, 

SIR, 
4 May, 1800. 

I have the honor to inform you that Capt. Scott, Capt. Olivey, of the 12th 
Regiment, and myself, have been appointed a Board to snake further inquiry into the Depart-
ment of the Colonial Storekeeper, and that the Board have resolved to meet at the Colonial 
Storekeeper's Office on Monday next, the 7th instant, at 11 o'clock, A.M., for the purpose of 
proceeding with such inquiry. 

And I have to request that you will favor the Board with your attendance at that 
place and time, in order to your being examined upon the matters involved in such inquiry. 

I have, &e., 
R. O'CONNOR, 
Chairman of the Board. 

COLONIAL STOREKEEPER to COLONIAL TREASURER. 

S Alay, 1860. 
SIR, 

I beg to acknowledge Mr. Under Secretary Lane's letter of yesterday, (P. 0. 
544) received under cover, bearing to-day's date. 

It conveys the first authentic and official intelligence I have received in regard to the 
charges preferred against me on the 30th January Inst. 

I learn from it that the Executive Council have come to the conclusion that "further 
"investigation is necessary into the general management of the Colonial Storekeeper's 
" Department "; that with this object in view another Board had been appointed, and that I 
am requested "to furnish the Board with such information as it maybe in my power to give." 
I find the nid of this brief and indefinite communication of little service to me in my effort 
to divine what my position is in regard to the new inquiry, and I therefore earnestly press 
for answers at your earliest convenience, to the queries at the end of my letter of yesterday, 
as I hope such replies will snake the occult meaning bid in Mr. Lanes communication, clear. 

I have, &e,, 
JNO. BUCIIANAN. 

UNDER SEcRETARY TO THE TREASURY to COLONIAL STOREKEEPER. 

The Treasury, New South Wales, 

SIR, 
15 May, 1860. 

In consequence of the illness of the Under Secretary, your letters of the 7th 
and 8th instant were only yesterday submitted to the Honorable the Treasurer. I am 
now directed by him to enclose, for your information, a copy of the Report of the Board 
appointed to inquire into the charges brought against you, and also to acquaint you with the 
decision of the Executive Council thereon, which is, in substance, as follows:— 

That, without reference to those matters which at present give rise to suspicion only, 
they see ample reason to believe that the department generally is in a thoroughly disor-
ganized state, and that there are good grounds for questioning, at all events, your efficiency 
in its management. They therefore advised that " a full and searching inquiry be at once 
"instituted into the general management of the business connected with the Colonial Store," 
and expressed their regret that, considering the lengthened period during which you have 
been in the public service, and the confidence hitherto reposed in you, they felt constrained 
to advise that, pending the result of such inquiry, you should remain under suspense. 

As 
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As the Board which has been appointed under this rcoommendation cannot satisfac-
torily perform the duty intrusted to them, unless you give such information as may be 
considered necessary to enable them to arrive at a decision ; and, as it is obviously your 
duty to afford all the assistance in your power, during an investigation into the state of the 
department, I am directed to request that you will facilitate the operations of the Board as 
much as possible, and give your attcndance at any time when called on by them. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

U2mn SECRETARY TO TUE TREASURY to CLERK OP TUE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. 

The Treasury, New South Wales, 
21 May, 1860. 

SIR, 

I do myself the honor to inform you, that, in compliance with the request 
contained in your note of the 11th instant, I was directed by the Honorable the Treasurer 
to forward to Mr. Buchanan a copy of the Report, made by the late Board of Inquiry into 
the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, as also to communicate to him the decision of the 
Executive Council on the subject, and, at the same time, to advise him that, as the present 
Board cannot satisfactorily perform the duty intrusted to them, unless they receive from 
him all information considered necessary, and as, moreover, it is obviously incumbent on him 
to render all the assistance in his power, during an investigation into the state of that 
department, be is expected to facilitate the operations of the Board as much as possible. 

Mr. Buchanan was instructed aecordin&y  on the 15th of the present month, and 
requested to give his attendance at any time when called on by the Board. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

COLONIAL SToREiunsPnt to COLONIAL TREASuRER. 

Sydnq, 31 March, 1860. 
SIB, 

At the termination, respectively, of the months of March and April, I applied 
to Mr. Campbell, who is at present in charge of my department, for payment of my salary, 
but was informed in reply he had been instructed to withhold it. 

The amount due for the first complete month of my suspension—February--I duly 
received. I purposed at the time at once drawing your attention to the subject, and inquiring 
what were the circumstances, or difference of views of the present Government from those of 
the preceding Government,' that called for the imposition of this additional penalty ? But, on 
reconsideration, deemed it as well to let the question await the. report of the Board then 
sitting. 

In matters of this kind there are three courses that can be taken—suspension from 
office; suspension from salary; and suspension from both office and salary. The terms of 
your Under Secretary's letter of the 81st January last, plaoes me in the first position. I do 
not think, therefore, it would have been surprising had I at once sought to learu why I was 
brought under the operation of the third. Now, however, that the Board have brought up 
their Iteport (with which it will be my duty yet to deal), I cannot longer hesitate to prefer, 
with even greater reason, my claim to salary up to this date. 

Although compulsorily removed from duty, special care has been taken in  written 
terms not to relinquish a command over my services. It is therefore mere folly to say, as I 
understand has been said, that my time is my own. Obviously in the case of men destitute 
of the means of living, suspension without limitation or definition of meaning, might, in 
inquiries, protracted as this has been, become a potent engine of oppression, injustice, and 
even ruin. lxeept by their own act, and the consequent forfeiture of all claims, they conld 
not disrobe themselves of their badges of official servitude, and, without doing so, they are 
debarred seeking, with any hope of success, the means of existence beyond the pale of the 
service. 

The burden, annoyance, and (worst feature of all) the lingering suspense of an inquiry, 
already spread over four months, and that, in the shape into which it has now resolved itself, 
may last four more, are tortures enough, I should have thought, to gratify the heart of a 
Basins; to add to them pecuniary loss and embarrassment is a refinement to which I cannot 
suppose the Government desire to lend themselves. On this ground, therefore, I seek relief 
from this penalty, as well as on the principle that the mention of one degree of suspension 
implies the exclusion of every other degree. 

I have, &e., 

JNO. BUCHANAN. 
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UNDER SEcRETARY TO THE TREASuRY to COLONIAL STOREKEEPER, 

The Ti-eaeury, New South Walis, 
7 June, 1860. 

SIR, 

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 31st March (May?), r a 
directed by the Honorable the Treasurer to inform you, that it appears to be the invariable 
rifle of the serice not to pay salary to an officer during his suspension. 

He desires me to add that it is expected that the inquiry into the Storekeeper's 
Department will be very shortly brought to a close. 

I have, &c., 

HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

COLONIAL STOREKEEPER to COLONIAL TREASURER. 

Sydney, 15 Thne, 1860. 
SIR, 

I have the honor to acknowledge iir. Under Secretary Lane's letter of the 7th 
instant, informing me, in reply to mine of the 81st ultimo, " that it appears to be the 
"invariable rule of the service not to pay salary to an officer during his suspension." 

I am not prepared to contravene this assertion; but I presume it has reference merely 
to cases in which the facts are of an ordinary character, and the suspension brief. I hold 
that I possess a moral claim (perhaps even a legal onc) to my salary up to the period, viz., 
15 May, when the result of the first Board's labors and the decision of the Government 
thereon were communicated to me ; I, therefore, beg to request that you will be good enough 
to take into consideration the distinction in my case from ordinary ones, that an investigation 
has been held and closed; and though I remain suspended (why—is not very clear), pending 
a second inquiry on new grounds and before a fresh Board, that circumstance I conceive 
ought not to be suffered to militate against and strip me of an antecedent claim. 

I have, &c., 

JNO. BUCHANAN. 

COLONIAL STOREKEEPER to COLONIAL TREAsURER. 

Si. Leonard's, 16 Jutj,, 1860. 
SIR, 

In the concluding sentences of the first paragraph of the Report of the Board of 
Inquiry into the management of the Colonial Store, a suggestion is thrown out that I should 
place in your hands a statemcat of my private banking account. 

It is to be regretted that the Board did not make me aware of this desire of theirs, 
as I presume the intention was rcally entertained of making known what such a statement 
might shew. I cannot, however, avail myself of the offer, inasmuch as since the year 1843 
I have had no banking account. 

I am now, however, in a position to state that Mr. Weston, whose private concerns at 
the London Chartered Bank have already been partially submitted to the Board's inspection, 
will offer no obstacle to further re-search into them at the hands of the Board; and, at my 
urgent request, he has consented that this re-search, to be complete, shall embrace the entire 
period within which his account has been open—the debit as well as the credit side. 

I have, &c., 

JNO. BUCHANAN. 

PROCEEDINGS 
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FROCEEDLVGS of the Executive Council on the 31st July, 
1860, with refei'e'wc to 

the Report of the Board of Inquiry into the conduct of the 
Colonial Storekeeper's 

Department. 

Minute 60-33. Confirmed 7 August, 1860. 

REFERRING 
to the proceedings on the 5th April last, when the Council had under considera-

tion the Report of a Board appointed to invcstigate certain alleged irregularities in the 
Department of the Colonial Storekeeper, and in consequence of that investigation being 
incomplete and inconclusive, advised that a fuller and more searching inquiry should be 
instituted into the general management of the department,—HiS Excellency the Governor 
General now lays before the Council the Report of a Board which was appointed, in 
pursuance of the above recommendation, to fulfil the duty in question, with instructions 
" to make further inquiry into the manner in which the Colonial Storekeeper's Department 
"generally has been managed—the duties of the several officers of the department—and how 
" far those duties have, or have not, been honestly and efficiently performed." 

The evidence taken by the Board in investigating these several matters accompanies 
this Report, as does also the Report, with its appended evidence of the previous Board. 

All these documents have, for some days past, been in the possession and under the 
consideration of the majority of the Members, and the Council having now again carefully 
considered the two Reports in connection with the facts disclosed by the evidence, express 
their entire concurrence in the views recorded by the Honorable the Colonial Treasurer in 
a Minute indorsed upon the last Report; and adopting the recommendation with which 
that Minute concludes, they advise that Mr. Buchanan, the Colonial Storekeeper, be now 
called upon to shcw cause why he should not be dismissed from the public service, by reason 
of the various derelictions of duty held to be proven against him by the Minute of the 

Treasurer. 

EDWARD C. NEREWETHER, 

Approved,— 
Clerk of the Council. 

W. D., No. 681. 
S 4ugust, '60. 
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1860. 

MMiAGEMENT OF TH.E COLONIAL STOREKKKPER'S 

DEPARTMENT. 

REPORT. 

TaE Board, appointed to make further inquiry into the manner in which the Colonial Store-

keeper's Department generally has been managed, the duties of the several officers of the 

Department, and how far those duties have or have not been honestly and efficiently per- 

formed, have the honor to Report as follows 

1. The first occupation of the Board was, to make themselves acquainted with the 

proceedings of those who had gone before them; and, in order to disengage their own inquiry 
p. ufrard. 

from the matters involved in the previous investigation, they consider it expedient at once to 

state that, upon a most careful consideration of those proceedings, and a most minute 

examination of the several documents connected therewith, they arrived at the conclusion 

that the signature "James Staunton" is, in every instance, in the handwriting of the late 

Chief Clerk. They regret, however, that they cannot, with equal confidence, acquit the 
"too." 

Colonial Storekeeper of all knowledge of the practices of his late Chief Clerk, seeing that the 

dates involved in the transaction per "Walter Hood," shew a fitting in of the two orders for tran,vtien per 

etahonery from England, which wears an appearance of contrivance they cannot overlook; 
Walterilood," 

althongh, with a view to overcome this difficulty, they endeavored to trace the parties who 

cashed the several cheques in favor of "James Staunton" and "Staunton and Co.," but 

without success, except only in the case of the crossed cheques, which were, in the aggregate, 

for smaller amounts than the uncrossed cheques, and which were all, without exception, paid 

into the London Chartered Bank to the credit of the late Chief Clerk. The uncrossed 

cheques having been paid over the counter, and, consequently, no note taken of the person 

who presented them, the Board are thus deprived of the satisfaction they would have felt 

could they have reported that, up to the point of cashing the cheques, at all events, the 

Colonial Storekeeper stood acquitted of all pecuniary interest in the practices of his late 

Chief Clerk, and to that extent of all reasonable ground for the suspicion that he could 

have been in any  way cognizant of those practices, which suspicion is in no way weakened by 

consideration of the circumstances that James Staunton's first tebder came from " Mel-

"bourue," and was altogether uncalled for by advertisement or otberwise,—a circumstance 

which, on occasion of his subsequent tenders from "Sydney," might reasonably have 

been expected to produce in the mind of a vigilant and careful officer at the 

head of so important a department, a spirit of inquiry that might have had to 

the detection of the deception before acceptance of the second tender; and that 

when his late Chief Clerk openly avowed, after quitting the service, that "Staunton 

"& Co." was his own "trading name," the Colonial Storekeeper did not himself immediately 

make known that avowal to the Minister at the head of his department. But even as it is, 

there is yet one other means by which the Colonial Storekeeper may relieve himself of this 

suspicion to the oxtent the Board desired, and that is, by requesting his bankers to furnish 

the Colonial Treasurer with a detailed statement of his private account with them on every 

day included in the period within which those deceptions were practised by his late Chief 

Clerk. 2. 
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which colonial 2. The objects the Government had in view in the establishment of a Colonial Store 

Department are set out in the following extract from Sir Richard Bourke's financial Minute for 

the year 1838, laid upon the Table of the then Legislative Council, on 4th July, 1837 :— 

A new appointment is proposed on the Civil Establishment, which has had its rise in the 

"difficulty experienced in supplying the Colonial Departments with stores, since their custody 

" has been transferred from the Commissariat to the Officers of Ordnance. The latter have 

"found their time too fully occupied in the performance of their proper duty—the supply of 

the Military and Convict Departments—to enable them to take charge of the Colonial, nor 

is it the duty of the Commissariat to provide means of conveying stores to the latter. The 

whole duty, therefore, including the supply of the Police and Gaol Establishments has 

devolved on Colonial Officers since the 1st Jnly, 1835. An attempt was made to dispense 

" with the appointment of Storekeeper by directing each department to supply itself; but 

"after some experience of this arrangement it was found expensive and inefficient. The 

consumption of stores was excessive, the articles received from the contractors were not pro- 

perly surveyed, and their delivery was irrcgular. Most of these inconveniences will, it is 

hoped, be overcome by the proposed establishment, which is taken on as low a scale as the 

Elfllteattaincd. " service will permit." The results attained will be seen by the evidence hereto appended, 

and the Board are free to confess that they fall far short of the objects for which the depart-

ment was established. Much of this failure, however, is fairly attributable to the want of 

sufficient and appropriate accommodation in the buildings appropriated for purposes of the 

Colonial Store; and few of the improvements in its management which the Board will 

presently have the honor to suggest can be effected until new stores have been built, on a 

plan and scale suited to the daily increasing necessities and operations of the department. 

Thlaatiefaetion 3. It is obvious, from the Colonial Storekeeper's evidence, that there has existed of Colonial 

"oorkee' 
some feeling of dissatisfaction on his part from the period of his appointment to that office iS appointment 

to that omee. in 1845, and this may reasonably be supposed to account for many of the defects in the consmucam 
management of the department, to which the Board will shortly have to advert, as well as 

for the little importance the Colonial Storekeeper is inclined to attach to any one of the 

considerations for which the department was instituted, or to the necessity for even the 
most ordinary precaution in the disbursement of the public moneys placed at his disposal 

for paying for the stores, He considers that, in some shape or other, there must at all 

times be Colonial Stores, and, inferentially, that no faultiness in management can interfere 

with this necessity. The Board, however, are inclined to the opinion that the management 

may be so faulty, the store accommodation so insufficient and unsuitable, and the expense of 

the agency so great, that it might be for the best interests of the Colony to dispense with a 

Colonial Store Department in any form, and to leave it to the departments and services to 

supply themselves upon some well devised system of ultimate accurate accounting to the 

Treasury, and they are far from saying that that time has not even now arrived. 
Present 4. The present Colonial Stores consist of one narrow building, with one floor, and a .eeomnMst Ion 
for stores in loft above the ground floor, situate between the Commissariat Stores and Campbell's Wharf. Colonial Stores 
proper. 

At the western end of the ground floor of this building are the offices; and when it is con- 

sidered that these lean on the east line of George-street, and lie several feet below the traffic 

level of that street, it will not be matter of surprise to learn that they are dark, damp, and 

wholly unsuited to the uses of offices, although the Chief Clerk occupies one in which a 

humane gaoler would hesitate to lodge a criminal. The eastern end of the ground floor 

affords store-room for a few heavy unbroken packages. The floor above, running the entire 

length of the building, is occupied by broken packages, and unpacked stores, and is also 

used for packing and unpacking, although the space is altogether inaderivate for the 

purpose. The loft is used for stowage of a few light cases. A large portion of the whole 
Mr. Henry packages are stowed in Mr. Henry Moore's Stores, and are, of course, chargeable with store 

Moore, 5tOS rent, eartage, and labor. Another considerable portion of them is stowed in one of the Corn- 

Commiseatlat Inissariat Stores, and, from want of space on the ground floor, heavy portions of two field 

batteries and other heavy stores are stowed in the upper floor of this building, and are 

pressing out the walls so much, that, if not shortly looked to, the whole, it is feared, will 

come down with a rush that will probably involve much loss and mischief. The gunpowder 

is stowed in stores on Goat Island; and even there, although every thing is kept in good 
Powder Mar- order, the space is altogether inadequate. The magazines are full, notwithstanding that the 

supply they contain would not extend beyond a very limited demand, and the Board did not 

fail 
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by the merest possible accident, and to which, indeed, there is even a material door invitingly 

'opening to a boat, whose bow might touch the step-ladder by which it is reached, whilst two-

thirds of her length would be covered by the traffic surface of the Circular Quay; and 
Unchecked try whi]st the system of promotion, which the evidence shews to obtain in the Department is 'yMca of pro- 
motion, well calculated to further the interests of the service under a proper method of accounting, 

the Board are bound to say that, in the absence of all check upon remains, the system is 

one equally well calculated to shield and perpetuate these practices, should the subordinates, 

into whose hands virtually the whole practical working of the Department has been thrown, 

be unhappily at any time other than the most sternly honest of their class. And as regards 

one other object the Government had in establishing the Colonial Stores, namely, to substitute 

Evideoceof regularity for irregularity in the delivery of stores, the Board consider that the circum- 
OinTislilngiup- stance o
I'larit) in 

f two-thirds of the supplies for 1859 being purchased in the Colony shows that, even 

- in this respect the Colonial Store has failed of its object, if it is to be supposed that purchases 

in the Colony are made only to meet emergencies. 

caning for and 6. The Board now come to the system of calling for and dealin" with tenders for dealing inch o 
tenders, stores. They see nothing to complain of in calling for tenders to cover time in those cases 

where the snpplies from Home are not expected to arrive, so as to meet the demands of the 

service, though the cases in which this mode is resorted to ought to be exceptional and 

very rare indeed, consistently with a due watchfulness on the part of the Colonial Store-

keeper. But the system of dealing with the tenders themselves is, in their opinion, very 

loose and objectionable, and liable to great abuse, should an inclination exist to profit by 

the opportunities offered by its defects. To protect the service against the recurrence of 

frauds, delays, or other injuries, the Board are disposed to think that in all cases whatsoever, 

remlerersouglit tenderers ought to be known to the Board who open their tenders, for even where sureties to bc known 
are required, the eonsideratioa of the loss and vexation likely to be occasioned to the public 

service by any probable default on the part of the contractor ought, in the opinion of the 

Board, in many cases, to be thought of higher moment than the sufficiency of his security; 

- and where no sureties are required, it would seem to be absolutely indispensable to protect 
to prevent roes,' - 
ronceofinjury the service against loss that the tenderers should be known to the Board who open their 
to service 

tenders, otherwise wrong parties might be paid, and tenders might be accepted from persons 

under the name of C. B. who, under that of A. B., had in a former contract acted in such 

- a manner as to render them wholly ineligible as tenderers were-, their real names and eir- 

- eumstanees known to the Board; and also, as had been seen, from officers in the Colonial 
and of real- 

part Storekeeper's Department, who might place themselves in competition with bond jide trades- 
of officers, 

men, in a way that would be altogether unfair, if from no othereonsideration than that of the 

better information they would have on all the matters which are generally taken into account 

Board of three. by an intending tenderer. The Board should consist of three officers, severally bound to do 

their duty with all, vigilance and care; the Colonial Storekeeper ought not to be one of the 

three, but if he made himself acquainted, as the Board think he might reasonably be expected 

Storekeeper to to do, with current market prices, be might be present and afford valuable information on aeltise Os, reason- 
nbcue,s of that head, so as to enable the Board even to reject or recommend the rejection of all the 

tenders, in the event of any combination among the tenderers to exact prices unreasonably 

beyond current rates in the open market. The acceptance of tenders should, as now, rest 

with the Colonial Treasurer, but it should be the duty of the Board, after hearing what the 

Colonial Storekeeper had to say, to note their opinion upon the schedule to be submitted to 

Seheslulirig of him, and this schedule should be made out in the presence of and be signed by the Board, 
tenders. 

and immediately forwarded under seal to the Treasurer, who would furnish the Colonial 

orjof5aScPjte Storekeeper with a copy of the accepted tender, because, in many cases, the tender accepted 

to Storekeeper would differ unavoidably from the advertisement calling for tenders, and this is all the Colonial 

Storekeeper ought to have to do with the tenders; but it should be his duty to see that the 

stores, when supplied, are in accordance with the tender both as to quantity and quality; 

Storekeeper to and if not, to return them to the tenderer, reporting the circumstance to the Colonial 
return storee 
differing from Treasurer' and leaving it to the tenderer, if dissatisfied to institute a survey and such other patton,. - 

proceedings as his interests might dictate. - 

Storekeeper ' 7. As they have already said, the Board are of opinion that the Colonial Storekeeper 
ought to I.,Io u.ohmg to do ought to have nothing whatever to do with payments for stores, and they think that the 

%for V)lltprLyiit'tliS known want of effectual system and cheek in accounting, even for ordinary stores, in his 
- ' 

department, 



fail to observe that packages containing gunpowder in tins occupied at least twice the space 

occupied by bulk gunpowder or equal weight. The Board would remark that the expediency 

of making immediate provision for a much larger supply of this article is suggested as 

necessary, even for purposes of progress in time of peace, by the enormous quantities expended 

upon the daily extending lines of Railway, to say nothing of the large quantities that might 

be required for purposes of defence at any time ; and they consider that the safety of all the 

magazines would be best consulted, if those which may be erected, from time to time here-

after, were placed at such distances from each other that an explosion in one would not, as 

now, almost necessarily involve the blowing up of the whole. The Board noticed that whilst 

the old military magazine is constructed on the principles obse,rve4 in the erection of similar 

buildings elsewhcre;the new or Colonial magazines (which are quite close to it and to each 

other) are of a very much lighter structure, and are covered, one with slate and another with 

iron, as if the architect desired to diminish the shock of an explosion, in proportion to the 

diminished capacity to resist a foe or an accident which he gave to the roofs of these 

magazines, and thereby, doubtless, to lessen the danger to those who in Sydney and Balmain 

dwell in their immedjate neighborhood. The Board consider it but right to observe here, 

that by abandoning the present jetty, and thvowig a platform over the out originally 

intended as the landing-place, and using that for purposes of unshipping and sbipprsg 

gunpowder, much time and labor would be svcd, and much damage to packages and 

risk to the magazines in these operations might be avoided. In a yard to the south of Yard a,idsma)I 

the Colonial Stores are strewed about many gun-carriages, and in a si&ll ruin at the upper 

end of this yard are stowed a'uumbet of iron bedstea4s, &c. This is the nature and extent 

of the accommodation provided for the Colonial Stores, and the officers in charge of them, 

and, as they hare already. said, the Board are free to admit that its inadequacy affords much 

excuse for defects in management. 

5. The leading objects in the establishment of the Colonial Stores were, as stated in 

the extract from Sir Richard Bourke's financial minute already quoted, to check excessive 

consumption, and to have the articles properly surveyed; but the Board find that no cheek 

whatever is opposed to Qxccssive consumption, except in a few instances where theColonial q.vf 
Storekeeper feels he can interpose with impunity, whilst, practically, the survey of the stores 

is left in the hands of the most subordinate and least responsible officers in the department, Inefficient sutrey. 
the Colonial Storekeeper being called in only as referee when the foreman and fourth or 

junior clerk cannot themselves agree whether the stores are or are not according to pattern. 

Two other objects have subsequently presented themselves as being at least equally 

desirable in the maintenance of the Colonial Stores,—the acquisitiän of stores at the lowest 

cost consistent with the highest quality required, and the right accounting for the receipt, 

issue, and remains of these stores. That there is an absence of vigilance in looking to the Abosnec of fora- thought to an- 
wants of the service, so as to anticipate demands by supplies from England, whence, to use pateants of 

the Colonial Storekeeper's own words, stores can be obtained at a cost that would save 

importers' profits, is evidenced by the circumstance that in the year 1959 the purchases at 

Home did not exceed one-third of the total purchases for the year through the intervention 

of the Colonial Stores. And here the Board may observe that if the right system of account-

lug for stores by the ordinary store ledger in use in the Ordnance Department had been in 

operation in the Colonial Stores, this could not possibly have happened, for the actual con-

sumption of each previous year would be distinctly before the 'Colonial Storekeeper, and 

would suggest to him the time for ordering his supplies, as well as the quantities 

and patterns to order. And this 'brings the Board to the consideration of the Untatlsfactory 

loom and altogether unsatisfactory' mode by which the stores are accounted for. 

When goods come into store, the filed invoices or tradesmen's bill; in original or 

duplicate, form the record of Receipts; and when goods are issued from the store, the 

requisitions, and probably the receipts of the departments and services supplied are 

filed, and form the record of Issnes; but there is no record whatever of remains; in other 

words, there is no ledger in which the receipts and issues are set off against each other, so as 

to give the balance in remains, which is so desirable in all store accounting, as well for the 

protection of the offleers in charge as of the public service. Without this store ledger so 

kept, and half-yearly or yearly checked by actual floel-taking under a Board of Examiners, 

peculation to any conceivable extent may be constantly taking  place, under a slight amount Ynray fudoce to 
of management on the part of those engaged in it, without the prospect of detection, except p ulatton. 

by 
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department, might well have interposed to save him from a burthen and responsibility which 

do not attach to analogous officers in the Imperial Service; but as the duty did devolve upon Uienh!naxeusa. 
his for lndillrr~ 

him, in tommon with all other Heads of Dcpartments, the Board cannot undcrstand how be 

could consider the regulation which requircs the intervention of.elerks, so far only as to fill 
- that dutydid 

in and enter the cheques drawn by Ucads of Departments, in any other light than as ajg,tvoui'ca 

salutary check and safeguard, instituted as well for his own protection as for that of the 

Government; and they have no excuse to offer for the indifference- to the DubMe interests 
which h-as characterized his payments by uncrossed as well as crossed cheques, for large 

amounts, sent by messengers to persons who, according to his own evidence, were as likely 

to be unknown as known to himself or his department. 

From the absence of all system of reliably accounting for the receipts, issues, and Tn ai,penea of - 

right system of 
remains of stores, the singularly loose manner in which payments for stores have been aeoouuttng, 

autht of etares 
made (the Colonial Storekeeper avowing that he never saw a payment made), and the 

audit of 

extraordinary circumstance that though sureties may not be required it has not been 
atorcs may be 

thought necessary or even desirable to know the persons who supply the public wants in altogether 

stores, it is obvious to the Board that the audit of stores is impossible, whilst that of 

payments for stores may be altogether illusory. There is no cheek whatever on peculation 

to any conceivable extent, except that furnished by the integrity of the officers and servants 

employed in and about the stores, aided, as that may be, by considerations of the uselessness 

of portions of the stores for any-other than the-purposes of Government. And, as the Board 

have no ground, so neither have they any desire, to say one word in disparagement of the 

perfect integrity of the officers and servants of the department; but they consider it is not too 

much to any, that the most reliable business men are precisely those who gladly accept and 

supply the most efficacious cheeks upon their own transactions; and therefore they expect that 

their suggestions in this direction will be accepted by the officers and servants of the department 

in the good faith and inoffensive spirit in which they are made. The only means by whichNo citerot ?vj1 - 

the Government could nscertarn pituldion may , with certainty, the losses they have sustained (if they have h.ve been 
sustained any), would be by a process so expensive, that no results they could obtain under 

portiorba to 
it would warrant the outlay. They would have to begin at the beginning, some time Pon a u.resu 

° 

anterior even to 1837, setting off the issues against the receipts, and finally striking a 

balance of remains. And whatever discrepancy might be found to exist between those 

remains and the stores then actually on hand, would represent the extent of loss to be 

accounted for. And if any loss were found to have been sustained, then would arise another 

question ;—by whom ought it to be accounted for, in the circumstances of change to which 

the department has been unavoidably subjected since its establithment. 

The present staff of the department would be amply sufficient to conduct its Staff of do-
paflment used 

business on right principles, and does not fall short of its requirements even now that the 
to nglwt its 

want of system opposes itself at every point to economy in labor; and this want of system is bisin;onr1ght 

not inaptly illustrated in the evidence given by the several officers of the department as to 

their duties, in which they singularly differ, not only from each other, but also from them- 

selves. Nevertheless, in the view that they are called upon merely to do that which comes 

to band to be dono, and are not in any way responsible for the absence or presence of system 

in the conduct of the business of the department, the Board are bound to say that, in their 
dutie, as well as 

several positions, they seem to have performed the duties coming to them as well as could be 7t ft 
reasonably expected under the circumstances. such principles. 

The Board now come to treat of the expense of maintaining the department in Exjen of 
m ntaanlng 

its present unsatasfactory.state. It appears from the evidence of the Colonial Storekeeper, 

that £90,000 may be taken to be the money value of stores under his charge at any given factory state. 

moment,; that these stores are all paid for.; that a great portion of them are stowed in 

private stores, at oonsiderable expense for rent, carriage, and labor.; that the working 

expenses of the department, -in salaries and contingenoics, amount to aboiit £4,009; and 

that the value of the stores issued in the course of the year 1859, did not exceed £40,000. 

Now, leaving out of the account losses, by deterioration or otherwise howsoever, and taking 

the data here presented, and computing interest on the £90,000 at the rate borne by 

Debentures, namely, six per cent., it seems to the Board - that these items shew an expense, 

in the maintenance of the department in its present state, greatly in exceas of any saving in - 

importers' profits upon the imported stores, of the value of £14,000, included in the 

£40,000 worth of storesissuedin the year 1259. 
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11. Looking then to the absolute inefficiency of the department in its present state—

the unlimited scope for peculation afforded by the manner in which its business is now con-

ducted—and the disproportionate expense of maintaining it, even in this state—the Board are 
reasonably and 

,upplied, under of opinion that some one of the three following suggestions might, under the circumstances, 
of 
be found worthy the serious consideration of Government 

1st—To abolish the Colonial Stores altogether, and leave it to the several departments 
of stores and 

and services to supply themselves, under some well-devised system of ultimate 
VnO, to eupply 
themselves, accounting to a Store Audit Branch of the Auditor General's Department. 

'n?e the stores 2ad.—With a similar provision for ultimnte accounting, to distribute the stores to the 
to the several 
departments. several departments and services in manner following, or on any other similar 

principle the Government might prefer, viz. 

Military Stores to the Artillery Depot at Dawes' Point. 

Naval Stores to Naval DepOt on Garden Island, or elsewhere. 

Light House Stores to De$t connected with Harbor Master's Department. 

Stationery to DepOt connected with Government Printing Establishment. 

Police clothing and arms to DepOt connected with Ceatral Police Establish-

ment in Sydney. 

(0.) Penal clothing to DepOt connected with Penal Establishment at Cockatoo 

Island; and 

(7.) Gaol clothing to Central DepOt at Darlinghurst Gaol. 

3rd. The mante- 3rd—The maintenance of Colonial Stores on the principles observed in the establishment 
nauce of W.- 
.1.1 Stores on Imperial Stores. The adoption of the last suggestion would comprehend all the 

t 
advantages Sir Richard Bourke expected from the establishment of the Colonial 

establishmen of  
Storo9 Stores in 1887, and would be in exact accordanoe with the conclusions arrived at 

b2dnge,&c., 
by the Board, after mature consideration of the present and prospective require- 

for the working ments of the Colony in this most important particular; but it would involve the 

necessity for the erection of entirely new buildings, to the full as capacious as, and 

by far more suitable for their purposes than, the present Commissariat Stores, with 

room to add as the requirements of the Colony increased. The adoption of the 

second suggestion would also involve the necessity for the erection of some few 

buildings, though of a much smaller character; but it would have this recommenda-

tion, that in every case the stores would, without expense, be protected by, and 

be near to, those who are to use the bulk of them, whilst, in the opinion of the 

Board, they could be received, issued, and accounted for on the Ordnance principle, 

without any increase in the present departmental expenditure, notwithstanding 

that the establishment of a separate Store Audit Office, as a branch of the Auditor 

General's Department, would be necessary to the right working of any of the systems 

suggested. All requisitions for stores should come to this office in duplicate, 

and should shew the receipts, the issues, remains, and requirements of the depart-

ments in appropriate columns; one copy of the requisition should be forwarded 

to the department in charge of the stores required, to govern their issue, whilst 

the other should be filed in the office, to be employed as the legitimate cheek 

upon the departments issuing and the departments receiving; and in no case 

should the parties charged with the custody and issue of the stores be burdened 

with payments for them, but they should be required to keep a book or file of 

prices, separate from the store ledger, to enable them to put the proper values 

upon the stores they supply upon such requisitions. There may appear sothething 

like complication in all this, but if the Store Audit Office were headed by an 

officer accustomed to the use of the store ledger on the Ordnance principle, 

the whole would sooa be reduced to a practice simple, clear, and effective, and 

therefore satisfactory to all within the sphere of its operation. 

12. The Board are strongly inclined •to the opinion entertained by the Colonial 

England. Storekeeper, that a paid agency at Home would in all respects serve the interests of the 
esialled Agent. 

;ercanme 
Colony better than an ordinary commercial agency, because by the former the Government 

Asent. could procure the stores required by any means that might to them seem of most advantage 
to 
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to the public service, and could rely upon the personal intervention of their agent in 

securing the goods according to pattern, and at the more reasonable rates generally prevailing 

under competition, whilst of the latter they could scarce expect anything out of the ordinary 

mercantile course in shipping to order, and yet, under appearance of economy in the agency, 

might be subject, indirectly, to allowances for discount, or other remissions on the private 

ventures of their mercantile agent, which might be equivalent to a much larger commission 

than they would be inclined to pay were they at all aware of its amount. 

13. In conclusion, the Board invite a careful perusal of the Evidence appended, as Conclusion. 

offering their best excuse, if they have erred in passing from the province of comment to 

that of suggestion, which lay, it may be, beyond the limits of their commission. 

B. O'CONNOR, 

Clerk of Legislative Council, 

Chai,rnan. 

.Legielatiee Council Offices, 

Sydney, 10th July, 1860, 

B. C. 1? SCOTT, 

Police Magistrate. 

W. B. OLIVEY, 

Paymaster, 12th Regiment. 

APPENDIX. 

MINUTE of Colonial Treasurer. 

Governor General and Executive Council, 
E. C. W. 30 July, 1860. 

The Colonial Storekeeper's Department has now been the subject of two several 
investigations. 

The first Board was appointed for the purpose of investigating charges "tbat large 
quantities of stores onaccount of the public service had, at various times, been tendered 
" for and supplied by Mr. Buchanan and the late Chief Clerk of the Colonial Storekeeper's 
Department, Mr. John Weston, under the assumed names of "James Staunton," and 
" Staunton and Co." That investigation appearing to be incomplete and inconclusive in 
various points, the Executive Council by Minute, dated 5th April last, ordered that a fuller 
inqñiry should take place. A second Board was therefore appointed, " to make further 
inquiry into the manner in which the Colonial Storekeeper's Department generally has 
been managed, the duties of the several officers of the Department, and how far those 
" duties have or have not been honestly and efficiently performed." 

After a careful perosal of the two several Reports, and the accompanying documents 
and evidence, I have no hesitation in stating it as my opinion that grave charges have been 
most conclusively proved against the general administration of the Colonial Store Depart-
ment. It is proved beyond all question, that large quantities of stores on acconut of 
the public service had been tendered for and supplied by Mr. John Weston, under a 
feigned name, while holding the office of Chief Clerk in the Colonial Storekeeper's Depart-
ment. It is also, to my mind, established, that this was done with the knowledge of Mr. 
Buchanan, the Colonial Storekeeper. But even if I were to assume that Mr. Buchanan was 
ignorant of these transactions, his conduct would be scarcely less culpable, for there must 
then have been an absence altogether of the most ordinary vigilance in the discharge of his 
duties, or he could not have failed to discover proceedings so questionable, and so apparent, 
that they formed the common topic of observation amongst the subordinates of the depnrt-
ment. No direct proof was elicited by either Board, that Mr. Buchanan derived any pecu-
niary advantage from these transactions, but considerable doubt may be expressed, whether 
as regards these supplies, the interest of the public service was not made subservient to that 
of Mr. Weston. It is proved that goods were bought from "Staunton" (Weston), without 
calling for tenders, and apparently without any necessity. In some instances, it appears that 
no record of receipt of goods from this party was made in the books at the store, a reliance 
for checking the receipt being placed, as one witness remarked, upon "memory." The 
evidence of another witness goes to prove, that it was his particular duty to check and 
examine all accounts of contractors previous to payment, but that the accounts for goods 
supplied by this particular contractor, " Staunton" (Weston), were only brought to him 
for examination after they had been paid, and in many eases were never examined at 
all. No one in the department appears able to throw any light upon how, or when, 
this contractor received payment, as the clerk above referred to states that payments 

4—C to 
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to this indii'idusl were not witnessed, as required by the ordinary regulations. That 
such proceçdings as these were permitted—Mr. Buchanan, I conceive, should be held 
responsible. But in many respects, as disclosed in evidence, the Colonial Storekeeper 
appears altogether to have ignored the duties which must have devolved upon him, 
in common with all other heads of departments. So far as the disbursement of an 
amount exceeding £30,000 per annum was concerned, Mr. Buchanan considered himself 
altogether absolved from the sligbtest responsibility in a pecuniary sensc, transferring it 
entirely to Mr. Weston, the late Chief Clerk, on no more sufficient grounds than a regulation 
of the Government, that the chief, or some other clerk in each department, should prepare 
and initial all cheques for payment of money. It will scarcely be admitted that a responsibility 
for practices, which, in the language of one of the reports, left the Board "no excuse to offer 
" for the indifference to the public interests which has characterized his (Mr. J3uchanan'O 
"payments "which was exinbited in the abseoce "of the most ordinary precautions in the 
disbursement of the public moneys placed at his disposal for the payment of stores "—can 
be thus lightly evaded. In respect of the business of the department generally, the 
evidence shews that there was little, if any, check on excessive consumption, and that 
the survey of stores supplied, was left in the hands of the most subordinate and least 
responsible ofilcers in the department, upon whom indeed the whole practical working 
of the establishment appears to have been thrown. It may be instanced, as exhibiting a 
want of forethought in anticipating demands in the Colony by supplies from England, that 
in the year 1859 the sum for goods purchased in England amounted to £13,970, while for 
the same period the sum for goods purchased in the Colony amounted to £25,268 ; thus 
proving that in perhaps one of its most important duties, the department has altogether 
proved wanting. It might be difficult, or perhaps impossible, to prove that supplies were 
intentionally ordered from England short of the known wants of the public service, yet the 
fact here exhibited, when viewed in connection with the practice of the late Chief Clerk, 
Mr. Weston, to import goods from England, with the object of supplying contracts called for 
in the Colony cannot but leave room for grave suspicion that such was the case. That the 
Colonial Store Department, conducted as it has been by Mr. Buchanan, has entirely failed to 
accomplish any of the objects for which it was originally created, is clearly established. The 
second Board has made certain recommendations, respecting arrangements for the future, 
which will require to be very seriously considered. To them my attention shall be given 
immediately. But considering the long period during which Mr. Buchanan has been sus-
pended, and the equitable grounds which demand that he should, without further delay, be 
informed of the decision of the Government regordflig himself, I recommend that he should 
be at once called upon to shew cause why he should not be dismissed from the public s&vice. 
Unless an explanation can be afforded more satisfactory than I can, after the evidence 
adduced, consider possible, it would, as far as I can at present judge, appear to be impossible 
to retain him in his present position, or in any other where fidelity and the usual qualifica-
tions for the Head of a Department are essential. 

E. C. W. 
28 July, 1860. 
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1860. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

COLONIAL STORRflRVERB DEPflTURT. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE. 

MONDAY, 7 MAY, 1860. 

jrtøznt :— 
B. O'CONNOR, ESQ., TN TUB CHAin. 

CAPTAIq SCOTT, I CAPTAIN OLIVEr. 

Mr. John Buchanan, Colonial Storekeeper, being present,— 
The Chairman said: Mr. Buchanan, before making any statement yourself, perhaps 

you will have the kindness to allow me to read to you this letter, addressed to me by the 
Under Secretary to the Treasury, and the Minutes of our Proceedings up to this point; and 
at that point I must stop to hear what you have to state. 

The OIiail'mam read the lctters appointing the Board, and slo the Minute of 
its Proceedings, shewing that, UI) to the present time, no step had been taken at which it 
was necessary for Mr. Buchanan to be present. Them are our proceedings up to this point, 
and, in pursuance of them, we are come here to-day to prosecute our inquiry—in the first 
instance, as a matter of course, by examining yourself. Are you prepared to be examined? 

il&. Buchanan: It is necessary that I should make a slight statement in connection 
with this matter. I received your note this morning, after the hour at which the Board was 
appointed to meet, and it is the first official intimation I have had of any kind in reference 
to this matter. I am not aware, although I have applied for the information both verbally 
and in writing, what is the result of the former inquiry. I have not been furnished with a 
copy of the Report, and I have had no intimation from the Treasury apprising me of this 
second Board being appointed. I have received no intimation whatever in reference to it, 
and I consider that, from proper respect to me and to the office I have held, the Government 
ought to have afforded me that intimation. If they choose to proceed tx purte of course 
they have the power to do so. I cannot dispute it. I am poworless; but, certainly, proper 
respect to myself will teach me not to appear before this Board for examination until I 
receive that information. I am quite willing to appear before the Board when I have 
received this intimation from the head.of the department—that is, the Colonial Treasurer. 

The Chairman: In reference, first, to the note addressed to you, Mr. Buchanan, I 
had it pstcd by a special messenger on Friday evening, and it must have been here yesterday. 
That you have only received it to-day is no fault of the Board. But, with reference to the 
other matter, we, of course, are not in a position to compel you to give evidence. If you 
decline until you have been apprised of the result of the late inquiry, we have simply to 
report to the Government. Am I to understand that you do decline 

Air. Buchanan: Most decidedly, until I have been apprised by the Government of 
this Board having been constituted, and, also, of the result of the late inquiry. 

The 011airman: May I ask, have you any objection to the Board itself? 
.JTr. Buchanan : Not the slightest—quite the contrary. 
The Ohairman: You simply require - 
JVr. Buchanan: To be informed officially with regard to the constitution of the 

Board, and the object of its inquiry. With reference to the note, I may mention that the 
post-mark shews it to have been posted on the day mentioned; but, as I nan a suspended 
officer, it is not my business to be here. If it had been my duty to be here, of course I 
should have been at my post, and the letter would have reached me; but, as it was not., I 
was away at my own residence across the water. 

The Board then deliberated, and adjourned till a future day. 

FRIDA 1, 
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14 MINUTES 01 EVIDENCE. 

FRIDAY, 11 MAY, 1860. 

3jresrn* 

R. O'CONNOR, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR, 

CAPTAIN ScoTT, j CAPTAIN OLIVEY, 

Mr. Buchanan was in attendance. 

r'"n The Chairman said That after the rising of the Board on Monday, 7th, he com-
municated with the Under Secretary to the Treasury, with a view of placing before the 
Government Mr. Buchanan's reasons for declining then to be examined, and that on the 
following day he received a reply thanking him for the information, and stating that the 
omission to inform Mr. Buchanan in reference to the appointment of the Board, &c., was an 
oversight; also, that be had written to Mr. Buchanan informing him of the meeting of the 

Board. 

The Letters having been read— 

The Chairman : Do I understand, Mr. Buchanan, that you are now willing that we 
should proceed with your examination? 

Mr. Buchanan: Perhaps it would be desirable that I should make a few observations 
in reference to the course I have thought it proper to take since the Board last met; and 
with the permission of the Board I should wish to read the correspondence which has taken 
place between myself and the Government. I duly received your note summoning me here 
in accordance with what you have stated. After the Board separated on Monday last, I 

wrote this letter to the Treasurer. [Letter read] Having read that letter I beg to hand 

in a copy. 

The Chairman The Board will receive a copy of the letter as a matter of course, 
but it will be for them, by and bye, to consider whether it shall appear on the Minutes or 
not. I mention this because I desire that there should be no misunderstanding on your part. 

Mr. Buchanan: After addressing that letter I received a further communication, 
which I will now read. It reached me on Tuesday morning, the 8th instant. [Letter read.] 
On the receipt of that letter I thought it necessary to write a further one. [Letter read.] 
I am now ready to proceed with the investigation in the terms of the notification that has 
been sent to me. 

The Chairman : I do not know that there is any material difference between the 
terms of the note sent to you and the terms of our appointment. The Board, of course, will 
be governed by the terms of its own appointment; that would be its authority for action; 
it would be its limit—its definition—its bounds. It says here " The Report, accompanied 
by the evidence, will be forwarded to you; and while the Treasurer does not consider it 
" necessary to limit the scope of the investigation, he trusts that yourself and colleagues 
" will be prepared to report fully upon the manner in which the department generally has 
been managed; upon the duties of the several officers of the department, and how far those 
" duties have or have not been honestly and efficiently perfonned." You see that there is, 
in point of fact, a wide scope given to us. We have the previous evidence before us, and it 
becomes part of our business to look into it. As I read to you—we have looked into 

it. We are, therefore, not in any way restricted, in this inquiry; on the contrary it is very 
exteasive. 

Mr. Buchanan: It cannot be more discursive than as stated in my letter—an 
inquiry into the general management of the department. I desire that no misapprehension 
may prevail. All I am anxious to understand is, the relation in which I stand towards this 
new Board. Am I, or am I not, held by the Board as still open to the charges which were 
formerly arrayed against me? Are they trying me on those charges, or are they not? If 
they are, I deny their authority. I am quite willing to afford every information consistent 
with the inquiry as intimated to me; but I am not prepared to appear here lunger as an 
accused person. The interpretation I place upon that letter is that the Government have 
abandoned those charges. If the Board concur with me in that interpretation I am ready 
to proceed; if not, I must decline until I am further instructed by the Government. 

The Chairman: You will perceive by the examination how far the Board have 
considered it necessary to proceed. They think it would do you best justice, and also that 
it would do best justice to the Government, who are acting for the public in this matter, 
really to carry out the instructions contained in this letter, that is, to make a thorough and 
searching inquiry into the department. 

Mr. Buchanan: I should have not the slightest objection to that; but I wish clearly 
to understand the relation in which I stand to the Government. Am I here as the head of 
the department, or do I stand here as an accused officer? That, at present, is doubtful. No 
effort has been omitted on my part to arrive at a proper view. I have put those queries, 
which directly bear upon the matter, but have received no answer. 

The Chairman : The Board have come to no decision in reference to the matter. 
They commenced this inquiry with perfectly clear and unbiassed minds, having no impression 
either one way or the other. 

Mr. Buchanan: Do not misunderstand me—I did not impute anything to the Board. 
The Chairman: I am aware of that. The Board have only one desire—to carry out 

instructions which they believe, if I ally carried out, will be satisfactory to all parties con- 
cerned. They simply desire to do justice in the matter. 

Mr. 
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Mr. Buchanan: I have only to express my concurrence in that also; but to me it is 
of the greatest importance to know the position in which I stand. 

The Chairman: In every one of the letters that have been addressed to us you are 
termed "Colonial Storekeeper'; and if there had been anything in the nature of suspen-
sion we might know that in some way, but we are not bound by it in these instructions. 
We deal with you as Colonial Storekeeper. Even though you should have been suspended 
(if that be the ease), still you would be the Colonial Storekeeper, and as such we should 
deal with you. 

Mr. Buchanan: I think it is stated in Mr. Lane's letter that it had been "forgotten" 
to communicate with me in reference to this matter? 

The Chairman: It states—" I assure you that the fact of my not having written to 
" the Colonial Storekeeper in reference to the appointment of the Board was quite over-
" looked." It is an omission. 

Mr. Buchanan: I will now beg to read two other letters to the Board—they were 
not addressed to me. [Witness read two letters referring to the appointment of the Board, 
and bearing date respectively April 24 and April 30.] I put in these copies, and leave it 
to be judged whether it was forgotten or not. 

By the Chaiman: In point of fact, the letters were addressed to the Chief Clerk, 
and no letter was addressed to you until the receipt of my letter? Yes. 

The Chainman: That being so we shall proceed to carry out our instructions, so far 
as we possibly can, under the firm conviction that it will be for the advantage of all parties. 
As we go along, if there be any question to which you take exception, it will be in your 
discretion to answer it, or not, and you can give your reasons at the time; but it would 
be a difficult matter for us just now to state exactly every question we shall ask. 

:11,. Buchanan I can understand that. But the desire I have is to know whether 
I stand here as an accused person or not. I cannot gather it from the correspondence. Every 
effort I have made to determine that point has failed. By that information my future course 
will be determined. 

The Chairman : I cannot, from our own instructions, gather that you appear before 
us as an accused person. The only thing you see here is this—" in order that authentic data 
" may be obtained as to the extent to which these irregularities have been carried, the 
" existence of which, in some degree, is manifest "—and I need not tell you that this 
paragraph neither ought to have nor has weight or influence with us. We have nothing to 
do with it. 

Mr. Buchanan : No. 
The Chairman : I could not say that there is no kind of accusation. There is here an 

inferential accusation of irregularity, but whether we affirm that there is or is not irregularity 
will depend upon our own investigation. We are not in any way bound by this, nor will we 
accept it in any way. We do not allow any one to come to conclusions for us; we will come 
to our own conclusions on our own evidence, taken in accordance with the terms of our instruc-
tions, to inquire into "the general management of the department, the duties of its officers, 
and how far those duties have or have not been honestly and efficiently perfornicd." 

Mr. Buchanan : Then the inquiry takes this shape—the Board is not appointed for 
my trial. 

The Chairman : I cannot understand it in that way. Here are our instructions. 
(Thstructions read.) Our duty, therefore, is one of inquiry into the particular matters stated 
in those few lines—" the mnnagement of the department, the duties of its officers, and 
" whether those duties have or have not been honestly and efficiently performed." That 
is the whole affair. Therefore, it is clear that this is a Board to make an investigation into 
those matters as if they had not been inquired into before. Well, now, shall we consider 
that all the preliminaries are arranged, Mr. Buchanan. 

AIr. Buchanan : It seems to me that the Board are very much in my own position. 
There is a lingering doubt as to the position which I occupy. Although the Board are not 
cognizant of my suspension, I am aware of it; and I have not at this moment been relieved 
from the charges under which I was placed. If I were only satisfied that the Government had 
abandoned them, I should be quite ready to proceed or to do anything in my power; but, until I 
know that the categorical charges levelled at my head have been dealt with in some way, I 
do not see that I can proceed. It appears to me as if the Government had done this :—that 
they made certain charges against me, and that after those charges have been investigated 
by a Board, and it has been found that they cannot be supported, there is an attempt made 
to shift the ground. 

The Chairman : We do not know anything about that. 
ftf. Buchanan : I am perfectly cognizant of that; but, of course, I must be aware of 

it. If they will only pronounce a decision, and tell me that they abandon the charges, I am 
prepared to afford the Board every information that I can concerning the department. 

The Chairman : We are in no way in a position to enforce anything upon the Govern. 
mont. On the last occasion, when you declined to give evidence, we thought the objection 
reasonable enough ; and, as you saw, we communicated with the Under Secretary, The 
consequence was, you were put in possession of the information that we had been appointed 
a Board, and also of the nature of the inquiry we were to make. This inquiry is a now inquiry 
altogether, and has no reference to the former inquiry. We are bound by the four corners 
of our instructions. We cannot compel you to give evidence, but if you refuse we shall not 
therefore consider that we have no functions, but go on with the examination of other 
parties. It remains then for you to determine whether you will give evidence or not. 
Of course it would be impertinent in me to offer you any suggestion. As I said before, we 
shall not consider your refusal as interfering with our functions, but go on with the exami-
nation of other officers of the department. 

Mr. 
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Mr. Buchanan : I think that will be the better course, as the Government have left 
me in doubt as to what my position is. As I cannot get answers from the Government to 
plain questions I must decline. 

The Chairman: It is a matter for your own consideration. 
.2W, Buchanan: The information given to me dbes not even accord with your 

instructions. The ingenuous course has not even been pursued of apprising me of the 
extent or nature of the inquiry committed to the Board. 

The Chairman: It states that there is to be an inquiry into the "general manage-
"mont" of the department; and, as you said yourself, perhaps in the term "general 
" management" the other matters might very well be considered as included. An inquiry 
into the "general management" would naturally, to business minds, include everything 
stated in the subsequent part of the letter to me. Therefore, substantially, you are apprised 
of the nature of this inquiry, and with previous inquiries we have nothing to do. It is for 
you to judge whether you will go on or not. Whatever we my think, we are not in a 
position to give you advice in reference to the matter. You must act entirely on your own 
discretion; perhaps you would take a few minutes to consider of it, because it is a matter of 
some consequence. 

Mr. Buchanan: No; I think there can be no qnestion. An inquiry into the general 
management of the department can be conducted without my presence in any way. I am 
not the head of the department at the present moment, and the inquiry can proceed without 
my presence or interference, especially as I have received no communication relieving me 
from the accusations brought against me. 

The Chairman: But, as it would be an inquiry into the management of a department, 
naturally, the chief officer would be the right authority from whom to seek information in 
the first instance and his information would naturally be considered superior to that to be 
derived from anybody else. Therefore, I think it is a mistake for you to suppose that your 
information would be of no service. It would be of most essential service. Still, if you 
decline to give us that information it will not stop the inquiry. We will endeavor to carry 
out our instructions to the best of our ability and power under the circumstances. 

Mr. Buchanan: The Board will clearly understand why 1 decline ;—.it is simply 
because of the uncertainty of my position in the matter, and the impossibility of eliciting 
from the Government what that position is. If the Government will determine that for me 
I am quite anxious to affurd every information it is in my power to give, and am prepared 
to do so without delay. But until this has been done I should be taking a course unjust to 
myself in this investigation. There is involved in this matter not only an inquiry into those 
charges, but my own character. My own character has been involved by the public acts of 
the Government in reference to the late charges, and I call upon them to pronounce a decision 
upon that matter. If they choose to perpetrate an injustice, let them do it. I am powerless 
in the matter. I can only protest against it at the proper moment and in the proper way. 

Tire Chairman: I might, perhaps, make this remark ;—it seems by the letter addressed 
to us from the Treasury that the Government, so far as they are cognizant of the previous 
evidence, are of opinion that some irregularities seem to have existed, but that they have not 
made up their mind whether they do in reality exist or not, and desire further investigation 
to come to an ultimate conclusion upon the matter. Therefore they say that this second 
inquiry is necessary, as a continuation of the first, in order to put them in a position to 
judge positively whether there have or have not been thos irregularitits which seemed to 
exist. I do not understand from this letter of mine that they take it that there is anything 
proved; they say it is manifest to a certain extent, and they dcsire this further inquiry to 
convince them one way or the other. 

Mr. Buchanan: Then am I to understand that you consider the present Board 
appointed to continue the labors of the former one? 

The Chairman: No. 
Mr. ljuchanaa: I think you used the word. 
The Chairman: I was connecting the result of our labors with the Government, 

and then the Government with the result of the labors of the previous Board. I keep our 
inquiry separate; but when it goes to the Government they will be in possession of the 
result of the two inquiries, and be in a position to judge from the two. But so far as our 
own inquiry is concerned, we should act as if it were perfectly separate from the other. 

.11fr. Buchanan: In that case my course is clear. I stand accused, and shall give 
nothing further. Distinct accusations were made against me; they were investigated by 
three officers in the public service (I was not even allowed the right to challenge one of 
those officers—I protested against his sitting on personal grounds, but the Government still 
maintained him in his position); those officers pursued the iuvestigation in the most inquisi-
torial style; they reported, and I presume the inquiry is closed. It is not competent that 
a man should be tried twice. 

The Chairman: Then you persist in declining? 
41&. Buchanan: Most certainly I shall now, Mr. O'Connor, that being the case. 
The Chairman: Of course we cannot make any suggestion, we must accept your 

refusal to be examined as absolute, so far, and consult what course we shall take—whether 
we shall proceed with the examination of others to-day or not. 

Mr. Buchanan withdrew. 

TITESDA 7, 
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TUESDAY, 22 MAY 1860. 

43ttørnt :— 
II. O'CONNOR, Esq., IN THE CHAiR. 

CAPTAiN Scor'r, I CAPtAIN OLIVEY. 

John Buchanan, Esq., Colonial Storekeeper, called in and examined:— 

fle Chairman having read the minutes of the last meeting and the correspondence J. Buchanan 
which had since taken place. 

if,'. Buchanan said: I received an answer on the 16th (dated the 15th—from the  
Treasury) to my letters of the 7th and 8th instant, transmitting to me a copy of the report 22 May. 1860.. 
of the former Board, and also an extract from a minute of the Executive Council, which I 
will read : --- " They, therefore, advise that a full and searching inquiry be at once instituted 
" into the general management of the business connected with the management of the 
" Colonial Store." Those are the exact words used, and I am perfectly prepared to go on 
with this inquiry. 
By the Chairman: I notice the point on which you dwell—" into the management." 

Those are the exact words used. Of course, in proceeding with the inquiry, it will be for 
you to take exception to any question to which you may object. We may differ as to whether it 
relates to the general management or not; but, at all events, the question will be put down, 
and your answer or your refusal to answer will also be recorded. 

Ak. Buchanan: The question in reference to the matter involved in the former inquiry 
is not at the present moment in a satisfactory state, but I am unwilling to trouble the Board 
about that. The hattle on that question must be fought between me and the Government; 
it must be fought in the flouse, and there I am determined to take it. 
You are Colonial Storekeeper, Mr. Buchanan? Yes; or, I may say that I have been. 

lam hardly in a position.to  say whether I am at this present moment or not. 
flow long have you filled that office? Since the 1st January, 1845. I may add 

that although that is the date from which I took charge of the department, my service in it 
dates from the year 1830. It perhaps may not be a matter of much moment, but as it is 
the first opportunity I have had of placing it upon record, I desire now to state that I took 
charge of this office from a gentleman who formerly filled the conjoint offices of Ordnance 
Storekeeper and Colonial Storekeeper. He resigned in 1844, in coUsequence of the con-
tumelious treatment be received at that time. 
I do not think we ought to go into that matter; our inquiry ought to be divested as 

much as possible of feeling of any kind? lam speaking of the past only. 
You spoke of the contumelious way in which some other officer had been treated—that 

cannot affect your standing? It has a considerable bearing upon this matter. The feeling 
which led to the contumelious treatment of this officer years ago has existed from that day to 
this in reference to the department. It was on account of the treatment he received at the hands 
of the Legislative Council of that day that he resigned. I do not blink the question. lie 
was one of the most efficient officers the Government ever had in the public service; but he 
has now retired to private life. I feel under considerable obligations to him, and I now wish 
to place it upon record. I succeeded him. I was appointed by Sir George Gipps to fill this 
office when the Government were in considerable embarrassment as to who should fill it, and 
I accepted the appointment at a less salary than I received as a clerk in the department, and 
leld it for three years at that rate. I had to do the duty with one clerk only where four 
had been previously allowed. Such were the circumstances in which I was placed at the 
commencement of my charge of this department. 
6.. I think it will be better to divest this inquiry of any statements of this kind, because 
they clearly can have nothing to do with the management of the department now. I 
should like to divest it of anything which pertains to feeling, and go at once into the simple 
matter of business. You supply the departments and services of the Government with the 
stores they require? That is a portion of the duties I am called upon to perform. 
You know their wants by requisition? Yes; that is the way in which I am made 

acquainted with what they absolutely require. 
Do you comply with their requisitions in full, or do you exercise any discretion in the 

matter? The practice for many years—in fact from the commencement of the department, 
was, that all stores should be submitted to the Government for approval. If the Colonial 
Storekeeper saw in those demands anything unusual or extravagant, it was his duty to point 
it out to the Government, and leave it to their discretion whether the requisition should be 
complied with or not. He had not the power himself of refusing. He had the power to 
recommend but not to refuse. 1%Then  Mr. Donaldson came into office—not as Premier, but 
as Colonial Treasurer—the practice was discontinued. It had been 'usual to submit the 
demands, previous to the introduction of Responsible Government, to the Governor, and of 
late years to the proper minister. Mr. Donaldson eonidered that the duty was one which 
he was scarcely called upon to perform, and on one occasion one of my clerks who had takeii 
a number of demands up to him for approval, returned with a message to me to the effeet 
that it was unnecessary for the future that those demands should be submitted. Since that 
day they have not been submitted. I have no record of that fact. It is not the custom of 
the Treasury to commit anything to writing if they can avoid it. Although it is a very 
important change, I have no record of it beyond the word of the clerk who received the 
justruetion and mentioned it to me. I mentioned the matter to the Secretary to the 
Treasury, who said it was the ease. I have never considered myself in a position to attempt 
to reduce the demands of superior officers unless those demands were notoriously extravagant. 

There 
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3. chanan, There have been instances in which extraordinary expenses have been involved, in which I 
have made such reductions. I may mention one noted instance in reference to the fitting 

22 
up of the Artillery Barracks. The demand was so excessive that I felt it my duty to draw 

' attention to it and not act upon it, without special instructions. This is all that occurs to 
me at the present moment. 
Previously then to the discretion being put into your hands, in the way you speak of, 

you did not, in point of fact, exercise any discretion in regard to the issue of supplies upon 
requisition? I did not; the Government exercised it; but in many instances alterations 
have been made in consequence of remarks from this office. I may add that Sir George 
Gipps invariably went over the demands himself, and there are in my office records to this 
day of the cuttings and carvings, and clippings to which he subjected all those applications—
in his own handwriting. 
Since that period you have exercised a discretion in some eases F Yes. 
That discretion being exercised by calling the attention of the Government to any 

requisition which you considered excessive? Yes; in that way. 
But have you, in any instance, exercised that discretion directly, by supplying a smaller 

quantity than that specified in the requisition? I may have done it in reference to some 
minor matter, but I do not recollect having done so. Since the requisitions have not been 
submitted to the Ministers, if I felt any doubt as to the extravagance of a demand, and if it 
were an important office, I should submit it to the Government. The duty is so delicate and 
so dangerous for one to exercise that I have been very cautious about it. 
18. Upon the whole have there been many requisitions much in excess of the requirements 

of departments? I cannot pretend to divine what the requirements of a department may be. 
I may have my own opinions upon those matters, but I am not in a position to state 

positively. 
What means have you of judging of the wants of departments better than their heads, 

who sign the requisitions ? Of course my means of forming a judgment cannot be better 
than those of the heads of the departments; I do not for a moment presume that they are; 
but my experience teaches me this—that the heads of departments very often are not respon-
sible for the demands sent in. In the pressure of other business they sign the requisitions, 
possiblypro forma, and the demand is virtually that of the clerks- I have frequently suspected 
that to be the case. My suspicions may have been wrong sometimes—I am not infallible—
but I am satisfied that in other cases I have acted quite correctly, and that my suspicions 

have been well founded. 
But if the heads of the departments performed their duty in this matter—which it is 

supposed and expected they would perform—there would be no room for any curtailment of 
requisitions? True; but the heads of departments, as a general rule, look upon the question 
of obtaining stores as a minor matter, and not as the special object of their department. The 
duty, therefore, frequently falls into the hands of the clerks. 
But a serious question is involved in the consideration of an application for a larger 

amount of stores than is really required by a department? Many officers really do not 
know what they require, especially officers newly appointed; they really have no conception 

of what they do want. 
That is an exceptional case, it must be so, they can only ascertain from experience,— 

but I am not speaking of exceptional eases? You are speaking of old established officers? 
Yes? I find that many officers are unable to name even what they require. They 

have some conception of what it is they want, but as to giving it a name or defining the 
quantities, it is out of their power; they come here actually for us to prepare their demands 

which we are frequently in the habit of doing. 
You must refer to the new departments of which you spoke? My observations may, 

perhaps, apply more particularly to country districts than to fixed establishments in town. 
The requirements of fixed establishments in town are of very little consequence; most of 
their demands are confined to stationery—a few sheets of paper, or pens and ink, and things 
of that kind, which everybody is versed in; but it becomes a different matter where stores 

are required which need a technical knowledge. 
Now, looking at the difference between the demand as by requisition and the supply, do 

you think there is much saved in that way to the public? In what way? 
By a supply short of the requisition? I do not think there is. I do not by any means 

found upon that circumstance any idea of the worth of the department an all. I do not 

attach the slightest importance to it. 
You obtain the means of supplying these requisitions by calling for tenders through the 

Government Gazette .9 By calling for tenders through the Government Gazette—that is one 
of the modes. We also obtain stores from England; we also make private purchases;— 

those are two other modes. 
When you obtain stores from England, you make, I suppose, the Treasury acquainted 

with the fact that you need those supplies to meet the public wants? In reference to such 

stores as are obtained from England by this office, the indents, as you would term them—

the demands, as I term them in the office—are sent to the Treasury to be forwarded to 
England. They are not forwarded direct from this Office, but from the Treasury. 
And in regard to the supplies that you purchase privately in the Colony without calling 

for tender—these, I imagine, are to supply immediate and urgent wants? Yes, generally 
that is the case; that power has always been vested in the department. 
25, Now, supposing the heads of the departments to do their duty in this matter, and sup- 
posing those who have charge of new departments to understand anything whatever of the 
matters of which they are put in cliarge—eould not their wants be supplied as promptly, as 
cheaply, and with articles as good, by men in the trade as by this department? In 

certain 
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certain cases they might be, but there are certain other cases in which they could not be I Buchanan, 
supplied at all, and with some of the most material items. hag. 

26. Would you be kind enough to mention a few of those material items? I would simply ( J\ 

ask the loard to consider in what way the police could be supplied with arms and ammunition 22 May, 1860. 

by private trade ? How could they be furnished except from a Government depot? 
97. You consider then that it is absolutely necessary there should be nlways on hand a large 
stock of certain articles to meet the demand ? I ala convinced that no Government can 
exist without it. I do not see any Government in the world that can do it. Even in this 
Colony, although this department has noniinal]y existed for only twenty-five years it has 
actually existed from the earlisst days of the history of the Colony. Before there was a 
Colonial Storekeeper's Department there was an Ordnance. When the Ordnance came out 
here in 1835 they would not continue to do the duty, and Sir Richard l3ourke found it 
necessary then to establish the Colonial Storekeeper's Departuent. Previous to 185 it had 
been done by the Coirmmmissariat Store branch, which had existed since the foundation of the 
Colony; so that although the name had not existed, the department, in fact, existed, and must 
exist. This department may,  be swept away, and all the eniployês may be dispensed with, but 
you will not get rid of the department. It will exist in someshape. It will only be it change 
in unme and not in fact. The supplies of the Government diffi-r so materially from what is 
required in private life that the Government must, despite all eftbrts to the contrary, maintain 
a depOt somewhere, and in somebody's charge. 

28. But as regards ordinary stores—we will say stationery, provisions, clothes F Provisions 
are not an item. 

20. Well, stationery, and clothing, and ironmongery generally—these might be supplied by 
individuals in the trade; but as regards onus and munitions of war generally you think it 
would be absolutely necessary for the Government to have a store ? Yes ; but it is not only 
arms and ammunition. We will take the ease of clothing alone. 'there would be no 
possibility of providing the clothing required by this Colony if we did not have a public 
depOt. it differs so much from what is used in private life. You could not go and buy 
police elotlring in any Jew's slop-shop--you caanot pick it up at the corner of any Street. 
You could not even buy it at any price you chose to name. You could not even get the 
material of which it is made. You could not in England—if you were in London. My 
knowledge of the state of things there proves to rue the impossibility there would be, with all 
the immense appliances of Engianrl,—without the aid of the large army clothiers, it would be 
impossible for the country to equip ten thousand men. It is a special duty to supply clothing 
alone, but it falls into a few hands—it is engrossed by Abbott & Co., Dolman & Co., and 
other large houses in London. 

There is no doubt about that; but you are aware that there is a Central Police Office 
here, with an rnspector General, and a considerable staff ;—miglrtnot the Police. Department 
supply itself with clothing from these very Irouses at home in the same way that a regiment 
supplies itself with clothing? But a regiment does not supply itself with clothing. 

They get the clothing? From a publrc depOt. The system is changed now. Formerly 
the Colonels used to be allowed the "off-reckonings," and they used to provide the clothing, 
but now that system is abolished. 

1 thoroughly comprehend the system; the army clothiers keep a store in point of fact 
with the regiment, and they are paid according as the clothing is used? Yes. 
Now, considering the large staff we have here in Sydney at head quarters, and the 

orderly manner in which police matters are regulated in this country, do you see any difficulty 
in the police supplying therrmselves with clothing from those large estabhishnier,ts at Home 
sornetlrirrg on the same principle as the army F But the army does not supply itself. 

Well, we will not say "as the army "—but is it not possible for the Police Depart-
ment to supply itself from tlrose large establishments through a Colonial Agent—letting the 
Superintendent of Police, or some other officer, have charge; and might not each department 
in like manner be supplied with whatever might be required? But the departments are too 
numerous and insignificant in New South Wales for any clothier to undertake that business. 

But take the clothing of the police alone, it would not be difficult, I imagine, to find 
persons willing to supply it? Yes; but when we talk of the clothier supplying it in that 
way, we must remember the insignificant fractions into which the police are split up. 
That would not effect the nrattn, because the Superintendent knows the whole body 

througlrout the Colony, and would provide for the whole body. It would be for him to deal 
with the minutim, not the clothier? But even the entire body is not equal to a battalion. 
That would not affect the question could not the police be supplied in that way F I 

am satisfied of this, that if you choose to pay for it you may get anything done in London. 
You will find men in London who will enter into any arrangement you wish if you will 
only pay them. As to how far it would be economical is a matter in reference to which I 
have great doubts. 

Might not the same be said of arms and ammunition; as the police are the parties who 
use these arms, might not they be supplied in the same way, and the supplies placed under 
the same superintendence F They might be certainly ; but I am not aware that it is a 
correct inference that because the police use the arms, the Central Police Office is the proper 
place in which a permanent depOt should be maintained. We do not find that because in 
the hands of a regiment warlike weapons are placed, tlrerefore, it is in their hands that the 
depOts are placed. We never find that in England or elsewhere. 
For the very protection of the arms and clothing does it it not strike you that the Police 

Department would be more secure F How do you mean secure F Secure from what? 
I speak of the protection of the arms ;—for instance, suppese arms were required on a 

sudden emergency F Yes. 
4—B 41. 
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J. Buelienn, 41. They would be more likely to fall into rightful hands under the control of the police 
Lsi1. than if they were kept here with perhaps only one civilian in charge ? You mean secure 

from being taken? 
22 May, 42. Yes ? That is ai question which concerns the Government. I confess that I have never 

seen any public store left in a condition like this. Here are military stores in an utterly 
unprotected state ; but for that I am not responsible. The Government might prevent it by 
placing a proper guard over them. They can only do that by putting police in charge. 
B1 Coplain Scott: Police, armed with swords, are placed in charge of Woolwielr 

Arsenal and Dockyard ? Yes; there has been a dockyard police for many years. 
At Woolwich Oh yes. 
By the U/to irtlean: In your advertisements calling for tenders, do you always specify the 

quantity and the quality ? By no means. In fact, as a general rule, I may state that in 
our contracts, not only with this department, but also with every other department of the 
Government, quantities are seldom or never mentioned. 
As a general rule ? As a general rule. They are taken for a period. All the pro-

vision contracts, for instance, are taken for periods extending over three, six, or twelve 
months, as the ense may be, the agreement being to supply all the Government may require 
during the period. That is invariably the cao with provision contracts, and it is also the 
case with the great bulk of the stores. 
Does thu include stationery ? It used to include st nery when we obtained it in the 

country. 
litre ? Here. I mean when we got stationery exclusively in the country. 
When tenders are sent in upon your advertisement, to whom are they addressed, and by 

whom are they opened ? They are sent in to the Treasury, and they are opened at the 
Treasury in the presence of a Board. 
50, Consisting of whom ? The Under Secretary and myself generally. There is occasionally 
a third officer. 
51. Has that Board consisted of those two officers for any length of time? About three years 
I think I may state. It has always existed in fact; but the tenders have only been opened at 
the Treasury since we have had Responsible Government, Previously, the tenders were 
opened at the Colonial Secretary's Office, and in those days I was one of the Board, with Mr. 
Thomson. 
.52.. When the tenders are opened they are then put into schedule They are initialled at 
the Treasury by the members of the Board, and then placed in a schedule—that is, there is 
an abstract firmed of them. 
Does each member of the Board initial each tender ? Yes. 
By whom are the tenders then put into schedule ? By myself; in this office, if they 

are tenders which concern this department. After being placed in schedule, a recommenda-
tion is put upon theni signed by the members of the Board, and the whole of the papers—
that is, the original tenders—are submitted to the Minister for his approval. Occasionally, 
he differs from the recommendations of the Board; though that is not of frequent oceurreuce, 
I have known it to be done. 
When the tenders are in schedule, and are remitted to the Treasury, do thty accompany 

the schedule? Always; the whole of the papers. 
So that they have there again the means of comparing the tenders with the schedule'? 

Invariably. That is a rule I never knew to be departed from. 
It would not be possible, then, under the system now adopted (the initialling of the 

tenders, their return with the schedule, and the re-examination by the . Board), for any 
person upon whom the duty might devolve of putting these tenders into schedule, to substi-
tute a tender which had not passed the Board for one which had? It would be a simple 
impossibility. Possibly if I shew the Board a schedule they will see better what I mean. 
[&liedule pndecrd.] 
137 C.iptoin Olivey: Are the tenders numbered when they are issued, and do the 

numbers crrespond with the schedule? In all eases. They are numbered consecutively. 
By the Clsai,'maa When the tenders go for approval they are then accompanied by an 

extract from the Government Gazette, containing the advertisement calling for tenders? 
A printed extract. 
And the schedule contains recommendations for the guidance of the Minister? Yes. 

1 have known instances in which those recommendations have not been accepted by the 
IIinister,—where he has seen reason to differ from us, and they have had to be modified; 
but those instances are very rare indeed. 
And the tender that is accepted obtains, in fact, the foal approval of the Minister? Yes. 
But before he gives this approval he has the whole of those documents under review 

before him? He invariably has the whole of those documents in his possession. There is 
no hurried conclusion arrived at, for occasionally a lapse of two or three days takes place 
before a conclusion is come to. 
Setting aside the difficulty of mentioning quantities, do you contemplate that any 

advantages can accrue to the Government from the omission? It is sometimes Limply 
impossible to mention quantities. I should he always inclined, if it were possible, to name 
a specific quantity, but I know of no Government that has the power to do so. I know 
what the practice of the English Government is, and I can produce undeniable evidence to 
shew that the course pursued in England is similar to the practice I have adopted here. 
I copied it from the English system, with which I was acquainted before I came to this 
Colony. 
What means have you of judging of the reasonableness of a tender as to price? Nothing, 

except that general knowledge which a man acquires from long experience, and 'seeing the 
articles 
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articles in which he deals; judeing what they were in panE times, and watching the state & J. Buchanan 
the markets. Es1. 
WTithout, prhnps, addressing yourself particularly to the matter, you necessarily become  

acquainted with the state of the markets ? Yes, with some. 22 May, 1800. 
And with the different firms in the trade, and so on? With their Uatnes. There is so 

much formality attached to Government business, and it is of so different a character to ihat 
which prevails in private life, that there are certain houses which seem to devote themselves 
to that class of business; and those men generally take it up. 

How do you communicate to tenderer.s the acceptance or rejection of their tenders? 
By a printed memonmduin; perhaps [ had better give the Board one. [Afemornsdum 
produced.] 

D0 you send that printed memorandum to those whose tenders are rejected, as well as to 
those whose tenders are acecoted? You see there i.s a blank left—"I do msdf the honor 
to acquaint you, that )our tender dated [blstisk] has been [blank] 'accepted' or 'declined,' 
as the ease may be. 
And how a0 you send these—through the post? By the post, or by the menenger 

sometimes when the stores are urgently re'uircd we do not s±nd them at all, but we send a 
man with an order for the goods, a 
tender. 

nd that is taken as a notification of the acceptance of the 

But what have you to say to those whose tenders are declined? We send notices of 
declination. 

You do that invariably? Yes, that rule has not niways prevailed. It s only with this 
department that it llrevais at all,—ot.her departments of the public service give no notice to 
tenderer wh' - tenders are not accepted. At Milbjuroe, it is distinctly stated that notice 
will only be given to those parties whue tender, are acoepted. 

In a larry e4ahljshment that would be a convenient mod,, and t',ere would then be no 
reason to complain I thought it was better to do so, because we frequently had personal 
inquirie rifter the flue of tenders; and the tituderers seemed to think that there was a want 
of courtesy in the department. 

Then of course you have known the address of the tenderers? When it has been given 
to us. 

Now in th0 case of scheduling tnders, is it not a question with the Board who and what 
the teuderer, ire—whether they will be able to carry out their contracts if their tenders be 
accepted? I aoi srry to say that the Government looks to nothing beit to che.tpner. In 
this cintract system there are two agencie at work—the one trying to ''do" the other 
it is a contest between the Government and the contractor—each trying to drive the hardest 
bargain. 

Are we to understand thqt the Board would seliedule and reeolitmend to the Minister for 
acceptance a tender from perron utterly unknown? I ant satisfied that they do not trouble 
their heads about it in any way. 
That is the Government? Yes. 

But in regard to yourself, tenders are pot into schedule here, and the recommendati,,n 
emanates fa nra this office which is suppesd to guide, and which, as we have aircdy heaTd, 
in a gre it majority of cases, actually dries guide the Minister ? Yes. 
Well, you would not give that reeomtucudatir,u in the case of a tenderer utterly 

unknown—without a habitation era name? The fact is, I act under certain rules in these 
matters. The understood rule with the Government is, that the lowet tender is to be 
aeneptid. 

But is there nit this other understanding—that the tenderers should be known a; 
persons likely to curry out the contract ;—would it not be a consideration for yourself, not 
to place the Government in the position of accepting a tender from a person altogether 
unknown, and who might fail in supplying the eooJs, and therefore put the Go'crnineiit in 
a most extraordinary position at any moment? I know of no case of the kind having 
occurred. 

But such a ease is possible 7 It is possible; but if we received a tender from any piran 
who had failed to perform a previous contract, we of coarse should not recommend its 
aeceptrune's without bringing that fact under notice. If a man does not satisfactorily perform 
one contract, hon-ever, that is no bar to the Government taking his tenders a.'ain into 
favorable csnidcration. I have known the Government to take that step in defiance of 
recommendations to the contrary. 

D0 you never take bonds? Ye;; for time contracts. For all contracts extending over 
I period we take bonds. For contracts where the goods are delivered instantly, or within a 
brief period, and fir certain specific items, we do not take bonds. lithe contract he executed 
at 011cc, the bond is a force. There is no necessity for it whatever. We never have taken it. 
Excepting in time contracts? Excepting in time contracts. 
Samples are sent to you, I suppose? We usually fir our own samples. On that the 

entire superstructure most be raised. It must be a question of quality. Wherever we can 
do it we fix our own samples, and require tendc.rer4 to tender according to our patterns, If 
you reflect for a moment you will see how this simplifies the matter. If we suffered each 
individual to send in patterns of his own, there would be a difference of quality and cost, and 
it would he diffioult to determine who was the lowest in retlity. But if you set up one 
pattern, the only thing is who will supply it at the lowest price. It is very desirable, tis), 
that the Government should if possible adhere to one settled pattern. 
That seems feasible and reasonable enough, and indeed practically throughout tb0 

departments, in detail, it is carried out. For the little things they require to have done by 
contract they alien- a pattern, and the work must be according to it; and if this be advan- 

tageous, 
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J. Buchanan, tageous, I believe it will be much more so on a larger scale ? We do so as far as it is 
Esq. ossible to do it. 

5. Well, then, the goods are supplied up to the standard of a pattern exhibited by yourself 
L May, 1860. By ourselves geuerahy. We do receive stores occasionally according to ennti'aCtOrS 

patterns, but in that eaae we call upon them first to submit patterns. There are instances 
of b0th modes of proceeding. 
But the usual course is, that you yourselves insist upon compliance with the pattern 

exhibited here? Yes; we insist upon coiupliaoce with the Government Store patterns. 
When the goods are supplied do you personally inspect them for quality, and count, 

weigh, or measure them for quantity? The storelnen examine them as to quantity by 
opening packages, or if not too large they poaitively count cray article received. if they 
come in Euglish paekagcs, and the quantity be large—neither our rounl nor eonv'nienee for 
packing being very great—we do not uniiauk  all, but only a part, and from the correctness 
of the quanMty abanlutely tstcd we assume the rcat to be correct. As to quality they are 
gone over minutely in the store. I niyelf suhacquently see the articles, and if they 
correspoul I certify t, the fact. That duty is one which peculiarly devolves upon me, and 
one I, or which I am more r..sponsible perhaps them any person in the office. 
You testify that the quality of the goods supplied is equal to the quality of the pattern 

submitted? YeM, 
And this test is by you carried to the extent of an examination of a portion of the goods 

for quantity? Yes. 
You cannot carry it beyond that? No; occasionally it extends to every thing that is 

dehivored. 
You only examine a eanvenient portion for quantity, and you can therefore only examine 

that tested portion for qu.ility also,—how do you ascertain subsequently whether the remainder 
is in accordance with the pattern, or correct as to quantity ? We have never had any ques-
tion of it boing otherwise; such a thing has never arisen. I do not see how it is possible 
to arise. No one can know what particular packages will be examined. If goodseoine in in 
packages thosepackages usually contain even quantities. Take an instance—a thuuand articles 
are to be delivered ; they may be packed in five bales of two hundred each ;---that would 
be the usual mode. We should take one, or perhaps two, of those five bales indiscriminately, 
and if Nye found them correct we should assume the whole five to be correct. It is not known 
which will be taken for examination. That is a matter which I do not determine. It is 
determined by the people in the store. They take them at haphazard. Such a thing has 
never occurred since the department existed of a disputo as to quantity arising. 
Su&equently you would not be in a position to state ahsolutely that the remaining bales 

or eases turned out exactly in quantity and quality equal to those first tested ? No one 
could do that. 
And yet subs'quently those bales and eases are opened and their contents distributed? 

Oh I if they are opened subsequently in the stoic they are counted, but if they go away in 
whole packages afterwards they are not. If they are subsequently opened in the store it is 
seen that both quantity and quality are correct. 
And you have had no eac in which you have subsequently found the bales or eases to 

conhin articles either inferior in quality or less in qu!ntity than you had imagined in the 
first instance? No; I have never known of such an instance. In fast, it is hiardy ever 
known in mercantile life. If I saw a bale of goods coma in here, packed in this c untry, I 
would not accept that without opening it. In England there are sworn packers, and a mis-
take very rarely occurs. Goods supplied in the Colony, if not in English paeka1es are 
frequently sent in loose, and then we examine every thing. When I spoke of goods coming 
in in packages, 1 meant English packages, which are as obvious to a luau as noon from 
midnight. 

What record do you keep of the stores received, issued, and on hand? The record of 
stores received is of course the voucher, on which the payment is made,—of that we keep a 
record in the office, and we also scud a similar record to the Auditor General's Department. 
That record is signed by myself and a party in the store, We keep one copy for our own 
information, and send the other copy to the Auditor General. 
Do you enter the quantities received into any books? We note the receipt of the goods 

in the order book, but the true record is, of course, the voucher. 
Then as to the issues what record have you? We keep a record of the issues in the 

issue book. We have two books. We term them the country issue book and the town issue 
book. We divide it into two for the sake of convenience. 
Are these kept in such a fashiou as that you could, at stated periods of the year, like 

other persons in business, take stock? We can take stock the same as other persons do. 
So as to produce a balance? No person in town does take stock so as to produce it 

balance of quantities. Such a thing is utterly unknown in private life. The stock-taking 
of a mercantile firm is this: the merchant counts the goods that he has left, and values them 
so that he may arrive at an idea of what he is worth. lIe fixes some market value upon the 
goods which lie thinks they would be likely to fetch. There is no mercantile house in town 
that keeps it record of every issue it makes, lie puts down the issues as cash ; but he keeps 
no record of the quantities sold, He sees that he has so much in his till, and he keeps his 
record by his cash and not by quantities sold. 

The record of quantity is kept by his storekeeper? A record of the packages but not 
of quantities. 

If you speak of a merchant all his receipts and issues will be packages? Yes. 
And a regular account is kept—if any package be opened he can tell the balance? 

You are wrong. 
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I know it from personal experience? I never found a mercantile man do it yet. I J. Buchanan, 
discussed the matter with Mr. Donaldson. I was sbewing him how the Ordnance system Esq. 

worked, and other things connected with the rtuestion, and he said it was impossible to do so. 
And not only would it be inoperative, but it would involve the necessity for such a large 22 May, 1860. 
staff as would frighten the people. It is a• question of considerable magnitude, and one that 
has been very much and very keenly debated in England. There are only two systems 
which the Government can pursue. They must either keep an account by values or by 
quantities. They have unfortunately here tried bath systems at the same time—a sort of 
combination of the two. 

1 do not see what business it department of this description has with accounts of values 
at all, because that matter is settled by the acceptance of tenders and the receipt of the 
gods ? You are right that far. That is the system adopted in England. There they have 
dissociated, values from quantities. For instance, take the Military Storekeeper here, or at 
any station, he does not know the value of his stores. He does not know what they cost, 
and has no conception of what they are worth. But you cannot adopt that system here, on 
account of the manner in which the votes of Parliament are taken. They would not adopt 
the clear sytem adopted in England. Often as I have represented it to the Government 
they find it impossible. 
10.5. Then in fact you do not take stock? We do, occasionally; we have taken stock two 
or three tms, but in a way which, for my own part, I look upon as utterly valueless. 
106. Would you describe the system you adopted in taking stock? They profcssed to see 
everything, and to count everything; but really it was in a way which led me to diffrr as to 
their correctness. Different persons have different views ; and the Board who took stock 
determined how it should be taken; but, as I happen to have seen stock-taking, and know 
how it should be done,. I do not think the mode adopted was likely to lead to any accurate 
result. 
TOL You mean that the Board took stock ? Yes. 

Which Board? Captain Mayne and his colleagues. 
You have been in the habit of taking stock previously to that? Never. 
And have never subsequently taken stock ? No. flow on earth is it possible to take 

stock with the system pursued here—the issues going on at the same time, and no account 
being taken of them ?—With the stores we have, stock-taking in this department would take 
three months, and work cannot be suspended during that time. 

You think it is impossible to take stock with your present staff? With the present 
staff, and the limited room we have. 

With the present staff and accommodation of the department it is impossible to take 
stock ? Simply impossible; and when I suggested the other day that you shoud view the 
stores, it was principally that you might become acquiuted with that fact. I am sure a 
glanec at the stores will put that fact plainly before you. 
1.13. Then the goods received you mark "Received" in the order book, and the goods issued 
you put down in the issue book, and you do not take stock? Periodically - 
111. Periodically? No. 

Then for the "remains" you must trust wholly to the integrity of those you have 
about you ? We trust in is considerable degree to their integrity—we must do so; but we 
have certain checks. One great cheek exists in this fact—that the stores kept for the public 
service are utterly worthless elsewhere. Nine-tenths of them are utterly useless to any 
one else. 

Why? They are not of a character to he of service. 
l4ianket, are blankets? Yes; but they have a great brand upon them. 
There are shirts and trousers? But of what use would it convict's shirt be to a man?—

he would not go out branded as a felon, and that would brand him as such. True we have 
police trousers—that perhaps might be an item, but a policeman's coat would be no good. 

Are there no other items of value which might pass current without detection? There 
are a few things. Of course, when I spoke in the way I did, I alluded to the great bulk of 
things. The goods are within an enclosure, it is true, and all the people here leave at a 
certain hour; but it is possible that there might be some little peculation, although I do 
not believe it for a moment, for all the officers I have here are men who have been here for 
a nnrnber of years. I recollect quite well half a dozen howitzers slipping off from the wharf 
at Woolwieh ; and as they happened to be brass, they were very soon made away with about 
London. It can be done. 

You say that all the persons employed in this department leave at one hour? Yes. 
And come at one hour? Yes. 
Do they leave anybody belnnd in charge of the premises? Yes, the watchman. 
The watchman? Yes; the place is locked up and left in his charge. 
Is he sworn in as a constable? No, he is not. 
Is he a young or an aged man F lie is a middle-aged man. 
Have you employed him for a long time? Not a very long time, but for these 

eighteen months, I think. The man who preceded him we had for years, but we changed 
him. The miserable remuneratien allowed is hardly enough to induce any man to accept 
the office. 

haveyou many stores except this? Do you mean buildings? 
Yes? This is the only building in the immediate charge of the people connected with 

this department. We have stores at the Commissariat, but that as not under our charge. 
We have goods deposited in Moore's Store, but that is a private warehouse. The 1iagazino 
at Goat Island is for the most part filled with stores belonging to us. 

But this, in point of fact, is the only store under your charge, and for which you are 
immediately 
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J. Buchanan, immediately responsible? Yes; this we may consider the issuing store; we keep here a 
sort of small depot, containing everything likely to be immediately required. 

'Th 130. How do you pay the contractors and tenderers? By cheque. 
22 May, 1860. 181. Invariably? Invariably by cheque. Petty disbursements, from a few shillings to a 

couple of pounds, we pay in cash; but we .:'1dorn or ever go beyond that amount. 
13. Now suppc1og a payment did not reach the rightful hands, would not the Government 
still be responsible for the amount? Well, I presume they would. I know of nothing to 
the contrary. 
133. If, from want of sufficient caution or care on the part of this department, a pnylnent 
did not re.kch the rightful hands, would not the Government be still responsible for the 
amount? I presume they would ; I know of nothing to exempt the Government from the 
resp nsibility, excepting it he placed on the shoulders of the officer who caused the default. 
104. Wit:i that knowledge, it would behave the parties entrusted with these payments to be 
very cautious that they made them to the right persons? Certainly. The paynieri ts, I may 
add, under Government regulations, are not in any hands in any shape or way. When that 
duty was cast on this department, contrary to my wish and representation, an officer was 
sent here to whom that duty was entrusted. He was to fill the office of nceount,nt to this 
department, and the regulation—I think printed even in the cheque book itself—was that 
the book hould remain in his exclusive possession. He was to initial the cheques, and my 
duty wa to sign them. He was to make the payments; that has always been the ease; 1 
have never yet made a payment to a contractor ,• although nouiinnlly re;prrnoihle for pay-
ments, as head of the department, the re:ponsibility rested with the paymaster of the 
department, for that was what he was. 
13F. You consider then that your duty ceasos with your signature to the cheque ? I do not 
consider that it ceases—I do not say that; but I do consider that the intcrest of the pay-
master, as he was called, would be sufficient to lead him to take proper m ails to protect 
himself, because, if an error occurred, it aught fall eventually upon him, lie was an officer 
of nearly equal standing in the public aervice to myself. 
iSO. Would you not consider it necesary, in order to satisfy yourself or the paymaster of 
the rightful payment of money, that you should have some knowledge of the identity of the 
per;on who tendered? Well, it is not an unusoal thing to have tenders sent in here by 
per.uns of whom we know nothing. I have positive knowledge of the fact that there are 

tendering who are not supplying the goods. I have known instances where tenders 
have been runt here under fictitious names by parties whom we know, and to whom we did 
not ecu d orders for the goods. Memhors of Council, for instance, have obtained others to 
tender fur thu in. 
137. Well, if their tenders were accepted, and they supplied the goods, at that time you did 
not know anything about it, I suppose? I knew this—I knew of lily own knowledge that 
it was all fudge and false; to say that the real name appeared on the tenders was not true; 
but I iav' been obliged to accept it as true. They were the lowest, and nominally they 
supplied the goods; but I knew as a fact that they did not do it—they were merely the 
puppets set up for the purpose. 
JOS. But whoever these persons were who were act up as puppets, their identity was known ? 
Their identity was known. I never saw them. 

But they were known ? They were known I suppose by the accountant that dealt 
with them. I never saw them and did not wish to -.e them. In fact one rule always 
governed me in these matters: If I got the goods at the price they were offered, and if I 
got them of good quality, I considered my duty done. I cared nothing whence they came or 
who supplied them, us a matter of fact. It would not do for me to trouble my head about 
matters of th0t kind. 

Without any consideration as to whether those parties were able to supply the goods ? 
UttLrly regardless of that. If, mind you, an instance had occurred in which they had 
failed oaca to fulfil their etigassements, I should have had some plea to proceed upon; but 
there never was an instance of the sort. 

You s:iy the payments were always made by cheque, except they were of very small 
amount ! y 

And for tile protection of the Government you say the paymaster must a'e'rtaiu for 
kill off the identity of the tenderer wIth the person receiving the payment ;—that you con-
sider to be a necessary precaution? If I were paymaster I should clearly know to whom I 
was going to pay the money, for my own protection. 
148. Are you quite sure that you are not under some mistake in regard to the Government 
placing the duty and responsibility of payment on this gentleman you speak oh? I am quite 
satisfied upon that point. It is quite clear. 
141. Of course when this change took place it was made upon some authority from the 
Government? It seemed to be a general change which t00k place at that time 

But it would not take place unless you had some written instructions to that effect? 
As I told you before 1 think the instructions are contained in the cheque books issued by the 
Government at that time. The Government—as I have long complained—rn ike changes 
without putting them on record. I should be loath to say that they made no change because 
they hail not put it in writing, because my experience is the opposite of that, 

But unless you had s,rne written authority even now to lay your hands on, would you 
not be responsible if you had made this change? For what? 

If you hal made the payments through the paymaster instead of taking the respon-
sIbility on yourself F I am satisfied that I can turn to the cheque book and show the facts 
I have stated. 

I have already asked you the question whether, in your own case, you would think it 
necessary 
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necessary to have a knowledge of the individual who came for payment; to know, in point of S. 13uel.anan, 
fact, that he was the party whose tender was received and accepted? Yes, if I were charged bsq. 

with that duty I should certainly satisfy mysalf that 1 was paying the proper person. 
149. in regard to the witnessing of payments: if you take no part in the payments perhaps 22 May, 1860. 
you may not be acquainted with the system by which they are witnessed:' I have a general 
knowledge, but I never saw a payment even made. I know, as a fact, that they require to 
he witnessed, and that they are generally witnessed by one of the clerks in in department. 
I ,iri the printed certificate of the accounts. They are usually signed by me when I see that 
they have been duly witnessed and duly paid. Those signatures appear on the vouchers 
when they come to meat the end of the month. 
iSti. But the witness to a payment ought to he in it position to swear to the identity of the 
individual to whom he made the payment as well as to the fact of the payment ? That is 
the generally understood rule, but it is a very loose one throughout the Goverutnent service. 
The witnessitig of payments is a matter attended to with little care. It is looked upon more 
a' a form than anything else. Even in the Treasury itself I have been called upon to witness 
payments of money which never came into my pessession at all, and have done it as a matter 
of form to clear their books; but I never had the cheques in my hand. 
151. However, the party who really did make the payment must of necessity have made 
himself acquainted with the identity of the person to whom he made the payment, and must 
have oa,nvineed himself that that person was the party who tendered, whose tender was 
aee:pted, and who supplied the goods? Certainly. 
152. In all that you had nothing to do,—you left it with the paymaster? The entire cash 
transactions of the department are in the hands of two elerks,—tlte senior clerk of the estab-
lishment, or paymaster, and one to assist him. I never interfered with them in any shape 
or way since the initiation of the system. 
153. So that in point of fact, this question of the identity of the tenderer with the party 
who received the payment never came under your observation Never came under my 
observation, in fact, I never see the individuals who supply the goods themselves; the 
parties who supply them I never see, except by the niereot accident. 1 do not think it 
deirab!e that an officer in any position should see them. 
154. What should you consider to be the amount of payments in the course of the year 
through this department? Cash payments 
135. Cash payments for goods supplied? I could not distinguish in a moment the amount 
of cash payments for goods supplied, but I can give you correctly the absolute payments 
including salaries. They amount to £30,211 13s. 6d. I find that the salaries amount to 
£8,055 Ss. lod. 
156. Might not the large amount of payments annually made threugh this department, 
suggest to you that you had something to do byond merely signing the cheques? Yes; I 
conceive that I have. I consider that the graver portion of the duties rests upon mo—to 
see that nothing is paid for but what is absolutely received, correct in quantity and quality. 
137. But still, when you consider that payments wrongly made would involve the Uovcrn-
ment in repayment, what then as to the identity of the parties? The officer who made that 
wrong payment would jeopardise his employment, and also reader himself liable to be called 
on to refund the money. 

You think then that the officer who enters the cheque would be responsible, and not 
yourself? I certainly do. 

You hold that you have no responsibility whatever in a pecuniary sense? Not the 
slightest. 

I have put to you generally certain questions as to parties receiving payment; now I 
put to you one in relation to a particular individual ;—did James Staunton, or his known 
agent, call at your office for payment? I cannot tell you. 

You cannot say? I cannot say. 
There were only two ways in which he could have been paid—either by his calling 

here or by the payment being sent to his place of business 7 Those are the only two ways 
in which I conceive the matter could be done. I do not know any other posdble mode. I 
may state that there are instances in which parties never come hero for their money—in 
which the cheques u-c sent to them. They send their documents here ready signed—
complete in every shape; and if on examination they are found to be correct, at the conve-
nience of the department a cheque is sent to them for the amount. 
168. But still, in such cases you would know that the parties were rightfully applying for 
this money—that they were really the parties who had tendered 7 No doubt that would be 
the case; and I may odd, although leannot state it as a fact, that I feel sure it has been a 
general rule with the accountant to cross his cheques—which of itself is a protection. 
161. To a certain extent? To a certain extent. 
155. When payments are sent by cheque they would be witnessed ? They would be 
witnessed. 
100. By the party who took the cheque or by the clerk here 7 Well, from the evidence 
given here by one of the clerks of the department (I am speaking more from the impression 
that made upon my mind than from my own knowledge) it appears that he occasionally 
certified them instead of the messenger. Sometimes the messenger could not write, and it 
was considered more satisfactory that the clerk should certify them than the messenger. 

This person (James Staunton) supplied some articles for light-houses 7 Yes. 
There were no tenders called for those things 7 No. 
No advertisement was published 7 No, 

Is And he sent his tender from Melbourne 7 Yes, an offer. 
171. low then did he become acquainted with the wants of the Government in regard to 

these 
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J. Buchanan, these matters ? From the simple fact, I presume, that we have light-houses here, and that, 
kq. supplies must be required,-that is all. But the supplies for light-htuscs are, you know, of 

a very peculiar character. You cannot pick them up anywhere. Accompanying that offer 
22 May, 1860. were plans of the Wilson's Promontory Light-house, at that time in course of erection. 

172. But there was no advertisement calling for tenders? No; but we had been in the habit 
of purchasing the best articles we could get of that character here, and as those offered were 
very mm-h cheaper and very much better I accepted the offer. 
1%. iic might have supposed, perhaps, that you had not been so well supplicd,-it was a 
venture his offering these things? It was a venture. It is not unfrequent. lam called 
upon weekly by persons travelling for different firms-by travellers as they are termed-who 
bring their books of samples with them. They say-" We have got an invoice of so and so, 
" is there anything you are likely to want ?" 

Previous to this tender for light-house requisites, I think this same individual had 
tendered and his tender had been accepted for other goods ? No, I do not think it. 

That was the first? That was the first, to the best of my reool]cction. 
Are you quite sure F To the best or my recollection; in fact, lain almost confident it 

was. 
So that, in point of fact, previously to this there bad been no question as to who or 

what this individual was ? No; I am satisfied of it. That was the very first. 
And his making this tender then was a simple venture on his own account ? No. 
it was not induced by any advertisement F We bad called for tenders for the supply 

of certain items at various times, but that was in pursuance of no advertisement. There 
must have been purchased for years past certain items of that category. 

The tenders he made were for articles such as you bad previously been in the habit of 
obtaining for the light-houses ? Yes, somewhat similar. ( lVitness here erhib,ted sevei'al 
glass cylinders, some of which were conta'acled near the base far the purpose of" biting " the 
flame.) 

Now during the occupation of yourself and the various officers of the department about 
your business, might you not be called away-to visit some of the public offices for instance? 
I am away at the various stores frequently. 

Do you think, under any circumstances, it is possible for a case or cases to be taken 
away from this place without your knowledge ? Of course it is possible; but it would not 
be possible unless by the connivance of several peple. It would not be practicable if less 
than three or four people were concerned in the matter. 

Were it done there must be more than one individual concerned ? There must be 
several-the men in the store, the foreman of the store, and some clerk in the office. It 
could not be done otherwise. 

That is during the time the premises are open F Yes. 
And after they are closed.? Jam speaking of during the time they are open. 
Yes, but after they are closed F Then there is the protection of the watehinan. The 

keys are all taken away when the premises are locked up. 
Who takes possession of the keys F The keys are locked up in a box with patent locks, 

and that box is looked in a press. 
Well, then, as there is so much difficulty about the removing of one or more cases 

without the cognizance of more than one, what say you to the placing here of some forty-three 
or thirty-eight cases ? Forty-three or forty-eight cases placed here 

Could that take place-the placing here of thirty-eight cases-in this yard, without the 
cognizance of any of the officers of the department F I do not believe it. In the yard 

On your premises here ? I do not believe it. 
It was stated in evidence that a number of packages, to the extent of thirty-eight, I 

think, were placed in this yard; that was stated by a party examined ? Do you mean 
examined on the last inquiry 

Yes F When they speak of those cases being brought here, they mean properly 
delivered in accordance with orders for the supply of the Government. 

Then those thirty-eight cases were in compliance with an order F- 
Those thirty-eight cases of stationery were in compliance with an order of the Govern-

inent ? They were perfect packages-English packed. 
Landed from England? Yes. 

106. By  the " \Valter flood" F Yes; of course there was full knowledge of that fact, 
There was full knowledge of that fact, and this department took official possession ? It 

was in compliance with an order. 
in compliance with an order F Exactly. 

109. This was not a ease in which you would call for tenders, of course F It was a matter 
in which we did call for tenders, and in reference to which tenders had been formally 
accepted by the Government. 

And the tender accepted was that of James Staunton F No ; Staunton and Co. 
That was the tender accepted F That was the tender accepted. 
And what time elapsed between the acceptance of the tender and the supply of the 

goods 7 1 canuot give it accurately at the present moment, but I can ascertain it. 
If you please F (Cle)k insta-ucled to ascertain dates.) 
Were you aware then, Mr. Buchanan, that the goods were brought here directly they 

were landed from the ship F I do not know whence they came, All I know was, that they 
were delivered in here. We do at times got them direct from the ship. M'Nah and others, 
who supply the Government, occasionally deliver to us from the ship, and occasionally from 
the store. We like to get goods if we can in original packages. There is an advantage in 
receiving them that way, because we get a good package for packing other goods in. Imay 
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add, with reference to that tender, that we had a pressing demand for that special paper, J. Buchanan, 
which was wanted for the Council printing. We had searched Sydney through, and the Esq. 

Melbourne market had also been searched everywhere. Every scrap of paper that could be 
bought for that purpose we had purchased. We took that contract too for the shortest 22  may, 1860. 

possible time—to the Slst Maroh only—because I anticipated that by that time our 
own English supplies would arrive, and they did arrive about the 24th or 25th of that 
month, by the "Lloyds," I think, or some ship that came in about that time. At any rate 
they came in before the 31st, chewing how accurately we had framed our contract. There is 
another circumstance which I may state. You well remember that the sittings of the house 
were last year unusually protracted, such as we have never before known. That circumstance 
alone occasioned a greater consumption of paper than had been previously known. 

Now with regard to these light-house supplies ;—they were not obtained in pursuance 
of any tender advertised for; you purchased them from this Mr. Staunton. You must have 
had reason to suppose that the public service would be benefited in some way by dealing with 
him privately rather than by calling for tenders? I judged so from the circumstance of 
the price at which be offeicd them being lower than that at which it had been possible to 
obtain them before. 

From that circumstance you thought it unnecessary to call for tenders? For that 
reason. I considered I was doing the best for the public service. 

Now having purchased them you must have paid for them;—how did you pay for them? 
By cheque. 

How did you remit the cheque? The accountant must answer you that question. 
You could not answer it yourself in any way? No. I signed the cheque; but, as I 

said before, I have nothing to do with the transmission of cheques by post, or the handing 
of them direct to the individuals. I participate in neither mode at any time. in a large 
department like this it is clear that confidence must be reposed somewhere. With the duties 
that devolveupon me—a class of duties utterly beyond my office—it is quite possible to 
perceive that I must have some one to assist me in some branch of it. 

Still these payments were made to a person of whose existence you knew nothing—a 
person at a distance,—and no tenders were called for, so that persons here, on the spot, and 
who might be known, might have a chance of tendering? In that individual case tenders 
were not called for. I my that my reason for taking these goods was that they were 
extremely suitable for us. Many of them were of a character which we had never before 
found it possible to obtain. [Memorandum in reftreace to paper supplied sent in b9 Clerk. 
Vide page 36.3 

1 see here 500 reams of double foolscap, 22nd December—that, I suppose, would be 
the date of the order ? Yes, or of the tenders. 

Now, was that tender made in pursuance of advertisement? Yes, by advertisement in 
the public papers, and in the Govern,ne,it Gazette. 

You would be able to point out that by and bye? I think you must have those papers 
in your possession. 

Then there is "different sorts of paper tendered for, at so much per pound," 11th 
January, 1860—that is the date of the tender, I suppose? Yes. 

If I undertaud this paper aright, the 500 reams of double foolscap were tendered for 
on the 22nd December, 1s5'J, and supplied on the 23rd December, 1859, and the different 
sorts of paper, at so much per pound, were tendered for on the 11th January, 1800, and 
supplied on the 16th January, 1860? Yes. 

An individual of the name of iCing, too, supplied stationery, or stores of some kind? 
Yes. 

Did you know anything personally of him, or some person representing him? I may 
state what our usual niodc is when we are calling for tenders. 1 have already said that we 
adopt a sample; those samples are invariably kept in this room; I never suffer them to go 
out, and persons inquiring about the tenders came here to see the samples. That is the 
only opportunity I have of seeing individuals concerned in those contracts. Scores of 
persons come in here of whom 1 never hear a word alter; they look at the samples, think 
they can do no business with us and go away. There are others that I do see again. It is 
very rare for the heads of mescantilc houses to conic here; they generally send their officers. 

Then you have no knowledge of this James King? I meet these people in town 
frequently, but who they are or what their names are I do not know; I know that they have 
tendered, but that is all. 

Are you in a position to say that you know anything of how or where this James ICing 
was paid? No; I do not know how any of them were paid. 

Did it ever strike you that there was any reseniblanee in the handwriting of certain 
documents su&crihed by Staunton and Staunton & Co., and the handwriting of any officer 
in your own department? No, it did not. That is a question involved at this present 
moment, as you well know. 

The signature.; of Staunton and Staunton & Co. appear often, but I now refer particu-
larly to the signature of James Staunton, bceause in the signature of Staunton & Co. there 
is no attempt to disguise the fact that it is not a genuine signature; every one differs in 
some point from the rest, showing that it is not a genuine siguature ? You are giving that 
as your own conviction. 

You say you were not so struck with it? I never saw two of the signatures together 
to eolrlpnre one with the other. 

But still there are some of those papers—one in particular—to which the name of 
Staunton is subhcribtd, which contains a mass of writing in the upper part of it. That 
writing struck me as being obviously close in its resemblance to the writing of an officer in 

4—E your 
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!. B011bluoun, your department. Now, you having been in the department so long with the ocer I refer 
Esq. to, it would be singular that the rcsen1t lance of the handwriting- shuld not srike you ? f 

should like to see the papers. I do not know to what papers you are referring, and until I 
22 May, 1860. we them I can make no ohorvation in reference to the matter. 

221. It nver struck you that the signature " Staunton," or any writing in a paper signed 
Staunton,",  bad a strong res aniblatee to the handwriting of any ,.ffieer it, y ur d parttnont F 
It never did; in fact I have no hesitation in saying that they state that I signed 
11  Staun ton." 
225. 1 do not state that? I know this lenzth was gone to; I know that a high officer of 
the Colonial Treasury—whom I have proved in this roim $1 heve been guilty of fteti'ious 
tendering—was produced to the editor of the Er.ti,e to influence htna,-to say that lie was 
satisfied that " St aunt, in" was my signature; that officer, mind you, I eoi'vieted in this ram, 
by his own admission, of snpplying goods under a false name to this depsrttnr lit. 
226, 1 put ti you a simple question not involving that point at nil. I think it will be well 
if you will cnfioe your ans'ver to that " Yes'' or No," an'i not introduce matter entirely 
wide of our present inquiry? I admit it is wide. 

The question I put to you, and to which I expect your answer, was this witetlior at 
an t:tne it had cecurred to you that there was a striking rcsentblanee between certain writings 
subscribed " Staunt fl,'' and the handwriting of an offi 5cr in your department F It did not, 
when you say James Staunton. When you say Staunton & Co., I knew very well who was 
doing it in that case, because then the matter had been avowed to me openly. 

When the tenders came from Staunton & Co.? I knew then, because the inater had 
been avowed to me. 

When these tenders Caine from Staunton & Co., had Be tenderer in question a position 
in this department? lie had not. 
2080. low long had lie ceased? lie bad left here some two months. His intention had 
been to have lcft long previously to that. 

And what period of time elapsed from the last tender of ,Tames Staunton to the first 
tender of Staunton & C'..? I think ten or eleven njonths,—ahoot that time. 

It was stated by some of the witnesses examined on the former inquiry, that the 
call for tenders was so constructed as to deter respectabk pers"ns from tendering; the 
objection taken appeared to be the absence of quantity? lam very glad you have given me 
an ipportuni my of referring to that portion of the Report. if I am blainv,mble for that, the 
G-uvernnieut throughout their entire system are blameable for it. I have already stated that 
three-fourths of the supplies are obtained or, that system. (uantities are rarely named. 
The exception is to name quantities. in time contracts we never name quantities, and the 
great bulk of our contracts are of that character. It may, with just as god reason, be said 
that those contracts aru called for with a view of throwing them into the hands of certain 
patties I will produce the contract book of the present year, and the Board will see for 
themselves whether what I have stated is correct or not. These are tenders for 1860. The 
very first that is entered is Schedule of Tenders received in pursuance of notice for supplying 
ship chandlery, &e., for the public service for 1860. That is a time contract. l-lere are the 
items; the prices are named, but no quantity is given in any cisc. Here follows exactly 
the same thing with the coal contract, it is the same with the supply of oars and paddles, 
coopers' work, boots and shoes. No quantities are named There is a tender for foolscap, 
bowever, and in that case a specific quantity was namctl-500 reams of blue wove foolscap. 

You did not put that into a time contract because you knew you had written Home 
for supplies, which were expected to arrive within a certain time? Yes, and they did arrive 
within that time. Here is a contract for one of the Orphan Schools. The quantities are 
named. We use both systems as circumstances may dic'ate, but for the great hulk of the 
contracts no quantities are given. It is precisely the same with last year's contracts. It 
has been the practice of the department as long as I remember it, and in the case of pro-
visions the (I-overntneot never do otherwise. 

What staff have you, Mr. Buchanan? I have four clerks, Mr. O'Connor, the same as 
the department was blessed with in 1838. 

Will you state their positions? Do you mean their classifiea'ion ? 
Their positions, not going into detaiis, but generally what duties they have to perform? 

There is the chief clerk, who also performs the duties of accountant and paymasier; he has 
one to assist him. The second clerk is usually in charge of the store; we term hint the store 
clerk. The third clerk has generally charge of the miscellaneous huiness. The fourth 
clerk enters the letters and performs any ordinary work which may require to be done. 

It would be convenient if we had the names of the clerks? At the present tnoment 
Mr. Campbell is senior clerk, Mr. Garnett second clerk, Mr. M'Donald third, and iLr. 
Jenkins fourth clerk. 

We have heard occasionally in the matter of payments what ytar consider not to be 
your duty; would you now state briefly what you do consider to be your duties as Colonial 
Storekeeper? The general supervision of the department; and since an examiner of stores 
has bern refused to me (not by the Government—for it has been on the Estimates three or 
four different times) I have felt it nmy duty to watch that portion of the business of the 
department, because on that depends the quality of the supplies and the fairness of the pay-
ments made. I have entrusted no one with that duty. But independent of that I have 
always looked upon it that lay special duty was the general supervision of the department. 
I may ndd also that whatever correspondence there is is done by myself. That is a tbiug 
which I never entrust to any other person. 

By Gaptain Scott: Are there many parties tendering who neither give address nor 
name? I would not say that there are many, but we have occasionally instances of it. 
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240. task that question because it was slated by Hr. Lane that there were not any, or jfJ. Enchain, 
there were any that their tenders had been rceeted ? Nr. Lane is quite wrong there. 
241 how would you address them if tjtey gave no name or address? We have had them! 
without name; in that ease we cannot addreas them at all. It has arisen possibly from some 22 May, 18.' 
little lapsux, but we have received them without name. The fact is on record at the 
Treasury. 

242, But they are not accepted? We cannot accept them without a name. 
Because I see from the evidence of one of the clerks, that tenders were sent to the 

Post Ofliec ? Yes, we have the Post Office sometimes given as an addiess. 
Fir instance—if a thousand realtis of paper were received, and one hnndrd of them 

were damaged, have you any means in such cascs of securing yourselves against lo:s? We 
should not accept the hundred reams that were. damaged. 

But supposing you dii not find it out until after payment was made? Such a thing 
could not occur. Something would be shewn on the ease itself if they came in original 
packages; and if they came in iose lean's, we should detect those which wete damaged at a 
glance of the eye. 

But you have no means of recovering loss in case it should occur. Do you not think 
it would be of advant:uge to the Government if an obligation were entertd into by the con-
tractor to pay for damaged goods ? Damaged goods have no right to be taken by the public 
service. 

But supposing they were overlooked? They ought not to be overlooked ;—we have 
never had an instance. 

246. Would it not also be an improvement in the public service if contractors were paid in 
the office? Do you Itlean if they were obliged to attend personally 
240. Or by a recognised agent? Well, 1 do not knew; I think mercantile men would 
obj eu't to it. 

2i0. I as the question because it has been provt d by former evidence that large sums of 
money—cheques unerosscd—svere sent by enessangers. ss ithiout any protee' an to the 
public 5:1' ice. Aniesseruger with a cheque of four or five hundred pounds might put it into 
his own picket instead of taking it to the contractor? I may have inisaed that evidence, but 
I was under the impression that cheques were always crossed when they were sent by a 
messenger. 

Cheques to a large extent were sent unorossed, with the signature of Mr. Weston wit-
nessing the receipt:' I was not aware of that. 

If a contractor, having accepted a time contract, refuse to carry it out at the rate agreed 
upon, have you any means of redress? We take bonds in cases of time contracta. 

Why was no entry made in the letter or contract book of the aeecptiacé of the Mel-
bourne contract ? It is entered in the contract book. It was exhibited, to the Board. 
[Entry referred to.] 

254, 1 think it was explained 'why StauntOn's contract was taken it one shilling and two-
pence per pound, while Kenny's was only cighitpeneo luah'penny :' Why,it was taken at one 
shilling. The value of paper is determined by its weight. the prica is at per 'pound, hut 
that price will, of course, again depend upon tbu quahity—tho nature .f the rug of which 
paper is made, &e, 

1 suppooe you exannne the hooks regularly? tilt ye, and I wnl eh the issiiee too. As 
far as money is concerned, Wi' huavenecountod regularly u v:'ry month, with the A udit Office. 
If there wcre aught going on wrong there our tethe't would sun be shortened, we should be 
pulled tip at 011cc by rIte Audit or General; and I nan bound to say this, he alwa1 
managed to kee.p his accounts square without any difficulcy. 

By the (Thqi,'m"n 1 sh,ouhd be glad if you would state for what ohjeets you imagine 
th0 Goverthnt at rasttutetl your department ? For the iapen'ision of store's required it r the 
public strvie'. ; peeiaEy for that purpo , and to take charoe of such stores a: it eonflduM to its 
ear'. Tat i the express pi'.rp ac for which it was instituted, as laid down in Sir Rich;r, d 
l3ourke's Minute. 

257, And, with ref, ronce to a former question of mitre, you exprc'.'sc.d your belief that tho 
object can I e !ut attained by the mait,tt'nal,ee of this st re The Government must main- 
tain anon- of some character ; the question i-, whetlor it would' not be better fr them at 
once t itt iii tai n it in a state of efficiency, in which it has never y.t been, The fluent lions 
to which tluia department has been subjiet have been such as must almost necesnriiy luii), 
dis' rg:unise, and destroy any department. 

258. Do you betit..vo that the system now in operation in this store will be fund the Le3t 
for securing to the public service the benefits euut.inplated in the institution of your depart-
ment / The systeua nosy ineration 
250. Yes? By no means. 

Op  

I have no limitation in saying so. I have repeatedly expressed 
my opinion. 

200. Tie syatem requires change? It requires amendment—considerable amendment; but 
that 'In, adment can never be effected without an extension of means. 

\Voul.h the amendment you contemplate involve a large expenditore ? Greater than I 
have ever found tie C overninetut likely to wish to incur. I can recommend no better system 
thati that which, the exp.-rit'ncc of ages !its proved—flint i, the system of the Ordnance. I 
Can recommend no ittiprovcment upon that, 

But you would recommend the adoption of a system analagous to that? Yes--based 
upon th;st. It intact be borne in mind, that there is a considerable distinction between this 
department and that of an ordinary store department in the Ordnance servire. There, all the 
goods that conic to them have been passed from the depOts at home, They receive little or 
nothing from the contractors. That work has all to be done here. This department, in a very 

small 
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J. B;hanan, small way of course, resembles those immense depots at Woolwich and the Tower, and Weeden, 
sq. 

rather than the small outstations, because we have functions analogous to those exercised at all 

22?Vh i 
those places to perform. { The Board here inspected the account books of the department.] 

y, 860. 263. Having inspected your books of receipt and issue, we do not find that you have any-
where a book shewing your " remains?" There is no book that would show that. The 
only book that would do that is the store ledger proper,—a book that has never been kept in 
this department, nor is it possible to be kept in a department where they are compelled by 
the Government to mix up values with quantities. 

The proper system for keeping an account of stores, I take it, is one which would shew 
in columns whole packages as whole packages, and broken packages as broken packages—
shcwiog in detail the contents of such broken packages. According to this system you 
would set out all your receipts and all your issues, and at the foot of the columns would be 
shewn all your "remains "—in point of fact, after the system of the Ordnance? I see no 
improvement which can be made upon the Ordnance system. That system has not been in 
force here. Not only has it not been in force, but it was specially condemned by Mr. 
Donaldson, who thought it unnecessary when on a Committee of inquiry here. 

In such a system quantities alone should appear; values and quantities cannot 
consistently appear simultaneously in such a system ? They cannot. I do not see any 
possible way in which they can be introduced, without unnecessarily complicating the 
account. 
66. By a separate and distinct book, in which different values of things should be set out—
if you have three, or four, or five values for the same thing, you might strike an average 
value, which would answer all the purpose? Yes, which would answer all the purposes. 
That would servo for the purpose of valuing the stock at any time, but it could be of no 
ether service that I see. 

Then if you desired to check the public departments, and see that they o4ained from 
you no more than their vote, this system of average might be applied? Yes. 

And without introducing it at all in your store book, the check might be effectively 
used? Yes. If it be necessary to do it at all it should be done as a perfect and settled 
system. It should be known that an account of values was to be kept, though kept separate 
from the account of quantities. 

You do not think, then, that any better system can be adopted hero than that in use 
by the Ordnance ? That has ever been my opinion. I have previously expressed it before 
a Committee of the House, and I do not shrink from it now. Every day's experience only 
confirms me in it. 

That system would involve labor, but is very simple? It would involve labor and 
sttcntion, but it is simple and clear. 
71. And would enable you at any time to ascertain the qunntity of stores you have on 
hand? At any time, provided there were also sufficient accommodation afforded me to 
classify the stores in my possession. 

With such a system you could take stock periodically, which is now impossible? I 
could with such a system take stock periodically, and test the accuracy of the book entries 
by positive inspection of the stock itself, in the same way that a merchant tests the accuracy 
of his books by counting his cash. 

Now, as the system is simple, and merely laborious, it would not require any very large 
addition to the clerical staff of the department? The keeping of a store ledger would occupy 
one clerk alone in this department. If he did the work well, it would fully occupy his time. 
In addition to that there would be the pieparation of vouchers of receipt and vouchers of 
issue, from which the postings must be made. The very lowest number would be two 
additional clerks. I think I am putting it too low in saying that two clerks of issue only 
would be required. 

But as it would be a change in your present system it would produce a change in the 
duties of your present officers? I do not think it would make much d.ffcrencc. I do not 
say that no portion of the present system would be abolished, but it appears to me that it 
would be rather an addition than the adoption of a more improved system—merely correcting 
defects which exist at the present moment. 

in fact it would enable you to give some result to the system already in operation ? 
That is, in a few brief words, what. the effect would be. We have the material existing at 
this present time for the system, but we cannot carry it to a result because we have not the 
means. 

You have two out of three conditions, and you want a third, which would be the 
adoption of this plan ? Yes- 
217. You think it would require at least two in addition to your present staff? At least 
two clerks; we dcrive stores from so many places, and in each case there must be a voucher 
prepared. We could not receive a quire of paper into the store without a voucher and a 
signature. 
278. With that system you could check the whole of the departments, and you yourself 
could b effectually checked? No doubt, under that system; and without it I have no 
hesitation in saying that nobody can keep a check over this department. 

ill ONDA F, 
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MONDAY, 4 JUNE, 1800. 

ljrtøtnt 

H. O'CONNOR, E5Q., IN TUE CRATE. 

CAPTAIN Scorr, J CAPTAIN OLIVEY. 

John Buchanan, Esq., called in and further examined: 

By the Chairman: On looking over the evidence you gave at the inst meeting, I find J. Buchanan. 
that a few additional questions are necessary to complete it. Esq. 
The payment.s of your department daring the last twelve months nmount to about 

£34,000, including salaries? Yes. 4 June, 1860. 
What is the amount voted for 1860, for salaries and contingencies for your department? 

The amount voted for the services and contingencies of this department, for the present 
year, is £3,965. 
Can you state the value of the stores on hand at this moment, or generally? The actual 

value of the stores on hand at this present moment I should estimate at £90,000. That is, 
of course, not their exact value, but I think it is not far from the truth. 
Are those stores actually paid for at this moment? A vote of £25 000 has been taken 

during the present Session; and when that sum has been handed over to the Imperial 
Government, the whole will have been paid for. 
As a general rule, 1 suppose we may take it for granted that all the stores in your 

keeping are paid for? As a general rule. 
What should you imagine to be the amount of loss in the year, from damaged or 

tnservieeabie goods—there must be something of that kind? It is very trifling indeed. 
All stores that have to remain in the depot for any length of time must be subject to 
deterioration. The positive loss is not great; and in an establishment of this kind, where 
patterns are apt to vary, I think loss is more likely to arise from that circumstance than 
any other. 
If you find goods—either from the length of time they have been in the store, or from 

any other circumstance—so far deteriorated as to be actually unserviceable, how do you 
dispose of them? They are brought forward for survey, and sold. 
And the proceeds, of course, go into the Treasury? Yes, but they are very trifling. 
Can you state the amount of stores purchased annually at Home and in the Colony, 

distinguishing the amounts? During the year 1859 the amount purchased at Home was 
£13,970, and the amount purchased in the Colony was £25,263. 
Is there any difference hetween the cost of stores imported direct from England and the 

cost of stores purchased on the spot? There is no question about that. It is clear that by 
importing stores from England, the importer's profit must be saved. But there is no 
possibility that I see, of instituting a fair comparison between the stores purchased in 
England and the stores purchased in the Colony, inasmuch as the quality, the character and 
the make of the goods, and many other things, tend to create a difference which cannot be 
estimated in the money amount. They are not, in fact, the same articles, though they 
may bear the same name. They differ in quality, and in many other essential particulars. 
I can only repeat that it is obvious that by importing from England the importer's 
profits are saved to the Colony. I may as well draw altention to the fact that for many 
years this was our practice; in fact, importation of stores from England was first suggested 
by nae. But we had then the henefit of the Imperial Departments, to whom we resorted 
in order to obtain supplies. We had the benefit of their large establishments, of their 
enormous contracts, and of their examiners; but all that has been stripped away from us 
under the new system of importing through a commercial agent, and we now have to depend 
upon one man's judgment in England, and he really and truly exercises no judgment at all. 
He purchases articles which he never sees and has them packed and sent to this Colony, 
trusting entirely to the integrity and name of the house with which he deals. In many eases 
I admit t'iat there is an advantage in that system, but as a rule the practice with the Govern-
ment is that competition shall exist in reference to all those things. here it is rigidly exacted; 
but there, where the bulk of the stores are supplied, they trust all to one man uncontrolled 
by any one. The step was taken at the time when Mr. Donaldson was Colonial Treasurer. 
The idea was that a mercantile man would have a notion of what were the natures of 
Government stores; but there is nothing more fallacious. Government stores differ so 
materially from other goods that mircantile men have no conception of them. I may state 
to the Board that since that time, owing to what I am aware was the trouble occasioned at 
the War Office arid the Admiralty by our Colonial Ageuey, they have sent out despacehes 
from lime, stating that unless we accepted the exact articles that are in use for the Army 
and the Briri:Ah services at Home they can no longer pureliarse for us. 

Had the change which previously took place—that is, the transferring the selection of 
these rhines from the Imperial Government to the Colonial Agent at Home—anything to 
do, think you, with the production of this despatch ;—i mean to say has the time arrived when 
the Imperial Government would have withdrawn from us in any ease this assistance which 
we furrunerly reorived ? I do not. I can, of course, only give an opinion upon this point; 
but I know something of what has been going on behind the scenes at the War Office and 
at the Admiralty in reference to these matters. There is no official record to the effeot that 
it was the trouble which caused them to decline; but the fact of their having declined is 
patent., and the exact reason for it, I, of course, can only state from private information I 
have obtained. 
But, in fact, we had ceased to require their assistance before they said they could no 

longer 
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S. Buchanan1  longer asslit us? We always had a Colonial.Agent, Mr. Barnard. He invariably went to 
Esq. the Britsh Departments. I not speaking exclusively of the stores imported for the service of 

this department. 
4 June, 14. 1 am speaking exclusively of that in fact, in the dvrnr,vIbi sent Home by inc we used 

to indicate the sources (rena which they were to be obtained, and 3lr. Barnard there 
obtained then,. I i naniy cases they were i ibject ed to, but still I think that very on iforna it 
of pattern, and site advantage of having the goods ttsted by their examiners in Euglan'i, 
were sufficient to c unter-balonee so ohj etion,. 
1. But, as a mater of api ii ion, it seems that in a: y  arise, at this period at all eve" ts, we 
shou d have lest that assistance w.: had jr,viwisly reueiv' ti from the imperial U oVei Ii ii ant 
I do not for a moment anticipate we should haav'e lost it.. 
10. And you think the change is in eons.. quenee of our having, in the firt instance, departed 
from their p:ittern That i my idea. The introdueti, it of new pat.tttrns gives addi denial 
trouble. 
They would not accept our pat.tencs of course? We must accept what they have. 
Now from your long experience of tli ow., nts of t he s,'rvic', ourh you not to 'e a'le so 

to anticipate demands that the purehe.s • it, the Colony should be very sinaI indeed ? It 
could be done to a very great extent. it is entirely impossible, wi cia the vast variety of 
stores we have, that everything can be anticipated, hot the great buk of the steers can be. 
But that again must ha dependent upon the amount of sn,aoe ad tecomm'.datioa I lnse, to 
receive those stores, when they arrive. 

But to what extetct do you think yen do natreiptite  the w:int., of the Service S ns to 

prevent the puretiasesia the country being large ? I feel unable to give any deGnite pro-
porti' in. 

You have stated generally, that the difference between the cost of stores parchas 1 in. 
En gI and ant the cost of at ,r,s purchased in the Coli ny, is the profit of the i m orte r ? That 
would be the difference. The Uovc-enmi-mt iiopirtin for itself hs been a matter .f ¶e;y 
gradual growth. It commenced with stationery, extended itself to clothing when the British 
Establishments were broken up, and embraced police clothing and qppoi nt,ments as the corn-
mrantcmeut of an atteni Pt to reduce the eanstahulnry to 01 dcc and uniformity. Thce t tree 
divisi ins comprehend a large proportion of the imports, anrI no reliable data exst for a cam-
paris in brtweao thee ist of such items here and in the Mother Country. 
fl. But the amount expended in the purchase of stores at Home and in the Colony is ab0ut 
£:90uo :' Yes. 
And as £25,203 f th:.t have bc'n expenild in tht purehnse of stores in the Colony, the, 

exter, t to which you antic1 pate your wants by otdt:ciog npplics from Ihagiand, is about 'tie- 
third f the e,tiry ssnily 1' It a' Illl •ej'nc ir s fr en th fl ure ; but it would be d,1oive 
to to

,  
etat as correct, b.'eaar e St rirs art. inip''rti-1 by other services, without my interven-

ti in at £ I. Al .00gh t:e, e at id: y c ole t t: is :1 j ar' naent tii 'y  are import ii dice' by 
othe depaititicclts The 1 .,i:'ads re •:: a t'ir,nh the T.e-tiury without. any intimation t1 
mc, conaaiuontly I ant in the 1::rk i ti hw I sh,iuld provide in ninny cases. 
Bitt is, tb as e s whet,: he intervention of Otis dt partmtnt is not 5.,oht. and of c-airs.-' 

is not considered n ecessary, •th feet of di- cap' n hr ''ire Wi UI dii ri! hi t . urihed,—we ar: deal inc 
with mitt mrs C t am 11r1rCv md...it? Yes; nail,? Ce £,tW't expedi d a thH'ol m'y 
it must b, rc.i,lLceted that a large nip rtin is ii paired fir ..erviiaa  for which hi don .n. 
bent I oliout privi ii. I', inrcI, privid fir th in when .1 in motion by t:., rIpliattineIts. 
I ti r ?J hiu:i.i u'hcrua;: t 'privet Cir thea,, in jine, a, I do nit know tb , w' ,t.. 
army the hr instance the Eiiuin or f,  r Harbor r:n1'i,c', meats ;—tbat officer oht:: us laree 

VAtz front ti, 5j''vtrmonegt to err5 ii certain web.; hut i.e o arionally :eks the' aid of 
this ci' partiaent t i snri1.Iv him mci'h - 're It would be imni arible fir me to ci' 
cehar. ¶eisrcai;t w Cd 1, it any y'rmr 
He is .. new u1i,or,--' :5  m p cr1 rn at is a new dcprtrneiin. and the :iiffieitlty won:4 there-

fire be of ricimna dccc ? Ye, hit his ert.e would :,lso b4 the C:lse of others. We ate omecit-
sirina'Iy r ilIad W'i by the C -1 net _t:Yitei't. 

The, of thi 25,t)ou), irhat çm..p.rf.ni do yea thiok you nii.ht h-ave mnteipntea I 
c-null pr ab cbiy antieip t en -h,lf if we laid ro m to re<'m'ivc t i"ttO cia. 
25. fy01 hal ro 'cci to :' mke thorn:' \'c; br in.' mitch s thi :toro i, that with which 
the U ,v,mr,cocit -tart: ci twa tymiItii or twenty-our y'-.ti-.. ag, U i impoasihle to get every-
thing fr to H u 'tl:ind. 

'i'iien the exti,ut t which y'u en ::'ticip itma .uppiies r. juired in tlit Colony La- deririg 
faa fr L. Ben,e I.. reejIat tie ...n...r:tiecv,,ot iv ttre c n5idc':nti-in ..f t:.. : y.it 

have fir t he o ads ? To a e re  den, hie extent by a , n sediration of tIn space I have Crc t he 
ginicia a,,l tie inn',, that I have to attenil to them, tad by the trouble that atteals the 
kee'ing of tIe am,c,iunt. 

Utas Cv t:,i of ki::1omig a c';ants tarn very 0' nh cornplic:ited by any changes which 
have t ikemi pta..' in fcc A'uhi t Departautent lately Hen' ..lingty coinpileet.od. It the A nut 
Departuntam pr ic'2t-d',:d from year t a year upom a ,.:'tt ci sy:rteua One eight adapt one elf to 
it; hot tie ft is, it I in a stare .1 e,;nstant fact temti In. 
29 '1' at is t I . ay, am r having kept \'i,ur ac-sean t in It cert in mod.. rind carried it 'ma to 
en -rtimin r'.caoun t fur a i ,articnlar l.eii. d, y  in are suddenly called up'. in to keep y ni- ac,- mats 
in a d:tr.-r- nt firm, and to carry tIn a items to a different 'u., itri' fir anther l -:riod 1' Ye' 
at one time I woe called upou to rem-'ive prmynaent fir stm,re-s ssucd  from this department, rind 
nntct-ithsranding my protest ag.cinst that resp,nsibihiry h','an-r east upon I1)C it was I  .rsisted 
in. Idle e a shopkeeper, I had to call upon the van us depart meats to hand i,ver t omit the 
Inonry value of the stores they drew, and I had to account. At each step too a i'oueher 
was involved, greatly inereasin" t.b number of accounts and throwing a responsibility upon 

nij 
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ray sbouldeN which I protested aainst being saddled with That 1 fortunately got nt of by J. BOchaiian, 
inducing ti ,e (Jove u me -t to take a geucral vote for stir- to d (list was the orig 

, 
in of the sq. 

general vote inst-c-id of the distributed vote. When the (I OVrrti risen t w,:?e induced to take  
that t:rp, I inirindr'rl in the general Vt, a ninny s.rv i-as I could, and tire cii, erjoence t June, ThGO. 
was, I v c-u', ',,a,,  -r ncr eatki Upon to obtain repreynient foin tloe : department.— for the at tee 
reeei y  :1 from this. 
;lQ. 'Phi' cii cu,ustrinca tb t you kr-op no lnnni'y values wc,nld in itself I suppose be almost an 
i: upriable of 'stanle to your Until pl) i tig with ,it -y such ruijuest w ith any cr11100 'it of actrurairy 
But we d keep money valu' s, and in that !iea the intricacy of the accounts as well as the 
trouble attend tog then,. In faer. ti1 e in of the Jr 'partrtlen t—r-o far as it may bc-r tenned 
it system_ia baNd upon at',-ouiitiiig by money value', 
fl. However, ye have sit rid of that now? Only p'rtial!y. So far as the departments 
b,,rrcc upiui the ceotra, vote are Cone, mcii we no linger recover ; but su far as other depart- 
our ta not I  'orit on the general vote a, e conee rued, we ni nat still recover. 
Il"a the Au,lit Office b en sr;tisli,-d with the current accounts you have rends-ned, or have 

you hurl any d"tiiciods to reproduce your aecoui,ts over any particular periods? I have never 
had a demand to repro luce my aec-unts over any period No such demand has ever been 
urged. 

Perhaps you may have misuotlerstool the que4iori. Are you not now called upon to 
make up a list of the expend itore, in detail, olewi ug con ti neencies, since the eI abl ish in cot 
of Responsible d overn merit ? Such a return may have bee, applied for sLice this ii qu il'y 
,ron,nceneed but, as at this present moment I am not acting as head of the department, I 
have no personal knowledge of it. 
$4. Pu the weapons you have in store consist chiefly of small arms, or have you any large 
supply of heavy ordnance ? We have but one pi- cc of heavy ordnance in store ; we have 
fl Id pieces, but of eonr.,' the great bulk of the articles are small arms. T may alsa state 
that tie arnl:i,ndnts upon t e hrr.teries are a portion of the stores of this department. 
35 They are a p'  ir tie,1 of the Colonial stores un dc, a d riferent charge ? Yes. 
80. ])o you supply the gaols with prison clothing or only Cockatoo Island ; or, what other 
penal estahlbh;m,elits ? The whole of the establishments throughout the country. 
The whole if the penal ec'-,lAishimcmiis ? All the penal estblishmcnts throughout the 

Colony. Prison clothing is also suppled by the Government at the gaols. 
And Coekato Island ? And Cockatoo Island. 
Is  t'ier,  any other p''nai establishment ? None other than those. 
Cr'ekatoo 1.land and the gaols would include the whole penal establishments of the 

dony i' Yes. 
Now, in the absence of any care in reference to the identity of tenderers, might not any 

officer of your dr'p:.rtment, from a knowledge of oireumstnnees which could not be known to 
6o,,sl fir/c tradc-'sli,emi arid t,-ndr'rers, secure to lIlinseIf a monopoly to the extent of his means 
and credit ' I do not see that he could secure a monopoly, because the tenders are in-
variably advertised in the G'nre,',neul Gazelle, and in the newspapers, invariably. 
4!. Still one cannot help fi eli ''g that a person in the very heart of your own official eon-
fidence aught obtain ninny 'udv;rntages over an outsider 1 That is undeniable, but I do not 
se what is to prevent it ; and how ala I to prevent any clerk in my department communi-
cating those odvant:iges to any I ers'n out of doors ? I do not se by what possibility it can 
he preven ted. The advantage which a lerson in that position has, appears to me to be 
this his knowledge of the exact times when we may retluirc certaingoods; but, so far as 
any other advantage is concerned, under the system which the Government adopt of 
advertising in the t'orrc-,,rae,rt Goz-lle and in the newepapeis, and accepting the lowest 
tender, I do not see what advantage lie has over others. 
Now directly in connection with that question, we come back to a few questions in 

reference to those cases by the '' Walter Hood." But, in the first place, it would tie desirable 
to ascertain the exact date when the former chief clerk left the department ? He left on 
the 80th November, 1859 
When were the cases by the "Walter hood" received here (we do not enter upon the 

discussion as to whether they were by the "Walter Flood" or not, but take it for granted for 
the preseii t) ? The first was received on the 24th, January, 1 BuG. Previously to that, 
there had been contracts for the sauce description of paper, called for and accepted in the 
Colony; but this by the " Walter I Food" arrived at the date I mention. 

Were those eases marked " Staunton and Co.," or "Staunton "?They were marked 
neither. I may give the Illark they bore ; probably 
40. Yes? The nicirk they b"re was, in accordance. with mercantile practice, not a name, but 
J. S. in a triangle. 

When wec e the tonders called for ? Shortly previous to the 24th .Tanuary—possibly a 
week or ten days prior to that date. 

When was Staunton's or Staunton and Co's. tender accepted for that particular quantity? 
In the middle of Jrrnunry, 1860. 

When were the packages or any pnrtina of them is5ued from this department? Jostanter. 
And when did you receive your next supply from ll,,me ? A few days previous to the 

end of March, lMliO. 

Is there any possibility of ascertniniug the quantity of that particular description of 
paper tben actually in store, and the quantity that was immediately expected from England? 
I may state that it was all one kind of paper, and that there was at that moment not a single 
resin of that kind of paper in store. We purchased every sheet of that paper from everybody 
in town, where it was possible to purchase it in Sydney. The reason why our stock of that 
kind of paper ran short was that the Session of Parliament extended over nearly twelve 

months 
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J. Buchanan, months instead of six months. I may also state that supplies of that particular paper were 
Esq. expected to arrive here by the beginning of April. That contract of Staunton's referred to 

was a time contract taken up to the end of March, and a few days before the termination of 
4 June, 1860. that period the supplies anticipated actually arrived—I think by the "Lloyds." A further 

supply was received by the " George Marshall," which came in subsequently, and is now 
lying alongside the Quay. 
The signature 11 James Staunton" must have come under your observation occasionally? 

Yes; occasionally it came under my observation during the time the tenders were opened at 
the Treasury. 
And, of course, as often as he tendered it came under your observation ? Yes, with a 

a mass of other papers. I may state that up to this present momeut I have had no oppor-
tuaities of comparing those signatures in any way. I have seen them singly, but I have 
never seen them yet together—that is, any number of them together. 
I thought that the tenders after being done with with were lodged with you here ? 

After they are approved of at the Treasury they are lodged here, or rather with the chief 
clerk. I think in my previous examination I described the system under which tenders are 
opened. 
Do you not think there is such an amount of difference in the several signatures of 

" Staunton' as ought to have created suspicion in the mind of an ordinarily observant officer 
at the head of this department ? I never saw them except singly, and up to the present 
moment I have never had an opportunity of comparing one with another. 
50. Though they would be all returned to this department, and all be actually here together, 
yet they would be in the charge of the chief clerk ? I received them from the Treasury 
myself, and handed them to hhn in the usual course to act upon; but the comparison clone 
signature with another was a thing I never instituted. 

APPENDIX. 

Sydney, 20 June, 1800. 
Sir, 

I beg permission to enclose to you'the papers below mentioned, and to request 
you will favor me by submitting them to the Board, and permitting them to be annexed as 
appendices to my evidence. 

Letter dated June, 1855, addressed to Mr. Secretory Itiddell, proposing the 
transfer of certain duties of the Store Department to the Inspector General of Police, the 
Sheriff, and the Deputy Ordnance Storekeeper, with a view to the diminishing of the 
annual charge for the department, and the dispensing with the services of the Colonial 
Storekeeper; also, the reply of the then Inspector General of Police (Capt. Nayne) 
deprecating this alteration as far as he was concerned. 

Blank cover report, dated 18th March, 1850, relative to consolidation of votes 

for stationery, stores, &e. 
Blank cover report, 11th April, 1850, on the question of expense involved in the 

purchase of stores in the Colony, as compared with importation direct from England. 
Blank cover report, 22nd August, 1850, on Messrs. Sands and Kenny's proposal 

that the supplies of stationery for the Government be procured in the Colony. 

I have, &c., 

B. O'Connor, Esq., JNO. BUCHANAN. 

Chairman, Board of Inquiry, 
Storekeeper's Department. 

Colonial Storekeeper's 0,/ike, 
Sydney, - June, 1855. 

Sir, 
I have Is,d the honor to receive your letter, No. I(t), of the 14th ultimo, calling for a report 

upon the working of my department, With any suggt:sttoii by which the saris' may he simplified, either 
by transference of a portion of the duty to other offices, OL' by any alteration of system that may be 
expdi eent. 

In reply. I beg leave to submit for his Excellency's emisideretion the following changes, the 
tendency of which would certainly be eortiderably to lv s'cn it, hu:,iress, arid thos avoid, in the only 
feasible way, the dissatisfaction and complaints that are every year expressed in Council at the growth 
of the office. 

it will be unnecessary for You to reeapttulate tie Imrn:rOiLS nljet'tioiss urged against the annual 
vote for its maintenance, tIre attempt to (I. -nionstets it utter motility, or thaj eirc,imvtrvneu that for 
man) years it owed its existence almost vol fr to the iiideeae- of your C 1 : ' .'tor, and to the pledges 
he so frequently and unhesitatingly gave or' its being essential to the C nyu, iie:rce of the Governm,'nt. 
'these, Sir, are facts with which you arc ac 1n,tinted, and, with your pCrluivsIriIl, I will have them to he 
explained to His Excellency by yourself. I proceed, therefore, at once to annie the alterations I con-
ceive it would he advisable to eAct 

1. That the clothing and other stores for tI 0 entire Police Fort,: of the Colony, be placed in 
charge of, and issned under the, direct orders of, the trispeittir General of Police. The 
chuck which it may he presumed this departinent atfi rds upon the expenditure for this 
service- in reality ,'xists only inname. A power of th it kind cecil only be OSLIII beneficially 
by sonic one poss>ing or intimate aeqosi ,ta,,ce ith the det' Is of tlies everal branchi s 
of that service; and as the principle of eeiitrerhiz-;tioa was avowedly had in view in the 
appoisitment of an Inspector General of Police, the transference to his ('ale of everything 
relating to the arming, clothing, and equipping of the Force under his orders, would atom 
a natoral though tardy investiture With functions that from the first should have pertained 
exclusively to him. 

2. 
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That the arrangements requisite for providing and issuing the clothing and other supplies J. Etichanan, 
needed by prisoners confined in the gaols, and at the penid establishments, be placed under Esq. 
the Sheriff's supervision. 

This alteration migilt facilitate ally measure that may be pending as regards tile June, 1860 
employment of parties solving sentences of ;inprisiininent. Prison clothing is now fur- 
nislied ready for immediate weal', and every utller artiolo also in it state- for instant Use. 

The cinbarrassuient attendant on the possession of surplus labor sit the Gaol, employ- 
ment for which can be hilt rarely had, might perhaps be diniinished were it engaged in 
the making of the clothing and any,  other stores of easy aianufaetnre, as well for prisoners 
employed on the public works as for gaol use. 

That the mining anti trailing licenses for the Gold Fields be issued to the respective Corn-
,nissioners,frotn eitller the Colonial 'l'reasurer's or the Audit Office. As a cheek upon the 
reveulle colleetepi by those oiiieem-s, a monthly return is giv en of the blank liceimses 
furn islie Ito ti 'emil. i'h is cheek w up' Id be mom pirfee t and cool pl 'ti', lie re it inipo.rati vi: Oil 
the ('iou lnissi on rs to obtain their I kin ses from that ileliartlu cut tip wlireh they have to 
at'eopint for their collections. 

Even' i11 cii'inat iii!! 0'i the s nb5 cit would tim' n hi','; uti -red in the cdi co most unined iiitely 
lop ieerued, and be at han d for inst:p ut ri lrenee. Fropip the p cespu t sy ste In  no advantage 
P risi '5 I 'seept relief from the respi pnsihilitv and w oils (now tl 'rind led to sin all proportions) 
that attenti tile  t eon uting, rccordi ii good trein s]n 5 Si till of the biau k forms nIouitlily.  

4, That tile Postage Stamp Books ippijppirted fir the I rmsp etor of SttJMIH ic placid in the 
J'ostnjaster G "ira l's eustott y, sail i ss ned by hum I 'ii pin ti ne to time under the same ri-gob-
tions as have b-en laid down for my guidance. As in the ease of the Gold License", the 
Stamp Books are not accounted fir or p h:dt with in the way that ordinary stores would 
be. Both are trvTul -El as spec iii itt:!! Is, antI sul ic it to exceptiollill rules ; and it lmeiilg 
deemed ioexpi:dieui t to leave in the Inspector's hands a power of nnliuniteit creatii in of 
stptm is, the I peep El ipir paper nun p1 in their moanutat ture L:a a only be had from this di' part-
utient. 

Of the issues so made record is krj t, and the Auditor General aequionted tlper,witlp. 
I conceive. however, that the cheek ought he as efl't'etunily exercised by the Fostrnaswr 
General as by uivsel f, and perhaps more cpinvenii'pntiv, 'The objection t at tile control 
would be merely di: imrtnlentai and not in indepe ode it one, cannot bit uu'rial, as the Stain p 
Di pirtu lie It, so far Mon being in integral bra nelt p ft lie lost Office, is vi itt: lily it 5' liarate 
pie 11:1  rtrne it, thi 'ugh transacting hi is ness us the same building. 

5. Tb it the en: Is for file dep.trtune ots I: ie:steil in 5i  duly hi' I  mv ideil under pin annnnl etintrae t, 
to h ni:di ti ri iltil tin' medium of the Audit Oflie ', in like manner as it .prrangca fort very 
01111 'r ('i,iIlip isslri it supply, and for fuel its -if, in ever)' district can-pt Sydney. 

Dorinz tin' eoimtipivance of tin' Amistruhan Agrii'uitnrai Coiopuiy's nionopoly, it was 
not p 'x1ietlit'nit that the matter slionIld be subject to the usual ride but ever rti,si in to 
Pt it as tilt p 'xet'ption was rs'mnove El id 'en the toni ploy's privileges were ahol islu 'ii. 

G. That the Orderlies attached to the ('tipnniissioncrs beyond the setthi'si districts be grsinitotl it 
In on -y  dl invane'' in hi-li of the heidi 'mgi  clothing, antI 1 iarrack utensils now furnished them 
at tl1' public i'XlN list in k intl. 

While the Conimissioners were specially ci,sirgi'it with the pollee and good order of 
hilt ri'spe etiv t' d istrie,t.s, and a comparatively strong body of Border Polio., it It wholly 
coat josed of cot," icts, was ni tim, tamed under the ir El irec t ion, it WAS elseatial that their 
si pplies slioulil Ii:' I  irol' i tied by the ( on, rnmen t. 'Pilere are few iii stri ets now in wilic ii 
ill,em pl:i)'ni pitt tif more than two iota is sal pm tion iii but the trou hi a iii sing out of tile 
issues for this slut11 number would be but little greater were fifty allowed end 114 the 
edi'etim:pl di4eh:.rge (of the Commissioners' iluti,'s only no looer ienlan,I that the most 
to SI at is a ii Is of thc it men should be looked itt" r h Va Cove rlttuent di -pnrtmen t. the s iibsti-
tiit,, in ,if a na-iley payment would b a rd lef, and not 'p rate disadvantageously to tile 
(,:rV ice. 

1. As it etoissde 'aid Cr,dne tip ill of duty wi dpI ensue were p ffeet given tim tl ii ice cliau P ges, it red nit'-
thin to thin extent tif t,unt'41'11f might

'
under SUCh eire.uu,lstanei's, lie made in the clerical t:stahlislipule]lt 

of my oflh'i', and a ilimninittioli Also, though not of like extent, iii thi' expenditure of tlle same branch. 
5. TIne only additional soggestioli I have to offer is one that immediately eOulceflis inysi'if. It 

has long It Mi iai'P it to mu', ti lat my di'part mint ,and tile cbs, ly su llstiOgOi IS I mm: of tile Deputy 
Ordnance S to rik,- 'pel', t'itc II 1,, 'I,ti 55cm C,:rtn ill ftc iii tie5 and PIpp ia lie's for the et nd p ct of it, Siip,I  ristiP 
d it irs, of wliii'i I til.' otlI er is pit- i'oipi; and that, at, 'Vt: re botil depict 0 'ott placeti under iii ic head, the i initeti 
ii utii' 5, in iii any i mlstaut:es, ni he It bc more clii eientl y and economically tI i mcli pirgett. 

It eutmi 1 not Ii' i apeet -El tl i at the Bri t is! p ( overnment ivod 1 con sent to a Colonial oh er's hem g 
in flu st 'ii with tI 'p ie tin tie's that it may lpe antic iii - it cii lv ill il ways ri ntai 0 i'X ci n 'iv civ Impti-i ii, Mv 
n'moval fri 'III i iii 'v is, ti ,','i'fi ii , w lint t have aet:nsti ,nied n vs - 'If to rig- I ri t as ri,' ei'rtai n etb'I 't of toy 
e'iimjunt:tii ill of this kin,'.. 'lime i-let is not a novel tine, it Is ing in 'rely tile revival of the svste nt 
actually iii ,'vist''pme,' from 1839 tilt iSIS, the Ordnance St ore keeper of that period having bin the 
ineunibint of tititll offices. 

To our 1i;pI p:thl e mlv: o,tn gt' I would draw particular atte oth in, WI i il' tIn' Colonial Gt,veu'n p ummi aim 
li as bt:t'n enmpelb 'ii to i ny I argi' slims for the rep t0l of hi i'epl witrel muses in tii vi -rs Imrts  of thi ' city, 
uxtens ive a rid enmn u oil i oils stori ,htamst:s, under the eppstotiv of tIn' Ortlnim nec, have late,, lying vitc,'omt, or 
but vi-ry pirtiatly oeeupi"d, the use of which the Colony has lip-on refused, I believe. hut is called 0mm, 
nevertheless, to defu'ay' the cost of the. repairs timid Insimmtemmnio in good order ; tile oI'jeetioui which 
i-xtsts to thu occupancy' of any pnl-t of these buildings by this departmi'nit mmiigbt not, perhaps, have tile 
same wei"'hit were an oflui:ersubject to the Ordnance authorities at its hoad. A saving of the vote for 
.tfm,00t3, taten list Session fir the erection of a new Colonial Store, would result from the adoption 
of this arrangement, the practicability of which, for this reason alone, aplie:u's to me worthy of 
consideration. 

I eomuclusiiun, I beg to :lmmlu,-x a statement t'xl,ibitimmg tIn' cost of this departumment as euuipare'l 
with a slmffieielmtly strong e'tablishment for conducting the ailialg:,mulated duties, under the modifieatiomis 
stnggcsted in this letter. 

I lma's'e, &'c., 

The Honorable 3KG. IIUCIIANAN. 
The Colonial Sccretau'y. 

4-F COMPARATIVE 
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J. JIUQIIAn*n, COMPARATIVE View of the Estimated Expense of a Store Drpzrtment, under the arrangement proposed 
Esq. in the Colonial Storekeepers letter of the 12th June, 1855, and of the Cost according to the Estimates 

for 1856. 

4 Juno, 1860. - -- I  

PISEsZNT EsTABLIshMENT, AND PAYMENT h5OL'YE 
- BY THE COLONY. 

£ s. d. 
Colonial Storekeeper .............. 575 () 0 
Clerk, 2nd Class ................... ihO 0 0 
Four Clerks, 3rd Class ............ 1,170 0 0 
Extra Clerk ...................... 209 10 I) 

Foreman of Warehouse ............ 209 10 0 
Armourer ........................ 150 0 0 

2,691 0 0 
Wages to Storeijousemen, a....... 829 0 0 
Store Rent ...................... 350 0 0 

3,873 0 0 

J'aoposan ESTAOLJ 5!IMENT, ANSI PAYMENT. 

£ s.d. 
Deputy Ordnance Storekeeper to net 
as Colonial Storekeeper .......... 105 0 0 

2nd Class Clerk ................... 400 0 0 
Two 3rd Class Clerks ........... 600 0 0 
Foreman ........................ 210 0 0 
Armourer ........................ 150 0 0 

1,525 0 0 
Wages to Storehousomnen .......... 550 0 0 

Colonial Establishment ............2,075 0 0 
Ordnance ditto ..................283 0 0 

Ordnance: 
Deputy Storekeeper ............ 
Clerk 
Foreman of Stores .............. 
Magazine ........................ 

3-16 15 0 

101 5 0 I 

448 0 0 

2,358 0 0 

4,321 0 0 
With such additional coammpcneati a an His Excellency may couMlmr sumcient for the extra duty entailed. 

(No. 162.) Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 21 August, 1855. 

With reference to the 3rd paragraph of your letter of the - June last, No. 65, suggesting 
that the clothing and other stores for the entire Police Force of the Colony ho placed in charge of, and 
issued qndcr the direct orders of the Inspector General of Police, I am directed by the Governor General 
to transmit to you the enclosed copy of the report which has been received from that officer on that 
subject, and to inform you that His Excellency agrees with the opinion expressed by time Inspector 
Geaeral of Police on the subject. 

I have. &c.. 
(for the Colonial Secretary,) 

The Colonial Storekeeper. W. ELYARD. 

[Enclosure. I 
Office of Inspector General of Police, 

Sydney, 26 June, 1855. 
Sir, 

In reply to your letter of yesterday, No. 55.193, calling for my report on the suggestion made 
by the Colonial Storekeeper, that the clothing, and other stores, for the entire Police Force of the 
Colony, be placed in my charge, and issued undcr my direct orders, I do myself the honor to state, for 
the information of His Excellency the Governor Genera], that while I have not the slightest objection 
to such charge and duty being devolved on me, doing so will involve the necessity nf having a store-
keeper and store attached to the department, and if not increasing, will not, 1. conceive, in the slightest 
degree reduce expenditure. 

The duties of storekeeper and packer might be disohargcd by an intelligent lnnn, borae on the 
strength of the Sydney police as a sergeant but so long as a Colonial Sri rakeeper's lJepart]nent is 
maintained for purposes other than police (and 1 do not think it can, without detriment to the public 
service, be dispensed with), I consider that the receipt, issue, and transport of police clothing and stores 
can be best and, as regards space, time, labor, and expense, most economically conducted by that 
department. 

There must always be, as a part of police stores, a considerable quantity of ammunition, which 
it would be highly unsafe to keep in any building suitable for this office, and which it' lodged in the 
Magazine would be to remote from the store for other police supplies, as to involve loss of time and 
labor in removing it to pack with other issues. 

I have, Sec., 
W. C. MAYNE., 

The Honorable The Colonial Secretary. Inspector General of Police. 

(No. 177.) Colonial Senetery's Office, 
Sydney, 7 September, 1855. 

Sir, 
With reference to the paragraph of your letter of the - June last, in which you suggest 

that the orderlies attached to the Commissioners of Crown LiLlads beyond the Settled Districts should 
receive n money allowance in lieu of clothing, bedding, and barrack utensils now furnished to them in 
kind, I am directed by His Excellency the Governor General to transmit to you a copy of a letter from 
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands on the subject, and to state that that officer's objections to time 
eom'se rceommendod by you, are too strong to admit of refutation. 

I have, &e., 
(for the Colonial Secretary.) 

The Colonial Storekeeper. W. £LYAJZD. 

[Enclosure.] 
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[Enclosure.] S. Buehanan, 
Crown Loads Offin, Esq. 

Sydney, 23 Aogust, 1855. 

Sir, 
lleferring to your letter of the 21:;t instant, requiring the report called for by your letter of June, ibCO. 

the 2-th June last, No. 2.50, (in the subject of a suggestion of the Colonial Storekeeper that the orderlies 
attach:-d to the Commissioners beyond the Settled Districts should ri,uc ive a money allov.aaro in lint 
of clothing, I have the, honor to state that the delay in transmitting my report has been occasioned by 
the necessity for referring tim aubji-et to tim Dktriet Comniissiom-rs the i itajority of the reports have 
now been received, and I mu enabled to state that strong objections exist to an arquieseenee with the 
proposal of the Storekeeper. 

lst.—Tl,.s titter impossibility of obtaining clothing by purchase in a large portion of the 
I )istrit:ts etiiinot be doubted. 

2n,L—Ph, necessity for the orderlies appetririg in unifona seems to iw onuestion;tbie. 
trd—If supplied with money in 1 i'm of clothing it wonid become the iuten-st of the orderlies 
to spend 's little of the albiwanoc as possible, which would lead to a disgraceful appearance, 
and tend to destroy the tiatcipline, which it is most desirable to ke'p up. 

tinder other totisiderations alto, I cannot reeommnasnd the propositions of the Colonial Store. 
keeper but I do not see why the clothing and ' torr,r, qniri 'd should not torn, one isa, a an nol ly in 
place of two, and i'll a. reference to tIm Colonial Stonkeener that gtntienia' n states (ste iaercw ith) that 
next to a money LII, 'wit nec such a cour-,v would hi' fl,1 ha. it to i ,ursn a,, anal that the I st of Dec-u, her 
would he the most e,tnveitient time to I, fixed for the issue of tIm clothing and stores of every deserili- 
turn; I see no objection to this arrangement. 

I 
'l'he Honorable GEO. BARNEY, 

The Cotoni,,l Secretary. Chief Commissioner of Crown Laud's. 

B. C. Report velatice to flits talen in Bulk for Stationary, Stores, c. 

'J½5E consolidation in one vote of the nuimmoos petty so n,s formerly taken tip to Lover the ('oat of 
stscti oiler1 and 'stores, was prop.n, ti iv itha ti, , xpr c. s a hj ret of it ducing work, and I tb-I confident 
will seetir, it, as well for the. 'l'r, -itsory and Audit ()iUees as for this de1m irtment, inst-id of salding to 
the labor of m' ', v of them. 

Though, the plan I irs neit.lasr tb merit of originality, nor wi s suggested as a new di,,eo'v cry, it 
has tile in' p.  'nan t r 'afilaciolatitin if ha' in 'ç what cx pine ice ci sewliere has proved to be ti 'C moat 
efficient and Iz atisfo' t; ry .systent ti providi og for sin ailar elio r;es. 

In ii posiilc eu--., the I Inperi-al (.ioveriiunant strive by consolidating votes to prevent 
trance' 'ss.sry and t roobli' io tat' compl e:u tion S in ti' ci r accounts. In on (!lutc ml it, give Ii as this bee a 
the it to if tat • -f s . -curtog 507,c e 'I union :tnd se tti itt ni och,' of surveillance ci er ti IL cli si nrsema'n ts f. .r 
skLtia,ner) , sit,, a. trans i tort, pray is jot's, and for_i gt'. Since tutu bitt, do etien of the ievit.' d systain of 
friun it, g U...' 13, it i -il, Estlin,- ', no tither ott-tI mod thai) ti,' t of tul aug ,at,,, in gb1 to for t rh of V. are 
heads of service, he: s iii -it allowed, and I best, 11,-ye r ht'un'd any thu ing to ocean ''a doobt as to its working 
smooth Is' 'I i U.' i ''iti in liysuch ton-. olidation the control and p tvm -nt of tin xptnditnrt sm ycited 
in tin! it olds os set tied and aluli mgi n g d tpartioents, and one wa-Il- kooavn ca-so it ins ii,, ti to ri tj vi the 
aablic tsr. ditLi.if every-  di heul ty aidli-lay in obtaining disei,n rgc of his jia st elaiur,s. 

Wit I. in thy owi, lit 'ariag stiff. rem-s have cited this pro]nliti tnde n S earn cd ott t in ti is ( 'ohsiny , as 
an exeis ph at. ft, r Isp. ru-' ta' - of Lit,- unc rtaintv and slit, -, onfort which lnustti  t (so n,c'tima's it has beet, 
said pratving iveta vain) of trivial claims from tIme door of one public diparl mint to that of ,i.m,t'thcr. 

I eaai,,..t see itl (In' nt-ns.itv of sphttine the gross vote of £87,U00 hct'' tin' fraguteuts hiken 
tip for 183S, or its 1iassibility. Such division would aertamnly involve application for aagtplementtsry 
appropri 'ttit in a 

1st. For services that this your exceeds the estiinnte of 1878, 
2,,d. For tins.' I,: 'v ones not existing in that tear, while I Itopti to he ,abln, if the a-ok' be left 

intact, to make it -amificient for all, and avoid goilig again to I'ariiu!lnent. 
Mo let, vt'r, I a-,  ne,-is-e, while rIds vote is he 1it in Ot4t• sin a, it itt i gut be prom-  rly item d the scum-en 

out of which shiat,dtj be defrayed tite remnittamices to the Cooiinereial A gent—an ativantage that wot, iii 
be lost by anbilivicling it. 

I beg, thirefuit a,, to subnut that tl,e pinn initiated in the talc ing of an aggregate vot,' I,' allowed 
fair trLi ave a tIme rh it toufi i ct ivi th the systent of see tiring to I ,t t:h de hurt ms tit in a eta In hi-out Wily, 
a knowl.-dge of its own eicpenditi it, by constituting it its eu n pitynun ster. A aol Ut it this drpnrtm.m' -nt 
be at it scripps-il of resptinsibility fir this vote, in order to fritter it away and coin-sr it in . In tcdre,l 
diverse directi-its. 

JOHN BUt IIANAN. 
The Secretary to the Treasury. 13. C—Is Menft, lsJhI. 

R.C. I:eport as to Cornprnatire Expense of procuring Store, in the co/ony orfroa. Eaqlasad. 

SavunAl, eiturlm,stniees tenth to prevent the prejtaration of such a Return its would give, at a 
glance. it coniptrative vie iv of the difference in pnrehs.se money, between stores i,ough,t in the Colony 
and. imported from Eat gl tad, withoet being del Itsive a' itt calculated to nit shad. 

l'orch,ast-s airs: seldttin made node m r the two systes, on like conditions; tIm quality of immaterial. 
character of manitfat:tora am,d pattern even of articles bearing the Sante designatoin, tisnelly diltar in 
points hing' all imnportamat hearing nina the price and is it is essentinl to the drawimer of a fur 
opinion frttin figures alone, that these elements should It,,  the seine, no comparison worthy of ttin. 
sideration can be eiobodied in 5. Itettirn. 

Moreover the general practictt is, nut to buy in the Colutny stoles of the saute nature as are 
usually itroen red from Etigland. Departure from this rule occurs ut times who stock i-ntis short ; and 
it is thet get er-ally I'm taid mteee-s euy to alter the pattern -a to n it v'h:tt the Colom ,y cnn hula'  id,' 

Tlic Government importing for itself lies been a matter of very gradual growth. It eonnnem,eed 
with stationery—extended its-if to convict clothing, when the British, establishments were itrokeam ai. 
and embraced tolico clothing and appointmeiats, its the cominenesinent of atm attempt to reduce the cot,. 
stabulary to turder and unifortnity. i'hese three divisiitns comprehend a large proportion of tile wiports, 
and no reliable data exist for it etmnparison l,etween the cost of such items here and in the Mother 
Country, i,taantueh as no continuous or definite effort has yet bet-n made to enlist ancm'etntahc. enterprise 
in their introduction 

1113' opitmioti is that a tick-nec of the Government continuing to act its its own imirporter, insteatl of 
suffering its wants to be supplied by the trade of the country. should be biased on the intelligible reason 
that importers' charges and pratfits are thereby saved. The truth of this presttniptioo nppeuirl to mit 
unquestionable; but I must admit its force has been weakened by the old praetiee of confining purchases 
to the great puhhe de1tartinents in England, whose rule it is, and of which we had the ativantage to 
subject such martters to the test ofonapetition, followed by competent inspection—being now dc1nrted 
from, 

Under 
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J. Buchanan, Ijuder Mr. Donaldson's plan, everything depends on the judgment and decision of a single mdi- 
Esq. vidual—an anomaly rendered the more striking by the Oovernniciit's enforcing, and daily extending, 

the principle of having nothing discretionary to their own omeers. who are under honiediate observation, 
4 June, 1860 wl.k in transactions of infinitely greater moment, conducted at a distance, no ineins of suiervi.'ion are 

provided. 
JOIIN BUChANAN 

The Secretary to the Treasury. B.c—Il Api!, 1859. 

B. C. Report on proposal of Meess's. Sands & Kr nay, that the Governote,it procure stark Stationr;'y, ve., as is 

requisite by Tenders in f/ic Colony. Dated 5 January, 1559. 

'l'siora ii the En gI isis ri ' g nI at ions ri speet ing st ntionerv issues had been in isiost particulars tacitly 
iidopttid in this Col nn-  ,' ye ral years pre V ioiislv, it was so let antly only as 1552, that express orders 
were given int. from tli,' Colonal Secretary', Department to e, inline my demands tin England for this 
supply to sacls qualiti runs: wire approved by tb' home Go v,'rniu, at throughout th' British Services, 
and were enumerated in a printed list sent an for my ,iudaneo. 

Since that period. tiit'rr (ore. porehasi's have 1,,',', wholly confined TO the Stationery OlE ci', 
London, a dr'1 iirtliii n t controlled by Mr. John ltamsav MC u hock, iv hoe,' in) Iris tm itt a and el ciii ges, all 
ti idi Hg ti a ards a red ic tini i of ,it t'ntiri non, caps ndi tort for atii ti ncr)' and printing, have mi t with i 
repeated and strong cisc, no ions Fr,,, it (4 omnno tnt's of the I hits" of Commoons, 

Si. liii as ti iS t: Ltionerv 4 )lli te st, a idartl.a of p.tt ti in ,nsd q in1 it v etol tin i'd to "I'adhsi 'red to. I 
flared neither et'oni mv n or un pri iv' 'mont in quality woo Iii he Ii l el to sittirn ii purcluises in ride t Ii run gli 
any oth,'r muted um. The high intel ligi' itt', ini' i'gy, and extem tail e eomnni ereial k nowled cit of the chic 
of that d,'1itrtntent, the grin. t far'i] i ties that the large cx pi'ndi tore hr S ii] itirvintes (ext't't'.tii ug £51 1(),01 Xi 
annually I affords Ii ins, and the eflieie nt aid "id a'pl hines fur a ii gid iii ss 'etion pieced at Ins coniniamid, 
all forbnih' nse ft .'Ung any hope of desk ing advanta gi' by taking the etimjiarritively trifling soppl ins 
needed t'or this (4: buy out of the operation of his extensive contracts, on ln'balf of the British Goveris- 
mont, mereli' to substitute in lieu the agency of sonic nserciii i li tile house, w eli, I lowe yes' ciii 'rie tic and 

aipri ght. would not h rn e able to exercise iy eVent on1 I iersonal SOJK' 'vision, and ,viiii' ii in nat pe 'loire ado it 
in place of publiceon trier. as a ti at of inc ', and i nsp'c t ion by sample as a test of ii nal it)', mu, crc unit i'd 
n'1 iani'u upi ii ti, good repute and pi'obity of tli i' nininafat't nrc rs or tradi 'anita it niiglit t'lnplOy. The 
cx pitH raneir I haves i net gained uii dir the systrn i of a Coin, aert'iaI A gt'nc'.y has ci ins erti'i I wlii t was  

before uteri'ly it di ui it in lily i oi nib—thougl i a grave one—into it cart ainty. mIni itti n g of pi'ooiI 
Coin pa.rimon of tic' articles imported u i ide r this pl ai I and their cost, have m,iili clear flint a 

positive disnoiv:n n tagi liii a iteersi i'd, for where irie' 'a have apple telied to tIns,' the Colony had lain 
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JNO. BUCHANAN. 

B. C-.-29 Aaynst, 1859. 

Archibald Campbell, Esq., called in and exansiDed 

A. Campbell, 1. By the Cliai,-rna,i a You are Chief Clerk in this department ? Yes. 
Esq. 2, How long have you filled that office ? Since lst December, 1859. 

1 A 5  3. Will you be kind enough to describe to the Board your duties in as detaile,d a manner as 

4 June, 1860. you can ? My duties are, a general supervision, and, in particular, the management of all 
the cash—the paying of accounts. 

whet are we to understand by general supervision ? A general supervision over the 

other clerks. 

And in any degree over the stores ? Yes, I am supposed to have a supervision over the 
stores; and especially now. 

C. I refer to the ordinary working of the department? Not so much so; but it is my 

duty to look at things where questions arise concerning them. 
7. You are called upon to perform certain duties in that way ? Yes. 
S. And how has the duty of making cash payments devolved upon you From my prede- 

cessor, he always performed that duty. 

Did you see your predecessor in the office when you took charge here? Yes, 
And he acquainted you with what your duties would be ? Yes. 
And amongst these he stated would be the duty of making cash payments? Yes I he 

shewed rae the greater part of my work before he left the office. 
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Who do you consider to be responsible for the payments, in the event of a wrong pay- A. Campbell, 
mentbeing made? It would come upon me, I think, 

Esq. 

Are there any written instructions, or is there any document on record in your depart- 
mentwhich divests the Colinial Storekeeper of that responsibility, and vests it in the chief 4 June, 1800. 

clerk of the department ? I should think not; I have never seen it. 
You have never seen it? No ; but I think it is in this way;—the head of the depart-

ment would be held responsible to the Treasury.; but if a mistake occurred, it would be sure 
to come from my mistake, and therefore the responsibility would come from him to me. 
In these matters, the Government would always look to the principal officer ? Yes. 
And that principal officer would be left to his own remedy if he were not himself to 

blame ; so that, in point of fact, the question is, who stands responsible to the Government? 
The Colonial Storekeeper stands responsible to the Government, I should say, but that is 
in words only; because; after all, the responsibility would devolve upon the subordinate. 
Well, in the case of payments made, do you assure yourself always that the parties 

receiving payments are the persons really entitled to receive them ? Yes. 
How are you enabled thus to assure yourself? You cannot do it always. It is by their 

bringing the account; but sometimes accounts are sent in ready signed, and the party 
bringing them in is paid ; sometimes a note is sent, requesting you to pay the party. 
Would you pay the party who brought a signed account, even if you knew nothing of 

him, merely because be brought it ? No, not if I knew nothing of him ; I know almost 
everyhody to whom we make payments. 
Then, in point of fact, you do know the parties to whom you make payments? Yes. 
Shall w say in every case? I must know something to satilfy my own mind in every 

case. 
But what is the system—do they come here for payment, or send here for payment? 

.Tust about as much of one as the other. Parties who have dealt with this office for any 
length of time almost invariably send for payment. They send their accounts in ready 
signed, in some instances, although they are not requested to do so. 
They are old customers ? Yes. 
Then how as to other parties ? They come themselves, and generally sign in my 

presence. 
Then there are two ways by which payments are made :—One is by parties who have a 

long knowledge of the department sending in their accounts signed; these parties, perhaps, 
being well known in the office;—the other is, by strangers, or comparative strangers, coming 
tliemns.lves ? Yes; or sending a written order for payment. Then, again, there are 
payments made to parties in the country. in this case we have nothing to do but to send 
the cheque. 
But in cases where written orders are sent, you have some knowledge that these orders 

are genuine? Yes. 
21. Hew do you assure yourself of that? I have never received a written order yet from 
any one where I did not know the writing of the signature; but I have not had very long 
experience. 
When payments are made in either way, how are they witnessed? They are witnessed 

by me generally ; or the account comes in, and the cheque is pinned on to the account and 
sent with it for signature. A messenger takes it, where it is not already signed. Sonic-
times it is witllessed in the office where it is paid. If it is any house of business in town 
they generally witness it here. 
Does not that suppose a third method of payment—where the account is not paid here, 

you say you pin a cheque on to the account and send it by the messenger—here is a third 
system, where you send to parties? Yes, that is a different system. It is generally done 
at their own request. It is these persons who have not had much dealing with the office. 
They do not send their accounts in signed, but they request that when their account is 
payable it may be sent to them. It arises generally from this :—I draw cheques near the 
end of the month, for payment of certain accounts, and leave these cheques untouched in 
the cheque book, excepting the parties call. The month comes to a termination, and some 
of them do not call at all; then I am obliged to send out the cheques to balance my account 
for the Audit Office. I must get these vouchers back, to send to the Audit Office by the 
first of the month. If I could help it I would never send cheques out. 
Is it necessary that you should draw cheques before parties require the money ? As 

soon as the account is audited I draw the cheque. 
The labor of drawing a cheque is not much, but the risk of keeping a drawn cheque is 

something ? Where they are sent out they are always crossed. 
:32. But as they lie here in your office? They are always locked up. 
These cheques would be for large amounts sometimes? They very seldom leave large 

amounts uncalled for, for any length of time. 
You seem to say that you send out cheques chiefly in the case of persons who are 

comparative strangers to the department? No, I do not send them out to them chiefly, 
only where requested to do so. As I said before, towards the end of the month, when I 
require the vouchers back again, I usually tell them to call on a certain day, and they come 
here to sign the receipt. 
Would it not suggest itself to you as being more necessary to require those who are 

comparative strangers to the department to attend personally than those who are known in 
the office ? Those are the parties I generally request to attend; it is persons who do not 
understaod, or, perhaps, who do not trust the Government sufficiently to send in their accounts 
ready signed, that I send out to occaionally; they may be no more strangers to me than the 
others who send in their accounts signed. 
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A. C41alPbell, 36. But do you anticipate that you would have any difficulty whatever in enforcing a rule 
by which all parties should be compelled to come here for payment, either in person or by 

' their known agents ? I tried to do that a few months ago. I expected people in towards 
4 June, lOGO, the end of the month, and I drew out several cheques, but they did not come, sot sent them; 

in two or three eases I received a note from the parties, requeating that I would send their 
account. 
37. But again I ask you, why the necessity of drawing these cheques before they are applied 
for ? Under the present circumstances of the department I have to go up to the Treasury 
to get every cheque signed; the consequence is, that ill only drew out a cheque when it was 
applied for, I might be kept half my time running up and down to the Treasury iii order to 
get Mr. Lane to sign the cheques, so I genernlly keep the accounts until there are two or 
three, or more, that I sishs to pay at once; I draw them out, and sake one journey of it. 
Now, having explained that, we will go back, if yea please, to the ordinary working of 

the department ;—what is there to prevent the adoption of a system which would compel 
parties who supply stores to call here themselves, or send their known agents for payments? 
I do not see any ohjection to that or any difficulty, but I have not the power to do it of my 
own accord. I made an attempt, as I said before, to keep the cheques until the people called 
personally, but I could not do it of myself. 
It takes but a short time to draw a cheque, and when it is drawn, on the application of 

the party or his known agent, there would be no risk; and if the head of the department were, 
as doubtless he would be, present to perform his duties, the cheque might be signed without 
delay ? When Mr. Buchanan was here I never drew out a cheque at all unless it was to go 
immediately into the hands of the parties; I never drew it until five ininutc before it was 
either sent nwny or handed to the person in waiting. 
But you d0 not think there would be any obstacle opposed by tendereTs to a system 

which would compel them either personally, or by a known agent, to come herefor payment? 
I think not; it is a system I should prefer very much myself. 
Now, in regard to payments made to parties to whom you send cheques, how are they 

witnessed ? I have to witness most of them myself. 
42 Even though you do not actually see the payment made? No, I do not actually see them. 
'l'hen if you were placed in a witness-box to-morrow, and a question arose whether your 

messenger paid the cheque to the right party, you are not in a position to swear either to 
the identity of the pers'rn to whom payment was made, or to the fact of the payment 
I receive accounts soctimes ready signed and witnessed, especially from the country, and I 
am obliged to pay them. 
Do you take any precaution in reference to the cheques you send out, so that in case of 

accident they should not be made available to improper parties I cross all cheques sent 
out of the office, and in:rk them "Bank." 
Without exception F Without exception. 
Since you came to the department, than, there have been no payments made in which you 

have brim concerned, to parties of whom you have not known something, as being either 
boats fide tenderers, or the agents ot those tendorers F No; no parties that I have not 
known some-thing of. 
That is, that they had a right to the payments you made? In some instanees I could 

bring no proof that they had, although I have felt morally certain that they were the parties. 
That they were the parties ? To whom the payments should be made. 
Now, in this case, how did it happen that you were without this proof that they were 

the parties entitlod to pyment? I do not recollect particular eases to bring it to my mind, 
but in looking over my list of payments some might occur to me. 
Then your duties consist, you say, of a general supervision, and of making all the cash 

payments of the department? Yes, and the returns for the Audit Office. 
51 Arc you the accountant and cashier of the department? Yes. 
Do your duties extend beyond that, in any way? I have to answer a great many letters, 

a good deal of the correspondence has to go through me, 
As chief clerk? As chief clerk, 
That would possibly be the more important part of the correspondence? Yes. 
But there must be a large amount of correspondence of a minor character that you 

would leave to somebody else? Yes; there is one gentleman whose particular duty it is to 
attend to that correspondence. 
But you take upon yourself the more important part? Yes. 
Does what you have stated comprise the whole of your duty? It is in]pOssible to define 

my duties fully, they are so various, and you cannot separate one person's duties from the 
duties of another, particularly in this department; we all do different things, sometimes 
there is a great rnsh of syork, and then each person does a little of everything. 
Do you over superintend the opening of packages received from tenderers, or the issue 

of stores to other departments and services? No; not in my present situation. 
You never exercise that snperintendence? No; that is done by the store clerk and 

foreman. 
And you have nothing to do with it at all? No; unless in case of question, and then 

the store clerk would naturally come to me because he could not decide. 
Do you think that any packages or stores could issue from this department without your 

k'lowledge, or do you feel in any way bound to observe these things? They could not go 
through the regular course without my knowledge. 
But I am speaking of all irregular issue of stores? Yes, they could go then; the very 

fact of their being irregular would prevent my knowing of it; I could not watch every 
dray load. 
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1 do not think that is meeting my question in the spirit in which I put it? I hardly A. Campbell. 
understand it. Esq- 

It is necessary that the question should be put in order to shew what amount of surveil- r. 
lance there exists-what is there to prevent a warehouseman, if he did not happen to be I June, iSle. 
trustworthy, loading a cart and sending away supplies? There must be too many concerned 
in it. 
You deny that you would be concerned in it, and perhaps other gentlemen might do the 

same; but the thing is this, whether, whilst you are in the office, this might not be done 
without your knowledge? I think not; it would require too deep a plan to be carried 
throuqh. 
Have you any duties, Mr. campbell, other than those you have named to the Board? 

There are a great many nameless duties, which I can scarcely specify. 
We know that in a public department you cannot go into minutito, but generally the 

duties are divided into sections ;-you have nothing to do with keeping any account of stores, 
or anything of that kind? Yes. 
Wh5t account do you keep? A quarterly statement is always sentin to the Audit 

Office of all stores issued, and the same is copied into the books here ;-the invoices are kept 
as well. 
But there is nothing in the form of a return as to stores received ? The invoices them-

selves shew the stores received. 
You do not make any return ? No regular return. 
Do these invoices come back to you again? Copies are sent to the Audit Office-we 

keep the originals. 
You render these returns as accountant to the department? Yes. 
And these returns have, in point of fact, nothing whatever to do with any account of 

receipts, issues, and remains of stores? No. 
Can you charge your memory with any other duties that you are called upon to perform 

in this department beyond those you have already mentioned? No; I cannot recollect any 
as chief clerk; of course you do not mean as I am at present. 
No; I mean in the ordinary working of the department? No; my experience was so 

short that I cannot exactly recollect what would devolve upon me, and what upon the 
Colonial Storekeeper; I only acted during one month as chief clerk. 
Is there any method of checking the books kept by yourself and the accounts rendered 

to the Audit Office? The Audit Office cheeks them. 
But they cheek them from the figures before them-with them it is merely whether two 

and two make four? They have all the information-the invoices received, and the account 
of the stock; and they have the quarterly returns of the issues to deduct from that-I 
presume, therefore, they could exercise a cheek. 
Who makes these quarterly returns of issues? They come from me afterwards; I do 

not do the clerical work. 
Who is charged with the responsibility? I have the responsibility of it. 
Then, officially speaking, you make the quarterly returns? Yes, in that way. 
Then you are checked in that direction by yourself-that is to say, the means you supply 

the Audit Office to cheek you, are data made up by youself, these quarterly returns ? They 
are not all thus made up, because the stock is not made up by me. 
1 am speaking of the issues? Yes, the issues; there are vouchers for every issue, and 

the return is made up from those. 
There are vouchers for the issues? Yes. 
And these vouchers, then, would cheek your return? Yes. 
Then you think the Audit Office has a perfect check? Yes, as perfect as it can be. 
Now suppose there should be fictitious tenderers, fictitious receipts, and fictitious pay-

jnents, and suppose also the only means the Audit Office had of checking these emanated 
from the same hand in this department-inasmuch as they would derive all their sources of 
information from you-what cheek would there be? There are the vouchers in the office, 
which may be referred to if any doubt exists in reference to the matter. 
Now, do these vouchers come into the hand of the chief clerk alone? No, they go all 

through the office. 
But still there is no knowledge of the identity of the parties tendering, or of anything 

about them ? No, I do not think it necessary for me to know it in every case; I always 
presume that that is known by the Board who open the tenders. 
But suppose the parties were wholly unknown by handwriting, by name, by abode, by 

their place of business, or by anything else, what ohcck would there be? Check to what: 
to the goods boing actually received 
Yes, that there was an actual receipt and an actual payment? The payment is not 

made until the goods are received and actually certified to by the store clerk, who has to 
certify to their receipt before I pay for anything. 
Then there is a check to that extent? Yes,. and the foreman's certificate has to be 

appended to the voucher as well. 
The f reman; that is the man who actually issues the goods? The man who actually 

receives them into the stores, and assists in the issues ;-the store clerk issues. 
Does the system of accounting in the Audit Office seem to you to be easy and explicit-

is it more complicated than one which would be employed in mercantile business? I think 
not; I do not think it is more complicated, except that all the vouchers require more 
signatures. There must be more routine in the Government service than in merentilè 
offices; but the general system, I think, is much the same. 
You do not think you are called upon to account to the Audit Office in a more compli-

cated 
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A. Cainpbnli, c-ated form than would be necessary in a private establishment conducting a business to the 
Lsq. extent to which you conduct business here? Oh! 3cs, there is a good deal more work in 

r" — sending in monthly statements and quarterly returns. I have not much knowledge of 
4 Jaine 1660. mercantile routine; I never was in a merchant's office; but I think from the general system 

that it is much the same, although perhaps rather more complicated in its working; there 
are a great many more documents required than I should think would be required by a 
merchant. 
have you ever given any attention to the present system of furnishing accounts to the 

Audit Office ;—whether an equally effective, and, at the same time, a clearer and simpler 
form of check than is now adopted, might not be kept upon the department? Yes, I think 
it might be simplified a little; I was advised at the Treasury to keep merely a ledger, and 
post from the other books, without journalising—that saved a good deal of trouble, and would 
be equaly effective. 
You keep merely a day-book and a ledger? Yes, the issue-book is the day-book; there 

is the cash, of course. 
Then you simply knock off one cheek upon yourself by setting aside the intermediate 

book? That is the suggestion of the accountant at the Treasury, that a ledger would be 
sufficient, because the other books stand for tbemsclves. 

George Joseph WTrentmere, Esq , Deputy-Assistant Commissary General, called 
in and examined:— 

G. J. Wreat- 1. By the Chairman : There are some points on which the Board would be happy to receive 
more, Esq. some information from you in reference to the mode of conducting business at the Com-

missariat. Do the Commissariat call for tenders when they require stores, which it is 
4 June, 1660. necessary to procure here? Always, except in very trifling eases. - 

2 In calling for tenders do they invariably insert the quantities required, or do they some-
times ask parties to supply for a given number of months, or for a year, as the ease may be, 
without stating the quantities? The principal contracts are taken for twelve months. 
Time contracts? Yes. 
Are the stores paid for immediately they are delivered into the storekeeper's charge? We 

do not receive anything into store. 
You do not receive them? No. 
But you pay - ? The contractors monthly. The troops are supplied directly by the 

contractors, and we settle with them. We have no stores at all. 
In the acceptance of tenders is it any consideration with you whether you have or have 

not some knowledge of the tenderers ? Most decidedly. 
6. It is a condition of acceptance, that you know the tenderer? That we know the ten- 
derer and the sureties. 
Then in every such ease you take a bond? In all important contracts—in all the annual 

contracts. 
Then of course when you make your payments you know that you are making them to 

the parties who have actually supplied the goods ? Yes ; we take no signatures but the 
principals. 
And how are the payments witnessed? They are witnessed by one of the clerks in our 

office. 
Who would be in a condition to swear to the identity of the party receiving the payment, 

as well as to the fact of the payment having been made ? Certainly to the fact of the pay-
ment having been made; but I cannot say exactly that he would be in a position to swear to 
the identity of the person rcoeiving payment, because sometimes vouchers are sent in with 
the signatures of the parties, and payment is thea made to persons in the establishment of 
the contractor. 
Would you be content with the signature of the person who had witnessed before the 

payment was made, or would you still have some officer in your department to witness the 
payment ? It is an invariable rule for an officer to witness the payment. 
You never send cheques but you insist upon the parties calling at the pay department 

for payment ? It is very seldom indeed that we send cheques, except to pensioners. The 
parties, either themselves or by their agents, always attend at the office for payment, and 
receive their cheques there. 
There is, I believe, a Commissariat Storekeeper? There is the store. 
But is there not an officer called the Commissariat Storekeeper? Yes; that is not his 

proper designation. He is an assistant clerk, who has charge of the stores and acts as store- 
keeper. 
17- But is there no such appointment? No such appointment at all; he does the duty of 
storekeeper. 
Has there never been aCommissariat Storekeeper in this country—an officer holding that 

appointment? There are in the department storekeepers, but they are of very inferior 
grade. They rank only with non-commissioned officers. 
By lb.. Buchaiian: I think they are more in the character of storoholders? Yes; • an 

officer has generally charge of the stores. 
By the Citairman: Then there is some person of responsibility—in the rank or grade of 

an officer—charged with the aetoal custody of these stores? There is, always- 
2t. And he is personally responsible for the stores? lie is personally responsible. 
22. And is he charged—no matter what assistance be may have—with keeping store accounts 

in 
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in which the receipts, the issues, and the remains are shewn ? Yes, those are kept by the G. J. Wrent- 
officer in charge of the stores, more, Esq. 

And that officer is held really and personally responsible? Decidedly. 
And in all receipts of stores I suppose he personally inspects them to see that the qua- 4 dime7  1860. 

tities are correct? Yes, that is part of our instructions; but all stores that are specially 
purchased—that is, not in the annual contracts—are surveyed by a board of officers before 
they are accepted. Salt meat, for instance. 
Could you say whether there are any intervals in the year, or during a given nnmber of 

years, in which the officer charged with the stores is called upon by regulation or otherwise, 
accurately to test his remains by the actual amount of stores in the atore'—to take stock, in 
fact? No; I do not think there is in our service any regulation of that kind; but I am 
not quite certain in reference to the matter. 
But he is bound to shew his remains and for them he would be responsible Certainly. 

lIe bus to furnish a monthly statement of remains which he declares to (the officer in charge 
of the stores) in additiom to an abstract of the receipts and issues, which lie also declares to. 
lie has to furnish the account of the remains in store on the last day of every month. 
Then, inferentially, we may conclude that an officer who makes a declaration of that 

kind—tantamount to an oath—would in some way convince himself that lie was correot? 
No doubt it is his duty to do so. 
In the case of stores purchased here and goods which go into the Commissariat Stores, 

I suppose there is sonic officer charged with the responsibility of seeing that the articles 
supplied come up to the pattern ? Yes ; but the stores of the Commissariat are confined 
principally to provisions. It is the military storekeeper who has the supplying of other 
stores to the army. 

Have you any means of judging, jnst roughly, whnt would be the value of the stores at 
this moment in the Commissariat buildings? The stores in the C2mmissariat are naval 
stores altogether, and are under the authority of the naval officer commanding on the station. 
We have no military stores of any sort; but I suppose your question is general 
General ? I should say that the Commissariat Officer certainly would be able to ascer-

tain the value of stores, because lie is furnished with invoices in the case of stores from 
England, and of course lie knows the value of stores purchased on the spot, because they 
are paid for through the Commissariat. 
I suppose, too, he might ascertain the annual value of the issues from the stores? Oh 

yes; there would'be no difficulty about that. 
What would be the actual expense to the Imperial Government of conducting that 

establishment by its officers ? That depends altogether upon the extent and strength of the 
station. There is no rule about that in our service. 
I suppose it is customary with the Commissariat to anticipate its wants by orders from 

Home? In some stations, but on this station we get nothing from ITome erdept provisions 
for the navy—salt pork and rum ; but stations nearer England are supplied from Home,—
Malta, for instance. 
Who is the officer from whom we could get this information ? The Assistant Military 

Storekeeper, Mr. Wilkinson. 
The main point was, who had charge of the stores in the Comtoisariat? My anwer is 

not quite oorrcct, because the senior Commissariat Officer at the station is actually respon-
sible to the home Authorities. 

BY Mr. Buchanan Was it not the case that the officer actually responsible to the 
British Government for the stores in the Commissariat was in Melbourne? Yes, it is true. 
And the officer really in charge of them was here? It is true, 

:18. So that there was a chain of responsibility extending from the Commisnriat Officer here 
to the officer in Melbourne, who was Mr. Coxworthy, was nominally responsible to the British 
Government, while the actual responsibility was vested in the officer here Yes. 
39. By the Chairman That arises from the head station being at Melbourne and not here? 
Yes; that has only been the case since the head quarters have been removed from Sydney. 
Hobart Town has its head quaiters, so has New Zealand, and Adelaide also; in fact, all the 
Colonies have, except New South Wales. This is merely what they call a ani' station. 

Henry Lane, Esquire, called in and examined:- 

By the Chairman: You are Under Secretary to the Treasury, Mr. Lane? Yes, Henry Lane, 
You'are also a member of the Board appointed to open tenders for the supply of stores? Esq. 

Yes. 
Will you state the process of calling fur tenders, of opening tenders, of scheduling tenders, 4 June, 1860. 

and of finally accepting tenders? We call for tenders, on the motion of the Colonial Store-
keeper, if stores are required ; we insert the notice in the Government Gazette, and call 
attention to the announcement by adverriscmeuts in the daily papers. 
Then you receive the tenders? Then we receive the tenders. 
To whom are they addressed? The Treasury. They are deposited in a box, secured by 

two locks of different construction; one of the keys is held by me, and one by Mr. Buchanan, 
the Colonial Storekeeper. 
Where does the box lie? In the Treasury. 
And on a given day the Board meet, and unlock this box and open the tenders? They 

meet, and open the tenders. 

S. Does the Board oomprise any members beyond the Colonial Storekeeper and yourself? 
Occasionally it does. 

4—a 9. 
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Henry Lane, 9. But generally it consists of only you two? It usually consists of the Colonial Storekeepe 
and myself. 
Well then Mr. Lane, after opening the tenders what do you do? We have a book, for 

4 June. 1860. the purpose of making a note of them-what we call 11  scheduling" them. 
And where is that book kept? It is kept by me. In that book we make an abstract 

of the partieulars-the date-the name; we give in fact a report of our proceedings. 
But then the tenders are scheduled in some form afterwards, are they not? Yes, this 

book is a record of our proceedings; it contains the schedule we make of them then, but 

there is another schedule a/tenrards submitted. 
1.3. When this strong box is opened, and the tenders are opened, does each member of the 
Board mark his initial upon each tender? Yes. 
And then subsejuently the particulars-not entering into minute, are entered in this 

book? Yes. 
And then after that the tenders are scheduled in official form? Yes, they are after-

wards scheduled in official form. 
Where are they scheduled in this official form? I will explain: the Colonial Store-

keeper has nothing to do with a portion of the tenders opened in the Treasury. As regards 

the tenders for provisions (the annual supplies), I deal with them; if they are for stores, 
clothing, shoes, or anything of that kind, where the tender is initiated from his department, 
they are given to the Colonial Storekeeper, on taking his receipt. 
But still in all cases the tenders are initialled by the members of the Board present? 

In every case. 
And they are entered into this minute book? Yes. 
Well then, in the case of those tenders which affect the Colonial Storekeeper only, it is 

left to him to make out the form of schedule? Yes. 
When they are thus made out, to whom is the schedule submitted, and who is it that 

pronounces acceptance or otherwise? The Treasurer. 
There are suggestions I believe, recommendations of the Board-is it usual for you to 

unite in a recommendation with Mr. J3nehauan in reference to Colonial stores-or does his 
recommendation stand singly? I usually join with him. 
And then the Treasurer finally accepts the tender? On our recommendation. 
Now as the schedule is submitted to the Treasurer, so also I suppose are the tenders 

Always. 
With these initial marks upon them? Invariably. 
And he has an opportunity of judging of the perfect genuineness of the tenders? Yes. 
have you any means of judging of the reasonableness or otherwise of tenders? I have 

not. 
You feel yourself bound to accept the lowest tender ? That has been the rule. 
Would you accept a tender from a party who was unknown ? I scarcely know how t 

would not in that ease. 
But, as a member of the Board, the two sitting together, and the tenders having been 

opened, the question might naturally arise, "who is this man" ? Yes. 
Is it not a condition in the aoeeptanoo of tenders that you should know something of 

the tenderer ?-that you should know that lie has a habitation and a name-an existence ? 
I should suppose so. But I take the Colonial Storekeeper's receipt for the tenders when 
taken away by him, and I then depend upon him as the officer in charge of them. 
Upon his recommendation ? Upon his recommendation. 
According to the system you have adopted, would it be possible, when the tenders had 

left you, to substitute a tender which had not come before the Board for one which had 
received the initials of the Board ? Not excepting the initials were forged. 
If that were done ? If that that were done-yes. There might be a substitution then, 

but there would be all the risk of forgery connected with it. 
Thea in opening the tenders with the Colonial Storekeeper, so far as be is concerned, do 

you never ask who this man is and who that man is, and so on; or are the tenders simply 
opened and the whole thing left to the Colonial Storekeeper ? I have asked Mr. Buchanan 

occisionally. 
Did the tender of a person of the name of of James Staunton ever challenge you ? No. 
That is not one of the eases you asked about ? No. 
Now, in regard to these stores, is it required by the Government that the Colonial Store-

keeper should anticipate the wants of the service in such a way as to be enabled to supply 
them as nearly as possible from England ? Yes. 
88. And that, in fact, the purchases in the Colony should be merely to cover unforeseen 

emergencies ? Yes. 
9. Is there any instruction to the Colonial Storekeeper to that effect, that he is to anticipate 
his wants by securing supplies from England ? I am not certain. 
How could the Board ascertain that the Colonial Storekeeper has received authoritative 

instructions to anticipate the wants of the Colony at all times, so far as in him lay ? I have 
little doubt of the existence of those instructions, but I am not prepared just now to gtve 
them in. I shall inquire, and submit them if I find them. 
You have no doubt then that there does exist an instruction, or some some instructions, 

to the effect that the Colonial Storekeeper shall be so far foreseeing as to supply, as much as 
possible, from Home the wants of the Colony ? That is my opinion. 
When did the change take place in reference to the payweots for stores supplied to this 

department ; that is to say, when was the Colonial Storekeeper called upon to pay instead of 
the Treasurer ? Many years ago, on the introduction of the system of advances. 
Is that within the advent of hlssponsible Government? No ; it was previously to that. 

The last instructions given were in the year 1858. 
44. 
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And from that period up to this time, the Colonial Storekeeper has been required to Ienrytane, 
make all payments for stores supplied? I think so. 

sq. 

Are there any written instructions to the Colonial Storekeeper in regard to these pay- 

inents 1 Yes. 
4 June, 1860. 

Could you produce them Mr. Lane 1 I produce the original of the circular instructions, 

and also a certified copy. (Original circular read)  and ce) (ffled copy handed in, tide 
Appendix A.) 
Was that circular seiit only to the departments therein enumerated? I should assume 

so. It was not sent from the Treasury. Tnere was an enclosure to the letter of the 17th 

June, (side Ji/IpenrIfx B) I have also the Instructions to Officers on receiving and 

accounling for advances made 011 the public service, (aide Appendix C.) 

This circular I think had reference to the salaries and coatingvncies of departments; 
but at that same time was the Colonial Storekeeper called upon to pay for the goods supplied 
into the stores for the public service? I think so. 
Your understanding of that circular is, that the advances being made to the head of the 

department only—that the money being paid to his public account only—be alone was the 
responsible party 1 He only. 
That the function of the clerk who is to draw the cheques and put has initial to the 

butt, commenced and ceased with that? Yes. 
He had no responsibility beyond that? None whatever. 

52 Was there anything beyond a mere precautionary check, in requiring it clerk of that 

kind to fill up the cheque? That was the object—as a precaution—that, the head of the 
department should not himself draw cheques and issue them as he thought fit. It ensured 
to us that an account was kept, and that there was a second party privy to the filling of the 
cheque. 
In regard to the other stores and supplies, the tenders for which you open—have you 

anything to do with payment in any way? I have, now. 
You have said that some knowledge of the tenderer ought to be a condition of the 

acceptance of his tender ? Yes. 
Well, soppse a petson unknown were to tender in the department in which you are 

interested now, and suppose his tendrr was accepted, and the goods were actually supplied—
would you send payment after this individual that you did not know, or would you insist 
upon hi cmiig to you? islost certainly I should insist upon his coming to inc. 

B0 you know of any payments having been witnessed by parties who actually did not 
see the payment made? [am not aware. 
Are you aware whether there is any head of a department in the entire service who 

holds himself irrc&ponsible for payments under this present system? 1 am sati,fied there is 
not—Allow me to correct that statement 1—There is one exception made in the ease of 
the Government Printer. Frauds had been detected ome years ago, and the management 
of the payments and the credits opened was taken from the printer and given to an 
acoountant speciafly appoiated. He has had to enter into a bond for that purpose. That is 
the only exception 1 know. 
But that is a special ease? That is a special ease. 
And there is a provision made to relieve the department, and to fasten the responsibility 

upon this accountant? Yes. 
This circular you produce is the only written instruction extant, in regard to the 

regulation of these payments? That is all 1 have traced as yet. 
Do you imagine that there is anything in the nature of an instruction on the butts of 

the first cheques Sued under these instructions I I cannot recollect the first instructions 
given. This circular has reference to a preceding instruction, but I cannot trace it in 
the Audit Office. In the Treasury we have no record. 
Are you aware what check there is in the Audit Office upon the aceonnts of time Colonial 

Storekeeper I lie has to send in the cash accounts, the butts of cheques issued, and all 
the vouchers. 
If there were fictitious tenderers might there not also be fictitious goods and fictitious 

payments 1 1 suppose there might. 
And that would be rendered, perhaps, more facile by the fact that there never has been 

stocktaking, and there never can be a balance shewn of remains, as the balance of receipts 
and issues? I have not seen a balance of receipts and issues. 
And you have not seen any remains as the balance between the receipts and issues 1 1 

have not seen any. 
Not since the first establishment of the stores 1 Allow inc to correct myself. 

There was once a published list of stock, so far as my memory serves Inc. 
A published list of stock ? Yes. 

08. On hand 1 Yes. 
That did not take up the receipts and issues over the whole period that preceded? No, 

it was merely the stock in hand at the time. 
In such a case as that of which I hare spoken what check would you have at the Audit 

Office or anywhere else ? That I do not know. 
What do the Government expect of the Colonial Storekeeper—that the whole of the 

goods removed should be accounted for by setting the issues against the receipts and shcwing 
the remains? Yes. 
Do the Government really expect that? The Government expect that. The Colonial 

Storekeeper cannot really keep his account without it. 
Have they called upon him to do this? He got instructions at the time I have 

referred to, when the list was published. It was to be kept periodically. 
74 
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Henry Lane, 74. And it did show the balance of remains ? Yes. Esq. 
75. As it is, what do you accept as the vouchers to pass the accounts of the Colonial Store- 
keeper for all payments ? I shall have to refer you to the Audit Office for that. The 

4 Tune. 1860. Treasury has nothing more to do than to open the credit. The Audit Office follows the 
Treasury. 1 am happy to give you any information I can afford, but I think it will 
be advisable to refer you to the Audit Office for information of this kind. 
Well, there are no other instructions relating to these public payments than those you 

have prodaced to the Board ? Those are all I can trace. 
Have those returns that are expected been made by the Colonial Storekeeper ? I cannot 

safely answer that question. 
By Mr. Buchanan : Mr. Lane states, I think in one of his answers, that it is not the 

practice of the Board to accept tenders from parties unknown—are you aware whether, in 
the case of provision contracts, that rule is carried out F I am satisfied of it. 

Then you fancy that in every case the Board knows who it is that tenders for provisions? 
If they do not know the individual himself, they must know of the respectability of the 
parties who enter into bond. 

Xr. Buchanan : I am a member of the Provision Board, and have been the longest 
upon it, perhaps—fifteen years; and do you mean to assert that I am aware of who all 
the parties are that have made contracts for provisions—that I have had a personal know-
ledge of them F I make no assertion of that kind. 

The Chairman : Mr. Lane is called upon only to give his opinion, and not to assert 
what you know. 

If,', Buchanan : But does Mr. Lane state that he knows all the parties who make 
these contracts for provisions? 

By Mr. Buchanan : Do you? I do not. I do not know a party tendering from 
Arniidale, for instance; but the Board know of the parties who enter into the bond. They 
take care that inquiries are made. 

By whom? If there be any doubt they refer. 
To whom? To the Beach, usually. 
Then, in that case, the responsibility rests with the Bench, and not with the Board F 

I really do not know whether I should answer these questions. 
By the Chainnao: The Board being here, at Sydney, and the tenderer being at it 

distance, all you can do, and all that can be expected of the Board here, is to use its best 
efforts to inquire all that is necessary to be known of the tendcrers? Mr. Buchanan : I ant 
a member of the Board 

The Chairman: They write to the Bench F Wi/mices : They refer in special cases. 
Mr. Buchanan: There is no instance on record in which any question of the identity of a 
tenderer was ever referred to the Bench. Wi/ness: I shall give you an instance. The 
last time -. Air Buchanan : That is subsequent to this matter. 
Bq the chairman: in addition to that instance could you give any instance anterior to 

it? lam quite satisfied that I could, but I cannot Live it just now. I fear that I have 
not made myself clearly understood. In reference to the stores, I left all to Mr. Buchanan, 
depending upon his integrity; but with regard to the tenders for provisions there was a 
more formal Board—aureties had to be obtained, and an engagement made to deliver a 
bond. The course pursued was altogether different. 
You do not suppose, Mr. Lane, that any officer in the public service would feel it to be 

a slur upon his honor or integrity that his official transactions should be surrounded by as 
many checks and securities as possible? No, certainly not, 
You would perhaps tluuk that the more irreproachable the officer the more lie would 

desire these checks? Yes. 
Then do you not think it unsafe for a Board, as a Board, to abandon any portion of its 

duties, instead of as a whole doing its business to leave a large section of it to one indivi-
dual? I find it now. 

83.In regard to the goods obtained from England, how are they sent for—through whom? 
Mr. Buchanan submits indents. 
To the Treasury? To the Treasury. 
And these indents are forwarded to you? By us to the commercial agent in England. 

Mr. Buchanan submits them in duplicate, and they are sent in duplicate. I regret to find 
that no records of these indents have been kept in the Colonial Storekeeper's Dcpartmeut. 
The record should have been kept here? Yes. 
There is, I suppose, a particular description of the goods required sent home with the 

indents. When these are supplied directly from home, and under the regulations which now 
subsist, do you imagine that the Government are supplied to any very great extent cheaper 
than they would be were they to be supplied by resident tradesmen here? Mr. Buchanan 
has been called upon to report again and again, and he has always persisted in the statement 
that it is a far more economical system to get them from ionic. 
We have it in evidence that the value of the stores and goods on hand at this moment, 

or it may be at any moment is about ninety thousand pounds, calculating the interest en 
that by the rate of interest borne by government debentures (6 per cent), it would give 
betweea five and six thousand pounds interest per annum? Yes, at the rate we get now. 
The expenses of the department—salaries and contingencies—amount to somewhere 

about £4,000? Between £4,000 and £5,000. 
99. That makes an annual expenditure of nearly £10,000? Yes. 
Exclusive of any loss or other charges there might be. And the actual issues are about 

£32,000? Yes, between £30,000 and £40,000. 
Now, would you take your pencil and see what rate per cent, that is. £10,000 upon 

between £30,000 and £40,000. 92. 
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98. I said that we had it in evidence that the value of the stock in store was about £90,000, Henry Lane, 
and that all this was paid for? Yes; I will make up any computation you wish from my lssq. 

own figures. 

94. What I want to put to you is this :—What do you consider the charge to be per cent. 1 June, 1560. 
for superintending this issue of £32,000 F I will submit it to you afterwards. Would you 
allow me to ask you previously from whom you got the value of the stock in hand. 
M. From the best authority I should think—the Colonial Storekeeper. Will you be kind 
enough to state (for you were in a position to know this exactly) what was the intention of 
the Government in establishing the Colonial Store—what good did it propose to derive to 
the public service from its establishment? I believe the great object was economy, and at 
the same time facility of getting articles which the Government could not in those days get 
in the colony. 

And perhaps, too, something in reference to the quality of the things—uniformity F I 
think so. If you allow me to refer you to the Report of a Select Committee, I think that 
question is fully entered into. 

As regards economy and facility—has the institution carried out the intention of the 
Government in those respects ? That I cannot say, but we always understood that it was 
more economical, and had the other advantages intended. 
You have understood that? Yes. 
But cannot say it of your own knowledge? I cannot. 

You have had to deal with accounts for stores and goods of various kinds outside this 
department? Yes. 

Have you had any greater difficulty in dealing with this than you have had in dealing 
with other departments? I cannot give an opinion about that. My duties were solely 
confined to the opening of tenders; but as regards the supply and the subsequent opera 
tions, I am not in a position to state. 

Do you think there is in the public service any offlcern a position to state that? The 
most likely public officer is the Auditor General. 

But be deals with figures. He cannot know in reality anything about these things 
except from the figures submitted to tuna ? Well, I really cannot suggest any other officer, 
except it be the examiner of stores. 

But there is no such officer here? There is not now? 
No? There used to be a foreman of stores. 
Air. Buchanan; The examiner of stores was repeatedly struck off the estimates—

time after time, 

The Chairman Then I think as far as your personal knowledge goes we have 
obtained from you all the information you can give us. 

By AL. Buchanum: You stated that one of the advantages expected from the 
department when it was formed was that stores might be obtained from England which 
could not then be obtained in the Colony? That is my opinion. 

That is merely your idea? It is merely my opinion. 

You do not know as a fact whether we did get anything from England in those days 
or whether we did not—when the department was first founded? I understood so. 

That we were in the habit of getting things from England? Yes. 
410. If I state the fact that for many years afterwards we did not, you are not prepared to 
dispute it? I cannot dispute it. All these questions I could answer if allowed to submit 
the information afterwards. 

The Chai,nran said that if at any other time witness had information valuable to 
time inquiry, and would communicate that fact to the Board, they would examine trim further. 
This he thought would be the best plan for all parties. 

APPENDIX A. 

Colonial secreta4', office, 

Sir, 
Sydney, 17 June, 1853. 

I have had the honor to receive and to submit to the Governor General your letter of the Grim 
April last, No. 2.5, in which yon snggest that an alteration should be made in the mode of preparing 
and accounting for advances or impresss on the public Service. 

According to the existing nile every public officer receiving an advance, is required, not only 
to account for his expenditure within a certain period, but to repay the unexpended balance into the 
Colonial Treasimry,—aud you recommend that this rule should be no longer maintained, but that the 
Colonial Treasurer should take from the recipient of the advance. in every ease an obligation to account 
quarterly, in the manner directed, and to repay the unexpended balance at any time when specially 
called upon to (10 50, but not otherwise. 

His Excellency having approved of the adoption of your recommendation I have the honor to 
inform you that a circular, of which I enclose a copy, has been addressed to the officers named intlmo 
accompanying list, conveying to them instructions, as annexed to the circular, for their future guidance, 
for receiving and accounting for any advances that may be made to theni on the public en cc. 

'Ike Loran of warrant submitted by you for the issuc of the advances from the Colonial Treasury, 
and also tIm form of account current to be rendered by officers receiving advances within fourteen days 
after the expiration of each quarter, are approved by the Governor General. 

You will observe, on reference to time concluding paragraph of the instruction,, that the forms 
of account current are to be furnished to the several officers from your dapartment. 

1 have, &e., 
(for the Colonial Seeretu'y,) 

The Honorable W. ELYAIW, JUN. 
The Auditor General. 

Lisp 
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Eenrj Lane, 
Esq. 

4 June, 1860. 

List of Officers to whom the Colonial Secretrye circular of 20th May, 1853, No. 53-93, conveying 
instructions for receiving and aceom.ting for advances mado on the Public Service, was 
addressed:— 

Thu Postmaster General. 
- Crown Prosecutor. 
- Prothonotary of Supreme Court. 
- Sheril 
- Commissisrier of the Court of TieLfuests. 
- Clerk of the Legislative Council. 
- Inspector General of Police. 
- Soporintendent ef Police. 
Collector of Customs. 

- Agent for Imntigration. 
- Geological Surveyor. 
- Colonial Storckeepsr. 
- Colonial Architect. 
- Itlaster in Eqnity. 
- Commissioner of Crown Lands for the Vt ost-' 

ern Gold Dtstriet. 
- Cononissi,,ner of Crown Lands, Southern 

Gold District. 
- Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 
- Director of the Botanic Gardens.  

The Clerk of the Peace, Sydney. 
- Ditto, Gonihurn. 
- Ditto, Bathurst. 
- Ditto, 3laitlaud. 
- Government Resident, Moreton flay. 
- Police Magistnte, Gnitlburn. 
- Ditto, flathuret. 
- Ditto, Ilaitland. 
- Denominational Education Board. 
- National Education Board, 
- Colonial Treasurer. 
- Committee of Management of the Govern- 
- ment Printing Esuablishment. 
- Port Master, 
- Criminal Crown iuhcitor. 
- Civil Crown Splicitor. 
- Civil Engineer. 
- Acting Deputy Surveyor General. 
- Commandant of the Native Police. 

APPENDIX B. 

ENCLOStJRE to Colonial Secretary': letter of 17th Jane, 1853, iVh. 53. 

Gol',rsial Sea-retary's OJyice, 
Sydney, 20 May, 1353, 

Sir, 
I am directed by His Exe-Ileney the Governor General to inform you, that instead of the 

present mode of accounting for advances or imprests run Ic for the public service, the following course 
is to be adopted for the future, viz. 

Every officer receiving an advance will sign a receipt at the Colonial Trossory, containing am 
obligation to furnish to the Auditor General, within fourteen days after the expiration of 
racli quarter, until the amount of the advance shall have been expeuded and accounted for 
in (nil, or repaid into the Treasury, a go.' -terle account current, stipposted by susisfaetiry 
vonehers as reri,rds the payments fr which credit is taken, and by a c<-rtiheate from the 
manager as ma-pets the balane' of cash in th bank in wide!, his account is kept and 
also containing a further ohigation to repay into the Treasury, at any time when required, 
the then unexpended balanee in hand, 

2. 1 am further directed to annex, for your information and guidance, a copy of the general 
instn,ctioos, which,, in uccordance with this vvrangnn:nt. are to be strictly observed by officers in 
receiving and accounting for advances or imprests on the public service. 

I have, &e., 

APPENDIX C. 

INSTIl fICTIONS for Officrrs in Reveicing a,rl AccoaaUng fin Adramees ,ade on the Psthlie Service 

Every officer receiving in advance or iinpn'st of larger amount than £20, shall open a 
separate aceonlit under the hard of Public Advenee Aecunr,t," at it bank in which no other account is 
kept in his anne. The amount of the advance will be p-aid direct from the Treaury to the bank, and 
placed to the officer's advance account. 

All p'ymeuts excel ding £1 an oat be m:,da, by cheques on the advance account at the bank 
and in order that they may be provided with c,ush in hand for patty payments of less amount, officers 
can draw eheqacs in their own favor for any requisite sum not exceeding £3 at ('10 tinne. 

advance No 1,-ad of a department. or officer, should himself prepare the elieqnc.s on his  
account ill official cheque book should be kept by one of the clerks, whoa,, duty it sh,coid he to prepare 
the che,1or's aecordimag to instructions, to enter the particulars on the bntts, and in such books as may 
be necessary; and after initialling them himself, to submit them to the head of the department for 
signature. 

(4 ) Every a,ffic,,r will be required to forward the bank pass-hook for his public account when 
called upon so to do by the Auditor General, whose dmmty it will he to inspect the pass hooks periradienlly. 

(A.) The account current, the form of which will be furnished by the Auditor General, is to be 
rendered within fourteen days alter the expiration of each quarter, but the transmission of the several 
vouchers for payments is not to he delayed until the end of the quarter. Phase souclars should he 
placed in abstract, and forwarded to the Audit (itflee monthly, or oftener, so thud their t'xanination may 
be proceeded with in that offin', and the audit of the treater portiota of them completed before the receipt 
of the account current, in which cr,,dit for them avill te taken. 

Henry Garnett, Faq., called in and examined:— 

B. Garnett, 1. What position do you hold in this department? That of second clerk, at present. 
Earl. 2. flow long have you hold that appointment? Since 1st December last year. 

r —--' 3. December1  1859? Yes, 
4 June, 1860. 4. Would you be kind enough to mention what your duties nrc? Well, they are of a very 

misecliancous character—writing letters, checking accounts, and - 

Are you what is understood to be the corresponding clerk of the department? Well, as 
far as there is a corresponding clerk, I am. 
The more important part of the correspondence is drafted? Yes. 
By the chief clerk? By Mr. Buchanan. 

S. By Mr. Buchanan? Yes, generally. Lettcrs relative to goods are sometimes drafted by 
the accountant. 

9. 
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And the general correspondence of the department would be drafted by you? Yes. 11. Gtett 
Do you draft simply, and leave it to somebody else to copy? No, I copy it also. Faq- 

You may be said, then, to be the corresponding clerk of the department? Yes. 
Beyond this correspondence, what other part of the duties of the department falls to 4 Jane, 1860. 

your share? Well, there are all manner of things to be done in this department-you are 
not confined to any one branch. 
That is the case in every department? Generally, I have to make out all the orders 

on contractors. 
Every department has its business in sections, and you can state generally the sections 

of business which devolve upon you? I make all orders. 
What do you mean by that? Orders on contractors upon the reqnisitions we get, 

,Perhaps there are not all the goods in the store; and consequently a certain proportion of 
them will have to be purchased from contractors, or others, if there is no contract for the 
articles, 
Are there many goods obtained in that way from contractors, without contract? From 

contractors, without contract 1 
Yes? 'l'hero are miscellaneous articles for which no contract is taken. 
Then you go to some one of your old contractors to purchase? Not always. We go to 

persons who supply such articles. Take tinware, for instance there is no contract for 
articles of tinware, and we generally get them from Mr. Robinson's. They are not of 
sufficient importance to call for tenders. 
10. But you never deal in that way in any material matter for any large supply? Very 
seldom. I dare say it may be done sometimes, when there is a pressure. 
You mean, if the things are required immediately, and there is no existing contract to 

provide them 1 Yes. 
You then make out orders for these goods? Yes. 
These also would be counterparts of your requisitions? As far as the articles ordered 

go they would be. The requisitions contain a great many articles, perhaps, that we have 
got in store, and also some few that we have not ;-in those cases we order only those we 
have not got in store. 
28. Can you tell readily what articles you have in store when you get requisitions? No; 
they are generally marked by the foreman of the stores. 
You know nothing aboot it? Well, I do from making out the orders. I have a 

tolerably good idea of what is in the store. 
You have a notion of what the report of the foreman to you is? Yes, 
But of your own knowledge, you do not know whether they are in store or not? No. 
You say that goods are not obtaioed in that way to any great extent, but only in cases 

of pressing emergency-I mean without contract? Well, I think there have been a good 
many supplied in that way. If our supply falls short during the year-that is, if there is an 
unusual demand for one thing for which we had made no extra provision, and we therefore 
have a deficiency, we naturally purchase it. 
That is, when your anticipation does not cover your actual wants? That I cannot say; 

I know that there are wants- 
Not supplied by anticipation ? I do not know about anticipation; Mr. Buchanan may 

have anticipated them. 
But if you have not got the goods, you have to go out for them ? Yes. 

Si. What other duties devolve upon you besides making out these orders ? The gold 
license and the postage stamp books. 
The gold licenses ? Yes, they are issued from this department. 
You mean the forms? Yes. 
And the postage stamp books? Yes, they are counted here. 
They would pass as money, and be considered almost as valuable as money I When they 

are printed, yes; but not when they leave us. They are printed at the Government Printer's, 
under the superintendence of the Inspector of Stamps, as he is called ; we only is0ue the 
blank books,-it is a cheek. 
30. You count the leaves in each book ? We count the leaves in each book, and put in 
each a certificate, and make a Return to the Auditor General of the number issued every 
month. 
Are the licenses in books also? Yes. 
Would it not save a god deal of trouble if both the licenses and stamps were regularly 

falio'd I Then I should think they would want to be checked to see that none of them 
were absent. 
They would require to be checked, no doubt, but that cheek would remain with the 

parties receiving them; they would not sign a receipt unless they looked over them to see 
that they had the proper quantity? But suppose they got more than the proper quantity? 
46. ron are supposing an unusual thing? The postage stamp books are made in England, 
the license books are made lucre. 
In England it is not likely that they would make mistakes in those matters? They are 

to be made in books of onehundred and fifty, but very often they are not of that number. 
Then you do find mistakes frequently, and therefore a check is necessary ? Yes; the 

persons binding the book, I should think, would not be very partieular,-the leaves are not 
like hank notes. 
I am certainly very much astonished to find that you do detect mistakes ? I can shew 

you my books, and you will see that I have a mistake nearly every month. 
What are the numbers of these pages of stamps, and also of the licenses you issue? They 

are very trifling now compared with what they used to be ; Hare say, on an average, I used 
to 
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U. Garnett, to issue about thirty to thirty-five books of postage stamps, each of one hundred and fifty 
leaves, a month, and two or three thousand miners' licenses. 
And you have simply to count the leaves? Simply to count the leaves and put in a 

4 June, 1860. certificate ; but that is a very trifling part of my duty indeed. (Pistage sta)np b00k 
produced.) 
Do you get these out from Home just as they are? Yes. 
Mr. Buchanan Except when we have even fallen short of these. 

By the G'hair,nau: And can you get them here ? Yes, but not with the watermark 
we have to use ordinary paper. 
Do not other duties, beyond what you have described, fall upon you ? Well, I have to 

write out all sorts of documents; I have to write out issues of stock for the Audit Depart-
nient sometimes, or to help in doing it, and different things of that sort. 
Not properiy pertaining to your own business? Well, it does, so far as I am a clerk in 

the office. 
.50. have you anything to do with the actual issues from the store ? Nothing. 
51. Nothing whatever ? No. 
.52. The orders are given to the warehouseman, or the proper officer, and he takes the things 
away, and sends them wherever you desire to send them? Yes, but he is checked by a clerk 
in the office; he "gets the things out," as it is technically called; he places the things on 
the floor, and they are called over by a clerk in the department, and entered and packed. 
Who is that clerk-is lie an extra one ? No, be is Mr. Jenkins. 
Was he formerly warehousenian himself? He was formerly warehouseman. 
You have now enumerated all your duties-I do not mean in detail, but generally-the 

large sections of your duty ? Yes. 
Are you of opinion that any stores to a considerable extent, or to any extent, might be 

supplied from the warehouse here without the knowledge of any of the officers ? Without 
their knowledge 
Yes; I do not mean supplied on regular requisition, but might they not find their way 

irregularly out of the store ? Well, if there was a conspiracy it might be done. 
It would require a conspiracy ? I think so-of all the storemen and warehousemen, 

the checking clerk, and Mr. Buchanan, and, in fact, of every one, because the clerks are 
constantly going into the store, and if they saw anything of the sort they would naturally 
inquire where the things were going; I often inquire that myself about things leaving the 
store, although it is not in my department at all. 
There is no rule by which packages leaving the store should, at the Inst moment, come 

under the review or inspection of any officer of the department ? They are always given to 
the carter with the way-bill; the carter takes them away, and the packages are marked; we 
take the dimensions of the packages if they are going by a vessel, and if not, they are 
weighed for the carriers ; they are always packed in this store, and taken away from the door 
there. 
You have no concern with the payments, Isuppose ? No. 
None whatever? No. 
You do not interfere with the accounts at all ? Well, I very often check accounts, if 

they are given to me, to see that the calculations are right. 
Beyond that you have no functions ? No. 
You stated in reply to a previous question, that your duty in regard to the issuing of 

gold licenses and postage stamps is considerably less than it used to be, but you did not 
mention, nor, indeed, did I ask you, how the diannution took place ;-would you be kind 
enough to state, as briefly as you can, how this arises ? Formerly there were six or seven 
descriptions of licenses issued monthly, but now the monthly licenses have been abolished, 
and there arc only two descriptions of licenses issued annually-the " miner's right" has taken 
the place of the monthly license. 
05. Now as to the postage stamps ? I think the postage stamps must have increased-we 
issue books of different sizes from that. (Book produced.) 

William McDonell, Esq., called in and examined:- 

W. McDonell, 1. By the Chairman What post do you occupy in this department? That of third clerk. 
Esq. 2. Have you been long in that position? I have only been in the positioa of third clerk 

for three or four months. 
4 June, 1860. 3. But you were in the department before then ? Yes. 

How long have you been in the department altogether? Since October, 1853. 
Would you be kind enough to state what are the duties of your present office? I check 

the accounts as they come in, make purchases, and do other out-door business, prepare bills 
of lading, pass Custom House entries, and generally .tsist in the office work. 
You may be said then to he the out-door clerk? Yes, I think so; those Unties generally 

fall to my lot. 
You say you check accounts? Yes. 

S. Then you pass them to the accountant? Yes. 
Are you concerned in any way in the payment of those accounts when they come in? 

Not at all. 
It is no part of your duty? No. 
You are never called upon to witness payments? No, Jam not; if I should have to do 

it it would be when officiating for the chief clerk and accountant, when he was out. 
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All accounts, then, it would seem, are subject to even more than two checks ;-you W. Meflonell, 
check them when they come in, Mr. Garnett occasionally cheeks them, and the accountant Esq. 

himself I suppose, before passing them would also check them ? Yes. 
Do you think it possible, under the present system, that any account should pass your 4 June, 1860. 

check and the other cheeks, and be paid for goods that were not actually received into the 
store? I do not think it possible. 

You do not think it possible? I have no hesitation in saying so; I do not think it is 
at all possible. 
You generally know the parties who send in the accounts? Yes. 
Can you say invariably? No, I cannot say invariahly, because a tenderer may send in 

his account for his tender by a person whom I do not know at all. 
Then it would not he unprecedented if a person were to tender who should be wholly 

unknown here? Not at all. 

flow then can you, or any one else, make sure that the transaction is boa ri fidel 
The tenderer comes into the office, for instance, during the transaction, after his tender is 
accepted. 

But suppose you had it in evidence that he does not, that he was unknown altogether? 
Well, I do not know that such a case has occurred; it is hardly possible, I think, for a party 
to supply goods, and to receive the money, and yet be totally uuknown; there must be some 
clue that he is the party justly entitled to receive the money. 
But after all it is merely what you imagine, you have no certain knowledge of it ? I 

think such a case never occurred; I have no knowledge of such a thing, and it has never 
occurred to me to consider the question whether it be possible. 
This has occurred : a person has tendered, his tender has been accepted, the goods have 

been supplied, the party has been paid, and yet he has been utterly and wholly unknown to 
any in the department ? Yes. 
Wholly and utterly unknown to any in the department? The tenderer has? 
Yes; so that he may present himself and say, I am the man who tendered-and who 

is to tell whether he is or not,-would that circumstance in any way modify your opinion 
that it would he impossible to pay an account for goods that did not come here? Not in 
the least; I think in reference to the goods it is certain. 
You are quite sure the goods must come, although you do not know the party? Yes, I 

am quite sure, otherwise there must be a combination of all persons in the department to 
defraud the Government. Even then, I do not see how it is possible, from the number of 
checks and documents which pass through the hands of the clerk. 
These accounts then)  that come to the accountant, must and do pass through several 

other hands besides his ? Yes. 
And is it absolutely necessary that all accounts for goods supplied to the stores should 

come to you for check before the accounts are sent into the aeeouotant? , that is the 
course at present-they come to me in the first instance. 
Hew long as that practice prevailed? It is at present the practice with me. I succeeded 

Mr. Jones in the performance of that duty; it was his duty too. 
Did you follow a plan you found already in existence, or is this a methodyou introduced? 

It is about the same plan as that which before existed; we cheek the invoices that come in 
by the order book, which sliew that the goods have been received ; we check the prices by 
the contract book, if it be a contract, to shew that the prices are correct; I then pass it on to 
the accountant. 
Then, and not until then, the goods are passed? Not until then. 
So that the goods must be here, and be true and real ? They must be here, or I could 

not pass the account. 
But you found that that was a system which was in operation during the time Mr. Jones 

was in your office? Yes. 
Could you .say how,  long Mr. Jones hold that appointment? Nearly the whole time he 

was here, I think. Jam not responsible for Mr. Jones, whether he did it right or wrong; 
I take the system I received from him I have followed it, and find it to he a correct one. 
Thrn the system is not invented by you, but enntinued by you from Mr. Jones,-is not 

that so ? Yes. 
81. Then now the question is-how long did Mr. Jones perform these particular duties? In 
that case I think I may safely say from the time lie entered the office. 
Which would be, how long? That was in 1854,1 think; he then joined Mr. Weston 

in matters of account, and has been engaged, I think, ever since. 
So that if there were anything absolutely wrong between the receipts and payments for 

goods he must have known it, and of course it would be his duty to have brought it under 
the notice of the Colonial Storekeeper? Yes. He must have found it, as I find it, extremely 
easy ; if the goods are not entered I stop the account for payment. 
And you have nothing to do with the payments? No. 
Or the witnessing of payments? No, unless I am unexpectedly called upon. 
Are there not other duties devolving upon you? None, except those I have named. I 

keep the Ordnance book and other such hooks. 
Does the accountant examine the invoice book, the order book, and the accounts after 

you? No; it is unnecessary that lie should do so; lie does it at times to make himself sure, 
but it is supposed that I have gone through them. 
That is your special duty? I have taken that duty on myself since Mr. Jones left. 

4-H Mr. 
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Mr. John Williams Jnkins, called in and examined 

By the Cliair,nan: I-low long have you been in this dpartmcnt? About seven years. 
I1Iow long have you been in your present position in the department? Aboatscven months. 

S. What position did you hold in the department previously. That of foreman of the ware- 
ant, house. 

And did you hold that position during the whole of the time you had been in the depart-
meat—with the exception of these seven months? No, not the whole of the time; for about 
two years I was in the store. 
First then, you were two years storeman ? Yes. 
And how many years were you foreman ? For the remainder of the time I was foreman 

of the warehouse—I was nearly five years foreman. 
And you have been about four months fourth clerk in this department? Yes. 

S. What do your duties consist of now, as fourth clerk? I have to issue goods—to check-
them 

heck
them as they lay on the fl or of the store—to cnter them in the issue b00k, and make receipts 
to send to the different departments, and also to write letters of advice. 
And this check, as the goods lay on the floor, is performed by you, and by no other person 

in the department 1  The foreman of stores checks them first, and I check them afterwards, 
before they are packed. 
The foreman gets them out, but it is you, in point of fact, who check them, and the 

foreman of stores checks them also ? Not after me. 
Si) that you and the foreman of stores alone tako the goods out, check them, and pack 

them? The storernan, uider the foreman, gets them out. 
Are these all the duties you have to perform? These principally, I have some other 

smaller things to do. 
Now could any amount of goods be taken from the store without the cognizance of the 

clerks and officers of the department? No, I think not ; I am myself continually in the 
store, backwards and forwards. 
14Have you anything to do with the accounts? No. 
You could not tell, if certain payments were made for goods, whether those goods 

reacted the store or not? No, I could not tell that. 
And you could make sure that no goods could go out without your knowledge? No 

goo& could go out without my knowing. 
Now from your experience in your former position, will you state what course is taken 

when contractors supply goods to the store here—I mean what course is taken to check them 
for quantity and for quality? For quantity—if in small quantities, they will be counted 
over; if in large quantities, the packages would be taken as packages; that is the general 
system. 
Suppose you had ten packages? If they were original packages we should open one of 

the ten, and if it contained the number it purported to contain, we should take it for granted 
that the number contained in the remaining packages was correct. 
And you would judge by this one package as to the correctness of the whole, both in 

reference to quality and to quantity? Yes, one out of ten. 
IF, at any subsequent period of the history of these ten packages, whole packages were 

required to be sent away, would you send them away without opening them? Yes, as they 
were received. 
Have you ever had any complaints of inferior quality or insucicnt qnantity? Never; 

I never knew of one since I have been here. 
Then in case a portion of a package might be required you would have to open it, and 

when you open any of these cases at any subsequent period, what then do you do? Count 
the contents. 
But how could you test them as to pattern, seeing that a great lapse of time may have 

taken place since the goods were supplied? The broken package would be opened at once 
when received. 
Yes, we started by your stating that you opened one out of ten—that of course you 

would see on the spot, and you would at once subject the goods to the test; but if, six or 
eight months after, you had occasion to break another of these packages, your pattern might 
not be at hand, or might wear a different appearance ; and when you open these packages 
six or eight months afterwards, do you count the goods again? Yes, we always count them. 
If you take half the packages, you count probably the remainder, and see that they agree 
again. The patterns are always the same, the samples being kept with the seals on them; 
they very seldom vary. 

Then if you have to open a second case after these ten, six months after, the rule is to 
count the contents of the case and to test the quality of the goods therein contained by the 
pattern? I do not know that it would be the rule to check the numbers again, although I 
have done it myself; the quality would be checked in every case opened. 
Do you find that the packages turn out generally very correct? Very correct. 
And does that refer as well to the packages made up in this country  as to tbose you 

receive from home? Most original packages are as they are sent from England—I mean 
the original packages we receive in the country. 
Even if you get them here? Even if we get them here. Any packages made up here 

would be considered loose goods, and counted. 
What system have you here, when you open bales and cases, of keeping the same 

description of goods pretty well together, and Be on? They are always stacked together, 
goods of a certain description. 
They are stacked together according to their description? Yes. 
Do you make any distinction subordinate to that with reference to any variations in 

price? Yes. 22. 
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82. Suppose you had two lots of shirts at two different prices, would you mix them judas- Mr. J. 
eriminately, or keep them separate? They would have a different mark, CII s. 

S3. You mark each quality of shirt? Yes, and there is a book kept. 
Then when you make the issues you are enabled to state the positive value or cost to the 4 June, 1660. 

Government of each article you supply to every department? Yes. Where we have the 
same description of goods from two contractors, they would be kept separate, and cutered 
separate, even to the last one ; if fifty articles were supplied, twenty-five arom one contractor 
and twenty-five from another, there would be a separate entry made. 
Even th.ul, there would be no difference in price? Yes. 
itt. Buc/iaoan here explained that that could not be done in the ease of oil and other 

goods supplied to the department, and that the answer must be taken as a modified onswer. 
Are these tures, which may be considered the retail or packing atores, sound and dry 

Pretty well ; no damage takes place. 
You do not find the goods to perish at all from damp? No; moth is the cause of tho 

greatest destruction. 
Do you think a little moving about, and a little peppering occasionally, would remedy 

this? They get it eve' y  twelve mouths. It is from the packages being kept open so long 
that some goods are damaged. 

have you much mischief done by moths, esçecialiy to the woollen things? Mt much, 
considering the quantity of goods I have. They are always packed in brown paper, and if 
packages are re-packed they are packed in brown paj or as soon as poasible. 
Are you aware of any complaints being made that goods were moth-eaten? Yes. 

recollect two complaints in reference to goods received direct from England, and which were 
not opened here at all. 
flaw' you drays and horses, and so on, attached to the department, or how do you send 

away the goods? That is contracted for. 
Do you ever employ any drnys other than the contract drays? if the contractor has 

not any drays on the stand, and I an] in immediate want of one, I take a drayman from the 
stand, and the contractor would pay him. 
The contractor would pay him in such a case? Yes. 
Well, who will he pay—the man you employ, or will you pay him, and be refuse the 

money to the department? Tie will pay the man we employ. 
You would not, in any ens,, pay the man yourself? No, not a stranger. 
You would snd in to the contractor? Yes. 
If that system were well observed, woud it not be an additional check upon any surrep-

titious issue of goods from the store, if such a check were needed ? Unless the contractor 
chose t:, be a rogue, of course it would be. 
I did not mean that ;—if you adhere to the practice of only employing the drays of the 

contractor, or if you did employ any other, of sending the drayman to the contractor for 
payment, to the extent of any large quantity of goods, would not that be a cheek against 
any attempt of the kind? Yes. 
is the store stifficiently large for the purpose of getting out theso things to be convenient 

for readily complying with demands which may caine in upon you? No, it is not large 
cnough - 

You cannot keep open as many goods as you ought to keep open at a time? We have 
not room to pack. 
When are the goods most damaged by.moths—whcn they are kept packed or unpacked? 

By being topocked. We have to sort them in sizes, and before we have finished we often 
find then, attacked with moth. 
Then, to n certain extunt, the want of space is rather an advantage, because so long as 

the bales are packed (so far as woollens are concerned) they are better preserved from moths? 
We have to open a great quantity of clothing, and -ort it, and clothing is all isucd in sizes. 

if,'. Ihehana,, ksues of that kind are made in such, minute quantities, from four 
to a dozen articles perhaps, and then when they are prepared we must wait not only until we 
can obtain a conveyance for them, but also until we can get a snifi, ient quantity of other 
stores to make up a dray load. We cannot send away half-a-dozen suits of policemen's 
clothing to Dubbo or Wellington, but we must wait until we can get enough for a load in 
that direction. 
When they require clothing or any supplies in the out-lying districts, you are unable to 

supply them immediately, because their demands would not amount to a dray load, and you 
have to wait until in the same direction there are other demands which would make up the 
necessary quantity? Yes; we should send the whole of one road away at a time ;—we 
should take, for instance, the Southern Road, and get all the goods packed for that, and so 
with the Western and Northeru. 
Do you think that you require very much larger space for the proper accommodation of 

the Colonial stores here--[ mean in regard to this building—for opening and sorting goods? 
Yes; we should require a very much larger space if we were to keep the whole of the goods 
in one store. 
But that would not so much matter if in a second store you had only whole packages, 

and brought them here to open them as you wanted them; it saves some expense in carriage 
no doubt; but, in your experience, what is the additional accommodation you think would be 
necessary to enable the Colonial Storekeeper to carry out the objects of the departmea 
properly, in regard to the storage of goods, the packing, the keeping of them separate, and 
so on F I should think if we had all the stores together, a building of the same size as the 
Cominissariat Stores would not be too large. 
That is an immense building? But it would not be too large if we had all the Ordnance 

goods, 
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Mr. J.W. goods, and everything put together as they should be, instead of being biggledy-piggledy. &a S. 
if a field battery, for instance, were put up ready for use it would require a very large space; r"- those things are now stowed away in different parts of the store. 

4 June, 1860. 57. Bow large is the other building that you have-is it much larger than this? Moore's 
Store-I can scarcely te]l you how large it is. 
Have you as many large packages in that store as you have in this? More; we have 

all the whole packages there; we never break any packages in that store. 
Still, you have some unbroken packages here-all the unbroken packages are here, are 

they not? Yes. 

Would there he any difficulty in keeping a book which would shew the receipts and 
issues and remains of stores? 1 think it would be troublesome. 
It would be troublesome, no doubt, but would there be any difficulty in reference to the 

matter; trouble and difficulty are two very different things? I do not think there would be 
any difficulty, but we should require more clerks than we have at present, if the same forms 
were continued as now exist. 

Could you at any time come to an exact balance between the receipts and issues, so as 
to say there ought to be so many remains, and that there arc so many remains in the store 
Yes; purchases of goods we have brought very close, nearly always; I do not in any instance 
know that we have had any mistakes in the balance, there is the same check with one as 
with the other; if we find large quantities of contractor's goods turn out correct in reference 
to the receipts and issues, I should think the others will do the same. 
You think there would be no difficulty about that, but that it would be merely a matter 

of extra clerical labor? I do not think there would be any difficulty attending it, but we 
have taken stock of small quantities of goods, and we always fuund them correct. 
04. That is in a short time after ? Yes; five or six months after. 
But, as time rolls on, the means of this check will be out of your reach ? Yes. 
Many other goods will have come in ? Yes. 
So that no true remains can ever have been taken ? No. 
And yet there is no difficulty about it, it would only require extra cl or' cal labor ? No. 

09. To balance everything with 

 

out some sort of book such as you mention, you would have 
to take stock of everything every time you wanted to check the articles; but when you have
taken stock, you must set your issues against the receipts, and deduct the on from the other 
in order to get your remains F We can take stock a second time, and by comparing the 
second stock with what has been received and what has been issued since, we can get a 
balance. 

That might give it to you, but that is a labor which your department could not under-
take, nor could it be taken by any other department unless a took were kept for the express 
purpose. Are there any suggestions in regard to the custody of the stores, and to their 
preservation from deterioration by moths, or otherwise, that you would wish to offer to the 
Board F No, I do not think there is. 
You have been enabled prosnptly to supply demands ? Not at all times; not of all 

descriptions ; we have had to wait oceasionally for some things. 
That is merely because you did not get them F Yes; they were not in store. 
But, to the extent you are supplied with goods, you are unable to supply them with 

promptness ? Yes. 
You have sufficient space and hands for that F Oh, yes. 
Do you think the supply is any more prompt than it would be if any tradesman in the 

city were to undertake the work F I think we could do it much quicker. 
And do you think you take any greater degree of care in the packing or in the 

shipping of these goods, or take any greater precaution in order that they may reach their 
destination properly, than would be taken by persons in private business F No, I do think 
we take any greater care. 

But you take at least as much care F We take as much care as possible to insure their 
safe nrrival. 

Now, when you pack up things that are to be sent off, for instance, by drays, to some of 
the outlying districts, those drays come here, I suppose F Yes. 
And you see that the packages are properly packed, so as to prevent the goods from 

perishing from exposure to the weather, a,d so on F Yes. 
Do you cover them with tarpaulins F That would be the drayman's duty to find 

tarpaulins for his dray. 
But suppose he did not do that, would you have no duty in the matter; would it not 

devolve upon you to see that ho did so before he started F I should think not. 
But goods might perish for the want of this F They are at his risk the moment they 

are on his dray ; he signs to deliver them in good condition as he receives them. 
Is the issue of clothing regulated by particular periods of the year, that is, is there an 

annual, a half-yearly, or monthly issue. It is an annual issue of clothing, nithough we are 
issuing clothing all the year for extra men. 
In small quantities? Yes. 
But for the whole of the force the issue is annual F Annual. 
One suit or two suits F One coat, two pairs of trousers, two pairs of boots, a hat, and 

every second year a grant coat and cape. 
Air. Buchanan explained that considerable difficulty was felt in consequence of the 

delay of the Parliamentary votes ; that the clothing was to be issued annually, while the 
votes were only taken from month to month; and that it was impossible for him to split up 
a coat into twelve parts, and to issue only one-twelfth of a coat; the clothing,. therefore, had 
to be furnishcd before the supplies were granted. 

87 
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87. How do you manage in reference to goods that are sent by sea ? They are paekel in Mr. J. W. 
secure cases, and sent down by a dray to the ship. Jenkins, 
Does any person from this department superintend the shipping of goods? No; they 

are delivered to the drayman here, and he brings back a receipt signed by the mate or agent 4 June, 1860. 
for the vessel. 
80. lIe invariably brings a receipt here? Yes. 
Do you keep any books in your present position? Yes. 

.01. What, are they ? I keep two issue books and a receipt book, and a small package book. 
02. What are the two issue books? in them are entered everything issued from the store. 
93. But why do you keep two? This is rendered necessary by the division of stationery 
and stores by the separate vote. 

04. You say you keep two issue books and a receipt book? Yes. 
95. And some other book ? Yes; a small book that I keep for the measurement of all 
packages that go away by dray. 

Are these books ever inspected by anybody ? The chief clerk inspects them now and 
then. 

97. It is in these books that you put down a check upon the foreman ; when be puts the 
goods out upon the floor you go in and see them, and put down in your issue book all the 
goods there ? According to the requisition sent in ; I copy the requisition into the book. 
08. And that copy of the requisition is, in fact, your issue book?. The receipt tallies with 
the book. 

Now when you were foreman did you keep any account of the receipts and issues at all 
No. 

And is there any account of the receipts and issues kept by the foreman now ? No. 
He has nothing to do but to unpack and pack? Nothing but to unpack and pack. 
He keeps no accounts whatever ? Nothing but the receipt of packages received from 

contractors or from ships. 

No account beyond that ? No account beyond that. 

What does he do with this account of packages-does be copy it in a book? Yes; it 
is a check in the office. 

Do the orders to the foreman come from one person alone, or do they come from various 
officers and clerks in the department? Sometimes from the chief clerk, and sometimes from 
me. 

They do not come from one officer alone? No, not from one officer alone. 
Are there many officers who have to do with getting orders for goods ? No, only the 

chief clerk and myself. 

You do not think that any other officer gives those orders? No; except in case of 
emergency. 

Whose duty do you consider it to be more particularly? Mine. 
Yours? Yes. 

Wh) does the chief clerk interfere with them occasionally? He may do it, instead 
of it being done through me. I may not be present. 

But if you were to keep a proper check upon the foreman, should not the order 
necessarily pass through you? Yes, that would be the only check. 

Well, then, do goods actually go out at any time, without your knowing it at all after 
the goods are gone? Not if,I am in the store. 

Yes, but there are case; in which the chief clerk gives orders for goods, you say? 
That would be when I am not present. 

And in the same way, these goods would be sent away while you were out? Probably. 
IN. There is no rule to prevent goods being sent out without your being present? They 
would have to be checked by me, unless I was away for any long period. 

Suppose you were away an hour, or two hours? Oh, no, they could not go out without 
my knowing it then. 

Well, suppose you were away for half a day? Orders then might be given, and I 
should not know it until I caine back. 

But you would not have absolutely checked the things? If they had left before I 
returned. 

120. Have there been any instances of that kind ? Not that I am aware of. 
Would you be inclined to say that there have not been? I could not swear that 

there have not been instances of the kind. 

It is not a case of swearing; I want merely the preponderance of your belief the one 
way or the other? I do not think there have. 

Then, no goods-according to the system established, and according to the ordinary 
usage of the department__could really go out without having been subjected to your 
inspection and check? No. 

By Air. Bar/wean What is the document upon which the foreman gathers the goods 
together upon the floor of the store? The requisition. 

The original requisition ? The original requisition. 
120. And that document afterwards conies into your hands, and you see it and check the 
goods by that? Yes, I check the goods by that requisition. 

And tick off in red ink the items that have been absolutely sent away? Yes. 
And then, in case these goods are sent up the country, you prepare receipts and send 

them up, advising the parties of their transmission, and requesting that the receipts might 
be returned ? Yes, the dates of the receipts arc kept in the book. 

If the chief clerk gave the order, it would be merely to expedite the packing? Yes, 
in ease Ian absent. 

130. 
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Mr. J. W. 130. By the Chairman: You take receipts from the drayman, in the ease of goods being 
sent by drays; and in the case of goods sent by ship, you take the receipts of the dhief 

officer? Yes. 
4 June 1260. 131. What are the receipts from the parties to whom you send the goods, and which receipts 

you get back again? A list in detail of all articles sent. A way bill is sent by the dray 
to a ship when the goods are shipped, and the draynsan taking a load away would sign a bill. 
182. Then, whether you scod the gods by drayor by ship, you send a list to the parties, - 

abewing oil the things in detail; and that list those parties return to you, as an nekuow- 

ledgnaent for their receipt? As an acknowledgment. 
And would they reach you, or the Colonial Storekeeper? They would come under 

cover to the Colonial Storekeeper. 
Would be give them to you to file? He would hand them to me, and I shouM enter 

the receipt of them. 
They would come properly into your hands as foreman? As issuing clerk. 
So that you would be in it position to know whether the goods that left the store did 

or did not really reach the parties? Yes. 
187. B9 if". 1iocanon: What is the nature of the rec&pt given by the drayman-is it a 
receipt for articles or for packages? A receipt for packages. 
138. WEnt is the nature of the receipt given by the mates of vessels, for articles or for 

packages? For packages. 

TUESDAI 5 JUNE, 1860. 

rtt1tt :- 

R. O'CONNOR, ESQ., IN Tilt CZAIR. 

CAPTAIN Score, I CAPTAIN OLWEY. 

David Moores called in and examined 

. Moores. 1. By the Chairman: What position do you h0ld in this department? I am the foreman 

of the storehouse. 
Z Junm,. 1860. 2. And does your charge extend to the stores within any other building but this? No, I. 

have nothing to do with any stores except those that come here. 
Iluw long have you bcen in your present position? Only since last January. 
Were you in this department before in any other capacity? Yes, I was a laborer; I 

was in the habit of addrtssing packages; that was my employment for twelve or thirteen 

years. 
6. In this department? Yes. 
You were storcman, in fact? Yes. 
How many storenien have you under you now? I have only three at present. 
Is that a lesser number than you used to have? Well, we are shorthanded at present. 
It is a lesser number than y.0 have been accustomed to hate? Yes. 

l&. Is there any rasijn for that reduction beyond occident? I do not know what is the 
reason of it; it givis rue a little extra labor; it causes no to take home the little writing 

that I have to do, and tam obliged to work just the same as the other men during the day. 
Is there any less provision for storemea on the e5tiniatcs than their used to be ? I am 

not able to answer that question. 
Then the shortuers in the number of storemen is not a permanent thing, but accidental F 

It is not permanent; I expect more help almost every day. Sometimes we have to make 

extra hours in consejucnee of being shorthanded. 
What do you consider your fall complement? Well, I am certainly one short at 

present. 
Four, then, you consider to be your full complement? I have seen the time when we 

could not get through with four, and extra men have been employed. 
Yes, but those things will happen everywhere : for the general run of business, four 

would be ample, would they not? Yes, that is the number we have been in the habit of 

employing. 
You are charged personally with the receipt of all the stores that come here, and with 

the issue of all the stores that lcave this department? 1 keep an account of all the stores 

that come in. 
That is, in whole packages-in bulk? Yes, in bulk. 
When they come in in bulk, they come in, I suppose, in pursuance of tenders accepted? 

Someti.nes they come in bales, and sometimes in cases. 
But, I say, they come in here to satisfy tenders? Yes; I receive them in small 

quantities sometimes. 
When they clime in in bulk in that way, what is done with them immediately they 

arrive? When I first receive them I generally get a ticket with them, which I enter in a 

book. 
From whom do you get the ticket? From the drayman who brings them. 
That is made out by the person who sent the goods? Yes, if they come from a ship 

they are made out by the landing clerk, 
What then do you do? I enter it into a rough sort of a book. 
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But you try, I suppose, whether the cases and bales correspond with the numbers on the D. Moats 
jeket? I have nothing to do with the contents of the cases, Mr. Jenkins sees to that. 
1 am speaking of the number of cases aid bales, not of their contents: what is the 5.  June, 18 

use of a ticket to you unless you ascertain that the proper number of c ises and bales are on 
the dray ? I take notice that I have the full complement. Mr. Jenkins asks me if I have 
got the proper number, and I look them over. 
then you do not count the cases and bales until asked by Mr. Jenkins-not when, they 

arrkve at the store door? Yes, he tells me how many I have to receive, and I take notice. 
Dues not the ticket tell you? If he has a hundred to bring lie only brings a portion of 

them at once, and the quantity he brings at once is on this ticket. 
in point of fact, the ticket shows correctly the number of cases on the dray ? Yes, if I 

did nt receive them I should not sign the ticket. 
Then this ticket is a duplicate? Yes. 
Apparently, you sign . one of the copies ? Yes, and give it to the drayman, and one I 

keep. 
You would not sign that without satisfying yourself that all the bales were on the dray, 

and were delivered to you ? No, because if I did, and they were not on the dray, I shoul4 
expect to have to pay for them. 
The Board require more naked facts without any reasons, because, of course, if you 

signed and they were not there, there would be an amount of responsibility attached to you 
if you signed for what you did not receive. Well, then, having got in these cases, or bales, 
whatdo you do with them F I take them into the store and pile them up in the most 
convenient place I can find until I am ordered to open them. 
And how long, generally, is it from the time these cases or bales are stored to the time 

you are ordered to open them F There is no accounting for that I got three cases last 
night which, as soon as they were put on the platform here, were opened, and to-day the 
contents will be sent away to the Printing Office. 
But what turns out to be the fact in actual practice when you do open these cases-is 

it immediately previous to the goods being wanted to be sent away ? Yes, and then I have 
to give an account of what these packages contain inside. 
But you only open them at that particular time when you are directed to open them, 

and with a view to sending the goods away F I never open them until lam ordered in any 
case whatever. 
When you do open them who is present besides yourself? Generally the man in the 

store, and also Mr. Jenkins, who sees that there is the number of goods or articles in the 
cases or bales that there ought to be. 
IJe sees that F Yes, and I am there at the same time. 
Now, does he see that in regard to every case and every bale that comes into the store F 

Yes, I fetch him up if be is not there, and hand these things over to see that they are all 
correct. 

But lam asking you if you open, and if he inspects and counts the contents of every 
bale and every case that comes into the store? There are bales of blankets that I know 
contain a certain number; they are sent away without being opened; they are not required 
to be opened. 
Well, then, you say that you do not open these cases until you are ordered to do so by 

Mr. Jenkins F No, I never open them without somebody else's authority besides my own. 
And when you do open them Mr. Jenkins is present to ascertain that they are correct £ 

If he is not present I leave the things there until be comes and looks at them. 
But you do not consider yourself responsible for the quantities when you do open them? 

I sometimes have not the list of those things, and that is the reason I have to got Mr. 
Jenkins. 

Then only Mr. Jenkins and yourself are present when these cases are opened? Oh! 
yes, the mon in the store are present also. 
I am not spe:'king of the men in the store, but of the officers of the department? The 

clerks do not meddle with the store. 
Is the Colonial Storekeeper present when you open them F I have seea him present, 

and lie has ordered me to open them too-you mean Mr. Buchanan F 
Yes; is his presence casual, or is it the usual course for him to he present? He has 

often come and said, "David, open this case or bale;' and such I have done. 
And after you have opened the case or the bale, upoa the order of the Colonial Store-

keeper, how long have the contents remained in the store before they were issued F Some of 
them have remained in the store perhaps for years, and some have not remained in long. 
Then, in that case, the bale or case would not be opened in order to get goods out to 

send them away immediately? If they were required they would. 
But they would not be opened unless they were required? Oh! no, they would not be 

opened until they were ordered. 
Well, then, when you do open them upon the order of the Colonial Storekeeper, and in 

his presence, what is done then, are the goods counted? Oh! yes, they are counted. 
And by whom? I might be running. too far; I have seen Mr. Buchanan order a case to 

be opened, and fetch the chief clerk, here now, and a gentleman of the name of Mr. M'Kenny, 
to count these things over. 
I thought Mr. Jenkins was the person? This was a gentleman who was here sometime 

ago; Mr. Jenkins does his work now. 
53 It is always a clerk who counts the quantities of goods in the bales? I get the requisition 
and then I get out the goods  and count them, aud.whcu I have done this Ifetch Mr. Jenkins 
to see if my count is correct. 

54. 
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V. Moores. 54. That is with regard to the issues? Yes. 
I am speaking of the receipts. When the cases are opened you say that some clerk is 

5 June, 1860. brought up to see that the contents are in accordance with the tender? Yes, Mr. Jenkins. 
Then in the case where you have opened bales of goods by the direction of. the Colonial 

Storekeeper £ Yes, he has been fetched up. 
When you have opened cases by the direction of Mr. Jenkins, and when the Colonial 

Storekeeper was not present, who tested the quality of the goods—that is to say, who tried 
whether the goods in the case or bale were equal to the pattern £ Mr. Jenkins could always 
certify as to whether they were correct or not, because he had the papers. 
He certified as to quantity, but did be also certify as to quality ? He did. 
Having spoken of the receipts of goods, we will now refer to the issues. When these 

cases or bales are opened there is actually a test to see that they contain the quantities they 
purport to contain, and there must also be a test to see that the goods in them are according 
to saniple,--now who performs that test? Are you speaking of the goods tendered for? 
Yes, the goods tendered for, and actually brought into the store and delivered to you—

such as need to be opened, you do not open all of them you know? When the goods come 
in, the saiople is brought up and put alongside them, to see that they are as good as the 

pattern. 
Q. What officer applies that test ? Both Mr. Jenkins and I; if I see that they are inferior 
to the samples, I mention it ; in some cases where I have meutioued it, the goods have been 

returned. 
The Colonial Storekeeper himself does not apply the test £ I have seen him look at 

them. 
To whom have you mentioned this usually? To Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Buchanan, and 

lie has ordered me to send the goods back again. 
And where goods have been sent back, have you received other goods of a better descrip- 

tion from the same parties in return ? Yes, I have. 
What authorily have you for issuing goods out of this department F Well, Sir, Mr. 

Jenkins gives me the requisition, and aeerding to that requisition I get them out and 
tick them off with black lead pencil, and then when I have got them out as correct as lean, 
I fetch Mr. Jenkins and he ticks them over after me. They are handed over again; he calls 
every article over and I pass it, and he ticks off every article in red ink. 
And then what do you do ? It is certified at the top of the requisition where they are 

for, and I make out a label. The goods are packed, and according to that label the cases or 

bales are addressed. 
There are different values attached to the same description of goods—that is to say, you 

may have three kinds of blankets, trousers, coats, or jackets. When you pack up goods in 
that way, upon requisition, do you fix upon them the price, or do you denote in any way the 
prices of the goods sent away ? It states dress trousers or undress trousers in the requisi- 
tion, and they are got out accordingly. in  the same way with jackets. 
I do not desire to confine myself to jackets and trousers alone, but, looking at the whole 

of the stores, everything has cost something, and the price must be known, and the 
department that gets a thing ought to be charged with the price—how is that ascertained 
I do not know anything about that. 
You have the requisitions ? Yes, but I do not know the price of these articles. There 

is a price marked on these orders, but that is not my business. 
Are you aware whether it is put by Mr. Jenkins? I do not know which of the 

gentlemen it is performs that duty. 
But is it performed F Yes j the price of all things tendered for is marked beside the 

articles in black lead. Every article that I receive, tendered for, I put " Rd." opposite to 
it, and bring it down to the office, and they tick it off in the book. 
When you are complying with the requisition and get out these goods, could you tell 

that the goods you are selecting to send away belong to this, that, or the other invoice F 
Could you say this pair of trousers came from this person, and cost so much F No, I cannot 
tell that. I do not pretend to meddle with things of that sort. I do not know where they 
come from. Sometimes goods come from England. But if they happened to come from the 
contractor I would know where they Caine from without the requisition at, all. 
It is necessaTy to put down the cost of the stores supplied to the different departments, 

and therefore it is necessary to know the prices of the things you pack away. If you 
yourself take no note of the prices who does take a note of them ? I never take any note 
of the prices; I never was ordered to do so. 
74 But you do not pack things away before shewing them to Mr. Jenkins? No, never. 
if he is not here I fetch another clerk. 
75, And that other clerk has all the invoices, and can aeertain the value of things? He 
takes it out of my charge. I let him see what I am sending away. 
You know simply about the packing? That is all. 
You never pack away any goods unless you have the requisition in your hand—as that 

it? Yes, some things I do; but I get a written order. 
You never pack any away upon a verbal order? No; I get a written order. For 

instance, a constable comes and wants a single suit of clothes. I get a meanorsmndum, and 
when the man has got the suit of clothes I see that he comes down and signs the book for 
the clothes he takes away. 
The constable comes direct to you from where? Mr. Jenkins will give me a written 

order what to give this man—a portion of his clothing perhaps. 
Then the man presents himself at the office before he comes to you? Yes. I send him 

'down if he comes to me first. 
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Si. I suppose they are sent here by some responsible officer of the Police? Oh! yes— P. Moores. 
"Captain M'Lerie" I often see at the bottom of the note. Mr. Blaek sometimes comes 
with them. s June. 1660. 
Yes—but there is always the authority of some responsible officer of the Police for the 

issue of these goods? Yes, there is always some initial at the bottom. 
You never, on any occasion, pack away goods, except upon a written order? No, I never 

pack any goods away without proper authority from the office. 
You said a written order? Without a written order; I would not know what to get out 

without a written order. 
Well, after you have packed away the goods, and they are boxed up in cases or bales, is 

it left to you to see that they are put on carts and sent away up the country, or to ships, or 
under whose superintendence is that done? I will throw a light upon that subject, if you 
think proper. When I have packed them I make a memorandum of how many packages 
there are to go to such a place. I take that memorandum down to Mr. Jenkins, to make out 
the "conveyance" of these goods. He gives me the " conveyance," and I look to see that 
it contains as many packages as I have to send away. 
80. Now, is it possible, Mr. Moores, for goods to be packed and sent away without the knowS 
ledge of any of the clerks of the department ? lYe11, I could not well do such a thing— 
some of the men in the store would see me. 
Do not make it a personal matter—there is no such idea upon the brain of any member of 

the Board ; I simply ask you the question F After these things are put on the floor to be 
packed, I see that they are done in a creditable manner. If it were done I should cheek 
them. It would be a mistake. But they could not do it. I am generally walking nbout to 
see them packed, and, in fact, I help also to pack them. I cannot see how such a thing 
could be done without the clerks and the men in the store were all concerned. 
So many persons must observe what is going on in the store that it would be utterly 

impossible to pack and cart things away without proper authority F Ni.thing is sent away 
without being addressed. They would not bring it down until it is addressed. 
Down where? The men would not bring it out of the store and put it on the dray 

unless they saw the address stating where it was going to. 
What drays do you employ? We employ a person of the name of Murphy; and if we 

cannot get Murphy, when things are urgent we get another dray. 
Do you not contract for the carriage of goods? I do not know anything about that. 
You have told inc the number of storemen you have? Three only at present. One is 

very seldom in the store ; be is made a messenger of. He is rarely in the store unless there 
is some heavy lift and we cannot do without him. 
Be is very frequently employed as messenger? He is indeed. I am very sorry to say 

I have often to ask Mr. Jenkins to give me a lift with packages, and somebody else that I 
could mention. I have sometimes asked the draynian to give me a lift. We have had 
packages of ten hundred weight, and that is a great lift for two men. 
Then you do not think that any of your storcmcn should be employed as messengers? 

Sometimes they arc made use of. 
Well, looking at the general run of business in the department, do you not think that 

one of the storemen might occasionally be employed as messenger without any detriment to 
the business in the store F—No doubt there will be occasions when you require all the hands 
you can get, but in the general run of business could not one man be employed as messenger 
without any detriment to the issuing of stores? I do not think he could. When a little 
powder is required I make myself useful, and bring it over in lily own boat. I could not 
spare one of the men out of the store. Something must go behind if they do take him 
away. 
90. Then in point of fact you do not think it right that any of the etoremen should be 
employed as messengers? Well, if they are, some of the work must be neglected. 
97. They cannot be so employed without detriment to their own proper work? They 
cannot. 
OS. Now in regard to goods supplied, that is, goods coming into the store,—when they are 
opened there is a test of quality—to see that they are according to pattern F That is, the 
goods on contract—yes. 

Who supplies that test, and sees that the goods supplied are in exact accordance with 
the pattern? I look at them, and Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Buchanan have looked at them, 
and when they have not been according to pattern they have ordered me to send them back. 

You may that Mr. Buchanan has looked at them F Yes. 
That is occasionally? When be has come up into the store. 
But is it a regular practice with Mr. Buchanan? To see that they are according to 

sample? 
Yes, a constant practice? Yes—anything from a contractor; lie used to get the sample 

and see whether they were as good as the sample. 
Does lie do that on every occasion without omission? To the best of my knowledge 

be does. I have seen some things, such as flour; lie has taken very great notice to see 
whether it was according to sample or not. 

But you look at them sometimes and make complaints? Yes, if I see that they are 
not as good as the sample. 

To whom do you complain? To Mr. Jenkins and Mr. Buchanan, to see whether they 
are to be returned. 

And Mr. Jenkins looks at them, and if lie does not find them according to pattern -- ? 
He sends them back. 

He does not make any complaints then? He sends them back. 
4—I 109. 
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Dc Moore,. 109. On his own responsibility? Yes; I do not like to send them back. 
What occasion would there be for making complaint if the head of your department 

3 June, 1860. were present himself for the purpose of submitting these things to the test? He might not 
see the defects, and I might. lie might not be taking particular notice, and I might say, 
"These things are not according to sample," and he would say "Send them all back again." 
I have known a large sample of shoes to be sent back again, because one or two pairs were 
not according to s.mple. 

You made this complaint to him, he standing by your side as the goods were opened? 
He has not been standing exactly by my side; I have taken them down to his office. 

Mr. Buchanan My supervision is a general supervision; but it is the duty of 
witness to test each pair, and it would depend on the number of objectionable pairs whether 
I rejected the whole or only those pairs which were not according to sample. The men iu 
the store serve as viewers, Mr. Jenkins as inspector, and myself as the head. 

Percival Wilkinson, Esq., Assistant Military Storekeeper, called in and examined 

p. Wilkinson, I. By the C7tairman: Do you ever receive stores upon tender in this Colony F We have 
Esq. done formerly. 

2. When you received stores in that way, I suppose you used to call for tenders by advertise-
5 Jnne, 1860. ment? Yes, by different advertisements. 

S. Did those advertisements usually contain a description of the qualities and quantities of 
the goods you required, or were the advertisements for time contracts? They stated quan-
tities, but the goods were generally accepted by sample. 
When the goods came in, whose duty was it to apply the test of the sample to them? 

In our case the Commissariat Officer, myself, and generally the Clerk of Works. 
Did you consider it necessary to open the packages and count them, and ascertain that 

they contained throughout the right quantities, and were in accordance with the pattern F 
No, I do not think we did; we examined the articles generally with the samples. 
But suppose a bale or case were to come in containing two or three hundred pairs of 

trousers or anything of that kind? Those we should open certainly, coming from a private 
person. 
When the goods came into the store, and were so tested for quantity and quality, in whom 

would lie the charge and responsibility of their safe custody? The responsibility would lie 
with the storekeeper. 
S. With yourself? It would now lie with myself, but formerly with the storekeeper; I was 
then the second officer of the department. 
And, notwithstanding that, you would have several hands under you to carry out your 

duties, still the responsibility you would feel would be with yourself? There is no doubt 
about that. That my own Board would hold me responsible there is no question. 
Have you not some system of accounting by which you shew in one broad sheet as it 

were the receipts, the issues, and the remains of stores? Yes; we have a store ledger. 
But it shews these three things? It shews the receipts and issocs. 
And the remains? And the remains—the account is balanced annually. 
You do balance the account annually? Yes. 
And you ascertain from actual stock-taking that the goods in the store correspond with 

the remains on your broad sheet? There has not been a stock-taking at this station since 
1850. 
But that is the rule of the service? Yes, and it is again coming into operation under 

new arrangements—an annual stock-taking. 
And that annual stock-taking would test the accuracy of the figures given as remains? 

Not altogether, because the officer who is appointed to take the stuck is not supposed to 
tally, count, or measure every article; he only selects what he thinks proper here and there. 
But what is called a " remain" is the result of an actual counting and weighing; the officer 
appointed is then supposed to see everything. 
I believe a declaration is made as to the accuracy of these balances whenever they take 

place ? Not upon my annual ledger. I merely sign the ledger; of course it is sent to 
England, and undergoes an examination in the office in London. 
Then you do not make any declaration to the office in London that the remains sbewn 

arc correct? No. 
No declaration whatever? No; it is simply a document I sign. 
We had it in evidence from Mr. Wrentmore that some declaration was made, but it might 

be by a different department? I am aware that there is a declaration in reference to oath 
always, but not with reference to stores. 
Do you find that woollen goods are much deteriorated and damaged by moth? No 

doubt of it. 
Is the damage considerable? Very considerable; and particularly when bales are open. 
And I suppose there are no means of preventing that? I am not aware of any; it has 

been tried for years, but no means have been discovered. 
Not even with the large space you have? No; we cannot effect it. I find that in the 

barrack stores, and everywhere else, woollen goods are affected—indeed I have had great 
coats from England so affected, and have discovered it on opening the bales. In my own 
regiment there was a survey upon the last. great coats we had, and they had never been 
opened before. 
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When you become aware that any of your woollen goods are damaged in this way, you P. Wilkinson, 
do not attempt to issue them,—you put them on one side, do you not F They are put on one EM, 
side for survey. 
And when surveyed they are eondemed, and perhaps sold? Sold or sent to England. S Jan; 1660, 

I send the greater portion of all old woollen articles to England,—the bedding for instance. 
Could you at this moment state what is about the value of all the stores under your 

charge? No, I could not. 
2. Not even a rough guess? No, not even a rough guess. 
Could you state the value of your annual issues for some time past—or how much your 

issues would amount to in twelve months? I could not. The value of imperial stores is 
not generally known by me—a storekeeper is not supposed to have that information; it is 
kept lucked up in England. The information I have gleaned in reference to the price of 
military stores has been obtained from the bills of lading, of goods which have come out 
for the Colonial Government,—there the articles are priced. 
It would seem to be the practice—? It is. Some years ago I know that a captain in 

the navy applied to the Board for the price of certain military stores, in order to charge 
them against the zunners. That information was given, but with the intimation that it was 
not usual to afford it to outst:itions, 
You consider then that for the protection of goods, and especially woollens, it is better 

to keep them as long as possible in whole packages? Yes, I should say so. 
And do you consider that in getting supplies from Home, or from the Colony, it is safe 

to rely as a test of the quantity and quality upon one or two packages out of many? With 
regard to the stores received from England, we always take them as numbered, unless we 
waot to stow them away. I should have no hesitation in taking any number of bales of 
blankets or woollen articles as they were numbered. 
But stores received in the Colony? I should not receive a bale of goods packed in the 

Colony without counting; I never have done. 

in fact then you have not been called upon to form an opinion whether you would or 
not be satisfied with a single bale out of a number, if packed in this Colony? No; 
I have never been placed in that position. Of course we had at one time to buy a great 
number of shoes and a great quantity of clothing. The shoes came in loose and were tallied. 
Most of the things came in in that way. 
What amount of clerical labor is employed in your store department proper? I have 

one clerk, but that is very inadequate I must s'sy. 
There is I suppose a foreman of stores? Yes, and I have two laborers. 
Have you found that a foreman and two laborers are sufficient to perform the manual 

part of the work? I have found them generally sufficient; but there are times when I am 
obliged to have the nssistanco of military labor. 
Do you find the space, at present at your command, very considerably in excess of your 

requirements,—do your stores occupy the whole of those buildings? The whole. 
You have some method of judging I suppose of the quantity of stores under the charge 

of the Colonial Storekeeper? No, I have not. I know that he has a very large charge, 
and I believe they are distributed. 

P0 you feel yourself in a position to say whether—looking at them in bulk—he has as 
large a quantity of stores as you have now in the Commissariat? I should think be has, 
quite bs large. I could not answer positively, because I have no knowledge beyond this 
building. I believe there is a large quantity of stores in another building. 
And yet you say the space you have is not more than enough for your purpose? For 

my purpose it certainly is not. 

It would not admit of the setting apart of any portion of it? Not at present. 
There is a place where gunpowder is kept, and must be kept,—now what would you say 

as to the desirability of lodging the firethms and police clothing in a central department 
under the superintendence of the Inspector General of Police ;—would they be as likely to 
be secure .thero as they are here? That would depend entirely upon the accommodation you 
had for it. 

Supposing a place were built for arms and clothing—that you had proper accommo-
dation—as regards the fitness of the custody and security of the things,—what would you 
think of such an arrangement? It would be an arrangement quite at variance with the 
rules of our service. 
You have one depot? We have one depOt. 

And all arms and branches of the service derive their supplies from that point? All 
pass through me. Even the clothing of the regiment now passes through my hands. It is 
sent to me. 

Have you much difficulty in despatehing your stores either by dray to inland towns or 
by ship to places more remote F No, when I want conveyance I apply to the Commissariat. 
They find me conveyance both by laud and water. 
And that is done I suppose by tender? No; they have their own carts, and if they 

require extra conveyance they hire at town rates. 
When stores are sent by drays or by vessels, as the case may be, how do you asoertain 

that the goods have safely arrived at their destination ? If they are sent by water there is 
generally a bill of lading sent, and of course the officer to whom the stores are sent would 
certify upon that bill of lading whether they were delivered or not. 
That is in regard to stores conveyed by water. Now as to stores conveyed by drays,—I 

suppose you get way-bill or something of that kind? Mine is simply town conveyance; 
therefore there is no occasion for anything of the sort, It is done generally by people 
employed by the Commissariat—their own laborers. 

51 
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P. Wilkinson1  51. Then as to the receipts of goods and also as to the issues,-do you personally superintend 
sq. the opening of cases and the repacking, when you issue them? No. 

52. Who superintends that? The foreman. 
5 June1  1860. 53. But still you hold yourself responsible ? I hold myself responsible, but it would be 

utterly impossible that an officer at the head of the department could do it. I never knew 
it done. 
54. You do not personally superintend those matters, but you hold yourself responsible ? 
Not to the extent of seeing things packed and so forth. I give the orders and very frequootly 
see that the things are there, but I do not see them packed. You must depend upon the 
people about you for something. 

Ict 55. But when you issue you do ascertain that the quantities to be issued are on the spot ? 
Yes. 
And you also ascertain that the quantities which come to you on tenders or otherwise, 

are actually received? Yes. 
You make yourself personally cognizant of the fact? I satisfy myself that it is the case. 
Have you any money payments to make at your department? Yes, we have a few, but 

they are very trifling. By a recent regulation the payment of my establishment is in the 
hands of the Commissariat. There is a general paymaster; but I do make payments on 
account of the Colony. 
Do you pay by cheque or in cash? By cheque in most cases-in almost every case. 
Do you ascertain that the parties to whom payments are made are really and truly the 

parties entitled to receive the payments,-have you some knowledge of them? Yes, I am 
always satisfied that they are the parties. 
Do you make them come to you or do you send payment to them? I very frequently 

take the money to them, but the general rule is, that they come to the office. I do it for 
the sake of convenience, because sometimes small sums are allowed to run on for a long time; 
people do not trouble themselves about them. 
In those cases where you send the money you know who the parties are, their places of 

business, and all about them? Yes. 
How is the actual payment then made witnessed? The bulk of the payments are 

witnessed by the barrack sergeant. 
But suppose you send payment-when the parties call upon you there would be no 

difficulty-whoever paid the money I suppose would witness? It very rarely occurs that I 
do send money in that way, but I have occasionally sent money by the messenger, and then 
be witnesses the payment. 
Do you cross your cheques when you send them in that way by a messenger, or do you 

take any pains in reference to that matter? I do not recollect that I ever gave the mes-
senger a cheque to take. The sums sent have generally been so small that I have paid them 
in cash. 
Mere petty amounts? Petty amounts. 
Then the rule is, in reference to sums of any consequence, that the parties should call on 

you for payment? Should come to the office, as a general rule; but you must deviate some-
times, on account of the difficulty of getting people to come for small sums. 
Supposing that your department called for tenders for any particular supplies, would it 

receive, or in any way recognise a tender from a person who was wholly unknown? Why 
in a case of that sort they would apply for his sureties. It is very possible that people may 
tender wbom I have never seen before, and of whose character I know nothing. 
But still in such a case you would apply for the sureties of those parties? Yes, in cases 

where sureties were taken.It would depend very much upon that. 
The sureties, of course, must be known? Yes, they must be known. 
Is it an invariable rule to take sureties for goods supplied in that way, or is it only an 

occasional rule governed by the amount of supplies? I am not aware that in my department 
sureties have been taken for goods supplied in that way. What I allude to are standing 
contracts, and not simple tenders ;-time contracts. 
By Mr. Bucl,anan: I think you have known this department for a great many years? 

I have. 
Probably you will state, as near as you can, the number of years you have known this 

department? I think I may take it up from the year 1838. Mr. Rogers- 
You recollect Mr. Rogers being in charge of this department? I do. 
He filled the office of Ordnance Storekeeper also? He did. 

70. Do you recollect anything of the circumstances that led to his resignation of the 
appointment of Colonial Storekeeper? Why, my impression is that it was owing to some 
parliamentary affair-some Council affair. 
Are you aware what at that day was the strength of the staff of the department? No, 

I could not say whether it was three or four. 
If I give you the names you will probably recollect them: I was chief clerk of th 

department, )lr. Sharp was also a clerk, Mr. Taylor was a clerk, and there was also Mr. 

M'Kenny? Yes. 
Do you recollect that that was in 1844-the period of Mr. Rogers' resignation? Yes. 
Do you recollect the establishment being then reduced to one clerk? 16 nut recollect it. 
Are you aware whether at that day, and with that establishment, it was the practice of 

this department to keep a store ledger ? I am not aware that it was a practice. 
Have you any impression whether it was so or not ? No, I have no impression that it 

was. I do not remember. I could not say whether Mr. Rogers introduced such a thing or 
not. I had no connection with it. 
3 The keeping of a store account in the Ordnance Service, or the War Department, as it 

may 
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may now be termed, extends not only to the store branch, but to every other service that P. Wilkinson, 
receives or draws stores from the public? The store ledger? 

Earj. 

They keep a store account? Yes. 
('-a' 

For instance, every regiment, every ship of war, every individual who draws stores from 5 June, 1860. 

the War Department, is required to account to the store department for those goods,—is that 
the ease F Yes ; I can speak particularly as to the navy and artillery. The gunner is 
obliged to pass his accounts annually with the Home department. 
So that the system is one of general application there, and does not apply merely to the 

store department? No. 
ST. Is there not an office in London instituted specially for the checking of accounts? I do 
not know how it is now; but there was, under the late system, a store examiner's branch. 
There was a store accountant and a store examiner, and 1 imagine the same system exists 
now, because there is a branch called the store department. 
88. And under that system every officer receiving stores had to account in detail for every 
item F Yes. 
89, So that in fact the Government never lost sight of their goods into whose hands soever 
they might pass? No, I should say not generally. I allude particularly to those branches. 
They do not lose sight of it in any ease? No. 
Do you consider that such a system can be worked either easily or cheaply in this 

colony? No, I think it would be a very difficult matter to work it here. 
By the Chairnaan: Difficult in so far as it is difficult to induce any person to undertake 

labor to which he has not been accustomed? Yes. 
But in its own nature do you see anything difficult in it? You must have a head. 

department. 
No doubt that is really necessary? And then every branch would necessarily be in 

correspondence with that department. 
But suppose there existed an account department—a check department, independently 

of the principal store department,—all accounts of stores would come for audit into this 
account branch, to which all the departments and services would be required to make their 
returns. This branch being possessed of the quantities that come out of the main depot1  

would see that the quantities given by the different departments were so far correct. The 
department would also have an account of their issues and remains, and the means of check 
would thus be in its own hands. Now if these stores were distributed over the entire service, 
do you think it would fall heavily on any part to render to this check department an account 
of receipts, issues, and remains during the twelve months? It would be rather a difficult 
thing to arrange, I think. 
By Mr. Buc)Iana,i: Do you conceive that one or two clerks would be sufficient for such 

a system? I do not think they would. 
Do you think half-a-dozen would be sufficient? It would be a very serious matter. 
This [boole produced] is a register of the various demands which were made upon this 

department durin the course of 1859—the mete list as they were received from time to 
time ? Of requisitions 
Of requisitions-1I79 in the course of the year. Do you from your experience (which 

is extensive) in keeping store accounts, think it would be a trifling matter to keep a store 
account in which the whole issue is embodied? I recollect that at Portsmouth it was the 
duty of two clerks solely to keep the store ledger, and, looking at the number of requisitions 
in that book, I should certainly say that there were not more at Portsmouth than here. 

By the Chairman: And did the stores which would be carried to account in such a 
book as that at Portsmouth range over as great a variety as the stores of which the Colonial 
Storekeeper here has charge? With the exception of clothing. 

There was no clothing? At that time there was no clothing in the charge of the 
Ordnance Storekeeper, but the other stores were very extensive; they wore all warlike stores. 
That was not the head statioo, but merely a branch for Portsmouth and the adjoining 
counties, where there were no Ordnance stations, but principally for navy and army purposes. 
They have corresponding establishments at all the large ports in England—Plymouth, for 
instance, and Chatham; Woolwich is an enormous principal department. 

Then the amount of stores, judging from the requisitions you see before you, dealt with 
at Portsmouth, would nut be greater, though it might be as great? I cannot judge by look-
ing at the number. As to the quantities of articles I can give no opinion, but the work, if 
vouchers are made for these, must be very heavy. It would be according to our system, 
because they are made in triplicate. 

Are there any particular periods of the year to which officers are restricted in making 
their requisitions, or are they permitted to make their requisitions as they feel their wants, 
at any period of the year? When the Convict Department was under the Ordnance Depart-
ment, they were made by quarterly requisitions; but now that is not adhered to, and the 
things are issued as required. The different services make their applications as they want 
the articles. For instance, a man of war could not make a quarterly requisition. As soon 
as the ships come in they send in their requisitions to replace stores. 
10.1. By Air. Buchanan: When you speak of Portsmouth, am I correct in stating that you 
are not troubled there with the receipts of stores from contractors in any shape, or but very 
rarely ? Very rarely—for more trifling things only—things which can be purchased cheaper 
on the spot than they can be sent from London. 
105. But compared with the bulk of the stores, those purchased are insignificant? They 
are very trifling; probably they would not amount to more than £50 in a year. 
1013. Then at Portsmouth, I think I am correct in saying that your great supplies were 
,derived from the main depots at Woolwich and the Tower? Yes. 

107. 
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F. Wilkinson, 107. And that they came to you generally in bulk? In bulk. 
Esq. 108. And consequently on the receipt side of your store account your entries would be small 

'Th compared with your issues on the issue side? Oh no. If you mean that we post the 
I Jtnc 1860. receipts in bulk, that is not the case. We posted in detail. 

But although you posted in detail, that detiI was compressed, inasmuch as you had not 
many receipts of that sort compared with your issues. No. 

But in a department like this, where we are deriving stores from all sources, do you 
consider there is any analogy between the two? No, I do not think there is. 1 can see 
clearly the difficulty. 

We must have surveys upon the stores and vouchers for them, and they arrive from so 
many people; that of itself increases the vouchers and the work 7 Yes. 

By the U/ta irman: in the event of the opening of any portion of the stores that would 
come in bulk at Portsmouth, I suppose the bulk portion of the book would get credit for the 
packages opened, and you would debit yourself with the amount in detail as found in 
the package? We debit ourselves with the articles as detailed in the bill of lading. We 
take no account of the bales. It is considered with regard to stores received from England 
that yan may take the account as correct instead of opening the packages. Therefore, if I 
have one hundred bales of blankets, of fifty in a bale, I debit myself with the total number 
of blankets. 

And do not put down the bales at all? Do not open the bales until they are wanted. 
If, on opening the bale, I find a deficiency, it is always allowed upon reporting that such a 
bale was deficient so much; but an error of that kind is of vtiry rare oceurreuce. 

By Mr. Buchanau : Under the Ordnance system the value of stores is a matter with 
which the out-stations do not deal at all, I understand? No. 

They are not required to furnish accounts of that character? No. 
If, in addition to keeping a store ledger—involving the issues of this service, and 

involving receipts both from England and the Colony from numerous individuals—this 
department should also be required to keep an account of the values,—do you think it possible 
that that can be done with the present assistance of the department—that assistance being 
four clerks only ? No, I think not. 

When the Ordnance Department in this Colony was at its maximum, what was the 
assistance then allowed 7 A storekeeper, a deputy storekeeper, and five clerks. 

And could you, during any single year in which the whole of that number of officers 
were employed, furnish this Board with a statement of the number of requisitions received 
during any twelve months ?—would, it be possible to do it ? I dare say I could do it, but it 
would be very much within the space of that I ant quite certain, because a majority of the 
requisitions at that time were quarterly. 

in this ease the bulk of them are yearly 7 Yes. 
By the Chairman : You had to deal with the entire convict establishments of the 

Colony ? We had at that time. 
Mr. Buchanan With which I have now to deal, for they were transferred to the 

Colony. 
By the Cha&men: Had you to deal with the convict establishments in Van Diemen's 

Land at the same time 7 No. 
Only those in this Colony? Only those in this Colony. 
And did your dealings with the military extend to other Colonies, or was it confined to 

the military of this Colony ? Merely to this Colony, then including Melbourne and 
Queensland. 

To this Colony as it then stood ? To this Colony as it then stood. We had three 
regiments ; their head quarters were at Sydney, Parramatta, and Windsor. 

1 suppose your memory will not serve you to state at this moment the number of con-
victs still chargeable upon the Commissariat 7 No. 

William Colburn Mayne, Esq., called in and examined:— 

W. 0. Mayne 1. By the Chairman: You are Auditor General 7 Yes. 
Esq. 2. The Board desire some information as to the system of auditing accounts from the Colonial 

Storekeeper's Department. It would seem that all goods supplied for the public service to 

5 June, 1860. the Colonial Stores are paid for now by the Colonial Storekeeper's Department ? Latterly 
they have been reverting to the old system. 
Then that is a reversion to a system which formerly subsisted 7 Yes; what I mean is 

that there was a system by which the departments themselves paid the value of the stores 
issued to them. These amounts were recovered from them by the Colonial Storekeeper's 
Department. they had, in fact, their own store votes to expend, but that has been altered. 
Calling- uponthe Colonial Storekeeper to pay the tradesmen is a practice wholly new, is 

it not 7 Directly it is. Previous to my having anything to do with the Audit Department 
payments were made through the Audit Office on the Treasury. 
Now, when is the Colonial Storekeeper called upon to make returns of his disbursements 

for the public service 7 He furnishes monthly to the Audit Office a statement of his drafts 
against the bank credit established in his favor. 
And what vouchers does he send you in support of those statements? He sends us bills 

of the goods purchased from the parties, and states the department for which they are 
purchaseS—vouchers in the ordinary shape. 

7. 
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That would seem almost to shew that goods were supplied by tradesmen only as they were W. a Msync, 
actually required by departments ? That I am not in a position to say. Esa. 

The Colonial Storekeeper then furnishes bills of account from the tradesmen supplying 
stores for the public service ? Yes; vouchers in support of his drafts. 5 June, 1860. 
Have you any means of knowing the fact of the existence or non-existence of the tradesman 

whose name is upon the head of a i11 or account ? Many of the tradesmen we know, of 
course; but there may be cases of parties supplying of whom we know nothing whatever. 
That you /e'u'ss is a matter of accident and not of necessity ? Not of necessity. 
Have you anything to d0 with calling for tenders, Captain Mayne F Nothing whatever. 
Your duty is confined simply to the aufliting of accounts F Yes, after disbursement. 
Suppose the case of a fictitious tenderer, fictitious goods, and fictitious accounts—and 

looking to the circumstance that the knowledge of the identity of the person whose name is 
at the bill head is a matter of accident and not of necessity in your department—what chance 
have you of detection F At present we have no means of detecting it, because we have not 
the receipt for the goods stated to be furnished to the department. If we had this we should 
know that the goods wore not fictitious, and that the department had received what it was 
stated had been procured for them. 
In the absence of all store books skewing the receipts, issues, and remains, how can you 

tell at any moment whether goods are actually required for the public service or not? I 
cannot possibly tell that. It forms no part of our duty. 
You deal simply with the figures as they come before you F Simply with accounts after 

disbursement. 

And your duty begins and ends with the attestation that two and two make four—the 
verifying of that? The verifying that the amount stated to be expended is supported by 
the ordinary, usual, and proper vouchers. That those vouchers might be fictitious or forged 
there is no doubt; in the same way as a cheque presented to a hank may be forged. 
And you have no means of ascertaining that? We have no means of detecting whether 

those vouchers are forged vouchers or not. 
The departments themselves make no return whatever of the stores? Not to us. Under 

the system to which I alluded, when the departments paid to the Colonial Storekeeper's 
department for all stores furnished to them, there was a cheek, because of course they would 
only pay for that which they had received. 
Have you any knowledge of the system of advertising for tenders, and of the receipt, 

inspection, and scheduling of tenders? I have a knowledge of it, but not officially. It 
forms no part of my official duties. 
Not now, in any way? No. The only tenders in which I am officially concerned are 

those received for the conveyance of Post Office Mails. I form one of the Board who open, 
examine, and consider those tenders. 
Would the Board consider itself warranted in entertaining a tender for such a service, 

for instance, from any person who was not known F Certainly, if the necessary securities 
were forthcoming. 
If the necessary securities were forthcoming? Yes. As regards Post Office tenderers, 

I may state the fact, that I myself hardly ever do know anything about the people. The 
Postmaster General, too, has frequently known nothing whatever of the persons tendering. 
But in every instance you have security? We have always attached to the tenders the 

signatures of parties stating that they are willing to become sureties. 
And these sureties must, at all events, be known to the Postmaster? Certainly not. 

I do not imagine that they are in the least degree known to him. I can vouch for it 
myself. 

Would the Postmaster General, or yourself, or any public officer concerned, accept 
bonds from parties of whom they knew nothing? The person that takes the bonds has to 
look to the benáfides of the transaction—the Board cannot. These sureties are taken all 
over the country. Some are taken in Sydney, by the Crown Solicitor. 11e assures himself 
that they are proper parties. In the country, I think they are taken before the Bcnches of 
Magistrates. 
Still the duty devolves upon some one in the public service, of ascertaining that the 

persons who offer themselves as bondsmen are good and true men, and worth the money? 
No doubt, the responsibility rests on some one; for instance, as I say, I believe it rests on 
the Benches of Magistrates, in the country districts. 

S0 that it does not matter how the duty may be distributcd,—there is an ultimate 
ascertaining of the fact that the party will really perform the duty or pay the penalty? I 
presume so. The duty is properly performed by those who take seenrity; and payments 
are withheld from contractors until those sureties are completed. 

Have you any discretion in questioning the Colonial Storekeeper's accounts for the 
public service—For instance,—he sends to you certain accounts amounting to £30,000, 
for stores required for the public service. Upon the face of the accounts the stores have 
been received, and all the formula required by the public occount office is observed. Have 
you any functions beyond simply checking the accounts? Can you cheek them as to whether 
the goods were received and for what purpose? If I had any reason to doubt the integrity 
of the officer making the statement, I of course could refer to the Government, and request 
that a board of survey might be instituted to ascertain the fact. 
That I fancy would be the duty of any public officer who happened to know of another 

that a certain public account submitted by him was not genuine ;—that does not pertain 
solely to any office? I think it may be looked upon as pertaining to the Audit Office—as 
being in connection with the duty of audit—more strongly than to any other. 
But if you have reason to suspect (of course I am not supposing that there is any reason 

for 
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W. C, Maync, for it), there is no function to question these accounts in any way? Not unless, as I say, 
sq. there is reason to feel dissatisfied with the usual formal and regular voucher supplied. 

31. You would question them for informality of voucher, and that is all? No doubt. 
5 June, 1860. 32. Or inaccuracy of calculation? Yes. 

But you do not question them as to the necessity of the supplies? No, certainly not. 

That does not pertain to me at all. 
Is there any more efficient system of checks than at present subsists which suggests 

itself to you? I think, decidedly, that we ought to have the receipt of the department, or 
individuals who receive the goods from the Colonial Storekeeper, to vouch for the fact of 
their having reached their destination. That is a link which is most essential, but which 

we have not, 
Is there any other cheek absent from the present system which you think would be 

serviceable were it applied? I suppose you are aware of the recommendations of the 
Committee of the old Council. They recommended a regular system of stock-taking, and 

the keeping account of stock. 
Yes, we have gone into that subject somewhat? That being carefully and fully kept 

up, and with a more regular furnishing to us of statements of issues, supported as 1 say by 
the receipts of the parties to whom the goods are delivered ; and also, a more regular 
furnishing us with the actual tenders themselves where the goods are supplied under tender. 
I thought as a matter of course that it would form part of your record to have the 

tenders? We have repeatedly to call for them, but they have not beeu as regularly and 

promptly supplied as I could have wished. 
The tender would certify to you the accuracy or otherwise of the prices charged? 

Those are things we do call for, but they have not been as promptly and regularly furnished 

to us as is desirable. 
A prompt compliance with this, however, seems absolutely necessary to the auditing of 

accounts? It would be one additional facility to a proper and sufficient audit. 
The account we speak of here is one shewing receipts, issues, and remains; and these 

remains to be tested once a year by actual stock-taking. But it would seem that at some 
period or other the Colonial Storekeeper was required to keep not only these things in 
detail, but also a sort of head of values; for instance, if there were three descriptions of 
blankets there would be three columns of value instead of one ? It would require 

accounts in very great detail. 
What advantage, proportionate to the increased expense, do you propose to result from 

any such system as that? But if I recollect the recommendation it was that they should be 
at fixed rates, which I imagine was intended to approach to something like an average. It 
was not intended that the actual cost of each description of foolscap paper, for instance, 
should be shewn. There might be so many reams at 10d., so many at llfd., and so many 
at Is. per lb. ; but I understood, if I remember rightly, that the meaning and intention of 
the recommendation was that there should be a fixed rate assumed. 
Suppose we were to divest this account book of receipts, issues, and remains of stores of 

all consideration as to price, and have a separate book for prices in which the items would be 
set down alphabetically, the great labor of that would be getting out the first book. It 
might be printed in alphabetical order. There might be subdivisions of stores (provisions 
you have none, I think) and clothing, and these again might be subdivided. Each of these 
subdivisions would have in detail all the articles on the left, and thea there would be a 
number of columns with the prices on the right, at the end of which you might have one 
large column to give an average of all these, if you desired an average, to take stock or for 
any other ordinary purpose If you wanted to be more particular in detail, you would 
only have to turn up your price book to get the exact price without encumbering the 
store book. But do you think there would be any advantage to the public service proportionate 
to the expense of keeping such a book as that; because I Fee that that is the only way in 
which prices can be dealt with here? I do not think, in'matters of account, that you can pay 
too dearly for strict accuracy, and I believe the system you indicate is in some degree, only with 
a total division of departments, that pursued in England, where I believe the store depart-
ment has nothing to do with values or prices. They deal with them simply as material; 
but there is another department which deals with prices and with distribution. I speak 
with diffidence, because I do not know the system sufficiently well to speak with confidence 

in reference to the matter. 
It is necessary that there should be some knowledge of, and accounting for, prices in the 

Colonial Storekeeper's department in order to know the different prices of goods supplied to 
different departments? It is absolutely necessary. 
It could not be supplied by any other department? No. 
So that there must be some account of the values here? I cannot conceive how it could 

be dispensed with, and particularly so long as you have the votes taken in detail for 

departments. 
Certainly an average price would not come up to your requirement of perfect accuracy? 

It would not come up to it for strict and perfect accuracy, no doubt. 
Because some of the departments would be supplied with articles of the first quality at a 

price chargeable only on articles of the worst quality? Yes, and beside that the prices 

must vary with the varying market. 
Then, in fact, to come to a perfectly accurate state of accounts in regard to the stores 

issued for different departments an average will not do; you must have some book such as 
I have described—a price book? No doubt, if you want strict accuracy. 
Thea again, do you think there is sufficient advantage to be derived to the public service 

from the keeping of this price book to warrant the expense which would have to be incurred? 
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I doubt that. I think the system of taking fixed rates—that is, rates fixed from day to day W. 0. Mayi,e, 
as closely and accurately as circumstances will admit—will meet all the absolute and needful Esq. 
requirements of the service. 

The Storekeeper keeps a record of all the invoices of goods he gets. Now, with 4  5 Juno, 1860. 
proper store book, proper marks, and the goods properly stowed away according to descriptions  
the proper officer would have no difficulty when a number of stores are packed away in 
Ntating the cost upon each, knowing whence the goods were supplied ; so that without 
keeping any account whatever, except the mere filing of the invoices, he might obtain the 
desired result? I should suppose all the goods are entere I in a receipt book. 
Yes? Would it not be the simplest way in that book to add the fixed values which you 

placed upon the goods. 

The fixed value takes you back again to the average value? I knew it does. 
And that, whilst it gives the semblance of accuracy is, in fact, when investigated, 

thoroughly inaccurate in every part? Then I think you have no choice between that and 
the elaborate system. 

Do you know if it is expected by the Government that the Colonial Storekeeper shall 
so far anticipate the wants of the service, by supplies from England, as to render it unnecessary 
that large quantities of goods should be obtained in the Colony? I should consider it to be 
the duty of the Colonial Storekeeper so far to exercise foresight as to provide in whatever 
way is best for the public service, whether the goods are obtained from England or in the 
Colony. If they are to be procured more advantogcoosly from England, I think it is his 
duty to exercise the necessary foresight, and to procure the supplies in sufficient time to meet 
the demand. 
From your official posithm you must be thorougl.ly  aequainterl with a!l the dpartments 

in the country; —are their requirements of so changing a nture that this forcsi1ht may not 
be exercised to a very large extent in regard to the service? I should think it might be 
exercised to a very large extent, but there are unquestionably sudden calls for which no fore-
sight could provide. 

But new departments are not frequently established, and when they are, they do not 
often require supplies to any great extent at the outset? I cnnsider not ; but such a circutn- 
stance as a gold discovery, or a large gild development, would defy all foresight. I do nut 
think there would be much difficulty as to the ordinary extension of departinints. 
You think then that the experience in the requirements of the service as regards stores 

obtained from England, ought by tbs time  to enable the proper officer toarticipate the wants 
if dpirtmeuts to a very large exteit ? I should think so. 
Suppising the proper officer did anticipate those wants to a very large extent, do 

you think there would be much saving—bearing in mind that those goods wLch are brought 
out from llome,in anticipation of the wants of the Colony, are promptly paid for, and that 
therefore we lose the interest on the entire amount during the period they remain in store—
do you think, notwithatanding this circuiu..taoce, that it would be advantageous to the 
Colony to import long beforehand? The impression on my mind is, that goods can be 
procured more cheaply from Home than they generally can be obtained here, taking all th,,e 
eireumtanees into account. 

And of better quality, perhaps? I should think so. Police clothing, and articles of 
that kind, with v.hieh I have had particularly to do, I have no doubt can be obtained from 
Englnd of better quality, and at a considerably cheaper rate. 
lit). Do you see any great objection to the transfer of the arms and police clothing to the 
charge of the central department of Police—under the control of the Inspector General—
of course some preparation would be neccsary F It would involve the neeesity of a store- 
keeping branch at the Police Deptrtmeut ; you would require a store and a storekeeper for it. 
Have not the Police already charge of a number of stand of arnie that they do not use 

every day? I imagine not. They bad no large quantity when I had charge of the Police, 
and there was no place available as a store for police clothing, arms, ammunition, and all 
such matters. 
The ammunition would be kept elsewhere? Of course. 
It must be—so that we will confine ourselves to small arms? There was no place 

available for either arms or clothing at the time the Police were under my charge. 
1 am aware that there is no place just now, but if in the future that were to be the 

system, of course accommodation would be provided. Do you see anything objectionable in 
the principle? No, I do not. 

Do you not think that where the Police are congregated in large numbers there is a 
better protection for the arms and clothing than here F But that is assuming that the 
Police are congregated in large numbers, which unfortunately is not the case. 
I am speaking of the central establishment? If there were a Police Barrack I quite 

admit that it would be a safer and a better plan. 
And then in regard to the prison clothing; there is, I believe, but one penal establish-

ment—Cockatoo Island. For the security of the prisoners there must always be  a guard of 
soldiery or constabulary, and that guard, without the addition of a man, could, I suppose, 
protect all the prison clothing? They could protect it certainly, but some assistance would 
be necessary for the receipt and distribution of stores. 
And they could be distributed to all the gaols and penal places from this F The 

transport to the gaols would be the only difficulty in connection with that—the making 
of proper arrangements for the transport. 
But an arrangement might be made? Doubtless it might—a similar arrangement to 

that which the Colonial Storekeeper has been in the habit of making. 
In transferring these various stores to central positions, where you would have the 

4—K advantages 
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W. C. Mayne, advantages which I am supposing that centralization would afford—do you not think that 
sq. each section might supply itself with the particular stores in its charge from Home, as 

cheaply as the service supplies itself under the present system 7 I see nothing to prevent 

o June, 1800.  it by proper arrangement. I do not see that any additional cost would be involved in so 
doing, The cost of freight and insurance would arise whether goods were obtained through 

one department or another. 
But setting aside the expenditure which may be incurred for freight and insurance and 

store room—would the expense of receiving and issuing these goods exceed the expense 
incurred at the present time for the-entire Storekeeper's Department? I should think not. 
As regards the police especially, I think i-here might be a very economical system carried on, 
because the men and non-commissioned officers of the police would be the persons entrusted 
with the charge of the receipts and issues, and their services could be obtained at a lower 
rate than they could exclnsive of the police service. 
Supposing a distribution of that kind were to take place, what about the public account-

ing for them does it occur to you that it would rather facilitate the accounting than increase 
the difficulty 7 I think it would rather facilitate the accounting. 
Looking at it in that aspect—the necessity of accounting for public property—you see 

no objection to it ? No. 
But on the contrary, you think it might facilitate the accounting? As regards such 

stores as those you have alluded to I think so; and I think you may also add to them the 
stationery—that is, a great mass of the stationery; for instance, that consumed by the 

printing establishment. 
1 did not enumerate that, although it was part of the system. There might be a central 

depot for stationery at the Government Printing Office? Yes. The only difficulty I 
contemplate regarding it, is in reference to the distribution of stationery to the country 

districts. 
Those men are all conversaut with the different descriptions of stationery. They would 

stow them away in different compartments, and when requisitions Caine in from different 
Darts of the Colony they might hand them to the storeman? \\th

at  I meant was the 

difficulty of transport—of actual conveyance. 
Then the custody of stores being distributed in this way, the accounting would be easier 

and the cheeks would be greater? I consider so. 
And the expense you consider would be greater ? No, I consider that it would not be 

greater. 
Is there any other improvement that you could suggest in regard to the system of 

accounting for these public stores? All those obtained from home I think should be paid 
for by the bank or by the agent of the Government at Home. A paid agent of the Govern-
ment resident in London would in my opinion be more advantageous to the public than a 
mercantile agent. I think that all the stores procured from Home should be procured as 
much as possible under contract, and tenders should be called for by public notice. The 
payments should be made by the bank agency at Home or" n the production of the invoices and 

bills of lading. I may point out that by allowing departments to supply themselves you 
would lose one check—a loose system of purchasing on the spot might arise. 
No doubt, unless it were checked by regulation? There must be a very close cheek 

kept, or a louse and expensive system might arise. 
It would be possible I think to construct a form of requisition which should shcw the 

receipts issues, and remains, and at the fo0t of that, again, the quantities required, so that 
every time a department requisitioned, it would in point of fact cheek itself? But the 
requisition ought to go before a Mir,ister, for his approval. 
S. You perceive the bearing of what I said—that the receipts, issues, and remains being 
shewn on the requisition itself, and then, below, the quantities (under the proper columns) 
required for the next quarter being also shown—that would be a check in itself? Yes, but 
all such checks require to be carefully locked at; I mercly throw out that as one of the 
things which has struck me whenever the point has been mooted. 
83. How are the payments made at present for stores obtained from England? They were 

made by the mercantile agent. 
84, They are not made by the Colonial Storekeeper here? No. 
They were made on the spot at Home? By the agent, out of advances made to him 

from the Treasury; and these advances used to be adjusted in the Treasury by the Colonial 

Storekeeper, when he recovered from the departments. 
So that the Colonial Storekeeper makes payment only for stores supplied in the Colony? 

I imagine that such is the ease. 
Well then, when the Colonial Storekeeper states a particular sum as his payments in the 

year, that will not shew the whole payments for stores, because of the payments made at 
Home? That depends upon whether the accounts are finally adjusted. If at the time the 
statement were made, be had recovered from the different departments and paid those 
amounts into the Treasury, it would represent the whole of the payments; or, if as under 
the existing system where I believe he disburses the whole, or at least the greater part of the 
store votes, ho pays back to the Treasury out of the store votes what has been expended by 
the agent at Home, of course it shews the whole of the payments. 

AT,. Buchanam: As far as regards the stores at Home, I have nothing at all to do 

with them. 
The Chainman: And they are not represented in the store vote. 

Mr. Bucha,,-an: That matter is entirely in the hands of the Treasury. I do not 
know how the reinitta,ices are made, or out of what fund they are made; it may come out 
of the store vote or any other fund, but I really do not know. 

The 
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The Chairman : But when these goods come here, and are opened, and issued, you IV. C. Mayne, 
then charge the departments with them? Esq. 

Mr. Buchanan: Yes; and then when Captain Mayne said I used to recover payment  
from them, that payment would he a receipt of money. 6 June, 1660. 

The Chairman: It would appear first as a receipt, and as a disbursement afterwards? 
Me.. Buchanan: Yes, but not as a disbursement made by me. 
The Chairman: In regard to the stores obtained from home, I suppose the Store-

keeper is supplied with the invoices, so that he can give the prices of the goods supplied to 
the different departments. He would of course have to make some calculations, and add 
freight and insurance, and other matters of that kind; whether there is such a thing or not, 
I do not know? 

2ff'. Buchanan : There is both. 
88. By the Chairman: Is there any other suggestions you would like to make, Captain 
Mayne, as regards the check, and audit of accounts? I think not, beyond what I have 
already stated to you. 

flenry Drax Bloxhain, Esq., examined 

By the Chairman: The Board have been to the Australian Joint Stock Bank, and I, as II,D.Bloxham 
Chairman, exhibited these cross cheques to the Manager there, and he himself stated, and Esq. 
that statement was corroborated by the gentleman who paid the cheques, that these several  
cheques, which are crossed, were presented to the Bank for payment by the London 5 June, 1660. 
Chartered Bank; and it occurs to the Board, that when thee cheques were put into the 
Bank for collection, they must have been passed to the credit of some account, and the 
Board will therefore feel obliged if you will favor them with the particulars of each cheque, 
and to what account it was credited? Is this likely to become the subject of a legaL 
investigation 

lYe]], as far as our knowledge goes, I should say not? I ask this question because, if it 
were carried into Court, I should prefer the clerk to make the marks on the cheques instead 
of myself, as I mght not be spared to give evidence. 

The Chairman: As far as I can judge, I do not see any likelihood of it. 
Captain Scott: I do not see any chance of it. 
Jilt.. Bloxham: This cheque was paid into the credit of John Weston, on the 14th of 

December, 1858,—fl40 (marked iVb. 1 by the shorthand writer.) 
S. By the &'hair,jsan: Have all these cheques been through the Australian Joint Stock 
Bank ? This one (a cheque not crossed) has not passed through our Bank, it was paid in 
cash at the Australian Joint Stock Bank. 

None but the crossed cheques were paid through your Bank—all the rest were paid in cash 
over the counter? This is the Colonial Storekeeper's cheque, paid into the credit of some 
account on the 0th of October. 
To whose credit? To John Wcston's,—fl71 ils. Gd. (cheque, marked .ZV. 2).All the 

cross cheques came through us. 

Yes, all of tl]em? Here is a cross cheque, which we suppose must have been paid by the 
Bank upon which it is drawn. The proceeds might have been paid in here, but that cheque 
has not passed through our Bank; we have £31 down here, which was paid in not" and 
gold. It is possible that it was paid over the counter by the Australian Joint Stock Bank, 
but that cheque has not been passed through our Bank,—C37 (marked be. 3). This cheque 
was paid into the credit of John Weston, on the 10th of July, 1858,—fl50 (marked No. 4). 
These cheques, unorossed, were paid by the Australian Joint Stock Bank; same were paid in 
gold and notes, and one in £10 notes. This cheque was paid into the credit of John 
Weston, on the 3rd December, 1859,—fl38 Os. (marked N. 5). 

The Chairman: Thank you, that is all the information we require. 

4-4 
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UNDER SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to C0r4ONIAL STOREKEEPER. 

The Treasury, lVw South Wale,, 
9 August, 1860. 

Sm, 
Referring to my letter of the 15th May last, enclosing a copy of the Report 

of the Board appointed to inquire into the charges brought against you, viz. :-" That large 
" quantities of stores, on account of the Public Service, had, at various times, been tendered 
for and supplied by the Colonial Storekeeper and the late chief clerk, Mr. John Weston, 
" under the assumed names of 'James Staunton' and 'Staunton and Co.';" and also 
acquainting you that the Executive Council had thereon advised that "a full and searching 
"inquiry should be instituted into tbç general management of the business connected with 
the Colonial Store ;"—I am noW directed to inform you that the Report of a Board 
appointed to make this further Inquiry was laid by His Excellency the Governor General 
before the Executive Council. 

I am to forward to you a copy of this Report, and of the decision arrived at by the 
Council; and, in accordance with that decision, I am instructed to call upon you to shew 
cause why you should not be dismissed from the Public Service, by reason of the various 
dcrclietions of duty held to be proven against you by the Minute of the Treasurer indorsed 
upon it. 

A copy of the Minute is also enclosed. 
I have, &c., 

HENRY LANE, 
Under Secretary. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to AUDITOR GEcanL, LMauoaAnow AGENT, AND 
REGr5TRAB GENERAL. 

The Treasury,ffiew South Waler, 
10 August, 1860. 

GENTLEMEN, 
Referring to my letter of 31st January last, in which you were requested to 

form a Board for the purpose of investigating certain charges made against the Colonial 
Storekeeper (Mr. Buchanan), and to your Report thereon, I am directed to inform you that 
the whole of the documents relative to the Inquiry were submitted by the Governor General 
to the Executive Council. 

After deliberation, the Council advised that a further Inquiry should be instituted 
into the general management of the busineasconnected with the Colonial Store. The Report 
of the Board appointed for this purpose having been received, and the investigation being now 
considered as eloseci, I am instructed to convey to you the thanks of the Treasurer for the 
able manner in which the portion assigned to you was conducted. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to CLERK OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNcIL. 

The Treasury, ES 8outl Wales, 
13 August, 1860. 

SIR, 
In reference to my letters of the 23rd and 30th of April last, on the subject 

of the further investigation into the general management of the Department of the Colonial 
Storekeeper, and to your letter of the 17th ultimo, forwarding the Report of the Board. 
thereon, I am directed to inform you that the Report, together with the evidence taken by 
the Board, was submitted by His Excellency the Governor General to the Executive 

Council. 
The investigation being now considered as closed, the Treasurer instructs me to 

convey to yourself and colleagues his thanks for the able manner in which you have conducted 
the Inquiry. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 
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UNDER SEcrtEnsY TO THE TREASnBY to CoLoNIST, STOREKEEPER. 

The Treasury, New South flzles, 
20 August, 1860. 

SIR, 

I am directed to inform you that your letter of the 16th July last, having 
been referred for the opinion of the Chairman of the late Board of Inquiry into the general 
management of the Storekeeper's Department, has been this day returned, with his state-
ment that be considers an examination of Mr. Weston's banking account would throw no 
further light upon the transactions which formed the subject of Inquiry. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

COLONIAL STOREKEEPER to COLONIAL ThEAsuturn. 

22 August, 18130. 
Sin, 

Being now fully prepared to produce parole and documentary evidence in 
full rebuttal of some, and explanation of all the conclusions, assumptions, and inferenccs set 
forth in the Report of the late Board of Inquiry into the management of the Colonial Store, 
I beg to request that the Board may be directed to re-assemble for the purpose of receiving 
such evidence, and of hearing my counter-statement in opposition to their ea, parts Report. 
I use the words "experts" advisedly, because they are clearly descriptive of the circum-
staneesunder which the Report has been presented. When they first assembled, I received 
from them, in answer to my preliminary inquiry, the reply that they did not consider my 
position to be that of n person called on to answer or rebut a charge. This view of my 
relationship to them is further supported and confirmed by the concluding paragraph of Mr. 
Under Secretary Lane's letter to myself of the 15th May, which reads thus,—" It is obviously 
your duty to afford all the assistance in your power;" and further on it requests I" will 
facilitate the operations of the Board as much as possible." These are not calls to which 
an accused person could be expected to respond, especially as they were made after, and in 
consequence of, my direct refusal to attend the Board without snmc definition of my position, 
and some intelligence as to the result of the first Report, both points on which the dogged 
silence of the Treasnry left me no other means of getting any information. Attending 
therefore, as I did, on this second Board, not in a capacity adverse to the inquiry, but merely 
to furnish such information as they asked for, and to answer whatever quetions they put, 
I neither had nor sought the right of cross-examination, or of producing evidence. Being 
devoid of the power of divination, I could, moreover, neither anticipate nor foresee, in the 
absence of the slightest expression of opinion by the Board (two of whom were wholly 
mute), what points were likely to require elucidation. r submit, therefore, that I have an 
incontestable claim, now that the charge first brought against me is virtually abandoned, and 
to which alone I have hitherto paid any attention—and the new derelictions to search 
for and eliminate, which were the objects of the second Board's appointment, are at length 
put in shape—to be allowed the opportunity of meeting them, and that such opportunity 
should not be limited to a written reply, but should comprehend viva voce evidence as well. 

I have, &o., 

JNO. BUCHANAN. 

UNDER SECRETARY 10 TUE TREAsuRY to COLONIAL STOREKEEPER. 

The Treasury, Rv, South Wales, 

SIR, 
22 August, 1860. 

- With reference to your letter of this day's date, in which you request that 
the Board appointed in the month of April last, for the purpose of inquiring into the 
general management of the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, may be instructed to 
re-assemble for the purpose of receiving evidence, which, you state, you are now fully 
prepared to produce in refutation of the conclusions arrived at by them, as set forth in their 
Report, I am directed by the Treasurer to state, that, as you have had the fullest oppor-
tunity of knowing what was done, both by the Board in question, and by that which 
preceded it—having been exnmined by each, and present at all their meetings—it is not 
considered necessary to revive the Board, which, having reported, is virtnally defunct. 

I am, however, to inform you, that, as you have been called upon to shew cause why 
you should not be removed from the public service, any statements or documents which 
you may furnish in answer to that call, will be carefully considered before any decision is 
arrived at. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

COLONIAL 
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COLONIAL STOREKEEPER to COLONIAL TREASURER. 

Sm, 
25 August, 1860. 

I beg to re-direct your attention to my letters of the 81st May and 15th June 
last, in which I made application for my salary during the period of my suspension, and 
more particularly urged my claim for its immediate settlement, at least up to the dnte—lSth 
May—at which was conveyed to me the decision on the Report of the Board who investigated 
the charge brought against me on the 31st January last. I do not desire to recapitulate the 
arguments I made use of in those communications, but must observe, whatever their worth 
at the time, they have acquired much additional force by the long delay there has since been. 

The expectation expressed in Mr. Under Secretary Lane's letter of the 7th June, of 
the inquiry being shortly brought to a close, has not been realised; and I submit that, being 
as I am in no degree responsible for this unprecedented delay, the minutest fractional 
measure of justice demands that the question of salary should not longer either await or be 
held dependent on the decision to be yet pronounced whether I am to remain in the public 
service or otherwise. 

I hope this matter will meet your early attention, and that the determination of the 
Government, whether it be a refusal or a grant of my claim, will be conveyed to me in clear 
and unmistakable terms. 

I have, &o., 
JNO. BUCHANAN. 

COLONIAL STOREKEEPER to COLONIAL TREASURER. 

27 August, 1860. 
SIR, 

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 22nd instant, apprising 
me that it is not considered necessary to reassemble the Board of Inquiry into the general 
management of the Colonial Store, to receive, as I had requested, my refutations and expla-
nations, by oral and documentary evidence, of the conclusions set forth in their Report. 

The allegation that I have had the fullest opportunity of knowing what was done, 
both by the Board in question and by the one which preceded it, while indisputable in the 
sense of a statement of a mere fact, is incorrect, if, under the words used, the meaning is 
intended to be conveyed that I had the opportunity of defence against charges before the 
second Board, and did not avail myself of it. Reference to the records of the opening 
sittings of the Board will confirm this statement. 

The proceedings and objects of the two Boards have been so irregularly, and I must 
add, unfairly mingled, although different in kind and degree, that I feel I must briefly relate 
the circumstances conneoted with the easo if I desire it to be clearly understood. 

On the 81st January last, I was called on to answer a specific written charge, before 
a Board of Officers named by the Government. Their investigation failed to substantiate the 
charge ; the Government gave an opinion that the Report was incomplete and inconclusive. 
Whether so or not, blame could not be attached to inc. 

In April a decond Board, differently composed, took up a new and altogether distinct 
inquiry into the general management of the department. Their instructions were of the 
widest and most discursive character. 

However, knowing themselves to be engaged only in an investigation to discover 
przmáfacze grounds for future charges (which grounds, if discovered, would be embodied in 
a Report), they of course promptly replied to a olear and distinct inquiry I addressed them 
at the outset, that I was "not under accusation," and therefore not on my defence. 

Knowing now for the first time the nature of the new charges I am required to meet, 
I have sought the opportunity of bringing forward evidence on my behalf, and have asked 
for this Board as the tribunal to receive it. I complain of the refusal of this request, but I 
do not object to submit such evidence, both personal and documentary, for consideration by 
any properly constituted tribunal. On the contrary, relying on the good faith, honesty, and 
singlemindednes of the assurance given in the concluding paragraph of Mr. Under Secretary 
Lane's letter, that whatever evidence lean furnish "will be most carefully considered before 
"a decision is gic'en," and believing in the existence of no desire to stifle defence of any 
kind, I now apply for information whether it will be convenient for the Executive Council, 
and when, to receive the oral and documentary testimony I have before said I am prepared 
to produce 

I have, &c., 
JNO. BUCHANAN. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO TilE TREASURY to COLONIAL STOREKEEPER. 

The Treasury, New South TVo lee, 

Sm, 
29 August, 1860. 

I am directed by the Treasurer to acknowledge the receipt of your letters of 
the 25th and 27th instant, and to inform you that the question of payment of salary, for the 
period of your suspension from office, will be considered at the time when your ease shall be 
brought before the Executive Council for final decision. 
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I am at the same time to refer you to the letter from this Office of the tb instant, 
No. 582, conveying to you the resolution of the Executive Council, that you should be called 
upon to sLew cause why you should not be dismissed from the Public Service, and to request 
your immediate attention to the same. 

I have, &e., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

COLONIAL STOREKEEPER to COLONIAL TREASCRER. 

SIR, 
31 August, 1860. 

As the last paragraph of Mr. Under Secretary Lane's letter of the 29th instant 
leaves me in doubt whether or not the opportunity will be allowed we of rebutting, 
by parole evidence as well as written), the charges of faulty management now preferred 
against me, I beg, as a final effort to obtain such opportunity (which I have not before had), 
to 

 

at to categorically some of the reasons why I hold that this request should be conceded, 

Because the inquiry before the second Board started with the express declaration 
that I was not under accusation. The Board's Minutes will confirm this 
assertion. 

Because, having (in answer to my inquiry) been clearly apprised of the Board's 
opinion that I was not present to meet charges, I was thereby virtually denuded 
of the rights and privileges to which an accused person has ever been held, uuder 
British rule, to be entitled, viz. 

The right of knowing his accuser. 
The right of being acquainted of the charges alleged against him. 
The right of cross-examination and of producing evidence. 

8. Because the defects of system and management, responsibility for which I could 
not anticipate, and did not, until the appearance of the Board's Report, know 
would be held to attach to me, are in general such as the Government were 
fully cognizant of, and they have been either expressly or indirectly sanctioned, 
for some of the following reasons, viz. 

The slight consequence the Legislature, even up to a late date (re-acting 
upon the Executive), was inclined to put upon the department. 

The repeated refusals to grant proper assistance. 
The casting upon the same individuals duties essentially antagonistic, and 

which ought to have been discharged by separate perso!s. 
1. Because (taking the more salient points only of the Report), I am prepared to 

shcw— 

That the applying a cheek upon consumption never rested with me, and. 
was beyond my power effectually to exercise. 

That the duty lapsed through the Treasurer for the time being—Mr. 
Donaldson—refusing to allow of its discharge at the Treasury any 
longer—such refusal being unaccompanied by any instruction to me 
to assume the power thus abandoned, even were that possible. 

That the system of survey condemned by the Board is in express conformity 
with written instructions from the Government. The inference, that 
the practical working of the department has thereby been thrown in 
the hands of juniors by myself, consequently, is untenable. 

That the mode of accounting for stores by,quantity (or the Ordnance plan) 
has never been the custom either before or during any tenure of office. 
On the contrary, to account by value has been the Government order, 
framed upon considerations of which the Board have yet heard nothing. 

That the whole of the supplies for the public service have never been 
exclusively obtained from England, and that no instruction is extant 
by which I was at any time directed so to procure them; consequently, 
there has been no failure of forethought in this respect, inasmuch as 
more has been imported than there is room properly to house. 

That the alleged failure in one of the results expected to be secured by the 
establishment of a Colonial Store, viz., regularity in the delivery of 
stores, does not exist. Sir B. Bourke had in view regularity in 
delivery by contractors, not by importation. That this must be the 
ease is palpable, when I state that it was not uatil many years after 
he had left, that anything whatever was purchased out of the Colony. 

I am prepared to offer explanations on other points, but desiring to confine this letter 
within reathnablo limits, I do not urge them, in the hope that sufficient cause as herein 
shewn why I should be permitted to produce, before some tribunal, evidence, both written 
and personal, in refutation of charges that had taken no shape, and had not even been com- 
municated to me, before your Minute and the Board's Report were placed in my hands. 

I have, &c., 
JNO. BUCHANAN. 

UNDER 
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Thmn SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to CoI.oNx.a SToRExnnR. 

The Treasury, New South Wales, 
4 September, 1860. 

SIR, 
In reply to your letter of the 31st of last month, I am directed to request 

that you will comply with the instructions contained in the Minute of the Executive Council. 
The Government will then be in a position to decide upon the course proper to be taken in 
your case. 

I am also to point out, that if these instructions be not complied with without further 
delay, it will become the Treasurer's duty to submit to the Governor General and Executive 
Council whether a decision should not at once be arrived at, as it is necessary for the public 
interests that the Department should not be suffered to remain any longer in the state of 
disorganization disclosed by the recent investigations. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

CoLoNIa SToltrncEEPEa to COLONIAL TREASURER. 

15 September, 1860. 
SIR, 

The Report  of the Board of Inquiry into the Colonial Storkeeper's Depart-
ment having been printed, I beg to ask to be favored with a second copy of it. This would 
save me the trouble and delay of copying a lengthy document. My answer to it is now 
finished, and will be sent in immediately I can make a fair copy—probably not later than 
to-morrow. 

I have, &e., 
JNO. BUCHANAN. 

UNDER SECRETARY TO TUE TREASURY to CoLoma STOREKEEPER. 

The Treasury, Yew South Wales, 
17 &ptember, 1860. 

- SIR, 
In compliance with the request contained in your letter of the 15th instant 

(received this day), I am directed to enclose, herewith, a second copy of the Report of the 
Board of Inquiry into the conduct of the Colonial Storekeeper's Department. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY LANE, 

Under Secretary. 

CoLoNra STOREKEEPER to CoLorcwl TaxAsntER. 

20 September, 1860. 
SIR, 

The tenor of the oorrcspondcnee I have had the honor of holding with you since 
the receipt of your Under Secretary's letter of the 0th ultimo, (P. 0. 882) puts past doubt 
the infiexihle determination (tacit though it merely be) to prevent me submitting to the 
Executive Council, or even to any Board or tribunal whatever, the oral and documentary 
evidence I wished to bring forward in answer to your call to shew cause why I should not be 
dismissed from the Public Service. 

I shall not venture to inquire whether this determination has its origin in the false 
position in which, by your Minute of the 28th July, the Government are placed. That 
injustice has been done me I distinctly assert; and, in proof of the assertion, I refer once 
more to the facts of the case. 

Until the appearance of the Report of the Board of Inquiry into the management of 
the Colonial Store, and of your Minute, one charge only (that contained in Mr. Under 
Secretary Lane's letter of the 31st January) had been preferred against me. Both Boards 
failed to obtain evidence of any kind to support it; and the second Board plainly telling me 
my relationship to them was not that of an accused person. I confidently ask whether the 
construction is not a strained one, by which it is implied in your letter of the 22nd August, 
(941.445) that because I knew what the second Board did, therefore I must be aware what 
charges would be eliminated from the evidence adduced; even before they were warmed into 
life by the breath of the Treasury. The various derelietions brought forth in this way are 
(I quote the exact phraseology of the Minute of the Executive Council) "held to be proven 
by the Minute of the Treasurer," and this without my having had the opportunity of 
knowing, much less of answering, any of them. 

It being predetermined that the observations of the Board on defects of system are 
to be construed as proven charges; that no opportunity of meeting them shall be allowed 
except by a simple written statement—a limitation that serves, whether intentionally or not, 
to stifle full defence; and the penalty being already virtually declared, I maintain that but 
a scant measure of justice is afforded in thus confining me to ground narrowed so tin- 
generously, and unnecessarily for any public interest. - 
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I proceed now to <reply M  the Report (oral evidence, be it remembered, being 
debarred me), section by section, as ,n'ombered by the last Board. 

The opening sentences of the said Report deal with the question who wrote the 
signature "James Staunton;" and this inquiry, it is avowed, the Board took up with the 
express motive of disengaging their own proceedings from the previous investigation. On 
the question of the signature, an opinion is given directly the reverse of that of the first 
Board. The support this diversity of judgment yields to the nomplaintl made of the unjust 
imputation (unjust, because unsupported by evidence) attempted to be fastened on me, with 
the motive, as I believe, of affording excuse for the initiatory steps of this inquiry, I, of 
course, feel as satisfactory. 

Having traced the crossed cheques to Mr. Weston's account at the London Chartered 
Bank (and, what is omitted to be mentioned, to the same account the only one of the 
uncrossed, respecting which a question was asked of the Manager), the Board make a sugges-
tion of means whereby they consider I might absolve myself from the suspicion (for to that 
only does it extend) of connection with the uncrossed cheques. In matters of this nature, 
I hold that the utmost candour and plain dealing ought to be the rule; that the nursing of 
suspicions, affording no glimpse of them to the person most interested in their avowal, and 
yet afterwards bringing them to the light in the shape of inuendo in a Report, is a tortuous 
and unworthy course. 

Since the year 1843 1 have never indulged in the luxury of a banking account; 
consequently the Boards suggestion that I should furnish a statement of it is thrown away, 
and the propriety of making a voluntary offer could not of itself occur to my mind. 

Immediately I learned what was desired, I offered the only evidence possible to be 
procured, via.,—that which a thorough investigation of Mr. Weston's private account from 
its commencement, might afford. He gave permission for this examination, as I stated in 
my letter to you of the 16th August, and, coupling this oiroumstanee with the partial 
examination made without his conseat, and, therefore, surreptitiously, I feel at a loss clearly 
to understand the motive for rejecting an open straightforward offer. 

As regards the supply of paper tendered under the cognomen of " Staunton and Co.," 
and delivered cx " Walter flood," I have to state that the necessity of purchasing was 
unexpected, and arose out of two circumstances, neither of which could have been foreseen, 
and, therefore, was beyond my control. 

The unprecedented length of the last Session of Parliament, and the consequent 
increased consumption of paper for printing, was one. The other was the delay that occurred 
at the Treasury in despatohing to England my demand for paper, pending the inquiries in 
town, instituted under your directions, and the calculations made to test the advantage 
supposed to exist either in buying the supply on the spot, or of importing through merchants 
instead of through the Commorcial Agent. This knowledge I do not derive from an 
official source, for I was not even apprised of the inquiries being carried on, and much less 
took part in them. They are spoken of by Mr. M'Nab in his evidence before the first Board. 
Their effect was, that the supply of paper which failed in January would, with a less 
consumption, have lasted till March, in which month the Government's own stock for the 
year arrived from England; or, by the earlier transmission of the demand Home, the 
supply would have come out sooner. Under either of these events, purchases would not 
have been necessary; and the "appearance of contrivance," which the transaction is 
considered to wear, would have been useless. Inasmuch, however, as, since January last, 
it has been found impossible to satisfy, either in Sydney or Melbourne, the private demand 
for this particular kind of paper, Mr. Weston's importation may, despite the opinion of a 
Board not accustomed to weigh the reasons that govern trading transactions, have been a 
legitimate speculation, devoid of any eye to the public wants. Be that as it may—being 
the second in position in the departnientr-his opportunity of knowing what those wants were 
was not so meagre as to need assistance of mine. 

On this section I have little to observe, except to add that, small as the store 
accommodation was in 1837, its extent has since been curtai]ed, and is less at this moment 
than at. any time previous, notwithstanding the enormously increased necessities of the 
service. No blame can be attached to me for omitting to represent this state of things. 
The notice of every Government was drawn to it without effect. Once, indeed, I did sneceed 
in getting a vote for new storehouses; but when the proposal of spending the money was 
mooted, the intention was frustrated by the revival of an old suggestion to obtain the 
Commissariat premises in Lower George.street, and the vote lapsed. 

It is now eleven years since the propriety of appropriating these buildings to meet 
the even then urgent want of a proper and commodious store was first discussed. The 
question has been the subject of reports and letters innnmerable, from Boards, Heads of 
Departments, and Officers of all Servicea,—Military, Naval, Ordnance, Commissnriat, and 
Colonial. Settlement is as far in the distance now as ever, for there has always been a 
disinclination to deal boldly with it. Mr. Donaldson's ardour in the cause, burning as it 
appeared when in opposition, was effectually quenched by a glimpse of the difficulties 
surrounding it. Mr. Campbell gave a look at the pile of papers in which the matter is 
embedded, and thought it best not to disentomb it. Nothing was done then or since. 

S. I find myself under some difficulty in furnishing any answer to the observations 
in this section. I am not conscious of having expressed myself in any part of my evidence 
as feeling dissatisfaction from the period of my appointment in 1845. The dissatisfaction I 
gave vent to was at the gross and nnwarrantable treatment with which this inquiry was 
initiated, and for a time was conducted. When I took charge, on the 1st January, 1845, 
all the assistance that could be given me was one clerk, instead of the fou" which both my 
predecessors had been allowed. Its inadequacy was so great that, to enable me barely to 

keep 
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keep open the doors of the department, I had to preente additional assistance, without 
expense to the Government. A second clerk was at length paid for by the public. My 
opinion was often expressed in writing, as well as verbally, that to abolish the department 
at once would prove the only cure for the unsatisfactory condition in which it was main-
tained. At length, in 1852, through the impossibility of the preparation of ccrtain accounts 
connected with the expenditure for stores continuing to rest with the Audit Office, which 
had taken the duty in Mr. Lithgow's time, as one of the expcdieuts to afford me aid; and 
with the prospect of the payments for stores and the accounts they would involve being also 
cast on me, the clerical staff was at last made up to the number originally granted in 1837—
some sixteen years before. I resisted as long as I could having aught to do with the public 
money, to touch which I had an instinctive horror. I sought to have an Audit Office Clerk 
appointed to manage the new duty; this was overruled, and Mr. Weston was appointed from 
another department over the heads of the clerks in my office—for I declined recommending 
any of them—and he took his place next to myself. To his hands all payments, and the entire 
cash transactions and accounts were committed—the second additional clerk being allowed 
to assist him. He became in reality, and was acknowledged to be, the de facto accountant 
and paymaster of the Department, and soon gave proofs of his efficiency. That I unduly and 
improperly threw on his shoulders a trust that I should have personally discharged, I deny; 
it was impossible that I could, under any circumstances, assume it—and, as the Government 
were well aware, I never did undertake it. Moreover, the system upon which I acted is 
precisely analogous to what exists at the Post Office, the Government Printing Office, the 
Railway Department, and the Treasury. In the whole of these, payments are made by 
some individual other than the head, who has no immediate personal concern with them. 
This division of duty is both necessary and inevitable. had I taken away any cheque—ever 
made the payments myself—or departed at any time from a course of proceeding that has 
been uniform and consistent from the very commencement—I might have been fairly open 
to the remark, that I was inclined to attach "little importance to the most ordinary pre-
"caution for the disbursement of public moneys placed at my disposal for paying for the 
"stores." The change made at this time was hazardous and retrogressive—it shifted a respon-
sibility from dopartmcnts peculiarly constituted to bear the burden, into others less able; 
and I find myself describing it, in connection with a subsequent order to obtain payment 
in cash for whatever stores I issued to any department, as "sowing the public money 
broadcast." 

5. When I first read this section, 1 was somewhat startled to find in what prominent 
relief the Board have brought out several defects of system, and, by implication, laid the 
responsibility at y door solely. A little closer inquiry might have changed materially 
for the better the 

m
appearance of many things that are held to be proven faults of mine—

have shewn that a full share of blame justly rests elsewhere than with me—have saved me 
the necessity of exhibiting the superficial character of the Board's inquiry—and have left 
less apparent that some of the more important of their conclusions are based upon suppo-
sition and erroneous ideas, instead of upon evidence, and a thorough knowledge of the 
subject dealt with. 

Inefficient check upon consumption of Stores:— 

En the original iustrnctious for the Storekeeper's guidance, it was ordered, 
in clear and distinct words, that all requisitions for stores were to be submitted 
for the Governor's approval. The shape in which this approval was conveyed was by the 
Governor's signature to each separate application. Sanction in this way continued to be 
afforded throughout the entire tenure of office of Sir B. Bourke and Sir Gee. Gipps—the 
latter especially watched most closely all requisitions; evidence of his attention yet remains 
in his own handwriting; in fact, he pruned and reduced them in a style that would astound 
the officials of these days. When Sir C. Fitzroy arrived, the duty was assumed by Mr. 
Deas Thomson, who likewise dealt with them in a very rigid manner; every demand, 
however trivial, passing under his review. 

With the advent of ilesponsible Government the duty became the Treasurer's, and for 
a time was discharged by him; eventually it was handed over to the Under Secretary. He 
commenced with a high hand, soon found himself in dispute with Benches and others, who 
resisted his use of the pruning knife; and I surmise (for I cannot of course give it as fact) 
that, perceiving the prospective discomfort and annoyance of the position, took steps quietly 
to vacate it. 

A batch of requisitions having, as usual, been sent by me to the Treasury for approval, 
they were packed back in the state they left me, with intimation that I was to send no more 
there. This instruction, given verbally by the then Treasurer (Mr. Donaldson) to one of my 
clerks, became thenceforward, without scratch of pen to justify or support me, my only 
authority for any issues I might make. That the instruction was not given to myself 
personally I now hold fortunate, though at the time I felt somewhat aggrieved at it. 
Evidence in consequence exists of the manner in which so important a change was effected, 
and that is of much value. 

This business being thus snmmarily thrown on my shoulders, I soon found that 
neither my position nor my power enabled me sternly to discharge it; for, unfortunately, 
the very services needing the most rigid scrutiny were precisely those that were too strong 
for me; and my decision could not be final. The barrier, however, that this department has 
always been to in ordinate demands, is one of the principal reasons for its unpopular character. 
That its check may not be so effectual as in past days I freely admit, but I have little appre-
hension that blame for this will, by those who are unprejudiced, impartial, and inclined to 
allow fair weight to the abandonment I have spoken of; be held to attach to me. 

In efficient 
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Inefficient survey 

The Board say, that practically the survey of the stores is left in the hands of the 
most subordinate and least responsible officers of the department;" that I am " called in 
only as referee when the foreman and fourth or junior clerk cannot themselves agree 
whether the stores are or are not according to pattern.' Put in this bold shape, without 
a word of explanation how this mode of survey arose, or whether a different plan was possible, 
h0th points on which material information could have been afforded had a single pertinent 
question respecting them been asked, and the implication being that the practice is most 
reprehensible, and that lam responsible for its adoption, I could not expect a fuller illus-
tration either of the general fallacies that pervade the report, or, on the other hand, the 
failure to acquire any certain knowledge or comprehension of the business of the department 
than is conveyed in the few words quoted above. 

It is necessary to revert to the origin of the department to get a clear view of this 
matter. Sir R. Boueke, by Minute dated in March, 1837, ordered the appointment of a Clerk 
of Works from the Royal Engineer's Department (Mr. Browne) to act in the Storekeeper's 
Department as" Examiner of Stores." This officer did duty in that capacity till 1843, 
when, through the disallowance of his salary of £50 a year, he ceased further attendance; 
and no provision for the duty was made till 1840, By that time I had succeeded in getting 
the vote restored. The sueeesaor in the Royal Engineer's Department (Mr. Ilanley) to the 
former Clerk of Works Was then appointed Examiner. After serving a year or two, the 
vote was a second time struck 0ff, and the officer ceased, as before, to attend. Once more 
the vote was restored, and another Engineer Clerk of Works—the gentleman being Mr. Coles, 
at present in the Colonal Architect's Department—was named for the post. He held it one 
year only, when the allowance was again lost, and this time in company with that for the 
messenger, and other petty reductions. 

After this I discontinued further agitation for a paid independent Examiner—the 
repugnance to allow one had become ehronieal; but the question arose whnt should be done 
in the absence of an officer of this character. To assemble every day a Board of Officers to 
hold survey.,  on stores was deemed an irtipracileablo and operose plan. The Government at 
Inst adopted it nggrsd..0 of the A uditor General, and ordered tho foreman of stote-h,,use 
to do duty as Examiner, red to sign all certificates of surveys. Such is the itistry of this 
the most su}ord,n:te officer's connection with the duty. Deeming it inexpedient to leave 
the bnsiness entirely in his hands, by a departmental regulation I caused the store clerk 
also to join in the survey, and reserved to myself the final passing of all stores. At this time 
the store clerk was ?ir. Campbell, who haN  ened to stand second in rotation (the first being 
the accountant, Mr. Weston), and he continued so to act without intermission till nearly 
the end of last year, consequently I had no higher officer to appoint; and the inuendo as to 
the employment in this branch of the work of "the most subordinate and least responsible 
officers" is pointless. This subject might, I think, be safely ltft without further remark. For 
the information, however, of any one who may read this statement, and from acquaintance 
with the English system of cheeks he qualified to judge how far I had attempted to 
introduce corresponding observances here, I may add that the storehonsemeu acted as 
Viewers)" the frenian and the store clerk as "Inspectors," and myself as "Superintendent." 
No single individual could by any effort pass through his hands the many thousands of 
items that are nnnnally received. A better or m re effective disposition of the means at 
my command waa impossible; and without adopting the English plan in its entirety, and 
keeping up at a heavy cost a separate " lnspectioa Branch" there is but little hope of 
improvement. Whatever its defects, 1 claim for it superiority to any system in vogue else-
where in the Colony. 

Absence of forethought to antic,rnte wanes of the sertice 

This dereliction is considered to be evidenced by the fact that the purchases at Home 
were only one-third of the trial purchases during 1859. 

I will not stop to comment on the proportion given, for that is of minor import, but 
the Board tlienisulves, I conceive, furnish in their re,na,ks contained in the preceding section 
(No. 4) a strong antidote to this allegation. Their own observations prove that a much greater 
qaantity of stores has been imported than there was room properly to house. I ask then what 
would have been the condition of things, and whether I would not have been exposed to 
a charge of improvidence, had the whole of the supplies for the public service been drawn 
from England (assuming for a moment that to be possible), instead of it third only ? Are 
not the difficulties glowing out of the admitted want of commodious store accommodation, 
space for packine, and enough manual labor even- sufficient to excuse this dereliction, were 
it one at all? That it is not mine, sir, you must be well aware, for I cannot think that the 
recollection of my memoraudun,s of the 11th April and 22nd August, 1859, the substance of 
which you reproduced at an early subsequent date in a speech in Parliament, has vanished. 
I informed you in the first of these papers that the only cass of stoics which I held orders 
to import regularly was stationery, if you were then of opinion I oughot to have imported 
everything, may I be permitted to remark, no such order was given. Even the limited order 
that existed was practically modified, and its fulfilment somewhat shifted from me, by the 
late custom of the Treaury to send requisitinns to England unknown to me (and therefore 
clashing with my demands), for fancy stationery for certiin departments, because the supplies 
I procured from the Stationery Office, being of the homely quality used by all the British 
Departments, was not deemed good enough for particular services here. 

On my own naotion, I have been accustomed to procure regularly from England—latterly 
I confess with some misgivings—clothing for the police and for convicts, arms, ammunition, 
accoutrements, and a few special items, for the reason that I had experienced the difficulty 
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f procuring them of proper quality in the Colony. By doing this much I evoked a con-
siderable amount of odium and ipposition. That members even of the Government itself 
were not disposed to look favorably upon the plan, partially only as it was in operation. I 

refer for proof to the lT,raid of the 4t1a February, 1859, and to the reports it gives of 
speeches made by yourself and your honorable colleague, Mr. Cowper. (Extradt appended.) 

It is unquestionable that the importations actually made surpassed my means properly to 
store and attend to. I deny the existence of any instruction, implied or direct, by which 
purchase was ordered to be confined to England, and challenge its production. I appeal to 
any person whose experience qualifies him to judge, for an opinion, whether it i possible for 
the knowledge to be cntered in any single individual that would be requisite to keep a 
store of so general and widely varied a char. eter efficiently supplied beforehand with ererj- 

thing required for the public service. Nothing I have hitherto said has any reference to 
financial considerations. I now add that the Government failed even to provide funds for 
importations. That, I presume, can scarcely be set down as a dereliction for which I am 

amenable. I reported on the want of such means; suggested a course by which alone could 
the difficulty be properly met; and pointed out in unmistakable terms the illegality of the 

tractice in force. 
I am aware that by some subtle plan of book-keeping, afterwards introduced, it was 

held that this difficulty had been surmounted. however, if annual prc-appropriation by 
Parliament, out of the Consolidated Revenue, be not a delusion, I think the application of 
unvoted moneys from that fund, as remittances Home—to cover which votes may or may not 
be granted twelve or fifteen months subsequently—is a clear misappropriation, whether 
disbursed for stores, for salaries, orfor any other purpose, however apparently expedient. In 
the ease of stores, the plea of sudden emergency even is not available. 

(T,zsati.factovy mode of accounting for stores:— 

The system in operation is eharaeterised as loose, and altogether nnsatisfactory. 
Deferring for a moment opinion on that question, the condemnation, I may at once observe, 
brings wit.hiu its scope a Committee of Council, upon whose recommendation it was adopted. 
The system of accounting by quantity is the plan followed by the British Government; it 
demands great care and attention, is tedious and laborious, but simple and accurate; its use 
in England is facilitated by the discarding of all reference to the value and cost of the 
stores comprehended in the account. Indeed, information on these points is not possessed 
by or considered necessary for store officers; and the great votes of the Imperial Parliament 
are shaped so as to avoid any necessity of this sort. No attempt is made to determine the 
exact money expenditure for stores by any particular ship, regiment, or department. 
Analogous to the accurate book accounts kept by tradesmen against their customers, an 
account only of the stores received and issued is substituted. An account in this shape is 
one which mercantile men never keep. Every officer who draws stores has to account to the 
Central Store Office in London for each.article of such supplies. The minuteness of detail, 
trouble, and expense of this system are inconceivable, except by those who have witnessed 
it in operation. Nevertheless it is the only one by which the exact disposition of every 
item of the pnblic property can be traced. 

When an issue is made the store officer reports it, and credits himself in his ledger. 
The officer who draws the stores also reports, and charges himself in his account. Vouchers 
of delivery and receipt are interchanged in each case- Comparison at the central check 
office proves the correspondence of the charge and discharge. The exact reverse of this 
operation occurs when the storekeeper receives goods. Sight is never lost of stores, into 
whose hands soever they may go. With every change of officers a formal transfer of property 
is made, and inventories pass. These are sent to the cheek office, are there tested with the 
records, and eutrics made against the proper individual. In this Colony issues from the 
stores are treated as final. No question or inquiry thereafter arises about them. These 
circumstances were all brought under Mr. Donaldson's notice, a store ledger brought forward, 
and its working explained. Taking into consideration the impossibility, in this Colony, 
while votes are split into such fragmentary sums—of dispensing with vote accounts for stores 
—thewide areaover which issues are spread—and theconstantlyshifting condition of circum-
stances and of officers, he deemed it most consonant with the present requirements of the 
Colony to have an attempt made to keep a store account by the means of fixed and unvarying 
values- Stores were to be received and issued at an uniform price, irrespective of actual 
cost; and the balance struck between the aggregate amount of receipts and aggregate 
amount of issues would form the remain. In conformity with this plan I have proceeded of 
late years. The Board say it is "loose and unsatisfactory." Be its defects what they may, 
having been adopted under competent authority, I plead irresponsibility. 

Slistern of promotion 
One rule has always governed me in this matter- As the guardicn to somt extent 

of the interests of those serving under me, whatever influence I poro.essed has at all times 
been used to promote from the lower branches of the department to the btter pcss when 
opportunity served. I have advanced thereby neither friend, couuexion, nor aequnintauce; 
for all alike were perfect strangers on their first entry. 

As to the possibility of petty peculation, it is in some degree iustparable from every 
establishment in which either money, securities, stores, or portable property of any kind 
forms the charge; and no system of accounting has ever yet been found effectual to guard 
against it. We have witne.sed its perpetration to a considerable extent more than once 
even in the Treasury of the country; although that is a proved fact, it would be grossly 
unjust and unpardonable to breathe the insinuation of its continued existence there. Why 

then 
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then should the possibility of a practice, that at the utmost could prevail only to a trifling 
extent, be covertly whispered against my unfortunate subordinates upon mere conjecture? 
At this part of the report the hypothesis is again advanced, that the practical working of 
the department has been thrown upon subordinates. This time no specific instance or 
custom is adduced as evidencing what is meant; and I have, therefore, only a shadow to 
contend with. If the allegation be merely a rechaufde of the one produced in an earlier 
passage, I have shewn that I held written authority from the Government for what is 
condemned; if new, its indefinite nature leaves open to me only the general but uni.qui-
vocal contradiction of there being any evidence to support it. 

Evidence of irregularity tnfurrnshing supplies:— 

It is considered to be ahewu that the department has failed to substitute regularity 
for irregularity in the delivery of stores, by the circumstance that two-thirds (the pro-
portion is open to question, but I psiss that by) of th0 supplies for 1859 having been 
purchased in the Colony. This assumption is evidently founded on the idea that the 
regularity referred to in Sir Richard Bourke's Minute as a leading object in instituting the 
department was regularity of importation from Ehgland. The setting forth of elicited facts, 
rather than the hazarding of crude and hastily formed conclusions, unsupported by evidence, 
and so unsubstantial as to require to be qualified by an if," would have been a fairer 
course to have pursued. Sir Richard Bourke never contemplated the possibility even of 
importation from the Mother Country by the Department; regularity in delivery by con-
tractors was the object lie desired to secure. It was not until very toaDy yars after his 
departure that any purchases were made out of the Colony—not in fact before the tatter 
part of Sir Geo. Gipps's administration, and then but to a very limited extent. Purchase in 
the Colony has always been the rule—importation (for the reasons, and in the oases I have 
cited) the exception. The assumed failure is a vision altogether unsupported by evidence. 

G. I pass this section over, it refers to future arrangements, and, therefore, demands 
no observation of mine, as I have only to deal with the past. 

7. The substance of the regulation made at the time the payments were cast upon 
mine (in common with other departments) is not stated in f nil. The intervention of clocks 
was not eonflned to the filling in and entering only of cheques. Orders in nay case at least were 
given for all cheques to be initialled by, and for the cheque hook itself to remain constantly 
in the custody of, a clerk to be deputed for the purpose. Seeing, therefors, as I have already 
described, that the first clerk had been promoted to that grdo from another uffice, expre>sly 
to take charge of and conduct the cash accounts, the duty clearly apprtiined to him. The 
Board say the regulation was instituted as well for my protection as fur that of the Govern-
ment. I take leave to dissent from the assertion, Protection for the public interest alone 
was in view, and that I think was sufficient. To guard against the pio.ibility of the officer 
who might sign cheques misappropriating them, was, doubtless, the object of the rule. Its 
observance, both in spirit and letter, has been mine. Beyond appending my name at their 
foot, after satisfying myself they had been properly drawn, I left the inatt in the hands of 
the proper officer, with whose rcsponnibility I could not interfere without cause. By l,iniself, 
or the clerk under him, were all payments made and witnessud. In no singh instance was 
the duty ever performed by me. By doing so, the well underto ii intuti a t I inter;us a 
barrier to so objectionable a practice would have boeo violat d, and, without doubt, have 
drawn down reprehension. The not doing so is held equally blameabi. Either horn of it 
dilemma serves to impale. ilowever, so well unde.rs-ood was the custom, that the new 
accountant, when unexpectedly questioned by the Board, at once avow.ol the desaent of this 
responsibility to himself. 

The observation as to payments by uncrossed as well as crossed cheques may be me[ 
with the reply that ninny persons will not, for obvious reasons, accept a crossed cheque. No 
certain or invariable rule on the matter ever prevailed. The determination either way w.s 
settled by the circumstances of the moment. 

S. Nothing not met by the answers to preceding sections is advanced by the Board 
in this one, it is therefore passed over without comment. 

The consideration whether the staff of the department is adequate, or the reverse, 
depends wholly on the meaning intended by the words 11  right principles ;" if this precise 
construction be that the detailed account of quantities after the Ordnance plan should be 
followed, I reply that the only evidence taken on the point, disproves the asertion that the 
aid was sucient under such a system. At the Board's own invitatio,,, it gentleman, Mr. 
Wilkinson, who has been engaged all his life in working that system, stated in answer to the 
questions addressed him, that at a large English Station, with less demands to meet, and 
certainly with no greater variety of storos on hand, two clerks were engaged on the stoc 
ledger alone. Four is the number allowed hero, one-half of whom are employed on the cash 
accounts; if the remaining two were employed on a ledger none would remain for the other 
numerous ursdescriboil general duties. 

The apparent difference in the evidence given by the officers of the department 
is to be explained thus:— 

The duties admitted of a very obvious and clear division. One branch took the 
accounts and money transactions, half of the staff being assigned to that business. Neither 
of the clerks who had been engaged in it were examined before the second Board, owing to 
both having vacated their appointments. The other half took the store branch. The-, 
gentlemen, however, spoke and gave evidence in a dual eapeeity, refcrrin2, when the qu:-
tions demanded it, to their work in the branch they had ben formerly engaged on, and then 
answering in like manner questions touching duty in their present branch. This circum-
stance has been forgottcn, or clse never caught up. It affords, however, the only explanation 

of 
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of the otherwise unintelligible quality of their evidence in differing "not only from each 
other but also from theingelvcs." 

11. The expense of maintaining the department is next treated of, and some curious 
calculations 0f its cost are produced, at the root of which lie the most transparent fallacies. 
The vote for salaries and contingencies is quoted at £4,000. There is nothing positively 
false in the figures, but inasmuch as they comprehend such SUmS as £1,000 for land and 
water transport, £500 for rental of warehouse, £100 packing expenses—all of them charges 
not possible to be avoided under any system, the unfairness of the impression sought to be 
conveyed is undeniable. Let the character of this impression be what it may, the succeeding 
idea is pre-eniinently absurd. Because the value of the stores in depot is estiniated at 
£00,000, interest on this sum at U per cent. (one per cent. by the way above the Debenture 
rate) is set down as an item in the maintenance of the department. Of the value quoted, 
one-half is for warlike stores proper, without a depot of which not a gun could be fired, or a 
mall armed. And here for a moment I will stop and lay claim to sjme credit for forethought 
in this matter if denied me in others. On my representation to Sir C. Fitz Roy this depOt 
was formed ; the nature, quality, and prnportion of stores were settled in full detail by 
myself. Their utility is best proved by the heavy call on them for sarvice at New 
Zaland, owing to the entire absence of munitions of a proper de-eription in the military 
store. But I never anticipated the interest of the outlay being treated as an itetn of my 
department's expense, or brought forward as an instance of the extravagant working of it, 
instead of as the price the country must pay for the material means of defence. The 
remaining moiety, to a large amount, is composed of goods which the department merely 
holds (in transit, I may describe it) for other services—not for issue in detail. Why it 
should he held liable to interest on their cost is inconceivable. 

In the remaining paragraphs nothing occurs calling for observation of mine, They 
are confined to recommendations with which I have no present concern. Those points in 
the Report that possess personal interest, through the assertions they set out, have been 
answered. It would have been less embarrassing, and less troublesome to me, to have cleared 
them up by viva soce evidence. 

The refucal to reassemble the Board has compelled me to commit to writing observa- 
tions that might have been fuller and clearer, had they been made orally. The aspect of 
discontent, which it will be considered they wear, might also have been softened. That I 
feel such, I avow; and the feeling has its root,—not in the manaer in which evidence was 
takjn, or even in its nature, but in the fact of its being left so uncertain and incomplete, as 
to j5rmit the Board only to "see through a glass darkly." 

I have, &c., 
JNO. BUCHANAN. 

EXTI?ACTJt'out Sydnay Morning Herald of 4th February, 18a9. 

)f, IVe'ke, did not see the object of litinorable members starting lip, one after another, and 
objeeting to itents without giving a reason for opposition. There was one great objection, indeed, with 
respcct to the niar tier in which stationery was supplied. 'i'l,e supply was not open to contract, but 
was drawn trans Engli'.nd, and the Very worst quality was always furnished, He would like to see the 
sopply or statitnery, and all other upplies, open to competition in the Colony. 

.11, cower explained that a large proportion of this suit' was to meit the cost of printing, and 
tI.' business hid, in this re'q.et, so increased of late, that it was no sal-pus that the sum \va,s large. 
\'th respect to tb ohj etittis taken by,  Mr. W a uekes, he ught say that ha' himself had 'lug since 
turned his atteutim to the subject, and he would be glad to s e all Colonial iopplies open to public 
ctiinjictthon. 

Mr. We4a eontplutint'd of the practice of applying to England for (:Verything they wanted; 
wUil , if they lou,ktd to the sister Colony of Victoria, they would find that all Gov,rnni 'sat supplies 
was open to the jjoblie competition of the Colonists. Ito might remark that even the (iovernmcnt 
Doio,sin tates had bryn imported Awn England, tvlsile they hut t'ouadries in the city capable of turning 
out as t 'd work ha any that entaIl be procured to out the mother country. 

lit. Uo.rut'-r oxphim-d that it w,as his desire to leave everything op 'n to public competition that 
could he furnished here. \Vitha respect to thu sum of £4,084, he was willing to withdraw it from the 
estiiiiate. 

CoLosiAn ST0UnEEPER to COLONIAL TREASURER. 

21 September, 1860. 
Sin, 

A copy of your Minute of the 28th July having been transmitted to me, 
attached to the Report on my department, with the view, I presume, of making me aware 
of the charges that you have educed out of the Board's observations, I proceed to reply, 

believing an answer required. I rest, however, under a very great disidvaritage, in 
o isis 'quence of tb' opinaon which, though being one of my ju&a-s, and having bafore you 
only the imperfet data for judgment that one side of the case affords, you hice nxprcsacd 
(may I he permitted to nay, pr-maturely) that defence is not, in your belief, pcssihe. 

2. The Minute stat s that, to your mind, grave charges a,nainst the general admnini-
stration of the Colonial Store Department have been most conclusively pr Vol. May I 
venture to inquire what thesa charges were ; and when were they comaaunic.tted to me 
Certainly I never reeeived intimatiou of any charges of this kind. It may possibly be 
me,tnt that charges indirectly spring out of the observations made by the Board. I have 
acted on this idea; and in another letter, of yesterday's date, answered those observations, 

as 
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as fully as the confinement to a written statement will allow. While this answer cannot 
serve to recall a foregone condemnation, I hope it will be allowed fair weight in averting 
its effects. 

The Minute holds it has been established that I had knowledge of Mr. Weston's 
being engaged in tendering for the public supplies under a feigned name. The only 
accusation I have yet been called on to rebut is, that such supplies were tendered for by 
myself in conjunction with Mr Weston. The deliverance of the Board to whom the inquiry 
was remitted reads thus:—" The evidence has not established complicity or connivance, on 
the part of Mr. Buchanan, with those acts of Mr. Weston." Suspicion is then expressed 
(though very dubiously), because four letters' "a-rn-e-s," are thought to bear some resemblance 
to my handwriting. The second Board deal with this suspicion, and say the handwriting 
is not mine. Taking the opinion on this untenable suspicion, in conjunction with the 
otherwise clear deliverance given by the Board appointed to try the special charge, acquittal 
has, I maintain, in reality been pronounced. Moreover, in acquitting me of complicity or 
connivance terms which comprehend knowledge—I am relieved of the latter implication 
also. 

My ignorance of the transactions being assumed, escape is nevertheless barred, 
because I am hold "scarcely less culpable" for not discovering them, as their occurrence 
" formed the common topic of conversation among the subordinates of the department." 

Mr. Jones' is the only evidence on this point. He is a brother of the person who 
was secretly instrument&l in getting the charge preferred. His family, I believe, consider 
(without truth) that I was the obstacle to another brother's appointment to the department. 
A promise of this kind, their mother informed me, had been given her by your honorablo 
colleague, Mr. Cowper. By reason of a sudden change of Ministry it could not be redeemed. 
The failure of success with the new Minister, I understand, is laid at my door, and a 
grievance is thereby established. Mr. Jones speaks of one occasion only when he commented 
on these irregularities; and his utterances are described as uncertain. However, whether 
clear or indistinct, he confesses they did not occur in my hearing, and that neither then nor 
at any other time did he make any report to me. 

4. In reference to the doubt that "may be expressed whether, as regards these 
supplies, the interest of the public service was not made subservient to that of Mr. Weston," 
I should have been glad to have had the nature of the subservience clearly stated. On the 
first and only occasion, a private tender, dated from Melbourne, of certain stores—all at prices 
much lower than it had ever been possible to purchase for before, and some of the articles 
of a kind that could never previously be procured—was accepted, under those special circum. 
stances, and the articles were constantly in request, instead of there being "apparently no 
necessity for them." 

The next allegation is, that "in some instances, it appears, no record of receipt of 
goods was made in the books at the store." If not, the record was duty kept in the office imme-
diately adjoining, and that was the proper place. This record is a notation of the date of receipt 
opposite the item mentioned in the book copy of the order given for it. The witness referred 
to (Mr. Garnett) says this note may (he does not speak positively), at times, have been 
made from "memory," for the pressure of numerous simultaneous deliveries might have 
prevented its being made, in every ease, on the instant. I see no evil or ill arising out of 
this. The articles were present to confirm "memory"—even though the "order" itself, 
from which the note on the office copy would ordinarily be made, had, to prevent delay 
probably, been given back to the contractor or his servant, The first Board had this 
matter under notice, saw by examples how the method worked, and found no fault with its 
operation. 

The evidence of another witness (Mr. Jones), the clerk formerly belonging to the 
accountant's branch, discloses dissatisfaction, because he considered his partioular duty (how 
the duty became his to the exclusion of all besides he dues not explain) had been interfered 
with, in accounts having been checked and examined by the accountant himself. If, as is 
assorted, " Staunton's" hills were, in several oases, not examined at all, tlae circumstance 
can easily be put to the proot The accounts are all attached to the report of the first 
Board, and with them will be found all the schedules, original tenders, and other documents. 
Not having the means of examination myself, I would ask those who can make it, are not 
the computatioas correct? Do not the prices correspond with the public tenders approved 
by the Government? These questions, I assert, can be answered only in the affirmative. 
Where, then, is the truth, what the object, of this witness's assertion that these accounts 
" were never examined at all ?" The Auditor General had them before him, in his capacity 
as such, and again as Chairman of the first Board; the fair inference is, that, if faulty, he 
would have lung since said so. Again, as respects the witnessing of the payment : if the 
reculatin has not been complied with, the vouchers will shew the neglect on their face. 
Unless this observance had been attended to, the documents could not have passed review at 
the Audit Office, and would infallibly have been sent back. 

Seeing that th"sc proceedings were all in the ordinary Tegular cc,urse—that menns 
were carefully taken, by the aid of agents, to prevent easy detection of deoepton—that utter 
failure has attended the resolute efforts, in various quarters, to fix me with complicity—I 
have an reason to attempt to shelter inys:-lf by the repudiation of fair responsibility. 

1 have endeavored, in my answer to the Report of the second Board, to explain the 
grounds up'a which I hold myself absolved from practical responsibility for the payments. It 
must be unnecesaary to repeat them. Iwill only add that Mr.Westun's nomination as chief clerk 
and aeenuutant had that express object in view. If not to relieve me of tins re4ponsibility,iu the 
Bamo way as the heads in other departments similar'y circumstanced, no reason can be assigned 
for introducing him as senior clerk into a department with the old duties of which he had no 

acquaintance, 
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acquaintance, and was less able to discharge than tlse clerks previously belonging to it, 
over whose heads be took precedence. 

I mark one omission of moment in a quotation made from the second Report. The 
Board are precise in describing the indifference they consider to have prevailed in regard to 
payments; their wards are—" by unurossed as well as crossed cheques." There can be no 
reasou to stray from this exact meaning, and having already explained why the practice is 
inevitable, it is needless I should say more. 

I cannot perceive what further Fecautions  could have been taken in the disburse-
ment of the public moneys than has prevailed. The Board say I ought never to have been 
burdened with the payments. I demurred to their imposition as long as possible. Unless 
I had taken on myself to makethem personally, in violation of the regulation, and of the 
practice in all departments where, as in mine, they are numerous, greater care could not 
have been used. A condemnation of the system is easily uttered, but 1 cannot suffer it to be 
supposed that a single instance is adduced of any ill that has really happened. There 
is no creditor pressing on the Government claims unsatisfied by the department There 
has never been any complaint by contractors of delay or difficulty in obtaining payment! 
There is no anear There are no moneys unaccounted for These are results which do 
not support the imputation of absence of vigilance, and they offer a fair counterpoise to an 

imaginary undescribed want of precaution. 
Repetition must be needless of the refutations given in my letter of yesterdays 

date, of my supposed short-comings in respect to "excessive consumption," "survey of stores," 
"working of the department,"" importation from England." That misapprehension prcvnils 
on all these subjects is manifest, and it would not have arisen, had the second Board's 
functions been less desultory, and my positionin relation .tothem been defined. 

ii. I now find myself at the end of twenty-one years' service, possed under every 
Government without a complaint of any kind—during which time the great and sudden 
fluctuations in the department often plated me in trying positions—arraigned on a serious 
ekarge, the first breath of which reaches me in the shape of instant suspension. No prelimi-
nary inquiry made—no accuser produced—no prima fade grounds for the harsh and unprece-
dented proceeding assigned—police are placed in charge of the public store—the premises 
shut—all books and papers, private as well as public, seized, taped, and sealed up; like pre-
caution taken even with the onter doors of the building. These proceedings are not only 
superintended, but are carried out, by the proper hands of the ocers composing the very 
Board named to try the accusation. With the bias that this active participation always 
creates, and sitting as prosecutors as well as judges, tbeirpower of directing evidence to any 
wished for end was immense—its unir exercise I complained of. Their Report being 
produced, its gravamen lies in the enunciation of a "suspicion." 

A second Board is named. They are not hampered by having a specific accusation to 
deal with. Unlimited powers of inquiry are theirs. Bounds, they are expressly told, are not 
set them; but as accusations have to be searched for, none could be remittcd for inquiry. 
Proceeding with the investigation, they strike from under the first Board the grounds of 
suspicion which bad been adduced. Comments made by them under these peculiar circum-
stances on general matters become the foundation for charges of defective administration. 
Repeated but ineffectual efforts are made by me to be permitted the opportunity of meeting 
the said charges, before the Board—before the Executive Council—before any tribunal what-
ever. I strive to discover the principle on which this refusal is made, and fail. Moreover, 
I have been subjected to the stoppage of the whole of my salary for nearly eight months; 
I have represented the hardship of this position without avail. 

If, sir, all these degrading, oppressive, and unjust measures meet your approval, and 
are adopted as your own, I trust, nevertheless, that if circumstances ever make you a victim, 
you will meet with treatment more in accordance with the spirit of British justice. 

I have, tte., 

JNO. BUCHANAN. 

PROCEEDINGS of the Executive Council, on the lt October, 1860, ,ektive to certai,e 

cha"ge4 preferred against fit,-. John Buchanan, Colonial Storekeeper. 

Minute No. 60-42. Confirmed 11th October, 1860. 

REPEaRINO to the proceedings on the 31st July last, when the Council advised that Mr. 
John Buchanan, the Colonial Stcrekecper, should be called upon to show cause why lie 
should not be dismissed from the Public Service, by reason of certain derelictions of duty 
charged against him in a Minute endorsed by the Colonial Treasurer upon the Report of the 
Board which has recently inquired into the general management of the Department, His 
Excellency the Governor General lays before the Council two leturs from Mr. Buchanan 
having reference to the matter, and dated respectively the 20th and 218t of September. 

In the first of these letters Mr. Buchanan notices, section by section, the Report of the 
Board in so far as it affects himself, and in the second deals with the Minute of the Honor-
able the Treasurer, which, as above stated, contains the charges he was called upon to 

answer. 
In 
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In this latter letter Mr. Buchanan expresses some doubt as to what the charges are, 
and when they were communicated to him, but nevertheless in either one letter or the other 
he comments upon and replies to the several accusations set forth in the Minute of the 
Treasurer; and the Council having carefully considered the explanations offered by him in 
reference to cacti, regret that they can only regard them as altogether unsatisfactory, and, as 
failing completely to relieve him either of the imputation of having been cognizant of the 
improper practices of the late chief clerk, and to that extent a participator in them, or 
of the charges of gross neglect of duty, and maladministration of the important department 
of which he was the head. - 

Under these circumstances the Council, agreeing with the honorable the Treasurer 
that it is impossible to retain Mr. Buchanan in his present position, or in any other where 
fidelity and the usual qualifications of the flead of a Department are essential, advise that 
he be now dismissed from the Public Service, 

EDWARD C. MEREWETIIER, 

Approved— Clerk of the Council. 
W. D., No. 60-825. 
12 Oct., 1860. 

Sydney: Tboma ltictrnrde, Government Printer.-185L 
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377,147 17,044,201 37,574 397 , 96,457 1 6,729,408 4,011,962 1,631,137 1,543,328 674,47711857 

366,925 13,553,835 29,085 1,438 casks & \113,649 6,059,366 4,186,277 1,456,451 1,570,566 1,104,174\ 1858 
3,024 galls. I 

1,250 363,121 \ 1,2,99 387,015 16,988,016 17,376 470! tuns; also, 173,935 6,597,053 4,768,049 2,339,490 1,858,166 1,259,1271 1859 
Dugong, 86~ · t 

I 
1!. galls. ; Seal, It 1860 

1860t • 26. galls. . 

, ~~--------------- ------·r---r-j----1.....:-\ -------- --------------\-
ToTAL ........ 1,548,573 61,159 14,732 24,596 2,983 151,981 2.2031 804 1,608 1,012,485~ 922,538 10,332,06\l ':n.~22,417 495,799 1,062,080 1,219,784 =-1,73S;~ ~~-1-,8-2_9 .• _6_82_ 1 .8_4_,4_5._8._0_77-1 2~8,674 ~~~ 529,611 29,515,31719,281~ ~~341 _8,482,21~ ~~~ToTAr. 

MEAN........ 309.~r-;.;;- 2,946 4.919 ---;;;;--;;---:; ~---;;- ~2.497 184.508 2,066.41417.444.483 -;~ 212,416  243,957 1,157 347.704 1,212 365.936 16.891,615 43.735 •. • . . . . . .• 105,922 5,903.063 3,856,258 1,794,868 1,696,444 876,309:MEAN. 

I \ 
{
i Mean of 

Mt!f~x~~~~.~ } 230.666 8,820 2,449 3,654 453 25,001 601 152 154 150,755 132,170 1.047.848 
1

8.847,592 68,o70 83,936 161,499 871 259,672 878 265,972 , 15.192,248 101,105 • • • • . . . . . • 

1 

39.144 3,573.233 3,474.799

1 

805,834 686,157 . • . . . . :

1 

~{~,~: 

• The Statilftics of 1859 are exclusive of the Cplony of Queensland. 

General Registry Office, Sydney, New &utk Wales, 
18 Januar!J1 186L ' 

t No information in the Office, as yet, that will supply the particulars for this Year. 

[Pr·ice, ld.] 

]85 
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1861. 

tcgSlittiUe oscn;bI. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ESTIMATES FOR 1860-61. 
(EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Fringed, 16 January, 1861. 

'\T. DENISON, Message 1V. 8. 
Governor General. 

in compliance with the 54th clause of the Constitution Act, and in accordance 
with his Opening Spcech, the Governor General invites the Legislative Assembly to make 
provision for the ?ublic Service, agreeably to the Supplementary Estimates for 1860, and 
the Estimates for 1861, which were submitted and partly voted during the last Session 
of Parliament, with such modifications as are explained in the Memorandum which 
accompanies the copies of these Estimates herewith transmitted. 

Government house, 
Sydney, 16th January, 1861. 

27— 
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MEMORANDUM Explanatory of the ALTERATIONS proposed to be made in the 
ESTIMATES OF EXPENDITURE for 1801, which were laid before the Legislative 
Assembly, on 12th October, 1860. 

No. 1.—SCHEDULES. 
SCHEDULE B. 
Amount of Original Estimate 

F, Garling, late I1anding Surveyor, Customs, from 
10th May, 1859, at £57 Sa. 4d per annum 

David Nash, late Warehousekeeper, Customs, from 
10th May, 1850, at £40 12s. 04. per annum 

F. Brainwell, late Landing Waiter, Customs, froni 
10th May, 1850, at £25 3s. per annum 

Thomas Stewart, late Senior Inspector of Distilleries, 
from 1st November, 1860, at £104 15s. 3d. per 
annum ... ... 

James Collier, late Tide Surveyor, Customs, at 
£00 14s. Gd. per annum 

151 14 5 

107 7 0 

66 9 2 

122 4 5 

96 14 6 

3,35517 1' 

544 9 6 
8,900 6 7 

No. 11.—EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE. 

Amount of Original Estimate ... ...... 18,006 0 0 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 
Extra Messengers for two months, at £137 each 4 91 . 13 4 

LEGISLATIVE CouNcIL AND Assnmix. 
Assistant Librarian ... .,. ... ... ... 300 0 0 

- - 391134 
18,997 13 4 I 

No. IV.—ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE. 

55,000 0 0 

LAW OFFICERS OF TEE CROWN. 

Amount of Original Estimate... ... ............... 

Clerk, from £200 to £250 .. ... ... ... 50 0 0 
Assistant Clerk, from lOs. per diem to £200 per 
annum ... ... ... ... ... ... 17 0 0 

Additional Clerk ... ... ... ... ... 150 0 0 
Messenger, from £104 to £120 ... ... ... 16 0 0 

233 0 0 
55,293 0 0 

No. V.—TREASURER AND SECRETARY FOR 
FINANCE AND TRADE. 

Amount of Original Estimate ... ................. 238,786 0 0 

Cusro3is. 
Rent of Custom House, Grafton ... 20 0 0 

Posr OFFICE. 
Additional Mail Guards, at £200 ... ... 2 400 0 0 
Country Postmasters, further sum ... ... .. 500 0 0 

000001 
CONVEYANCE OF MAILS. 
Within and beyond the Settled Districts, further sum 

HARBoRS, LIGHT HOUSES, AND PILOT DEPAsTMENT. 

..2,670 0 0 ............. 

I 
Boatmen. 
One man additional ... ... ... .................. 96 0 0 

MIscELLANEOUs. 
To meet the Expenes of carrying on the Coast Survey 
northward of Port Stephens ... ................ I 1,500 0 0 

I - - -j 248,072 0 0 

No. V1II.—AL'DITOR GENERAL. 

Amount of Original Estiwate... ... 
... ...j ............

I 41092 0 0 

AUDITOR GENERAL. 
I 

Additional Clerk, for six months, at the rate of £250 
per annum, to assist in the preparation of a 
Return ordered by the Legislative Assembly ...! ............. 125  0 0 

5,117 0 0 

The Treasury, Nso South IThles, 
16th January, 1861. E. C. WEEKES. 

Sydney: Thonas Rohar,, Oonrnmeat Printer.-1861. 
[Price, id.] 
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1861. 

?legtølattUc 200embip. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ADDITIONAL SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE FOR 1860. 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 28 March, 1861, 

JOHN YOUNG, Jfàsage R. 3. 

Administrator of the Government. 

In compliance with the 54th Clause of the Constitution Act)  the Administrator 

of the U overnnient submits for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly an additional 

Supplementary Estimate of Expenditure for the year 1860. 

Govcrnmenit House, 

Sydney, 28th March, 1861. 

5— 
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ADDITIONAL SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE FOIL 1860. 

No. III._CHIEF SECRETARY. 

PROTESTANT ORPHAN SCHOOL. 50 0 0 
Fuel and Light, further sum ... ... ... . . .  

POLICE, GENERAL SERVICE. 
Deficiency in amount voted for 1850 and 1860... ... .. •1 ........... 

930 0 0 

I 
PARRAMATTA GAOL 
Additional Turnkeys, at Os. Gd. per diem, from 1 November, 2 

39 1:; 0 

MAITLAND GAOL. 
Deficiency in amount voted for Medical Comforts, and Incidental 06119 

Expenses ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 
TANWORTIL GAOL. 
Turnkey, at 5s. Gd. per diem, from 17 December ...................... 

I 4 2 6 

PENAL ESTABLISHMENT, COCKATOO ISLAND I 
1,860 15 0 

Police Guard, from 6 April ... .. ... 
LUNATIC ASYLIDI, TARBAN. 

. . 

846 10 11 
Deficiency in amount voted for Contingencies ... . . 

LUNATIC A SYLTJM, PARRAMATTA. 
for Provisionsand Medical Comforts, I - Deficiency in amount voted o99 11 it  

and for other Contingencies ... ... 

MILITARY. 
Lodging allowance to Deputy Assistant Commissary General, 

37 3 2 . April to June, 1800 ... ... ... ... ... 

Allowance in lieu of Stabling and Forage to Senior Commissariat 
from 1 November... ... 12 4 0 ... Officer, at 4s. per diem, 49 7 2 

CHARITABLE ALLOWANCES. 
For support of Paupers in Colonial Hospitals, further sum ... 1,026 19 8 

For the erection of an Hospital at Kiandra ... ... . .. 200 0 0 

Further in aid of the ilospital at Braidwood, an equal amounti 0 0 having been raised by private subscription... ... ... 150 
1,376 19 8 

No. TV._ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE. 

LAW OFFICERS OF THE CROWN 
Expenses of the Police Magistrate at Deniliquin, as a Witness 

I  

in the ease M'Gregor v. Kelly and Others ... , 
Law Expenses, including amount of Verdict found for Plaintiff,! 

62 15 0 

I 

in the case "Robertson ats. Lenehan" .. ... •. . 147 16 

- 210 ii 4 
SUPREME AND CIRCUIT COURTS. 
To meet deficiency in the amount voted for Allowances to 7 (JO 0 0  
Witnesse ... ... ... ... ... . . .i s .................. 

DISTRICT COURTS. 0 0 
Travelling Expenses of Judg, further sum .....................4(10 

QUARTER S ESSIONS. 
To meet deficiency in amount voted for Contingencies ... ................... .,100 0 0 

CORONERS. 
Deficiency in amount voted for 1859 and 1860 

... 

700 0 0 

No. V_TREASURER AND SECRETARY FOR FINANCE 
AND TRADE. 

TREASURY. 
Elous.'keeper from £48 per annum to Ss. 4d. per diem. ..................... 13 0 0 

SYDNEY BRANCh, ROYAL MisT. 
Allowance in lieu of Clothing to 1 Scrjeant and 4 Constables, 
at3d. per diem ... ... . . ... ... 

. 2217 6 
264 17 5 

Deficiency in amount voted for Contingencies .. 2871411 

PRINTING, POSTAGE STAMPS, ANI) BOOKBINDING. 
Deficiency in amount voted for Wages and Contingencies 1,000 0 0 

For the purebase of a new Steam Engine and Boiler ... i 350 0 0 i 
1,350 0 0 

STEAM NAVIGATION AND PILOT BOARD 
Fees to Non-Official Members of the Board, further sum .. ................140 Il 0 

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES. 
Interest on Moneys deposited in the Treasury nndcr the 18th I 

Section of the Savings' Bank Act of 1853,17 Vie, 24; 
from 1 September, 1859, to 31 December, 1860 ... 1,685 12 1 

For the relief of Sufferers by the recent Floods at Windsor,1  0 4 
further sum... ... ... ... ... ... 

... 872 
2,558 1 5 

Carried forward .. ... £ .................. .I 3,7357 
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ADDITIONAL SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE FOR 1860. 3 

Brought forward ... ... £. .................. .13,273 5 7 

No. VI.—SECRETA1tY FOR LANDS. 

INTERNAL CoIMuxIcATIoN. I 
Special Grants to minor Bridges and Roads not classified, 

further sum ... ... ... ... ... ... ............ . ......... .1,000 0 0 

31150E1,LANE0US SERVICES. I 
Compensation to Mr. \Villiam Sutherland for loss sustained by,  

him, in conseijuenee of Deeds of Grant for certain Land at,  
Minto being twice issued ... ... ... ... .. 127 4 0 

Allowance to Mr. C. 1". Gorton, formerly a Clerk in the Survey, - 
Office ... ... ... ... .., ... .. 61 a op 

Allowance to Gold Commissioner Buchanan, for Quarters 
erected at his private expense ... ... ... ... 220 0 0 

Balance of Pension to Mr. John Thompson, late Deputy,  
Surveyor General ... ... ... ... ... •.. 22 4 4 

430 13 4 

No. V1I.—SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC WORKS. 

C0L0NIAT, ARcHITECT. 
Additional Travelling Expenses... ... ... ...................... 106 0 0 

I'UBLIC W0RUS AND BUILDINGS. 
Contribution in aid of the erection of the Light House at I 

iCing's Island ... .. ... .. ... ... 21000 0 0 
For placing Moorings in the Harbour of Bellambi, further sum 8 0 0 
For lighting the Government Lamps in the streets of Sydney, 

further sum ... ... ... . ... ... ... 26 13 4 
For the erection of two Pillars and Lamps on Circular Quay ...I 10 0 0 I 

For the erection of a Steam Crane at Ncwc:,stle, further sum... 300 0 0 
For the erection of a Post Office, Kiandra ... ... ... 750 0 0 
For the purchase of a Triple-action Kngine ['ump, for raisiug 

water at the Victoria Barracks, &c. .., ... ... 150 0 0 
For the erection of Light House and Pilot Station, Twofold 

Bay... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 750 0 0 
Lantlioin and Apparatus... ... -.- ... .. ...1 250 0 0 
Fencing Cemetery at Parramatta, further sum .. 

.. ...' 
150 0 0 

For the erection of a Post Office in connection with the Electric 
Telegraph Office, West Maitland, further sum -.. .. - 50 0 (I 

For the erection of a Court House at Albary, further sum - - - 8 1 4 
1)0. Gundagai, do. ...' 11 18 0 

For the erection of a Watch House at Nelligen, do. . - -, 8 11 0 
Do. Cowra, do. - 4 18 3 
Do. Tenterfield, do. 50 0 U 
Do, ilowlong, do. 00 0 0 

Additions to Abattoirs, Glebe Island .. .. ... 800 0 () 
Additions and repairs to Military Buildings .. ... . . - 610 () 0 
Additions and repairs to Legislative Buildings... ... .., 521 0 0 

6,525 1 Ii 
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES. 
Additional, to cover funeral expenses and small bills of the late 

Mrs. Dc Courcy ... .. . .. . 20 0 0 

Total ... . £ .................. £21,355 0 10 

The Treasurq, 2Viw South Wales, E. C. WEEICES. 
2th March, 1861. 

C 

Sydney Thom,, I;&cI,,rd, Ov errimneut FrinLer.-186I. 

[Thice, 14.] 
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1861. 

iLcgisIatiUe aootmblv. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ADDITIONAL ESTIMATES FOR 1861. 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 16 April, 1861. 

JOHN YOUNG, Message No.?. 

Administrator of the Government. 

In compliance with the 54th Clause of the Constitution Act, the Adminis-

trator of the Government submits for the consideration of the Lezislative Assembly an 

Additional Estimate of Expenditure for the year 1861. 

Government House, 

Sjjdney, 16th April, 1861. 

220—A 
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2 ADDITIONAL ESTIMATES, 1861. 

No. 1.—SCHEDULES. 
SCHEDULE B. 
rca none. 
H. H. Browne, late Agent for Immigration ... ....................... 196 0 7 

No. IL—EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATiVE. 

LECIISLATIVE COUNCIL AND ASSEMBLY. 
To defray the expense of the Collation, Binding, and Shipment 
of Parliamentary Reports and Papers presented to the 
Library by the House of Commons (R.eolutioa of Assembly.) 501 0 0 

Refreshment Room—Incidental Expenses, further sum ... 20 0 0 
527 I) (I 

No. 111.—CHIEF SECRETARY. 

REGJSTRAIt GENERA,J. 
150 0 0 

PROTESTANT ORPHAN SCHOOL. 
00 

1% ATER POLICE. 

To defray the cost of Binding ... ... ... ... ....................... 

Fuel and Light, further sum ... ... ... ... .......................50 

.Nw castle. 
Additional Constables, at Os. per diem ... ... ... 2 219 ii 0 

POLICE, Counar DISTRICTS—EXECUTIVE. 
Allowance to District and Ordinary Constables, at Walgett, to 

20 0 0 
SYDNEY GAOL. 

enable theta to keep Horses for Police duty ... ................ 

Salaries. 

2.10 

.  

12 0 
Additional Turnkeys, at Os. Od. per diem, 1 from the 20th, and 
1 from the 96th February ... ... ... ... 2 

Uonl,agencies. 

Fees for examining into and certifying as to the state of mind of 
peons cooSned in Gaol ... ... ... ... 50 0 0 

Deficiency in amount voted for Medical Comforts and Incidental 
Expenses for 1860 ... ... ... ... ... 172 0 11 

GouLrwRN GAOL. - -  432 12 11 
Additional Turnkey, at Us. Gd. per diem, from 5th March .... 98 3 0 

TAMWORTII GAOL. 
100 7 6 Turnkey, at 5s. (Id, per diem ... ... ... .......................... 

PENAL ESTABLISHMENT, COCKATOO ISLAND. 
D&'fieiency in amount voted for Medical Comforts and Incidental' 

Expenses for IsGO ... ... .. ... ... ...................... 69 12 11 
I MILITARY ALLOWANCE. 

Allowance in lieu of Stabling and Forage to Senior Commissariat, 
Ofiicer,at4s. per diem ... ... ., 73 0 0 

CIIARITAnLn ALLOWANCES. 
In aid of the expcnss incurred by the Kiandra Hospital for 

on cnditioa of an equal amount being raised by 
private subscription... ... ... ... ... 291 0 7 

In aid of the Pcnrith Hospital and Benevolent Society, on same: 
condition ... ... ... ... ... ... .., 200 0 0 I 

In aid of the Benevolent Society, Parramatta, on same condition, 
further sum ... ... ... ... ... ... , 250 0 0 

GRANTS IN AID OF PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS -  741 0 7 
In aid of the erection of the Newtowa School of Arts, on con- 
dition of an cqu:l amount being raised by private subscrip- 
tion, further um... ... ... ... ... 200 0 0 

In aid of the erection of the Mudgee Mcchies' Institute, on, 
same condition ... ,.. ... ... .. ... 

In aid of the erection of the Campbcfltown School of Arts, on; 
1,000 0 0 

same condition ... ... ... ... ... '250 0 0 
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES. 1,450 0 0 
To compensate Richard Brett and Richard Heather for losses 
sustaiUed by them under the circumstances stated in their 
Petition to the Assembly dated 2nd February, 1860 
(Resolution of Assembly) ... ... .. ... . 100 0 0 

For the purchase of specimens of Gold for transmission to the. 
Exhibition of All Nations, to be held at London in 1862...' 5,000 0 0 

To cover the expense of the Military Expedition to Lambing 
Flat Gold Yields ... --- ... ... .. 8,000 0 0 

For the purchase of copies of the New Edition of the Australian 
Magistrate ... -. ... ... - -. - -. 292 0 0 

-  13,392 0 0 

Carried forward... ... -.- 17,518 176 



ADDITIONAL ESTIMATES, 1861. 3 

Brought forward ... ... ...4 ..................17,518 17 6 

No. IY.—ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE. 

INSOLVEN'r COURT. 
Extra Clerk, at £150, for six months ... ... ...................... 75 0 0 

Disvitroi' COURTS. 
Fcc to C. K. Murray, Esq., for acting as Deputy Judge at Eden 80 0 0 
Travelling Expenses of Witnesses ... ... ... 50 0 0 
Gratuity of one month's pay for each year of service to John 
Maddigan, late Messenger, Sydney District Court... ... d4t 

- 
0 

9 

No. \T.—TREASUREIt AND SECRETARY FOR FINANCE 
AND TRADE, 

TgEASURY. 

Housekeeper, from £48 per annum to Ss. 4d. per diem H 0 0 

SYDNEY MINT. 
Allowance in lieu of Clothingtè Detachment of Royal Engineers,1 - 
for 1859-60... ... ... ... ... ... . ., 4j Ic 0 

PosT Orrien. 
Salaries. 
Railway Guard, Northern Line ... .., .. ... .... 150 0 0 
G uards on the Northern Line, at £150, for three months 7 202 0 0 
Officekeeper, from £52 to £78 ... ... .. ... ... 20 0 0 

Uon(iuge or irs. 

Allowance for Forago to Letter Carrier at East Maitland ... 36 10 0 171 10 

CONvEYANCE OF MAILS. 
Within and beyond the Settled Districts, farther sum ... .. 2,330 0 0 
To provide Buat for conveyncee of Mails aervcs the river ati 
Wdrett ... . ... ... . ... ... 50 0 0 

2,3tr 0 0 

.No. VT—SECRETARY FOR LANDS. 
IMMIGRATION. 
Chief Clerk ') I '- 

,,: 175 0 0 
Accountant 

Fort months 127 10 0 
Matron 

I  
0 0 

Messenger 50 0 0 
:s7 lo U 

BOTANIC GARDENS, SYDNEY. 
For preparation of Land made by deposit of Silt in Lower Gardenl 150 0 0 

Levelling, trenching, and fencing reclaimed ground in Lower 
260 0  0 Garden ... ... ... ... 

,,, •-i 41u u 0 
GovEaNIrENT DOMAINS AND HYDE PARK. 
For repair of Roads in Government Domain ... ... ... .................. 100 0 0 

ItOAD BRANCH. 

ROADS OTHER ThAN MAIN ROADS. 
For repair of Subordinate Roads (being amount required in! 
excess of that provided in Schedule) ... ... . . . Special Works on Road from Monaroo Table Land to the CoaM, 

11167 0 0 

(in lieu of £4,000 on Estimates-in-Chief for Special Works 
on Road front Eden to Chalker's) .......... ,,. 2000, 0 0 

Clearing 'I'rack from Clyde River to Araluen (Shoebridge's Line), 
in lieu of £1,000 provided on Estimates'in-Chief for Road 
by Dirty Butter Creek ... ... 1,000 0 0 

Road from Clyde River Road at Miriga to Major's Creek .... 1,500 0 0 
Road by Dirty Butler Creek to Araluen .. ... . . .1 

of Queeu's to Great 
1,000 0 0 

Repair Road loading from Wharf, Morpeth, 
North Roid... .. .,. ... ... ,. - .. 950 0 0 

Cuttings on Bolivia Range, on Read from Glen lanes to Ten-1  
tenfold . -. ... ... ... ... ... ...  200 0 0 

Carried forward ... ... i.7,117 0 0 

Carried forward ... ... . £................... 

- -  

21,610 18 3 

A 
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N. ADDITIONAL ESTIMATES, 1861. 

Brought forward ... ... U.......... . ........ 21,610 18 3 

No. VT—SECRETARY FOR LANDS— Gonliaued. 

. 

Brought forward ... £ 7,117 0 0 I 

ROAD B1CANCIL— ('ontinued. 
ROADS OTHER THAN MAIN Ros —Continzied. 
Opening New Line of Road from Richmond to the Bridge ... 150 0 0 

Repairs to Fitz Roy Bridge, South Creek ... ... ... 500 0 0 

Bridges on Road from Mudhank to Bunnerong, Botany Bay ... 150 0 0 

MISCELLANEOES SERVICES. - -  -  7,917 0 0 

Compensation to Mr. H. Dangar, for fencing Road passing: 
through his land at Singleton ... ... ... ... 208 0 0 

Do. Mr. Home, ]and near Boorowa ... .J 150 0 0 

For fencing portion of Road from Bathnrst to Rockley, passing 
through enclosed lands ... ... ... ... ... 130 0 0 

For fencing Road from Raymond Terrace by east side of - 
Williams' River to Seaham and Clarence Town ... ... 450 0 0 

Enlargement of Enclosure to Cricket around in Outer Domain 165 0 0 

For the purchase of Alignment Posts for different Municipal 
Towns ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £800 0 4) 

For the examination of the Slioalhaven and Snowy Rivers as to 
fitness for propagation of Salmon ... ... ... ... 210 0 0 

-  
11  
1,633 0 0 

No. Vu—SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC WORKS. 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS. 
Salaries. 
To provide for the Salary of Captain Martindale, at £1,500 
a year, from the 1st to the 14th January, 1801 ... 56 9 0 

Chief Clerk, addition to Salary ... ... ... ... 50 0 0 

Contingencies. 
Rent of offices in addition to sum voted... ... .., ... 433 I) 0 

RAILWAY DSPARTMENT 
. 

- - -  

539 9 0 

Sale rice. 
Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys ... ... ... 600 0 0 

Surveyor do. ... ... ... 500 0 0 

Clerk to Eugineer4n.Chief, addition to Salary ... ...: 50 0 0 

Assistant Clerk ... ... ... ... ... . 100 0 0 

Ticket Printer ... .,. ... ... ... . .4 200 0 0 

Contingencies. 
Stores for Permanent Way ... ... ... ... 4,000 0 0 

Stores for Locomotive Traffic ... ... ... ... 9,000 0 0 
14,450 (I 0 

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPEI DEPARTMENT. 
Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs ... ... ... 700 0 0 

Assistant do. and Station Master, Sydney ..... 
£52, 

400 0 0 

Junior Station Master, Sydney Exchange, 9 months at 
perannum ... ... ... ... ... ... 39 0 0 

1,139 0 0 

ROAD DEPARTMENT. 
Commissioner for Main Roads ... ... ,. ... ... 1 600 0 0 
To provide for the Salary of Mr. W. C. Bennett, as Engineer 
for Roads, from the 1st to the 14th January, 1861 ... 26 6 10 

PUnLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS. - - - -  626 6 10 

Repairs to Court House, and Assistant Gold Commissioner's 
Quarters, at Nundle ... ... .. ... ... 300 0 0 

Erection of Office for District Surveyor, at Albury ... ... 270 0 0 

Do. Court House, at tralla ... ... ... ... 300 0 0 

Do, Lockup, at Uralla ... ... ... ... ... 250 0 0 

Do. Lockup and Quarters for Commissioners and Police, 
at Lambing Flat ... ... ... ... ... ... 400 0 0 

For the erection of a Record Room, Department of Lands, 
further sum ... .. ... ... ... ... ...- 250 0 0 

To repair Dam at Parramatta ... ... ... . . ... 200 0 0 
To provide Implements and Materials for employment of 

Prisoners in Berrima Gaol ... ... .,. •.. .. 500 0 0 
Fencing Cemetery at Nundle ... ... ... ... ... 150 0 0 
Buildings for Pilot and Boats' Crews, at Moruya .. .. . 

300 0 0 

Carried forward ... ... Xi 2,020 0 0 

Carried forward ... ... ... U. 47,915 14 1 
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ADDITIONAL ESTIMATES, 1801. U 

Brought forward ... ... £ 47,915 14 1 

No. Vu—SECRETARY FOR PUBLIC WORICSC'ontinued 

Brought forward ... £. 2,920 0 0 
PUBLIC Woaxs AND BUILDINGS—Continued. 
Erection of Escort Stations in the Southern District ... ... 2,000 0 0 
Erection of Stables and Paddock for Native Police horses, New 

England District ... .. ... ... ... I  
Erection of Landing Waiter's Bos, Circular Quay ... . . . 

t50 
93 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Alteration and repairs to Court House, Bombala ... .. 170 0 0 
Erection of Watch House, Murrumbarra ... ... ... 1100 0 0 
Erection of Watch House, Wyagdon ... ... ... ... 450 0 0 
Erection of Stable and Fencing Camp Ground, Mounted Patrol 

Station, Tambaroora .. ... ... ... ... 135 0 0 

___________- 6,418 0 0 
HAnnougs AND Rivia NAVIGATION. 
E,egineer's Department. 
Rcnt of Offiee ... ... ... ... 250 0 o 

MISCELLANEOUS Sna-v-jcts. 
Further sum as Compensation to the family of the late Mrs. Ps 

Courcy (Resolution of Assembly) ... ... ... ... 52 0 0 
For Passage to England of Captain Martindale and Family 252 0 0 

301 0 0 

TO BE PROVIDED FOR BY LOAN. 54,887 141 

PUBLIC WORKS. 

Towards removing obstacles to the Navigation of the River 
Murray .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,000 0 0 

Construction of a Bridge over the Lacblan River at Nanami ... 5,000 0 0 
Construction of a Bridge over Tumut River, including £200' 

for Superintendence ... ... ... ... 2,400 0 0 
Erection of Lodging Houses and Public Room at Glebe Island ... 5,000 0 0 
Extension of Circular Quay for the accommodation of Haxbour 

Steamers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,300 0 0 
-  14,700 0 0 

TOTAL ... ... ... ... ...  ... ... £ 69,587 14 1 

The Treasury, New South Wates, E. 0. WEEKES. 
16th April, 1861. 

Sydney: Thomas Iticlierds, Government Prtnter.-1561. 

[Price, 2d.3 220—B 
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1861. 

ILcgteIattbs tøøtntbIp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE FOR 1861. 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, S May, 1861. 

JOHN YOUNG, Message No. 12. 

Administrator of the Government. 

In compliance with the Resolution of the Legislative Assembly, His Excellency 

transmits a Supplementary Estimate for 1861, wherein provision is made for the expenditure 

of £50,000 towards promoting Assisted Immigration to this Colony. 

Government House, 

Sydney, S May, 1861. 

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATE OF EXPEDflURE FOR 1861. 

To be expended in promoting Asaistod Immigration to this Colony.....£50,000. 

E. C. WEEKES. 

The Treasury, Mw South Wales, 
3rd May, 1801. 

[Psice, ld,] 264— 





1861. 

&gtøIatibt 2øøcmbtp, 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ChIEF COMIMISSIONIE1t OF INSOLVENT ESTATES. 
(PROPOSED SALARY OF.) 

Ordered by the Legistative AssemMy to be Printed, 28 March, 1861. 

JOHN YOUNG, Message No.4. 
Administrator of the Government 

In accordance with the provision contained in the 54th Clause of the Con-

stitution Act, the Administrator of the Government recommends to the Legislative Assembly 

the appropriation of a sum not exceeding £1,200, for the salary of the Chief Commisioner 

of Insolvent Estates. 

Government House, 

Sydney, 28 March, 1861. 

[Price, id] 169— 





NEW SOUTII WALES. 

Jtnancc, 1860-61. 

ESTIMATES 

OF THE 

WAYS AND MEANS 

OF THE 

GOY E1(NMIENT 

OF 

NEW SOLTTII WALES, 

FOR THE YEAR 

1861. 

Othereb bo tbe 1LeiøIat(bc %5cinbIg to be 4tintcb, 
1 FEBRUAItY, 1861. 

S!*iA j4.  

1 

SYDNEY: 

THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER. 

18(11. 

[Price, 2d.] 56—A 





FINANCE, 1800-61. 

No. 1. 
ACCOUNT CURRENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE FROM 1 JANUARY TO 31 DECEMBER, 1859. 

s.n. 
To By 
Consolidated Revenue 
Amount Appropriated for 1859 .,. ... 1,208,787 6 2 Balance on 1st January, 1859 .,. ... ... .., ,.. 48,277 7 9 
Special Appropriations ... ... ... 238,500 0 0 
Provided by the Constitutional and Colonial Revenue and Receipts actually collected during the year ... 1,511,965 0 0 
Sets ... ... ... .,. ,.. 

Supplementary Appropriation ... ... 
60,800 0 
81,623 1210 

0 I 

1,589,210 19 0 I  

zen:— 
Savings on VQtcs of Puiliament ... •.. 177,025 6 11 I 

-  10412,185 12 1 
Loans authorized to be raised for Public Works, and to pay off 
Debentures ... .., ••. ... ... ... 123586 0 0 

Loans authorized to be raised 
For Public Works ... ... ... 43,586 0 0 I  

To pay off Debentures due 1859 • ... 80,000 0 0 
123,586 0 0 

Balance on 31st December, 1859 ... .,. ... ... 148,056 15 8 

£ £ 1,683,828 7 9 1,083,828 7 9 

By 
Balance on 31st December, 1859, brought down.., ... £ 148,056 to 8 

The 2ea3unj, .Au' &uh JF1es, 
318t tTan!ea"y, ibUl. 

E. C. WEEKE4. 



C 
C) 

V 

No. 2. 

ACCOUNT CURRENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE FROM 1 JANUARY TO 31 DECFJMI3EII, 1860. 

£ s, 
To p  
Consolidated Revenue:— 
Amount of Appropriation Act for 1860 ... 1,143,931 13 9 
Special Appropriations ... ... 276,833 0 0 
Provided by the Constitutional and Colonial I 

Acts .., . . ... 58,350 0 0 

1,479,114 13 9 
jcss 
Amount not required ... ... ... 50,000 0 0 I 

- -. 1,429,114 13 0 
Loans authorized to be raised 
For Public Works,. 
To pay off Debentures due 1860 

- 081,837 0 0 
Loans authorized to be raised for Public Works, and to pay offI 

Supplementary Esthiiate for 1800, as voted by late Parliament 56,834 19 8 Debentures ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 681,837 0 0 

Balance on 31st December, 1860 ... ... 21,071 5 8 

2,180,757 19 1 
£t 2,189,757 19 1 

By 
Balance on 31st December, 1860, broight down .. X1 21,971 5 8 

The Tt'easury, New Souilt 1 Vales, E. C. WEEICF4S. 
318t .Janua'g, 1861, 

By 

Balance on 31 December, 1850... 

Revenue and Receipts actually collected 
during the year ... 1,310,052 0 0 

£ s. d. 

148,056 15 8 

Amount due by the Sydney Municipti Council, 
for Interest on Debentures, to 31 De- 
cember, 1800 ... ... 49,812 8 5 

263,237 0 0 - - 
418,600 0 01 

1,359,804 3 5 



No. 3. 

ACCOUNT CURRENT OF ESTIMATED REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE, CARRIED ON TO 31 DECEMBER, 1861. 

To 
Charges on Consolidated Revenue 

General Services ... ... ... 1,173,177 0 0 
Special Appropriations ... ... 226,500 0 0 
Provided by Constitutional and 

Colonial Acts... ... ... 58,350 0 0 

1,458,027 0 0 

Additional Charges, as per Memorandum accompanying the 
F FAstimates ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6,480 2 10 

Charges proposed to be covered by Loan for Public Works ... 1.38,784 0 0 

Estimated Balance on 31 December, 1861 ... ... ... 77,308 2 10 

£ 1,680,599 5 8 

£ s. d. £ s. d. 

1  By 
Balance on 31 December, 1860 ... ... ... .,. .' 21,971 5 8 

Estimated Revenue for 1861, as per Statement of Ways and 
Means... ... ... ... ... .,. ... ... 1,519,844 0 0 

Amount proposed to be raised by Loan for Public Works ...1 138,784 0 0 

£ 1,680,599 5 8 

By 
Estimated Balance on 31 December, 1861, brought down ... C 77,308 2 10 

The Treasury, Nm, So,zlt Wile,c, 
Slsf January, 1861. E. C. WEEKES. tA 



C FINANCE, 186041. 

No. 4. 

ABSTRACT OF THE PROBABLE REVENUE OF TUE GOVERNMENT or NEW SOUT11 WALES, 

Bolt THE YEAR 1861. 

REVENUE OF REVENUE OF ESTIMATE FOR 

1859. 1860. 1 1861. 

£ £ £ 

Customs ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... 611,875 555,104 598,000 

Duty on Spirits distllLd in the Colony ... ... ... ... 54,627 44,129 68,000 

Gold Revenue ... ... ,.. ... ... ... ... 47,169 55,877 13,700 

Mint Receipts ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 18,963 21,630 27,000 

Land Revenue ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 477,892 312,869 455,800 

Postage ... ... ... ... ... .. ... .. 43,679 45,636 50,000 

Licenses ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 69,421 68,249 75,460 

Fees of Office ... ... ... ... .., ... .. 27,102 26,385 27,773 

Fines and Forfeitures ... ... ... ... ... ... 5,859 4,397 6,450 

Rents-Exclusive of Land... ... ... ... ... ... 18,739 18,328 20,269 

Railway Tolls ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 01,843 58,867 70,000 

Electric Telegraph Receipts ... ... ... ... ... 8,425 11,396 18,000 

Pilotagc Rates, Harbour Dues, and Fees ... ... ... ... 15,269 13,942 15,000 

Tonnage Dues, Ncweastle ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,199 2,892 3,000 

Immigration Remittances ... ... ... ... ... ... 16,690 10,503 

Interest on City Debentures ... .,. ... ... ... 2,201 8,162 20,850 

Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... ... ... ... .. 28,860 50,569 49,442 

Revenue of Bishopthorpe Estate ... ... . ... ... 1,152 1,017 1,100 

£1 1,511,965 1,810,052 1,519,844 

TO BE RAISED BY LOAN. 

To meet the Expenses of Public Works and Buildings ... ... ..t ... ... .. 138,784 

Tora ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £ 11658,628 

2k Treasury, New South Wales, 

31st January, 1861. B. C. WEEKES. 



FINANCE, 1860-61. 7 

REvuE DETAILED. 

REVENUE OF 
1859. 

REVENUE OF 
1860. 

ESTIMATE FOR 
1801. 

CustoMs. 
Spirits ... ... ., ., ... 
Wine ... ... •.. 

822,810 
33,865 

301,598 
27,677 

367,000 
30,000 

Ale and Beer 6,728 7,803 8,000 
Tobacco ... .. , ... 91,957 89,217 90,000 
Tea 
Sugar and Molasses... ... 

53,377 
91,757 

45,304 
71,602 

21,000 
70,000 

Coffee and Chicory ... • .. 
Opium ... ... ., ... 

10,062 
1,319 

7,641 
-  4,262 

8,000 
4,000 

611,875 555,104 598,000 

Dun ON Snurrs Dxsnuio IN THE Cotowy ... ... 54,627 44,129 68,000 

Goia REvnut. 
Duty on Gold ... ... ... ... ... 36,680 42,636 
Fees for the Escort and Conveyance of Gold 
Leases of Aurifercus Tracts ... ... ... 

443 
620 

2,022 
615 

1,000 
700 

Mincrs' Rights ... ... .. ... ... 6,806 7,620 8,500 
Business Licenses ... ... ... .•. ... 2,620 2,984 3,500 

47,169 55,877 13,700 

MrNT RECEIPTS ... ... ... ... •.• ... 18,963 21,630 27,000 

LArw REVENUE. 
Land Sales .. ... ... ... ... ., 252,628 155,317 270,000 
Rents of Land for Pastoral Purposes .,. 84,984 63,706 110,000 
Assessment on Runs ... ... .,. • 
Quit Rents ... ... ... ... .,. • 
Redemption of Quit Rents... ... ... 

136,203 
1,168 
69 

91,290 
819 
35 

70,000 

500 

Survey of Land ... ... ... ... 261 154 300 
Licenses to out Timber, make Bricks, and quarry 

Stone on Crown Lands ... ... 2,579 1,549 1,500 
Mineral Leases ... ... ... ., 3,500 

477,892 312,869 455,800 

POSTAGE ... ... ... .,. ... .. . ... 43,679 45,636 50,000 

LICENSES. 
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... •.. •. 
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ... .,. 
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ... ... 
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors ... 
Night Licenses to Publicans and for Bmiard Tables 
To Distillers and Rectifiers... ... ... ... 
To Hawkers and Pedlers ... ... ... ... 
To Pawnbrokers ... ... ... ... ... 
AU other Licenses ... ... ... ... ... 

7,270 
1,829 
8,392 
52,347 
8,770 
60 
340 
280 
133 

0,650 
1,656 
4,026 
51,402 
8,822 
55 
354 
250 
134 

7,500 
3,000 
5,000 
55,000 
4,000 
60 
400 
800 
200 

69,421 68,349 - 75,460 

Carried forward ... ... ... £ 1,323,626 1,103,594 1,287,960 



FINANCE, 1860-01. 

REVENUE DLTAILED-Oo?uinued.. 

REVENUE OF FEVENUE or ESn3IATE 
11859. 1860. 1861. 

Brought forward 

FEES OF OFFICE. 
On Commissions to Public Officers... 
On Certificates of Naturalization 
On Copies and Transcripts of Papers 
On the Preparation and Enrolment of Title I 
Registrar General 
Prothonotary of Supreme Court 
Master in Equity 
Curator of Intestate Estates 
Insolvent Courts 
Sheriff ... 
Moreton Bay Court... 
Courts of Requests 
District Courts 
Courts of Petty Sessions 
Water Police Court and Shipping Masters... 
Steam Navigation Board 
Court of Clnima 
On Disputed Claims at the Gold Fields 
Other Fecs .,. 

FINES AND FolInTrunEs 

1,323,620 1 1,103,594 1 1,287,900 

189 178 200 
849 231 350 
16 24 20 

7,207 4,720 4,000 
2,819 2,897 4,500 
21907 2,951 2,000 
1,170 1,222 1,100 
324 282 300 
1,406 1,733 1,500 
849 990 1,600 
678 
68 

3,383 5,313 5,540 
21308 2,659 3,000 
2,900 2,793 , 3,300 
188 164 173 
72 14 20 
06 26 20 
107 188 150 

27,102 20,385 27,773 

Sheriff ... ... ... ... ... ,., 613 762 2,000 
Moreton Bay Court... ... ... ... . .4 56 
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... ... 2,900 2,447 3,000 
Water Police Court.,. ... 173 245 200 
For the tnauthorized Occupation of Crown Lands 150 488 150 
Crown's Share of Seizures by the Departments of, 

Customs and Distilleries . ... 828 101 600 
Confiscated and Unclaimed Property... . ..I  933 298 500 

Other Fines... ... ... ... ... .., 191 56 100 

RtsTs-ExeLusIn OF LAND. 
Tolls and Ferries 
Wharfs ... 
Military Canteen ... ... 
Government Buildings and Premises 
Glebe Island Ferry... 

Ditto Ahattoirs 

Carried forward 

5,859 4,397 6,450 

0,794 11,494 . 11,820 
8,378 5,910 3,300 
198' 50 49.' 
309 , 591 600 

96 1,200 
187 3,300 

18,739 18,328 20,269 

61,843 58867 70,000 

8,425 11,300 18,000 

15.269 13,942 15,000 

S 

1,460,863 1 1,230,909 11 1,445,452 

RAILWAY TOLLS ... 

ELECTRIC TELWRA1'II RECEIPTS 

PUOTAGE BATES, HARBOUR DUES, AND FEES.. 



FINANCE, 1800-61. 9 

REVENUE DETAILED—Continued. 

REVENUE OF Rzvxyuz OF !ESTDLATE FOE 
1859. 1860. 1861. 

Brought forward... ... ... £1 1,460,863 1,230,909 1,445,452 

TONNAGE DUES, NEWCASTLE ... . . ... ... 2,199 

IMMTORATJOrj REMITTANCES ... ..• ... . .. 16,690 10,503 

INTEREST ON CITY DEBENTURES ... ... ... 2,201 8,162 20,850 

MlscELr4ArqzoUs REOEU'TS. 

Sale of Government Property ... ... ... 
For the Support of Patients in the Lunatic Asylums, 

2,299 
978 

1,349 1,500 

Collections by the Government Printer ... ...' 2,015 
858 
2,065 

1,000 
2,000 

Payment by the Commissariat towards the support 
of British Prisoners and Lunatics ... 4,040 8,246 2,910 

Do. towards the support of the Gunpowder Magazine' 69 
,  

92 102 
Store Rent of Gunpowder ... •.. •.. ...: 402 274 280 
For Work performed by Prisonrs in Gaol... .. . 
Fees on presenting Private Bills to the Parliament,  

1,197 902 1,000 

and on Letters of Registration ... 445 455 400 
Interest on Bank Deposits ... 

1 14,868 , 38,399 . 30,000 
Proceeds of Sale of Alpaca Wool ... ... ..; 29 250 
Other Receipts ... ... ... ... 2,547 7,900 10,000 

28,860 50,569 49,442 

REVENUE OF BISIIOJ'TIIORPE ESTATE ... ... •..: 1,1.521 1,0171 1,100 

Tonis ... ... ... £ 1,511,965 1,310,052 I 1,519,844 

56—B 
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10 FINANCE, 1859-00. 

No. 5. 
STATEMENT of the DEBT of the Colony on the 31st January, 1861, shewing the sums authorized to be 

raised by certain of the Loan Acts, and the amounts raised under each of those Acts respectively. 

AMOUNTS BALANCES To DEBT ON 31 JAN. REMARKS. 
RAISED. I BE RAISED. 

DEBF.NTUBES ISSUED ONI I 
ACCOUI4T OF Lo.ais TO, 
TEE SYDNEY RAILWAY 
Cowaicy ............. 200,00000 200,00000 ............. 200,00000 

Punno WORKS- 

18 Vie., No. 35 ........ 178,750 0 0 105,750 0 0 73,000 0 0 83,000 0 0 

RAILWAYS- 
I 

18 Vie., 40 ............. 402,700 0 0 402,700 0 0 ............. 402,600 0 0 

PUBLIC Woims- 

19 Vie., 38 & 40 ....... 405,323 0 0 398,614 16 3 6,708 3 9 .103,800 0 0 

SYDNEY SEWERAGE- 

17Vie.,34 ............ . 200,000 0 0 200,00000 ............ . 154,13000 

SYDNEY WA!ltn- 

17Vie.,85 ............ 200,000 00! 200,00) 00 ............ 180,400 0 0 

To PAY OFF DnBPN- 
TURES-UB 
20 2OVic.,No.1 ........ . 73,776 0 0 73,70010 0 7510 Q 73,700 0 0 

RAIIwAVs- 

2OVk.,1 ............ . 200,00000. 199,997100 210 0, 203,0000 

To PAY OFF L. & I. DIRER- 
TUR- 
20 Vie., 16 ............. 130,400 0 0 130,311 0 0 89 0 0 132,300 0 0 

Punaic Woans- 

20 Vie,, 33 ............. 107,717 18 11 107,717 18 11............. 112,000 0 0 

RAILWAYS - 
299,000 0 0 20Vie34 ............ . 300.00000 300,000 0 0 ............ 

To PAY OFF OrniaNtrugs- 

22Vie No. 5 145,000 0 0' 144,31010 0 68910 0 145,000 0 0 

RAILWAYS AND Pnnsc 
Wonus- 
22Vic., No. 22 ........ 756,5(X) 001 709,8r,613 7 48,6316 51  712.000 00: 

PUBLIc WORKS 

22 Vie., 26 ............. 11,600 0 0 .............. 11,600 0 0 

To PAY OFF DEBENTURES- 
I 

23 Vie., No. 5 ......... 365,600 0 0 ! 46,765 0 0 316,535 0 0 47,000 0 0 

Punaje WORKS AND To PAY 
OFF DsRExrUEES- 

23 Vie., No. 10 ......... 348,223 0 0 ............. 315223 0 0 

DEBENTURES transmitted 
to Oriental Bank, Lon. 1318,600 0 0 23 Vie., No.5. 

1 318,200 0 0 23 Vie., No. 10. 
for which have not yet , 
don; Account Sales ................................ 

I  I, 6,000 0 0 92 Vie., No. 26. 
been received ...... 

4,027,589 18 11 3,219,735 18 9 807,854 0 2 3,819,730 0 0 

To COVER Dzncit IN 1855-6. 
20 Vie., 20 ............ £150,000 0 0 ............. 

I  

150,000 0 0 .............. To he repealed. 

NOTE-It is probable that a further sum of 40,U(P) will nave to Be raiseo,-Delng LzIJ,oc&' cairn 'Or inc flrnlIatea 
U. ileges in connection with the Presbyterian and Wesleyan Churches, 19 Vie., 38. 

The Treasury, New South Wales, 
Slst January, 1861. E. C. WEEKES. 

0 



NEW SOUTH WALES. 
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FINANCE, 1860-01. 

No. 1. 
ACCOUNT CURRENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE FROM 1 JANUARY TO 31 DECEMBER. 1859 

£ 
 To d.  
Consolidated Revenue 
Amount Appropriated for 1859 ... ... 1,208,787 6 2 
Special Appropriations ... ... 238,500 0 0 
Provided bythe Constitutional and Colonial 
Acts ... ... ... ... ... 60,300 0 0 

Supplementary Appropriation ... ... 81,623 12 10 

:1,589,21019 0 

Len 
Savings on Votes of Parliament ... ... 177,025 6 11 

By 

Balance on 1st January, 1859 

Revenue and Receipts actually collected during the year 

£ s. d. 

48,277 7 0 

1,511,965 0 0 

Loans authorized to be raised for Public Works, and to pay off 
Debentures ... .. ... ... •.. . ... 123,586 0 0 

Loans authorized to be raised 
Per Public Works .., ... ... 43,586 0 0 
To pay off Dcbenture8 duo 1859 ... 80,000 0 0 - 

128,586 0 0 
IJalanoc on Blat December, 1859 .. ... ... .J 148,056 15 8 

t 1,083,828 7 9 

By 
Balance on Slst December, 1859, brought down 

p1 - 'yl----------- wn-_ Ct - 

iôL  E. C. WEEKES. 

co 

-- 
11412,185 12 1 

£ 148,056 15 8 



a No. 2. 
ACCOUNT CURRENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE FROM 1 JANUARY TO 81 DECEMBER, 1860. 

£ s. d. 

To I By 
ConBolidated Revenue :-. 
Amount of Appropriation Act for 1860 ... 1,143,981 18 9 Balance on 81 December, 1859 ... ... ... ... ... 148,056 15 8 

Special Appropriations ... ... ... 276,833 0 0 
Provided by the Constitutional and Colonial 

Acts •.. .,. ... ... 58,350 0 0 Revenue and Receipts actually collected 
- 1 during the year ... ... ... 1,810,062 0 0 

1,479,114 13 9 
Len 
Amount not required ... ... . 50,000 0 0 Amount due by the Sydney Municipal 

-  1,429,114 13 9 Council, for Interest on Debentures, to 
Loans authorized to be raised 31 December, 1860 ... ... ... 49,812 3 5 

-  1,359,804 3 5 For Public Works... ... ,.. ... 263,237 0 0 
To pay off Debentures due 1860 ... ... 418,600 0 0 

-  681,837 0 0 
Loans authorized to be raised for Public Works, and to pay off 

Supplementary Estimate for 1860, as voted by late Parliament ... 56,834 19 8 Debentures ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 681,837 0 0 

Balance on 31st December, 1800 ... ... ... ... ... '21,971 5 8 

£ 2,189,757 19 1 £2,189,757 19 

By 
Balance on 31 December, 1800, brought down ... ... £ 21,971 5 8 

The Treasury, New Son/li Wales, E. C. WEEKES. 

10th April, 1801. 



Estimated Revenue for 1861, as per Statement of Ways and 
Means ... ... ... .. ... 1,507,844 0 0 

Amount proposed to be raised by Loan for Public Works ... 98835 0 0 

No. 3. 
ACCOUNT CURRENT OF ESTIMATED REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE, CARRIED ON TO 81 DECEMBER, 1861. 

To £ a. d. By I £ s. d. 
Charges on Consolidated Revenue:— Balance on 81 December, 1800 ... ... •.. •.. 21,971 5 8 
General Services ... ... ... 1,173,177 0 0 
Special Appropriations ..• ... 226,500 0 0 
Provided by Constitutional and 
Colonial Acts ... ... ... 58,350 0 0 

1,458,027 0 0 
Less 
Deductions made in the Estimates in Chief 
daring their passage through Committee of 
Supply .. ... ... ... 38,904 10 2 

- 1,419,122 9 10 

To provide for the adequate representation of New South Wales ! 
at the Exhibition of the Industry of All Nations, to be held! 
in London, in 1862. (Message No. 3.) .. ... ... 2,000 0 0 

Additional Charges, as per Nemorandum accompanying the 
Estimates (as voted) ..... ,.. ... ... 5,825 8 4 
Charges proposed to be covered by Loan for Public Works 98,835 0 0 
Additional Supplementary Estimate for 1860, as proposed . 21,355 0 10 
Estimated Balance on 31 December, 1861 ... ... ... 81,012 6 8 

£[ 1,628,650 5 8 

1,628,650 5 8 

By 
Estimated Balance on 31 December, 1861, brought down ... 2 81,012 6 8 

The 7'rea.nry, 2'Thto kSovth W1e8, E. 0. WEEKES. 
10th April, 1861. 0i 



6 FINANCE, 1880-61. 

No. 4. 

ABSTRACT or THE PROBABLE REVENUE or THE GOVERNMENT or NEW SOUTII WALES, 

FOR TRE YEAR 1861. 

£ 

Customs ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 611,875 

Duty on Spirits distilled in the Colony.. ... ... ... 54,027 

Gold Revenue .,. ... .. ... ... ... ... 47,169 

Mint Receipts ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 18,963 

Land Revenue ... ... ... ... ... . ... 477,892 

Postage ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... 43,679 

Licenses .., ... ... .. ... ... ... ... 69,421 

Fees of Office ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 27,102 

Fines and Forfeitures ... ... ... ... ... ...  5,859 

Rents-Exclusive of Land ... ... ... ..• ... 18,739 

Railway Tolls ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 61,843 

Electric Telegraph Receipts ... ... ... ... ... 8,425 

Pilotage Rates, Harbour Dues, and Fees ... ... .J 15,269 

Tonnage Dues, Newcastle ... ... ... ... .. 2,190 

Immigration Remittances ... ... .,. ... ... 16,690 

Interest on City Dcbentures ... ... ... ... ... 2,201 

Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... ... ... ... ... 28,800 

Revenue of Bishopthorpe Estate ... ... ... ... 1,152 

REVENUE OF ESTJMATE FOR 

1860. 1861. 

£ £ 

555,104 : 565,000 

44,129 45,000 

55,877 58,700 

21,630 27,000 

312,869 455,800 

45,636 0,000 

68,349 75,460 

26,385 27,773 

4,397 6,450 

18,328 20,269 

58,867 70,000 

11,396 18,000 

13,942 14,000 

2,892 3,000 

10,508 

81162 20,850 

50,569 49,442 

1,017 1,100 

TO BE RAISED BY LOAN. 

To meet the Expenses of Public Works and Buildings ... 

1,606,679 

fle Treasury, New South Wales, 
10i7 April, 1861. B. C. WEEKES. 
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FINANCE, 1860-61. 

REVENUE DETAILED. 

REVENUE OP REVENUE OF ESTIMATE 
1859. p 1860. I 1861. 

Custors. 
Spirits .. - ... ... ... ... ... 
Wine . -. .. ... ... ... -.- 
Ale and Beer ... ... ... ... ... 

822,810 
33,805 
6,728 

801,598 310,000 
27,077 30,000 
7,803 81000 

Tobacco ... .. .. .,. ... ... 
Tea ,.. ... -.. ... ... ,. ... 
Sugar and Molasses.. ... ... ... ,.. 
Coffee and Chicory ... ... ... ... ... 
Opium ... .. ... ... ... ... 

91,957 
53,877 
91,757 
10,062 
1,819 

89,217 00,000 
45,304 45,000 
71,002 70,000 
7,641 8,000 
4,262 4,000 

611,875 555,104  565,000 

Duty ON SPIRITS DIsTmr.D IN TIlE CoLoNy ,., .,. 54,627 44,129 45,000 

36,080 42,680 45,000 
GOLD REVENUE. 

Duty on Gold ... ,.. ... ... ... 
Fees for the Escort and Conveyance of Gold .. 
Leases of Auriferous Tracts ... ... ... 
Miners' Rights .. .. - - ... ... 
Business Licenses ... -. - .. ... ... 

443 2,022 I 1,000 
620 615 700 
6,800 7,620 8,500 
2,620 2,984! 3,500 

47,169 1 55,877 58,700 

MINT RECEiPTS ..,.. ... ... ... .. 18,963 21,030 1 27,000 

LAND REVENUE. 
Land Sales ... ... ... ... 252,628 155,317 970,000 
Rents of Land for Pastoral Purposes 84,984 63,705 110,000 
Assessment on Runs ,. ... ..4 136,203 91,290 70,000 
Quit Rents ,., .., ... ... 1,168 819 

500 Redemption of Quit Rents .. ... , - - 69 35 
Survey Land of ... ... ... .4 261 154 300 
Licenses to out Timber, make Bricks, and quarry 

Stone on Crown Lands ... 21579 1,549 1,500 
Mineral Leases .,. ... .,, 3,500 

477,892 312,869 455,800 

POSTAGE ... ... ... ... ... ... .4 43,679 45,630 50,000 

LICENSES. 
To Wholesale Spirit Dealers ... ... .. 7,270 6,650 7,500 
To Auctioneers ... ... .. ... .,.j 1,829 1,656 3,000 
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ... ... 3,392 4,026 5,000 
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors . -. 52,347 51,402 55,000 
Night Licenses to Publicans and for Billiard Tables 3,770 3,822 4,000 
To Distillers and Rectifiers... ... ... ... 60 55 00 
To Hawkers and Pedlers ... .,, ... ,.. 340 354 400 
To Pawnbrokers ... ... ... ,.. ... 280 250 i 800 
All other Licenses ,.. ... .., ,.. ... 133 134 200 

69,421 68,349 75,400 

Carried forward ... •., ... . £ 1,323,626 1,103,594 11,276,960 



27,102 I 26,385 

Frrqts AND FORFEITURES. 
Sheriff ... ... ... ... ... 6100 762 I 
Moreton Bay Court... ... ... ... ... 56 
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... ... ... 2,909 2,447 
Water Police Court... .,. .. ... ... 173 245 
For the Unauthorized Occupation of Crown Lands... 156 488 
Crown's Share of Seizures by the Departments of 

Customs and Distilleries ... ... ... 828 101 I 
Confiscated and Unclaimed Property ...... 033 

191 
298 
50 Other Fines... ... ... ... ... ... 

I 5,859 , 4,397 

RENTS-EXCLUSIVE OF LAND. 
Tolls and Ferries ... ... ... 0,704 11,494 
Wharfs ... ... ... ... 8,378 5,910 
Military Canteen ... ... ... 308 50 
Government Buildings and Premises 309 501 
Globe Island Ferry... ... ... 96 

Ditto Ahattoirs ... ... . . .1 1.87 

18,739 18,328 

S FINANCE, 1860-61. 

REvENuE DETAILED- Continued. 

REVENUE 01 REvENUE OF ESTThIATE 
1859. 1860, I 1801. 

Brought forward ... ... ... £ 1,323,626 I 1,103,594  1,276,960 

FEES OF Orrrcr. 
On Commissions to Public Officers... ... ... 189 178 
On Certificates of Naturalization .. ... ... 349 231 
On Copies and Transcripts of Papers ... . . . 16 24 
On the Preparation and Enrolmant of Title Deeds 7,207 4,720 
Registrar General .. ... .,. ... ... 2,819 2,897 
Prothonotary of Supreme Court ... ... ... 2,907 2,951 
Master in Equity ... ... ... ... ... 1,170 1,222 
Curator of Intestate Estatcs ... ... .. . 324 282 
Insolvent Courts ... ... ... ... 1,406 1,733 
Sheriff ... ... •,. ... ... ..: 849 990 
1loreton Bay Court... ... ... ... .... 678 
Courts of Requests ... ... ... ... ... 68 
District Courts ... ... ... ... ... 3,3S8 5,313 
Courts of Petty Sessions ... •.. 2,308 2,059 
Water Police Court and Shipping Master ... . .i 2,900 2,703 
Steam Navigation Board ... ... ... 188 104 
Court of Claims ... ... ...; 72 14 
On Disputed Claims at the Gold Fields ... ... 06 26 
Other Fees .,. ... ... ;.. ... ... 107 188 

200 
350 
20 

4,000 
4,500 
2,000 
1,100 
300 
1,500 
1,000 

5,540 
3,000 
3,300 
173 
20 
20 
150 

27,778 

2,000 

8,001.) 
200 
150 

500 
500 
100 

6,450 

RAILWAY TOLLS... ... ... ... ... ... 61,843 

ELECTRIC TELEORAPII RECEIPTS ... ... ... 8,425 

PILOTAGE RATES, HARBOUR DUES, AND FEES .... 15,269 

Carried forward ... ... ... 1,4600863 

11,820 
3,300 
49 
000 
1,200 
8,800 

20,269 

70,000 

18,000 

14,000 

58,867 

11,893 

13,942 

1,236,909 1,483,452 
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FINANCE, 1860-61. o 

REVENUE DETAILED—Continued. 

REVENUEOP Rsvuxpn op EsnsrApR FOE 
1859. 1860. 1861. 

Brought forward ... ... ... LI 1,460,863 1 1,236,909 

TONNAGE DUES, NEWCASTLE ... ,.. ... ..) 2,199 

IMMIGRATION REMITTANCES ... ... ... .. . 16,690 10,503 

INTEREST ON CITY DEBENTURES ... ... . . 2,201 I 8,162 20,850 

MISCELLANEOUS REcEIPTS. I I 

Sale of Government Property ... .•. 2,299 j 1,849 1,500 
For the Support of Patients in the Lunatic Asylums 978 853 1,000 
Collections by the Government Printer ...., 2,015 L 2,035 2,000 
Payment by the Cominissariat towards the support 4 

of British Prisoncrs and Lunatics ... 4,040 j 3,246 f 2,910 
Do. towards the support of the Gunpowder Magazine 69 92 102 
Store Rent of Gunpowder ... ... ... 402 274 280 
For Work performed by Prisoners in Gaol... 1,197 902 1,000 
Fees on presenting Private Bills to the Parliament, 
and on Letters of Registration ... 445 455 400 

Interest on Bank Deposits .. ... ... 14,868 33,399 80,000 
Proceeds of Sale of Alpaca Wool ... • 29 250 
Other Receipts ... .. ... ... .. j 2,547 7,900 10,000 

- 28,860 p  50,569 49,442 

REYHNEE OP BISIIOI'TIIORPE ESTATE ... .., 
. . . 

1,1521 1,017 1,100 

a 

TOTALS ... •.. ... ... £ 1,511,965 

56—B 



1.0 FINANCE, 1859-00. 

No. 5. 

STATEMENT of the DEBT of the Colony on the Blat Jannary, 1801, shewing the sums authorized to be 

raised by certain of the Luau Acts, and the amounts raised under each of those Acts respectively. 

AvOUNTS 
SERVIUES. Arruonizznvo 

AMOENTS BM.AxCES TQ DT ON 31 JAN. REMAES. 

DESENTUBES ISSUED ON 
ACCOUN'r OF LOANS to 
TILE SYDNEY RARwAY 
Conr&n .............200,000 0 0 200,000 0 0 ............200,000 0 0 

Fuai.ic Wonas- 

JSVic., No.  35 .........178,751) 00 105,7500 0 73,000 001 a000 oc 

IZAU,WAYS- 

18 Vie., 40 ............. 402,700 0 0 402700 0 . 
t 
............ .402,600 0 0 

Pum,ic WORKS- 

19 Vie., 38 & 40 ....... 405.33  0 0 398614 16 3 6,708 3 9 403,800 0 0 

SYDNEY SEWERAGE- F 
57 Vie., 34 ............ 2t0,000 0 0 L 200,000 0 0 ............. 154,130 0 0 

SYDNEY WATER- 

. 

F I 

11 Vie,, 35 ........... 200,000 0 0 200,000 0 0 .............. 180,400 0 0 

To PAY err L. & I. DaeEN.l 
flRES- 

2OVie., No. 1 ......... 73,776 0 0 73,70010 0 7510 0 73,700 0 0 

ltAII,WAY$ I 

200.0000 0 9OVi.,1 ..... ...... . 199,99710 0 210 0 203000 0 

To PAT Ofl L. & I. DESEN 
Ircims- 

iVia,1 ............ 130,400 0 0 130,311 0 0 89 0 0 139,300 0 

PuHnc Wongs- 

20 Vie., 33 ............J 107,717 1811 
' 107,71718 11 I ............. 112,003 0 0 

ltAawns-. 

20Vic31 .......... . 300,00000300,0000 0 ............ . 299,00000 

To ny on' DEDENTURES_: I 

22Vic.,No.5 ........ 145,0000 0 I 144,31010 o 689100 145,000 0 0 

IIATLWAYS AND PUBLIC 

WonKs- I  

22 Vie., No. 22 ........! 758,500 0 0 I 709,868 13 7 48,631 6 5 712,000 0 0 

Pulsr2e WORKS- I 

22 Vie., 26 ............. 111600 0 0 11,600 0 0 

To PAY OFF DEBENTURES- 

2:Vie., No. 5 ........ . 265,600 00 46,7650 H 318,835 00 47,00000 

Ponuc WORKs AND To rAY: 
OF DnnE.Nrun ! 
23 Vie.0No, 10 ......... 348,223 0 0 ........ .  348,223 0 0 

DEBENTURES ti'nnsmitted 
to Oriental Bank, Sun. I 

(318.600 0 0 
0 I 
23 Vie N 

don Account Sales > 
j 348,200 0 23 Vie"  No.10 

for which have not yet I 5,000 0 0 , 22 Vie No 26 
been received .......3 

4,027,6b9 18 11 

.................. 

3,219,735189507,851023,819,730 0 0 

'PU covEn Dericir IN 1855-6.i 
20 Vie., 20 ............ £150,&X) 0 0 .............. 150,000 0 0 ............. To be repunled. 

Nn'E.-lt ii nr.il,ahlr, that a forther sum of £40,000 will have to be raised.-bcinK £20,000 each for the Affiliated 
Ual]cgcs in connection with the Presbyterian and Wesleyan (jlnuclics, 19 \ '0,, as. 
The Treesurg, New South Wales, E. C. WEEKES5 

10/it _4pi'i15  1801. 
Sydn,'y Tbomas itieI,arS.,, Government L'rintnr.-lSGJ, 



1861. 

?Legiølatibc fløøcmblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

SAVINGS ON VOTES OF PARLIAMENT. 
(PARTICULARS OF—DATED 5 DECEMBER, 1539.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 1 Februzry, 1861. 

[Z'riee, iJ.] 55—. 



SAVINGS UN VOTES OF PARLIAMENT. 

PARTICULARS of the Amount of SAVINGS on Votes of Parliament, in continuation of 
those Macwe in the Account Current (No. 1) for the year 1858, dated 8 December, 
IS 59. 

HEADS OF ACCOUNT. A1ouNT. TOTAL. 

Schedule A, and Supplement ... •.. ... 303 19 9 
Schedule B, do. ... ... . . 4,851 3 3 
Schedule C, do. ... •.. ... 462 1 7 

5,623 4 7 
No. 2. 

Executive and Legislative... ... ... ... 1,071 8 2 

No. 3. 
Government Resident, Port Curtis ... ... 1271 2 
Post Office and Conveyance of Nails ... ... 10,041 5 4 
Steam Postal Communication via Panama, 1859... 50,000 0 0 
Orphan Schools ... ... ... ... ... 452 6 1 
Immigration and Quarantine ... ... ...; 2,525 8 3 
Bounties on the introduction of Foreign Imnii-i 
grants, 1856 ... ... ... ... ... 7,120 0 0 
Police generally ... ... ... ... ... 13,375 11 7 
Gaols and Penal Establishment ... ... ... 5,563 
Observatory ... ... ... ... 
Lunatic Asylums ... ... ... ... 

... 

... 
155 13 
1,486 11 

4 
4 

health Officers and Medical Board ... ... 8 6 8 
Vaccine Institution ... ,.. .,. .. 17 18 3 
Naval and Military ... .. ... ... 1,182 15 11 
Charitable Allowances ... ... ... ... i 1,817 8 0 
Municipal Institutions—Endowments, 1859 ...  9,442 3 4 
Miscellaneous ... ... ... 3,202 13 S 
Naval and Military Postage ... ... ... i 26 7 6 
Balances of other Departments ... ... ...' 1,204 13 3 

- -  107,749 13 3 
No. 4. 

Administration of Jnstice ... ... 
... 

4,035 18 2 

No. 5. 
Customs, and Drawbacks and Refund of Duties 5,773 16 9 
Colonjal Distilleries ... ... 1,285 12 0 
Gold Receivers ... ... ... ... 44 It 2 
Colonial Storekeeper ... ... 

...1 
257 9 11 
13 6 I 44 Gunpowder Magazine ... ... 

Shipping Masters ... ... •.. ... 208 1 
6,590 9 

0 
11 Light ilonses, Pilot Department Harbors, and 

Miscellaneous ... ... ... 1,683 17 5 
Balances of other Departments ... 772 15 2 

16,661 6 10 
No. 6. 

Survey and Manngement of Crown Lands ... 20,829 19 2 
Gold Fields and Gold Contingent... 1,376 11 0 
Botanic Gardens ... ... ... . . . 60 4 0 
Railway Department ... ... .. 1,776 3 2 
Reads do. ... ... ..J 551 1 9, 
Electric Telegraph Department ... ... .. 2,175 S S 
Railway Trial Surveys ... ... ... 5,249 12 5 
Public Works and Buildings ... ... 9,224 9 11 
Harbors and River Navigation ... ...' 265 3 11 
Balances of other Departments ... 242 5 7 

41,760 19 4 
No. 7. 

Auditor General ... ... ... 123 1 7 

TOTAL ... ... ... ... £ 177,025 611 

Audit Office, 
18 Octobci', 1860. 

lv. C. NAYNE, 
Auditor Generat. 

6) duoy: Tbtmas Idebardz, (ivvvrumotst Printer.—i55i. 
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iLtgietatbc 2Smbtv 

NEW 8OCT11 WALES. 

TRUST MONEYS DEPOSIT ACCOUNL 
('1tOM 1 APRIL, ISnO, TO 31 31A110F1, lRGl.) 

Ordered by the Legialative Assembly to be Printed, 19 April, ZS6JL 

ThE TREASURER OP NEW SOUTH WALES in Account with THE TRUST MONEYS DErosIr 

AcCOUNT, under the Act 20 Vic, ii, from I April, 1860, to 3t March, 1861. 

Dr. Cr. 

To Matter in &juity ................ 31.961 19 1 fly Master in Equity . ............. . 17,106 6 1 

Csrator of Ink .4ath Estatc4 .. .... . 3,510 5 3 ,, Cumtor of 1ntetate Estates 6,647 S 4 

Prothonotary of Supreme Court 726 17 0 ,, Prothonotary of Supreme Court 676 UI C 

F. W. Perry, Official Asignoo ..... 10,922 8 0  F. W. Perry, Clilcial Assignte 73413 0 7 

J Morris, Do ,711 17 7 ,, John Morris, Do 2-5,00 9 5 

J. P. Mackenaje, Do, 29,541 6 10  J. P. Mackenzie, Do 32,221 8 6 

N. 11. SompUl,. Do, ., 9,943 2 3  H. IL Sempill, Do 1,539 4 7 

W. Pickering (Ikisi use). Do. 
. .. 

633 t 1 

on 31 March, 1860 ...... 68,07 11 7 'Dalunce on 31, March, IHI ...... 'J,o 5 0. 

.....£ 180,350 10 7 FUTAL£ 150,350 ]tJ 7 

The Th'eosury, VW South Ifeki, E. C. \VEEI(E, 
191h April, 1861, Trcasure 

(t'/ce,. I.I.J. 
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1861. 

ftcGiøLat (Us .10em tdp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

TREASURY BALANCES. 
(RETURN IN REFERENCE TO.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Aesembly to be Printed, 8 May, 1861. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 

of New South Wales, dated 2 May, 1861, That there be laid upon 

the Table of this House,— 

" A Return shewing the Balances in the Treasury on the 1st 

day of May, 1861; distinguishing the Amount derived from 

the proceeds of Sale of Debentures from the sum at the 

" Credit of the ordinary Revenue Account; the Reserves under 

Special Accounts; and also the Balances at the Credit of the 

" Lodgment Accounts, and the distribution of the Balances." 

(Mr. Piddinyton.) 

281— 



BALANCES in the TREASuRY, SYDNEY, NEW Soursi WALES, on the Ist day of May, 1861. 

PUBLIC REVENUE ACCOUNTS. £ s. d. 

(Revenue Proper ...i 501,833 0 8 
Consolidattd Revenue - 

(Loans Account... ... 23,568 4 8 

Assessment on Sheep, 22 Vie., 10 ... ... 9,303 8 7 

Schedule B, 18 and 19 Vie., chap. 54 ... .J 2 2 0 

Church and School Estates Fund ... ... 3,493 5 10 

LODG1ENT ACCOUNTS. 

Police Reward Fund ... ... ... ... 17,216 2 4 

Police Superannuation Fund ... ... ... 9,869 7 5 

Poundage Account ... ... ... ... 12,798 18 3 

Imperial Postage... ... .. 1,283 19 7 

Shipping Master's Account ... ... ... 440 13 7 

Savings Bank Deposits ... ... ... . . .1 60,000 0 0 

Revenue Suspense Account (Old) ... ... 781 8 6 

Do. (New) ... ... 41860 0 3 

Sundry Deposits ... ... ... ... ... 1,206 4 2 

Trust Moneys IJeposit Account ... ... ... 97,891 4 9 

TOTAL ... 

£ s. d. DISTRIBUTION OF THE BALANCES. £ s. a.  

In Bank of New South \Vnles, General Accoun 200,530 15 0 

Do. Suspense Aceoun 4,860 0 3 
52.5,401 5 4 

Oriental Bank, Sydney 125,000 0 0 

Do. London 216,205 5 9 

Joint Stock Bank 119 17 7 
12,798 16 5 

Commercial Bank 50,000 0 0 

-  656,715 18 7 

In the Treasury Chest, viz. 

Coin 

Gold 

Securities 26,800 0 0 

I - 26,800 0 0 

Cash in the hands of the paying Teller .1 432 2 0 

683,948 0 7 I 

Amount of Savings Bank Deposits transferred to Mint Bullion 
205,747 18 10 Account in Bank of New South Wales •,, ... ... ... 60,000 0 0 

743,948 0 7 ToTAl. ... ... ... ... £ 743,948 0 7 

The Treasury, ES South Wales, 
Sydney, 3rd May, 1861. 
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1861. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ABSTRACTS 

OF THE 

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS 

OF THE 

tthzn I daIcs, 

1860, 

CONSISTING OFt SEPARATE STATEMENTS, UNDER THE 
FOLLOWING HEADS, VIZ.:— 

GENERAL ACCOUNT CURRENT—CIVIL LIST GRANTS.— 
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND—SALES OF DEBENTURES TN ENGLAND.— 

LOANS OUTSTANDING ON 3jsp DECEMBER, 1860.— 

NEWCASTLE TONNAGE DUTY, 19 VJCT., No. 25, & 20 Vjcr., No. 12.— 

ORIENTAL BANK CORPORATION—GOVERNMENT COMMERCIAL AGENTS.— 
CLERGY AND SOJIOOL LANDS' REVENUE.— 

ASSESSMENT ON ShEEP (SCAB Aor).—POLICE REWARD FUND, 16 VICT., No. 33.— 

POLICE SUPERANNUATION FUND, 16 VICT., No. 33.—SPECIAL RECEIPTS.— 

TRUST MONEYS' DEPOSITS, 20 Vies., No. 11.—MINT BULLION. 

@rbctcb bm the  ttgiøtatibE gr3øellibly to be 3rintb, 
S MAY, 1801, 

SYDNEY: 

THOMAS RICUARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, 
P1I1.LLIP-STEEET. 

1861, 

125A [Price, Is. lad.] 
ft 
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INDEX. 

A. 
Aborigines .. ,. .. .. .. 31 
Abstract of Disbursements out of the Consolidated 
Revenue Fund ,, ,. -- 27 

Account—Assessment on Shecp—(Scab Act) -. .. 75 
Account—Clergy and School Lands' ,. •, ., 71 
Account Current—Consolidated Revenue Fund .. 21 
Account Current—General ., -. 1 
Account Current—Loans' , . , -. , 22 
Account Current—Schedule A ,. -. 7 
Account Cnrrcat—Schedule B ,. ,• 9 
Account Current—Schedule C .. ,. ,• . - 13 
Account—Mint Bullion ,. ., .. -. -. 5.5 
Account—Special Receipts' .. .. ., ., 81 
Account—Trust Moneys .. .. .. -. ., 83 
Account of Debentures negotiated in England •. ,. 49 
Administration of Justice .. . - .. -- 52 
Advances Unadjusted—Schedule of ., - - ., 47 
Agents—Government Commercial—Statement of Re- 
ceipts and Disbursements .. .. •. .61 & 65 

Albury—Ereetion of an hospital at .. .. 31 
Albury Gaol .. .. ,. , - .. 30 
Allowances—Charitable . . . . . - . - - 31 
Allowance—Military .. .. ., •, 30 
Allo;vanee—avn1 ,. , •. 30 
Allowance to Poundkeepers—Ereeting Pounds and .. 82 
Alpaeas—)lanngement of .. ., .. .. -. 54 
Architect—Colonial,. .. .. ,. .. 56 
Axniidale and New England Hospital .. ,. ,. 31 
Artillery—Royal .. .. ., .. 80 
Assembly—Legislative .. .. . - -, 29 
Assessment on Sheep Account—(Scab Act) ,. .. 75 
Asylum for Destitute Children .. •. .. ., 51 
Attorney General—Schedule A , . . . . , . S 
Auditor General's Department .. - 36 
Auditor General—Schedule A - , , , , . S 
Australian Museum—Endowment of the ,. ,. 30 
Australian Museum—Salary of Curator.. , - 50 
Australian Mnscunx—Scientifie Works for .. .. 30 

B. 
Balmaimi School of Arts—Building Fund -. .. 30 
Bathurst Gaol .. .. .. .. .. .. 29 
Bathurst I rnspital. . . . . - . .. 31 
Bathurst School of Arts—Buildtng Fund .. .. 30 
Benevolent Society, Parramatta .. .. .. .. Si 
Benevolent Society. Singleton and Patrick's Plains .. 31 
Benevolent Society, Sydney .. .. .. .. 31 
Borriina Gaol - ., ., ., .. 30 
Bishopthorpe Estate Revenue—Schedule C .. 25 
Booby island—Provisions left On,. ,, ,. .. 34 
Bookbinding—Printing and .. .. .. .. 33 
Botanic Gardens, Sydney - .. ..  .. 35 
Botanic Gardens, Brisbane .. . - -. .. 35 
Bounties on the Importation of Foreign Immigrants -. 
l3raidwood Literary Institute .. - - -. .. 30 
Bridges and Ferries—Roads . - .. ,. 3d, 36 & 39 
Brisbane—Steam Navigation Board ., - - .. 83 
Boatmen .. .. .. . - .. ,. .. 23 
Buildings—I'ulilmc Works and .. .. -. . 36&38. 
Buildings—Public Works and—Loans -. ., 41 
Building Funds 
Balniain School of Arts ., •. -- .. 30 
Bathurst School of Arts - - ,,   30 
East Maitland School of Arts . - .. ,. 30 
Grafton School of Arts •. •. .. ,. 30 
Maitland Mechanics' Institute .. ., - - 80 
Maitland School of Arts ,, .. , - . - 30 
Newtown School of Arts .. . - .. .. 30 
Sydney Mechanics' School of Arts .. .. .. 30 
Wavcrley School of Arts .. .. .. ,. 30 

Charges on Collections,. .. ., - - . - 37 
Charitable Allowances .. ,. ., ,. ,. 31 
Church of England—Clergy and School Lands .. 73 
Church of England—Schedule C .. .. .. .. 14 
Circuit Courts—Supreme and .. ,. .. ,. 32 
City Debentures—Interest on—Receipts ,. .. 25 
City Funds—Municipal Council, Sydney—in aid of the 31 
Civil List Grants—Partieulurs of Payments there- 
from .. ., .. .. .. ., ,. S 

Clergymen—Compensation to, for loss of Addition to 
Stipends .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 32 

Clergy and School Lands—Account of Receipts and 
Disbursements ,. .. ,. .. ., .. 71 

Coal Fields—Examiuer of .. ,. ,. ., 85 
Cockatoo Island—Penal Establishment ,. .. .. 30 
Compensation to Clergymen for loss of Addition to 
Stipends.. .. ,. .. .. .. .. 32 

College, St. John's—Endowment of ,, .. ,. 29 
College, St. Pauls—Endowinesit of .. .. .. 29 
Colonial Architect .. .. -. .. .. .. 36 
Colonial Distilleries.. ., .. ,. ,, ,. 33 
Colonial Ilospitals—For the support of Paupers in the 31 
Colonial Secretary—Schedule A  
Colonial Storekeeper .. .. .. .. ., 38 
Colonial Treasurer—Schedule A ,. . .. .. S 
Colonial Treasurer—Supplement to Salary provided 
under Schedule A.. -. .. .. 28 

Commercial Agents—Government—Statement of Re- 
ceipts and Expenditure by .. ., .. -. 61k 65 

Commission on Sales of Land, &e. , ,, ., 34 
Consolidated Revenue Fund—Account Current .. 21 
Consolidated Revenue Fund—Statement of Receipts .. 23 
Construction and Maintenance of Roads, Brdges, and 
Ferries .. .. .. .. .. .. 35, 36 & 39 

Conveyance of Mails .. .. ., .. .. 33 
Coroners .. .. .. .. ,. .. . - 32 
Council—Executive ,, .. .. .. .. 29 
Council—Legisintive .. .. ., .. .. 29 
Council and Assembly—Legislative .. .. ., 29 
Court of Claims -, .. .. .. 32 
Court—Insolvent .. .. .. .. .. .. 32 
Courts of Requests.. .. .. ,. .. ,, 32 
Courts—Supreme and Circuit ,. ., .. .. 32 
Crown Lands—Survey and Occupation of .. .. 34 
Crown Law Officers.. .. .. .. .. 32 

M Curator of the Australian useum—Salary of.. .. 30 
Customs—Drawbacks and Refund of Duties . ,, 33 
Customs—Establishment .. ,, .. .. ., 33 
Customs—Receipts .. .. ,, .. .. . 23 

Debentures—Repayment of .. - .. .. 45 
Debentures—Proceeds of .. . .. . 42 
Debentures—Result of Sales of .. .. ., ., 49 
Denominational Schools .. ,, .. .. ,. 29 
Denominational Schools—Clergy and School Lands .. 73 
Department of Pnhlie Works .. .. .. .. 3d 
Destitute Children's Asylum 31 
Disbursements out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund— 
Abstract of .. .. . - .. .. .. 27 

Disbursemnents—Loans—Statensent of Receipts and .. 41 
Distilleries—Colonial ,, .. .. .. .. 33 
District Courts ,. ,. .. .. .. .. 32 
Dredge—Steam—" Hercules" .. .. .. .. 36 
Dredge—Steom—" Bunter" .. .. .. .. 86 
Dock—Fits Roy Dry .. , .. .. .. 36 
Drawbacks and Refund of Dnties—Customs .. .. 33 
Duty on Spirits distilled in the Colony .. .. .. 23 

125—B 
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INDEX. 

E. 
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F;' 

GENERAL ACCOUNT CURRENT or THE REVENUE AND RECEIPTS OF THE COLONY 

Dr. 

PAGE. I RECEIPTS. j A,iovwr. I TOTAL. 

To BALANCES AT THE CREDIT OF THE FOLLOWING 
AccouNts, on the Slst December, 1859, viz. 

22 Consolidated Revenue Fund ... .,. ... ... 300,066 13 8 
42 I Loans' Account ... ... .,. ... ... 133,423 2 5 
71 i Clergy and School Lands' Revenue Account ... 9,695 15 5 

75 I Assessment on Sheep Account (Scab Act) ... ... 91426 9 3 

77 Police Reward Fund ... .., ... ... ... 14,760 16 8 

79 Police Superannuation Fund ... ... ... ... 0,531 3 0 

8!. Special Receipts' Account ... ,.. ,.. ... 94,051 4 10 

83 Trust Moneys' Deposit Account .., .,. ... 61,130 12 9 
-  641,094 18 0 

To RECEIPTS IN THE YEAR 1860, as per the following 
Statements, viz. :- 

28 Consolidated Revenue Fund, Statemcnt, No. 1 ... 1,309,890 12 5 

42 , Loans' Account, Statement, No. 3 ,.. ... ... 560,720 2 2 
71 Clergy and School Lands' Revenue Account ... 5,936 1 7 

77 I Police Reward Fund ... ... ... ... ... 2,463 9 0 

79 Police Superannuation Fund ... ... ... ... 2,453 17 8 

81 Special Receipts' Account ... ... ... ... 45,099 9 4 

83 Trust Moneys' Deposit Account .,. ... ... 110,477 0 0 
2,037,049 12 2 

To BANK DEPOSIT RECEIPTS, InvestmentL on behalf of 
the following Funds, lodged in the Treasury in the 
year 1860, viz. 

Police Reward Fund ...... ... ... ... 5,000 14 6 

79 Police Superannuation Fund... .,. ... ... 2,578 15 4 

-J 7,669 9 10 

I To ISSUES ON ACCOUNT ADJUSTED— I 

Balance of Adjustments over Advances to Public Officers 
and English Agents, on the following Accounts, viz.:- 

22 Consolidated Revenue Fund ... ... ... 116,825 2 7 
42 Loans' Account ... ... ... ... ... 31,227 4 0 

148,052 6 7 

To ADJUSTMENT 07 THE BALANCE OF THE Ova-PAYMENT TO THE MUNIcIPAL 

COUNCIL OF SYDNEY, on Account of the Water Supply to the City, in the1 

22 year 1858, as per Consolidated Revenue Fund Account Current .., 
... 

1,837 19 3 

42 To BALANCE AT THE DEBIT OF THE LOANS? ACCOUNT, on the 31st December, 
1860 ... ... ... ,,• ... ... '.. ... ... . ... 171117 4 4 

TOTAL .., ... ... ... ;EJ 2,852,821 10 2 

Audit Office, Sydney, New South Wale:, 
30th April, 1861. 
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3 

or NEW SOUTH WALES, AND OF THEfit EXPENDITURE IN THE YEAR 1860. 

Cr. 

PAGE. i DISBURSEMENTS. I Mtouxp. I TOTAL. 

BY PAYMENTS IN THE YEAR 1860, UNDER THE FOLLOWING 
ACCOUNTS, VIZ. 

27 Consolidated Revenue Fund, Statement, No. 2 ... 1,312,777 9 5 
45 Loans' Account, Statement, No. 3 ... ... ... 726,230 17 11 
71 Clergy and School Lands' Revenue Account... ... 6,022 12 9 
75 Assessment on Sheep Account (Scab Act) ... ... 114 14 0 
77 Police Reward Fund ... ... ... ... ... 832 15 11 
79 Police Superannuation Fund ... ... ... ... 1,977 3 0 
81 Special Receipts' Account ... ... ... ... 50,854 0 5 
83 Trust Moneys' Deposit Account ... ... ... 92,189 4 5 

-  2,190,998 17 10 

By AMOUNT PLACED AT INTEREST IN THE BANK OF 
NEW Souva W,tLEs, on behalf of the following Funds, 
viz.:- 

77 Police Reward Fund ... ... ... ... ... 5,090 14 6 
79 Police Superannuation Fund ... ... ... ... 2,578 15 4 

-  7,669 9 10 

llr ISSUES ON ACCOUNT,- 

22 Consolidated Revenue Fund, as per Account Currentl 10,319 4 1 
45 Loans' Account, as per Statement, No. 3... ... 10,263 15 0 
71 Clergy and School Lands' Revenue Account... ... 569 4 S 
77 Police Reward Fund ... ... .. ... ... 656 7 11 
79 Police Superannuation Fund ... ... ... ... 1 JO 5 

27,812 11 

By BALANCES AT THE CREDIT OF THE FOLLOWING 
ACCOUNTS, on the 31st December, 1860, viz.:- 

22 Consolidated Revenue Fund .. ... ... ...' 414,523 14 5 
71 Church and School Lands' Revenue Account 9,039 19 7 
75 Assessment on Sheep Account (Scab Act) .... .. 9,311 in 3 
77 Police Reward Fund ... ... ... ... ... 15,73o 1 10 
79 Police Superannuation Fund... ... ... ... ":",5 18 3 
81 Special Receipts' Account ,.. ... ... .. 88,296 13 9 
83 Trust Moneys' Deposit Account ... ... ... 79,427 8 4 

626,340 11 5 

TOTAL .., . , ... ... 2,852,821 10 2 

W. C. MAYNE, 
Auditor General. 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CIVIL LIST GRANTS, 

APPROPRTATION AND EXPENDITURE 

OUT OF THE 

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FTTh]J, 

UNDZR 

18 & 19 VICT., CAP. 54, (SerniDa 1, SEc. 49.) 

FOR TEE YEAR 

1860. 
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NE W SOTJTII WALES. 

tbtbutc , I 19 tI.ictoiir, QCa, L 

IN A000cNT WITH TIlE CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FuND, ist JANUAItY To 31st DECEMBEB, 1860. 

Dr. Cr. 

RECEIPTS. A3lovn. DISBURSEMENTS. Aoncr. 

£ a. d. £ 5. d. 

To Amount transferred from the Consolidated Revenue Fund 18,009 6 8 By Amount of Pftyments as per Account of Consolidated Revenue 
18,009 6 8 

To Balance of the Annual Amount provided by the Schedule A... 4,340 13 4 

Fund, to 31st December, 1860 ......... ..... . ................ ... 

By Balance reverted to the Consolidated Revenue Fund ............. 4,340 lB 4 

TOTAL ... .. ............. . ............ £ TOTAL ................................. £j  22,350 0 0 22,350 0 0 

Audit ()ffire, e,du .tV ,r & ey, uth 1Th?es, 
18th January, 1861. 

\y, C. MAYNL', 
Auditor General, 

-1 



SCHEDULE A. 

STATEMENT showing the Particulars of Salaries provided by Schedule A, annexed to the Act 18 & 19 Victori, Cap. 54, of the Salaries drawn, and of the Amount which has revertcd 
to the Consolidated Revenue Fund for 1860. 

SALARIES 

PROViDED AND 

PAYABLE FROM 

SCURIJULE 

RESERVE FOR 

1860. 

PRRIOD FOR WJLICR DRAWN. 

OFFICEIIS. 

Fro m j To 

BALANCE 

REVERTED 

Aromc'r TO THIS 
REMAIUCS. 

DRAWN. CONSOLIDATED 

REVENUE 

I FUND. 

£ s. d. £ S. dl £ S. d 

7,000 
2,000 

0 
0 
0 
0 
I His Excellency the Governor General ....................... 
The Chief Justice .................. ..................... . 

1 Jan,, 18GO. 
,, 

31 Dec.. 1560 
,, I 

7.000 0 
2,000 0 

0 
0 

3000 

1,800 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The two Puisne Jud"es 

The Judge for Moroton Bay .............................. ........... 

2 4 

1,500 0 

I 5 I 

0 I 

Consequent upon the resignation of Mr. Justice Dickinson, as 
Puisne .J tinge. 
Ceased to be a charge npoii the Government of New South 
Wales on the erection of the Colony of' Queensland, 1st 

2,000 
1,2o0 
9000 

0 
0 
0 
0 
01AuditorGeneral 

Colonial Secretary .............................. ...........1 Jan., 1860 
Colonial Treasurer .. ......................... ........... 

...... . ................................... .,, 

................... 

31 Dec.,, 1860 
 I  
,, 

1,999 19 
1,250 0 
900001 

... 

II 
0 

0 

.......... 

0 1 
December, 1 859. 
Fraction lost in computing Salaries for broken periods. 

1 500 0 0 Attorney General......................................'' ' , 1,413 13 0 86 7 0 (Salary of Attorney General, during the Vacancies from 15th to 20th February, and 17th to 31st March, 
1000 0 0 Solicitor General........................................ 31 March' 18601 250 0 0 i 750 0 0 (Salary of Solicitor General, during the vacancy from 1st April to 31st December. 
400 

1 000 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Governor's Private Secretary ..............................,, 
I 

fllaster in Equity and Curator of Intestate Estates, and Chtieft 
1. Commissioner of Insolvent Jstatcs ....................I 

31 Dcc., WOO 

I 

200 0 0 I 

' 

200 

1 0 00 

0 

0 

0 1 
& 

0 j 

Appoiiitmciit of a Private Seeretany, from 1st December, 1859, 
at half salary. 
Salary of Mascot' in Equity, lapsed from lst .farnuary, 1856, by 
the Appointment of S.Ii',  MiIfi,rtl, Esq., as Poisuc Judge. 

800 0 0 Chairman of Quartor Sessions, and Commissioner of Court 
of [ten nests I 

. I 
800 0 0 

I. 

(Salary of (?lnairmimaii of Quarter Sessions, lapsed by the Appoint-
nit-nt of I Itoinits Callaghan, Esq., to that office, in the room of 
Alfred Cheeke, Esq. 

22,350 0 U ToTALS .......... ........... £ 18,009 6 8 1,810 13 4 i 

Audit Office, Sydney, Mv' So,,tlt 17t'es, W. C. MAYNE, 
18th Jatsuory, 1801. Auditor ceneral. 



NE W S O UTh W ALES. 

.Scijebne i, 18 & 19 {Thlori;r, Qtap. 51. 

IN ACCOUNT WITII T1E CONSOLIDATED REv-ENU-E FUND, 1ST JANUARY TO 31ST DECE3BF.R, 1860. 
Dr. 

RECEIPTS. Aunnns. j Cunninxp. ii DISBUESEMENTS. 

To Amount transferred from the Consolidated Revenue By Amount of Payments, as per Account of Consolidated Fund .......................................................681 13 7 8,733 12 2 Revenue Fund, for 1860 .............................. 

To Balance of the Annual Amount provided by the I 
By Balance of Charges, on Account of 1800 and previous $chedule B..............................................17 13 1 1 5,216 7 10 years, payable in 1861 ................................ 

I 
By Balance reverted to the Consolidated Bvcnue Fund 

009 6 8 13,950 0 0 TOTALS .....................LI 

.Ituau u/pee, tSjidiiey, Acm .SmrU 
13th k'cbrvaiy, l'ftuI. 

Cr. 

Annu.tns. CURRENT. 

to 

081 13 7 8,733 12 2 

7 12 6 835140 

10 0 7 4,88013 1 

009 6 8 13,050 0 0 

W. C. MAYNE, 
Avdi(or General. 

('0 



SCHEDULE B. 

STATEMENT ahcwing the Particulars of l'ensious provided by Schedule B, annexed to the Act 18 & 19 Vict,ri, Cap. 54, of (lie Pensions actually drawn Or payable for 1860 and Previous 

Ycari,, and of the Amount which has reverted to the ConNolidated Revenue Fund fur 1860. 

1'm-,ii,'c1 i'iulvII)ED Pr;aon roti wuita Da.&wN. AnoUNT l)I1AWN. 
PAYABLE FliOM 

PARTIES, 

1ilu.nees of jtier ye ti,r I E Fn:iu To For 1 S56-9. For 1860. 
1556 9 I 

£ s.d.' 
107 5 2 

I BAiatxeE 1tIVII{TEI) TO THE 
I'AYABLE CONIOLIDATMI BEvENUL FUND. 
ix 1861, (IN 
AccoUnT or EE,iAuag. 
Puxvious - 
YEAnS. For 18.59. For 1860. 

£ s.dJ .6 s.d £ s.d £ s.d.! 
833 4 10 196 17 6 3,497 17 8 4,550 

PKN,toNs TO J Ufl(.Eb 
0 0 R. 'U],en'v, late Puisne Jurlg.. .................. 

L 

' 22 Nov., 1359 21 Oct., li-Ct) 
s. d. 

107 3 2 

rExsroxs TO POLITIC-Ar, 0I"ITeEItS. 
I 

I I 
2,000 () 0 i F. [)c,. 'I'Iiouisoi,. Esq., €1.11., late Colniiial I  

Seerctai'..  ................................. 1 Jolt., 1360 31 Dec. 18(1) 2,000 0 0 
I 9(5) (I 0 V.1.8. Morcuetlier, Into Auditor Cci,, 'al ,. ,, ,, ,, , 900 0 I) 

I 4) ,2i 0 0 J. IL. ['I titkett, I'sq.. Q.( '.. late Attorney General ,, ,, ,, ,, 1,200 I) 0 
8'" ) (1 0 Sir \V. . a,,uin,  (i.e., late Solic'itorGeiioral I I S--  pt.. 1,59 ,, ,, M M 

.... 
266 13 4 it-I 15 0 55 2 0 (,o.,2i,tFel,ruarj 

1,000 0 0 i Ainoit, it ha1ced b the &affi of C. U. Itiddill, Esq 
late Colon tel Ire, sti "ci' .................. .I 

........ 

I........... . I .0(X) 0 0 - 

0 

PeNsions ro Se1'eaANN17ATitB Or'ncias AND 
(Ire i,us. 

37'.' 3 I Williniti Lithgnw, late Auditor General 
300 0 0 \Villiaii, Carter, bLti! PtOgistrttr General .......... - 
200 0 0 - J. NieIiolon, late iLtrljou,- Master .............. 
222 it) 0 U. It. White, late Surveyor .................... 
151 IS 4 C. w, Neweoubi', late C-lurk it, the Cnlonia! 

'riitarys (nile' ........................ 
167 (1 0 fames Lti'rner, late Surveyor ..................I 
79 0 0 . TI. P. Criflin, lute Clerk in the Colonial £resury. 
70 0 0 James Wat flier, late .-t seistaur Surveyor ........ 
22 0 0 S. 1\t. Ru rrow es late Forcit urn of Colonial Stor, 
liii) 0 0 S. Milvluu,i, Widow of Sn rg000 II il,'!1:. a ........ 
.54 18 0 .J G,'4ve, late Sergeant, Cold (lu:,r,Is .......... 
35 5 8 \V. (k'd in, let- Mess,' n5,r, J.''gislative Cr,uiicil 
29 IS I N. lioIsiru,r,n, late Constable. Police, iydu.'y . 
14 1 9 9 W. (';,ll,'Ie:l,aul, Into ('instable. Police, Sydney 
1 t 16 3 0. \VrIo.i, Lire C.nstal,le, Police, P,'nritlt ..... 

373 116 l2,32. I S 

iJan., 1560131D.'e., 1860 379 3 4 ........... I 
31 July, 18110 175 0 41 ........... - 125 0 1  0 Deceased. 
31 Dee,, iSilO 20) 0 0 ........... i 
'0 222100 .......... - .......... ............. 

18613 01 .......... . .......... - 00 
1,4700 I 

79  001 I 70 I) 0 
3lMay, 1360 9 3 4i .................... I 1216 Slkeeastd. 
31 Ike.,, 1043 0 0 

,, ,, ........... 54180 .............................. 
3558,  .................... , .......... 
29131 

. 11199 .................... . .......... 
.......... 14 18 0 .................... , 003 

('an-jerlforwp.rd ...... ......................... .- 37315 CI 7 0 19617 6 4.69016111 



STATEMENT or PENSIONS PROVIDED BY SCHEDULE B—Continued. 

PENSIONS P:ovxaua AND I Psnron FOR WHICH DEAWN. AMOuNT DRAWN. PAYABLE ONSOLIDATED EVENUE FuND. 

PARTIES. 
I 

ACCOUNT OF 
PREvious 

REMATIKS. 

Balances of 
1856-9. 

Reserve for 
1860. From To 

I 
For 18.59. 

I 
For 1860. YEARS. For 1859. For 1860. 

£ s.d. £ s.d. £ s.d. £ pd. £ s.d 

-- 
£ s,d. £ 

373 18 6 12,326 1 5 Brought forward ........£ 373 18 6 7,438 7 0 196 17 6 4,690 16 11 

PENSIONS TO SOPERANNUATED Onrezas AND 
OTnEas—con(inued, I 

14 16 6 J. Moore, late Keeper of Supreme Court House 1 Jan., 1860 31 Dec., 1860 14 16 4 0 0 2 
12 10 0 B. Naughton, late Constable, Police, Sydney ,, ,, I ,, ,, 12 10 0 

47 2 11 188 11 I Got, 1859 30 Sept., 3860 47 2 11 141 8 9 47 2 11 
26 0 0 52 0 0 P. Gosling, late Clerk in General Post Office 1 July, ., ,, ,, 26 0 0 39 0 0 18 0 0 
100 0 C) 200 0 0 Mrs. Smith, Widow of Judge Advocate Bent ,,  3 Mar., 1860 100 0 0 31 10 5 165 7 F Deceased. 
2 6 0 9 2 lOct.,,, 30 Sept., 2 6 OF 617 O 2 5 C 
34 7 8 13711 34 7 I 103 3 S 34 7 6 

39 10 0 Michael Doyle, late Messenger in the Colonial 
....  ....... , ......... 

1 Jan., 1860 31 Dec.,,, 39 10 0 
63 0 

8 Rev. F. Wilkinson, late Colonial Chaplain ....... 

8 N. Leader, Into Clerk in the Court ofitequests  58 0 8 
102 0 0 R. Ormiston, late Chief Clerk, Ceatral Police Office I 102 0 0 
35 10 

6 T.Bcvan, late Trooper,MountedPolice ....... .. 
2. 'I'.S.Townsend, late Survcyor ...................  

0 Cohn Mackenzie, late Clerk in the Supreme Court j 35 10 0 
124 10 ,, ,, I .. , p 134 10 0 I 0 0 5 

35 19 11 143 

Treasury ................................. 

1 Oct., 1859 ,, ,, 

............ 

............ 

35 19 11 I 1-13 19 
20 1 2 40 0 

28 4 

& Merion Merinrty, late Port Master ................. 
J. J. Galloway, late District Surveyor ........... 

0 0. Homershain, late Clerk, Customs Department 
0 'Eliot. Ilinton, late Porter, Customs Department 

,, ,, 30 Sept., ,, 
1860 81 Dec.,,, 

............ 

10 0 7 j 30 1 
28 4 

9 
0 

9 18 3 

. 

10 0 7 
1 Jan., j I  

28 6 10 
28 16 
113 7 

0 John Brennan, late Turnkey, Parmrnatta Gaol 
4 William Shorle, late Surveyor 

" " I " " 
10 

28 16 
SI 0 

0 ........... 
28 6 10 

............. 

6 2 5 73 9 6 p P1.8. Wall, late Curator, Australian MiiseiIm 
1 Oct., 1859 3(1 Sept., 28 6 6 i i 
I Dcc., 31 Dec., 6 2 5 i 73 9 () ........... i .......... I 0 0 6 

if 8 9 7 12 6 Richard Williams, late Coast Waiter, Customs 1 July, 30 June, ,, r 3 IC 3 , 3 16 3 11 8 9 ................... 
185 1 

1 Jan., 3860 31 Dec.,,, .......... 185 1 1 

................... 

I Maria F'eeoy, Gratuity as Matron of Gaol at 
. ................................. 

13 12 6 ...........p 

1 W. C. Greville, Into Clerk in the Colonial Secre- 

. Brisbane, on'' ioo,,tli's pay for every year o 
I 

I tary's Office ............................... 

....... , 1312 c I 

21 5 
service ................................. 

............ 

6 \% Ia In! late Clerk of Petty 'cm,rons \Vol 
....  

I Al p0 I,,IM -s,,IIg 
24 5 6 JoacII, :[ loirgosag ...................................................... . Ot J'nt, 

6996813,95000 TOTALS .............................. £ 681 13 7 8,7331221 34873' 10074,88013 

Audit Office, Sydney, New South lVale,,, 
134h .Lbruavy, 1801. 

W. C. MAYNE, 
Auditor General. 

F—s 





NE W SOUTH WALES 

chebnIe Q&, IS 49 JrcfS, !tal. 541 

Dr. 
IN ACCOUNT WITH TilE CONSOLIDATED 1tEVENUE FUND, 1ST JAN-uAny, TO 31ST DECEMBER, 1860. 

Cr. 

RECEiPTS. 

To Balance at the Credit of the Schedule C, on the 31sti 

ARREARS. 

£ s.d 

(JULrnLNT. DISBURSEMENTS. I Annr.&ns. 
: 

CURRENT. 

£ s.d.' £ s.d. £ s.d. 
By Amount of Payments, as per Account, of Consolidated - 

December, 1859 .........................................r 4,517 17 0 .................. Revenue Fund, for 1800, viz.:— 

To Revenue derived from the Bishopthorpe Estate for Church of England 1,900 i2; 
1 9-60 ....................................................... .. 8 ... 1 1 Presbyterian church:::::::::::::::.j :::

Wc1eyan Methodist Church ............. 922 10 6 650 0 0 
To Amount transferred from the Church of England's! Roman Catholic Church ................... 887 10 0 7,275 0 0  

Share of the Church and School Lands' Revenue, to! 
meet the 
 (Dkceso of Sy!ney) in 1859 .................... 127 10 0 By Amount of Charges on Account of 1859-60, payable; 

To Amount transferred from the Consolidated Revenue Church of England ........................ . 146 7 6 1,554 1 8 Fund, and apportioned to the undermentioned Corn.! 9 5 11 77 5 11 inunions, according to the Census of 1851, viz. :— 
Presbyterian Church .......................... 
Wesleyan Methodist Church ........................... 922 10 6 

Church of England........................ 14,6.4 6 5 Roman Catholic Church .................. 1,148 0 7 1,665 7 2 
Presbyterian Church .....................; 2,852 15 11 
Wesleyan Methodist Church ............ ................ 1,572 10 6 
Roman Catholic Church .................. ................ 

................. 

8,940 7 2 

TOTALS ..................... £ 5,018138 28,591 

.. 

.. 

13 4 TOTALS .....................£ 5,018 138 28,591 134 

cJfflUC, Aiyafle, flOW L3OUHI IVQSCS, 
23rd Jauuarg, 1861. 

W. C. MAYNE, 
Auditor General. 



NAME. SALARIES. 

Cueneg or tNSLAN0. £ s. d. 

Diocese of Sy4ney. 

1The of and 
Alotr.poi nt°. 

The Right Reverend F. Barker, ThD4 2,000 0 

:: } Very Tkvd. W. IcY. Cowpe M.A. {: g g g 
, St. James ........... ......... Boyd. Robert Allwood, B.A. ...... . 

George King, M.A ........... 
200 
20f) 

0 
0 
0 
0 St. Andrew's ................... 200 0 0 J St. Lawrence .............. ..... W. H. Walsh, l.LA .......... .. 201) 0 0 Tnnity ....................... Edward Rogers ............I 8 St. Mark's. Alexandria  W. Richardson ........... 205  6 

Sorry Hills .................. S. KinR ................ 125 
150 

0 
I) 
0 
0 Apprn ............................ IL U. I). Sparling, ThA ....... 

T. H. Wilkinson ........... 112 10 0 
I sueeeerledby 

33 6 8 
28 3 4 
37 10 0 
16 13 4 
16 23 4 
82 6 8 
16 13 4 
16 18 4 
16 13 4 
12 10 0 
16 18 4 

711 6 8 

25 0 0 
12 10 0 
166 13 4 1 
217 ii S 
183 6 8 
153 6 8 
188 6 8 
110 S 4 
ICC 13 4 
153 6 8 
183 6 8 
187 10 0 
IS'S 6 8 

5,821 13 4 

SCHEDULE C. 

STATEMENT of the Expenditure)  from the Colonial Treasury, of the Amount appropriated for defraying the Expenses of the several Services and Purposes specified in the Schedule C, 

annexed to the Act IS & 19 Victori, Caput 54, in the Year 1860. 

ALLowANcES. Special Tov AMOVNT PAID -- - - . raymeurs I 

- - ---------. out of the - - - - - ---- -- . ....... 
in lieu of For In lie.. Unexpended . For the I For the 
Forage for Travelling of Balances on Service of Service of the 
one Horse..... penscs. House Rent. .81 Dec., 1859.IPrevious Years4 Year 1860. 

£s.d. £s.d. £s.d. ts.d. £ s.d. £ s.d. 

250 00: 1,75000 
25 00 2750 0 

. ........ : is as 146134' 

I  

16194: 18368' 
. , 16 13 4 ' 183 6 8 
, 

.... 
i ........ 1613 4- iSa 6 8 

I .................. 

' 16134, 18368 
3710 0 17016 S 

, 

.......... 

5000 7500 
. . 12100: 187100 
I 

......... .......... 

................... 

........................... 12100 100 00 

Ashileld and Enlickt ........... . W. Lu,nsdainc. ............. 25 0 0 
ASKing ................ 1210 0 

Balmain ........................ ,, W. Stack, BA.............: 200 0 0 
flatlmrat ......................... ,, Thomas Sharpt, 3LA. ...... . 200 0 0 45 15 0 
Berrima 1. S. ijassali .............. ............................ 220 16 8 
Braidwood ...................... ' James Allan ................ 200 0 0 
Bungonia ....................... ,, E. B. Proctor .............. 200 0 Cl .........' 
Burwood ........................ ,, M. U. M.iares, IcLA. ........ 111 5 0 ' 28 If) 0 
Camden 

, 
H. Tiugeombe .............. .......................... 583 6 8 

Camphelitown ................... ,, Edward Smith, B.A......... 200 0 0 
Camperdown ..................... ',, C. C. Kemp ................ 200 

150 
0 
0 
0 
0 I Canbmy ........................ I P.O. Smith ................ 

Carcoar .......................... 3. A. Burke, B.A.  ........... 200  0 0 

Carried forward ......£ 5,961 15 0 74 5 0 

TOTAL. 
'J'OTAL. 

£ a. U. £ a. .1. 

2,000 0 0 
—4 

300 0 0 a 
160 0 0 
200 0 0 
200 0 0 
200 0 0 
200 0 0 
208 6 8 
125 0 0 
iSO 0 0 
112 10 0 

25 0 0 
12 lii 0 
200 0 0 
245 15 0 
220 16 8 
200 0 0 
200 0 0 
142 15 0 
153 6 S 
200 0 0 
200 0 0 
150 0 0 
200 0 0 

6,036 0 0 



STATEMENT or EXPENDITURE UNDflI SCIIEDL'LE C.—Conthiuccl. 

Al,r.ovAweEs. Speial TOTAL AMOUNT Psjo 
I Payments I 

STATIoN. I NAME. SLxraE'. In lie,, of For In lieu Unexpended For the For the -TOTAL. 
Forage for Travelling of Bal,tnee, on Service of Service of the 'I'oTAi.. 
one Horse. Expene. house Rent. 31 Dec., L859. Previous Years. Year 1860. 

CnuucuorEsouso—G.etinnec& C.d, Ls.d L.d £ Ld s.d £.d. tit. £s.d. £s.d. 

liroughtli.rward ........ .. 5,961 I.) 0 74 .; 0 711 6 S 5,32413 4 6,036 0 0 
Dionese of Sgd-nt-a--Coniizeer1. 

UlIl1)pcn6ale .................... Eevct.A.i1.Steplien,IL.t. ........ . 22016 8 ................. I ................. 3710 0, 183 6 8 22016 5' . 
E.J. Nixon, BA. .......... . 6613 4 6 8 33 6 8 66 13 4 

'°° '" succeeded by ...................... A.fl.Bull ................. 13368 ......... ........ 13368 13368 
mit ................... 1613 4 16134 

Ct,om Mn kl a, aeroo, nid Aucand .. J.bomas
S k  
l' Druitt ............ 101 0 0 i ................................. 8 6 6 91 

. 

53 
13 4 100 0 0 

IM1'to ............................. W.W.Simpson,)LA ....... 200 0 0 ........ ...... 

4 ..............................................1613 

.r 

I ............................. 

1618 4 , 6 8 200 0 01  Benham Court .................... U. N. Wocslsl, ISA ........... 2(m) 0 16 13 4 lbS 6 8 200 0 0 
Dubbo ............................ H. U. II. Garvin ............. 100 0 0 ........ ................ 

0 .................................. 
so ......... o 0 .50 0 0 110 0 0 

Goulburu ......................I  W.Soiv€'rby ................. 201)00 161841 18368 201)00 
Gunning and Collector ...... ....... I). 1', M. Itulbert, MA 150 o 0 I 12 10 0 137 10 0 150 0 0 
Huutcr',llill and [,aneCove .... ..(L1-i.Tiinpr.S.C,1.. .... .... .. 21,1) 0 0 I 1613 41 183 6 s 200 0 0 
Kelsu .......................... ,, Willi,uu Lisle .............. 2u0 (1 0 0 13 4 183 6 8 2011 0 0 
Kiama..........................-   Foster Askwin ............. 283 6 8 ... ...... ......... ........ 10<) 0 0 1S3 6 8 253 6 8 
Liverpool ............ .... ....... (.f'.D.Priddje ............. 200 0 0 ......... ......... 1613 4 183 6 a 200 0 0 
Marstield ...................... ,, W.F.Gorc,fl.A............ 1s3 6 5, 1613 4 16613 4 183 6 8' 
Mudgee ....................... .... JaniesGUnther ............ 233 8 tO 0 0 183 6 5 233 6 
Molgos ........................... George WatI, BA ........... . 200 0 

8' ........ .......................... 
16 13 4 183 6 $ 200 0 0 

Narellan ....................... .. Tbt.masllassoll,M.A. ...... .... 0 0 0 451) 0 
0 ................................... 

32 6 hi 263 8 4 29513 or 1tamatta .............. ......... flLKingfl& ............. .. 20000 16134 183 20000' 
Penrith and South Creek ........... Elijah Smith .............. 200 0 0 16 13 4 183 6 8 200 0 0 
Picton ..........................I ,, Jamestarter .............. 7428 7428  7428 

TIiona6 Wilson, 13.A....... 216 13 4 ................................. 33 6 8 183 0 8 216 13 4 
Prospect ........................... Thomes  Dosikin, RD....... 200 0 0 16 13 4 183 6 8 1  200 0 I 0 
Pitt Town and Wilberforce ......... 

Queanbcyan....................... A.L).Ssurr,s .. 200 0 0 - 1613 4 183 6 8' 200 0 0. 
Elder ................ 

M

.............. 
200 0 0 ................. 16 18 4 1 88 6 8 200 0 0 Richmon4 and lCnrrajong ............... 

St. Leonards, North borc ........... W.B. Clark,, A......... 200 0 0 ................ I 16 13 4 183 6 8 200 0 0 
often l'onst and flornua Tliooasllorton ............ 200 0 0 IC 13 4 Li3 6 br 2''O 0 0 

Williato Stui,e .............. 50 18 1 ................................. 50 I 50 18 1 
Windsor ........................I ,. FLT.hG .. h ...I ........... 2 )000 45150 ......................... 8 368, 63 84' 295 fl 0 

C.T.U'i;.toekt. ............ 5183 5183 . .......... I 

les s 5111,',ailt,( by . 
I,twa,d 'ii, 5-3 6 5 133 t s ' 133 6 8 
IhulLilsIClAii[iIi .............. (01, 1 ........ ........ - ..........,. 44 1 O 1613 4 60 15 1 

Fot,t1,DioofHydiwy,} £, 11.290 19 1 165150 -........ ........ ........ 1.431 18 1 10,004 16 0 11,456111 11,456 11 1 

1— 



STATEMENT or EXPENDITURE UNDER SCHEDULE C.—Uontinued. 

ALLOWANCE). iSpecial  
Payments TOTAL AMoLn PAID 

STATION. NA1IIE. SALARIeS. :Inlienof For muon - Unexpended For tie Forthe I TOTAL 

Forage for 'fiave]Iiig of Balances cii Service of Service of the TOTAL. I 
one Horse. Expenses. house flout. 31 Dec., 1839. Previous Years.i Year 1860. 

I I I 
CJIUBCDOFENGLAND—COII(iOTMd. £ s.d.. £ a..] £ a d., £ s.d £ s it. £ s.d. £ s.d.  

- f Brougltforward ......£ 11,29019 1 16515 0: .................. ........ 1,45118 1 10,00416 011.4561111 11.456141 
Diocese of Ve,oeastle. 

Bishop of Newcastle ............. The Right floyd. W. Tyrrell, D.D... 
Arinidnle .............. ......... Revd, S. Ifni.gcrford .............. 
Clarence River .................. I A. B. Selwyn ............... 

P. L. Dodd ................ 
Dungog ........................... succeeded by 

W.  
. .. 
Carr ................... 

Faibrook and Jerry's Plains ...... W. W. Dove ................ 
Glen Lines ................... ...... 

... 
U. C. Bode ................ 

Gosforci ......................... ,, Alfred (41ennie ........... 
Arthur Wayn .............. 

1{exham and Ainwick ..........F succeeded by 
11 T. L. Dodd ................ 

Loehinvar .............. ........... Ioviek Tyrrell ............ 
Lower Hawkosbury .............. I ,, R. P. Jloltoo, MA........... 
M l ...... ........ ,, F. B. Kemp ................ 
3taitland (East) .................... 1. A. Grcitvess, M.A......... 
lffaitland(West) .............. 

1%Ioipetli, hlinton, and Middlehope... ,, R. (3-. Boodle, 1\1.A ........... 
Murrurundi ..................... ,, J. J. Nash .................. 

PD. Bode ................I 
Muswellbrook ................. I succeeded by 

W. 13. White .............. 
Newcastle ....................... ,, B. B. Shaw ................ 

F. V.Addams .............. 
Paterson .............................. (absent on leave.) 

Charles Walsh 
Port Maeq,uarie .................. . ,, Thonias O'Reilly .......... 
Raymond Terrace ................ J. It. 1I!uo,fi"ld ............ 
Scone ............................ ('olr.s ( Itild, BA.......... 
Singleton ................. .......... .ioes Biui'kivood, BA ..... 
'I'nr,.vercIi ........................ F. Will inn's ................ 
\Volloiubi ........................ J. 1'. B. \Sltinficld .......... 

500001  41 13 4 
10000 .................................... 8 68 
100 00' ........I .......................... 25 00 
2.3 00 8 68 

7500 
200 0 0 .................................. i 1613 4 
10000- ........' ' 8 6 8 
200 0 0 ' ........ 16 
57100 .................................. o 

13 4 
 12 10 

23 0 0' 
100 0 0 .................................. 25 0 0 
200 0 0 ........ ........ . ........ ' ........: 16 13 4 
10000 
200 0 0 I 1613 4 
200 0 0 1613 4 
10') 0 o 8 6 8 
21613 fl ......... 33 6 
11613 4 L 25 0 0 
500 O ........, ........................' 1613 4 

150 00 
9014 2, 198 9 
133 6 81 ....................................1613 4 

33 6 8 
1)1210 01 .

' .................. 3710 0 
200 00 ' ..................1613 4 
200 I) 0 I .............. 16 18 -1 
200 ci 0 18 4 
JIt) 0 0 ................................ 1 1 6 8 
1-50 0 0 12 10 0 

448 12 1 

165130 ......... ........ ' 

458 6 8) 5000 
Iii 13 4 100 0 0 
750 01 10000 
1613 1 25 0 0; 

750 O 75 0 0 
188 6 8 200 0 4) 
91 13 4 ' 100 0 0 
183 6 81 200 0 0 
750 0 87100, 

250 0 25 0 Ql_ 
750 0 100 0 0' 
153 6 3 200 0 I) 
!)1 13 1 100 0 0 
18.3 6 8, 200 00' 
183 Ii 8. 20000: 
91 13 4 100 00 
183(; 8 21613 4. 
91 13 4 116 13 4 
33 6 8 50 0 0 

150 0 0 130 I) 0 
71 55 90142. 
116 13 1 133 6 8 

33(3 8 8368 
123 0 0 162 10 0 
158 6 8 200 0 0 
183 6 8 201) 00 
183 6 8 200 0 0 
91 13 It 100 0 0 
13710 0 1300 0 

3,067 2 1 4,115 14 2 . 4,115 14 2 Total, Dioc, of Newcastle,... £ 4,11.) II 2 

Carried forward ....£' 1.7400 13 3 1,900 10 2 13,671 15,572 8 3 1...572 8 3 



STATEMENT or EXPENDITURE UNDTh SCIJEDULE O.—Uon,izucj. 

- ALLowANcES. 
4inenL ToTAl AMOVNr PAID 

STATION. NAME. U-'RlE,4.. in lien of For In lieu I d le F O;. Foithe -- -. - -- TOTAL. 
Forage for Travelling of Balanee on Service of Service of t]n ToTAL. 'nc Iioro. Expcnscs. house Rent. 31 Dec., 159.1  Pjcvioi,s Years. Year 1860. 

£ s.d Led. Ls.d. Led. Ls.cL £ s.d, £ s.d.f £ s.d. £ s.d. 
PoesIjyrEluaN Cuegr,j,. 

Brought forward ..........£ 15,406 13 3 165 15 0 . 1,900 10 2 13,671 IS 8 3 
 

I 15,572 S 3 15,372 

Pitt-street ......... P.evd. Tames Fullerton, L.L.T) 200 0 0 ................................. . . 
Sydney - St. Andrew's ......... ,, John Dougall .............. 201) 0 0 ................................. 200 I) 0 200 0 0 

Paddiigtun ......... Mihie .............. 154 0 0 I 200 0 0 200 0 0 
Woolloomooloo ...... i , Julia 11'(4iblion ............ 1500 0 . 4 0 0 150 0 0 154 0 0 Tlattliiir,t ......................... ,, Janie4lJ.Litiightou,13.A ................................................. iso 0 0 150 0 0 

William MiCeo ............ iso 0 ü I 150 0 0 150 0 I 
(4-unlhurn ...................... Will jait' Itoss ................. 50 0 0 

............................................. 
50 0 0 0 0 

(I ,, Robert lilain ............... iflO 13 4 
............................................ 

. . . .  [50 0 0 160 o 0 Flioton ....................... 
I htieeeede,d by . 166 13 4 , 166 13 4 

(West) ................. 
Al.xauderTsl'Ewen .......... 
William l'orves 

33 3 8 ............................................. 33 6 8 33 6 8 

N
)r
Maitluii,l 

....................u,4.veIIlironk 
............. 

Duncan itos, .............. 
2410 0 
25 10 

0 
0 

............................................ 200 0 0 200 0 0 ............................... 
l'
ewcastle s Nitnino .............. 150 0 0 

........ 25 10 0 I  215 10 0 .atta .............................. 
P
aria Coatts, \LA 

............................................ 150 0 0 I iso o o ........................... 
P
aterson Thonets Stirton ............ 350 0 0 1150 0 0 150 0 0 Macquarie .................... 
P
ort Edward Ilollanti ............ 150 0 0 , 150 0 0 150 0 0 head ..................... 
Si
ortl,uid George ,ThFi................ 1150 0 0 

........................... ..... I 150 0 0 • 150 0 0 ngleton ................................. S. WIth.. ............ 1.50 0 0- 

................................ , 150 0 • 150 0 i Wind,o,' ........................ itafls,w Allan ............... iso o 0 ' 

............................................ ISO 0 0' 150 0 op \\olltJII3ong ...................... (Jiiui,i,,4n,,ti Atel,is&,t, 150 0 0 ' ........ ...... ......... 
................. I 150 0 0 350 0 0 I .................. 150 0 1  0 Iso (I 0 

Total. Prcsllyteriau CSi•ireli..L 2379 100 .. ..,..•.,, .. 400 2,775 10 01 2,779 10 0 2,779 10 0 \\'EeI,Ev.6x yra-Euc,i,,sr Curve,,. 

 
.5y  1 JI'iinee-strect ........ ne .. 

Revd.Josep]iOiin .............. 150 4' 0 . 0 : Surry 11111,4 ................. rn) Iruoside ' ................................ 150 0 ISO 0 0 ....................... 
G
I)atlinrsf 

50 
............................................... 150 1SO 0 0 ........... (110 0 oultinri, ......................... John \yat,f,,rd 1110 (1 0 

o 
1150 0 0 

Maitlai,d 

........................ 
1' ,, lleiijaini,, t!l,,I1,jnun 112 10 . 

0 
........ 

- ......... 10 o 0 150 0 .......... iso o 0 
IC' Ci,Ie,I by .. ........ I ........ 112 10 0 112 10 0 ............................. 

Julia Watsforj 
I  .......... 37 10 0 37 10 0 

Carried forward ...... ..£ 450 0 0 . ........ 300 0 0 ........ 00 0 0 450 0 0 7.50 0 0 
Carried forward ....£ 1b,1S6 331651501  ........ .... .,..ul,9041o2  16,447 8 1 18,35118 3 1 38,351 15 3 

Lit 



130 0 0 
200 0 0 200 0 0' 

i 160 0 
27210 
160 0 04  

30 0 0' 1,57210 6 1 1,57210 6 

7336 3i 80000 
27600- 84000' 
16910I0 17717 0. 
131510, 222 6' 
183 6 8 2000 01 
188 6 8 200 0 01 
183 6 8 200 001 
137 10 0 130 0 0 
183 68 2000 0 
137 10 0 150 0 0' 

4000! 
13710 0 160 0 0' 
133 6 8 2180 0' 
[3710 0, 164 0 o: 
137 10 0 137 10 0 
13710 () 1500 0- 
137100 17500 
73 0 0- 11210 0- 

0240 0 6210 0 
183 6 8 200 0 0' 

3,391 13 -! 1 3,849 II) 0 

17097 8 3 19,994 s 9 1 19,924 8 

STATEMENT or EXPENDITURE UNDER SCHEDULE C,—Uonanued. 

- 
. AJ.owANt.a-. ToTAL A,ionj-r PAID P,,yoo-nt- 

Out of TOTAL. 
$TA'I'ION. NAME. SALAi,I1. ,, ijuir of For In Ion Cn.xpende4 - For tIn For tIre  

Forage for Trav,-I [lug I of Balances on Service of Serviec, of the. ToTAL. 

One 11 (I1o. }Lxj,e,ie s. Iforeir Runt. 51 Dr-c , 1839. Fruvions Years. - Year 1800. 

£.-.d. £s.d. £.d.- £.d. Ls.d. Ld.: £. L 

Brought forward .........£ 18,Ib43 3 3 iriS 13 0 1,901 10 2 16,447 8 1 1  18,351 lb 3 18,351 18 3 

Wa--LEVAN MEPTIO1111 t' On, a -a— - - - - - - - S - - - - - -- 
Coahfl(''d. 

llr,nnrr!rt forward l.'ir) II 0 ................. 300  0 0 300 0 0 430 0 0 i 7.50 0 0 

Manning River .................. Revd. 5. Penrell .................. .......... - 
. 
. 150 0 0 150 0 o 

Parramatt .................... ..3-A. M,cnton .............. 200 () 0 ........................................... 
151) 0 0 150 (3 0 Moreton Bay ...................... Samuel Wilkinson ............................................. 172 10 6 172 10 0 Woliongong ...................... Jamrn Watkin .............. .......... ........ ........ i 
100 0 0 130 0 0 lass .... ..................... ..('har1e Creed .............. ........... - 

Total, Wesleyan Methodist Church £65(J00  ..... '922106 929 10 0 

ROMAN CAtnoLlo Curnda. 

rAithbitov ......... Most Revd. JoIrn Berlo flnlding, D.D.. 8140 0 0 Ga 13 4 
0 Yicar.General ....... Right lloyd. Henry G. Gregory, D.D.. 300 0 0 

..................................... 
10 0 0 ........- ..... i 05 

8 
0 
6 8 

-r J The Vp-n. Archdeacon J. M'Encroe .. 177 17 6 
s 6 8 St. Sydney .. Very lmncd. Dean O'Connell .........- 22 2 6 ................. 10 13 4 

I St. Patrick's ...  ..... Boyd. Patrick Nowonan ........... 200 0 0 
10 13 4 St. ilenerliet's ........ Michael Co,-i,h ............. 200 0 0 - 10 13 4 [Sur,y Kills ........... John Sheridsn ............... 204) 0 0 
12 10 0 

Albury .......................... Cornelius Tworney ........... ISO 0 0 
10 13 4 

Appin ............................. John Malior ................ 200 0 0 12 10 0 
Anthd -  Timothy MOartlry .......... 130 0 0 

4000 4000 

Baimain ......................... 
J.T.Drnne ...................................
3. J. merry ................ 160 0 0 12 , 10 () 

1 
B .... athurst ..........................hi) Grant, Dl). .......... 200 0 0 18 0 0 34 

26 
13 
10 0 

Beninia ....................... ,, Patrick Mzrgenrnis .......... 1110 0 0 14 0 0 
Braidwood ...................... ..- E. O'Brien ................ 137 10 0 

12 10 0 BrisbaneWater .................... lIr-nry Woolfrcy ........... 150 0 0 
37 10 0 Bungonia ........................ 1). J. PArry .............. 275 0 0 37 10 (I M. F'lana:tn ............. 112 10 0 

('-rnrdcn ......................- succeeded by 
Jen'onnr Keating ............ 02 10 0 ...................................... 

16 
.... 
IC 4  Campbclitosvn ..................... .1. P. flodre ................ 20) 0 0 

(arriedfi.rwrrrd ...... . 3,737100 11200 457168 

C-trri ... Ifr,rw,,r'd .... . 18,81)633 105130 ........- 922 10 6 2,827 08 



£ S. it. £ S. LI 

19,024 8 9 19,924 8 9 

3,849 10 0 

200 0 0 
220 0 0 
150 0 0 
130 13 4 

83 6 8 
97 10 0 

1613 4 183 II 3 
3613 4 183 68 
1210 0 13710 0 
30 13 4 10000!  

83 6 8 
22 10 0 7500 

6210 0 
16134. 100 00.  

83 6 8 
12 10 0 137 10 0 
1613 1 183 6 8 
1613 4 183 6 8 
I? 10 0 . 137 10 0 
2(; 10 4) 137 10 0 
1210 0 13710 0 
111 13 4 183 6 8 
1613 4 183 6 8 
12 10 0 137 10 0 
1613 4 183 6 8 
12100 187100. 
12100 137100 
36 13 4 183 6 $ 
12 10 0 187 10 0 125 0 0 
16 13 4 1s3 6 8 
2613 4 inS 6 8 
1613 1 183 0 8 

887 10 0 I 7,275 0 0 

62 10 0 
116 13 4 

83 6 8 
160 0 0 i 
200 0.0 
200 0 0 
ISO 0 0 
164 0 0 
154) 0 0 
200 0 0 
200 0 0 
150 0 0 
200 0 0 
1:50 0 0 
160 0 0 
220 0 0 
150 0 0 
125 0 0 
200 0 0 
210 0 0 
200 0 0 

8,162 10 0 8,162 10 0 

W. C. ISJAYNE, 

Auditor GeneraL 

£ a. d., £ a. d. £ S. d 

922 10 6 

112 0 0 

£ a. d. £ a. d 

2,827 0 8 17,097 8 1 

457 16 8 3.391 13 4 

20 0 0 

14 0 0 

10 0 0 

14 0 0 

244 0 0 

0 4) 0 

200 0 0 

200 0 0 922 tO 6 3,714 10 8 I 24,372 8 1 28,086 18 9 28,086 18 9 

STATEMENT OF EXPENDiTURE UNDER SCHEDULE C.—Oontinned. 

Ai.nowsscx. Special 
Famerds TOTAL A,iorn Psro 

STATION. NAME. SLMuEs. In lieu of - For In lieu Unexpended For tile- TOTAL. 
Forage for Travelling of Balance on Service of Service of the TOTAL, 

I one Horse. Expenses. house Rent. 31 Dee., 1869. Previous Years. Year 1860. I  

£ s. A. £ a. d. 
Roxsx CAThOLIC Cxneu— 

co,iti,iued. Brought forwai'tl ........ £ 18,836 3 3 165 15 0 

Brought forward ...... £ 3,737 10 0 

flerd. Bernard Murphy ............. 200 0 0 Carcoar ......................... 
Gouiburn ........................ , ltichardWalsh ............... 200 0 0 ........ 
Hartley ......................... ,, .laittes Phelaii ............... 150 0 0 

Jerome ICeating ............ 116 13 4 
Kelso ......................... succeeded by 

Peter OFurrell ............ 83 6 8 
Petertonng ............... 8710 0 

by Kiania ............................succeeded 
Al.d. Flanagan .............. 62 10 0 
Peter O'Farrell ............. 116 13 4 j Liverpool ....................- succeeded by 
I'cter Young ................ 83 6 8 

Macdonald River .. .............. ..Patrick Wbite .............. 150 0 0 
Maitlatid (East) ................. 200 0 0 
Maitland (\Vest) ......... ........ 

.. Joan Kenny .................. 

., J. T. Lynch ................. 200 0 0 
Millendary ............... ......... Patrick Birch .............. 150 0 0 
Mudgee .......................... Calaghan MOarthy ISO 0 0 
Newcastle ........ ......... ........ C. V. Dowli,ag .............. i iso o 0 
Parrainatta ...................... J. C. Suiiiner .............. 200 0 0 
Penritli ........................ ..Mihacl Brennan ............ 200 (I 0 
Petersijam ........................ P. Kenyon ................ 150 0 0 
Qucanbnyan ..................... ,, Michael Kavanagh .......... 200 0 0 
Raymond Terrace ............... ..Eugene Luckie ............ 1.50 0 0 
Ryde ............................ C. M.Joly ................ 150 0 0 
Singleton ................................ s II anly .............. 200 (4 0 
St. Leonard's ...................... Peter Powell .............. ISO 0 0 
Wellington ...................... I). 'i nil ................ 125 0 0 i 
Windsoi' .......................... 1';itrick Itallinan, DI) ....... 200 0 0 
Wollongoug .................... W. K. Johnson ............ 200 0 0 
Yass .......................... ! ,, Michael M'Alroy ............ 2(4) Cl Ii 

Total, Roman Catholic Church.. £ 7,962 10 0 I 

Toni. ExvEsnrrcrIu ........ £ 26,798 13 8 165 15 0 

Audit Of/ice, Sydney, New South JValer, 
23rd .Jnuary, 1861. 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND. 

ACCOUNT 

OF 

1IECEIUPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

IN THE YEAR 

1860. 

125-E 

S 



AMOUNT. RECEIPTS. 

W. C. I1AYNE, 

Auditor General. 
Audit Office, Sydney, Mw South ffhles, 

30th April, 1861. 

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND ACCOUNT CURRENT FOR THE YEAR 1860. 

REVENUE ACCOUNT. 

To Balance at the Credit of the Consolidated Revenue Fund Account, on 
the 31st December, 1859 ... ... ... .., .,. ... 309,066 13 8 

To Receipts in the year 1860, as per Statement No. 1 ... ... ... 1,309,890 12 5 

To Issues on Account Adjusted— 
Balance of Adjustments over Advances to other Govenlinents and. 

English Agents ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 116,825 2 7 

To Adjustment of the Balance of the Overpayment to the, Municipal 
Council of Sydney, on account of Water Supply to the City, in the 
year 1858 ,.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,837 19 3 

TOTAL, REVENUE AccouNT... ... we 1.737,620 711 

LOANS' ACCOUNT. I 

To Balance at the Credit of the Loans' Account on the 31st Decemberi 
1859 ... ... ... ... ... ... 133,423 2 5 

To Receipts in the year 1860, as per Statement No. 3 ... ... ... 560,729 2 2 

To Issues on Account adjusted ,, ,, ,, ... ... ... 31,227 4 0 

To Balance at the Debit of the Loans' Account., on the 31st Deeembcr, 
1800 .. ... ... . . ... ... ... ... .., 17,117 4 4 

TOTAL, LOANS' ACCOUNT... ... £ 742,496 12 11 

TOTAL, CoNsoLIDATED Rl'vENwt FUND ... ... £ 2,480,117010 

DISBURSEMENTS. 

REVENUE ACCOUNT. 

By Payments in the year 1860, as per Statement No. 2.;. 

By Issues on Account— 

Balance of Advances to Public Officers over Adjustments 

By Balance at the Credit of the Consolidated Revenue Fund .1 
on 31st December, 1860 .. 

TOTAL, REVENUE ACCOUNT 

LOANS' ACCOUNT. 

By Payments in the year 1860, as per Statement No. 3.. 

By Issues on Account— 

Advances to the Government Commercial Ageuls to p 
Railway Materials in England, unadjusted 

TOTAL, LOANS' ACCOUNT 

TOTAL, CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND 

Cr. 

AMOUNT. 

1,312,777 9 5 

10,319 4 1 

414,523 14 5 

£ 1,737,620 711 

726,230 17 11 

16,265 15 0 

£fl424OG 
1J —

XJ 2,480,117 0 10 

4. 

t 

Dr. 
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STATEMENT OF 1tECErPTS 

IN THE YEAR 1860, 

ON ACCOUNT OF THE CONSOLThATED REVENUE FU1'Th. 

READ OF REVENUE. AMOUNT. 

CusToIs. 
Spi'rits 
Wine 
Ale, Porter, and Beer of all sorts 
Tobacco 
Tea 
Sugar and Molasses 
Coffee and Chicory 
Opium 

£ s. d. 

301,597 12 10 
27,677 2 10 
7,802 17 0 
89,217 6 10 
45,303 14 10 
71,602 4 10 
7,641 9 0 
4,261 10 10 

£ s. d.I 

555,103 19 0 

Dun ON SPIRITS DtSTTLLED IN THE COLONY,,. 

GOLD REVENUE. 
I (Cotleeted by the Collector of Customs ... ... 3,982 14 9 I 

IDuty on Gold, Collected by the Deputy Master of the Royal Mint 38,652 16 10 
Miners' Rights ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7,620 10 0 I 
Business Licenses ... ... ... ... ... .., ... 2,984 0 0 I 
Leases of Auriferous Tracts.,. ... ... ... ... ... 615 0 0 
Fees for Escort and Conveyance of Gold, &o. ... ... ... 2,021 1.7 1 

MINT RECEIPTS... ... .,, .,  •,. ..4 ............... 

44,129 0 5 

55,876 18 8 I 

21,629 9 4 I 

LAND REVENUE. 
Proceeds of Land Sales ... 
Rents of Land ... ... 
Increased Assessment, and Rent of Runs, 22 Victoria, No. 17 
Quit Rents ... ... 
Redemption of Quit Rents ... 
Survey of Runs ... ... 
Licenses to out Timber, and make Bricks, &c., on Crown Lands 

5,316 14 8 
3,704 17 7 
11,289 19 0 
818 15 6 
35 4 8 
154 0 0 
1,549 0 0 

312,868 11 5 

POSTAGE ... ... ... ... ... ... 
... ...' 45,636 8 0 

LICENSES. 

. 

To Wliolesale Spirit Dealers ... ... ... .. ..; 6,650 0 0 
To Auctioneers ... ... ... ... ,.. ... ... 1,656 7 11 
To Bonded Storekeepers ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,02.5 15 0 
To Retail Fermented and Spirituous Liquors ... ... ..; 51,359 4 0 
Night Licenses to Publicans and for Billiard Tables ... ... 3,822 10 0 
To Distillers and Rectifiers... ... ... ... ... ... So 0 0 
To Hawkers and Pedlers ... ... ... ... ... ... 353 17 2 
To Pawnbrokers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 250 0 0 
All other Licenses ... ,.. ... ... ... ... ... 176 13 8 

68,349 7 9 — t 

Carried forward ., ... ,., ... ... ... £ 1,103,593 15 - 4 



24 

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS IN THE YEAR 1860, 

11K&D OF REVENUE. AMoun. TOTAL. 

Brought forward 

Ftns OF OFFICE. 
On Commission t.o Public Officers 
On Certificates of Naturalization 
On Copies and Transcripts of Papers 
On the Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds 
Registrar General ... 
Prothonotary of Supreme Court 
Master in Equity ... 
Curator of Intestate Estates 
Insolvent Court ... 
Sheriff ... ... 
District Courts ... 
Courts of Petty Sessions 
Water Police Court... 
Shipping Masters ... 
Steam Navigation Board 
Court of Claims ... 
Or, Disputed Claims at the Gold Fields 
Slaughtering Fees, Glebe Island Abattoirs... 
Convict Department... 
Other Fees ... ... 

F1Ns AND FORFEITURES. 
Sheriff ... ... ... ... 
Courts of Petty Sessions ... ... 
Water Police Court... ... ... 
For the Unauthorized Occupation of Crown Lands 
Crown's share of Seizures by the Departments of Customs and 
Distilleries ... ... ... 
Proceeds of Sale of Confiscated and Unclaimed Property 
Other Fines . ... ... ...  

£ s. d. £ s. d. 
1,103,593 15 4 

178 0 0 
231 6 0 
24 5 6 

4,719 10 0 
2,896 7 6 
2,951 2 S 
1,221 17 0 
282 3 6 
1,732 12 0 
990 7 4 
,312 19 11 
2,658 8 8 
486 0 6 
2,306 19 1 
164 0 0 
14 6 0 
26 0 0 
91 1110 
1 17 6 
9418 61 

26,384 19 6 

761 12 6 
2,440 14 2 
24-4 15 6 
488 10 0 

101 9 9 
298 4 5 
56 0 0 

4,397 6 4 

RENTS—EXCLUSIVE OP LAND. 
Tolls and Ferries ... ... ...- ... ... ... ... 430 5 4 
Tolls (Main Roads Act, 1858) ... ... ... ... ... 11,063 6 7 
Wharves ,.. ... ... ...  ... ... ... ... 5,909 17 0 
Military Canteen, Sydney ... ... ... ... ... ... 50 1 0 
Government Buildings and Premises ... ... ... ... 480 9 9 
Glebe Island Abattoirs •.. ... ... ... ... ... 96 8 4 
Glebe Island Pont Dues ... ... ... ... ... ... 187 2 9 

RAILWAYS. 
Railway Tolls ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .58,866 11 5 

Railway Miscellaneous Receipts 
Hire of Locomotives ... ... ... £713 16 6 
Sale of Property ... ... ... ... 139 19 7 
Advertising in Carriages ... ... ... 113 6 8 
Rent of Buildings and Premises ... ... 110 8 8 
Sureharges recovered ... ... ... 25 11 11 
Fines, &c ... ... ... ... 16 12 6 
Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... 22 13 6 

1,142 9 4 

18,217 11 3 

60,009 0 0 

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH RECEIPTS ... ... ... ... 

PJLOTAOE. 
Port Jiokson ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7,469 8 6 
Out Ports ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 4,371 17 10 

Carried forward ... .. 

41,396 8 1 

11,841 0 4 

1,235,840 7 7 
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ON ACCOUNT OF THE CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND. 

HEAD OF REVENUE. AMOUET. I TOTAL. 

Brought forward 

HARBOUR DUES... ... ... 

FEES ON CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY TO MASTERS OF VESSELS 

TONNAGE DUES, NEWCASTLE ... 

IMMIGRATION REMITTANCES. 
British ... ... ... 
Foreign ... ... •.• 

£ s. U £ s. U. 

£................ ..1,235,840 7 7 

1,397 18.10 

70210 0 

2,891 186 

10,373 9 0 
130 0 0 

10,503 9 0 

INTEREST ON CITY DEBENTURES ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8,162 O 9 

MISCELLANEOUS RECEU'TS. 
Sale of Government Property ... ... ... ... ... 1,192 11 8 
For the support of Patients in the Lunatic Asylums .. ... 857 13 2 
Collections by the Government Printer 2,003 14 3 
For Work performed by Prisoners in Gaol ... ... ... ... 902 0 5 
Ratcable proportion of the Expenses of Imperial Convicts for the 
year 1859, received from the British Trensury ... ... ... 3,246 8 6 

Contributions by the Ordnance Department towards the expense 
of the Gunpowder Magazine ... ... ... ... ... 9116 10 

For advertising Intestate Estates in the Lrzdon Gazette... ... 20 0 0 
For Military Washing and Barrack Damages .. ... ... 31 11 10 
For Hire of Steam Dredge ... ... ... ... ... ... 39 0 0 
Amount received under the Assisted immigrants' Employment Act, 
16 Victoria, No.42 ... ... ... ... ... ... 59 0 0 

Repayment of Expenses incurred for docking Vessels at the Fitz 
Roy Dry Dock ... .. ... ... ... ... ... 941 7 3 

Store Rent of Gunpowder ... ... ... ... ... 273 12 0 
Fees on presenting Private Bills to Parliament ... ... ... 175 0 0 
Fees on Lotters of Registration ... ... ... ... 280 0 0 ... 
Surebarges Recovered ... ... .. ... ... ... 239 15 10 
Unclaimed Balances of the proceeds of Intestate Estates ... .. . 41041 18 6 
Amount recovered from the Estate of the late Mr. Kingsmill, Clerk 
of Petty Sessions, Maitland ... ... ... ... ... 234 7 8 

Proceeds of the Sale of Alpaca Wool ... ... ... ... 28 13 9 

grants accumulated Since 1851 ... ... . . ... ... 1,000 6 3 
Proceeds of the Sale of Unclaimed Property of Government Immi-

Royalty and ether Expenses on Coal extracted from Crown Lands 
on Trespass ... ... . . ... ... ... ... 63 15 4 

Interest on Public Moneys received from the following Banks, in 
which they have been deposited, viz. 
Oriental Bank Corporation ... ... £13,742 8 6 
Bank of New South Wales ... ... 17,789 8 8 
Commercial Bank .. ... ... 1,805 14 10 

33,397 12 0 

Other Miscellaneous Receipts ... ... ... ... ... 187 3 4 
49,427 8 7 - -  

SCHEDULE C.  
Revenue derived from the Bishopthorpe Estate, for 1859-60 ... ... ... 965 0 0 

TOTAL ... ... £ 1,209,890 12 5 

Audst Uj/ice, ajaug, New South lYales, W. C. MAYNE, 
281h ./Yebruary, 1861. Auditor General. 
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No. 2, 

ABWFRACP OF BISBTJRSJ3MflTS, 

IN THE YEAR 1860, 

OUT OF THE CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND, 

AS DETAILED IN THE ANNEXED STATEMENT. 

PAGE. HEAD OF SERVICE. I AMOUNT. 

28 1.—SCHEDULEs TO IMPERIAL ACT 18 & 19 VICTO1U, CAP 54. 55,511 at 2 
28 SL'PPLEMENT TO SCHEDES A & B ... ... ... ... 5,473 14 8 

29 11.—EXECUTIVE AND LEGiSLATIVE ... ... ... ... 17493 :19 9 

32 IIL—Tun PRINCIPAL SECRETARY ... ...  ... ... ... 343,478 7 2 

32 [V—ADMINISTRATION or JUSTICE ... ...  ... ... ... 48,098 3 5 

34 V—TREASURER AND SECRETARY FOR FINANCE AND TRADE... 230,902 0 0 

35 VI.—SECRETARY FOR LANDS ... ... ... ... ... ... 156,199 13 11 

36 VII.—SECRETflY FOR PUBLIC WORKS ... .,. ... ... 279,085 15 1 

36 VIII.—Tan AUDITOR GENERAL ... ... ... ... ... ... 4,852 .2 1 

UNCLASSIFIED EXPENDITURE:- 

37 Interest on Loans ... ... ... ... ... 165,158 12 2 

37 Charges on Collections ... ... ... ... 1,197 11 7 

37 Revenue and Receipts returned ... ... ... 4,641 8 4 

37 Arrear Charges against the Territorial Revenue ... 84 10 1 
- -  171,682 2 2 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS... ...  ... ... £i,31,777 9 5 

Audit Office, Sydney, JVw South Wales, W. C. MAYNE, 
301A April, 1861. Auditor Ceneral. 



No. 2. 
0) 

STATEMENT OF DISBURSEMENTS, 
TN THE YEAR 1660, 

OUT OF THE CONSOLIDATED REVENUE Finn). 
- - - 

ESTAEI,Isa3rarcTs. 
OTHER 

Salaries. Contingencies. Tonr. SravleEs. 

I ............ ............. ..18,009 6 8 
.9,415 5 9 25,086 18 9 

£ 
- . . 55,611 11 2 

POTAL CHAnGED OX APPROPRIATIONS OF 

PAYMENTS. 
Previous Years. Current Year. 

..............18.009 6 5 
.55,511 11 2 1 651 13 7 8,733 12 2 

1 3,714 10 8 24,872 8 1 

3 

690 0 0 IJ ( coo o 0 99811 2 1,84811 2-! 99811 2 
2-50 0 0 250 0 0 

200 0 0 1 1 290 0 0 
200 0 0 50 0 0 150 0 0 00 0 0 25 0 0 75 0 0 
125 0 0 I 50 0 0 75 0 0 
.133 6 8 1 133 6 $ 1811111 1811111 
538 13 8 5813 8 48000 
123 4 6 

J 81 12 3 61 17 3 23414 1 18 1 1 21613 0 1.519 9 416 1 41 3 8 
74 15 0 3,025 3 6 74 15 0 55 2 2 

I  65 2 2 099 4 1 192 4 1 600 0 0 
67 8 9 13 2 9 61 6 0 
7476 ' 16 010 58 6 8 114 6 3 1910 3 9110 0 
2o 16 10 . 25 16 10 
431 13 431 13 4 15,3 0 8 II 153 0 8 
2612 6 - I ............. 2612 6 
27 510 J l 27 510 

5,173148 .5,173148 1 50270 4,97178 

HEAP OF sERVrCE. 

3t.—&fjcbn1z0 to 3ntpttIa1 ct, IS S U }Jictcr(w, tap. 54. 

SCHEDULE A.. .. .. .. .. .. 
SCHEDULE B.. .. ,. .. .. .. 
SCHEDULE C.. .. .. .. .. .. 

otal, 2tbtbulcs 2, 33, ant C 

SUPPLEMENTS TO SCHEDULES A AND B. 
ScDutE A. 
Chief Justice, 20 Victoria, No. 5 . . . .. 
Piiisne Judges, ditto .. .. 
Colonial Treasurer, 20 Victoria, No. 18 .. 

SCHEDULE B. 
Lady ForbesrWidow of Sir 1"ranes Porbes, formerly Chief Justice 
Lady Dowling, Widow of Sir James Dovling. late Chief Justice 
Mrs. Anne Ki'ichela, Widow if the late Mr. Justice Kinchela.. 
Mrs. Anne Fetrie, Daughter -f the late Captain Flindcrs, U.N. 
Mr. B. U. Stack, late Master 'f the Benevolent Asylum 
W. C. Greville, late Cleric, Cnionial Secretary's Department (in part).. 
John Thompson, late Deputy Surver General 
P. H. B. Venour, late Shipping Mncter .. 
John Moore Dillon. late Criminal Crown Solicitor .. -. 
William Fhnn, late Turnkey, Bathurst Gaol .. 
Benjamin Shaw, late Deputy Harbour Master 
Charles Orrnsby, late Superintendent, Cockatoo Island -. 
George Barney, late Surveyor General .. 
A. W. Rolleston, late Landinr Waiter, Custums 
Charles Watson, late Pilot. Moreton Bay .. . -. 
King Barton. late Clerk to tins Private Secretary . .. -. 
Thomas Reilly, late Sergeant to Governor Gencrars Orderlies.. 
William Maepherson, late CIL-rk of the Legislative Council 
William Wedge Darke, late Assistant Surveyor 
G. N. Russell. late Tide \Vaitar, Customs . . 
Jeremiah Browne, late Assip ant Superintendent. Cockatoo Island 

total, %up-lenunts to %ttbnles 2 ant 33 

00 



STATEMENT OF DISBURSEMENTS, &c,-Uontinuod. 

HEAD OF SERVICE. - - 
Salaries. 

ESTABLISmIENTS 
-- -- _____ - 
Contingencies. TOTAL. Sravicns PAvMENTg 

OnAliorn OX APPEOPBIATIONS OF 

Previous lean. Current Year. 

tL-exccutibt nub 3Lfgi%IatIbc. I 

His EXCELLENCY ThE GOVERNOR GENiauL .. .. .. .. .. .. 770 18 7 I 308 3 3 1,160 1 10 1,169 1 10 91 19 10 1,077 2 0 LEGISLATIvE COUNCIL ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. ., 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 

5,122 4.3 270 3 7 [5,492 7 10 5,192 7 10 2 2 0 5.490 6 10 ,, .. .• ,, -. .. .. .. 
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL AND AssuIrnIx ,, ., .. ., .. .. .. 

6,163 5 
1,212 13 

1 
10 

897 8 
1,029 1 

2 
fl 

7.060 13 
2,741 15 

3 
4 

7,060 13 3 
2.141 15 4 767 3 11 

7,060 1-3 3 
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,017 18 6 12 3 0 1 1,030 1 6 1,030 1 6 0 12 8 

3,074 11 0 
1,020 8 10 

- otat, lfxtcutthc anb tcgislatiUc .. .. .. £- 14,287 0 3 3,206 19 6 17,493 19 9 ............. 17,493 19 9 870 18 6 16,623 1 4 

I-EE-[jc lflrincipat Zccrttar. 

7-7 PRINCIPAL SECRETARY .. .. .. .. .. .. 4,719 2 6 8 4,748 2 2 i 4,748 2 2 22 13 0 4,725 0 2 REGISTRAR GENERAL .. .. .. ., .. .. 3,225 0 0 3,355 2 4 6,560 2 4 6,580 2 4 . 957 19 2 5,622 3 2 EDUCATIONAL. 

28.19 

Denomulational Schools- I  

.............. 

23,445 1 10 23,445 1 10 
National Schools .. .. .. .. .. ., .. ........................................ 

Presbyterian 
0,401 8 6 

1 1 .............. 

1,654 8 10 7,740 19 8 
Wesleyan .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,930 1 8 095 5 6 1,3-Jo 16 2 

Church of England .. .. .. .. .. ............................................ 

Roman Catholic 010 3 0 108 1 5 802 2 1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Expenses of the Board 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .......................................... 
.......................................... 

5,999 10 10 - 1,159 13 10 4,839 15 0 
Protestant Orphan School .. .. .. .. .. 1,059 15 3 2,346'17 4 

. . . .  

3,400 12 7 
990 16 2 56,851 18 10 . 101 12 5 880 3 0 

Roman Catholic, Orphan Sdlool .. .. .. ,. 
.. ,. .. .. .. .......................................... 

933 7 4 2,328 16 5 3,262 3 9 
I I I 7 0 6 3,399 12 1 

3,180 6 5 Endowment of the University of Sydney, 14 Victoria, No. 31 , ..........................................61  
.............. 

81.17..4 
Endowment of St. Paul's College, 18 Victoria. No.37 .. 

. 
5,000 0 

Endowment of St. John's College, 18 Victoria, No. 37 500 0 0 41 13 4 458 6 8 
Endowment of the SydneyGramuiar School, 18 Victoria . 500 0 0 . 41 13 4 458 6 8 , ............ 

1,500 0 0 J I 1,600 0 0 
POLICE: 

.............. 

Sydney, Judicial. 

.. .. ......................... 
.. ........................................ 

Ceutrnj Police Office.. .. .. ., .. .. .. .. 
Water.. 

2,405 18 5 

., .. ....................................... 

83 7 9 2,489 6 2 fl 43 2 9 2,446 3 5 ., .. .. ,. .. .. .. 
Sydney, EEecntive, 

1,162100 2707 1,180107 .............. 1 i,isoio 7 
Inspector General and Metropolitan .. .. ., .. .. 22,690 12 9 i 1,238 0 1 23,937 12 10 I 

I 
I  

703 8 5 28,231 4 5 Water 
Horse Patrol 

2,400 16 0 101 17 10 
............. 

2,502 13 10 .............. c 157,302 2 0 2,502 13 10 ,. ,. ., ,. .. ., .. .. ... 
RoralPolice 

2.117 17 6 7I6 14 11 2,904 12 5 I 
............. 
104 1011 21b00 1 6 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Horse Patrol and Gold Police, Country Districts.. .. .. .. . .1 
67,366 17 10 . 14,310 0 

I 
S 81,706 13 6 I 3.547 8 ii 72.159 9 7 

Nativoflolice 
23,688 1 2 17,348 0 3 41,036 4 5 I 9,005 10 10 I 32,030 137 .. ,. ., ., .. .. .. .. .. .. 988 29 602 131 1,135 40 

............... 

t. 636 14 1 808 911 
GAOL AND PENAL. 
Sydney.. ., .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Parrarnaita  ..! 

4,098401 2,6791731 6,778 ia ............. 1 1 40407 6,37405 
Eathurst.. 

2,311 0 6 2,187 2 8 4,408 12 2 203 6 10 4,295 5 4 ., .. .. .. , .. .. .. .. . . 1,312 13 6 662 8 8 2,175 2 2 

Carried forward .. ,. ,. .. .. £fl0,434 11 6 48,316781,760 192 50,18326i 225,482 6 1 - 25,420 4 0 213,513 17 8 

tI.D Co 



Lfl Sfl MJ' 

ESTABLISHMENTS. OTHEE TOTAL ! CHARGED ON AFPBOPBLATIONS OF 
IIEAD OP SERVICE. - Salaries. Contingencies. TOTAL. . ERS ICES. - AX3IE.TS. Previous Years. Current Year. 

[1E1E.-ije )tincipat tcretat-ronnticb. F 

Brought forward .. .. .. .. .. £ 140,434 11 6 F 48,316 7 8 188,750 19 2 60,1e3 2 6 223,482 6 1 26,420 4 0 213,613 17 
F 

8 

aAOL AND PENAL-COntinUed. 1,298 5 0 986 4 7 2,284 9 7 
. 
............ I  96 11 11 - 2,187 17 8 

Maitland ,. ,. ., ,. •, ,• , •. 1,168 5 6 791 13 2 1,959 18 8 ' 22 5 8 1,937 10 0 
Qonlhiirn .. ,. .. .. ,. .. .. .. . ,. 5389 5389 5389 
Bgrrima.. .. .. ., .. .. .. 

•. 

.. ..I 
F .............. 10458 

Yass .. .. .. .. .. .. ,. .. .. loD 15 0 139 15 0 24,259 5 11 159 15 0 
Wollougoug .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4700 4700 

............ 

............. I 4700 
Albury.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 920 920 ............. ' 920 
Gondogai .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 367 13 9 362 13 9 I 107 1 9 255 12 0 
Other Gaols. Country Districts .. .. .. .. .. ., ,, 

2,013 19 6 3,I82 17 10 
- 
o,826 17 4 ............. 

.............. 
j LI 22 10 0 5,801 7 4 

Cockatoo Island .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
1,182 10 0 858 9 9 2,010 19 9 2,040 19 9 j 816 8 3 1,291 11 & 

OBSELVATORY .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ,. .. .., 
MEDICAL. 44001 4400 4400 

Medicalboard .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. 
Vaceiuo Etablishrncnts .. .. ., .. .. .. 

.. .. 
,, ,, 450 8 0 0 18 

4.666 4 10 
6 451 6 

7,613 10 
11 
9 

18,288 10 11 
100 16 
608 19 

9 
2 

350 10 
6,901 11 

2 
7 

Lunatic Asylum, Tarban Creek  2,817 5 
8,322 13 

11 
3 6,937 0 0 L 10,279 13 3 5 10 0 10,274 3 3 

Lunatic Asylum, Parramatta.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
r NAVAL AND MItITAEY. 3,366 12 6 3.866 12 6 

I 
1 ( 1,107 1 3 ' 2,759 11 3 

Naval Allowance .. ,. ., .. .. .. .. 7,219 9 2 7,219 9 2 .  15,097 2 1 104 6 6 7,110 2 S 
Military Allowance .. ,. .. .. .. .. .. 

............. 

.............. 4,011 0 ! 5 '1,011 0 J t 266 2 10 17 7 
Royal Artillery.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

74718 1 74718 1 74718 1 74718 1 
VOLUNTEEBCOEPS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

.............. 

I 
URANTS ll Am or PUBLIC IYSflTUTIONS. 

. .  
F 

1,033 

.  

.  

6 8 f , 1,053 6 8 
ustra1ian Museum Endownie,,t .. .. .. .. .. 172 0 10 ........... 

88 14 2 83 6 8 
Salary of Curator for the Australian Museum .. .. .. 500 0 0 500 0 0 
Scientilie Works for the Australian Museum .. .. .. 200 0 0 200 0 0 
Sydney Mechanics' School of Arts .. .. .. .. .. 

........................................ 

100 0 0 ! 100 0 0 
Literary Institute, Braidwood .. .. .. .. .. 

.......................................... .......................................... 

In aid of the underme,itioned Institutions, equal Sums having been raised by: 
........ .  . . .  

P,'ivate Sabseriptiins. Viz.:-- ! F 100 

.  

0 0 100 0 0 
Goulbarn School of Arts .. .. .. .. .. 200 0 0 200 0 0 
St. Leonard's School of Arts .. .. .. .. ,. 
Building Fund of the Sydney Mechanics' School of Arts .. ............... ........................................

! 
I .......................... 1,381 19 6 , 5,618 14 7 I 1,381 19 6 

329 7 6 
Building Fund of the llal,naio School of Arts ,, .. 

.........................................
! 329 

200 
7 0 6 0 I 200 0 0 

building Fund of the Grafton School of Arts .. .. .............. 
300 0 0 I 300 0 0 

Building Fund of the East Slaitland School of Arts .. ..' 
.............. 

372 0 7 F ............ 
Building 1"uud of tim 3laitlajjd School f Arts .. .. .. I 

....................................... 

........................ 

. .  

372 
500 
0 0 0 600 0 0 

Building Fund of ti3O Newtown ehool of Arts .. .. .......... .  
36 0 0 SC 0 0 

Building FlinIl of the Waverley School of Arts .. .. 123 19 & 12:3 19 6 
Building 1",in,l of the Ilatliuret School of Arts ., .. 100 0 0 J ( 100 0 0 Building Fund of the 3laitland Mccl,anics' lustitute ., ,. .. 

........ .  

Carried forward., .. .. ,. .. £ 151,128 3 10 

.. ..................................... ............ .  
81,601 16 6 2,733 0 4 65,831 17 1 291,561 17 5 81,824 14 10 259,740 2 7 

Os C 



10,000 0 0 ') 
26212 8 j 18,649 3 0, 
8,386 10 10 'J 

97,886 0 10 333,619 1 2 

10,000 0 0 
26212 8 
8.386 10 10 

36,370 8 0 297,248 16 2 

STATEMENT OF DISBURSEMENTS, &o.—Uontinuecj, 

HEAD OF SERVICE 
-  salari1 

ESTABLIShMENTS. 

Ctrntingcneies 1c,rAL - -  

Ovuan 
cERVICES 

TOTAL 
PAYMUTS_Previous 

CnRcEo ON APPROPRIATIONS OF 

Icass Current Year.  

Efl—bc rincipaI £tttttflxu—contLnticb, 

Brought forward . .  . ,  .. . .  . . X. 154,128 3 10 i 81,604 16 6 235,733 0 4 $5,831 17 1 291,664 17 6 31,624 14 10 269,710 2 7 

CHARITABLE ALLOWANCES. I 

3.003 10 2 1 708 10 2 
I 
2,300 0 0 In support of the Establishment of the Benevolent Society, Sydney, on con- 

10,881 0 0 10,881 0 0 

For the support of Paupers in the Colonial flospitals ........................................... 

In aid of the undermontioned Institutions, equal sums having been raised by,  
Private Subscriptions, viz 

dition of £1,000 being raised by Voluntary Contributions .......................................... 

Th e S y d n e y T nfir m ar y a n d Dis p e ns ar y .. .. .. 2,753 11 3 1,026 Ii 3 1,727 0 0 
1,618 6 3 230 18 7 1.287 7 8 
350 0 0 250 0 0 100 0 I 0 

The Benevole,,t Society, Singleton and Patrick's Plains
.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  43 8 6 43 8 6 Erection of a Bnevn]e,,t Asylum, Patrick's Plains., , .  , , 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

750 0 0 750 0 0 

Th e As yl u m f or D estit ut e C hil dr e n, S y d n e y .. . .  ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

The B e n e v ol e nt S ociet y, Pt u Ta matta .. .. ,. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

765 11 1 765 11 1 

I ............................ 

2U0 0 0 200 0 0 

Erection of an hospital at Albury ,. ,. .. , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

05 10 0 65 10 0 
Erectimi of on Hospital at Kiandra ........................................ 
Erection of Fever Wards and a Dead House at Maitland ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

200 0 0 28,064 3 9 200 0 0 
- ............. 200 0 0 . 200 0 0 

Outfit for the Hospital at Penritll .. , .  .. 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

267 5 3 84 10 1 382 15 2 
IAr mi d al e a n d N e w E n gl a n d . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

13a(hurst ,. ,. , 
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

298 17 0 72 7 0 226 10 0 (io,ilburn , .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

372 15 8 96 1 0 276 14 8 Mudgec ,. , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  200 0 0 200 0 0 
The H tol at J Newcastle,. .. .. . .  . .  ospi 77 3 0 77 3 

1 Parrarnatta ,. ., ., 
, ,  386 9 129 3 0 257 6 9 

31 19 31 19 4 
Sofala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9816 6 9816 6 WaggaWagga ,. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

~Yaqs 

200 0 0 200 0 0 I 

Maitlaud , .  . ,  .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

%Viudsor     , ,  
-.............................. 200 0 0 . 60 0 0 150 ü 0 

Port Macqnane . .  ,. . .  .. 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

200 0 0 .i 200 0 0 , ,  .. .. . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

.A.sonlorprs ,. ,, ,, .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  31016 6 34016 6 15016 0 190 0 0 

MnncipAL INSTITUTIONS. 
City of Sydney—in aid of the City Funds.. 
Preliminary Expenses of Municipal Institutions, 22 Victoria, No. 13 
Eudowent of Municipal Institutions, 22 Victoria, No. 13 

Carried forward,, ,. .. ,. . .  £ 154,128 3 10 1 81,604 16 6 296,733 0 4 



STATEMENT OF DISBURSEMENTS, &c.- Continued. 

- ESTABLISIIMENTS. OTHER TOTAL CRAUGED ON APPROPRIATIONS OF 
HEAD OF SERVICE. 

Salaries. Contingencies. ---- TOTAL. 5r s LR\ICE I p A\MET. - -- Previous Years. Current Year. 

tE-be rinripnI ZccrrIaru-tonlinhIcL 

Brought forward ,. .. .. .. £ 154,128 3 10 1 81,604 16 6 285,733 0 4 97,886 0 10 333,619 1 2 36,370 6 0 297,243 16 2 
MISCELLANEOUS. 

4,390 8 2 -'1 49 9 & 4.340 18 8 
2,530 17 8 95 18 5 2,481 19 3 Expense of Election of Members to serve in the Legislative Assembly ............................ 
20 0 0 20 0 0 Compensation for the loss of the addition to the Stipends of the Ministers o 
200 0 0 200 0 0 

Expenses attending the preparation of the Electoral Lists .. .......................................... 

Compensation for the loss of the addition to the Stipends of the Ministers o 

...... 
Erecting Pounds, and Allowances to Poundkeepers .. .. .......................................... 

........ 

201 15 8 201 15 8 

..

1,752 17 5 I .752 17 5 
Religion, not provided for under Schedule C -. .. ............................................ 

Expenses in an Appaal to the Privy Council, by Mr. Robertson, late Com- 

Religion, provided for under Schedule C .. .. .. ............................................ 

Allowance to the Cluef Justice nring leave of absence from the Colony .......................................... 

missioner of Crown Lands ,. ,, .. ., .. ......................................... 163 12 0 l sD-s a o 163 12 0 Costs and damages incurred by the Inspector General of Police, in the case of 
183 10 6 183 10 6 
117 2 6 ' 117 2 6 
22 9 6 22 9 6 Gratuity to the late Clerk of Petty Sessions at Condamine, being an amount 
98 8 9 98 8 9 

Military and Naval Postage .. .. .. .. .. .. ............................. 
Establishment of Meteorological Stations .. .. .. .. ............................... 

Cost of certain Experiments made for the purification of Sydney Water from 
equal to one moMh's pay for each year or portion of a year's service ............................... 
Lead ,. ,. .. ,. ,. .. .. .. 10 0 

68 11 
0 
4 

I 
I 68 11 4 

10 0 0 
Expenses of the Commission of Inquiry into the state of the Gaol at Parrainnttai 99 12 6 99 12 6 

Nealu. M'Lerie.. ,. .. ., ,. .. .. .............................. 

total, 181(ncipal %ccrttnrp .. .. ., £ 154,128 3 10 1 81,601 16 6 235,733 0 4 107,748 610 343,478 7 2 37,292 3 11 366,186 3 3 

}J+-Rbminiøtratfon of ZuMIce. 

.................... 
Expense of Firing the Noon Gun .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

LAW OFFICERS ,. .. ., .. .. .. ,. 3,904 2 5 1,021 4 2 

. . . . . . . .  

5,015 6 7 5,015 6 7 5,015 6 7 SUPREME AND CIRCUIT COURTh .. .. .. .. .. ,.  5,166 12 1 ' 3,180 15 2 8,817 7 3 ............. 8,347 7 8 8,347 7 3 MoRm'ox13AyCounT ,, ,. -. .. ., .. ,. , 50 0 0 1010 6 6010 6 6010 6 
............. 
6010 6 Suumre ., .. ., ., .. .. ,. ., ..   3,553165' 2,270 19 10 5,824163 5,824163 3490 5,79073 INSOlVENT Count ,. ., -. .. ., •, , ., , 1,230 0 0 20 0 0 1,300 0 0 1,300 0 IMOO 0 0 DISTRICT Counts , -. ., .,   12,392 19 8 2,903 18 2 15,296 17 5 16,296 17 5 2,039 0 10 13,267 16 7 QUARTER SEssflNs ., ,, .. ,. ., .. .. , 3,631 14 10 4,617 4 6 8,293 19 4 8,293 19 4 

0 ............... 

219 0 8 8,074 18 8 
090  090 090 CoulttsopItr.QeEsTs .. .. .. .. .. .. ,. .. .................... CORONEIiS .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 691 4 1 3,19 2 15 0 3,583 19 1 3,583 19 1 1,049 18 8 2,834 5 5 C0URT0FOLAIMS .. .. .. ., .. .. .. .. 

...... 

74180 74180 ............ 74180 
otal, bm(nisttntton of 3lustirc ,. .. £1308109 1 17,212 16 

...................................... 

4 48,07355 7418 048,098 3 5 3,40338 44,694199 

ts9 



13 9 0 1 6,12913 0 

3,236..D..9 21,454 3 6 

179 5 6 1,879 5 5 

2,763 17 1 11,966 7 1 

21416 5 

937 5 2 23,903 0 5 

1,437 18 3 3,289 5 1 

790 7 11 
61 0 10 

75 0 0 

73 6 8 

17 12 6 

434 

377 16 0 
500 

1,048 19 11 
141 13 5 
161 3 4 
193 12 9 

22,613 6 2 

14,206 18 5 
448 8 0 

396 2 2 

527 10 0 

550 3 11 

1,053 16 8 

1,165 16 6 

1,295 16 8 
1,783 1 11 
7,177 0 4 
5,174 0 6 
6912 3 

157,732 6 7 

STATEMENT OF DISBURSE MENTS, &c.- continued. 

HEAD OF SERVICE. 
ESTABLI5HMtTS. 

I OThER I TOTAL CHARGED ON AI'PIIOFBIATIONS OF 

Salaries. Contingencie'. TonL. SERVICES. PAYMENTS. 
Prcs-ious Years. Current Year, 

I 6.129130J 5285 6,07797 

22,270 3 o 1409 c ' ' c 65219 3 I 20,80043 
22,270 8 0 

1,879 5 5 20 0 0 1.859 5 5 

11,966 7 1 43 12 3 11,922 14 10 

214 16 5 41 13 4 1733 1 

1 1,992 1 9 I 21,960 18 8 
51,162 1 6 75,7195 3 16,078 3 9 351083 17 9 
604 3 4 601 8 4 

3,28951 174 12 5 8,114128 

t  "'oreo 15,506 15 2{ 

24515 2 471 2 2 471 2 2 

60016 8 60016 8 

23611 5 56716 5 50716 5 

1,058 0 0 1,058 0 0 

27218 6 1,54312 6 
500 

3,295 16 8 
2,832 1 10 19,218 S 7< 
7,311313  9 

.............. 

94 911 5,338 310 
834150 884 15 0 

23,78879 1 105.79916  iJ 74,545168 180,315129 

17-rca%utct aub cctetat2 for jFInnncg anb Qrrabr. 

TREAsuRy 

CUSTOMS. 
Establishment .. .. .. .. .. ., 
Drawbacks and Refund of Duties .. •. .. 

DIsraLmsrrs.. ,. .. .. .. .. 

GoLri flEcnvEns ., .. .. .. .. 
Pos'rAL P.STABLISmIENT AND SERVICES. 
Post Office ., ., .. .. .. 
Conveyance of Mails .. •. .. .. 
Steam Postal Communication with Great Britain, 19 Viet., No. 29 

CoIoymL STOREKEEPER ,, ., .. .. 

PRINTING, Booxniyona, AND POSTAGE STAMP DEPARTMENT. 
Printing and Bookbinding .. .. .. 
Postage Stamps .. .. .. .. 

Gnn'ownmt l\IAGAZINE .. .. .. .. 
HEALTh OFFICERS .. ., .. .. .. 
QUARANTINE .. .. .. .. .. .. 

San'rnia MASTERS ., .. .. .. .. 
flAnhIouns, LIGHT HousEs, AND PILoT DEPARTMEyT. 
Steam Navigation Board, Sydney .. .. 
Steam Navigation Board, Brisbane.. .. 
Harbour Masters ., .. .. .. 
Light muses .. .. .. .. .. 
Sea and River Pilots .. ,. .. .. 
Boatmen,, ,, .. .. .. .. 
Contingencies .. .. .. .. .. 

Carried forward.. 

1,511 13 4 

225 7 0 

600 16 $ 

331 5 0 

1,058 0 0 

1,270 14 0 
500 

1,295 16 8 
2,1332 1 10 
7,31813 9 
5.243 13 11 

LI 82,011 8 4 

6,116 4 0 

18,217 13 9 

1,699 19 11 

9,202 10 0 

214 16 5 

23,015 is a 

1,851 6 10 



TkTEMENT OF DISBURSEMENTS, &c.- Coniinued. 

ESTA,U.ISHNENTS. 
I OTUER Tomb 

ChARGED ON APPROPlIATIONS OF 

HEAD OF SERVICE. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - 

-  

Sale us Coritiugtr.cies lotu 85 CS ICta - PAYSIENTh Ires was Xturs Curreritl.ear 

}J.-Qtrea%tItet alib Zrrrctiq for giuniicc nub trabc-contInneb. 

Brought forward .. .. .. £ 82,011 8 4 23,788 7 9 . 105,799 16 1 74,515 16 8 180,345 12 9 22,613 6 2 167,732 6 7 
ATISCELrANEOU.4. 

StanonerY.. ' .  ' .  41,530 15 s ! 19,021 6 6 22,509 9 2 
2,54! 8 0 2,541 8 0 Postage of the various Public Departments .. .. ............... 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

177 1 4 13 17 0 763 4 4 
Re-Coppering of Light-ship" Prunijie" and 51]flllry Repairs .............. 600 0 0 i 600 0 0 

11 5 6 I 11 5 

Transmission of 'l'elcirraphic Messages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Reward (balance of the vote of £300) for the Rescue of two white Children 
Provisions left on Booby Island for the Relief of Shipwrecked Persons ............................................ 

I ............ ............. 

200 0 0 ., 200 0 0 from the Natives of Fraxer's island .. . . - . ' , .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Hir e of the Schooner '' Cirenssi;n," while in Search of the Crew of the British I I 
iso o 0 

- laO 0 0 slap "Virginia," wrecked on the Island of New Nentncket ........................................... 
70 16 s I 0 16 8 

Gratuity to Lient. Seavt!r, ILN., lets Shipping 3lester, Newcastle . ' .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Relief of Sufferers by the recent Floods.. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  3,83 16 4 3,33 16 
Hire of the schooner Coral Queen" as a Light-ship, and Towing charges ............ 153 10 0 I 

13 10 0 
Expense of an Inquiry into certain charges against the Colonial Storekeeper 141 3 0 50,556 7 3 144 3 0 
Hire of the Steim 'log " lVashihgton,'' while rendering assistance to the I I 

......................................... 

90 0 0 Hospital 8inp ' Harmony " .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

I ............. too o 0 too 0 0 Premium OIL Bills of Exchange purchased for remittance to England.. .......................... 
Postage and oilier Expon.es on the transmission if Debentures to London •,: 

Commission and other Charges on the Pa3 ment of Debenture Dividends in! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  102 15 6 102 15 6 

London. .. ' .  ''  .. ' .  .. .. .. I ............ 13334! 411 9 128 11 7 
Advertising. Postage, and other Chnrges in England, connected with the 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Government Commercial Agency .. .. .. 

.. .. 
3 11 11 . 3 14 11 

Expense incurred on the occasion of the loss of the schooner "Ins," near 
.............. 

Hannah Bay .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .............. ............ ............. 

....... . . . .  

36 12 10 36 12 10 
(lost of Public Barometers .. .. ., .. .. .. .. 11 6 0 . 

...................... 
Ii 6 0 

4 Mis1laneoos Items .. .. ,. .. .. ,. .. 
.. .. 

115 18 2 j L. 3, 9 to 78 8 

totnI, !treasuvcr auth l6rattartl for .flnanrt aitb Trabe ,. .. £ 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . .  

82,011 8 4 23,788 7 9 105,799161 1 125,102 3 11 230,9020 0 42,304129. 188,59773 

17K.-~Zrartarg WI JLflhlOt I 

DEPARTMENT OF LANDS .. .. . .. .. .. .j 8,685 0 4 1 79 14 7 8,764 14 11 ............. I 8,764 14 11 58 3 4 8,706 11 7 

................. .. .... .... 5,752 0 8 5,752 0 8 1,603 13 3 4,148 7 s CoirsussIoN ON SALES or LANDS AND Ai,vER'rIsrna ExPENSEs............. 

MANAGEMENT 07 ALPACAS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 909 13 11 630 9 3 1,540 3 

. 

2 

. 

1,540 3 2 , 324 5 7 1,215 17 7 

SeRvEr or LANDS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 24,969 16 11 22,133 15 10 47,103 12 9 .............47,103 12 9 41,188 1 6 
5,915 11 3 

OceuPAnoxorLANDS .. .. .. .. .. .. ., .. .. 3,768031 73190 4,49993, ............ 4,499 9 3 , 449993 

Carriedforward .. .. .. .. £ 38,332115. 23,575881 61,OuS 01 1 5,75208 i 67,66009 7,901135 74 



STATEMENT OF DISBURSEMENTS, &o.- Continued. 

ESTABLISIJMExTS, I CHARGED ON API'ROPRIAPLONS 07 

hEAD OF SERVICE. I..  -  -  - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - -  -  
OTHER Tow 

- - -- -- -- 
- - - 

 
Salaries.Coatingeneies. TOTAL, 

SERVICES. PAYMENTS. Previous Years. Current Year. 

}Jt.-%tcrctaru for 3Lanb-tontfnuen. I 

Brought forward .. .. .. £ 33,332 11 5 23,575 8 8 6i,908 0 1 , 5,752 0 8 67,660 0 9 7,901 13 5 
j 
59,758 7 4 

IMMIGRATION. I 
Establishment, Sydney .. ., .. .. .. .. .. 2,061 5 11 i 1,216 17 2 

I 
3,281 3 1 

I 
............. h ( 551 0 4 ' 2,727 2 9 

Remitta,ec t th £tisd and E,ni-'ratin,i Oo,nmissioncvs, for the general; 
purposes of Enigratiori from the United Kingdom, including hiumigru- 
lion Remittances I  .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I  

I 
17,300 0 0 I 27,961 6 

I 
< 

I 
li,309 0 0 

irumigratna Remittances refunded to Depositors.. .................. 
............ 

I 
I 

.......................... 

........................... 
............ 663 

.............. 
8 0 0 I 3,6130 5 3 

Gratuities to Snroous Superintendent an,! others .. ., ,, ., I ............ ............. 8,573 18 0 I 425 4 0 3,118 14 0 
Bnnti-'s on tIne inportttion of Ford4:. 1ni,nhrauts .. - ........................................... 138 0 0 J U 138 0 0 

GOLDFLELDS .. .. .. .: .,° .. ,, , ,, ,, 6,106192 2,107 761 8,214681 ........... 8,21168 1  83618 4 I 7,377 84 
ExAM1NEROFCOALFInDS 6671001 2500 Opalli 0 6921601 6500! 621160 
BOTANIC GAEDeNS, Sroxgy -. .. .. .. .. ..' 65 0 0 1,690 15 3 2.341 15 3 2,344 15 3 91 5 4 2,233 9 11 
BOTnICGAR0ENS,BIUSBANE ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,,j 3,168 3368 8368 3368 
GovEsroscNr DOMAINS AND HYDE I'ARK ., ,, .. ., , ., 2.58 0 0 1,070 8 8 1,828 8 8 1,328 8 8 23 10 0 1,301 18 8 
ROADS AND BRIDGES (For partiemilars see Appendix, page 39) .. ., . 'I  

............ 
............. ...... ....... 43,862 11 1 45,862 11 1 I 20,078 12 2 18,883 18 ii I MIScELLANEOus.  - 

61 5 0 61 0 0 Allowance to Mr. (3. F. Gorton, forniei']y a Clerk in the Survey Office ........................................ 
Copensatiou to Mr. J. Green \V ,n , fr Land for Road between oclon-a Place  

................... 

ant River Murray, at Aibury .. .. -. .. .. . ........................................ 30 0 0 , 30 0 0 
I Portion of tine Debt nIn ,m e by the C':nissioners of the ?.fairland Road Trust to. 2100 2 61 - I the Bank ol'Neuv South \Vales . .. .. ,. .. .. ....................................... 1,751 0 0 ( ' ) ' 1,7n1 0 0 

Purchase of Land at Watson's Bay for a Site forAdditional Buildings for Pilots, ............ I ......................... 25t1 0 0 ' 250 0 0 
Fu,-ther Expense-s consequent twori the Discovery of Gold upon the Fita Roy 
R'ci Pont lutt. I 9 1 6 L.._. J - -  

Cotal, %ctrttirn for mobs £14811619 2 I29,6 113I 7780216 5 _i±?Jt_±.._ 16 199 
13 11 I 3 09 79 11710362 

IJfl.-Zcctctato Cot Public t?1orh, 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLiC Woajcs .. .. ,. ., . ,, ,, . .1 4,637 17 9 1 555 1 3 i 5,192 19 0 ' ............ 5,192 10 0 109 0 1 5,083 16 11 

INTERNAL COSICNICATIOY.  
Railway Branch- I - 
General Establishment ., ., ,, ,, .. ,, .. 3,510 6 1 371 6 5 I  3,881 12 6 1 397 19 2 3.483 13 4 
1':xisting LinesEstabli.slinicnt , , , , , , . , . , 6,1182 0 0I 6,082 0 0 I 6.0S9 0 0 
Working Expenses ofSt miles of Railway .. .. .. .. I . 28,5112 3 8 42,084 9 10 4 3 27,701 19 5 
Working Expenses-Authl,rized Extensions.. ,. ,, .. ...... .... .... I ............ . ............ 3,172 18 9 i 3,174 18 9 
Trial Surveys .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .., 385 14 11 ............ 385 1411 ............

.. 
I  ' 38514 11 

Carried forward .. .. .. .. £! 14,613 18 9 926 7 8 , 13,542 6 5 31,735 2 5 47,277 8 10 1,749 18 5 45,527 10 5 

Co 
Cl 



STATEMENT OF DISBURSE MENT S, &c. -  UonUnued. 

ESTABLISHMENTS. Oman Tonu 
CHARGED ON APPBOPRIATIONS OF 

HEAD OF SERVICE. - LE s vICE S PAYMENTS 
' 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- 

Salaries. Contingencies. TOTAL. Previous Years. Current Year. 

} Th L- Ecctetar for jubtIc U.%otk-contthu. 

Brought forward .. .. .. .. £ 14,615 18 9 926 7 8 15,542 6 5 31,735 2 5 47,277 8 10 1,719 18 5 45,527 10 5 

IRTERNAL ComrmqlcA'rroN-continued. 
Electric Telegraph Branch .. .. .. .. .. .. 6,778 6 1 1,765 8 8 8,543 14 9 896 1 11 9,439 16 5 230 1 1 9,209 15 7 
ltoad Branch. 
General Establishment .. .. .. .. .. .. 2,020 17 10 1,690 11 11 3,711 9 9 25 178 16 6 3,532 13 3 

............ 
.............. 
6,458 13 5 ,I ' 1. 6,455 13 5 Field Establish mcit .. .. .. .. .. ., .. ...  

COLONIAL ARCHITECT .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4,295 1 11 346 17 5 4,641 19 4 4,641 19 4 

.............. 

40 13 1 4,601 6 3 

HAnnonas AND Rivan NAvIGATIoN. 

. ............ 

Establishment .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,492 8 10 874 7 9 

. . . .  

1,866 16 7 '} ( 22 16 3 1,844 0 4 
1,600 14 1 215 14 2 1.384 11) 11 

Steam Dredge Hunter" .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2,063 18 2 2,286 0 10 4,349 19 0 

.............. 

10984 14 i oi 
221 2 8 4,128 16 4 

Steam Dredge ' Hercules' .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,136 13 4 1,323 18 7 2,460 11 11 i ' 1 sea a 4 1,877 8 7 
Public Ahattoirs, Clebo Island .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12-1 7 4 22 9 '1 146 16 8 1'16 16 5 

Preliminary Harbour Surveys .. .. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Glebe Island Punts .. .. .. .. .. ,. .. ,, 207 4 10 3-54 11 9 550 16 7 j I. 539 16 

FITS Roy Docu ESTABLISUMENT .. .. .. .. .. .. 2,433 3 7 4,439 14 0 6,872 17 7 

. . .  

6,872 17 7 1,807 7 4 5,065 10 3 

PUBLIC Woans AND BOILrn~qos (For pnrticulars see Appendix, pages 38 & 9) .............................  ............ 

. . .  

79,673 1.6 11 I 79,673 16 11 49,308 19 4 30,361 17 7 

............ 

. .  

109,302 18 6 109,302 18 6 53,101 0 6 56,201 18 0 

7IIscrLnANEorS. 

. ............ RoADS, Barnors, AND Psaniss (For particulars see Appendix, page 40) .. ...  

Expense of Advertising for Designs for New houses of Parliament and Public 

..250 0 

I 
9512 r 98 12 3 

or Compensation to Mi's. Dc Courcy, as recommended by Select Committee, for' 

. . . .  

I 
............... J3oildings ,. .. .. -. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Further Compensation to Mrs. Want, for lnss sustained by Railway Accident 
172 0 0 I 

0 ' 721 19 3 r I 
172 0 
250 0 

0 
0 

loss sustained by Railway Accident .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Relief to other Sufferers by Railway Accident .. .. .. .. . 

'I .. 
162 17 0 j 162 17 0 

Compensation to Mr. )lallny, in accordance with Report of Select Committee .. 38 10 0 J 38 10 0 

Cotal, nrctarR for Vublk 1orks .. .. £ 

. . .  

35,168 0 8 13,325 7 11 48,696 8 7 230,389 6 6 279,085 15 11107,62298 171,46355 

.............................. 

BE-EL-fle tthitot Stnctal. 

I ................ 

The Auditor General's Department .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4,816 17 11 5 4 2 4,552 2 1 4,852 2 1 102 4 2 4,740 17 11 



STATEMENT OP DISBURSEMENTS, &c.—C'onts'nued. 

ESTABLISHMRNTS. 
OThER TOTAL CHARGED ON AppaorBIArioxs OF 

READ OF SERVICE. -- 
-- SEnviess. PAnirrers. Previous Years. Current Year. Salaries. Contingencies. TOTAL. 

Unctaifitb expnbitutr. I  

165,758 12 2 165,758 12 2 ..............165,758 12 2 

CHARGES ON COLLECTIONS. 
Commission— 
On the Sale of Govei'nrnent Property .. .. .. .. in 6 ii 1 r 111 6 11 

Irn'rntsi ON LOANS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......................................... 

63 13 4 63 13 4 
On the Collection of Murray River Customs by the Government of South 
Australia .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 150 13 2 150 13 2 

On the Collection of Intestate Estates .. .. .* ........................................... 
......................................... 

jiso of the conveyance of Gold Coin from the Mint to the Bank of New 

........................................ 

Value of Gold Coins taken from the general circulation of the Colony for,  
2617 c i J 2617 ( , 
503 10 o 503 10 0 

Expenses of letters of Registration applied for or granted under the Act of 

SouthWales ,. .. .. , .. .. .. ,, , ......................................... 

mi 8 0 181 8 0 Council, 10 Victoria, No.21 .. .. .. .. .. .......................... 
Allowance to Country Postmasters for the transmission of Land Agents' I Receipts to the 'I'reasury .. .. .. .. .. .. 61 0 8 I 61 0 8 

transmission to England .. .. .. .. .. .......................................... 

Allowance to the Punt.keeper at Blackman's Point Ferry .. . . 77 14 11 p 77 14 11 

............... 

21 7 1 J I 21 7 1 

. .  

REVENUE AND RECEIPTS RETURNED. 

............................... 

............................... 

352 3 8 1 1 352 3 

Other Miscellaneous Charges .. .. .. .. .. .. ............................... 

381 6 8 381 6 8 
Esitheated lteeognizanees .. .. .. .. .. .. 

.............. 

46 0 0 46 0 0 
418 6 9 413 6 9 

Amount of Postage Stamps received in payment of Revenue .. ................................. 

Rent of Land resumed by the (5ovornment .. .. .. ..' 314 1 0 314 1 0 

Fines and Forfeitures .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ................................. 
................................ 

5262 ¼ 464184) 52 02 
1703 1 4 ' 1,763 1 4 

Amount paid in excess for the purchase of Land .. .. .. .................................. 

Inlustatc Estates .. ,. .. .. ,. , 350 0 o 350 0 0 

.............................. 

40 0 0 40 0 0 
Allowance to the Lessees of the Circular Quay for space occupied for Repairs 730 15 11 730 15 ii 

Filotage.. . .. .. .. .. ................................. 

76 2 0 76 2 0 

Assessment returned . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ................................. 

Deposits under the Assisted Immigrants' Employment Act, 16 Victoria, No.42...................... 
........................... 

122 4 10 ............. 122 4 10 

Court of Requests Fees .. .. .. .. .. .. ........................ 

AmsEAn CHARGEs against the Territorial Revenue Account, the Balance at its1 

...................... 

Other Miscellaneous Receipts returned .. .. ,. .. ........................ 

credit having been transferred to the Consolidated Revenue Fund in 18561 84 10 1 84 10 1 84 10 1 

total, anclasslath lrpcnbiturt 

..................... 

171682 9  1 171652 2 2 84 1011171097 12 1 

®To%% Fotal 169,032 9 5 869,368 19 8 538,401 S 8 774,376 0 9 t,312 7777 5 235,675 1 8 1,077,102 7 9 

Audit Qifice, Sydney, New South Wales, 
30th April, 1861. 

W. C. MAYNE, 
Auditor General. 
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APPENDIX TO THE STATEMENT OF DISBURSEMENTS OUT OF THE 

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FWJD, FOR THE YEAR 1860. 

STATEMENT of the Expenses of the Erection and Repairs of COLONIAL PUBLIC Bumnircos, and of the 
Construction and Repairs of ROADS and BRIDGES, and of other PUBLIC WORKs, defrayed from the 
Colonial Treasury of New Sonth Wales, during the Year 1800. 

CHARGEDON Afl'RoPRIATIONSoF 

PARTICULARS. . - - - i - - TOTAL. 
Previous Years. Current Year. 

PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS. 

Won as 
Repairs to the Serni.Cireular Quay.. .. .. .. 3,487 16 5 3,487 16 5 
Improvement of Hyde ['ark under the Superintendence of the Corn- 
rnith'e of Management .. .. .. .. .. 539 17 5 186 18 3 719 15 8 

Repairs and Improvements to Botanic Gardens, Sydney 86 12 0 85 12 0 
78 12 0 78 12 0 

Fortifications, Port Jackson.. . .. .. .. 611 6 0 611 6 0 
Lighting the Government Lamps in the Streets of Sydney 106 16 0 320 6 0 427 0 0 
Removal of the Sand Bank at the junction of the Rivers Brisbane and 
I3rerner .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ,, ., 113 16 10 113 16 10 

Repairs to the Tank Stream, from hunter to Bridge Streets , 2,773 16 6 2,773 16 6 
209 18 1 299 15 1 

Roadway and Darn, Cook's River .. .. .. .. ,, 1 19 4 200 0 0 201 19 4 
Wharf at Eden,. .. .. .. .. .. •, , 1,0000 0 1,000 0 0 
Fencing round the Reservoir, Brisbane . . .. ,, ,, . 100 0 0 100 0 0 
Replacing a Boundary Wall at Dawes' Battery .. .. ,, 50 0 0 60 0 0 
Improving the Navigation of the Rivers Murray and Murrambidgee 1,995 0 0 1,905 0 0 
Improving the Navigation of the Slmoalhaven River .. •, iSO 12 6 189 12 6 

Completing the Road to the Abattoirs, Glcbe Island.. .............. 

Planting and Emmc]osig the Sand Hills, Newcastle .. ,, • 29 13 6 29 13 6 
Fencing in the Necropolis, Sydney . .. .. .. 305 3 0 305 3 0 
Erection nt a Jetty at Jntcmnan's Bay .. .. .. , 7 0 0 7 0 0 

Grassing Sand Hills, near Sydney.. .. .. .. . . . . .  

670 11 11 570 ii 11 
25 4 6 25 4 6 
408 0 0 408 0 0 

W Sea e]!, Botmuiieal Gardens . . . ., , .. . .  410 16 0 410 16 0 
di Lanng Silt from Dredge and forming Ground .. ,, ,, .. . .  685 4 2 686 4 2 

Repairing the Liverpol Dnm .. .. .. . . . . . . .  

Extension of Dyke on Flats, River Hunter .. ., .. . .  642 6 10 642 6 10 

Repairs to Dam at Tarban Cree]c... .. .. .. . . . . . . .  
Moorings in the Harbour of Bellambi .. .. .. . . . . . .  

1) eodnrising Apparatus, Main Sewer, Sydney .. .. ,, .. 42 0 0 42 0 0 
Erecting Two l'i!lars and Gas Lamps on Circular Quay .. 

. .  
16 0 0 16 0 0 

Survey of the arbours of Bellamnhi and Wollongong .. , 1-1 

.. . .  ..... 
. .  

994 9 

. .  

3 . 204 9 3 

11,677 17 9 3,592 16 9 15,570 14 6 TOTAL, Wonas .. .. £ 
BUILDINGS. 
Additions and Repairs to the Lunatic Asylum, Parramatta.. 95 2 5 398 2 10 493 fl 3 
Additions and Repairs to the Lunatic Asylum, Tnrban Creek •, 4,777 8 Ii 4,777 8 11. 
Additions and Improvements to the Protestant Orphan School IS 17 0 403 19 8 422 16 S 
Additions and Improvements to the Unman Catholic Orphau School., 1,000 0 0 1,000 0 0 

.......... 3,4R2 if 11 1,462 12 11 
159 3 0 189 3 0 

Employment of I'risnners sentenced to hard Labour:- 
Gaol, tlar]inghnrst ,, ,. ., ,. ,, ,, ,, 444 11 8 1,016 14 9 1,461 6 5 

Repairs to Military Barracks and other Buildings .. ...  

GaoL Parramattn .. .. .. .. .. ,, 492 4 10 1,276 11 4 1,768 16 2 
Gaol, Gonlbnrn .. .. .. .. ., ,. ,, 166 14 10 156 14 10 
Gaol, Maitlund .. .. .. ,. • 313 4 7 67 10 9 380 15 4 

Lighting Lamps, Sweeping Chimneys, &c., at the Victoria Barracks ............ 

Gaol, ]iathurst .. .. .. .. .. .. ,, • 144 17 0 45 8 4 190 5 4 
Additions to the Government Printing Office ,, ,, ,, , 746 11 0 

. .  

850 0 0 1,590 11 0 
Additions to the Surveyor General's Office .. .. 672 16 8 672 16 8 
Repairs and Alterations to the Cominissariat Stores, Sydney 1,663 1.11 1,663 1 11 
Repairs and Alterations to the Parliamentary Buildings ,, 2,074 10 4 2,000 0 0 4,074 10 4 

49 1 2 49 1 2 
1,600 16 9 1,500 16 0 

Erection of Court Houses and Gaols nader the District Courts' Act.. 132 16 2 192 4 4 325 0 6 
Completion of the Observatory Buildings.. .. .. .... 
Erection of a Registry Office. Sydney, and Cut-Buildings, &c , 2,551 1 5 1,143 13 6 3,093 14 11 
Corn 'letion of the Abattoirs, Glebc Island ,. .. .... 

604 14 6 604 14 6 
Accommodation for Pilots at Newcastle .. ,, ., ,, ,, 660 9 3 660 0 3 
Bath I-louse, Imnmigrzmtim'n DepOt, Sydney .. ,, ,, 5 17 3 , 5 17 3 

Buildings for the Pilots' Crews at Watson's Bay .... 
345 3 11 345 3 11 

Quarters for the Gold Commissioner, Tumut .. .. 88 17 6 88 17 6 
Erection of a Gaol at Wo]!ongcng .. .. .. .. 726 6 3 726 6 3 

747 1 
.  

4 747 1 4 
Erection of a Chimney at the Mint .. ,. .. 2 17 9 2 17 9 

Out.Hnuses, &e., Hornby Light House .. .. ., ....... 

Converting the Immigration Barracks, Sydney. into Offices for the 

Alterations and Repairs to the Mint .. .. .. .... 
73 14 8 73 14 8 
355 11 8 315 11 8 

Casual Repairs and Alterations to Pnb]ic Buildings generally .. 1,488 19 3 8,655 14 8 10,144 13 11 
1mu-nitmare and Fittinp for Public Oflicos., .. .. ., 375 13 8 2,592 14 0 2,968 7 8 
Repairs and Alterations to the Police Magistrate's Residence, Port 

Public Works Oep*rtment, District Court, and Volnnteer Corps .... 
Erection of an Avia]-y in the Botanic Gardens .. ,. .. .... 
Macquarie .. ., .. .. .. .. 11 15 0 81 8 0 11 15 81 8 0 0 

76 19 3 76 19 8 
18,6*1 16 11 24,100 18 8 

Alterations to the Court House, Bathurst.. .. .. ..... 
Repairs to the Gaol at Berrinia .. .. .. .. .. ..... 

Carried forward .. .. ., £ j 42,742 15 7 
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APPENDIX TO STATEMENT OF DISBURSEMENTS FOR 1800. 

CHAnGED ON AppnornlAnoNs OF 

PARTICULARS. - TOTAL. 
Previous Years. Current Year. 

PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS-C'ontinuei. 

Brought forward,, .. .. .. £ 18,641 16 11 24,100 18 8 42,742 15 7 

BulLDnws- Continued. 
'Bendemeer ., ., .. 400 0 0 400 0 0 
Ringers .. .. .. 2 15 10 2 15 10 
Burrowa •. .. .. I 2 6 1 2 6 
Clerkness .. .. .. 400 0 0 400 0 0 
Conihunine ., .. .. 400 0 0 400 0 0 
Coonabarabran ,. ,. , 50 0 0 50 0 0 
Cowra,. .. .. , 27019 27018 
Deniliquin .. .. .. 498 0 0 498 0 0 
Guniiedah .. .. .. ., 400 0 0 400 (i 0 

Watch House at •. flowion, near Albury .. 2 2 0 2 2 0 
Lake J\tacqunrie Road .. 2 12 6 2 12 6 
Muswellbrook .. .. .. , 370 10 9 370 10 9 
Nelligan .. .. .. ., 45o 0 0 450 0 0 
Noitli Gundagai .. .. 293 3 0 293 3 0 
Pe,iiitli ., .. .. 0 15 0 0 15 0 
Tumuit ,. .. ., .. , 12 9 6 12 9 6 
'I'eiitcrfield .. .. .. 4 6 10 4 5 10 
'J'liroo Rivers ,. ,. ,. , ., 325 7 3 325 7 3 
Walelia .. .. .. .. 399 8 0 399 8 0 
fAlbury .. ., .. .. 8,471 15 4 3,471 15 4 
Armiilale .. ., , 3,174 6 2 3,174 6 2 
Casino .. .. ,. ., 500 0 0 500 0 0 
Condarnine .. .. .. 400 0 0 400 0 0 
Coonabarabran .. .. 400 0 0 400 0 0 
Glen Jones .. .. .. ,  11000 0 0 1,000 0 0 

Court House at.. .. Gnndagai .. .. .. 11981 4 0 1,981 4 0 
Kiaina ., .. *. .. 1,552 4 9 1,552 4 9 
Moama., ,, ., ,. ., 80 0 0 80 0 0 
Roekliampton., .. .. ., 8 18 0 8 18 0 
'rainivortu .. .. .. 19 10 11 19 10 11 
Tenterileld ,. .. ,. ., ., 100 0 0 100 0 0 
Wellington .. .. .. 737 12 3 737 12 3 

Court and Watch House, assilis .. ., .. .. 125 0 0 125 0 0 
Court and Watch House, Woo Waa .. ,. .. ., 250 0 0 250 0 0 
Court and Watch House at hay (Lang's Crossing Place) 800 0 0 20 0 0 820 0 0 
Lock.np at Condoboliri .. .. .. .. ,. 118 10 6 118 10 6 
Loek.np at \Vest Bargo .. .. .. .. .. 304 16 6 304 16 6 
Police Office and Watch House, Balranald .. .. 2 6 6 2 6 6 

fAelelong ., .. .. 8 7 6 3 7 6 
Gunnedah ,, .. ,. ., 150 0 0 150 0 0 Police Lisore, Casino .. ,. , OtC nm eoa in
Nowra 

1 10 0 1 10 0 "" ., .. .. .. ., 2 2 6 2 2 6 
Timliarra .. .. .. 4 510 4 610 
llJlladulla .. .. .. 619 0 519 0 

9 0 124 9 0 
Patrol Station at .. Micalago .. .. .. .. .  125 0 0 125 0 0 

(Qneaubeyan .. .. .. 

............... 

.  0 0 
.  

128 0 0 
Patrol Barracks at Armidalo ,, .. .. ,, ,, ... ... .  0 0 300 0 0 
Police Buildings at the Snowy River Gold Fields .. .. ,183 14 2 1,1b3 14 2 

TOTAL, BUILDINOS .. .. .. £ 

...... 

. . .  

37,631 1 7 

.128 

26,472 0 10 
.300 

64,103 2 5 

TOTAL, Wonas AND BUiLDiNGs .. .. £ 

..... 1 2 4 

49,308 19 4 30,364 17 7 79,673 16 11 

.... 

ROADS, BRIDGES, AND FERRIES. 

.fo. I7lL-ecrctarp for flubs. 
Construction, Maintenance, and Repair of Public Roads and Bridges, viz.:- 
Subordinate Roads 

Metropolitan .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2.474 15 10 '209 19 6 2,684 15 4 
Northern .. ., ,. ., .. .. .. ,. 8,775 13 2 2,486 8 8 11,262 1 10 
Western .. ., .. .. .. .. .. .. 5,198 13 1 3,648 14 7 8,847 7 8 
Southern .. .. ., .. .. .. .. 3,959 5 0 3,615 8 10 7,574 13 10 
MoretonBay .. .. .. ., ., 213 4 213 4 

Special Grants to Minor Bridges and Roads not classified 2.327 8 6 2,752 2 3 5,079 10 9 
Repairing Roads and Bridges damaged by Floods 1,370 0 0 2,793 3 6 4,163 3 6 
Road from the Dapto Road to the Cordeaux River 400 0 0 400 0 0 
Road from Morpeth to Hiuton .. .. .. 1,500 0 0 1,500 0 0 
Road from Braidwood to the River Clyde.. .. 57 13 9 37 13 9 
Roads and Bridges in the Kiandra District ., 3,277 1 7 

.  
3,277 1 7 

Making Approaches to the Bridge at Paterson .. 101 0 0 101 0 0 
Continuation of George's River Road to Bulli .. 292 10 0 292 10 0 
Bridge over the Paterson, at Cf ark's Crossing.ploce 299 3 0 299 3 0 
Bridge over a Creek between Carcoar and Bathurst 200 0 0 200 0 0 
Repairs to the Tocal Bridge .. ..  

 ... . . .  

140 16 6 140 16 6 
ToTAl,, SE0BETABY FOB larDs ,. ,. £ 26,978 12 2 18,883 18 11 45,862 11 1 
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APPENDIX TO STATEMENT OF DISBURSEMENTS FOR 1860. 

CHARGED ON APFR0FRIATI0NS OF 
PARTICULARS. TOTAL. 

Previous Years. 
- - -- 

Current Year. 

ROADS, BRIDGES, AND FERRIES—continued. 

4o. flL—czrctarn for Ipublie Worts. 

Construction, Maintenance, and Repair of Public Roads, Bridges, and 
Perriee,v ix. 

Main Roads 
Northern .. .. .. .. .. 9,969 17 11 10,424 17 3 26,391 15 2 
Southern .. .. .. .. , .. 18,341 7 7 12,694 8 3 30,935 15 10 
Western .. ,. .. .. .. 16,459 19 1 17.363 6 2 33,323 5 3 

Mudgee Road .. ., .. ,. .. .. 3,474 13 3 3,474 13 3 
Special Improvements on the Main Southern Road .. 6,333 9 8 6,333 9 8 

680 4 0 680 4. 0 
The Peel, at Tamworth .. .. .. 679 

......... 

2 6 679 2 6 
The Vale Creek .. ,. .. .. 325 8 0 325 8 0 

Surveys of llnproclaimed poitions of Main Roads .. ., ................ 

Jordan's Creek, Bathurst .. .. .. 146 0 0 146 0 0 

............. 

9 13 4 9 13 4 
The Wollondilly .. .. .. .. 684 9 5 

............ 

684 9 6 

............ 

40 0 0 40 0 0 

Bridge over Jugiong Creek .. .................. 

Repairing Roads, Bridges, &e., damaged by the recent Floods, viz. 
890 13 11 890 13 11 

Compensation to Mrs. Wynnc for loss sustained as the 

............. 
Crooked Creek ,. ,. ............... 

Lessee of the Toll-gate in consequence of the Camden 
37 0 9 87 0 9 

l,Stoncy Creek .. •, ., .. ............... 

316 1. 7 216 1 7 
250 0 0 260 0 0 
299 7 6 299 7 6 
389 13 4 389 13 4 

Bridge being swept away.. .. ., ............... 
Menangle Bridge .. .. ,. .. , ............... 
Approaches to the Menangle Bridge .. .. ............... 

Southern Road. including Berrims., Camden, and Pieton 
Bridges  11 I 

Breakwater, Newcastle,. .. .. .. ............... 

Punt at Aberdeen, on the Northern Road,. ., .. 8 0 0 
I 2,610 
............ 

8 2,610 11 
8 0 

8 
0 Pant for the Riverlslary .. .. .. .. .. 3 6 4 3 6 4 

Culverts, &e., on the Western Road ,. .. . . . . . .  

PontatTinonee ., .. ,. ., .. ,  150 0 OJ 360 0 0 

. - ,. .. ., . . . . .  

791 7 0 791 7 0 Punts at Einu Ferry .. .. ,. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .  

To'rAL, SECRETARY FOR WORKs .. ,. £ 53,101 0 6 66,201 18 0 109,309 18 6 

TOTAL, ROADS, BRIDGES, AND FERRIES.. .. £ 80,079 12 8 75,085 16 11 I 155,165 9 7 
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STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS on Account of Puntic Wouxs, 

RECEIPTS. TOTAL. 

133,423 2 5 BALANCE at the Credit of the Loans' Account, on the 31st December, 1859 

LOANS NEGOTIATED TIIROUGU THE AGENCY OF THE ORIENTAL BANK 
CORPORATION, LONDON. 

22 VioTortiA, No. 22. 
Proceeds of Railway and Public Works Debentures to the amount of £544, 
bearing Interest at the rate of 5. per cent, per annum 

23 VICTORIA, No. 5. 
Proceeds of Debentures, issued under this Act to pay off certain Debentures, to 
amount of £16,400, beating Interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum 

544,330 15 0 

16,318 0 0 

SuitcuAltoEs RECOVERED ... ,.. ... ... ... 

Issuns ON ACCOUNT. 
Balance of Adjustments over Advances to the Oriental Bank Cor- 
poration, London .. ... . ... ,, ... £26,300 0 0 

Balance of Adjustments over Advances to Public Officers ... 4,927 4 0  

74 7 2 

694,152 4 7 

31,227 4 0 

Carried forward 725,379 8 7 
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provided for by LOANS secured on the CossowDAnn REvxNUE FUND, In the Year 1860. 

DISBURSEMENTS. AMOUNT. TOTAL. 

18 VICTORIA, No. 35. 
Public Abattoir, Glebe Thland ... ... ... .,. ... 434 4 5 
Police Station, Newcastle ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,771 3 6 
Court and Watch House, Queanbeyan ... ... ... ... 1,200 0 0 
Bridge, Gunning ... ... ... .... ... ... ... 1 13 3 

3,407 1 2 - -  

18 VICTORIA, No. 40; 19 VICTORIA, No 40; 20 VICTORIA, No. 1; 
20 VICTORIA, No. 34; 22 Vicxoaia, No. 22; AND 23 VICTORIA, 
No. 10. 

Works in progress— 
Salaries ... ... ... ... ...7,433 8 11 
Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... 647 17 8 

8,081 6 7 
Trial Surveys— 

Salaries ... ... ... ... ... 5,282 12 4 
Wages ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,114 11 7 
Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... 5,187 8 1 

12,584 12 0 
Valuation of Land— 

Salaries and Contingencies ... ... ,.. ... ... 1,282 0 0 

New Works— 
Rolling Stock ... ... ... ... ... 105 15 6 
Unforeseen and Contingent Expenses... ... 466 15 11 

572 11 5 

Extension of Existing Lines of Railway ... ... ... .., 235,179 3 10 
257,099 13 10 

19 VrctoruA, No. 40. 
Improving the Navigation of the River Hunter and Port of 

Newcastle ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 632 16 6 
Gaol, Brisbane ,.. ... ... ... .,. ... ... 3 1 9 
Court House, Deniliquin... ... ... ... ... ... 600 0 0 
Clearing the Channel of the River Murray ... ... ... 721 3 10 
Clearing the Channel of the River Murrumbidgee ... .. 1,000 0 0 
Steam Dredge and Punt for the River Brisbane ... ... 66 19 0 
Surveys, Experiments, and Preparation for the Extension of 

Railways ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 124 14 10 
3,148 15 11 - -  

20 VICTORIA, No. 33. 
Constructing Electric Telegraph between Sydney and Albury... 8,510 13 9 
Light Houses on the Australian Coast ... ... ... ... 238 8 0 
Court House, East Maitland ... ... ... ... ... 2,687 11 0 
Construction of the Electric Telegraph, Brisbane ... ... 31 4 0 
Court and Wach House, Nanango, Wide Bay ... .. ... 400 0 0 
Court and Watch House, Tarrome, Wide Bay ... ... ... 500 0 0 
Erection of an Hospital, Ipswich ... ... ... ... 1,500 0 0 
Roads between the Upper Dawsoa and Fits Roy Rivers ... 200 0 0 
Bridge over Norman Creek ... ... ... ... ... 69 15 9 

-  14,137 12 6 

22 Vxc'roaIA, No. 22. 
Constructing Electric Telegraph between Sydney and Bathurstj 2,514 15 1 
Constructing Electric Telegraph between Sydney and Newcastlel 8,001 0 0 
Bridge over the River Murray at Albury ... ... ... 369 17 5 
Additional Powder Magazine, Goat Island ... ... ... . 491 13 10 

11,977 6 4 - -  

Carried forwa4 ... ... ... ... .0 290,370 9 9 
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SPAPEMENT of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS 

Audit Office, Sydney, .2'%Thw South Wales, 
25th Aprit, 1861. 
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on Account of PUBLIC Woans, &e.—Con(inued. 

DISBURSEMENTS. AMOUNT. TOTAL. 

Brought forward... ... ... ... £ ............... 290,370 9 9 

22 Vxc'i'onn, No. 26. 

.  . 

Erection of a Light House, Cape St. George ... .................... 3,233 0 8 

23 VICToRIA, No. 5.—Repayment of Debentures. 
Railway ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 202,740 0 0 
Public Works ... ... .., ... ... ... 21,000 0 0 
Sydney Sewerage ... ... ... ... ... 48300 0 0 
Sydney Water Works ... ... ... ... ... 18,000 0 0 

- -  345,040 0 0 

23 VICTORIA, No, 10. 
Construction of Coal Wharf, Newcastle ... ... ... ... 2,081 11 5 
Steam Crane ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 66 9 8 
Globe Island l.'unts ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,882 0 0 
Harbour Defences ... ... ... ... ... ... ,.. 1,834 8 8 
Additions to Works, Fort Macquarie ... ... ... ... 4,382 8 2 
Construction of a Bridge to connect the Abattoirs, Glebe Island, 

with the Main Land ... ... ... ... ... ... 3,800 13 4 
Electric Telegraph Extensions— 

Gundagai ved \Vagga Wagga to Deniliquin ... ... .,.. I 254 13 11 
West Maitland to the boundary of Queensland viii Singleton, 

Scone, 31urrurundi, Tamworth, Bendemeer, and Armidale 3,990 1 0 
Extension of Western Line to Mudgee ... ... ... 168 18 0 
Extension to Orange... ... ... .. ... ... 1,523 8 1 
Line from Gundagai to Kiandra viii Adelong and Turnut ... 6,230 9 4 

Erection of a Light House on Gabo Island... ... . lOS 0 0 
Renewal of Circular Quay ... ... ... ... ... .. . 1,225 6 1 
Construction of a Pier at extension of Dowling-street .. .. 10 16 0 
Extension of Wharf Accommodation, Newcastle .. ... ... 2,822 10 1 
Improvements to Wollongong Harbour ... ... ... ... 141 10 3 
Improvements to Kiama Harbour ... ... ... ... ... 87 19 8 
Construction of Wharf at Eden... ... ... ... ... 417 19 4 
Improvements to the Navigation of the Shoalhaven and Crookhaven 

Rivers ... ... ... ... .., ... ... ... 31 6 8 
Improvements to the Navigation of the Rivers Murray and Mur 

rumbidgee ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 883 2 11 
Erection of a Light House at rort Stephens ... ... ... 45 0 0 

---- 1 30,901 12 7 

Land and Itnmigratio Debentures paid off in 1860 ... ... ... ... ... 53,000 0 0 

CuARGES on the Sale of Debentures negotiated through the Agency of the OrientaL 
Bank Corporation, London ... ... ... ... ... ... ,.. ...! 3,59514 11 

726,230 17 11 

Issuxs ON ACCOUNT. 
Advances to the Government Commercial Agents to purchase Railway Materials in! 

England ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 16,265 15 0 

TOTAL ... ... ... ... £ 742,406 12 11 

NorE.—Tho amount of Loans contracted by the Colony to the 31st December, 1500, on the security of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, was 
£3,830,230, of which the particulars are given in a separate Statement. 

W. C. MAYNE, 
Auditor General. 

125—U 
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APPENDIX TO THE ACCOMPANYING STATEMENTS OF DISBURSEMENTS 
IN THE YEAR 1860. 

SChEDuLE OF ADVANCES UINADJIJSTED. 

STATEMENT, shewing the Amount of Advances to Public Officers, Benches of Magistrates, Road Trusts, 
and others, which remained Unadjusted on the Slat December, 1800, either from want of the requisite 
Youehers, or from objections to Accounts rendered not having been answered prior to closing the. Aeconuts 
of the Year. 

PARTIES. SERVICE. AMO CXI'. 

Sl 

Adams, Snape, and Gedries ................................. 
Airey G. B.. Astronomer Royal, London ..................... 
Batik of New South Wales—London Branch .................. 
Barclay George, Returning Oflieer, Eden ...................... 
Barclay, ilibburd, Murray, and others ........................ 
Barney George, late Surveyor General ........................ 
Beames, Perry, and lord .................................... 
Beaines, Perry, and Mackenzie .............................. 

Berritna ............................ 
Binaliiiig .......................... 
Iloniliala............................ 
Braidwood .......................... 
Burrowa ............................ 
Carcoar ............................ 
1)rayton ............................ 
Eden.............................. 
Gayndah .......................... 
Goulhurn .......................... 

Bench of Magistrates., Kiarna .............................. 
Macbay River ...................... 
Moulamein .......................... 
Pieton 
Singleton.......................... 
Stroud .............................. 
Wagga Wagga ...................... 
\Varviel........................... 
\Vest Kempsey ...................... 
Wollombi .......................... 
(Yass ............................ 

Bennettandl)jxon ...........:::::.::::::::::::, 
Bloxsome and Lord.............  ........................... Ditto ......................I 
Bren .1 Gaol Expenses ....................I 

Departmental Expenses ........... 
Road Repairs ..................... 

an . O'Neil, Sheriff ...................................... 

Brown, Murphy, Staines, and others .......................... Ditto 

.. 

Stores, and Departmental Expenses 
Road Repairs ..................... 

ifBrowne . If., Tialnigration Agent............................ 
Brown, bight, and Parnoll ................................... 

Campbell 1'.:  Medical Superintendent, Lunatic Asylum, Tartan) Departmental Expenses ............ 

Buchanan John, Colonial Storekeeper ......................... 
.. 

Burton, Minnes, and Mooney ................................. 

Casw.clI V Police Magistrate lloni)a Road Repairs 
Ditto  Chaulder and Tompson ....................................... 

Chaulder, Collins, Ilaintley, and others ....................... Ditto 
Chantder and Bradridge ..................................... Ditto 
Cihairmaa of the Denominational School Board ................ Education........................ 
Chihnlui, Atkinson, and Wluttaker ........................... Road Repairs ...................... 
Christie W. IL, Postmaster General .......................... Departmental Expenses ............ 
Cloetn P. L., Gold Commissioaer, Southern Districts .......... Police Buildings, ltoads and Bridges,&c.: 
Close, Bulton, and Inches .................................... Road Repairs ...................... 
Close, Wis,lom, and O'Keefe ................................ Ditto 
Colonial Storekeeper, Acting ................................ Stores and Stationery .............. 
Cnminissinners, South Head Road Trust ....................... Road Repairs ...................... 
Committee of the Boanbala and Eden Road ................... Ditto 
Committee of the Jetty, Cleveland Point ....................... Jetty, Cleveland Point .............. 
Cox, Riley, and Magarraty .................................. Road Repairs ...................... 
Crook John, Harbour Master ................................ Departmental Expenses ............ 

Road Repairs ...................... Carrol, Moore, and Clarke ................................... 
Darvall F. 0., late Superintendent, Protestant Orphan School ..... Departmental Expenses ............ 
Daws,,n Alexander, Colonial Architect......................... Ditto and PubheVvorks 
Day E. D., Police Ma istrate, Maitland ...................... ° Circuit Court Expenses, &e. ........ 
Dayand Chambers Bridge, 

 
Lawes-street, Maitland ...... 

Downes, Oxley, and Perry .................................. Road Repairs .................... 
Eales, Bolton, and Inches .................................... Ditto 
Faithfull, Cooper, and Gibson ................................ Ditto 
Ferguson M. D., Accountaat, Government Printing Oflice ...... Departmental Expenses ............ 
FileJ. .................................................... Road Repairs ....................... 
Fisher B................................................... Ditto 
Fitzpatrick Michael, Under Secretary for Lands ................ Departmental Expenses ............. 
Forbos David, late Police Magistrate, Sydney ................ Ditto 
Fraser, Moxon, and Clarke .................................. Road Repairs ..................... 

Road Repairs ..................... 
Astronomical Instruments .......... 
Interest on Debentures .............. 
Election Expenses .................. 
Road Repairs ...................... 
Departmental Expenses ............ 
Road Repairs ...................... 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto and Police Buildings 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Court and Watch House ............ 
Road Repairs ...................... 
Tank and Roadway ................ 
Road Repairs ...................... 
Ditto 
Ditto and \\rateli  House, Binda 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Court and Watch House ...........I 
Road Repairs ...................... 
Court and Watch House ............ 
Road Repairs ...................... 
Ditto and Police Buildings.. 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

85 10 6 
91) 13 9 
161 6 11 
lOG 0 () 
661 14 1 
133 1 'S 
12 5 0 
11119 3 
14 0 0 
809 0 0 
56 2 4 
107 11 II 
,9iI0 0 0 
12 15 4 
375 0 0 
503 
10 0 0 
009 4 0 
868 
884 9 2 
300 4) '1 
10 6 10 
440 0 0 
118 16 8 
850 0 0 
950 0 0 
1,631 5 
136 19 11 
210 10 0 
lOU 0 0 
0 10 0 
106 7 0 
47 0 0 
2.5 0 0 
15 1 S 

1,371 19 0 
149 II) 11 

831 9 1 

30 () 0 
190 0 0 
100 0 0 
200 0 0 
2,872 9 7 
21 0 0 
23 11 11 

8,316 0 6 
200 0 0 
140 0 (1 
318 18 0 
300 I) 0 
120 17 11 
162 8 3 
11 4 0•  
0 4 0 
1 0 6 
9 17 7 

5,685 9 6 
436 12 '1 
10 0 0 
Ci 6 4) 

0 3 9 
160 0 0 
906 5 6 
70 0 0 
420 11 4 
3 0 0 
115 4 8 
17 it 0 

Galton Douglas, late Acting Government Commercial Agent.. Purchase of Stores, Stationery, and 
1. Railway Materials .............. 88,060 12 0 

Carried forward .......................... £ 67,426 18 9 
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APPENDIX TO ACCOMPANYING STATEMENTS OF DISBURSEMENTS IN THE YEAR 1860, 

PARTIES. SERVICE. I AMOUNT. 

Brought forward.. .1 .................................. £ I 67,426 18 9 

Departmental Expenses ............ 
Public Works, &e................... 

Groennp Richard, Medical Superintendent, Lunatic Asylum, 
} Departmental Expenses ............ Ierritinatta .......................................... 

Cibbes .1. G. N., late Collector of Customs ..................... 
Gray C. U., late Police Magistrate, Ipswieli ................... 

Contingent Expenses .............. 
Road Repairs ..................... 
Departmental Expenses ............ 

Harris, lbimhley. and Walkc. ................................. Road Repairs ...................... 

Griffin J. 1-1., Assistant Gold Commissioner ..................... 
Hall Henry .......... . .............................. ...... 

Hcsvdon, llelt'eroan, and Coornan ................ ........... ])itto 

hanson William, late Government Printer .....................

Hyde Park Committee of Management ........................ 

. 

IJs'.de Park Improvements .......... 
Road Repairs ..................... 

.. 

Kennedy and Crawford ....................................... 
King, Darey, and Gowiz ..................................... Ditto 

Ditto 
ICirkwood. King, and Wren .... .................. ............ Ditto 
King, 1.ethbridge, and Macdonald .............................. 

Road Repairs ...................... 
. .  

Lrtrdner. C'hanvel. Chapman, and others ....................... 
Lloyd, 13t:ilbv, and Co., late Government Commercial Agents .... Balance of Advances ................ 
Lockhart C. G. N., Commissioner of Crowu Lands ............. Contingent Expenses .............. 

T.n,,,Ii 0 N flu,',',. mM,,, I a,.f;1I,,, V,ei 
Road Repairs ...................... Lodge, Gannon, and 31'Keon ................................ 

N',uth \'e ales .......................................... Royal Artillery .................... 

Maclean Harold, Gold Commissioner. Western Districts ......... Gold Fields' Contingencies .......... 
Mann G. IC.. Cil Engineer ................................. Dry Duck Establishment 
Mrsiidelsnn, Thiul, and Carter ................................ I Road Repairs ...................... 
3l. ann iii g, Wit a, Iii blnirl, and others .........................Ditto 
i%Iarsdc n, Itossi, FraiL ncr, and others .........................Ditto 

Railways, Telegrap hs, and Roads 3lnrtindale B. II.. Coronmi ssioner of Railways ................... 
3l nete rot the Royal Mint, I jondon ........................... 31 nt Stores, &c..................... 
Maxwell A. C., Registrar, Sydney District Court .............. Refnnd of Court Fees .............. 
M'Dougall, Lunisden, and 3larkwell .......................... I Road Repairs ..................... 
M'L:an A. 0., Acting Surveyor General ...................... I Departmental Expenses ............ 
31 l.e'rie ,Toloa, I nspeetor General of Police .................... Police Expenses .................... 
111,11illauly, Steel, rind Smith ................................ Bond Repairs ..................... 

Ditto Mitchell, Jones. Smith, and 31 iddleton ............ .......... ... 
Moriarty E. 0., Engineer.in.Chief for Harbonra and River1 

.. 

Public Works Navigation .................................................. . 
Moor,.' Chmrl's, Director, Botanic Gardens ........ ........... .Departmental Expenses ............ 
31111aieip 1 Council, Wolloiigong .............................. Fairy Meadow Bridge .............. 
3tonicipel Council, Al bury .................................. Road Repairs ...................... 
31 1mev. Gredly, Carralte', and others ... ..................... Ditto 
Naper'W. D., late Ai 1 dc-Camp .............................. ov G.ernor General's Establistmnment 

... 

Newnra,m, l'ortns, Pierce. arid Sasilier ft ...................... Road Repairs ..................... 
North S.. Water Polic. Magistrate ........................ .. Departmental Expenses ............ 
Cakes, Bright, mod Nobbs .................................. Road Repairs ...................... 
Olivey W. R.. Paymaster. 12th Reg'nnent .................... Military Expenses .................. 
Orintal Thank Corporation, London ...... .................... Miscellaneous Expen ses ............ 
Palmer W. H., Police Magistrate, Bathurst ..................... .Circuit Court Expenses, &e......... 
Palmer, SuItor, and Walford ................................ Road Repairs ..................... 
Palmer, Webb, and M'Plollaroy ............................... I Otto 
Pearce, G'mrdnrm', and Newman .............................. Road Repairs ...................... 
Pleurmkett W. E., Secretary to the law 0111cc, ................ Departmental Expenses ............ 
Poile, Maeaulav, and Mano i rig .............................. Road Repairs ...................... 
Pnblic Works Committee, 3laryborougls ...................... Public Works ...................... 

Road Repairs ...................... 
Ditto 

Rye, Pearce, Staff, and Bricn ................................. 
I Botany ................................. 

Ditto J Cook's River ............................. 
Road Trust ...... Liverpool ............................... Ditto .............. . ....... I 

Maitland ................................. Ditto 
Sydney ............................. .... Ditto 

Rodd and A.ber'eromloe ...................................... Road Repairs ..................... 
Rogers Edward, Clerk of the Peace .......................... Departmental Expenses ............ 
Rohteston 0., Registrar General ....................................... Ditto 
Ronald Rowan ............................................ Election Expenses .................. 
Rose, Wonson, and 13y1'n. .................................. Road Repairs ...................... 
Sealey It., late C.P.S., Tarm'uno ............ .................. Advance on Aeconat Of Salary ...... 

Road Repairs ...................... 

. 

Se.roeold, Gregom'. and Scott ................................. 
Shepherd, Blaxlnnd, Devlin, and Pam'nell ....................... Ditto 

. 

Smith, Armstrong, and Cowley ............ ................. .Ditto 
Ditto 

Tetnplar, Lane, and Dale .. ................................. Ditto 
Road Repairs ...................... 
Ditto 

.Solomnons, Windeyer, lladdeley, and Hubbard .................... 

Ditto 

(I3atburst ................................ 

Ditto 

. .  

Warden .......... .Gosford .................................. 

Ditto 

(Newcastle ................................ 
Warden and District Council, Maitland ........................ 

Ditto 
Watts, Critebley, Mansfield, and others ........................ 

West, 1"ulton, Nowlan, and Maekic ............ .............. Ditto 
Welter A., Road Surveyor .................................... 

Wiekham J. C., late Government Resident, Moreton Bay ....... Native Police and Public Works .... 
.. 

Williams John, Crown Solicitor ............................... Law Expenses .................... 

Willis, Merry and Co., Government Commercial Agents ...... I Purchase of Stores, Statio]aery, andl 
i, flffly Materials ..............J 

Wrenand Manning ........................................ Road Repairs ...................... 

51 5 8 
475 5 0 

341 7 10 

88 18 9 
15 0 0 
100 
16 0 0 
173 0 0 
83:3 1 9 
50 0 0 
150 0 0 
100 0 0 
250 0 0 
163 4 10 
93 19 7 
309 19 7 
77 0 0 

1,030 11 8 

350 
13 17 3 
40 0 0 
.357 0 0 
398 14 0 

19,897 5 11 
1,237 1 0 
060 
225 0 0 
659 10 8 
6,290 0 9 
5 10 0 
13! 0 0 

148 6 $ 

128 9 
82 10 
165 0 
95 16 
0 12 
360 0 
d 11 
155 0 
110 13 
2,423 19 
1,228 6 
372 2 
25 19 
100 0 
76 5 
196 lis  
146 13 
77 0 
40 0 
67 1 
154 6 
941 12 
762 10 
1 11 

1,201 16 
50 
81 16 
30 0 
18 5 
86 16 
106 0 
400 0 
2108 
47 5 
264 5 
16 0 
78 10 
50 0 
88 2 
3 12 
100 0 
4,021 2 
11 13 

20,840 9 10 

150 0 0 

TOTAT. .................... £ 0136,612 10 5 

A considerable portion of this amount has been adjusted stare the 318t December, 1860, 

Audit Office, Sydney, New South Wales, W. C. MAYNES, 
30th April, 1861.. Auditor General. 



NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ACCOUNT 

or 

GOVERNMENT DEBENTURES 

NEGOTIATEI) IN ENGLAND THROUGH THE 

ORIENTAL BANK CORPORATION; LONDON, 

FROM TUE 

13TH OCTOBER, 1859, TO 26TE OCTOBER, 

1860. 

9 



STATEMIi1NT showing the RESULT OU SALES OF DEBENTURES placed in the hands of the ORIF1N'rAL BANIC CORPOaATION, LONDON, for Negotiation in England; from the 
13th October, 1859, to the 26th October, 1860. 

-0.  of Amount Rate I CHAlICES. 

Xcs of Date from ' cent, at  
DESOIUPnON or DEBENTURES. Pri:cipal. which Interest hieh Sold Gross Proceeds. Broker's Commis- Bank Commis- NET PROCEEDS. 

rcncy. accruLs. inclusivc 
of dividend. 

. sioi. 0?, jfr' cent. situ, ( + cent. Total. 
on Principal. on Proceeds. 

£ s.d.' £ s.d. £ s.d. £ s.d. £ s.d. £ s.d. 

r 37,10000 98 86.35800 92150 181 69 27412 36,0831810 

103,700 00 994 105171100: 26450 52410 9 768159 104,382143 

10.1800 00 99,1  104,538 00 262 00 52176 76376 103,754126 

66,600 00 100 66,600 00 166100 33238 498 13 8 66,101 64 

71,500 0 0 . 1 January, 1859. 1004 71,678 15 0 178 15 0 357 10 0 536 5 0 71,142 10 0 
Railway and Public Works, 22 Victoria. No. 22 30 < 

81,00000 100h 82,309100 204150 410107 61557 81,69445 

16,00000 1001 16,12000 4000 8080 12080 15,999120 

I
5570000 101 56,257 00 18950 280 11 10 419 16 10 55,8.37 32 

I. 5,20000J I 102 5,30400 1300 26921 3992 5,2641010 

544,500 0 0 I , 514,336 15 0 I 1,361 5 0 i 2,714 17 8 4,076 2 8 540,260 12 4 

To pay oWDobcjiturcs, 23 Victoria, No.5 30 16,100 0 0 1 Jarnmry, 1b69 991 

. .  

16,318 0 0 41 0 0 81 7 9 1 122 7 9 10,195 12 3 

TOTALS ............................ £, 560,000 0 0 560,651 15 0 1,102 5 0 2.796 5 5 4,198 10 5 556,456 4 7 

Audit Office, Sydney, New South Wales, 
1117, February, 1861. 

W. 0. NAYNE, 
Auditor Oeneral. 

S 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

STATEMENT 

OF THE 

PARTICULARS OF LOANS 

WHICH REMAINED UNPAID ON THE 

31st DECEMBER, 1860. 



52 

STATEMENT OF THE PARTICULARS OF LOANS(SECURED PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST UPON 
UNPAID ON THE 

FARTICUL&RS 

SERVIOESFORWHICHLOANS  
YEAR OF REPAIMENT. 

PrnNCII'sr, AMOUNT 
I 

OF DEBENTURES 
IssuED. 

HAVE BEEN CONTRACTED. ----- - - - 
At the option of the At the option of Amount of each Total Issues- for 
Government. the Lender, issue, each Service. 

1873 20,000 12 months' notice 16 VICTORIA, No. 39. 
Loans to the Sydney Railway Corn- 

[ 

1861 1873 80,000 
200,00& 

puny ............................... 1862 1874 138,500 
1862 1874 I 11,500 

18 VICTORIA, No. 40 F  
I 

Purchase of the Sydney Railway 
Company's property ........ } 

Perrna neat 2,700 2,700 

I 1861 1861 I 38,100 ' 
1866 1866 139,000 I 

18 VICTORIA, No. 40; AND 20 j 1871 1871 100,000 
VICTORIA, No. 34 i 1876 1876 100,000 709,400 

Railway Works .......................... 1876 1876 33,300 I 
1888 1888 j 265,000 
1889 1889 34,000 J 

20 VICTORIA, No. 1. 
Railway Works ............................ 1876 1876 203,000 203,000 
To pay off Land and Immigration 1876 1876 70,500 

} 
73,700 Debentures .......................... 1888 1888 3,200 

20 VICTORIA, No. 16. I - 
To pay off Land and Immigration 

} 
1877 1877 132,300  182,300 Debentures ........................ 

22 VICTORIA, Nos. 5 AND 26. I 
To pay off Land and Immigration 

} 
1889 1889 125,000 Debentures ........................ 

145,000 Sydney Sewerage ........................ 1889 1889 10,00o 
Sydney Water ........................... 1889 1889 10,000 

1866 1866 12,800 -) 
1876 1876 150,000 
1876 1876 11GA00 Ii 

18 VICTORIA, No. 35; 19 VICTORIA, 1882 Interminable 70,800 II 
Nos. 38 AND 40; AND 20 1873 1873 100,000 . 598,800 VICTORIA, No. 33 1888 1888 500 

Permanent Public Works ............ 1888 1888 I 111, 
25 ,300 1888 1888 000 I 

.. 

1889 1888 10,000 I 
U 1889 1889 2,000 

22 VICTORIA, No. 22. 
For Railway Extension and other { 1889 1889 107,500 

} 
712000 

1889 1889 I 544500 

23 VICTORIA, No. 5. 

To pay off Railway Debentures......{ 1890 1890 16,400 V1 

Public Works ....................... 

1890 1890 *265,300 I 
Public Works do. ... ...j 1890 1890 *21,000 ' 365,600 
Sydney Sewerage do. ... f 1890 1890 *44,900 
Sydney Water Works do 1890 1890 *18,000 ) 

23 VlToRI.t, No. 10. . 
For Public Works ........................ . 1890 1890 I *295,200 
To pay off Land and Irninigration 

}, 
1890 1890 *53000 

348,200 
Debentures ....................... 
23 VICTORIA, No. 26. 

For Public Works .. ............. ....... 1890 1890 *5,000 5,00G- 

17 VICTORIA, No. 34; AND 18 
. .  

1866 
1876 

1866 
1876 

97 , 00 
25,900
5  

1 VICTORIA, No. 30 
1888 1888 24,000 

154,180 

1882 Interminable 6,730 
1866 1866 50,700 

Sydney Sewerage .................... 

17 VICTORIA, No. 35; AND 18 1876 
1877 

1876 I 
1877 

36,700 
31,000 I 

VICTORIA, No. 30. 
1862 1862 1,000 180,400 

Water Supply ........................ 1888 1888 5,900 I 
JI 1888 1888 55,100 ) 

ce 3,830,230 

* No Report of the Sale of these Debentures had reached the Colony at the close of the Year. 
Audit Office, Sydney, Mid South Wake, 

81h April, 1861. 

C) 



PARTICULARS OF LNTEREST. 

ANNUAL AMoUNT. 
RAm.  

On Total Loan for -  On each Loan, 
each Service. 

3d. per diem per 
81d. do. 
3d. do. 
2d. do. 

988 10 10 
1,482 16 3 
6,845 13 0 
480 19 C 

9,797 19 ft 

144,310 10 0 

150,977 16 4 

107,431 2 6 
70,330 10 0 
95,640 5 0 
497 10 0 

111,514 10 0 
25,170 0 0 

} 12,147 10 0 

1 164,567 0 0 
544,336 15 0 

144,310 10 0 

573,709 3 10 

} 708,903 15 0 

287 
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THE CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND OF THE COLONY OF NEW So'rn WALES) WHICH REMAINED 31sr DECEMBER, 1860. 

OF LOANS. 

PROCEEDS. 

Proceeds of each Issue Total Proceeds of Loans 
of Debentures. I for each Service. 

} 
53,481 :ia 4 Li J 10 0 

207,865 3 4 
153,933  

2,700 0 0 2,700 0 C 
88,100 0 0 

814,472 8 6 
684,315 5 5 

30,847 4 5 
267,724 7 6 
83,171 5 0 

199,997 10 0 199,997 10 0 
67,100 6 

t 3,20010 
2 
0 i} 

70,30016 2 

180,311 0 0 

5 per cent. per annum 

per diem per cent. 
5 per cent, per annum 
5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 

5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 

5 do. 

5 do. 
5 do. 

5 per cent. per annum 
5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 
o do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 

5 per cent. per annum 
5 do. 

135 0 0 

1,883 3 51 
6,950 0 0 
5,000 0 0 
5,000 0 0 
1,665 0 0 
13,250 0 0 
1,700 0 0 

10,150 0 0 
3,525 0 0 
160 0 0 

6,615 0 0 

6,250 0 0 

500 0 0 
500 0 0 

640 0 0 
7,500 0 0 
5,820 0 0 
3,540 01 
5,000 0 0 
25 0 0 

5,565 0 0 
1,250 0 0 
500 0 0 
100 0 0 

8,375 0 0 
27,225 0 0 

135 0 0 

;. 35,448 3 51 4 

.3 

10,150 0 0 

} 3,685 0 0 

6,615 0 C 

6,250 0 0 

500 0 0 
500 0 0 

29,940 0 0 

.3 

} 3.5,600 0 0 

130,311 0 0 1 5 do. 

16,318 0 0 16,318 0 0 5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 

5 do. 

5 do. 

820 0 0 
18,265 0 0 
1,050 0 0 
2,245 0 0 
900 0 0 

14,760 0 0 

2,650 0 0 

18,280 0 0 

17,410 0 0 

5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 

5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 
5 do. 

93,936 19 3 
23.666 2 6 
23,837 10 0 
6,729 0 0 

( 48,000 5 11 
33,534 12 6 
30,534 0 0 
980 0 0 
5,862 15 0 
54,973  0 0 

8,060,285 8 ii  

148,169 11 9 

} 173,884 13 5,  

3,060,285 8 11 

250 0 0 
4,875 0 0 
1,295 0 0 
1,200 0 0 
336 10 0 
2,535 0 0 
1,835 0 0 
1,550 0 0 
50 0 0 
295 0 0 
2,755 0 0 

191,287 12 9-41  

250 0 0 

7,706 10 0 

9,020 0 0 

191,287 12 9 

W. V. MAYNE, 
125-I Auditor General. 





NEW SOUTH WALES. 

NEWCASTLE TONNAGE DUTY.-19 VICTORIA, No. 25, and 20 VICTORIA, No. 12. 

STATEMENT of RECEIPTS for Tonnage Dues, and of DISBURSEMENTS on account of Improving the Navigation of the River Hunter and Ports of Newcastle and Morpeth, under the Act 
19 Victoria, No. 40, to the 31st December, 1860. 

RECEIPTS. A3IouNr. TOTAL. DISBURSEMENTS. Aiiovn. 

To Amount of Collections for Tonnage Dues at the Port By Expenditure on account of Improving the Navigation 
of Newcastle, viz.:— of the River jiunter and Ports of Newcastle and 
In the year 1858... ... ... ... ... 1,446 1 0 Norpeth, viz.:— 
In the year 1859... •.. ... ... ... 
In the year 1860... ... ... ... ... 

2,198 14 6 
2,891 18 6 

In the year 1856... ... ... ... ... 
In 

5,141 4 1 
the year 1857... ... ... ... ... 7,780 12 7 

- -  6,536 14 0 In the year 1858 .. ... .. ... ... 18,002 2 9 
In the year 1859... ... ... ... ... 4,622 6 11 
In the year 1860... ... ... ... ... 632 16 6 

36,179 2 10 

By Interest on the above Expenditure to 31st December, 
1860, calculated from the dates of the several payS 
ments, at the rate 5 per cent. per annum, viz. :— 
Interest on £5,141 4s. Id ... ... 1,094 15 11 
Interest on £7,780 12s. 7d....... ... 1,349 11 0 

To Balance due to the Consolidated Revenue Fund, on 31st December,, 
Interest on £18,002 2s. Od...... ... 
Interest on £4,622 6s. lld .. ... 

2,227 19 
407 11 

5 I 
4 

1860, for amount advanced from the proceeds of Debentures, to carry on Interest on £632 lOs. 6d ... ... 12 18 5 the Works .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 34,735 4 11 5,092 16 1 

TOTAL ... ... ... ... £ 41,271 18 11 TOTAL ... ... ... ... £4l,27[18 11 

A uatt (if/Ice, ogançy, .lVew sSouth FI'a tee, 
301h AprV, 1861. W. C. NAmE, 

Auditor Cen erci. 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ORIENTAL BANK CORPORATION, LONDON. 

STATEMENT 

op 

IREOEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE, 

FROM 20m DECEMBER, 1859, To 26TH OCTOBER, 

1860. 

I 



9.1 

STATEMENT of RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE by the ORIENTAL BANK CORPORATION, London, on Account 

Dr. 

Audit Office, Sydney, New South Wcüee, 
20th February, 1861. 



c)a 
a;__ .J 

59 

of the Colony of New South Wales, for the period from 20th December, 1859, to 20th October, 1800. 

Cr. 

EXPENDITURE. I Aaiouxp. i TOTAL. 

Pension to B. Therry, Esq., late Puisne Judge, from 22nd November, 1859, 
002 10 0 

Pension to Rev. F. Wilkinson, late Colonial Chaplain, from 1st October, 

to 21st October, 1860 ... ... ...... ... ................ 

1859, to 30th September, 1860 ... ,.. ... ... 188 11. S 

Mrs. Eliza Smith, late Mrs. Bent, from 1st July, 1859, to 3rd! 
March, 1800 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 134 10 5 
F. Gosling, late Clerk in the General Post Office, from let July, 
1859, to 30th September, 1800 ...... ... ... 65 0 0 
T. S. Townsend, late Surveyor, from 1st October, 1859, to 30th 
September, 1860 . ... ... ... ... ... 137 11 4 
T. Bevan, late Trooper in the Mounted Police, from lst October, 
1859, to 30th September, 1860 ... .. •.., 9 3 0 
0. ITemersham, late Clerk in the Customs, from let October, 
1859, to 30th September, 1860 ... ... ... .. . 40 2 4 
William Shone, Into Surveyor, from 1st October, 1859, to 30th 
September, 1860 ... ... ... ... ... ... 113 7 4 
T. FT, B. 1Tcnour, late Shipping Master, from lst April, 1859, 
to 30th September, 1800 ... ... ... ... ... 123 4 0 
Thomas O'Reilly, late Orderly, from let .Tanuary to 30th 
September, 1860 ... ... ... ... ... ... 25 16 10 

837 7 5 

Lady Dowling, Widow of Sir James Dowling, late Chief Justice, 
from 1st October, 1859, to 30th September, 1860 ... ... 200 0 0 
Mrs. Anne Kinehela, Widow of the late Mr. Justice Kinehela, 
from lst October, 1859, to 30th September, 1860 ... ... 100 0 0 
Mrs. Anne Petrie, Daughter of the late Captain Flinders, RN., 
from let July, 1859, to 30th September, 1860 ... ... 125 

00 425 0 0 

Richardson Brothers, Coruhill, London, for Books supplied to the Parlia- 
mentary Library, from 1st July, 1857, to Slst December, 1859 ... . 1,164 

0 0 Scientific Works for the Australian Museum... .. ... ... ....................500 

Automaton Balances and Stores for the Sydney Branch of the Royal 

................ 

Mint... ... ... ... .,. ... .., ... .................... 027 7 2 

Debentures paid off, viz. 
Railway ... ... ... .,. .. .,. -. ..' 201,460 0 0 
Land and Immigration .. ... ... ... ... ..., 51,500 0 0 
Sewerage .. .-. ... .. -- - .1 30,000 0 0 
Water Snpply -. - ... ... .. .. . ... 18,000 0 0 
Public Works ... .-- ... ... ... ... .. 10,000 0 0 

310,060 0 0 

Interest on Debentures, from let July, 1859, to 30th June, 1860 .. .. 

... .. 

1.05,003 2 0 

Advertising, Postage, and other Petty Expenses - - ... ... .. ... ... .. 54 17 6 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE ... ... £ 426,534 5 2 

BALANCE IN HAND ON 26va OcToBER, 1860 .. ... .. 1,790 5 5 

TOTAL .. ..- ... .. £ 428,330 10 7 

W. C. MAINE, 
Attditor General. 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

STATEMENT 

OF 

RECEIPTS AND EXPEffiJITURE 

BY 

CAPTAIN GALTON, R. IE., 
ACTING UOVERNMEN'I' COMMERCIAL AGENT, 

FROM 18T11 NOVEMBER, 1859)  TO iSTU JIJLY, 

1860. 

J25-1t 
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STATEMENT of RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE by OAPTA1N GALTON, RE., ACTING 

Dr. 

.A.dif Of/ict. &i. ;'eçi, New Eel/iL Wale:, 
2E1L JZareii, 1861. 

on 
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GOVERNMENT COMMERCIAL AGENT, from 18th November, 1850, to 13th July, 1860. 

Cr. 

EXPENDITURE. AMOUNT. TovAr.. 

RAILWAY MATERIALS. £ s. d. £ s. d. 

Rails .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 16,790 1 6 

Chairs and Keys ... ... ... ... ... ... ,.. 6,170 5 5 

Spikes, Bolts, and Nuts ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,064 10 7 

Fish Plates ... .. ... .. ... ... ... ... ... 783 3 10 

Pipes... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 681 4 9 

Machinery ... .. ... ..• ... ... ... ... ... 216 14 10 

Railway Stores .. ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 220 8 6 

25,935 18 5 

CHARGES. 

Inspecting Rails ... ... ... ... ... .. ... .. 230 3 2 

Freight on Rails, paid in England ... ... ... ... .. ... 106 16 8 

Freight on Chairs, paid in England... ... ... .. .. ... 965 19 6 

Inspecting Spikes, Bolts, and Nuts ... . •.. ... . .. 30 0 0 

Inspecting Machinery ... ... ... ... ... ... 37 10 0 

Examining Contracts, &c .. ... .. ... .. .,, 15 15 0 

1,386 4 4 - -  

STATIONERY AND SToRES. 27,322 2 9 

Stationery ... .. ... ... ... ... ... .. ... 4,304 12 11 

Convict Shoes .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 691 13 4 

Letter-Scales and Weights ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 380 18 6 

Boring ilcads and Cutters, for the Fitz Roy Dry Dock ... ... . 316 0 0 

Rifles ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... .. . 7,015 2 8 

Accoutrements .. ... . -. ... ... ... ... ... 2,222 15 6 

Ammunition ... . -. ... .. .. . - ... .-- .. 503 14 5 

15,434 17 4 

Clerical Assistance ... ... ... - -. . .. .. ... ... 20 0 0 

GENERAL CHARGES. 

Insurance, Packing, Shipping, and other Miscellaneous Charges, for which 
complete accounts have not yet been furnished ... ... ... ... ... ... 2,035 1 7 

TOTAL ... ... ... ... £ 45,712 1 8 

W. C. NAYNE, 
Auditor General. 
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NEW SOUTH MALES. 

GOVERNMENT COMMERCIAL AGENTS, 

STATEMENT 

OF 

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE 

FROM 'ST JANUARY, TO 26TJI OCTOBER, 

1860. 
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STATEMENT of REcEnTs and ExPENDITURE by the GOVERNMENT COMMERCIAL AGENTS, Messrs. 

Dr. 
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07 

Willis, Merry, and Co., from their Appointment on the 1st January to the 20th October, 1860. 

Cr. 

EXPENDITURE. AMOUNT. TOTAL. 

RAILWAY MATERIALS. 

4 Locomotive Engines ... ... 
Insurance... ... ... ... 

Rails... ... ... ... ... ... 
Insurance and Freight ... ... 

Oil ... ... ... ... ... 
Insurance... ... ... 

Drysaltery Goods ... ... ... 
Insurance ... ... ... ... 
Shipping Charges... ... ... 

Railway Grease ... ... ... 
Insurance ... ... ... ... 
Shipping Charges... .. ... 

Canvas ... ... ... ... 
Insurance ... ... ... ... 
Shipping Charges... ... ... 

Cement (400 casks) ... ... ... 
Jnsurance... ... ... ... - 
Shipping Charges .. ... 

Teak Wood ... ... ... ... 
insurance... ... ... ... 
Shipping Charges... ... ... 

Cotton Waste... ... ... ... 
Insurance .. ... ... .. 
Shipping Charges .. ... ... 

STORES, STATIONhtY, AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS PURChASES. 

Police Clothing ... .. ... 
Insurance... ... ... ... 
Freight ... ... ... ... 
Shipping Charges... ... ... 

Boots and Shoes ... ... ... 
Insurance ... ... ... .,. 
Freight ... ... ... ... 
Shipping and Packing Charges ... 

Blankets and Barrack Rugs ... ... 
Insurance... ... ... ... 
Commission for forwarding ... 
Examining ... .. ... 
Shipping Charges... ... ... 

Stationery ... ... ... ... 
Insurance and Shipping Charges... 

Printing Machine ... ... . . 
Insurance .. ... ... ... 
Freight ... ... ... ... 
Shipping Charges... ... ... 

£ s. d. £ s. d. 

9;200 0 0 
27112 0 

9,411 12 0 
1,47400 
374 4 8 

1,84814 2  
1,4081 8 
37 69 

5 
65911 3 
18 10 0 
1412 6 

692 13 0 

815 o: 
513 

230 5 2 
295140' 
811 6 
1 8 3 

305 13 0 

550 
900 

105 4 0 

139 
100 

550 
41 
7 2 

3100; 
----- 8 15 0 

14239135 

6,285 19 4 
104 18 0 
12 3 2 
5 610 

6-108 7 4  
4 481 JO 
193 5 6 
118 2 3 
650 0' 

4,858 13 3 
2,159 17 
8214 0 
13 15 0 
550 
13 5 3 

2;271 17 1 

0 ii C 
1 0 

1217 0 
2(1 4 0 
301 

49' 12 10 

Carried forward ... ... ... ... ... £:,2" I 
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STATEMENT of }tEcEwTs and EXPENDITURE by 

Dr. 

Audit Office, Sydney, New South Wales, 
914 February, 1861. 
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the GOVRRNMENT COMMERCIAL AGENTS, &c.—Continued. 

Cr. 

EXPENDITURE. I AMOUNT. I TOTAL. 

£ s. 4  

Brought forward ... ... ... 

£. .... ...... 

......28,280 4 11 

STATIONERY, STORES, AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS 
PURCHASES- Continued. 

Hydraulic Machine ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 173 9 10 Insurance ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... 
4 3 0 Shipping Charges... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 19 3 

Bookbinders' Cutting Machine ... ... ... .. ... 18212 - -  
41 7 2 Insurance... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

... 1 9 6 Freight ... ... ... ... ... .•. ... ... ... 2 5 8 Shipping Charges... ... ... ... .., ... ... ... 0 6 8 
Bookbinding Materials ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 242 0 0 

0 
Insurance... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6 12 o Shipping Charges... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 19 9 

Fugitive Ink for Postage Stamps ... ... ... ... ... ... 
24911 9 

99 4 0 Insurance... ... ... .,, ... ... ... ... ... 2 18 9 Shipping Charges... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 4 0 
Die and Paper for Postage Stamps ... ... ... ... ... ... 

102 6 9 - -  
106 17 8 Insurance... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 3 3 Shipping Charges... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

... 0 17 1 
Siebe's Diving Apparatus ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

110 18 0 - .  - 
159 1 0 Insurance ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 8 0 Freight ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

Shipping Charges... 
... 
... 2 13 5 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 11 7 

India Rubber Valves... ... ... ... ,.. ,.. ... ... 
16614 0 

 
- -  
87 5 0 Insurance... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

Freight ... ... ... 1 1 6 ... ... ... ... ... ... 
Shipping Charges... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

0 18 
0 5 

2 
8 

Parliamentary Papers, 1859-60 ... ... ... ... ... .,. 
39 5 4 - - 

16 7 0 Insurance and Freight by Mail Steamers ... ... ... ... 11 1 0 
27 8 0 

Advertising for Plans for New Houses of Parliament ... ... ,.. ... ... ...) 95 18 6 
Advertising in the London Gazelle •.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 24 0 0 
Coast and Island Charts,.. .,. ... .,, ... ... .., ... ... ... 45 4 0 
Postages and other Petty Charges ... ... ... ... ... ... .,. ... 23 18 6 

Tora EXPENDITURE ... ... ... LI 29,393 5 10 

W. C. MAYNE, 
Auditor Generai. 

125—li 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CLERGY AND SCHOOL LA1NIJS' REVENUE. 

A000TJNT 

OF 

RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

IN THE YEAR 

1860. 
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CLERGY AND SCHOOL 

ACCOUNT OF RECEIPTS AND 

Dr. 

Audit Office, Sydney, Mw South Waite, 
20th March, 1861. 
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LANDS' REVENUE. 

DISBURSEMENTS IN THE YEAR 1860. 

Cr. 

DISBURSEMENTS. AMOUNT. TOTAL. 

£ s. it £ 8. it. 

EXPENSES OF MANAGEMENT. 

Expense of destroying Thisties on Lands near Picten ... ... ....................10 0 0 

ISSUES FOR CHURCH Puarosns. 

Church of England. 
Balance of proportion of Surplus Revenue for 1859 ... ... ... 1,998 8 4 
On account of Revenue for 1860 .,. ... ,,. ... ... 422 8 4 
Amount transferred to the Credit of the Church of England, Schedule 
C, to meet the charge for House Rent in 1859 ;.. ... ... 127 10 0 

2,549 6 8 

Church of Scotland. 
Towards the erection of a Church at Woolloomcoloo ... .................... 409 1 4 

Weslegan Methodist Church. 
Proportion of the Surplus Revenue for 1859 ... ... .................... 225 9 8 

Roman Catholic Church. 
Towards the erection of Churches at the following places, viz. 
Singleton ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,000 0 0 
Braidwood ... ... ... ... ... ... 753 17 3 
Scone ... ... ... ... ... ... 50 0 0 
Muswollbrook ... ... ... ... ... 50 0 0 
Maitland ... ... ... ... ... ... 8119 2 

1,935 16 5 
Balance of the proportion of Surplus Revenue for 1859 ... ... 100 0 0 

2,035 16 5 

ISSUES FOR SCHOOL PUB.POSES. 

Denominational Schools. 
Church of England ... ... ... ... ... 151 5 0 
Church of Scotland ,.. ... ... ... .. 129 10 0 
Wesleyan Methodist Church ... ... ... ... 178 12 1 
Roman Catholic Church ... ... ... ... ... 384 11. 7 

793 IS 8 
79318 8 

6,022 12 9 

Balance of Advances over Adjustments, during the year 1560... ... ... ... 569 4 8 

BALANCE IN THE TREASuRY ON 31sT DECEMBER, 1800 ... ... ... ... 9,639 19 7 

TOTAL ... ... ... ... ... £ 15,631 17 0 

The Balance of Dash in the Treasury, as above shewn ........£9,039 19 7 
Was liable for outstanding Charges to the amount of ..........3,113 15 0 

Leaving a net Balance of .................. 5,926 1 7 

Applicable to Church Purposes ............................. 4,232 15 3 
School Purposes ............................. 1,693 3 4 

W. C. MAYNE, 
Auditor General. 
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NEW SOUTR WALES. 

ASSESSMENT ON SHEEP ACCOUNT. 
18 VICTORIA, No. 26,19 VICTORIA, No. 27, AND 22 VICTORIA, No, 10, 

STATE MENT or DISBURSEMENTS BY THE COLONIAL TREASURER, IN tHE YEAR 1860. 

RECEIPTS. At.rovr'x. DISBIJRSEMtNTS. 

SALAEIEZ 0)' INSPECtORS. Pont. 

Name. District. Amount. 

B&Iance in the Treasury, on 31st December, 1859 ... ... ... £ 9,426 9 3 

68 17 4 Donald Gunn ............... .Deniliquin ............................ 

Thomas Stalley .............Ditto ............................ 38 6 8 

8 6 8 Richard Popham .........Maneroo ............................ 

GeorgeAppel ............... .Brisbane .............................. . 4 3 4 

11414 0 

Balance in the Treasury, on 31st December, 1860 ............... 9,311 15 8 

TOTAL .......................................£j TOTAL ........... .............................. £ 9,426 9 8 

.  

9,426 9 

Audit Qifice, Sydney, New South Wake, 
2nd February, 1861. 

W. C. MAYNE, 
Auditor General.- 

Ot 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

POLICE REWARD FUND. 
16 VICTORIA, No. 33. 

ACCOUNT of Sums received by the Colonial Treasurer, for and in respect of the POLICE REWARD Fuwn, and of the Appropriation of the same, to the 31st December1  1860. 

PARTICULARS. 
Cononn TREASURER. 

___________ Dr. Cr. 

To Balance on 31st December, 1859:— 
Gash in the Treasury .. .. .. £687 19 7 Public Works' Loan Debentures ., .. .. 4,000 0 0 Railway Debentures ., .. .. .. 4,000 0 0 Water Supply Debentures .. .. .. 1,500 0 0 Bank Deposit Receipts • .. .. .. 4,572 17 1 

14,760 16 8 
To Sums received in 1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. ,. .. .. 1,678 18 4 Interest on Investments .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 784 10 8 Bank Deposit Receipts lodged in 1860 ., ., •. .. .. .. .. 5,090 14 6 

By Amount paid— 
As Gratuities on leaving the Police Force 
Sergeant Major Dailey ,, .. .. .. .. .. .. 158 12 11 Constable John Heatt .. ,, ., .. ., .. ., 

.............. 

83 5 7 Constable Adam Stout ..  .. .. .. 76 15 6 

As Pensions, and Gratuities to Widows of deceased Constables, viz.:— 

.............. 

.............. 

26 4 2 Susan M'Gee, widow of Inspector M'Gee, of the Sydney Police .. ................ 
w Margaret Wood, wido of Chief Constable Wood, of the Maitland Police ................ 

Ann Kendall, widow of Chief Constable Kendall, of the Penrith Police 62 10 0 
Elizabeth Webber, widow of Chief Constable Webber, of the Qucanbeyan Police 40 0 0 

22 18 4 Elizabeth Murphy, widow of Chief Constable Murphy, of the Port Macguano 
Police ,. ., .. ,. .. .. .. ., 

Louisa Codrington, widow of Trooper Codringion, of the Western Gold Escort 50 0 0 
19 5 0 
15 0 0 
18 6 0 Ann Whatham, widow of Constable Whatham, of the Casino Police , 39 0 0 
50 0 0 
50 0 0 
70 0 0 
38 18 5 

Jane Gready, widow of Constable Gready, of the Queanbeynn Police . . . .  
Mary Adams, widow of Constable Adams, of the Tamwerth Police . . . .  
Haminh Fitzgerald, widow of Constable Fitzgerald, of the Wellington Police .... 

As Reward for Meritorious Services in the apprehension of Prisoners 

. . . .  

Julia Ledgetwood, widow of Constable Ledgenvood, of the Newcastle Police ..... 

. .  

10 0 0 

Margaret Itarthill, widow of Constable Rarthill, of the Bntburst Police . . . .  
Faithful Hastings, widow of Constable Hastings, of the Burnett Police . . . .  

3 0 0 

By Public Works' Lean Debentures Re-issued for the purpose of being paid off, 832 15 11 

Charles Warren, Sergeant, Penrith Police ,. ., .. .. . . . . .  

proceeds of which were lodged at Interest in the Bank of New South 

By Overpayments Refunded .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .  

4,000 0 0 
By Additional Amount lodged at Interest in the Bank of New South Wales, as ha 

1,090 14 6 

Wales, as an Investment on account of the Police Reward Fund .. . . . . .  

By Repayment of Advances made in 1859, by the Inspector General of Police, on 

Investment on account of the Police Reward Fund •. .. . . . . . .  

656 7 11 account of the Police Reward Fund ,, -. .. . . . . . .  

By Balance on 31st December:— 
Cash in the Treasury - - . - .. .. .. - - 671 10 3 Railway Debentures ,, .. ,. . - 4,000 0 0 Water Supply Debentures -. .. .. .. -, . - 1,500 0 0 
Bank Deposit Receipts ., .. .. .. .. .. 9,663 11 7 

- -  .. , .......... 15,735 1 10 
TOTALS .. ., 0 £' 22,315 0222,315 0 2 

Audit 05cc, Sydney, New South Wales, W. C. MAYNE, 
let February, 1861. Auditor Qeneral. 

125—M 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

POLICE SUPERANNUATION FUND. 
16 VICTORIA, No. 33. 

ACCOUNT of Sums received by the Colonial Treasurer, for and in respect of the POLICE SUrnANNUAnoN 
FUND, and of the Appropriation of the same, to the 31st December, 1860. 

CoLoNmx. TRuAsunen. 
PARTICULARS.  

Dr. Cr. 

To Balance on 31 st December, 1859 
Cash in the Treasury.. .. .. .. .. .. £104 0 1 
Railway Debentures .. .. .. .. .. 

.. 81600 0 0 
Public Works' Loan Debentures .. .. .. .. .. 21000 0 0 
Water Supply Debentures .. .. .. .. .. .. 11500 0 0 
Bank Deposit Receipt ., ., .. .. .. .. 2,427 2 11 

9,631 3 0 

To Sums received in 1860 .. .. .. .. .,.. .. .. .. 1,963 18 6 
Interest on Investments .. .. ., .. .. .. .. .. .. 499 19 2 
Bank Deposit Receipts, lodged in 1860 ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2,678 15 4 

By Amount of Pensions paid:— 
Chief Inspector John Wearin .. .. .. .. .. .. 38 5 3 
Sergeant-Major Edward Giles .. .. .. .. .. .. 140 6 0 
Inspector Thomas J. Powell .. .. .. .. .. .. 34 6 3 
Inspector William Holmes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 69 4 2 
Inspector Patrick Conner .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 86 10 10 
Chief Constable Thomas M'Gee .. .. .. ,. .. .. 48 15 0 
Chief Constable John MAlister ., .. .. .. .. .. 66 0 0 
Chief Constable James Sheppard.. .. ,. .. .. .. 89 19 6 
Chief Constable Robert MJannett .. .. ,. .. .. 123 6 8 
Chief Constable Benjamin Moore.. .. .. .. .. .. 116 0 0 
Sergeant Michael Cassidy .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Constable Charles Ilotham .. .. .. .. ,. .. - 

............... 

............... 

82 7 0 
24 0 2 

Constable John Marsh .. .. .. .. .. .. 

............... 

36 12 0 
Constable James Shanalian .. .. .. .. .. .. 

............... 

............... 

68 12 6 
Constable John Harris, .. .. .. ., .. .. 

............... 

............... 

52 6 7 

............... 

52 6 7 
Constable Matthew Carroll .. ., .. .. .. .. 62 16 3 
Constable Charles Lucas ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. 60 0 6 
Constable James Smith .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

............... 

50 5 0 
Constable James Gallagher .. .. .. .. .. .. 65 11 6 
Constable James Eagan .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

............... 

................. 

............... 

60 6 6 
Constable Peter Thomson .. .. .. .. .. .. .. So 16 8 
Constable Patrick Conway .. .. .. .. .. ,, 67 2 0 
Constable Michael Murphy .. .. .. .. .. .. 

............... 

5112 11 

Constable Alexander Ross.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ................. 

Constable Michael Reilly .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Constable Timothy Gearns .. .. .. .. .. .. 

............... 

............... 

............... 

. . . . .  

58 9 2 
80 1 3 

Constable William Kerslsaw .. .. .. .. .. .. 

............... 

............... 

., 6 o 
Constable Thomas Handcoek ,. .. .. .. ,. 

............... 

............... 

14 19 0 
Constable Thomas MEvoy .. .. .. .. .. .. 66 5 3 
Constable Bartholomew Banister .. .. .. .. .. .. 100 12 2 
Trooper James Perry .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

..... ..... ..... 
60 0 5 ..... ..... ..... 

1,977 3 0 
By Public Works Loan Debentures Re-issued for the purpose of being paid off, 

..... ..... ..... 

proceeds of which were lodged in the Bank of New South Wales, as an ............ .2,000 0 0 
By Additional Amount lodged at Interest in the Bank of New South Wales, as an 

578 15 4 
an By Repayment of Advances ode in 1859, by the Inspector General of Police, on 

Investment on account of the Police Superannuation Fund .....  
Investment on account of the Police Superannuation Fund .. ...... 1 19 5 

By Balance on the 31st December, 1860:— 
Railway Debentures .. .. .. .. .. ., 3,500 0 0 

.  account of the Police Superannuation Fund .. .. .. ...... 
Water Supply Debentures ,. .. .. ., .. ,, 1,500 0 0 
Bank Deposit Receipts .. .. .. .. .. .. 5.005 18 8 - 

10,005  18 8 Tomus., .. ., .. .. £ 14,563 16 0 14,563160 

Audit Office, Sydney, New South Wales, W. C. MAYNE, 
let February, 1861. Auditor General. 
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NE W SOUTH WALES. 

SPECIAL RECEIPTS' ACCOUNT. 

ACCOUNT of SPECIAL RECEIPTS, and of the RE-ISSUES therefrom, by the COLONIAL TEZASUBEE, in the Year 1860. 

RECEIPTS. BALANCES IN TEE 

PARTICULARS. 
REASURY OU 

i Balances n the 
Tr  

Receipts in the Ta YEAR 1860. THE Sin DECEMBEB, 

31st  
iCR1  1860.  1860. 

Savings' Bank Deposits ... ... ... ... ,.. .,, 60,000 0 0 10,000 0 0 70,000 0 0 10,000 0 0 60,000 0 0 
Imperial Postage... --. -.- -.. ... ... ... 1,603 17 2 1,427 18 7 8,031 10 9 1,489 4 10 1,542 5 11 
Shipping Master, Sydney—Seamen's Wages ... ... .. 270 10 2 657 11 10 928 2 0 525 1 8 403 0 4 
Poundage... .. ... ... ... ... ... .. 17,813 3 3 5,215 17 7 23,029 0 10 6,414 13 2 16,614 7 S 
Revenue Suspense—Old Account ... ... ... ... 781 8 6 781 8 6 781 8 6 
Ditto New Account ... ... ... ... 12,280 5 9 25,744 3 .3 38,024 9 5 80,351 18 1 7,672 11 4 

Surry Hills Church Fund ... .. ... ... -.. ... ... 174 2 8 174 2 8 174 2 8 
Contractors for Public Works—Securities ... .. .. ... ... ... 1,000 0 0 1,231 0 0 2,231 0 0 950 0 0 1,281 0 0 
Amount subscribed by the Inhabitants of Batliurst, towards the erection of a Bridge 
in Russell-street ,.. ... .,. ... ... ... ... ... ... 300 0 0 300 0 0 300 0 0 

Balance of the Gold Seizure on beard the "Ethereal" and "Mary Nicholson," held in 
.............. 

truatfor the persons to whom it belongs ... ... ... .. ... ... 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 
Mattlaud Road Trust's Share of the Debt due to the Bank of South Wales, on their.  
overdrawn Account... ... ... ... .. 649 0 0 649 0 0 649 0 0 

TOTALS ... ................................... .. 94,051 4 10 48,099 9 4 139,150 14 2 50,854 0 5 88,296 13 9 

Audit Office, Sydney, 2Vito South Wa leg, 
2nd February, 1861. 

W. C. MAYNE, 
Auditor General. 

CI 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

TRUST MONEYS' DEPOSIT ACCOUNT. 

STATEMENT of TRUST MONEYS deposited in the COLONIAL TREASURY, and of RE-ISSUES therefrom, under the Act 20 Victoria, No. 11, in the Year 1860. 

Rzozins. 

BAr,xeEs 
0F CER F1 DEP 0 RE-Isstts IN put Tnzr ON OSITIN . Ba]anecs in the 

nsu 
 Deposits IN TilE YEAR 1860. TEll Blsu DECEMBER, 

Treasury on the 
31st December, 18.59. 

. 
in the year 860. TOTAL. 1860. 

Master in Equity .................................................................................. 16,531 10 7 41,244 17 4 57,776 7 11 15,028 18 8 42,747 9 3 
Curator of Intestate Estates ........................... J Sydney .................................... . 20,036 1 8 2,416 8 9 22,452 10 5 6,921 19 6 15,580 10 11 

545161 
0 

.5. 3 
0 772 5 3 

545 16 
1,599 5 

1 
3 

54516 
575 2 

1 
0 1,024 3 3 

iBrisbane .................................. 

í3 P. Mackenzie ........................ 6 37,410 9 6 43,101 13 0 38,346 11 11 4,755 1 1 
Prothonotary of the Supreme Court .............................................................827 

John Morris ....................... ...... 6,336 16 1 17,823 6 10 24,160 2 11 16,374 0 9 7,786 2 2 
Ocia1 Assignees in Insolvency .................. 

.....691 

7,618 3 
3,279 3 

4 
2 

7,157 17 1 
679 9 10 

14,776 0 
8,958 13 

5 
0 

12,668 0 
598 3 

4 
9 

2,108 0 
3,360 9 

1 
3 

F. W. Perry ................................ 

succeeded by 

...... 

Adam Wilson ................................ 

2,956 17 7 2,956 17 7 841 5 3 2,115 12 4 Robert Sempill ......................................... 
IWilliam Pickering ...................... -- 273 18 4 15 710 - 289 6 2 289 62 

TOTALS ........................................£ 61,139129 110,477 0 0 171,616 12 9 92,189 4 5 79,42784 

Audit Office, Sydney, New South Walee, 
4th February, 1861. W. C. MAYNE, 

uditor General. 

H 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINT BULLION ACCOUNT. 

STATEMENT of issues and Re-Issues to the Deputy Master of the Royal Mint, from the 
Balance of Deposits in the Colonial Treasury, at the credit of the Savings' Bank of 
New South Wales, for the purchase of C old Bullion imported into the Mint for Coinage, 
for the Year 1860. 

CotoysAL 'l'REASUBER. 

PAJtTICULARS. 

Dr. Cr. 

JANUARY, 1860. 
To Repayments of Coin by the Deputy Master 144,000 0 0 
By Re-Issues ......................... . ................ 144,000 0 0 

FISBELUARY. 
145,000 0 0 To Repayments ......................................... 

By lie-Issues .......................................... 

................ 

145,000 0 0 

MARCH. 

............... 

118,000 0 0 To Repayments ......................................... 
By Amount transferred to the Savings' Bank 
Deposit Account ................................. 10,000 0 0 

ByRe-Issues .......................................... 108,000 0 0 

APRIL. 

............... 

108,000 

................ 

0 0 
j 108,000 0 0 

Ta Repayments ......................................... 
By Re-Issues ......................................................... 

MAY. 
141,000 0 0 To Repayments ......................................... 

By lie-Issues .......................................... .................... 141,000 0 0 

JUNE. 
To Repayments .... .................................... 182,500 0 0 
ByRe-Issues ................................ ......... 0 0 

JULY. 

............182,500 

0 0 To Repayments ........................................204,000 
ByRe-Issues ......................................... .................. 0 0 

AUGUST. 
To Repayments .......................................... 142,000 0 0 

142,000 0 0 

SEPrEMBER. 

180,500 0 0 

By Re-Issues ........................................................... 

To Repayments ......................................... 
139,500 0 0 ByRe-Issues ... . .................................... ..................... 

OCTOBER. 

To Repayments ... .................... . ...... ..... 108,000 0 0 
By lie-Issues ..................... .................... 108,000 0 0 

NOVEMBER. 

To Amount transferred from the Savings' Bank 

----------------
.. 

10,000 0 0 Deposit Account --------------------------------- 
91,000 0 0 To Repayments ----------------------------------------- 

ByRe-Issues .......................................... ................... 101,000 0 0 

DECEMBER. 

. 

To Repayments ........................................ 128,500 0 0 
By Re-Issues ................................................ fl 128,500 0 0 

TOTALS .................. 1 1,661,500 0 0 1,661,500 0 0 

Audit Office, S,daey, New South Wales, W. U. MAYINE, 
31st January, 1861. Audito,- General. 

Sydney: rho,naz Richards Government l'rinter.-1551. 
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?ltgSIatiUc 300tmblp. 
NEW SOUTH WALES. 

BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS. 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 15 Jannaiw,  1861. 

GENERAL ABSTRACT of the Sworn RF4TURNS, rendered pursuant to the ACT of COUNCIL, 4th Victoria, No. 13, of the Average ASSETS and LIABILITIES, and of the CAPITAL 
and PROFITS, of the audermentioned BANKS of the COLONY of NEW SOUTH \VALES, for the QUAItTEII ended 'JO SIPTEM8E1t, 1860. - 

Circulaton 

Noes In  

LIABILITIES. 

I Brancbce 

£ sd £ s ol Ls d 

Banks Deposts.  
Ci 

 

rculaton, and 
 
L LiabilitIes. 

ends. 

, 

I 

;: 

. 
ane 

d.  

ASSETS. 

oes , 
I 

o 
f 

-  -;,it. 

V1
from 

eroa..  

ion' 
B:

a

I

nd

r 

 tleeanidn.u 

o'bntee

li

s

Es 
. t,s, 

D c,,oi'e, 
 e 

l as 

 a 

  0s'I Jt

i

o

II s 

p 9 77- :; 

a s. 
Capital 

i.  
paul ,,.. 

CAPITAL AND PIIOI"IT$. 

I r Aniou,t 

tIIt Dividend. vidld. 

I f 
l i 
CA $t 

nsnlo 

 

e
at thr 

del . 

La dI 
New South Walca 294,246 0 0 3,069 13 8 38,892 7 2 1,501,56110 0 1,838,709 10 10 521,095 2 0 8,5587 6 32,683 1 0 21,423 14 1 I 756,037 0 1 . 1,511.091 Ii 0 2,850,8s8 10 8 750,000 0 0 154ff cent. 47,256 0 0 208.64915 9 

Commercial ................... 178,748 2 4 2,691 *9 5 3,918 18 2 012,048 12 8 1,097.607 12 7 ' 211,693 19 4 4,280 9 4 22,708 2 9 15,122 IS 9 64.554 8 2 1.152,82.1 6 9 1,501,102 2 

11 
1 320.000 0 01547 cent. ' 21,000 0 0 61,333 4 8 

Au(tral,sla...................... 79,064, 7 l 16 560,563 16 $ 647.751 1 4 231.672 18 11 43,600 0 0 6.406 17 7 457.657 9 0 742.297 5 6 900.000 0 0,  ISV cent. t 67,500 0 0 315,043 3 3 

67,578 16 8 12,716 3 1 72 18 0 533,005 3 4 644,303 1 1 153,187 14 7 1,076 It 6 13,870 7 6 4,465 4 8 238 13 1 480,263 10 11 i 653,802 2 3 1,000,0000 0 14 1?' cent. 70,000 0 0 273,540 2 4 
Onion of Australia ........... 

I  I. 
Australian Joint Stock ... 179,396 1 8 3,613 6 7 36,850 17 4 701,211 1 9 92.1,151 7 4 262,126 11 11 1,218 1 6 38,731 16 0 10,205 15 0 90,007 7 3 936,621 12 8 1,538.034 4 10 371,930 0 0 10 V cent. 15,508 S 0 51,403 3 3 
Loud:n chartered of 

54,9351310 378 3 6 84,126 4 2 99,441 1 6 38,15032 26,082 ID 816 7 8 2201

,

296 1 9 285,350 1 0 700.00000 lYcent. 1 2.1,501) 0 01 60.15119 3 

Ii 30.906 16 11 3.095 0 3 oo.00a 5 ioi.000 2 6 71342 14 4 31,065 19 5 2,028 0 0 ............... .178 3 662.613 17 8 500,000 0 0 5 07 cent. 12,500 0 0 19,555 161 

Oricntal Cisatterta .......... 193,825 0 0 

I 

6,507 6 5 075,125 16 6 629,421 7 7 1,014,879 9 5 299,859 0 4 20,408 6 8 27,643 II H 30,097 3 1 ' 510,001 19 7 ' M1,979 19 10 1,100,289 II 5 1,260,0000 I" 10 V cent. 1151,200 0 0 252,000 0 

TOTALS .......... 948,741 19 2 41,021 8 10 351,860 17 1 5,216,221 1 6 6,560,848 6 7 1,731,434 13 8 35.511 16 6 236,320 18 570,567 17 10 1,210,89 1 2 5,231,574 19 10 9,138.640 7 5 5,501,960 00 415,454 8 0 1,247,917 5 

o  incluthngflslOa. 3d. Oc',ernnicnt Securities. 

The Treasury, Aevo South Wales, 
Sydney, 29th October, 1860. 

[Piicc, 'l.] 19- 

to is cent. V annum, auti Bonus of 361., jwr shast. And 11,,uos of? '. t.n.t. 

E. C. WEEKES, 
Treasurer. 
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Uegtølatiut øøcinblp. 
NEW SOUTH WALES. 

BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS 

Ordered by the &gislativ A.nembly to be Printed, 13 February, 1861. 

GENIiRAL ABSTRAOT of the Sworn Returns, rendered purssnnt to the Act of Council, 4th Victoria, No. 13, of the Avenge ASSITS and LIABTT1TTIES, and of the CAPiTAL and 
PROFITS, of the undermentioned BANIC4 of the Co]ouy of New South SYales, for the Quirter ended 31st Dceinbcr, 1860. 

LIA1ILLLTIT$. ASSETS. CAPITAL AOD PROFITS. 

flANKS. IBalances I. lIsts noes due Note, and Bilta I  
II I I Anionat of 

Notes In hills in due to other I Total T,aripled I Notes & Bills froni Dia,o,,nte,I, ' I Capita! e1)er Amount of 
3i'erveq 

p10ej, sit the 
Circulation. 

Banks, 
Circtslation. and from 

Deposits. 
Liahilitti. 

Coin. 
p 

I Bspliio,i. 
Pp'pppertv. ° otlps'rllappk :4p,p 

and (ruin 
I all why 

IPtI,ts,lp,p: I. 
Total Astets. 

patti "p. Dividend. cta 
lintns'hes, p! p other Banks. I leranp-h,'s. the Bzs,pkp'. Dividend. i I declaring 

p 
I 

I Dividend. 

I £ L&I £ t a, £ s.d.j £ 5,1.1 £ s.d. £ ad.;  
New South Wales 297,781 19 a 2,986 3 2 28,080 19 7 I  1,485,300 17 10 p  1,814,161 19 10 459,203 18 9 38,717 II 1 I Is 11 157810 5 3 718,312 0 10 1,520,122 17 Ii , 2,821,107 1 0 730,090 0 0 15 IF out. 55.501 35 0 207.034 710 

Commercial .................. 378,861 16 6 p 1,089 II 0 7,778 1 3 P  907,402 6 4 :1,004,722 13 1 215.318 19 8 22,765 10 3 1  23,077 8 1 p 14,794 7 3 13,792 3 9 p 1,172,202 19 7 (.502,298 S 
' 
320,000 0 0 134P cent. 21.000 0 7 0 1 61.533 4 8 

Australasia..................... 77,150 4 3 11,137 13 2 p 572,795 17 1 611,053 11 6 125,156 15 0 12,037 2 10 5.278 15 6 .............. 437,839 12 2 611,122 5 6 I 900.000 0 0 6124 V cent. , 36730 I 315023 3 3 
mien of Austrnlia ......... 16,152 17 1 31,626 7 3 249 16 0 R50,181 0 1 648,710 0 5 117.738 17 r, 10,950 .1 7 13,879 16 4 3,901 6 10 119 12 10 418,251 7 6 594,841 4 7 1,,C00 o 0 14 V cent. ' 70.000 0 0 I 284,340 2 4 

Australian Joint Stock ...! 068.552 2 6 6,967 2 2 8.906 0 6 637,616 1 1 839,131 6 3 291,3±3 3 4 p 11147 2 I 40,096 5 5 10,805 5 2 85,280 9 6 820,411 6 7 1.288,063 it 1 874,600 0 OP 10 V cent. 18.508 S 0 57,403 3 a 

London,fhartereof  15,216 54 4 801 13 1 77,184 4 10 93,235 12 3 39.800 19 10 26,981 19 4 815 5 0 ' p 208,8(0 19 1 773,512 4 0 790,000 a o TV cent. 21.500 0  0 00,16119 3 

28.876 12 4 2851 10 6 ..........I 301,177 5 5 333,105 8 3 . 68,830 8 7 .......... 

I 
30,924 14 10 1,946 12 4 ............. I 626,162 18 6 727.864 14 

I I 

3 ', 500.000 0 0. 5 V cent. I 12,500 0 0 I 19,485 1 0 

Orie,.tal Chartered ......... 120,723 13 5 j 5,041 32 2 p 259,171 7 0 p 662,054 8 1 1,016,991 2 8 210,710 16 8 . 16,166 0 4 27.732 13 0 7.601 7 8 314,379 11 6 563,107 13 5 p 3,139,911 3 4 1,260000 0 0110 V cent. I 181,710 0 0 252,000 0 0 

POTALS ........j 919,849 1 8 69,504 12 6 j 306,277 2 4 6,164,011 0 9 6,480,611 17 3 1,578,424 1 4 j 90,052 7 4 239,049 19 6 60,980 5 9 1,179,031 7 5 j 5.760,699 14 9 8,029.100 '8 1 5,804.600 00 '412,552 3 0 1.2*201 1 7 

The Tceasury, .2VTew South JVales, 
6 cent, and Bonus of 26.. per share. t And Bonus of 7 cent. 

S3dney, 51.4 February, 1861. 
[Price, 3d.] 79- 

P. C. WIIEICES, 
Treasurer, 





LIABILITIES. 

BANKS. 
Note, in I Bills in Dl I a ances 

Total du,to other Deposits. Coin. 
Circulation. Circulation. 

and 
Liabilities. 

t s. 6., £ s. d.I £ . 6. £ a. a.I £ 5. iL £ 5. 8. 

New South Wale, 268,283 8 4 670 9 7 40,918 11 2 1,410,771 14 10 11,720,653 3 11 11 249,187 10 6 
Commercial ................... 173,429 6 8 728 13 1 Is 19 5 1 979,583 12 10 1 1,155,817 12 0 364,036 13 0 

Anstralasla...................... 78,731 3 4 1  9,477 8 11 I 539,655 2 6 1 627,863 14 9 'l 97,296 1010 

Union of Australia .......... 
I 

68,014 0 
P 

0 1 81462 9 1 I 35 0 11 
I 
I 581,405 13 1 1  657,917 14 

II 
1 137,488 14 9 

Australian Joint Stock..j 

 

169,272 1 6,638 7 7 5,766 4 9 660,637 18 0 842,358 12 0 240,886 14 2 

London Chartered of I 
Australia ............... fl 14,8400 sI 6219 82,62511 I 97,9877 Si 37.70007 

English, Scottish, and 
Australian Chartered 9 26.927 18 4 

I 
1,718 11 6 I 

I 
319,388 6 7 I 

p 
348,091 15 7 Ii  

II 

123,499 8 6 

Oriental Chartered ......... 127,555 0  0 I 3,922 7 6 •252,930 I? I 794,856 7 5 1,080,264 12 0 H 211,156 0 1 

ToTals .........1 927.083 10 0 32,208 16 11 301,726 19 4 5,278,964 6 4 16,539,983 12 7 1,461,290 12 5 

ASSETS. CAPITAL AND PROFITS. 

I Notes and Bills Rate per 
tmou,,t of 
I Reserved 

Lauded Notes & Dlii, 
Balances due 

from I 
Discounted. I Ii 

Capital Annu,n Amount of Profits at the 
Bullion. 

Properly. 
j 

of other Banks, and ,lI other 
Debts due to I 

Total AssetL 
paid OIL 

of last 
Divirlenci. 

Dividend. 
time of 
declaring 

I other Banks. I 
and Branches. 

j 
the Banks. 

p I Dividend. 

£ 5. 6 1 £ s.d. £ s.d. £ s.d. £ s.d.1  £ s.d. £ect.i I £ s.d.i £ s.d. 

27,942 10 10 j 38,796 17 9 j 
13,0419 6 3 900,056 it 6 '1,500,880 5 1 2,729,933 4 U I750,000 () 0 15 V cent. 55,594 15 0 207.934 710 

33,245 3 3 22,447 10 11 18,672 10 5 1 32,083 5 2 1,071,034 12 2 2,558,520 3 11 320,000 0 0 15 IP cent. I  24,000 0 0 65,334 17 

7,043 841 42,8600 6,866 710 428,90511 ii 583,051181 p 900.00000fl2lV000t.1  
I 
67,500 00 315,04333 

17,151 4 8 13,87016 4 3,722 0 9 26714 1 362,897 1 8 
I 
537,40012 3 00 12cent. 60.000 0 0 273,847 5 0 

1,107 4 S 40,508 0 4 12,724 13 8 107,716 0 8 841,00 7 7 1 1,244,930 0 

2 111,000,C00 

 I 
375,000 0 0I 10 q  cent. 18,730 0 29,114 13 3 

26,08419 4 I 1,377 42 
p 
208,171011273,33342 700,000001 7cent.24,500 00 72,88727 

30,024 1410 2,208 6 8J 573,23218 4' 720,915,8 4 500,000 00. 6'cent. 15,000 0 0 22,487 5 8 

19,379 0 I 27,188 19 3 5,988 12 3 334,830 14 10 580,532 0 5 I 1,179,094 6 11 11 

H 

15 11 8,836.178 IS 9 

1,260,0000 QitlO U' cent, 

3,800, 0 & 

 88,200 0 0 

855,524 15 0 

I 

M 
 

252,000 0 0 

)5,671 11 10 242,072 7 9 629 1 
7 11.304.974 

9 
3 i6567760 

1,258,814 5 

1861. 

ILtGtøIatibc øacmbL!i. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS. 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 May, 1861. 

GENERAL ABSTRACT of the Sworn Returns, rendered pursuant to the Act of Council, 4th Victoria, No. 13, of the Average ASSETS and LIABILITIES, and of the CAPiTAL and 
PROFITS, of the undermentioned BANKS of the Colony of New South Wales, for the Quarter ended 30th March, 1861. 

lncluding £1,100, Government Securities. 

The Treasury, New South Wales, 
Sydney, 6th May, 1861. 

 

f 6 1P cent, per annum, and Bonus of 265. per share. And Bonus of 4 IS cent. 

E. C. WEEKES, 

Treasurer. 

[Price, 1(1.] 284- 
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COLONIAL BANK OF AUSTRALASIA INCORPORATION BILL. 

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

VOTES No. 7. FRIDAY, iS JANUARY. 1861. 

3. Colonial Bank of Australasia Incorporation Bill :—Mr. Parkes moved, pnTsuant to 
notice, That the Bill to Incorporate the Colonial Bank of Australasia be referred to 
a Select Committee, consisting of Mr. Blake, Mr. Hay, Mr. Smart, Mr. Morris, Mr. 
Egan, and the Mover. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES No. 18. FRIDAY, 8 FEBRUARY, 1861. 
5. Colonial Bank of Australasia Incorporation Bill:—Mr. Blake, as Chairman, brought 

up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and 
Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this 
Bill was referred on the 18th January last. 
Ordered to be printed. 
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COLONIAL BANK OF &USTRALASIA INCORPORATION BILL. 

REPORT. 

TUE SELECT COMMITTEE of the Legislative Assembly, to whom, on the 

18th January last, was referred the " Colonial Bank of Australasia 
Incorporation Bill," beg leave to report to your Honorable 
House 

That they have carefully perused the said Bill, and examined 
the Agent for the Company,* together with thRr local Solicitor ; t and \1rW.A.TUa. 

that the Preamble thereof having been proved by those gentlemen to the 

satisfaction of your Committee, they proceeded with the several clauses, 

in the consideration of which they deemed it neceszary to make certain LVI 
"ujeuth," pago 5. 

amendments,t and to introduce the further provisions,jI also stated in the 

accompanying Schedule (of Amendments). 

And your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House, 

the Bill, so amended by them. 

ISIDORE J. BLAKE, 

Chairman. 
Legislative Assembl, Chamber, 

#Sidney, 8 February, 1861. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

WEDNESDAY, 30 JANUARY, 1861. 

The meeting of the Committee called for this day postponed, on request of the Mover, till 

Tuesday, 5th February, at 11 o'clock. 

TUESDAY, 5 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

Mr. Blake, Mr. Parkes, 

Mr. Morris, Mr. Smart. 

I. J. Blake, Esquire, called to the Chair. 
Solicitor for the 13111, Mr. Eyre U. Ellis. 
Agent representing the Company, Mr, W. A. Tolmie. 

Mr. W. A. Tolmic, Manager of Cornpan'/s Branch Bank, Geelong, examined. 

Witness produced an attested copy of the Company's original Deed of Settlement. 

Examination concluded. 
Mr. E. U. Ellis, Solicitor, examined. 
Room cleared. 
Preamble read. 
Parties recalled, and,— 
Mr. W. A. Tolmie further examined. 
Room again cleared. 
Motion made (chairman) and Question—That this Preamble stand part of the 

Bill—agreed to. 
Parties admitted and informed to that effect. 

[Adjourned till Thursday, 7th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

THURSDAY, 7 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PB.ESENT 

I. J. Blake, Esquire, in the Chair. 
Mr. Morris, I Mr. Parkes, 

Mr. Smart. 

Present:— 
Mr. E. G. Ellis, Solicitor for the Bill. 
Committee met to consider the several clauses. 
Clauses I and 2 respectively read and agreed to without amendment. 

Clause 3 read. 
Motion made to amend same by omitting the last proviso (lines 8 to 22). 

Solicitor for Bill heard thereupon. 
Committee deliberated. 
Clause amended. (Tide " Schedule of Amendments.") 

Clause, as amended, agreed to. 
Clause 4 read and agreed to without amendment. 
Clauses 5 and 6 successively read, and Amendments having been offered, and the 

Solicitor heard thereupon—postponed. 
Clause 7 read and agreed to without amendment. 
A new Clause proposed to stand Clause 8 having been offered on behalf of the parties,— 

Committee considered same. 
Read and agreed to without amendment. (Tide Schedule.) 

Remaining Clauses, originally numbered 8 to 23, then read and agreed to, seriatim, 

without amendment. 
The Solicitor for the Bill intimated that, at the next sitting, be would be prepared 

with copies of certain proposed new Clauses to follow present Clause 18 (originally 17). 
[Adjourned till Friday (to.morrow) at half-past Fine o'clock.] 

FRIDAY, 8 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

I. 3. Black, Esq., in the Chair. 
Mr. Morris, Mr. Parkes. 

Present :— 
Mr. E. U. Ellis, Solicitor for the Bill. 
Committee met to consider the Clauses postponed yesterday, together with those about 

to be offered by Solicitor for Bill. 
Clause 5 read, amended (Tide Schedule), and agreed to. 

Clause 6 read, amended (Tide Schedule), and agreed to. 
Two new Clauses proposed to follow present Clause 18 (formerly 17) severally read 

tad agreed to without amendment (Tide Schedule). 

- New Clause proposed to follow present Clause 26 (formerly 23), read and agreed to 

(Tide Schedule) without amendment. 
Chairman requested to report the amended Bill to the House. 

SCHEDULE 
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SCHEDULE OF AMENDMENTS. 

Page 4, Clause 3, lines S to 22. Omit "And provided also that it shall be lawful for the said 
Corporation to make any advance of money to any proprietor of sheep in the 
said Colony on condition of receiving in payment or as security only for such 
money the wool of the next ensuing clip of such proprietor and also take and 
accept mortgages of sheep cattle and horses without delivery to the said 
Corporation in like manner as any person is now by law allowed to do in the 
" said Colony by virtue of the provisions of the Act eleventh Victoria number 
"four the Act eleventh Victoria number fifty-eight the second and third sections 
" of the Act fourteenth Victoria number twenty-four and the Act twenty-third 
"Victoria number nine and the provisions of the said Act and of every Act to be 
hereafter passed with a similar object shall be deemed and taken to extend to 
" the said Corporation in regard to the said liens and mortgages in like manner 
to all intents and purposes as if the said Corporation had been included by name 
therein respectively." 

Page 4, Clause 5, line 44. After 'establishment"; insert "s" final. 
Page 4, Clause 5, line 45. Omit " Corporation "; insert ' Company." 

After" Sydney"; insert "and Melbourne." 
Page 4, Clause 5, line 49 to 51. Omit " nor shall the proportion of coin be less than one-

"fourth part of the amount of the coin bullion and public securities so held by the 
" said Corporation within the said Colony." 

Page 4, Clause 6, line 52. Omit " Corporation"; insert " Company." 
Page 4, Clause 6, line 53. After "the"; insert " said." 

After " establishment" insert ''s " final. 
Page 5. After Clause 7, insert the following Clause 

118. The total amount of all the new shares to be so from 
time to time created shall not together with the original 
"capital exceed one miffion of pounds sterling and no such 
extension or increase of capital of the said Corporation shall 
be made or take place without the previous sanction and 
"approbation in writing of the Governor and Executive 
" Council of the said Colony from time to time and for that 
"purpose first had and obtained and at least half the amount 
" of the increased capital shall be actually paid up before 
any extension of the dealings of the said Corporation in 
"respect of such new capital shall be commenced and until 
"half of such new capital shall be so paid up the dealings 
and affairs of the said Corporation shall be carried on in 
" the same manner in all respects as if such extension of 
Capital had not taken place." 

Page 6. After Clause 17 (now 18) insert the two following Clauses 

" 19. That on the first Wednesday in the mouth of October 
in every year two auditors shall be appointed or elected by 
the manager or directors of the Corporation for the time 
"being to be auditors of the accounts of the Corporation for 
the year next ensuing and within three weeks next before 
the first Wednesday in the respective months of April and 
"October in each year the auditors for the time being shall 
"fully examine into the state of the accounts and affairs of 
the Corporation and shall make a just true and faithful 
"report thereon which shall be submitted by them to the 
"manager or directors of the Corporation and which shall 
" be by such manager or directors submitted to the proprietors 
and the said auditors shall and they are hereby required 
to make a declaration before a Justice of the Peace that 
" such report is to the best of their several and respective 
"knowledge and belief a just true and faithful report and 
"statement of the accounts and affairs of the Company and 
that the same is made by them after diligent and careful 
"examination into the state of such accounts and affairs and a 
"duplicate copy of such report signed by such auditors and 

"of 
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of every other report (if any) which shall be made to the 
"proprietors at any general annual half-yearly or other 
"general meeting by such auditors or by any other auditors 
specially appointed to inquire into the state of the accounts 
and affairs of the Corporation shall be transmitted to the 
"Office of the Colonial Secretary at Sydney for inspection 
"within thirty days from the making of such report 

"20. If such examination into or report on the state of 
the accounts or affairs of the Corporation as hereinbefore 
"required to be made by auditors shall be neglected to be 
"made or if a duplicate copy of any such report shall be 
"omitted to be transmitted to the Office of the Colonial 
"Secretary as hereinbefore required the said Corporation 
" shall for every such offence forfeit and pay to Her Majesty 
for the public uses of the Colony the sum of one hundred 
"pounds to be recovered by action of debt in the Supreme 
"Court and if any such auditor shall at any time knowingly 
make or concur in a false or deceptive report on the state 
of the accounts or affairs of the Corporation such auditor 
"shall for every such offence forfeit and pay to Her Majesty 
"for the public uses of the Colony the sum of two hundred 
"pounds to be recovered in the said Supreme Court and if 
any such auditor shall make a declaration to any such false 
or deceptive report knowing the same to be false and 
"deceptive he shall be deemed guilty of perjury and shall be 
"liable to all the pains and penalties provided by the law 
for such offence." 

Page 8. After Clause 23 (now 2(3) ineert the following Clause 

"27. This Act shall be styled and may be cited as the 
"'Colonial Bank of Australasia Act of 1861/" 

LIST OP WITNESSES. 

Tuesdcy, 5 February, 1861. 
PAGE. 

W. A. Toirnie, Esquire, 3!anayer, Geetony Brandl, Colonial BanL of Australasia .. .. V 
E. G. Ellis, Thquiro, Solicitor .. .. .. .. 9 
W. A. Tolmie, Esquire (further) .. .. .. .. ., .. .. U 
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1881.. 

flrgiølatibe tøøzntbIp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

COLONIAL BANK OF ATISTRALASIA 

INCORPORATION BILL. 

TUESDAY, 5 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

lJrcøtnt 
Nit. BLAKE, Ma. PARKES, 
Mn. MORRIS, Ma, SMART. 

ISIDOItE J. BLAKE, ESQ., IN THE CHAiR. 

William Alexander Tolmie, Esq., called in and examined: 

By the Uhairman: You reside at Geelong? Yes. 
W. A. Tolinie, 

You are connected with the Colonial Bank of Australasia, a Bill to incorporate which in Esq. 
this Colony, is now before this Committee ? I am Manager of the branch at Geelong. 
Do you produce the Deed of Settlement ? I produce an attested copy of the original 5 Feb., 1661. 

Deed of Settlement. (Witness produced the same.) 
What is the date of it F 4th February, 1856. 
By  whom is it signed F On this attested copy there are copies of the signatures of the 

following gentlemen, as the first Board of Directors,—.Jobn O'Shannassy, Donald Kennedy, 
William Abererombie, William Kerr, Samuel Magnus, Patrick Phelan. 
Do you produce also a copy of the Act of Incorporation of the Company? This is a 

copy of the Victorian Act of Incorporation. (Witness produced the same.) 
7 Will you give the title F It is "An Act to Incorporate the Proprietors of a certain 
Banking Company to be called the Colonial Bank of Australasia, and for other purposes." 
(Assented to 19th March, 1856.) 
Is there a Board of Directors in Melbourne, in pursuance of the Deed ? Yes. 
Is the Bank carrying on business in Victoria? Yes. 

0. In what parts of Victoria are there offices F There is a head office in Melbourne, and 
branches at Geelong, Eallaarat, Sandhurat, Castlemaine, Kyneton, and Kilmore. 
By Mr. Paths : Is there any other branch besides those you have nmued? No. 
None out of the Colony of Victoria F None out of Victoria. 
There is not one in South Australia? No. 
You have established agencies out of the Colony F Correspondents simply. 
You are in full trade as a Banking Company? Yes. 
By tile C?&airman: Do you know that it is the intention of the Directors to establish 

branches in this Colony? It is their intention to do so. 
17. Has there been any resolution of the Directors to that purport? There was a resolution 
passed on or about the 24th or 26th of Ootober, a copy of which I have not got; I was 
present at the Board at the time. 

18. 
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

W. A. Tolmie, IS. Can you state what the general effect of the resolution was? The general effect of the 
Eu1. resolution was that it was desirable to open branches in New South Wales, leaving for 

e--'-   future consideration, after we should have obtained the Act now before the Committee, the 
5 Feb-, 1861.  localities where it was desirable to fix them; there was no discussion at all as to localities. 

I suppose it was settled there was to be a main branch in Sydney? I should think, if 
a branch were opened at all it would be in Sydney, but there was no resolution passed as to 
any parttcular branch. 
By Mr. Srna,'t: Was there any resolution of the Board to apply to the Sydney Govern-

ment for an Act of Incorporation? I have no copy of the resolution, but there was one 
passed. 
Is the petiton for the Bill signed by the Directors of the Compauy? It is. 
I suppose you do considerable business on the Sydney side of the Murray with the 

mjuatters and other residents there? Yes, we do. 
Does the Bank transact a large business in Victoria? Yes, it carries on a large business 

Victoria. The following figures, taken from the Fourth Half-yearly Report, will give the 
Committee some idea of the amount of business done by the Bank 

BALANCE SHEET OF THE COLONIAL BANK OF AUSTItALASIA, 

Dr. For the HalfYcar ending 29th Septembor, 1860. Cr. 

To Capital Account .. .. £312,500 0 0 
Notes in Circulation,, .. 112,158 0 0 
Bills in Circulation .. .. 3,351 9 10 
Deposits .. .. .. 566,568 17 11 
Due to other Banks . . . . 5,906 17 8 
Reserve Fond.. ,. .. 40,000 0 0 
Profit and Loss .. ., 29,358 4 2 

£1,869,886 9 7 

By Coin and Bullion .. .. £316,097 3 1 
Bills Receivable andotherl 964,918 14 2 1dva]iees - . . . ) 
Due from other Banks .. 50,798 17 9 
Bank Premises .. .. 49,589 2 9 
Policies of Insnrance ,, 2,201 11 9 
Note Foro, Cheques, &c. .. 31208 0 1 

£1,369,816 9 1 

Our present reserve is £12,500. 
24 By the Chairman: I find this statement in the preamble of the Bill :-" And whereas 
"it was by the said indenture or deed of settlement agreed that the capital of the Company 
cc should consist of One million pounds to be contributed in one hundred thousand shares of 
ten pounds each "—has that been carried out? It has not been all called up; we have a 
paid-up capital of £312,500. 
By Al,'. Smart: Is all the capital subscribed for? No. - 
What amount is subscribed for? There are 02,500 £10 shares, representing £025,000, 

subscribed for, of which £312,500 has been paid up. 
Can you say what proportion of that capital is held in New South Wales? We have 

large investments in New South Wales. - 
By the Chairman: You have investments of capital in New South Wales? Yes; we 

discount the bills of residents in New South Wales, and consejuently have investments of 
capital in it. 
29, 1 presume one of the objects of this Bill is to enable you to invest in landed and other 
securities in New South Wales ? We do not seek to invest in lauded securities unless we 
are compelled, except for the purposes of our own business. 
You cannot say how much of the capital is held in New South Wales? No, but a large 

proportion of it is invested there, I know. 
By If,,. Parker: Will you state the reasons which render it desirable for you to seek 

this enactment—why is it desirable as is said in the preamble of the Bill, "that the said 
Company should have and enjoy the same rights and privileges within the said Colony of 
New South Wales as the said Company is entitled to under the said Act of the Parliament 
of Victoria"? The rights and privileges which we seek are nothing but what the other 
banks enjoy. 
True, but there must be a reason for your seeking them? The reason is that it is our 

intention to carry 'on business in New South 'Wales, and we seek to carry it on on the same 
terms as other Banks. 
It would facilitate your operations to obtain this Act? I believe it will; without it we 

cannot carry on our operations in New South Wales as we desire to do. 
You are in fact placed at a disadvantage unless you get this Act? Yes. 
By the Chair'man: Banking business is so mixed up in the two Colonies that you are not 

placed in the same advantageous position for the transaction of business generally  as you 
would be if your Bank had the same privileges in both Colonies? Just so. 
By .,lfr. Parker : If you get this Act you will establish a branch in this Colony 

immediately? I presume we shall; it is the intention of the Directors to do so. 
As far as your knowledge extends, you feel every eonfidcnce that they will do that? 

Yes. 
88. Can you state, of your own knowledge, that the establishment of this branch is delayed 
only for want of this Act, or, in other words, that the Bank is in a position at once to 
establish a branch here as soon as they get the Act? I am not in a position to state that 
exactly; I have merely the resolution of the Directors to go by, in which they state that it 
is desirable, and I presume they intend to do so. 
39. Do you not know, from your intercourse with other officers of the Bank, whether there 
is any anxiety or settled decision to establish a branch here? A decision was arrived at 
long ago to establish a branch in New South Wales whenever an Act was obtained; we 
have sought it sometime. 

Eyre 
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ON THE COLONIAL tANK OF AUSTRALASIA INCORPOIIATION BILL 

Byre G. Ellis, Esquire, examined 

B5 the Chairman: You are solicitor in this Ooiony for the Colonial Bank of &ustral- E. U. Elik, 
asia? Yes. Lzq. 

By Mr. Parkes: There was a petition presented to the Legislative Assembly for leave 
to introduce the Bill, a copy of which is before you? There was. - Feb., 10. 

4. Do you know who signed that petition? I forwarded the petition to the Manager at 
Melbourne, with instructions to gtt it signed by three of the Directors. 
44  Do you remember the names of the Directors who signed Mr. O'Slianassy was one, 
and from my knowledge of,his hand-writing I have no doubt it was signed by him. 
The other two signatures were those of Directors ? So the Manager state in his letter 

to nip.. 
You had some personal intercourse with Mr. O'Shanassy? He came up here, and 

instructed me in the first instance to take the necessary steps to proceed with the 13111. 
lIe is the Governor of the Bank ? Yes. 
In the course of his intercouNe with you did he ever state more than once, the anxiety 

and bond fine intention of the Directors of the Bank to establish a branch here? He 
appeared to be very anxious to do so. One object was to have the usual powers of suing and 
being sued. 
How many days was Mr. O'Shanassy here? I think he was here a week or a fortnight; 

he was on his way to Moreton Bay, and he returned here afterwards. 
Did you see him more than once? Several times; and by his directions I communicated 

with the Manager in iSielbaurne. 
And you githered, I think you say, from his intercourse with you, that they were very 

solicitous of obtaining this Act for the purpose of establishing a branch Bank here? Yes. 

William Alexander Tommie, Esquire, recalled and further examined:- 

By Mr. Smart: Did I not understand you to say that a large amount of the stock of W. A. Tolmie, 
your Bank was held by proprietors in New South Wales? No; I think there is only one Esq. 

of our shareholders residing in New South Wales. 1 intonded to say that we have invest r-"--- 
inents in New South Wiles. 5 Feb., 166I. 
By Mr. Pcrkes: What you mean is, that there are a large amount of the ordinary 

securities of the Bank held in New South Wales ? Yes. 
By Mr. Smart: Why is it desirable to establish a register of shnreholders in New South 

Wales? The probability is that many persons in New South Wales will take up shares. 
You anticipate that if you get this Bill there will be a considerable number of sharc - 

holders in New South Wales, and therefore it is desirable they should be registered ? Yes. 

Sydney: Thow,as UZCbaId, Gonrn.,r rrb&tcr.—iS6I. 

69—B 
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1861. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

SYDNEY BRANd, ROYAL MINT. 
(DESI'ATCIT RESPECTING.) 

Prcrutcb to both 34ouøcs of jarhantrnt, by Commaub. 

SECRETARY OF STATE to OFFICER ADMINISTERING TEE GOVERNMENT. 

Nn' SOUTH WALES. 

No. 7. Dow nip g-street, 
13 January, 1861. 

Sm, 

I transmit to YOU for your information, a copy of a Report from the Ma.ster 8th KO., 
of the Mint, with copy of its enclosure, relative to the weight and finenoss of the Gold Coins 

struck at the Sydney Branch of the Royal Mint, during the Quarters ended the 31st March 

and 30th June, 1800. 

I have, &c., 

NEWCASTLE. 

[Eiel.osue.] 

Royal .iIi,,t, 

Sir, 
8 .i'Torernlier, 1860. 

I have the honor to acquaint you, for the information of the fjords Commis-
sioners of her Majesty's Treasury, that the following Returns have been duly received from 
the Deputy Master of the Sydney Branch of the Royal Mint, in conformity with the Order 
in Council of the 19th August, 1853:— 

Six Monthly Returns, shewing the transactions in Bullion of the Sydney Branch of 
the Royal Mint, for January to June, 1860, both inclusive. 

The coin issued to the public during these six months is as follows :— 

SOVEICEIONS 

O7.. 
In January .................... I 86,9n 53 

87,247'55 February ..................... 
80,31115 March ....................... 

April ....................... 7.70196 
May ....................... 3r,,20628 
June ....................... 16,S7l'37 

HAI.p-SovEaEIows. TOnL. 

0!6. On. 

20,02465 27,72661 

Amount charged for Coinage—Nil. 

Two Returns of Waste in Coinage of Gold at the Sydney Branch of the Royal 
Mint, for the Quarters ending 31st March and 80th June, 1860, 

Two Duplicate Returns made by the Board of Verification to the Colonial Secretary, 
reporting on the state of the Bullion in the Mint on the 2nd April and 2nd July, 1860. 
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2 SYDNEY BRANCH, ROYAL MINT 

I have also to rejuest you to submit to their Lordships my Report, enclosed (being 
the Fifteenth), on the weight and fineness of the Coins produced at the Sydney Branoll of the 
Royal Mint, during the six months, January to June, 1860, inclusive, and transmitted by 
the Deputy Master for examination, in accordance with the provisions of Her Majesty's Order 
in Council above referred to. 

A copy of the aforesaid Report will be forwarded to the Deputy Master at Sydney 
for his information. 

I have, &c., 
G. A. Hamilton, Esq, TIJO. GRAHAM. 

[Sub- E0 closure.] 

FIFTEFNTII REPORT, addressed to the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury by 
the Master of the Mint, on the Weight and Fineness of Gold Coins struck at the 
Sydney Branch of the Royal Mint, and transmitted: by the Deputy Master for 
examination, in accordance with the provisions of Her Majesty's Order in Council of 
the 19th August, 1853. 

Pieces taken without preference by the Colonial Secretary, at the deliveries of the 
Sydney Mint. 

During the Quarter ending 31st March, 1800 

Denoniluatispo of No. of I Total Weight. 
coin. I'ieee& • Ounces. 

Sovereigns ------------ 117 1 30055 

Average Weight of a Average I'ropnrtiss' of 
Piece in Ounce,. Gold In l,tlO0 parta 

025688 1 916-83 

During the Quarter ending 30th June, 1860 

Deaossitaatlon of No. of Total Weight. I Average Weight of a Average I'roport'On (If 
Coin. i Piecee. Ounce,. F 

I l'isxetn 0..rea. Goldisa 1,000 part,. 

half-Sovereigns ....... 33 4237 0-12839 91680 
Sovorcigies ........... 77 19776 0-25683 91668 

The standard weight of the Sovereign being 0-25682 cz. Troy, and the standard 
fineness, 916-67 in 1,000 parts. 

THO. GRAHAM. 

Royal Mint, 
8 November, 1800. 

ydney Thsqrin.. hilcisartle, (Jovernsne.s( Irsu ser.—itfl. 

(Price, LI.] 
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1861. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

TIMBER OF NEW SOUT11 WALES AND QUEENSLAND. 
(ITS ELASTICITY AND STEENUTIL) 

)rr%rntrb to hot!j 3Lcu5z of 13aTlianitnt, b9 Cammartb. 

REFOR7'offurt1er E.cperirnentr conducted at the Sydney Branch of the Royal Mint, to 

deterrnie the &renysl& and Elasticity of Colonial Timber. 

Royal Mint, Sydney, 

6 February, 1861. 

HAVING concluded a series of experiments undertaken with a view of testing the 

strength and elasticity of the Timber of New South Wales, including the district now known 

as Queensland, I submit, in the following paper, the results obtained, with some particulars 

in explanation. 

The experiments were undertaken at the request of His Excellency Sir William 

Denison, B. E., Governor General of the Colony, and a sum set apart from the Parliamentary 

vote for Railway purposes to meet expenses. The District Road Surveyors in the Colony 

and others who were likely to give assistance, were requested to procure and transmit suitable 

specimens to the Royal Mint, Sydney, where the experiments were conducted under the 

superintendence, as to details, of Mr. Trickett, an officer of the Mint Staff. 

The object proposed was to determine the power of each description of timber to bear 

a transverse strain, and, for this purpose, the weights it could bear, firstly, without destruction 

of its elasticity, and secondly, without breaking, were severally noticed. From these results, 

the constants Sand E, representing the strength and elasticity of each kind of timber, have 

been determined on the principles laid down in Barlow's work on "Materials and Construc-

tion." Wrhenever  possible, four specimens of each kind of timber were tested, and the mean 

of the four results used in determining the value of the constants. 

The experiments were conducted as follows :—The timber, which usually consisted of 

a beam 2 x 2' in scantling, and five feet in length, was placed horizontally on supports 
four feet apart, and consisting of iron trestle-heads firmly fixed, and secured from collapsing by 

stays. The ends of the beam were left free. The weights were applied to the centre by 

means of a scale suspended from an iron staple adjusted half way between the supports. 

Commencing with a weight of 6 cwt., an addition of haifa cwt. was made at the end of every 

half hour until 0 cwt. had been applied, when the interval between each successive appli-

cation was extended to one hour. At the end of each interval, the beam was relieved of its 

weight by means of a screw-jack, which raised the scale in which the weights rested, and after 

the addition of half a cwt., the weight was brought to bear, by gently lowering the scale, by 

the means by which it had been raised, As soon as it was noticed that the beam on being 

relieved did not return to its horizontal position, the weight in the scale, and the deflection. 

100—A of 
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TIMBER OF NEW SOUTH WALES AND QUEENSLAND. 

of the beam at that weight*, were recorded as those at which the elasticity had become 

impaired, and used as the necessary factors for determining the value of B. After this, 

successive additions were made of half a cwt. at the intervals and in the manner 

already mentioned, until the beam broke; the breaking weight, or that 1ess by half a 

cwt. if the beam broke within one minute of the weight being applied, being taken to 

determine the value of the constant S. 

The screw-jack employed was found convenient for many purposes. Being fitted on 

the top with a horizontal table, it served to raise and lower the scale containing the weights, 

and thus to apply to the beam the desired pressure without jerk; it admitted of such an 

adjustment of the table as to prevent (on the fracture of the beam) the fall of the scale 

through unnecessary space, and the damage to the scale often so occasioned; and it allowed 

the scale to be attached to a fresh beam without removing the whole of the weights. 

Eighty-seven specimens of wood have been thus tested, the results being given in the 

table attached to this paper- Of these twenty-six are from the south, comprising nineteen 

collected by Mr. Moggridge, near Berrima, and seven by Mr. Adams, near Albury. Eight 

have been collected by Mr. Dawson from the Western Districts, near Bowenfells; eleven by 

Mr. Collett and Mr. Wood, from the Northern Districts of Singleton, Murrurundi, and 

Armidaic; four are specimens of timber used in the construction of 3ludgee Bridge; and 

thirty-eight are from the Colony of Queensland, collected by Mr. Burrowes and Mr. Hill. 

The Queensland specimens transmitted to me, besides being the most numerous, were 

accompanied by the flower and fruit, and a block of wood cut from the heart of each descrip-

tion of tree. This has permitted of the addition to each variety of its botanical name, kindly 

furnished by Mr. Charles Moore, Director cf the Botanic Gardens. It has also admitted of 

slabs sufficient to shew the character of the wood being cut from each block, and deposited 

with the leaf and fruit of each variety in the Australian Museum. 

The other specimens have attached to them the names usually given to them by the 

sawyers of each district, and such botanical names as an examination of their structure, 

and their local designations, appear to justify. In many cases these may be incorrect, as 

the data for this determination were insufficient. 

The circumstances under which these experiments have been conducted suggest, that 

the resultant values of B and 5, given in the accompanying table, are less than those which 

would have been obtained from similar experiments in England. The specimens tested 

here had the disadvantage of being fresh cut, whereas most of these tested in England, as 

shewn in Barlow's work, were of seasoned material. Here also, each specimen has been 

submitted to a more severe trial than is usual, by having been kept under strain for many 

consecutive half-hours. Therefore, while the strength and elasticity of many of the woods 

shew them, in these particulars to be superior to the Ash, the Oak, and the best woods of 

Great Britain, the constants representing these qualities may be safely relied on in calculating, 

by Barlow's formula, the dimensions of timber for any purpose to which wood is applicable. 

B. W. WARD, 
Deputy Master. 

* The deflection at any particular weight was indicated on a dial fixed above the heam, and 
having a pointer connected by a simple arrangement with the iron staple to which the scale was 
attached. 

RESULTS 



RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS ON THE ELASTICITY AND STRENGTH OF TIMBER OF NEW SOUTH WALES AND QUEENSLAND, CONDUCTED AT 

THE SYDNEY BRANCH OF THE ROYAL MINT. 

Gnsat&---t wei;ht and 
1' Locality D]xNa1ux or 'IBIS. Olnu-nainni of flngkmn5 tiltirnste \aIn,',E, \ B, 

Naxrs OF tilE Wierrd, from whence 
L n pL.ne .ubmitthd j'd'L 

I wei slit da-- Unn Formula Formula, RE3LAI1KS. - I__-_— Gravity. - -i to}ixrriment weein IkftrIlrnlJ in 11-'t in lnnhr. 
is W q flV 

iad'o  

New South Wales. SpacixENs COLLECTED BY Mn. M000RIDGE, UrTaror SunvEvon. 
1 
2 Ben-ima lIED may TIARa. 

4 feet between 1,563 135 2,016 230 Timber hard, cloac-grained, of great strength 
3 (Eucalyptus.) (Specimen's' 30 feet to fork 30 inches b'-ariiigs, 161() 125 

inches 
2,126 2-SC) and durability; and is valuable for ship. 

4 marked A) and 2 1,568 1-40 1,960 I 233 btulding, engineering works, &c. it is,  -  square. I - - -  however.readilyattackedbytlie white ant. 
Mean restdts ........ .......... 

".__, 1167 1,605 133 2,034 245 1)21,300 3,051 

1 
2 Wuira moN BAlm 

. . . .

4 feet between 1.512 P1 2,198 185 Similar in properties to the red iron bark. 
3 Berrijna (Eucalyptus species.) 

bearings, 
and 2 inches 

1,624 
1.400 

ii 
P1 

2,128 230 
1,792 185 4 square. 1,289 1 j3jt 1.30 -  

1,901 I-ST 1111 1,456 107 587,800 2,550 

1 
2 

Mean results ............... 

......... 

\Vnrns STRINGY PARE. 
4 feet between 932 1-15 1,1)12 23 A straight-grained wood, and durable; one 

S (Eucalyptus.) 
hearings, speei]neu only obtained for trial. 

4 I 
and 2 inches 
square. 

Berrima ......36 feet to fork 26 inches 

2268 ThT! To' 2 23 337,600 

1 
2 

Mean results .............. -  ................ 

Rais STEINaY BARE, 
4 feet between'  1,061 uS 1,400 22 A strong and durable tiniber; one specimen 

S Ben-irna.... 36 feet to fork 21 inches (Eucalyptus species.) 
liearins, - 
and 9 inches 

only obtained for trial. 
4 square. 

Mean results ................................................. 1031 1,064 '9.5 1,4th) 2-2 483,800 2,100 

1 
2 MOUNPAI, Asa. Borriu 30 f t tbrF - •t- 15,, 

4 feet between 
lninrins, 

784 
I 001 

-75 
P20 

91)2 U0 
1,41)6 2-3 - 

Timber tough and durable, but splits (ifl 
exposure to the It is 3 Ut ' IlL (Eucalyptus sp ?) 't and 2 inches 

sun, used cur shafts 
4 i I and poles of vehicles, for wInch it is much square, prized. 

Mean results ................. ............................... '964 924 '97 —1:204 P97 411,500 7506 
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RESULTS OP EXPERIMENTS, &c.-Connnseed. 

Greatest weight and 
Locality Dinysioss OF Tans. Dimension, of Breaking ljitiivato VaI,,eofli, Vaiueof 5, 

NAMES OP THE woeps. from whence 
Splic 

$eee s.lbmi1hd - - - perfect, weight aefleeticu Formula, Formula, IV flxifAltlCS. 
a obtained. 

-- Gravity. 
Avenge Average •. to Experinaent. Weight in Deflection. in lbs. In Inches. F-2 Y. 16oe? 

a- i  Se 
- -  height. Diameter. ice. In Inches. 

New South Wales. SPECIMENS COLLECTED By Mis. MoGUBInGE, DISTBICT Suisvxyoas-Contiewcd. 

1 4 feet between 1,844 1 1' . 1,680 17 Timber of good quality, and valuable for 
cnglueol'ing purposes. 

3 (Eucalyptus roatrata.) flerrima.. .. 80 feet to fork 30 inch ? es ani0 es  J  1,400 
4 square. 1,314 1 1,621 13 

Mean results ................... .. .. -  ....,... 1172 1,400 109 1,792 1.99 554,900 2,688 

4 feet between 1,314 P 1,848 29 1 Similar in property to box, 
2 0mw Box. 40 feet to fork 22 inches ties and 

1,120  11 1,512 2' 
3 (Eucalyptus species.) Ben'im ..... 
4 square. 

Mean results .... ....'..... 080 1,232 105 1,680 25 506,900 2,520 

4 feet between 052 1 1,100 225 Similar property to the above. 
2 Ysatow Box. . Berrima .... 40 feet to fork 24 inches bearings, 

2 inches and 
059 11 1,288 215 

3 (Eucalyptus.) 
4 square. 

'877 952 12 1,344 2'2 342,700 2,010 M e a n r es ults ............. 

4- feet between 784 1'10 1,288 23 1 A valuable timber, hard and tough, with in- 
2 Brxe Guts. hearings, 784 '80 1,120 155 locked grain, and suitable for building 
3 

. Berrima., .. So feet to fork - . 30 i]iehCs and 2 inches 728 105 1,064 , 2 anti engineering works, slop-building, &c. (Eucalyptus pmictata.) 810 1-10 1,344 2'3 Supposed to be durable. 4 square 

1080 784 P01 1,204 203 835,300 1,806 

'1 feet letweesi 265 1 052 1' 1,512 Timber hard, and of great strength and 

M e a n r es ults .............. 

052 1 1,288 P70 
2 int2 Th °  oblongo.) 25 feet to fork 20 inches aij0es and 

4 square. Purposes. 

1116 952 10 1,400 217 411,300 2,100 

4 feet between 784 '9 1,01)3 
I 

I'D 1 An ugly species, and the limber net valuable. 
2 
3 
Wuiwu Guy. 
(Eucalyptus heemastoma,) 

. Borrnna.. . 

Moan results ................................. 

40 feet to fork , 28 inches beariiins, 
and 2 inches 

4 square. 

Mean results ........ :,e,.,,,, .......... 866 784 '901,008 U037M00 1,512 



cit 

I
4 feet between 1,176 

J 
115 1,512 2'5 Tree with elongated trunk, timber very 

9 Sporren 063!. ' elrima.. .. 40 f I' k cc o fork 24 bearings, 
iflC 1,120 12 1,341 215 strong, durable., and considered suitable 

3 (Eucalyptus gornoeslyx.) and 2 inches 1,064 115 1,283 170 for ship building, &c. 
4 square. -  1,061 I 1 16 1,3112 - -  

Mean results ........ ........... .......... ..'942 1,106 h116 1,372 209 411,800 2,058 ......... 

4 feet between 1,008 125 1,288 F 23 1 Timber elose-grained, toul', and durable, 
2 WHITE BUTT. Berrirna 30 feet to fork 21 inches ant?ctcs 

1,008 1-05 1,232 165 suitable for building, and engineering 
species.) 

square. 

......... ........... .......... ..•99Q 135 1,260 roz 378,600 1,890 Mean results ........ 1,008 

4 feet between 952 135 1,239 3-1 1 Very strong timber, resembling the WIi' to 
2 BLAcK BUTT erlima - feet cc i inc tea lie:trings, 1,064 195 1,344 33 Butt. It warps and twists when exposed 
3 (Eucalyptus.) and 2 inches 952 illS 1476 3'1 to the sun, and requires gradual seasoning 
4 

...... 

square. 952 125 1,176 22 off the ground. 

. . . .   

I '900 980 135 1,232 292 313,600 1,848 I 

. . .   

4 feet between 896 12 1,061 165 Woor,ry BUTT 
Wood used for wheelwright's work and 

(Eucalyptus gomphoec- 20 feet to fork 21 incItes 952 
j 
1'3 1,288 2' fencing. 

p a a.) 
Berrima ..... and2 incItes 

square. 

Mean results ........ 

M e a n r e s ult s .............. 

.......... ..1'078 j 924 125 1,176 182 311,300 1,761 ....... 

4 feet between 672 '7 1,176 11 1 Soft fine'grained wood used for tool handles 

Berrima.. 30 feet to fork 

......... 

it incites atfl inZcs : i.gg l ight  and funjiture. 
10i.) 

.. . 11  
4 

. . .   

- -  square. 728 '8 1,120 165 

M e a n r es ults ............... .... n mn •7r 1,o99 146 ' T 

I 1 feat between I 728 1' 1,064 29 A light and sti'aiglit-graincd wood, easily 

Berrim ..... 25 feet to fork 12 inchesbccl,in  I worked, bitt of not much value. 33 (Eugenia inyrtifolia.) 
1 

Mont, results ........ j........ '781 765 '97 1,064 2'8 310,700 

_ 

1,596 . . . . . .  

1 I I feet between 672 1 781 28 A shorti'ained wood,of no value forbuilding 

BEr7notoea Berrirna.... 30 feet to fork 16 inches aeTT,.ies 
but suitable for sonic hinds of 

clliptica.) 
4 square -  F72 1' 672 2' 

H......... 

'562 672 1 092 - Mean results..,... 



an 

Albury .. .. 40 feet 

4 feet between 

30 inches 
hearing., 
arvi 2 inches, 
square. 

1 
2 Stanmy flAnK. 
3 (Eucalyptus rohusta.) 
4 

Ui Wales, 

I - _•___•_______,_____,______ __________________________ I __________________________ _________ 
Srscnmxs COLUXCTxD BY Ma. Moceitinria, Disracer Sunva-yoa--Ccsotinued. 

I I 4 feet between 672 '8 840 I 

Berrima.... 35 feet to fork 14 inches 
hearings, 728 

Isajultre - -  673j - - '9 962 290 
- -  

..! 'ssop asol 9 854 1-87 

Wood soft, and of little value. 

329,300 r 1,261 

B. SPEODIENS COLLECTED ISV Mn. F. 

IRON BARK. I 

4 feet between 

(Eucalyptus resinifera.) Albury .. .. 40 feet to fork 3 feet 6 in. ! 
bearings, 
and 2 inches 
square. 

Mean results ........ . .... ... . .......... . ........ I .......... 

SUeT Sunvavon. 

1,288 1.2 1,736 { 29 
11288 12 1,736 

I 
25 

I 1,008 ri 
1,176 1*2 1,624 2-7 

51 1-2I1,5263 450, 289 

896 H 1 1,120 I 195 
781 
896 

'9 
11 

896 
952 

1-2 
1-6 

1,008 i 136 1,344 21 

896 109 1,078 1-60 355,100 1,617 

1 
2 
3 
4 

P146 

1-08.5 

Box. 
(Encalyptus.) 

Albu 17 , cc 2- feet 30' 1 inches 

4 feet between ' 
bearings, I 
and 2 inches 

1,008 1' 1,624 22 
1,176 1-35 1,466 2-3 
1,120 1' 1,624 i 26 

Timber crooked, and not inferior to stringy I hark for seantling; but is very useful for 
purposos whore it does not touch the, 

square. 1,2s8I 12 1,736 Iti earth. 

Mean results 2415 -  -  .......... 1610 ,2l4fl O0,  

- 4 feet between' I 896 1-25 1,232 2-7 } Timber is useful and durable, and is exten- 
FOi 1ius)  Albury .. .. 25 feet to fork 3 feet au 'tes ' I :::r 

ly 
t 
ftir 
e 
scantling, posts and rails, 

square, 811) 1-2 1008 1.8  

Mean msults I P096s wr29 Lo6115'2971oc 

1 F 4 feet l,etweon ' j 728 13952 I 3'fi Timber is ehieflyusedforwheelwriglits work, 
2 oiz I - - hearings, i $40 1'S 1,120 217 I I tool handles, &c. Very perishable in cx- 
F (Casnarina.) Albury 17 feet lo inches and 2 inches I ' I 

I 
1'd situations. 

square.I __________________I 
Mean results ........ .. ....... .......,, 784 P4 1,551 

RESULTS OP EXPERIMENTS, &c.— ('onlinned. 

Create-C ,,'I'ht an4 
Locality DznzN.-tOad OF TRIE. Dimensiont °r i5r&.e UltimatA- 

Siflc J vthtrLvy,uatued t.nc 

V 
NAMfl OP ENS WooDs, front W1tOUC pteeo suhr,uttod I i 1,Vrt,et weight deSertion }'orn,uls, , }'oneuia, I1E)f&ltKS. 

obtained. ' Average Average 
I 
to Experiment p 

(tThTity. - 
Weight in I Deflection in ih,. in undies. T6 ad & Ilei5ht. I Diameter,  I I u. in I 

New 

1 
2 SASSAFnAS. 
3 (Doryphora Sassafras) 
4 

Mean results ........ 

Mean results ...... 

Timber valuable forbuilding and engineering 
especially for piles, beams, 

sleepers, 6cc. 

The most useful tiinl,or in the district; it is 
used for all kinds of engineering and 
building works. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 



4 let between 728 14 952 1'9 
Albury .... 30 inches bearings, 

728 115 896 15 
square. 728 1 1-4 

.... ........ 634 728 PSi 859 PC 247,600 1,288. 

14 feet between • 728 12 h96 18 
Albury 20 to 30 feet. 4 feet a,flcs j I:t 

square.  728 P2 

816 709 1- 826 44 1 806,200 1,239  

C. SpEcIMENS COLLECTED BY Mn. Conrin, Drsraicp Sunvzyon. 

3 feet max., 1014 feet between! 1,400 j 12 1,772 215 F 
Sing ICtOfl 

.. 
20 to 70 feet tolEtn.averags, 

exelasive Of 
bearings, 1,40() L 1 1,792 175 

to fork and 2 inches 11400 1'2 1,702 230 F bark. square. 

1.119 1,400 ' 1'13 1,792 207 534,300 2,6881 

4 feet between 1,092 16 1,341 28 
Singleton .. 30 to 50 feet 9 inches and 2 inches 

square. 

'867 1,092 1.6 1,844 28 291,800 2,016 

4 feet between 1,061 125 1,288 19 
6 inches bearings, 1,232 15 1,512 2'S 

and 2 inches 1,512 145 1,848 265 
i g e n ..... 

square. 

'717 1,269 H 1,549 235 391,600 2,324 

4 feet between 672 '8 784 23 
Sin leton bearings, 672 '8 784 2-4 I 

and 2 inches 672 9 810 l's 
square.  _ _ 

.......... 608 672 '83 803 207 340,700 1,204 

P. SPZCIEENS OOLLTED BY Mn. flAwsoy, 1)ismror Sunyzyon. I 

4 feet between 1,014 .95 11288 1'2 
Bowenfells 20 to 40 feet1 38 to 30 inches aiid2inclics J , 1,624 I 14 2296 26 I 

1,120 11I1344 1•2I 

1104 1,204 I 105 1,640 167 4.953J023j'J 

Wood is used for carpentry work, and makes 
good flooring boards, but is not suitable 
for joincry. 

Tue timber is not ninelt used, being perishable, 
and of crooked growth. 

Bad specimen. 

I-1 

t1 

Timber stated to be of excellent quality and o very durable. 

Bad specimen. 
tA 

Bad specimens-Of the pine or fir tribe, nd 
does not fork. The tinilier is tolerably ie 
close grnined, prettily marked, and is 
much used where lightness and toughness 
are required. It is not durable. 

Properly only a slirnlj, forks near the ground, (12 

maxilunla diameter 6 inches timber close . 
and tough, but of no value. Z 

Bad specimen. tZI 

C 

Only small trees in this district; largerin 
the Wollombi. GO 

z 

Timber of fine mottled silvery graill, and of 
great strength and durability. It is 
mostly uhed for shingles. 

.4 

1! 
2 
a 
4 

I 
2 
3 
4 

2 
3 
'4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
a 
4 

1 
2 

ii 
2 FOREsT; on SUI,(GLI OAK, 
a (Casuarina suborosa.) 
4 

Mean results ........ 

Pin, Cyngat 
(}'rencla sp.?) 

Mean results 

AtPPL3 Tan.. 
(Angophora lanceolata.) 

Mean results 

ThtARROW-LEAVEI) LION BABE. 
(Eucalyptus.) 

Mean results 

Pounp Swir Oix, 
(Caauaxina.) 

Mean results 

GREEN WATTLE. 

(Acacia decurrens.) 

Mean results 

004CR WOOD. 
(Euealyptus?) 

Mean results 



RESULTS OP EXPERIMENTS, &c.- Uontis'tte. 
Greatest weight and 

I totality DiMZNsinNs v TREE. I Dimensions of Brooldug Ultimate from  if' 
from henco . Ksnrs 05 TUE WooDs. w p1140 sahndtted 

eelS StCt weight collection 
2  

Fonnua, Formula, REMARKS. 

obtained, - Average verago to EIpUrInLent. 
Gravity. in u.s. in moms. E= 10 6=4!;. 

1, 11e41' C Diameter. U.S. In  

- - - - -  --I I  
DISTRICT SUh(%EVORCO'lttShttrd. 

-___ 
p New South Wales. SPECTMEgS COLLECTED at Ma. DAwswN, 

4 foot between 1,176 1-15 1,512 I'S Qualities not known. 
Ucoon Woon. 

.MScorymbosa.) 
Bowenfells 30 to 60 feet 6 to 16 inehes 

I 

square. 1,176 12 1,668 255 

S53 1,176 117 1,540 2-02 434,200 2,310 

4 feet between 962 8 1,120 '95 Timber of groat strentd, and durability. 
1 
2 GREY Gu,i. Bowonfolls 

M e a n r e s ult s ........... 

85 feet to fork 30 inches ai?.es species?) 
square. 11176 12 1,512 21 

I 

1132 1,146 111 1,428 P36 446,800 2,142 
M e a n r e s ult s ......... 

4 feet between 1,288 115 1,680 10 Strong timber, and gaiel to be durable, and 
1 very suitable for house carpentry. 
FOLciyttusmnailooDni) Bowenfells SO to 100 feet Sfeet 6 inches aoBj ts 

 

4 
I 

square. 1,288 12 1,680 211 

..j........ .. ..1-036 1,274 1'15 1,652 1-97 478,50012,176 Mean results 

1,064 95 1,288 l's A very ugly species. 

WHITE, ft SIL
(Eacalyptas

VER Gmc I Boweufoils 60 to 60 feet 30 inches 
4 feet baw
tuin"oen L064 ° I:? and 

784 '0 840 11 
4 I  square. 

........... . . . . . . . .  988 139 432,800 1,680 Mean results ........I ...  ..... 952 '93 1,120 

I 
I 4 feet between 672 11 728 I'S Timber fine cml elose-grained, strong and 
bearings. 672 1'2 726 17 durable. It is apt to rend if exposed to 1 I'EPPERMENP Woop. Bowenfells and 2 inches SOC 163 1,061 2' the weather, and is difficult to bull). 

2 (Eucalyptus piperita.) square. 
--------I-----.  4 I- - -  

Mean results .............. 
-- - 1,260 - .... ........ ,..,,,,,.. s97 747 1-25 840 1-33 232,1 00 

4 feet between 

--- 
1,120 115 1,100 19 

1 TURPENTINE Tr.EE. Bowenfells 100  to2®fet 50 to 100 - inches 
ijeariniga, 
and 2 inches 

1,061 11 1,341 
1,003 105 1,232 

2' 
16 

2 (Synearpia athens.) 1,061 I i'i& 1,344 I'S I j square. 
___ 

I 
p_____._ I-.- 

'903 
- - 
1,064 111 1,230 

_ - I P75 1,995 4 
- - - 

Mean results ................. 
- P 414,100 



602,100 2,100 

271,500 1,638 

Timber generally uhisotiud. 

123 - Soo,floo 1,161 

1'3 
1-2 
I'2 

Timber used for naves of wheels, &e. 

I  I j 4 (cot between 896 155 ,064 2'7 
l3owcnfolls 40 to 80 feet 36 inches 

1
hearings, 6-1 
ard 2 s 1, 1.9 

Mean results . .. . 1'23Th33 1'87 

- K Si'aciuns C0LLE("rrn BY Mn. COLLET, Disnuei Si:nvnyun. - 

1 4 feet between 1,176 11 1,156 16 
2 BASTARD Box. ,, . lifUll Uflhl I 10 to 20 feet 12 inches lic.nriigs, 1,120 '95 1,400 14 
a (Eucalyptus species.) to fork, Max. and 2 inclieM I 1,12(1 '9 1,344 13 
4 S,jtlare, 

I ................... F ........... 1131 i 1,139 I 'OS I 1,400 143 

1 4 feet between 896 1'65 1,064 2'6 
2? 

Mean results ..........

Rao GUM. Murrurm,di 10 to 60 feet 10 to 12 lioai'ings, . 352 1 1,120 2'0-5 
3$ (Eucalyptus oblongo.) to fork, ,  inches and 2 inches 
4 _  

Mean results ........ ......... .......... I  lOOt 92-1 147 1,092 9-32 

S1'EcxrnEks COLLECTED By Mn. WooDs, DISTIUCT Sunvxyon 

A stiong elose-grained timber, and suitable 
for wheelwright's work. 

277,400 I 1,399 

Short stun ted timber of great st rengtli, and 
in high repute for poles and shafts of 
vehicles, and for the spokes of wheels. 

4 feet between I 1,008 '95 1,176 
Murruruudi 10 to 20 feet C to 24 inches i,s :g lauceolata.) ard 2 

Fsyuare.. 

M e a n r es ults ...................... 499 9 93 9$9 

2 
3 
14 

4 feet between 672 14 ' 781 19 
WHITE 
(Frc
Lthg1aue,q)  Murrurundi 30 to 40 feet. 6 to inches 

square. 

Mean results ................. I .......... - '621 709 P82 869 l'OT 232,000 1,289 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Tree does not fopic. 

0 

1 I I  '-1 feet Ijetweci, ' 560 115 672 I'S -- 
2 I BED CEDAR. '1 1 Arm, a o bearings, - 561) 115 672 118 - 
3 (Cedrola Australis.) . and 2 inches - 560 110 723 2' 

square. 500 115 - 810 2'3 

Moan results 1 1 4 4 1 5 6 0 1 

' 

1 14 728  1 J7 1 2120 

1 I 4 feet between 896 . '75 1,064 '95 
2 I Srnrunv BARK. 

(Eucalyptus rohiusta.) 
- , rmluaso .. .......... ......... bearings, 

and 2 inches , 
1,0 '8 
1,176 

125 
1-25 

1,232 
1,512 

165 
2-2 

I square. 1,0t' 120 1,28 2' 

1eanxcsulis L0221 1 H74 H 397,801) 

Inferior th,iiber, but much used in the iITh ti h4 
for building. 

1,092 

Inferior hinter of its kind, but used in the 
district for building, 



RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS, &o.- Vontinued. 

Greete4 welalit toil I I 
t recalley Di,n'.. or Tgi p. .f de it ii WOO, tL Brtakin UIti,oate Vain' eE, Value f$ 

. NA,lss op Tan WeeDs. I leveL whence 1IiUC dill e,LLItV'I perfect. weight senecuem Fonnula, jiw 
Forrnnls 
flS 

obtalnal. A verage Av.rage to flx-riu,t. I Weight in lh'tleetinn in Ii.  in ineltes. 
• 

MI 

height. Diameter, the,  

New South Wales. SPxeIMmcs COLLECTED BY Mn. wooDs, Ui$TBICT SUhlvETo1l-VOntiliUO. 

4 feet between 952 1.15 1.120 1 21 Strong timber, exceedingly difficult to obtain 

Armidalo.. 40 feet 12 inches 
bearings 952 I 140 1,176 20 state; of no value for useful 

square. . - 5 Butt specilnene. 

1Ann results ........ .................. I 729 952 127 I 1,146 25 323,900 1.722 

1 II 
 
8 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1. 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
1+ 

SPECI,tc&s COLLECTED By THE COMMISsIoNER ron BAILWA?S. 

4 feet between 1,176 1 145 1,456 275 
SiAn Gust t bearings, 1,064 150 1,288 20 
(Eucalyptus species.) 

•.uc gee.. .. and 2 inches 952 125 1.120 1'90 
I square 1,008 I 120 1,232 1.90 

Mean results ............
I 

1101 1,050 137 1,274 214 

4 feet between 1,064 115 1,344 19 
STTITNOV BARK, bearings. 1,064 12 1,3-14 2'2 
(Eucalyptus robusta.) Mudgec ....................and 2 inches . 1,064 12 1,288 19 

Mean results ........ '885 1,061 L325 

4 feet between I 1,064 135 1,344 23 
bearings, 1,008 120 1,232 185 
and 2 inches . 1,008 133 1,232 25 
square. 1,001 130 1.344 34 

1053 1,036 130 1 1.285 251 

4 feet between 1,120 12.1 1,460 2' 
bearings, . 11120 125 1,100 2 
and 2 inches I 1,008 P20 1,176 1' 
square. 952 90 1,120 13 

1180 1,050 115 1,274 157 

flr,Low Ijox. Mudgee 
c ce4JalJ ia. 

Mean results 

(Eucalyj;tns?) Mudgac ................. ...... 

Mean results ......... .. ' .:::- I-:::-:::::-i ...... 

Timber used in the coeistn,etion of Mitdgee 
Briar. Conieittered valuable in the 
district. 

331,100 1,911 

Ditto ditto. 

389,500 1.947 

I Ditto ditto. 

344,3K0 1,932 

Ditto ditto. 

391,400 1,911 



'977 1 983 1 tean results ........ ..,..,.... 

4 ibet betweon 
BLACLCBUTY.rla porsiefolia.) Brisbane .. 45 feet to fork 30 inches 

Mean results ................ 

(Lophotem'n Anstralis.) Brisbane 

square. 

- ...........943 

Mean results ................ 

H. ASucajytus reminati) Brisbane 

Queen1and. F. SrEe1N5 COLLECTED 1W Ma. BunnowEs AND Mn. JoaN lULL. 

SMOOTII-DAPRED TR0N Brisbane •, 
4 feet between 

35 feet to fork 25 inches bcnrings, 
1,456 
1,456 

1' 2,016 22 

11 1,9W 165 
sqlmro.. 1,456 15 I ,M4S 2 

Mean results........ , 1'176 1,456 104 1,932 191 604,800 

21 
23 

4 feet between i,sos I 1-1 2,072 140 IBA fitO 
:lslmuia 1 ill 2128 621 a r .35 feet 80 mehus and 2 

square. 1,568 '95 1,004 1'7 
Mea n res ults ........................... 115 1,554 1-05 1,974 2-1 630,1(4) 

S T Y:, 
4feetbetween l,o4 '0 1,288 1-55 

robusta.) '' 30 téct 21 inches 
5 1i't:., I 

square. 

1 
2 
a 
4 

'lfeethetween 
35 feet 1.25 inches burings,- - Bad specimens. 

- mitt a ijieiie i squai-e. 840 21 '1,064 
. J 
3- Timber is not in much repute, 

640 21 1,064 3' 172,800 1,596 

4 feet between 1412 - 1'35 1,848 I 2' 
I 

A strong and durable timber, 
27 inches bearings, 

C es - 1,512 116 1,060 1 215 - 
and 2 inches 1,512 115 1,904 17 
square. - 1,288 - 115 

I,624j1'S  
918 1,456 121,834 191 521,100 2,761 

Mean results -  
-  1*116I 812 121 994 166 1 260600 

- 

A strong and durable timber, and well adapted 
for building purposes, thingliug, .me. 

2,898 

Timber is macli prized for building and other 
purposes. 

2,962 

Timber is suitable for building and other 
purposes, for which it is most prized. 

Mean results ............................ 

EASTAIID Box. I 
(Eucalyptus,) iBrisbane .J 25 feet 

4 feet between 784 12 896 14 
21 feet 18 inches heiirtngs, 784 . 13.952 165 

and 2 inches I 896 1'35 I 1.176 . 21 
"juare. 784 115 952 15 

Timber considered worthless. 

1 
2 
S 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

2 
8 
4' 

1,176 1' 
1,232 9 
1,120 '9 
1,288 1' 

1,204 I '95 

403,000 

547,500 2,226 

1,120 14 

1,512 125 
1,512 21 
1,4th) I'S 
1,512 13 

1,484 149 

Used for posts and rails, jdIes, &e. supposed 
to be not very dw'ablo. 



RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS, &c. Continued. 
ZA 

0  

(Irean 4twni'ht and I 
Locality DiMENsioNs or Tars. l)iu,flti'ioi,.i of flrrflln t'ltin,ate Value of I!, \'aioeofS, 

NAMES or THE \Voui,s, from whence I 
F  
laineol uI,IiILLWC . perfect. ivelilit deflection Time ui,, Formula, 

I - I Gravity. - 
33 eight er, Deflection I. [be. 

. 
in i,erheF,. E 

- If' — 
itS1  

W 
I a4 obtained. Astrago Average to lie p rla,tn I. 

lb.,, hifin-he'. Ii eight. Dianeuter. I 
Queensland. Serenreics COLLECTED BY Mn, I3ellRuwEs AND Mn. JOhN ltiiL—Coniia,ued. 

F 

I 
4 feet between . 696 1 1 1,064 21 

SwAMPOAIt. Brisbane .. 25 et to fork 16 inches andinelles  ? 1:05 
1,01)3 1-6 

strieta.) 
I I S'hIlSlC. i 115 I 1,064 23 

826 p05•1021 P01 33980t1 1533! 

L feet between , 734 11 l,0 2-4 
I 8-10 135 1,031 29 

Brisbmie .30 feet to fork 18 inches 'U5 
SifOare. 781 115 1,009 27 

. '852 ] 603 1-37 17027 27 253,200 1,640 

1 feet I,,-twecu 
I F F 

723 
F  

I Brisbane .. 35 feet 21 inches and s 
'square. : 1 726 

ll T1,092  
4 feet between 1,314 1 2 1,050 18 

Brisbaiie ., 45 feet to fork 30 inches . I; 

spun-c. I .1,238 1,
nihus 

1-2 680 2-6 

, 1094 1,378 ' 132 1,680 235 444,100 2,520 

-1 let between F 

fork 42 inches 
buafligs, 840 9 1,008 1'G 

Brisbane ,. 55 feet to and -2 inches 
square. 810 12 1,064 27 

. . ......... 752J 640 105 1,036.25t 345,0(5) 1,551 

4 feutbetweeni 1,232 P 1,565 22 - 

B risbane .. 25 feet to fork 30 indies 1tlid2es 
bearilig. 

 

1: : . :'  
21 

:quFIr,'. 1, [00 1' . 1,792 10 

1170 
1,3130 

 
1' 1,736 205 57&5'0 2,604 

The wood is .sl.iong, light, and tough, and i 
used for shingles and paliugs. 

Bad specimen. 

This wood was too weak to give the results 
of E. It is used for staves for casks and 
similar piiiitoses. 

Timber not very suitttble for railway piii. 
'loses. 

Timber much used for building purposes. 

Timber of great strcaigtlt and dot-ability in 
dry situations, but not much prized. 

C 

'a 

3 
4 

I 
2 
3 
4 

Meitia results ........ 

RIVER Oag. 
(Ijasuaritia quitdrivalis.) 

Mean results ........ 

1: 
2 SILKY OAK. 
3 (Urevillea robusta.) 
4 

Mean results ........ 

BLUE Gear. 
(Eueulyptus piuictata.) 

Mean results ........ 

I 
2 FLOODED Un, 
3 (Eucalyptus species.) 
4 

itfean results ........ 

1 
2 SPOTTED (11131. 
3 (Eucalyptus oiiioealyx.) 
4 

!ILCIW results ........ 

2 
3 
'I 

lit 31A111C8. 

Timber used for shingles and palings, and 
considered very durable for these piw-
poses, but is not esteemed for other uses. 



283,1(X) 1 1.743 

206,600 I 1,449 

A small sized ti-ce of no great value. The I 
wood is used for some kinds of furniture. I 

Timber very hard. 

The timber is dni-ahle and ornamental, and 
suitable for various useful purposes. 

1 

4 feet between 810 12 I 1,064 26 

1 
In000m 

Brisbane 
•'l 
15 feet to fork 9 inches and 2inches 3,008 15 1 2-95 

4 ' z- 896 1-34 1,064 2-1 

Mean results 
.. 

.cfl1002 r PIt 1.1621 265) 

896 4 feet between 728 1'65 
2 

Mv
13 :ichonsia myrtifelia.) Brisbane .. 16 feet to fork 9 inches I i3 
4 ! 

I  square. 840 125 1,120 
I_L2 

; H_ot 1 060' 305 

I . 4 feut between 9112 1'I 1,120 175 
2 IIOSEWOOD. 

. Bnsban2 , 9 feet _i -. 
. lb inches be,trins, 1,008 12 1,344 I 26 

caeia species.) and 2 incIses 1,00s 125 1.232 2'4 
qussre 932 1 1,176 195 

Mean results ........ . .......... i-n 1,218 217 

M e a n r e s uit s ............... 

4 feet between 1,120 105 1,512 2' 

g PENCLEWOOD. Brisbane .. 35 feet to fork 

......... . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  

21 inches 
' t
b~tring

s'CS 
4 I square. 1.064 1-1 1 1,4116 2' 

Mean results ............................ I .................. '797 ! 980 1-11 
I 
1,274 1-8 

The timber of no recognized value. 

371,300 j 1,827 

381,400 1,911 

ç'O 

1 
I 

4 feet between 1,064 115 1344 1-8 

Brisbane 2.5 feet to fork 30 inches 3 (Eucalyptus species.) 
. .  

and 2 inches 1061 I PUS I 1344 17 
4 sqtmre. 1,064 I 12 1,400 21 

Mean results 1148 1,004 115 1,372 197 

I 4 feet between I 3,064 i 10.5 1,/112 175 
2 LrGNUM Yin. 

Brisbane 9 feet to fork 15 inches a'd'ri'e 1: .. 

- -  I square. 1,C08 1 1,288 15 

Mean results ........ ........... ......... I . . . . . . . . . .  92 1,061 107 1,411 167 

I lfeetbetweenl 6721  11 
94
0
! 
1.7 1 

2 I3ASTAHD MAHOGANY. 

......... 

Brisbane .... 21 feet to fork 18 inches 
ai' e s 

-2 

Sqimre. 
Cr21 14 SaGHU 

Me a n r e s ult s .......... , . , , , , .  . . . . . . . . , ,  .,,..,,,j,,,,,,.,,. 1026 672 134 3121 214 

Strong timber of large growth, but not much 
appreciated. 

399,700 I 2.056 

Timber used for cabinet work. 

129,500 j 2,121 

Qualities not known, but believed to be of no 
great value. 

216,600j 1,218 



RESULTS 013' EXPERTMENTSA &iI—Continued. 

I 
Dfl&nir<k TIM9. 

Oretlo.t weight and I 
aO of I 

F 

thtat.ty OF Dnnen.ton, of Jiresking I Inmate I1II::. 
NAM OF 7U  Wocos. (rim whence - - Ii,  te .ui  tisiLt.4 

IN 
wtiht deflection ForlittLia, J,'ornLula 

lw 
Z obtained. Averine Aversese to Ea1.erins,nt. 

Oruvily. -- 
Veelcht In DeSertion in ne. 111k inches 

'3w E. 
to -

4.0 
height. l'ianuter. ii.; inlueluiq I 

Queensland. SPECIMENS COLLECTED BY 31II. BOEROWEs Alto Mci. JoaN II11L-.—ColztiaItt4. F 

1 4 feet between 1,232 i'l 1,568 16 Timber is tisod fences, &c. 

Brisbane 85 feet to fork 21 inches 
I coryinbosa.) .. and 2inaos 810 135 I 1,120 I 21 

4 ,1nare o40 P 952 1.3 

Mean results ........................... .. .. ..... .... 083 971 1-151.120!17 

- -  

361,700 
_±680 

1 4 feet Leteveen 
I 

660 p This wood is extensively used for cabinet- 
2 BED CEDAR r I heartng, ,naher's and join's work, but not for 
3 (Cedrela Australis.) Brigane ..................... antI 2 inches 

I I building purposes. The value of B could 
4 

F  square. I not be ol,tained with the specimens jii•o- 
I I-•---- cured. . 

$40 Mean results ........ ............... I  .... .... I 560 , 

616 1 ! 4 feet between Timber soft and considered of no value. 
Brisbane .. 35 feet to fork 24 inches heaa r s 560 The value (if E could not be ascertained. I 4 square. 672  

Meanresults ........ ........I  '511 
- 

.... .... 602! .... ....., 903 

'1 feet between 360 1' 616 14 A voaIt wood of no grent value. 

Brisbane .. 55 feet to fork! 30 inches I 1-45 
eliptiea.) and2 lathes 

I F  F square. 660 P 616 1-3 

Moan results ............................................. 611 660 1' 644 1.31 211,900 966 

1 1 4 f'ejt between 784 P 1 ,th8 105 r l'ropli'ties of the timber not known, but con- 
2 YELLOW WOOD (LIGHT.) Brisbane . 55 feet to foik 24 inches bOO P sidereit of value for many purposes. 

and  
4 I i _______ square.' 932 Ii. 1,344 2'1 

382,1)00 

-- 
1,785 Nean results ....................................I 794 SOS •98 1,390 207 

i 4 feet between 672 '9 TM 18 Timber used for building and cabinet pur- 
I YELLoW Woo" (nrEu) Brisbane .. 25 feet to fork 21 inches busrings, 672 P poses. 2; - 

4 I square. 672 '95 I 896 J 215 
Meanrosults ........I ........I 786 672 •95 812 1-86 305,5001 1,218 p 



1 I 4 feet between 1.004 11 
FLI1US/. 113lisbil., .. 55 feet to fork 30 inches 

. 
1,008 115 

1,100 The timber when recently cut is moderately 
soft and easily worked. It is also durable. 2j 

Australis.) 
I  

square. 1,120 11 1,456 19 

Mean results - 936' 1022 114 1310 22iJ 387,300 1974 

4 feet between 728 1.45 896 26 The timber is elose-graiued, fe from knots, 

(Podocarpus spinulosus.) Brisbane .. 35 feet I 24 inches anl0tes 6 2.6 and easily worked. 

square. 728 16 896 26 

Mean results ........ . ,  714 1'51 882 255 201,200 1,323 ......... 

4 feet between I 072 1-3 840 22 T IM The wood is much valued for cabinet p- 

(Frenclaarenosa) Brisbane .. 25 feet to fork 21 inches and 2 672 P 784 l's 
square. 

3ean results '659 691 1-2 840 197 248,700 1,260 

4 feet between: 734 8 952 F6 Timber of little value. 

(Arguenria Cuuninghamh) Brisbane .. 45 feet to fork 30 inches hearings,
and s : .g 

square. 784 '95 896 15 

Mean results .,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,.,,,,,. 763 , 781 '89 938 132 380,600 , 1,407 
4 feet between 952 1 1,288 2'1 The timber possesses considerable beauty 

FOREST OAK. 
(Ca.suarina suberosa.) 

,. 
nanano .. 0 LU.

, 
0 ion' - inches lea 0 1 

boaringl,, 
and 2 inches i 1,0(18 

840 
'9 
12 

1,341 
1,008 

17 
19 

for cabinet work. It is much used for 
shingles, &e. 

square. 1 840 135 1,004 26 

Mean results ......., 111 1,176 2i354 O0'1J64 ,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,, ..,,,.,.,1494 910 

4 feet between 810 25 1,098 1551 A hard elose-grained wood. 
FRICKLYLEA%-En TEA-TREE. B" b us ane .. 20 feet  cc 21 inches e es hearings, 896 1.4 1,120 I 235 
(Melaluca species.) and 2 inches 840 1'1 1,064 19 

square., 896 14 1,120 29 

Mean results ................................... . 808 L29 1,073 2'1•7 290,700 1,617 

2 
S 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 ' 
2 
3 
4 

BnoAn-LflvEn TEA-TREE. 
Brisbane (Catlisteinon salignum.) 

Mean results ................. 

- - i - - i 
4 feet between 672 1  14 ' 784 21 Tunber hard and close-grinned. 

20 feet 20 inches and2 inches 
square ; '  13 781 21  

; P706 672 145 1 784 2'6 200,200, 1,176 



RESULTS OF EXPERIMENtS, &a— Cont inucd. 

I 0r.ati4.wiiglitnn.l 

Locality Dn&E'aIocs OF TREE Din ci ions of I 
Ij. ii v,11h4 p 1riintu \at ocr \al 

q ceific 
NANZS OF TUS linux svhnnco PIOkiI submitted 

pen it. 
wetirlic deticeti.,n FuniIIuIiI, 

?iw' 
Poninull, I1E.\!AUKP. 

i Wi Gravity. I 
obiarnid Ann a A'ento-a to LepinliaLot \\ .1 lit In lii ITttioa in lb in 10 I 4 Odt 

linight. Diaaoeter. 

— 

I ih. in Inehi-. I I 

H 
Queensland. SPECIMENS COLLECTED BY Ma. DuRROWES AND Mu. Joux I1xLb—Contoteec?. 

I I I 
I - 1 728 I P 896 115 Soft tun nd not uttlthiL for butidLil g 

2 ' Qarca \\TAnLE. Bipli tao 15 feLt 
840 1 15 i  1006  

1 8

bu 

'I (teacta affinis) CM iiielies I 840 1.25 064 1 3  

4 I 
square. 781 1' 952 1-9 

'\Inn iesults - - - I - -  - -  675 708 11 '80 171 
- -  

1 

I I 

1feothetwe.en: I 952  1-1 1,232 2'3 

Wrnra MAPLE, Brisbane.. 20 foot to fork 
i 
21 inches 

r' i s  
square. ve2 915 1,176 2 

MLqRILSUUS 
' I ( 

VU 96C 1-1 lfls 217 

I 

31 Brisbane 20 feet 

'4feotbetweenj 

21 'mehes 
(Aiigo1.bura.) 448 1 560 15 

4)1  1 square. ' 418i 11 07212 

i• 

1 '1feetbetween $40 10 1008 , 15 

Cuca. Brisbane ............ , ' 1:2  

4 i I I square. I 

Strong a-nod, but of no value for building 
ptu'poses. 

k Bad specimens. 
5 'limber ecitsidorect worthless. 

1113,500 924 

Description of I roe and qaalifics of wood 
not It no 'VII. 

Bad sjieoiineti. - 

Meanresults ............... ......................... 

I '4feotbetween 672 11 728 I 

CLon0N. ' Brisbane .. 25 feet to fork 21 inches 

4; I square. 672 15 - 784 

Meanresults ..,e.,.i '192 672I  142 742 

1-63 352,300 1,512 

16 The wood is used for flooring boards, &e. 
2-8 I 
19 
27  

222 I 204,400 1,113 
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NEW SOUTH WALES, 

LOSS OF GOLD SENT BY ESCORT. 
(PETITION FROM SAMUEL ROBINSON.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 11 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Humble Petition of the undersigned,— 
RESPECTFULLY SHEWETII :- 

That, on the seventeenth day of August, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and fifty-seven (17th Angust, 1857), Richard Hull, agent to your 
Petitioner, duly deposited with Whittingdale Johnson, Esq., the Gold Commissioner at 

Stony Creek, fifty-one ounces (51 ozs.) of Gold, for transmission to your Petitioner. And 

your Petitioner :respectfully submits, that, through culpable neglect and inexcusable care-
lessness on the part of certain Public Servants, in whose charge the Gold was, your Petitioner 

has been put to serious inconvenience, and has also sustained a serious loss in the matter. 
Your Petitioner respectfully begs to state further circumstances in connection with the loss. 
On the arrival of the Escort at" Orange," the bag which had contained the Gold was found 

to be empty, and, after collecting all the Gold from the saddle-bags, it is shown that there 
were exactly twenty-one ounces short of the quantity that was deposited with the Commis-
sioner, and that, on examining the saddle-bags, a hole was discovered in the compartment 
in which the small gold bag was conveyed from Stony Creek. 

Your Petitioner, therefore, humbly prays that your Honorable House will take the 
premises into your favourable consideration. And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will 
ever pray. 

SAMUEL ROBINSON. 
Sydney, 9 April, 1861. 

[Price, Id.] 218— 
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uitgSlatibc iøøtmbflj. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE CHINESE. 
(PETITION FOR PROTECTION TO, AT LA)\IBTNG FLAT.) 

Ordered by the Legislatire Assembly to be Printed, 14 March, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament asselriblea. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned rnhabitauts of Sydney,— 

SHEWETH :- 

That the Chinese have been induced, in common with others, at great personal 
expense and loss of time, to emigrate to New South \V ales, and risk the exercise of their 

skill and labour at the Gold Fields of this Colony, in the hope that their honesty and per-
severing industry might be rewarde by a share of that success which has rendered the 
Gold Fields of this Colony so renowned all over the world. 

That since their arrival they have given implicit obedience to the laws of tl4e 
and have faithfully observed the regulations in force at the diggings, and in all other 
respects have submitted to and observed the laws of the country. 

That in their dealings with every member of the community, the Chinese have been 
upright, and have honestly and faithfully performed all contracts and agreements entered 
into by them, and can safely say that, whilst contributing in an equal proportion to the 
revenue of the Colony, they have caused no trouble or expense to the legal tribunals of the 
country, in their civil or criminal jurisdiction. 

That, under every hardship and privation in a foreign country, the Chinese have con-
soled themselves with the conviction that they might safely rely upon the good faith of the 
Government of this Colony, and have felt secure that the legal protection of the British Con-
stitution and British power was guaranteed to their honest industry, and the enjoyment of 
the fruit of that industry. 

That your Petitioners deeply regret to state to your Honorable House, that the sad. 
experience of the past year has proved that such expeetatious, from whatever eausc, have not 
been realized, but that, without provocation, or the shadow of ofihuce of any kind, either of a 
public or of a private nature, the Chinese have been repeatedly subjected to the grossest 
violence and outrage; their persons insulted, their clothes torn off their backs, their taPs 
igunminously cut off (the greatest offence that can be offered to a Chinaman), their gold 
claims seized and violently forced from them, their personal property plundered and robbed, 
their tents burned, their stores forced, and they themselves forcibly driven (like cattle) off 
the diggings. This treatment your Petitioners felt to be the more unjustifiable, inasmuch 
as they, the Chinese, were the first who discovered Lambing Flat Diggings. 

After the first outrage the Chinese one and all moved six miles further off, and found 
another diggings, at which they worked with equal success till they were again beset on all 
sides by an armed band of lawless diggers, and again the same acts of cruelty and oppression, 
but with more enormity than before, were perpetrated upon them. 

That having felt bound, in common justice to the Chinese, humbly to state this much 
to your Honorable House, your Petitioners would beg to add, that the violence and outrage 
that have of late been perpetrated upon the Chinese they in no manner attribute to the 
Government, or those in public authority, because your Petitioners know and feel that such 
la*less acts were perpetrated in violation and open defiance both of the Government and. 
the Laws of the Country. 

130 Your — 
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Your Petitioners would also beg to state, that many of the Chinese, who have been 
thus subjected to persecution and outrage, are British subjects, from Hong Kong, and that 
on the successful labours of those men are now depending for subsistence their wives, families, 
and friends. That consequently those Chinese at the Lambing Flat, who are British subjects, 
are on an equality with Her Majesty's European subjects in this Colony, and, their persons 
and property entitled to the like privileges and protection. And those Chinese in this 
Colony who are not British subjects are (your Petitioners respectfully submit) entitled by 
the laws of Nature, of Nations, and of Itel igion, to that protection of British law and 
British rule, which is the just pride and boast of Englishmen, wherever dawn the light and 
liberty of the British Constitution. 

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray, that your Honorable House will take the 
premises into your favourablo consideration, and take such measures as will secure protection 
to their persons and property. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 

Sydicy, the 41h day of March, 1861. 

[lire follow 19 Signatu'ee] 

Sydniy: Thoiu&cbzxds, Gontnmo'it Pt1fltbrIS6ti 

[PWce1  VL} 
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NE W SOUTH WALES. 

ALLEGED AGGRESSION ON A OIIINESE GOLD 

DIGGER AT LAMBING FLAT. 
(PETITION OF SU SAN LING DOlL) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 26 March, 1801. 

Sydney, 121h illareh, 1861. 

To the Legislative Assembly. 

On the 22nd day of December, 1860, I went on to Lambing flat; I went to the 

Commissioner, and asked him if Ohinamen would be allowed to dig on those diggings, and 

he said "Yes." I bad a Miner's Right from the Snowy River. I according commenced 

work on the 25th January. The Europeans posted notices on the diggings, stating that, on 

the 27th, if the Chinamen would not clear out by that date, they would drive them away. 

I asked the Europeans for three days to remove my goods, bought at Walker's Store in 

Braidsvood, and partly not paid for, which they would not grant inc. I then asked for one 

day, and was refused. On the 27 I was drove off with the rest of my countrymen. 

I asked policemen to look after my goods. Early on the 28th I went on to the diggings 

again; I found about 20 or 30 Europeans and one woman by my tent, my goods all gone, 

and my tent burning; my goods amounted in value to £300 (three hundred pounds 

sterling). I have gob a brother named Simons San Ling, who is a married man, and has a 

wife and three children still on Lambing Flat; they are totally unprovided. for. 

So I humbly beg the Legislative Assembly will take this Petition into your con-

sideration, and you will oblige much 

Your obedient servant, 

513 SAN LING D011. 

[Price, ld.] 154— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ALLEGED AGGRESSION ON A CHINESE GOLD DIGGER 
AT LAMI3ING FLAT. 
(PETITION OF MUN CAlM.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and the other Members of the Legislative Assembly of the 

Colony of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble and respectful Petition of Mun Gaim, a Chinaman, now of Sydney, 

in the said Colony of New South Wales,— 

That your Petitioner was born at Hong Kong, in China, is unacquainted with 

the English language, and came over from San Francisco to this Colony in the ship "Europa," 

in the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, with the intention of working at 

the gold fields. 

That your Petitioner, by great exertions and unwearied industry, saved a small sum 

of money, with which he purchased and forwarded goods to the diggings at Lambing Flat—

erected his tent and established a store on the said diggings. 

That, only five days after the establishment of the said store, the European diggers at 

Lambing Flat aforesaid, illegally, and by force, drove your Petitioner and other Chinese from 

the said diggings to a distance of five miles, and burnt the tent of your Petitioner, together 

with the goods therein, consisting of Chinese silks and crape, and other Chinese and Euro-

pean productions ;—your Petitioner not being able to save anything. 

That the property of your Petitioner, to the value of five hundred pounds, was so 

burnt and destroyed by the said diggers. 

That your Petitioner, since his arrivalhere, has conducted himself peaceably, and 

has not committed any offence against the laws of the Colony. 

Your Petitioner, therefore, humbly prays that your Honorable House may take the 

premises into your favourable consideration, and grant him such redress as, in the wisdom 

of your Honorable House, may seem meet. 

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

NUN GAIM. 

[Price, lii] 206— 
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ZeMat{be 905embig, 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ALLEGED AGGRESSIONS ON CIIINAMEN 

AT LAMBING FLAT. 
(CERTAIN CHINESE GOLD MiNERS.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 24 ,Aprii, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Spealer and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South 
Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of flu Foo and Kylong, for themselves and the other 
sufferers named in the schedule written in the body of this. Petition, and 
also of the undersigned Chinamen, now in Sydney,— - 

SIJEWETH 

That on the 19th day of February, 1861, your Petitioners, with several 
others of their countrymen, were residing at the Lambing Flat Diggings, in this Colony, and 
were peaceably and quietly prosecuting their various avocations as gold miners and store-
keepers, in accordance with the Government licenses held respectively by them. 

That on the said 19th day of February an armed band of European and other 
diggers did riotously and tumultuously assemble together at the said Lambing Flat Diggings, 
to the great disturbance of the public peace, and did then and there with force pull down, 
demolish, and maliciously destroy the tents, stores, fixtures, machinery, tools, goods, and 
other personal property and valuables belonging to the said Chinese; the destruction of 
which property was part of the same riotous transaction, and done at the same,time and 
place. 

The value of the said property thus destroyed your Petitioners beg to set opposite 
the names of the following sufferers 

DATE OP LICENSE. IN Bones tNTiL 

18 October, 1860 .,., 134 10 0 18 October, 1861. 
17 December, 1860 .. 82 10 0 17 December, 1861. 
18 October, 1860 .... 

A Sue ............................. 
Charlo .......................... 

119 0 0 18 October, 1861, 
18 October, 1860 .... 

Foug ............................. 
101 10 0 18 October, 1861. 

19 October, 1860 .... Ah Foe ........................... 82 10 0 19 October, 1661. 
19 October, 1860 ,,,. Ah Chow ......................... 97 10 0 19 October, 1861. 
18 October, 1860 .... 66 0 0 is October, 1861. 
17 December, 1860 ,. 139 19 0 17 December, 1861. 
1 December, 1800 .. 

Vo Bat ........................... 

800 0 0 1 December, 1861. 
20 September, 1860 .. 213 10 0 20 September, 1861. 
21 January, 1861 .... 182 10 0 21 January, 1862. 

Ah See ........................... 
John Asing ....................... 

A Key ........................... 
Lin Tchong ....................... 

400 0 0 
17 December, 1560 .. 

Kylong and Keesing ............... 

Quong Wong ..................... 
As 8cc ........................... 348 0 0 17 December, 1861. 

17 December, 1860 .. At Ten and As Sen ................. 300 0 0 17 December, 1861. 
19 October, 1860 ,,.. 600 0 0 19 October, 1861. 
19 October, 1860 ,,,. An Yean ......................... 111 10 0 10 October, 1861. 
19 October, 1860 .,.. Dim Fool ........................ 122 0 0 19 October, 1861. 
1 December, 1860 ,, 

He So ............. ................ 

154 10 0 1 December, 1861. 
19 October, 1860 .... 99 0 0 19 October, 1861. 
1 December, 1860 .. 

At Ham .......................... 

1,034 17 0 1 December, 1861. 

3,339 6 0 

As See ........................... 
Aquo, Acm, and Eu Boo ........... 

Total ............. 

248— That 
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That your Petitioners are prepared to establish their interest in the said property; 

that the offence was committed at the time and place as already stated ; your Petitioners are 

also prepared to submit themselves to the strictest examination for the purpose of enabling 

the Government to arrive at a just conclusion. 

That the Government licenses issued to and paid for by your Petitioners, whether as 

miners or storekeepers, entitled them, your Petitioners respectfully submit, not only to the 

quiet enjoyment of personal security, personal liberty, and the right to the peaceable 

possession of personal property, but also (to some extent) to a temporary interest in the soil; 

and that so great an imperfection cannot exist in the British law as not to provide for 

violence and outrage committed against such recognized rights, one of the principal maxims 

of the British Constitution being " that there is no injury without a remedy." 

That the consequence of the late outrage of the 19th February last has been to place 

your Petitioners in a state of destitution, and to deprive them of their tools, implements, 

and machinery, so that they are now unable to go to work to procure subsistence and shclter. 

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will be graciously 

pleased to consider the premises, and take such steps as you may deem expedient and just. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 

[Here follow 43 Signatures.] 

Dated at Sgdney, in the Colony of 

Hew South Wales, this 19t4 

day of April, 1861. 

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.-101. 

[Price, ld.] 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ALLEGED AGGRESSION ON CHINESE AT LAMBING FLAT. 
(PETITION FROM KEW LOONG POW,) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 6 May, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South 

Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of Kew Loong Pow, Storekeeper,— 

SEEWZTH 

That, about December, 1860, I, the undersigned Kew Loong Pow, Tong Rap 

Store, was a licensed Storekeeper at the Lambing Flat Diggings, and I was peaceably and 

quietly prosecuting my business there as a storekeeper till the 27th of that month, when 

I was driven from the said diggings with the rest of my countrymen; my property, consisting 

of general provisions, &o., was destroyed, amounting in value to about (C850) eight hundred 

and fifty pounds. 

I am, in consequence, left destitute, and without the means of providing a living 

either for myself or infant son. 

I therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will be graciously pleased to 

consider the premises, and take such steps as you may deem expedient and just. 

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 

KEW LOONG POW. 

Dated at Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, 

this twenty-fifth day of April, 1861. 

Price, ld.} 270— 
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NE W S O UT H W ALES. 

ALLEGED AGGRESSION ON OIIINESE AT 

LAMBING FLAT. 
(REPORT ON PETITION OF StY SAN LING Doll.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 2 May, 1861. 

COMMISSIONER IN CUARGE, SOUTHERN GOLD FIELDS, to SECRETARY FOR LANDS. 

Cold Commissioner's Office1  

Gcvlburm, 21 April, 1861, 

Sin, 

I do myself the honor to return herewith the Petition of Su Sang*  Singt Poh Or San. 

(a copy of which I have kept). I made inquiries for the Petitioner when at Lambing Flat, 
4 Or Li.g. 

but he was not there. I therefore gave instructions to a detective officer, who has been for 

some time stationed at Lambing Flat, to make every inquiry into the matter. This officer 

reports :—" Simon Sang*  Sing,t brother of complainant in this matter, gave me a list of stores 

" which were destroyed, and, upon inquiry, I have been credibly informed that they had not 

" Five pounds worth of any description of goods in the tent. My informant states that 

" these Chinese frequently purchased from him small quantities of sundry things of the same 

" nature as those which they say they had in their tent; and that he had seen them in as 

" indifferent circumstances as any of the other Chinese." 

I return to Lambing Flat on Thursday, and shall still more thoroughly investigate 

this claim; and in the mean time I have written to Mr. Walker, of Braidwood, for a list of 

the goods stated to have been purchased at his store. I wish to be most particular in this, 

the first application, in order to prevent other Chinese from attempting to impose claims for 

which there may not be any foundation. 

I have, &e., 

P. L. CLOETE, 

Commissioner in charge, Southern Gold Fields. 

[Price, ldj * 261— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

KIANDRA GOLD FIELDS. 
(CORRESPONDENCE.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be P,'inled, 24 April, 1861. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 

of New South Wales, dated 24 January, 1861, That there be lai.d 

upon the Table of this house,— 

A Copy of all Correspondence which took place between the 

" Chief Commissioner of Gold Fields and the Secretary for 

Lands, between the 1st January and 1st May, 1860, with 

respect to the Kiandra Gold Fields; also, a Copy of all Corres- 

" pondence which took plabc between Commissioner Lynch and 

" the Chief Commissioner of Gold Fields, during the same period, 

and having reference to the same subject." 

(Mr. C. Cowper, Jun.) 

SCHEDULE. 
)O. PAGE. 
Commissioner Cloete to the Secretary for Lands, reporting discovery of a new Gold Field, 
&c. 23 January, 1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 

Under Secretary for Lands to Commissioner Cloete, in reply to above. 27 January, lSGc) .. 3 

Commissioner Cloete to Secretary for Lands, reporting the asTangements made for the Gibson's 
Plains Gold Fields. 27 January, 1860 ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 

Commissioner Cloete to Secretary for Lands, with reference to the Kiandra Gold Fields, with 
tracing ene]osed. 5 February, 1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 

G. Report of Acting Surveyor General on the above. 8 February. 1860 .. .. .. .. 4 
Proelamation (Kiandra) in Government Gazette. 10 February, 1860 .. .. .. .. 4 
Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Commissioner Cloete, in reply to Mr. Cloeto's letter of 5th 
February. 11 February, 1860 .. .. .. -. .. .. .. ,. .. 5 

S. Commissioner Cloete to Secretary for Lands, communicating purport of Assistant Com- 
missioner Lynch's report on Kiandra Gold Fields. 15 February. 1860 .. - - .. 5 

a, Under Secretary for Lands to Commissioner Cloete, in reply. 18 February, 1860 .. .. 5 
10. Under Secretary for Lands to Commissioner Cloete, intimating a cash credit to Mr. H. hail, 

for repair of road to Snowy River. 3 March, 1860 .. .. .. .. ,. .,, 6 
244—A 
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NO. 
Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Cloete, transmitting plan of Mr. Joseph Carter, for keeping 
open the road to the Snowy River during the winter. 6 March, 1860 ,. .. .. 6 

Under Secretary for Lands to Commissioner Cloetv, desiring him to issue as many business 
licenses as he can on the road to Kiandra. 12 March, 1860 .. .. .. .. .. 7 

1.3. Telegram from Commissioner Cloete to Under Secretary for Lands, respecting Kiandra. 13 
March, 1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. •' '' 7 

Under Secretary for Lands to Commissioner Cloete, intimating cash credits in favour of him-
self, in conjunction with the Benches at Timmut and Cooma, for £350 each respectively, for 
the rcpair of the roads between those places and Kiandra. 16 March, 1860.. .. ,. S 

Under Secretary for Lands to Bench, Cooma, intimating same. 16 March, 1860 .. .. 8 
tO. Under Secretary for Lands to Bench, Tnmut, intimating same. 16 March, 1860 .. -. S 
Commissioner Cloete to Secretary for Lands, reporting on Kiandra. 24 March, 1560.. ,. 8 

lie. Commissioner Clocte to Under Secretary for Lands, with voucher, for erection of bridge at 
Kiandra. 6 April, 1860 .. .. -. .. .. .. ., .. .. ,, 9 

Under Secretary for Lands to Commissioner Cloete, respecting £46 lOs. expended in the con- 
struction of a bridge at Kiandra. 11 April, 1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 
Telegram from Commissioner Clocte to Secretary for Lands, intimating his starting with 
Captain Zonch for Kiandra. 14 April, 1860 . - .. .. .. .. .. ., 10 

Under Secretary for Lands to Commissioner Cloete, intimating that the sole responsibility of 
the mnnage]ncnt of the Kiandra Gold Fields has been east upon kiln (Mr. Cloetc). 18 
April, 1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . - . - -. .. 10 

(Part 2nd.—Correspondcnee between Commissioners Cloete and Lynch.) 

1. Assistant Commissioner Lynch to Commissioner Cloete, reporting discovery of a new Gold 
Field at Kiandra. 18 January, 1860 .. .. . - .. .. . .. .. 10 

2. Commissioner Cloetc to Assistant Commissioner Lynch respecting arrangements for the 
Kiandra Gold Field. 26 January, 1860 .. .. .. .. -. .. .. -. 11 

3. Assistant Commissioner Lynch to Commissioner Cloete, intimating necessity for proceeding 
to the new Gold Field. 26 January, 1860 .. .. .. -. .. .. .. 11 

4. Assistant Gold Commissioner Lynch to Commissioner Cloete, reporting increase of popula- 
tion, ftc., of Kiandra Diggings. 29 January, 1660 .. .. .. .. .. .. 11 

.5. Assistant Commissioner Lynch to Commissioner Clocte, reporting his nrrival at Kiandra, 
with Sub-Commissioner Lynch, ftc., and on the state of the diggings there. S February, 

1860 .. .. . - .. .. .. . .. . .. -. .. .. 12 
6. (A memo., intimating that a break here occurs in the Correspondeaco, and stating the reasons 

for such.) .. . ,. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 13 
7. Assistant Commissioner Lynch to Commissioner Cloete, reporting his departure from 

Kiandra, with escort, and leaving Sub-Commissioner Lynch in charge; also, intimating 
disorderly state of Kiandra—Vigilance Committee, &e. 23 March, 1660 .. .. .. 13 

S. Assistant Commissioner Lynch to Commissioner Cloete, reporting condition of Itiandra Gold 
Field to 51st March, 1860. 7 April, 1860 .. .. -. .. .. . - .. 14 
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No. 1. 

COMMISSI0Nn CLOETE to SECRETARY FOR LANDS. 

Ould Commission Cr's Office, 
23 January, 1860. 

I do myself the Loner to report to you that a new Gold Field has been 
discovered at" Kiandra," or "Gibson's Plains" ; and that already between three hundred 
and four hundred miners are there at work. This field is situated about twenty miles from 
Meragle, and about fifty miles from "Trnnberumba." Its proximity to the Victoria boundary 
is likely to cause a "rush" from the neighbouring Gold Fields in that Colony; and I 
would therefore again beg to bring under your notice the urgent necessity that exists for 
placing Mr. James inues Lynch, Sub Gold Commissioner, in the Commission of the Peace, 
as, unless this is done, I shall be nnable to provide that authority and protection so necessary 
on a newly opened Gold Field. 

2. I would further state, that, independently of the efilolal requirements of this ease, 
I consider Mr. J. I. Lynch to be a gentleman in every way fitted for appuiutment to the 
Magistracy. 

I have, &c., 
P. L. CLOETE, 

Commissioner in charge, Southern Gold Fields. 

No. 2. 

UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to COMMIsSIONER CLOETE. 

Department of Lands, 
Sydney, 27 January, 1860. 

SIR, 

With reference to your letter of the 23rd instant, reporting the discovery of 
a new Gold Field at Kiandra, or Gibson's Plains, and that already large numbers of persons 
were congregated there, I am directed to inform you that the Inspector General of Police 
has telegraphed to-day to Mr. Zouch, with a view to the detaching thither of adequate police 
protection. 

2. lam at the same time to state that the appointment of Mr. Sub-Commissioner 
Lynch to the Commission of the Peace has been recommended, and will, in all probability, 
be made next Monday. 

I have, &c., 
NICIIL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 3. 

C0MI.H5S1ONER CLOETE to SECRETARY FOR LANDS. 

Gold Commissioner's Office, 
Goull'urn, 27 Jannary, 1800. 

SIR, 

With reference to the newly discovered Gold Field at Gibson's Plains, on the 
Snowy River, I do myself the honor to inform you that Assistant Gold Commissioner Lynch, 
from Adelong, proceeds there immediately. I have directed Mr. Lynch to take with him all 
the available Police from Adelong and Tumberumba, and I have arranged with the Super-
intendent of the Mounted Patrol for their temporary replacement. 

I have requested Mr. Lynch to send me a full report as early as possible, especially 
describing the locality, in order that this Gold Field may be proclaimed. Should this 
officer's report be favourable I would myself proceed there, in order to make more permanent 
provision, and also to arrange for the establishment of a branch escort. 

Sub Gold Commissioner Lynch could relieve the Assistant Commissioner (whose 
presence is required at Adelong) go soon as he shall have received magisterial powers. 

I have, &c., 
P. L. CLOETE, 

Commissioner in charge, Southern Gold Fields. 

No.4. 
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CoMMISSIoNER CLoEn to SECRETARY FOR LANDS. 

Gold Commissioner's Office, 
Goulburn, 5 February, 1860. 

SIR, 
A telegram was sent to me last night, from Mr. Lockhart, the Commissioner of 

Crown Lands at the Tumut, which informs me that he bad received a despatch from Mr. 
Lynch, the Assistant Gold Commissioner, from Kiandra. The rush still continued, and was 
successful. 

2. 1 have forwarded to Mr. Lynch (1,000) one thousand Miner's Rights, and would 
now recommend that this gold field be proclaimed; it may be described as Kiandra, or 
Gibson's Plains, together with all streams flowing therefrom. The Surveyor General will, 
doubtless, from the more accurate plans in his office, be able to furnish you with a true 
description of the locality; in the meantimo I have the honor to forward a tracing of the 
locality which I have received from Mr. Assistant Commissioner Lynch. (See Appendix) 

3 I would advise that, in the gazetting of Sub-Commissioner Lynch to the Nagis-

tracy, a Dedinvas Patestacem might be issued to Robert Blosse Lynch, Assistant Gold 
Commissioner, iu order that no time may be last in the swearing in of Mr. J. macs Lynch. 
I would further submit that this gentleman should not be made to bear the charge of this 
process, which the emergencies of the service alone renders so necessary. 

I have, &e., 
P. L. CLOETFI, 

Commissioner in charge, Southern Gold Fields. 

The Acting Surveyor General is rqucstc-d to report. Blank Cover. 
7 February, 1860. 

 

Acting Surveyor General's Report 

11 GIANDARA Plain," which is doubtless that called " Kiandra," is on the head of the Snowy, 
not the Murrumbidgec River, as shcwn on Mr. Lynch's sketch. 

As the sources of the Murruinbidgec River immediately adjoin those of the Snowy 
River, I have thought it advisable to embrace them in the dezeriptioli for proclamation. 

It will be necessary to name the Gold Field; and I presume that the name of Giandara 
may be given to it. 

Kiandra is no doubt a corruption of the original name. 

A. G. M'LEAN. 
B. C., S Feby., 1860. 

No.0. 

PROCLAMATION. 

By His Excellency SIR WiLLIAM THoMAs DENIS0N, Knight Commander of the 
Most Honorable Order of the Bath, Governor General in and over all Her 
Majesty's Colonies of New South \Vales, Tasmania, Victoria, South Anstralia, 
and Western Australia, and Captaia General and Governor-in-Chief of the 
Territory of New South Wales and its Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of 

the same, &e., &c., &c. 

IN pursuance of the power vested in me in this behalf, I, SIR WILLIAM TuoMAs DENIsoN, 

Knight, the Governor General aforesaid, do hereby proclaim that the following shall be 
deemed a Gold Field, within the maning and for the purposes of the Act of Council 
20 Vie., No. 29, intituleil, " An Act to amend the Laws relating to the Gold Field,c," that 

is to say,—The Gold Field on Crown Lands at and in the vicinity of Giandara, or Gibson's 
Plains, and on the sources of the Snowy and Murrumbidgee Rivers, to be called " The 
Kiandra Gold Field." 

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government loose, Sydney, this tenth day of 
February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty, and 
in the twenty-third year of Her Majesty's Reign. 

(n.s.) W. DENISON. 

By His Excellency's Command, 

J. BLACK. 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN! 

No.?. 
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No. 7. 

UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to CoMMiSsIoNER CLOETE. 

Department of Lands, 
Sydney, 11 February, 1860. 

SIR, 

With reference to your letter of the 5th instant, No. 27, I am now directed 
to draw your attention to the proclamation, in the Government Qazette of the 10th instant, 
of the Kiandra Gold Field. 

2.1 am at the same time to inform you, that in accordance with the recommendation 
contained in the latter part of your communication, the Prothonotary of the Supreme Court 
has been written to respecting the issue, without delay, to Assistant Gold Commissioner Lynch, 
of a Writ of Dedimus Potestotem • for the purpose of enabling him to administer the usual 
oaths as a Magistrate to Sub.Cominissioner Lynch, a notice of whose appointment to the 
magistracy appeared also in the Governm eat Gazette of the 10th instant. 

3. I am to odd, that any expenses chargeable with respect to the issue of this Writ 
can be charged to your public account. 

I have, &e,, 
I%IICHL. FITZPATRICK. 

No.8. 
CorIrssIoNEit CLOETE to UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS. 

Gold Commissioner's Office, 
Goulbuni, 15 February, 1860. 

SIR, 
I do myself the honor to inform you that I have this day received a report 

from Assistant Gold Commissioner Lynch, dated Snowy River, February 5th, to the following 
effect:- 

About fifteen hundred miners were there collected, chiefly on the eastern branch 
of the Snowy River; the claims were extremely rich, yielding in many instances from forty 
to fifty pounds per week per man, and in most cases not less than seven pounds per man for 
the six working days. Wages of hired men, of whom there were very few, as miners, about five 
pounds per week. The stripping was of a light character and the sinking shallow. 

Mr. Lynch reports the mining population to be most orderly; and expected in a 
week to have settled all claims and permits. This officer further expresses his opinion that 
a very extensive Gold Field exists both in the eastern and western waters of the Great 
Dividing Range, viz., at the head of the Nurrumbidgec River, Tantangro Creek, Snowy 
River, and Eccambene.* 

The present dggings can only be worked from the ist December to the end of 
March; for the rest of the year the place is uninhabitable and unapproachable, owing to the 
heavy snow drifts. 

With reference to the establishment of a permanent camp, on which I had 
requested to be informed, Mr. Lynch states that the nearest suitable spot for that purpose 
would be Russell's Station," twelve miles from "Kiandra" on the way to Coonia. Taking 
also into consideration the advanced period of the season, I have not thought it necessary 
to make any provision, further than that already established, until the next spring. 

Provisions and mining tools were as yet scarce, but large supplies are daily being 
sent from all parts. The price of meat of good quality was four-pence per pound; flour 
(which is very scarce) nine-pence per pound. 

As the diggings at Kiandra will most probably cease, for the present, by the end 
of next month, I do not conceive that there is any necessity for my immediately proceeding 
there. 

I have, &'c., 
P. L. CLOETE, 

Commissioner in charge, Southern Gold Fields. 

No.9. 

UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to CoMMiSSIoNER CLOETE. 

Department of Lands, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 18 February, 1860. 

In reference to your letter of the 15th instant, reporting on the progress of the 
Kiaudra Gold Field, I am directed to request, as it is not now your intention to proceed 
there, that you will have the goodness to state what temporary arrangement you contemplate 
making for the escort of the gold. 

2. 

* Capable of affording employment for about thirty thousand miners. 
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2. 1 am at the same time to inform you, that the Secretary for Lands concurs with 
you in opinion, that it will not be necessary to make any further provision as regards 
Quarters, &e., than that already established, until next spring. 

I have, &c., 
NICUL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 10. 

UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to COMMISSIONER CL0ETE. 

Department for Lands, 
Sydney, 3 March, 1860. 

SiR, 
It has been suggested to Government that it will be very desirable to keep up 

a line of communication for the return of diggers from the Snowy River Gold Fields; and 
I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you, that, with this view, the sum of 

£100. one hundred pounds has been placed to the credit of Mr. Henry Hall, for the repair of the 
24 February, road alluded to in the enclosed communication, which is a copy of the one addressed by him 
1860. on the subject to the Chief Secretary. 

I am therefore to request, that you will turn your immediate attention to this 
question, and report what other steps you think necessary, in order to insure an available 
egress from these diggings during the winter. 

I am further desired to invite your opinioD as to the erection of a Punt, in the 

locality recommended by Mr. Ball, on the Murrunthidgee. 

I have, &'c., 
MICHL. FITZPATRICK. 

(Enclosure in No. 10.) 

Charmwood, Gininderra, 
24 February, 1860. 

Sir, 
I have the honor to call the attention of Her Majesty's Government to the necessity of 

opening a road for the return of persons from the Kiandra Diggings, on the setting in of bad weather, 
as, from the number of persons who have gone lip very ill provided, and the scarcity of snpplies on the 
diggings, if a road is not oned for their return, there must he a fearful loss of life. 

4 ilaviug held the statiun of Yaouh, about twenty miles below the diggings, fur above twenty-five 
years, I am well able to form a correct opinion as to the state of that part of the country in the winter 
season. I have seen the snow on Yaonh, in the mouth of April, two feet deep; and after heavy snow, 
the rivers are for some time flooded and impassable. 

The Bredhow and 1j,neral]a Rivers, on the Maneroo itond, and Lob's Hole, on the Tumut, 
prevent any person passing. About twenty.five years ago, after Mr. Ward lost three hundred head of 
the late Mr. Palmer's cattle (which were smothered in the snow), a few miles from Gibson's Plain, he 
made several unsneeessful attempts to get down the country for rations, by Maneroo, and failed: he 
then, with the assistance of the blacks, came down the Table Land and Long Plains, crossing neor the 
source of the Coodradigbec, at Brimdibulla, and following down the ridge, bctweea the Cottar and 
Coodradigbee Rivers, to the Murrumbidgec, where the blacks brought them over in a canoe. 'fills 
road, J am quite satisfied, can be used at any season of the year, provided a punt was placed on that 
river. Mr. Bushby and my stoek.keeper came down the line immediately after the late heavy rains, 
and were only two days from the Gold Field to the river. This road would also be more than sity 
miles nearer, either from Sydney, Goulburn, Yass, or Queanbeyan, than the one by Cowan; and the 
parties who came down it state a very passable dry road could be made for about £100. Mr. Murray 
(the Speaker) used this road for his drays for some years, as far as the Long Plain, after which, there 
is no dimculty. There is a very good place for a punt on the Murrumbidgee, near where the dividing 
line of the Yass and Queanbeyaa police districts joins the river, with a dray road to the bankson 
either side. 

If I can afford the Government any further information, it will give me pleasure to do so. 
I have, &c., 

HENRY HALL. 
The Honorable 

The Colonial Secretary. 

No, 11. 

UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to COMMISSIONER CLOETE. 

Department of Lands, 
Sydney, 6 March, 1860. 

Sm, 
I am directed to transmit, for your report, the accompanying letter from Mr. 

Joseph Carter, submitting a plan for keeping open the road leading to the Snowy River Gold 

Fields during the winter. 
I have, Sic., 

NICHL. FITZPATRICK. 

[Enclosure 
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[Enclosure in .M. 11.] 
Braidz000d, G.P.O. 

- Denison, Esq. 
Sir, 

Being desirous to lay before you a plan to keep the road open to the Snowy River, and 
feeling confident that it can be done belbre a month would elapse, at a cost of £300, which would be 
but little in comparison to the profit of opening up the district to Tuiuut. The plan would be a re-
versed telegraph without wire; that is to say, instead of placing the posts on the highest ground, they 
would require to be placed on the lowest ground, and all the posts to he one height from the road; then 
they would always guage the depth of the snow. Whenever it would be necessary to cross a creek on 
abush bridge, there would require an additional precaution; that is to say, a post on either side of the 
bridge, viz 

At other parts of the road less dangerous, it would only 
require a eross.pieee bolted transverse, in this manner:— 

- -- 

the name being over the road, inrileating always the side on which the traveller should be. Five 
posts per mile, forty miles, makes 303 posts, at £ I per post; divided in four working parties of ten 
nulee each; each working party to compose a smith, a carpenter, and four labourers. 

If these suggestions be of your approval, I shall be glad to make one of the carpenters. 

Your much obliged and obedient servant, 
JOSEPH CARTER, 

Carpenter, 
Braidwood, General Post Office. 

labour. N.B.—The remaining hundred would be to cover incidentals, such as bridges and bullock 

No 12. 
UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to COMMISSIONER CLOETE. 

Department of Lands, 
Sydney, 12 March, 1860. 

Sia, 
I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to request that, in order to facilitate 

as much as possible the protection of persons who may be overtaken by storms of snow, 
going or returning from the Kiandra Gold Fields, you will take care to grant as many 
business licenses on the road to and from Kiandra, as persons can be found willing to make. 

I have, &c., 

MICHL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 13. 

TELEGRAM. 

COMMISSIONER (JLOETE to UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS. 

Gundagai Station, 13 March, 1860. 
It 
Diggings extensive, very rich. Generally and easily worked. Population upwards 

of three thousand, and increasing, and with taet easily managed and orderly, for a new 
rush." 

No. 14. 
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No. 14. 
UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to COMMISSIONER CLOETE. 

Department of Lands, 
Sydney, 16 March, 1860. 

SIR, 

I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you that the Secretary to 
the Treasury has been requested to give you and the Bench of Magistrates at Cooma, a cash 

350. credit in the Bank of New South Wales for the sum of three hundred and fifty pounds, for 
the repair of the road between Cooma and Kiandra; and also a further sum of three hundred 

350- and fifty pounds in conj unction with the Bench of Magistrates at Tumut, for the repair of 
the road between that place and Kiandra. 

2. I am to request, therefore, that you, or the Assistant Commissioner on the spot 
at the time, will have the goodness, in conjunction with the abovenamed Benches, to super-
vise the expenditure of these sums, in doing what may be necessary for keeping open the 
lines of road in question. 

I have, &c., 
NIUIIL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 15. 
UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to BENCH OF 3IAGISTItATES, Coo3rA. 

Department of Lands, 
Sydney, 16 March, 1860. 

GENTLEMEN, 

I am directed to inform you that the Secretary to the Treasury has been 
requested to give you and Mr. Commissioner Cloete a cash credit, in the Bank of New South 
Wales, for the sum of three hundred and fifty pounds, for the repair of the road from Cooma 
to Kiandra. 

2. I am to request therefore that you will have the goodness, in conjunction with 
the above officer, to supervie the expenditure of this amount, in doing what may be necessary 
for keeping open the line of road in question. 

I have, &e., 
MICEIL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 16. 
UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to BENCH OF MAGISTRATES, TUMuT. 

Department of Lands, 
Sydxey, 16 March, 1860. 

GENTLEMEN, 

I am directed to inform you that the Secretary to the Treasury has been 
requested to give you and Mr. Commissioner Cloete a cash credit, in the Bank of New 

£330 South Wales, for the sum of three hundred and fifty pounds, for the repair of the itoad from 
Tumut to Kiandra. 

2. I am to request therefore that you will have the goodness, in conjunction with the 
above officer, to supervise the expenditure of this amount, in doing what may be necessary 
for keeping open the line of road in question. 

I have, &c., 
MIUHL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 17. 
COMMISSIONER CLOnE to SECRETARY FOR LANDS. 

Cold Commissioner's Office, 
Goulburn, 24 March, 1860. 

I do myself the honor to report my return here this afternoon from Kiandra. 
I bad written a report from Gundagai, but finding that this day's post from here would 
reach you as soon, I did not send it from there. 

The present diggings are chiefly situated on the "Eneumbene," a tributary to the 
Snowy River," and contained, when I left, a population of about five thousand persons. 
The daily numerous arrivals from Victoria will, however, soon increase that number to 
probably eight thousand. 

From the most authentic information to be procured, I find that after the begin-
ning of April the weather is likely to become very unsettled, and falls of snow may be 
expected, and that by the month of May the Gold Fields at Kiandra may almost to a 
certainty be considered closed. 

Many 
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Many people propose wintering there, but the first appearance of snow will, I think, 
drive them away, as they are, for the most part, most inadequately provided, and are taking 
but little precaution against the well known severity of the winter. One large and substan-
tially built public-house ha,s been ereoted, capable of affording shelter to about one hundred 
persons, and the proprietor is busily laying in large supplies. The majority, or, at all events, 
a considerable number of the miners, will winter at and about Russell's Station, twelve miles 
from Kiandra, and the rest at Adelong and Tumberumba. 

Of the richness and extent of this Gold Field I have little doubt, and although 
the near approach of winter has prevented miners from attempting to prospect far from the 
present diggings and principal thoroughfares, yet on the table land, and falls of the rivers, 
payable yields of gold have in several places been found. 

The richest claims yet opened were those first taken, and from them gold in large 
quantities have been obtained; some of the accounts would almost sdem fabulous, and I 
therefore give you merely a few statements made to me by miners on whom I could rely. 
One party of three, whose claims were not in the first opened and rich ground, had obtained 
at an average two ounces per day per man. Another party had made as much as twenty Cci,. 
pounds per day each. Another, whose claims also were not in the richest ground, had £ 1. 

averaged twenty pounds each per week since they had been at work, A man whom I had £29. 
known in the Western District complained of only earning two pounds a day. The surface £2. 
diggings are also rich, and will, when water is brought on, yield largely. I did not think, 
however, for the present, that it would be advisabk to grant water right for sluicing purposes 
on this ground, as the sludge would greatly incommode, if not stop the work of those in the 
creek. Several large nuffgcts have been found. The following nuggets were in the Com-
missioner's Camp when I left:-- One of 93oz. lSdwts. ; one of 23oz I Sdwts. ; one of about 
iGOos. ; one of 02oz., sent to Braidwood; and six smaller ones, weighting together about lSOuz. 

A considerable quantity of gold goes by way of Cooma and Braidwood. No one 
ought to think of leaving for these Gold Fields this season. The summer being tuo far 
advanced for the prospPetir.g and opening of new ground, many of the late arrivals are doing 
nothing; from all accounts the plains will not be approachable after the winter until about 
the middle of October next. 

1 have inforrite 1 the Commissioners that no date could be fixed for their departure, 
but that they were to be prepared to leave, on the first approach of the snow. I would 
station a Sub-Commissioner at " llussell'," where a police force of at least five mounted meats.)  
should alsi be placed. Mr. Gouldo?bury, who leaves on Monday next, wilt proceed by 
Cooma and Russell's; so that the repairs required for the m'nad could be decided or, with the 
Cooma Bench, and arrangements made for a building at lius'ell's, subject to your approval. 
I propose, after arranging my c-Eec detail, uhich will take me about a week-, to return to 
Kiandra, via Cooma, so as to see the r!quired arrangements carried out. 

The population of Adelong will touch iuorease during the winter; and as the quartz 
claims there will not be ogain registered, the number of at iners will not muoh di rninish 
during the next summer. J would uhrnit to you the following arrangements, viz. :-that 
an Assistant and one Sub Gold Commissioner take charge of Adelong; and that an Assistant 
and two Sub-Commissioners take the Kiandra Gold Fields, dun rig the winter ; the latter 
officers could be at Tunaberuniba and Russell's, supervising any new fields that may be opened 
on the falls of the rivers, and thus be ready at the commencement of the next spring to 
concentrate at Kianidra. As one of the Suh.Cornmisiorrers would prohahly be a new 
appointment, be would, duriag the winter, be able to gain that knowledge of his duties so 
necessary for his efficiency at Kiandra next spring. I propose to take charge myself of 
this Gold Field when it shall be re-opened, for such time as may be necessary to arrange the 
statiouing and general duties of the Coutmissionrers. 

I did nt notice at Kiandra more disorder than is observable on every' newly 
discovered Qo!d Field. Sly grog selling is certainly carried on to a great extent; but I did 
not think it advisable to interfere when it was impossible entirely to ohcck. When public- 
Louses are established, this illicit selling will of course be put a stop to. 

The present police force at Kiandra consists of twelve men; for the next season tt 
there should be no less than thirty; of these, tn-n could be dismounted. A Station is being ac. 
formed on the road between Kiandra and Tumut, which will be of great service, both as a 
Patrol Station and a halting place for the Escort. 

Although not strictly a matter connected with lay department, I would beg, in 
conclusion, to express an opinion that the appointment of a Police Magistrate at Tutnut 
would be of great advaatage. 

I have, &e., 
P. L. CLOETE, 

Commissioner in charge, Southern Gold Fields. 

No, hA. 
CoMMISsIoNER CLOnE to SECRErARY FOR LANDS. 

Gold Commissioner's Office, 
Cuviburn, 6 April, 1560. 

I do myself the honor to forward a Voucher for forty-six pounds ten shillings, Aodntox 
Qonersl. 

Voneber rent to 
which I expended at . Kiandra in the erection of a bridge. An almost rurpassable hog a 

b  
nd 

creek divided the principal stores and other places of business from the butcheriag estab- 
lishments, and a large portion of the diggings, and caused such great inconvenience that I 

244—B considered 
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considered myself justified in at once having the bridge ereted. The creek runs through 
the very centre of the dirgings, and was with difficulty crossable even on horseback. 

2. As this money has been drawn from the collections of Mr. Lynch, I should be 
obliged by is being placed to toy account soon, in order that I can send luru a cheque to 
balancehis remittances. 

I have, &c., 
P. L CLOETE, 

Commissioner in charge, Southern Gold Fields. 

No. 18. 
Jlruta SECRETARY FOR LANDS to CoMMisSIoNER CLOETE. 

Department of Lands, 
Sydney, 11 April, 1860. 

Sn, 
With reference to your letter of the 6th instant, forwarding a Voucher for 

forty-six pounds ten shillings, expended by you in the construction of a bridge at Kiandra, 
I am directed to inform you that under the circumstances represented by you, the Finance 
Minister has been requested to place the amount to your credit in the Bank of New South 
Wales. 

I have, &c., 
MICIIL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 19. 
TELE CRA &f 

COMMISSIONER CLOETE to SECRETARY FOR LANDS. 

Couibn,-n Station, 14 April, 1860. 
"Just starting with Captain Zouch for Kiandra, pad Oooma—shall be away thrce 

" weeks." 

No. 20. 
UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to C0ISIMIS5IONER CLOETE. 

Department of Lands, 
&jdney, 18 April, 1860. 

Sn, 
In acknowledging the receipt of your telcgram, dated the 14th instant, respecting 

your departure, in company with Captain Zouch, for the Kiandra Gold Fields, I am directed 
by the Secretary for Lands to inform you, that in consequence of the peculiar and exceptional 
nature of these Gold Fields, it has been thought desirable by the Uovcrnnient to place the 
whole responsibility of their management, in every rcpcct, upon one officer, including the 
responsibility of abandoning them or not during the winter, and of fixing the date of such 
abandonment. 

This responsibility has been cast upon you, I am to add, and the police authorities 
have been directed to be guided in this respect by your instructions. 

I am desired also by Mr. Secretary Robertson to state, that be has great confidence 
in placing this matter in your hands. 

I have, &c., 
MIOFIL. FITZPATRICK. 

COPIES of all Correspondence between Air. Commissioner Cloete and Mr. Assistant Com-
missioner Lynch, from 1st January to lst May, 1860, in rejerence to the Kiandra 

Gold Fields. 

No. 1. 
ASSISTANT CoMMIssIoNER Lyrqcn to CoMMISSIONER CLOETE. 

B. N. C. C. 0., 18 January, 1860. 

I do myself the honor to report to you the discovery of a new Gold Field, 
situated in Gibson's Plains, or "Kiandra," about fifty miles north-east of Tumberumba, with 
steep mountain ranges and the Tuinut River intervening, at the foot of a portion of the 
Snowy Mountains, and about forty miles south-east of Tumut, but over a mountain and 
severe country. 

Thisrert not 2. I do myself the honor to forward Mr. Sub Gold Commissioner Lynch's report of 
yesterday's duty. The description given of the country by that officer, I would suggest, is 
and can be only the description of others, as he has not visited it. I should pronounce it 
impossible to admit of many living there in the winter months, being difficult of access for 

supplies, 
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supplies, even by pack horse, and severe as Tumberumba is, it is trifling as compared with 
what Gibson's Plains must be, 

S. I have the honor to very particularly urge upon your attention the 5th paragraph 
of Mr. Sub Gold Commissioner Lynch's letter, more particularly as if this portion of the 
Gold Fields be found steady, remunerative, that it will be, frotn its physical characteristics, 
a second "Omeo," that rcjugiuns of Victorian and New South Wales criminals. 

I have further the honor to report that all necessary steps within my power have 
been taken to grant claims and adjust disputes between the miners prospecting and mining 
all about the part of the country indicated. 

I have, Ste., 
R. LYNCH, A.G.C. 

No.2, 

COMMISSIONER CL0Em to ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER LYNcH. 

Sin, 

Gold Commission n's Office, 
Uculburn, 26 January, 1860. 

I have made arrangements that the police force at Adelong shall be reinforced. 
I have therefore the honor to request that, as soon as possible nftcr your arrival at the 
Gibson's Plains Gold Field, you will report to mc the actual state of that digging, at the 
same time giving inc such a description of its locality, describing the watersheds, Ste., in 
order that it may be proclaimed. Should your report indicate a probability of this Gold 
Field lasting, I shnll myself visit it, in order to make arrangements for the stations of 
a Commissioner there, and also providing for Escorts. 

2. I have again urged on the Honorable the Secretary for Lands, the necessity for 
placing Sub Gold Commissioner Lynch in the Commission of the Peace. It would be 
advisable for you, in the first instance, to remain at Gibson's Plains whilst the rush 
continues, When Mr. Lynch is gazetted, be can relieve yoa until permanent provision can 
be made. 

I have, Ste., 
P. L. CLOETE, 

Commissioner in charge. 

No.3. 

ASSISTANT CoMr.IIssIoNER LYNcH to COMMiSSIONER CLonE, 

Sn' 
D. X. G. C. 0., 26 January, 1860. 

I do myself the honor of again addressing you on the subject of that recently 
opened portion of the country auriferously under my charge; I allude to Gibson's Plains, GibsoU'a Plains 
or ICiaadra, at the foot of the. Snowy 'liver, or head of the Marrumbidgce strcam. orKiandra. 

2. I am induced to this, finding that, from the most reliable information, an 
exodus is taking place from all othcr Gold Fields even into Victoria, all bound for the 
locality indicated, being about forty•eight (48) miles south-east of Tumut, and about fifty 
(50) north-east and by east of Tumberuinba. 

U. I further find that it will be necessary for me to proceed to the scene, and 
I have therefore arranged for the sending up for Mr. Lynch to accompany mc on the 
journey. I am also compelled to draw every available man from every station in my 
charge, to do duty as a police force, and intend starting on Monday, the 30th instant. 

I will forward, either from there or on my return, a full report on all subjects 
pertinent. I believe the population to be about seven hundred persons, many of them of 700. 
very indifferent character. 

I have the honor to forward Mr. J. lanes Lynch's report, which I request may ibsroportnoyer 
be returned. rotura. 

I have, &c,, 
R. LYNCH, A. G. C. 

No4. 

ASSISTANT CornussiowEa LYNCH to COMMISSIONER CLonE. 

Sm, 
D. M. G. C. 0., 29 January, 1860. 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 26th instant. 
I do myself the honor to report that the population of Gibson's Plains, or 

K iandra, is still daily increasing. I start thence at daylight to-morrow with a sergeant and 
four men. I have no reason for apprehending anything likc disturbance or disorder. 

1 do myself the honor to forward you a small rough sketch, or tracing, which 
will, added to my previous information, give an idea of its locality. It is a very difficult 
country to be approached by heavy supplies, and under no circumstances can it be consiçlered 
other than a summer diggings, as after the month of May snow storms prevail to such an 

extent 
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extent that human life would not be safe: thus from the end of November to May it might 
be practicable. 

I do myself the honor to report that I see no present necessity demanding your 
presence. I have registered many of the Adelong claims, and under that protection the 
holders will return reinforced by an accession of capital. 

I will with all possible dispatch forward you a detailed report from the spot. 
I would further desire to state that supplies will best reach this Gold Field by 

Cooma. 
I have, &e., 

B. LYNCH, A.G.C. 

No. 5. 

ASSISTANT C0MMISSIONEa LYNCH to CoMMISSIONER CLOnE. 

District of .Maneroo, 
Camp, Sonwy River, 5 February, 1860. 

SIR, 
I do myself the honor to report my arrival on this Gold Field on the lst instant, 

accompanied by Mr. sub-Commissioner James I. Lynch, and a staff of police cnnsisting of one 

sergeant and four men. 
ni,triet 2. That I find the waters on which the miners are congregated to be the eastern 
)faneroo, branch of the Snowy River, rising from springs about four miles south-east of my camp, and 

debouclsing into the Eucainbene River, being about six miles in a southerly direction from 
the head of the Murrumbidgee River, with the great dividing range between. 

3, That there are now on this Gold Field about fifteen hundred men as miners, all, 
more or less, able-bodied men, scattered over the river for a distance of about twelve miles; 

£40 to £50. that the claims are extremely rich, and yield in many instances from forty to fifty pounds 

£1. per week per man, and I have reason to believe in most instances not less than seven pounds 
per man for the six working days. Wages of hired men, of whom there are very few, as 

£4 toSS, miners, from four to five pounds per week. 
From the light character of the strippings and the shallow sinkings I have deemed 

it expedient, under the XXV. Clause of the Regulations, to divide the claims into bed and 

30 feet be& bank ones, giving thirty feet in length on the course of the river from bank to bank in the 
so by aObanit. one case, and thirty by thirty on bank areas, which I am happy in being ableto report gives 

amongst the miners in the aggregate entire satisfaction, and that at these measurements 
Permits are being rapidly issued, and the innumerable instances of disputes, arising out of 
ground taken up in excess of all regulations or probable allowances on the part of the 

Government, being adjusted. 
I am most happy in being able to report that I have found the population most 

orderly, considering it cosmopolitan character, and ready to yield to laws and regulations. I 
fully trust by the end of the ensuing week to have made all the grants, and placed the 
mining population in a sound working condition. 

1 would now do myself the honor to report, that I have every reason to believe, 
from facts with which I am surrounded and from my own observations, that this and the 
surrounding country abounds in gold, and that most extensive Gold Fields a-e but dawning on 

New South WTales, to prove the truth of data long since affirmed by the Rev. \V. B. Clarke, 
as a geologist of unquestionable attainments, both in the eastern and western waters of the 
great dividing range, which would be the head of the Murrumbidgee River, Tantangra 

Creek, and the Snowy River and Eucambene. 
As relates to this particular spot, I regret that I am not in n situation to report 

other than that it can only be viewed as a summer diggings, say from 1st December to the 
extreme end of March, before or after which it is unapproachable and uninhabitable, from 
snow and its heavy drifts rendering it, by the statements of the oldest surrounding inha-
bitants, impossible to establish anything nearer than twelve miles, where human life would 
be safe, which would be at or about a point known as Russell's Station, in a line of country 
between my present camp and Cooma, in a south-easterly direction. 

Under those considerations, and the very advanced period of the present season, 
I feel it incumbent on Inc to refrain from suggesting or recommending to the Government 
the establishment of any special staff for duty here, whilst I am quite of opinion that next 
season it will be in every way requisite to affi,rd a resident Cotnnnissioner, armed with magis-
terial powers, and aided by ample police protection, under properly organized arrangements 
of neoominndation for both himself and men, when a proper nuriterous survey of the 
country should be made and published, believing, as I do, that there is a payable area for 
from twenty-five to thirty thousand miners. 

From the sudden rush which has taken place hither, I regret. to state that those 
now congregated are very indifferently supplied either with foi,d or tools, although I 
believe that the best possible arrangements are being made for both by storekeepers of enter-

o  prise, bth on the Cooma and Tunnut side, the former affording a good road uutil within 
twelve miles, from whence prek horses and mules are being used - There are two stores 
already estabhiblied; one by the indicators, Messrs. Polloek, the other by Mr. Chippendale, 
who retails meat of good character at fourpenee per pound, and flour at nioepenee per 
pound, but the latter very difficult to obtain. 

- 10. On the whole, I believe that this season, if the miners do not rashly atttempt 
staying into too advanced a period, will be successfully passed over, and as the land is not 

leased 
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leased or in the occupation of any squatter, I will take another opportunity of forwarding 
boundaries for proclamation, to be published, rendering the country around a proclaimed 
gold field. 

11. Labouring as I do under very considerable difficulty in forwarding any despatch, 
I trust that any delay in this reaching you for the information of the Executive, may be 
pardoned, while 

I have, &c., 

it LYNCH, 
A. U. C. 

No. 6. 
HERE in the Correspondence occurs a break, and for the following reasons:— 

About the end of February, 1860, Mr. Assistant Commissioner Lynch addressed a 
despatch to Mr. Commissioner Cloete, pointing out in detail all that he considered necessary 
to meet the exigencies of the still growing population, and the probable difficulties of the 
coming winter, suggesting snow posts and many other matters. This letter was sent to Mr. 
Cloete, but at the time of its being posted at Tumut, that gentleman had left Goulburn for 
Tumut and Kiandra, and obtained from Mr. Crown Lands Commissioner Lockhart, in the 
absence, at Kiandra, of Mr. Lynch, the rough copy ere it had been entered in the letter book, 
he (Mr. Oloete) promising to return it on its being carefully perused. This has never been 
doue, consequently no record of the document exists in this office, Mr. Cloete having both 
the copy addressed and posted to him, as also the original. 

No. 7. 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIoNEP. LYNCH to CoMMISSIONER CLOETE. 

D. AL G. C. 0., 23 March, 1860. 
Snt, 

I do myself the honor to report my departure from Kiandra Gold Field on the 
19th instant, with the escort, bearing gold as in margin, and at that time leaving Mr. Lynch 

646O02. 11 dwtt 
in charge, with aprisoner..._George Walker—committed to take his trial, charged with robbery Ggr. 
from the person of William Thorpe in broad day, and opposite and in sight of the Govern- 
ment camp, at that time leaving, as a police force, Sergeant Gibson, Trooper Morris, and 
three dismounted men, with a daily increasing criminal population, as well as a general one. 

On the following morning Mr. Sub.Commissioncr Lynch felt it necessary to des-
patch two men, Levi and Conway, to escort him to Tumut, under which abridged force two 
delinquents being, on Wednesday, the 21st instant, about 8 in the evening, arrested by the 
mob, they proceeded to execute Lynch law upon them, some exclaiming "hang them"—
others, " cut their ears off ;" and ultimately shaving their heads, during which process, and About 100 per- 
with some difficulty, they were rescued by the few remaining police, their lives being pre-
served. 

3. As a result, the more respectable portion of the population have called and had a 
meeting, forming themselves into a Vigilance Committee, many, I am informed, taking up 
the duty of special constables. 

Under such a state of matters I have deemed it my duty to order every available 
mnn in the police force out to Kiandra, and to proceed there again myself in the morning. 

I further deem it my duty to urge upon you the necessity of recommending imme-
diately the appointment of a Police Magistrate for duty at Kiandra, as the criminal business 
has so materially increased as to render it impossible the combined duties can be performed 
in anything like efficiency by the Gold Commissioner. In short, larceny and robbery from 
the person are rife, and of daily as well as nightly occurrence, requiring and urgently 
demanding not only such an officer, but a considerable acuession of police force, both mounted 
and dismounted. 

I would also desire to report that from the continued fine weather persons are now 
fully determined on remaining, if not the entire winter, at least far into the season, and talk 
of memorinlizing the Government for police, all the year, in which case volunteers would 
have to be drawn should the Government yield to the request. 

I beg finally to impress on your attention that such is the rapid accession of bad 
characters from Victoria, since your departure, that I cannot answer for what turn crime 
may take, if not met by proper means for its repression, and an immediate raid made against 
them. 

I have, &o., 

B. LYNCH, A.G.C. 

No.8. 
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No.8. 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER LYNCH to COMMISSIONER CLOETE, 

B. AL U. C. 0., 7 April, 1860. 

Bra, 
I do myself the honor to report the condition of the Kiondra Gold Field up 

to the 81st March in this year. 
I first do myself the honor to report my return from Kiandra on the 2nd instsnt, 

arriving with the escort here on the evening of the 3rd. At this time the miners were 
quiet, there being about three thousand on Kiandra, and as many more in several rushes, 
particularly one now known as " Scott's Creek" about nine miles south-west of the present 

Government camp. 
There are also about one thousand people at and about the head of the Tumut 

River, and the remainder in scattered positions. 
There are now numbers leaving Kiandra, some to winter at Adelong and Tumber- 

umba, where again both myself and Mr. Sub-Commissioner Lynch's presence are respectively 
required; others to seek winter quarters in a more hospitable climate, and to be contiguous 
to the Snowy River Gold Fields in the early part of the next ensuing season, when a very 
large population may be expected, and arrangements officially and efficiently made in due 

time for their reception. 
I would strongly and immediately recommend that the following arrangements be 

made for the formation of a Town and Village Reserves on this extension, where already 
formed under past surveys, on the road between Tumut and the Kiandra Gold Field : — 

flowering. 
1. A small reserve at or about Blowering, ten miles from Tumut. 

Talbiogo. 
2. A similar one in the One Mile Reserve at Talbingo, now a one mile reserve, 

which is twenty-two miles from Tumut, and twelve from Blowering. 

Yarrangobifly. 
8. At Yarrangobilly again, thirty-four from Tumut, and fifteen from Talbingo, 

there being nothing again between Yarrangobilly and the Snowy River, a 
distance of twenty-two miles, unless solitary houses of accommodation were 
encouraged and licensed at suitable spots on the Long Plain, a distance of 
fifteen miles from the Camp. 

I would, on the road between Cooma and the Gold Field of Kiandra, also strongly 

recommend the following 

cubmurra. 
1. At Cubmurra, the stations of Mr. Russell, one of the eight years' leases which 

expired on the 1st of January, 1860, I would certainly suggest a township 
being laid off, and every encouragement given to storekeepers and traders, 
as also to licensed publieans for inns. 

.&daminaby. 
2. At Adaminaby I would recommend a very extensive reserve being made of the 

vast plain existing, thus affording some of the finest land in the Colony for 
farms and amble purposes. 

I have now every reason for thinking that a large proportion of the population 
will endeavour to winter at and about Kiandra, and that the entire country, between Tumut 
and that place, as also on the other side, will be- prospected, and extensive fields for mining 
enterprise opened up by the opening of the season 1860 and 1861. 

I have, &c., 
B. LYNCH, A. G. C. 

Sydney: Thomas Richards, GoTerument Frinter.—Th6l, 

[Price 4d.] 
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1861. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM 
(REPORT IcRO3I TRUSTEES.) 

usrntcb to bot5 3Loueø of 11arlinnirnt, bp Comminb. 

REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM, FOR THE 

YEAR ENDING 31 DECEMBER, 1860. 

To His EXCELLENCY THE CoYntNoa GEnRAL, 

&c. 

The Trustees of the Australian Museum have the honor to submit to your 

Excellency this their Seventh Annual Report. 

The Museum has been open to the public daily, during the past year, and has 

been visited by 11,300 persons. 

The Trutees have continued to foster a system of exchange with the leading 

foreign Museums, and to lay the foundation for an extended and continuous interchange of 

specimens from different, parts of the globe. The importance and economy of this mode of 

enriching the collection of any Museum is sufficiently evident, but is calculated to be doubly 

advantogeous in a country like New South Wales, the natural history of which is by no 

means fully investigated, or efficiently repres3ntod in many European and other Museums of 

long standing. 

In exchange for specimens previously forwarded, the Trustees have received the 

following from foreign Museums, during the past year:— 

From the Royal and Public Museum at Copenhagen :-84 species of erustacea; 
47 species of ecliinodermata; 891 species of mollusks ; and 70 specimens of 

ancient Scandinavian weapons, tools, and utensils, indicating a period prior to 

the discovery of iron in those regions. 

From the South African Museum, Cape Town :-42 skins and 2 skulls of mammals, 

(32 species) ; and 200 skins of birds, (103 species.) 

From the Museum of Natural History at Hamburg :-50 specimens of African 

reptiles. 

From the Museum at Santiago de Chili :-58 skins of large birds, and 70 species 

of mollusks. 

Numerous donations have been received during the year, a list of which, with the 

names of the donors, is appended. (Appendix No. 2.) 

1. 
114—A , S. 
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Some valuable donations of books have been added to the library, amongst which 

are 22 vMs. of the Catalogue Raisonnóe of the Hunterian Museum, presented by the Council 

of the Royal College of Surgeons of England, containing much information, and numerous 

plates of the highest scientific value. 

The whole of the books selected and purchased by Professor Owen, George Macleay, 

Eaq., and Dr. Bennett, for the Mis&im, have been feceived. This collection consists of 382 

volumes of great value and interest. A list of them is appended. (Appendix No. 3.) 

The Trustees have to acknowledge a liberal grant from the Legislature to secure 

the services of a gentleman, as Curator, possessed of the scientific knowledge necessary for 

the classification and arrangement of the continually increasing collection of specimens. 

They placed the seleetioa of this gentleman in the hands of Professor Owen and George 

Macicay, Esq., who secured the services of S. R. Pittard, Esq., a gentleman highly recoin-
mended, and posessieg considerable scientific reputation. Mr. Pittard arrivedin the early 

part of last year, and immediately entered upon his duties. 

With the object of rendering the Museum as much as possible a centre of educa-

thin in the science of natural history, the arrangement with Mr. Pittard included the delivery 

of such lectures connected with this branch of study as the Trustees might from time to time 

deem desirable. In pursuance of this plan a highly interesting and instructive course of 

lectures on Zoology has been delivered in the Board Room of the Museum, and was attended 

by as many persons as could be provided for—indeed it was necessary to stop the issue of 

tickets of admission in consequence of the limited accommodation at the command of the 

Trustees. As soon as the classification and arrangement of the specimens in the Museum are 

ufficieutly advanced, it is intended to resume the system of giving periodical courses of 

lectures on suitable subjects. 

A Sub-Curator of considerable practical experience in natural history has also 

been appointed, who takes an active part in the general duties of the institution. 

Two experienced taxidermists have been occupied during the year in preparing, 

preserving, and mounting specimens. 

Besides numerous specimens of the class Reptilia, Mr. Krefft, the Sub-Curator, 

'has collected about 2,000 insects, including 300 species. 

It is interesting to observe that a limited, but increasing, number of young men 

habitually visit the Museum, as persevering students in the branches of science illustrated by 

its collections. 

It is with the deepest regret that the Trustees have to record the resignation of 

the late Governor General, His Excellency Sir W. T. Dcnison, K.CTh, as an elective Trustee, 

to whose indefatigable exertions and truly scientific mind the Australian Museum has been 

and must always remain under the deepest obligations. The Trustees have also to record the 

resignation of Alfred Denison, Esq., and Professor Smith as elective Trustees of the Museum, 

and the election of John Hay, Esq., and George Bennett, Esq., M.D. 

A collection consisting of 38 specimens of Austrnlian Woods, received from the 

Deputy Master of the Mint, has been placed in the Museum, together with specimens of the 

leaves, flowers, and seeds of the trees. It is intended to enlarge this collection as soon as 

possible. 

The Legislature having placed the sum of £200 in the hands of the Trustees for 

the purchase of ores, minerals, and fossils, they have ordered a collection of numerous 

specimens, which, it is anticipated, will form a complete educational series. 

Whilst using their best endeavours to enlarge the collections for the Museum as 

much as possible on the principle of exchange, the Trustees do not fail to purchase such 

specimens from time to time as appear desirable. 

16. 
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Jan. 3.. To balance from last year.. 
Jan. iaj ,, Cash from ColonialTrea- 

sury................ 
Feb. 10 ., Do do..... 
Mar. IT  Do do..... 
April19  Do do..... 
July 16 Do do..... 
Oct. 5.. ,. Do do..... 
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The urgent requirements for additional buildings and space for the rapidly 

increasing and valuable collections of the Museum have been brought under the notice of 

Government in the Reports for the years 1857, 1856, and 1850. We have only now to state 

that the experieuee of the past year has rendered these requirements painfully evident. A 

rapidly increasing Museum should always possess a large space for the immediate and 

efficient arrangement of newly acquired specimens; but this is more especially felt when 

large acquisition arrive from other Museums, a considerable porportion of which could at 

once be catalogued and exhibited, if the necessary space existed. 

As an illustration of the necessity for such increased accommodation, we may 

this year again mention, that the Museum is possessed of a most valuable collection of 

geological casts, presented by the Trustees of the British Museum, which are necessarily 

stowed away in the underground cellars, and are daily suffering from damp, while the rublic 

are deprived of the benefit to be derived from their exhibition. 

Appendix No. 1 contains an abstract of the receipts and payments of the 

Trustees, on behalf of the Museum, for the year ending December 31, 1860. 

Appendix No. 2 contains a list of the various donations during the same year,  
with the names of the donors. 

29. Appendix No. 3 contains a list of books purchased for the Museum Library. 

Appendix No. 4 is a condensed statement of the specimens which cannot be 

exhibited for want of space. 

The Trustees have the honor to submit this their Report for the year one 

thousand eight hundred and sixty, and in testimony thereof have caused their corporate seal 

to be hereunto affixed this twenty-eight day of February, one thousand eight hundred and 

sixty-one. 

By Order of the Trustees, 

S. R. PITTARD, 

Secretary. 

(t.s.) E. DEAS THOMSON, 

Chairman. 

APPENDIX No. 1. 

CURRENT EXPENDITURE of the Trustees of the Australian Museum, during the year 1860. 

£ s. d. • 1860. £ s. d. 

372 3 8 i fly Salaries during the year 1.126 e 10 
Requisites for Taxider- 

250 0 0 mists department 72 15 11 
33 6 5  Purchase of specimens.. 8.5 0 0 
172 0 10 .,  Carpvntcrs' andTuraers', 
2500 0 work ----------------- 1512 9 
250 0 0 ,. Contingent expenses, 
250 0 0 carriage, freight. &-c 72 .5 3 

Keepinggroundsiaorder 23 0 0 
Stationery, printing, 
postsge, advertising. - 47 14 43 
Ironmongery ........ 19 9 4 
Mr. Pittard's passcge 

107 10 6 money ............... 
Purchase of Goniometer 6 0  0 
Wood, coal, &-c.......... 20 14 0 

1561 1,577 11 2 
flalance - ..............."701 

Jan. 1..! To Balance .............. '2901 
1577 11 2 

APPBNDIX 
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APPENDIX No. 2. 

DONATIONS TO THE AUSTRA.LI&N MUSEUM, DURING- THE YEAR 1800. 

3TAMMALIA. PUESL'NTED stY 
A Puppy with the bind limbt double ................................ Dr. Alloway. 
Au Australian Native Dog" (Gznis dingo) ........................ Mr. George Brown. 
A Flyi Fox (P/es-opus pohoc'p/slus) .............................. ng Master Edwin Humphrey. 
Twelve specilnons of European Mammalia, in spirits of Wine, and ii skins Mr. Gerard lirefit. 
A Malformed Calf ................................................ Mr. Richard Carter. 
An Awe/wars ymg.aa-'s .... ....................................... I L. H. Kibtliorpe, Esq. 
The Skull of a White Newfoundland Porpoise ........ ................ Capt. 

An Indian Antelope, and two Indim Axis Deer (Axis porcinus) W. P. 

Au Ornit/sorhynchusparadonzs .................................... Mr. Rolls A. Cape- 
An Acro/eates pygm'e us ............................................ The Rev. G. B. Turner. 
An Albino Opossum (Phalaagisus vu/pine) .. ...... ................. S. M. Pears, Esq. 
ALop-eared Rabbit .............................................. Mr. J3mrxtme. 
A Spiny Echidna (Echithea hystrix) ................................ 31r. Brooks. 
ADosgserus oncsiiaus ............................................ Mr. Henry Newman. 
ADesaucras viverriflirs ............................................ Mr. Henry Lee. 
A Blnek Wallaby (fialmetturus it/aba/us) ............................ Edward 11111, Esq. 
A Spiny Echidna (Echidna itystrix) ................................ U. B. Suttor, Esq. 
Two spet-imen (male and lniale) of the Rabbit flat (rcs-oga/lca lojotis) George French Angos, Efl, 
A White-bellied Beaver Rat (Ilydromys ieucogaster) .................. Aialiihald Cmnpbell, Esq. 
A Female Kangaroo (Slow-opus snesjor) .............................. Mr. Jtolroyd. 
A flair Ball u-urn the Stomach of an Ox ............................ Mr. J. Barker. 
A Hair Ball from the Stomach of a Calf ............................ B. W. Dobson, Esq. 
A Gall Stone and portion of ithinneoros Skin ........................ Mr. W. (irillillis. 

AYES. 

A Black Swan (Cygnus a/rates; .................. .. ....... ...... ... fIlls Excellency Sir IS'. P. 
An Aproeacictus scapula/as ...................... ......... .......... De-nison, K.G.B. 
A large species if Duck (aBa's )) .................................... Mr. S\ . Beaumont. 
A,i Eat-oat aped us a/5a2 ce/apis ........................................ Mr. (barge' Frost. 

- A Pheasant (rl.asuozue) ........................................... (his Excellency Sir W. t Drnisnn, K.C.B. 
An English Blackbird (lure/us emery,  lea) .. .. .................... ..... Alfred Roberts, Esq. A Pennants Parrakeet (Platyccrcus rcncuiitu) ..... ... ... .............  
A colleettini of Eggs of European Birds (50 species), and 36 aknis of)5 Mr. Gerard Krefft. 

European Birds ............................................. 
A Sooth Sea Island Parrot (Psi//ants), and a Tel  or Parson Bird (Praa. 'i'ie Hossosable Mrs. Hope. rh-.c'd. i.e c'S eta Z.?ea,.dnc) .................................. 
Two speeim.'ns, male and female, of the European Bustard ( (I/cs tan/a).. Mr. Gerard kreftt. 
A Pelican (Rb-cone.s r .eiapiri/iatua) ................................ Mr. I'etur Lmery. 
A Green Mountain Dove (Ptilon.pa.e) .............................. ii, A. Dunn, Esq. 
An Owl (4/hen-- ivarcdestc) .................................. ...... Master Louis F. Billion. 
-. - ., - - A C susese Quail ( Ca/nrc, a C/ssueu.sea) .............................. 

(Ilis Excellency Sir W. P. 
Deniton, K.G.B. 

An Owl (etc/scar f/ouboss/r) .......................................... iast,-r James Nelson. 
A Musk I luck (Bidsre Telesta) .................................... Mr. W. Beannioiit. 
A Brown Hawk (Jr-----Mrs /.. iora) Egg of Tetrao cirscrr'ss ............ M;sst r A. Boyd. 
A Blue Crane (Arc/re Ni -a- If'.1/us '1icv) .............................. )] r. Buchanan. 
A Lyre Bird (lb see-a .iuprcb'c) .................................... Mr. George Buchanan. 
Nest and Eggs of the Red-cap1xcl Robin (litruico Guoc/eeoii), and nnl Mister A. Boyd, Australian Pepit (.1 a/hits Averralix) ........................... 
ACt-ossbeak (l,oxi't cu-c-roe/-a) .................................... Mr. Turner. 
A tsiant Petrel (Prarcike-ia gigass/e.a) ................................ Mr. Beaumont. 
'['lice Peacocks (I'cu-o r-i.xroP's) .................................... 'SIr. O'Brien. 
A. Frontal Slsrike 'lit (Tolrvcarmtles J'rcns os/us) ........................ 
A I'eliow.ttsfted l{onov-eater (J'tilet ii tee.-  icoruis) .................... Master A. Boyd. 
A Spotted.sidud Finch (A).. -se/lisa Lzthos.-i) ........................ 
A Bronze-winged Pigeon (fldstr;-a rhsdcoptero)............... .... .1 The Dir -etom of the Botanical A Yellow Bunting (Lab' rise, :itrsr.e/ia) ............ ................... Canlens. AWonga Wonga Pigeon (Lcescusurcia pie/ce) .......................... ) 
A Tern (Sicrea,) .................................................. Ed'vnrd Hill, Esq. 
A White hawk (Aster  Abic,, IIoIlec.-'iee-) ............................ Mr. 11. Bcaumo,it. 
The Egg of a Mc,apodisss, from New Georgia ....................... Mr. Turner. Two Eggs of the Pmnk.he.aded Dove (J'/xloscopas Ennesasiga) 

- 
A pair of Musk Docks (Iic:cecra mba/a) .............................. (Messrs. Graham and 31ulhol. land, 
A Diamond Bird '( J'ardalotus pane/a/us) ............................ 
A Gresit.wiie)cd Micro-ca (Micro-ca snacroptesa) .................... Iastc-r A. Boyd. A New Holland Honcy-.eater (Me/ip/.ays Nova'  
A Yellow.br,-as.ted Robin (&psallria At's/rails) ...................... 
Nest and Eggs of the Wleite.eyehrosved Spincill (Aran//iorhyne/sus IIlis Ellis. sccptrci/io.eses) ..................................... ......... 
'1 wo speei owns of the Pheasant Cuckoo (Centsssusp/casiasius) ........ George 'lhornton, Esq. 
A Black D,u,k (Aaas saperci/iosa), and an Australian Bustard (0/is) His Excellency Sir W. 'I. 

Austs-a/asiances) ............................................ j Denise,,, K.C.B. 
A T;avny.skouldered Podai'ous (Fodargos hscenera/is) ................ B. C. Rodd, Esq. 
A Land Rail (Raliw, pee/is) .................................... Mr. Louis Ilageman. 

- A 'lie-- Marten (Col/ocaka arborece) ................................ (Master George Holmworth 1. Gordon. 
A Conuorant (Plsalarct'ocarar ste/ct rot/i-es) .............. . ........... Dr. William Houston. 
Nest and Egg of a Yellow Robin (Eopsedtria As's/rolls) .............. Miss Elims. 
An Oyster-catcher (lEans ec' (p usfuli-sinosecs) .......................... Mr. Raglmn. 
A Spur-winged Plover (LoëAvundilus lobatns) ........................ 1 The. u)ireetor of tIme Botanical 
A Snipe (Sehorusietset Av.e/redis) .................................... j Gardens. 
A SsLered Kingfisher (I/u/ryan sane/us) .............................. Mr. Jatnt,4 Doutey. 
An Aneothiaia, a Se,-icorni.c, and a Jlolcijoi. sa,ic/ess ................ ..Master Mitchell Boyd. 
A Yellow-spotted Plover (Charadrius xan/lsoc/seilus) .................. Mr. James Coulter. 

Asnale 
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A male and female Monaul"or tndianPheasant(Lop/eophorus hnpeyanus) Miss Lucy Denison. 
A Kagu " or New Caledonian Heron, from New Caledoiiia .......... lions. Emile Depionche. 
Skulls of Australian Birds ........................................ J. Wilcox, Req. 
Two young Brown hawks (Jeracidea erigoro) ...................... Master George ilooper. 
Nest and Eggs of a Wren ........................................ Master James Bray. 
A Musk Duck (Bitho-e lobata) ........................ . .......... George F. Angas, Esq. 
A Collection of Ituinming Birds .................................... Mr. Thomas Barker. 
Four gpecinions of the hted-espped Lorikeit ( Tirajkasws puailies) ....... 
One speeouen the Granealus Master Erni it Gordon of varied (Grnoralus mrntahs) .......... 
Twa specimens of tho Tawney-sliouldered Podargus (Podargus Iiurncraiis) Mr, IT. Fm-ac. 
A Crc-ted Goatsucker (_EgotIiclus A'or llolkmadur) .................. Mr. James Fooles. 
AMalformed Dock .............................................. Mr. Thit'inas Vayliciv. 
A Yellow.spottc-d Plover (Charadriva £aafhocliciles) .................. Mr. P. Bransbv. 
A Blaek.throated firèbo and egg (J'odiceps guiana) .................. Mr. B. Peck. 
A Black-throated GrObu (Podice-ps guiana) ...... ................... Master A. Boyd. 
A New Holland Darter (Plates Note Uollaadiet) ...................... Dr. H. )Iontgoourie. 
A Malformed Chicken ............................................ Mr. IletirySmith. 
A Malfornied egg of a Domestic Fowl .............................. Mr. John Neray. 
A lijack-fronted Flycatcher (ilotiu,-r/w tnvirgata) .................... 1  A Chcstiiiit-lne:isted Fiueh (Doiiacoia rastaiwothoi-ax) ................. Mr. B. Wa 1k-i-. 
A Itufus-licaded Warhier (Cinicok tuft rqm) ........................ J  

IlEfl'ILIA. 
An Esags loaq/ollis .................................... .......... Captain Dunning. 
A V n aranus Aut ails .............................................. islaster A. first s- A Brown Snake ................................................. Mr. G. T. Nicholls.

. 

AP/iyiiuttzs ...................................................... Mr. George Palmer. 
A Diamond Snake (iIosrlia spiiotis), and a Black Snake (Ti-irnerisvnis) 
P0ipiigniias) ................................................. \T. aitcr Stol c-s 

AVae-aiv,s Aunrctisx .............................................. Mr. Joseph Douglas. An Aispfiishrr-ira and a 2intni.c ........ ...... ........................ Franc-is O'Brien. Eaq. A Diamond Snake ( iforriia ,spiiofis) ................................ A. 1). Gordon, Eu3. 
ABrown Snake .................................................. W. S. Maclear, Esq. 
A Sea Snake (Paau.tis) ............... ............................. Master Tm hoas O'Brien, A Sea. Snake (I'nlaiais) ............................................ 3k. John Isanks. 
A Gecko ( i'/zglli'n'x) and an A'..phisba-.,a ................................ - L. C. Shepherd. 
Eleven slaeiui of European Reptiles ................................ Mr.  C triad Krellt. 
Three sImBitnemi of bolero IS S tOoler ................................ 
Five sp.i-.inuns of ilythopbis spiralis ................................. 1 Master C harles %% . H. W ito. 
ABun-s iepidopits ................................................ Dr. Grt-euuop. 
ALizard ....................................................... 
A collection of the pre-maxilhiary hones of the

. 
 pr icipal Australian Alfrt-d Roberts. E.-q. 

Serpents .................................................. 
Three ils-ci nens of Acapltidni-na .................................. Mr. I'. C. L. Shepherd, A Gecko Ph-ri/tires) ............................................. Mr. Ed. P. flnnisay. 
A Snake Skin or Mou

.
lt ............................................ Mr. Horatio S. N. Poze:r, Two Diamond Sn-ski-s (More/ia spiloth) ............................ Dr. Nathan. 

Two Sea Snakes (llydrepJtis), and a Tin-tie freon the egg .............. Mr. S. (ire)-. 
A Diamond Snake (More/ia spiiotis) ................ ................ Mr. Jo hn A Lie/is ........................................................ 
ALizard ........................................................ 

Adam Ward. Eq., 31fl( s. 
Master All. l'itt,rd. 

AGreen Tr,-e-srnuke .............................................. AIf. ltohui-rts. Esq. 
A Lizard, and specimens of Batraelnan Reptiles ...................... Mn  I teni-- Mintosh. 
A Di cmi nd Snake .Ifei-lio .upiloti.$) ................................ Must or A. Boyd. 
A SI-ping Lizard (i/i-----li's (it .onUu) .............................. Mr. 1k-maid. 
A SeL Sot ke (Beth.;1 hi-) .......................................... Sir t'liarhr-s Nichols011, Dart. A Sleeping Lizard (I/no.' i/o, (in-au/li) .............................. Edward Go. i dard Esq. - A Black Snake ( A; c fl,l,f. ]orp/.yru'u;-.) .......................... Master IJuglss. 
A Monitor Lizard ............................................... Master N itehiehl Boyd. 
AI) in rot nd Snake ................................................ Master It. N trail ithi 
A Gi den (/t,.'/wrv.$) .................................................. - 

icr Fitzhardinu. 
A Collection if Australian Iteptiles :-3 Snakes it) species) 20 Frogs] 

and 'loads (S species) and 25 Lizards (10 species) ............ j 
Mr. Grand lereift. 

Two Diamond Sit ckr (Jkcr/ds pilotü) .....  ......................... Ed ad Hill - Esq. 
A large Lizard of the genus tlauenio (a flew species), from North Australia Mr. H. it iehai',hus. 
ABrown Snake .................................................. Mr. Henry Itionias, Lit. A Sleeping Lizard ( Uineu,iio (iru-o,-dii) .............................. Mr. MaeTheun. 
AFre shi-water Tortoise ............................................ Rev. J. Ilaooay. 
Spec-hocus of Batrachian Reptiles, and a Death Adder (Ac-ne/phSs) Mr, 

Fdw-urd Dame] Bro -rail) ................................................... - 
AJ,iqiia .......................................................... Mr. John Kihlehuiar. A Diamond Snake. (Man/ia qil 'a/i..) ............................... Mr. Jr in-s fluehsn.o 
A Collection of tndian Serpents (13 species), frooi the island of Ceylon Willivao Henry Aldis, Esq. A La/i' ( Lie/is Ilswto'sii) .......................................... Mr. Hall. 
ALizard ..................................................... Mr. Wiliani Bray. 
ABr, iv it headed Snake ............................................ Mr. Macs Ii cmii. A St-a Snake (l/1./rrqahm) ........... ............................... IV. S. Mark-as-, Esq. A Tree Froto ..................................................... SIr. 0. Jtietnmn. 
AMonitni- ...................................................... Mr. James Buchanan. 
A Death Adder (Ac-'od.--1./,ia Brorv.h; ...... ............ ...... ......... - John 011iff,-. 
A Diamond Snake (More/ia api/c/ia) ................................ Mr. John Conwehl, R.A. 

PISCES. 
An ()x(r'zrion ............................ ....................... .T. A. Kingsnuilh Esq. 
Snout of ii, Stss'f,slj (Pa-is/is sea-rates) .............................. Mr. Cameron. 
-laws of a small Shark (Caa-chrn-ias) ................................ Mu Joseph Israel. 
An A ocp/.idoius .................................................. 'Jimmas Lawry. Esq. AR/iiao&stus .............................. .... .............. .... William Maeleay,Esj.M,L.A. Asmall Shark ........................ .............................. Jot pl n Two Fishes from time Sooth Some Islaads ............................ Mm-. Waybs-ow 
A Pipe Fish (Fislekenirz) .......................................... Mr. -Jacob Cantor. 
AFü/uiorüu .......................................... ............Mr. Joseph Ahiet. 
• A Shin-k 
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AShark (Carrharias) ............................................ \V. S. Macleny, Esq. 
ATetrrdose ...................................................... Thomas Wilson, Esq. 
An O,trerli,r, .................................................... Mr. Samuel Cougdon. 
A Sunfish (Zion) ................................................. \lr. J. I'itzbnrdinge. 
A Coflinfisli Osbaciva) mad it Cowflsh .............................. 
AnEel (Mnrer.ers) ................................................ 

Mr. Rats. 
Mr. S. Gray. 

A Sea Eloise ( /fippoe'npox) ........ . ...................... . ........ Miss Hawkins. 
Two fresh water Fishes ............................................ Capt. Nk ilson. 
Eggs of the Shovel-n,'s',d Shark ........................................ . W. Cuzsens. 
ATorpedo .............. ........ . .............................. Master Thoitias Burnell. 
An Eel (3furaeri) ................................................ Mr. George Coloson, 
ASea home I !Ilpjci.pos) ..................... ................... Master \%. J. Dickson. 
A Sygweihns .................................. .................. The Misses Scott, 
AnOai,el'.,, .................................................... Mr. Pen ott, 
Twenty Fish, .i fioni New Caledoaia ............ .................... W. S. Mackay, Esq. 
A1)/edo,' ........................................................ Mr. Golilsojith. 
,Jawbon"s of a, 5,t11roe# .......................................... Mr. 'I'honison. 

MOT,LUSCA. 
Eggs of a lan/i' Land Shell (Arholina graeufate), from South Africa .... George F. A]]gaS, Esq. 
Shells from Mi reton Bay .......................................... Capt. 0' billy, 
Shells front Macqitarie Fields (if'?iz, fltrisia) ........................ Mr. Edward I'. Ramsay. 
Three specimens of PuI':d/ae from Botany .......................... Mr. Adam Becker. 

His Excellency the Gover- 
Shells from Port Jackson ........................................... nor Genertl, Sir W. it 

Denisoii, R.C.B. 
Two apeelnioris of Wi,,',: .......................................... Master A. Boyd. 
A coll,-eti,'n if t4h,,lls front thi Coral Sea and the N. W. Coast of Australia Lieutenant Onslow, R.N. 
Fresh Water and Land Shells from Glenmore (helix, l'hi,ao, Lyw'naaa) Miss Noble. 
A collection of Mollusks from Port Jackson ......... . .............. . The M kses Scott. 
AKit/lea from F rj.... ............................... ............. Ca1t. Baclir ii. 
A collceVon of Freh Water and Land Shells (]'hysa, C'jck*toio, tie.) Mr. Edasard I'. Eanisay, 
A eollccIi, a,of Shells from Twofold Bay ............................ Mr. lyon. 
A collection of Shells front Newcastle .............................. Miss Allen 
A collection of Shells from Anatnna ................................ Capt Weiss. 
A collection of Shells from Edward's Bay .......................... Mr. Strong. 
Specitoins of Tn/rets ............................................ 'e m,,, 

Mr. Tuni'tr. 
Mr I:nudn ... 

. colhia tion it L md bht Ils from the Philippine Isi mnds (Cyrlo to it }Mr. T. J. Stockes jtuuoi 

A collection of Shells ............................................ Mr. Robert M'Intosb. 

A collection of Shells from New Caledonia (P/one, Pine,, Stroi.b",).... (H 1i3rSir W. P. 

A Kid/I n,u rli,oe• lint/oak .......................................... Master AIf. Pittard. 
Two Sh"lls, 'P/i,.,, and .lf/tra, from New Caledonia .................. Mr. A. Th'own, jnnaor. 
Fr, sh Wat"r Sills ( (",rl';s), from the Bell River .................... Mr. Edward P. Ramsa'y. 
Two Specimens of 1I'1& and two Specimens of Be//mu,, from the Solo- Mr. Thornton 

mon Islands ................................................. 
Three sp"cies of it 'ix ............................................ Mr. E. Wailer. 
"Bone" of an unusoally loge Cuttlefish .......................... John Carter, Esq. 

CRUSTACEA. 
A Ypfooa pet .'.Jir,'a .............................................. Master Rowland Xlii!. 
Two Prawns (i'alo..ne) .......................................... A. W. Scott, Esq., M.L.A. 
AAptno'ea p ieojir',g .............................................. Master P. 1urphy. 
AA's1i? i'Oita prl.'sj. ............................................... Mr. C aries Nealds. 
A small Crab (Thd/oiva) .......................................... Mr. W. H. Hill. 

(Hi's Excellency Sir W T.  
Specimens of Eaitatr,,ei,, from the Namoi River .................... .enson, R.C.B. 
AHernnt (Irab .................................................. Mr. E. B. Jones. 
A Marmay River Lobster (1-'oteosobiu,$) .............................. George F. Angas. Esq, 

ARACHNIDA. 
Two Spiders ................................................... Mr. P. B. C. Shepherd, 
Specimen of Yello' Spiders Web resembling Silk .................... Mr. J. P. Durham. 

INSECTA. 
138 Lepiilnpterotms Insects, from Malta, &e. ........................ George F. Angas, Esq. 
A Caterpillar of z,. large Cooa'rr .................................... Master Rae. 
55 Coleopteroos Insects .......................................... John J. Wilcox, Esq. 
ARo,rul,r,.s .................................................... Mr. Richard Cracknell. 
ASph/nx Ao,trulqapc,t............................................. Mr. H. M.ilner. 
A Mantis (Bar/Vu,) .............................................. Mr. H. flail. 
A Mantis (The/Pta) and a Hornet ( Veap't) .......................... Mr. P. B. C. Shepherd. 
A Mmitis J5"./lle') .... .......................................... Thomas Lawry. E9. 
Four specimens of 515/e,',  from Germany ............................ Mr. Adam Becker. 
Specimens of 11rpM/as ............................................ Mr. P. C. L. Shepherd. 
Four spoi'inieus of Leji ;d,tero,s, Insects ............................ Miss Nortn]a. 
ASn/era/a. ............ ........................................ Mr. William Stanford, 
Specimens of hlpteroea Insects ................................... Mr. H. Schr.ader. 
A collection of L.p/et',.keoiis Insects, and Specimens of the Australian 

} 
A. W. Scott, Esq., M.L.A. 

Glowwor,n ................................................ 
AMoth (&(orn/e) ................................................ Mr. .1. H. Johnson, 
A collection of CnIeap'trous Insects ................................ Miss Hannah M'lntosh. 
Specimens of Lepidophera.......................................... Mr, W. P. Sullivan. 
A collection of Celoifelf roes Insects ................................ Mr. Henry V htosh. 
An Ant's Nest ...................................... . ............ Etev. 3. llannay. 
A Chrysalis ............................... ................... .... Master A. Pittard. 
AWasp ........................................................ Rev. J. Mitchell. 
A Lepidiptrro'ia Caterpillar .......................... .............. Master Bray. 
Thirteen Specimens of Lepül'iptrra .................................. . Mr, E. Wailer.  
Two Specimens of Coke1'te.rsr ....................................... 
A collection of Cn/eoptss'osr Insects, also, llymcnoptera, Daptera, and 

} 
Mr. Ed Dreniel. 

iit"mipkr ......................... ........................... 
A collection of Insects, Cokop(ca and Othoptera .................... Masters F. and A. Mintosh. 

MYRIAPODA 
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A large Centipede .................................................Master George Tibbey. 

CfRI1rPEDJA. 
A group of Barnacles .............................................Mr. Cahill. 

RADIATA. 
A specimen of White Coral from Ovalan, Feegec Islands ............Cssar Godeifroy, Esq. 
A Star-fish ........ ............................................. Mr. Fitzhardinge. 
AnEeliinus ......................................................Master Aug. Grosbend. 

A.MOR1'HOZOA. 
A collection of Sponges from Bellambi ......... . .................. Capt. II. B. Neals. 

GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY. 
Specimens of Fossil Wood and Carbonate of Lime, taken from a cave 130 , - Ii. Ihoinas Jenkins. feet below the snrtitce oil the Main Reet Adeloug ............... 
Geodes of Iron .................. ................................ .SIr. George Kent. 

Fossils of Animals and Plants, and inorganic Minerals, from Nova Scotia 
{ 
His Excellency Sir W. T. 

Specimens of the Gravel among which gold is found at the Uralla ...... Mr. Dalton. 
Fossil organic remains, teeth and bones of Dipra(osk-a, A,tothcrie,s, 

Macropes, 1'/iosrohi,,718, Crocodilian and Chelonian Reptiles, from T. IL Hood, Esq. 
theCondaminc ............................................ 

ossils from Sicily (1' ................................................. His Excellency Sir W. T. Denison, K Cl). 
Fos4ls from Macqnarie Fields ...................................... Mr. Ed. P. Ranisay. 
Fossils from Malta and Sicily, ores from Western Australia, and fossils His Excellency Sir W. T 

from Maria Island, Tasruania ................................ J Denison, K.G.B. 
Black Sand, containing guld and rubies, from the Snowy River; Granite Mr. J. I' Thornton from Gibson's Plains ; specimeos of Sandstone from Kiandra..... 
A collection of Ores and Minerals from Bathtirst .................... Alfred Roberts, Esq. 
Specimens of Native Copper from the Canobolas Mine ................ Mr. S. Hebblewitite. 
Specimens of Coal from the Mine on the Brisbane River .............. xcellLnev Sir 

{teJK.C.B.
W. P. 

Speennens of Copper Ore from the Coromandel Mine, Auckland, and i Mr. II Os o d Ill fl . Dunn Mountain, Nelson, N.Y.................................. 
. collection of Canadeni Fossils ................................... (His Excellency Sir W. T. Dtunson, K.G.B. 

A Fossil Shell .................................................... Mr. J. E. Ebsworthi. 
A collection of Fossil Shells from Black Creek, near Newcastle, and 

- klfred Poberts F sq. , specimens of Lava from the Sandwich Islands ................ 
Tn o Fossils from Wollongon0  .......... . ........ . .................. SW. Gray, Esq., M.L.A. 

A collection of Minerals from New llnmswick ...................... 
( 

ifD' ExcellencySir W. T. 

Fossils from Otago, New Zealand .................................. Mr. Richard Fencll. 
Fossils from the Sandstone Cliffs on the Murray River, and Fossils from) ,,r F. A Esq. gas, North Adelaide ............................................ 
Specimens of Lava from the Philippine Islands ...................... Mr. T. J. Stoekcs,jrinior 
Specimens of Ores and Minerals ..................................... Mr. Robert M'Intosh. 
Specimens of Fossil Shells, from Kiama .... ........................ Mr. Perroit. 
Fossils from the neighhourhood of Brunswick, Germany .............. Dr. Pcssler. 

BOTANICAL SPECIMENS. 
The cone of .drcurari,s flirhr77i .................................... Captain Olicilly. - 
A collection of samples of Canadian Timber ....................... 

{ 
1is 
c 
 Excellency Sir W. T. 

A specimen of New Zealand Timber (Kauri pine) .. .................. Mr. William Lewien. 

ETHNOGRAPHICAL SPECIMENS. 
Specimens of grotrsqne Pottery, from the Dardanelles ................ Cr. F. Angas, Esq. 
Samples of Irish Linen, from Beliast ................................ Rev. Dr. Mackay. 
A Trophy Skull, from Buena Vista ................................ Mr. D. Burke, RN. 
A mass of Rock Crystal, a talisman of the Aborigines .............. Mr. John laaks. 
An Ornament composed of human hair, from Penrya Island .. . ....... Mr. Emanuel Lyne. 
A Tortoiseshell Spade, frtimn Feegee ........ ....................... Mrs. A. Hort. 
A collection of Native Dresses, Ornaments, and Household Utensils, l His Excellency Sir IV. T. 

from the South Sea Islands .................................. f Denison, K.C.B. 
Fibres of some Plants used for domestic purposes in the Sandwich 

} 
Alfred Roberts, Esq. Islands .................................................... 

South Sea Island Dresses .......................................... Miss Dickson. 

COINS, &c. 
A Torkish Coin ............................................ ...... Master Henry Reed. 
A Cbilinn Coin .................................................. Mr. II. Folk. 
A collection of Ancient Goius, from the Island of Ceylon.............. William Henry Aldis, Esq. 
A Government Debenture for ' three.penee," issucd at Charleston, 1 W. Brooks Esq 

Canada, A.D. 1793 ........................................... 

nOOKS, &e. 
Dr. Jloehstctter's Lecture on the Geology of the Proviocc of Newt His Excellency Sir W. T. 

Zealand .................................................... 5 Denison. 
Account of the Dissection of a Ggisnorum eiectrkus, by H. Letheby, Esq. 
Description of lfnuipermis Insects, by Adam White ................... Georc F. Angas, Esq, Geologyof New Bronawiele ........................................ 
Coloured Geological Sections of the Coal Fields of Lancashire ........ 
A Series of Drawin"s of Australian finviatila Eatwavst race ............ Rev. H. L. King. 

(The Council of the Royal 
Catalogue Raisonn6e (22 vols.) of the Hunturian Museum ............ I College of Surgeons of 

I. England. 
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APPENDIX No. 3. 

LIST OF BOOKS purchased for the Library of the AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM, by PROFESSOR 

Ownx, GEORGE MACLEA; ESQ., and Gsoaoa BENNEtt, ESQ., M.D., with the 
sum of £500, specially voted for the purpose by the Lcgishturc. 

'ti's. 

Muller and Henle, flagiostomata ................................................. 1 2 
folio 
folio Ferrusne ci D'Orbigny, Cephalopodes ............................................. 1 4to Adainaon, Histoire Naturelle de Coquillages do Séndgal .............................. 

Edwards, Crustiteds .............................................................. 1 1 
4to 
folio Brumser, Icones jleimintliitm ....................................................... 2 121110, Dumeril, Elements des Sciences Naturelles .......................................... 

10 4to Bonnet, Onvrt s do ............................................................... 1 4to Walohner, Spiders ............................................................... 3 4to Edward,, Corallines ............................................................. 2 Sv Fitch, Noxious Insects of New York ................................................ I Svo (menu of Pereheron, Genera des Iiiseetcs .......................................... 1 Svo Siebold, Anatomy of the Invertt:hrata .............................................. 1 4to The Voyae of Governor l'hillip to Botany,  Bay ..................................... 2 Svo Westwood, lutroduction to the Modern Classification of I
.
nsects ........................ 

Oxiey, Journal of two Expeditions into the Interior of New South Wales .............. I 4to 
Button, Ristoire Natorelle, coloured plates .......................................... 11 1 

bvo 
$vo 

Desinarest, CrustacCs ................................................ 
ryoniet, Traité Anatoniquc do In Chenille de hois do san

.
k .
.
............

.
..
.
...
.
.
... 1 4to 

Sepp, Histoire Naturello des Papillons do Surinam .................................. 1 I 
4 to 
folio 

Russell, Indian Fishes .............. ........................................ ..... 3 4to Agassiz, Poissons Fossiles ......................................................... 3 folio Atlas............................................................. 
Reeve, Coucliologia loonies ........................................................ 1 

17  
4to 
Svo Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London, 1830 to 1547 ........................ 

10 tWo Illustrated Proceedings, 1515 to 1857 ............................................... 
Transactions. vol,. 1, 2, 3, and parts 1, 2, 3, 4, of vol. 4 ................................ 30 folio Gould, The Birds of Australia ................................................ parts 6 Sco Cyelopndia of Anatomy .......................................................... 1. Sm 
3lurchison, Siluria ............................................................... 2 tWo Buckland, Bridgewater Treatise .................................................... 

1 Syo D,ma, 3liiseralogy ....................................................... 1. I21iio Tciin,iot and Mitchell, Mineralogy .................................................. 
I l2ioo Ansted, Elementary Course of Geology ................................... . .......... 
S folio Valeistyu, Oust Indien .............................................................. 22 4to Liinean Transactions ............................................................ 1 4to Strickland on the Dodo ............................................................ 
1 Svo i\tacleay, Hurt's EntonosIogiee .................................................... 3 Sw, Artedi, Ilihui'jtloet Iehtliyolngica .................................................. 
1 4to Forskall, Dt'seriptiones Animalili in ................................................. iris 13 4to Voyage of the Herald ....................................................... 

Entomological Magazine .......................................................... 9 bvo 
Entomological Transactions ...................................................... 9 4to Archives du Museum ............................................................ 6 4to Cuvier, Ossemens Fossiles ........................................................ 3 folio Aldrovandus, de Auiinalibos ..................................................... 1 4to Zoology of the Sansarang .......................................................... 

1 4to Bennett, Fishes of Ceylon ........................................................ 3 4to .loiirnal of the Acadmny of Sciences of Philadelphia ................................ 2 folio Doubleday, Diurnal Lenidoptera .................................................. 
Gray. Guei'a of Birds .......................................................... 

2 tWo flu Blainville, Malaeologie ........................................................ 2 4tn Owen, Odootography ........................................................ 6 folio 
Bloeli, lchthyologie .......................................................... 1 4to White, Voyage to New South Wales .................................................. 

parts 81 4to flcwitson, Exotic Butterflies ................................................ 42 Svo 
Annals of ? atural I [istory ........................................................ 6 4to Honie, Letures on Anatomy ..................................................... 1 4to E llis, Corallines .............................................................. 1 folio Ilaller, }Iistoria Ranarmu .......................................................... 1 folio Russell, Indian Serpents ......................................................... 
Nemoirs of the Wernerian Society .................................................. 

71 4to Philosophical Tran.actiens to 1852 ................................................ 4 folio Ferussae et Deshiyes, Mollusques .................................................. 
2 folio Sw,unmerdamin, Biblia Naturee .................................................... 6 4to Beaumur, Menjoires des Insectes .................................................. 

Covier, i%ftnioir des ilcllnsiioes .................................... 
. ............... I 4to 

2 bVo }'abrieius, Species Inscetoront ....................................................... 
2 vo Mantissa ......................................................... 1 tWo Systema Entomologist .................................................. 1 tWo Latreille, Ilistoire Natnrelln des F'ourniis ............................................ 
3 121no (iocdart, li'tn,nco'phosis Jnsectotuin ................................................ 2 Svo King, Survey of Australia ........................................................ 1 4to Leivin, Lepidoptora .......................................................... 

APPENDIX 
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APPENDIX No. 4. 

CONDENSED SIt4TEATEZY'Tof Specimens in the Australian M,,senna which cannot be 
exhibited for want of space. 

Five large packing cases of casts of fossils in the British Museum, presented by the Trustees 
of the BritisiL Museum. 

A large collection of ores and minerals from the Peel River Land and Mineral Company a estate, 
collected and arranged by,  Mr. F. Odersiheimer. 

The eofle.ctions of minerals sent in with thereports of the Examiner of Coal Fields dated June lid 
and August 3rd, 1856. 

Three hundred and one specimens of Australian minerals collected by the late Mr. Stutehhury. 
Sixty-five specimens of Canadian minerals. 
A collection of fossils and minerals from Nova Scotia. 
A collection of fossils from Maria Island, Tasmania. 
A collection of tertiary fossils from Sicily. 
A large number of fossils and minerals presented singly and in small lots by numerous donors. 
'The skeleton of a spermaceti whale, two skeletons of other species of whales, and skeletons of 

tiger, bear, elephant, and reindeer. 
A collection of five hundred and twenty.two zoological specimens sent in exchange by the Royal 

and Public Museum of Copenhagen. 
A very lap collection of eonehological specimens. 
Fifty specimens of Canadian timbers. 
Models of bridges. 
A collection of ancient weapons, tools, and utonsils, made of flint or stone, and found in Denmark. 

Sweden, and Norway, indicating a period when the use of iron was unknown in Europe. 

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government l'rintor. -4851 

[Price, 3d.] 114—B 
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1861. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

OBSERVATORY AT SYDNEY. 
(TIIJItD REPORT.) 

vesrnteb to both ?flouøes of Varliament, bp €ommanb. 

JIIZsTU7'E of the Proceedings of the Observatory Board, at a Meeting held at the 

Observatory, on the 13th December, 1860. 

Present 

irs EXCELLENCY TEE GOVERNOR GENERAL, President, in the Chair. 

TUE HONOBABLE TUE CoroNxAL SEcnsTay. 

THE Astronomer's Third Annual Report on the state and progress of the Observatory having 

been read, the Board express their satisfaction at the nature and quantity of the work carried 

on during the past year, as shewnin the Report. 

The Board consider and approve the plan suggested by the Astronomer for giving 

warhing of approaching gales by Telegraphic communication between the Australian Ports. 

The Board also approve a proposal to remove the Meteorological Instruments to the 

Telegraph Stations, but defer the consideration of the question of the appointment of an 

Assistant Computer until after the arrival of a large Equatorial Telescope, both of which 

subjects are adverted to in the Report. 

The Board recommend that the Report and the Minutes of their Proceedings be laid 

before the Government, with a recommendation that they be printed, and then adjourn 

sine die. 

W. DENISON. 

THIRD ANNUAL REPORT ON THE SYDNEY OBSERVATORY. 

THE Report which I am now enabled to make on the state and progress of the Observatory 

is far more satisfactory to myself than either of its predecessors. 

The amount of work produced during the last year will well bear comparison with 

that done in any other Observatory; and the quality of the results, though not of the highest 

order, are yet as accurate as can be obtained with an instrument made many years since by 

one maker, and repaired and altered by another. 

The observations made during the latter half of the year 1859 have been fully 

reduced, and their results printed and distributed. 

The whole number of Transit Observations made and reduced during that period was 

1,654, of which the results of 1,172 have been printed: those which were employed only for 

the determination of local mean time having been omitted. 

6— The 
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The determination of the Latitude of the Observatory may be considered correct 

within one-tenth of a second. 

The determination of the Longitude is less satisfactory, owing to the well-known 

defective character of the Lunar Tables, as given in the Nautical Almanac. 

Not having received the Greenwich Observations for 1859, I am unable to correct 

the results, but have reason to believe that the resulting Longitude is correct within one 

second of time. - 

The number of observations with the Transit Circle, made this year, is 2,704, nearly 

all of which have been reduced, and a great portion of the results are ready for the press. 

The number of observations has been limited only by the computing power of the establish-

ment, as I adhere to the rule of not making more observations than can be reduced to an 

useful and intelligible form. 

The Meteorological work has been continued as before. 

Although two of the twelve Stations are now supported by the Government of 

Queensland, their reports are sent to me monthly, and Ihave thought it desirable to reduce 

and publish the results, together with those from the Stations in this Colony. 

PERSONAL ESTABLISIIIRNT; 

This remains the some as last year, with the exception of the diminution in the 

number of Meteorological Observers before alluded to. 

There are now nine paid Metcorologieal Observers—the gentleman who formerly gave 

his services gratuitously having accepted the usual salary. 

BUILDINGS. 

No alteration has been made in the Buildings since the last Report, and all are in 

good order. 

The erection of a Meridian mark on the North Shore, for which £100 has been voted, 

has not yet been accomplished; the Meridian line has been cleared, and a temporary mark 

erected on the ground given by the lion. A. Berry for that purpose. In eonsequnce, how-

ever, of the number of trecs on private property, which interfere with the line of sight, and 

which it may not always be praetictble to keep down, it is found necessary to set the mark 

at a greater elevation than was at first contemplated; so that the sum voted is insufficient 

for the purpose. During the delay caused by this circumstance the temporary mark can be 

made use of, and has already proved of some service. 

LIBRAaY. 

The collection of books has been increased by a donation from the Royal Astrono-

raical Socicty of the whole of its publications to 1858 inclusive; volumes of observations 

have also been received from the Observatories at Greenwich) Oxford, Armagh, Santiago, 

and St. Helena; and a few books have been purchased with the small sum voted for that 

purpose. 

In consequence of the expensive character of Astronomical Works, I have found it 

necessary to apply to the Government for an increase of the vote for books from £20 to £30. 

INSrRU3IENTS. 

The old Parramatta Instruments are still in the Observatory, but are not used, with 

the exception of the small Equatorial. They might, however, be of some value to amateurs, 

and I have obtained authority to sell them should an opportunity offer; but no steps have 

yet been taken towards effecting a sale. 

A now Clock, by Frodsham, has lately been received from England, purchased by the 

Astronomer Royal for £70, and appears to be a first-rate instrument. It is now in use, but 

the process of regulation and compensation not being completed, I am unable, as yet, to speak 

confidently of its quality. 

The 
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The Transit Circle is in constant use, and proves to be a good instrument, though 

not of the highest order; the nature and extent of its defects will be found fully discussed 

in the volume of observations. 

The small Equatorial has been considerably improved by Mr. Tornaghi, and may be 

regarded as a good portable instrument, though not adapted to observations of great delicacy; 

it has been supplied with a ring-micrometer for comet observations. 

The large Equatorial Telescope, ordered of Messrs Merts, of Munich, should by this 

time be completed ; but as the makers are not bound to any particular time, it may not be 

ready for some months. 

The Government has recently sanctioned the expenditure of £75, for the purchase of 

two instruments of the best construction, for the determination of the Magnetic elements. 

The instruments were ordered by the last mail, and may be expected to arrive in September 

or October next. They can be mounted at very little expense in the Transit Boom, in the 

space now occupied by the old Parramatta Transit instrument. 

The Zenith Micrometer has been lent to the Government of Victoria, to be employed 

in the trigonometrical survey, which is now being carried on, and is found to be a serviceable 

instrument. 

Wona OF THE OnsuavAromy. 

This is of the same nature as indicated in my last Report. 

The obsevations of southera stars are confined almost entirely to those within 100 

north and south of the zenith, and as far as theTth magnitude, of which a very large portioa 

have now been observed, and their mean places determined. 

The observations of the moon and moon-culminating stars are continued whenever 

practicable. 

Although a very small proportion of the nights throughout the year have been 

favorable for observing, I have found no difficulty in making a sufficient number of observa-

tions to affbrd full employment to the Computer and myself. The large comet which 

appeared this year was oberved as often as possible. 140 comparative determinations of the 

comet's position were obtained, and the results sent to the Royal Astronomical Society. 

The approximate orbit, calculated from these results, agrees very well with the more 

accurate determinations, based on a more extensive series of observations, made at the Observa-

tories of Europe and America. 

Since the last Report was read, an attempt hns been made to form a class of amatenr 

Astronomers it has proved, I am sorry to say, altogether unsuccessful; for, although a 

number of persons can always be found willing to attend lectures on Astronomy, I have not 

succeeded in finding one who would take sufficient pains to master the subject, soas to follow 

it up for his own pleasure, or to render any service to Astronomical science. 

A series of daily observations of the temperature of the sea water has been carried on 

for the last eight months; observations of the rise and fall of the tide have been commenced 

with the co-operation of the Harbour Master; and monthly returns are received from the 

various pilot stations, of the time of commencement and termination of such gales as may 

occur. This latter arrangement originated in a proposal, which I recently made to the 

Government, to establish a system of telegraphic communication between the different 

Australian ports, whereby warning of the commencement of a gale may be immediately 

conveyed from the point at which it is first felt to the shipping of the other ports. 

I have also made an attempt to induce the masters or owners of the iron steamers 

trading from this port to adopt the necessary measures for determining the errors of their 

compasses, and offered to superintend the operation myself; but, as yet, no one has availed 

himself of the offer. 

PROPOSED 
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Paoz'ostn ALTERATIONS. 

In conclusion, I beg to invite the attention of the Board to this important qtestion. 

Having ascertained that a sum of money was to be placed on the Estimates for the 

purchase of Meteorological instruments for the Telegraph Stations, most of which are in 

towns where Meteorological Observatories are already established, I proposed that the instru-

ments now in use should be transferred to the Telegraph Stations, where the observations 

could be made with, perhaps, greater accuracy and regularity than under the present system. 

In this way the sum proposed for new instruments would be saved, and there would also be 

a saving of £200 per annum, being the amount voted for the salaries of Meteorological 

Observers. This latter sum might properly be applied to the payment of an Assistant 

Computer. 

By the arrangement which I have now proposed, whilst no additional expenditure 

would be incurred, the value of the Meteorological results would be probably increased ; a 

great addition would be made to the working power of the Observatory; a great amount of 

mere routine work would be taken off my hands; and I should have time to apply myself to 

such studies and investigations as more properly belong to the director of a national 

Observatory. 

ldy proposal, so for as relates to the removal of the Meteorological Observatories, has 

been favorably received; but, as yet, I have received no instructions on the subject. 

W. SCOTT. 

sjaneyt ThomaB Ittohards, Government Printer—iBM. 

[Thice, itt] 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

EXI-HBTTION OF INBUSTItY OF ALL NATIONS IN 1862. 
(tILOVISION FOR ADEQUATE JtEVflESENTATION OF NEW SOUTH \VALES.) 

Ordered by the I'qislative Assembly to be Printed, 0 Ftb'na'y, 1861. 

JOHN F1tAS. KEMPT, Message No. 3. 

Administrator of the Government. 

In the Speech with which the Governor General opened the present Session 

of Parliament, the attention of the Legislature was invited to the propriety of making 

provision for the adequate representation of Now South Wales at the Exhibition of the 

Industry of all Nations, to be held in London during the ensuing year. 

In accordance with the provisions of the 54th Clause of the Constitution Act, 

the Administrator of the Government now recommends to the Legislative Assembly the 

nppropriatioa of a sum of £3,000 to enable the Government to take measures for 

carrying out the object in question. 

- -- - - - -- - 

[1'ire, fd.] 61— 
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¶Lzgiøtatibe asecmbip. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1862. 
(INFORMATION RESPECTING.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 19 February, 1861. 

JETL'EJ? frw;t Edward Hamilton, Esquire, to the Colonial Secretary, communicating 
information respecting the International Exhibition contemplated to be held in London 
in 1862. 

5, Cannon-street, London, E. C., 
26 December, 1860. 

SIR, 
Though I have not been officially instructed to make any inquiries respecting 

the International Exhibition which it is contemplated to open in London in 1862, I have 
within the last few days obtained information which will be interesting to your Government, 
and I take this ear]y opportunity of bringing it under your notice, as the interval is not 
more than sufficient for collecting and sending to this country the contributions which the 
Colony of New South Wales may be able or disposed to furnish. 

At present the Commission, as you will see from the accompanying printed letter, 
is not duly constituted. Five gentlemen, of whom Lord Granville, the President of the 
Cuneil, is one, have been nominated by the Council of the Society of Arts as Trustees for 
deciding on the character of the building and for conducting the financial and other arrange-
meats ; and, preparatory to the issue of a charter of incorporation, they are meeting from day 
to day discussing and determining upon all preliminary matters. An admirable site, 
covering about twenty acres of land at South Kensington, has been offered by the Com-
missioners of the Exhibition of 1851, and has been accepted by the Trustees. It forms 
part of the estate purchased by the Commissioners some few years ago, about a mile from 
Hyde Park Corner. This estate is to be appropriated to horticultural purposes, and the extensive 
buildings required are already far advanced towards completion. It is intended to connect 
the Exhibition building with the Metropolitan Railway, by which all the metropolitan lines 
will he brought into communication with each other, and thus facilities of access, far beyond 
those which existed in 1851, will be afforded to the public. 

Various plans for the building have already been submitted to the Trustees, but no 
decision has yet been come to, except on one point, that a small portion of it, covering 
about an acre of land, will be of a permanent character. 

I am informed that the Trustees are most anxious that the Australian Colonies and 
Now Zealand should be more adequately represented than they were on the previous 
occasion, when the number of exhibitors did not much exceed one hundred, and that as 
much room will be allotted to them as is consistent with a comparatively limited space, and 
the immense mnss of articles which the different countries of the World will send for 
exhibition. 

I was also informed- 

1.—That the rules of the Exhibition of 1851, as published in the Illustrated 
Catalogue (4 volumes), will be generally observed, with the following 
important exceptions :—that wines and pictures of living, or at any rate very 
recent, artists will be admitted; and that in all eases prices may be attached. 

2.—That no application will be made to the Government for Custom House 
facilities, it being censidered more for the advantage of the exhibitors that 
the moderate duties now leviable should be paid, than that an opening 
should be afforded for any interference by the Custom House authorities in 
the building. 

3.—That only one Representative from each Country or Colony will be recognized 
by the Commissioners in London. 
*88_ In 
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In reply to my inquiries as to the class of products which were likely to attract the 
greatest interest and to be of the highest value, I was referred to the specification given in 
the enclosed extract from the Gardener's Chronicle of December lst, 1860, a paper of high 
atsthority and repute on questions of this kind, but having taken down some notes of the 
observations of my informant, I beg to offer the following very imperfect summary 

I —Oils, Mineral and Vegetable: All fatty substances; liquids from timber. It 
was mentioned that within a recent period, the Americans have extracted a 
valuable oil, and a valuable gas, from the sap of a certain deeription of fir. 
Samples from pitch wells. 

2—Woods If for building purposes the samples should be the largest wuare 
obtainable, with a statement only of the length of trunk. " A whole guni 
tree is not required." If for cabinet work, the samples should be cubes, 
averaging about nine inches. 

3.—Leather : Particularly any new material which may serve as a substitute for 
hides. The Americans have exhibited excellent leather made from the skin 
of the porpoise. 

4.—Manures Especially all varieties of koprohite. 
5.—rrrains : Not only wheat and maize, but all useful seeds. 
6.—Fibres : Those for paper-making not to be sent in a raw state, but broken 

down, that is, reduced to what is technically called " half stuff." Fibres for 
cordage to be sent in the rougb. 

7..Furs: Both raw and dressed. 
8.—Panning and Dyes In which products it is generally supposed that Australia 

is very rich 
9.—Bird-skins and Plumage : Especially those of aquatic birds. As an instance of 

the demand for these skins it was mentioned that the present price of the 
Grete skin is about twelve guineas per yard, of very narrow width. The bird 
itself should be sent with the specimens. All varieties of down. 

10.—Corals. 
It.—Ores of all kinds. Some steel from New Zealand has lately attracted much 

attention. 
12.—Wool. 
13.—Wines. 
14.—Coal. 

The foregoing enumeration is not offered as complete, but it will be of value as a 
guide to those who have the leisure and knowledge required for collecting specimens in a 
country still so imperfectly known as Australia. 

From one of the enclosed extracts it will be observed that a guarantee fund of 
£363,800 has already beea' subscribed. It may therefore be assumed as certaiu that the 
Exhibition of 1862 will be opened at the time named, viz,, the 1st of May in that year, and 
it is confidently expected that its success will be more marked and its results more generally 
useful even than those of the Great Exhibition of 1851. 

In conclusion I beg to say that I shall lose no opportunity of obtaining further infer-
mation on this important subject. As soon as the Commission is organized and their rules 
and regulations are in print, I have no doubt that it will be in my power to sond you much 
valuable matter. 

It is hardly necessary for me to remind you that all packages from the Australian 
Colonies, intended for the Exhibition, ought to be slupped Be as to arrive in London not 
later than the first week in March, 1862. 

I have, &c., 
EDW. hAMILTON. 

[Enclosure 1.] 

RTERXAT1ON.L Exaimnos or 1662.—The correspondence between the Commissioners for the Exhi. 
bitiou of 1851, the Society of Arts, and the Trustees for conducting the Exhibition of 1862 has been 
liromight to a satisfactory conclusion, as will be seen by the accompanying letter, addressed to the 
Secretary of the Society of Arts. This correspondence has had relation to the site for the building, 
the provision of the necessary funds, the incorporation of the trustees by the authority of the Crown, 
and their relations with the Commissioners for the Exhibition 01' 1851 

"London, Nov. 22, 1860. 
Sir,—We have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of yesterday,enclosing the copy of a 

e.,mmu,aication from Her Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 to the Council of the 
-- Society of Arts, in which the Commissioners express their general approval of the object which the 
Society has in view in organiaing the Exhibition of 1562, and their willingness to render such support 
cod assistance to the undertaking as may be consistent with their position as a chartered body, and 
with the powers conferred upon them by their charter of incorporation. hiader these eireunist4uiees 
we have to request that you will intimate to the Council of the Society of Arts our willingness to 
accept the trust which the Council and the guarantors have in so flattering it manner expressid a wish 
to repose in as, on the nndcrstanding that the Council will forthwith take measures for giving legal 
-. effect to the guarantee, and for obtaining a charter of incorporation satisfactory to us.—We have the 
-. honor to be, Sir, your obedient servants, 

"GnANvILLE. 
"CHANOoS. 
TII0MAS B.%RTNO. 
C. \Vxarwourn Dir,xs. 
THOMAS FAIREAIRN." 

The guarantee list includes 662 persons, and the sum guaranteed now amounts to £366,800. The 
Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1551 have granted a site for the building on their estate at South 
Kensington. 

[Enclosure 
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[Enetosure 2.) 
THE prelinsinsiry difficulties in regard to the International Exhibition of 1862 may at length be said to 
be overcome. The guarantee fumi exceeds £366000, and the arrangements already completed include 
the appropriation of a part of the Soot!, Kensington estate (vested in the Commissioners for the Exhi' 
bition of 1631) as the site of the buildings connected with the Exhibition of 1862. There is, as Sir 
Thomas l'hillipps stated, in his address to the Society of Arts last week, every reason to believe that 
the projected Exhibition will elicit even more valuable results than were achieved by its great prede- 
cessor. The extension of commerce during the interval, the progress of invention, the increase of 
population and wealth, the increased means of locomotinn, the spread of education, and inereaserl 
knowledge of and love for art will, as lie pointed out, all contribute toswcll the numbers of visitors and 
spectators—and most of these influences will contribute also to the fulness and value of the collection 
which is to attract them. We cannot douht that among those thus drawn by objects of irno,ediate 
service to their several interests, agriculturists will be largely represented. 

If during the next ten yours we receive such a spur to the progress of agriculture as has been 
giveti during the past by the oxlnbition of (let as specify only) the reaping machine in the Crystal 
Palace of 1851, the gathering of 1862 (for which provision in the negotiations of the Society of Arts has 
already been made) will see its forward on our road to perfect and economical cultivation by it) eve, 
longer stride than has been accomplished since the first great International show. That particular item 
in the agricultural departments of the Exhibition, though probably originating in this country, was con- 
trihuted by American exhibitors; and it is to Colonial and Foreign exhibitors that we must again look 
for the special lessons which, without knowing what they may turn out to be, we confidently expect. 
The annual pictures of agricultural progress  in our own comitry given at the great meetings of our 
agricultural societies must be presnoied to be so for perfect that it can be but one year's progress that is 
slteivn by any exhibition of loom agricultural produce or ]nachlinery ; but the Colonial contributions 
which we may expect will represent and no doubt astonish its with illustrations of the increased skill 
and knowledge which have been attained during the eleven years which will then have elpsid since 
1Sl. 

Though we cannot all tieipnte the lessou.s or the contributions to oti r wealth as well us our 
intelligence which such illustrations must afford, vet it is certain that It collection of the natural pro- 
ducts of clunatessimihLr to our own must be of direct use to its as agrieultunsts. Let us hope that th1 
same energy which was so signallr displayed both at home and abroad in 1851 may be exerted now. If 
such, collections are of use to its they will necessarily be of use to those who send them. That is of 
Course the only inoti vo Ave canurge upoi t our readers either here or in the colonies but public spit 
and philanthropy neediog no stimulant from Its Will di ubticss also urge them to exertion. 

Our Colonial authorities then may well be called upon to bestir themselves, ott their own aceomt,tt 
as well as o,us, to semi complete collections of all their raw Produce. Anything actually employed as 
lilitittire or likely to be serviceable in that way—all grains anul other useful seeds—plants used either 
for liumalt food, or as food for cattle, with their ripened products—woods adapted for building. or for 
cabinet work—fibres—mineral and vegetable oils and other fatty substances—hides, wools, and furs— 
drugs, tanning substances, dyes—uaything in short likely to satisfy a want, or even to create a desire, 
by which therefore a commerce many spring up serviceable to the industries, or contributive to the 
comforts of either the Colony or the Mother Country—all such things claim place in an International 
Erdustrial Exhibition, 'There was. in the Crystal Palace of 1631. many all illustration of what goodwill 
and iliwlligenee could do towards collections of such a kind as this. [lie Canadian departuteut of the 
Exhibition, and especially the collection front Trinidad, sent lomoe by Lord Harris the then Governor, 
1,roved how, by a comparatively small outlay, well expended, suites of specimens of the very highest 
commercial interest and scientihe value mmiv be gatliem'ed, arranged, and transmitted. 

it is, of course, in the agricultural relations of such collections that we are specially interested. 
and the Exhibition of 1631 showed in several instances that it is important we should knnw not only 
the agricultural products which are obtainotmle elsewhere, but also the means by which those products 
are them obtained. The mscluuery and processes of Colonial agriculture ought to be illustrated, and 
our own manufacturers and farnmers would titus derive ma's)' a useful hint. Matures, seeds, and 
machines, are among the means of agriculture and there ought, in the Exhibition of 1862, for the 
information of our English agrieulturists, to be specimens of all the natural gaseous of the world—
samples of all the grains, wheat, barley, oats, and pulse of all the eli]nates which produce then,, and it 
collection of all the agricultural imsehinery anyhow connected w it li their productioit. 

And English agrietdturists, upon the other hand, with all who provide the means of English 
agricultore—the manure manufacturer, the see,lsniamm, and the maclnmic mnnker—will on their part be 
prepared with full illustrations of time present status of English t'arn, tuanagement for the instruction not 
more of their colonial visitors than of one another. Minerals, vegetables, anhnals—the produce of our 
quarries, pits, and mines—of our plough laiid''and our pastures—of our cattle stalls, sheep folds, and 
dairies, ought all to meet the eye. The way in which such a serics of home specimens is to be ohtuined. 
and the particulars of which the collection should consist, may be discussed at leisure, but the Colonial 
collections require long time both for their formation mind transmission, and it is, therefore, necessary 
titus early to call upon the leading men of our several Colonies, and on all who influence public opinion 
there, to take such measures as may result in a fair representation of their natural products and their 
several industries at the Great International Exhibition some sixteen or scenteen months hence. 

[Price, id] 
Sydney: Thomas Richards, Goremnment Printer.-1661. 
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iLsGiøIattUe 200embip. 

NEW SOTJTII WALES. 

INTERNATIOflL EXHIBITION OF 1862. 
(DESPATCH RESPECTI1Ia) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 26 April, 1861. 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE to GOVERNOR Sm JOHN YOUNG, BART. 

Downinq-street, 
1 February, 1861. 

SIR, 

I transmit to you a copy of a letter from the Promoters and proposed Trustees 
of the Exhibition of Works of Industry and Art of all Nations, to be holden in London, 
in the year 1862. 

You will see that these gentlemen are desirous to learn from what Colonies articles 
will be sent for exhibition, and also to be put in communiontion with such persons or bodies 
in each Colony as are likely to command the confidence of those who may become 
exhibitors. 

It is, I am sure, unnecessary for me to urge upon you the adoption of any means in 
your power for furthering the important object in view, and I shall be glad to learn that the 
Colony under your Government is prepared to become a contributor to this undertaking. 

The general conditions of the Exhibition will be made known to you as soon as they 
are completed. 

I have, &c., 
NEWCASTLE. 

[Enclosure.] 

My Lord Duke 
London, 18 January, 1861, 

, 
I am directed by Earl Granville to intimate to your Grace that the promoters of the 

Exhibition of the Works of Industry and Art of all Nations, which it is proposed to hold in the year 
1862, are about to apply to Her Majesty for a Charter of Incorporation, by which certain Trustees, to 
whom the management of the Exhibition has been confided, may be vested with the powers requisite 
for effectually carrying out the projected undertaking. 

The names of the Trustees are as follows:— 
Tax EAser. GISANVILLE, ILG., Lord President of the Council, 
Tax MARQns or Cnaimos, 
THOMAS Banwo, Eso., M.P., 
C. WERTSVOETH Daxt, Es, 
Tuonas FaInsAInw, Eso. 

The Trustees have every reason to believe that the application for a Charter will be favourably 
entertained; but, as some short interval must necessarily elapse before the usual preliminary formalities 
can be complied with, the y are anxious that no time should be lost in giving notice of the intended 
Exhibition to the distant Colonies of the Empire. 

I am, therefore, directed to request that your Grace will do the Trustees the favour to take the 
necessary steps for making known to the various Colonial possessions and dependencies of the Crown, 
that the Exhibition will open on Thursday, the 1st of May, 1862, and that the Trustees are very 
desirous to learn from what Colonies articles will be sent for exhibition, and also to be put in 
communication with such persons or bodies, in each Colony, as are likely to command the confidence 
of those who may become exhibitors. 

The Exhibition will be held in London, on a conveniont site, which has been placed at the dis-
posal of the Trustees by the loyal Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1831, in the immediate vicinity 
of the ground occupied in 1851, by permission of Her Majesty, on the occasion of the first International 
Exhibition, 

The general conditions of the Exhibition, and the terms on which exhibitors will be invited to 
take part in it, will shortly be published, and the Trustees will at once communicate them to your 
Grace. 

In the meantime I am to state that the Exhibition, in its leading features, will closely resemble 
that of 1851—pictures, however, being added on this occasion—and that such preparations as can be 
made, in anticipation of more detailed information, may proceed upon this understanding. 

As the demands for space, however, will, in all probability, be very much in excess of what it 
will be possible to provide, so that quality and not quantity will have mainly to be looked to in deciding 
upon the articles to be admitted, the Trustees hope that the greatest care will be exorcised in selecting 
good spooimeus of the industry and art of each Colony, and more especially of its natural productions. 

As your Grace will readily understand that, so soon as proper channels of correspondence have 
been opened, the Trustees will have many matters to which to draw the attention of the Colonies 
which are likely to take an interest in the undertaking, they venture very earnestly to request that the 
earliest opportunity may be taken for making known the substance of the present commnnicatioa to 
the various Colonial authorities. 

I have, &e,, 
The Duke of Newcastle, ICC., P. R. SANDFOItD. 

&o. 

* 251— 
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iLcaisIattDe 9øøtmbly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

NEW INVENTION IN LOCOMOTION. 
(PETITION FROM EDWARD BELL.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 26 February, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of Edward Bell, of Sydney, Civil Engineer, Member of the 
Institute of Civil Engineers,— 

JIUMI3LY Sicwnu 

That your Petitioner is the Inventor of certain improvements in Railways, 
and in Locomotion on the same, which, if put into operation in this Colony, will, be believes, 
be the means of saving very large sums of the Public Money, and will greatly facilitate the 
progress of Railway Communication throughout the Colony. 

That your Petitioner is prepared to shew to your ifonorablo House that Railways 
may be constructed and worked by Steam-power in this Colony cheaper than Tramways by 
Horse-power ; that they shall be in every respect as permanent and useful as the Railways 
now in operation in the Colony; that the same Carriages and Rolling Stock as are now in 
use on the present Lines in the Colony can be adopted on the Lines proposed by your 
Petitioner, except the Engines, which are much heavier than those which under his system 
will be required to perform an equal amount of work; that the material of which the lines 
projected by your Petitioner are to be composed is chiefly the Hardwood ofthis Colony; and 
that the quantity of Iron to be used in them will not exceed one-seventh part of the weight 
of that used on the Lines now in operation. 

That your Petitioner observes in the Fourth Report of the late Commissioner for 
1-laliways (Captain I%lartindale, RE.), that the lines projected, and for which plans and 
estimates have been prepared in the Railway Department, are as follows, viz. :—From Penrith 
to Bathurat at a cost exceeding £26,000 (Twenty-six thousand pounds) per mile; from 
Picton to Goulburn at a cost of nearly £19,000 (Nineteen thousand pounds) per mile; and 
from Singleton to MtisweUbrook at a cost of nearly Seventeen thousand pounds per mile. 

That by the system projected by your Petitioner the cost of the line from Penrith 
to Bathurst, for example, worked by Locomotive power, would not exceed Two thousand 
pounds per mile, or, about One pound per lineal yard, exclusive of Bridges; the facility of 
ascending and descending gradients of one in seven or eight with Engines drawing about 
three times their own weight enabling your Petitioner to dispense with the very heavy earth-
works and other expensive operations, which, under the present system are unavoidable, in 
order to procure It practicable working gradient throughout the country; and by the rapidity 
with which lines on his principle can be constructed, a further considerable saving will 
accrue to the Colony at large. 

Your Petitioner therefore humbly prays that your Honorable House, before coming 
to any decision on the subject either of Railway Extension on the present system, or of 
Tramways, will be pleased to satisfy itself of the practicability and economy of the system 
of Locomotion projected by your Petitioner. 

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

Sydney, 20th. February, 1861. EDWARD BELL 

[Price, Id.] 104— 
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Eegi(at{b, A008M51g. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

LETTERS OF REGISTRATION OF INVENTIONS. 
(APPLICATIONS FOR.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 26 April, 1860. 

RETURN to an Address of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of 

New South Wales, dated 12 October, 1860, praying that His 

Excellency the Governor General would be pleased to cause to be 

laid upon the Table of this House,— 

" A Return shewing the number of applications for Letters of 

Registration of Inventions, under the Act of Council, 16 

Victoria, No. 24; the name of each Applicant; the nature of 

"the Invention; a summary of the report upon such applica-

"tions; by whom made; and the amount of fee paid in each 

" case." 

(Mr. hart.) 

250— 



RETURN showing the number of Applications for LETTERS or REGISnAnON OP INVENTIONS, under the Act of Council, 16 Vie., No. 24. ED 

No. NAME or ApPLICANT. NATURE OP INVENnO1I. SUMMARY OF REpoRT. Br WHOM REPORT MADE. AMOUNT or Pa PAW 
IN EACH CASE. 

1 George AifdLldf Tho 
} erson Retch 

.°. ... Improved method of making Soap .................. Application umiecessary ............ I  Deposit (20) refunded. I  . 

2 Thomas Oulliam and Jacob Braché .... {  and for geological surveys 
Portable Prospector, for searching 

.ttff } 
No 

 Registration . 
of 
. . . . . . . . . .

Colonial Architect ................. £14 10 6 
on Improvements in Machinery for pulverizing, wash-) 

S George W. Earl, for Hiram Bedem .... 1 ing, and amalgamating auriforous and other - Recommended for 10 years ........... 
issued, Mr. Earl 

Messrs. GK. Mann and H.H.E. Browns £17 16 6 0 
ores .. . . . J (Not net possessing 

authority to malt. application.) 
PA 

4 R. L. P. Manning ....................... Deposit (flO) refunded. 
5 

Self-acting Propellor ............................... 
Improvements in tanning Skins and Hides ......... 

Application withdrawn ............ ..........
Recommended ...................... Captain Ward and Mr. G. K. Mann.. 

I 
£17 16 6 

CD  
6 

Charles F. P. Funeke ................... 

Simon Zollner 

........................ 
Not sufficient novelty in invention to 
juatify issue of Letters of Regis- 

. . 
Calaa1s1%aral?dhMartindaic.and } £9 9 0 00 .Water Filter .................................. .... 

tration ....................... 
Edward Knox, Daniel Coo, 

.t } 
Improvementsin 

{ 

Not sufficient ou recom} CaptainsWarcland Mart..do1o) £9 9 0  facture of sngar.Jr. . Professor 
8 Bernard Josephson ....................... Recommended ...................... .Captain Ward and Professor Smith.., £17 16 6 
9 Conrad W. Finaci and others ..........{ 

Manufacturing Gas ........ ....................... 

} Recommended forT years ............ Captain Ward and Mr. O.K. Mann £17 IC 6 a 
10 John H. Athens ......................... Improvements in construction of lflnt Irons ........... Captain Ward and Mr. F. Boll £17 16 6 
11 Francis P. Mansfield and Cyrus Hewitt Improvements in extracting Stumps of Trees: 

...................... 

Recommended .......................
Recommended ...................... .Nessrs.J, Whitton and E.O.Moriarty £17 16 6 

12 Bevan G. Sloper ........................ Machinery for refrigeration and the making of Ice Recommended ....................... Professor Smith and Dr. G. Bennett £17 16 6 
13 Minor King ....................... ..... Improvements in Machinery fore Quartz 

. 
} Recommended ....................... Captain Ward and Mr. G. K. Mann £17 16 6 

14 Benjamin lIanis and James Leverett { 
Impront in manufacture of Saddle-trees, Recommended for pertion of claim --.1 Captains Ward and M'Lerie £17 16 6 

15 I Frederick S. Peppereorne ................. 
I . 
Automatic Engine ................................ 

Recommended, as no injury cani 
accrue to public by allowing Captains Ward and Martindale ... £17 16 6 
applicant exclusive use of it .... 

16 Ralph M. Robey { ...................... j Benson's Improvements in reflning {; Ro4 irnithitolegrauted,untii Captain Ward and Professor Smith..1  £17 16 6 
Mr. Uerd. J. Beusen's Improvements in drying 

th 
fleeomrnthanted, until 17 Ralph 1ST. Robey ......................{ { } Captain Ward and Professor Siiiith. £17 16 6 

18 James Craig .......................... Machine for reaping and dressing Corn ............ Recommended ...................... . Captains Ward and Martindale -. ..l £17 16 6 



RETURN, &e.—Conginued. 

No. NAxs OF Appuoixr. I NATURE OF INVENTION. Susmaur OF Espoar. By WHOM BEPOET MADE. Asrouyp OF FEE PAW 

19 

I 
1 Thomas Woore ...................... ivance for burning Wood for heat- f tify issue of Letters of ue&stra_J { 

Mechan ical Contr
ments 

Invention sufficiently novel to ills -
Captain Ward and Mr. C. K. Mann. £17 16 

nj 
'-a 

EdwNicolle 
ardTeillardandEugene Dominique 

in0  apa............................ 
( tion .......................... - 6 

1-3 
201, Improved mode of constructing Sun Blinds .......... j Recommended ....................... Captain  Ward and Colonial Architect £17 16 6 

dA21 I Edward P. er ..................:: Improved Well Bucket and Lifting Gear ............. Recommended ....................... Captain  Ward and Mr. B. 0. Moriarty' £17 16 6 
Richard G-oulding .................... ext22 

{ 
Im oemnts intland other 1ie ld Recommended ....................... Captain  Ward and Mr. G. K. Mann.. LIT 16 6 

Recommended for a period not 
23 Willis iltuniston  in Machinery for making''t Candles 

Nynorafthrt Captain Ward and Professor Smith.. I £17 16 6 . . 
have expired .................. 

24 Richard H. Jeifreys .................. {I Cuttgoffo;extinuishinofGashmcansofthe} Recommended ...................... Professor Smith and Mi EO. £17 16 
25 Thomas Chuck ......................... Of Spring for Beds, &c ...................... ........ Recommended Captain  Ward Mr. B. 

6 
and 0. Moriartyj £17 16 6 26 John Russell ........................... Improvements in Stoves ........................ Recommended for portion of the 

} { Captain Ward and Professor Smith.. £17 16 6 0 
27 Samuel Lucas ........................ 

{ 
Mitchint for vashing Earth man improved 

, 

.......................

Recommended for Puddling Macluno.. Captain Ward and Mr. E. 0. Moriarty: £17 16 6 
28 
29 

Frederick S. Peppercome ............ 
{ 
Employment0 mos,h er for eompressing.} Recommended ...................... .Captain Ward and Mr. B. 0. Moriarty' £17 16 6 Thomas Sutherland ..................... Improvements in hilling and dressing Rice ......... Recommended ....................... Captain  Ward and Mr. B. 0. Moriarty £17 16 6 Z 

30 James Hart 
Improvemcnts inpuddling or washing earthy matter 

I and in working stamps for 
gold therefrom and in amal0a Recommended for 14 years, to date 

fmnpimdat which ontina1} Captain Ward and Mr. G. K. Mann' No Fees 
31 George Bate ........................ 

stamping ores . ................... ........ 
{. Coutn1tkno Wood and Iron Bridges, and 

.......ent ....... out .... ........ .. 

} 
Ditto, ditto ........................ 

I 
' Captains Ward and Martindalc 

paid into Trea- 
sui-y. 

No Lettirs Regiatra. of 
32 David Wilkinson .................... 

{ 
Ob 
matter 

. 7? .t.t.r.  } Ditto, ditto ......................... 
.. 

Captain  Ward and Mr. O.K. Mannj 
tion issued. 

33 John Walter Osborne ................ 
{ 
DnprovornontsinobtainingLithogr Iinpre.} Recommended for portions of im-}' 

Captain Ward and Professor Smith.. £17 16 6 
34 ( An improved preparation of Tobacco for destroying I I  George Ja4ucs ...................... 1 Vermin, and removing certain cutaneous diseases Captain Ward and Professor Smith.. £17 16 6 
I 

upon Sheep and other animaLs ................ 
I 

I Recommended ....................... 

- cc 



Benjamin B. Thayer, by Deyter Bingliam.. Machine for amalgamating Gold and Silver Ores •.., Recommended ...................... .Captain Ward and Mr. B. 0. Moriarty 
ClutlJinafl,} Oscillating Corrugated Gold Amalgamator ........... Recommended ....................... Captain Ward and Professor Smith.. 

Thomas B. Hall and WilliamM.Alderson
{ 

JmP!ovmcntsinSaddiesJor the PurPoseofbreakin} Recommended ....................... Captains Ward and M'Lerie ........ 
Improvements in the Reduction of Ores ............. Recommended ...................... i Captain Ward and Professor Smith.. 

Edward Bell ........................{ 
t . 

. 
} I 
Recommended ...................... i Messrs. J. Wbitton and E,O.Moriarty1  

Charles J. C. Perry ..................... Captain Ward and Mr.1I. U. Brownel 

John M'Cnlloch ......................... 

f Sufficient originality in invention, 
I although it cannot correctly be 

IL M 

Anti-collision Dial and Shipwreck Preventor ......... 

P t I S lar Watch , designated a Perpetual Solar Messrs. G. K. Mann and H. U. 

Recommended ...................... 

Watch, to warrant a recommen- Browno .................... erpe Ca o....................................... 
dation that Letters of Registra- 

L tion should issue .............. 

uc ac................................. 

La Machine Joffriand .............................. Ditto, ditto ...................... Recommended ....... ................ 
(Issue of Letters of Registration deferred, 

Albert de Lannag ....................... 

pending fnrther Instructions from 
Christopher Kingsford ................... Machine for compressing and solidifying Peat, Coal, &C.p 

con slituenta in Par!.) 
Recommended ...................... P Ditto, ditto ...................... 

Edmund Mcrevood and George Rogers, 
y E. C. 

Improvements in the mauufaetnreofIronintosheets. 
Ditto, ditto ...................... 

Herbert Macworth ......................Mineral 

paring it for coating, &e..................... 
Improvements in the separation and treatment of 

Substances, and in Coking, and in appa. 

Recommended ....................... 

Recommended ...................... Captains Ward and Martindalc 
t1  rni ratus coected therewith .................. 

. . 

William A. D. Andcrsoa ................. Imrovement in manufacture of Pipes ............... Recommended ....................... Captain Ward andMr. B. 0. Moriarty 
Charles Newbold ....................{ esselsf &0

d
. .1andçehincii 

} 
Under reference to Board ............. Captain Ward and Professor Smith. 

Refrigerating by the co-operation of Volatile Liquids) , Recommended for 14 years, to date) 
in vaeuo, and the continuous condensation and from period at which original Captain Ward and Professor Smith.. 
roeo.operation of the same materials ..........I patent was taken out ..........3 I 

Improvements in the manufacture of Gas, when oils 

James Harrison ...........................

William Withe s Ewbank and fatty matter are used, and in applying the Recommended for portions of im' fl•Q ditto 1 0, refuse obtained in such manufacture to a useful 
purpose .................................... 

prcvements .................... 

RJTURN, &c.— Continued. 

'-4 
No Noin or APPLICANT. NATURE OF Intanop. Sumr&ny or REPORT. I By waosr REPORT MADE. 

85 
36 

87 
38 
89 
40 

41 

42 

43 
44 

45 

46 
47 

48 

49 

Ia 

AMOUNT OF FEE PAID 
IN EACH CASE. I 

£1716 6 Ittj 
£1716 6 I S 

IS 
£1716 6 tri 

 
I 

£17 16 6 02 

C £1716 6 
£1716 6 

Q 
£1716 6 02 

11 

£6 6 0 
4 

C 
z 

£1716 6 0 

£1716 C 

-c 
£17 16 6 

'-1 
£1716 6 S 

0 
(I2 

£17 10 6 

£17 16 

tiers—A gum of £20 is required to be lodsed by the Applicant in the Tre.snry, to defray the expenacs of granting Letters of RcgIstration out of which the fees are paid. 
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NEW SOUTh WALES. 

STEAM POSTAL SERVICE. 
(FIJItTIIER CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING.) 

4rcøzntcb to hot!j )ion%t of Parliament, bp Commanb. 

SCHEDULE. 
No. 

PAGE. 
1. Secretary of State to Governor General, acknowledging receipt of Despatch, of 21 July. 

1560, respecting arrangements entered into with the Peninsular and Oriental Company 
for the convoyanco of the Australian Mails. 12 October, 1860 .. .. .. .. 2 

2. Colonial Secretary to Edward Hamilton, Esq., forwarding a Letter of Crodit to cover expenses 
incurrod for Postage, &o. 19 October, 1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 

3. Colonial Secretary to Edward Hamilton, Esq., transmitting a copy of the Speech of the 
Governor General, on the opening of Parliament, on 25 September, 1860, containing a 
reference the on subject of the TWO Service. 19 October, 1860 .. .. .. .. 2 

4. Edward Hamilton, Es'j., to the Colonial Secretary, acknowledging receipt of letter of 21 
August, 1860. 25 October, 1860.. .. ., .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 

5. Colonial Secretary to Edward Hamilton, Esq., transmitting  a copy of an Address from the 
Legislative Assembly, convoying the thanks of the House for his services with reference 
to the Steam Postal Arrangement with Australia. 21 November, 1860 .. .. .. 3 

6. Edward Hamilton, Esq., to Colonial Socrctary, acknowledging receipt of letter of 20 
September, 1860. 26 November, 1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 

7. Edward Hamilton, Esq., to Colonial Secretary, acknowledging receipt of letter of 21 
September, 1860. 26 November, 1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 

S. Edward Hamilton, Esq., to the Colonial Sceretary, acknowledging receipt of letters of 
October, 1860 (Nos. 2 and 3), and further respecting the oxisting contract. 26 December, 
1560.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ., 

86-- 
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No.L 

SECRETARY OF STATE to (JonaNOR GENERAL. 

(No. 87.) 
Downing-street, 

12 October, 1860. 

Sm, 
presentid to 

I am direct'.d by the Secretary of State to acknowledge the receipt of your 

eounciI,a otto- Despatch, No. 79, of the 21st July last, respeoting the arrangements which have been LegI,IatiVe 
ber,issO,and entered into with the Peninsular and Oriental Company for the conveyance of the Mails 

to inform you that the whole subject will 
AsMmbIy, 25 

between this country and Australia, and I amIcielatite 

October. 1859. not fail to receive the careful consideration of Her Majesty's Government. 
I have, &c., 

C. FORTESCUE. 

No. 2. 

COLONIAL SECRETARY to EDWARD HAMILTON, ESQ. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
New South Wales, 

Sm, 
Sydney, 19 October, 1860. 

I have the honor to inform you, that in order to cover any espentes which you 
may incur for Postage, and Parliamentary and other papers of interest to the Colony, or 
bearing on the question of the Steam Postal Service between the United Kingdom and 
Australia, I have requested the Colonial Treasurer to forward, by the present mail, 

Dated lath 
Oct., instructions fur a credit of £50, in your favor, with the Oriental Bank in London, the 

.c,ieioeej. Financial Agents of the Colony. I have, &c., 
CHARLES COWPER. 

P.5.—your 
 letter of the 23rd of August last, has been duly received. 

No. 3. 
COLONIAL SECRETARY to EDWARD HAMILTON, Ese. 

Colonial Setrctar3'3 Office, 
Mw South Wales, 
Sydney, 19 October, 1860. 

SIR, With reference to my former letters respecting the Steam Postal Service, I have 
the honor to transmit, for your iuformation, a copy of the Speech with which His Excellency 
the Governor General opened the Session of Parliament on the 25th ultimo, with copies of 

the Addresses of both Houses in answer thereto. 

2. you will 
 perceive that in the fourth paragraph of the Speech special allusion is 

made to the beneficial effect produced by your r
epresentations to Her Majesty's Government 

upon the subject. J have, &c., 
CHARLES COWPER. 

No. 4. 
EDWARD HAMILTON, Esq, to 

COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

5, Cannonstret, London, 
25 October, 1860. 

Sm, 
ireent,I to 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Despateh, dated the 

21st August 1860. ,It is most satisfactory to me to receive your assurance that my protest against the 

Aa'rnblY, J5 
terms of the Ste:tm Postal Contract, by which no provision was made for carrying on the 

October, 1850. English Mails beyond Melbourne, has met with the approval of your Government. In this 
cntc the necessity for interference appeared to me so urgent that I did not hesitate to incur 
the responsibility of acting beyond the scope of my authority; but I am so satisfied of the 

inexpediency and the danger of making unauthorized 
representations of the wishes and 

interests of the Colonists, that I shall carefully keep within the limit of my present instruc-

tions, until they are enlarged by the Colonial Government. Since 
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Since the arrival of the present Mail I have seen Mr. Stephenson, of the Treasury, 
and have requested him to communicate with me before any change in the present arrange-
ment is agreed to, whether at the instance of the Peninsular and Oriental Company, or of 
one of the Colonial Governments. He has promised to do so; and I will take care that the 
interests of New South Wales do not suffer from misapprehension on the part of the Lords 
of the Treasury, as on the previous occasion. 

I have, &e., 
EDWD. HAMILTON. 

No. 5. 

COLONIAL SECRETARY to EDWARD HAMILTON, Esg. 

Goloniat Secretary's Office, 
New South Wales, 
Sydney, 21 Rvember, 1800. 

SIR, 
It affords me much gratification to inform you that an Address has be,n 

presented to the Governor General from the Legislative Assembly in this Colony, requesting 
His Excellency to communicate to you the thanks unanimously voted to you by the House 
for your valuable services with reference to the Steam Postal arrangements between the 
Australian Colonies and Eugland; and, in compliance with the wish of the Assembly, His 
Excellency has commanded me to transmit to you by the present opportunity a copy of this 

Address. 
2. 1 have the pleasure to add that the Legislative Council have also passed Rcsolution5 

to the same effect which will be communicated to you direct by the President in accordance 
with the desire expressed to him by that House. 

I have, &c., 

CHARLES COWPER. 

No. 6. 

EDWARD J:IAMILTON, ESQ., to COLONIAL SEORETArtY. 

5, Cannon-street, London, K C., 
20 Mvember, 1860. 

Sm, 
I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the 20th September, 1860, Prtent1tQ 

onelosinaan Extract from the Proceedings of the Honorable the Executive Council of New
LOhawe  
tc21 

South Wales, on which occasion you were authorized to communicate to me the thanks of 
the Government for having procured a modification of the Postal Contract which was con- 
eluded in the month of May of this year, between the Lords Commisioucrs of Her Majesty's 

5t0ber, ISOR 

Treasury and the Peninsular and Oriental Company. 
I beg that you will, on my behalf, express to His Excellency the Governor General, 

and the Honorable Members of the Council, my acknowledgments for the marked honor con- 
ferred upon me, and that you will assure them of the gratification I have derived from such 
a flattering recognition of the service which I was fortunately able to render to the (;overn- 
ment and the people of New South Wales. 

I have, &c., 

EDWD. HAMILTON. 

No. 7. 

EDWARD HAMILTON, ESQ., to COLONIAL SEcRETARY. 

5, Cannon-street, Londrin, E.G., 
26 November, 1860. 

Sm, 
I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the 21st September, 1800, in Pr.rnnr-4 to 

which I am informed of your approval of my reply to the Secretary of the Treasury, dated 
2nd July, of this year. Otrr, 5, 

I am informed, on authority, that no further modification of the existing arranacment A,- 
is at present under consideration; and, as the objection roised by the Governor of Victoria 

O,At',tr, ihuO. 

is confined to one point only, viz., the liability of his Government to contribute any portion 
of the £15,000 agreed to be paid for extending the service from Mclbuuroe to Sydney, and 
this point has been conceded by the Government of New South Wales, I think that there is 
no reason to apprehend any change to disturb a contract which, though costly, appears to 
work satisfactorily to all the parties interested. 

Any further communications with which I may be honored will receive my prompt 

attention. 
I have, &c., 

EDWJ). HAMILTON. 

No. 8. 
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No. 8. 

EDWARD HAMiLTON, ESQ., to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

5, Oannon..street, Londou, E. C., 
26 December, 1560. 

Sift, a  
I have the honor to acknowledge your Despatches, dated October, 1860, one 

covering a letter of credit for (50) fifty pounds. The expenditure of this money will be 
duly accounted for. 

I have nothing of a definite character to communicate with reference to the Steam 
Postal Service, and as all the Colonies acquiesce in the present temporary arrangement, it is 
very probable that the subject will not be taken up at the Treasury until matters more 
pressing are disposed of. 1 am informed that the Government of Victoria assent to the 
present contract under which Sydney continues, as it has been heretofore, the terminus of 
the Service, but they object to pay any part of the additional sul.idy requtred for carrying 
tie Mals beyond )elhourne. This ohjecion is, hcwever, immaterial, for 1 find that your 
Govcrnmeat has liberally adoptud the seh..roo propounded by the Govwr Gener.!l, by 
which it is proposed that no Colony shall pay for any part of the Service from which she 
derives no benefit. As to the claims of South Australia, I think it probable that the 
Trea'ury will adopt the arrangement recently introduced, of forwarding the Mails to 
Adelaide by a branch Aeamer from King George's Sound. And it appears to me that this 
is the only way by which the claims of that Colony can be reconciled with the exigencies 
of the Service ; for it would imperil the punctual delivery of the whole Australian Mail, 
if the Mail boat were allowed to deviate from the direct course by touching at Kangaroo 
Island, and the Contractors, both in their own interest and in that of the public, object 
to revert to a route which was found to increase materially the difficulties of navigation. 
On the other hand, it can hardly be expected that South Australia would consent to the loss 
of the advantages she possesses from her geographical position, by having her Mail sent on 

to Melbourne. 
I have; &c., 

EDWD. IIAMILTON. 

Sydney: Thomas laicb.rt,Government Printerr-1861. 
[Pr(ce, Id. 
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STEAM POSTAL SERVICE. 
(FUItTIIEIZ PAPER JtESPEOTI&&.) 

Puøcntcb to botfj 300ucø of JMrIiamcnt, bj Qtommanb, 

EDWARD IIAMaT0N, ESQ., to THE COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

5, Cannon-street, London, E. C., 

26 January, 1861. 
Sin, 

I have nothing t&report with respect to the settlement of the Postal Service 

between this country and Australia. 

The Despatehes embodying the views of the several Colonies have been referred by 

the Treasury to the Postmaster General, and his report and opinion on the scheme which 

has been agreed to as satisfactory by the Governments of New South Wales, Victoria, and 

South Australia, will be sent into the Treasury in the course of a few days. It is therefore 

probable that an official intimation of the decision of the Lords Commissioners will be 

forwarded to the Colonies by the next Mail; but as Parliament will then be in Session, the 

subject may be postponed for a time under the pressure of more urgent matters. In the 

meanwhile it is satisfactory to know that no alteration of the present system is under con-

templation; and it appears to me that, having at length discovered a practical solution of a 

long standing difficulty, the Lords Commissioners will hesitate to disturb an arrangement 
which satisfies all claims. 

The only objection to it is the extra cost to the Home Government of the branch 

service between ICing George's Sound and Adelaide; but it is not likely that this will be 

allowed to countervail the many advantages which the present mode of conducting the 

service has secured for all the Colonies. 

I have, &c., 

EDWD. hAMILTON. 

[Price, in'.] 140— 
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOThS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

1859-60. 

VOTES No. 55. PRmA; 3 FEBRUARY, 1880. 

17. Mrs. Mary Jones:—Mr. Wild moved, pursuant to notice,— 
That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon a 

Petition from Mrs. Mary Jones, presented by Mr. Wild on the 24th ultinio. 
That such Committee consist of Mr. Clements, Mr. Oxley, Mr. Lyons, Mr. Clcse, 

Mr. Hart, Mr. Hamilton, and the Mover. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES No. 68. TUESDAY, 28 FEmWARY, 1860. 

18. Member of Legislative Council as Witness :—Mr. Wilson moved, That the following 
Message be carried to the Legislative Council 

Mn. PsIDENT, 
The Legislative Assembly having appointed a Select Committee to inquire 

into the Petition of Mrs. Mary Jones, and that Committee being desirous to examine 
the Honorable Edward Peas Thomson, Esquire, in reference thereto, begs to request 
that the Legislative Council will give leave to its said Member to attend accordingly, 
on such day and days as shall be arranged between him and the said Committee. 

Legislative Assembly Chamber, 
Sydney, 28th February, 1860. Speaker. 

Question put and passed. 

Vons No. 70. THURsDAY, 1 MARcH, 1860. 

3. Attendance of Member of Legislative Council as Witness :—The Speaker reported that, 
during the Debate on the last Question before the House yesterday, the following 
Message had been received from the Legislative Council 

Mn. SPEAKER, 
In answer to the Message from the Legislative Assembly, dated the 28th 

instant, requesting leave/or the Honorable Edward Peas Thomson, C.B., a Member 
of the Legislative Council, to attend and be examined before a Select Committee of 
the Legislative Assembly on the Case of Mrs. Mary Jones, the Council acquaints the 
Assembly that leave has been granted to its said Member to attend and be examined 
by the said Committee, if he think fit. 

Legislative Council Chamber1 W. W. BURTON, 
Sydney, 291h February, 1860. President. 

[Further proceedings stopped by Prorogation, 4 July, 1860j 

1860. 

VoTEs No. 5. TUEsDAY, 2 OCTOBER, 1860. 

12. Mrs. Mary Jones:—Mr. Wild moved, pursuant to notice,— 
That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon a 

Petition from Mrs. Mary Jones, presented by Mr. Wild on the 24th January last. 
That such Committee consist of Mr. Clements, Mr. Oxley, Mr. Lyons, Mr, Hart, 

Mr. Hamilton, and the Mover. 
Question put and passed. 
Mr. Wild then moved, That the Minutes of Proeecdings of, and the Evidence taken 
before the Select Committee on this subject last Session, be laid before the House. 
And the Clerk of Select Committees having presented the same at the Bar of the 
House,— 
Mr. Wild moved, that the said Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence be referred to 
the Select Committee now appointed. 
Question put and passed. 

[Further proceedings stopped by Prorogation, 9 November, 1860.] 

1861. 
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1861. 

VOTES No. 11. TUESDAY, 29 JANUARY, 1861. 

17. Mrs. Mary Jones:—Mr. Stewart moved, pursuant to amended notice,— 
That a Select Committee, with power to send for persons and papers, be appointed 

to inquire into and report upon the Petition of Mrs. Mary Jones, presented to the 
Legislative Assembly on the 24th January, 1860. 

That such Committee consist of Mr. Hart, Mr. Parkes, Mr. Mate, Mr. Walsh, 
Mr. Morriee, Mr. Cunneen, Mr. Sutherland, Mr. Dalgleish, Mr. Lewis, and the 
Mover. 
(8.) That the Proceedings of and Minutes of Evidence taken before the Select Com-
mittees appointed in each of the two Sessions of the late Parliament, to inquire into 
and report upon the Petition of Mrs. Mary Jones, be laid upon the Table of this 
House, with a view to being referred to such Committee. 
Question put and passed. 
And the Clerk of Select Committees having presented the same at the Bar of the 
House,— 
Mr. Stewart moved, That the said Proceedings and Minutes of Evidence be referred to 
the Select Committee now appointed. 
Question put and. passed. 

VOTES No. 54. TuESDAY, 16 Anin, 1861. 

2. Mrs. Mary Jones:—Mr. Stewart, as Chairman, brought up the Report from, and laid 
upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select 
Committee for whose consideration and report the Petition of Mrs. Mary Jones was 
referred, on the 29th January, 1861. 
Ordered to be printed. 
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1861. 

PETITION OF MRS. MARY JONES. 

REPORT. 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 
29th January last, "to inquire into and report upon the Petition of 

.iifrs. Mary Jones, presented to the Legislative Assembly on the 24th 
January, 1860, with power to send for persons and papers," and 
to whom, at the same time, were referred "the Proceedings of, 
and .flftnutes of Evidence taken before, the Select Committee appointed 

in each of the two Sessions of the late Parliament," have agreed to 
the following Report 

Your Committee having considered the Evidence hereunto appended, 
and also carefully considered all the circumstances surrounding this case, 

find,— 
That the Petitioner's late husband, Mr. J. II Jones, had 
the Contract for the Conveyance of the Mails between 
Sydney and Melbourne during the year 1851, at the fol-
lowing rates, viz. 

1st. From Sydney to Goulburn ... ... £800 
2nd. From Goulburn to Yass 400 
3rd. From Yass to Albury ... ... ... 1,000 
4th. From Albury to Melbourne ... 1,000 

That, on the two latter Contracts, the Contractor appears to 
have sustained a loss in consequence of the severe drought 
and bush fires in the Southern Districts, destroying all the 
feed and causing hay and corn to rise to an enormous price. 
The rush to the Gold Fields about the same period increased 
the difficulties of the Contractor. 

Your Committee are of opinion that the Petitioner has a fair 
claim for relief from this Government, on account of the Contract from 
Yass to Albury, from having sustained a loss exceeding five hundred pounds 
during the year, and a loss exceeding five hundred pounds from Albury to 
Melbourne up to the 30th June, the period of separation. 

The Contractor having received payment from the Government 
of Victoria from the 1st July, the Petitioner appears to have no claim on 
this Government for loss after that date. 

ROBT. STEWART, 

Chairman, 
Legislative Assembly Chamber, 

Sydney, 4 April, 1861. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

THURSDAY, 23 FEBRUARY, 1860. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Clements, 
Mr. Wild. 

Mr. Hamilton. 

W. V. Wild, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Committee deliberated as to their course of proceedings, and Resolved,—
That the Hon. E. Dens Thomson be requested to give evidence. 

[Adjourned.] 

TUESDAY, 24 APRIL, 1860. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

W. V. Wild, Esq., in the Chair 

Mr. Close, I Mr. Hart, 
Mr. Lyons. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
The Honorable E. Peas Thomson, Esq., C.B., M,L.O., attending bypermission of the 

Legislative Council, examined. 
[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at Twelve o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 1 MAY, 1860. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Wild, I Mr. Hamilton. 

In the abseuco of a quorum of the Committee, the meeting, called for this day, lapsed. 

THURSDAY, 10 MAY, 1860. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

W. V. Wild, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Clements, Mr. Hamilton, 
Mr. Lyons, I Mr. Hart. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
The Chairman brought under notice certain corrections in, and additions to, the. 

evidence of the Honorable E. Peas Thomson, made by witness, when sent for revision. 
Corrections considered and severally admitted. The addition referred to (Question 

No. 14) ordered to be appended to the evidence. (Vide Appendir A.) 
Mrs. 'Al. Jones called in and examined. 
From the Ueneral Post Office, Mrs. Jones had been placed in possession of certain 

original documents, which were produced before the Committee, and temporarily retained. 
Witness withdrew. 

[Adjourned.] 

THURSDAY, 17 MAY, 1860. 

1IEMBERS PRESENT 

W. V. Wild, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Clements, I Mr. Hamilton, 
Mr. Lyons. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
Mr. E. Armfleld called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated respecting the further evidence desirable to be taken, before 

closing the inquiry. 
W. Cummings, Esq., M.P,, requested to attend and be examined this day, not present. 

[Adjourned.] 

(Further proceedings stopped by Prorogation, 4 July, 1860.) 

FRIDAY, 
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FRIDAY, 26 OCTOBER, 1860, 

MEMBERS PaEsEn 

Mr. Clements, Mr. Hart, 
Mr. Wild. 

On motion of Mr. Clements, W. V. Wild, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Sir C. Nicholson, Bert., (present) examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated upon the prospective nature of the report, after the reception 

of remaining evidence. 
[Adjourned till Thursday next, at Twelve o'clock.] 

THUR EDA i 1 NO VEMBER, 1860. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

None. 

In the absence of a Quorum of the Committee, no meeting was held this day. 

(Further proceedings stopped by Prorogation, 9th November, 1860.) 

1861. 

THURSDAY, 81 JAA U4RY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Canneen, Mr. Mate, 
Mr. Hart, Mr. Morrice, 
Mr. Lewis, Mr. Stewart, 

Mr. Sutherland. 

On motion of Mr. Mate, B. Stewart, Esq., called to the Chair. 
House's Order of the 29th instant, appointing Committee, and referring evidence 

on the Petition of Mrs. Mary Jones, takcn during the last Parliament,—read. 
Original Petition and printed copies, together with the evidence (a portion unprinted), 

laid before Committee. 
Committee deliberated as to the stage in which Petitioner's case should be resumed. 
It was Resolved:— 

That complete copies of the evidence referred by the Rouse be furnished 
to the several Members of the Committee prior to their next meeting. 
That the Petition of Mrs. M. Jones be now read. 

Same read accordingly. 
Committee further deliberated in regard to the resumption of evidence. 

[Adjourned till Wednesday, 6th February, at Eleven o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 6 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PasENT 

It, Stewart, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Cunneen, Mr. Lewis, 
Mr. Hart, I Mr. Mate, 

Mr. Morrice. 

Committee met, having been furnished, since the first meeting, with copies of the 
evidence taken in the two Sessions of the last Parliament, pursuant to resolution of the 31st 
ultimo. 

Mr. John Sheehan called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated upon the further evidence requisite to form a judgment in the 

matter. 
Resolvcd— 

That at the next sitting, Wm. Cummings, Esq., Mi'., be requested to give 
evidence; and that the proper officers be called upon to produce the cqrres-
pondence and vouchers, existing in the departments, on the subject. 

[Adjourned till Tuesday, 12th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 
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TUESDAY, 12 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MnIBEIIS PRESENT:— 

R. Stewart, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Cunneen, Mr. Morrice, 
Mr. Mate, Mr. Parkes. 

W. Elyard, Esq., Principal Under Secretary, called in and examined. 
Witness produced certain original documents, copies whereof [Auditor General's 

letter to the Colonial Secretary of 17 February, 1853, bearing registry number 53-1694, 
with accompanying data referred to in the Hon. E. DeasThomson's evidence (9)],—ordered to 
be appended to the present evidence. (Yide Appendix A and B.) 

Witness withdrew. 
IV. Muir, Esq., Audit Office, called in and examined. 
Witness appearing on behalf of the Auditor General, produced voucher books, conS 

tamingreceipts for the payments on account of the late J. H. Jane? mail contract. 
Witness withdrew. 
P. K. Abbott, Esq., Secretary and Cashier, General Post Office, called in and 

examined. 
Witness referred to certain documents, viz. :—A certain tender by Mr. Jones, bond 

dated 1st January, 1851, mail contract for 1851, and draft of similar contract for the 
ensuing year,—whieh had been obtained from the Post Office for the purposes of the 
Committee, 10th May, 1800. 

Copies produced of certain correspondence, in reference to Mr. Jones' contract, 
ordered to be attached to the evidence. (Vide Appcndix .4, 13, and C.) 

Witness withdrew. 
W. Cummings, Esq., M.P., attending pursuant to Chairman's request, examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated. 
And pending supply of printed copies of the evidence— 

[Adjourned.] 

FRIDAY, 15 MARCH, 1801. 

MErnlEits PREsENT 

R. Stewart, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Cunneen, Mr. Lewis, 
Mr. Daigleish, Mr. Mate, 
Mr. Hart, I Mr. Morrice. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
Printed copies of previous evidence, before the Committee. 
Mr. H. Middletcn called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. P. Ryan called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. Doyle called in and examined (shortly). 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberating,— 
It was Resolved 
That the evidence of Mr. Doyle be expunged, as irrelevant and of no value to the 

Committee's inquiry. 
Notes struck through by Shorthand Writer. 
Mr. J. Grosvenor called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 

Committee deliberated in regard to the evidence as affording grounds for Report. 
(Adjourned till Monday, 20th instant, at Eleven o'clock.) 

WEDNESDAY, 20 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERs PRESENT 

R. Stewart, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Cunneen, Mr. Lewis, 
Mr. Dalgleish, Mr. Mate, 

Mr. Morrice. 

Committee met to consider evidence and Draft Report. 
And having further deliberated upon the conclusions indicated by the evidence. 
Motion made (Mr. Daigleish) and Qucstion,—T hat during the interval of adjournS 

ment, printed copies of the evidence taken before the Committee, including that of the 
witnesses examined on the 15th instant, be distributed to the several Members—agreed to. 

[Adjourned till Thursday, 28th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

THURSDA J7 
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THURSDAY, 28 MARCH, 1861. 

Mzisrnsas P1ESENT 

R. Stewart, Esq, in the Chair. 

Mr. Cunneen, Mr. Lewis, 
Mr. Dalgicish, Mr. Mate, 
Mr. Hart, I Mr. Morrice. 

Pursuant to Resolution at the previous meeting, complete copies of the evidence 
having been distributed on the 26th instant,— 

Committee met again to consider evidence and Draft Report. 
Mr. Daigleish handed in a statement of his views in reference to Mrs. Jones' Petition 

as affected by the evidence. 
Same read, on motion of Mr. Dalgleish, and ordered to be entered in the "Proceedings." 
Committee deliberated—and considered certain points of Draft submitted by the 

Chairman as preliminary to Report. 
Deliberating further, and adverting to the written statement of Mr. Daigleish,— 
It was Resolved 
That the order for entering the statement handed in by Mr. Dalgleish, be rescinded. 
Entry rescinded. 
Committee deliberated. 

[Adjourned till Thursday, 4th April, at Eleven o'clock.] 

THURSDA 7 4 APR14 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:- 

B. Stewart, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Cunneen, Mr. Mate, 
Mr. Dalgleish, Mr. Morrice. 

Committee met to further consider Draft Report. 
Order of the House appointing Committee, read. 
Committee deliberated. 
Chairman's Draft of Report read paragraph by paragraph. 
Introduction and sub-paragraph (1) read and agreed to. 
Sub-paragraph (2), viz. :—That, on the two latter Contracts, the Contractor appears 

to have sustained a loss in consequence of the severe drought and bush fires in the Southern 
Districts, destroying all the feed and causing hay and corn to rise to an enormous price— 
iced. 

Amendment proposed (Aft. D&gleish)—to substitute the following words:—" That 
"the evidence taken before your Committee does not bear out the allegations contained in 
"the Petition of Mrs. Mary Jones." 

Committee deliberated. 
Question put ,—T hat the paragraph stand part of the proposed Report. 

Committee divided. 

Ayes, 3, Noes, 2. 

Mr. Cunneen, Mr. Daigleish, 
Mr. Mate, Mr. Lewis. 
Mr. Morrice, 

Sub-paragraph 2 agreed to. 
Sub-paragraph 3 read and agreed to. 
First part of paragraph 2, viz. :—Your Committee are of opinion that the Petitioner 

has a fair claim for relief from this Government, on account of the Contract from Yass to 
.Albury, from having sustained a loss exceeding five hundred pounds during the year—read. 

Amendment proposed (AIr. Dalgleish)—to substitute the following words:—" That, 
in the opinion of your Committee, the Petitioner has not suffered any loss, in respect of 
" which she is precluded from redress through the proper department, upon producing proof 
" of such loss." 

Committee deliberated. 

Question put,—That the first part of the paragraph stand a portion of the proposed 
Report. 

Committee divided. 

Ayes, 2. Noes, 2. 

Mr. Cunneen, Mr. Dalgleish, 
Mr. Morrice. Mr. Lewis. 

Whereupon the Chairman declared himself with the Ayes. 
Faragraph in part agreed to. 

Second part of paragraph 2, viz. :—And a loss exceeding five hundred pounds from 
Albury to Melbourne up to the 30th June, the period of separation—read. 

96—B Amendment 
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Amendment proposed (ifl'. Dalgleieh)—to substitute the following words :-" That;, in 
the opinion of your Committee, there are no substantial grounds on which to estimate the 
" amount of any loss sustained on the Contracts." 

Committee deliberated. 
Question put—That the 2nd part of the paragraph stand a portion of the proposed 

Report. 
Committee divided. 

Ayes, 2. Noes, 2. 
Mr. Cunneen, Mr. Daigleish, 
Mr. Morrice. Mr. Lewis. 

Whereupon the Chairman declared himself with the Ayes. 
Paragraph 2 agreed to. 
Paragraph 3, viz. :—The Contractor having received payment from the Government of 

Victoria from the 1st July, the Petitioner appears to have no claim on the Government for 
loss after that date—read. 

Amendment proposed (Air. Dalgleish)—to substitute the following words :-" That, if 
" any claim exists at all, the separation of Victoria from this Colony does not affect the 
obligations resulting from the Contract of this Government with Mr. Jones." 

Committee deliberated. 
Question put—That the paragraph stand part of the proposed Report. 
Committee divided. 

Ayes, 2 Noes, 2. 

Mr. Cunneen, Mr. Daigleish, 
Mr. Morrice. Mr. Lewis. 

Whereupon the Chairman declared himself with the Ayes. 
Paragraph 3 agreed to. 
Motion made (Mr. Cunneen) and Question—That this be the Report of the Committee 
Committee divided. 

Ayes, 2. Noes, 2. 

Mr. Cunneen, Mr. Daigleish, 
Mr. Morrice. Mr. Lewis. 

Whereupon the Chairman declared himself with the Ayes. 
Report agreed to. 
Chairman requested to report to the House. 
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1859-60. 

?Lc1ølatik Øcmbl, 

NEW SOTJTII WALES. 

M[NUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

PETITION OF MRS. MARY JONES. 

TUESDA i 24 APRIL, 1860. 

Vrceent:— 

Ma. CLOSE, Ma. LYONS, 
Ma, HART, Ma. WILD. 

W. V. WILD, Eso., IN TUE CUAIII. 
The ilonorable Edward Dens Thomson, &q., O.B., M.L.C., examined 

By the C6ainnan You were Colonial Secretary of this Colony in 1851 ? I was. The Hon. E. 
Will you be kind enough to bk at the petition signed by Mrs Mary Jones, and say D. Thomson, 

whether you remember the circumstances of the contract which is mentioned there? At this Esq.,C.B., 
distance of time I have a very indistinct recollection of the matter, nearly nine years having 
elapsed since it occurred. I have some recollection, however, of a claim of this kind having 
been preferred to the Government. 24 April, 1860 

& Doei your recollection enable you to state whether Mrs. Jones' petition correctly lays 
down the circumstances of the caso 1 1 have no recollection of the circumstances stated in 
the petition; and certainly tIne allegation of her having waited on mc, and having received 
an assurance such as she advcrns to, I have not the slightest recollection of. I can only say 
it would be very different to my ordinary caution and practice in matters of the kind. 
To what particular allegation do y'  refer I I allude to the paragraph in which she 

states that she waited on sue on behalf of her hub,ind "for the purpose of throwing up the 
contract, and forfeiting the four months' mail money then due ; and then shewed me, from 
" her husband's books and :nccounts, thot lie had already incurred a loss of £1,500 ; and that 
I thereupon stated to her, that if her siid husband would give the required security, and 
" continue the said contract, any loss lie might sustain would be made good by the Govern- 
" ment at the end of the term for which the said contract was taken." I have no recollec-
tion of that circumstance. 
I suppose she may have called upon you, although the circumstances attending the inter- 

view were not as she has stated 1 Very possibly; indeed, it is very probable she did. I 
was in the habit of seeing a great number of persons every day, and it is quite impossible 
for sue now to say whom I saw and whom I did not see. I think it extremely probable I 
did see Mrs. Jones, but not that I made any such promise as she alleges. 
Do you recollect Mr. Jones himself calling upon you in reference to this contract which, 

as you may recollect, was a contract to convey the mails from Sydney to Alhury? I think 
he did call upon Inc. I have seen him on several occasions with reference to contracts; and 
it is very likely I saw him with reference to the particular contract adverted to in this 
petition. 

Do you recollect whether, at the time alluded to in the petition, the usual bonds bad 
been entered into for the fulGlment of the contract, or do you recollect any conversations 
you may have had with any of the parties, with reference to their not having been entered 
into? I do not. That is a detail that would not come under my notice as Colonial 

565—B Secretary. 
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFOEE THE 

Thellon, E, Secretary. Instructions were always given to the Civil Crown Solicitor to sea that bonds 
D. Thomson, and contracts were entered into; and there was a general rule that the Auditor General 
M.L.C. ' should not pass the accounts unless he was in possession of duly signed bonds and contracts. 

Under whose notice, in the then state of the departments, would such matters come? I 
24April,1860. think the Auditor General, and also the department to which the matter related As this 

related to a postal contract, it would be between the Auditor General's and the Post Office 

departments. 
Another parngraph of the petition says,—" that the said Colonial Secretary" (meaning 

yourself) " thereupon stated to your Petitioner, that if her said husband would give the 
11 required security and continue the said contract, any loss your Petitioner's said husband 
11 might sustain would be made good by the Government at the end of the term for which 
the said contract was taken." Have you any recollection of that circumstance F I have 
not. In fact, I think—having referred to some of the official papers on the subject—
that that statement is not borne out. There was an investigation into the claim, and 
it was disalliwed. There is a very long report upon the subject (to which I would 
call the attentiou of the Committee) in a letter from the Auditor General to the Colonial 
Secretary, dated 17th February, 1853, upon which there is the Colonial Secretary's 
Register Number 53-1694. The case is fully set forth therein, and there are accom-
panying documents which form the data which enabled the Auditor General to report. 
The contract, I believe, was originally from Sydney to Melbourne; the only portion of the 
claim entertained by the Government, or investigated by the Government, was that relating 
to the contract from Yass to Albury. At that time the separation between New South 
Wales and Victoria had taken place, and the contractor was referred to the Government of 
tyTictoria  for any claim he might have for the contract between Albury and Melbourne. There 
was some limitation also as to the terms upon which the Government were willing to onter-
tain the claim. There had been some very extensive bush fires in the Southern Districts 
that had raised the price of forage. It was determined to entertain no claim for loss except 
on the item of forage. The contractor was accordingly required to send in documents in 
proof of his claim. Having done so, it will be seen by the Auditor General's report, already 
referred to, that he entirely failed to shew that he had sustained any loss on that account. 
Tic claimed a loss upon forage alone of £1,910, but it was shewn on the contrary that the 
forage had cost him less by £8 than what be had originally calculated. 
Less than he had originally coatracted for? No; what he calculated as the price he 

could purchase it at. When he sent in his contract he estimated the cost of forage at £140; 
by the documents he produced, he shewed he had purchased it at £131 5s., or £8 lbs. less 

than his original estimate. 
I will now call your attention to the sixth paragraph of the petition, which says, "That 

" your Petitioner, under the circumstances above set forth, in or about the month of April, 
or early in the month of May, in the said year, waited on the then Colonial Secretary, The 
" Hon. E. Dens Thomson, on behalf of her said husband, for the purpose of throwing up the said 
contract, and forfeiting the four months' mail money then due, and then shewed to the said 
E. Deas Thomson, from her husband's books and accounts, that he had already incurred 
" a loss of about £1,500 (one thousand five hundred pounds)." Have you any recollection 
" of the circumstances set out in that clause? I have not. 
You will observe that Mrs. Jones, in her petition, alludes to "forfeiting four-months' 

(t mil,money then due"—that four months would mean the first four months of the 

contract? No doubt. 
Now you have no recollection that at that time none of the usual bonds had been entered 

into? As I have already stated, that was a matter of detail that would not come under my 

notiee 
Would the Committee be more likely to obtain that information from any other office 

than that of the Colonial Secretary? I think either the Post Office, or the Auditor General's 
Office. I think the bonds and contracts are kept as vouchers by the Auditor General; and 

Ihave no doubt they could be produced to the Comwittec. (VitAe Appetidix .4.) 
Are you aware whether Mr. Jones, or, since his death, his wife, ever received any 

recompense for any loss by carrying out this contract? Tam not. Upon the report of the 
Auditor General, which I have already alluded to, I find the following Minute in the hand 
of the late Governor, Sir Charles Fits ltoy:—"Under this report Mr. Jones does not 
" appear to be entitled to claim any compensation from this Government, and should be 
"informed accordingly." He was so apprised, it appears, on the 5th March, 1853, and 1 do 
not find that he appealed against that decision. 
By .31,. Lyons: This claim then was investigated during the time you held office? 

It was. 
And that is the report? That was the report made to the Government. It was a 

report called for by a letter which 1 addreed to the Auditor General on the 7th January, 

1853. 
By .31;. hart: Can you state whether any compensation was made to contractors who 

preferred claims under similar circumstances? I am disposed to think there were some 
cases in which compensation was given, but I cannot call them immediately to recollection. 
That was in consequence of the change of circumstances and change of prices arising 

out of the gold discovery. 
Did the Government adhere literally to the letter of the contracts, or did they deal with 

the contractors according to the equity of the ease? As a general rule we considered that 
the contractors-were bound by the terms of their contracts—that we were not at liberty to 
depart from them; otherwise it would be unfair to those-who had competed with them; bitt 
there are instances in which, 1 believe, in conseqyence of circumstances having arisen 

which 
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which could not be foreseen or guarded against, the claims of contractors to compensatiOn for ThëHbs;1& 
loss have been entertained; or at all events, a remission of the penalties incurred for non- D.Thcn, 
performance of the contract has been allowed. Rt 

By  the Chairman: In consequence of the state of things produced by the gold diseovory? 
Not exclusively on that, account. There were other cases which were deemed equally 24 April 1860 
deserving of consideration; such for instance as those in which, from bush fires, storms, and 
floods, and circumstances beyond the control of the contractor., and which could not be cak 
eulated upon when the contract was entered into, it was found impossible to comply with 
the stipulated conditions. In all such cases it was considered right and proper that the 
Government should take a liberal view of the claims of individuals. If I had thought it 
likely such a question would be put, I would have looked out some of the cases. 
By Mr. Cicse: Can you say whether any other mail contractor about that time obtained 

compensation? I tIe not recollect any. That was the principal mail contract—by far the 
most extensive. 
By Aft, Hart: Having read the report of the Auditor General, can you say whether he 

took into consideration the increased traffic from the discovery of the Southern Gold Fields, 
which may have counterbalanced any loss the contractor might sustain? I do not find in 
the report any reference to a consideration of that kind. 
By the Chairman : Is it not the case that the Southern Gold Fields were not discovered 

till two or three years afterwards? I think they were discovered during that year, both the 
gold fields of Victoria, and what we call the Southern Gold Fields in this Colony. But that 
is a matter easily ascertained. My strong impression is that the Southern Gold Fields were 
discovered in 1851. I mean Major's Creek and Bell's Creek, near Braidwood. It probably 
was the latter part of 1851. 
It would be usual, of course, for it person entering into a contract of this kind to enter 

into the bonds at the commencement of the contract? Yes; the general rule was that the 
bonds and contracts should be entered into at once. At-all events, it was it general rule that 
the Auditor General should not make the first payment until the bonds and contract had 
been duly executed. 
You have stated, I think, that you have no recollection that the bonds and contract were 

not entered into in this instance? I do not know whether they were or not. It would be 
a very unusual circumstance if they were not. 
By Mr. Hart: Was it in your power in the then state of the Government to make this 

alleged promise to the petitioner? Well, of connee it would depend upon the Governor 
General to carry it out; but I never knew a case, in whioh.I made a promise, that it was not 
fulfilled. 
It would not be requisite to bring it nuder the notice of the Executive Government? 

No, it was a departmental matter, which I arranged. But I can scarcely conceive that such 
a circumstance arose as that alleged, because it would be so contrary to my usual practice to 
make such a promise. All I probably said was that the case would be investigated. It was 
investigated; and it was found on investigation, at the time, that there was no ground for 
compensation. 
By .Afr. Lyons: The claim investigated was the claim of the husband? Yes; that is 

the only claim Mrs. Jones has now; it is, I presume, as the representative of her husband 
that she makes this claim. 
Was she aware of the decision arrived at? That I cannot tell. 

APPENDIX A 

It may be explained, that the noo.execution of the bonds and contract would not affect the 
eqaity of the csse, for the contractor would of course be boond by his tender; whilst, as a general 
rule, in all advertiscmcMs calling for tenders, it was a stipulated condition that each should ho acconi-
pnnicd by a memormidum signed by the proposed si,reties, undertaking, in the evoat of its acceptance, 
to execute a bond in the requisite amount as security for the due fulifimont of the contract. I have no 
mason to suppose that the usual course was not followed in this case; but the fact can be readily 
ascertained by rcfcrcnce to the Office of the Colonial Secretary or Auditor General. 

THURSDAY, 10 MAY, 1860. 

tteat 

Ma. CLEMENTS, Mn. LYONS. Mn. HAMILTON, 

W. V. WILD, ESQ., IN rirc CHAIR. 

Mrs. Mary Jones called in and examined 

By tAe Chairman : You are the widow of the late Joseph Henry Jones, of Ilargo ? Yes. Mrs. M.Jenos. 
And you still reside at Bargo F Yes. 
In 1851, had your husband any contract with the Government ? Yes. 10 isco. 
Of what nature was that -contract? The contract was, to convey the mails from this 

Post Office to the Melbourne Post Office, right through the line. 
Will you be good enough to tell the Committee how long that contract continued, and 

what circumstances determined it ? It commenced in 1851. Mr. Jones pat on coaches, and 
laid out, I daresay, from £8,000 to £10,000, and be sold the wreck of it for £1,600, or a 
little more. 35. 
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Mrs. M.Jones. 35. When did the sale take place,—how.long after the commencement of the contract ? I 
9....A_.. think it was perhaps the end of the second year, but 1 have the bills. He had to take bills 
10 May, 1860. for two and three years even for that small sum. 

36. What caused the wreck of the property ? The wreck of the coaches and horses, they 
were not of much use after twelve months. 
87. The Committee are anxious to know the exact circumstances of the case—what were the 
causes of the loss you state you sustained ? The commencement was the bush fires, which 
burned away all the food of the horses, burned stacks of hay. 
When did these fires take place? In 1851; they burned all the grass away, burned the 

stacks, destroyed everything; consequently there was no food left for the mail horses. Mr. 
Jones had to purchase hay at a very great price, whrcver he could get it. He had to get 
the sanction of the Government for the squatters to sell what little they had, and he had to 
get carriers at an enormous price, because the horses had no food. 
What caused this enormous price in the employment of carriers ? Because they had no 

food for their own cattle, in consequence of the bush fires. 
Were there any other circumstances which operated against the fulfilment of the 

contract? Yes ; the commencement of the gold fields. 
That was in May, 1851 ? In April, or the commencement of May. It commenced in 

the middle part of the way on the Albury side—there were pieces of the contract that Mr. 
Jones let to men; all these anon, when the gold commenced, of course left his contract, rushed 
away to the gold fields, and left him to do as he could. 
Went away to the diggings ? Yes; then Mr. Jones was on the line himself. Sir 

Charles Nicholson happened to be going on some business to Melbourne, met my husband 
on the line, and saw what trouble and expense he had been put to through other sub-
contractors. Of course they took their own horses away, and then he had to purchase 
horses where he could, at great prices, and some he had to hire. 
You mentioned the name of Sir Charles Nicholson,—do you know whether he is aware 

of any of the circumstances that operated against the performance of this contract ? Be was 
aware of almost all of the circumstances. 
Perhaps the Committee might derive some information from him? He is aware of the 

principal circumstances, although it is now some nine years since. 
Did not the diggings break out as well to the southward as to the westward, and if so 

did not that operate to your advantage? They broke out, but of course the people all left 
this side ; therefore we had not the Sydney end to assist with the other end. They all ran 
away; there was no traflic; they went to the Turon. 
48. Over what time was this contract to extend? Twelve months only. 
Had your husband signed the bonds? No, he had not up to this time. I think it was 

about four months after. 
Would that be in May? In May. 
Did anything take place between Mr. Jones and the Government, in reference to signing 

these bonds? Mr. Jones, when he came home from replacing these small pieces of the 
contract, what with the anxiety and fatigue, was laid up in bed, and given over by the 
doctor—Dr. Sherwin. I was afraid, from the fires and other mishaps at the other end, that 
all the property of my family would be lost., and I could not show my husband any letters, 
by order of the doctor; so I had to leave him and come up to Sydney, for the purpose of 
giving up the mail contract. I saw Sir Charles Nicholson - 
Your husband, you say, was dangerously ill at this time? Yes. 
Did he recover from that illness? Yes. I saw Sir Charles Nicholson, who, I believe, 

was named as one of the bondsmen. 
One of your bondsmen? Yes, his name was set down. When the application goes in 

there are two bondsmen named, and Sir Charles Nicholson had promised to be one of the 
bondsmen. Of course I saw him, and I told him how the line was situated, and how Mr. 
Jones was, and everything about it, as he was a friend of mine; and Mr. Lachlan Macalister 
was there present. I said I wanted to go and give up the mails. 
Was Mr. Macalister the other bondsman? He was the other bondsman. Sir Charles 

Nicholson said,—" Mr. Macalister will go with you to introduce you to the Colonial 
" Secretary." 
Who was the Colonial Secretary at that time? Mr. Dens Thomson. He said he was 

on the line with Mr. Jones, and saw the state of the country. 
Who said this? Sir Charles Nicholson. He said if be had all the money of this 

country he could not finish this out. 
Was this conversation with you? Yes. 

51. Confine yourself to the commonication that took place between you and the Government? 
I went to Mr. Dens Thomson, and told him I was come to give up the mails and contract. 
He said, "You must do it," or something to that effect. 
13q Mr. Clements : You must perform the contract? Yes. 1 told him, No, there was 

no obligation. 
By  the (Jhairnian: What did you mean by no obligation? The bonds were not signed, 

and we would throw it up. We had already lost—and I took the account to shcw it—.Cl,500 
for the first quarter, and the mail money. 
By iI.Tr. Lyons: £1,500 was the actual loss for the first quarter? Yes. He then spoke 

very kindly to me, and said if I could manage to do it the Governor and Council would 
consider favorably on the matter, and that for all unforeseen events Mr. Jones would be 
remunerated, I think he said £72 per cent—seventy something. 
431. By Mr. Clernents: Seventy per cent. upon the contract, or upon the losses? Upon the 
losses. I said it was impossible for it to be done; that all our money was expended, and 

that 
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that I bad lent Mr. Jones money,—money that he had been working for for years, and what Mrs.Miones. 
would become of my family if I expended all that. He said, " Oh, try and do it, and there 
" is no doubt but what you will be compensated." 10 May, 1860. 
62. By the Chai"man : Before going further I would ask you whether in talking of com-
pensation the Colonial Secretary alluded to any particular events for which you should be 
compensated. Did he specify what the unfoSeen events might be? " For all unforeseen 
events" 
68. He did not specify any? No; worse followed after this quarter. 
If I understand you the gold fields had broken out ? Yes; they had commenced. 
Had you any further conversation with the Colonial Secretary? I said the gold had 

commenced, and that the men had run away from their eontracts,—the pieces that Mr. Jones 
had let. 

By Mr. Clernents: You refer to the sub-contractors? Yes, and Mr. Jones had to buy 
horses at a great rate to replace these men. 
By the Chairman : Do you recollect whether anything further passed between you and 

the Colonial Secretary in reference to compensation ? No further than as to the state of the 
country. I said all the niea were running away from this line, which they were, and the 
Sydney coachman who drove me to his place begged and prayed of me to give up the con-
tract. He said, " You will be all ruined." 

By Mr. Clesnents: Who begged you to give it up? The coachman at the Sydney end—
Armfield. 

By the Ulmairman: Is Armfield gill alive? Yes. 
Was anything said about sighing these bonds at this time? Yes; lie begged of me to 

have them signed. I then said, " I would consider about it," and then I went to Sir 
Charles Nicholson; I mentioned to him what had taken place, and he said, "I never knew 
11 Mr. Thomson to forfeit his word." 
Did he say that in reference to the promise of compensation? In reference to the pro-

mise he said, " You can do as you like)  but mind it is at the risk of all you have, and at 
11 the risk of your bondsmen to." 
1rVhat determination did you arrive at? After consideration of what he had mentioned 

to me, of course I had faith in the Colonial Secretary. He said, "If you can, do it." I 
said I would have to borrow money and to expend all my family's money, but I said if I 
gave it up, when Mr. Jones came round, if ever he did, he would be very angry. After 
Sir Charles Nicholson spoke to me in that way I considered about it, and went to him 
again. I then said, I had made up my mind to have the bond signed, and then he said, 
Have you got any friends ?" I said, " I do not know, I have not tried." He said, 
"Go round and see if you have any friends to sign the bond with Mr. Maealister, and if you 
" cannot find anyone to sign with him, if you determine to have it done, at the risk of all I. 
" have got I will sign with him for Mr. Jones." I went to Mr. William Long, and explained 
that Mr. Jones was at death's door, and that I did not expect to see him alive again. I said 
that he would have to do the contract if anything happened to him, for I could not manage 
it. He said, " I will do it for you. I know nothing about coaches and horses; but as much 
money as you require, if you do require it, you can have it." He went and signed the 
bond. 
Mr. Long then became your bondsman? Yes, with Mr. Laehlau Macalister. 
This contract, bearing your signature and the signatures of your bondsmen, lasted till 

the beginning of 1852? Yes. About the time of the signature of the bond a petition was 
drawn up for compensation for what we had already lost during the first quarter. Sir 
Charles Nicholson signed that, and a number of the Members of Council who were in Sydney, 
and I was promised that the signatures of the remainder, who were in the country, should be 
got. iloivever, I did not wait for that. Sir Charles Nicholson directed me to take it to the 
Governor himself at Government House, Parramnatta. Armfield drove me there. It was the 
day after Governor Fits Roy was made Governor General. I sent in a message by the steward 
that I wished to see him ; but he brought out word that the Governor could not see me, but 
that anything I left would be attended to; that he was busy writing despatches. I then 
sent in another message, and he replied that it was impossible to see me, but that I could 
send in what I had. I did so, and he said it should be attended to. I met his son upon the 
road, the Private Secretary, and be assured me that it should be attended to, and asked me 
to stop at the . I said I could not do so, that Mr. .Jones was lying in a dangerous 
state, and that I must get home as soon as I could. He said, "If that is the case, get home 
11 as quick as you can, and I will see it attended to." Some time after this the accounts 
were ordered to be sent in to the Auditor General. 
The n000unts relating to this loss before May? Yes, and they were sent in, I think, all 

that could be collected. 
How did the contract go on after May—successfully or otherwise? It went on worse 

than during the first quarter. 

Tell us, as briefly as you can, the history of the remainder of the contract? The fires 
first, and then the floods came, and then the gold rush, which continued rapidly, and drew 
the men away all down the line. 

Although no doubt the breaking out of the gold would injure you by inducing your men 
to leave, would it not benefit you by increasing the number of your passengers? Not at all, 
for we could not carry any. The horses from want of food in consequence of the fires could 
carry very little, and then from the floods it was impossible to get along with the mails. 
They had to take pack-horses to carry the mails. 
You directed all your energies to the conveyance of the mails? Yes; but of cousc 

the mail money would not pay the men's wages at the best of times, 

80 
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Mrs:M.Jones. 80. What loss, at a rough estimate, for we shall get more minute details from documentary 
r—'----, evidence, do you suppose was sustained on the whole contract? I go from the first calculation, 
30 May. 1860., that is all I can go upon; but I know the expenses were a great deal more after the first 

quarter. 
Si. You base your calculation upon the loss of £1,500 in the first quarter? Yes. 
By Mr. Hamilton: How long did you hold the contract? Twelve months. 
By the Chairman: Were the losses of the succeeding quarters equal to those of the 

first They were more. 
By Mr. Hamilton: Then you put down the loss at more than £6,000? Yes, it was 

more; but all I have to go by is the first quarter. 

.% the Chairman: In consequence of these losses, and of the promises made by the 
Colonial Secretary, did either you or your husband make application for compensation at 
the termination of tte contract? Yes, I did myself. I had an interview with the Colonial 
Secretary, Mr. Thomson, after the contract was performed, and he said he was not aware 
but that Mr. Jones was remunerated. 
flow long after the termination of the contract was this? I cannot say; some months 

perhaps after the contract was performed. I said, " My family are suffering for your 
promise." He said, "Do not blame rue, because I thought Nr. Jcneswas remunerated 
which I could bring to his own recollection, 
By alh. Clement3: Did he lead you to believe that he supposed the Government had 

remunerated him? Yes. I said, " My family are suffering in consequence of Mr. Jones 
having no means of paying rue my money back again "—the money I had given him to 
assist him in carrying on the contract after, by my own fault, I had got the bond signed. 
These are the words he made use of when I asked him what course I was to take. He said, 
" Tell Mr. Jones to write to the Postmaster General, and it will come through his hands to 
" me, and I will see it carried out." 
Did Mr. Jones write? I cannot say; when he was in his own business I never 

interfered with him. 
89, Do you know whether your husband mado a formal application or not? I think he did, 
but I do not know. My own doings I can speak of. 
00. Can you explain how it is that you have allowed eight or nine years to elapse without 
pressing your case? Mr. Jones was taken ill with sudden attacks, and I bad to attend to 
him, and to other matters, which took up most of my time. He was precarious in his way 
when be had these attacks. 
You mean that latterly Mr. Jones suffered from fits of temporary insanity? Yes; he 

took up the whole of my attention, and I left other business as well as that. After that Mr. 
Thothson' left the Colony, and I had no one to apply to. 
Mr. Thomson had left the Colony? Yes, two or three years aftenvards; and I had no one 

to apply to, as he was the person who knew all about it, and then the country was not in the 
state it is now. 1 asked advice about it of the Government officers and others, and they said 
they did not think it was of any use applying. It was in that way I was put off from time 
to time. They said it was of no use applying, I should only have the trouble and get nothing. 
08. What induced you to make the application now? I understood that other persons had 
made applications and got compensation, and I know I am a sufferer. I am perfectly 
penniless now, where I onghe'to have £10,000 in the Bank. 
You never have received any compensation from the Government? I have never received 

any compensation. It has never been before any Committee or Council. 
By Mr. Clements: In consequence of the faith you bad in the late Colonial Secretary, 

Mr. Deas Thomson, you were induced to go on with this contract? Yes, I went to him to 
give up the contract. 
139 AIr. Hamilton: You went to him and said you must give up the contract at the end 

af the quarter? Yes, immediately. 
That you had lost £1,500 already, and he said, "continue it, and I Will see you are paid"? 

Yes; he said if I could manage to go through it, and continue it, of course the Governor 
and Council would consider favorably of it, and I was to have this per ccntage upon all 
unforeseen events; and all these were unforeseen events. 
And that these promises induced you to continue the contract? Yes. 
By the Chairman: Is that the bond to which you allude (handing a paper to witness)? 

Yes, it is signed by Mr. William Long and Mr. Laehlnn Nacalister. 
By Mr. Lyons: You say when you first undertook this contract you expended £10,000? 

Yes, it must have cost that to lay on coaches and horses from post to pest. 
And the contract lasted oiiy one year? Yes. 
how long after the contract commenced did the sub-contractors throw up their part of 

the performance? About three months I think. 
Even with their assistance, and with everything going on regularly, you lost £1,500 ? 

Yes; because the fires begaw early in February, which raised the price of forage. 
The Government would have nothing to do with that? That was an unforeseen event; 

they were such fires as have never been known before or since. 
At the termination of the contract all these horses, carts, carriages, &c., were sold? 

Yes. 
100. That which cost you £10,000 sold for £1,600? Yes; and then I had to take btlls at 
two and three years for that; for they were not of much use after twelve months, through 
fire, water, and floods. 
107. By i/i.. Clements: Therc is always a great loss upon coaching material? Yes; and 
having it for only one year we could not m&:e up our lost If we had had it for three years, 
in the next tvo years we might have got soutething back again. 
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108. Did you say that you presented your petition? Yes. .Mrs.M.Jonez.. 
100. Was there any amount mentioned for compensation? Yes, there was an amount of 
£1,500. 10 May, 1SGO. 

By the Chairman: That referred to the losses of the first quarter? Yes. Mr. Jones 
was, very correct in his books at this end, and he got up all he could collect from the other 
end. 

During this contract I believe the separation of Victoria from New South Wales took 
place? I think it did. 

You were referred by the Government of this country to Victoria for any compensation 
you might consider yourself entitled to for that part of the line ? I do not recollect—I do 
not know what Mr. Jones did when he was in the business, having so many matters in 
connection with my own family to attend to. 

By Mr. Lyons: Was the bond signed previous to your presenting the petition, or 
afterwards ? I cannot exactly say ; it was somewhere about the time. 

Was the petition presented before you got the bond signed? I think it was not, I 
think it was presented afterwards. 

By the Chairman: Would you have signed this bond had not Mr. Thomson made 
these promises? Not at all, because it was nothing but ruin before us. 
110. By AIr: Lyons: Then you would have thrown up the contract had not these promises 
been held out ? Yes, certainly, I went for that purpose. 

Do you know of anyone having been remunerated for losses on transactions of a 
similar kind? Mr. Wallis was compensated for losses, but that was not connected with the 
mail but with the railway. His men went away at the same time. 

Was that in 1851 ? Yes, Many other contractors were compensated. I think Mr. 
Cummings was the contractor for something at Bathurat, and he got compensation, and I 
do not know whether Mr. Perry did not for something of the sort. 

Was Mr. Perry engaged in carrying the mi1s to the Western District at that time? 
I do not remember. For one-third of the line, the whole of which we contracted to run for 
£2,300, George Forster had £1,500, and now the roads are good and bridges are made. 
There were no bridges when we had the contract, and we have had to put the mail bags 
round the necks of blacks, who swam across the rivers. We had men drowned, horses 
drowned, and Mr. Jones himself had to be dragged out by ropes. 

Out of the mud? Yes. 
What do you mean by one-third of the line? From Melbourne to Albury. 
Is that only one-third? Yes. 

128. And your contract right through was for £2,300? Yes. 

THURSDAY, 17 MAY, 1860. 

Urtøcnt :— 
Mn. CLEMENTS, I Mn. HAMILTON, 

MR. LYONS. 

W. V. WILD, ESQ., IN TUE CUAIR. 

Mr. Edward Armfield called in and examined 

By the Chairman: You know the Petitioner, Mrs. Mary Jones? I do. !th.. Edward 
And you knew the late Mr. Jones, of Bargo? I did. Arrnfield. 
Do you recollect Mr. Jones' mail contract in 1851 F I do. 
Had you any connection with that contract F In driving from here to Campbelltown; 17 May, 1860. 

and I managed here for him. I had an interest in this end of the line. 
You had an interest in the line of road over which you drove? Yes. 
Was your connection with Mr. Jones such as to give you a knowledge of all the circum-

stances of the contract ? Yes; I used to conduct most of the business here for him, to ship 
things off to Port Phillip and so on—corn, coaches, and so on—to carry on that end of the 
line. 

Do you know anything about a proposal, said to have been made by Mrs. Jones, to 
throw up the contract F I remember a petition, that was in my possession, that was signed 
by a good many Members of the late Council, to the Government, to take the contract off 
Mr. Jones' hands, or else to compensate him for his losses. Mr. Jones was determined to 
carry on the contract if he could; he did not want to ding it up if he could help it. 

Do you know this of your own knowlcdge? I know it as a fact, of my own knowledge. 
The consequence was, that Government held out inducements to him to carry out the con-
tract, and said they would allow him a per contage. 

Of course you did not hear any offer of that kind made F No, I did not; but he told 
mc himself that that was the answer he got to his petition. 
183. Did any circumstances occur in 1851 to render the performance of this contract 
difficult? Yes; there was no forego on the Port Phillip road, in consequence of the grass 
being consumed by the fires; and I know myself that he had to buy hay in Yass—to get it 
cut up into chaff—to buy woolpacks to scud it in—and to hire teams to take it along the 
Port .Phillip road. 

184. 
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Mr. Edward 134. flow long did that state of things continue ? It continued a long time. 1 know 1 
.Armfield. came into town myself to buy grass bay of Mr. Campbell, for which I paid £30 a ton. 

. 135. Hd* long did this mode of sending hay along the road continue? It lasted four or five 
7 May, 1860. mouths. 

Was that moderate or excemively expensive? Excessively expensive I should say. 
What would be the cost of sending a ton of hay in this way-cut up and packed in 

woolpacks-at a rough estimate? That would depend upon the station it was taken from-
and the parties would have to agree to take it along the road and leave some here and some 
there, as it was wanted. 

Without speaking of the transit, what would be the expense of cutting up the hay and 
putting it into woolpacks ? To out up the bay into chaff it would be necessary to hire men. 
There was none of this machinery at work at that time, and therefore it would take longer 
to do it. I know it has cost him as much as £50 or £70 a ton to deliver it along the road 
from Yass. 

Ithink you said your piece of road extended only from Sydney to Campbelltown ? 
Yes, 

Did you drive the whole way yourself? No, to Liverpoci. 
Were you in the habit of going up the road yourself? Yes, as far as Berrima and. 

Gnulburn. 
Had you an opportunity at the breaking out of the gold fields of seeing the diffioulties 

thrown in the way of the performance of the contract? The breaking out of the gold fields 
caused all the anon to go to the Turon and to Ophir, and caused a great deal of difficulty, as 
frueh as the bad state of the country, for forage. I know that the men ran away, and left 
the horses to the mercy of the world, and in some eases took the horses away with them. 

1 suppose you can give no idea of the loss sustained by occurrences of that kind? No. 
How long did this state of things continue ? Four or five months. 
Did not the gold fields afterwards break out in the south? Yes, at Braidwood. 
Had not that a beneficial effect on the contract? The only beneficial effect was, that 

Mr. Jones slightly recovered his losses from here to Coulhurn; for there was no traffic along 
the road, people went across from Bathurst. I know that although I was driving myself, 
I did not clear my own expenses from here to Campbelltown. 

You say it was a common thing for the drivers to run away? Yes, and the ostlers 
too; I knew several who did so. 

For the whole length of the road? On different parts of the road from Gundagai on 
the Albury road. 

What course did Mr. Jones take under those circumstances? He managed to do the 
best he could. Sometimes when a man got to the end of a stage he would find the men gone 
and the horses too, and be had to drive a double stage. I know I had to send away my 
seasoned horses to the Port Phillip road, and buy horses for myself in town. 

For how many months in the year did forage remain at this high price, or did it remain 
the whole year? The whole year on the Albury read, lie did get a little hay here and 
there at the commencement which was not so high; but there was a failure in the crops. 

What wages were demanded by the drivers after the breaking out of the gold fields? 
I was paying, myself, about £1 a week at first; he was paying some of his coachmen £8 
a month, and he had to raise them to £15. 

Was there any great change in the price of horses? Here there was a rise through 
the gold diggings, but it was not so particular; but we could not get seasoned horses for 
mailing without we paid a price for them, especially if we wanted them in a hurry. 

What was the state of the roads in 1851? Very bad, especially beyond Berrima. 
Was that from any particular cause? Only from the wet; the horses had a great 

cutting up, even on the Goulburn road. 
Did this sub-contract of yours extend through the whole year 1851? Yes. 
Did you lose or gain by the contract? I should have lost, only through the Braidwood 

diggings; only mine was a small piece, and 1 drove the mail myself. 
Was yours the best part of the road? Yes; it is always the best part from Sydney to 

Campbelltown. 
By Mr. Lyons: Were you sub-contractor, under Mr. Jones? Yes; I did it from 

Sydney to Campbelltown. 
By Mr. Clement,: You took it from him? Yes. 
It is the usual practice for a general contractor to let nff portions of the line ? Yes. 
By Mr. Lyons: Did he let off any other port-ion of the road in the same manner? 

No; he could not get anyone to take them-he would have been very glad if he could. 
You have been a contractor for many years? Yes, I have had mail contracts myself. 
Any loss that was sustained on the line upon which you drove would have fallen upon 

you, I presume, and not upon Mr. Jones? It fell upon him as well as upon me. 
Not if you were the sub-contractor? I found half the expenses and he found half, and 

whatever losses or gains there were we divided. 
Then you were not, properly speaking, a sub-contractor? On these pieces of road-it 

was not a great deal he let in that way-he found half the horses and shared half the losses 
or gains; but there was no loss on this end, of the road, even if we had got no mail money; 
for there is always plenty of traffic at this end, independently of the Goulbura traffic. 

By Mr. Hamilton: Was it during the time you have referred to that you raised the 
fares? I am not positive-it is so long ago. 

By Mr. Lyons: Was that petition you have spoken of numerously signed by Members 
of the Legislature? It was signed by a great number-by Mr. Wentworth, Mr. Hill, Sir 
Daniel Cooper, and I think Mr. Cowper and Mr. Macarthur. 
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108. By the Chairman: Had these gentlemen full knowledge of the circumstances? J Mr. 11dw'td 

know Mr. Hill and Sir Daniel Cooper had. 
Armfield. 

What became of that petition? It went to Sir Charles Fits Roy. I drove Mrs. Jones 
up to Parramatta, and we met Mr. Fits Roy, who was something under his father, and he 17 May, 

1600, 

promised faithfully the thing should be attended to immediately. 
I suppose he merely said it should be attended to? Yes. 
By Mr. Lyons: This hay which you bought of Mr. Campbell at £30 a ton, was it to 

provide hay for Sydney? No, it was at Tareutta. I had an order upon his superintendent 
(Mr. -- ), and Mr. Jones had to find parties to remove it. 

That was Mr. George Campbell? I am not certain which of the Campbells. 
By 31r. Clements: When you take a contract, is it not usual in the early part of the 

year to purchase your supply? There was none to purchase that year. 
Then Mr. Jones, or any other contractor, I presume, would tender accordiDg to the 

high price of forage? No, he tendered in the spirit of opposition, like any other contractor. 
Be had never had this long line of country before and having got it, he was a very 
determined man, and was resolved to carry it through. 

have mail contractors any option to throw up their contracts, by giving notice before 
the end of their term? They have not. They can only throw it up before the bond is 
signed. 

If they commence working must they carry the contract through? If there is no 
bond signed they can throw up the contract, but then they have to forfeit all the money 
they have earned. In this case no bond was signed by Mr. Jones but Mr. Jones being an 
old contractor, because he would not throw dirt in the fsce of Sir Charles Nicholson and 
Mr. Macalister, who had given their word for lisiti, was determined not to throw up the 
contract. He would rather have lost everything he had than be licked at it. 

By Mr. Lyons: What do you suppose was the value of his plant when he Commenced 
his contract? It cost a great deal of money. T had to get a lot of machines and send them 
to Port Phillip, but I could not form an idea of the cost. 

Could you not give some idea what the carriages and horses were worth? It would 
take a good many horses. 

By the Chairman: It has been given in evidence that the plant was sold, it the end of 
the contract, for £1,6009  Yes, it was, to Forster. 

Would that be a great loss, or would it be more than the value? That would be it 

great lose, and I will tell you for why,-the horses were scattered all over the country, some 
here and some there, and Mr. Jones would not have got a shilling for half the horses if lie 
had not sold them to Forster; so that he was obliged to sell them to him. 

Why could he not have sold his horses to another person? Because this man was 
mailing on the Port Phillip road, and Mr. Jones would never have received half the horses-
some were turned out here and some there, and Mr. Jones did not know where many of them 
were. This man turned nasty with Mr. Jones, and, if Mr. Jones had not sold them to him, 
he never would have got half his horses. 

By if,'. Lyons: You think they were sacrificed? Yes. 
By Mr. Clements: There is always a great loss in the sale of coaching plant at the 

end of a contract? Yes, in coaches; but horses, if they have not been knocked about, often 
bring a better price than was paid far them. 

By Mr. Lyons: Do you think Mr. Jones' plant cost £10,000? I should think it did 
not cost much less. 

By the Chairman: Then the selling it at £1,000 was a vast sacrifice? Yes. 
180. Supposing the season of which we have been speaking had been similar to an average 
season in every respect, what would have been the diminution in the value of the plant at 
the end of twelve months, at a rough estimate, supposing it cost £10,000? If another 
contractor had got the contract from Government, and wanted the plant to go on with, I 
consider the whole plant would have been worth £8,000 or £9,000. 
187. By Mr. Clements: That is, supposing it to have been sold under fsvorable circumstances? 

Yes. 
128. By Mr. Hamilton r how,  long do you consider one of those coaches will last? It depends 
upon circumstances-in a great measure upon the state of the roads-sometimes they are 

upset and smashed to pieces. 
Bow long, under ordinary circumstances? Pour or five years. 
By Mr. Lyons: If in the hands of a careful driver? Yes. 
By .4!r. Clements: Supposing a coach to be taken good care of, and to run four years, 

mad supposing it to cost £120 at first, what would it he worth at the end of four years? I 
should say it would be worth £40 or £50. 
102. By the Chairman: Was the greater part of Mr. Jones' plant new or old? New. All 
his coaches were new. Be had not a coach to go mailing without having it made, 
1.93. By 3hr. Clements. Is it your opinion that Mr. Jones at first took the contract at too 
low a price in the spirit of opposition? Mr. Jones had no idea of the Port Phillip road at the 
time be took it. Be was a great coaching man, and he wanted to take it; and when he had 
gone up the road and found what he had to contend with, lie could have thrown it up then. 

104. By Afr. Lyons: Were you very intimate with Mr. Jones? Yes, 
195, Did he ever mention to you that he had an interview with Mr. Dens Thomson concerning 
this contract? He said lie had an interview with someone. 

By the Chairman : Did Mr. Jones become insane? Yes, he became actually insane. 
By At,. Clements : Through the losses be sustained by this contract? Yes; I know 

he sacrificed all the funds he had in the bank, because some of his cheques came into my 
hands that were dishonored, and these continual losses drove bun stupified. 

565-C 198. 
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Mr. Edward 198. Was he previously a very correct man in his dealings? Yes. 
ArnifieM. 199. You think anxiety and disappointment were the causes of his derangement? Yes 

disappointment about his losses caused him to go this way. 
it May, 1800. 200. By Hr. Lyons: How long after he commenced his contract did his difficulties begin? 

Not till the gold diggings commenced ; then all his troubles came on. First his men ran 
away; then there was no forage for his horses, and his horses were starved ; what forage was 
got the men would take away and sell it. 

You do not know how long after the contract commenced these difficulties presented 
themselves? Not very long. 

At what time were these dishonored cheques flying about? I do not know. I know 
at this time these cheques were sent along the line of road to pay Mr. Jones' debts. 

You do not know at what time of the year they fell into your hands? That was before 
the petition. I think that was the cause of the petitiou going in. 

By the Uhairman: Would that have been about May? I think it was. He had every 
obstacle pitched in his road by these people who got these dishonored cheques; many of 
them had been coaching on the line, and wanted to put everything in his way. They got 
them sent up to Sydney, and I got hold of several and paid cash for them, for I knew Mr. 
.Iones would not have a cheque dishonored for the world. 

By fib'. Lyons: How did he manage to carry on his contract for the remaining six 
months when he was in such difficulties? Through the J3raidwood diggings giving him a 
little help, and I suppose he borrowed money. 

By the Ohairman: Do you know anything about his circumstances when this contract 
was completed at the end of 1851? I heard that he was a great sufferer, and that he had 
lost a deal of money by the contract, and I know he was in great difficulties when he had to 
finish it. 
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1860. 

FRJDAY 26 OCTOBER, ISGO. 

3rtscnt:— 

Ma. CLEMENTS, I Ma. hART, 

Na. hAMILTON. 

W. V. \VI.L1), EsQ., rx'na ChAin. 

Sir Charles Nicholson, Burt., called in and examined 

fly the C/ta intam: Will you be kind enough to look at the petition of Mrs. Mary ir uharlus 
.Jones, and say whether you have any recollection as to the circumstances of the contract \'ichoIon, 
mentioned therein ? Ny recollection as to those circumstances is somewhat indefinite, and Barr. 

by no means clear; but I have an impression that substantially the allegations contained in 
the petition, as to the great difficulty of carrying out contracts at that particular period, are 21, OPt., I 

flue; and I have also an impression that, in consideration of the great difficulty for the 
time being, some sort of conditional promise was made to Mrs. Jones or her husband that, 
if he carried out the contract, the Government would he disposed to take into account the 
very exceptional circumstances under which he fulfilled his engagement, with the view, I 
presume, of compensating him for any loss that lie might encounter in carrying it out. 
I believe there was a combination of circumstances at that time which rendered the fulfilment 
of the contract an affair of very great difficulty ; as, in addition to the gold discovery, there 
was, if I recollect aright, an unfavorable season—provender being dear and wages very high. 
What bring the circumstances to my recollection is this :—That Mr. Jones, on undertaking 
the contract, asked inc to become security for him, as I had been security for him for some 
years before; but I declined on this occasion, anticipating and expressing niy opinion that 
his efforts to carry out this contract would be attended with his ruin. He aged me 
frequently to sign the hond, which it is my impression I declined doing. Seeing that the 
man really did carry out his contract; whether he did so under the impression or belief 
that he would be compensated for any loss he might encounter beyond the original lo 
cannot say. The matter has almost escaped from my recollection. 

Is it your impression, from any statements that Mr. Jones made to you, that he was 
under the belief that he would be compensated Well, my impression is of a very general 
nature. I think lie was led by the Government to believe that they would take a liberel 
view of his case, or deal with him in a liberal spirit. That is my impression ; but I cannot 
quote any specific conversation on the subject. 

Are you aware whether at that time (the discovery of the gold fields) any Government 
contractors met with special indulgences ? No, I am not. I believe Jones always carried 
out his contracts in a very spirited way, and took great pride in the manner in which he 
fulfilled his engagements. 

By  Mr. Hart: In the petition, Sir Charles, it is stated that, by reason of Mr. Jones' 
eKertions to carry out this contract, he became subject to such bodily and mental disease as 
totally incapacitated him from further attendance on the performance of the contract after 
the 4th of April of that year? I cannot say anything in denial or confirmation of that 
st*temcnt. I lost sight of him for a considerable time after he took the contract. 

By if:'. (Jierneuts You were not brought into contact with him after this No. 
I bad been used to meet him in my journeys up and down the country. My general 
impression is, that he was encouraged by Government to carry out the contract. 

By if:. Liars: It states in the petition, that the gold discovery was made in February? 
Yes, there appears to be a mistake in that. matter. The contracts were taken from the 
'st of January. 

By ifr. UkQ,z,Lts : From your general recollection of the circumstances at the time, 
you think he was induced by the Government to carry on the contract ? Yes; I think he 
took great pride in carrying out his contract. 

[565] 96—B 1861. 
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1881. 

IVEDNESDAY, 6 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

reøsnt:— 

Ma. CUNNEEN, Ma. LEWIS, 
Na. liMIT, N. MOR1IICE, 

Mn. MATE. 

ROBERT STEWART, ESQUIRE, IN TIrE CHAIR. 

Mr. John Sheehan called in and examined : 

Mr. JoIm 214. By the Chairman: You have been a mail contractor? Yes, for various periods. 
Sh,.:Isan. 215. Do you know anything of the circumstances under which Mr. Jones' mail contracts 

wore carried on in the year 1851? Yes. 
C Feb., 1801. 216. After the commencement of the year was there any considerable alteration in the price 

of forage? Yes, it rose very much, from £6 a ton to £60. 
Great diculties then would have to be encountered during that year that could not 

have been contemplated, or by possibility foreseen, at the period of contracting? Yes, they 
could not have been foreseen when the contract was taken in October, 1850. 

By Mr. Mate Do you know what was the amount of the contract for the previous 
year, 1850, on the line that Mr. Jones contracted to work in 1851 ? I do not know. 

By the C1 airman : Supposing the bonds for that contract not to have been completed 
in April or the beginning of May in the year 1851, and that it had been thrown up by the 
peran cirrying it out, would it have cost the Government a considerable sun, beyond that 
contracted for? Much more; indeed I do not think they could have got anybody to take it, 
on aeount of the state of the country then. 

You think it was a great advantage to have the person then on the line continue it? 
No doubt about it. I have known the late Mr. Jones, in that year, to be obliged to cut hay 
it Vans and pack it in woolpacks and send it to Albury, because no hay could be got there 
at any nriee ; and I have been with him here in Sydney when he has bought corn here and 
sent it round to Melbourne, to bring it up by the Melbourne Road. 

One portion of this petition states, that " in or about the month of April, or early in 
the month of May, in the said year;' the petitioner "waited on the then Colonial 
Secretary, the honorable E. Dens Thomson, on behalf of her said husband, for the purpose 
of throwing up the said contract, and forfeiting the four months' mail-money then due"—
do, you think the contractor would have been in pocket by throwing up the contract at that 
time in preference to going on with it? Decidedly lie would. I have known several of his 
horaes to die - 

Then you think that his completing the contract gave an advantage to the Government? 
No doubt of it, for I do ant think anybody else would have taken it. 

By iL. Hart: Had you any mail contracts at this time? Yes. 
224, Did they prove remunerative to you in that year? No, they did not. 

Did you make any application to the Government for compensation? No. 
Why not? Because I did not think I would get anything. 
Do mail contracts always prove remunerative to the contractors, or are they sometimes 

expected to suffer a loss? That all depends upon the figure they get for their contracts, like 
any other speculation. 

In the event of circumstances arising, such as floods, fires, or other things of that 
kind, are the Government expected to reimburse the contractors, or do they make it up to 
them by not imposing the penalties the Government would otherwise be entitled to impose? 
That is for delay in delivering the mails? 
220. Yes? Through floods they do not, but anything else they do. 

Are you aware of any contractor who received compensation for loss sustained on a 
mail contract in the year 1851? No. 

Are you aware whether there was any increased tra2c from Melbourne to our own 
gold fields by reason of their discovery at that time? Yes. 

Would not that be a source of additional profit to the contractor? No; because his 
horses were not able to bring passengers on account of the scarcity of forage ; he may 
have brought a solitary passenger occasionally. 
'233. Then Mr. Jones was not likely to derive any profit from that source? No, not that 

year. 
234. Did the contractor for the subsequent year derive any profit from that source? That 
is more than I can tell you. 
235. Can you state whether Mr. Jones did sustain any loss? Yes, I am positive he did. 
236. To what amount—caa you give the Committee any idea? I could not say the 
amount ; but I am sure lie suffered a very heavy loss. 

By tIle. Mate: find you any interest or share in the contract that year? Yes. 
You were a sub-contractor under Mr. Jones? Yes, from Ya.ss to Gundagai. 

230. And you performed your contract? Yes. 
240 
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.By the Chairman : Are you aware whether Mr. Jones had serious inconveniences to Mr. John 
contend with, in consequence of his men absenting themselves in some instances? Yes.. 

Sheehan. 

In consequence of the discovery of gold? In consequence of the discovery of gold; 
1___A_ 

most of the people in the Southern district felt that. 
6 Feb., 1861. 

By Air. Csjnneem : There were other sub-contractors besides you? Yes. 
Are you aware that many of these threw up their contracts? All but one and myteif. 

944. You think they did so because they found that, on account of the altered eireumstccs 
of the Colony, it did not pay them to continue their contracts? Yes; and the scarcity of 
forage-they could not got forage. 

And you think, as a natural consequence, that, as it did not pay these persons, it was 
equally likely Mr. Jones would sustain a Fss? I am sure it did not pay Jones. 

You think, in fact, that they gave it up in order to throw the loss off their shoulders 
on to Mr. Jones? Yes, I had it from Yoss to Cundagai, and Spencer had it from 
Gundagai to Tarcutta, and we were the only two that kept it. 

By Aft. Mate: Then Jones' losses must have ocirrod from Tarcutta to Melbourne? 

Yes. 
By the Chairnwn: And at this end, should you suppose? No. 
By Mr. Cnn neen had he all the line at this end lot to sub-contractors? No; he 

did this end himself. 
Then he might have had a loss himself, on that which he held in his own hand the 

Sydney end? I do not think he lost on the Sydney end, but be could not have gained 
much, for his contract was very low that year. 

By Air. Hart: Do you think his contract between Sydney and Tarcutta paid him? I 
think it paid him between Sydney and lass; he had nothing to do then with the road from 
Yass to Tareutta; I have just told you Spencer and I had it. 
052. Both of you performed your contracts? Yes. 

Perhaps at a loss to yourselves? I do not say I lost any money by it, but I think 
Spencer did; I would have lost considerably, were it not that, in time, I went and bought a 
lot of hay at the Fish River. 

That view then bears out the statement in the evidence of Mr. E. Peas Thomson, that 
Mr. Jones's loss was between Albury and Melbourne, and that he was referred to the 
floverninent of Victoria for any claim he might have for any contract between those places-
you believe that was the case? I do. 
25.5. By  if. Lewis: Are you aware that these changes in circumstances extended to other 
roads in the Colony? Not that year. 

It was confined to the Southern Road? Yes. 
By the Chairman: There were three causes, fire-? Yes, fire in Melbourne. 
The discovery of gold, and floods? Yes. 
By Mr. fleet: The contract, I presume, was taken without refere?ce to any of these 

things? Yes, of course. 
260, Eq lb. Cunneen: Are you aware of the difference in the rate of wages after the 
discovery of the gold fields? Yes. 

What do you think was the difference in the rate of wages, between what it was when 
he took the contract and what it was from the time the gold was discovered? It was 
trebled in that year of the gold discovery. 

You think it rose 200 per cent.? It did indeed, and carriage equally so. 
363. By At'. Mate: When did that rke commence? About the middle of 1851. 
264. By the Chairman: It is given in evidence before the Committee that £1,500 was lost 
between the beginning of the year, and the beginning of April-should you think that if 
that proportion was lost in the first three maths of the yeisr, it would not have exceeded 
that amount during the remaining portion of the year? Of course it would. 
205. There must have been a clear loss beyond that? Yes. 

By if'. l.1nr13: Do you mean to say that all these distressing circumstances came upon 

him at once in the middle of 1851? Yes. 
lIe did not lose anything before that? He was losing from the very beginning. 
By the Chairman: The fire in Melbourne was in February, 1851? Yes. 
By Mr. Lewis : What were the extraordinary difficulties he fell into-in the evidence 

it is stated that he lost £1,600 in the beginning of April, and you say the distressing 
circumstances befell him in the middle of 1851? I should think his difficulties increased; 
he was losing from the very time he began the contract, 

But he lost more in the latter part of the year? Yes. 
371. 135 Air. Cvnueen: I suppose you look at it in this way-that after the discovery of 
gold and the rise in markets, the price of horses, conveyances, and wages, increased very 
much? Yes. 
272. By the Chairman: The fires in 1.851 commenced about February? Yes. 
273 Then the rush to the gold diggings about May? About May, I think. 
274. And then followed floods? Yes. 
275, All contributing to the losses of the contractor? Yes; on the Billabong Creek there 
were two of his horses drowned, in consequence of the flood. 

By Aft. Cunneen: You have sometimesyourself tendered for performing contracts? Yes. 
When doing so, would you make known to the Government, in your tender, the 

calculations you might make before taking the contract, as to the cost of horses, forage, 
and so on ? It is not at all likely. 

It is stated hero, by Mr. Peas Thomson, that lie is aware of what Mr. Jones estimated 
the hay would cost him-you, in tendering, would not give such information? No; but 
perhaps Mr. Jones gave it afterwards. He did not give it when be was tendering; it is 
not at all likely. . . 279. 
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Mr. John 279. It is contrary to the usage of contractors to let anybody know what the contract will 
SheehKn. cost themselves ? Yes. 
' •'  280. By the (Jhai,'man : If the contract was taken for £2,300 all through, do you think 
I eb.. 1861. ° that estimate of £1,500 loss on the first quarter would be likely to be carried out? Yes. 

281. You think that is not at all an unreasonable amount to be supposed requisite? No, 
I am sure it is not. 
282. There would be considerable loss on the value of the horses, in consequence of the 
scarcity of feed, and the want of proper attention to them after the desertion of the men 
Yes, of course; many of the horses died for want of forage. 
283. And at the end of the contract the value of the horse stock would be very much 
depreciated in consequence of the deficiency of feed and attention? Yes. 
984. That would also form an item of loss to the contractor that he would not be likely to 
take into account when tendering? Yes. 
285. By Mr. Lewis: Are you aware whether Mr. Jones had any promises by offieias of the 
Government, that any losses he might sustain would be made good? I am siot aware. 
286. By Mr. Morrice: Are you aware that many of his horses died? Yes, a great many; 
J purchased over thirty horses in Yass for him, and sent them up the road to keep him going. 
287. By Mr. Cunneen Had he to pay a much higher price for the horses that he purchased, 
to supply the place of those that died, than he would have had to pay when he tendered? 
Yes. much more. 
248. You think any reasonable man could not have foreseen that that would be the case:' 

It was not at all likely. 
By Jfe. Morrice: Did the other horses lose much in value from the drought and bad 

treatment? Yes. 
By  the Chairman: If you had been the coutractor at that period, and your bonds were 

not signed at the beginning of April, would you have willingly entered into the necessary 
ecnrity to complete the contract? I would have thrown it up; very few men in the Colony 
would have continued it. 

If you had a promise from the Government? That would he quite a differet thing 

of course. 
J?y Mr. Lewis: Did you say you bought thirty horses for Jones at this time? Yes. 
And did he lose that number of horses from the particular circumstances that have 

been mentioned? More than thirty. 
Bq Mr. Morrke Have you any recollection what you might have given per head for 

these horses? From £20 to £30 each. 

TUESDAI' 12 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

4)reøtnt :— 

Ma. CUNNEE, MR. MATE, 

Mn. DALOLEISIT, Mu. MORRICE, 

Ma, LEWIS, i Ma. PARKES. 

ROBERT STEWART, ESQUmE, IN TILE CnAIR. 

William Elyard, Esq., called in and examined :— 

W. Elyind. 2135. By the Chairman: The Committee are anxious to have the document referred to in 
Esq. Mr. It Dens Thomson's cvideoecNo. 53-1094? That is the registered number of the 

r-'1'-- document. 
12 Feb., 1b61. 290. Do you produce it? Yes, I have brought it, together with the papers on which it is 

founded. (Vide Appendix A.) 
"97. Can you inform the Committee on what data that report is founled? The report is 
from the Auditor General, respecting the claim of Mr. Joseph Henry Jones to compensation 
for losses alleged to have been sustained by him on his contract for the conveyance of mails 
between Ynss and Albury, and Albury and Melbourne, in the year 1851, and is founded on 
documents alluded to in it, and correspondence between Mr. Jones and the Postmaster 
General and Auditor General on the subject. He preferred this claim in consequence of the 
difference in the price of forage arising from the partieuar circumstances, of the Colony at the 
time, but more especially, I believe, from there having been bush fires in the Southern Dis-
tricts and on the Fort Phillip side, which, he stated, obliged him to resort to other places 
for his supplies. I may perhaps mention, in the first instance, that the claim arising for time 
service between Albury and Mclbonrne was not entertained by this Government, and that 
Mr. Jones was referred with respect to it to the Government of Melbourne; and the report, 
therefore, refers more particularly to the claim for losses between Yass and Albury. 

Can you inform the Committee whether the contract between Mr. ,J ones and the Govern-
ment was for a mail right through ? I suppose the contract was made prior to the separation 
of Port Phillip, and if so it would probably he for the mail right through; but I have not 
the contract, which will be either in the Audit Office or in the Post Office. 

If that were the case, would not the Government here carry out the contract, after 
.c-paration had taken place, and look to the Government of Victoria for their portion of the 
mail money? I think, in that case, some arrangement would be made with the authorities 
in Victoria for charging the portion between Albury and Melbourne on the revenue of 

Victoria. 
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300. Was the contract completed by this Government paying Mr. Jones the amount of the \V. Ulyarsi, 
contract money for the whole line? I cannot inform the Committee on that point, because ini. 
it is a mattar of account which can only be ascertained by reference tp the documents in the  
Auditor General's Office. 12 Feb., 1561, 

Would you think it likely they would throw a portion of the contract on the Govern-
ment of Victoria? The revenues of Port Phillip were kept at Melbourne, and very likely 
the portion of the contract that appertained to that district would be paid for from those 
revenues on the spot. 

Would it be paid for through this Government, or direct to the contractor by the 
Victorian Government? I do not see anything in the papers which I have to enable the to 
state this—it will be shown by the account,,. It would no doubt form a charge on the 
Port Phillip revenues. 

Would it be paid through the Government of New South Wales—the contractor would 
not be bound to look to the Government of Victoria? 1 am not sure. The contractor 
might be paid, prior to separation, at Sydney; but I do not know whether by arrangement 
the portion for the service ktweer. Albury and Melbourne would he drawn direct from the 
Treasury at the latter, or from the Treasury here, and then recovered from Port Phillip.* I 
rather think it will be found to have been paid direct from the revenue of Port Phillip. 
304. I suppose there were not many cases where contracts were entered into which separation 
divided in this way? No; because most of the contracts being for services in the Port 
Phillip District were contracted for and paid for on the spot. I find, with reference to this 
point, that the contractor sent in an account, or statement, professing to shew the actual 
cost of forage for hcrses conveying th0 mails from Melbourne to Albury, and from Albury 
to Yass, distinguishing the expense on each line, and shewing the rate at which the same 
articles were to be obtained previous to the year 1851 ; this statement being headed 
"from Melbourne to Albury," and "from Albury to Vase," giving the amount of loss 
between Melbourne and Albury at t2,190, and between Albury and Yass, £1,910; so 
that Mr. Jones adopted the principle himself of dividing the claim for compensation 
between Victoria and Now South Wales. (Vide Appendir 13.) In a letter dated Colonial 
Secretary's Office, 12th July, 1851, in which reference is made to his application for 
assistance to carry out his contracts, on the grounds I have before stated, there is 
the following passage:—" Under the Postmaster Generals report, it appears to His 
Excellency that it will be just, so far to relieve you, as to make you a fair allowance for 
" your proved losses on your contracts from Yass to Albury in this Colony, and from Albury 
to Melbourne in Victoria, in consideration of the unforeseen scarcity and consequent high 
price of forage." Mr. Jones was at the same time called on to prove, through the Post- 
master General, the amount of his losses. The statement referred to appears to have been 
furnished in consequence. 

205. Can you inform the Committee on what ground or data it is stated in the report, 
although the contractor claimed £1,911) for loss on one portion of the line, that his expenses 
for forage were in reality £8 less than he estimated when lie took the contract F It appears 
to have been founded on two documents aeoompanying the report. The first is a certificate 
of the sale, on the 30th November, 1851, by John Cooper to Mr. Jones, of from 15 to 20 
tons of hay at £2 lOs. a ton, to be delivered at the Gunning stables during the year 1851. 
The second is a memorandum of agrcenuent.made on the 10th December, 1850, between Mr. 
Jones and Robert Plumb for the delivery of 50 tons of hay between the 10th of December, 
1850, and the 25th December, 1851, at £1 12s. Gd. These documents appeared, as stated 
by the Auditor General, to shew that the 70 tons of hay were supplied to Mr. Jones under 
contracts, for the sum of £131 Sc., and that the actual cost was thus less by £8 than his own 
original estimate (fl40) instead of exceeding it by £1,010, as represented in his statement. 

Do the documents before you shew whether those agreements were completed by the 
parties ?No; but the Auditor General appears to have assumed that they were in coming 
to the conclusion he did. The documents do not shew that the agreement to supply the 
hay was falfilled. 

There does not appear to be anything to prove the completion of the contract F Not 
in these documents, They do not, however, prove that it was not completed, excepting so 
far as this is done by the statement forwarded by Mr. Jones. 

Are you aware whether any contractor, during that year, did receive compensation for 
losses sustained in consequence of the unforeseen circumstances which affected contractors in 
that year F Some were permitted to resign their contracts at different dates, from May, 
1851, in consequence of the altered tate of the Colony, and others were allowed a certain 
compensation, viz,:--75 per cent. on their actual proved losses; but this was only on the 
articles of bread and flour. 
3011. By Ate. .Ilkte: They were not mail contracts? No contracts for provisions. 
SlO. B, the Clnainnan: Is there anything in that correspondence to show that Mr. Jones 
was referred to the Government of Victoria for any compensation to which he might be 
entitled for the loss between Albury and Melbourne? I do not find by these papers that E 
the time of his being called upon to send in these separate aeeouots, he was distinctly 
referred to the Melbourne Government, excepting that the Auditor General states that he 
was informed to this effect. The correspondence arenas to shew that it was intended to deal 
with his claim in this ray. The correspondence with the Victoria Government also bears 
out this view. Mr. Jones must, I think, have understood that for any compensation for the 
Melbourne end of the line, or between that place and Albury, he would have to look to the 
Oovernment of Victoria.  

A PPENDJX. 
I have ascertained from the Audit Office that payment for the line between Alhnmy and 

Melbourne was not made by the Treasury in Sydney. 
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W. Elyard, APPENDIX. 
Esq. 

A. 
12 Feb., 1861. Audit 0)1cc, 

Sydtseg, 17 February, 1353. 

Sir, 
In accordance with the request contained in your letter of the 7th January last, No.12, 

do myself the honor to return herewith, the papers respecting Mr. Jones' claim to compensation for 
losses alleged to have been sustained by him in the performance of his mail contract for 1851. 

I also forward the statements submitted by Mr. Jones to my predecessor in support of his claim, 
and other correspondence with this office and the Postmaster General. 

I find that my predecessor has not recorded his opinion on the subject, but I have reason to 
believe that it was unfavorable to any allowance being made to Mr. Jon 5; and on examinatien of the 
doimnients submitted by Mr. Jones in support of his statement of losses, I have also collie to the pen-

elusion that he has not made out my ease for compensation under the derision of His Excellency the 
Governor General, as to the terms on which it might be allowed. 

The claim, on account of  losses sustained by Mr. Jones between Albnry and Melbourne, was 
not entertained by this Government, but was referred to that of Victoria. Mr. Jones was so iii formed, 
and it was also intimated to him that the Government could see no ground on which to entertain any 
clams for compensation as respects the performance of any other portion of his contract in this Colony 

than that from YasstoAlbury. 
It was further dit,'rnsins'd that the "a' urn 0cc of the bush fires in the Southern Districts was the 

only circumstance which the Government could consider as a ground for exempting him in my 
socasore from his ordinary liability as it contractor, mid that the item of forage was th only article on 

account of which an allow,snrc for loss could be made. 
Mr. Jones was reqnired to send to the Auditor General statements of his cofisunslition of forage 

between Vms and Aihury, ijf the price which lie actually paid for it, and the price at which lie could 
reasonably have expected to obtain it, when lie stat in his tender. 

In his first letter, addressed to the late Auditor General, in pursuance of the eoannmnieatioss 
sufl!n'ed to, Mr. Jones does not give my detailed account of the consumption or forage for the horses 
employed in the conveyance of mails from l'ass to Albury in the first lsalf.yenr of lhJl, but submits the 
following statement of the gross quantity, and its cost 

£ s.d. 

70 tons of hay, at £25 per ton .......... ................... 1,750 0 0 
600 bushels of maize, at 6s, per bushel, in Yass ................180 0 0 
Carriage of the above to the various stations, at 7s. per bushel 210 0 0 

£2,140 0 0 

5. Me further swt,i that these articles could have been obtained at the end of 1850 at the 

following prices 
70 tons of hay, at £2 per ton ....................£141) 4) 0 
Coo bushel, of maize, at 3s. per bushel ..........9000 

£230 0 0 

making an actual loss in the six months of £1,910. 
In proof of this statement of loss, Mr. Jones subsequently furnished to this ollieo certain 

itceipts, bills, and other documents "tending," as lie stated in an accompanying letter, 'to prove a part
of the losses sustained by him ;" but of these tIm five nndermentiooed documents only have reference 
to the alleged loss in the purchase of forage for the mail coach homes between Vms and Alhury. The 
remainder relate to the Victoria contract. 

The first document is a Menmorandulim of side on 30th November, 1850, by,  John Cooper to Mr. 

.Is,n's of fifteen to twenty tone of hay, at E2 los. a ton, to be deliered at the Gunning stablea during 
the year 1861, 

The second document is a Mcn,orandolis of agreement made on the 10th Decenshstr, 1850, 

between -,)Jr. Jones and Roht. Plumb, for the delivery of fifty toils Of hay between December. 1861, at 
ti 12s. Cd. per ton. 

Front these two documents, it would pptar that the 70 tons of hay were supplied to Mr. Jones 
under eonth'cts, for the sum of £131 its., and that the actual cost wes thus has by £8 than his own 
oririnal e'stim'tt (4:14f)), instead of exceediwr it by £1,610, as rtpivsentcd in his statement. Mr. Jones 
saity hi: able to afford further explanation, hot the vouchers producesl by him shew tho above result. 

In sepport of his statement of the cost of corn and tile carriage of forage, the only vouchers 
produced by Mr. Jones are the following:- 

11th S,hrnbr,', 1851.—Receipt of J. Gre,n for the carnage of hay and maize front 
Ynss to Mullingrandra, mar Albury, 4 tons 2 ewt. 3 its., at £1.5 lOs. per ton .. £62 0 0 

14th June, 1851 .—Bcecipt of J. Gaas for Payment by J. Jones for eartage of hay. Ten 
Mile Creak, Billy Bong, 3 tons 15 cwt. 2 qs., at Cs. per cwt...................23 11 0 

14th Septn'icr''lteeeipt of J. H. Mate & Co. for payment by G. Fester for oats, 
Albury, 12 barrels, at los. 6d. per barrel .................................. 6 12 0 

£92 3 0 

I have, &e., 

The Colonial Secretary. FRANCIS L. S. MEREWETIIEII. 

Gunning, 30 i\ov':ashrt, 1850. 
I have this day sold to Mr. R. Mallyon, agent for Mr. J. H. Jones, fifteen to twenty tons of good 

sound oaten hay, to be delivered to the mail horse keeper at Gunning, in such quantities as lie may 
reijuire, not less than one ton at the time, at two pounds ten shillings sterling per ton; the above hay 
to he delivered at the Gunning stables, during the year of one thousand eight hundred and fifty-one. 

JOHN COOPER. 

IlEMoltAXnuM of an agreement made and entered into this With day of December, in the year of our 
Lord, one thousand eight hundred and fifty, between Mr. Joseph Henry Jones, 'West Ilargo, of the one 
part, and Robert Plumb, of Brisbane Meadow, of the other part, whereby the said Robert Plumb doth 
agree to deliver unto Mr. John 'Wade, of the " Golden Fleece," Marulan, for the aforesaid Mr. Joseph 
Henry Jones, fifty tons (cO tons) of good oaten hay, the same to be delivered between this date and the 
26th beeember, 1851, for which the said Mr. Joseph Henry Jones sloth agree to pay to the aforesaid B. 
Plumb £1 12s. Gd. (one pound twelve shillings and sixpence) to be paid for on the delivery of each 
load. 

J. H. JONES. 
ROBERT PLUMB. 

Withese—J. FrLrj4JsEs. 
Total 
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Total weight of Green's loading, 4 tons 2 etvt. 3 qrs., taken from lass to Mollingrandra. W. Elyard, 

B. MALLYON. Esq. 

Bargo, it September, 
1851. 1°F 1' 1861 

- Received from Mr. J. H. Jones the sum of sixty-two pounds sterling, being in full for the 
carriage of 4 tons 2 ewt. Stirs, of loading, comprised of hay and maize, from lass to Mullingranda, our 
Albury. 

his 
Witness—WcLL)As1 ELiron. JOHN X GRE1llc. 

mark. 

Union Store, Aibunj, 
14 Sept eniber, 1861. 

Mr, George Poste, Bought of T. H. Mate & Cu. 

£ s. d. 
12 bushels oats, at lot. Cd. .................. 6 6 0 
3 bags, ditto at 2s........................... 0 6 0 

6 12 0 

laid T. ii. Mate & Co. 

This was got in April and May. 
W. B. EVANS. 

Ten Mile Creek, Billabong, 
14 June, kM. 

Received froan Mr ,,Jo hn Jones the sum of twentv.threc pounds elan-n shillings, being this 
amount fur etrtaga- of hay, three tins eighteoei hundred and a-half, at G.per ewt. 

£23: II: 0 
JOlLY CASS. 

B 

SrAvenw.N-r .hewing the actual cost of Forage for supplying the horses conveying  the Mail from 
Melbo,irne to Albury, and from Albury to lass, distiiignislung tb' expenses on Cccli line, and 
showing the -ate titus,- artielea were obtainable previous to the prtent year 1851. 

FROM Mttr'jugxa to A IMtRY. J £ .. 0. X. a 0. Ira,,s Aiauaa TO tAIl, £ . 0. £ . d. 
S0ti.neofiIay.;LtC.'i jar toe ....2.11)0 0 Ii 7ttan!ofltsy.atl2F'run .....I,LM 0 0, 
51101,osh,'CMdlae. atC,..-rhn-'e-i 100 0 0 6,.9F,ire'Iaize,attj,.7er%'uehel 
Carriage Intro 5i davy to ileltourue, . In Ya ..... ..................... ..... .15!) 0 
rr 11 'u,an,r,e'k " ..........25 0 0 Carriage of the above to the vartoas 

Carriage tram Melbourne to it.
, 
vs. p atatrona, at. 75, per !jueh,-!..........2111 0 

rlaoi A tati',us, at Wa. per buSch '25(1 0 0 I 2,140 I) 
-  2,t 0 0 Pant-cr— 

fly- •.<ij•_ • r What these artiel,-, rout,] have been 
\Vltet eli,"---' riP.'' so ri-oPal have titan ol,tained for pn-vl.)us to ti,. 
obtain-I fir pn-vhou. to ti,' ' current year:— 
curer,, V year:-- 70 tone of flay, at £2 ui' too .........140 0 

$3 tea, of liar, •t £2 a'r C: 't ......... I 00 11 2 cUI bttahes MiJn'. at Zh, per bu1a'I. ii) 
500bt,sht-631aixe,at&pi-rt,u-Iui-  70 0 0 I I-- b 230 0 0 

235 0 0 
Artual I.. ..... ...I

I 
 2,010 0 0 

Actual to's ......... -- ............ -£2,190 0 

Actual Loca from Ilolls,urne to' 
Albury ...........................2,190 0 0 

Actual Los from A]hary 0', Ytee-.., 2,910 0 
4,100 0 0 

JOSEPH Al. JONES. 

William Muir, Esquire, tailed in and examined:- 

13'/ dee Chairman: You are from the Auditor General's Department? Yes. W. Muir, 

Do you produce any documents having reference to the elaiiei of Mr. Joseph Henry Esq. 

Jones for eompenation for loss on a mail contract? The only documents I have are the e m 
receipts for the payments. 12 Feb., 1861. 

Can you inform the Committee, from those vouchers, whether Mr. Jones received 
payment for his contract for the whole distance between Sydney and Melbourne from this 
Government? He received payment up to the 30th June for the whole distance between 
Sydney and Melbourne, from this Government, and from the lst of July he was paid by the 
Victorian Government for that portion between Albury and Melbourne. 

That part of the line was not paid for through this Government beyond that period? 
Not beyond the 30th June. 

It appears that the Auditor General made a report on this subject—I suppose nothing 
you have before you shews on what evidence that report was made? There is nothing here. 
The report was made to the Colonial Secretary, and the whole of the documents were sent 
to him at the time with that report. 

The distance between Sydney and Melbourne appears to have been divided into several 
separate contracts, the whole of which were taken by Mr. Jones, and the sum total was 
£3,200—ean you say what proportion of that sum was paid by this Government? £2,700 
were paid by this Government, leaving £500 for the half-year from Albury to Melbourne. 

Thomas 

S 
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Thomas Kingsmill Abbot, Esq., called in and examined:— 

'F. K. Abbot, 317. By the Chairman: What is your office? I am Secretary to the Post Office. 
Esq. 318. Do you produce any documents having reference to the contract between Joseph 

Henry Jones and the Government, for carrying the mails to Melbourne in the year 1851 ?: 
12 Feb., 1861.,I produàcd sonic in May last year on the subject. 

310. Can you inform the Committee whether any arrangements were made with the mail 
contractors of that period—were you in the department then? I was in the department, 
but not connected with this particular duty. The arrangements that then prevailed I think 
still continue. Contracts were taken on the same terms. 

Are you aware whether, at that particular period, any compensation was made to 
contractors, in any way, to meet the difficulties of their position ? No, I am not aware of 
a single instance. 

By .11,'. Uenneen: If there were allowances made to any contractors, would it be 
likely to come before your particular department? Yes, it would. There is a correspondence 
here, in which Mr. 3lerewether, the then Postmaster General, was called upon to report on 
this particular ease, and lie has given his opinion on the subject in his report. I have a 
copy of the report here. 

By the Chairman : Will you be kind enough to read the letter? (The witness read 

the same. Vide Appendix A.) There is a further report from the Postmaster General, 
transmitting a letter from Mr. Jones to the Colonial Secretary, on which he again reported. 

( JVitnegs iced the sonic. 17dc Appendti: B.) Then there is a third report, on a letter 

from the Colonial Secretary on the same subject. (lVitiiess read the some. Vidc .lppcndixC.) 
328. That letter is for further inquiry? Yes. The correspondence relating to the subject 
is in the Colonial Secretary's Office. These are copies from the letter book. 
894 By if,'. Mate: I understand that the contract was for £1,000 from Yass to Albury, 
in 1851—do you know what it was in the following year? £000. 
325. By the Chairman: Are you aware of any difference that bad arisen to account for the 
reduction ? No, I am not aware. The hush fires in the southern districts would appear to 
have been the cause of the losses that Mr. Jones stated he sustained ; but the efibots of 
those fires might not have been felt in the following year. 
:326. His claim was, in fact, grounded on casualties of the season, the effects of which were 
not likely to be continued in tIme following year? Yes. 

By it'. ilatr: As those fires did not occur before his contract was taken, of course he 
could not take them into account in making his tender? No. 

By Mr. Parhcs: Have you seen the petition of Mrs. Mary Jones, which the Committee 
are appointed to inquire into ? Yes; 1 have it before me. 

The causes of loss mentioned there, are connected with the gold discovery? The losses 
by fire are mentioned too. 

At all events the gold discovery is chiefly dwelt upon? Mr. Merewether appears to 
say that so far as the gold discovery was concerned, Mr Jones' claims ought not to be 
allowed. 

By the Chairman: The month of February is alluded to in the petition—that is 
earlier than tIme gold discovery—that was the month when the busla fires occurred in 
Victoria? I am not aware; but tIme first correspondence on the subject appears to have 
taken place in April. 

Are you aware whether the bonds were signed at that time? The contract was entered 
into, according to the usual practice, in the previous year. 
833. But the bonds were not signed then? No; they were afterwards signed. 
934 Some correspondence had taken place previously to the signing of the hoods? I am 
not aware. On or about the month of April Mrs. Jones states in her petition that the 
bonds were not signed. 
335. You are not able to say whether that is correct or not? No. The correspondence 
shews that some communications had been received in the month of April. 
330. It is possible. I presume, that the arrangements Mrs. Jones speaks of in her petition, 
could have been made with the Colonial Secretary, without any correspondence between that 
department and the Post Office? Quite. 
337. At that time it would be in his power to make any arrangements, without reference to 
the Post Office authorities? Quite. At the present moment any arrangement of the kind 
requires the sanction of the Minister for Finance and Trade. 
338, By Mr. Caaneen: Any promises the Colonial Secretary might make to Mrs. Jones, 
the Post Office authorities might not be aware of? They would not, unless they were 
communicated in writing. It might have been verballfcomrnunicated to Mr. Merewether, 
but the records of the office do not shew it. 

You know nothing of the matter beyond the documentary evidence that conies before 
you as Secretary to the Post Office? Nothing more. 

By the Chairma,, : It is stated in the petition that if the contract had been thrown 
up in May, not more than £300 would have been lost, which was then in the hands of the 
Government—are you aware whether the payments were made monthly? The payments 
were made quarterly; for the quarter ending with June Mr. Jones was paid on the 16th 
August in full, and for the quarter ending September on the 22nd October, with the excep-
tion of that portion from Albury to Melbourne, which was paid for by the Victorian Govern. 
meat, separation having taken place about that period, July, 1851. 

By jib. Mate Are you aware that Mr. Jones sublet any portion of tIme contract 
between Sydney and .Albury F He did not sublet it with the sanction of the Post Office; 
if he had there would have been a separate bond and contract with the party to whom he 
let it. 

312. 
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By the Chairman: Mr. Jones was responsible? Yes, right through ; and the payments T. K. Abbot, 

were made to him. hsq. 

The sub-contracts were private arrangements between him and the other parties? Yes. 
844. By lb. Cunneen: If Mr. Jones had thrown up the contract, and refused to enter into 12 Feb., 1861, 

the bonds, after three months had expired, do you think the Post Office authorities would 
have been able to get other persons to undertake the contract? No doubt they would; but 
the question is whether they could have got a person to carry it out for the same sum. At 
the same time it is right to say that lie could not have thrown his contract up, because his 
tender was a legal document, binding him and his sureties. 
$45. By the G1,r'irman : Are you aware that at that date auretii's did not become parties to 
the contract until they had signed the bond? No, I tim not. The tender itself will shcw 
whether they had signed it or not. Now it is indispensably necessary that they should do 
so, and the Crown Law Officers have decided that the sureties signing the tender are bound 
to cariy out the contract if the contractor fails to do so. 

By Mr. Cunveen: I suppose after they enter into the usual bond ? They all sign the 
tender, and that is held to In binding, even if the bond be not signed. 

But that was not so at this period? I cannot speak of that period. 
It appears from the evidence that it was not decided who were to be the sureties for 

three months after the contract had been commenced? Were not sureties named in the 
tender? 

Sir Charles Nicholson was named in the tender, but he had some objection, and did not 
enter into the bond? The tender should have been signed by the sureties, according to the 
present practice. 

B7 Ak. Daly1ei,lr : I presume that had not other suitable bondsmen presented 
thems:lvcs the Post Office would have had a el;iim upon the parties Agning the original 
tender? It would have had a claim upon the contractor, but the sureties, as it appears, not 
having signed the tender or the bond, of e:nrse it could have had no claim upon them. 

If they had signed the tender you would have had a claim upon them equally as if 
they had signed the bond? Yes, no doubt. 

By ii..- LVaairraan : At that period if the bond had not boen signed by the sureties the 
only party liable to the Government was the contractor? That is nil. 

fly Mr. Thilgisiek: Had the contractor at thi time refused to curry out his contract 
the Government would have had a remedy against him to the full extent of his means? 
Yes, to the extent of any additional sum they might have been compelled to pay if they 
lid had to call for fresh tenders. 
$54. The sureties were not liable at that time until they had signed the bond? It appears 
not. 

Then, although the Government were not secured to the same extent as they would be 
under the present system, yet as far as Jones was personally concerned he was bijund to the 
full extent of his means? ie, exactly. It is optoonl with the Board, who Open the 
tender., whether or not they will accept it tender not signed by sureties. If they consider 
that the tenderer, himself has means to niect the panalty, that is, double the amount of the 
contract, they may aec"pt it. 

By AT,. Male: There is nothing in the office to shew that ,It. Jones came to the Post 
Office and said he would throw up the contract if not allowed compensation? Nothing 
more than the Potniaster General's report to the effect that he should not be allowed to 
do so. 

Was any compensation allowed to any mail contractor for losses during the year 1851 
I nra not aware of any. 

13; the Chairozat : There were no others on the Southern Read ? Jones had the main 
line, but there were contractors for branch lines to Braidwood, Marulan, Bungonia, and ether 
places. 
759. You are not aware whether any of these had compensation given them? I am nut. 
aware. 
$60. You cannot say they had not? I cannot. 

By L.iforriee: Was Mr. Jones fined at all during the year? In one instance be 
was fined £27, but under the circumstances the Po,tmnstcr General recommended that the 
fine should be remitted, and it was remitted by the Colonial Secretary. 

fly Al,-. Delyleiahr : Were there any other main lines at that time? Yes, the Northern 
and Western. 
36$. Are you aware whether any compensation was allowed to contractors on either of those 
lines? tam not aware of any compensation to any contractor. 
864. By the (.'hainnam: Have you the letter stating the grounds on which the fine you have 
spoken of, was remitted? No, but if it is of importance I can and a copy. 
365. There must have been sonic grounds? There must have been some sufficient grounds 
for it. 
8613. is that the only ease in which fines were remitted during the year? That is the only 
case with regard to Mr. Jones. 

With that exception he carried the mails through ? Yes; I find the full amount of 
his contract was paid without any deduction. 

iie was paid up to the end of June? For the whole line; and from the 1st of July 
the Victorian Government took their portion. 

The Post Office department here would have nothing to do with any irregularity at that 
end? Nothing whatever. 

[565] 96—B APPENDIX 
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20 MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE 

T. K. Abbot, APPENDIX. 
Lag. 

32 Feb., 1661. 

A. 
Gai 

1JJ&51. 
Sir, 

I have the hotter to return herewith the Memorial of Mr. J. IT. Jones, contractor for the 
e'nveyansce of tb Mail.. betere,it Svitiaev and Melbourne, praying for suite a&Utitnal remuneration, or 
that he may be released from his contract. 

2. And in p'irsoetnc.t of the Governor Gcneralh din' tions, that I should report thereon, I be 
leAve to state that Mr. .Joite.s has four contracts for conveyance of the Mails front Sydney to Melbourne 
daring the pre'nt year, which a ...for the distances and 'it the rates undermontioned 

1.—From Svdiiey to Goulburo, at fSOO, 
2.—From thulburn to Vats, at £409. 
3.—From Yas's to Albury, at £1,000. 
—rotit Albury to 3leliwomie, at £1,000. 

On the two first of then,: contracts there is no i,,Rson to suppose that )Ir. (Jones has stistainert 
any l'', .jgd even if he has, there atpears to be no gs-oitnda on which ho could, with any fair claim to 
consideration, at,ly to the (+overjnns:iit for relief. 

On the two lsst-nieiiti,,,a,-d contracts, and espcvially on that from Albury to Melbourne, I have 
reason to believe that owing to the scarcity of forage in the Port Phillip Distrie and in the southern 
p' of tbk District, Mr. Jones has sustained considerable loss. 

I cannot find aol ty instance in which a mail conta actor has been permitted to give all his coin-
triet, or t+i rue' iVe an ailohtioiial allowance for it, continued perforinanci-, in colisoquroce of it,, litviiig 
become to him a' losing 'coittet,rtt, and the establishment of any precedent for such a cours, should, is far 
as n' sible, be avoids it (in the other hand, it would probably much raise the tate of contracts, if con-
tractors did net fe,'l that should the calculatio os on which their tenders Were based, be nitoaetho'r 
thioss a out by a casualty which no human furesight could ariticipiate, they would not receic c from the, 
Government a fair consideration of their position under the altrcd circumstaue- -S. 

to. In It r. .Jo,irs' Petition, two such casualties are referred to, viz., the gold dieovery and the 
extilisive bash fires in the Fort Phillip District. 

7. I c innot perci ive that the former of these casualties c"n have atheted Mr. Jones to any 
sufficient extent, to make it a ground for rohexing the conditions of his contract in any manner. In so 
1. iv ta, the rise' in the price of forac for the horse' used by him for the conveyance of the Mails between 

I Pert Phillip. Tilts' be attributed to tb- bush fires in that district, he may perhaps be con-
sido:r,-d to have a' flir clint for storoic chef front tlsi.s Govcrninettt, on aceomit of his contract boat lass 
ti Allsttry and from tit,e Government efthe Colony of Victoria, on account of his contract front Albm'y 
to. Melbourne, 

t'. Mr. J,. itq c,ould not, without greit ineonvetitene to tht' pitlilie, be released Irma his obligation 
ti t wry ti' Mail's in the intoner 1oritvirled in his contract during the remainder of the ln'escnt year; and 
tior ocly is' li-f is ich hi, can receive must, therefore, be by an additional payment. either in the sitapu 
of -ta ,dlownnee proportioned to his proved losses, such as has been muds, 1 tuiderstasod in the case of the 
1trovisi, a c,itotrat,tOrs. Ott CO per centasgo mctcasu on the rate fixed by the contracts. 

I have, &c., 
Tb.' Colonial Secretary. F. L. S. 31. 

B. 
Geuerei Post 00?' 

2 August, 1851. 
Sir, 

I do myself the hoonir to forward a letter which has been addressed to nit' by Mr. J. If. 
in pttrsntiiee'of your letter to him, dated the 1211 ultimu, forwarding stats-meats of tb lust -s he 

all egt s he liii's sustained by his contract for the conveyance of the Mails between lass ant Albury, and 
Albitry 'nd Mell,iurti,'', and, 'us seeo'deoce with Mr. Jones' r quest. I submit theist for the FuiPose of 
''i n I 'tid before His Excellency the C os'co'oor General. 

it appetrs to me, however, that the only otents of expenditure in these statements which are 
entitled to cunsidiration, are those undo,' the heottl ''forage,' amounting to the nnderniontioncd sums 

lass to Albiory ................£2,110. 
Aibtory to Melbourne .......... £2,425. 

The Auditor General would, I presume, consider it to-cessary that these statements should be 
supported by sullici'nt vouchers; if to. Mr. Jones ntiglit be called upon to forward such accounts a's 
stay ho re' 1i,'u'i-d, and to sliew whit. aecoding to the then price's, th saute forage would have cost when 
lip sent in his tt,,tdt'rs, The ditièreoee between that estimated cost and the amount actnaUy cap nded 
world, I c,,nceive, Its' the Sims which, under His Excellency's decision, Mr. Joliun should receive on this 

account. 
I have, &c., 

The Colootial Secretary. F. L. S. 31. 

C. 
Genteel Post Office, 

28 August, 1851. 
Sir, 

Having, in pursuance, of your letter of the 12th instant, No. 51, requested Mr. Jones to 
fttrnisio statements of the losses he alleges he has sustained by his contract for the conveyndee of the 
Mails,- 

1 di myself the honor to enclose copies of two communications whielt I have received from 
bun, it, which hi- state-i, that for the forage used by his mail horses, on the rord between lass and 
Albury, during the first six months of the present yer, he paid £2,110, end that aecorditog to the prices 
current when he took the contract he expected to pay for the same quantity of forage the sum of £230. 

1 would, therefore, recootniend that Mr. Tones should be required to s:otisfy the Auditor 
(It-nova1, by the prodnctitn of sufficient a ouchers, that the qnantity of forage mentioned in his :stateittont 
was consented, and that the 'sum stated was laid for it. 

In the nosittitime I will write to the Postntasters at Yass, Gnndagni, Tareutta, and Alhury, to 
asr'ertain wh,'ther at the end of the year 15.10, when the contract wa's taken, Mr. Jones could have 
c,l,t,tioicd at their cttrrcnt prices, or could reasonably have expected to obtain, forage at the rates stated 
in his letter, viz., £7 per ton for ha", and 3s. per bushel for corn. 

With r'spt'et to Mr. Jones statemettt of losses by his contract between Melbourne and Albury, 
I would recontniend that the Lieutenant.Governor of Victoria should he requested to take a tirotilar 
scum's, to ascerünn the anticipated and actual expenditure for forage used by,  horn between those places. 

C. This statement in respect to this portion of his alleged losses is, that he expected to have to 
pay only £235, and that lie paid £2,425. 

I have, &-c., 
The Colonial Secretary. F. L. S. 31. 

Williant 
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William Cummings, Esq., M.P., examined 

70. By the Uhairman: This Committee have understood that you have been a contractor, W.L'ummings 
supplying the public service about the years 1850 and 1851? Yes, before 18511 had been sq., 31. 

contracting for several years. 
371. Has it been the usual practice with the Government, in any case where unforeseen 12 Feb., 1861. 
circumstances have varied the price of articles, to make any compensation to contractors for 
losses sustained in consequence? I cannot say whether it has been the usual practice of the 
Government or not; but I know, on one occasion, some short time before the discovery of 
gold, we had a very bad season, and I had then a contract for the supply of rations and forage 
between the Weatherboard and Bathurst; there were then numerous iron gangs upon the 
road about Blackheath. It was a very bad season, and, on account of the drought and bush 
fires, provisions of every kind, and especially forage, rose to a very high price after the 
tenders were accepted. 

Did the Government make you any allowance in consequence of these circumstances? 
I had some correspondence with the Government relative to the unexpected rise in provisions 
and forage, and as I saw I should sustain severe loss by carrying out the contracts I bad 
made up my mind to allow the Government to enforce payment of my bond, as the least of 
two evils, unless some compensation was allowed. 

By Mr. Parke:: When was that? I cannot positively say, but I believe it was in 
1840; it was a short time before the discovery of gold; it was the same drought that con- 
tinued until September of the year that the gold was discovered in May. I think it was in 
May at Ophir, and in June on the Turon. The same drought continued in the Western 
District till after the discovery of gold. 

By the Chairman: Then in your case you would have found it to your advantage to 
throw up the contract? I proffered to do so by giving notice to the then Colonial Secretary, 
Mr. Dens Thomson. 

By 11. Parkes: What did he say in reply? A long correspondence took place between 
me and Mr. Dens Thomson, and he held out some promises, but I did not think they were 
binding; and no certain promise of compensation being made to me I wrote a letter to Mr. 
fleas Thomson giving him notice that the Government should be prepared to issue rations on 
a certain day, as I would not issue them after that day, unless the Government guaranteed 
that I should get compensation for any loss I might be pnt to. A few days before my notice 
expired I received a letter from Mr. Dens Thomson guaranteeing to compensate me)  and I 
continued the contracts to the end, and the Government compensated me. 

To what amount? I do not recollect the amount, but they allowed me a fair com-
pensation above the price that the same articles were at in the market at the date of my 
contract. 

Were you satisfied with the compensation? I was perfectly satisfied. 
By the Chairman : You were induced to continue the contract on that account? Yes, 

on the receipt of Mr. Peas Thomson's letter that I would got reasonable and just compensation. 
370. You felt perfectly confident that letter was sufficient? Yes, the last letter was, I con-
sidered, a guarantee. I had received other letters, but I did not consider them binding, 
therefore I did not feel satisfied; they were only vague promises that the Government would 
take the matter into consideration. 

You do not recollect the amount of compensation you received F I do not. 
Woold it amount to 75 per cent. of the amount of loss? I cannot state the actual 

amount; all I know is that I felt perfectly satisfied. 
You would have thrown up the contract unless you had been guaranteed compensation? 

That was my determination; I gave notice to that effect. 
23. What was the amount of your bond? £1,000. 

You would have lost that if you had not continued the contract? I would have risked 
it, if the Government thought proper to enforce it. I would not have continued the contract 
without a bonáfide promise. 

By ceasing to issue provisions in accordance with the contract would you not have 
been liable to the extent of £1,000? Yes, I would, no doubt. 

Are you aware whether any other contractors received compensation about that time on 
account of the circumstances that caused the rise in the prices? Several of the contractors 
wrote to me requesting me to press my case. 

Are you aware whether any others did obtain compensation F Yes, I think they did; 
I think I can mention one in particular, Mr. William Nicholson, of Greenhilla. I believe 
all the contractors received compensation at that time, but I cannot state it as a matter of fact. 

By Hr. Daigleisli : In what year was this? In 1849 or 1850. 
It was not in iSSi—yon can be sure of that? I believe it was in 1850. I think by 

applying to Mr. Lane, in the Colonial Treasurer's Office, the Chairman would obtain all 
necessary information. 

By Mr. Cunneen: I suppose you would have expected the Government to make you the 
same allowance in whatever year this had happened—whether in 1851 or any other year 
Yes ; it was from the pressure of circumstances that I sought compensation. 

The date had nothiog to do with it ? No; it was on account of the unexpected rise 
which took place in consequence of the drought and hush fires. 

By the Chairman : These circumstances would fall with peculiar force on mail con-
tractors at that period ? I had nothing to do with mail contracts ; all I can say is that 
forage, corn, and bay rose to a high price unexpectedly. 

By Mr. Daigleish : Your contract was for the supply of these articles ? Yes, of these 
and other articles. 

FRIDAY, 
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FRIDAY, 15 MARCH, 1861, 

Mu. CT7NNEEN, R. LEWIS, 
Mu. DALGLEISH, Mit. MATE, 
Ma, HART, Na. NORPLICE. 

ROBERT STEWART, ESQ., IN THE ChAIR. 

Mr. Henry Middleton called in and examined 
Mr. Henry 304. By The l'aivman: We have called upon you in reference to a petition of Mrs. Mary 
Midd ettjn. Jones asking compensation fur leases sustained in carrying out a mail contract in the year 

1851? I remember it well. 
loMar., 395 Had you an opportunity at that period of knowing something of the character of the 

mail line to Melbourne? I had been running it for ten years before, but that year I 
happened to lose it, and Mr. Jones got it. 

You had an opportunity at the time of knowing the circumstances of the line of road? 
Yes. 

Was there any change after the period of taking the contract in October or November, 
18150-was there any coniderable change in the price of fodder-of hay and corn ? Yes, 
there was a great rise in 1851. 
398. To what extent did prices rise-were they double? Above double. 
309. Was that change brought about by circumstances that would not be likely to be taken 
into aceonnt by a person contracting? Yes; it was not to be foreseen. There was a great 
fire and a great drought, and there was not a bit of feed to be got after you passed Downing 
till you got to Melbourne. 
4u0. In fact the feed had to be carried there to supply the horses? Yes, I had an oppor-
tunity of seeing Mr. Jones with four or five teams loading forage to take up there. 

Would you think it likely that £25 a ton would have to be paid for forage, or that it 
would est thut to get it up to the stations along that line of road? I do not think we could 
hardly get it up there for that sum. 

Then if £25 has been named as the cost, you think it could not have been supplied 
below that? No, it could not, the carriage would almost come to that; it was £1 a hundred-
weight. 

Would you say that lOs, a bushel for maize would be above the price at which it could 
be supplied? I did not buy any that year, but I do not think it could. 

If £25 a ton for hay, and lOs. a bushel for maize, are the prices named as the cost 
during tIe earlier part of that year, you do not think it is beyond the price at which they 
were purchased? I am certain it is not beyond Bowning, the other side of Yass. On this 
side there was a pretty good season, but that had nothing to do with the contract. 

Can you inform the Committee what were the prices of hay and corn in October of the 
previous year, about the time these contracts were taken ? I always paid £4 a ton. 1 had 
the contract the year before ; but the diu

°
ings broke out in 1351. - 

This could not have been foreseen itithe year you had your contract? No; if I could 
have foreseen it I would have made plenty of money. 

Do you think the contractor would have been safe if the prices on which he had calcu-
lated had entinued? He would not have got anything by it; for, at the time, he offered me 
65 miles at the contract price, and I said, " No, I cannot do it." It was not worth my 
while to do it, even when hay was sold at £4 a ton. 

Was the following season more favourable for the supply? No. The next year I got 
the contract, and what with fiends and one thing or other, I lost money by it. I lost by my 
labor and horses above £200 for that 65 miles-that was the next year. 
400. By .1!r. .!!orrice: Did you calculate upon a higher rate than Mr. Jones did? No, 
about the same; but still I knew we could not get anytlung by it, but there was a little bit 
of ill-feeling that caused us to take it at that price. 

JJij  the Chaii'na,, : It was not likely a contractor could take into account the extreme 
destruction caused by fire along the road? That was impossible. 

13y il,. Jforrice: What part of the read had you? My brother, Mr. Green, and I, 
had it to Melbourne. I used to run from Yoss to Gundagai. 

Was the country very much burnt up? Yes. 
By bush fires? Yes, and draught. 
By 11i'. Mate: You are not aware of the prices of forage any distance further than 

where your own contract extended? No, not for 1851 or 1852; but I have from Melbourne 
to Albury, in 1853 and 1854; the country was divided in 152. 

At the time Mr. Jones had it, it was divided? Yes. 
By Jfr. Mo,'rice: Were you aware that Mr. Jones applied to the Government for 

authority to purchase from the squatters fodder for his horses? No; but I believe lie 
applied to the Government for leave to give up the contract, and Mr. Green sent word lie 
would take it off his hands if he could not do it. 

By the C'hairman Are you aware whether the Government held out any encourage-
ment to him, or made any promise to him to iueet any of the expenses? Not that I am 
aware of. I know he applied for it. 
419. If he did not get any additional amount he must have been a considerable loser? Yes. 

To the extent of some thousands of pounds? He must. 
If £1500 is stated to have been the loss for the first quarter, do you think that is not 

an over-estimate? I know he lost a good many horses that year. 
421. 
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Would that be brought about by the scarcity of the feed? Yes. I think I heard him say Mr.11enry 
be had eleven or twelve dead in one waterhole. Middleton. 

In the early part of the season the want of water was a great evil? Yes; the horses  
got bogged in trying to get water. 15 Mar., 1861. 

.89 Mv. itlorrice: You mean that the horses were so weak for want of food that they 
could not get out 7 Yes; they could not get water, and in scrambling to get into it they 
Muck in the mud, and could not get out. 

From want of food were any of the horses incapable of doing the work? They could 
take no passengers, they could only get the mail on; it stopped all passenger traffic. 

By the Chairman: In addition to the extra price of fodder and the loss of horses, he 
had also to sustain loss from his inability to take passengers, in consequence of his horses 
being weak from want of food? Yes. 

By  21k. Morrice: When the contract was taken did be calculate a great deal on the 
passengers? All on the passengers, the trifle of mail money was nothing. 
427, By Mr. Mate: Did the scarcity of forage exist throughout the whole year? Yes; 
the whole of 1851, and the greater part of next year. 

By the Chairman: It commenced with the great fires on the Melbourne side? Yes. 
After the floods there was a little bit of a spring of grass at Gundagai and round about there, 
but that was a more nothing. 

By Mr. M'orriee: This drought commenced principally about lass? Yes; from here 
to Yass you could not complain, bat it was beyond Yass the difficulty arose. 

By the Uhaireitan: You are living out of businrss now? Yes; I had to give it up in 
1854, when I lost my sight on the Melbourne side. 

By  Mr. (Juaneem: In tendering for the conveyance of mails, you look to what you 
receive from carrying passengers as the great source of profit and income ? Yes; the mail 
money alone would he a mere nothing. 

You consider that Mr. Jones, in consequence of not being able to carry passengers, in 
1851, lost that great source of income? Yes; I do not know how he stood it altogether. 

Do you consider that a man, in-n year, when lie could carry passengers, would do better 
if he carried the mail for nothing, than he would do with the mail allowance when he could 
not carry passengers? Yes; I have known parties offer to carry the mail for nothing in 
order to keep others off the road. 
431. Do you think that was Mr. Jones' case that year? Yes; he depended upon his pas. 
scngcrs; the mail money was a mere nothing-not enough to pay the mailmen. 
435. By it. Mate: Are we to understand from you that Mr. Jones did not take passengers 
through the whole year ? No; I think he did the greater part of the first three months, 
but he had to stop it-at least that is what I was told. 
433. You do not know of your own knowledge? I heard it from. his own lips at the time 
when he went through to stop it. 
437. By the C'liainsam: You, as an old contractor, thought it probable his statement was 
correct? Yes; I thought it would ruin him. I could hear it from other p:ople-from the 
mailmen. 
433. By Jib. Uunneeu: Generally aftor the country is burnod and there is rain, it is a-
profitable season F Yes. 

I suppose there was a good deal of feed in 1852? Pretty fair. 
You could carry a great many more passengers than Mr. Jones carried in 1851? For 

two months we could not get a bit of fodder, and we could not get a horse shod; we had to-
run them barefoot on horseback from Yass to Gundagai. 

What was the reason you could not get them shod? The floods-that was the year of 
the great flood at Gundagai, when so many lives were lost. 

By Mr. hart: How long were you a mail contractor? As mail contractor and sub-
contrnctor, about seventeen years. 

Has any instance occurred within your knoiledge where Government has made Com-
pensation to a contractor, by reason of his contract being a losing concern F I believe it has 
been done, but I cannot say for a fact. 

You do not know yourself? They never found any fault with me, and I never hail 
any occasion to do so; my biggest loss was at the time of the flood in 1852. 

Is it your opinion that Mr. Jones took this contract at an unusually low sum, for the 
purpose of driving others off the road in 1850? I cannot say; I know he drove us off; we 
had to lay on our oars for a year. 
440. Can you state what was the price of forage at Yass and Albury in 1850 ? Yes, I 
should say £3 and £4 a ton for hay. 

And what the price of maize? About 4s. 
By .1k. Hart: If Mr. Jones has stated that lie purchased hay at £2 a ton, do you 

consider that an erroneous statement? He might have purchased it at that in some parts; 
I have purchased it in Yass at £2 a ton, in very good seasons. 

I am speaking now of the end of 1850, or the beginning of 1851? I do not think ho 
could. 

By Mr. Morrice: Do you mean, delivered where you required? At my stations. 
Could you not have purchased at £2 at the stack? I have had it delivered at £2 in 

good seasons. 
But I mean in that year-if you could have it delivered where you required at £2, 

could you not purchase it without being delivered at £2? I do not think you could, because 
the people have waggons and teams, and would rather deliver it. 

By the Chairman: Is it generally an advantage to buy it delivered to the contractors? 
Yes. 
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Mr. Henry 454. By Afr. Aforriee: Night not Mr. Jones be able to buy it at £2 without being delivered? 
Middleton. He might; but it would not have answered my purpose, because I did not keep bulloeks or 
r' m horses for the purpose. I think that season Mr. Jones had to buy teams of his own to ake 
15 Mar.. 1861. forage up to the different stages, as far as Albury. 

By,, the Ulzaii'man: That would be an extra outlay beyond anything be could possibly 
calculate upon when tendering ? It would be. 

By Mr. Lewis: You calculate that Mr. Jones must have been a great loser by this 
contract? Yes. 

Through unavoidable circumstances? Yes, and quite unforeseen. 
By Air. Dalyleish: Had the circumstances been the reverse, had prices fallen, do you 

think Government would have had any claim for compensation from Mr. Jones? No. 
If they had claimed it could they have obtained it in any way? lie topk it at prices 

below which there could not be any fall. 
He used his own discretion? Yes. 

401. Is it usual for contractors to claim compensation for any loss after having seat  in 
tenders which have been open to public competition? We never did, and I have never 
known it done. - 

By the Chairman: Having a knowledge of mail carrying for seventeen years, have you 
evcr known a season when so many and such unforeseen casualties have overtaken a mail 
contractor? No. 

By Mr. Cunneen: Have you ever known a ease in which it has arisen that Govern-
ment have promised that in the event of the contract being carried out they would Com-
pensate for any loss? No. 

If the Government had promised compensation to you when you were a contractor 
would you have expected them to have kept faith ? Yes, In Melbourne they promised if 
it were a bad season they would allow us some compensation, and we got £300 or £400 for 
its being a bad season. 

Mr. Patrick Ryan called in and examined 

Mr. P. Ityan. 465. By the Chairman-: In 1851 you were in business on the Southern Road? Yes, on the 
southern line beyond Yass, at a place called Bugalong. 

15 Mar., ISCI. 466. This Cojnniittee has been appointed to inquire into the petition of Mrs. Mary Jones, 
the widow of the late Joseph Henry Jones, mail contractor, praying compensation for losses 
said to have been sustained by him in carrying out a contract in the year 1851,-have you 
the opportunity of knowing the circumstances of that contract? I know very little about it. 
467. have you any recollection of the prices of hay and corn along the Southern Road from 
Yass? That very year, 1851, was the only one in which I bought hay. 
46f. What price did you pay for it? £27 a ton. 

Was that very much in advance of the prices previously paid? Yes; in fact, I never 
bought any before, but it was a great deal in advance of any I had known to be bought 
previous to that. 

By Mr. Mate: Are you aware of the prices of hay and corn in 1851 between Tarcutta 
and Melbourne? No. 

Mr. James Grosvenor called in and examined 

Mr. James 471. By the Chairman: You reside in Goulburn, I believe? In Yass, 
Grosvenor. 47, -2. This Committee has been appointed to inquire into the petition of Mrs. Mary Jones 

in reference to a mail contract carried out by her late husband, Mr. Joseph Henry Jones, 
fl Mar,, I961. during the year 1851, do you know anything in reference to that? I know it was a very 

scarce year for I was sending some up to Albury that year. 
What do you mean by a scarce year? A scarce year for feed, for hay and corn. 
By Afr. Hart: Do you know anything of the contract itself? All 1 know is that forage 

rose to an enormous height by fire and drought. 
By .A1-. Lewis: Do you know whether Mr. Jones had a contract that year? I believe 

he had to the best of my knowledge. 
By Mr. Hart: Are you a mail contractor? I am not. 
Have you ever had any contracts? I have had horses staying with me for a year. 

When Mr. 3liddleton had the contract, the year following Mr. Jones, I often had his horses 
with me- 

By H,.. Mate: Do you recollect about the value of horses in 1851, such horses as they 
would buy to run these mail carts? Horses ran up to £30 or £35. I know I bought some 
of Mr. Barber, on the Ovens. Corn, oats, and hay ran up very high. ilay was a very 
scarce thing from Yass to Albury. Very few used to grow it. 
470. By Mr. Hart: WaA it necessary that horses carrying the mail should be fed upon hay? 
Yes, they have plenty of work to do, and they would be of very little use without hay and corn. 

Are there not any paddocks on the road to turn them into? Yes, there are paddocks 
but it is bad usage to turn a mail horse into a paddock. 

By the Chairman: Suppose they had not hay would they be of much use for mail and 
passenger carrying? They would not. The gold breaking out that year made everything 
so dear. 

By Mi-. Aforrice: You did not hear of Mr. Jones getting any promise from Govera-
meat? I am not aware of anything of that kind. 

Sydney: Thonas Richard,, Government Frinter.-1861. 
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ILrgielatibt fletmMv. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

TELEGIIAP11IC COMMUNICATION WITH EUROPE. 
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING—CONTINUEfl) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 24 Jamuary, 1861. 

COPY of Correspondence relative to Electric Telegraph Communication 

with Europe, from December, 1859, to August, 1860. Laid upon 
the Table of the Legislative Assembly, in continuation of the 

Correspondence on the same subject ordered by the Legislative 

Assembly to be printed on the 30th September, 1859. 
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No. 1. 
SINGAPORE-BATAVIA TELEGRAPH. 

ESTIMAT}i of a Cable similar to that adopted by the Red Sea and India Telegraph 
Company 

Distance over the water ........................557 knots 
25 per cent, slack .................................139 

696 ® £105 £73,080 
Shore end, 20 miles, ® £55 .................................... ...... 1,100 

£74,180 
20 per cent. risk of laying .......................................... 14,835 

£89,015 
Shipsand, coals ....................... .................................. 81,500 
Fittings and instruments .............................................4,000 

£124,515 
Insurance, 6 per cent. on £125,000 .................................7,500 
Staff...................................................... ................. 4,545 

TOTAL OUTLAY .................. ........ £136,560 

Snips. 
I steamer, 1,700 tons, for 9 months, at £2,000* per month £18,000 
Coals, 180 days, at 25 tons; avenge, GOs. per ton ...............13,500 

TOTAL .................................... £31,500 

The abcve is the estimate communicated by me to Mr. Wenekebach, Telegraph 
lhgincer-in.Chief to Netherlands Government, on 8th November, 1858. 

Sydney, 15 December, 1859. 
F. GISBORNE. 

The above estimate was adopted by the Dutch Government Engineer, and the Dutch 
Government made a contract for the line at £136,560. 

F. GISBORNE. 

This is under 24s. per ton per month. 

No. 2. 
F. GIsnortNE, ESQ., to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

Sia, 
Sydney, 23 January. 1860. 

I beg to enclose, in connection with my proposal to establish Telegraphic Cow-
snnnication between the Australian Colonies and England, copy ofa letter dated the 20th 
December last, written to me from Auckland by the direction of Mr. Stafford, explaining the 
vicws of the New Zealand Government upon the project; also, copy of a letter dated London, 
16th November last, addressed to me, and signed by the principal promoters of the line. 

I have, &c., 
F. GISBORNE. 

[Enclosure 1 in No. 2.1 
New Zealand, 

Colonial Secretary's 0)7cc, 
Auckland, 26 December, 1859. 

I have the honor, by the direction of Mr. Stafford, to acknowledge the receipt of your letter to his Excellency the Governor, of the 6th July last, with its enclosures, on the subject of the proposed Telegraphic Communication between Englaid and Australia via India. 
In reply, I am to inform you that the Government of New Zealand regards the projected 

establishment of such communication faverably, and would be prepared to propose a contribution on the 
part 

Sir, 
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part of that Colony to such a work, it being borne in mind that the amount of liability to devolve on 
that account on New Zealand would be governed by the circumstance, whether or not the Telegraphic 
Line were carried to its coasts. in the latter case, although. the Colony would undoubtedly benefit if 
the line terminated at Sydney, its contribution could not be so large as it might be fairly required to be 
in the former ease. 

The mode of determining the respective contributions isa question for the consideration of the 
Governments concerned, and this Government cannot finally decide in the matter until the details of 
your scheme are fully known, especially as it is understood that some alterations of your original 
proposition are conteenpinted. 

I have, &c., 
F. Gisbonie, Esq., W. (IISBOLNE, 
Australian Club, Under Secretary. 
Sydney, New South \Vales. 

[Enclosure 2 in Rb. 2.] 

Francis Gishorne, Esq., Melbourne or Sydney. 
London, IC .lVâemher, 18.19. 

Dear,  Sir, 
The iindermentioncd gentlemen will join me in using their best effort to carry out, through 

the medium of a private Company, a line of Telegraph between the Australian Colonies and Java, upon 
the terms which may be agreed upon between you and the respective Australian Governments. 

I remain. &c., 
WM, GLADSTONE. 

B. Caspnna. 
JAS. J. Cuaxiss. 
T. M. WEGVELIN. 
W.M. GLADSTONE. 
Cats. Bra, 
its. En. Cotrnx. 

No. 3. 
F. GISBORNE, ESQ,, to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

Sydney, 6 February, 1860. 
Sm, 

The Legislative Assembly having, on your motion, passed certain Resolutions, 
authorizing the Government to subsidise a Telegraphic Line to East 'Java, I will state for 
your information the further steps I am abput to take to realize the undertaking I have had 
the honor to submit to the several Governments of Australia. 

The Resolutions just passed are based upon the assumption, that a subsidy not 
exceeding £35,000 per annum will be required to enable the necessary capital to be raised 
in England, and empower the Government to pledge this Colony to contribute £9,625 per 
annum, or 271 pe?ccnt. of the total amount. 

The first condition annexed to any grant by the Government of this Colony is, that 
the Government of Victoria shall make arrangements with the Company for the residue 
over and above the annual subsidy of this Colony, necessary for the carrying out of the work. 

The obligation, therefore, to obtain the contribution required from the Colony of 
Victoria would appear to be thrown upon the promoters of the line. 

I, therefore, purpose leaving immediately for Melbourne. 
I would further direct your attention to the third condition, which provides that the 

whole work shall be completed in three years from the 2nd instant. 
As the line may take as long as two years in constructing, one year is left to the 

promoters to complete their negotiations with Victoria, to raise the capital, and to let the 
contract in England. 

Much can be done with respect to raising the capital and letting the contract, even 
before the conclusion of any negotiation with Victoria; much time will thus be gained, and 
the period within which this great project may be realized materially shortened. 

I trust, therefore, that you will put me in a position to state to the promoters, by tin 
next mail, that, on the Government of Victoria making the arrangements alluded to in the 
first condition, the Government of New South Wales will be prepared to enter into an 
arrangement with them on the basis of the Resolutions. 

I have had the honor of communicating to you a letter addressed to me; dated 
London, 16th November, 1859, and signed by the principal promoters of the line, under-
taking to use their best efforts to carry it out upon the terms which may be agreed upen 
between me and the Australian Governments. An intimation from you like that I have 
asked for will place the promoters in the position at once to set about fulfilling their promise. 
I would also cbserve, that I have been six months in Sydney conducting this negotiation 
without having, as yet, received any answer from the Government. 

I have, &c., 
F. GISBORNE. 

No.4. 
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No. 4. 

COLONIAL SECRETARY to F. GIsBoaxE, ESQ. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 8 February, 1860. 

Sm, 
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to transmit to you a copy of the Resolu-

tions passed by the Legislative Assembly of this Colony, on the 2nd instant, respecting a 
subsidy for a Telegraphic Line from this Colony to East Java, and to state that the Govern-
ment is prepared to enter into an arrangement for effecting this object upon the basis of 
these Resolutions. 

2. I am at the same time desired to intimate to you, that the Resolutions appear to 
the Government to cast upon you the duty of obtaining the co-operatioa of the Government 
of Victoria. 

I have, &c., 
W. ELYARD. 

[Enclosure in No. 4.] 

No. 58.—On motion of Mr. Forster, Thursday, 2nd February, 1860. Votes, No. 51 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

To his Excellency Sir William Thomas Denison, Knight Commander of the Most honorable 
Order of the Bath, Governor General in and over all Her Majesty's Colonie.s of New 
South Wales, Tasman a, Victoria, South Australia, and Western Australia, and Captain 
General and Governor-in-Chief of the Territory of New South Wales and its 
Dependencies, and Vice-Admiral of the same. 

May it please your Excellency 

We, Her Majesty's loyal and dutiful subjects, the Members of the Legislative Assembly of Now 
South Wales, in Parliament assembled, beg to communicate to your Excellency the folllowiiig Resolu-
tions, adopted to-day by this House:— 

I. " That this House is of opinion that the Government of this Colony should be authorized to grant 
a subsidy not exceeding £9,025 per annum, for a term not exceeding twenty-one yean4, to any 
Company, of the stability of which satisfactory assurance shall be given, to induce such Corn-
"puny to construct and maintain a Telegraphic Line from this Colony to East Java, upon the 
following conditions, that is to say 
. That the Government of Victoria shall make arrangements with such Company, by 
subsidy or otherwise, for the. residue over and above the amnmual subsidy of this Colony, 
ecessary for the carrying' out of the work, 

" 
n
That the period, within which the first call of the suhseribed capital of the Company 
shall be made, shall be limited to twelve calendar months, from the date of the concur-
"rence of the Colony of Victoria in the preceding condition. 
' That the whole work shall be completed, and in effective operation, within three years 
from the pnsent date—subject, however, to such extension of the time, to macct possible 
contingencies, as may hereafter be agreed upon. 

(1.) " That the proposed subsidy shall be proportionally payable on the capital of the Company 
as paid imp. 

(5.) " That the payment of the said subsidy shall be conditional on the maintenance of the line 
in effective working order, and that no payment shall be made until the hue is completed. 

(C.) " That no tariff of charges shall be established without the euncunt]ico of this Colony. 
(L) " That, in the event of the not profits of the Company exceeding in any year the rate of ten 

per eeat. per annum, such excess shall be ratably applied to reduce the respective curl- 
', tm'ibutinas of this Colony and of Victoria." 

2. " That stops be taken without delay to communicate with, and settle time proportionate contribu-
tions of, the othcr Colonies, in aid of the respective contributions of New South Wales and 
Victoria." 

P. A. MURRAY, 
Legislative Asseab1y Uhan,bers, Speaker. 

Sydney, 2 Fe&nsary, 1SO. 

No. 5. 

F. GISBORNE, E5Q., to CoLoxuL SEORETARY. 

Sm, 
Sydney, U February, 1860. 

Referring to your letter to me of the 811 instant, and to the enclosed Resolutions, 
I would beg to be informed upon one material 'point, which is not accurately determined, 
namely :—From what point on the nnrthcrn boundary of this Colony it is the desire of the 
Government that the land line shall commence, connecting the Telegraph System of New 
South Wales with the proposed submarine line from Moroton Bay to East Java. 

As this land line will involve additional expense on the Comgany, outside the 
estimated outlay of £720,000 for the submarine line, which outlay formed the basis for 
the calculation of the subsidy, I trust the nearest practicable point of the frontier to Noreton 
Bay will be selected. 

I would, however, urge upon you, sir, to sparc the Company any additional expense, 
and the difficulties that may possibly attend the management of a land line by in English 
Company, and, if possible, to rest satisfied with what will notoriously soon be done, nomnely, 
the construction by the Government of Queensland of a Telegraph Line from Brisbane to 
meet the New South Wales Line now in course of"construetion towards the Queensland 
frontier. 

If 
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If New South Wales sets the example of insisting upon having a Telegraph Line to 
Java, independent of any Colonial management, the other Southern Colonies may insist 
upon the same thing, and thus stifle the undertaking; besides, that principle cannot be 
carried out beyond Java. 

A separate wire for through messages to and from Java, commencing at Moreton Bay 
and terminating at Adelaide, will probably answer all purposes. 

I have, Sac., 
F. GISBORNE. 

No.6. 

COLONIAL SECRETARY, NEw SOUTH WALES, to Cocoxr,tr, SECRETARY, VICTORIA. 

Colonial Secretarys Office, 
.Z'Tew South Wales, 

Sin, 
Sydney, 10 February, 1860. 

I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of Resolutions passed on the 2nd 
instant by the Legislative Assembly of this Colony, respecting a subsidy in aid of the con-
struction and maintenance of a Telegraphic Line to East Java, and to state that it has been 
intimated to Mr. F. Gisborne, who has come to Australia for the purpose of furthering the 
establishment of such a line, that this Government will be prepared to enter into an arrange-
ment with any Company, of approved stability for carrying out the object in question, upon 
the basis of the Resolutions. 

You will observe that the Resolutions make it a condition that the concurrence of 
the Colony of Victoria to such an extent as may be necessary for carrying out the proposed 
work, shall be obtained, and I have accordingly to request that you will be good enough to 
inform this Government of any arrangements which may be made in consequence by the 
Government of Victoria.  

The Resolutions have been communicated by me to the Governments of New 
Zealand and Queensland, with a view to ascertain their willingness to co-operate in the 
proposal. 

I enclose for your information printed copies of the papers on this subject, which 
have been laid before the Legislature of this Colony. 

I have, Sac., 
WILLIAM FORSTER. 

No. 7. 

COLONIAL SECRETARY, NEW SOUTH \VALES, to COLONIAL SECRETARY, QUEENSLAND. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, Rw South Wales, 

10 Februa,y, 1830. 
Son, 

I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of Resolutions passed on the 2nd 
instant by the Legislative Assembly of this Colony, respecting a subsidy for the construction 
and maintenance of a Telegraphic Line to East Java, and to state that it has been intimated 
to Mr. F. Gisborne, who has come to Australia for the purpose of furthering the establish-
ment of such a line, that this Government will be prepared to enter into arrangements with 
any Company, of approved stability for carrying out the object in question, upon the basis of 
the Resolutions. 

You will observe that the Resolutions make it a condition that the concurrence of 
the Colony of Victoria to such an extent as may be necessary for carrying out the proposed 
work, shall be obtained, and that the co-operation of the other Colonies interested in such a 

V
oject shall also be invited. A communication has been made by me to the Government of 
Victoria on the subject, and I have to request that you will favor me by stating whether 
Queensland will co-uperate in the way suggested; and, if so, whether your Government 
would be disposed to leave with the Government of this Colony the details of such negotia-
tion as may be necessary for completing the arrangement. I have also to request that you 
will inform me whether the Government of Queensland, in the event of the construction of 
a submarine line commencing at Brisbane, would guarantee within the required time the 
continuance of the overland line from the northern frontier of this Colony. 

I enclose for your information printed copies of the papers on this subject, which 
have been laid before the Legislature of this Colony. 

I have, Sac., 
WILLIAM FORSTER. 

No. 8 
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No. S. 
COLONIAL SE0BETAR.Y, NEW SOUTU WALES, to CoLoNIAI SEcRETARY, Nzw ZEALAND. 

C'oloniai Secretary's Ojice, 
Sydney, New South Wales, 

Sm, 
10 February, 1860. 

I have the honor to transmit to you a copy of Resolutions passed on the 2nd 
instant by the Legislative Assembly of this Colony, respecting a subsidy for the construction 
and maintenance of a Telegraphic Line to East Java, and to state that it has been intimated 
to Mr. F. Gisborno, who has come to Australia for the purpose of furthering the establish-
mont of such a line, that this Government will be prepared toenter into an arrangement with 
any Company, of approved stability for cartying out the object in question, upon the basis of 
the Resolutions. 

You will observe that the Resolutions make it a condition that the concurrence 
of the Colony of Victoria to such an extent as may be necessary for carrying out the proposed 
work, shall be obtained, and that the co-operation of the other Colonies interested in such a 
project shall also be invited. A communication has been made by mc to the Government of 
Victoria on the subject, and I have to request that you will favor mc by stating whether 
New Zealand will co-operate in the way suggested ; and, if so, whether your Government 
would be disposed to ieave with the Government of this Colony the details of such negotiation 
as may be necessary for completing the arrangements. 

I enclose for your information printed copies of the papers on this subject, which 
have been laid before the Legislature of this Colony. 

I have, &e., 
WILLIAM P011STER. 

No. 9. 
THE UNDER SECRETARY to F. GIsBortNE, E5Q. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 10 February, 1860. 

I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to. acknowledge the receipt of your letter 
of yesterdays date, requesting information as to the point on the northern boundary of this 
Colony at which the land line to connect the Telegraphic System of New South Wales with 
the proposed submirine line to East Java is to commence, and to inform you, that in the 
event of this Government consenting to the commencement of the submarine line at Brisbane, 
it would be essential that the Government of Queensland, or the contracting Company, should 
guarantee the continuance of the overland line from the frontier of this Colony to Brisbane. 

I have, &c., 
W. ELYARD. 

No. 10. 
F. W. GIsBoaNx, E5Q., to GovEallon GENERAL. 

Sm, 
Sydney, 10 February, 1800. 

A difficulty of great moment has arisen in the effective prosecution of the pro-
posed Submarine Telegraph from Moreton Bay to East Java, in consequence of the form in 
which the first Resolution, subsidising the undertaking, was ultimately passed by the 
Legislative Assembly. 

The first Resolution states that the subsidy shall be granted "to induce such Company 
to construct and maintain a Telegraphic Line from this Colony to East Java." 

This leaves the terminus of the submarine portion of the line undetermined. 
The Government have informed me that they have not determined that point, but in 

case they fix upon Moreton Bay, they have it in their option either to stipulate that the 
Company shall connect the submarine line with the New South Wales northern frontier by 
a land line, or to see that the Government of Queensland do so. 

This position of the question assumes great importance and significance, when it is 
i borne n mind that in this Colony there are many who desire that the submarine portion of 

the line shall terminate at Shoal Bay; that in Queensland many desire to see it terminate at 
Broad Sound, or rather Gulf Carpeutaria, or even Port Essington; and that in South Aus-
tralia there is a strong desire to see it terminate at Cambridge Gulf. 

The advocates of these several termini of course desire to have the submarine line 
continued overland to New South Wales, or, in the ease of Cambridge Gulf, to South 
Australia. 

It is contended, in each ease, that the overland line will be cheaper than the sub-
marine cable; but it is admitted that one main object is to get police stations established, 
say every 30 miles, to protect the line, and at the same time to form nuclei for population 
to settle about. 

Thus several hundred thousands of pounds will be spent in exploring and settling 
unknown and waste country. 

Your 
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Your Excellency is so thoroughly acquainted with the objects of this movement for 
an overland line, and with its effect on the question of an immediate establishment of 
Telegraphic Communication with England, that I will only indicate the position of the ques-
tion Be as to make myself understood. 

Unless the terminus of the submarine line is now and at once settled, it will be 
hopeless to conclude the negotiation with Victoria during the present Session, or to complete 
the line within the three years provided for in the Resolutions. 

Moreton Bay was fixed upon because, up to that point, land lines are as good as pro-
vided for. 

If Broad Sound be fixed upon, the intermediate land line will have to be paid for by 
Queensland, and your Excellency will easily judge whether that Colony will be in a position 
to do so within the next two years. 

To any more northerly terminus the same objection applies, besides the extreme 
difficulty, if not impossibility, of executing or maintaining the line. 

As regards Shoal Bay, which will increase the length of the submarine line, I wish 
to observe, that the subsidy was carefully calculated to provide for a line only as far as 
Moreton Bay, and that it is perfectly unnecessary to extend it south of that point, as land 
lines are in course of construction towards it. 

If each Colony is to stipulate that the Telegraph shall be brought to its door, and 
existing lines through other Colonies made no use of, vastly increased and unnecessary 
expense will be incurred, and the Colonies not accommodated by the extension will refuse to 
contribute to it. 

I would further earnestly ask your Excellency to consider, whether an English 
Company will not..sneet with great difficulty in managing a long land line in this country? 

I believe all the lines of Telegraph are in the hands of Government. 
Many causes of delay and intricacy in this great question will be avoided, if a few 

points, which I believe are essential at present, be constantly borne in mind; for instance, 
to leave to the Company the submarine portion, and to Queensland the land portion of the 
line; to bring the submarine line to the point up to which a land line can without dispute 
be completed by Queensland within the nest two years; and not to ignore the existence of 
land lines by bringing the submarine cable south of any point they are likely to reach. 

I think, sir, under all the circumstances, it is not an unreasonable request on my 
part to ask the Government to come to an immediate decision upon the point at which the 
submarine line shall terminate. This question has been actively discussed in every Colony 
for the last seven months, and the Resolutions just passed will be rendered inoperative, 
unless an immediate decision be come to. 

I will ask your Excellency's good offices for the solution of this preliminary question. 
¶Ilie decision of this Colony will, I believe, be acquiesced in by the other Colonies. 

I have, &e., 
F. GISBORNE. 

No. 11. 

F. GISBORNE, ESQ., to Cotowiat SECRETARY. 

Sm, 
Sydney, 10 February, 1860. 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of this day. You 
inform inc that the Government have not yet determined that Moreton Bay, near Brisbane, 
shall be the starting point of the proposed Submarine Line of Telegraph to Java. 

I feel it my duty to point out to you, that no action can possibly be taken, either by 
the promoters in England, or by me with the Victorian Government, to obtain that co-opera-
tion which the Resolutions east upon us to obtain, until the important question as to which 
shall be the terminus of the submarine portion of the line is settled. 

You are well aware, sir, that Shoal Bay, Moreton Bay, Broad Sound, Gulf Car-
pentaria, Port Essington, and Cambridge Gulf, have all their strenuous advocates as proper 
termini for the submarine portion of the line. 

You will, I trust, also bear in mind, that three years is the time limited for concluding 
all the negotiations and completing the line. The Parliamentary Session at Melbourne is 
not expected to last much longer, and if my negotiation is not concluded there during the 
present Session, I do not see the least likelihood of the time provided for in the Resolutions 
being kept to. Indeed, undue delay always throws discredit upon such undertakings and 
discourages the promoters. 

Moreton Bay is selected, because land lines actually determined upon are in progress 
to that point. But I do not now intend to enter upon a comparison of the different proposed 
termini, but merely to state that, in the opinion of the promoters, Moreton Bay is the most 
convenient point, to urge upon you to adopt it, and at any rate to communicate to me your 
decision at your earliest convenience. 

I would again urge upon you that difficulties may attend the management of a long 
land line by an English Company. 

No estimate can be formed of the outlay, or of the amount of financial assistance to 
be asked of Victoria, until the length of the submarine line, and, if the Company is to 
undertake it, of the land portion of the line, is determined upon. 

I have, &c., 
F. GISBORNE. 

No. 12. 
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No. 12. 
LIE UNDER SECRETARY to F. GIsBoRNE, ESQ. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, New South Wales, 

13 February, 186O 

Snt, 
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to acknowledge the receipt of your letter 

of the 10th instant, in which you represent that is is of importance that the starting pint 
of the proposed Submarine Line of Telegraph to Java should be determined at the present time. 

2. The Colonial Secretary desires me to state in reply, that the Government of this 
Colony are willing that the line should be understood to oommenee at Brisbane, simply as 
the basis of calculation for a future contract with an approved Company, provided the con-
tinuance of the overland line from the frontier of New South Wales to that place is guaranteed. 

I have, &e., 
W. ELYARD. 

No. 13. 
CoLoNist SECRETARY, QUEENSLAND, to COLONIAL SECRETARY, NEW SOUTH WALES. 

Queensland, 
Colonial Secretar.'s Office, 

Brisbane, 17 February, 1860. 

Sm, 
I have had the honor to receive, and to submit to His Excellency the Governor, 

in Council, your letter of the 10th instant, transmitting a copy of Resolutions passed by the 
Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, with reference to a proposal that a subsidy should 
begranted for the construction and maintenance of a line of Electric Telegraph to East 
Java, and apprising me of the communication which you had made upon the subject to Mr. 

P. Gisborne, by whom the proposal has been brought forward. 
I have now the honor, by direction of His Excellency, and under the advice of the 

Executive Council, to inform you that the Government of this Colony will lend its willing 
co-operation in a project which premises results so important to the whole of the Australian 
Colonies, and that the earliest opportunity will be taken of bringing the subject under the 
favorable notice of the Legislature of Queensland. 

it  will, without doubt, be the most convenient arrangement to leave, as you pro- 
pose, to your Government the details of such negotiations as may be necessary for completing 
the arrangement with any Company, of approved stability, to whom the undertaking may be 
committed; but I am to state, that the Government of Queensland, while.availing themselves 
of your proposal on this head, must of course be understood as reserving to themselves the 
right of ratifying any arrangement which may be made before its conditions can be held to 

be binding upon this Colony. 
I have here to state, that local information and experience in this Colony point to 

an overland line of Telegraph from Brisbane to the Gulf of Carpentaria, as the plan which 
would be the most practicable of any that have been suggested, while it would be attended 
with largely increased collateral advantages. This Government would much prefer the 
adoption of such a line; but I beg to be understood that this is meant as a suggestion, and 
not as essential to the concurrence of Queensland in any plan that may eventually be decided 
upon, and that will secure the objects which are common to all the Colonies of the Australian 

Group. 
With reference to your further inquiry, as to whether the Government of Queens. 

land, in the event of the construction of a submarine line commencing at Brisbane, would 
guarantee the continuance within the required time of the overland line from the northern 
frontier of New South Wales, I am to state, that the subject will be submitted for the 
favorable consideration of the Legislature. In the meantime, as it will, of course, be an 
object that the work while in progress should be under proper scientific supervision (which 
is not readily available here at present), and as it will be one not alone for the benefit of 
this Colony, I beg to inquire whether the Government of New South Wales would be pre-
pared to undertake the construction of the line—it being, of course, understood that the 

expenditure will be defrayed by this Colony? 
I have, &e., 

ROBERT G. N. HERBERT. 

No. 14. 
COLONIAL SECRETARY, VICTORIA, to COLONIAL SECRETARY, NEW Sontu WALES. 

Victoria, 
CMeJ Secretary's Office, 

Melbourne, 29 February, 1860. 

Sin, 
In reference to your Despatch of the 10th instant, I have the honor to state, 

that the whole subject of European and Australian Telegraphic Communication having been 
submitted by the Honorable the Postmaster General of Victoria to the Government, it has 
been decided, after mature deliberation, to be essential that accurate information should be 

obteined 
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obtained as to the tariff of charges for the transmission of messages through the line of 
Telegraph proposed to be established. 

It is therefore considered requisite that the Government should be supplied with the 
actual charges now levied for through messages at the stations already opened on the 
proposed route from Australia to Europe, the charges it is proposed to levy for similar 
messages over the lines in process of construction and over those contemplated, whether 
tnder the control of the British Government or Foreign powers, and also the proposed tariff 
for the transmission of messages over the submarine line from Moreton Bay to Java, and 
over the land line from Albury to Moreton Bay. 

It is deemed absolutely necessary that it should be ascertained what will be the actual 
cost for the trausmi0sion of messages from Victoria to Great Britain, as upon that must rest 
the probability of any profit being derived from the undertaking, as well as of any adequate 
advantage resulting from the expenditure of so large an annual sum as it would appear this 
Colony is expected to contribute in the event of its being decided to adopt the scheme in 
question. 

I have further to state, that it has been determined, in the event of the concnrrenee 
of the Government of this Colony being given to the scheme, the guarantee of the subsidy 
required from New South Wales and Victoria respectively should, in the first instance and 
throughout, be a joint and equal one, and that the actual payments of each should be in 
proportion to the use made of the Telegraph by each Colony. 

I have, &e., 
WILLIAM NICHOLSON. 

No. 15. 
COLONIAL SECRETARY, NEW ZEALAND, to COLONIAL SECRETARY, NEW Souru WaEs. 

lWw Zealand, 
Colonial Secretary's Office, 

Auckland, 19 dfarch, 1860. 

SIR, 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 10th ultimo, 

transmitting a copy of Resolutions passed by the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, 
respecting a subsidy for the construction and maintenance of a Telegraphic Line to East 
Java, and inquiring whether the Government of New Zealand will co-operate in the way 
suggested, and, if so, whether it would be disposed to leve with the Government of New 
South Wales the detuils of such negotiations as may be necessary for completing the 

arrangements. 
This Government fully recognizes the importance of the projected Telegraphic Com-

munication between Europe and Australia, both as a means for the present of greatly 
accelerating communication between England and New Zealand, and especially as offering 
an almost certain guarantee, if successfully established, that complete Telegraphic Commu-
nication would at an early period be secured to this country. 

The Government will accordingly submit the subject to the consideration of the 
Legislature, with a view to provision being made, in the meantime, for a contribution on 
the part of New Zealand towards any subsidy paid on account of the proposed communi-
cation, so long as it is maintained. The amount, however, which this Colony may be 
expected to contribute in the first instance, will manifestly be governed by the circumstance 
to which I have before referred, viz., whether the Telegraphic Line is carried to its coasts, 
or terminated in Australia. In the latter case, although the Colony would undoubtedly be 
benefited, its contribution cannot be so large as it might fairly be required to be in the 

former case. 
I have cvery confidence that the Government of New South Wales will take all 

necessary precautions in negotiating the details of the project in question, which is especially 
a matter for its consideration. 

I have, &c., 
E. W. STAFFORD. 

No. 16. 

CHIEF SECRETARY, VIcToRIA, to COLONIAL SECRETARY, NEW SouTH WALES. 

Victoria, 
Chief Secretary's Office, 

Melbourne, June, 1860. 

SIR, 
I have the honor to bring under your notice the enclosed copy of an Address 

from the Legislative Assembly of Victoria to His Excellency Sir Henry Barkly, submitting 
certain Resolutions of the louse on the subject of the establishment of Telegraphic Com- 
munication with India and Europe, and I am to invite the Concurrence of the Government 
of New South Wales in the views expressed therein. 

One or two points in these Resolutions may seem to require some explanation. In 
the first place, as regards the lowest, tender, which it is affirmed should be accepted—what 
is intended to be conveyed is, the lowest which shall be satisfactory to the Electricians who 
may be appointed to consider the tenders; and with reference to the limit of Thirteen LIBOOR 
thousand pounds, fixed for the liability of this Colony, I would observe, it is intended to 

42—B cover 
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cover the liabilities of the Colonies of Tasmania, South Australia, Western Australia, and 

Queensland, upon the basis of the proportions contributed to the postal subsidy, and in the 

evont of such proportions being subscribd by the Colonies enumerated, such contributions 
are to be applied in reduction of the liability of Victoria as one of the chief contracting 
parties. 

Should any of the matters referred to in these Resolutions not meet the concurrence 
of your Government)  I have to request that you will be good enough to communicate its 
views upon the subsidy generally as early as convenient, as it is desirable they should be 
known prior to the Resolutions being forwarded to the Home Government. 

I have, &c., 
WILLIAM NICHOLSON. 

[Enclosure in No. 16.1 

To His Excellency Sir Henry Barkly, Knight Commander of the Most Honorable Order 
of the Bath, Captain General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of Victoria, and 
Vice-Admiral of the same, &-e., tte., &c. 

MAY jr PLEASF YOUR Exeantaxcv 
We, Her Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects, the Members of the Legislative 

Assembly of Victoria, in Parliament assembled, beg respectfully to forward to your Excellency the 
following Resolutions, agreed to by the Assembly:- 

That in the opinion of this House it is desirable that Telegraphic Communication should ha 
established with India and Europe. 

That the Government of this Colony be authorized to grant a conjunction with the Imperial 
Government, and with all or any of the Australian Colonies, an annual subsidy, not exceeding in the 
whole £35,00, for a terra not exceeding twenty-one years, to ally Company, of whose stability satis-
factory assurance shall be given, to induce such Company to construct and snaiatain a Line of Telegraph 
which shall connect this Colon)' with any portion of the Indian and European Telegraph Lines at 
present in working, or that may hereafter be constructed, ujx,ss the following conditions 

I. That such Company shall, within two years after a contract has been entered into, construct 
such Line of Telegraph, unless prevented by war or the dangers or accidents of the seas, 
and afterwards maintain it in working order at its own expense. 

2. That the proposed subsidy shall be proportionately payable on the capital of the Company 
actually paid sip and expended, and shall not exceed five per cent on such capital. And 
the contract for the manutbeture and laying of the cable shall he open to public tender, 
and the lowest tender accepted, the satisfactory nature of which competent Electricians in 
England shall determine. 
That no paynieat of such subsidy shall be made until the Line of Telegraph to be con-
structed Ims been in working order for three consecutive months, and such payments shall 
be made ratably only for the period during which the line so constructed is open for the 
transmission of messages. 
If such line shall be closed, unless by reason of war-, or shall not he in a state of effieieue-s' 
for the transmission of messages for any eighteen consecutive months, then the contract 
with such Company shall be void. 

6. That a tariff of charges for the transmission of messages over such line shall be agreed to by 
the several contracting Guveruments and the Company before any contract is entered into, 
and such tariff shall not afterwards be altered without the concurrence of such Govern-
ment'. 

6. That in the event of the net profits of the Company exceeding in any year the rate of ton 
per cent. per annum, inclusive of the subsidy, such exce,s shall be ratably applied to 
reduce the respective contributions of the contracting Governments. 

8. That the proportion of the entire annual subsidy to be granted as the contribution of this 
Colony shall not exceed the sum of £13,000 in any one year. 

4. That in any agreement which may be catered into with any other Colony for the purpose of 
making up the amount of subsidy required, it shall be an express stipulation that the actual annual 
payments of such Colony, and of tIns (Jedony, shall be in proportion to tIre value of the messages 
transmitted by each along the line in even- year- 

6. That upon the completion of tbc.prcliminnry arrangements for a contract in terms of the fore-
going Resolutions, a Bill be brought in for the purpose of authorizing the annual expenditure required. 

G. That these Resolutions shall be in force only for two years, and shall be forthwith published 
in the United Kingdom. 

I have. &c., 
PEAS. MURPHY, 

Speaker. 

No. 17. 
P. GISBORNE, ESQuiRE, to GofluNoa GENEItAL. 

17 June, 1860, 
.AfeThourne. 

Sir, 
I have the honor to enclose the Resolutions pnsscd by the Legislative Assembly 

of Victoria, granting a subsidy towards the establishment of Telegraphic Communication 
with England. 

The first condition annexed to the corresponding Resolutions of New South Wales 
was, that the Government of Victoria should grant the residue of the subsidy required for 
the undertaking over the amount voted by New South Wales. 

The Legislature of Victoria having, however, decided that the ilome Government 
should be asked to contribute, a smaller amount was voted here than would otherwise have 
been the ease. 

The basis upon which both sets of Resolutions proceed is, that £35,000 a year will be 
required to enable the necessary capital to be raised in England. Of that amount New South 
Wales has granted 27f per cent., or £9,625; Victoria, £13,000 Tasmania has promised a 

contribution 
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contribution which I understood is likely to amount to £4,000 a year. These different sums 
leave a deficit of £8,375 to be provided for. 

In ease, however, the Home Government contribute, the basis of the New South Wales 
Resolutions would in strictness reduce the amount named in them to 27f per cent. of the 
whole subsidy, less the amount contributed by the Home Government; but I trust this will 
not be insisted on, even should the ease arise, Moreover, the contribution of New South 
Wales covers the shares of Queensland and New Zealand, that of Victoria only represents 
her own share. - 

The deficit of £8,875 must be ultimately provided for by South Australia and the 
Home Government, which has not yet been applied to. 

Should, however, a mutual understanding be come to at once by all the Colonies to 
provide amongst themselves the whole subsidy, leaving the actual payments of each to be 
determined in every year by the value or number of its messages, one or two Colonies might 
then safely undertake the contract with the Company for the entire amount. 

In that ease the contracting Colonies would have to appoint agents in London to put 
themselves into communication with an approved Company. Each side would appoint 
engineers to decide upon the class of cable, tenders would then be called for, and the whole 
outlay and capital being thus fixed, the agents should have power to eater into a provisional 
agreement, undertaking to gIve the Company a certain subsidy on certain conditions, if by 
a day named the whole amount of capital was subscribed for, and a certain per centage of it 
paid up. 

Such was the course adopted by the Imperial Government in the case of the Red 
Sea and Indian Line. 

I can see no necessity for delay, considering the small amount still unprovidcd for, 
if the machinery of an Intercolonial agreement be adopted at once. 

Now that all the lines between Java and England are either completed or in rapid 
progress, and Telegraphic Communication is brought within 1,000 miles of the northern 
toast of Australia, I trust no delay will take place in extending them to the Colonies. 

I have, &c., 
F. GISBORNE. 

No. 18. 
UNDER CoLoNIAL SECRETARY, QUEEN5tAND, to THE UNDER SECRETARY, NEW 

SOUTU WALES. 

Queensland, 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 

S ru, 
Brisbane, 4 July, 1800. 

Reverting to the concluding paragraph of Mr. Herbert's letter to the Honorable 
the Colonial Secretary, of the 17th February last,, in which he stated that the subject of the 
continuance of the Electric Telegraph from the northern frontier of New South Wales 
would be submitted for the favorable consideration of the Legislature of this Colony, I am 
now directed to state, for the information of your Government, that the necessary provision 
has now been made for the construction of a Line of Telegraph from Brisbane to the 
boundary of this Colony, and that the work will be entered upon without loss of time. 

I am therefore to request that you will be good enough to move Mr. Cowper to 
cause a reply to be made to Mr. Herbert's inquiry, as to whether the Government of New 
South Wales would be prepared to undertake supervision of the construction of the line, 
it being understood that the expenditure will be defrayed by this Colony. 

I have, &c., 
A. ORPEN MORIARTY, 

Under Colonial Secretary. 

No. 19. 
UNDER COLONIAL SECRETARY, QUEENSLAND, to THE UNDER SECRETARY, NEW 

SOUTH WALEs. 

Queensland, 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Brisbane, 1 August, 1860. 

With reference to former correspondence on the subject of the construction of 
a Line of Electric Telegraph from Brisbane to the frontier of New South 'Wales and Queens-
land, to unite with the systems of Telegraphic Communication of the other Colonies, I am 
directed to inform you that it is now the intention of the Government of Queensland to 
proceed without delay in the construction of the Line of Telegraph, and that it will, therefore, 
now be unnecessary that your Government should reply to the communications which have 
been addresscd to it on the subject. 

I have, &e., 
A. 0R1'EN MORTAliTY, 

Under Colonial Secretary. 

Sin, 

No. 20. 
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No. 20. 

CHIEF SECRETARY, VICTORIA, to COLONIAL SEcRETARY, NEW SOUTH WALES. 

Victoria, 
Chief &crstat'y's £ffioe, 

Melbourne, 14 _4ugust, 1860. 
SIR, 

On the 14th June last I had the honor to communicate with you relative to 
the establishment of Telegraphic Communication between the Australian Colonies and 
England, rid India, and to bring under your notice a copy of an Address from the Legisla-
tive Assembly of Victoria to His Excellency Sir Henry Barkly on the subject. 

As no reply to the letter referred to has yet reached this Office, and as it is considered 
very desirable that early action should be taken in the matter, I would now invite your 
attention to the correspondence, and shall be glad to know whether the New South Wales 
Government have arrived at any decision, and to be favored with their views upon the 
subject at as early a date as may be convenient. 

I have, &c., 

WILLIAM NICHOLSON. 

$ydaey: Ibom.s Ehchards,Coyermaent Friater.-18GI. 

[Price, 3d.] 
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1861. 

¶Legiølattbe tsaemblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

TELEG-RAPIIIC COMMUNICATION WITH EUROPE. 
(DESPATCH.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, I May, 1861. 

SrcaETnY OF STATE FOR TUE COLONIES to AD3UNISPRATOR OF TKZ GOVBENIIXN'1!. 

Downing-street, 

12 Febnzary, 1861. 

With reference to previous correspondence on the subject of the establishment 

of Te!egraphic Communication between Europe and Australia, and more especially with regard 

to Mr. P. Gisborne's recent mission to Australia as Agent for the Promoters of a scheme 

via Java and Moreton Bay, I have the honor to inform you that the Lords Commissioners of 

the Treasury have intimated to me their inability to co-operate with the Governments of 

Australia to establish the proposed communication. 

Their Lordships further stated that, as the chance of such an undertaking being 

successfully carried out was at present so uncertain, they would not feel themselves justified 

in applying to Parliament to add to the various liabilities which Her Majesty's Government 

have already incurred in respect of lines of Telegraph which, it was supposed, could easily 

be established, but which have, as yet, resulted only in failures, owing to the unforeseen 

difficulties which have attended the maintenance and laying of submarine cables. 

I have, &o., 

NEWCASTLE- 

[141cc, ldj 
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1861. 

Itegielatiut 2e0emblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PROPOSED EXTENSION OF GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY. 
(FROM MAIPLAND TO MOItPETH.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 18 January, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South 1N'ales, in Parliament assembled. 
The Memorial of the undersigned Inhabitants of East Maitland and its 

vicinity,— 
HUMBLY SHEWETH 

That your Memorialists observe a Petition has been presented to your Honor- 
able House, praying your favorable consideration of a proposal for extending a branch of the 
Great Northern Railway to the Town of Morpeth. 

That your Memorialists believe surveys have been made, and that one, extending 
from the Government Wharf, Morpeth, to the Station at East Maitland, was proposed to be 
adopted, but that since a deviation has been made, and the line made to avoid the township 
of East Maitland, notwithstanding the deviation is estimated at a cost of upwards of three 
thousand pounds beyond the cost of the proper line. 

That many of your Petitioners signed the said Petition on the faith of the survey, 
and they deprecate the use of their Petition to support any deviation from the plan on faith 
of which their signatures were obtained. 

That your Memorialists deem it right to apprise your Honorable House that they 
entertain very great doubts whether the proposed line will be advantageous, for the following 
reasons:- 

1st. The proposed terminus at Morpeth, near the Government Wharf; is subject to 
flood, and is contiguous to the wharf of the Australian Steam Navigation 
Company, which has been abandoned by the Company since the floods of 
1857, at which period there was from nine to twelve feet water over the spot. 

2nd, The proposed terminus is about a mile from the wharves, and as the only 
gain to the Government will be the carriage of goods brought by the steamers, 
the double carriage by drays will militate much against the success of the 
undertaking. It would be very inconvenient to cart goods for one mile to 
the Morpeth Station, and then, after carriage by train of about two or three 
miles, to re-cart the goods from the line to the merchants' stores. 

3rd. That, unless the line be taken to a spot where tramroads may be laid down to 
the steamer's wharf, no remunerative return for the outlay will come to the 
Government if the present proposed line and terminus be adopted; this will 
be found out when too late, for there cannot possibly be any continuation of 
the present proposed line without taking the river frontages from many pro-
prietors (some of whore promoters of this plan), and boilding the line for the 
most part on piers, and such work would be ruinously costly. 

4th. That the line from the proposed Morpeth Station towards Maitland is mostly 
far under flood level, and the attempted deviation crosses the flood course by 
a viaduct, alone estimated at £8,000, and joins the line at Pitnaeree; whereas 
by keeping on the high road to the present station, the flood course would not 
be crossed, and liability to damage by flood and the cost of the viaduct would 
be avoided. Moreover, this line runs parallel and close adjoining to the high 
road, whereby frequent accidents would probably be occasioned; and passing, 
as it does, through the lands of ournerous proprietors, many crossings will be 
required. 

5th. That your Memorialists respectfully submit whatever line is eventually 
adopted, it should be so connected with the Great Northern Line as to make 
the present station at East Maitland available, and that the Town of East 
Maitland Should not be passed by. 
34 

6th. 
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6th. That your Memorialists believe your Honorable House should not hasti]y 
adopt the proposed plan, but should, by Committee, ascertain the best and 
most economical route, as your Memorialists are of opinion a line which has 
not, they believe, been surveyed, would prove to be the most desirable. Such 
line should commence near the river, contiguous to the wharves of the two 
Companies, and should proceed along the margin of the low land (all bush 
land) joining the Great Northern Line on or near the Town Reserve. This 
line would not pass over any private lands (excepting that of Mr. Close, who, 
it is understood, will make no claim for compensation), and would insure all 
the coal traffic, which, both for the steamers and for export, is very consider-
able; the East Maitland coal mines being celebrated for the extent of the 
field and quality of coal, the steamers at Morpeth having been supplied from 
this source for fifteen years Moreover, it would commence from or near the 
river by the Company's Wharves, trams could be laid down by the Companies 
and by all other proprietors it they pleased; but it would then be a private 
and personal work for the improvement of their property, and not a work 
forced on the Government by necessity. This line, your Petitioners believe, 
would be shorter, far less expensive, and far more remunerative tian the 

contemplated line. 
7th. The promoters of the present plans have, we believe, in the date forwarded to 

the Government, based all their computations of probable profit on the pro-
ceeds of the carriage of the goods brought by the steamers, and we would 
warn your Honorable House that this profit must fail unless the line is taken 
near the wharves and stores of the Companies. 

Your Memorialists, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will take 
into consideration the matters referred to, and will, before any sums be voted for a branch 
railway to Morpeth, cause a survey to be made of the route before mentioned, and will cause 
special inniry to be made whether any line will be remunerative unless it be made closely 
to approach the wharves of the Steam Companies, and will take such other action in the 
premises as to your Honorable House may seem meet. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 

Effete follow 498 Signatures] 

Sydney: Thoma, Jiiehard, Oov:runient Priztter.-18f1. 

[Price 4d.] 
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1861. 

3Lrgi!atibI %øzmbI, 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

HENRY WILLIAM DUDLEY. 
(PETITION.) 

Ordered by the Leyislatire Assembly to be Printed, 12 February, 1861. 

To the Ronorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled 

The humble Petition of Henry William Dudley, of the Refreshment Room, 
Sydney Railway Station,— 

Snxwxpn 

That your Petitioner considering himself, under the circumstances hereinafter 
stated, to have been unfairly and oppressively dealt with, is advised that he can obtain no 
redress otherwise than by Petition to your Honorable I-louse, 

That, on or about the first day of November, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-
five, your Petitioner applied to the then Manager of the Great Southern Railway, Mr. Terry, 
to rent a room at the Sydney Terminus, as a Refreshment Room. 

That, after waiting on Mr. Terry nearly every day for three months, your Petitioner, 
finding the summer season passing away, and being unable to obtain a reply, applied to the 
then Commissioners of Railways on the subject. 

That the said Commissioners approved of the application, and agreed to rent to your 
Petitioner the room now occupied by him at the Sydney Station for three months certain, at 
the rent of two pounds per week; your Petitioner to fit up the said room with his own 
fixtures at his own expense, and at the expiration of that three months to become a tenant 
thereof from year to year, with a promise that your Petitioner was not to be turned out in 
favor of any person whomsoever, so long as the said room and the business thereof should 
be conducted in a respectable manner; and it was part of the contract that your Petitioner's 
wife was to net as female searcher in Case of necessity, or to attend on any female in case of 
sickness at the Station. 

That the terms on which the holding was arranged will be found in your Petitioner's 
letter to the said Commissioners, dated in February, 1856, and that on the first day of 
March, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six, your Petitioner entered into occupation of 
the said room in pursuance of that letter, and on the terms therein stated. 

That your Petitioner found the accommodation of the room insufficient to meet the 
requirements of the public, especially as no fire-stove was allowed on the Railway premises, 
and the public wanted hot tea and coffee, and your Petitioner consequently applied for and 
obtained permission from the said Commissioners to erect a tent on the waste ground 
belonging to the Station, and the rent paid by your Petitioner was then fixed at six pounds 
ten shillings per month. 

That in March, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, the said tent having 
been blown down, and on two occasions narrowly escaped destruction by sparks from the 
engines, your Petitioner obtained permission to erect an iron house, quite as much for the con-
venience of the public as of your Petitioner, at a ground rent of sixteen shillings and eight-
penco per month, until time Commissioners should require the ground for Railway purposes; 
and the then engineer, Mr. Brady, pointed out the exact site of such building to your Peti-
tioner, being a portion of ground near the Chippendale Gate, not likely to be required for 
Railway purposes for many years; and Captain Mann, then one of the said Commissioners, 
promised your Petitioner that the Refreshment Room should be fresh papered and painted 
before the ensuing spring, and gave orders to that effect to the said Mr. Brady in your 
Petitioner's presence; but although in the ensuing September a storm so much damaged the 
Station, especially over the Refreshment Room, that your Petitioner's property was contininl1y 
injured by rain, no steps were taken to perform this promise, or to repair these damages, 
in spite of your Petitioner's remonstrances, and to his great loss and injury. 

77— Tbat 
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That, shortly after this, Captain Martindale became the virtual Manager of the Rail-
way, and in October, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, an advertisement appeared 
calling for Tenders for renting the Refreshment Room, although your Petitioner held the same 
as a tenant from year to year, and had received no notice to quit, whether sufficient or 
insufficient. 

That your Petitioner had expended about one hundred and fifty pounds in manner 
aforesaid on the premises, and accordingly had two interviews with Captain Martindale on 
the subject, and afterwards with Mr. Rae, to whom the said Captain Martindale referred me, 
giving them notice of your Petitioner's position, and claiming his rights, and protesting 
against the injustice contemplated. These rernonstrances were of no avail, and in December, 
one thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven, your Petitioner received notice to quit, on the 
first January, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, then next ensuing, to a person of 
the name of Gale, who was not even willing, in case of your Petitioner's abandoning his rights, 
to purchnse your Petitioner's stock and fixtures at a fair or at any valuation, and your 
Petitioner refused to give up possession. - 

That, during the first fortnight of January, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-
eight, your Peitioncr was exposed to all sorts of threats and annoyances from thp Railway 
authorities, trying to make your Petitioner give up possession. On the fourteenth of that 
month, the Commissioners sent for your Petitioner and admitted his right to remain until 
legal notice could be given, but stated that they wanted to commence fresh plans from the 
new year, that the threats and annoyances aforesaid were not with the Commissioners' 
sanction, and held out that the traffic would largely increase with the extension to Campbell-
town ; and, in fact, induced your Petitioner to consent to pay the rent offered by Gale, 
namely, one hundred and twenty pounds per annum, allowing out of it ten pounds per 
annum for the sertices of your Petitioner's wife in attending to the Ladies' Waiting Room, 
That agreement is dated thirteenth January, one thousand eight hundred and 
fifty-eight, for one year certain, at one hundred and ten pounds per annum, and Mrs. 
Dudley's services as aforesaid, considered equivalent to ten pounds more, and ten pounds 
eight shillings per annum ground rent for the ground held by your Petitioner. But in 
making to your Petitioner the statements that induced your Petitioner to consent to this 
arrangement, the said Commissioners concealed from your Petitioner the intended heavy 
increase of fares, which, it your Petitioner had known, he would never have consented thereto, 
and which has in fact so diminished the traffic as to prove in the highest degree injurious 
to your Petitioner, insomuch that your Petitioner's receipts for the twelve months following 
that increase was less than for twelve months before by the sum of one hundred and seventy-
eight pounds five shillings and two-pence, although in the latter period an additional twelve 
miles of rail have been open to the public. 

That, in not more than a month after this agreement was signed, the said Commis-
sioners actually leased the same ground, for which your Petitioner was and is paying ground 
rent, to Messrs. Scott and Jolly, for a timber yard, who are now, as well as your Petitioner, 
paying rent for the same, and allowed a six-foot fence to be put up within three feet of the 
said iron house, all round it, and one foot only in the top for air, until your Petitioner him-
so11 cat down another foot thereof. 

That your Petitioner has made complaint on tbese points to the Commissioner, 
without redress, and has also applied for a reduction of rent, and to have the said Refresh-
ment Room papered and painted, of which it stands much in need, nothing having been 
done to it since the said storm; to all which the reply given to your Petitioner is, that the 
Commissioner could not accede to my request. 

That, moreover, since the extension to Campbclltown, the Gentlemen's Waiting Room 
has been converted into a Parcel Office, so that passengers waiting are obliged to wait in the 
room rented by your Petitioner, to which it is not fitted, and which is an inconvenience to 
your Petitioner and to his oustomers, and which ought not to be imposed upon your Peti-
tioner, paying a rent for the said room four times greater than that paid by a stall-holder in 
the George-street Markets. 

That, on the seventh day of December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, 
your Petitioner, at the request of a number of very influential gentlemen, and supported by 
a memorial of recommendation more numerously and respectably signed than anything of 
the kind ever done in Sydney, applied for a General License for the said Refreshment Room; 
and your Petitioner refers to the Memorial presented to His Excellency the Governor 
General and the Executive Council, on the fifth January, one thousand eight hundred and 
fifty-oine, for a SpecialLieense for the same purpose, as evidence of the extraordinary support 
affijrded by the highest classes to this application, such Memorial being signed by Members 
of all the Legislative Bodies, by gentlemen of high station familiar with the management of 
such matters in England and on the Continent of Europe, by Magistrates, Ministers of 
Religion, and others, who had known your Petitioner for twenty years past and upwards. 

That, on your Petitioner's said application, the said Mr. Rae appeared on behalf of the 
Commissioner, and took it upon him to inform the Bench that it would be of no use to 
grant your Petitioner a license, as your Petitioner should not rent the Refreshment Room 
after the end of the year; and a notice appeared, as before, calling for tenders to rent the 
Sydney Refreshment Room, but no such notice relative to the room at Parramatta until a 
day or two afterwards, when the Commissioners had seen, upon reflection, the position in 
which they had placed themselves; and, upon your Petitioner applying to the Commissioner 
to know whether, if the Refreshment Room were let to a third party, any arrangement was 
to be made about the building erected by your Petitioner, your Petitioner was told in reply 
that, in that case, your Petitioner must pull it down, 

That 
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That your Petitioner applied for the ordinary Confectioner's License, on the twenty-
second December, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, when one of the Magistrates 
stated that it was no use to grant it, as the Commissioner would not let your Petitioner 
continue in the Refreshment Room after the end of the year. 

That, in consequence, your Petitioner was compelled, though at a loss, to tender the 
same rent as before. 

That it abundantly appears from the foregoing statement that the Commissioner now 
keeps your Petitioner in this position, that either he must pay an exorbitant rent, at a loss, 
or lose the benefit of his investment and connection, contrary to the understanding on which 
that investment was originally made; and your Petitioner will be obliged to abandon the 
said Refreshment Room, and to lose the benofit of such investment and connection, unless 
some redress be afforded to him, being unable to pay the present rent while the present 
rate of fares is maintained. 

Your Petitioner, therefore, humbly prays, that your Petitioner's case may be so deaTh 
with by your Houorablc House, that the Commissioner of Railways may be instructed to 
grant to your Petitioner a lease for a term of years, at a reasonable rate, subject to your 
Petitioner's good management of the said Refreshment Room, or that such other redress may 
be afforded to your Petitioner as to your Honorable House may seem meet. 

And your Petitioner shall ever pray, &c., ike., &c. 

Dated this eighth day of October, in the 
year of our Lord, one thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-nine. HENRY WIt DUDLEY. 

Sydney: Thouiss Uichatds,Uoyamaeat 

[Pilce, id] 
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1861. 

9Leilatlhe 4sembl, 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

WILLIAM DIXON. 
(PETIT ION.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 April, 1861. 

To the ilonorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of Willi,m Dixon, late timekeeper in the Locomotive 
Department of the Great Southern Railway,— 

SHEWETIL 
That your Petitioner, considering himself, under the circumstances herein-

after stated, to have been unfairly and oppresaively dealt with, is advised that lie can obtain. 
no redre:s otherwise than by Petition to your Honorable House. 

That your Petitioner held, the situation of timekeeper for a period of four years 
up to the 3rd of September last past, on the morning of which day Mr. Thomas, the 
assistant engineer and locomotive superintendent., suspended your Petitioner, because your 
Petitioner was not there on the Sunday. 

That your Petitioner was told by Mr. Thomas to take charge of the works, and look 
after the men until Mr. Scott came from Newcastle to take charge, as foreman, in place of 
Mr. Twiss, who had resigned. 

That your Petitioner did take charge of the works on the 1st day of September last 
past, and looked after the same, and your Petitioner did not leave the works the while day, 
it being the Champion Race Day; your Petitioner did see the last train, the 645, out to 
Parratinatta, and, before the men left, your Petitioner gave one of the engine drivers (namely, 
John Cobb) orders to attend and shunt the last train in from Campbelltown, and also to 
attend and get her ready for the first train out on the Sunday morning; and your Petitioner 
also gave one of the engine fitters (namely, John Cahill) instructions to go on with and 
get No. 5 engine ready by Monday morning, so that she might go out with the ballast train, 
and, if anything occurred on the Sunday the 2nd of September as aforesaid, to let your 
Petitioner know immediately; but no information was given to your Petitioner of anything 
occurring until the evening, when your Petitioner heard that the fire bars of No. S had 
dropped, and that the train had been delayed about one hour and twenty minutes between 
Liverpool and Campbelltown, a thing your Petitioner had no control over; but Mr. Tb mas 
thought as there had been an accident on the line on the 1st of September, and this happened 
on the 2nd, that it would be a good opportunity to suspend your Petitioner, as Mr. Thomas 
had got a friend and shipmate waiting for your Petitioner's situation, although your 
Petitioner had nothing to do with the matter; Mr. Thomas, being locomotive superintendent, 
ought to have taken the fault to hianself, and not suspended your Petitioner as an excuse 
for not being there on the Sunday, your Petitioner being timekeeper and not locomotive 

foreman. 
That your Petitioner called on Monday the 10th of September last past to see Mr. 

Thomas, and ask hint if your Petitioner was still under suspension, and he told your 
Petitioner he was, and that Ito had sent a report respecting your Petitioner in to Captain 
Martiutdale, and that he had not received an answer; and as your Petitioner knew that Mr. 
Thomas was one of the captain's favourites, your Petitioner would be discharged, as Mr. 
Thomas had immediately after your Petitioner's suspension put his friend into your 
Petitioner's situation; and, as your Petitioner did not wish to be discharged, your Petitioner 

immediately sent in his resignation to Captain Nartindale in a letter dated the 10th of 
September last past. 

That your Petitioner called at the works on the 14th of September last past, being 
pay day; your Petitioner saw Mr. Thomas in the yard, and asked him whether there would 
be any pay that afternoon, and he would not answer your Petitioner, but walked on; and 
your Petitioner followed him up the stairs and asked him for a character, and he turned 
round upon your Petitioner and told your Petitioner that he would throw your Petitioner 

over 
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over the balusters if your Petitioner dared to follow him, whicli your Petitioner did not; for 
after such behaviour, and knowing Mr. Thomas' violent temper, your Petitioner returned 
down again. 

That your Petitioner not having been able to get a settlement of wages which your 
Petitioner was entitled to up to his resigtiat.ion, your Petitioner wrote to Captain Martindale 
respecting the same in a letter dated the 3rd day of OcLiher last post. 

That your Petitioner called at the office of Minister for Works on the 22nd day of 
October last past, and saw Mr. Moody, the chief clerk, for your Petitioner's wages, but 
could not get them, but was to call agoin ; and Mr. Moody told your Petitioner that Mr. 
Thomas only wanted to get rid of your Petitioner, and now he had done so, be would do 
anything fr your Petitioner. 

That your Petitioner wrote to Captain Martindale on the 29th day of October last 
past, to know if there would be any objection to your Petitioner being employed again in 
the Govern,nent service, and your Petitioner received a letter on the 30th, favourable to 
your Petitioner's application. 

That your Petitioner having received the letter from Captain Martindale of the 
30th of October last past, your Petitioner wrote to the Minister of Works ()Ir. Arnold) 
requesting him to look into your Petitioner's case, and, if he thought your Petitioner worthy 
of such, either to reinstate your Petitioner in his old situation, or put your Petitioner into 
another, and which letter is dated the 17th of November last past. 

That your Petitioner, not receiving any answer to the said letter of the Will of 
November last past, your l'etitiondr waited upon Mr. Arn:ld at the Office of Works on the 
28th day of flovainber, and, as your Petitioner was explaining to him the general behaviour 
of Mr. Thomas towards your Petitioner, Captain Martindale entered the room, who, knowing 
your Petitioner, immediately pointed to some minute, and said that he had made that 
inquiry for his own information. Mr. Arnold did not seem to take mach notice of it, but 
the captain forced it on Mr. Arnold's notice; so much so, that at last Mr. Arnold told your 
Pcitioner that he could not then remove the timekeeper, as he was thcu in your Petitioner's 
place, and there was no fault agaivat him, Your Petitioner told Mr. Arnold that be 
did not want hint to remove the nina, but to give your Petitioner another situation, if 
lie pleased. Your Petitioner told Mr. Arnold that Mr. Whittin would give your Petitioner 
a character during the time he was under him, and your Petitioner immediately turned 
round to the captain, and asked him if there was any fault against your Petitioner duting 
the time your Petitioner had been under him, or in his department, and he said certainly 
not—he nov, r had any fault against 3  our l'etitincr ;and your Petitioner also t0ld Mr. 
Arnold that lie had seea Mr. lYhitton, and lie had told your Petitioner that he had not 
then any vacancy, but that be would not forget your PeLitioner; and Mr. Arnold replied, 
that, if Mr. Whitton had a situation to put your Petitioner into, he should not object to 
your Petitionerr fulfilling it. 

That your Petitioner waited for a considerable time (to wit) fill the 21st day of 
January, 1801, and then waited upon Mr Rae, the Commissioner, to put your Petitioner 
into some situation, if he then had a vacancy; but he told your I'eti i ioncr that he had not 
then any vaeani'y, but that your Petitioner was to writ.o to him, and he should not then 
forget your Petitioner, who wrote it letter to Mr. Rae on the 24th day of January, 1861. 

That your Petitioner, in answer to the above-mentioted letter, received a reply on 
the 5t1i day of February, 1861, from Mr. Rae, informing your Petitioner that his services 
would not be required by the Government. 

That your Petitioner has written and made application for a situation under Govern-
ment, but through Captain tlarticidalo and Mr. Thomas, the locomotive superintendent, is 
prevented from toeing again eniplo3od, by the falsehoods that have been reported against the 
character of your Petitioner. 

That your Petitioner humbly prays that your Petitioner's ease may be so dealt with 
as your Ilonorable Jiriuse may think lit, or that such redress may be afforded to your 
Petitioner as to your honorable IJouse may seem meet. 

And your Petitioner shall ever pray, Ste., &e., Ste. 

WILLIAM DIXON. 

Dated this 41h. day of March, 1801. 

Sydney: Thomas Richaids, Government Prtnter.—lSGl. 

[Price, U.] 
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NE W SOUTH WALES. 

MIN}M AND HEXEAM RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL. 

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

MINMI AND IIEXIIAM RAILWAY ACT 
ANENT)MENT BILL; 

TOGETHER WITH THE 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE, 

AND 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRLNTED, 

22 March, 1861. 
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

Voms No, 19. TUESDAY, 12 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

20. Mmmi and Ifexham Railway Act Amendment Bill :—Mr. Parkes moved, pursuant to 
notice,— 

That the Mmmi and Hexham Railway Act Amendment Bill be referred for con-
sideration and report of a Select Committee. 

That such Committee consist of Messrs. Allen, Cowper, junr., Dickson, Laycock, 
J. T. Ryan, Walsh, and the Mover. 
Question put and passed. 

\toTEs No. 20. WEDNESDAY, 13 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

9. Miami and Hexham Railway Act Amendment Bill :—Mr. Walsh presented a Petition 
from Henry Burton Bradley, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, Solicitor, 
against the passing of the said Bill, so far as it may affect certain private interests 
therein set forth, and praying to be heard by himself, his Counsel, or Agent, against 
the said Bill. 
Petition received. 
Mr. Walsh then moved, That this Petition be referred to the Select Committee now 
sitting on the said Bill. 
Question put and passed. 

VoTES No. 42. FRIDAY, 22 MARcH, 1861. 

3. Mimni and Ilcxham Railway Act Amendment Bill :—Mr. hikes, as Chairman, brought 
up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and. 
Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this 
Bill was referred on the 12th February last. 
Ordered to be printed. 

4 * * * * * 
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IUNMI AND HEXRAM RAILWAY ACT flIENDMENT BILL. 

It E P 0 RI. 

ThE SELECT COMMITTEE of the Legislative Asscmbly, for whose con-
sideration and report was referred on the 12th February last, the 

lUinmi and Hexhani Railway Act Amendment Bill," and to whom 
was also referred on the 13th February, "a Petition from Henry 
" Burton Bradley, of Sydney, in the colony of Pew South Wales, 
Solicitor, against the passing of the said Bill, so far as it may affect 

11 

certain private interests therein set forth, and praying to be heard 
14 

by him.sef, his Uovnsel, or Agent, against the said Bill,"—beg leave 
to report to your Honorable 'louse 

rrhat they have examined the Solicitor for the Bill* and other • Mr. P. iurtoa. 
Mr. W. Cork, Mr. Witnesse$ named in the ma.rrnl  (whose respective evidence will be found A. Brown, Mr. I!. B. 
Bradlo appended hereto), and that the Preamble, as verbally ainended4 having Vit4ehduTu or 

been proved to the satisfaction of your Committee, they considered the Hl Cfllfl1•I• 

Clauses and the Schedule of the Bill, and deemed it expedient to intro-
duce the new Clause and other Amendments shewn in the aceompanyina NtwC1, 9. 640 

8. Schedule thereof. page 
 

The Petitioner, Mr. IT. B. Bradley, duly appeared before your 

Coimuitte.e in support of his Petition, but the private interests confided 

to that gentleman have been since accom_modated with those of the Pro-

moters in respect of the lands proposed to be taken, by an amendmant 

of Clause 4, securing a minimum amount of compensation, and particu-

larly by an alteration in the Schedule to the Bill affecting two other lots 

of land, instead of four out of the five lots thereiii described; the lands 

so affected being contiguous to, and part of the same Estate with those 

orginally applied for, and held by your Committee to he within the 
import of the notice fornierly given by the parties. 

And your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable 
louse, the Bill as amended by them. 

HEINBY PARKES, 

LeyWative Assembly Ohamber, 
Chairman. 

Sydney, 21 Marc/i, 1861. 



PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

FRIDAY, 22 FEBRURRY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT :- 

Mr. Laycoek, I Mr. Parkes, 

Mr. J. T. Ryan. 

IT. Parkes, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Printed copies of the Mmmi and ilexham Railway Act Amendment Bill, before the 

Committee. 
Original Petition from Henry Burton Bradley, of Sydney, in the Colony of New 

South Wales, Solicitor, against the passing of the said Bill, so far as it may affect certain 
private interests therein set forth, and praying to be heard by himself, his Counsel, or Agent, 
against the said Bill, referred to the Committee,—prodnced. 

Parties called in 
Solicitor for the Bill, Mr. B. Burton. 
Petitioner against the Bill, Mr. R. B. Bradley, Solicitor, as Agent and Attorney of 

WTm. Dougal Christie, Esq., absent from the Colony. 
Promoters, MiniM and 1-lexham Railway Company, by Mr. Alexander Brown. 
,S'urveyor to Company, Mr W. Cork. 
Petition against the Bill,—'ead, 
When Mr. U. B. Bradley signified his appearance in support of the same. 
Mr. B. Burton, Solicitor, theu stated the course proposed to be pursued in proving 

the ease for the Promoters. 
Solicitorproduced Original Deed of Conveyance from Messrs. J. Bales and S. Christian 

(the Promoters of the Company's Act of 1854) to Messrs. J. and A. Brown, now con- 
stituting the Company applying for this Bill. 

(Vide again, Mr. Burton's evidence.) 
Mr. W. Cork, Surveyor, examined by Mr. Burton. 
Witness produced two plans in reference to the site of land required by the 

Promoters. 
The same handed in, and severally marked A and B. 
Witness cross-examined by Mr. Bradley, Pet it ioner 
And, in orossexamination, a question having been put to witness relative to the 

estimated advantage derivable from the possession of the lands applied for,— 
And the witness being unable to furnish the information, but undertaking to answer 

approximately if a future opportunity occurred,— 
Mr. Bradley preferred a request to the Committee that his cross-examination might 

be allowed to proceed upon this point, at another sitting. 
Request to be afterwards considered. 
Cross-examination of the witness having been resumed, and Mr. Bradley inquiring 

whether the Promoters had not encroached upon the lands sought by this Bill,— 
Solicitor for the Bill objected to the relevancy of the matter so introduced, referring 

same for decision. 
The Chairman ruled that the matter of this interrogation not appearing in the 

Petition, the cross-examination should be confined to the grounds of opposition set forth 

therein. 
I'etitioner (Mr. Bradley) acquiesced, but explained the view under which the 

evidence about to have been elicited was relevant to the question at issue, and bound up 
with the objections stated in his Petition. 

Witness cross-examined further, re-examined by Mr. Burton, and examined by the 
Committee. 

Mr. E. Burton, Solicitor, examined. 
Witness (again) produced Deed nbove referred to. 
Mr. A. Brown, representing the Company, examined. 
And the ease for the Promoters closing,— 
And Committee proceeding to deliberate upon the request of Mr. Bradley for permis- 

sion to cross-examine Mr. Cork on a subsequent day, in reference to the approximate amount. 
of pecuniary advantage which the Promoters would obtain under the Bill,— 

Petitioner consented to seek the information required, by examining Mr. Brown. 
Whereupon, Mr. A. Brown cross-examined by Mr. Bradley, and further by Corn-. 

niittee ; but witness being unprepared to furnish a direct reply in the above particular, the 
further cross-examination of Mr. Cork remained for consideration. 

Mr. 11.. B. Bradley, Solicitor (Petitioner on behalf of W. P. Christie, Esq.), 
examined, in support of the allegation that "there are no persons in this Colony competent 
" to sell and convey the said land so as to make a good title thereto." 

And Committee requiring to deliberate,— 
Room cleared. 

Committee 
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Committee delihetEted roepeeting the further cross-examination of Mr. Cork, 
desired by Mr. Bradley, and Resolved:— 

That the Petitioner may require the attendance of Mr. Cork at the next meeting, 
for the purpose of the further cross-examination requested of the Committee. 

Parties called in and informed accordingly. 

[Adjourned till Friday, 1st instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

FRIDAY, 1 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Parke; I Mr. Allen. 

The several parties and witnesses in attendance, 
A Quorum of Members not being present within one hour of the time to which Com-

mittee adjourned, the meeting this day lapsed. 

TUESDAY, 5 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

II. Parkes, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Allen, I Mr. Walsh. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
Parties called in 
Solicitor for the Bill, Mr. B. Burton, 
Petitioner against the Bill, Mr. H. B. Bradley, Solicitor, as Agent and Attorney of 

Win. Dougal Christie, Esq., absent from the Colony. 
Jomoters, 3linmi and ITexham Railway Company, by Mr. Alexander Brown. 
Surveyor to Company, Mr. W. Cork. 
Mr. W. Cork, Surveyor, attending in pursuance of Resolution communicated it the 

previous sitting, further cross-examined by the Petitioner (Mr. Bradley). 
And the Petitioner proceeding,— 
Solicitor for the Bill submitted, that, consistently with rule, it was not open to (lie 

Petitioner to crossexamine witness otherwise than upon the single point specially reserved 
at the former sitting. 

When—the Petitioner having been heard— 
Witness examined again by the Solicitor for the Bill, and further by Committee. 
Committee desiring to deliberate,— 
Room cleared. 
Committee deliberated. 
Preamble considered, and verbal amendment therein aqrecd to. (Vide Schedule of 

Amendments.) 

Motion made (chairman) and Question,—That the Preamble, as amended, stand part 
of the Bill,—agreed to. 

[Adjourned till Thursday, 7th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

THURSDAY, 7 MARCH, 1861 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

H. Parkes, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Allen, Mr. Laycock, 
Mr. Dickson, Mr. S. P. Ryan. 

Parties called in 
Sohcitorfo,- the Bill, Mr. B. Burton. 
Petitioner agaiast the Bill, Mr. H. B. Bradley, Solicitor, as Agent and Attorney of 

Wm. Dougnl Christie, Esq., absent from the Colony. 
Promoters, Mmmi and flexbam Railway Company, by Mr. Alexander Brown. 
The Chairman informed the parties that, prior to the last adjournment, Committee 

bad resolved the Question upon the Preamble in the affirmative. 
Petitioner ()Ir. Bradley), being then requested to indicate those portions of the Bill 

to which he desired to offer opposition, stated that it would be his duty to stand upon the 
grounds alleged in the Petition before the Committee, and oppose, with small exception, 
the several clauses in succession. 

Committee so desiring,— 
Room cleared. 
Deliberation ensuing in respect to the locus standi of Petitioner, and the proper 

mode of procedure,— 
Committee Resolved:— 

That the position of the Petitioner, as representing private interests exclu-
sively, be strictly confined, in addressing the Committee, to matters within the 
scope of the allegations of his Petition. 
That in proceeding with the several clauses in succession, the Committee will 
first hear the Solicitor for the Bill, then the Petitioner, to whom the former 
will reply, if needful, the room being afterwards cleared during the decision 
of the Committee. 

Parties 
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Parties called in, and severally acquainted to the above effect. 
Solicitor for the Bill then heard on Clause 1. 
Petitioner, in answer thereupon, made reference to the Preamble, as not containing 

any allegation of the desirability of vesting the lands described in the Schedule in the 
manner proposed by the Clause. 

The Chairman explained, that in this matter the Preamble might be held to adopt 
that of the original Act. 

And Petitioner requesting the same might be recorded,— 
Clerk directed accordingly. 
After which Petitioner, in proceeding, objected to the Clause as enncting the existing 

Schedule. 
When Solicitor for the Bill being heard, disclaimed both the fact and the intention 

of thus anticipating a decision upon the contents of the Schedule. 
Petitioner, pursuing the objection, submitted that the acceptance of the Clause 

would be equivalent to settling the Schedule without an opportunity of producing evidence 
against it— 

And the Chairman excepting thereto, as being in the nature of a reflection upon the 
Committee,— 

The same withdrawn. 
Solicitor for the Bill further heard. 
Petitioner further heard. 
And thereafter, Mr. Brown, on part of the promoters, offering to produce a plaa 

ahewing the relative eligibility of the lands suggested by the Petitioner for the extension of 
the Company's worl<s,— 

The Chairman stated that it would be more regular to possess the Committee on 
behalf of the Promoters, through the Solicitor for the Bill. 

The Chairman inquired of the Petitioner when he would be prepared with the 
evidence desired to be brought before the Committee. 

And in answer to a further question, Mr. Bradley (Petitioner) replying that it 
would be iniprncticable to do so on the morrow, and inconvenient within the next fortnight, 

Committee desiring,— 
Room cleared. 
Committee then deliberated in reference to Clause I, whether to proceed therewith, 

or to wait the further evidence proposed by Mr. Bradley. 
It was Resolved:— 
That the evidence already before the Committee is sufficient to enable a proper 

decision upon Clause 1, but that the Committee are prepared to take further 
evidence, at the instance of the Petitioner, prior to arriving at any determi 
nation in regard to the Schedule therein referred to. 

Clause 1 then read, and agreed to without amendment. 
Parties called in and informed of the prior Resolution and subsequent agreement to 

Clause 1. 
When the Solicitor for the Bill and the Petitioner severally intithated that during 

the deliberation of the Committee an array gement had been effected by which the interests 
of the Promoters and the Petitioner were niutully satisfied; and that at the next meeting 
the parties would be able to furnish copies of the necessary amendments in the Bill. 

[Adjourned till Tuesday, 12th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 12 MARcH, 1861. 

MEMBER PRESENT:— 

Mr. Pnrkes. 

Parties in attendance, viz. 
Solicitor for the Bill, Mr. F. Burton. 
Agent for Pttitioncr against the Bill, Mr. Robertson. 
A Quorum of Members not being present within one hour of the time to which 

Committee adjourned, the meeting this day lapsed. 

THURSDAY 21 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PREsENT:— 

U. Parkes, Esq., in the Uhair 

Mr. Allen, I Mr. C. Oowper, jnBT. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
Parties called in. 
Soticitor for the Bill, Mr. F. Burton. 
Agent for Petitioner against the Bill, Mr. Robertson. 
In the absence of Mr. Bradley, the Petitioner, Mr. Robertson permitted to appear a 

Agent for that gentleman. 
Solicitor 
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Solicitor for the Bill handed in copies of the Clause, as mutually agreed upon by the 
parties intorested, proposed to be substituted for original Clause 4; also, of new Clause (20) 
proposed to follow Clause 19, and descriptions of other lands to be taken in lieu of certain 
of those described in the Schedule. 

Clause 2 then read, and agreed to without amendment. 
Clause 3 read, on motion of Mr. Allen amended and blank supplied ( Tide Schedule of Amendments), and agreed to. 
Clause 4 read and negatived, with a view to the substitution of new Clause submitted 

by the Solicitor for the Bill. 

Proposed Clause, as amended by consent, then read and agreed to without amend-
ment. (Vide Schedule.) 

Clause 5 read, on motion of Mr. C. Cowper, junr., amended (Tide Schedule), and agreed to. 

Clauses 0 and 7 severally read and agreed to without amendment. 
Clause 8 read, on motion of Mr. Allen, amended (Vide Schedule), and agreed to. 
Clause 9 read, amended (Tide Schedule), and agreed to. 
Clauses 10 to 19, severally read and agreed to without amendment. 
Clause 20 read, on motion of Mr. C. Cowper, junr., amended (Tide Schedule), and agreed to. 
Clause 21 read, amended, (Tide Schedule) and agreed to. 
Schedule then read. 

And Mr. C. Cowper, junr., moving to amend the same, in order to substitute the 
descriptions of other lands, lots 1 and 2, as arranged between the parties, in lieu of the four 
descriptions first stated therein,— 

Committee considered the force of the Standing Orders GO and 09, in reference to 
the proposed Amendment. 

It was Resolved;— 
That, in the opinion of this Committee, the amendment proposed in the Schedule 

will not be foreign to the import of the Notice alluded to in Sections 60 and 
69 of the Standing Orders; the lands affected thereunder, being contiguous 
to, and part of the same estate with those described in the Schedule, and in 
regard to which the requisite notice has been duly given by the Promoters 
of the Bill. 

Whereupon Schedule amended on motion of Mr. C. Cowper,junr. (Tide Schedule of 
Amendments.) 

New Clause, solicited by the parties, to stand Clause 20, then read, agreed to without 
amendment, and ordered to stand Clause 20 of the Bill. (V?dc Schedule.) 

On motion of Mr. Allen, Chairman requested to report the amended Bill to the 
House, with a special notice of the Amendment made in the Schedule thereto. 

SCHEDULE OP AMENDMENTS. 

Page 1, Preamble, line 24. —Omit " the." 
Page 1, Clause 3, line 34. — Omit " either." 
Page 1, Clause 3, line 35. - Omit or to two Justices of the Peace, as may be thought 

Page 1, Clause 3, line 36. 
,,more convenient." 

—Insert "Seven" (in blank) before "days." 
Page 1, Clause 3, lines 37 & SS.—Omit ,to  a Judge at Chambers in Sydney or to two 

"Justices who need not be named at some Court 

Page 1, Clause 3, line 39. 
"House which shall be specified in the said Notice." 

—Omit "or Justices." 
Page 1, Clause 4, lines 42 to 47.-_ Omit the Clause, viz. :—" (4.) It shall be lawful for such 

"Judge or such two Justices before appointing a 
"valuator to hear not only the said James Brown 
and Alexander Brown their heirs or assigns but 
"also any other person or persons who may be 
"admitted or proved to have any interest in the 
said lands or any part thereof or to represent any 
"person or persons having any such interest." 
substitute the following, viz. : ---" (4.) The Valuator to 
"valuator shall determine the amount of the said 
"compensation Provided that if be shall estimate 
the compensation at less than that sum which iuzIimum. 
"would be the price of the whole taken by this 
"Act upon a calculation of eighty pounds per acre 
"for every part thereof then such suni calculated 
at eighty pounds per acre shall be the amount of 
the compensation." 

Page 1, Clause 5, lines 48 & 49.—Omit "shall determine the amount of the said Com- 
Page 2, Clause 8, line 33. 

"pensation and." 
—Omit "or Justices." 

Page 2, Clause 9, line 34. —Omit " when determined." 
Page 
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WorkF for Page 3. —After Clause 10 (line 57) insert the following new Clause 

owners, &c. viz. :-" 20. The several provisions of the Mmmi 
and Hexham Railway Act having reference to the 
construction of Bridges over Roads and to the 

" works by the said Act required to be done for the 
accommodation of owners and occupiers of land 
adjoining the Railway and to diverting altering 
and crossing roads shall be observed by the said 
James Brown and Alexander Brown their heirs 
and assigns in making and continuing to the River 
Hunter such new branches of the Mmmi and 
Hexham Railway as they may find expedient and 

It in proceeding with their other works and shall be 
incorporated in this Act and shall apply to the 
"future works of the said J. Brown and A. Brown 

" their heirs and assigns." 
Page 1, Clause 20, line S. —After "Act" insert "with or without the Miami and 

Hexham Railway Act." 

Page 4, Clause 21, line 13, —After " Railway "insert" Act." 
Page 4, Schedule, lines 18 to 60.— Omit " Commencing at a point on the northern boundary 

"line of the Mmmi and Hexham Railway 10 chains 

" 50 links or thereabouts easterly from the cast 
boundary line of the Great Northern Railway. 
11 Bounded on the north by a line bearing east 

" 34° north for a distance of 9 chains 75 links or 
"thereabouts to the west side line of the govern- 
ment road from Maitland to Newcastle Bounded 

" on the east by the west side line of the said 
Government road for a distance of 3 chains 70 
"links or thereabouts to the northern side line of 
the Mmmi and Hexham Railway Bounded on 

" the south by the northern side line of the Mmmi 
and Hexham Railway for a distance of 11 chains 

" 12 links or thereabouts to the point of commence- 
ment and containing 1 acre 3 roods 5 perches 

" more or less. 
11 LOT No. I —A.' 

11 Commencing at a point on the eastern boundary 
"line of the government road from Maitland to 

11 Newcastle 3 chains to the northward of the north 
"boundary line of the Mmmi and Hexham Rail- 

way. 
11 Bounded on the north by a line bearing cast 

It  34°  north for a distance of I chain 80 links or 
" thereabouts to the western bank of the river 
Hunter Bounded on the east by the west bank 
" of the river Hunter South.easterly for a distance 
" of 4 chains 50 links or thereabouts Bounded on 
the south by the northern boundary line of the 

11 Mmmi and Hexham Railway for a distance of 2 
" chains 50 links or thereabouts to the eastern 
boundary line of the Government road from Mait-
land to Newcastle Bounded on the west by the 
" cast boundary line of the said government road 
for a distance north-westerly of 3 chains or there-
abouts to the point of commencement and con-
taining 3 roods 24 perches more or less. 

"LOT No. 2. 

Commencing at a point on the southern boun- 
dary line of the Mmmi and flexham Railway 2 
" chains 75 links or thereabouts westerly of the west 
" side line of the government road from Maitland to 
" Newcastle. 

11 Bounded on the north by the southern side line 
" of the Mmmi and Hexham Railway for a distance 
of 2 chains 75 links or thereabouts to the west 
" side line of the said government road Bounded 
" on the east by the west side line of the said govern-
ment road for a distance southerly of 1 chain or 
"thereabouts Bounded on the south by a line 
bearing easterly to the point of commencement for 
a distance of 3 chains 50 links or thereabouts and 
containing 28 perches more or less. 
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"LOT No. 2.—A. 

Commencing at the junction of the southern 
boundary line of the 3linmi and Ilexham Railway 
" with the government road from Maitland to New-
" castle. 

Bounded on the north by the southern boundary 
"line of the Mina4i and ilexham Railway for a 
distance easterly of 8 chains 25 links or there-
abouts to the river Punter Bounded on the east 

" by the western hank of the river hunter for a 
distance of 2 chains 30 links or thereabouts in a 
southerly direction Bounded on the south by a 
line bearing west 2°  north to the eastern side line 
of the government road from Maitland to Newcastle 
for a distance of 3 chains 20 links or thereabouts 
Bounded on the west by the eastern side line of 
the said government road from Maitland to 
Newcastle to the point of commencement a 

" distance of 1. chain 2.5 links or thereabouts and 
containing 1 rood 30 perches more or less"— 

Substitute " Commencing at the junction of the north side line 
" of the 3linini and Hexhans Railway with the cnst 
" side line of the government road from Newcastle 
"to Maitland and bounded on the west by the east 
" side line of said government road for a distance of 
" five chains seventy links or thereabouts bounded 
on the north by a line bearing north forty-six 
degrees east for a distance of five links to the 
western hank of the river 1-lonter bounded on the 

" east by the west bank of the said river for a 
distance of seven chains sixty links or thereabouts 
to the north boundary line if the said Mmmi and 
Jiexham Railway and bounded on the south by 

" the north boundary line of the said Railway for a 
distince of three chains or thereabouts to the 
point of commencement and containing three roods 
thirty perches more or less. 

"LOT No. 2. 

Commencing at a point nine chains fifty links 
easterly from the junction of the east side line of 
the Great Northern Railway with the northern 
side line of the Mmmi and Hexham Railway and 
bounded on the west by a line hearing north forty- 
"six degrees east for a distance of ten chains seventy-
five links or thereabouts to the west side line of 
the government road from Newcastle to Maitland 
" bounded on the cast by the west side line of the 
said government road for a distance southerly of 
six chains twenty links or thereabouts to the north 
" side line of the Mmmi and Hexham Railway and 
" bounded on the south by the north side line of 
" the said Ninani and Jlexham Railway to the point 
of commencement a distance of twelve chains 
thirty links or thereabouts and containing three 

" acres one road and one perch more or less." 

LIST OF WITNESSES. 

Friday, 22 Fclruarg, 3861. 

PAGE. W. Cork, Esq., Surveyor to Pror.-'terg .. .. . . . . .. ii 
E. Burton, Esq., Solicitor for Bitt - - . . . . . . . . . - 13 
A. Browi,, Esq., Agent for Pro,,utrr.s - . . . . . , . - 14 
II. D. Bradley, Esq., (&.ticitor) Rt-itiorrr ayatast Bill .. . - .. 15 

Tueday, 5 i/err?,, 1561. 
W. Cork, Esq., Surveyor to Pro,,oters (fnrtlier) --  

144—B 
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1861. 

Ut! iølatiUe 2øetsnbIp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE TUE 

SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON TEN 

MIN1\ll & 11EXITAM RAILWAY ACT AMENDNT BILL. 

FRIDAY, 22 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

3rtøent:— 
Ma. LAY000K, j Mn. J. T. RYAN, 

Ma, PAIIKES. 

HENRY PARKES, ESQ., IN THE ClIMB. 

Present for Parties 
Edmund Burton, Esq., Solicitor for the Promoters of the Bill. 
H. Burton Bradley, Esq., Petitioner against the Bill. 

Mr. William Cork called in and examined 

By Afr. Burton: Do you produce a plan, prepared by yourbelf, of the land mentioned in Mr. VT. Cork. 
the schedule to this Bill? I do. (Witness produced aplan, taarked A.) 
Have you compared the descriptions in the schedule to this Bill with the lots coloured 

2° Feb 1561. 
green on that plan? Yes. 
Are they the same? Yes. 
I observe that the description in the schedule is divided into five lots—lot No. 1, 1 A, 

2, 2 A, and 3? Yes, they were divided afterwards on account of the road passing betwein 
them. 
The road paSs between lots No. 1 and No. 1 A in the schedule? It does. 
And also between lots No. 2 and No. 2 A in the schedule? Yes. 
Lot No. 1 on the plan then includes lots No. I and No. 1 A in the schedule, the rud 

running between? Yes. 
S. And a similar remark applies to lots No, 2 and No. 2 A in the schedule, and lot No. 2 
in the plan? Yes. 
9. Can you say of whose grant these lands are part? Part of the land belonging to William 
Dougall Christie. 
JO. The land is in the occupation of himself, his agents or senants? It is let, all of it. 
You know nothing of the title to the land—you do not know anything about the dee4s? 

No. 
But this is part of what is occupied as Mr. Christie's land? 
Is it part of Sparkes' grant? Yes. 
Will you look at this plan (plan produced, marked B), who prepared it? I prepared it. 
Does that also shew, on a reduced scale, the lots in the schedule? Yes, the same as in 

the other plan, with the exception of their being numbered 1 A and 2 A to divide them 
According to the schedule? Yes. 
Does this plan also indicate any soundings? Yes, soundingn in the river there. 

is. 
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12 MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEPORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

Mr. W. Cork. 18. Who took those soundings? I did. 
19. Are they correct ? They are correct. 

22 Feb., 161. 20. Do they shew the depth of the river near the two banks, and also in the centre of the 
river F Yes, the centre soundiogs are about the centre of the river ; the outer and centre 
soundings are as near as possible where the figures are placed with respect to the river. 
They are intended to show the depth of the river at the different places markcd? Yes. 
And they do so correctly ? Yes. 
Cross-examined by JJi. Bradley : Will you be good enough to state the frontage to the 

river occupied by Messrs. Brown at present with their coal establishment? About 200 
feet-three chains. 
Will you state the length of the additional frontage to the river proposed to be taken by 

those two portions of land No. 1 A and No. 2 A? Six chains eighty links, or about 450 
feet. 

These dimensions being added together would give a length of river frontage of how 
much? About 650 feet. 
In what manner are the colliery operations, so far as the shipping of coal is concerned, 

carried on at this establishment at present? At the shoots? 
At the shoots? We have not sufficient wharfage accommodation. 
I am asking in what manner are the shipping operations carried on-bow do you ship 

your coals? By a shoot the same as they do at Newcastle. 
flow many shoots have you? Only two. 
IJow many shoots are made use of by any of the other coal companies shipping at New-

castle ? The Australian Agricultural Company have five, and the Coal and Copper Company 
four shoots. 
What is the description or class of vessels loading at these places respectively, at 

Newcastle and at Hexhain, at the promoters' establishment ? We have vessels of from 
X(J tons up to 200 tons loading up there. 
32, At Hexham? Yes, at the shoots; and at Newcastle they have them from 30 to, I sup-
pose, 600 tons. 
Is the extent of frontage required by the promoters of the Bill calculated with reference 

to the size of the vessels intended to be employed there? Yes, it is calculated to be suitable 
for the vessels to stand end on to each other. 
Without rigging-in their flying jibbooms or any other abatement of their pretensions? 

if they were as large as some that load at Newcastle they would have to lake in their booms. 
D0 you know the extent of frontage of the coal shoots at Newcastle ? The Copper Com-

pany have about 700 feet; I do not know how much the A. A. Company have, but it is not 
much less I think. 
Is there any immediate prospect of the quantity of land proposed to be taken being 

Iequil'ed for the purposes of the trade of these collieries? it is required now. 
The present trade requires the additional space F Yes, vessels lie there a great deal 

longer than they ought to do for want of accommodation to load them. 
3M. Are you aesuaiirted with the colliery operations-the extent of the trade ? Yes. 
i-low many tons of coal have been shipped from that place in the different years since 

the opening of the mines? I cannot state by the year. 
Can you state the increase in the quantity of coal slupped F Twelve months ago we 

used to ship perhaps at most 400 tons a week, and lately as much as 1,800 tons, sometimes 
1,900, and even more than that-nearly 2,000 tons. 
By i/p. Ryan: In one week? Yes. 
By Mr. Bradley: What advantage do you suppose the promoters of the Bill would 

derive from taking this land of Mr. Christie's? They would send away more coal than they 
now do, for vessols would then go up that otherwise would not, when they have to lie there 
so long to be loaded. 
Can you estimate the advantage in money to the promoters of the Bill? No. 
Will you be prepared to do so on a future day, if we have an adjournment. Of course 

such estimates of prospective advantages must be subject to some little doubt, but I suppose 
you can arrive at an approximate notion of the advantage to be derived by the promoters of 
the Bill from taking this land of Mr. Christie's? Yes. 
Will you turn to the plan B and look at the portion marked No.2 A-are you acquainted 

with the locality ? Yes. 
D0 you know the position of the Hexham Inn, sometimes called the Red 1-louse, or 

Hexhani Hotel? Yes. 
That is upon Mr. Christie's property-so fr as repute goes? Yes. 
Will you be kind enough to state to the Committee whether the 1-lexham Hotel is not 

situated immediately opposite to the piece of land marked No. 2 A, on the other side of the 
road, but immediately opposite, so that the prolongation of the frontage of the house would 
run down to the river at "No. 2 A? It is just on the southern boundary of No. 2 A-I 
believe it would. 
Is that inn at present in fall trade apparently as a country inn ? Yes, but that trade 

depends all upon the shipping at the shoots; if there were no vessels at ilexham there 
would be very little trade. 
Will you look at the portion marked No. 2, and say how that is at present occupied? 

At the present time there is a house upon it where one of our men lives. 
On No. 2? No.2 A. 
I am speaking of No. 2, how is that at present occupied? It is not occupied. 
Is it not part of Mr. Chapman, the tenant's, garden attached to the inn? Yes, it is part 

of that. I mean not occupied with buildings. 

51. 
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54. Have not the colliery operations of the promoters extended and encroached beyond the Mr. W. Cork. 
laud belonging to them to the extent of about ten feet? No, I think not. 
43.5. Are you aware that the estates of Mr. Christie in the vicinity of these colliery opera- 22 Feb., 1861. 
tions are occupied by a large body of tenantry? lam aware that there are a few tenants. 
543. You are not aware that there are something like thirty or forty tenants on these estates? 
There might be., but I do not know it. 
Do you know the extent of these estates? No. 
Are you aware of there being coal on these estates? No. 

55. Can the purposes of the promoters of the Bill be answered by any alteration of the 
land proposed to he taken instead of these pieces which you have selected as being eon-
-venient for yourselves ? They could be, no doubt, but not so welt as by obtaining these 
pieces which have been selected. 
60. Is it essential to your conveni nec to take the only piece of land which we have in front 
of the hotel, where we might make a wharf, either now or at some future time, for the 
steamers to stop at—I think that is called 2 A—would it not answer your purpue just as 
well, or nearly as well, supposing I an) willing to consent on certain terms, and to shorten the 
labaurs of the Committee, to your having a 1,ortiou of land on the other side of your line? 
Yes, I think it would. 
01. Instead of No. 2 A? Yes. 
62. And No. 2? If we did not get 2 A we should not require 2 at all. 
03. You think it would answer the purpose of the promoters to take the land they require 
on one side of the line instead of the other? I think it svbuld. 
64. Have you formed any opinion as to the value of the land? No. 
05. Re-examined by Mr. Barton: If the promoters gave up 2 and 2 A they would require 
more land beyond 1 A and I? Yes, to the north-west of it. 
613. I also understood you to say that Mr. Christie's property has a great deal of deep water 
frontage besides that proposed to be taken by the Bill? Yes ; it is all deep water as far as 
the land runs up the river. I do not know whether it is so down the river; I do not know 
how far the land extends that way. 
61. By Mr. Ryan: is not this (pointing to the plan) the line running from Newcastle to 
Maitland? Yes, the dray road. 
US. This is the land occupied by the shoots? This coloured brown is the land occupied at 
present; the green portions are those we want. 
439. By the Chairman: Are you employed by the Company? Yes. 
As surveyor to the Company? Yes. 
Can you give the Committee any facts to prove that further land is absolutely required 

for the trading purposes of the Company—to shew that they could not do without it? It 
would be impossible for us to increase our trade witheut it. 
Has the trade of the Company arrived at that stage when it would be limited if you did 

not extend your land further? Yes. 
73, And the exigencies of your trade now demand this further extension of the river 
frontage ? Yes. 
As I understood you in a former part of your evidence, it is to enable a larger number 

of vessels to take in coni at a time, or larger vessels, or both ? Both larger vessels and a 
greater number of them. Vessels always require a certain time to trim, and they will not 
leave tUl they are properly trimmed. That often detains the waggons there lunger than 
they otherwise would be. 

Edmund Burton, Esq., Solicitor for the Bill, examiued 

B11 the Chairman: You produce the deed of settlement of this Company, I believe ? E. Burton, 
Not the deed of settlement. The partnership is a private partnership between two Esq. 

gentlemen, who of course do form a Company, although only a Company of two. The deed ,-"-
which I produce (deed produced) is the deed of conveyance from Messrs. John Ealis and 22 Feb., 1661. 
John Christian, the promoters of the former Act, to Messrs. James and Alexander Brown, 
the promoters of this Bill, shewing that they are entitled to stand in the pesition which 
the Legislature assigned to Eales and Christian before. 
That is the conveyance ? Yes. These words of the conveyance are the most essential 

part ;-" He the said John Eales doth grant bargain sell alien release and confirm and she 
the said Jane the wife of the said John Eales doth remise release and for ever quit claim 
and he the said John Christian at the request and by the direction of the said John 
Eales testified by his executing these presents doth grant bargain sell alien release and 
" confirm unto the said James Brown and Alexander Brown and their heirs all and singular 
the lands tenements and hereditaments described in Schedule A to these presents which 
is the first schedule hereto and also all and singular the lands tonoments and hereditanents 
described in Schedule P to these presents which is the fourth schedule heroto and all the 
"legal equitable beneficial and other estate right title and interest whatsoever of them the 
said John Eales and John Christian and each of them under or by virtue of the said 

.fl - 
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14 MINIJTES OP EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

Alexander Brown, Esei.,  called in and examined:- 

A. Brownt  -  7. By  Mr. Burton: You are one of the promoters of the present Bill. Yes. 
Esq. 78. And one of the owners of the Miami and ilexham Railway? Yes. 

79. Have you land enough for the purposes of the railway? Not sufficient. 
22 Feb., 1861. So. You require more land in the vicinity of the railway? Yes, adjoining it. 

Will you explain to the Committee what land you require? We rer1uire that which is 
marked on the plan A, before the Committee, No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 ; but that is not in 
accordance with the schedule, as you will see. 
It is the same land as that mentioned in the schedule, only that the schedule describes 

it in five lots instead of three? Yes. 
The road divides two of the three lots, and, therefore, it was thought more accurate to 

describe it in five lots? Yes. 
Why is this land recjuired? Our trade, which was very limited at first, has gradually 

extended itself, and the class of vessels that come up the river is also larger, on aoc.ount of 
the flats having been deepened; and we find that vessels are detained there sometimes for a 
whole week, there being only two wharves to load at, and many vessels that would otherwise 
come up do not come up in fact, because we have not that accommodation that we ought to 
have for the purpose of carrying on our trade in a proper manner ; so that our trade is still 
very limited, to what it might be, for the want of that wharfage accommodation that we 
ought to have. 
By the Chairman: Do you mean that the natural growth of your trade is impeded? 

Yes, the growth of our trade is impeded for want of accommodation. 
By Mr. Ryan: Then if that adjacent land was added to your property you would place 

down five shoots? If we get that land we shall establish fonr or five shoots. - 

In lieu of two? In lieu of two. 
By Mr. Burton : With regard to lot 3, will you explain why that is required ? Lot 3 

is required to connect these 50 acres with the railway. At present we cannot connect it, 
because we cannot sweep in a curve, from the crossing of the Great Northern Line; to do 
so we would have to get another Act of Parliament (which would be a very doubtful 
question), to make a second crossing to cross the Great Northern Line, in order to get into 
it; and the only other way to get into the 50 acres is to sweep a curve round, to enable a 
locomotive engine to run round it. 
The 50 acres you speak of are the property of yourself and your brother, the other 

promoter of this Bill? Yes. 
Marked on plan A as "IT. and A. Brown's land'? Yes. 

.91. I understand, then, that it is essential to your interests to be enabled to make a curve 
from your railway on to your 50 acres? Yes. 
92. And that you cannot do that without having lot 3? We cannot do that without having 
1t 3. 
03. You would otherwise be driven to seek another crossing over the Great Northern Rail-
way? Yes, which would not be granted; they would not grant us two crossings. 
Then you consider all the land you have asked for as essentially necessary to the well-

being of your railway? Yes, it is all necessary-indeed we have asked as little as we could 
possibly put up with; if we had asked for any less, it would have cramped our operations 

still. 
By Mr. Ryan: Is that farm land-the 50 acres? Yes, it is a farm. 

913. There is no coal on that land? No, there is no coal on all this land here pointhzy to 

the plan), indeed it is it large swamp at the back. 
By Mr. Burton: Does the prosperity of the district depend upon the advancement of 

your works? Very materially. It is the works that has given an impetus to the develop-
meat of the district; indeed it is only the works that makes this property here valuable. 
By the Chairman: How many men do you employ? I think about 200 miners-

perhaps 250 men altogether. 
By Mr. Bu,'ton: Does the trade of the inn spoken of by the last witness depend upon 

the prosperity and advancement of your works? Quite so; the more trade there is at our 
shoots the more custom they will naturally have. 
1.00. Is the value of Mr. Christie's estate increased by your works? I should say the value 

of this portion is very materially increased. 
That is the portion near -? Near the public-house. It is hardly possible to 

increase the value of the other because it is mostly a swamp. 
That is the back land? The back land. 
Do I understand that the value of some part of Mr. Christies estate will be greatly 

increased by your getting this further land and applying it to railway purposes? No doubt, 
as our operations extend, and the trade bocomes greater, the greater will be the value of all 
the land surrounding these wharves; it is a natural result. 

You are prepared, then, without hesitation, to say absolutely that more land in the 
vicinity is required for the purposes of your railway? Quite so. 

And that you have not asked for any more than is actually requisite? No more than 

is actually requisite. 
Could some modification be made? Instead of what is mentioned here as No. 2, we 

might take land on the north-west of No. 1,so as to have it all in one block, to make up the 
same quantity. 

By the Chairman: What were the reasons for seeking to obtain land on each side of 
your present frontage? Because it would be more easy to branch out from the existing 
maiu trunk lines. 

If you enlarged your river wharfage by taking this additional land, would the result be 
that 
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that you would employ more men in your operations? We would employ more men as our,  A. Brown, 
operations would be increased. Esq. 

By Mr. Laycock: Th this track used exclusively by you? It is a public line, but it is 
used exclusively by us at present, because there are no other mines up hero but our own. 2. Feb., 1861. 

By the Chairman: How long have you been carrying on these works? It is now 
about two years since we purchased from Mr. Bales. 

Can you give us any estimate, in a few words, of the amount of your trade when you 
first took them? About 400 tons a week at first. 

What is it now? I cannot say exaotly the average, but some weeks it is 1,500, 1,000, 
1,700 tons a week-sometimes 1,900 ;-we have gone nearly to 2,000 tons a week. 

Have you arrived at this increase by a gradual process? By a gradual process. 
Has the trade ever been less than it was when you took the mine-has it ever 

dwindled below what it was at the time of your taking it? No, it has gradually iuoreased. 
There has been a steady increase throughout the two years? Yes. But when we 

were doing 1,700 or 1,800 tons a week we found ourselves very much inconvenienced, and 
the result was that some vessels that had to wait so long would not come back. 

Can you state positively that the extent of your coal mines is such as to increase your 
trade and go on increasing for some years? I may say they are inexhaustible. 

Do you mean really inexhaustible? It would take centuries before they are worked 
out. 

Do you state that from any actual calculation? It is all a coal field there together, 
admitting 10,000 tons in the acre, and the coal field extends from there to Lake Macquarie-
not our own land, of course; we have a thousand acres of our own land, which is practically 
inexhaustible. 

By Mr. Bradley: Do you anticipate a large pecuniary advantage to the promoters of 
this Bill from the increase of trade to be obtained by means of your getting this land of Mr. 
Christie's? There is no doubt there will be a pecuniary advantage, but I could not say 
what that pecuniary advantage may be; it would be a matter of consideration; it might be 
affected also by keen opposition coming in the way. I am not prepared to say about that. 

Will you be prepared another time? It is such a difficult question that I really could 
not say. 

By A!,. Ryan: It would depend upon how the operations were managed ? Just so, a 
good deal depends upon the management. 

B9 Mr. .Layoock: Other parties are entitled to use the line if they think proper? Yes, 
it is a public line. 

And you are prepared to give up this portion (pointing to the nzap) if it is objected to, 
and get it on the other side? Yes, although it is not so convenient for us. 

Henry Burton Bradley, Escj., Petitioner against the Bill, examined 
11.13. Bradley, 

B'1 the Chairman: You represent the proprietor of the land which is required under Esq. 
this Bill? I do. 

What is the name of the proprietor? William Dougall Christie. 22 Feb., 1861. 
Where is he at present? He is at present Her Majesty's Consul at Rio. 
There is no person in the Colony, I believe, possessing sufficient authority to sell the 

land in question? There is no person in the Colony possessing authority to sell the land. 
You admit that part of the preamble which alleges that, which alleges that there are 

no persons in the Colony capable of conveying that land? I do. 

TUESDAF 5 MARCH, 1861. 

13rtøtnt :- 
Ma. ALLEN, I Ma. WALSH. 

HENRY PARKES, ESQ., IN THE Ciwa. 
Mr. Burton appeared as Solicitor on behalf of the Promoters of the Bill. 
Mr. Burton Bradley appeared as Solicitor and Petitioner against the Bill. 

Mr. William Cork again called in and further examined 

By Mr. Bradley: (Handing plan B to the witness) That is drawn to scale is it not? Mr. W. Cork. 
Yes. 

Have you estimated the pecuniary advantages to be derived by the promoters of the s Mar., 1861. 
Bill from the acquisition of the land sought to be taken under the schedule of this Act? 
Yes, as nearly as I can. 

What is the amount at which you arrive? The way I reckoned it was this - 
Will you be good enough to answer my question in the first instance, and explain the 

mode afterwards? The difference we make 30s. per annum. The proportion of the value 
of these lands that we are applying for now would give to Mr. Christie 30$. per annum as 
his proportion of the extra profit to be derived from that laud- 

My question, if you will excuse my recalling your attention to it, was, had you 
estimated the pecuniary advantage to be derived by the promoters of this Bill from the 

acquisition 
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?i!r. W. Cork, acquisition of Mr. Christie's land sought to be Obtained-you say, yes, I have-I then say, 
t '  what is the amount at which you have arrived? £30 per week. 
S Mar., 1861. 134. You estimate that as the advantage to be gained by Mr. Brown from the acquisition 

of Mr. Christie's land? Yes. 
Have you, in the course of your calculation, been able to assign any limit to the period 

at which the profit of £30 per week would accrue ? No. 
Then is it probable that the additional profit of £80 a week to the promoters of the 

Bill would be received by them during a long course of years, assuming the continuance of 
their works ? Yes. 
137 Are you acquainted with the character and extent of the seam or scams of coal now 
being worked by the promoters? Yes, to some extent. 

Arc you able to form an opinion of the extent of the coal fields under their control? 
It is about a thousand acres. 

During how many years might that coal seam be worked without exhaustion, assuming 
that the increase of the business of Messrs. Brown should be such as to give them three or 
four times the production which they at present briog to market? I have not calculated that. 

is it probable that that coal field under their control could be worked out in fifty 
years? I should say not. 

Will you look upon the plan, and be good enough to state the width of the parcels of 
land proposed to be taken, measured from the northern extreme of lot 1 to the southern 
extreme of lot 2, upon the Newcastle and 3laitlaad road? About S chains 75 links-about 
9 chains it may be. 

In what manner would the entire of the works proposed to be erected by the promoter 
upon these lands cress the Newcastle and Maitland road, during that space of 9 chains, or 
thereabouts? They would cross over the road by bridges. 

There would be bridges carried over the roads ? Yes, the whole of the roads. 
1.44. How many bridges? I think we should make one bridge do. 

For the five shoots? The present shoots are run on a level with the road. 
Is it intended that the shoots to be erected, or any of them, should ran level with the 

road? No, they would run over the road. 
how would they be carried-you said at first by bridges, afterwards by one bridge? 

I think by one bridge. 
143. What would be the width of that bridge? About 12 feet. 

And the height of it, clear of the traffic of the road, in the csntre of the arch ? 16 
feet, I believe, is the height. 

The span across the road would be-bow much? One chain, I believe. 
1.31. Do you ',-now the width of the road at that place? The width is a chain, I believe, all 
along this line of road-it is a Government road. 

What would be the height of the spring of the arch? 16 feet., I believe. 
And at the centre? I think we should carry it on a level. 
You would carry it on timber ? Yes. 
Can you now define where that bridge would be erected-on which of these portions of 

land? It would be on the road opposite No. land No. 1 A, connecting the two. 
Is the road which in your evidence has been termed the Newcastle and Maitland road 

at that point the public highway? I believe it is. 
By the Chairman : When you spoke of the increased profit to Messrs. Brown being 

£30 a week, did you mean that that profit would be derived upon the investment of greater 
capital, and the forther extension of their business, which the possession of this particular 
land would enable them to carry out? Yes. 
1.53. That is, the profit would arise from the extension of their business, the employment of 
more men, and the investment of more capital, which they would be able to do if they had 
the land? Yes, that is what I mean. 

The profit would not arise merely from the possession of this land, nor from the  

possession of this land at all, except to the extent that it would enable them to extend their 
lezitimate business? Just so. 

By iL. Burto,s: I understand that you meant to say that the profit would arise, not 
from this piece of land solely, but from this piece of land plus the capital which is invested 
by the 31easrs. Brown at present, and plus such capital as they may invest in addition ? 
Yes. 

And by the labour of their present and additional men, and the continuance of their 
own enterprise? Yes, that is what I mean. 

Have you any idea how much capital is already invested in these works? About 
£100,000. 

By the Ohairman: how do you know that? That is what I am informed by the 

promoters of the Bill. 
By j1'. Burton: Have you made any cstinaato of the value of the land sought to he 

taken by the Bill ? Yes. 
How much have you valued it at? About £30 an acre. 

160. That would come to, altogether, how much, with the land in the schedule? About 
£135. 

You spoke of SOs. per annum being the correct portion of profit to attribute to the 
new land ? Yes. 

How much do you consider SOs. per annum for ever worth? About £15. 
That would be calculating money to produce 10 per cent. ? Yes. 
In calculating the proportion of the now lands share of the profit at 30s. per annum, 

or £15 gross, you have proportioned the total profit according to the total capital, that is to 
say, 
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say, the capital already invested, the capital probably to be invested by the Messrs. Brown)  Mr. W. Cork. 
and the .035 tlp value of this new laud? Yes. 

And you have given the £185 its share ? Ys. 5 Mar,, 1801. 
The promoters rent .iome land aijoining this new land 7 Yes, they do. 

17:3. At what rat do they rent it ? £1 an acre. 
Has Mr. Cbri.,tie any simii.r land under le:e 7 Yes. 
What rent is paid to him for it F I believe somewhere about a pound an acre is the 

rent to be paid. 
What would the value of this new land be if we were to cease our works, and not to run 

our line any longer ? I do not think it would be worth anything more than £1 an acre, 
oven if they could get that. There is nob a sufficient quwtity there to make it worth 
settling upon. 

By hi. Vaik: Supposing it were not severed from the main block? The main block 
is all t swamp. There are some few small settlers, but the land is all swampy at the back. 

By .IIr. Burton : Supposing wil wore not to pay the owner of this land a penny for it, 
would he be a gainer or a loser by our taking this piece of land and using it as we shall 
probably use it? A gainer, I should say. 

By  (he U/i;5rnt,i: 0, you think he would say so? I do not know what he would say. 
By .ii. AW : With rcpeat c, the value of this land, you think, if I understand you 

aught, that the total value of the land would be on ated by the consequent population that 
would settle in that neighbourhood on account of the coal works 7 Yes. 

And without that it would have but a nominal value 7 Yes. 
Will the taking away of this portion of land injure the remaining portion 7 I should 

say not in any respect; it would benufit it though. 
In what way F Because no one would settle there otberwiie—if any one does settle 

there it will be on aceinat of the shipping that will be b;ought there. 
181, You propos i to take away a p ,rtion of the frontage of the river ? Yes ; but there is 
plenty of land there. 
M. You propose to carry a twelve-feet bridge over the road? Yes. 
180. Will the width of the bridge cause no injury whatever to the road over wInch it will 
paes F None whatever. 

114—C 
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1861. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

Vonis, No. 58. WEDNESDAY, 24 Antm, 1861. 

23. Morpeth and Maitland Railway Company's Bill:—Mr. Parkes moved, pursuant to 
amended Notice,— 
That the Bill to Incorporate the Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company be 

referred to a Select Committee for their consideration and report. 
That such Committee consist of Mr. Rusden, Mr. Morris, Mr. Hoskins, Mr. 

ilannell, Mr. Arnold, Mr. Lucas, Mr. Buchanan, and the Mover. 
Debate ensued. 
Question put and passed. 

VotEs, No. 60. SATURDAY, 27 Ann, 1861, A.M. 

11. Morpcth and Maitland Railway Company's Bill:—Mr. Parkes, as Chairman, brought 
up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and 
Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this 
Bill was referred on the 24th instant. 
Ordered, with the accompanying Bill, to be priuted. 
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1861. 

MORPETH AND MAITLAND RAILWAY COMPANY'S BULL 

REPORT. 

Tm Sawrr COYIThflTTZE of the Legislative Assembly, for whose considera-

tion and report was referred, on the 24th instant, the "Morpetli and 

Maitland Railway Company's Bill," beg leave to report to your 

Honorable House 

That they have examin.ed the Solicitor for the Bill,* and * W. 
Mr. A. J. \Vhalle the other witnessest  named in the margin (whose respective evidence t 31r. J. Campbell, 
Me. T. Y. Coben, 

will be found appended hereto), and that the Preamble of the Bill, as Mr. j. Whitton.
iF. 1'. Maeaullft; 
tr. B. JAt 

formally amended,t having been proved to the satisfaction of your: Ylde Schedule of 
Amendments. 

Committee, they proceeded with the several Clauses and Schedules 14 antI 
'omitted. 

in the former whereof it was deemed expedient to make certain 

amendments. 

And your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable 

House the Bill, as amended by them. 

HENRY PARKES, 

Chairman. 

legislative Assembly Chamber, 

S'ydney, 26 April, 1861. 

p 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

THURSDAY, 25 APRIL, 1861. 

ME1BERS PRESENT 

Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Morris, 
Mr. Hoskins, I Mr. Parkes. 

H. Parkes, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Printed copies of the Morpeth and Maitland Railway Company's Bill before the 

Committee. 
Pronwtere of the Bill:—Benjamin Lee, Jim., of West Maitland, Merchant, and 

Samuel Smith Dickson, of Morpeth, Merchant,, respectively Chairman and 
Vice-Chairman of the Provisional Committee of the Company 

Solicitor for the Bill.—Mr. Thomas Iceton. 
Mr. T. Iceton, Solicitor, examined. 
Mr. A. J. Whalley, CE., Engineer to the Company, examined. 
Mr. S. Campbell examined. 
Mr. P. J. Cohen examined. 
Room cleared. 
Committee considered the Preamble of the Bill. 
And the enacting stqle.not being in conformity with the usual form,— 
On motion of iir. Morris, the same amended and further amended, formally. 
Motion made (Chairman) and Question—That this Preamble, as amended, stand part 

of the Bill—agreed to. 
Committee deliberated, relative to procedure with the Bill to-morrow. 
And requiring farther evidence in regard to certain of the provisions,— 
Resolved 
That the Committee take the evidence of Mr. Whitton, the Engineer-in-Chief 

(Railway Department), or other competent officer, on the proposed Morpeth 
and Maitland Railway, and whether it is calculated to interfere with 
established public works. 

Parties called in, informed of the Preamble being affirmed, and of the intentions of 
Committee. 

[Adjourned till to-morrow, 26th instant, at Ten o'clock.] 

FRIDAY, 26 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

II. Parkes, Esq., in the Chair. 
Mr. Arnold, Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Morris, 

Mr. Rusden. 

Solicitor for the Bill, Mr. T. Iccton, present. 
Mr. S. Whitton, Engiaeer-in-ChieJ, Railway Depai-tment, examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. P..Mncauliffe, Secretary to the Company, examined. 
Witness handed in the Share List of the Company. (Vide Appendix A.) 
Mr. B. Lee, Promoting the Bill, examined. 
Mr. A. S. Whalley, CE., Engineer to the Company, further examined. 
Witness laid before Committee a Tracing (with Schedule of References attached) of 

the projected line, hearing his certificate of the same, being "a true copy of the Government 
plan from Pitnacree Crossing, at East Maitland, to the Queen's Wharf, Morpeth, with 
" the addition of a section taken through the Town of Morpeth, in the direction indicated 
"by the red line on the plan," under date 20th April, 1861. 

Committee proceeded to go through the Bill. 
Clause I read and agreed to, without amendment. 
Clause 2 read, blank filled (Vide Schedule of Amendments), and agreed to. 
Clause 8 to 13 severally read and agreed to, without amendment. 
Clause 14 read,—On motion of Mr. Hoskins, omitted. 
Clauses 15 to 1.8 severally read and agreed to, without amendment. 
Clause 19 read, amended (Yide Schedule), and agreed to. 
Clause 20 read and agreed to, without amendment. 
Clause 21, on motion of Mr. Morris, amended (flile Schedule), and agreed to. 
Clauses 22 to 25 severally read and agreed to, without amendment. 
Clause 26 read,—On motion of Mr. Morris, blanks filled; clause further amended 

(side Schedule) and agreed to. 
Clauses 27 and 28 severally read, amended, and agreed to. 
Clauses 29 to 81 severally read and agreed to, without amendment. 
Clause 32 read,—On motion of Mr.Morris, blanks filled (Vide Schedule) ,and agreed to. 

Clauses 



ERRATA. 

(In the "rroceedings of the Committee" on the Morpoth and Afaitland Railway Company's Bill, 

Page 4, line 21. (25 April, 1301.) 

,, line 14. (26 April, 1861.) 

line 15. 

line 22. 

Be_fore the words "agreed to," following the Question 
on the Preamble, insert 

Committee divided. 

Ayes, 2. No, 1. 
Mr. Buchanan, I hr. liosMus. 
Mr. Morris. 

Preamble" (agreed to.) 

After the word "Tracing," (within the parentheses) 
insert "cloth-back, marked A—" 

After the word "same," omit coimna. 

After the word "Clause," in.,ert "a' (Clauses). 

252— 
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Clauses 83 to 54 severally read and agreed to, without amendment. 
Clause 55 read :-On motion of Mr. Hoskins, omitted. 
Clauses 56 to 60 severally read and agreed to, without amendment. 
Clause 61 read, amended ( Vide Schedule), and agreed to. 
Clause 62 read and agreed to, without amendment. 
Clause 63 read, blank filled (Vde Schedule), and agreed to. 
Clause 64 read, amended, and agreed to. 
Clauses 65 to  113 severally read and agreed to, without amendment. 
Clause 114 read,- 
Motion made (Mr. Buchanan),-That the clause (114) be omitted. 
Question put,-That the clause proposed to be omitted stand part of the Bill. 
Committee divided. 

Ayes, 2. No, 1. 
Mr. iloskins, Mr. Buchnuan, 
Mr. Morris. 

Clause agreed to. 
Clauses 115 to 127 severally read and agreed to without amendment. 
Schedules A to P then severally read and agreed to without amend4nent. 
Chairman to report the Bill as amended. 

SCHEDULE OP A)IENDMENTS. 

Page 1, Preamble, lines 12 and 13-Omit " His Excellency the Administrator of the 
Government in New South Wales "; insert " the 
" Queen's Most Excellent Majesty." 

1; Preamble, line 15-Omit" thereof"; insert "of New South Wales in Parliament 
assembled and by the authority of the same." 

2, Clause 2, line 3-('[n blank)-After "in "insert" six." 
4, 14, lines 35 to 46- Omit clause 14, viz. :-" 14. In case Her Majesty's ,, 

Government of the Colony shall enter into any agree- 
ment with the Company to guarantee to the share- 
" holders of the Company the payment of any fixed sum 
of money by way of dividend or interest upon any 
" shares in the capital of the Company it shall be lawful 
for the Directors to issue together with the certificates 
of proprietorship of any shares upon which such fixed 
" rate of dividend or interest shall have been so guaran- 
teed coupons signed by any two of such Directors 
" and countersigned by the secretary or manager for 
the payment of such interest by the Directors to the 
" bearers thereof on the days on which such guaranteed 
interest or dividend will become payable during the 
period to which such coupons shall extend and there- 
upon such interest or dividend shall be paid to the 
" bearers of such coupons and to no other person." 

6, ,, 19, line 9-After "respective " insert "new "-(Mr. Morris.) After 
" shares" insert "created nnder the forty-ninth * 
" section of this Act"-Wr Arnold.) 

6, 19,  11-Omit "Government." 
6, 19,  lB-Omit "ten "; insert "twenty "-(Mr. Morris.) 
6, 21,  30-After "Directors" insert " shall." - 

21,  41- Omit "Government." 
,, 26, ,, 45-(.In blank)-Before "within "insert "town or Morpeth." 

7, ,, 26, ,, 47-(In blank)-Before  "on"  insert " Morpeth." After "of" 
insert "July." 

7, 27, ,, 48-(In blank) Before "or" insert "January." 
8, 26,  6-Omit" Government." 
8, ,, 27,  Ql-Omit "Government." 
81 ,, 28,  25-Omit "Government." 
9, ,, 32,  lS-(In blank) After "choose" insert "six." 
9, ,, 32,  ll-(In blank) After "of" insert "July." 

11 91 ,, 82, ,, 19-(In blank) After "of" insert "July." 
Pages 14 and 15, Clause 55, lines 39 to 2-Omit Clause 55, viz.:-" 55. In case Her 

11 Majesty' Government of the said Colony shall at any 
" time enter into any agreement with the Company to 
guarantee to the shareholders of the Company the 
payment of any sum or sums of money either as a 
" dividend or as interest on the paid-up capitol of the 
Company or any part thereof at any rate to be agreed 
" upon between Her Majesty's said Government and 
" the Company it shall be lawful for the Company to 
assign or mortgage the property of the Company and 
" the rates arising and to arise by virtue of this Act 

" or 
Query now 48th. 
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or any part thereof as a security for any such sum or 
" sums of money as shall be paid by the said Govern-
"ment to the shareholders in pursuance of such 
"guarantee and such mortgage or assignment shall 
"operate to charge the property and rates which may 
be aecluired by the Company or which may arise after 
" the date of such mortgage or assignment as well as 
the property possessed by the Company or which may 
" have arisen at the date of such mortgage or assign- 
ment any rule of law to the contrary notwith-
" standing." 

Page 16, Clause 61, line 38—Omit "shares" insert "pounds." 
17, ,, 63, 15—(In blank) After "at" insc,'t "the town of Norpetli." 
17, ,, 64, ,, 29—Omit "Government." 

LIST OP WITNESSES. 

ThursdAy, 25 April, 1861. 
PAOE. 

T. Iceton, Esq., Solicitor for Bill.. ., .. .. .. ., .. .. .. V J. Whalley, Esq., CE., Engineer to Company 

., 
.... 

,... .... ., .. .. .. 

S J. Campbell, Esq. 11Mr. P. J. Cohen   
.. 19 

Friday, 26 Apil 1861. 
J. \vhjtt, Esq., CE., Engineer.in-Chief, Railway Department .. .. .. .. 23 
Mr. P. Macauliffe, Secretary to the Company .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 24 
Lee, Esq.—Promoter of the Bill (Uhairman, Frovüiongl Committee) .. .. .. 31 A. J. Whalley, Esq., CE,, Engineer to Company—(further),. .. .. .. .. 31 

LIST O' APPENDIX. 

PAGE. 

(To Evidence given by Jfr. F. 4hcaulzffe, 26 April, 1861.) 

A. 
ilaitland and Morpeth Railway Company's Share List .. .. .. .. ., 30 
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1861. 

atgIiatiuc Azzembf3y. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON TUE 

MOIIPETH AND MAITLAND RAILWAY 
COMPANY'S BILL. 

THURSDAY, 25 APRIL, 1801. 

ttrnt 

Ma. BUCHANAN, Ma. HOSKINS, 
Ma, PARKES, Ma. MORRIS. 

HENRY PARKES, ESQ., IN TUB CRAIR. 
Thomas Iceton, Esq., appearing for the Promoters of the Bill, examined :- 

By the Chairman: You are a solicitor of the Supreme Court? I am. T. baton, 
You are engaged professionally as solicitor, on the part of certain gentlemen who are Esq. 

desirous of forming themselves into a Company, to be called "The Maitlanci and i\Iorpeth  
Railway Company"? I am. 25 April, 1861. 
You are acting on their behalf in the prosecution of this matter before the House? 

I am. 

Will you be good enough to state what steps have been taken by these gentlemen in the 
matter—whether any deed has been drawn up, or whether anything has been done? No 
deed has been drawn up. The propositions for governing the Company are contained in the 
Bill now before the Committee. The Company is at present no more than an association of 
persons, who have in writing engaged to take a certain number of shares in the Company, so 
soon as it shall have been incorporated by Parliament. 
Do you happen to know how the Company originated? I was not present on the 

occasion of its origination. 
Do you know whether it originated in a publie meeting? lain not aware. 
Can you inform the Committee of the mode in which its affairs are at present conducted? 

Yes; they are managed by a body called a, Provisional Committee. 
And who has communicated with you in the matter—who has instructed you in the steps 

you have taken? The Provisional Directors—.-Mr. B. lace, jun., Mr. S. S. Dickson, and the 
other gentlemen named. I have received my instructions from them through their Secre-
tary, Mr. MacAuliffe. 
These gentlemen, I presume, were acting on behalf of the Provisional Committee? Yes; 

they have instructed their solicitor, Mr. Mullen, of Maitland, for whom I am agent in 
Sydney. 
Has this Bill been drawn up by you? It has. 
At the instance of the Provisional Committee? Yes, 
And you have been instructed to act for them in the matter of this application to 

Parliament, to pass this Bill into law? Yes; that is the object for which I have been 
engaged by them. 
By if,.. Hos1ins; What is the proposed capital of this Company? £25,000. 
And how much of that has been paid up, up to the present time? None whatever, 

at this moment. All that has been done has been to receive a written engagement 
to pay up, whenever called upon, £1 per share on all the shares allotted to them. 

15. 
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T. Iceton, 15. Then nothing at all has yet been done by the Company; no works commenced, or call 
JEsq. made? No; for if tbiè Bill does not pass into law there will be no occasion for the capital 

of the Company to be called in. 
25April,1861. 10. Are you not aware that  it is customary in England, whenever a Joint Stock Company is 

projected, to make a call of so much per share, before any application is made to Parliament 
for an Act of Incorporation? Yes. There are, I on, awao, regulations and provisions 
under which only can Joint Stock Companies in England be formed. By those the propor-
tion of capital that shall be paid up before a Bill shall pass Parliament, is fixed; but these 
provisions do not apply to this Colony, nor have they ever been acted upon in the formation 

of Joint Stock Companies here. 
17. Was there not a portion of the capital paid up in the case of the Hunter River Railway 
Company? No; there was no part of the capital of the Company paid up, but there was a 
deposit of 2s. Gd. per share made for the purpose only of paying preliminary expenses. 

IS. By the Ohairman: I believe that you have been many years practising your profession 

in this Colony? Yes; upwards of twenty years. 
I presume then that you know most of the names mentioned in the first clause of the 

Bill ? With one or two exceptions I know them all. 
Do you know whether or not they are substantial men? Yes; I believe they are. 
Some of them are reputed to be very rich ? They are. 

Mr. Arthur John Whalley called in and examined 

Mr. A. J. 22. By the Cliairnzan: Your are a Civil Enuineer? I am. 
Whalley. 23. How long have you been in the Colony 

?0  Only a few months. I came here from India. 

2rAru 
24. '"'here did you obtain a knowledge of your profession? In England, previous to going 

° P 'ISel  to  India. 
25. Under whom? Under several gentlemen in England. 
20. Can you mention some of them? One was Mr. Longridge, a gentleman who is now 
Consulting Engineer to the Eastern Bengal Railway in India. 
How long were you employed in India? Two years. 
On railways? Yes. 
You have been employed by the Maitland and Morpeth Railway Company as their 

engineer? I have. 
When were you engaged by this Company? I was requested, about three weeks ago, 

to make a report to the Company upon the relative advantages of the various lines that bad 
been proposed for connecting Maitland and Morpeth. I went down there, and made a 
personal inspection of the different lines, and, at the request of the Provisional Committee, 
made a report to them on the subject. 
What were the part.ieula.r instructions you received, and what did you do in consequence 

of receiving those instructions? I went over the various lines that had been projected between 

Maitland and Morpeth. 
For the purpose of discovering by which line Merpeth might best be connected with 

East Maitland? Yes. 
Your instructions were then to do this? Exactly. 
And having made this examination you reported to the Company that which you 

ooneeived to be the best? I did; offering them such suggestions as my experience enabled 

me to do. 
Have you made any survey of the ground between Maitland and Morpeth? No. I have 

not had time to do that. All I could do was to go over the lines as laid down by other 

surveyors, and then make a comparison between them. 
30. Have you looked at the Bill now before the Committee? No. I have not had a copy 

of it. 
Have you read the advertisements that have appeared in the newspapers relative to the 

intentien of this Company to apply for an Act of Incorporation? I have. 
And you are acquainted with the line there described as that which the Company 

proposes to adopt? Yes. It is the line as shewn upon the Government plan, to which I 

was very kindly afforded access. 
Then the line advertised by this Company is the line that the Government had intended 

to carry out? It is. I have not been able to finish my copy of the plan, as my time, 
which has been very short, has been so fully taken up; but I now produce a copy of the 
Government plan. This plan stops at the Queen's Wharf; but I have made sections for an 

extension through  the town of Morpeth, as indicated by the pencil line on this plan. Owing 
to the short notice I have received I have not been able to make copies of those sections to 

lay before the Committee. 
The line now shewn on this plan is the line as described in the Conipany's advertise- 

ment? It is. 
What, in your opinion as a professional man, will be the  cost of constructing the line 

as here projected? My opinion is that it may be done for £10,000 or £17,000. 
Have you gone carefully into the calculation of all the necessary expenses before 

arriving at this opinion 7 I have made an approximate estimate of the cost of the work, 
which would have been laid before you to-day had I received longer notice. As I said 
before I have only been some three weeks engaged by the Company, and during that time 
I have had so much to do that I have been nnable to make out a proper approximate 
estimate to lay before the Committee. So far as I am able to say, from the Government 

plans 
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plans and sections before rue, I should imagine that the cost would be between £16,000 Mr. A. J. 
and £17,000. Whailcy. 

When will your own plans and sections be finished? I cannot say, for I have not had 
A, 

time to make any survey of ray own; but by a personal inspection of the various lines 26Apnl,1861. 
proposed, and by comparing the sections, I ant convinced that it better line than this shown 
on the Government plan, could not be found in that part of the country. 
Thdre are no engineering difficulties, 1 believe, on the line ? None whatever. The 

earth works are very light, and the gradients exceedingly easy ; the heaviest gradient on 
the line is only I in 1450. 
What is the exact distance that the line will have to run? From Maitland to Morpeth 

the distance 2 miles and 47 chains, 7 chains over 2 miles and a half. 
By ut. Jfoskios You say you have not made yourself all exact inspection of the line? 

Yes, I have made a close inspection of all the lines proposed; but I have not myself taken 
it survey of the line. 
Then your calculation of the expense is merely a rough estimate? No; they -are exact. 

As I reeonamended to the Company the adoption of this line, I made my calculations from 
the quantity of earthwork shewn in the Government sections. 
1 understand you to say, then, that you have satisfied yourself solely by a careful and 

correct inspection of the lines proposed by others? Yes. I inspected them very closely. 
I did not make it survey myself, but I looked very carefully over the lines that had been 
previously surveyed, for the purpose of bringing in the line to the south of Morpeth. I 
made a comparison between these different lines, and finding the Government line the best 
in every,respect, I recommended its adoption to the Company. 
I understand you to say, then, that by this inspection of the various lines, you have 

made yourself sufficiently acquainted with the country between Maitlond and Morpetli, to 
decide upon the line that the rails ought to follow—so that now you will be able to proceed 
with your survey at once ? Certainly; but if this line be adopted, all that will be rec1uired 
will he to make a correct plan of the line. The line I now produce before the Committee 
is merely a preliminary survey. 
And this prelimitiary survey has been made by time Government? It has. 
By JTr. Jlor,'is Have yoit.had any experience hitherto in the construction of railways? 

Yes; I had charge of the construction of two miles of the East Bengd Railway, in addition 
to the charge and maintenance of 08 miles of the working line. To shrew the extensive 
character of this line, I may mention that at Runnegund, near where I lived, there was it 
changing station, with arcomniodation for fcrty locomotives. 

By Mr. JIoski,rs Then are we to consider that, you have been permanently engaged by 
the Maitland and Morpetli Railway Company as their engineer ? I have reaaon to expect 
that I shall receive that appointment. 

By Jib. Jlurhaaaa Do you know anything of the goods traffic that there is likely to be 
on this line ? No; that is hardly a question that has come within may observation. I have 
been such a short time in the Colony—only three months—and so short it time in that 
neighbourhood, that I can hardly be expected to have formed any opinion on that point, 
not having Ii ad opportunities for observation. 
By .lJr Ibs/ci,,s You hasc been over the whole of the proposed line? 1 have been over 

the whole of all the lines that have been proposed. 
It runs, I believe, through a very thinly populated neighbourhood? Yea ; between 

Maitland and Morpeth the poptdntiou is very scattered, except in the immediate neighbour-
hood of the two towns. From what 1 see of the country—but of course, as a stranger, lay 
opinion on this point has not much value—I shonld say that the population around the two 
town.,,  was very considerable. 
The proposed line of railway will have to cross several public highways? Only in 

passing through the town of Morpeth ;and this is one advantage that the Government plan 
possesses over the two others. You will observe by this plan that the only liloec at which 
the line encroaches on existing roads is at the 1 mile 15 chains from the l'itnaeree 
crossing; and there I propose to make it divergence of the roadway itself, throwing it back, 
and enabling the line to conic between the roadway and the lagoon. 
At that point then you propose to divert the main road? Yes. 
But for what reason ? Because now the roadway comes down so close upon the lagoon, 

as not to allow room for the line to mn between the two without hallasting the lagoon. It 
will be less expense to divert the road than to make a foundation for the rails, in the lagoon. 
At the 2 miles 30 chains the line touches the road again ; and here alao, I propose to 
divert the roadway, but in both these cases the diversion will be all advantage rather than 
it drawback to the traffic on the road. 
Are these the only two places at which the line touches the roadway? Yes; those are 

time only two, except in going through the town of Morpeth, when the line will have to cross 
proclaimed streets at one or two points. 
00. You will, of course, see that proper provision is made at all these crossings, for the 
security of human life ? Most assuredly; every ease will be taken in this respect. The 
line will have to cross Northumberland-street, Robert-street, and C eorge-strbet; and I had 
hoped to have been able to shew the CommIttee, the cross-sections at these places, sitewing 
the present inclination of the roadway, and that which it would have when the line crosses 
them, but my time has been so short that I have not been able to prepare them. 
01. By Aft. Bnchanan The landed proprietors in the neighbourhood of the line arc all, 1 
believe, favourable to its construction ? I believe so. There are one or two tl,at I cannot 
say anything about, but all the rest of the land through which the line passes, ba.s been it 
free grant front the proprietors to the Company. 

252—B €2. 
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62. By Mr. Hoskins : You propose to have level crossings over these streets? Yes. 
' 63. Are they not likely to be attended with danger? No; the streets we cross are 

25A l 
very little used. This streetNorthumberland-streetis of no use to the public. The only 
persOa who makes use of it is Mr. Taylor, who goes that way to the back entrance of his 
premises. His roadway will not be at all interfered with by making this crossing. 
You do not anticipate any opposition to the line on the part of any of the landed pro-

prietors, through whose property it passes? No, not at all, though some of them may ask 
to be compensated for the land taken by the Company. Tile greater part, however, have 
given the land necessary for the line. 
Do you anticipate any opposition from the residents in the town of Morpeth F No; 

because in passing through the town the inclination of the land is so great that the traffic 
cannot be injured by the line crossing the cross streets; and then, from the nature of the 
land, being mostly rock, nothing more than the have width of the line need be taken out, 
and so very little inconvenience would be caused. 

By hr. Buchanan: No objection has been raiscd anywhere to the enterprise? No, I 

have heard of none. 
By Aft. Hoskins: Explain to the Comtnittce more fully where and how you propose to 

make the divergence in the main road? The first place is at the 1 mile 15 chains, where I 

propose to turn the roadway,  about a chain further to the south than it now is. Then again 

at the 2 miles and 70 chains I propose to divert the roadway. 
At what exact spot? At the house occupied by Mrs. Martin, on the property of Mr. 

Close. 
fly the Chairman : I believe the line, as at present laid out, takes off a pad of the 

building? It goes right through the house. 
By Mr. Jf,,skius: Then you propose to divert the roadway, because by so doing you 

will avoid damaging or interfering with this property of Mrs. Martin? I am not sure as 
to whom it belongs. According to the book of reference attached to the Government plan, 
the property was shewn at that time to belong to Mr. Close. Since I have been up there, 
I have been informed that it belongs to Mrs. Martin. By making the divergence I have 
described all trouble will be avoided, as the building will not be interfered with, whereas 
now the line runs right through the house. At the same time the divergence will be a 
great benefit to the road itself, as the curve will be much easier, and a great improvement 

will be effected. 
Do you know whether the parties residing here are aware that you intend to divert the 

roadway from the front of their properties? That I do not know, but of course this has 
not yet been decided upon, and I merely suggest the line I have marked here as the probable 
limit to which it will be carried back. At the some time the roadway need not be carried 
so far back as this, as all we shall rerjuire will be to carry it back far enough to admit of 
the line passing alongside the roadway, and between it and the property. 

7'2. B11 the Chairman: And the road itself would be improved, by avoiding the present 
nghy bend it now has at this spot? Yes, it would certainly be improved rather than otherwise. 

73. B'1 Mr. ffoskin.s: Where does this road communicate with? it is the main road 

between 3laitland and Morpeth. 
74, have the Company given notice to the trustees of tie deviations they intend to make? 

No. No notice has yet been given, because, as yet, it is but a suggestion. It has not yet 

been decided upon that the deviation shall be made. 
By ths Chairman: It is the main road between Morpeth and Maitland? It is. 

And is, therefore, in the hands of the Governnient? That I cannot say. 
What is the extent of the alterations that you propose to make to the streets of Morpeth, 

in carrying your crossings over them F In the ease of Northumberland-street, some cutting 
will be required ; but, owing to the declivity of the street being so steep, it will always be 
of very little use for traffic. The only use it now has is, that it serves as an approach to 
the back part of Mr. Taylor's bonded store, lIe is the oidy person that uses it, bat his 
approach is in no way damaged by the line crossing the street. The inclination of &bert 
and George streets is such that very little alteration will be required in them. Robert- 
street we propose to cross upon its present level. 
Will these crossings in any way impede the cross traffic? No, very little, if at all. In 

Northumberland.street there is no traffic; Robert-street would be crossed on the present 
level; and with regard to George-street, though there would be a slight alteration, yet it 
would be an improvement, because the line would cross on an embankment. 
With regard to the junction with Pitnaeree Station, I would ask you whether you con-

sider it expedient to adopt this in preference to a junction at some other point than the 
present station? By going by the other lines it will be necessary to cross two roads, one of 
which is a main road; and as level crossings, especially over main roads, arc always 
objectionable and inconvenient, I came to the conclusion that the Pitnacree junetioli was the 
the more favourable of the two. Level crossings over public roads always cause great incon-
venience, besides the addition to the expense of the line, by having to maintain gates and 

watchmen. 
SO. By Mr. Hoskins: You have gone over the whole of the ground? I have.' 
81. Do you contemplate that the line will have to cross the lagoon? No, we shall not have 
to cross the lagoon, and that is the use of the diversion of the road that I propose. By this 
we are enabled to avoid the lagoon. There is not room now to pass between the road and 
the lagoon and we therefore divert the road, in order to avoid the expense of making 
und across the lagoon, or of having to go round it- 
Then the railway, according to your plan, will take the place of the road? Yes, and V 

the road will be made further back. 83. 
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You will require to make viaducts on the line? Yes, of course, and I propose to make Mr. A. J. 
a liberal allowance all along the line for the storm water, because 1 believe that they have WhaUey. 
found the eulverts on the Great Northern line utterly insufficient to early off the storm 
water. They have not been made wide enough, and the consequence is that the water 25April,1861. 
gathers, and has been found to gradually eat away the foot of the bank. 
What description of eulverts do you intend to make? Just simple timber eulverts, 

without flooring them. They are not required for foot traffic, and 1, therefore, intend to 
have nothing more than the mere timbers to carry the rails. Such eulverts as these may 
be constructed very inexpensively. Tile piling would be the most expensive part of the 
timber, the rest would be a very small consideration, because it would be given by neigh-
bouring proprietors asafree gift. 
1 believe there is a great deal of swampy ground on this line ? There is. 
And in the event of the ground being rotten where you have to drive the piles, will you 

think it, necessary to make it concrete on which to abut the piles ? Certainly, if the ground 
is rotten, or if there is not a sufficient depth of soil in which to bed them. 

Would you recommend that the piles should be sheathed with sine ? Yes, perhaps it 
would be better to sheath them clown to a certain depth I am not able, of course, to speak 
as to the merit of the different kinds of timber here1  I, therefore, do not know wacther or 
not ironhark suffers from the white ant. 
We have had before the house at different times various opinions as to the best mode 

of staying piles in a viaduct or culvert, what is your opinion on the point ; or rather how 
do you propose to stay your piles, by longitudinal or by cross braces ? The kind of thing I 
propose is lilerely to place on the piles the timber necesiary for carrying the rails, and these 
timbers would of themselves be braces.  

By ;[r. Jiurhonon The viaduets on this line are of no great magnitude? No but I 
would not have any stint of colverts on the line, because the land flrhls in all directions 
towards one side of the line, and there must in wet weather be it very considerable body of 
water for which it will be necessary to Secure nuimlerous outlets. 
00. flit the Choi,,nq,m : You say you have not looked into the Bill ? I have not. 
91. If you look at clauses 105 and 106 you will find that due provision is there made for 
the erection of bridges I perceive that it is so. But there is not on the line any road of 
the kind described in the first section of the first of these two clauses. 
02 But suppasa there should be, you Sec that even for that due pro\'ison has been made 
Yes, certainly ; bitt, of course, all these matters will be very carefully attended to in the 
construction of the line. 

James Campbell, Esq., called in and examined 

BY the Cl,a.jr,arjn : You are a merchant of this city ? I am. J. Campbell, 
And are it member of the firm of Keele, Campbell, and Co? I am. Esq. 

You fiirnierly carried on business in Morpeth! I (lid, for a number of years. 
During how long a period? Altogether about 13 or 14 years. 25Apnl,1601. 

You are a.e'juain ted then with 31orpeth ? I an' perfectly. 
08. And with the country around it? Yes, for miles round in every direction. 
00. When you resided at Morpeth were you in the habit of travelling much about the 
neighb.urhood ? Yes, J have travelled over the country for thirty miles round 3lorpeth. 

You have then a pretty perfect knowledge of the country within a radius of tinmty miles 
of Morpeth f I have. 

And from the extensive business you so long carried on in Morpeth, you have, I presume, 
-in aeeivatc acquaintance with all time commercial relations of that town ? I have. 

You are aware that a Iluinber of gentlemen of that neighbourhood have applied to 
I'arhiaulermt, by petition, for all Act to incorporate a Company to be called the 3Jaitl:md and 
Morpeth llailwa.y Company, the object of that Company being to construct and work a rail-
way between the port of Morpeth and the town of Maitland ? I out aware that such is the 
ease. 

Are you a shareholder in that Company ? I ala. 
To what extent? . To the extent of a hundred shares. 
The petitioners allege in the preamble of the Bill, which they seek to pass into law, 

that the construction of a railway would be of great public advantage; or in the words of the 
Bill, that "it would be of great public advantage that a line of railway should be constructed 
and ivaimitained between the town of Morpeth, in the Colony of New South Wales, and the 
town of Maitllold, in the sonic Colony, for the more regular and expeditious conveyallce of 
the important and increasing commerce of the said places, and for facilitating communi-
cation between the north-western interior of the said Colony and the port of Morpeth 
now is it your opinion that the allegation contained in the words I have read is correct ? 
Most certainly. 
lUG. Can yon give the Committee any evidence in proof of it., correctness? Yes. I consider 
that the formation of this line of railway will lie a direct advantage to something like 20,000 
illhahitants, including those of )Iaitland and 3Eorpeth, and the neighbourhood between and 
around the two places. There are the Paterson, tile Williams, and a portion of the Lower 
Hunter, all directly interested in the establishment of this line. Besides this, I am in a 
position to state almost with certainty that if this line is opened, it will open up it very 
large coal trade between Morpeth and Sydney, a trade which at the present time 1hrpeth 
does not possess to any extent worth mentioning. I know tlla.t there are some very rich 
seams of coal at Black Creek, at Anvil Creek, and upwards, and that one scant in particular, 

tlnrty 
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J. Campbell, thirty feet deep, has been discovered, a more extensive scam than any in the Colony; besides 
Esq. the coais are of the finest description, those found on Captain Rnssell's land being of the 

very best description of Cannel coal. 
25 April,lSGl. 107. Di) you know what the present population of Morpeth is? The population of the 

town itself is not so very large, but it has avery rich and populous district around it. 
108, Can you give a guess as to the present population of the town ? I should say it was 
about 2,000. 

The district on the other side of the River Hunter is, I believe, of if very fertile and 
productive character? 'Yes. It is one of the most populous agricultural districts that I 
know of in the Colony, and at the same time is, without exception, the most fertile. The 
whole valley of the Paterson, and from Raymond Terrace upwards to the valley of The 
Williams and that valley itself, consist of the richest alluvial soil, and they are all conse- 
quently very closely populated. 

Can you state of your own knowledge, acquired in the exercise of your calling as a 
merchant, whether the producers of the Paterson, and the other localities round about 
Morpeth, send much of their produce upwards towards the interior of the country? If 
there were facilities for doing NO, I have no doubt but that a large quantity of produce 
would find its way upwards, because hay, maize, and potatoes are often very Ingli at Single- 
ton and Muswellhrook, when they are selling at it very cheap rate in Morpeth and Maitland. 
Ill. What difference in the price of any one article have you known to exist in the two 
places? I believe there has been a difference of as jnneh as £6 per ton in the two places, on 
the price of hay only. 

What was the quotation for hay at that time in Morpeth ? From £8 lOs. to £4 per 
ton; whilst at Singleton it was selling at £10. 

And does the sane difference of price rule in regard to the various other articles of 
produce ? A great deal depends upon the seasan. If dry weather prevails, the crops 
upwards are almost sure to be it failure, and in that ease they are dependant entirely upon 
the Lower hunter for their supplies of produce. In moist seasons, however, there is not so 
much difference in the supply, and, consequently, not so much difference in price between 
the two places. 

Do you posess any statistics shewing the produce of the neighbourhood round about 
Morpeth, and which may naturally be considered as belonging to it, as the centre of 
population ? There were some statistics made out, at very great trouble and expense, by 
some of the persons interested in the district, and they were published, a short time back, in 
the Herald newspaper. I believe those statistics could be obtained, or, at all events, they 

could be seen in the file of the Herald- These statistics shewed that the downward produce 
to Sydney, from the country above the flats on the Hunter, amounted in the year to some-
thing like £1,500,000; and that they were going on increasing very rapidly in extent. 

Thea the annual value of the exports was £1,500,000? Yes; that was the value 
exported during the year from all the country above tire flats on the hunter, including, of 
course, the Williams and the Paterson with the ITunter. 

You scarcely understand the tenar of the question I put to you—let inc now ask yan, 
whether, previous to any line of railway between Maitland and Morpeth being in contemp] a-
tier, the settlers round about Morpeth were accustomed to send much produce upwards 
towards the interior ? No ; they only sent produce up beyond Maitland in dry seasons, 
when the difference in price would pay dealers to do so. I have, very frequently, known 
dealers to purchase produce in Maitland and Morpeth, and take it up to Singleton oi' 
Muswellbrook. 

At all events Morpeth and its neighbourhood would supply the two Maitlands pretty 
liberally, even if the season were such that supplies were not wanted higher up los 

some of the produce reached Maitland; but then there is a very good agricultural district 
round Maitland as well as round Morpeth, and a great part of their supplies are drawn from 

there. 
Then Maitland is not dependant for its supplies upon Morpeth, or, through Morpeth, 

upon the Paterson and the other districts you have named? No, it has its own neighbour-
hood from which it is supplied ; and then a good deal of produce reaches it from the Paterson 
direct, as the people of that district can deliver goods as readily and as cheaply in Maitland 
as they can in Morpeth. 

During the time you carried on business in Morpeth, had you an opportunity of judging 
what were the comniercial relations between the two towns, and what commercial intercourse 
existed between them? Do you mean what direct business there was between the two 

places? 
No ;—I muean rather what amount of commercial business was done by Morpeth with 

Maitland, and through Maitland with the country above ? The trade of Morpeth itself' is 
confined to it were local business. The Committee are no doubt aware. that in all small 
towns a very great deal of local jealousy exists, especially between towns so near together as 
Maitland and 3lorpeth. The consequence of this is, that there is really very little direct 
trade between the two. Another reason for this is, that both places derive tbeir supplies 
from the same source—Sydney. 

But it is more particularly with reeard to the trade with the country up above )lait-
land, carried on through Morpeth, that I would have your opinien. Is there any such trade 
carried on with the interior from )iorpetl', as th0 port and head of navigation ? Yes ; there 
is a large traffic that must go through Maitland to the northern and the north-western districts. 
We ourselves send goads by way of Morpeth and Maitland, as high up as the i\laequario, 
Wellington, and Dubbo. The last place is exclusively supplied through Morpeth. 

'low many customers had your firm alone, in the supply of whom you had to send 
goods 
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goods from Morpeth through Maitland? I had a large number of quatters on the J. Campbell, 
Maequaric and Castlereagh, who were customers of mine; but as I found that this business Esq. 

did not answer me, I have given it up for some time past. But though I have done so, 
somebody must do the business—some one must supply them—and, wherever the source 0f2GApnl,1861. 

supply, the goeds tlmselves must pass through Morpeth and Maitland. We have, however, 
still a number of customers at Dubbe and Cooiah, all of whom we supply from Morpeth by 
way of Maitland. 
1.23. Then you think that this railroad will be of great public advantage, not simply on 
account of its affording a regular means of communication between Maitland and Morpeth, 
but by reason of its affording an increased means of communication with the Colony at 
large I do; and I can give you an instance of the value of the Western Road from Maitland, 
as it means of communication with the Western Districts ? I travelled over that road 
this time twelve months, and I found it superior to any country road in the Colony. 
It is comparatively level time whole way, and in crossing the dividing range the 
slope is so gentle that you hardly know when you are on the top of the rise. The conse-
quence is, that carriage by this road is very much lower than on any other. 
1.24. What is the rate of carriage on that road 7 From Maitland to 3ludgee it ranges from 
12s. to 146. and iGs. We recently sent goods from Morpeth to Guntawnng for 78. Cd. per 
ewt. 

Do you think then that the farmers in the neighbourhood of Morpeth would have a 
greater trade with the Western Gold Fields if they had this railway constructed, to connect 
tlmeni with the Great Northern Railway? 1 would not say that, as there is a good deal of 
produce now grown upon the Western Gold Fields. In so far as the farmers round about 
Morpeth are concerned, I do not think it would increase their trade, because now the sup-
plies of the Western Gold Fields are chiefly raised amongst themselves. 

But in regard to finding a market for their surplus produce would they not, to some 
extent, have a new market opened to them in the western interior, if this means of com-
munication were provided? No doubt they would, to some extent. They would find a 
market on the Castlereagh, the 2mhacquarie, and even on the Bogan, for some of their pro-
duce, such as flour and maize. 

What is the chief produce of the district around Morpeth ? Wheat, maize, potatoes, 
onions, lmtmy—prinoipally lucerne hay—and some little tobacco, though the latter is not 
grown now to anything like the extent that it used to be formerly. 

There is very little tobacco grown now? Very little, as compared with what was 
grown ten or twelve years ago. 

Are you aware, of your own knowledge, that a number of gentlemen have associated 
themselves together, in order to construct a line of railway between 3laitland and Morpeth ? 
I am. 

Do you know Mr. Benjamin Lee, junior? I do. 
Is he a man of reputed good position in society 7 He is. 
And a man of substance—of wealth 7 lie is. 

13$. Do you know Mr. S. S. Dickson? I do. 
1.34. Does he occupy a good position in the mercantile community 7 Most assuredly. 
35. And is also reputed to be a man of wealth ? lIe is. 
Do you know Mr. John Eales? I do. 
Is he a man of reputed substance? Undoubtedly. 
He uould be able to pay up his shares if called upon to do so? Certainly. 

189. Do you know Mr. James Taylor? I do. 
is he also a man well-known in conimercial circles? Yes, for time last fifteen years. 
H0 carries on an extensive business in Morpeth, I believe? He does. 
Do you know Mr. Louis Wolfe Levy? 1 do. 
Of what firm is he a member? Time firm of David Cohen and Co. 
Is he a man of known means? Yes, their firm does one of the largest businesses in 

Maitland. 
1,45. Do you know Mr. Alexander Dodds? I do. 
1.46. Is lie reputed to be a man of wealth and property? He is. 

Do you know Mr. James Brand Ritehie Robertson? I do. 
is lie also a man .of reputed substance? Yes, lie is a large landed proprietor there. 
Do you know Mr. Ermoeli Coberoft, Mr. Thomas Cadall, Mr. Charles E. Jac1ues, Mr. 

John Scott, Mr. William Henry Mullen, Mr. J. E. Wolfe, Captain Close, Mr. Alexander 
Browne Portus, Mr. Andrew Liddell, Mr. Isaac Gorrick, Mr. Robert Straeban, Mr. Oeta 
vius E. Middleton, Mr. P. O'Keefe, Mr. W. Lipseoinb, Mr. D. Mofl'mtt, and Mr. Duncan 
Sim ? Yes, I know them all. 
3.50. Are they all men of respectability and of reputed substance? I believe so. 
1.51.. At all events, they will be able to pay their shares if called upon to do so? I should 
say so. 

Do you know what is the proposed capital of the Company? Yes, £25,000. 
Are you aware what amount of this proposed capital has been already subscribed for? 

According to the last report I received from Morpeth, about a fortnight ago, £15,000 had 
been subscribed; and since then I have sent up an application for 100 shares more, Two 
gentlemen, friends of mine, desired use to take up fifty shares each for them. This is 
upwards of a week ago, and I have no doubt but that many more shares have since been 
taken up. 

Generally speaking, do you know the parties who have bound themselves to subseribe 
the capital of this Company? I cannot speak with regard to any except those whose 
names appear in the published list, all of whom I know, because I have not seen the list of 

shareholders. 
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J. Campbell, shareholders. Th'ere may be a few small shareholders that I do not know; but with the 
Esq. bulk of them, who are men interested in the district, I must be acquainted. ilowever, as 

I said, I have not seen the list, and cannot therefore speak with certainty. 
25April,1861. 155. As it business man are you able to say, from your knowledge of the shareholders, 

whether the calls on the shares will be met? I have no doubt about the matter. 
They will be met? Certainly. 
If the whole of the capital were called in at once, would it be met? Most certainly. 

It is fly opinion that to three-fourths of the shareholders it would be no object if the whole 
capital were called in to-morrow. 

Do you, as it colonist interested in the welfare of the Colony at large, as well as in 
that of the district referred to, consider it advisable to pass this Bill into law—on public 
grounds, and leaving all lucre local advantage out of the question? I do; for I believe that 
this line will confer it direct personal advantage upon about 20,000 people; and this altogether 
apart from the facility the line would give for sending produce into the interior from the port, 
as well as for sending exports from the interior to the port. 

Is it not a fact that the town of Morpebh occupies a most eligible situation for the 
residence of it large population, being placed, on a gradually rising ground, in the centre 
of an extensive and fertile district, and at the head of the natural navigation of a noble 
river ? I consider it to be the best site for a town that there is upon 1.he Hunter. 

Is it not a fact, also, that by the eniployment of the public revenue in the construction 
of the Great Northern railway an impediment has been created to the natural progress of 
the town, and that, notwithstanding its many and great advantages, it has been thrown 
from the natural increase of prosperity which it ought to have enjoyed, by,  the employment 
of the public revenue having operated against that increase—has not this been the effect? 
Yes, that is the effect that was naturally to have been anticipated from the construction of 
the Newcastle line; but the facilities for the shipment of goods which -Morpeth enjoys has 

hitherto preserved the town from any serious injury. The result is that up to the present 
time the railway has not done so much injury totiorpeth as it would have done, had it 
extended further into the interior. When the line is carried beyond Singleton, no doubt its 
effect upon Morpeth will be much more decisive than it has yet been ; but up to the 
present time it has always been considered as cheap to carry the goods to Morpeth and ship 
them thence by the steamer, as to send them by rail to Newcastle. The reason for this is 
that the goods trade of the river helps to fill up the steamers in the dull seasons of the 
year, and, consequently, until very recently the freight for goods by the steamers has been 
the Sante from Morpeth as from Newcastle. 
101. is that in consequence of the competition between the two places for the goods traflic? 
No. There can be no competition in this respect, as Newcastle has not and never had aity 
goods traffic. 
162. Bat be the extent greater or less, has not the effect been that the railway to Newcastle 
constructed with the public money has caused an artificial drawback to what should have 
been the steadily increasing prosperity of )Iorpeth ? There can be no doubt about that. 
And not only as Morpeth suffered, but the two Maitlands also. All these places have felt 
the ill efihets of the line. 
103. But more particularly with regard to Morpeth? No doubt that has suffered the most. 
lOt have the town and district of Morpeth had that fair field for their legitimate opera-
tions in extending the various branches of industry, that all places are supposed to have 
under a British Government, and that they would have had, if this railway to Newcastle 
had not been constructed? Not at all. 
105. You consider then that giving them the right to construct this proposed railway 
between Maitland and Morpcth the Parliament will only be given to the latter that fair 
field of operation that the construction of the Great Northern line deprived it of? Certainly 
I do. 
160. And you are of opinion that the impediment or obstacle in the way of the natural 
advance of Morpeth in prosperity has been entirely of an artificial character, and has been 
caused by the outlay of the public money ? I have not the slightest hesitation in saying so. 

B5 Mr. JJoskins: But you are doubtless aware that whenever a railway has been 
conducted past a town that had been previously prosperous, the consequence has been that 
the prosperity of the town has been not only temporarily, but permanently injured? Yes, 
such has been pretty generally the case. 

Therefore in making this railway, the Government had not to study the interest of 
any particular locality, but solely to keep in view the benefits that were to be conferred 
upon the large number of persons who are resident in the Northern District? Do you 
mean in making the Northern Railway 

Yes ? I think then in regard to that, that they only studied the people of Newcastle. 
Surely if the people of Morpeth thought this, they might have done something to 

prevent it—did they protest against the line? No, I believe they did not; but it was 
hardly to be expected that they should do so, seeing the great apathy that exists every 
where in the Colony upon all public matters. 
1.71. You are aware that it was constructed by the Government? Yes, but it was got up 
by a private Company. 
172. Yes, but in pursuance of a determination come to by Parliament, that all railways 
should be in the hands of the Government, this line was taken out of the hands of the 
Company, and was constructed by the Government? That is all very well; but I happen 
to know that this railway was got up in the first instance as a private job. The meeting at 
which the Company win formed was not a public meeting, but was called by private circular 
sent rouad to the different parties who were to have a share in it. They started with a 

capital 
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capital of £400,000, and all the shares were soon taken up; but only on the understanding J. Campbell, 
and on this condition only was the Company formed, that they should get a guarantee Esq. 

from the Government of £5 per cent. interest on the first £100,000 paid up. With this rt 
condition the Government would not agree, but they gave it guarantee of £4 per cent. 234pril,1861. 

with this the shareholders were satisfied, for they made it very good job of it, as they had 
money lying idle, for which they could not get more than £24 per cent, from the Banks. 

But is not the construction of this line in strict conformity with the public policy; 
adopted by the Legislature, that the Government alone should have the power of making 
railways in New South Wales? Yes; but that policy was not adopted by the Legislature 
until after this Company job had hen consummated; and as to the policy subsequently adopted, 
I may say, if I am not considered indiscreet in doing so, that some little jobs call be perpe-
trated oven by a Legislature. 

Do you know, as a matter of fact, that the gentlemen whose ,iames are mentioned in 
the Bill are actual shareholders in this proposed Company? I only know it from having 
been informed that they are so, and some of them are shareholders to it large amount too. 

You have not seen their signatures to that effect? No, I have not seen their application, 
but I have no doubt about their being  shareholders. 

have you yet paid any instalment on your shores? No. Three-fourths of the shares 
must be applied for before any call can be made; and the last I heard was that about 
£15,000 out of the £25,000 had been applied for. Since then I have sent in applications 
from two gentlemen for 50 shares each, and no doubt other applications have been sent in 
from other parties, though I have not yet heard to what extent. 

Are you prepared to pay up an instalment of your shares before the Company com-
mences operations ? Yes, to-morrow if it is asked for. 

And would you pay up all if it were considered necessary? I would. 
Assuming that the Company should in the construction of this line exceed its present 

proposed capital, are you prepared to pay more than you have now subscribed for? Yes, 
double the amount if required. 

Or to the extent of whatever the ec,st of construction may be? Yes. 
have you ever heard it bruited abroad that all this Company intended to do was to 

construct the line, and then to sell'it to Government so soon as they got it into working 
order ? No, I have not. I have never heard anything of the kind hinted. 

You have told the Committee that, you anticipate a great traffic on this proposed line 
in the conveyance of hay and vegetables from Morpeth to Singleton ? I have. 

You do not propose to carry this line to Singleton? No; only to Maitloud. 
Then how do you propose to convey this hay and these vegetable to Singleton ? By rail. 
By the Government line, I suppose ? Yes. I presume that some arrangements will be 

made by the Company for the use of the Government line. 
186, You fancy then that some arrangement will be made by which you will be allowed to 
run your trucks upon the Government line? Yes, I believe that is what is intended. 

And suppose the Government should not assent to this arrangeiuent, is your line 
likely to be it paying speculation ? I see no possible reason wily the Government should 
not assent to such air arrangement, they construct railways for the benefit of the cominumty 
at large, and it is equally an advautage to the community to have their goods carried, 
whether they be in our trucks, or in the trucks of the Government. Besides, I call hardly 
imagine that the Government would construct a railway and then shut off traffic from it. 

Then do you not think that if you are allowed to work your trucks on the Government 
line, you will, in effect, be diverting the trade that would otherwise conic through Newcastle? 
1 (10 not see how we call very well divert from Newcastle that which it has not got. 

When the line is extended to the north, will not goods be shipped from Sydney, put 
from the steamer on to the trucks at Newcastle, and then carried thence by rail direct to Sin- 
gleton, there to be put on drays and taken to its destination? That may be the case to 
some extent, but I do not think the effect of the rail will be felt until the line has got it 
good hit beyond Singleton. 

Let mu ask you, if you think it will pay to shift goods from the steamer on to your 
trucks at Morpeth, and then to take them on to 3faitland and to shift them from your trucks 
oil to those of the Government line? No, certainly not, and that is the very object we have 
in making an arrangement with the Government for our trucks to travel on their line, so 
that the goods may be taken from the vessel at Morpeth and then not shifted again until 
they reach their destination. 

Under such an arrangement, the further the line was carried to the northward, 
the more would the traffic be diverted from Newcastle? As 1 said before, you cannot 
divert from Newcastle that which it has not got; but there is this consideration, that 
if you do not permit this arrangement to be made, you will actually divert from Morpeth 
the goods traffic which it actually at present possesses. 
102. Will not the effect of establishing your line under such an arrangement as you have 
suggested be, that the mercantile houses, in Moitland, will loose the greater part of their 
up-country custom, as the goods intended for the interior will be transhipped direct for 
their destination, either at Newcastle or Morpeth, and will not rest in Naitland at all ? 
No, I think not. I am under the impression that the Maitland storekeepers are masters of 
the situation, and that the squatters in the interior are so bound up with them, that the 
trade cannot be diverted from them. 
198. You have spoken of the trade between Morpeth and the towns of Singleton and 
Muswellbrook as being likely to be increased by the formation of this line? I have; but 
those remarks are only applicable to dry seasons, for in good or moist seasons those localities 
can supply themselves. 

194. 
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J. Campbell, 194. You have also alluded to some statistics that had been compiled, and which had 
Esq, appeared in the Herald? I did. 

They skewed the exports from the district, for the year, to have been a million and a 
26 April, 1861. half? Yes. 

Now, let me ask you, if a very large proportion of that amount was not the value of 
produce brought down from the interior, above Maitland? A portion of it was. 

But was not a very large proportion of it from the interior ? No, not a large propor-
tion ; the largest share was contributed by the lower districts. One vessel might have
easily taken away all the wooi sent down from the interior, in that year. If I remember 
rightly, there were not more than 14,000 bales, that year, shipped from Morpetim. 

Let inc ask you if you do not think it would be preferable that the produce of the 
interior should be taken direct from Singleton to Newcastle, and there shipped, rather than 
to have it shifted, at Maitland, on to the Morpeth trucks, and then to be shipped, and 
to suffer the tedious river navigation between Morpeth and Newcastle? I cannot say what 
effect the two hours' river passage in the steamer is likely to have upon produce, hut this I 
know, that if by arrangements, the Company can make goods be delivered cheaper in 
Morpeth than they can be in Newcastle, and that the freight to Sydney is the same from 
Morpeth as from Newcastle, shippers will soon find it out, and Morpeth will be the recog-
nized port of shipment. 

Then the reason why Morpeth will be so, is really that no freight is actually charged 
for goods carried by steamer between Morpeth and Newcastle? It is not exactly that, 
because the steamers must go up the river, and if they stop to unload at Newcastle they 
are delayed, whilst they are still burning coal, so that they might as well be progressing; 
and on that account it is much better for the steamers that they should take the goods on 
with them. 

Is there not a very much superior haven at Newcastle to what there is at Morpeth ? 
Yes, for a different class of vessels. Newcastle is a port for large sized vessels, that could 
not get up to Morpeth. 

Supposing the Great Northern Railway to be completed into the far interior, would 
there not be every likelihood of a direct trade sin iugino up between the Northern Districts 
and Newcastle, and even, ultimately, between England and Newcastle ? Before you can 
get any direct trade between England and Newcastle, you will have to get iuonied men, 
capable of carrying on an import trade, to settle there. It does not seem probable at 
present. 

There is no reason why it should not be so, or that monied men should not see the 
advantage of taking up a position there? No; there is no reason except this—that this 
particular class of trade has now been for years concentrated in Sydney ; and it is always 
difficult, when so many interests are involved, to break up old associations of this kind. 

Then, again, this trade that you speak of as likely to start up between Norpoth and 
the districts of the north and north-west, appears to me to be extremely problematical 
for as the railway extends into the interior, so long as Newcastle is the terminus, so long 
will the traffic from these interior districts be diverted from Morpeth and Maitland to the 
town at which the line ends? I do not think so; at all events, not if this line of 
ours is constructed. We shall always have on advautage over Newcastle, because there 
the goods must always be twice shifted. There is no store to receive them, and when 
they are landed from the steamers, the probability is, if it is late in the day, that they 
will have to be carted to a private store to be warehoused, and then carted back and put on 
the trucks. But even if this is not so, they will have to lie on the wharf till the trucks 
are ready, and then they will have to be again shifted on to the railway trucks. 

You are now alluding to the import trade? Yes, to the gocUs brought from Sydney, 
and intended for the interior. They would have to be transhipped twice at Newcastle, 
because there is no store to receive them, neither is there room to erect one. Now, where 
we are there is no difficulty in the matter, because the train will start from where the 
steamers terminate their voyage, and then the goods will be placed at once from the 
steamer's hold on to the trucks of the Company. And then if an arrangement can be mnde 
with the Government there is no doubt that as the line extends, the more goods will be 
sent by rail. 

Goods sent from Sydney would not be delayed in ?Iaitla.nd? I presume not ; that is 
to say, goods sent from Sydney direct to parties in the interior. Goods intended for the 
interior, but consigned to Maitland, would of course stop there. 
200. Then you think that if this proposed railway is not made every extension of the 
Great Northern line will tend to injure Morpeth ? I do, most assuredly. 
207. And the only benefits that would accrue from the making of this proposed line, that 
is, the only practical benefits would be enjoyed by the inhabitants of Morpeth ? No. The 
greatest practictil benefits would be conferred upon the squatters and storekeepers of the 
far interior, who would be enabled to ship their produce and receive their supplies to and 
from Morpeth at a cheaper rate than from Newcastle. 
205. But assuming that goods can be sent direct from Sydney to Newcastle; that they can 
there be placed on the railway trucks and sent direct to the interior, must not that be an 
advantage to the shipper as compared with sending them to Morpeth? I do not see 
what gain there would be to the shipper unless you assnme that the Government will ca.rry 
the goods between Newcastle and Morpeth for nothing, and that is hardly likely. The 
steamer charge between Sydney and Morpeth being the same as between Sydney and New-
castle, the shipper by sending to Morpeth must save the seventeen miles of railway carriage. 
It is not probable that the Government will charge the same price for delivering goods at 
Newcastle as for delivering them at Morpeth, 17 miles short. The result is that the shipper 

will 
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will save the cost of carriage for 17 miles, at so much per ton per mile, according to the . Campbell, 
established charge. 

sq. 

200. Then it is your opinion that if the Maitland and Morpeth line is opened all the goods 
traffic will pass by way of Morpeth ? I hope so. 

25 ApnI,1861. 

You do not, under any circumstances anticipate much goods traffic on the Newcastle 
line? Not much. 

And when this line is opened there will be, still less? I think so. 
Then the best thing that can be done will be to take up the rails on the Newcastle 

line and sell them ? fly opinion is or course of very little weight; but it is certainly my 
impression that if the line had started at Morpeth, and the 17 miles now existing between 
there and Newcastle had been run into the interior, it would have been better for the 
country. 

U0 you anticipate much local traffic between Maitland and Morpeth ? Yes, there is 
already a large traffic between the two. 

None of the passenirer traffic between Sydney and Maitland will pass throng]' Mor-
peW? Yes ; a good deal of the morning traffic would, because it is anything but comfort-
able to have to ret lip out of bed in the morning and have to loiter about Newcastle waiting 
for the train or the steamer. 

Then in fact the result of opening this line would be that the passenger as well as the 
goods traffic would be taken off the Northera line ? Not all of it. It would not materially 
interfere with the passenger traffic, except in the morning; and then, if you bad monied 
men established in business at Newcastle, who would lay oit ships of their own, there would 
soon be a goods traffic start up on the line. But until Newcastle possesses an export trade, 
and men of capital, not only with the means but with the ability to direct that trade, there 
will never be much goods traffic there. 

1 cannot conceive wily you should imagine that Newcastle, with so much more natural 
advantages as it haven than Morpeth, would jiever be able to compete with the former in 
the goods traffic—its capabilities are verb much greater than those of Morpeth can ever be? 
Newcastle has certainly great capabilities for on export trade, that must he admitted; but 
then you must remember that it will be a very difficult thing to take that trade away from 
Sydney, where it has been established for so many years. It is always difficult to take 
away from any place the trade it already has, as to do so requires to break up old 1,usiaess 
connections, and to form new ones. Another thing that will always operate against any 
such an attempt is that the squatters in the interior are now so intimately connected 
and mixed up with the Sydney firms that all their produce must of necessity pass through 
Sydney merchants' hands. 

By Mr. JJucliunan From your observations I gather that you regard as a reckless 
piece of extravagance the fonnation of a line of railway, to run along the banks of a navi-
gable river? I do. 

And that upon no grounds was such an expenditure of the public money to be justified? 
I think not. 

And that if the line had been commenced at the head of the river navigation, for the 
same expenditure that has been made the line would have now been carried for some twenty 
miles further into the interior ? Most certainly. 

Are you aware of the existence of very rid] and extensive coal mines in the vicinity 
of Black Creek ? I ala aware of it only from information I have received on the subject. 
1 have not actually visited them. 

And, in the event of this line being opened, an outlet will be found for the produce of 
these coal mines, as well as of those at Anvil Creek ? Yes. I have no doubt but a very 
large quantity will be sent to Sydney; and I am sure they will be in great demand there 
from their very superior quality ; they are of the best kind of what is (ailed Cannel coal. 

If this line be completed, the establishment of it large and extensive coal trade between 
Morpeth and Sydney will be the result? Upon this point I can only give you what I was 
myself told on Saturday last by a gentleman who is connected with the mines at the Four-
Nile Creek, in which be is very largely interested. He was asked to take some shares in 
this Company, and lie said lie ivould not, as lie was not going to aid in the establishment 
of a Company to injure himself, because the opening of this line would bring about such 
an opposition in the coal trade that would assuredly destroy all his interest in the trade. 

Are you aware that there is already a very considerable coal trade now carrying on 
between Morpeth and Sydney? Yes, there is a pretty good trade of the kind; the steamers 
alone consume a very large quantity. 

Is it not the ease that many coining to load coal at Newcastle, and being unable to get 
under the shoots there, proceed up to Morpeth to get their cargo, in order not to be delayed? 
Yes, the smaller class of vessels often do so. 

The coals thus taken aboard by these vessels, as well as those supplied to the steamers 
have to be carted down to the wharf by drays? Yes; they are all taken down by horse and 
cart. 

And at a very considerable cost? Yes; I have known as much as 12s. per ton paid 
for carting coal from the pit to Morpeth Wharf. 

This high price of carriage must necessarily tend to impede the trade? No doubt of 
it; it is all but it complete check to it. Capt. Russell's mine, which had been opened, has 
been closed for some time past in consequence of the cost of carriage. 

Then the establishment of this line of railway would give greatly increased facilities 
to the coal trade of the district? It must of necessity do so, when, as I tell you, as much 
as 12s. per ton has been paid for carriage. I have myself known that price to have been paid. 

Notwithstandinr the drawback of the line of railway between Newcastle and Maitland,. 
252-6 there 
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3. Campbell, there is still a good goods traffic between Morpeth and the interior? Yes; almost the 
sq. entire traffic goes that way. 

230. With this traffic, then, the Newcastle line has not as yet interfered? Not at all. 
25April,1861. 231. So that if this be the effect whilst goods have to be transported to and from Morpeth 

by drays, the traffic will be increased rather than diminished, by the additional facilities 
given to it? That will certainly be the case. 

You know the port of Newcastle ? I do. 
Is it a port that is difficult of access? It is; to large sailing vessels it is very difficult. 
And to small vessels also? Yes, but more particularly to large ones; in fact, you 

cannot get into the port except the wind is blowing in a particular direction ; and in 
southerly winds it is exceedingly dangerous to attempt to enter. 

It is not then in the slightest degree probable that, with all these dnngers and. 
difficulties connected with it, and with such a noble and safe harbour as that of Sydney to 
compete with, any great trade between England and Newcastle direct will ever exist? No, 
never. Merchants will, always prefer Sydney as their port, on account of its being so much 
safer for their vessels, and so much more convenient for the lauding of their goods. And as 
to the squatters ; even if there were no other considerations to lead them to send their 
produce to Sydney, they would always prefer to do so, rather than risk the danger of losing 
it by shipping at Newcastle. 

In fact, the whole course of business since the establishment of the Colony, as well as 
the many advantages of Sydney as a port, have tended to centralize the whole trade of the 
Colony in Sydney, in such a way that it will be many years before Newcastle has any large 
trade of its own, except in coals? It will never have a large trade, until it has merchants 
of its own doing a direct import business with England. 

01 course you are of opinion, that between flourishing towns, such as Maitland and 
Morpcth, a large passenger traffic 011 the proposed line is to be anticipated? Yes; even 
between the two towns there will be it large traffic. 

Then, as a mere commercial speculation, you believe that this proposed railway will be 
a most paying and most lucrative concern? 1 do. 

And will be of great advantage not merely to the district, but to the public generally? 
That is my opinion. 

By jllr. L(oskins And where is this great passenger traffic to come from? There is 
a large population in these towns alone. West Maitland, I suppose, contains as many as 
5,000 inhabitants; East Maitland numbers a population of about 2,000; and Morpeth has 
about the sante number. These numbers are independent of the population of the sur- 
rounding districts; but, taking them also into account, we have certainly a sufficient 
population wherewith to create a passenger traffic, more particularly when people had the 
advantage of rapidity and cheapness in travelling. There is a very large passenger traffic 
now between Maitland and Morpeth, and yet the fare charged is half-a-crown. Now this 
will most certainly be increased when people can go backwards and forwards for threepenee. 

You are alluding now to the mere local traffic? Yes. 
242 Do you happen to know how much of the capital of this Company has been subscribed 
for, or to what amount applications for shares have been made by persons resident in the 
locality? I believe I can tell you, at it rough guess, what amount of shares have been taken 
up in Sydney. 

How much? There have been shares representing £4,000 taken up in Sydney. The 
rest of the capital subscribed has been found by residents of the Hunter District. 

You spoke just now of the many dangers and difficulties to be encountered by sailing 
vessels in entering the port of Newcastle; now, are not these remarks equally applicable to 
vessels coming to Morpeth, seeing that they also have to enter the port of Newcastle? Just 
the same; but, it must be remembered that these remarks do not apply to steam vessels the 
same as to sailing vessels. 

Then the trade of Morpeth is mainly dependant upon the steam vessels? Yes, for the 
quickness and regularity of their passages have completely driven all the sailing vessels out 
of the trade, and there are no sailiug vessels come up to Morpeth now, except sonic few of 
the smaller class of colliers. 

But how is it with regard to the time employed in the river passage—arc not sailing 
vessels and even the steamers often delayed for two, three, and four hours by sticking on the 
fiats? No, not now. There has been no delay of this kiud for the last twelve months—
ever since the dredge has been in the river. The steamers and small sailing vessels can now 
go up the river at all times without any fear of the flats. 
247, By Mr. Buchanan There are six large steamers, I believe, now trading between 
Morpeth and Sydney 7 Only five, I think, at the present moment 

However, these steamers are always crowded with passengers at every trip, besides-
which, they are well freighted with goods, even to having their decks loaded ? Yes, they 
are very well patronised. 

There are also several omnibusses plying between Maitland and Morpeth for the con-
venience of passengers 7 Not recently ; I do not believe that there are now more than two 
oninibusses at the most now plying between the two towns. 

These are constantly filled with passengers at every trip of the steamer ? Well, I 
cannot speak as to that, because I have not been there for the last twelve montbs, and, con-
sequently, I cannot speak from my own knowledge. 

But from the experience you have had of the passenger traffic, acquired during your 
ion residence and intimate acquaintance with the district, you are enabled to say that it 
wil? form no inconsiderable item in the revenue of the proposed Company? I look upon it 

.as very likely that it will be so. 

Mr. 
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Mr. Philip John Cohen called in and examined 

By the Chairman: You are an old resident in the Colony, Ibelieve, Mr. Cohen? Yes; MrF J. 
for the last thirty yeats. 

Cohen. 

For a considerable number of years you have been connected with the traffic of the 
Hunter River District? Yes, for the last ten years. 

25 AvriZ 1861. 

What situation did you first fill in regard to that trade? I was a clerk to the Hunter 
River Steam Navigation Company. 

And you continued with that Company until it merged into the Australasian Steam 
Navigation Company? I did. 

Since then you have removed to the employment of the Hunter River New Steam 
Navigation Company? Yes; I an' now Manager of that Company. 

From the nature of the avocations you have followed, you are well acquainted with the 
details of the Hunter River trade ? Yes; for, besides my employment in the two Com-
panies, 1 resided in the district for fourteen years. 

Was that prior to your connection with these two Companies? Yes. 
Are you aware that certain gentlemen have petitioned the Assembly fr o an At to 

incorporate a Company, to be called " The !slaitlaud and Morpeth Railway Company"? 
I am. 

lTav&you seen the Bill which these persons require to be passed into law? I have not. 
In the Preamble of the Bill it is alleged that "it would be of great public advantage 

11  that a line of Railway should be constructed and maintained between the town of Morpeth 
in the Colony of New South Wales and the town of Maitland in the said Colony for the 
more regular and expeditious conveyance of the important and increasing conunerce of the 
" said places." Now, from yousknowledge of the district, acquired by long residence, and by 
the peculiar nature of your business, do you believe that the construction of this line will 
be a great public advantage! 1 have not the slightest doubt about it. It most certainly 
would. 

Why do you.t]iink this? Because a railway between Maitland and Morpeth will tend 
to improve the trade of the district generally. Even now all the goods coming from Sydney 
find their way to Morpeth ;and all the cultivation produce from the Hunter, from the 
neighbourhood of Morpeth, from the Paterson, and from the Williams, all comes to Morpeth, 
and goes thence by steam to Sydney. This is the case now, though carriage is troublesome 
and expensive and it would be still more so if carriage were made easy and inexpensive. 
There is no doubt also that if communication with the interior were opened up, not only 
would the trade of Morpeth be improved but the value of land in its neighbourhood, and the 
cultivation of the had now oeoupied would be equally improved in consequence of the new 
markets that would be opened. 
203. How do you arrive at this conclusion ? Front this fact, that some ten or twelve years 
ago there was but very little land in cultivation round about Morpeth; but when the gold 
fields sprang up, all impetus was given to industry, a new market was opened, and every acre 
of land was soon occupied and in all active state of cultivation. 

Sydney is, I believe, the chief city whence the supplies for the whole of the northern 
districts are drawn ? Yes, and the only one. 

And these goods once shipped in Sydney on the hunter River steamers are carried 
right up to the head of navigation, without being landed at Newcastle? Yes; they are 
never landed at Newcastle unless intended for consumption there. 

Then all the goods coining from Sydney, except the few that are required for the 
supply of Newcastle itself, do as a matter of fact come to Morpeth ? Yes, the whole of the 
goods required for the Northern Districts, above hlexham, are landed in Islorpeth, and go 
through Morpeth to their destination. 

That is as far as the import trade is concerned—now,  do you receive on your steamers 
none of the produce from the interior at Newcastle, after being brought down by railway? 
No, I do not suppose we get £1 a week for freight of goods brought down by railway. 

Mainfestly then it would be of advantage, in so far as this portion of the trade is con-
cerned, that there should be some ready means of communication between Maitland and 
Morpeth? It would be a very great advantage to the inhabitants, and not only to them but 
to the Northern Railway also, for our line would serve the purpose of a feeder to that line. 

Do you happen to know anything of the amount of traffic that passes through Morpeth? 
Yes, I can, as far as our Company are concerned, tell you the amount of traffic through the 
town. 

have you any statistics on the subject? I have a few rough notes of the amount of 
freight received by our Company. Fom these I find that last year we brought in our 
steamers to Sydney 7,093 bales of wool, all of which were shipped at Morpeth: a large 
quantity of hides, tallow, skins, and of all kinds of live stock, including poultry, pigs, geese, 
calves, and sheep. In fact, as far as live stock are concerned, 1 believe that the Sydney 
market is mainly supplied from the 1-lunter River District. 

That has been the traffic from Morpeth to Sydney,—what has been the traffic the 
other way? The freight we have received for goods sent from Sydney to Morpeth, or what 
we call our export trade, amounted last year, to £9,801 12s. Sd., which would give about 
14,800 tons. 

During that time, what amount of wool was received on board the steamers, at New-
castle? None. 

What other produce? Nothing; all that we have received from Newcastle, on our 
return voyages to Sydney, has been a few hides. 

There are then no exports from Newcastle? None that we carry. The export trade 
is exclusively confined to coal. 
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Mr. P. J. 275. And now, with regard to the passenger traffic? The passenger traffic, loth ways, 
Co sea, during the year 1800, brought in a revenue to the Company of £10,423. During the 

first three months of the present year our revenue from the same source has been £3,350 
23April1661. 276. Can you give its any idea of the number of passengers conveyed? I cannot give you 

the exact number; but they average about 400 a week, from Sydney to Morpeth. I may 
mention, however, that a part of the passengers land at Newcastle, and an on by train to 
Maitland. The cabin passengers generally take this route. 

Have you any means of distinguishing those that land at Newcastle from those that 
go on to Morpeth? Not the exact number; but 1 should think that about two-thirds of 
the passengers land at Newcastle. 

Can you give the Conintittee any information in regard to the number of passengers 
that leave Morpeth and Newcastle for Sydney? There is about in equal number each way-
to and from Sydney. 

Then, the numbers that leave and the numbers that arrive being about equal, does the 
same proportion you have just nientioned, in regard to the arrivals, hold good with respect 
to the departures; that is, do two-thirds of those who go from the Hunter take the steamer 
at Newcastle? Yes, that is about the average. 

Do you know anything of the produce of the districts round about Morpeth? I do. 
Take the Paterson, for example, what are its products ? Vegetable produce, poultry, 

and eggs. 
Speaking from your own knowledge acquired during your long residence in that part 

of the country, can you say whether much of the produce of the country around Morpeth 
finds its way upwards; that is, instead of coining to Sydney, goes in the opposite direction? 
Yes, a portion of the produce goes to Maitland. It goes dither there or to Morpeth. There 
are farms all over the country that lies between Morpeth and Maitland. 

That is not what I mean. Take the Paterson for instance: does any large portion of 
its produce go to Maitland or to the districts above Maitland ?No; very little goes in that 
direction, for it niostly.ahl conies down to Sydney. 

Is there much commercial traffic between the two towns of 31orpeth and Maitland? 
Yes; there is a very great traffic between the two places. All the goods for the Upper 
Hunter have to go by that way. 

What I mean is, is there any traffic between the two towns? Yes ; there is the con-
veyance of all the goods for the Maitland storekeepers. They all come through Morpeth. 

You do not understand my meaning. I wish to know if there is any business fran-
saeted between the merchants of )l.orpcth and those of Maitland ? Not much. 

And with regard to the districts beyond Maitland ? All their supplies are received 
through Morpeth. 

Beyond Maitland then, and for the whole distance up the country, the trade is very 
considerable? The whole business of the interior, both in sending supplies and receiving 
produce, is transaeted through Morpeth. - 

Then, speaking generally, do you thunk it would be for the convenience and advantage 
of the great bulk of the colonists resident in these districts, that this line should be coil-
strueted ? Yes, most undoubtedly ; and it would do more, for it would very largely increase 
the present experts. If this line were formed we 5hoold have several new coal mines opened, 
which cannot be worked now on account of the cost of carriage. I need not say that this 
would form a very valuable branch of trade, and would greatly benefit the district; and to 
shew the rlema ad that exists I may mention that our Company consume 000 tons of coal a 
mouth, the whole of which are taken from Morpeth ; and the old Company takes about the 
same. This coal is now supplied to us at the same price as at Newcastle, but with railway 
carriage it could be delivered in Morpeth at about Os. per ton. 

You are a shareholder in this Company ? I :,in. 
To what extent ? Only to the extent of £100-twenty shares. 
Do you know many of the shnreholders in this Company? I do. 
Do you know the persons named in the first clause of this Bill :-i\hr. Benjamin Lee, 

junr., Mr. S. S. Dickson, Mr. John Eales, Mr. James Taylor, Mr. Lewis Wolfe Levy, Mr. 
Alexander Dodds, Mr. J. B. it. Robertson, 31r. Coberoft, Mr. Thomas Cadall, Mr. C. B. 
Jaques, Mr. J. Scott, Mr. W. II. Mullen, Mr. J. B. Wolfe, Captain Close, Mr. A. B. Portus, 
Mr. A. Liddell, Mr. J. Gorrick, Mr. B. Strachan, Mr. 0. F. Middletoa, Mr. P. OlCeefe, 
Mr. W. I4ipseomb, Mr. P. Moffitt, and Mr. P. Sim? Yes, 1 know then, all. 

You are acquainted with all these persons whose names I have enumerated ? Yes. 
And can you say from the knowledge you have of them, whether they are all In en of 

reputed substance and respectability ? Yes, I believe them to be so. 
And that as men of business they will be ready to meet the calls upon the shares, 

whenever they are made? Yes, undoubtedly. 
Even if the capital should all be called up at once ? Yes, I an' sure they would. 
In so far as your knowledge of the persons who have subscribed for shares extends, are 

they persons of good standing socially and cannnereially? All those whose names have been 
read are so. They are either settlers or traders, or gentkmen having a large interest in the 
district. 

You have no doubt then about the perfect bonâ fides of the Coumpany? Not the 
slightest. 

What is the proposed amount of the capital of the Company? £25,000. 
And what amount of this has been subscribed for up to the present time ? 31r. Lee 

told Inc last week that upwards of £17,000 had been subscribed. 
He is Chairman of the Company, I believe? He is. 
And, therefore, likely to be well informed upon the subject? Yes. 
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04. Do you then consider that it would be advisable for the Parliament to grant this Act Mr. P.  J. 
that has been petitioned for? I do; for I think they will be doing an injustice to the Cohen. 

country if they (10 not pass it. 
1)o you ever pay any,  attention to the proceedings of Parliament? Sometimes. 26ApnI,I861, 

You read the newspapers in which those proceedings are published to the country 
I do occasionally whenever any matter of great interest is under discussion. 

Do you know from having read those proceedings that the iSlinister for Public Works 
Caine down to the louse and asked Parliament to vote a large sum of money, in order to 
construct this very line of railway upon Government account? I do. 

Did you take notice of the proceedings upon that occasion ? I (lid. 
And what was the reason given for refusing this vote, as you gathered it from those 

proceedings 1 When the vote was opposed, the Government then stated, that if the money 
was not granted, the line would be sure to be taken up by private enterprise. 

What answer was made to this? It was said, "Then let private enterprise do it" 
that this was a more brand, line, and that the Government ought not to meddle with any 
but main lines. 

Was not the principal reason given rather this—that branch lines should be left to 
private enterprise, and that this particular line was more especially it fitting object for the 
exercise of private enterprise? Yes; that was one of the reasons—and that the House 
did not wish the Government to deviate from the main line of road. 

BY Mr. Hoskj,ms: You say you know all the gentlemen whose names are enumerated 
in the first clause of the Bill? I do. 
813. Are they all shareholders in the Hunter River New Steam Navigation Company? 
Not all of them; some of them are. Mr. Lee and Mr. O'Keeffe are shareholders in the 
H. R. N. S. N. Company. 
314. Are not the majority of them shareholders in that Company ? Mr. Bales is not, 
Mr. Dodds is not, Mr. Coberoft is not, Mr. Cadall is not, Mr. Jaques is not. No, I do 
not think the majority are shareholders in that Company. 
815. Do you know whether tlje majority of them are not owners of property in Morpeth? 
I do not think they are. Mr. Taylor, Mr. Dickson, Captain Close, and Mr. Portus, are the 
only four amongst them, who, to my knowledge, possess property in Morpeth. 
316. You have already said that you are a shareholder in this Company? I have. 
817. In the event of the Company having to expend upon the construction of this line 
more money than they have subscribed, would you be willing to pay,  any increased call upon 
your shares that may be required ? Yes, quite willing. 
318. Have you looked through the different clauses of this Bill? I have not. I have not 
seen it until now. 
31.9. You are not then aware whether it contains a provision, under which the Company 
anticipate being able to asic the Government for a grant of public money 1 I am not aware 
that it does so, nor do I know that such a question has ever been niooted. 
320. You expect that this line will prove a feeder to the Great Northern line; but how do 
you anticipate that such it result as this will be brought about 1 Because, without 
this line, the railway will carry no goods upwards; for all the goods destined for localities 
between Singleton and Maitland will go from Morpeth by cart. 
321- Then your railway will, in effect, only bring to the Northern line the traffic that it 
has had hitherto, or rather, I should say, the traffic that it would have were all tl,e goods 
forwarded by rail from Newcastle 1 It would have that, and all the traffic that now goes 
from Morpeth to Maitland, and through Maitland to the interior. 

But that is traffic that the line ought now to have, by way of Newcastle? It is 
traffic that the Northern line will never have, if this proposed line is not made. 

By the course which you propose, you will actually be diverting traffic from New-
castle ? There is no traffic there to divert. 

But if this line be refused, when the Northern line reaches Singleton, will not the 
goods which are now taken to Morpeth, and thence, through Maitland, into the interior, 
be landed from the steamers at Newcastle, placed on the railway trucks there, and carried 
up direct to Singleton? No, I think not., and for this reason, that if goods are landed in 
Newcastle, there is no place to put tlteni in. They must, therefore, be carted away and 
stored in warehouses, to wait the departure of the goods train ; they will then have to be 
carted from the warehouse to the train, and put into the trucks. Now all this must cause 
great trouble and expense, from the numerous shiftings that the goods will have to undergo. 
Besides this, the port is not at all adapted to anything like a large shipping trade; the 
wharves are narrow and inconvenient, and the channel is all exceedingly dangerous one. 

I cannot understand how all this shifting will be required, since the railway now 
comes down to the wharf, and the goods can be taken at once from the steamer and placed 
upon the railway trucks? Yes, that is the wharf where the steamers at present lay; but 
it is exceedingly small and inconvenient, and we are not going to be kept there. 
320. 'Would it not be a convenience to consumers in the interior, if they could get their 
goods with only one transhipment; that is, that they should be taken front off the steamer 
on to the railway trucks, and then carried direct up to their destination ? No doubt it 
would ; but you cannot do that at Newcastle. 

'Why not—there are precisely the same conveniences for so doing at Newcastle as there 
are at Morpeth ? No; the goods are sure to be more knocked about in landing at Newcastle. 
The goods are now taken out of the steamer and put upon the railway trucks; but then they 
have to wait for the departure of the train, and have to be carted away to some store for 
safety—there being no stores at the station in which they can be put. 

That, however, is a matter that can soon be remedied by the Government erecting a 
store 
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Mr. P. J. store at the station, and then, if there are the same conveniences at Newcastle as now exist 
Cohen. at Morpeth for the landing and security of goods, will it not be to the advantage of the 

shipper for the interior to send his goods there? I do not think that you will ever succeed 
23 April,1861. in getting tl,6 same conveniences at Newcastle as Nye have at Morpeth, for the wharf there 

is open and incommodious, and so placed that no stores can be erected on it. We are now 
very much cramped up for room there, even with the small traffic we have; and the water 

too is very sliaflow where our boats now have to lay. 
399. have you any objection to state the reason wily your Company now carry goods up the 
hunter, between Newcastle and Morpeth, for nothing—for that is really the effect of your 
making the same charge for goods landed at Morpethas for those left at Newcastle? 1 have 
no objection whatever to tell you the reason. It is because it is a very great source of delay 
for the steamer to stop and land any great quantity of goods at Newcastle. We must go 

up to Morpcth
'

and it is very immaterial to us whether we carry the goods we have oil board 

a few miles further or not; in fact Nye had rather take them on than have to be delayed. 
Besides this, in taking the goods out at Newcastle we have not only the delay, but the same 
amount of labour, and infinitely more trouble than if we landed them at Morpeth. 

That then is the only consideration that has led your Company to carry goods for 
nothing between Newcastle and Morpeth ? Yes, that is nfl ; but then we do not now carry 
goods for nothing between Morpeth and Newcastle, as, for some time back, we have landed 
goods cheaper at Newcastle than at Norpeth. At the same time, we had very much soener 
land them at Morpeth even at the annie price, on account of the extra detention and trouble 

we are put to. 
There is not now a very extensive local traffic between Morpeth and Maitland? You 

mean the exclusive traffic between the two towns? 
339. Yes, a 1xtsseilgcr traffic of residents? No, there is not much of that traffic at present; 
but when this railway is made I anticipate a great increase in this particular. Many 
persons will go backward and forward when they can do so quickly and cheaply. 

By fib. Bachanan You have been asked whether the gentleirien whose names appear 
in the first clause of this Bill are men of substanee,—now tell Inc whether in your opinion 
the names there published do not reprosent capital to the extent of a quarter of a million 
sterling? Oh, yes, very much more than that; there are two or three names there that 

would represent that amount. 
The goods traffic from Morpeth upwards to the interior is of a very extensive and 

important character ? It is. 
And that all goes up now upon drays? Yes. 

330. Have you seen many,  sailing vessels loading at Morpeth ? No, not many. It does 
not pay them to come there now at the price freights are going. 

Between the two Cenipanies there are now six steanicrs plying between Morpeth and 
Sydney? Five only now, one has recently been taken off. 

There were six until very recently ? Yes. 
And these have always been crammed full of passengers, both on the upwards and 

downwards trips, besides having a deck load in addition ? Yes, they are always well filled. 
If the river were cleaned properly with the dredge, would not vessels of any size be 

able to come up and load at Morpeth. There are only, 1 believe, some two or three places 
that prevent them from doing so at present? Yes, a channel might be made for them, if 
it was worth their while to come up. 

Might they not be induced to come up to take in a loading of coal? No doubt they 

might. 
Have you heard of the lath discoveries of very extensive and valuable coal mines in 

the district above Morpeth ? Yes, I have known for some years that there were such 
mines, but owing to the cost of carriage they have not been worked. 

And some of the coal producod from these mines is even better than that found at 
Newcastle? Yes, in many cases it is. Captain Russell's coal was very much better, There 
is also plenty of very fine coal at Black Creek. 

And in the event of this proposed line of railway being constructed, it would afford 
facilities for a large traffic in coal between Morpeth and Sydney ? Yes, and from the prices 
charged for coal at Newcastle very much to the advantage of the Sydney people, for they 
will be supplied from Morpeth at a much cheaper rate. 

Have you not seen a very large number of live stock coming down the road to be 
shipped at Morpeth for Sydney ? Yes, daily. 

Would not this form a very considerable item in the revenue of the proposed railway ? 
Yes, it is now a very important branch of the traffic now existing between Sydney and 
Morpeth. 
:347, Every steamer that leaves Morpeth takes a large quantity of live stock on board 
Yes, almost every trip our boats bring down about a hundred and fifty sheep each. 
348. The steamers are never delayed now by being stuck upon the fiats? No, there has been 
no ease of the kind for the last fifteen or twenty months. The channel is quite clear now. 
849. Have you noticed the existence of any considerable traffic in hay between Morpeth and 
3laitland ? Yes, there is a very large quantity comes down to Morpeth for shipment. 

Then, in the event of this railway being established, this traffic would also go to swell 
the returns of the Company ? Yes, and would tend to add to the supply forwarded by 
cheapening the cost of conveyance. 

Have you seen notices put up in Morpeth advertising for drays as wanted for the car- 
riage of goods thence up into the interior? Yes, repeatedly; all the trade with the interior 
is carried on throngh Morpeth. 
L. Then, of course, from all this, you can have no hesitation in saying that this railway 

will 
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will prove a very lucrative concern, and that there is every prospect that it will pay the Mr. P. J. 
subscribers a handsome per centage on their outlay ? That is my impression, and it is on Cohen. 

that account that I have taken shares in it. 
The large population of the districts which surround Maitland and Morpeth will alone 25April,1861. 

furnish a passenger traffic for the line that will be very considerable ? Yes, because very 
many persons will travel between the two places, when they can go cheaply and quickly, 
who now never think of going at the rate they have to pay. 

What is the fare charged now between the the two places F I believe it is half-a-
crown. 
855. By fife. Jiosicins : Presuming that this proposed line is not made, will there not be an 
increased goods traffic on the Newcastle line, so soon as the Northern Railway reaches 
Singleton? No, I think not; there may be a small increase, but not to any extent. 

Not as the line gets further into the interior? No, I think not. 
And why? Because parties in the interior are so bound np and interested in the 

merchants and storekeepers of i\Iaitland and Sydney, that even if the harbour of Newcastle 
presented infinitely greater facilities for the shipment and debarkation of goods than it now 
has, and even if the accommodation of the Northern line was all that could be wished, 
these persons would never allow their produce to come down to Newcastle, and to be shipped 
off direct. As things are, however, they know well that it is much better for them to send 
their produce to Morpeth for shipment, because it does not get knocked about in the way it 
does at Newcastle. 

But, even at Morpeth, the goods will have to be transhipped twice? No; not if we 
have the railway, because the line will come right down to our landing stage; the goods 
will be put into our stores, and thence on to the steamer. Now, if goods go to Newcastle, 
they have to be taken off the railway trucks, and then carried by drAys into sonic of the 
stores in town; they have then to be taken from the stores by drays down to the wharf to 
be shipped by the steamers. Now, it is evident that all this shifting must not only increase 
the cost of carriage, but must also tcndto injure the goods. 
850. Bq fife. Buchanan: Were you connected with the El. it. S. N. Company before the 
Great Northern Railway was constructed? No, I was not. 

Can you, however, say whether the opening of that line has made any perceptible 
difference in the ainouut of goods carried between Morpeth and Newcastle by your Company 
now, as compared with what they carried prior to the construction of the line? It has 
made a differe'nec in our passenger traffic, but not in our goods traffic. 

It has not injured the goods traffic F Not in the least; it has had rather a contrary 
effect, for we have increased our goods traffic since then by something like £200 per month. 

It has not decreased the qaantity of goods sent from' Morpeth ? Not at all. The 
line is never used for the conveyance of goods. 

FRIDAY, 26 APRIL, 1861. 

Iircøent :— 
Ma. MORRIS, Mm BTJCIIANAN, 
Mit. HOSKINS, Mu, ARNOLD, 

Mit. BJJSDEN. 

HENRY PAR10ES, ESQUIRE, IN THE CHAIR. 

John Whitton, Esq., called in and examined:- 

By the Chairman: You are Engineer-in-Chief for Railways in this Colony? I am. J. Whittoij, 
Perhaps you are aware that certain gentlemen have applied to Parliament for a Bill Esq. 

to incorporate a Company who have in contemplation the construction of a railway between A 

Morpeth and Maitlnnd? Tam. . 26April,1661. 
You have a copy of the Bill before you? I have. 
Have you looked through the clauses with regard to the construction of bridges? Yes, 

so far as the clanses are concerned, but I have had no opportunity of reading the Bill 
through until this morning. 

You are acquainted with the line of country through which it is intended to carry 
the railway? Yes, I laid down the line. 

Does the projected line come into contact with Government works of any description 
No, it does not, except the Pitnacree crossing. 

Are you acquainted with the town of Norpeth? I have been there two or three times. 
Do you know the streets to be intersected by the proposed line of railway; it crosses 

two or three streets I believe? I think there are none intersected by the present line, the 
extension down to the wharves might have to pass through the streets; but I believe the 
present line only extends as far as the Queen's Wharf. 

Are you acquainted with the streets which the extension would cross? If you mean 
the extension to the whaves, yes. 

It is proposed, Mr. Whitton, to curry out this extension across Northumberland-street, 
Robert-street, and George-street, but it is stated that there is little traffic in these streets, 
in fact, that they are scarcely used, and that it will in no way interfere with what traffic 
may pass down these streets. Are you acquainted with the localities, and can you say 

whether 
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J. \Vhitton, whether it would interfere with the traffic in these streets? It would, I think, be better, if 
Esq. it did not cross either of these streets, there is no necessity for it. A better line might be 

carried down the north side of Steamer-street, running on a level with the New Hunter River 
26April,1861. Company's wharf, and the wharf of the A. S. N. Company, so that goods brought by or to 

the steamers, might be transferred without cranes at all. I think it would be difficult to 
bring the line in the way proposed. I think it sl'oWd be carried along by the houses on the 
north side of Steamer-street, and be contiaued along the River Hunter at the bottom of 
Northumberland-street, in front of Portus' Mill, on the river side, and at the bottom of 
ll4jbert-street sheds might then be erected on a level with the wharves of the Hunter River 
Steam Packet Company, and also on a level with the wharf of the A. S. N. Company, so 
that goods might be transferred from the rail to the steamer, or from the steamer to the rail 
without the necessity for eartage. If the present line were to be carried out, goods would 
have to be eanied by carts about 200 yards; but an objection may be raised to the proposal 
I have stated by saying that the rails, if on the same level as the present wharves, would 
be below the level of the floods. My idea, however, was to have large warehouses erected 
at the Queen's Wharf for storing the goods above the reach of the floods, in which the goods 
might be stored as soon as they were landed. 

Suppose the line were carried out 05 projected—crossing these streets—would it cause 
any injury that would be a strong objection to it on behalf of any portion of the public? 
I do not think so. There must be very little traffic in these streets. 

That traffic would not be impeded in any way ? Well, level crossings in streets are 
generally objectionable; but I do not think there is sufficient traffic in these streets to 
justify an abandonment of the proposal to take the line across them or to incur an increased 

expenditure in construction. 
37.5. Would you be gOod enough to look to the clauses of the Bill from 105 to 107—you 

have read those clauses? Yes. 
876. Is the provision sufficient for the purpose intended? Quite sufficient. 

Do you know any objection on public grounds, or on the ground of interference 
with the right of highways or with regard to any public work? No, I do not know of any. 
There will be a slight diversion of the Morpeth Road, but I do not see any objection on that 

account. It would, indeed, be improving that road. 
The diversion of that road near Mrs. Martin's house would be an improvement? Yes, 

both the diversion would be an improvement on the road. 

370. By ifr. Buchanan: There are no engineering difficulties in the way? None whatevei. 
The line of country is ahuost a dead level? Yes. 
I believe the landed proprietors have no objection to the line? I think not. 
It does not interfere in any way with any public works? No. The landowners had 

no objection whatever when I was engaged in laying down the proposed line there. 

Patrick MaeAuliffe, Esq., called in and examiaed 

P.3raeAuliffe, 383. By the Chairman You are a resident in the town of Morpeth? I am. 
Esq. 384. You are aware that certain gentlemen have petitioned the Legislative Assembly for 

an Act to incorporate a Company to construct a railway from Maitland to Morpeth? I 
26April,1861. in, sir. 

385. You have a copy of the Bill before you? I have a copy of the Bill. 
380. Do you know all the gentlemen whose names are in the first clause of this Bill? Yes, 

I know them all. 
Are they persons of reputed property and respectable standing? They arc. 
You can state that of your own knowledge? Of my own knowledge. 
What is the proposed capital of this Company ? £25,000. 
Can you state what proportion of that capital has been subscribed? Yes, there has 

been snbscribed £17,325. 
891.. Have you a list of the shareholders? Yes. 

Have you any objection to hand in this list, to be appended to your evidence? No. 

(Vide Appendix A.) We have a few more applications on the way, but they did not reach 
me in time to include then among the others. By these the capital will be considerably 

increased. 
You have looked over the names of all the persons mentioned in the Bill as share- 

holders, I imagine F Yes, I have. 
Speaking generally, do you, of your own knowledge, as a resident in the district and 

as a commercial man, believe the whole of these shareholders will be prepared to meet their 
calls? I am certain of it, from my own knowledge. 

Suppose the capital were called up at once, would the cai1 be met? They have the 

means of meeting it. 
It is stated in the preamble of this Bill that it would be of great public advantage to 

construct this proposed line of railway—are you of opinion that it would be of great public 

advantage? Yes, I am. 
You are the Secretary of the Provisional Committee? I am. 
In what way would it be of public advantage? On account of the extensive inter- 

course and large amount of business transacted in the district; and also on account of the 
great agricultural and mineral resources of the district. There are two sections of coal, 
almost new, which, when facilities for transport are obtained, might form a valuable export 
from the Colony, which, again, would call for extensive shipment. One of these I will take 
the liberty to name, that is the Your Mile Creek Coal, which is brought into Morpeth at 

an 
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an expense for cartage of 5s. or Os. it ton, and being sold in the township at about iQs. Gd., P.MaeAuliffe, 

there is a charge of about 45 per,  cent. for carriage. About 1,400 tons are brought into 
sq. 

Morpeth monthly, for use in the town, and for the purposes of steamers. 1. 
This is independent of the exports proper from Morpeth? Yes. 

_G A pr , 86 

Where is FOUr Mile Creek situated? About six miles from Morpeth. 
In what direction? l'erhaps about south-west of Morpeth, or west-south-west. Indeed 

I alit not certain that it is not north-west. 
Is the agricultural district around Morpeth that portion which might be considered 

as belonging to the town, that being its head quarters—very productive ? Very; it is it 
splendid alluvial soil. 

It is also populously occupied? Very; every inch almost is cultivated. 
What is the character of the produce of that district? Wheat, groin, and all descrip-

tions of hay. 
Can you enumerate the heads of produce? I am prepared to do so if I shall not detain 

the Committee too long. I have returns that will shew it. I would enumerate products as 
proper to the district—hay, wheat, flour, maize, barley, oats, potatoes, onions, eg, butter, 
cheese, poultry, horns, bacon, pork-, horses, pigs, cattle, sheep, coloniol wine, oranges, and 
other fruit, tobacco, coal, pumpkins, and vegetables generally, honey, sheepskins, timber, 
bark, soap, &e., &e. 
400. Where do these settlers generally find a market for their produce? Sydney is the 
principal market. 
407. Do you think they find any market in Maitland, or the country beyond that? They 
do to some extent. There is a large intercourse by drays between Morpeth and Maitland. 
408. Is there not sonic traffic up through Maitland to the Western Cold Fields by way of 
Mudgee? Yes. 
409. 11 the Northern Railway is carried on to Singleton, do you suppose the agricultural 
district around Norpeth would find a market in that direction for its produce, its cheese, its 
butter, its hay, and so forth ? I feel certain that it would, and to a large extent. 
41.0. Has it done so hitherto? No ; the difficulty and expense of transport has been so 
great that t] te con'munie:' tion is cut off in it great degree. 

Do you know what the population of the town of Morpeth is? I am not prepared to 
speak of the population of the town of Morpeth ; but I believe I speak officially when I say 
4,000 is the population of Morpeth and the country immediately around—say for it mile and 
a half around it. it is a thickly populated agricultural country, being all producers of one 
sort or another. 

Do you know whether the traffic between Sydney and the northern districts above 
Maitland comes by way of Newcastle or Maitland, or by way of 3lorpeth? Yes, by way of 
Morpeth. 

I believe the whole of the imported goods are shipped by steamers at Sydney for that 
district ? Yes. 
41.4. Is there any import trade to Newcastle? I believe there is none. It was attempted 
on one occasion, but it failed, and there is none there now. 
41.5. The whole of the imported goods coming from Sydney for the supply of the interior 
districts collie by way of Morpeth ? Yes, for all the interior. 
4115. The whole of this goods traffic continues to Morpeth ? Passes through Morpeth. 
41.7. To the head of navigation as formerly? Yes, carried up there. 
418. Is there much intercourse between the towns of Morpeth and Maitland, which is 
natural and peculiar to the towns, and arising out of their own communities? I would say 
a great deal. The traffic passing through the toll-bar there is very large indeed-normous. 
Perhaps it would not be irregular in mc to reply more fully to the question about coals. 
410. You are at liberty to state any fhcts with reference to the advantages mentioned in 
the preamble of this Bill, wherein it is stated that this railway is required for the more 
regular and expeditious conveyance of the important and increasing commerce of the said 
places, and for facilitating comnniunication between the nortli.western interior and the port 
of Morpeth ; and also that certain persons are willing to establish a Joint Stock Company 
for the purpose of eonstm'micting it railway ? I would recite one important fact, as bearing 
upon the productiveness of this part of the Colony, with regard to an article not yet brought 
into play in consequence of the difficulty and expense of carriage. I refer particularly to 
the Cannel coal, which has not hitherto been exported from the Colony. It is found in 
great quantities in scams thirty feet tlnck at Black Creek. Cannel coal at Home is generally 
used forgas and household purposes. It was found on the Great Northern line, and it 
could be brought down to Morpeth by the proposed line in any quantities, and at so cheap 
it rate as to at ('flee snake it available for consumption. As a public advantage I may speak 
positively that the demand for such an article would be almost unlimited. There are a 
varipty of other prodactions. There is lime-stone which would come to Morpeth now but 
for the icant of means of carriage. 

Is that all you desire to say on that subject ? With regard to the passenger traffic I 
,out prepared to say that with the facilities that would be afforded by the proposed railway 
the convenience would be immense to the district. 

By it.. ITosicins Are the persons whose names you see mentioned in the first clause 
of this Bill shareholders in the Company ? Not all of them. Mr. Benjamin ice (time 
Chairman) is, Mr. Dickson is, Mr. John Eales is, Mr. James Taylor is, Mr. Wolfe is, Mr. 
Levy is an intended shareholder, he has signified his intention to send in an application 
Mr. Alexander Dodds will semi in his application in it day or two, having stated that he 

would; Mr. Lines B. B. Robertson is, Mr. Cohcroft is another, Mr. Cadall is, Mr. Jaques 
is, Mr. John Scott is not, Mr. William Henry Mullen is another, Mr. J. E. Wolfe, Captnin 

252—B Close, 
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Y.gaeAuliffc, Close, and Mr. Alexander Browue, are shareholders; Mr. Portus is, Mr. Liddell is not, Mr. 
Esq. Isaac Gorrick is a shareholder, Mr. Middleton is, Mr. ICeeffe is, Mr. Lipseomb is, and I 

believe Mr. Moflit Duncan Slat is a shareholder. 
2CApnl1861. 422. [sail the scrip allotted? Not yet. 

Is any of the capital paid up? There has been no call made yet. 
Are you not aware that it is the custom of Joint Stock Companies, prior to their 

incorporation, to have a certain amount of capital called up ? I am not aware of the practice 
iii this Colony. 

You are aware it is the practice in England? As a matter of practice, I do. 
Do you not know that it is compulsory in England? I believe it is, but I really do 

not know of my own knowledge. I have in m hand the legal documents, in which the 
several parties enenge to pay up the capital as required. 

Are you a sliareholiler in this Company ?I. am not, but I hope to be. 
Do you believe, that in the event of more than £25,000 being required to complete 

the line, the shareholders are in a position to pay it up ? Yes. 
You say the construction of this line would be a great benefit to the public generally, 

and facilitate the transport of goods between the north-west interior and Morpeth ? Yes. 
Would it not be a benefit to Morpeth alone? No, the benefit would be felt all over 

the Colony, because in this district ninny articles of export are produced, and there are 
sundry other articles which it would evoke and bring into play. 

Do you think it would be any benefit to, or cheapen the conveyance of, imported goods 
to the north-western interior ? I do. 

Will you state how you arrived at that conclusion ? We can do it more cheaply at 
Morpeth ou account of the river navigation, and we have greater natural facilities there. 
We have certain productions in the district of Morpeth that no districts near it have. I 
may instance Newcastle; it isa non-producing district with regard to cereals and other 
agricultural products, whilst in Morpeth we produce all these, and could supply them inure 
cheaply to the north-west interior if we had the meons of conveyance facilitated. 

That is not the question. Can imported goods be conveyed to the north-west interior 
more cheaply by Morpeth than by Newcastle? Yes. I assume the fact that the freight to 
Morpeth is quite as cheap as to Newcastle, and the length of this proposed line would cut 
off some 16 or 18 nmiles. 

You assume that the Steam Packet Companies will, when this line is constructed, 
charge no more for goods they convey to Morpeth than for those they take to Newcastle? 
I believe it would be to their interest. They have nothing but coal to ship from Newcastle, 
so that it would be to the interest of the steamers to go to Morpeth wit]iout additional charge. 

Are you not aware that many of the shareholders of this proposed Railway Company 
are shareholders in the local Steam Companies ? Sonic of them are. 

And many are largely interested as owners of land in the district ? Some of them 
are ; but the shiareholdors are not confined to Morpeth. 

Do you not think that if goods for the interior were unloaded at Newcastle, and sheds 
erected there from which they could be transfrrred to the trucks, they could be more 
expeditiously conveyed, and quite as cheaply as by way of Norpethi ? I am sure they 
would not. The steaiaers plying to )lorpeth could beat out all eoiiipetition of steamers 
plying to Newcastle, that is, taking freight into account. They take nothing except coals 
from Newcastle; but all those articles the produce of the district of Morpeth could either 
be shipped for export or Sent into the interior from M u'petlm. 

But these goods would have to be transhipped from your trucks to the Government 
trucks at Maitland, on the Government line ? I do not assume that they would. 'We 
could have the same gauge, and an arrangement about rolling stock, as in the case of two 
Companies at home; the gauge being the same on each others lines. That is a mere matter 
of arrangement. 

'When they make these arraneinents, I believe it is generally for the benefit of the 
Company already in existence? 1 think it would be a mutual benefit. 
410, You depend upon the Government allowing this line to join theirs, so that the Com-
pany can run their trucks upon it from Morpeth, to the ruin of their line from Newcastle 
I assume that, for the public good, they would. 

T lie inevitable result will be to make the Newcastle line valueless? I think it will 
only be required for coal, and the ordinary intermediate traffic. You must recollect that 
collieries are fast rising along that line, which will naturally increase its usefulness. It is 
a very productive line in itself. 

By the Uhzai,'rnaa : Did you ever hear of the English Government controlling, or 
interfering in any way, to prevent people from carrying their goods in any manner or way 
they thour

°
ht proper? Never. 

Is it not the English policy to let people carry on their business in what way they 
thou

'
ht best, according to their own judgment? They do. 

444,Suppose the construction of a railway, by private enterprise, had the effect of making 
a Government railway useless, so as even to cause the rails to be taken up, and the line 
abandoned, would it be an injury to the public good, so far as traffic is concerned. If the 
Government line did not afford greater facilities for the trade of the country, would it be of 
any value when one with superior advantages was brought into existence? By no mncuns. 
They allow,  the natural channels of trade to follow their course with every facility that can 
be obtained. I know, from my own knowledge, that at Home—having resided in England 
for some years—that where lines exist in the country, the Companies are pledged to permmt 
other lines to communicate with them, although the directors should be unwilling that a 
junction should be made. 

445. 
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There are no Government lines at Home, so that there is no analog between the P.MacAullffo, 
relative positions of railways there and these here ? No. Esq. 

Suppose the Government here were to expend half a million of money foolishly 
_ A 

in constructing a railway, without any regard to the convenience of trade and passenger 26 April,I8b1. 
traffic, would it not be contrary to English policy to divert the natural means of traffic, in 
order to support an artificial means of traffic ? Quite contrary. 

And if it was wrong to the public in the first instance—that is, in the construction of 
such artificial means—would it not be also wrong to continue it? They would consider the 
evil enlarged by its continuance. 

If people sent their goods to Morpeth instead of to Newcastle, would it not be an 
entire misapplication of public revenue to take means to prevent them doing so ? I think 
all opinion upon that point would be very decided indeed. 

Bq JIr. husk208 You say you have resided for some years in England ; do you not 
know, then, that 011 the inauguration of the railway system, the Government refused to 
allow large carriers, such as Pickford's and other Companies, to early their goods over the 
line? I believe there was some narrow feeling about the canals, and their competition with 
railways; but the Government extinguished the quarrel. 
40. Are you not aware that, in England, the Railway Companies refused to allow carriers 
to convey their goods upon their lines, as carriers for others? As you ineotion l'ickfords, 
I may say they run their goods a]ong the railway line ; they have a large station at Liver-
pool on their i wn account. 
451. But you are aware that these ci isputes did take place—that the Bailwav Companies 
did refuse to allow them to use their lines ? I do not clearly recollect it. 
45. As you do not recollect this, I would ask you, did you never hear of the MicUand 
B ailway Company1  lvi LII a line running to Bristol and (31(1 ueester, refusing to allow the 
(3 rent Western Company to ran carriages on their line front Gloucester to Clieltenhaiti ? I 
do not wish to say I am aware of it, but I believe the matter is correct. 

Are you a resident at Newcastle? I was for many years; 1 have left there now. 
You recollect the inception of that Newcastle II ailway I do. 
Was it tot considered a public benefit to have it constructed ? Yes. 
Do you e',nsider it consistent with the public policy of Government, that, after eon-

structi n g a railway that would benefit you, they should allow a competing I iiie to make it 
worthhi, If I lived in Newcastle I should, perhaps Jook upon it in a different way. 

lt ia then a itiatter of two rival townships ? I think there is a principle of general 
benefit invohed. 

I have not yet heard how the colonisfs generally, will benefit by this proposed line of 
railway ? I Ilincy tli en you were not in the n'oln at the commencement Of my evidence. 

You think it will afford great facilities for the conveyance of agricultural produce to 
the north-west intern a, from Morpeth ? Yes ; we could have supplied them with hay Some-
time ago if we had had the carriage. I have mentioned coals as a pn duet of the district, 
but in this we should not compote with Newcastle. Cannel coal is a new article here, and 
I hen we have lirn c-s tone. There will, no doubt, lie that reeiproeit)' in exchange, which must 
exist to make the line beneficial. 

You expect that there will be a great demand for this Cannel coal and hittie-stone, for 
shipinen t ? For Cannel coal an nnhini ited demand, 

Do you not think it could be exported with equal facility and cheapness from New-
castle ? it has never vet been evoked by the Newcastle line on account of the expense of 
the carriage, and we should be doing service to the State by making this prodoet available if 
we could nfl rd t.]i at raeili ty which Newciasth e can not. 

Wlnct are the greater natoral facilities po.scsscd by Morpeth—do you mean for loading 
No, its proxi miii ty to the produce. 

You expect this cont would be conveyed from Morpeth by sailing vessels? ICS. 
You do not In iwever suppose that they would be so generous as the Steant Cant panics 

have been to colvey the coal for nothing between Morpeth and Newcastle? It would not 
come into c' ni petition with Newcastle at all. 

You do not clearly understand me. You say the expense of transit is umueli ins hum 
-Morpeth than from Newcastle, because the Stenni Companies convey goods for waIting by 
the river between thne two places. But would not coals be charged for down the river ? 
You mnnst reci dheet that the steamers can get a hack lading from Morpeth, whereas from 
-Newcastle they could take nothing but coals. Besides we could get coals at Morpeth, which 
they cannot get at Newcastle, and for which kind of article there will be a great demand. 
466, You say this coal is found at Black Creek. Could it not be brought as cheaply from 
Newcastle as front Morpeth ? You will find a difference of about 3s. a toil for carriage. 

Do you not know that time Railway Companies in England make reductions in the rates 
with regard to heavy goods of that kind; I believe till) the Government here make the price 
as low as possible ? You would have to take them down eighteen nules for nothing to 
compete with 31orpcth. 

Are there not greater facilities for loading vessels At Newcastle than there are at 
3lorpeth ? Steam cranes have been erected recently, and it is so if you take that into 
account. But I do not know of greater facilities in an)-other way. 
460. Cannot they load inure vessels at the some time Perhaps with their recent wharfage 
arrangements they might, but with an increase of trade such as would accrue, as a result, of 
greater facilities of communication, we could afford all these advantages. 
470. Is there not more water frontage at Newcastle than at Norpcth ? Not so much larger, 
as you may ilnagimle. 
4.71 By Ak.. Arnold: There is more available water frontage at Newcastle ? I think not. 

472. 
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P,MaeAulifl'o, 472, By Ak. hondas Do you not think that iliore could be made available if the districts 
Esq. required it F Yes, that could be done in either ease. 

47:3. is not the river very narrow at Morpeth F Yes, but the frontae is very extensive. 
"fl 11861 - 4 1. Do not difficulties present themselves with reference to the loading and unloading of 

steamers at Morpeth which would be avoided if the goods were landed at the wharf at 
Newcastle, whence they could be taken to the interior at once, or they might erect sheds 
for storing goods discharged form the steamers F Do you speak of physical difficulty. 
475. Yes? There is no physical difficulty at Morpeth, you have only to get the goods. 

By Air. Arnold Perhaps you would explain inure clearly the eireuiiistaiiee by stating 
that the water frontage at Newcastle is the property of the Government F H is true to it 

certain extent that there isa large water frontage, but after all you find a no serable wharf 
about the width of this room, the rest being used for coals. 

The whole of the laud between the railway and the wharf is railway property 

Yes. 
fly fiJi. hloskins Even then sheds might be erected for storing goods? Yes. 
Is it not a fact that the reason why nearly all the trade of the interior is taken to 

Maitland and 31orpeth is in consequence of the goods being carried by steamers from New-
castle to Morpeth for nothing? It is it  leading question, and I would an swer it in this 
inanner,-that really there is no back freight f]'oni Newcastle, and it is, therefore, to the 

interest of the steamers to go to Morpeth where they (an get it. 
B;1 Jlr. Arnold Do the steamers take goods from Newcastle to Morpeth for nothing? 

I out not aware that they do. 
fly Mr. Iloskins: Are not goods conveyed from Sydney to Morpeth for the same cost 

as from Sydney to Newcastle I am not prepared to say as I do not know. I have heard 

so, but I have not inquired. 
By Mr. Arnold : Goods from England would come as eheiply to Sydney as to the 

Heads, would they not? I shi,nld think so. 
By Mr. Bee/tenon : You know all the persons whose names are mentioned in the Bill 

I do. 
Do you think they represent a capital of half a million of money F Well, I would 

double that. 
They represent a capital of a million F Yes, I think I may say that with the utmost 

confidence. 
Since the proposition was started they have not had time to draw up deeds or anything 

of that description ? Not yet. 
But I believe the shareholders have signed a paper, binding themselves to pay up the 

amount of their shares when called upan F I have put in if share 115t in evidence, and here 

I have their legally drawn undertakings to pay up IVil en called upon. 
Valuable beds of coal, I believe, have recently been discovered at Black Creek, which 

are very extensive? Yes. 
4M9. That COil1, you say, comes in large quantities by dray F From Four Mile Creek? 

490. Not frmll Black Creek? No. 
01. in the event of this railway being constructed you expect, a large coal trade, by 
exporting this valuable coal at Black Creek F A very large trade indeed. 

1 [ave you not frequently seen mlvertisoilients, at stores in Morpeth, for teams, which 

are wanted to go U the country from the stores F Yes. 
And you have seen them leave daily? Yes, laden with goods for thecountry. 
Are you aware that tue prices of pr duee at Singletoi I are nearly double tllose at 

Norpeth F I know they are conaiderably higher. 
The settlers at Morpeth could not transfer their goods to Singleton by means of the 

present conveyance? Not so well or so extensively as if we had it railway. 

Do you preen Inc that there will be it very large i ncreasc in the mull Olint of got KS sent 

lip to Singleton when the railway is eonlpieted ? Yes, a very large illereil Se indeed. 
Have you seen large quantities of hay and other produce at Maitland sent to 3loipeth 

to be shipped fronj there F Yes, very large quantities. 
The railway would also give an impetus to this trade F Yes. 
have you seen a dozen sailing craft loading at Morpoth at one time? I have seen 

them going up the river two or three at a time. 
You are aware that there are six large steamers plying between Sydney and Morpeth? 

I am. 
Do they not take a full cargo and a large deck in nearly every trip? Yes. 

Do you know it large sailing vessel, called the "Dart," belonging to Mr. King, of 200 

tons, I believe? I have heard of her. 
You know that vessels even now load with coals at Morpeth, rather than at Newcastle? 

Yes. 
It attracts trade even now, notwithstanding the deficiency in the means of earriago and 

communication? The cost of the carriage of coal is 45 per cent, upon its value. The price 
in Maitland is I 2r. a ton, and The carriage is about 6s. a ton. 

A large quantity of live stock is exported from Morpeth to Sydney-sheep, horses, 
pigs, poultry, &e.,-whieh would create a considerable traffic on the railway F Yes that is 

very iniportant. 
Do you know the amount of rental paid by the lessee of the toll-bar between )Iaitland 

and Morpeth F I have heard the figure, but I ealiliot recollect it at the present moment. 
I believe it is a very large rental. 

This proves that there is a large traffic of passengers between the two places? Yes, a 

very large traffic. 
508 
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You would anticipate on the construction of this line a larger amount of profit from P.MAuliffc, 
the passenger traffic? The increase would be very large indeed. 0  It is extensive now. 

The landed proprietors of the district are so favo%trable to the construction of this line 
of railway as to be promoters of the design ? Nearly all, with one trifling exception where 26 April, 1861. 
money is the principal object. 

I believe Mi. Close, who is one of the largest proprietors has given the land required 
for this railway for nothing? Yes, and has become a shareholder. 

You have been a resident at Newcastle? Yes. 
From the close vicinity of that port to Sydney you do not anticipate any great trade 

between Newcastle and England especially when such an advantageous port as Sydney is so 
near? I think not. Sydney has many advantages which Newcastle does not possess. 

At the port of Newcastle there is a bar which makes access dangerous? Yes. 
It is said that you can only get in in one state of the wind? During the winds pre-

vailing for a considerable period of the year it is difficult to get in. 
So that you anticipate no great trade between England and Newcastle? I should 

irlmost think not, with the advantages that Sydney possesses. I do not think Newcastle 
could deprive her of any of that preference to which she is physically entitled. 

You believe there is a full mile or perhaps more of water frontage where wharfs could 
be constructed at Morpeth, and where vessels could lie at greater convenience than at New-
castle? Yes, I believe that is a fact. 

Notwithstanding that a large sum of money voted by Parliament has been expended 
in the improvement of that port, vessels are frequently drivon from their moorings and great 
loss thereby incurred? Yes. 

And at Morpeth you are free from all this? Yes. 
Are any of the steamers stopped on the flats now? No. The bar and lower part of 

the river have been cleared, and I expect the upper part will be shortly, so that such stoppages 
will be entirely avoided. 

You are aware that according to the Act of Parliament the Newcastle Railway Coin-
pany are bound to allow the use of the line and rails to Companies who might construct 
communicating lines? I believe there isa clause in the Act which provides that such com-
munication shall be allowed, or encouraging communication with other lines. 

That is the state of matters in England? Yes, they encourage communication in 
every possible way. I do not say that the allowance of communication with branch lines is 
compulsory, as I cannot speak of my own knowledge on that point. 

You consider, that, if this line was constructed, it would be of immense benefit to 
upwards of thirty thousand people residing in that district? 1 think it would, without 
exaggeration. The Hunter, the Williams, and the Paterson, are all connected with the 
head of the navigation, but are almost shut out from the Northern line for want of com-
munication. I think, that, if facilities were afforded for this communication, it would be of 
immense benefit. 

You are aware also that, notwithstanding the expense of this railway from Newcastle 
to Maitland, it has never interferred with the immense traffic which comes to Morpeth ? It 
never his done so. That is a notorious lact. 
524: So that the proposed line of railway would be a great advantage, not only to the 
settlers in the vicinity of Morpeth, but to those wool growers who ship at Morpeth their 
produce from the interior? The benefits of such a communication in that way also would 
be very considerable. 
525. Are you aware how many thousand pounds worth, or how many bales of wool, have 
been shipped from Morpeth this season? I cannot say how much has been shipped during 
this season. 
520. You know, from your own observation, that the quantity is immense? Yes. 

While the number of bales brought down by means of the slow carriage by drays is 
very great, on the construction of this railway there would be greater inducements to 
increase? No doubt of it. 

By Mr. Arnold: They now send down all that they have? Yes. 
By Mr. Buchanan: You consider that such a facility as this raivay would afford for 

communication would be a vast public benefit, not only to the people of Morpetli, but  to 
Sydney, as well as to up-country dealers, squatters, and all those who now get goods up by 
drays? I think it would be felt in both places. 

By Mr. Hoskins: Have any other persons than those whose names are upon this paper 
(share list) applied for shares ? I am not aware of any parties who have applied, whose 
names are not on that paper. The engagements indicated on that list are supported by the 
documents I hold in my hand. 

APPENDIX 



20 MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

P. Mac A uliffe, 
Esq. 

26 April,I861. 

APPENDIX A 
MAITLAND AND 31OI1PETH RAILWAY COMPANY'S SHARE LIST. 

No. N,ura ADDRESS. 'uZ. AMonsP. 

£ a. d 
I. William Chapman ........ 10 .. 50 0 0 
 John Keating ............ 

Morpeth ....................... 
I Ditto ....................... 40 .. 200 0 0 

 Patrick Hotclunson ......... 50 .. 250 0 (1 
 Louis Barber ............. 10 . 50 0 0 
 W. M. Stevens ............ 

West Maitland .................. 

.. 25 0 
(1. Win. F. Shepherd .. ....... 2 .. 10 0 0 
7. E.C.Close ................ 100 .H 500 0 0 
S. James Campbell .......... 1(Y) .. SIX) 0 0 
 James Taylor ............ 

Morpeth ........................ 

100 .. 500 0 0 
 Gavin Carmichael ........ 

Ditto ......................... 
Raymond Terrace ................. 

20 . . 100 0 0 
IL Benjamin Lee ............ 

itlorpetli ....................... 
Sydney ....................... 

. 
20 . . 100 0 0 

 John Yeomaus ............ 

Slorpeth ....................... 
S, hans ....................... 

10 .. 50 0 0 
 Henry 1). Portus ........... 

Parramatta ................... 
Sydney ....................... 

20 .. 104) 0 0 
 Walter Gaily ............... 

3lorpeth ....................... 
Hinton ....................... 40 .. 200 0 0 

 J. B. H. Robertson ........ . 
. 

200 0 0 
10. Walter Scott, per do....... . 100 ... 500 0 0 
17. 

I Moor Park, Morpeth.............40 
M orpeth ....................... 

50 .. 260 0 0 
18. 
Charles E. Jaques ......... 
Benjamin Lee, junr ......... 

Ditto ....................... 
.\Vest Maitland ................. 50 .. 200 0 0 

19. Ditto ................ 40 .. 200 0 0 
20. 
W. Lipseomb ............. 
Thomas Wright ...... .... Morpcth ...................... 4 .. 20 0 0 

21. John Lynch ............... Ditto ....................... 4 .. 20 0 0 
22. Patrick Hiekey ........... 10 .. 50 0 0 
23. A!exr. llrown Portus ...... 

Hioton........................ 
50 .. 
. 

2o0 0 0 
24. 

M urpeth ........................ 
East Maitland ................. 100 .. DUO 0 0 

25, 
Enocli Cohoroft 

....... 
. ..  
. 

5 .. 25 0 0 G. Denshire ............... 
26.Jaes ni Riley ............... 

. 

20 .. 100 0 0 
27. Edward Flood ............. 

3luswellbrook .................. 
Morpetli ........................ 

500 .. 2,500 0 0 
2N. Samuel S. Dickson ... ..... 

Sydney ....................... 
Morpeth ....................... 300 .. oOO 0 0 

 William Dangar .......... 100 .. 500 0 0 
 William Wade ...... ...... .50 .. 250 0 0 
 John Whytlaw ............. 

Sydney ....................... 

20 . . 100 0 0 
 W. 31. Ling .............. 

West Maitland ................. 
Morpetli ....................... 

2O .. 100 0 0 
 William (4etty ............ 

Ditto ....................... 
Ditto ....................... 20 . . 100 0 4) 

31. Charles BoRon ............ Newcastle .....................JO .. 50 0 0 
35. Menangle, Cainpliclltowa 1 .00 .. 500 0 0 
G. 
Willio.iii M'Curtaync ....... 
m Ema L. Sliaw ..........Raymond Terrace ............... 2 . . 10 0 0 

37. Williaun Edward Sliaw Ditto 5 .. 25 0 0 
38. Richard Inell . ........ ... 20 .. 100 0 0 
39. R.  C. Close' .... ......... Il 

Morpeth ........................ 
25 .. 125 0 0 

40. James Dickson, M.L.A..... 
Sydney ........................ . 

100 . . 500 0 0 
41. Dunc.m Simm ............ 20 .. 100 0 0 
42. Elizabeth 3. Robinson.. 20 .. 100 0 0 
43. James Carlton ............Pine . Brush. Clarence Town 5 . . 25 0 0 
44. Thomas Alexander lunch 6.1 

Jlolmwood .....................
3lorpeth ....................... 

5 .. 25 , 0 0 
45. David Moflitt ............ 

Ditto ....................... 

20 .. 100 0 0 
46.JAVingrovc 

D. Moflit & Co., Morpeth ..........
Morpeth ....................... 

.50 .. 250 0 0 
 

............... 
F. J. Thomas ............. 

Ditto ....................... 
109, Gonlhurn-.street,EastSydney 20 . . 100 0 0 

 It. VT. \'ivers .............. 50 .. 250 0 0 
 11ev. Robert Plain ......... 

Newcastle ..................... 
Elizabeth-street, South Sydney 3.0 .. 80 0 0 

150. William Chambers ........ 3lrirpeth ....................... 20 .. 1(k) 0 0 
M. Julia Murphy ............ Ditto ....................... 15 .. 75 0 0 
52. Battle Creek .................. 20 .. 100 0 0 
.53. 
William Pnce ............. 

Morpetli ........................ 5 .. 25 0 0 
54. 
0. E. Middleton ........... 
Thomas C,ulall ......... .... West Maitland ................ 50 .. 2o0 0 0 

55 W. 11. Mullin ............ 50 .. 210 0 0 
.s';. 31. A. MoUrn .............. 

Ditto ................. 
Ditto ................. 10 .. 50 0 0 

 Caroline E,,uvos .......... Ditto 20 .. 100 0 0 
 Richard Crecknoll ........ Ditto ................ 20 .. 100 0 () 
 Ditto 2 .. 10 0 0 
CO. Newcastle ..................... 50 ., 250 0 0 
CI. 

Richard Griffith ........... 
It. lv. Vivier% 2nd ......... 

Morpeth ...................... 20 .. 100 0 0 
Q. 
Patrick OKeefle ...........
James Rundb,g Ditto .............. ... .... . , .. ., 

413. F. J. rrho,nasnd ..1(19, Goulburn-street, East Sydney 20 .. 100 0 0 
01. John Scott ................ West Maitland ................. 10 .. 50 0 0 
G.J. Jane Elizabeth Eckford .. East 3laitland ............... 5 ., 25 0 0 
CC. West Maitland ................ 5 .. Qo 0 0 
67. 
Mary An" Lee .............

E John ekford .... ....... East Maitland ................ 35 .. ho 0 0 
415. John Win. Eekt'ord, junr Ditto ................. 20 .. 100 0 0 
 Joseph Henry Eckford .. . . Ditto 5 .. 25 0 0 
 West Maitland ................ 20 .. 100 0 0 
 
Robert MDnald ...........
31. S. Christian ............. Ditto ................. 20 .. 100 0 0 
 Patrick Logan ............. Morpeth ...................... 20 .. 100 0 0 
 R. Kummerer ........ .... Sydney ......................

I  
40 .. 200 0 0 

71. John Eales ............... Duekenfleld Park. Morpeth 200 .. 1,00)) 0 0 
75. talon Clob, Sydney ............ 20 .. 100 0 0 
 
F. 1'. Itusden, M.P.......... 
Isaac Gorriek ............. West 3lnitland ................. 50 .. 230 0 0 
 Calder House, Newtown ........ 5 .. 250 0 0 
 Squatters' Exchange, Sydney.  50 .. 250 0 0 
 

J. Frederick Castle .........
John Brewster ............. 

20 ,. 100 0 0 
 
George Norric ............. 
Jonathan Young ........... 

West Maitland ................. 
Loehgyle, Ilinton ............... 50 .. 250 0 0 

 1'. J. Cohen .............. William-street, Woolloomooloo 20 ..! 100 0 0 
89. Elizabeth Willett .......... Clear Creek, Peel, near Bathurst.: 1 .. 5 0 0 
 Henry Mills ....... . ...... ....N.Co.,Sydiaey .......... 

. 
5 0.. 250 0 0 

 Alexander Brown ..........Newcastle . ................... 100 .. nOO 0 0 
St E.C. Close.junr... ....... .. 3l orpeth ..... .................. 100 ..I 500 0 0 

3465 . . £1732500 

Mr. 
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Mr. Benjamin Lee, the younger, called in and examined:— 

581. By the flaj,'man : You are one of the petitioners to the Legislative Assembly for this Mr. B. Lee. 
Act of incorporation F I am. 
532. You attended here, I believe, with a view to give evidence before this Committee upon 26Apiil,1861. 
the Morpeth and Maitland Railway Company's Bill F That was my object iii being here. 
583. You were in the room when Mr. Whitton, the Engineer-in.Chicf of Railways, was 
examined ? I was. 

iou heard that gentleman's evidence as to the advisableness of carrying the proposed 
extension of this line alongside the water to the ilunter River and A. S. N. Companies' 
wharves, instead of carrying  the line as projected by your engined F Yes. 

You have expressed a desire to give evidence with reference to that matter F Yes. 
The Committee is prepared to hear what you desire to say F The line proposed by 

Mr. Whitton would, on the score of cost, be altogether out of consideration. It would be 
nearly a series of piling from the proposed terminus to the point at the Queen's Wharf, and, 
as a matter of course, very expensive. 'l'liere would be nearly  three-quarters of a mile of 
piles. 1 believe that even the line would not be so advantageous to the persons through 
whose property it runs as the one proposed by Mr. Whalley. 

By Mr. Morris: Would the owners of land through which the line proposed by Mr. 
Whitton would pass object to the line so passing F I am not aware that any objection has 
been offered by those parties. I believe they ofibred to give land for the construction of the 
railway, whatever the direction it niiglit take through their hinds. 

Are you not aware that the A. S. N. Company objected to it? I have not heard any- 
thing to that efitet. 

Would the expensiveness of that line be so great if you rim it merely upon the ground 
level and not upon piles F That would constitute the expense. 
510. What would be the objection to the ground level It would be necessary that it 
certain portion of the line should be upon piles by the route Mr. Whitton recommends, on 
account of the bend of the river. 

By Mr. Buchanan : Would £50,000 cover the expense of Mr. Whitton's proposal I 
have not calculated the amount, but I know it would be enormous. 

By il1. Morris: Would you have to purohase a larger quantity of land for the line 
proposed by Mr. Whitton than for that projected by your own engineer / We should. 

By .11-. Buchanan: Would not Mr. Whitton's line take away all the water frontage 
from the proprietors of land lying along the margia of the river? Yes and he thus cutting 
off the facilities for making wharves. 

By J15. Rusden : Would not the level of Mr. Whitton's line require some gradient 
diffrent from that of the line proposed by your engineer F No doubt of it. 

it would be upon it considerably lower level than that proposed by Mr. V/halley F Yes. 
By .31,. Buchanan : Then this proposal by Mr. Whitton would deprive the owners of 

land on the edge of the river of the power to construct wharves on the waterside F The 
line would trench upon the river so closely as to necessitate piling; in fact, many of the 
piles would be in the river. 
541. You are aware, Mr. Lee, that a construction of a similar description is going on at 
Iceweastie? I am. 

A similar construction would be required at Morpeth, if Mr. Whitton's plan was to be 
enforced F Of course a similar work perhops not to the same extent. Wherc it was requi- 
site to carry the piles, they would to a great extent be in the river, and titus take off the 
frontage there. 

Are you aware that the Newcastle people have stopped the work on account of the 
dreadful expense ? I am not. 

You estimate the cost of the line proposed by your own engineer at £25,000, 1 think, to 
carry it through the town of Morpeth? Yes. We consider that that sumwihll be amply sufficient. 

According to your own judgment, if Mr. Whitton's proposal were admitted, would 
£00,000 be sufficient? I think I may safely say it would take £40,000, at the very least. 

The proposal of your engineer would not interfere with the main road through Morpeth F 
No, it does not trench upon that road in any way. 
558. Of course this proposal of your engineer will take the line upon solid and mostly finn 
ground, which will make the construction not only cheaper but safer than if it were carried 
out upon piles? It would be upon stone chiefly. It would be much cheaper. The action 
of the insect called the cobra, upon piles, is very destructive to the wood; sometimes, even 
where they are covered with zinc or other metal, the Company have been obliged to take up 
and replace some of thepiles of the wharf, on that account. 

Are you of opinion, that if Mr. Whitton's plan was adopted, there would not only be 
a most extravagant outlay in the first instance, but a constant requirement for expenditure 
afterwards? No doubt, because if the cobra enters the wood it will occasion the destruction 
of the pile, which will have to be replaced at it fresh expense. 

On the Newcastle line, I believe, alarge portion of the piles have been wholly destroyed 
by cobra, and that the line has had to be filled up at those places with ballast? So 1 believe. 

Arthur John V/halley, Esq., called in and examined:- 

By the Chairman: You have a tracing of the proposed railway, I believe? Yes, sir. A. J.wMfley,' 
It is a tracing you have made from the Government plans, and also shews the extension Esq. 

into the town of Morpeth, as proposed by the Company? Yes; into the town of Morpeth, ,..A 
from the Queen's Wharf. 26April,1861. 

Can you hand that plan into the Committee? Yes; 1 do so. (Plan marked A 
handed in.) 

Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Priater.-1861. 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

GAOL AND COURT HOUSE RESERVE, MAITLAND. 
(RAILWAY OBSTRUCTrON TO.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 14 .a}fareli, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New South Wales. 

The Petition of the Inhabitants of the Township of Naitland and, its vicinity,—

HUMBLY SnEwErn 

That your Petitioners are owners or ooeupiers of land at Maitlaud, or in its 

immediate vicinity, such land in Maitland having been purchased by grantees of the Crown 

under a certain recognized official plan, a copy whereof is hereunto annexed. 

That at the time the line of Railway was first surveyed, and before any line was 

determined on, your Petitioners memorialized the authorities for the time being, praying 

that the line might be so conducted through their town as to leave the inhabitants access to 

their reserve for Gaol and Court House; and in reply to such Memorial the authorities 

assured Petitioners that the subject of their Memorial should receive due attention. 

That, relying on such assurances, your Petitioners took no steps pending the con-

struction of the Railway further to insist on their claims, but were grieved to find such 

claims and assurances were entirely ignored; for notwithstanding the completion of a new 

Court House on the spot marked A on the plan, the public are deprived all access to it by 

William-street and Bank-street, and have to make a circuit of half a mile before they can 

reach the Court House, which was designed to be a convenience and ornament to the 
trinoipal street of the town. 

That your Memorialists have made sundry efforts to relieve themselves from this 
inconvenience as regards the filling up of the street at Bank-street. They succeeded in 

getting a sum voted by your honorable House for the removal of the embankment across 

that street, and for erecting the Railway on piers; but notwithstanding the vote was passed, 

the money has not been provided, nor the work done; and as regards access to William-

street, your Petitioners to the number of upwards of 300, petitioned H. B. Martindale, 

Esquire, the thea Chief Commissioner- of the Railway Department, to have a level 

crossing made to the Court House; but no notice was taken thereof, and hence the people 

are compelled to climb over the railway fences in order to roach the Court House. It is 

said that the Bench of Magistrates have also applied for means of access for the public, 

and that their application has met with no consideration; and it is known that many 

inhabitants have personally represented this public grievance to persons in authority, but 
without avail. 

That your Petitioners submit that the streets of a recognized Government Township 
ought not to be blocked up, and the property of the townsmen injured without sufficient 

cause, and they submit there was not nor is sufficient cause for maintaining the present 
128— obstruction. 
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obstruction. At the time the embankment at Bank-street was constructed, the attention of 

the authorities was drawn to the serious inconvenience which would arise from blocking up 

the road, and throwing back the drainage along the street, and which has since caused the 

partial submersion of premises in blocks 35 and 15, and the obstruction to the drainage of 

the principal part of the town; but notwithstanding this the work was insisted on, though 

by voting money for the alteration, admission is made of its impropriety. In the same 

manner, at William-street, the Station House has been built on the very street the people 

prayed might be kept clear, and which Fayer the Government assured them should be 

attended to. 

That your Petitioners have therefore no resource but to come with their grievances 

before your Honorable House, and to pray your Honorable House may be pleased to grant 

such kç3lief to yór Petitioners as to your Honorable House may seem meet. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Here Jo flow 106 Signatures.] 

Sydney: ThomftsBcbard5,GOTeTOmt Printor.-1801. 

[Price, id.] 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PYRMONT RAILWAY TERMINUS. 
(DIREOTORS OF FYRMONT BRIDGE COMPANY.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Aneinbly to be Printed, 6 May, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the Directors of the Pyrmont Bridge Company,—

SrrEwnu 

That the Pyrmont Bridge Company was formed with the sanction of the 
Legislature, in order to connect with the centre of Sydney, by an improved and shortened 
route, the localities on the western side of Darling Harbour. 

That an important element in the calculations of the promoters of the undertaking 
was the traffic to and from the Pyrmont Railway Terminus. 

That the works of the Company have been completed in a very efficient manner, and 
at a large cost, but that up to the present time the undertaking has been quite unremunerfr 
jive, in consequence, in a great measure, of the non-completion of the aforesaid Terminus, to 
which the Colony had been committed by a heavy expenditure. 

That your Petitioners have had much correspondence with the Government on the 
subject of that Terminus, being most anzious to see it completed. 

That though they flt the hardship, particularly in the circumstances of the Company, 
of incurring expenditure towards carrying out a Government work, they even proposed, in 
order to have the Terminus completed in the manner best calculated to promote the con-
venience of the public, that the Company should perform a material portion of the work. 

That, after discovering the Company could not legally do this, they on its behalf 
offered to contribute a considerable sum by money towards the completion of the work, but 

without effect. 

That your Petitioners conceive, that for the considerations submitted, they have special 
reasons for respectfully urging on your Honorable Ilouso that on the grounds of consistency 
and good faith, as well as Of  public utility, it is most fitting that the Pyrmont Railway 
Terminus and relative works should, with as little delay as possible, be completed and made 
available for the public. 

And they therefore pray that your Honorable house will take such measures as may 
seem best adapted to effect that object. 

And your Petitioners willever pray, &c., ke, &c. 

[Here follow 5 Signatures,] 

[Price, id] 273— 
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NE W SOUTH WALES. 

RAILWAY TERMINUS AT PYRMONT 
(INHABITANTS OF SYDNEY AND NEIGIIBOUItHOOD.) 

Ordered by the Legisla tire Assembly to be Printed, 10 May, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled, 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Sydney and its 
neighbourhood,— 

Snzwn :- 

That the Pyrmont Railway Terminuswas an important feature in the original 
design of the Great Southern and Western Railways, that is, of the Railways connecting 
the Metropolis with the Interior of the Colony. 

That, therefore, your Petitioners feel peculiarly aggrieved at having for many years 
been deprived of the convenience which its completion would secure to them, and to the 
public generally. 

That the construction of this Terminus with its associated Wharf, by enabling 
railway trucks and other carriages to come alongside the harbour, will greatly promote the 
easy and economical transit of the imports and exports of the Colony. 

That the large sum of money already laid out on the Darling Harbour Line is at 
present so much of the public funds uselessly expended, or wasted, and must remain so until 
the aforesaid Terminus is completed and in operation. 

That this line was laid down and constructed as it at present exists, long before the 
constitution of the Pyrmont Bridge Company, and your Petitioners respectfully submit 
ought, in justice to all concerned, to be completed without reference to any arrangement 
with that Oompany, such as has been alluded to in Parliament. 

That the completionof the Pyrmont Terminus will bring a large population within 
an easy walking distance of the Railway, thereby materially relieving the pressure of the 
traffic along the existing lines of access thereto. 

That while that Terminus will afford very important accommodation to the goods and 
passenger traffic of the Southern and Western Railways at the present time, the growth of 
the city will cause the said Terminus to occupy a more and more central pcsition as time 
passes on. 

With reference, therefore, to the past, the present, and the future, your Petitioners 
pray that your Honorable House will, without delay, take such steps as may appear best 
calculated to lead to the speedy completion of the aforesaid most important public work. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c. 

[Here follow 626 Signatures] 

[Price, Id.] 291— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PITT-STREET TRAMWAY BILL. 
(PROPRIETOUS, HOUSEITOLDERS, &c., OF PITT-STREET AND VICINITY.) 

Oidered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 21 Fbrua:y, 1861. 

The Honorable the Legislative Assembly. 

The humble Petition of the Proprietors of Property, ilouseholders, and others, 

residing in Pitt-street, and adjoining streets, Sydney,— 

RESFECTPULLY SHEWETH 

That they have long felt the great inconvenience of the Railway Terminus 

being so far distant from the business part of the town, and also experienced great loss from 

the high rates of cartage and damage to goods from frequent removal. 

We, the undersigned Petitioners, seeing that a Bill to authorize the making a Tram-

road down Pitt-street from the present Railway Terminus to the Circular Quay, has been 

laid before your honorable House, to remedy this present great inconvenience and loss, 

respectfully request that you will be pleased to pass the same into a law. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

[.Uere follow 324 Signatures.] 

[Price, Id.] 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ROAD TRUST ACCOUNTS. 

j9rzscntcb to both ousts of at1ianitnt, bR CDontnmnt 

SCHEDULL 

rAGE.  
O. 
1. South Head, from 1st January to 30th Juno, 

1859 . .. 2 

2. Do. from 1st July to 31st December, 1859 . .. 2 

8. Randwiek and Cuugce, from 1st July to 31st December, 1839 
.. .. 3 

4, Do. from 1st January to 30th June, 1660 . .. 3 

5. Parramatta, from 1st July to 31st December, 1859 
.. .. 4 

. Do. from 1st January to 30th June, 1660 .. .. 4 

 Richmond, from 1st July to 31st December, 1839 
.. .. 5 

 Do. from 18t JamiaTy to 30th June, 1860 .. .. 5 

. Windsor, from 14 July to 31st December, 1859 .. .. C 

10. Do. from let January to 30th Juno, 1860 .. .. 7 

ii. Campbolltown, from 1st January to 30th June, 1830 
.. .. S 

 Do. from 1st July to 31st December, 1659 .. .. S 

 Do. from 1st January to 30th Juno, 1360 ., .. S 

63- 
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ROAD TRUST AOCOUNTS. 

No. 1. 

SOUTH JTRAfl ROADS TRUST. 

TUE Commissioners of the South Head Roaris Trust Account of ItECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS for the 
Half-year ending on the 30th June, 1859.  

AMOUNT. DATE. DISBURSEMENTS. Asiorrr. 

£ a, d. 1859. £ s. ci. 
Ian. 1 By Balance from 31 December, 1858 269 1 4 

150 0 0 June 30  Secretary's salary, 6 months 20 16 8 
1,012 10 0 ,, 30 ,, Surveyor's salary, 6 months at] 

£86s.8d ...................... 60 0 0 
30 ,, Postne and stationery 16s., ad-i 

vertismgE4Ss.Gd .......... 5 0 6 
30 ,, 2 Gravel screens ................. 5 5 0 
30 ,, Repairs to Glenmore Road, under 

contract ..................... 208 3 0 
30 ,, Do. Ocean-street or Old Point 

Piper Road, do. on account . 196 0 0 
30 20 0 0 
30 
,, Watson's flay Road ............. 
,, Widening approach to Old Point 

30 0 o 
30 

Piper Roa ................... 
Wages for gend eral wor on k roads 
and for raising gravel, during 

625 19 3 
30 

half-year ..................... 
,, Interest on overdr aft at Bank 8 3 5 
(All as apt Vn,iphp.s lod at tim. 

DATE. I RECIPTS, 

1869, 
May 11 To Grant from Government in aid 

of funds .................... 
7une30 ,, 6 months' Tolls at £168 16s. Od. 

30 0Balance .......................355192 'Ornee'oftheoomrni;;ion;rs.)i 
£1,518 9 2 £11,61892 

Balance against the Commissioners on 30th June, 1859, £356 19s. 2d. 
For the Commissioners, 

DANIEL COOPER, Treasurer. 
GERARD PHILLIPS, Secretary. 

No.2. 

SOUTJL HEAD ROADS TRUST. 

Txn Commissioners of the South Head Roads Trust Account of Rzcnns and DISBURSEMENTS for the 
Half-year ending on the 31st December, 1359. 

DISBURSEMENTS. j Aacouzcr, 

355 19 Z 
Secretary's salary, 6 months 25 0 0 
Surveyor's salary, 6 months 

By Balance from 30th June......... 

Cs. 8d..................50 0 0 
10 0 

Fencing 2
'
, tools 14s. Gd 3 

.  

38 

14 6 
Earthenware drain pipes 1 . 0 12 6 
Pyrmont road metal ........... 0 9 

Postage and stationery ...........0 

29 0 1) 
Balance ac., Ocean-street ........ 4 0 0 
Wages for general work on roads 

.. 
Watering-cart .................... 

594 

.. 

5 7 
and for gravel, during half- 

(AU as per Vouchers filed at the 
year ......................... 

061cc of the Commissioners,) 

£I17l1 2 6 

DAT2. RECEIPTS. AMOTET. DATE, 

1359. • £ s. d. 1859. 
Dec. 31. To 6 months' rent of Tolls at July 1 

£168 lSs. Od. ................ .1,012 10 0 Dec. 31 
31 

31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 
31 

,, Balance ........................698 12 6 

£ 1,711 2 6 

Balance against the Commissioners on 31st December, 1869, £698 12s. Gd. 
DANJEL COOPER, Treasurer. 
GERARD PHILLIPS, Secretary. 

SOUTR 
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ROAD TRUST ACCOUNTS. S 

So,yrn ilnan ROADS Tnnsr Accerac!rs FOR 1559. 
Avdit Ofte, 2 October, 1800. 

There is an error of £50 in the addition of each of the half-yearly statements, by which it would appear that the 
Balance against the Commissioners on the 31st December is £598 12s. Gd. instead of £608 12s. Gd. 

W. C. MAYNTI, 
The Secretary to the Commissioners of the Auditor General. 

South Read Roads Trust. 

Mr. Langley's salary-50 each hair-year—omitted to be charged in schedule. 
GKRARD PHILLIPS, 

Secretary to Commissioners. 
3 October, 1560. 

Waterloo Warehoiae, Sydnccj, 3 October, 1800. 
Sir,—Herewith I have the honor to return to you, the Cominisionors of the South Hem! Roads Trust Accounts for 

the year 1859. 
The error pointed out by your Memo, of ye%trdsys date, aroae through the omiUing to enter in each return the salary 

of Mr. Langley, the Commissioners' Surveyor, viz. :—E50 for each halftyear. 
The rt.tnri,s are always made up from the Commissioners' Cash hook, and as this had been carefully gone over and 

lmlauemd, mod found to agree with tl Vouchers, I caru1e4y omitted to add up the Abstraetbefdre sending it in or I should 
have found the mistake out. 

The accounts us now return ii, with the words Surveyor's sakry, C nontho at £8 6s. Sd., £50, added to each return, are 
cornet. 

llogrctting that this mistake should have been made,— I have &e., 
UBRARI) FIULLIPS, 

W. C. Maync, Esquire, Auditor General. &.crotary to Commissioners South Head Roads Trust. 

No. 3. 

RANDWICR AND 000GEE ROAD TRUST. 
THE Commissioners of the Raudwick and Coegee Road Trust in Account Current for the llalf.year ending 

81st December, 1859. 

Dstr. PA'sncrlAasor SnrsEacaavsn. Asoun. DATa. PARTICULAJLvOP SuMs BxrzzD.A Mor. 

1SS9. £s.d. 
To Toll rocripte ...................207 13 4 Sept.24 By Wages, as per Voucher No. I 22 0 2 

Do a 31 Balance due Joint Stock Bmkj Oct. 5 ,, ,, 2 13 18 4 
Overdrawn account) 15 18 0 ,, 22' ,,  2 20 19 9 

Nov. 7 ,, ,, ,, 4 27 11 0 
Dee. 31,, ,, ,, 5 .... S 2 0 

Paid Joint Stock Bank amount due 30th 
June. .......................... .64 0 6 

I Miscellaneous Voucher .............. .59 3 8 
Secretary as per Voucher............ 7 10 0 

£223114 I £22311 4 

We certify to the correctness of the above Account, 
SAML. HEI3I3LEWIIITE,) 
J. B. HOLDSWORTII, . Commissioners. 
S. II. PEARCE, 3 

No. 4. 

RALND WICK AND COOGEE ROAD TRUST. 
The CammiEsioners of the Raudwick and Coogee Road Trust in Account Current for the Ua1fyear ending 

30th June, 1860. 

- PsarlcnAna OE Suns RECEED. 
J AIWXI DAlY, PARTLARS or SsrrnmD. AouNr. 

L.'%bU, £ s. U. 
From ThS 7 6 
Jun. 1 400 0 0 
to 

To Amount of Toll receipts ............ 
,, Cash (Mortgage of Tolls) ......... 
,, Balance due Joint Stock Bank 

June 30 (Overdrawn account) ............. 8 19 7 

£ S. U. 
By Wages, as per Voucher No. 1 11 4 0 

2 15 510 
3 32160 
1 , . . 10 16 7 
5 3010 4 
6 . . 16 12 6 
7...- 29811 
8 17 911 
9 6052 
10 50 2 11 
11 34 11 9 
12 .. 26 5 0 
13 . .. 50 19 10 
14 44 7 9 

31 2 1 
Paid Joint Stuck Bank amount due 

15 18 0 

,, 15 ...... 

195 0 6 
Deeembe 31st, 1550 ........... 

Contractors ..................... 
77 10 0 Miscellaneous Voucher ........... 

Secretary as per Voucher ......... 7 10 0 

£11747 7 1 

We certify to the correctness of the above Account, 
SAML. ITF4BBLEWfflIT,) 

Sydney, 318t July, 1860. J. B. HOLDSWORTR, Commissioners. 
S. 11. PEARCE, 

NO. 5 
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4 ROAD TRUST ACCOUNTS. 

No. 5. 

PA.R1tnATTA ROAD TRUST. 

AnsrRAc'r of the RECEIPTS and EXPENDITURE of the Commissioners of the Parramatta Road Trust for the 
Half-year ending 31st December, 1859. 

RECEIVED. AMoUNT. 

£ a. d. 
Six months' Rental of Toll-gate at Broken 
Back Bridge ..........................217 10 0 

Balance, 30th June, 1859 ........£ 199 6 0 

£ 416 10 0 

EXPENDED. 

Salaries 
Clerk and Treasurer ............1815 0 
Overseer ......................30 0 0 

- -  5415 0 

Miscellaneous 
\rages for labor ................88 5 0 
Road anetal and carriage of same 141 15 6 
Repairs to roads, dams, and bridges 4 0 0 
Repairs to tools, &c..  ........ ... 3 6 0 
Advertising and printing ........2 13 3 
Law expenses ..................2 2 0 

- - 242 1 0 

Total Expenditure ............ £ 296 16 9 

Balance, 31st December, 1859 . .£ 119 19 3 
£ 416 16 0 

We hereby certify the above Account to be correct, 

JAMES BYRNES, ) 
NATHL. PAYTEN, - Commissioners. 
JAMES PYE, 3 

E. S. RowtINo, 
Treasurer. 

Road Trust Office, 
Pan'arnatta, 23rd January, 1860. 

No. 6. 

PARRAMATTA ROAD TRUST. 
ABSTRACT of Moneys received, paid, and expended by the Commissioners of the Parramatta Road Trust for 

the Half-year ending 30th June, 1860. 

RECEIVED. Aasotncp. EXPENDED. Aarocr. 

Six months' Rent of Toll-gate at Broken Back 
Bridge ................................ 

£ s. d. 
Salaries 

257 10 0 Clerk and Treasurer ............18 15 0 
Overseer ......................5800 

Miscellaneous:— 
\Vages for labor ............. 15011 0 
Purchase of tools, stores, &c. .... 0 9 6 
Repairs of tools ................1 1 9 
Commission to Auctioneer ........1 1 0 

£ a. d. 

76 15 0 

153 3 3 

Total Receipts ................£ 257 10 0 

Balance, 31st December, 1359.... £ 119 19 3 

377 ° 

Total Expenditure .............. £ 229 18 3 

Balance, 30th June, 1860 ........ £ 147 11 0 

£ 377 9 3 

to be correct, 

BYRNES, 

We certify the above 

JAMES PAYTEN, Commissioners. NATJIL 
JAMES PYE, 

No.7. 



DATE. RECEIPTS. 1ASI0UNT. DATE. 

1860. £ s. d. 1860. 
Jan. 1 To Balance on hand from last yer.. 285 1 7 1  Feb. 1 

6 ,, Beat of Blaektown Tolls for Dc-' 
cember ........................8841 

Feb. 4 ,, ,, January ..' 10 0 0 April 1 
March3,, ,, February 10 0 0 H 

April 7 ,, ,, March..,. 10 0 0 May 8 
May 7 ,, ,, April 10 0 0 
June 7 ,, ,, May ......10 0 0, 

June 30 I 

£813 9 11 

Jr1y 1 To Balance down ............. ... 761O11 

DISBURSEMENTS. AMoUNT. 

V. a. a. 
By paid B. Edwards, advertising 1 1 8 0 
R.Stewart, .,, 2 1 1 0 
T.Bueton, repairs,roadtofexry 3 12 0 0 
Secretary, quarter's salary .. 4 6 5 0 
Do. postagesandsrationcry 5 0 5 0 
T.Nippress,repairs,roadtoferry 6 5 0 0 
Markwell, timber, Blacktown 
Road .. .. ,. ..r 600 
T. Douglass, rep'n, road to I 
ferry .. 8 28 10 0 
Secretary, quarter's salary .. 9 6 5 0 
Do. postnges andstationeryio 0 5 0 
Balance on hand.. .. . - '276 10 11 

£343 011 

539 

ROAD TRUST ACCOUNTS. 5 

No. 7. 

RICHMOND ROAD mUST. 
Accocxt of RECEIPTS and DISBUaSnIENTs of the Commissioners of the Richmond Road Trust for the 

Half-year ending 31st December, 1859. 

Dr. 

DATE. RECEIPTS. I Axonr 

1859. p £ S. d. 
July 1 To Balance on hand 30th June last.... 266 it 11 

18 1 ,, Rent of Richmond Ferry for March, 
7015 0 

27 
April, and May ................ 
,, Blacktown Tolls for May and 

June .................... .1616 8 
Aug. 6 ,, ,, ,, for July 8 8 4 
Sep. ci ,, ,, ,, forAugust 8 8 4 

Cr. 

DATE. DISBURSEMENTS. Anoncr. 

1850. V. £ s. d. 
&ug. 3 By Samuel Senior, repairs to punt 

I approaches ................1 7 19 0 
Sep. 7 ,, Thomas Bucton, repairs, Black- 

town Road .. .. 2 60 12 9 
SamuelSenior, do., road to ferry 3 16 10 6 

Do., do. do. 4 24 1 6 
Do., materials for do. 5 6 6 3 

11 12 o Richmond Ferry for June and 11  William Wafter, quarter'ssalary, 
July ...................... . 47341 aothultimo .. .. . . 6 660 

,, Messrs. Kirk & Pearce, compensa. 
I 

,, Do., postage and stationery .. 7 1 
Black- 

0 6 0 
tion fur damage t Nov. 2 ,, Caleb Crisford, repairs, 
Bridge ......................... 1 0 0 town Toll House .. .. 8 15 0 0 

Oct. 7 ,, Itent of Blacktown Tolls for Sep- Dec.31  Thomas ]3ucton, repairs, Black. 
tember ......................... 8 8 4 i townfl.oad .. .. .. 0 11 0 0 

Nov. 7 ,, October ,, 8 8 4 ,, Labaa White, auctioneer, corn- 
Dee.8I,, ,, November, 884, mission. .10(  300 

I 1 Margaret Seymour, use ofroomil 3 0 0 
WilUamWatk€r.quarter'ssalaxyl2 I 6 5 0 
Do., postage and stationery .. 13 1 0 5 0 

Balance on hand ........285 1 7 

£44411 7 .444 11 7 

EDW. POWELL 
JOSEPH ONUS,' } Commissioners, Richmond 

CEO. M. PITT, 
Road Trust. 

No. S. 

RICHMOND ROAD mUST. 
ACCOUNT of RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS of the Commissioners of the Richmond Road. Trust for Ualf.ycar 

ending 30t1a June; 1860, 

Dr. Cr. 

Richmond, 30th June, 1860. 

EDW. POWELL, ) GEORGE M. PITT, Commissioners, Richmond 

JOSEPII ONUS, Road Trust. 

Riomioyn ROAD Tnus'r Accorns, JANCAEY TO JUNE, 1860. 
Audit Qfte, 4th October, 1560. 

Is the entry of Voucher No. S in Account Current correct—the Voucher boing for £28 10g.? 
W. C. MAYNE, 

The Commissioners of the Richmond Eoa4 Trust. Auditor General. 

Corrected; should be £28 lOs. The correct balance, £276 lOs. lid. 
\VM. WALKER. 

No. 9. 
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6 ROAD TRUST ACCOUNTS. 

No.9. 

WINDSOR ROAD TRUST. 

BEcBnrs and DJsBuasEirNrs of the CommiSoners of the Windsor Road Trust for the llaf-year ending 
31st December, 1859. 

Dr. Cr. 

Dsn. RECEIPTS. AMonNI. DATE. DISBURSEMENTS. AMOUR?. 

s.d.! isoa 
p 

\ouch.r. 
Noel  

July 1 To Balance on hand, 30th June ......310 2 9 1  July23 By Wages, George-scot, Windsor 1 1 5 0 
27 ,, Ditto, ditto 2 316 3 

8 ,, Rent of Fitzroy BridgeTolis for June. 22 15 4 I ,, 27 ,, Faux and Beard, spikci ......3 0 4 1 
271 F. Rye, repairs, Fitzroy Bridge 4 0 6 0 

25  Ditto, Windsor Ferry for April, Ii 27 i J. Bvrnea, sharpening tools 6 0 6 6 
May, and. June ................I 16 6 3 

II " 27i 
3. Clatk,repaira, Fitzroyllridgc 6 0 7 8 

Aug. 8 ,, Ditto, Fitzroy BridgeTollsforJuly 22 15 4 I 
I I. Aug. 8! ,, Carroll and Stubh, repairs, 

Sept. S  Ditto, ditto, August 22 18 4 1 
8 

Wind.ar Road ..........7 
John 3 till., ditto, clUe, and 

50 9 6 

Oct. 1 Ditto, Windsor Ferry, July anal 
,, 

Richmond Road ..........8 15 17 0 
August .......................10 17 6 ,, S  John ilolden, ditto, George- 

312 0 I 

11 7 J ,, Ditto, Fitzroy Bridge Tolls for Sep 
i. i 
' id  

street ...................9 
William Feraday, services at 

tomber .......................221.841 ferry .................10 2 10 0 
18 i ,, James Dear, for plan of punt 11 4 4 0 

Nov. 4 ,, Ditto, Windsor Ferry, for Septctn-j I 
ber and October .............. 1017 6 . 

Sept. 5  G. Seymour, Auctioneef a corn- 
7 ,, Ditto, Fitzroy Bridge Tolls for mission on sale of ferry .. 12 4 6 0 

October ......................j 2218 4,. 5' ,, F.Mason,printing ..........13 1 0 0 
,, 6 I ,, Carroll and Stubbs, repairs, 

Dec. S  Ditto, ditto, November 27 18 4 i I punt Bill ................14 34 4 0 
I " ,, John Carney, ditto, Windsor 

22  Ditto, Windior Ferry for Novemberl 22 6 8 Road ....................15 41 16 0 
S ,, Richard Edwards, advertising 

ferry ..................16 250 

¶ Oct. 13  W. Walker, quarter's salary, 
I due 50th September ......17 6 5 0 

13 ,, Ditto, postagel and stationery 18 0 5 0 
13  J. Wilson, blacksmith's work . 19 0 5 0 

I , 14 j  J. Carney, repairs, Bridge- 
street ...................20 43 15 0 

31 Carroll and Stubba, repairs, 
Windsor Road ...........21 35 0 0 

31  Ditto, repairs, Windsor Road 
and Bridge-street ........22 42 10 0 

Nov. 3 ,, T. Father, on account of cop- 
poring new punt ........ 23 20 0 0 

23 ,, John Bayley, wages, repairs 
Perryllill .............. 24 015 0 

23 ,, Thomas Eather, balance, cop- 
poring and repairs to new 
punt .................... 23 27 17 0 

23 ,, JohiCCarney, repairs, Windsor 
Road ................... 20 38 8 0 

23  Ditto, ditto .. . - 27 38 0 0 
23  Ransom and Bcnnctt, adver- 

Sing ................. 28 2 9 3 

27th January, 1860. 

Dec. 3 
10 
17 
22 

22 

24 
31 

. 31 

31 

0 8q 

Wages, Windsor Road ......29 1 10 0 
Ditto, ditto 3() 1 10 0 
Ditto, ditto 31 1 5 0 
James Clark, repairs, Fitzroy 
Bridge ..................32 060 

George Seymour, auctioneer, 
commission ..............33 5 5 0 

Wages, Windsor Road ......34 1 10 0 
W. Walker, quarter's salary.. 36 6 5 0 
Ditto, postages and stationery 36 0 5 0 

Balance onhand .............68 4 5 

J. DOWE, 1 
Wil. J. CREW, - Commissioners. 
JOHN WOOD, ) 

No. 10. 



RECEIPTS. AMom'r. 

£ a. d. 
63 4 5 

DAn. DISBURSEMENTS. 

-  

Aasoncr. 

1860. 
Jan. 13 

No. of 
vougher. 

By paid Richard Edwards, advertis. 
s. d. 

Rent of Fitzroy Bridge, for Deee,n- lag..................... 1 1 8 0 

To Balance on hand ................. 

Ditto Windsor Ferry, for December, 
22 18 4 ,, 13 ,, W. Walker, solicitor, law 

charges 2 1 3 6 

bet', 1869 ..................... 

1859, on account ............... 
Ditto, ditto, balance.. 

20 0 0 
13 10 0 

 27 ,, 
.................

Joseph Shaw, repairs to punt-
house 3 

Ditto Fitzroy Bridge, for January 
Ditto Windsor Ferry, for January 

42 1 8 11 
33 10 0 

27 ,, 
....................

John Scoven, repairs to toll- 
- house, iSa. Cd., 

6 0 0 

Ditto Fitzroy Bridge, for February 42 1 8 q 
and. punt- 

house, Os. 9d............... 4 1 3 6 Ditto Windsor Ferry, for February 32 10 0 it 27 ,, Edward Gillard, repairs to toll- 
Ditto Fitzroy Bridge, for March 42 1 8 11 house .................... 6 8 0 0 
Ditto Windsor Ferry, for 

Ii 
ii 
,, 27 
Feb. 4 

,, 
,, 
John Watt, ditto ............
Wages, punt approaches ...... 

6 
7 
2 19 6 
18 16 0 March, on account .. 13 10 0 I ,, 4 ,, Ditto, George-street ........ 8 12 5 0 Ditto, ditto (15 May), 

balance 20 0 o 
 11 
11 

,, Ditto, ferry approaches ...... 9 10 15 0 ............ ,, Ditto, George-Street ........ 10 11 2 c 
33 10 0 ,, 18 ,, Ditto, Richmond Road, G-eorge_ 

Ditto Fitzroy Bridge, for April 42 1 8  18 ,, 
street, Punt Hill............ 
Ditto, kny approaches ...... 

11 
12 
10 15 0 
9 7 3 

Ditto Windsor Ferry, for 
18 ,, Patrick Hagan, repairs Fitzroy 

13 April, on account ,.L23 10 0  18 
Bridge ....................
PcterCarrofl, repairs lliohmond 

1 12 0 
Ditto, ditto, balance 10 0 0 Road .................... 14 1 6 0 

33 10 0 26 ,, Wages, Punt hilt and Georgc- 

Ditto Fitzroy Bridge, for May (less  25 
street watcr-courses ........ 
Ditto, \Vilberforoe Road 

15 
16 
14 12 0 
13 10 3 £10 allowed for loss by flood) . ,I 32 1 8 26 ,, 

...... 
Hanson & Bennett, advertising 17 1 1 0 

Ditto Windsor Ferry, for 
Mar. 3 
,, 3 

,, Wages, ferry approaches 
Ditto, Richmond Road and 

18 12 12 0 

May, on account... £20 0 0 George-street, &c. .......... 19 14 2 0. Ditto, ditto, balance 13 10 0  10 ,, Ditto, ferry approaches ------ 20 6 3 0 
-'-.------,----33100 24 Ditto, ditto ......... 211640 

31 ,, John Mills, repairs Richmond 
Road ................... 22 410 0 

31 ,, William Stubbs, repairs Wind- 
sorRoad .................. 23 017 0 

21 ,, Peter Carroll, clearing out gut- 

DATE. 

1860. 
Jan. 1 

21 

27 
Feb. 2 
o 27 
Mar. 5 
9 & 11 

April 5 

,, 10 

May 9 

June 5 

,, 8 

tcrs, Punt Hill ........v:: 24 0 12 6 
11 31  Secretary, quarter's salary 25 6 5 0 
31 ,, Ditto, postages and stationery 26 0 6 0 

April 
31 
7 
,, Wages, ferry approaches 21 11 16 0 
,, Ditto, Wilberforee approaches 28 10 10 0 

14 ,, Ditto, ditto 29 12 12 0 
14  S. Mills, re?airs Windsor Road 30 5 0 0 
24 ,, G. Conley 5 Eat., repairs to 

tools ...... ............... at i 1 6 
24 ,, Faux and Beard, articles, 

spikes, supplied ............32 0 14 4 
24  3'. Carney, repairs Windsor 

Road ....................33 0 14 0 
May 6 ,, J. Crew, wheelbarrow ........34 1 5 0 

5 ,, W. Salter, logs, \Viiberforce 
Road ................ ... $I  1 00 

6 ,, Wages, repairs Windsor Ferry 
approaches ................36 5 1 6 

11 12 ,, Ditto, repairs Windsor Road 37 1 17 6 
12  Ditto, repairs ferry approaches, 

Wilberforco 
15 ,, 

..............33 
C. A. Davis, ferry 

15 7 0 
charges, 

16 
punt approaches ............39 , 6 19 4 

 John Cnddan, articles supplied 40 , 2 5 3 15  IV. P. Woolley, repairs to tools 41 , 0 5 0 
11 19 
19j 

 Wages, ferry approaches 42 . 
Ditto, Windsor Road 43 

18 7 
8 5 

0 
0 26 

........ 
Ditto, ferry approaches ......44 13 2 0 26 ,, Carroll and Stubbs, Richmond 

30 ,, 
Road repairs ..............45' 
Secretary, quarter's salary .. 40 

26 0 
6 5 

0 
0 30 ,, Ditto, postnges and stationery 47 . 0 5 C) 

Balance on hand ................ 156 12 8 

£49111 1. 

11 1 

July 1 Balance brought down ......... 12 8 

541 

ROAD TRUST ACCOUNTS. 7 

No. 10. 

WINDSOR ROAD TRUST. 
Tin; RECEIrPS and DISBrn1SBMENTS of the Commissioners of the Windsor Road Trust, for the Half-year 

Dr. 
ending 30th June, 1860. 

a 

RICH. RIDGE, - — 
LABAN WHITE, 
JOHN WOOD, Commissioners. 

WE J. CREW, 

WiNasoit lto.in Tausr Aceotnqr, JAEt'AitY To JUNE, 1860. 
Audit Office, 4th October, 1860. An apparent error in the addition of this Account is pointed out, for the purpose of correction. 

MAYNE, C. The Commissioners of the Windsor Road Trust. W. 
Auditor General. 

VorrectecL,.'the error being in the addition—the true balance, as per Cash Book, being £156 12s. Sd. 
WM, WALKER, 

Secretary, Commissioners Windsor Road. That. 

No.11. 

Windsor, lst .Jhly, 1860. 
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8 ROAD TRUST ACCOUNTS. 

No. 3.1. 

CAMPBELLTOWN ROAD TRUST. 

Tnt Commissioners of 
the Campbelltown Road Trust in Account Current for the Half-year ending 30th 

June, 1859. 0r 
TI 

PARTICULARS OF  SUMS RECInTED. 
AMoUNT. 

To Balance on the 31st December, 1868 ...... ...5 1711 April 30 

Six months' rent of Denham CotartTeIl-gate May 31 
from the 1st January to 30th June, 1859.. 30 10 0 June 30 

LESS 7fl 

P,utTIcL'LAXS or Snes Expnsnnn. Anovn. 

£ s. d. 
By Cash for wages, as per Voucher,. 12 15 0 

Do. do. .... ... .1 17 0 
Secretary's salary, two quarters do. 10 0 0 
Balance, 30th June, 1859 ......... ..11. 16 11 

£1 30 7 11 

We certify to the correctness of the above Account, 
WILLIAM FOWLER, ') 
GEORGE TABER, - Commissioners. 

Campbelltown, 15th July, 1859. 
LAURENCE KENDALL,) 

No. 12. 

CAMPBELLTOWN ROAD TRUST. 

THE Commissioners of 
the Campbelltown Road Trust in Account Current for the Half-year ending 31st 

December, 1859. 
Cr 

-_______ _-_----.---------- -- 

, 

- ____ 

PAB'ncULABS or Snrs Rncxn'En. AoT. DATE. I'ABT:CUIAltS OF Snis EXPENDED. AMevxr. 

SlstJaly, 1859 £ s. d.I 
To Balance brought forward ..................11 15 11 Sept 30 By one quarter's salary to Secretary 

31 Advertising Toll-gate, in 1857 

£ S. 
6 0 0 
1 4 0 

Six months' rent of Dunham Court Toll.gate,' I Oct. ,, 

from 1st January to abtDeeember, 1859..' 30 10 0 ,, ito2l ,, llobt. Jackson, as per Voucher... 
Advertising Toll.gate in 1850 

1 4 2 6 
1 4 0 Dec. 2 ,, 

9 Fitzgerald as per Voucher ......... , ,, , 0 15 6 
31,, One quarter's salary to Secretary 

Stationery, stamps, &c. .......... 
5 00 
0 8 10 

Balance 31st December, 1859 .. 24 Ii 0 

£42511 
*142 all 

We certify to the correctness of the above Account, - - 

' WTLLIAM FOWLER, 
HENRY ROSE, - Commissioners. 

Campbelliown, 7th January, 1800. 
LAURENCE KENDALL,) 

No. 13. 

CAMPBELLTOWN ROAD TRUST, 

TEE Commissioners of the Campbelltown Road Trust in Account Current for the Half-year 
ending 30th 

June, 1800. 
Cr. 

AMoUNT. PARnCULAM5 OP SUMS EXTENDED. AMOUNT. 

£ 
d. 

24 11 Ot ' By Wages, as per Abstract 9th, 1st, 17th January 
4 0 0 

Do. do. 17th January ........ 1 10 0 

Joseph Hopper do- 21st January ........ ' 1 4 0 

50 0 0  P-Gray (1o. 
do. 

alstlanuary .........1 
1st to 31st March . 

3 
IS 0 

0 
0 Wages 

John Sharman do. 24th March ........... 5 0 0 
Wages do. 1st to 31st May ....... 16 15 0 

Joseph Warby do. 15th May ............. 1 10 0 
Wages do. 1st to 30th June ...... 12 10 0 
WilliamPowler do. auth June ............ 0 9 3 

Edward Rook do. 9th to 14th May ...... .1 5 0 
Six months' Salory to Secretary, 30th June 10 0 0 

Balance .................................. , 1 4 9fr 

PARTIcULARS OF Srxs REcEIvED. 

1860- 
To Balance 31st December, 1859 .............. 
Six months' rent of Denham Court Toll-gate. 
from 1st January to 30th June, 1860, al 
£5 Cs. Sd. per month .................. 

£74 11 
£ 74 11 O 

We certify to the correctness of the above Account, 
WILLIAM FOWLER, 
LAURENCE KENDALL, Commissioners. 

C'amplellioton, iOtA July, 1860. 
GEORGE TABER, 

Sydney: Thomas ltichards,60Terament l'rftitor.—ISGO. 

[Price, do'.] 
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Thcgiøtattbc caøøcmblp. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

SUBORDINATE ROADS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. 
(CLASSIFICATION AND PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION FOR ISCL) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Pinted, 1 Marc/i, 1561. 

CLASSIFICATION AND PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION FOR 1861 

Fr, 
Ec en (Ii (Lire 

- iUtu'SAh.Wi 
irtyicted n 

r 

Sydney, or Metropolitan Roads. 

2 J Part of Road from Sydney to South Head (Upper South Head1 
l Road).. ... . ... 63* 

2 4 Road from Sydney to Botany Bay ()fudbnnk Road) •. ... 100 
2  Mudhank Road to Botany Bay (Gardener's Road) ... 20 

2 3  Mudbank Road to Bunnerong ... ... ... ... 15 
2 5  Sydney to Cook's River Dam (Newtown Road) . 

125 

8 6 Newtowu Road, via Enmore and tinderoliff ridge, 
to George's River Road ... ... ..B. f 

90 

3 2 
3 3 i 

 Newtown Road, near Church, to Botany Road ... 
., Newtown Road, via ITnwin's Bridge, to Undereliff Road 

30 
45 

2 6 ,, Cook's River Dam to Rocky Point ... ... ... 90 
3 S ,, Rocky Point Road, near Dam, to George's River ... 120 

4 5 
11

Rocky Point Road to George's River Road (Koggerah I 50 1 Road) ... ... 
2 2 ,, Main Western Road to Ulebe Island ... ... ... 50 
2 2  Main Western Road to Balinain Municipality ... 50 
2 3 ,, Main Western Road to Canterbury ... ... ... 75 
3 10  Canterbury nfl Salt Pan Creek to George's River ...! ISO 
3 7  St. Leonard's to Pitt Water Road ... ......! 105 
3 16  Manly Cove to Pitt Water (Northerly) ... .2 240 
4 2  Manly Cove to Bolgowlali ... ... ... .... 20 
2 15  St Leonard's to Pennant Hills . .. ... ... 375 
I ,, St. Leonard's and Pennant IJills Road by Flat Rock 

1 Creek to Middle Harbour ... ... ... J 
3 I 4 ,, Onion's Point to road from Parramatta to Bedlam Ferryl CO 

£1,961 

One half the rowL1!ng in a 31unht10'aitt.y, bait-stale tniy is eflow3. 
Non, —The C ,,slileation of Rued' 11  not maik alone with a knee. to thair relative linportane,, but 

lnfluenredty the 'tale of lopair required, and the am,.unt of suoe-y recently exp.:ndi-d upon tl,cqn. 
ha, bran 

Where the Ross] Toll, past to the Cunaolidatvd Ikrcauo, I'arhianont will le, sshesl to veto the n'pectlee 
tho repair of sq.h road,. arnunts fir 

- 



a 

7-1  
4 17 
5 9 
5 I17 
St 5 
4 31 

90 

3! 7 
S 11 
4 6 
3! Q 
5 11 
5 56 
5 85 

5 3 

SI 0 

4 8 
2 14 

s 

5 0 

51 6 
5 15 

4 19 

41 8 
S 

4 1 7 
4 1 10 
4. 4 
5 6 
3 ! 16 
5 37 
5! 

5 25 
4 2 
4 5 

12 

5 11 

5 16 
5 17 
5 12 
4 5 
Z 29 
5 11 
5 29 
5 (10 

37 
4i 7 
4 1 

14 

5 11 

8 j 12 

5 10 
3 . 72 
5. 5 
5 27 
5 15 
5 39 
5 8 

514 

FA SUBORDINATE ROADS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. 

I 

Road from Newcastle Municipality to Maitland 
Newcastle Municipality to Maitland and Gosford Road 
Stockton to Raymond Terrace 
Stockton and Raymond Terrace Road to Saltash 
Raymond Terrace to Stroud 
Stroud, via Gloucester, to Tinonec 
Gloucester, via Nowendoc, to Port Macquarie and 
Armidale Road 

Tinonee to Cundle ... 
Tinonee to Bohuock ... 
Tinonce to Wingham, south side of Manning River 
Tinonce and Cundle Road to Wingliam 
Wingham to Wherrol Flat, Dingo Creek 
Cundle to Port Macquarie 
Port Macquarie to Kempsey .... 
Raymond Terrace and Stroud Road to Raymond 
Terrace and Scahain Road 

I 5 Raymond Terrace and Stroud Road to Raymond 
Terrace and Clarence Town Road 

Seaham to Clarence Town 
, Clarence Town to Dungog 

Dungog to Chichcster River 
ClarenceTown to half.way house onitaymond Terrace 
and Stroud Road 

Dungog to Fostcrton ... 
Dungog to Stroud ... 
Raymond Terrace, by east side of Williams River, to 

t Clarence Town 
Raymond Terrace to ilinton 
ilinton to Seahani ... 
Raymond Terrace and ilinton Road to Paterson 
Raymond Terrace to Maitland... 
Raymond Terrace and Maitland Road to Morpeth 
Raymond Terrace to Herham 
East Maitland to Mount VIncent 
Mount Vincent to Gosford 
Gosford to Kincumber 
Gosford to Mangrove Creek, and up that Creek 
Morpeth to Largs ... 
Morpeth to Pour Mile Creek ... 
East Maitland to Paterson ... 
Maitland and Paterson Road, via Dunmore Punt, to 
Seaham ... 

Paterson to Gresford ... 
Paterson and Gresford Road to .Eceleston 
Gresford to Lostook ... 
West Maitland to East Maitland and Paterson Road..4 
Main Northern Road, near West Maitland, to Wollombi 
Wollombi Road to Congewai ... a.. 
Wollombi to Warkworth 
Wollombi and Warkworth Road to Cole River 
Wollombi to Wiseman's Perry... 
Main Northern Road, near Anvil Creek,to Glendon Brook 
Anvil Creek and Glendon Brook Road to Stanhope 
Main Northern Road, near Black Creek, to Cessnock, 
on Wollombi Road ... a. ... op 

Main Northern Road, near Black Creek, via Glendon, 
to Main Northern Road, near Singleton 

Main Northern Road, near Munnimba Brook, to 

Warkworth ... 
'Warkworth Road to Broke, Wollombi Brook... 
Singleton, via Denman, Jerry's Plains, to Merriwa 
Singleton and Jerry's Plains Road to Warkworth 
Merriwa to Cassillis ... 
.3lusclebrook to Morton. 
Scone to Merriwa .. 
Scone to Page'.s River ... 

Northern Roads. 

l'ropoael 
axj,sndkore 
out ofMa,ueiO 
jiravideil In 
Estimates for 
Road s other 
than Mali, 
Roads. 

170 
63 
119 
35 
310 
511 

105 
'4 
60 
00 
77 
892 
245 

21 

42 

80 
350 
80 

63 

42 
105 

190 

80 
120 
70 
100 
40 
42 
240 
259 
56 
175 
20 
50 
180 

77 

112 
119 
84 
50 
435 
77 
203 
420 
370 
70 
40 

140 

77 

180 

70 
1,080 
35 
189 
10 
273 
56 

Carried forward 8,921 



SUBORDINATE ROADS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. 

Northern Roads—continued. 

Brought forward 
Road from Main Northern Road, via Currabubula, to Tamwotth,. 

Tamworth, via Barraba and Bingara, to Warialda 
Main Northern Road, at Beüdemeer, to Bundarra 
Armidale to Glen Tunes 
Glen Jones to Tenterfield 
Armidale, via Byron, to Fraser's Creek 
Armidale, via Waloha, to Port Macjuarie 
Armidale to Kempsey ... 
Armidale to Gnftoii ... 
Grafton to Tcnterfield (New Line) 
Grufton to Casino ... 
Casino to Lismore ... 
Lismore to Ballina ... 
Lawrence to Grafton and Tenterfield Road, near Tabular 

4 50 
120 

5 55 
4 60 
4 58 
113 

5 130 
4 82 
5 135 
S 115 
4 35 
4 17 
S 30 
4 70 

£ 
8,021 
500 

385 
600 
580 

910 
820 
945 
1,725 
350 
170 
210 
700 

16,816 

Western Roads. 

ç Road from Main Western Road to Parramatta River, at Bedlam 

1 Ferry ... 
Parramatta to Bedlam Ferry 
Parramatta and Bedlam Ferry Road toPennant Hills 
Wharf ... 

Parramatta and Bedlam Ferry Road at Ryde to 
Kisaing Point Wharf 

Parramatta and Bedlam Ferry Road to Gladesville 

1 Wharf ... 
Kissing Point.towards.Field of Mars Common 
Main Western Road towards Parramatta River 

1 (Concord Road) 
Parramatta to Castle Hill (Pennant Hills Road) 
Castle Hill towards Wiseman's Ferry (DuraLRoad) 
Parramatta to Windsor... ... 
Windsor to Pitt Town ... 
Parramatta and Windsor Road to Pitt Town 
Pitt Town to Wiseman's Ferry 
Pitt Town to Churchill's Wharf 
Windsor to Wilberforee 
Wilbcrforee to Knrraj ong 
Wilberforce to Sackville Reach 
Windsor to Richmond ... 
Windsor to Cornwallis and Richmond Bottoms 
Windsor to Blaektowu Road 
Richmond to new Bridge 
Main Western Road, near Parramatta, through Do. 

1 main and by old Windsor Road, to 'Windsor Road 
Main Western Road, near Prospect, to Richmond 

1 (Blacktown Road) 
Black town Road to Windsor Road 
Main Western Road, near Penrith, to Richmond 
Richmond Bridge to Main Western Road, near 

1 Bowenfels (Bell's Line) 
Bell's Line to Colo River (Comlezoy Road) 
Main Western Road, near Peurith, to Bringelly Road 
Penrith, vi4 Regentville and Mnlgoa, to Greendale 
Main Western Road, at Little Hartley, to Ganbenang 
Swamp ... 

Hartley, via Fish River Bridge, to O'Connell Plains 
(Lockyer's Line) 

Main Western Road, at.Bowenfels, to Mudgee 
Mudgee Road, near Middle River, to Main Western 

1 Road at Meadow Flat 
,,. Mudgee Road to Rylstone 

Mudgee to Cassilis ... 

Carried forward 

Provided for in Estimates of Secretary for Public Works. 

2 
C, 
0 

3 1 

3 1 

3 1 

3 3 

3 3 

3 10 
4 13 
1 19 
4 4 
4 S 
4 20 
5 6 
5 4 
5 10 
5 10 
3 5 
3 6 
S 2 
3 2 

'1 9 

3 19 

5. 0 
5 12 

5 45 

5 9 
4 15 
5 10 

10 

4 29 

.1 80 

.5 10 

14 
.5 50 

100 

150 

15 

15 

15 

45 

45 

150 
130 
950 
40 
so 
200 
42 
.28 
70 
'70 
75 
90 
30 
30 30 

00 

285 

42 
:84 

315 

63 
150 
70 

To 

290 

* 

70 

08 
350 



5 
4 
4 
5 
4 
2 
5 
4 
5 
5 

2 
4 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
S 
5 
5 

30 
21 
5 
24 
16 
27 
15 
17 
27 
35 

40 

29 
34 
31 
20 
16 
29 
30 
29 
12 
38 
50 
16 
27 
54 

3 

3 

4 

5 

4 

5 

2 

6 

10 

3 

6 

15 

3 
10 
6 

5 

1'2 
5 

27 

11 

17 
S 

Ii 

84 

7 

20 
16 

70 

10 
7 

4 

SUBORDINATE ROADS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. 

Prtpni 
Expoilditure 
uutotL15,000 
!rovdod in 
Eptirnatt for 
B,.wJ other 
than Maia 

Western Roads.—conanued. 

£ 
Brought forward... ... ... 4,347 

Road from Mudgee to Ryistone ... - ... 
. 
210 

Mudgee to Tlargraves ... ... ... ... ... 210 
Mudgee and Hargraves Road to Windeyer ... ... 50 
Louisa Creek to Pyramul Hill ... ... ... ... 168 
Main Western Road to Bathurst and Sofala Road ... 160 
Bathurst to Sofala ... ... ... .., ... 675 
Sofala to Mudgee Road... ... ... ... ... 105 
Sofala to Tambaroora ... ... ... ... ... 170 
Tambaroora to Louisa Creek .. ... ... ... 189 
Bathurst to Ophir ... ... ... ... ... 245 
Bathurst to Tambaroora, via Kelloshiel and Lower I 280 
.turon ... ... ... ... .,. j 

Bathurst to Carcoar ... ... 
Carcoar to Canowindra... ... ... ... ... 
Carcoar to Cowra ... 
Bathurst to Caloola ... 
Bathurst and Caloola Road to Rockley 
Caloola to Tuena ... 
Bathurst towards Goulborn, vM Campbell's River 
Bathurat, via O'Connell Plains, to Fish River Creek... 
Orange to Ophir ... 
Orange to Stony Creek 
Orange to Nanima ... 
Stony Creek to l3urrendong 
Stony Creek to Wellington ... 
'Wellington to Dubbo ... ... 

10,530 

Southern Roads. 
f Road from Main Western Road, at Burwood, to Main Southern 

Road ... 
-Main Western Road, near Parramatta, to Main 
Southern Road (Dogtrap Road) 

Main Western Road, near J'arra,natta, via Smith-
field, towards Cabramatta 

Main Southern Road, near irish Town, to George's 
River Road ... 

Main Southern Road to Saltpan Creek (Punchbowl 
Road) ... ... 

Main Southern Road, near Lansdowne Bridge, to 
Penrith and Bringelly Road (Orphan School Road) J 

Liverpool to Orphan School Road 
Main Southern Road to Campbelltown ... . . .1 
Campbelltown to Menangle ... ... ... .. 
Menangle to Main Southern Road, at foot of Razori! 
back... ... ... ... ... ... ii 

Menangle to Picton ... 
Campbelltown to Main Southern Road, near Narellan... 
Campbelltown, via Appin, Broughton's Pass, and 
Mount Keera, to Central Illawarra Municipality 

Broughton's Pass, via Pheasant's Nest, to Main 
Southern Road ... ... ... ... 

Appin, via Rixon's Pass, to Wollongong & Bali Road... 
Wollongong Municipality to Bulli 
ICiama Municipality, via Shoalliaven, to Nowra 
Municipality 

Nowra Municipality, via Tjlladulla, to Bateman's Bay... 
Nowra and Uhladulla Road, at Tomerong, to Jervis 
Bay... ... 

Bateman's Bay to Moruya 
Moruya to Boatalley ... 
Nowra Municipality, via the Sassafras flange, to 

Braidwood ... 
Main Southern Road, at Came's ill, towards Bringel]y 
Main Southern Road to Oobbity 
Main Southern Road, at Camden, to Road from 
Menangle to Main Southern Road... 

Carried forward... .., £ 43390 

725 
340 
465 
300 
160 
203 
210 
203 
84 
380 
350 
112 
189 

30 

90 

100 

21 

60 

105 

91 
950 
300 

250 

300 
250 

270 

110 

255 
80 

110 

588 

49 

200 
112 

400 

100 
49 

200 
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SUBORDINATE ROADS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. 5 

.4 

O 

0 - 
Southern Roads—continued. 

Pr — 
Expend t lire 
out of £45,000 
provided in 
EtJntates for 
Itoads Miter 
than Maia 

£ 
Brought forward... ... .... 4,890 

5 15 Road from Main Southern Road, at Camden, towards Burragorang. . 105- 
5 3 ,, Main Southern Road, at Cawdor, to Westbrook Bridge 21 
5 18  Picton, via the Oaks, to Burragorang ... ... ... 120 
4 8  Main Southern Road, near Mittagong, to Bong Bong... 80 
5 15  Old South Road, near Berrima, towards Woflongong... 105 

5 12 J ,, Bong Bong to Main Southern Road, near Black Bob's 1 84 
1 Creek ... ... ... ... ... 

5 10  Marulan to Bungonia ... ... ... ... ... 73 
35  Bungonia to Braidwood and Goulburn Road ... 

5 30  Goulburn to Taralga ... .. ... ...... 210 
5 60 

{ 
Goulburn Municipality, via Clear Hills and Laggan, 

} 
420 

o j  Goulburn Municipality to Wecho ... ... .. 280 
5 40  Goulburn and Weeho Road to Binda ... ... ... 280 
5 12 ,, Weeho to Binda ... .,. ... ... ... 84 

o 14 
Goulburn Municipality, via Wollondilly River, to 

98 Mummell ... ... ... ... ... 
5 42  Goulburn Municipality, via Collector, to &nndaroo . .. 294 
5 60 ,, Goulburn Municipality to Braidwood ... .. ... 420 

o 60 Goulburn and Braidwood Road, via Bangalore Gap, 
j Lake George, and Bungendore, to Queanbeyan... j — 

4 67 ,, Queanbeyan to Cooma ... ... ... ... ... 070 
4 50  Cooma to Kizrndra ... ... ... ... •.. 500 
5 57 ,, Cooma to Bombala ... ... ... .,. ... 399 
5 25  Bombala to Dclegete ... •.. ... ... ... 175 
4 50 ,, Bombala to Merimbula .. ... ... ... ... 500 
4 19 ,, Merimbula, via Jella .Jellat, to Bega .. ... ... 190 
3 45 ,, Bombala and Merimbula Road, at Catheart, to Eden... 675 
5 11 ,, Eden to Sturt ... ... ... ... ... I.. 77 

6 
,, Eden and Cathcart Road, via Panbula, to Merimbula 1 42 5 1. Road ... ... ... ... ... 1 31 ,, Braidwood to Nelligen ... ... ... ... •.. 1,550 

5 42 ,, Braidwood to Moruya ... ... ... ... ... 291 
5 11  Braidwood and Moruya Road, via Kiora, to Moruya ... 77 
5 20 ,, Goulburn Municipality to Windellama ... •.. 140 
5 30 ,, Yass to Boorowa... ... ..• ,.. ... 210 
5 70 ,, Yass to Tumut and Kiandra Road ... ... ... 490 

.5 A 110 f ,, Main Southern Road, at Bowning, via Binalong,) 
770 

1 Cunningar, and Murrimboola, to Wagga Wagga 5 
4 20 ,, Gundagai to Tumut ... ... ..• ... ... 200 
3 12  Tumut to Adelong ... ... ... ... ... 180 
4 60 ,, Tumut, via Talbingo, to Kiandra ... ... ... 600 
15 ,, Main Southern Road to Adelong ... ... ... 225 

4 25 ,, Main Southern Road, at Tarcatta, to Wagga Wagga ... 250 
3 18 ,, Albury Municipality to Howlong •.. ... ... 270 
5 77 ,, Albury Municipality to Wagga Wagga ... ...  539. 
5 50 ,, Deniliquin to Moama ... ... ... ... ... 350. 

16,800 

SUMMARY of Proposed Distribution. £ 
Sydney or Metropolitan Roads ... ... ... ... ... 1,961. 
Northern Roads .. ... •.. •.. ... ... 16,816 
Western Roads .., ... •.. ... ... ..• ... 10.530 
Southern Roads ... ... .•. ... ... ... •.. 16,860 
Balance •• .,• ... ... ... ... 

Torn ... ... 46,167 

NorL—The amount per mile proposed to be expended on each class of Roads is as under:- 
1st Class .. ., • .. £50 per mile. 
2nd Class .. .. 25 
3rd Class .. .. 15 
4th Class • .. .. 10 •, 
ôth Class ...... .. 7 

Syoney Thomas RIchards, Government Printcr.-1861. 

[Price, Qd.] 4—B 
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1861. 

!tegtelatfbt cgeninblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ROADS IN MACDONALD RIVER DISTRICT. 
(PETITION.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 12 Match, 1861. 

To the Honorable the House of Assembly of New South Wales. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of the District of Macdonald 

River, in the Counties of Northumberland and Hunter,— 

SHE WETH 

That the Population of the District exceeds Eight hundred Inhabitants, who 

contribute considerably and cheerfully to the public resources of the Colony by the amount 

of Taxes levied from amongst them. 

That your Petitioners are chiefly engaged in Agriculture. 

That their operations and welfare are much impeded by the want of proper Roads in 

the District, and by the bad state of those which are now in existence. 

That your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray your Honorable House to take such 

steps as your Honorable House in its wisdom may think proper, in order to remove the 

impediments to the progress and improvement of one of the oldest settlements in the 

Colony. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c. 

Effere follow 72 Signaturesj 

a 

[Price, 1.] 126— 
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iLeqiøIatibc aøctmbIp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES, 

ROAD FROM PARRAMATTA RIVER TO 
GREAT NORTh ROAD. 
(CORRESPONDENCE IN REFERENCE TO.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 May, 1861. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 

of New South Wales, dated 29 January, 1861, That there be laid on 

the Table of this House,- 

11 of all Correspondence between the Executive Govern- 

(C  ment and any person or persons, and of all Applications, 

Memorials, or Petitions, having reference to the opening of a 

" Road leading from the Parramatta River near Kissing Point, 

" and by the watch-house at Ryde, to the Great North Road 

from Bedlam Ferry." 

(ilfr. Shepherd) 

S C RED UL:E. 

NO. 
1. J. Blaxland to Colonial Secretary, transmitting Memorial of Inhabitants of Hunter's 

PAGE, 

Hill, &e., for road communication with the water-side.—(Traeing.) IS May, 1815 .. 3 
2, Colonial Secretary to J. Blaxland. 15 May, 1815 .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 
3. Surveyor General's Report on Memorial. 20 May, 1815 .. .. .. .. .. 4 
4. Minute of His Excellency Sir George Gipp on above. 22 May, 1845 .. .. .. 4 
5, Colonial Secretary to J. Blaxlond. 27 May, 1843 .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 
 Same to Surveyor G-eueral.—(Enelosnre). . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 4 
 J. Blaxland to Colonial Secretary, respecting the opening of road from the Great North 

Road to the Parramatta River under the Act 4 Will. IV., No. 11. 6 June, 1845 .. 4 
S. Colonial Secretary to Surveyor General. 11 June, 1815 .. ,. .. .. ., 5 
9. same  to  J.  Blaxland, in reply to his letter of 6 June, 1845 .. .. .. .. .. 5 
10. Memorial of Inhabitants of Kissing Point, respecting road from Kissing Point to that 

leading from Parratnatta. 18 August, 1815.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 
11. Colonial Secretary to Isaac Shepherd, in acknowledgment of receipt. 23 August, 1815 .. S 
12. Memorial of Inhabitants, same snbject.—J racing.) 21 August, 1545 . . . . . . C 
13. Isaac Shepherd to Colonial Secretary, same subjeet.—(Enelosuro.) 26 August, 1815 . . 6 
11. Colonial Secretary to Mr.J. 0. Bradley. 6 September, 1815 .. .. .. .. .. 7 
15. Surveyor General to Assistant Surveyor Galloway—instructions to mark out road. 

18 June, 1815 ., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7 
15. Surveyor General to Colonial Secretary. 9 September, iSIS.. .. .. .. . . 7 
 Colonial Secretary to Surveyor General, respecting cost of survey of road. 20 September, 

1845 ,, .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ., .. .. 7 
 Surveyor General to Colonial Secretary, in reply. 25 September, 1845 .. .. .. 8 

19. 

288—A 
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2 

NO. PAGE. 

19. Stephen Face to Surveyor General-guarantee for payment of costs of survey. 30 Sep- 
t e m b er, 1 6 4 5 .. •. .. .. .. .. .. .. S 

20. Colonial Secretary to Surveyor General. 4 October, 1645 ., .. .. . .  S 
21. Memorial respecting the Proclamation of the Road under the Act. 29 September, 1845 8 
22. Surveyor Galloway to Surveyor General-Report, &e,, on the road (with enclosures.) 

8 S e pt e m b er, 1815 .. .. . .  .. .. .. . .  .. .. 9 
23. Surveyor General to Colonial Secretary. 4 October, 1845 ., . .  . .  .. 9 
24. Isaac Shepherd to Colonial Seeretpry.-(Eoelosiro.). 8 October, 1845 . .  .. 10 
25. Colonial Secretary to Surveyor General. 13 October, 1545 .. .. .. .. 10 
2G. Deputy Surveyor General, in reply. 15 November, 1845 .. .. 10 
27. Colonial Secretary to Deputy Surveyor General-the whole matter to lie over till the 

District Council may be enabled to take it up. 21 November, 1545 .. .. d. 11 
28. Surveyor General to Isaac Shepherd, informing him to the above effect. 22 November, 1845 11 
29. Directors of the ParraTnatta River Steam Navigation Company to Colonial Secretary, 

respecting lunding.place in connection with the navigation. 10 September, 1856 11 
30. Colonial Secretary to Directors, in reply. 17 September, 1856 .. .. .. 12 
31. Surveyor General to Assistant Surveyor l3urrowea. 3 October, 1856 .. . .  12 
32. Assistant Surveyor llurrowcs, in reply. 19 November, 1856.. .. .. .. 12 
33. Afinuto of Surveyor General. 22 November, 1836 .. .. .. . .  .. 12 
at. Surveyor General to Under Secretary for Lands and Public Works. 11 December, 1836 13 
35. Under Secretary to Surveyor General, in reply. 23 January, 18M .. .. . .  13 
33. Same to Directors of Pazrsanatta Steam Navigation Company, respecting the opening of a 

road through the driftwiay to the river at hissing Point, with space for a wharf, &e. 
23 January, 1557 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 14 

31. Under Secretary for Lands and Public Works to Surveyor General, relative to roads and 
reserves for wharves, &c., in the parish of Hunter's Hill. 10 June, 1857 . . 14 

36. Surveyor Ginernl to Assistant Surveyor Burrows's. 28 February, 1857 .. .. 14 
39. Aa,igtsut Surveyor Buiroweg to Surveyor Goueral.-..(Enelosnres.) 13 June, 15.57 15 
40. Surveyor General to Under Secretary for Lands and Public Works, enclosing plan, &c., of 

ro,,d leaslii.g from the Kissing l'oint Road, along the d;lftway to the Jc'arramatta 
River. 2 July, 1857 .. .. .. .. ,. .. ., . .  .. 15 

41. Minute of Executive Council. 1 September, 1857 .. .. .. .. .. 16 
42. Notice it G'.rn.,t;r Gazette. 3 September, 1857 .. .. .. .. .. 16 
43. Surveyor General to I'olico Mngistrate, Parramatta, enclosing copy of plan, &c., for public 

ius p ecti u n . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 16 
41. Police Magistratq to Surveyor General, acknowledging !ceeipt. 4 August, 1557.. 16 
43. thinr 8, aetary fr Lands and Works to Cloth of the Council. 9 September, 1837 17 
 Clerk of the Council, in reply. ] 1 October, 1857 .. .. .. .. .. 11 
 Under Secretary for Lands and Public Works to The Principal Under Secretary. 16 

November, 1851 .. .. .. .. ., .. ,, . .  17 
48, The Pi'incipal Under Secretary, in reply. 6 January, 1858 .. .. .. .. 17 
49. Surveyor General to Assistant Surveyor Darke, iestructions to open road. 20 January, 

1858 .. .. .. ., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 17 
50. Sam, to Assistant Surveyor Knapp. 21 May, 1855 .. .. .. . .  .. 15 
51. Surveyor Darke to Surveyor General, reporting fulfilment of instructions. 14 June, 1855 18 
54. utvçyor Goenl to Surveyor Knapp, to make survey of road from Kissing Point and 

Great North Roads, noi'tlaerly, from the driftway lcading from the Parramatta River 
to ire 'r junetiou. 3 July, 1838 . . .. . . . .  . . 18 

53. Surveyor Knapp to Surveyor General, 14 August, 1858 .. .. . .  .. 18 
51. Memo, of Surveyor General. 11 July, 1858 .. .. .. .. .. .. 19 
55. Mdnio. of auIo to Licensed Snrveyor I(nspp. 26 August, 1855 . .  .. .. 19 
56. Surveyr Kaapp to Surveyor General, reporting completion of survey of road. 17 August, 

19 
57. Same t,, tune, same subject. 26 August, 1858  19 
58. 

. 

Surveyor General to Under Secretary for Lands and Public Works, fraasmittnng.plan and 
book of refirence of road, from the Kissing Point Road to the Groat North Road. 
21 Mv, 1859 .. .. .. .. . . ,, ., ,. , ,  ,. ,  20 

.19. 'Exeeutivc Minute of Council. 13 June, 1859 ., .. .. ., .. .. 20 
flU. Clerk of the Executive Council to Under Secretary for Lands and Poblic Works, reporting 

no objoctious to road. 22 July, 1859.. .. .. .. .. , .  . .  20 
Cl. Minute of Executive Council, confirmatory. 1 August, 18.59.. .. .. .. 20 
 Und.r Ss'retary for Lands and Public Works to The Principal Under Secretary, to report 

any claims to compensation in respect of the said road. 22 August, 1859 .. 20 
 The Principal Under Secretary, in reply (no such claims). 11 October, 1559 .. 21 

61. Acting So'veyor General to Licensed Surveyor Knapp, to formally open road. 9 Novcm. 
b ar, 1 8. 3 9 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. , ,  .. 21 

65. Licensed Surveyor Knapp, in reply. 30 March, 1860.. .. .. . .  .. 21 
66. Jane~i Devliu to Secretary for Lands nud Works, protesting against such opening, 24 

M a y, 1 5 6') .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ., .. 21 
67. MemorFd M Inhabitants of Hyde, Hunter's Hill, &c., on samesubj .. . .  ., 22 
CS, 

ect 
 Mernoriesiof Metars. Devlia and Shephnsd, of hyde, on some subject . .  ., 22 

69. Report of Acting Surveyor General, blank cover. 20 June, 1860 .. .. .. . ,  23 
 Under Secretary for Lands to Messrs. Booth, Small, and others, cm Ensue subject.28 July, 

1560 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .  .. .. . .  .. 28 
 Same to J. Devlin and J. Shepherd, same subject. 28 July, 1860 .. 24 

72. J. Etaxland to Secretary for Lands, respecting delay in formal opening of road. 22 
October, 1860.... .. .. .. .. . ,  .. , ,  .. . ,  24 

73. i Under Secretary for Lands to J. Blaxiand, n answer. 11 December, 1860., . .  24 
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No. 1. 
J. Bmtxttn, ESQ., to CoLoNIAL SECRETARY. 

Hunter's .12111, Ryde, 
AS .kTh3i, 1845. 

Sm, 
The inhabitants of the District of Hunter's Fijil have deputed me to transmit 

the accompanying Petition for the sanction of His Excellency; they also be.,,  me to sy, 
that no expense shall attend it, except the necesnry oicer to survey it. 

You will observe, Sir, they have only petitioned to have the road laid out from the 
water-side to join the Kissing Point Road, as far as the Lock-up Station ; to continue it 
would, in my opinion, be of further advantige to the district, as you will observe (by an 
accompanying sketch) the thoroughfare would cross the Kissing Point Road, and continue 
on till it joins the Great North Road, leading to the Common, which right of road belongs 
to the inhabitants, and which is at present completely shut up by fences. Aea1x A- 

This, however, can be decided upon as His Excellency may choo3e, when the proper 
officer has reported upon it. 

I have, &c., 
3. BLAXLA.ND. 

Referred to the Surveyor General for report. B. C., May 13th, 1845—B. P. T. 
To be returned. 

(Enclosure in No. 1.) 

To Its Excellency Sir George Gipps, Knight, Governor, &c., &c., &c. 

We, the undersigned, resident inhabitants of the Parish of Bunter's Hill, Kissing Point, hog 
leave most respectfully to state, that there is a grcat and rapidly increasing population in that neigh-
bourhood, and that at present there is no sufficient public thoroughfare leading to the Parramatta flyer. 

That the roads now used all load through private property, and can be stopped at any time; there 
being gates through which to pass, in consequouce of which the inhabitants are cxpo;nd to groat 
inconvenience in convoying their product' to the water-side, boats be'mg the usual mode of transit to 
Sydney; that originally lines were marked out by the Government Surveyors, intended as roads,from 
the Parramatta River through the district; that one of these lines leads from the water-side by the 
watch-house, in the village, but in consequence of the encroachment of individuals who have land 
adjoining, it is rendered impaisable. 

We, therefore, most respectfully and earnestly cnfrent, that your Excellency will be pleased to 
direct, that the original line marked out in the parish map, leading from the water-side, by the watch-
house, to the public road leading to Parramatta, may Lu thrown open, so as to eanhie the inhabitants to 
convey theft produce to market. 

And, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 
Kissing Point, 

6 May, lS4at 
[lEers follow 33 8'natures1 

No. 2. 
COLONIAt SEORSTAItt to J. BLAXLAND, E5Q. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
- Sydney, 15 May, 1845. 

Sin, 
Your letter, under date'the 13th instant, on the subject mentioned below, has 

been duly received and referred for thereport of the Sth'veydrGeuèrnl. 
2. As soon as the necesiary information has been obtained, a further communication 

will be made to you. 

I have, &c., - 
iuxn. 

Strntcr :—Eneloaing Memorial from the inhabitants of ilinter's Hill, reBpecting 
the opening of a line of road leading to ParralBattaL.! 

No. 2. 
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No. 3. 
ELPOJIT of Surveyor General.  

Tx road which the Memorialists request the Government to "throw open," is one of 
those wide driftways left expressly for the purpose of facilitating, not only the carriage of 
produce to the river, but likewise the driving from the Commons behind, and the feeding and 
watering of cattle. This driftway, however, with the exception of the tract complained of as 
being rendered impassable, is in the occupation of the conterxnioous proprietors, who would 
have to be ejected by course of law, before they would resign land which some of them, I 
believe, have had in possession for twenty or thirty years. The readiest course seems to he, 
to have a proper parish road laid out and proclaimed under the Act of Council, 4 GuI. IV., 
No. 11. 

There are several of these driftways in the neighbourhood in question. I look upon 
them as a sort of commonage, to which the inhabitants should maintain their right, instead 
of allowing them to be fenced up by the adjoining proprietors. 

P. L. M. 
Surveyor General's Office, 

20 May, 1845. 

No.4. 
MINUTE of Sir George Gvps. 

I CANNOT undertake the eject of the intruders at the expense of Government, neither 
can I do anything which will strengthen their claim to the land. It is very probable that the 
Commons may be handed over to the Councils of the different districts in which they are 
situated, in which case the Council of this district may take measures for the recovery of this 
land. 

I, nevertheless, will not object to the opening of a parish road in the way proposed 
by the Surveyor General, if that will satisfy the parties. 

G. G.  
May 22. 

No. t 
COLONIAL SECRETARY to J. BLAXLAND, ESQ. 

(No. 166) Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 27 May, 1845. 

Sm, 
In acknowledging the receipt of the Memorial enclosed to me in your letter of 

the 18th instant, from certain inhabitants of the Parish of Hunter's Hill, Kissing Point, 
praying that the original line of road, as reserved on the parish map, from the Parrainntta. 
River to the Lock-up Station at Kissing Point—but which, they state, has been encroached 
upon, and blocked up by the adjoining propriotors—may be thrown open, I am directed by 
the Governor to inform you, that he cannot undertake to eject the intruders at the expense 
of the Government, neither can he do anything which will strengthen their claim to the 
land. It is, his Excellency remarks, very possible that the Commons may be handed over 
to the Councils of the different districts in which they are situated, in which case the 
Council of this district may take mensurcs for the recovery of this land. 

I]is Excellency further desires me to inform you, that he, nevertheless, will not object 
to the opening of a parish road, under the provisions of the Act of Council, 4th Gul. IV., 
No. 11, if that will satisfy the Memorialists. 

I have, &c., 
E. PEAS THOMSON. 

No. 6. 
COLONIAL SECRETARY to SURvEYOR GENERAL. 

&e No.5. COPY of a letter, dated 27th May, 1845, addressed Johu Blaxland, Esq., Hunter's 
Hill, respecting road from the Parramatta River to the Lock-up at Kissing Point, sent to 
the Surveyor General, under B.C., with reference to his B.C. Report of the 20th instant, No. 
45-59. 

W. ELYARD. 

No. 7. 
J. BLAXLAND, E5Q., to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

Hunter's Hill, Ryde, 
6 June, 1845. 

Sin, 
The inhabitants of the Pariah of Hunter's Hill desire me to state, for His 

Excellency's information, that they are quite satisfied to have the line of road (now under 
correspondence) leading from the water side, to join the Great North Road, opened under 
the provisions of the Act of Council, 4th Gul. IV., No. 11. 

I have, &c., 
3. BLAXLAND. 

No.8. 
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COLONIAL SECRETARY to Suavnoa GENERAL. 

(No. 45175.) Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 11 June, 1845. 

Sm, 
With reference to my communication of the 27th ultimo, respecting the opening B. C. 

of a public road from the Parramatta River, to join the Great North Road, as petitioned for 
by the inhabitants of the District of Hunter's Rill, I am directed by his Excellency the 
Governor to request that you will tske the necessary steps to have a proper parish road in 
that locality marked out, in order to its being proclaimed, under the provisions of the Act 
of Council, 4 GuI, IV., No. 11, as suggested in your Blank Cover Report of the 20th ultitno, 
No. 45-59. 

I have, &c., 
M. ELYARD, JUNR. 

 
COLONIAL SECRETARY to J. BLAxLAND, E5Q. 

(No. 45-188.) Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 11 June, 1845. 

Sat, 
In attention to your letter of the 6th instnot, I do myself the honor, by the 

direction of His Excellency the Governor, to inform you, that the Surveyor General has 
been instructed to mark out a parish road, as requested by the inhabitants of the District of 
Bunter's Hill, with a view to the same being proclaimed, under the provisions of the Act of 
Council, 4 Gui. IV'., No. 11. 

I have, &c., 
W. ELYARD, JUNE, 

No. 10. 
MEMORIAL of Inhabitants of Kissing Point. 

Kissing Point, 
18 Avgust, 1845. 

To His Excellency Sir George Gipps, Knight, Governor-in-Chief of New South 
Wales, &e., &e., and Vice Admiral of the same. 

We, the undersigned resident inhabitants and lauded proprietors in the District of Kissing see toelesure 
Point, be,  leave to state to your Excellency, that a short time since, a number of us made to No.1. 
application, requesting that your Excellency would be pleased to cause that a line of road 
(leading from the high road to Parramatta and the village) by the lock-up, to the Parramatta 
River, might be thrown open by the Government; and that we received in answer, that the 
Government would not incur any liabilities in reference to it; at the same time, that there 
would not be any opposition made by the Government to a parish road being formed, under 
the Act of Council in reference to roads, if that would satisfy the people. It is with feelings 
of alarm that we find that application has been made to your Excellency, representing it to 
be the wish of the people that a parish road may be laid down, to extend not only from the 
water-side to the road leading to Parramatta, but to continue on through the district. We 
would with respect, but firmly, state to your Excellency, that we were not consulted on nor 
made acquainted with such request; and however desirable it might be to form a road 
leading from the main road, either by the lock-up house or direct from the church, to the 
river, it is not, in our opinion, required to proceed further than the high road to Parramatta, 
as there is a sufficient road leading from the village, by the church, to the interior of the 
district; and that the present attempt has been made, not to benefit the district generally, 
but merely to serve the individual interest of one, and at the expense of many. 

We would further observe, that we consider it very unreasonable that any attempt 
should have been made, by an interested party, to incur such a heavy expense as must 
unavoidably be the case, without the concurrence or knowledge of a majority of the people. 

Trusting that your Excellency will see the justice of our petition, and that you will 
concur with our desire of not going to any needless expense at present,— 

We have, &c., 

[Here follow 57 Signatures.] 

No. 11. 
COLONIAL SECRETARY to ISAAC SHErHERD, ESQ. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 23 August, 1845. 

The Petition signed by yourself and other inhabitants of Kissing Point, under 
dato the 18th instant, on the subject mentioned below, has been duly received and referred 
for the report of the Surveyor General. 

2' 

Sm, 
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2. As soon as the necessary information has been obtained, a further communication 
will be made to you. 

Iliave, &c., 
W. ELYARD, 3uwu. 

Susnar :—Respecting a road from Kissing Point to one leading from Parramatta. 

No. 12. 
MEMORIAL of Inhabitants of Kissing Point. 

To His Excellency Sir George Gipps, Knight, Governor of the Colony of New South Wales. 

The Petition of the undersigned Landholders and Residents of the Parish of 
ilunter's Hill,— 

REsrLl7rrulLr SnIwrH :- 

Sic nnciosure to That on or about the 5th May last a Petition was got up and presented to 
2w. 1. your Excellency by certain parties of the Parish of Hunter's Hill, praying that a part of 

certain drift road, as thereia described, should be thrown open to the public, there being no 
public thoroughfare for the convenience of the inhabitants. 

That, in regard to this statement, your Petitioners respectfully desire to acquaint 
your Excellency that such statement is at variance with facts,—an easy access by the road 
an question to the river from the road leading to Parrntnatta having always been open for 
the use and purposes of the inhabitants; but that, there being no wharf (an indispensable 
convenience which cannot be construoted except at a serious outlay), the road has never been 
used by the inhabitants. 

That if any substantial grievance have to be complained of on the part of the public, 
at exists in the fact, that the road alluded to in the Petition has never been open, even for 
foot passengers, in that part which is embraced between the road leading to Parratnatta and 
the Great Northern Road, from which circumstance the inhabitants have been, and still are, 
debarred from that direct and easy access to the Common Lands to which they are justly 
entitled. 

Your Petitioners therefore pray that the said road may be thrown open in the part 
just alluded to. 

Appendix B. In illustration of their Petition, your Petitioners beg to annex a sketch, as taken 
from the Government charts. 

And, as in duty bound, your Petitioners will ever pray. 

[Here follow 98 Signatures.] 
Kissing Point, 

Parish of .Hicnter's Hill, 
21 Augest, 1845. 

No. 13. 
ISAAC SirrIrEnD, ESQ., to COLONIAL ScBEDARY. 

Kissing Point, 
21 Atsgt*st, 1845. 

Sm, 
I would beg leave respectfully to state that I was one who signed a Petition to 

See No. 10. His Excellency the Governor, of date the 18th instant, diselaiming against any knowledge of, 
or participation in, a requisition addressed to the Government, representing it to be the wish 
of the inhabitants of this district that a parish road should be marked out, leading from 
the river side, through the district; and in order to acquaint Mr. Blanland (the party 
applying to the Government), we.sent him a copy of our Petition. 

It is with regret that I have heard that a second Petition is got tip, and signed by 
persons who, in order to influence the Government in their favour, have induced parties to 
sign who are neither resident inhabitants nor landed proprietors in the district, as proof of 
which, I beg to forward to you, for His Excellency's information, the enclosed letter, which, 
in my opinion, is quite sufficient to shew an attempt has been made to mislead the Govern- 
ment. 
- I have, &c., 

ISAAC SHEPHERD. 

(Enclosisro in Rb. 13.) - 
My Dear Sir, 

I was asked by my neighbour, Mr. Drinkwnter, to sign a Petition to the Governor to 
complete a road on your side the water. I did so. Since then I have seen the Government Surveyor, 
Mr. Galloway, and he saqs as Lana not iresidei4 in the pariah.I am not esinpetent to sign such a 
uoeu,nent. I know not how to address Mr. Drinkwater to telt him this, and to request my signature 
may be e,iised. Will you take slit. tioublo to forward this in some way to his present residence. I am 
sorry to give you this trouble, but if I delay I may be too late. I am forced to be in Sydney the next 
three days. 

- I am, &c., 
.'G. AaPORT. 

Cdncor, 44&&'4$. 

No.14. 
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No. j4. 
COLONIAL SEORZTARY to Mit. J. 0. BRADLEy. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 6 September, 1845. 

Sm, 

The Memorial signed by yourself and others, under date the 21st ultimo, on 
the subject mentionedbelow, has been duly received and referred for the.report of the Sur-
veyor General. 

2, As soon as the neeessary.information has been obtained, a further cozmuuication 
will be made to you. 

I have, &e., 

Subject :—Respeeting a right of road. 
W. ELYARD, Jcrm. 

No. 15. 
SURVEYOR GENERAL to 31R. ASSISTANT Suavtroit GALLOWAY. 

(No. 45-179.) Surveyor GeneraVe Office, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 15 June, 1845. 

The inhabitants of the Parish of Hunter's Hill having memorialized His 
Excellency the Governor to throw open the dritiway passing through the Kissing Point 
lands to the Parramatta River, in order that they might have an unobstructed road corn-
inunicating with the river in that direction, His Exollncy the Governor, although he 
declines taking measures onthe part of the Government to eject the intruders on the drift-
way, has been pleased to direct, as intimated to me by Colonial Secretary's letter No. 
45-175 of the 11th June, that steps be taken to open a public road from the Great North see No S 
Road to the Parramatta River, to be proclaimed as a parish road, under the provisions of 
the Act of Council, 4 Will. IV., No. 11; and I have therefore to request your attention to 
that Act, that you will make such a survey, and prepare and forward to me such plan and 
description as is required by this Act. 

I have, &c., 
P. L. MITCHELL, 

S. G. 

No. 16. 
SURvEYoR GENERAL to Cotoria SECRETARY. 

(No. 45-280.) Surveyor General's Office, 

Sn, 
Sydney, 9 &ptember, 1845. 

I have the honor to return herewith the two Memorials addressed to the 
Governor by the inhabitants of Kissing Point and Hunter!s Ilill, relative to the prish 
road to the river, about to be surveyed in that dütriot ;—the one sent to me for my report, 

S. No. 10. 
under your Blank Cover of the 22nd ultimo; the other under your Blank Cover of the see No. 12. 
2nd instant. 

In pursuance of your letter of the 11th June last, No. 45-175, Mr. Licensed Surveyor See No.8. 
Galloway has been instructed to survey and prepare a plan for a road from the Great North 
Road to the river, thus crossing the Parramatta Road, which is nearer to the river. The 
subscribers to the first Memorial object to the opening of that part of the proposed line which 
intervenes between the two roads; whilst the subscribers to the other Memorial represent 
that the portion betweeu the two roads is the most essenUal to be opened. Under the 
circumstances therefore, and seeing that the extension of the Great North Road will make 
the arrangement most complete, Mr. Galloway's instructions need not, perhaps, be altered. 

I have, &c., 
P. L. MITCHELL, 

S.G. 

No. 17. 
CoLoNIAL SEciurAsY to SrmYnroR GENERAL. 

(45-822.) Colonial Secretary's Office, 

Sin, 
Sydney, 20 September, 1845. 

With reference to your letter of the 9th instant, No. 45-.286, respecting the SeeNo, 16. 
proposed extension of the Great North Road to the Parramatta River, a plan and survey 
of which you state has been called for in pursuance of my letter of the 11th June, No. 45-170, 
I am directed by His Excellency the Governor to remark to you, that he is not aware out 
of what fund you propose to pay the expense of the survey in question. 

I have, &e., 
W. ELYARD, JrnR. 

No. 18. 
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No, 18. 

SURVEYOR GENERAL to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 25 September, 1845. 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 20th inst., 

No. 45-322, in which you refer to my letter of the 9th instant, No. 45-286, respecting the 
proposed extension of the Great North Road to the Parramatta River, which was ordered to 

be marked out in pursuance of your letter of the 11th June, No. 45-175, and state that you 
are directed by His Excellency the Governor to remark to me, that he is not aware out of 
what fund I propose to pay the expense of the survey in question, I have the honor to state, 
that your letter of the 11th June, No. 45-175, requesting that the necessary steps should be 
taken to have a proper parish road in that locality marked out, was considered by the 
Deputy Surveyor General sufficient authority to incur the expense, amounting to about five 
guineas. I am not indeed aware from what fund it may be deemed expedient to pay the 
amount, but I may observe that there being so many individuals interested in the matter, 
the expense could be met by them, should there be no fund out of which it could be paid 
for by the Government. 

I have, &e., 
P. L. MITCHELL. 

No. 19. 

Ma. STEPUEN FACE to Suavnoa GENERAL. 

Kissing Point, 30 September, 1845. 

SIR, 
On behalf of the parties signing the Petition for opening the road from the 

Parramatta River to the Great North Road, I hereby guarantee the payment of £5 5s. to 
the Licensed Surveyor for his survey and measurement of the road in question, provided it 
be opened for our use. 

I have, &c., 
STEPHEN FACE. 

No. 20. 

COLONIAL SECRETARY to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. 45.342.) Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 4 October, 1845. 

Na is. 
Sm,

With reference to your letter of the 25th ultimo, No. 45-301, reporting that the 
expense of marking out the extension of the Great North Road to the Parramatta River will 
amount to about five guineas, I am directed by His Excellency the Governor to inform you 
that, as the expense is not very considerable, it must be charged generally to the Survey 
Department. 

I have, &c., 
W. ELYARD, Jurca. 

No. 21. 

JIEJJORIA.L respecting the Procla,nation of the Road under the Act. 

Hunter'8 Hill, Kissing Point, 
29 September, 1845. 

To His Excellency Sir George Gipps, Knight, Governor.in-Chief of New South Wales and 
its Dependencies, and Yice.Admiral of 0same. 

We would most respectfully beg leave to state, that we are resident landed proprietors 
in this district. 

That, some time since, a requisition was forwarded to your Excellency, representing 
it to be the wish of the people of this district, that a line of road should be laid down 
according to the Parish Road Act. 

see No. 10. 
That we, with others, in a Petition, of date 18th August, addressed to your Excellency, 

disclaimed any knowledge of, or partieipatiou in, such requisition; and expressed a hope that 
your Excellency would be pleased to cause that no uunecessary expense should be incurred 

in the matter. - 
That, since then, we learn that a Counter-Petition has been got up and signed by a 

number of persons who represent themselves to be landholders, or resident inhabitants in this 
parish. We would beg leave to state to your Excellency, that the said Petition is calculated 
to mislead the Government, inasmuch as many of the signatures are those of persons who are 

not bond fide residents or landholders in this parish, but of many who have not any stake in 
the place ; domestic servants Qg2ze ts.aaprieQcrs of the Crown, three of whom we 

will 
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will name—Thomas Ward (prisoner of the Crown), John Logan, and William Davis,—who, 
at the time of signing said Petition, were in the service of one of the undersigned. 

Under these circumstances, the inhabitants have thought it advisable to call a public 
meeting, so that the true wishes of the people may be obtained on a matter so important to 
us all; and we respectfully beg leave to request that your Excellency will be pleased to stay 
giving any decision in reference to the various Petitions, until after such meeting shall have 
been held, the result of which shall be forwarded to your Excellency. 

We have, &c., 
ISAAC SHEPHERD. 
JAMES DEYLIN. 

No. 22. 
Ma. ASSISTANT Suitnvoa GALLOWAY to SURvEYoR GENERAL. 

(No. 45.42.) 8 September, 1845. 
SIR, 

Agreeably with your instructions, No. 45479, 1 now do myself the honor to Appendix C. 
transmit to you, herewith, a plan and description of a proposed road through a driftway, in 
the Parish of Hunter's iIiU, from the Parramatta River to the Great North Road. 

I beg leave to point out, that the proprietors of the abutting grants have encroached 
more or less upon this driftway ; and in one ease, that of Devlin, it is completely enclosed. 
As, however, it has been reserved as a right of way for the public, it cannot be considered 
as Crown Laud, and I have, therefore, no power to eject these individuals as a Commissioner, 
and, I presume, that these encroachments must be remedied—should the lands be required— 
by the provisions of the Act of Council, 4 William 1V., No. 11. 

I have also to point out, that Mrs. Blanch, the owner of Cheer's 30 acres, considers 
the river to be the boundary of that grant ; whereas a small strip of Crown Land, about 
four acres, intervenes between it and the water; and upon this portion of laud her residence, 
outbuildings, and a cottage are built, as is shewn upon the accompanying plan. 

I beg to be fvoured with your instructions upon this subject. 
I have, &c., 

JOSP. JAS. GALLOWAY, 
Asst. Sur. 

[Enclosure in .N,. 22.] 

flzsonwrsoN. 

CouNty of Cumber]aad, Parish of Hunter's 11111, a road forty feet on each side of the lines as 
herein described, viz., to commence at a mark on the fence adjoining Blanch's Wharf on the Parramatta 
River, and running first in the direction of north 29 degrees east 4 chains 75 links through Crown 
land, which at present forms a portion of Mrs. Blanch's orchard; then a line bearing north 30 degrees 
15 minutes cast 19 chains through a portion of a driftway or Government reserved r' ad, but which 
portion has been encroached upon by the orchard and grass paddock of Mi's. fl]anch, and also by the 
orchard of Mr. Edward Drinkivater; then a line bearing north 27 degrees 5 minutes east 19 chains 
65 links to a post on the Kissing Point Road, and which line passes through a portion of the aforesaid 
driftway, which portion has been enoroached upon by Mr. James Devlin, and by Mr. l'dward Drink-
water; then a line bearing north 41 degrees 10 minutes east S chains, which passes over the Kissing 
Point Road and through a portion of the aforesaid driftway at present occupied by the schoolmaster, 
and by Mr. James Devlin; then a line bearing north 30 degrees 60 minutes east 18 chains, passing 
throngh a portion of the aforesaid driftway, a part of which is occupied by Mr. James Devlin; then a 
line hearing north 22 degrees 10 minutes east 12 chains, passing through the aforesaid driftway to a 
mark where the Great North Road turns ofi through Marsh's Grant. 

No. 23, 
SuRvEYoR GENERAL to COLONL&L SECRETARY. 

Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 4 October, 1845. 

With reference to your letter of the 11th June last, No. 45.175, wherein, in co. S. 
acknowledging the receipt of my Report under Blank Cover, dated the 29th May last, re-
specting the opening of a Public Road from the Parramatta River to join the Great North 
Road, as petitioned for by the inhabitants of Hunter's Hill, you request, by the direction of 
His Excellency the Governor, that I. will take the necessary stops to have a proper parish 
road in that locality laid out, in order to its being proclaimed under the provisions of the 
Act of Council, 4 GuI. TV., No. 11. I have now the honor to state that Mr. Licensed 
Surveyor Galloway, who was duly instructed in this matter, has furnished a survey report 
and description. Of the two latter I beg to forward copies, together with his original plan, 
in order that the necessary steps may be taken for proclaiming the road, as above referred to. 

At the same time, and with reference to my letter of the 25th ultimo, No. 45-301, 
I have the honor to enclose a letter which I have received from Mr. Stephon Face, of See No. 19. 
Kissing Point, wherein be guarantees the payment of the sum of five guineas to the 
Licensed Surveyor for his services in this matter, provided the road in question be opened 
for public convenience. 

I have, &c., 
T. L. MITCHELL, 

S.C. 

288—B No. 24. 
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No. 24, 

Iss&c SnEpREiw, E5Q., to CoLoNra SECRETARY. 

hunter's Bill, 
8 October, 1845. 

Sin, 
I beg leave to forward to you, for his Excellency the Governor's information, a 

resolution paased at a public meeting of the inhabitants of this district, held at the 
Parochial School House, yesterday, the 7th instant, the Rev. George E. Turner in the 
chair. 

I have, &c., 
iSAAC SHEP11ERD. 

[Eaclosurc in .M. 24.] 

1st Resolution moved by I. Shepherd, Faq.; seconded by - Mitchell, Esq. 
That, however desirable it may be to have an authorized line of road marked out, leading either 

direct past the Uhureb or from the road to Parramatta by the lock-up house to the river, that this 
meeting, taking into consideration that the inhabitaits have a sufficient thoioughfaro to the water 
side, and in the event of any interruption to travelling the present road, that there is space enough 
left dividing the. lands of Mr. l'rinkwatcr and Mis. fllai,eh, to admit of a road heing made; it is of 
opiuion that no eipense shall be incurred with the Government in laying out any line of road, as the 
present road, leading by the church to the interior, fully answers evely purpose, and that this meeting 
will not be liable for any expense that shall be incurred, 

GEORGE TURNER, 
Hunter's MW!, 7 October, 1815. Chairman. 

No. 25. 

CoLona SECRETARY to Suavivon GENERAL. 

(No. 352) coloniai Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 13 October, 1845. 

Sn, 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 4th instant, No. 318, 

forwarding a plan of the proposed road from the Parramuitta River to the Great North Road, 
lain directed by the Governor to observe to you, that, of the parties who oppose the opening 
of this road, one (viz. : Mr. Devlio) has encroached greatly on the driftway, and it may be 
presumed, perhaps, that the opposition is chuicfly maintained by parties who, like Mr Devhin, 
have encroached on it. This leads His Excellency to ask when, and how, the driftway was 
reserved? And why Mr. Galloway says in his report, that he has no power as a Corn-
missioner of Crown Lands to eject the intruder? 

If the Crown cannot show a bettor title to the driftway alluded to than was recently 
shewn in the ease of the driftway near the l'ennant Hills quarry, His Excellency is inclined 
to agree with Mr. U hloway ; but, on the other hand, if there be a clear reservation of it 
recorded in any public document, be cannot see why the land may not be resumed, like 
any other Crown land wh'ich may have been encroached an. 

I am accordingly to request your funkier report on the foregoing points. 
I have, &e., 

W. ELYARD, Jum. 

No. 26. 

DEPUTY SURVEYOR GENERAL to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

SUrVeIJOP Qeneral's Office, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 15 November, 1845. 

In attention to your letter of the13th ultimo, No. 45-352, in which, with 
reference to the proposed parish road at Kissing Point, you inform Inc that His Excellency 
the Governor obscrves that the parties who oppose this road are those who have encroached 
upon the driftway throngh which it ha,s to puss, and inquire why Mr. Galloway says that, 
as a Commissioner of Crown Lands, be has no power to eject the intruders, and why, if 
there be a clear reservation of the driftway recorded in any public document, it may not be 
resumed like any other Crown land which may have been encroached upon; on which points 
I am requested to report. 

1 have the honor to state, for the infornjation.of His Excellency the Governor, that 
all the maps exhibit the driftway as the boundary of the eortterminous locations, and that 
unless any special claim be set up by the parties encroaching they can have no title: the 
main question, however, appears to be, whether the driftway (most certainly left as a way 
of acccss and commonage to all) can, after such dedication, be considered Crown land; if so 
Mr. Galloway might proceed to eject the parties; but then long occupancy would be pleaded, 
and the parties would not yield possession unless compelled to do so by an action in the 
Supreme Court. It might, on the other band, be a more simple process to proceed against 
the parties as eacroaching on a highway or common; but in such a case, I apprehend, Mr. 

Galloway, 

Mrs. Blanch is an iatruder on Crown Lands (See Mr. Galloway's Report, 45.7211) - 
10, 1545. 
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Galloway, as a Commissioner of Crown Lands, would have no voice in the matter, nor would 
the Crown have any direct interest 10 proceeding for the benefit of a neighbourhood, in a 
matter which ought to be done at their own expense, rather than at that of the public. 

I have, &c., 
S. A. PERRY, 

Dy. Sr. Gi. 

No. 27. 
COLONIAL SECRETARY to DEPUTY SURVEYOR QENEnAI,. 

(No. 401.) Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 21 Rovember, 1845, 

Sm, 
With reference to the report in your letter of the 15th instant, No. 45.367, No. 2(1 

respecting the proposed parish road at Kissing Point, I am directed, by the Governor, to 
inform you, that he can incur no expense in this matter, and the whole proceedings must 
therefore, His Excellency imagines, lay over until the District Council may be enabled to 
take it up. 

I have, &e., 
W. ELYARD, Jun. 

No. 28. 

COLONIAL SECRETARY to ISAAC SUEPUERD, Esq. 

(No. 573.) Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 22 .Noocmbcr, 1845. 

Sm, 
With reference to your letter of the 8th ultimo, transmitting to me a copy of see No, 22. 

a resolution passed at a public meeting of the inhabitants of the District of Hunter's Hill, oa 
the subject of the proposed parish road at Kissing Point, lain directed to inform you that the 
Governor can incur no expense in respect to the opening of the road in question, and the 
matter must therefore, iis Excelleacy imagines, lay over until the District Council may be 
enabled to take it up. 

I have, &c., 
W. ELYARD, Jun. 

No, 29. 
DIRECTORS OF 'TnB PARLAMATTA Rrvaa STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY to COLONIAL 

SECRETARY. 

R,ydc, Kissing Point, 

Sm, 
10 September, 1856. 

A Company having been formed, styled the Parramatta River Steam Naviga-
tion Company, for the purpose of plying steamers to and from Sydney from various points of 
the Parish of Hunter's Hill, and as no public wharves have as yet been formed in that 
locality, though there is a large space of Crown L'inds set apart on the original charts, 
intended as landing-places, and for the purpose of forming roads through the district, we, 
as Directors of the said Company, have the honor to request that the Surveyor General be 
directed to cause the said public reserves to be marked out and defined; and p'irtieularly 
the part commencing at the Parramatta River, on the north-west side of James Wood's grant of 
30 acres, and extending as far as the main road leading from Ryde to Parramatta. And 
also to determine which would be the best line of road to connect Onions' Point with the 
present Bedlam &ad; as at present there does not exist any line of road connecting one 
extremity of the parish with the other. 

We beg further to state, that we are prepared to pay the necessary expenses which 
may be incurred by the Government in making the survey. 

We have, &c., 

The Directors of the Parramatta River Steam 
&vigation Company, 

ISAAC SHEPHERD, 
JAMES DEVLIN, 
EDWARD D1IJNKWATER, 
D. N, JOUBERT. 

No.30.? 
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No. 30. 

CotoNrAt SEcRETARY to DIRECTORS OP THE PAREAMATTA Rrvnt STEAM 
NAVIGATION COMPANY. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 17 September, 1856. 

GENTLEMEN, - 
Soc No. 29. Your letter, under date the 10th instant, on the subject mentioned below, has 

been duly received and referred for the report of the Surveyor General. 
2. As soon as the necessary information has been obtained, a further communication 

will be made to you. 
I have, &c., 

W. ELYARD. 
SUnzECT :—Landing-places in connection with the Parramatta River Steam Navigation 

Company. 

No. 31. 
SURVEYOR GENERAL to Na. ASSISTANT SUnEYOR BuanowEs, 

(No. 50-1694.) Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 3 October, 1856. 

In the year 1845, Mr. Galloway, in forwarding a plan and description of a 
proposed road through a driftway, in the Parish of Bunters Bill, from the Parramatta River 

ceNo.22. to the Great North Road, stated that the proprietors of the abutting grants had encroached 
more or less upon the driftway, and that in one case, that of Devlin, it was completely 
enclosed. This matter having been now re-opened by a letter addressed to the Colonial 
Secretary, by the Directors of the Parramatta River Steam Navigation Company, I request 
that you will favour me with your early report as to whether this driftway is still in the 
state described by Mr. Galloway. 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

S. G. 

No. 32. 
Ma. ASSISTANT SURVEYOR BURRowES to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

Sydney, 19 November, 1850. 
Sra, 

With reference to your letter, No. 56-1694, dated 3rd October, 1856, requesting 
me to report whether the driftway in the Parish of ilunter's Hill, leading from the Parra-
matta River to the Great North Road, is still in the same state (1. e., encroached upon by 
various parties) as shewn by Mr. Galloway on his plan, forwarded to the office in the year 
1845,—I have now the honor to report that I have examined the driftway in question, and 
find it exactly in the same state as described by Mr. Galloway. 

I have, &o., 
M. E. L. BURROWES, 

A-S. 

No. 33. 
MINUTE of Surveyor General. 

IT appears from Colonial Secretary's letter (within) of 21st Novr., 1845, that Sir 
George Gipps declined taking any steps against the parties who had encroached on the drift-
way, on account of the expense which legal proceedings would involve. 

Should it now be determined to proceed in the resumption of this land, the course 
would be to send a copy of Mr. Galloway's plan to the Secretary for Lands and Works, with 
a recommendation that legal measures should be resorted to to induce the abatement of the 
encroachments. 

From various causes, however, such as the imperfect nature of the old surveys, the 
vague descriptions in deeds, the lengthened possession of the lands encroached on, and the 
valuable improvements which have been made upon them—considerable expense and loss of 
time would be incurred, in all probability, by the pursuit of this course; and as much con-
flicting evidence of surveyors would doubtless be brought forward by the persons encroaching, 
the result might after all be unfavourablc to Government. (See note below.*). 

It therefore seems to be worthy consideration, whether it would not be a shorter and 
hotter course to proclaim a parish road sufficiently wide to meet all the requirements of the 
district, through the driftway, from the North Road to the river, and with a space for a 

wharf 

* Nora.—The portion of driftway now in question is only part of one of several which exist in 
the Parish of Huuter's 11111. 
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wharf on the river. Although this would perhaps interfere slightly with "orchards," and pass 
nearer than the Act of Council (4 William IV., No. 11.) admits to "dwelling houses," the 
circumstance that the land over which the road will pass is legally public property, would 
probably obviate any illegality, while individuals would most likely be too well satisfied at 
not incurring the risk of losing all their encroachment occupations, to make any objection. 

A. G. Al., 
22 .1'Tov,'. 

No. 34. 

Scavxvoa GtNtrta to UNDrnt SLCItETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC WORKS. 

Surveyor General's Office, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 17 December, 1850. 

In returning the letter of the Directors of the Parramatta River Steam Navi. See No. 29. 
gation Company, respecting reserves for wharves on the river in, and roads through, the 
Parish of Hunter's Hill, referred to me under your Blank Cover of the 17th September last, 
I do myself the honor to state that, from the lengthened occupation of the grants in the 
parish in question, and the period which has elapsed since the lands therein comprised were 
surveyed, great difficulty exists in determining, with any degree of certainty, the boundaries 
between alienated lands and the reserves for roads, wharves, &c. 

A survey made some time back by Mr. Surveyor Galloway determines, however, 
and probably with considerable accuracy, the position of certain grants adjacent to the 
Kissing Point Wharf, and shews also that great encroachments had been made on the wharf 
reserve and the driftway (which should be 200 feet wide), extending northerly therefrom, 
and ultimately communicating with the Field of Mars Common. Between the river and the 
road, to Parramatta, however, the road or driftway had not in any portion been stopped by 
these encroachments, although narrowed in more than one place to little more than 50 links, 
and fenced across at the river bank; and, from a report recently received from Mr. Assistant 
Surveyor Burrowes, the encroachments exist at the present time to precisely the same 
extent shcwn by Mr. Galloway. 

This latter subject was under the consideration of the Government in the year 
1845, when His Excellency Sir George Gipps declined taking any steps against the parties 
who had encroached on the driftway, on account of the expense which legal proceedings 
would involve. Should it now, however, be considered desirable that measures should be 
taken to induce the abatement of the encroachments, a copy of Mr. Galloway's plan will be 
furnished. 

From various causes, however, such as the imperfect nature of the old surveys, the 
vague descriptions in deeds, the lengthened possession of the lands encroached on, and the 
valuable improvements which have been made upon them—considerablc expense and loss of 
time would be incurred, in all probability, by the pursuit of this course; and as mneh con-
llicting evidence of Surveyors would, doubtless, be brought forward by the persons encroaching, 
the result might, after all, be unfavourable to the Government. And here it may be remarked, 
that the portion of driftway in question is only part. of one of several which exist in the 
Parish of Hunter's Hill. 

It therefore seems to be worthy of consideration whether it would not be a 
shorter and better course to proclaim a parish road sufficiently wide to meet all the require-
ments of the district through the driftway, from the North Road to the river, ani with a 
space for a wharf on the river. 

Although this would perhaps slightly interfere with " orchards," and pass nearer 
than the Act (4 William TV., No. 11.) admits to " dwelling houses," yet the circumstance 
that the land over which the road will- pass is legally public property, would probably 
obviate any illegality, while individuals would most likely be too well satisfied at not 
incurring the risk of losing all their encroachment occupations, to make any objection. 

Of the question of the road from the Bedlam Point, or Great North Road, 
to Onions' Point, that of the road through Monsieur Sentis' property forms a part: The 
best course would, I apprehend, be, without instituting careful surveys, to determine the 
positions of the reserved roads bounding grants, and which are in all probability ill suited 
to general use, to determine, survey, and proclaim, as a parish road, the best line which 
can be found between the Bedlam Road and Onions' Point, at the very spot most suited to 
the construction of a wharf, for which the breadth of the road would probably afford 
sufficient space; more breadth could, if necessary, however, be given to the extromity of 
the road. 

I have, 8cc., 
GEO. BARNEY. 

8.0. 

No. 35. 

UNnmt SEcRETARY FOIt LANDS AND Puntie WoRKs to Suavnon GEM;ga. 
(No. 975.) . Department of Lands and Public fbi/cs, 

Sydney, 23 January, 1857. 
Sia, 

In reference to your letter of the 17th ultimo, in which, with regard to the 
representation of the Directors of the Parramatta River Steam Navigation Company, on the 
subject of the reserves for roads andithru'vewin'tht Parish-of-Hunter's Hill, you state that, 

from 
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from the lengthened occupation of the grants in the parish in question, and the period that 
has elapsed siuce the lands in that parish were surveyed, great difilculty exists in determining 
with any degree of certainty the boundaries between alienated lands and the reserves for 
roads, wharves, &c.; and that also, from various other causes, such as the imperfect nature 
of the old surveys, the vague descriptions in the deeds, the lengthened possession, and the 
encroachments made on the wharf reserve and driftway at Kissing Point, it seems to you to 
be worthy of consideration, whether it would not be a shorter and better course to proclaim 
a parish road sufficiently wide to meet all the requirements of the district, through the 
driftway from the North Road to the river, and with a space for a wharf on the river,-1 am 
directed toinform you that, under all the circumstances of the case, the Secretary for Lands 
and Public Works is inclined to think that the best course will be to try the efficiency of 

the Road Act; for if that should fail, the Government are still in as good a position as 

before to seek a legal remedy against intruders. 
2. I am to add, that the course suggested by you, with regard to the road from the 

Bedlam Point, or Great North Road, to Onions' Point, has been approved. 
I have, &o., 
IslICUL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 36. 
UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PuEtTa WORKS to DIRECTORS OP TUE 

PABn3IA'ITA STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY. 

(No. 379.) Department of Lands and Public Works, 
Sydney, 23 January, 1857. 

GENTLEMEN, 

co. 30, In reference to the letter addressed to you on the 17th September last, from the 
Colonial Secretary's Office, on the subject of your request that the reserves for certain roads 
and wharves in the Parih of Hunter's Hill may be deflned,—I am now directed to inform 
you, that the Surveyor General has been instructed to take the necessary steps for having 
the road from the North Road through the driftway to the river at Kissing Point, together with 
a space for a wharf at that place, proclaimed, under the Act of Council, 4 William IV., No. 11. 

2. I beg to add, that similar instructions have been issued with regard to the road 
from the Bedlam Point, or Great North Road, to Onions' Point. 

I have, &c., 
NICUL. FITZPATRICK. 

No, B?. 
UNDER SECItETAM FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC WoRKS to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. 332.) Department of Lands and Public Work; 
Sydney, 10 June, 1857. 

o. a 
Sin,

. With reference to your letter of the 1711 December last, respecting roads and 
reserves for wharves in the Parish of Hunter's Hill, I am directed to draw your attention 
thereto, and to request the favour of your early report as to what has since been done in the 

matter. 
I have, &c., 

MICUL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 38. 
SuRvnon GENERAL to Ma. ASSISTANT SURVEYOR BTJRROWES. 

(No. 57-219.) Surveyor General's 05cc, 
Sydney, 28 February, 1857. 

S 

32 

in,
Referring to your letter of the 19th November last, No. 56-51, 1 have now to 

request that you will, with a view to its proclamation under the Act, 4 Wm. 4, make a 
survey of a road, of suffioieut breadth to meet all the requirements of the district, through 
the driftway at KisNing Point, from the North Road to the river, leaving a space for a wharf 
on the river, and forward to me a plan and book of reference thereof. 

2. It is also desirable that a road from Bedlam Point, or Great North Road, to Onion's 
Point (that through Monar. Seutis' property forming a part), should be marked out and 
also proclaimed under the Act before mentioned. 

The best course would appear to be, that is, without instituting careful surveys to 
determine the positions of the reserved roads bounding grants, which are in all probability 
ill suited to general use, to determine and survey the best line which you can find between 
the two places; Bedlam Road and Onions' Point, at the spot at the latter most suited to 
the construction of a wharf, for which the breadth of a road would afford sufficient space. 

Yon will, however, if you consider it necessary, allow a greater breadth at the 
extromity of the road than the general width thereof. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

S. G. 

No. 39. 
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No. 39. 

Mn. ASSISTANT Suavgyon BU1tROWES to SURVEYoR GENERAL. 

Sin, 
Sydney, 13 June, 1857. 

in obedience to the instructions conveyed in your,  letter, No, 57-219, dated 28th No.38. 
February, 1857, I have now the honor to forward you a plan and book of reference for a Ap1wndlx 
road (00 feet wide) leading from the Kissing Point Road, near the watch-house at Ryde, 
along the driftway to the waters of the Parramatta River, which I have surveyed and 
marked out. 

2. This road runs entirely through Crown land, but has been partially enclosed 
and cultivated as orchards by Mr. Devlin and by the late Mr. Blanchard. Mr. Devlin does 
not object to give up the portion in his possession required for the road. I have, however, 
not yet been able to see the trustees of the late Mr. Blanehard on the subject. 

I have, &e., 
N. E. L. BURROWES, 

A. S. 

(Enclosure in .M. 39.) 

1300K OF RE1ER13NOE. 

Pnoposso Parish Road (60 feet wide) from the Kissing Point Road, near the Watch-house at Ryde 
through the Driftway to the Parramutta River. 

No.1 Sflarnw Foix,. Owna eg Dncaimew 
OCOUYILR. ii? 1,sso. 

I Commencing on the south' 
We of the Kissing l'elnt! 
Road,betwmn the W,LteI, nw I house at Ityde sod Mr.' 

the 
ruanc, Roadway. 1) cviii, 'a land, along 'he' 

Crlf way to waters of 
the L'arramaata Sliver. 

I - 
NATURE I Srano, A I Bsstmas or ROAD. Cutr,vn. No 
I QL Esoaotoass,I Ann. 

lION. 
' 

-- 

Very 
I 5, 310  30' W. S partially 

° Swampy PartIally I a. r. I. 5. 24 20' W.
W 
 9 15 I cultivated 

S. 31° 0' . 2366 as OFhftTdafbtkY.1  fenneL I land. 

I 

Zii. 13. L. BURRO WRS. 
A. S. 

N B—This road runs through land which has been devoted to the publicas a driftway, but 
which has lien partially enclosed and cultivated as orchards by Mr. Berlin and by the lete Mr. Blanch, 
as shown OI plan. These lodividuals have no right to the land, and Mr. Devlin doesnot object to give 
UP the portion rt'quired for the road. The Surveyor did nut ace the trustees of the late Mr. Blanch. 

(To accompany plan, and my letter No. 07-33, dated 13 June, 1867.) 

No. 40. 

SURVEYOR GENERAL to TINDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND Puntic WoRKS. 

(No. 377.) Surveyor General's Qifice, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 28 July, 1857. 

Referring to your letter of the 10th ultimo, No. 332, and to the previous 
correspondence on the subject of Roads and Reserves for \Vharyes in the Parish of Hunter's 
Hill, I have now the honor to inform you that a road leading from the Kissing Point Road, 
near the watch-house at Ryde, along tile driftway to the Parraonatta River, has been marked 
out by Mr. Assistant Surveyor Burrowes, and I beg to forward a copy of the plan and book 
of reference thereof, with a view to its proclamation under the Act, 4 Wm. IV, No. 11. 

The road runs entirely through land which has been devoted to the public, but 
which has been partly encitised and cultivated as orchards by Mr. Devlin and the late Mr. 
Blanch (as shown on the plan), who have no right to the land. 

Mr. Burrowes has asertained that Mr. Devlin has no objection to give up the portion 
rQquired for the road; but he did not see the trustees of the late Mr. Blanch. 

1 may add, that copies of the plan and book of reference have been forwarded to 
the Police Office, Parramatta. 

'1 have, &c., 

GEO. BARNEY, 
S. G. 

The attention of the Council is drawn to the particular circumstances under which 
this road is proposed to be proelaimed.—J. H., 15 August. 

W. P., 22 August, '57. 
B. Co  17 August, 1857.—M. P. 

see No. 37. 

Sec Enclosure 
No 39. 

No. 41. 
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No. 41. 

MINUTE of Executive Council 

TgE Executive Council advise that the intended formation of the road in question 

be notified in the manner prescribed in the Act of Council, 4 Wm. IV., No. 11. 
EDWARD C. NEREWETIJEIt, 

Clerk of the Council. 

1 Sçptember, 1857.—No. 57-601, 

No. 42. 

NOTICE in Government Gasette, 

Department of Lands and Public Whrks, 
Sydney, 3 Spternber, 1857. 

ROAD. 

His Excellency the Governor General
'

with the advice of the Executive Council, 

having deemed it expedient to open and make a parish road (to be maintained at the expense 
of the parishes through which it passes) from the Kissing Point Road, along the driftway, 
to the Parramatta ltiver,—Notiee is hereby given, that in conformity with the provisions of 

the Act of the Governor and Council, 4th William IV, No. 11, intituied, 
"An Act for 

" 
making altering and improving i/se Roads throughout the Colony of Etw &wth Wales and 

"for opening and inproving the Streets in the Towns the reof," a 
plan and book of reference, 

shewing the intended line of the said road, as undermentioned, are now deposited in the 
Office of the Surveyor General, in Sydney, and at the Police Office, Parramatta; and all 
persons interested therein are requested to transmit, in writing, to the Clerk of the Executive 

Council, within one mon
th from this date, any well-founded objections which may exist to 

the formation of the road in question. 

Booic OF REFERENCE 

I I 
Widtho f Areo. 

Owner, or character c-enerat Distances. cuuivation.{ Endosures. nowo. 
Portion of Road. oopier. of Land. Bearings. 

I 
Commencingon theuth side I 
KIeinr Point floail, be- of the 

I
ans. Lisko 

a. SW 30' IV.5 63 
Vice 
partisily I Partially I  3 3 33 Rotuway; 

S. 2P2e' W.i 0 45 cultivate'1 I fenced. , 60 feet wide. tweeutholvateh.hou'4.iLtltydej ma Public., 
Mr. Devhn's land, along. 

swampy 
13W O'W.1 od 66 as Orchard. and ' 

the Driftway to the wMCCC of 
i 

Laud. 
the Farrantatta River.  

By His Excellency's Command, 
JOHN HAY. 

No. 43. 

SURVEYOR GENERAL to POLICE MAGISTRATE, PARRAMATTA. 

(No. 310.) 
Surveyor General's 031cc, 

Sydney, 24 July, 1857. 

See No.  l0. 
Sm,I have the honor to forward copies of the plan and book of reference of a road 

leading from the Kissing Point Road, near the watch-house at Byde, along the driftway to 
the Parramatta River; and I request that you will have the goodness to exhibit the docu- 
ments in question ira your office for the inspection of the public, favouring me with an 

acknowledgment of their receipt. I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

S. G. 

No. 44. 

Poncx MAGIsTRATE, PARB.AMATTA, to SURVEYOR G ENERAL. 

Police Office, Parramatta, 
4 August, 1857. 

Sm, 
I have this day the honor to acknowledge the receipt from you of a copy of a 

plan and hook of reference of a road leading from the Kissing Point Road, near the watch- 

house at Ryde, along the driftway to the Parramatta River. 
I have, &c., 

F. 0. DARVALL, 
P.M. 

No. 45. 
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No. 45. 

UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC WORKS to CLEaR 02 TEE EXECUTIVE 
Corncoa. 

(No. 276.) Department n/Lands and Public Works, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 9 September, 1857. 

In drawing your attention to the notice in the Government Gazette, of the 8th 
instant, respecting the intended formation of a line of road from the Kissing Point Road 
along the driftway to the Parramatta River, I am directed to request that you will have the 
goodness, at the end of one month from the date thereof, to state whether any objcetioiis 
have been made to the formation of the said road, in pursuance of the notice in question. 

I have, &c., 

MXCIII. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 46. 
CLERK OF TUE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL to SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC Wonxs. 

Evecut ire Council Office, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 14 October, 1857. 

The time having expired within which objections under the Act of Council, 
4th William IV., No. 11, can be received to the proposed formation of a line of road from the 
Kissing Point Road along the driftway to the Parramatta River, which was notified in the 
Government Gazette of the 8th September inst. I do myself the honor to inform you that 
no objections to the road in question have been received by me. 

I have, &c., 

EDWARD C. MERE WETITER. 

No. 47. 
UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC \Vonrcs to Tiru UNDER SECRETARY. 

(No. 342.) Department of Lands and !3,hlic Wh, - 

SIR, 
Sydney, 16 November, lSnt. 

In drawing your attention to the notice which appeared in the Government 
Gazette of the 13th instant, respecting the confirmation of a line of road from the. Kissing 
Point Road along the driftway to.  the Parramatta River, I am directed to request that you 
will have the goodness, at the end of forty days from the date thereof, to inform me whether 
any claims to compensation have been made in respect to the said road, in accordance with 
the notice above alluded to. 

I have, &c., 
MICUL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 48. 
TUE UNDER SECRETARY to UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC WORKS. 

(No. 416.) Colonial Secretary's Office, 

SIR,
Sydney, 6 January, 1858. 

Referring to your letter of the 16th November last, I am directed to state, for 
the information of the Secretary for Land and Public Works, that no applications have been 
received in this office for compensation in respect to a line of road from the Kissing Point 
Road along the driftway to the Parramatta River. 

I have, 8cc., 
W. ELYARD. 

No. 49. 
SURVEYOR GENERAL to Mit, ASSISTANT SURVEYOR DAnE. 

(No. 58.) Surveyor General's Qfflce, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 20 January, 1858. 

The line of road leading from the Kissing Point Road Arough the driftway t 
the Parramatta River, marked out by Mr. Surveyor Burrowçs, llaving been,approvc1l of. anO  
confirmed, I beg to inform you that, in accordance with an opinion of the Crown Law 
Officers, given on the general ipStion as applied to a specific case, the road in question should 
be formally opeed by the Surveyor General, or some person deputed by him, the expense of 
such openili&'mtnd the security of the jerson s,praceeding.from loss by action, being 

288—C guaranteed 
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guaranteed by the Government. I now, therefore, depute you to open the road alluded to, 
by causing to be removed any fencing or other obstruction which may stand in its direct 
line, the obstructing parties being, in the first instance, informed of the authority, and called 
upon immediately to remove and abate the obstruction. 

2. You will be good enough to report your fulfilment of these instructions. 
I have, &c., 

GEO. BARNEY. 
S. U. 

No. 50. 
(Blank cover, No. 746.) 

SuavEvon GENERAL to MR. ASSrSTAWr SURVEYOR KNAPP. 

Mr. Surveyor Darke is requested to inspect the accompanying popors and to make a 
survey and measurement of the land intended to be resumed with as little delay as possible. 

GEO. BARNEY, 

Surveyor General's Oejice, S. U. 
21 Jfay, 1858. 

Transferred to Mr. Licensed Surveyor Knapp, 14th July, 1858. 58.1347. 

No. 51. 
Mit. ASSISTANT SURVEYOR PARKE to SURVYOR GENERAL, 

(No. 58-358.) Sydney, 14 June, 1858. 
Sin, 

By,  your letter of the 20th January, No. 58-58, 1 was instructed to formally 
open the line of road leading from the Kissing Point Ilcad through the driftway to the 
Parrannatta River, marked out by Mr. Surveyor Jiurrowes, the same having been duly 
approved and proclaimed. 

I have the honor to report that I performed this duty on the 7th instant, in the 
presence of Mr. Devlin and a tenant of the representatives of the late Mr. Blanch; these 
parties being occupants of that part of the original driftway through which, the road now 
opened passed. 

I have, Ste., 
WM. WEDGE PARKE. 

No. 52. 
SURVEYOR GENERAL to Mn. SunvErolt KNAPP. 

Surveyor General's Ofre, 
Sydney, 3 July, 1858. 

Sm, 
I have to request, by direction of the Honorable the Secretary for Lands and 

Public Works, that you will have the goodness to make a survey of the Kissing Point and 
Great North Rends, northerly t'rosn the driftway leading from the Parramatta River, at 
Ryde, to their junction; as also an examination of the portion of that driftway between 
those roads, for the purpose of ascertaining the practicability and in that case (un account of 
the distance which would thereby be saved to persons coming from the north) the expediency 
of continuing the road, recently opened by you through the now enclosed driftway, northerly, 
to the Great North load. 

2. As should the portion of the driftway between the two lines referred to prove 
suitable, it is in intention to open a road through it, under the Act, 4 '"'in. 4, No. 11. 
You will be good enough to obtain and furnish such information as will render practicable 
the preparation in the office of a plan and book of refcrence for proclamation purposes. 

I have, &'c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

S. U. 

No. 53. 
MR. SURVEYOR KNAn- to Svnzron GENERAL. 

(No. 1.) 79, Elizabet li-street, Sydney, 
14 August, 1858. 

SIR, 
In obedience to the instructions contained in your letters of the 21st May, 188, 

B. 0., No. 746, and the 3rd July last, No. 58-949, to Mr. Assistant surveyor Parke, which 
have been transferred to sue, I do myself the honor to inform you, that having made a 
careful survey and examination of the Kissing Point and Great North Roads, and a portion 
of the driftway in question, and after mature consideration, I am of opinion that the road at 
present in existence is more practicable than the portion of the driftway sought to be resumed. 

I have, Ste., 
E. KNAPP, Jun., 

Ld. Surveyor. 

No. 54. 

(No. 919.) 
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No. 54. 
JtfE,lf 0. of Surveyor Genera, 

ROAD FROM THE PARRAMATTA RivER TO KISSING POINT R"AD. 

Tun road recently proclaimed and opened from the Parramatt.a River through a 
reserved driftway terminates at the road from Bedlam Ferry to Kissing Point. 

The road called the Great North Road diverges from the Bedlam and Kissing Point 
Road, a short distance to the north of the point where the recently opened road meets the 
latter, and the driftway joins the two roads which, in its line, are about a quarter of a mile 
apart. 

Beyond this point, that is, north of the North Road, the driftway is believed to be 
open—it was so in 1847—and what I understand is now desired is, that the road recently 
opened should be continued northerly to the Great North Road, through the new enclosed 
driftway. 

The plans in the office show this portion of the driftway to be unsuitable for a road, 
but do not shew what distance would be saved by the use of it by persons coming from the 
north, although the probability is that it would be less than a quarter of a mile. 

These points could be set at rest by one day's labour of a surveyor, if it be so desired. 
Mr. Secretary Robertson wishes the question of the expediency of opening this road 

to be looked into without delay. It will involve a survey of the Kissing Point and Great 
North Roads northerly to their junction, and an examination of the intervening portion of 
driftway, and its suitability to a road. 

Mr. Darke must, I presume, be employed, as it is only a matter of one day's work, 
and be may obtain effioient information to render practicable the preparation of a fair plan 
and book of reference, for proclamation purpoes, in the office. 

A. G.M. 
80 June, 1855. 

G. B. 
July 11. 

No. 55. 
MEMO. of Surveyor General to Mr. Licensed Surveyor Knapp. 

WITH the view of completing this report, Mr. Knapp is requested to say what 
difference of distance there is between the existing road through Ryde and that proposed, 
which can be done easily from his plan, and to state what advantages are posesed by the 
former line over the other to more than compensate for the difference of distance, as may be 
inferred from this letter. 

GEO. BARNEY. 
Surveyor General's 9ffice, 

20 AugI., 1858. 
B. C., 58-1267. 

No. 56. 

MR. SURVEYOR KNAPP to Smtnvoit GENERAL. 

(No. 4.) 91, EUzahet h-street, Sydney, 
17 August, 1858. 

SIR, 

I do myself the honor to inform you that, according to verbal instructions 
received, I have made a oareful survey of the portion of the Great North Road from the 
Village of Ryde to Onions' Point Road. 

The plan of which accompanies this letter. Appendix Z. 

I have, &e., 
E. KNAPP, JUNIL., 

Ld. Surveyor. 

This survey was made with the view of connecting the survey of the Onions' Point 
Road, by Burrowes, with the Village of Ryde and the Kissing Point Road. It may be 
catalogued, and, with the survey in 58-7908, charted on the Parish Nap and the Road 
Map. 

A. G.M. 
21 sInge. 

No. 57. 
MR. Sunvivon KNAPP to SURYRYOR GENERAL. 

79, Elizabeth-street, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 28 .Ategust, 1858. 

In accordance witit instructions contained in your letter of the 26th ultimo, 
B. C), 58.1267, I beg to append to my letter, No. 1, 14th August, 1858, my grounds for 
advocating the superiority of the present road through Ryde ever that sought to be opened. 

1st. 
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1st. The present line of road traverses the crest of a range, whereas the proposed road 
will have to be carried over an undulating surface, and through a portion of two waterholes 
situate in the iine. And, secondly, the expense of mainthining the present line of road 
(which is only 16 chains 40 links longer than the proposed road) will not, on account of its 
self-drainage, be so great as the necessary expenditure which will be required to keep the 
proposed new line of road in a fit state of repair. 

Ihave, &c., 
E. KNAPP, JUNR., 

Ld. Surveyor. 

No. 58. 
SuRVEYoR GENERAL to UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBUC WORKS. 

Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney 21 May, 1859. 

Sm, 
Sc No. 66e I have the honor to forward for proclamation a plan and book of reference 

of a road which has been marked out from the Kissing Point Road to the Great North Road, 
and in continuation of that from the Parramatta River through the driftway to the Kissing 
Point Road, opened in June last, and I beg to state that copies of the plan and book of 
reference have been forwarded to the Police Office, Parramatta. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

S. a 

No. 59. 
MINUTE of Executive Gonad. 

The Executive Council advise that the intended formation of this line of road as a 
parish road be notified in the manner prescribed in the Act of Council, 4th Will, IV, No. 11. 

A. ORPEN MORIARTY, 
Executive Council Office, Clerk of the Council. 
13 June, 1859. 

Notice dated 18th June, 1859. 

No. GO. 

CLERIC or EXECUflVR Couxcin to UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIc WORKS. 

Executive Council Office, 
Sydney, 22 July, 1859. 

SIR, 
The time having expired within which objections under the Act of Council, 4 

William IV, No. 11, can be received to the proposed line of road from the Kissing Point 
Road to the Great North Road, which was notified in the Government Gazette of the 21st 
ultimo, I do myself the honor to inform you that no objection to the road in question has 
been received by me. 

I have, &c., 
A. O1IPEN MORIARTY. 

No. 61. 
, p ,3fI,?'TUTE of Executive Council. 

The Executive Council advise that the formation of the road in question be confirmed, 
in aecordanod with the provisions of the Road Act, 4th William IV, No, 11. 

A. ORPEN MORIARTY, 
1 August, 1859.—No. 59-706. Clerk of the Council. 

See Gazette of 19 Avgt., 1859. 

No. 62. 
TINDER ! SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC WORKS to THE UNDER SECRETARY. 

Department of Lands and Pu/die Works, 
Sydney, 22 August, 1859. 

Sxa, 
In drawing your attention to the notice in the Govçrument Gazette of the 

1.9th instant, respecting the confirmhtion of the line of road from Kissing Point to the Great 
North Road, I am directed to request that you will have the goodness, at the end of forty 
days from the date thereof, to state whether any claims to compensation have been made, in 
respect of the said road, in pursuance of the notice alluded to. 

".• . . - ihave, &o., 
MICilL. FITZPATRICK: 

'No.63. 
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No. 63. 
TUE UNDER SECRETARY to UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC Wonas. 

C'olonial SecretarVe O,ffice, 
Sydney, 11 October, 1859. 

Sm, 
In reply to your letter of the 22nd August last, I am directed to state that no 

applications have been received in this Ofilce for compensation in respect to the line of road 
from Kissing Point to the Great North Road. 

I have, &e., 
W. ELYARD. 

No. 64. 
ACflNG SURVEYOR GENERAL to Ma. LICENSED SURVEYOR KNAPP. 

Sto'yeyor General's qtce, 
Sydney, U .Nvember, 1859. 

The road from Kissing Point Road to the Great North Road having been 
confirmed as a parish road, by a notice date4 17th August, 1359, in the Government Gazette 
of - I have to request that you will, as early as may be convenient, proceed to 
formally open the road. 

In carrying out this instruction you will give notice, either verbally or in writing, to 
the proprietors of any enclosed lands through which the road passes, and suggest to them 
the desirability of removing any fences or other obstructions which may exist; and you will 
then proceed to define the road, by marking trees or fences with the broad arrow, and, where 
you can do so, by the letter R, and by stakes or loekspits, by which persons desiring to fence 
the road may be able to p]aee the fences in their proper positions. The marking should be 
on one side of the road throughout, with occasional marks on the other side, to shew the 
breadth. 

Should the parties to whom you may give notice not remove the fences or other 
obstructions, you will summarily remove them, and, in doing so, you will be guaranteed from 
loss by action by the Government. 

You will be good enough to report the fulfilment of this instruction, and to state in 
your report the mode in which you may have marked the road. 

I have, .&e,, 
A. G. M'LEAN, 

A.S.GI. 

No. 65. 
Ma. LICENSED SURVEYOR KNAPP to ACTING SURVEYOR GENERAL 

100, Etizabetlz'street, 
Sydney, 30 .ilfarclè, 1800. 

SIR, 
in obedience to the instructions in your letter, 504770 (N, 59-2775), dated No, Cl. 

9 November, 1869, that I should proceed formally to open the road from the Kissing Point 
Road to the Great North Road, which has.been confirmed as a parish road, in the Govern- 
ment Gazette of the 19th August, 1859,1 have the honor to state that I have done so, and 
herewith transmit a plan shewing the same, colored pink. 

The road is marked with stakes driven into the ground, and the soil at each of them 
is loekspittcd; the fences crossing the line of road are also all notched. 

The southern divisiomi of the road passes through u valuable orchard, the property of 
Mr. James Devlin, including a large number of choice and vnlusble fruit trees. 

Mr. Dcvlin states he will remove the trees and fences when required by the Govern- 
ment, but hopes he shall not be called upon to do so before the seaon for transplanting has 
arrived, or much loss will accrue to him thereby. 

I may take this opportunity of informing you that the road round the hill in front 
of the Church is far more preferable and accessible, notwithstanding its greater length, than 
this line, which, in its present unformed state, is with difficulty passable. 

I have, &e., 
E. KNAPP, JUNR. 

-Ld. Surveyor. 

No. 66. 
MR. JAMES DZVLIN to SECRETARY FOR LADs AND 

Ryde,24 May, 1860. 
Sm, 

Tam this day in receipt of a dommunication from the Ac4ingSurveyor Generaj, Notfmaeeable in 
;equesting mc to remove my fruit trees, and fences on the site of theoad rcsçrve from the y0ffi 

Kissing Point Road (meaning, I suppoe, the road from Bedlam Point to Parramatta) tç 
the Great North Road, in order that this r,6d reserve may be opened as a public road for 
the we of the parishioners. 

Sin, 
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I have the honor to inform you, that petitions are now in course of signature by 
the parishioners, praying that the road may not be opened, as being totally needless, and 
uncalled for by the local public, which petition, I have reason to believe, will materially influ-
ence the determination at which the Government has arrived, and induce it to suspend, 
indefInitely, further action upon the initiatory proceedings which have already been taken, 
which I venture to anticipate will be the result when taken in the matter His Excellency 
the Governor shall be in receipt of the proposed petitions. 

I beg respectfully to request, therere, that you will authorize a suspension of further 
proceedings in the matter, say for one month from this time. The delay will be of no injury 
to the public, who have for upwards of thirty years remained passive under the supposed 
grievance, and it may be the means of preventing great individual injustice. 

I have, &c., 
JAMES DEVLIN. 

No. 67. 

3IEJIORIAL of Inhabitants of Ryde, Hunter's Hill, &c. 

To His Excellency Sir William Thomas Denison, Knight Commander of the Bath, Governor 
General of Her Majesty's Australian Colonies, and Captain.General and Governor-in-
Chief of Her Colony of New South Wales, &c., &c., &e. 

The humble petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the Village of Ryde, and 
surrounding district, Parish of Hunter's Hill,— 

SHEWTn 
That a considerable portion of land within the Parish of Hunter's Hill is occupied 

as orchard and garden lands. 
That your petitioners' chief market for their produce is Sydney, and that this produce 

is sent to market partly by water and partly by land, crossing the Parramatta River on the 
ferry at Bedlam. 

That the Great North Road, and the road leading from Parramatta by the Village of 
Ryde, are the only roads that are or can be used by your petitioners to convey their produce 
to market. 

That your petitioners are informed that it is the intention of the Government to pro-
claim a new line of road, branching off from the Great North Road, on the north side of the 
village (pasiing through the orchard and inclosed land in the occupation of Mr. James 
Devlin), meeting the Parramatta Road near the Ryde Watch-house, and evading the Village 
of Ryde. 

That your petitioners have not nor have any of them sought to have the said contem-
plated line of road open, and if opened it is certain that they would not use it, unless certain 
gullies along it were bridued over or filled up. 

That your petitioners consider that to opea the said oontemplated line of road would 
be inflicting an injury on the present occupant, without in any way benefiting the public. 

Your petitioners therefore pray that your Excellency will be pleased, so far as in you 
lies, to revoke the Proclamation of the said intended road, or to suspend the opening thereof 
for an ilidefinite period. And your petitioners will ever pray, &c., &'e., &c. 

[Here follow forty (40) ngnaluresj 

By direction of the Governor General referred to the Hon. the Secretary for Lands. 

EDWARD C. MEItEWE'TIIER. 

No. 68. 

MEMORIAL of Messrs. Denim and Shepherd, of Ryde. 

To His Excellency Sir William Thomas Denison, Knight Commander of the Bath, Governor 
General of Her Majesty's Australian Colonies, and Captain-General and Governor-in-
Chief of Her Colony of New South Wales, &c. 

Thepetition of lames Devlin, of Ryde, Parish of Hunter's hI], landowner, and 
CIsaac Shepherd, of Ryde aforesaid, landowner,— 

SUEWETE :- 
That your petitioners became possessed of land by purchase, situated in the 

Parish of Hunter's Hill, prior to the year one thousand eight hundred and thirty. 
That, in or about the year one thousand eight hundred and thirty your petitioners 

Nosuehappuca. were applied to by Major Lockyer, who then held the office of Surveyor of Roads in the said 
tien traceable. Colony, to allow certain roads to be opened through the land so purchased by them, for the 

purpose of obtaining suitable lines of road for the covenienee of the inhabitants of the 
district, the sites of which were level and otherwise convenient for traffic. 

That Major Lockyer, whpm your petitioners believed to be duly authorized by the 
Government to make all necessary arrangement for promoting the traffic of the district, 
made the following :—That, in consideration of their permitting roads to be made through 

their 
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their land for the use and benefit of the public, they should have an equivalent for the land 
so given up by them out of the reserves made for a road upon the original survey of the 
district, and adjoining the land held by petitioners. 

That your petitioners, in full reliance in the arrangement made, permitted roads to 
be made through their respective lands. That the s:dd line of road was opened and is now 
used by the public; and upon the faith of the promise so made to them, they took possession 
of, and fenced in, the said reserved road, and have expended considerable sums of money in the 
cultivation and improvement thereof, and they have been in the uninterrupted possession of 
to this time. 

That the said lines of road given up by your petitioners for the use of the public 
have been used for the public traThc ever since, and are the only lines so available in the 
immediate neighbourhood. 

That your petitioners have been informed, and believe, that it is the intention of the 
Government to proclaim the said reserve as a parish road, under the provisions of the Act, 
4 William PT, No. 11. A fact of which your petitioners, who are not in the habit of 
reading the Government Gazette, through which alone notification is made to landowners of 
the intention to open roads, that such a road through the said reserve was contemplated, 
and that they neglected, therefore, to set forth in writing their objections to the aduption 
of the line of road so proclaimed. 

That your petitioners are informed, and believe, that a great number of the inhabi-
tants of the district are prepared to petition your Excellency, praying that the said line of 
road may not be adopted in preference to the lines of road which have been in use for thirty 
years ; and your Petitioners respectfully submit, that as the proposed new road will be of no 
benefit, as they are prepared to show from the physical difficulty of its construction, that 
the equitable estate in the land, which they submit that they have under the promise, may 
be continued. 

Your petitioners, therefore, pray that your Excellency will be pleased to withhold 
your Excellency's assent to opening the said line of road; and your petitioners, for such 
mark of j ustiee, will pray, &e., &c. 

MEMO. 
By direction of the Governor General, referred to the Honorable the Secretary for 

Lands. 
EDWARD C. MERE WETHER, 

B. C., 4 June, 1860. Private Secretary. 
Acting Surveyor General. 

B. C., 6 June. M. F. 

No. 69. 

REPORT of Acting Surveyor General. 

Tnn line of road referred to will, in my opinion, be of little public advantage, even Sec No.61. 
shoold expenditure be made on its constracti n ; and without that would never be used in 
preference to the road through the Village of Ryde for vehicles. 

The road has, however, been confirmed, although not yet formally opened, and the 
only extent to which Government could now comply with the request in this petition would 
be by the omission to formally open the road and to notify such opening. And this would 
scarcely, I think, protect Mr. Devlin in the occupation of the land, did any one desire to use 
the road, as neither the formal opening nor the notice is specifically prescribed by the Act. 
There is no room for doubt that the road passes through a driftway which has not been 
alienated by the Crown, although long occupied by Mr. Dovlin, and it will be for the con- 
sideration of the Secretary for Lands whether, under the circumstances, the formal opening 
should be proceeded with. 

A. G. M'LEAN, 
B. C., 29 June, 1860. 

No. 70. 
TJNDIR SEcRETARY FOR LANDS to MESSRS. BOOTH, Siatt, AND OTHERS. 

(No. 60-860.) Department of Lands, 
Sydney, 28 July, 1860. 

GENTLEMEN, 
Referring to your petition that the proclamation of the road from the Kissin 

Point Road to the Great North Line may be revoked, or the opening thereof suspended, 
am directed to inform you that under the circumstances set forth in a report from the 
Acting Surveyor General (of which a copy is enclosed), the Secretary for Lands does not aotbiune, lest 
consider that there is any necessity for pressing the formal opening of the road in question, 
although the Proclamation cannot be revoked. 

I have, &e., 
MICHT4. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 71. 
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24 ROAD FROM PAR'RAMATTA RIVER TO GREAT NORTH ROAD. 

No. 71 

UNDER SECRETARY pea LANDS to MESSRS. DEvLni AND SIJEPHERD. 

(No. 80-859.) Department of Lands, 
Sydney, 28 July, 1860. 

GENTLEMEN, 

S€e No. OS. Referring to your petition against the formal opening of the proclaimed road'  
from the Kissing Point Road to the Great North Line, I am directed to inform you that 
under the circumstances set forth in a Tepert from the Acting Surveyor General on the 

(of which a copy is annexed), the Secretary for Lands does not consider that there 
Sce No. ®. is any necessity for pressing the formal opening of the road in question. 

I have, &c., 
NICHL, FITZPATRICK. 

No. 72. 

J. BLAXLAND, ESQ., to SECRETARY FOR LANDS. 

Hermitage, Ryde, 22 October, 1560. 

SIR, 
I did myself the honor of calling on you some time ego, wishing to know why 

a line of road which, I understand, has been duly proclaimed, from the station-house, or 
leek-up, at Ryde, to joiu the Great North Road, and blocked UI)  by Mr. Devlin, had not been 
opened ; you said you would let rue know. Not having heard from you on the subject, I do 
myself the honor of calling your attention to it, begging you will do the people of Ryde the 
favour of having it opened. 

Yours, &c., 
3. BLAXLAND. 

No. 73. 

ENDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to J. BLAnAND, ESQ. 

(No. 60-1852.) Department of Lands, 
Sydney, 14 December, 1860. 

SIR, 

. 72. 
Referring to your letter of the 22nd ultimo, inquiring why the proclaimed 

line from the Kissing Point Road to the Great Northern Line has riot been opened, I am 

67 
directed to npprise you that a petition sgainst the opening of this road was sent in, signed 
by forty residents in the neighbourhood of Ryde, who were informed that Mr. Secretary 

Seoo.6i. 
Robertson did not consider, under the circumstances set forth in a Report from the Acting 

Q June, 1560. Surveyor General (of which a copy is enclosed), that there was any necessity for pressing the 
formal opening of the road in question. 

I have, &c., 
MICHL. FITZPATRICK. 

Syonoy: Thomas IUobarde, Government I'rinur.-1861. 

[Price, is.] 
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1861. 

9LegIlat(be 900embig. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

BRIDGE OVER THE MIJRRUMBIDGEE AT GT]XDAQAI. 
(PETITION FROM GUNDAGAI.) 

Ordered by the legislative Assembly to be rinted, 15 January, 1801. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Residents in the Police Districts of 
Gundagai and Tumut and at the Adelong Gold Fields, and others,— 

HnmLY Sizxwzrn 

1. That between the townships of North and South Gundagni, the Great 
Southern Road of this Colony is intersected by the Murrumbidgee River. 

. That the only means available to the public of crossing the river at this plade 
is a punt, the property of two individuals, who hold from the Government a lease of the 
ferry, which lease expires on the Slat day of December, 1861. The lessees pay to the 
Government for their privileges an annual rent of £40; whilst their receipts from this 
source are, at the lowest calculation, £1,000 a year. 

That, notwithstanding this large sum paid by the public every year for transit, 
the most yexatious and injurious delay is caused to travellers and traffic, by the necessarily 
insufficient accommodation afforded by the punt, and by the interruption to its working, 
resulting from the frequent rising of the river. Owing to these causes, the overland 
postal communication between Sydney and Nelbourne, as well as the usual traffic, is often 
completely obstructed for more than a week at a time. 

That the traffic between the districts on the further side of the Murrumbidgee 
and Sydney—_including as they do the richest portinns of the whole Colony—is so great, and, 
owing to the discovery of various Gold Fields in those districts, is so rapidly increasing, as 
to reader the present arrangements for crossing the Murrumbidgee River, at (iundagai, 
utterly inadequate to the requirements of the ease. 

That, for these reasons, your Petitioners do humbly pray that your Honorable 
House will be pleased to take the grievanoes herein set forth into your consideration, and dw 
will adopt the only sufficient measures for their removal, namely, the construction of a 
Bridge over the Murrumbidgee River at Gundsgai. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

[Here fotloso 245 &gnatttres.] 

[Price, jd.] 22— 
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1861. 

ILtgistatibc 9otmb1p. 

NEW SGTJTII WALES. 

t Xi 

WAHGUNYAH MURRAY BRIDGE COMPANY'S BILL. 

REPORT 

FROM 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

WAIIGUNYAII MURRAY BRIDGE COMPANYtS BILL; 

TOOETUER WIPE 

THE PROCEEDING S OF THE COMMITTEE 

AND 

MINUTES OF EViDENCE. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

15 March, 1861. 

SYDNEY: 

THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, 

PIIILLIP.STREET. 

1861. 

[Price, 4d.] 183—A 
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1861. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

Voms, No. 23. TOSDA7, 19 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

17. Waligunyah Murray Bridge Cpmpany's  Bill:—Mr. Hay moved pursuant to notice,— 
That the Bill to incorporate a Company to be called the Wahgunyah Murray 

Bridge Company to erect and maintain a Bridge over the Murray River at Wahgunyab, 
be referred to a Select Committee of this House for consideration and report. 
That such Committee consist of Mr. Lucas, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Morris, Mr. 

Mate, Mr. Macleay, Mr. Watt, Mr. Arnold, Mr. Robertson, and the Mover. 
Question put and passed. 

VotEs, No, 38. FRIDAY, 15 MARdI, 1.801. 

Ii. Wabgunyah Murray Bridge Company's Bill :—Mr. Hay, as Chairman, brought up the 
Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence 
taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideratiou and report this 13111 was 
referred on the 19th February last. 
Ordered to be printed. 

CONTENTS. 
PAOL 

Thitraets from the Votes and Proceodings .................................. 2 

Report................................................................... 

l'rocecrlings of the Committee ............................................ 4 

Scheduleof Amendments ................................................ & 

Listof Witnesses ......................................................... 5 

Minutes of Evidence .................................................... 7 
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1861. 

WAHGUNYAM MURRAY BRIDGE COMPANY'S BILL. 

REPORT. 

THE SELECT CoMmI'TEE of the Legislative Assembly, for those con-

sideration and report was referred, on the 19th February- last, the 

Wahqunya/t Murray llridqe Company's Bill," beg leave to report 

to your Honorable House 

That they examined the Solicitor for the Bill, and the other Mr.W.G.MCaythy. 

-witnessest named in the margin, whose evidence will be found appeliddd 
t Mr. J. MBcan. 
Mr. F. 0. Moriarty. 

hereto; and that the Preamble of the Bill, as verbally and formally Mr. B. Napior. 

amended,t having been satisfactorily proved, your Committee proceeded to 
I Vüie Schedolu of 
Amcndmenja. 

consider the several Clauses and Schedules, in which they found it 

necessary to make several Amcndments.t 

And your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House 

the Bill, as amended by them. 

JOHN HAY, 

Chairman, 

Legislative Assembly Chamber, 

Sydney, 13 March, 1861. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

FRIDAY, 8 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

Mr. Hay, Mr. Morris, 
Mr. Mackay, Mr, Watt, 
Mr. Mate, Mr. Wilson. 

On motion of Mr. Morris, J. Hay, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Copies of the Wahganyah Murray Bridge Company's Bill before the Committee. 
Solicitor for the Bill, Mr. W. G. M'Garthy. 
Mr. W. U. M'Carthy, Solicitor, called in and examined. 
Witness produced a plan in reference to the site of the proposed Bridge, and also a 

specification and certain plans of the structure intended; but the said documents were not 
handed in, as the terms of the Bill do not seek to bind the Company in the details of 
eonsftuet.ion. 

Mr. J. Ivl'Bean called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated upon the allegations contained in the Preamble. 
And the wording of the said Preamble being defective in point of form and 

expression,— 
On motion of Mr. Morris, certain amendments therein severally agreed to. (Vide 

Schedule of Amendments.) 
Motion made (Chairman) and Question,—That the Preamble, as amended, stand part 

of the Bill—agreed to. 
And Committee desiring to hear further evidence in respect to certain Clauses,— 
lq Chairman informed the Solicitor for the Bill accordingly, and of the present 

. adjournment of the Committee. 

[Adjourned till Wednesday, 13th iostant, at Eleven o'clock] 

H 

H 
WEDNESDAY, 13 MARCfl 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

J. Hay, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Macleay, Mr. Morris, 
Mr. Mate, I 

Mr. Watt, 

Solicitor for the Bill, Mr. IV. G. M'Carthy, present. 
B. 0. Moriarty, Esq., G.E., Engineer-in- Chief for Harbours and River Navigation, 

called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
I'c1.R. Napier called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee then proceeded with the several Clauses and Schedule--. 
Clauses 1 and 2, respectively, read and agreed to without amendment. 
Clause 3, read, amended (Vide Schedule of Amendments), and agreed to. 
Clauses 4 to 29, severally read and agreed to without amendment. 
Clauses 30 and 31, severally read, amended (Vide Schedule), and agreed to. 
Clauses 32 to 34, severally read and agreed to without amendment. 
Clause 35, read, amended (Vide Schedule), and agreed to. 
Clauses 36 and 37, severally read and agreed to without amendment. 
Clause 38, read, amended (Vide Schedule), and agreed to. 
Clauses 39 to 41, severally read and agreed to without amendment. 
Clause 42, read, amended (Vide Schedule), and agreed to. 
Clause 43, read and agreed to without amendment. 
Clauses 44 and 45, severally read, amended (Vide Schedule), and agreed to. 
Clauses 46 and 47, read and agreed to without amendment. 
Schedules A to C severally read and agreed to without amendment. 
On motion of Mr. Maeleay, the Chairman requested to report the amended Bill to 

the House. 

SCHEDULE 
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SCHEDULE OF AMENDMENTS 

Page 1, Preamble, line 1— Omit " on"; insert "over." 
2—After "Wnhguuyah", insert "in the Colony of Victoria." 

4— Omit " direct." 

27 
7 to 9—Omit "His Excellency the Governor of New South 

" Wales with the advice and consent of the 
"Legislative Council thereof' ; insert " the 
Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with 
the advice and consent of the Legislative Council 

It and Legislative Assembly of New South \Vales 
" in Parliament assembled and by the authority 
" of the same as follows 

Page 2, Clause 8, line 2—After "respectively", insert "from." 
12— Omit "92 to 100"; insert "82 to 89." 

After line 12, insert the following paragraph 
11 With respect to the proceedings and liabilities 
" of the Directors clauses numbred respectively 
" from 92 to 100 both inclusive.' 

16—After " respectively ", insert "froni." 

17 and 18—Transpose the paragraph contained, so as to follow 
the next paragraph, after line 21. 

25— Omit "134"; insert "135." 

Page 7, Clause 30, line 20—Omit "received"; insert "recovered." 

Clause 31, line 28— Omit " committed"; insert "convicted." 

Clause 35, line 58—Omit "in";   insert " or.
,,  

Page 8, Clause 38, line 54—After "all", insert "reasonable." 

Page 9, Clause 42, line 42—Omit " enacting"; insert "erecting." 

Page 10, Clause 44, line 20—Omit "on"; insert "over" 

,, Clause 45, line 30— Omit " Government." 

LIST OF WITNESSES. 

Friday, S jfarch, 1661. 
VAGE. 

W. G. M'Carthy, Eag., Solicitor 
MT. J. M'Bean ,, .. .. 

Wednesday, 13 ifarch, 1861. 

E. 0. Moriarty, Esq., CE., Eagineer.in- Chief f&r Harbonrs and River Navigation 
11 

Mr. it, Naper .. .. .. .. ,. .. .. ,, ,. 
,, 12 
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1861. 

Zigislatibe LøtnibIp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAXEN BEPORE 

TUE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

WAIIG1IJNYAII MURRAY BRIDGE COMPANY'S BILL. 

FRIDAY, 8 MARCH, 1861. 

Vttøcnt :— 
Ma. HAY, MR. MORRIS, 
MR. MACLEAY. MR. MATE, 
MR. WILSON, I MR. WATT. 

JOHN HAY, ESQ., IN THE GRAIL 

William Godfrey M'Carthy, Esj., (Solicitor for the Bill) called in and examined 
By the Chairman You are solicitor for this Bill F lam. 

W. G. What i the intention of the Bill? To erect a bridge over the Murray River, as stated 
in the preamble, at Wahgunyah, and in connection with Corowa, which is on the New South Esq. 
Wales side of the river—Waligunyah being on the Victoria side. . 
8, What is the proposed amount of capital? Eight thousand pounds, as stated in the 8 Mar., 1861. 
second clause. 
You prepared this Bill? No; I did not prepare it myself. 
You have examined the Bill with a view to its completeness for the objects intended 

Yes, I have read it through. 
Do you know what is the model of the Bill: it seems different from that passed in this 

Colony? It has been founded on the Studcley Park Bill in force in Victoria. 
I see it adopts extensively certain clauses of an Imperial Act—the Companies Clauses 

Consolidation Act of 1845? Yes; I have it here. 
Have you examined those clauses with reference to their applicability to this Bill? I have. 
And what is your opinion with regard to the efficacy of those clauses? The clauses in 

question are made expressly applicable to all special Acts for these purpcses. I have examined 
them carefully with reference to their applicability to the special Bill we seek to carry 
through, and they do apply perfectly. 
Those clauses, I suppose, have been very well considered, and have been long in 

operation in England? They have. 
And do you consider it then a preferable course to adopt those clauses in a Bill like this 

rather than frame separate clauses for the purpose Undonbcedly. They have not only 
stood the test of experience, but they also prevent every special Act being burdened with 
clauses unnecessarily. They are all referred to a parent form. 
I euppose the interpretation too has been well tested by their having been so lông in 

use in the Mother Country? Yes. 
Haveyou any particular information to afford with regard to the plan or the site of.this 

bridge? I have a witness in attendance who is a resident at Wahunyah, and who is, I 
believe, informed very fully on all those local points. 
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W. G. 14. What is the witness's name? Mr. J. M'Beath 
3P011thy, 15. Have you got any plans of the bridge? I hae (witness produced mafamnps andaplan)' 
Esq. the large plan is, with respect to the district and surrounding localities, to shew the situation' 

of the bridge. I produce also plans showing the elevation, and soon, and giving the scientifle 
S Mar., 1861. information in reference to the bridge. 

From whom (lid you receive them? That plan, with the specification, I received from 
the Secretary to the Company, as the bridge they have, decided on building-showing the 

size, measurement, and all other particulars. 
These (plans) are copies? Yes, prepared for the purpose of being shewn to the 

Committee. 
They have the name of Mr. Merrit? Yes. 

10. Is be engineer to the Company? Yes. 
You give this as a plan of the intended straeture ? Yes1  
But not as a plan by which the Company desire to be bdunà? No; the Bill does not 

profess to bind them to any particular plan, but is merely to authorize them at their own 

expense to build a bridge. 
From whom have you received your instructions? From the Secretary to the Company, 

Mr. William Butler. 

Mr. John M'Bean called in and examined 

Mr.J.M'Bean. 28. By the Chairniam: Do you know the side on which it is proposed to erect a bridge at 

r-m Wahgunyah? Yes. 
S Mar., 1861. 24. you are well acquainted with that part of the country? Yes; I have been there for. 

the last four years. 
Do you know the genticthe'a named in this 'Bill: John Foord, Christopher Godfrey 

Baldock, and Henry Baylis? Yes. 
Are you aware that they, with others, are prepared to form a Company for the construc- 

tion of a bridge at Wahgunyah? Well, I only know from what they told me, that they. 
were prepared to begin and build a bridge as soon as the Bill was passed. 
Do you know if any survey has been made for the purpose of erecting a bridge? Yes, 

they have made arrangements with the contractors to commence constructing a bridge .
as 50011 

as the Bill is passed-Mr. Coruwell, and some other gentlemen from Melbourne. 
They have entered into contracts for the work to be commenced as soon as the Bill is 

passed? Yes. 
9. Where is the proposed site for the bridge-do you know? 

on the  Victorian side it is 
2  
the north end of Foordstreet, in the township of Wahgunyah. 
Is that opposite the Corowa Reserve, on the New South \Vales side? 

I t is not opposite 

the township of Corowa, but it is opposite the Corowa Reserve. 
Do you think that is a more suitable site than opposite the township of Corowa itself? 

Oh, yes; it is flooded on the Victorian side, and any bridge there would have to be made 

half a mile long. 
That is, if it were erected opposite Corowa? Yes, if it were erected opposite the town- 

ship of Corowa. 
Of your own knowledge, can 

 you say whether the site selected is the most favourable 

site for the erection of the bridge ? It is the best site I have seen all the way from Adelaide 

to Albury. 
The best site you have seen from Albury downwards? Yes. 
And you are well acquainted with the Murray? I have been up and down the river 

six or seven times by the steamer. It is acknowledged by everybody acquainted with the 

river that this is the best site for the bridge. 
Have you been resident at Wahgunyah for any length of time? Yes, for three yenrs. 
What makes the site particularly eligible-does the river not spread so much as usual 

'there? on the  Victorian side it is a high cliff, on the New South Wales side it is lower- 
much lower. 
And level land? Yes. 

89. As this map (the sma/ler) shews clearly? Yes, it is low land, but it is very seldom 

flooded, except along this lagoon. (Lagoon pointed out by 
witness.) 

It is very seldom flooded on the New South Wales side? Yes. 
Then the level land is higher than the surrounding land generally is? Yes, 
And the communication with the bridge will be very seldom interrupted, eveu on occa-

sions of very high flood? Very seldom; butI understood that the Company were to make 
approaches from the high bank to the bridge, so that it would not matter what the fioo& 

might be. 
So that the bridge would be passable at any time-in the highest flood? Yes. 
What is the distance of Wahgunyah from Albury? Forty miles by land. 
What is the distance from the township of Chiltern, in Victoria? From where? 
From Wahgunyah? It is sixteen miles. 
Is there a considerable population at Wahgunyah now? I cannot state what is the 

number of the population, but four miles from the south of Wahgunyah there is a town 
called Rutherglen. There was a rush to that place, and there are about seven thousand 

people there. 
At the present time? Yes, they were there when I left, a month ogo. And again, six 

miles to the south of ituthergien there is a town called Christmas Town, where there are 

about three thousand people. 49 
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Engaged in mining? Engaged in mining-and further on is Chiltern, 
Which is about sixteen miles distance? Yes, through which the Sydney road pass. 
Chiltern is on the main line of road? Yes, from \Vangaratta to Albury. S Mr.r. 1S6I. 
Is there a large population near Chiltern ? Oh, yes, there are five thousand people in 

the neighbourhood of Chiltern. There is, within a radius of sixteen miles from Wahgunyah, 
according to the police returns, apopulation of fifteen thousand people. 
In the Colony of Victoria? In the Colony of Victoria. 
How far is it from Wahgunyah to Beeehworth? Thirty miles. I 

Do you know how far it is from Albury to Beeehworth ? About the same distance. 
Then do you consider Wahgunyah, as far as the present mining population is concerned)  

to be the most eligible terminus of the Murray River steam trade ? Yes; you save, in the 
first place, by landing your cargoes at Wahgunyah, one hundred and twenty mile of 
navigation. 
.57. To Albury? Yes; you will be nearer the Gold Fields: you will be only sixteen -miles 
from Chiltorn, four miles from Rutherglen and the intermediate place called Christmao 
Town-and you will be as near Beechworth; steamers have bind it necessary to land their 
cargoes there. 
What sort of country is it on the New South Wales side of the river at and about the 

site of the bridge? It is a very flue country indeed, it is all good country. 
An agricultural country? Yes. 

CO. Both up and down? I have not seen finer country in the Colony than that between 
Corowa and Albury. A great many farmers are settled there now. 
Is there much land sold there ? Yes, considerable quantities of land have been sold. 
What is their principal market? Rutherglen, Chiltern, and Beeehworth. 

(iS. In fact the population-which is the mining population--on the southern side of the 
river ? Yes, they are obliged to sell their produce on the diggings. 
So that to get at their market they must cross the river? They must cross the river 

to get at their market. 
Do you anticipate that it would be of great advantage to the agrieniturists who arc' 

settled on the New South Wales side of the river, if a bridge were ected at this place I 
Most decidedly. 

er 
 

According to your account, it would enable them at all times to cross with their pro-
duce?. Yes; they are now paying high rates to cross in punts. 
What is the nature of the provision for crossing the river now at lVahgunyah? Just a 

Common punt. 
That is where? A little below the site of the proposed bridge. 
Is there only one punt in that vicinity? There is only one. 
To whuna does that punt belong ? It is Mr. Foord's. 
Does that pay anything to the Government of New South Wales, do you know? 1 am 

not aware that it does. 
The Government of New South Wales derive no advantage from it-can you tell us 

what the charges are F I cannot exactly state what the charges are. 
They are not regulated by any Act of the Government of New South Wales? No; 

Mr. Foord himself fixes them; they are lower than the Albury rates, and the Government 
rates too-this is all I know. 
Then you cannot tell us exactly what they are? No; but I understood that the 

revenue exceeded six hundred pounds a year-that was twelve months ago; but now the 
traffic is increased considerably, owing to the rush to Corowa. 
There isu Gold Field now on the New South Wales side of the river? Yes, about four 

miles north of Wahgunyah. 
Have you been there lately? I have not been on the Gold Field, it was discovered 

about the time I left. 
Is that Gold Field extensively developed? From letters which I have lately reeived, 

there were only about a thousand people at Corowa,-there is a great scarcity of water there. 
By jf-  Morris: Four miles back from the river? There is ao water exccptin the river. 
By the Chairman : You cannot tell us, then, what the tolls are at the punt? They 

are much higher than the scale in the Bill. 
SO. Have you seen that-foot passengers, 3d.; pigs or goats, 2d.; and sheep, id? Tie 
passengers now pay Gd. 
1. Foot passengers? Yes. 
Do you know what they charge for sheep? I do not; but I know I pay Is. 6d. for 

crossing on my horse. 
Is. Gd. for a horse? Yes. 
You do not recollect what they charge for vehicles? For a dray and eight bullocks it 

is Ss. 
8.5. A two-wheeled dray? Yes, Ss. 
You know a good deal about the steamers? Oh, yes. 
And the steam trade on the Murray ? Yes. 
What do you think will be the effect of the erection of this bridge on the navigation 

of the river? It will not obstruct the navigation, unless there is some enormous flood 
which rises to a height that has not been known before. The cliff is very high on the 
Victoria side ; and I see by the Bill that there will be allowed fifteen feet clear of high 
water-the river at the very highest flood does not remain at that height. I never knew 
it to remain at its highest above twenty-four hours; the water then recedes. 
It recedes rapidly? Yes. I think fifteen feet is ample, if steamers had their funnels -. 

hinged. 
133-B 90. ,.. 
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Ur.J.M&an. 90. Is the space of fifteen feet ample for any of these steamers if they have their funnels 
—"-- 

 
hinged! Yes, at the highest water fifteen feet will be quite sufilcient. 

r JThr. 1S61. 91. 1 suppose that when the funnels are hinged, a steamer does not require much greater 
height than to allow the paddle-hoxes to pass? That is all. 
:The bridge is the highest part, higher than the funnels? Yes, yhere the wheel is. 
There is no difficulty in having the funnels hinged? No; they can be lowered in a 

second. All river steamers should have their funnels hinged for this reason—there are 
overgrown branches of trees along the rivers, and they are compelled to lower their funnels. 
Have you been at Wahgunyah at very high floods? Yes, I have been there at the 

higlictflood which has occurred for the last three years. 
05. Jould you say, from reculection, what number of feet it rose to from the top of the cliff 
on the ,Tietoria  side ? I cannot tell; we have a water-guago at Wahgunyah, which shews 
us the number of feet the water rises from the lowest ebb; and the highest I have seen it 
rise js.twelve feet, according to the guage. 
96.. From the lowest to the highest? From low water; twelve feet above that is the highest 
I h;veseen it there. 
97. By Mi. lVatt: In how nanny years? In three years. 
US. .l3y the chairman: And from what you have heard, what would you suppose to be the 
comparative height of that flood you spoke of as having been the highest during the last 
three years, in reference to floods which have taken place before? Mr. Foord told we of a 
nluCJ4 higher flood than that. 
99. By Air. Morris: How much higher, do you remember? I could not state the number 
of feet, but it was a much higher flood than any I have seen. 
IOU. By the Chair,nan: That was one particular great flood? Yes. 

lOir. Did he point out to you any spot on the bank? lie pointed out logs which the flood 
had left on the bank, and shewed inc the height of the water from that. 
102.. B Air. Watt: On the Nw South Wales side—on the low ground? Yes, it must have 
been an extraordinary high flood to leave the logs where he pointed them out to me : it is 
imposathie for it to get fioded on the Wabgnayah side. 
103,. 1 see they have marked here (on the plans produced) the distance between the level of 
low water and the highest flood as being fifteen feet perpendicularly? Very likely. 

That would be three feet higher than the highest you have observed? Yes. 
And have you any idea how high that would be from the top cliff—the highest that 

cou have observed? I should think it would be about seventeen feet. 
lOG. It might be twenty? It might be twenty. I calculated always seventeen feet when I 
s'tw the river at its highest. I did not measure it, but I calculated it at that. 
107. I ee by this plan that it would be a little more? They will very likely raise the 
bridge a little above the roadway. 
lO. Does that (.heacig pin., to wthte..c) give you a pretty accurate idea of the construction? 
Oh, yes, it sliews you the high cliff, and the road is higher than the cliff, and that would 
nake the height appear greater; I calculated from the cliff itself. 

So that your observation would pretty well agree with this plan? Yes; it is very 
;oldym the river is at the height shewu in the plan. I never saw the flood so high at Wah-
gutjy, as at the time I mentioned, and it only remained so for tweuty-four or thirty hours. 

How far would it have fllen in the course of these twentyfour hours? It generally 
falip about two feet per day on an average, until it comes down to about middle flood. 
111, Sir or eight feet ab.ve  low-water mark? Yes, and then it remains stationary, perhaps 

for months. 
112.,,Does the river run with great rapidity in high floods? It does there, on account of 
the coutraeted channel. 
I U. .Dp you think river steamers could stem the current? Yes. 
114. By Air. Watt: At high flood? Yes, at any flood. 
I lfr /y the Chairman: What width between the piers would it require to give seeommoda-
tii for the largest class of steamers that navigate the Murray ? The largest beam that I 
have pcn on the Murray, or that I know of about to be placed on the river, is thirty-four 

feet5qver all; but there is no steamer on the river at present as broad as that; there is, 
however, one building of that size. 
11Q4 Do you think it likely that steamers of greater beam are likely to be employed an the 
Murray ? They will require to have a larger beam to have lighter draught of water. 
117. Perhaps forty feet? Perhaps so. 
lISt  It is not likely to be more ? I have no knowledge of ship-building, but that is what 
understood. 
You are not prepared to give an opinion as to the likelihood of increased beam or 

increaed height in the steamers? I know the height; the depth of the hold is never more 
than six or seven feet; and if they draw two feet of water, that would be four feet above 
water to the deck, and then oijmes the funnel. 

I see it mentioned that some steamer on an American plan was to be built? That is 
thirty-four feet build over all. 
.121, DQ you mean the one being put together now? Yes. 

122 o you know what height that will be out of the water. When laden, her deck could 
not, be above four feet above water. 
123. But what would be the height of the bridge of the steamer above water—would she be 
higlu than ordinary vessals? That is the highest, certainly. It would be four feet more—
another four feet. 
1241 ,Rban  what you have mentioned? Yes. 
125. But what height would the bridge of this steamer be above the water's edge? It 
wou& be at least ten feet. 

126. 
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Not more? No; if you notice in 'going along decked ships, you can just get under Mr.J.M'Beas. 
the bridge, and not much more-which is Six or seven feet to the deck. 

Then if the vessel was light coming down the river, it would require more room? 8 ISiar., 1961. 
Yes, a little more. 

Twelve feet, perhaps? There is one just built; it is reported that this vessel will 
draw two feet, but when light she would only draw half that, which would make one foot 
difference. 

Did you say what was the greatest height required by any of the steamers? The 
"Gundagai" is the only one trading up now, and the "Sturt," The "Guodagai," when 
laden, draws four and a half feet; that would leave about three feet above water to the deck. 

Now much more? The bridge is sir and a half feet above the deck, and the funnel 
is hinged. 
181. She would only take, then, according as he was laden or light, from ten to twelve 
feet? Yes. 

To give her a free passage under the bridge? Yes. 
You think seventeen feet ample? Seventeen feet is ample for steamers. 
Do you know the "Bunyip "-Randolph's steamer? Yes. 

185. That steamer would require a greater height, would it not? I do not know. If they. 
can lower their funnels, the height of the deck is nothing;-it could not be anything like 
seventeen feet-the depth of the boat; besides, at present none of the steamers pass 
Wahgunyah, and have not for the last three years; no steamers have been at Albury since 
five years ago. 

By Mr. Wètt: Why? There is no inducement for them; the trade is done with the 
diggings-the Gold Fields in the neighbourhood of Wabgunyah and Beeehworth; and by going 
to Albury it would be one hundred and twenty miles further of navigation, and you would 
not be any nearer to the Gold Fields; nor would there be as good a way'as from Wahgunyah. 

Is not there a sufficient number of inhabitants above Albury to create a market, and 
supply a steamer? No; not above Albury. There are the Yakadandah Diggings above 
Albury, to supply steamers from Wahgunyah, but that is only thirty miles from 
Wahgunyah. 

By the Chairman: Still there is a considerable trade at Albury? Oh, yes. 
But it is the increased distance from Wahgunyah which I suppose prevents that trade 

from being carried on by the steamers to Albury? Yes. 
The trade is carried on otherwise overland? Yes; besides the river is not navigable 

from Albury, exeept at high water. 
That is to say, the navigability is not so practicable above Wahgunyah? No. 
At the same time you do not consider it would be desirable to make Wahgunyah the 

head of the navigation F It will be the principal. 
You think it will be so? Yes, I think so, because one or two cargoes would supply 

Albury for twelve months: they misc their own produce, and only require general mer-
chandise-foreign goods. 

By Mr. !4'èu: They would have no market for flour down the river? But Albury 
exports a good deal of flour to the diggings. 

By the Chairman: Which may be sent as cheaply by the road? Yes; three years 
ago I sold a thousand tons of Adelaide flour in twelve months, but last year there were only 
eight hundred tons of flour brought from Adelaide. 

To Wabgunynh? Yes, but there would not have been so much required bad it not 
been for the Ruthergien and Corowa rush, and the new diggings. 

WEDNESDAY, 13 MAR01?; 1861. 

jJttøtnt 

Ma. 1MACLEAY, I Ma. MATE, 

Ma. MORRIS. 

JOHN HAY, EsQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

Present for pnrties-W. U. M'Carthy, Esq., Solicitor for the Bill. 

Edward Orpen Moriarty, Esq., called in and examined:- 

By the Chairman: What is your profession? I am a Civil Engineer by profession. .E.O.Moriarty, 
You are likewise in the Government employment? Yes, I am Engineer-in-Chief for Eq. 

ilarbours and Rivers. 1'' 

You arc aware of the project for building a bridge over the Murray River at 13Mar1961. 
Wahgunyah? Yes, I am aware that there is a Bill for that purpose. 

You have seen certain plans? I have. 
It is a pile bridge that is proposed? Yes, a pile bridge. 
Do you think that is the best sort of bridge, generally speaking, in this country? That 

depends upon the locality, the facilities for getting timber andso on; I am not suffiokintly 
acquainted with the locality there to pronounce an opinion as to the suitableness of the 
bridge. 
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RO3toriarty. 153. There is not the same cause to operate against pile bridge in the interior that there 
Esq. is on the coast-the timber is not likely to be attacked by the worm? Not in the fresh 

r--- water. The mere effect of that is to save the cost of coppering. 
13 ]far-,  1861.  154. Do you think the proposed height, 15 feet above the highest water mark, would be 

sufficient to provide for any navigation there is likely to be on such a river as the Murray? 
I think 15 feet is quite enough above the highest flood level. 

That is on the supposition that the funnels of the steamers are hinged and capable of 
being depressed? Yes; it is a very simple arrangement, and a very common one. 

Have you looked over the Bill proposed? No, I have not. 
You were engineer for sonic bridges that were put up on the llawkesbury? Yes. 
Were they pile bridges? Both pile bridges. 
As to the width of the piers-what do you think should be the minimum width of 

pier sufficient to provide for the passage of such vessels as are likely to navigate a tortuous 
river like the Murray? The bays, or openings, in that design are 72 feet. 

That would be sufficient? Ample. 
Would not less than that be sufficient? Less than that would do, but as they have 

fixed that amount I should say that is a very fair allowance. 

Mr. Robert Napier called in and examined:- 

Mr.lLXapicr. 162, 39 the Cluzinnan: What are you by profession? An engineer. 
Have you been connected with the construction or ownership of any of the steamers 

13 Mar. 1561. that have been plying on the Murray River? Yes, I was part owner of one that my partner 
and myself brought out in frame and put together at Port Adelaide, and with which we traded 
on the Murray. 

Were you trading yourself on the Murray in that vessel? Yes, my partner and my-
thelf went together, he was master and I was engineer of the vessel. 

Have you been up the Murray as far as Wahgunyah? Yes, several times. 
As far as Albury? No. 

107. have you taken steamers as far as Wahgnnyah? Yes. 
But not further? No. 
have you reason to suppose that the navigability of the river is inferior above Wahguu-

yah to what it is below? No, the navigation is quite as easy up to Albury, but at present 
there is no trade there. 
110. Then Wahgunyah was as well situated as a terminus for the trade as Albury? Yes. 

And of course there was so much less river navigation? Yes. 
Do you know the site of the proposed bridge at Wahgunyah? No, I cannot say I do. 
You are not aware of the exact locality? No. 
Is  the river near there, in your opinion, favourable for the erection of a bridge ? Yes, 

there is high ground on each side. 
The access to the river is comparatively good at that part of it? Yes. 
The river is more confined within one channel? Ye, than it is in some other parts. 
There is not such a great extent of flooded ground? No, the land lies higher there 

than it is in other places. 
There is a considerable population on the Victorian side of the river, is there not? 

Yes, but I could not say how many. 
There are extensive diggings in the neighbourhood, are there not? Yes; I have not 

been there since the newest diggings were found. 
Have you been up since the Olultern diggings were opened? Yes. 
From your experience of the navigation of the river, and of the steamers which are 

used, or are likely to be used on that river, what is your opinion as to the provision that will 
require to be made, in the erection of a bridge, for the passage of steamers under it? Well, 
I could airy what height would be absolutely requisite to enable them to go under at a given 
height of the water. It would require fourteen feet for the largest at present on the river; 
and I think there is not likely to be any requiring more than fourteen feet clear from the 
top of the paddle-boxes to the water. 

What is the largest steamer now that requires the. greatest height? There usedto be 
a vessel called the "Sturt," which was about 37 feet overall. 

That vessel would require a height of about fourteen feet? Yes, when light. 
What tonnage is the "Sturt"? I think about 120 or 130 tons. 
And you do not think it is likely that vessels will be navigated on the Murray 

requiring any greater height? No, not on that part of the Murray; when there is any 
trade up there it is more likely to be carried on by a small class of vessels. 

Is it likely that vessels may be constructed for the navigation of the Murray, something 
more on the American principle, with a small draught of water, but standing higher out of 
the water? I should think not. There is in American at present building a vessel at Port 
Adelaide for the Murray, but I do not apprehend she would be higher than fourteen feet. 
She is a larger vessel than any at present on the river, but will not be so much overall; she 
is broader, but the paddle-wheel is placed at the stern of the vessel. 

So that she will not require so much width? No. 
Do you think she will require more height? I cannot say what size the paddle-wheel 

is likely to be. It depends upon that. The Americans are rather given to very extensive 
paddles; but I should think it would have the advantage in this ease of being exactly in 

the 
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the middle of the bridge, and so taking the highest part of it. It could soon be ascertained Mr. ItNapier. 
what height she is to be. 

If there was any difference in the height of that particular bay of the bridge it would be IS Mar., 1L4. 
an  advantage to this vessel in particular on account of her only paddle being in the centre of 
the vessel? Yes. 

And the highest part would therefore be exactly in the centre F Yes. 
In this vessel, or any vessel constructed according to American principles, do you 

suppose the height of the paddlcwhcel would regulate the necessary height—that that in 
fact would be the highest part of the vessel—or would the decks rise higher? In the 
American vessels the decks freiuontly rise higher than the paddles; but I do not apprehend 
that that class of vessels will be suitable for the Murray trade, inasmuch as there is not 
likely to be so much passenger traffic as on the American rivers, and they are only made 
that way to get accommoiation for passengers. 

Even if the traffic was considerably extended on the Murray, you do not think the 
passenger traffic would be likely to become very extensive? No; not to require such vessels 
as the American. 

The circuitous nature of the river rendering travelling by it somewhat tedious? Yez. 
Your opinion then is that a bridge having bays 72 feet wide and 15 feet clear above 

high-water mark in the central bays would be sufficient for the nceommodation of any trade 
likely to arise on that part of the Murray? If that 15 feet is above the highest flood level 1 
should say it is quite sufficient. 

Do you know anything about the highest flood level at Wahgunyah? F do not. I 
have never been there when the river was high. 

There is a very high bank on the Wahgunyah side, is there not? Yes. 
A sort of cliff? You can hardly call it a cliff. 
A steep bank? Yes. 
You cannot form a reliable opinion as to whether the water overtops that bank or not? 

No, not of my own knowledge. 
You have never heard of its have done so, have you? No; I should feel myself safe 

in saying it would be a very long way from overtopping that at the very highest. 
I suppose you do not know anything about the management of the punt at Wahgunyah, 

and the tolls charged there? No, I do not. 

Sydney: Thomas Rkbuds, Onernmsnt IMater.—! Blfl. 

138—C 
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9legtøiat(Ut 2øøe'nblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PUBLIC WHARF AT WINDSOR 
(PETITION POE.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 0 April, 1801. 

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in 

Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of the Town and District of Windsor,— 

RESPECTEULLY SHEWETU 

That the town and district of Windsor are amongst the oldest settled localities 

of the Colony, containing, in round numbers, about ten thousand inhabitants. 

That the town of Windsor is the head of the navigation of that important river 

called the llawkesbury, and, for many years, numerous sailing crafts have traded upon it, to 

and from Windsor and Sydney. 

That latterly the traffic upon the river has greatly increased, and steamboats 

frequently visit Windsor greatly to the advantage of the residents of Sydney and other parts 

of the Colony, as well as of the people of the town and district. 

That much inconvenience and loss is occasioned to the steamboats and vessels trading 

to and stopping at Windsor, and to passengers and others interested, by reason of there 

being no proper wharf or landing-place for passengers or goods at 'Windsor; and your 

Petitioners believe that the time has arrived when it is absolutely necessary that a structure 

of that description should, at a moderate cost, be erected. 

That considering that the town and district of Windsor, from their extent, 

importance, and population, necessarily contribute largely to the revenue and general 

prosperity of the Colony. 

Your Petitioners humbly pray that your Honorable louse will be pleased to take 

the premises into your early consideration, and grant your Petitioners such relief as to your 

Honorable House shall seem meet. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Here follow 151 Signatures.] 

[Price, Id.] 205— 
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fLcosIatiUe 200embly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PROPOSED STEAM FERRY AT RAYMOND TERRACE. 
(PETITION.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 3 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. 

In consequence of the immense traffic existing between Stroud, Port Stephens, 

Manning, Gloucester, Port Macquarie, M'Leay, and New England, with Newcastle, Morpeth, 

East and West Maitland, the only outlet being across the River Hunter, by the Raymond 

Terrace Punt, it was unanimously agreed at a meeting convened at the Court House, 

Raymond Terrace, of the householders, landowners, and others, that a Petition should be 

presented to your Honorable House, relative to the present communication across the River 

Hunter, at Raymond Terrace, and to suggest an alteration by which the present means of 

transit would be materially improved, and the expenses greatly lessened. 

We, the undersigned, beg most respectfully to inform your Honorable House, that the 

Government having lately surveyed and opened a road from Seaham and ilinton to Raymond 

Terrace, at the junction of the Williams and Hunter Rivers, on which a punt will of 

necessity be required, and which will entail a cost of from five to six hundred pounds for a 

punt, besides the making of roads, wharves, and approaches, on both sides of the furry, we, 

with all due respect, beg to suggest the granting to Raymond Terrace a Steam Ferry of five 

or six horse-power, capable of carrying a team of six bullocks and loaded dray, when the 

present punt could be removed to some other ferry of smaller traffic. The present ferry to 

Maitland, and the one across the Williams to Hinton, being so eThse to each other, the same 

steam ferry would be enabled to net on both lines of road, thus saving a new punt, rope, &c., 

besides preventing an obstruction in the navigation, which a punt rope at the junction of 

the Williams would be. The increasing number of passengers and traffic on the Maitland 

line will, in a short time, require either a punt of larger carrying capacity or a quicker means 

of propulsion. The plying of the stenm ferry from the present punt wharf, centrically 

ituated in the town to both termini, would thus save the expense of making the approaches 

and wharf on the Raymond Terrace side of the Williams River. hoping your Honorable 

House will take into its favourable consideration the foregoing resolutions. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[&re follow 481 Signatures.] 

[Price, Id.] 175— 
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ltoiøtatiUg tøsinbIp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

FLOOD AT WINDSOR. 
(DISTRIBUTION OF RELIEF TO SUFFERERS.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 27 March, 1861. 

t 

RETURN to an Address of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 

of New South Wales, dated 29 January, 1861, praying that His 

Excellency the Administrator of the Government would be pleased 

to cause to be laid upon the Table of this House,— 

" A Return showing the names and occupation of the various 

parties relieved by the Bench of Magistrates at Windsor, upon 

" the occasion of the last Flood in that District shewing the 

quantity of goods received by each party, and the names of 

the individuals, if any, recommending such parties for relief." 

(lift. Driver.) 

SCHEDULE. 
XO. I'AOE, 

The Bench of Magistrates, Windsor, to the Colonial Secretary, forwarding return of persons 
relieved on occasion of last Flood in their district. 25 February, 1861 .. .. .. 2 

The Colonial Secretary to the Bench of Magistrates, Windsor, applying for further informa. 
tion on the subject. 14 March, 1861 .. •. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 

The Bench of Magistrates, Windsor, to the Colonial Secretary, in reply. 2.5 March, 1861 .. I 

161— 
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FLOOD AT WINDSOR. 

No. 1. 
BENOU OF MAGISTRATES, WrNusort, to COLONIAL SECRETARY 

Court Ifouse, Windsor, 
25 Fcbruaw, 1801. 

Sin, 
We. do ourselves the honor herewith to forward (under separate cover) a Return 

of the names, &e., of the individuals relieved by us, on the occasion of the last Flood in this 
District, called for in your letter of the 30th ultimo. 

in some oases we have been unable to give the occupations, as the recipients were 
women; and where the relief is entered as given to " Bearer," the name was through load-
verteuce not stated in the order, and cannot now be ascertained. 

We have, &c., 
3AMES ASCOUG1T, J.P. 
JAMES B. JOHNSTON, J.P. 

Thzclosure.] 

A RETURN. shewing the Names and Occupations of the various parties reheved by the Bench of 
Maeistrates at Windsor, upon the occasion of the last FlOOd in the Windsor District, shewin 
rise quantity of goods received by each party, and the names of the individuals, if any, reeosn 
niendiug such parties for relief. 

STtES a ELTEThD. 

Name. Oecupation 

GOODS RECEIVED BY 
EACH PARTY. - 
g" Tea, Sugar, 

N.uita OF TIIE INDIvIDUaLS, IF ANY, 
RECOMMErDING SUCU PARTIEs 

FOR BELIEF. 

farmer 800 7 30 
3 12 Thomas Primrose. 

John Aldertoas .......... farmer 200 4 20 James G. Doyle. 
Mrs. Richard Arnold ., farmer 200 2 8 3, F. Jones. 
John Aleorn ............. farmer 200 5 26 

Henry Aspery ............ 
Tames Abraham ..............100 

John Armstrong ......... farmer 200 
300 

5 
4 
20 
16 John Elder. 

labourer .. .... 
.. 

6 28 
Thomas Butler .......... .  200 4 20 Thomas Vernon. 
William Barley ........ farmer 100 4 20 Alfred Smith. 

labourer 200 5 20 

Charles Allen .............. 
'Jisiunas Ba shin ......... 

..... 

250 4 16 James Winten. 
William Bell ............. 

. 
350 3 12 Same. 
200  3 12 Isaac Hopkins. Thomas Brady ..................

Mrs. Ba'rnes 300 3 12 Same. .................... 
fanner .. 100 I 2 8 James Winton. 

Mrs. Jlaacroft ....................
Mrs. Bowers .................... 

farmer 300 
350 

4 
5 
16 Edward Robinson. 
20 lsaao Hopkins. Mrs. Butler .............

Mrs. Bowd ...............
William Brown 

200  
350  

7 
4 
30 
16 James Winton. 

John llasham 
........... 

labourer 200 3 10 W. Buttsworth. 
fanner 200 5 28 John Cunningham. 
farmer 200 5 20 Charles Barker. 

David Brown ........... 

farmer 300 
100 

7 
2 
30 Richard Edwards. 
8 Jas. Thos. Rowthorn and Robert Stewarl 

Alfred Bushell...  ......... 

Mrs. Bushell 
farmer 
farmer 250 4 16 William Hopkins, jun. 

Walter Bourke farmer 200 5 28 John Docker. 

........... 
Mrs. Bell (widow) ....... 
George Bushell ........... 

farmer 100 2 8 James Winton. 

William Bragg ........... 
George Bowd ........... 

Mrs. Bushell farmer 150 3 12 Same. 

.............

]'lisvard Breeze farmer ., 200 .... Edward C. Robinson. 

........... 
Paul Bushell ............. 

Matthew Buttsworth fanner 100 2 
.. 
10 Thomas A. Maloney. 

............. 
........... 

farmer 150 3 12 John A. Walker. Edward Breeze ...........
3 osephi Bashan ...  ....... farmer 200 4 20 

Richard Bonus ........... 

. 
farmer ,, 

100 
200 

4 
5 
20 
28 John Selkirk. 

Mrs. Barker ................ 

farmer 200 
200 

5 
5 

....  

20 John Ryam 
28 James l'eadergast. farmer 

labourer 200 4 20 Henry Forrester. 
David Beynon ........... 

160 . 
100 

3 14 William DUI)ston. 
Mrs. Beadall .............
Joseph Brooks ........... 

Thomas Burgess ........ en 
. 

garder 3 14 John A. Walker. Mrs. Beesou .............. 
200  5 20 Charles Barker. Mrs. David Brown ........... 

farmer , . 200 4 14 Tristam Dunston. 
20 John Selkirk. 

.Tohn .......... 
farmer 
farmer 

200 
200 

5 
4 20 James 0, Doyle. 

Michael Bates ........... 
hugh Binaister ......... 

farmer •, 

.. 

150 1 3 14 . C. W. May and James Pendergast. Baker ... 
Daniel Buektdge ......... 
John Brown ...... ............, 
Mrs. Connor ......... farmer 

... 

. 

200 
6 
5 

1 

20 
14 George Freeman. 

11 
.... 

.... Ciô.w.I1 farmer .. I 300 7 40 Edward Robinson. 



5 14 
7 30 
4 14 
6 14 
3 12 
6 25 
4 14 
O 2S 
3 12 
5 20 
2 S 
5 28 
6 23 
7 30 
7 30 
6 28 
5 20 
20 

5 1 28 
28 

4 14 
3 14 
5 26 
4 I 14 
5 20 
3 12 
3 . 16 
21 8 

., no 
4. 14 
4 16 
3 10 
5 20 
3 14 

3 14  
4 20 
6 30 
4 14 
5 30 
2 5 
4 14 
4 20 
3 14 
2 8 
2 6 
3 12 
2 8 
3 12 
3 12 
a 17 
5 23 
3 12 

a 12 
4 16 
5 20 
5 20 

i 28 
6 23 
4 20 
4 14 
5 20 
3 12 
4 20 
2 8 
3 12 
4 20 
4 20 
4 16 
5 14 
6 28 
3 12 
2 8 
3 12 
4 12- 

8 
2
8  

7 30 

7 28 
6 28 
4 14 
5 25 
4 14 

William Walker. 
J. B. Ridge. 

Richard Edwrirds. 

Edward Robinson. 

John Wood, son. 
James Geehan and William Dnusto2. 

Edward Enhrill. 
William J. Crew, 

Daniel Harresky and John Ezzy, 
John Selkirk. 
John Al. 31'Quade. 
Edward Robinson. 
John M. MQiiade. 
Richard Edwards. 
Edward Robinson. 
Join Ill. M'Quadc, 
William hulL 

I Edward liobinsnn 

William Aldorson. 
Charles Creed, 
W. Buttsworth. 

I James Geehan, 

Ge° S. Hail, jun. 
Mathow Adam. 
Thomas Arndell, jun. 
Patrick Moluy. 
John Ryan. 

Charles Gardner, 
Same. 
William J. Crew. 
3tathew Adam. 

James Monntford. 
Edward Robinson. 

I C. W. May and James Pendergast. 
Edward Robinson. 
Isaac hopkins. 

Thomas Tebbutt, 
Francis M'Donnall. 

J. B. Ridge. 
John Jones and William Beard. 

David Coberoft. 
J. .13. Ridge. 
John Al. M'Quadc. 
Thomas 3larsden. 
John M. MQuado. 

John Wood. 
Thomas Primrose. 
I P. Jlallinan, D.D. 
I George Seymour. 
John Al.3tQnaile. 
Mathew Adam. 
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FLOOD AT WINDSOR. 

Goons RErtvEDo Er PARTIES IIELUrVED. 
EACH PARTY. NA)ms OF Th LNDIVIDUALS, IF ANY, 
- _________ 1IECOM3IEND2KG SUCH P.&arns 
Flour, Tea, Soar,' FOE RELIEF. Name. Occupation the. lbs. 

farmer 200 
farmer 300 

William Cupitt ...........
Mrs. Cavanough ......... 

farmer 200 Daniel Cuuneen ......... 
John Curtiss ............. farmer . 200 
James Clark ............. farmer 200 
George C!ipitt, junr ...... farmer 200 
John Coibran ........... farmer 100 
Mrs. Cross ............... farmer 200 
Mrs. Campbell ........... farmer ....... 
William Cross ........... farmer 100 
John Crotty ............ I farmer 100 
Lucy Carroll ................... 
George Creek ........... 

. 
farmer. 

200 
250 

farmer 100 James Clarke ........... 
John Cavanough ......... labourer 200 
Patrick Caligan ................ 254) 
C. Cross ................. farmer . 200 

200 Mary Council (widow) .......... 
Thomas Carter ........... farmer 200 
John Carney ............ farmer 200 
John Cross ............... farmer 150 
George Crief ............ labourer 150 
John Collins ............ .I labourer 200 

fanner 100 William Clarke ...........
Thomas Cnpitt .......... J farmer 200 
Frederick Chamberlain labourer 200 

200 l\trs. Connor .......... ....
rm
......

Samuel Clarke .......... farmer 200 200 
George Cupitt ........... farmer 250 
Samuel Clarke .......... farmer 200 
.John Cannon ............. farmer 200 
Owen Cavanough ......... farmer 200 

200 
100 
150 
300 
200 

William Cutmore .................. 

Owen Conly ............. farmer 200 

James Cavanough ................ 

Mrs. Ed. Cross (widow) .. firmer .. 250 

Bridget Crummy .................
Lucy Carroll ...................... 

William Constublo ....... labourer 100 

George Copps .................... 

Isaac Cook .............. J farmer 200 
John Curtis ............. farmer ..... 

150 Mrs. Cook ....................... 
farmor 200 Mrs. William Cross ....... 

Martin Conly ........... farmer 100 
100 Sarah Clybun ................... 

Mrs. Conor .............. . .... 
farme....... 
labourer 100 

William Cnpitt ...........
Joseph Diggings ......... 

200 
200 

Stephen Donley ............... 

farmer 100 
farmer 250 

Mrs. Dully .....................
John Donovan ........... 

200 

John Daley ............. 
Mrs. Dunn ................. 

200 
John Durbaus ................
Patrick Dillon ................. 

farmer 350 Mrs. Docking ........... 
Mrs. Daley ............... farmer 250 . farmer 200 Mrs. Dunn ..............
Mrs. Dunn .............. farmer 300 
Edward Davis ........... farmer 

. 
300 

farmer 200 
farmer 100 

Joseph Davis ............ 

200 
J. Doyle ................. 

farmer 200 
Thomas Douglass ..............
Patrick Daly .............
Mrs. Thomas Eather,jun. farmer 250 

200 Mrs. Enright................... 
farmer 200 

Robert Eales ............. farmer 2.50 
farmer 200 

George Eathor ........... 

200 
farmer ., 250 

Joseph Elliott ............ 
Thomas Evcringham ............ 

200 
William Esther ........... 

250 
Mrs. Forster .....................

Henry Feathorstone 2.50 
S. Freeman ...................... 

farmer 200 
Michael Flood.. ........ 250 
Susan Forster ........... 

Andrew Fraser .......... farmer 
.... ......... 

300 
Robert Forroster ......... farmer 

. 
150 

Thomas Forrester ....... farmer . 200 
farmer 300 Patrick Flood ........... 

Mrs. Fairs ............... farmer 200 - Forester ........... farmer 200 
farmer 200 Michael Fitzpatrick ....... 
farmer 200 John Ford ............... 

200 William Fletcher ................ 
200 Mrs. Goodwin .................. 

Mrs. Gardiner .................. 100 
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51 FLOOD AT WINDSOR, 

Pnrws RELIEVED. GOODS RECErVED BY 
EACH PARTY. 

Name. Occupation ¶t1r, bs. it: 

200 5 
200 5 
200 6 
200 7 

John Gardner ................. 
U. Graham ...............farmer. 

200 5 

John Gleeson ................... 

200 6 

Joel 0-rono ................fanner 

200 5 
300 7 
200 4 

John Geelian ..............farmer , 

200 

Mrs. Greenfield ............farmer 
Ann Gardiner ................. 

200 6 

Alexander Gough ........farmer 
James Codriek ................. 

330 4 

Mr. Griffiths .................. 
Mrs. Griffitlis ...........farmer 

200 3 
100 4 
300 7 

Mrs. Green .................... 
Mrs. Greentree ...........farmer 

200 7 

Michael Gleeson ................
Thomas Grono ...........farmer 

200 i 5 
William Grono ...........farmer . 
Mrs. Greentree ...........farmer 

250 7 Thomas Graham .........farmer 
200 3 JohGoufl ....................... 

John Bedlam ...........farmer 100 4 
James Graham ..........farmer 200 6 
Benjamin Gosh..........farmer 150 6 
John (I uillam ........... farmer 200 5 
Robert Gee ............fanner 200 4 
Mrs. Graham (widow) .. farmer 200 5 
Owen Hunt .............farmer 200 7 

200 4 
300 5 

Mrs. IluiLt ...............farmer 
Mrs. Home ............... 

250 3 
William Hutehinson farmer 

20 

1 
David Hartley ..........farmer 

... 

2tlO 8 James Hartley ...........farmer 
Edwin Huxley ...........farmer . 250 2 
John Ilolden .............farmer 200 5 

100 4 James HoagIe ...........farmer .., 
Edward Ilaize ...........farmer , r 250 3 
Body Heffernan ........! fanner 200 

100 
5 
3 Edward Huxley .........farmer • 

Mrs. )[and ...............farmer • 200 
James Huxley, jun........farmer • 2u0 4 
Mrs. Horton .............farmer 200 6 
—Hill ...............farmer 200 7! 

200 0 Joseph Hobbs ...........farmer , 
Mrs. Huinphreys .........farmer 200 5 
John Hobbs ............farmer 200 4 

I 200 3 Robert Hobbs ...........farmer 
John hopkins ...........farmer 200 4 
Daniel higgins ........farmer ., 160 4 

200 4 James Histhert ...........farmer 
James I-layman ...........farmer .. 6 

100 4 John Jzzard .............farmer 
350 4 
200 5 

Mrs. Izzard .................... 
Jacob Inoes ................... 

200 7 Thomas Jones ...........farmer 
John James .............farmer 200 5 
Joseph ,Iaeklin ...........farmer 200 7 
John Jones .............farmer 350 4 

100 2 
100 3 

Mrs. Jones ...............famser 200 4 
Charles Jones ...........farmer 200 6 
John Kinvin farmer 200 6 ............. 

200 3 
George able ...........farmer

.. 
li 200 5 

200 4 Elizabeth ICing ...........farmer 
850 4 
200 4 farmer Thomas Rearnes .........mer. 
300 4 

Mrs. Johnston .................. 
Joseph Jasper ................. 

Patrick Kenny ...........farmer. 200 5 
200 3 

Frederick King ............... 

Mrs. Kemp ..................... 

200 4 

Sarah Kelly(widow) ............ 

Mrs. Kermond ...........farmer . 

300 3 William Loekery .........farmer 
300 7 

. L 100 4 

Mrs. Leeson ................. 

Hugh Lindsay ...........farmer 200 7 
3 

John Ledam ................. 

200 

Mrsooby ................. 

300 3 
Pierce Lyons .................... 
Mrs. Lillis .............. ......... 
.4] eorre Lucas .......... farmer 150 4 
Joseph MKenxie .........farmer 

. 

100 2 
John Murray .............farmer •. 200 3 

.. 3 Mrs. Mason .............farmer 
100 2 Ann MOuffin .................. 

TIioinas Mayne ...........farmer 100 2 
Mrs. Morrison ...........farmer 150 3 
Edward Myers ..........Jfarmer 200 3 
Henry Moore ...........farmer 200 6 

200 7 Mrs. Moran .............farmer .. 
Mrs. Mortimer ...........farmer 150 2 
NaryMoran .................... 100 2 

20 
28 
20 
30 
20 
28 
20 
80 
14 

NAXES OF ThE INDiVIDUALS, IF ANY, 

BECOIMENmXG SUCH flaeirs 

FOE REelEr. 

Edward Robinson. 

Thomas Wilson. 

James Bourke. 

Thomas Primrose. 
James Pendergast and Patrick Cunneen. 

J. F. Jones. 
Cl. W. May and James Pendergast. 

George S. Hall, jnn. 
Edward Robinson, 

C. W. May and 'James Pendergast. 
Joseph Davis. 
Thomas Wilson. 
Same. 
Charles Barker and James Bourke. 
Richard Edwards. 
Edward Robinson. 

Richard Edwards. 

Richard Edwards. 
C. W. May and James Pendergast. 
James Pendergast. 
Thomas Wilson. 
George S. flaIl, jun. 

Henry T. Stiles. 

John Selkirk. 

C. W. May and James Pendergast. 

John Lnngford. 
James Pendergast. 
David Coberoft. 

Francis MDonall. 

Thomas A. Maloney. 
Ann Primrose, son. 
J. F. Jones. 
Henry T. Stiles and Edward Robinson. 

John Cunningham. 

John Pucker. 

C. May. 
William Danston. 

Richard Edwards. 
Edward Robinson. 
Richard Edwards. 
George Walker. 
James G. Doyle. 
Patrick Butler. 
William J. Crew. 
W. Williams. 

Charles Barker and C. Creed. 
Isaac Hopkins. 
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FLOOD At WtNDsoR. 

ABTIES RELIEVED. 

Name. Occupation 

GOODS RECEIVED BY 

EACH PARTY, NASS OF THE INDrvxDvALs, IF ANY, 

RE003DIENDING SECH PARtiES 

FOE BELIEF. Fbourt 

farmer 200 6 20 James Bourke. 
250 Francis MDonall, 
300 4 16 Henry T. Stiles. 

Edward Moran ........... 

100 2 8 

-  Murphy .....................
Donald MKelIar ................. 

Mrs. Murphy ............ 100 
Thomas Miles ................... 

M 
...... 

150 2 8 RobertHobbs,jun,, and James Pendergast. 
200 
200 4 20 

George orley ................... 
Mrs. Moran .................... 

Mrs. Munday ............ farmer , 

... 

200 7 30 
James MCan'ol ................ 

fanner ., 200 6 20 Charles Martin ........... 
fanner , 100 4 14 Henry Evenagham. Thomas Mitchell ....... .. 

Mrs. Mitchell ........... farmer 200 5 20 
James Manus ............... .. 200 4 20 

farmer 
. 
200 5 20 Richard Edwards. 

fanner 150 3 14 Patrick Moioy. 
Joseph Munday ........... 

farmer 100 2 8 C. W'May and James Pendergast. 
John Mills ...............
Alexander Morrison ....... 

farmer 150 4 it John Ryan. Patrick Murphy ......... 
Ann Nealo ............... farmer 200 4 14 
Alfred Norris ............. farmer 200 6 28 

farmer ., 300 5 30 Christopher Norris ....... 
Patrick Norris ..........farmer 200 6 28 Charles Gardner. 
Richard Norris .. ... ... ..farmer • 800 7 30 
Mrs. Norris, Sen.......... farmer 200 5 20 Francis M'Donall. 
Frank Norris ...... .... . .fanner ., 300 7 30 
William Norris .......... farmer 200 4 14 John Ridge. 

fanner 150 3 14 Same. 
. 

3 12 James Bourke. 
William Norris ........... 

farmer 30
150 
0 7 30 Mrs. Norris ............. 
200 6 28 

Mrs. North ....................... 

John Owens ............ n fane. 200 5 20 C. \V. May and James Pendergast 
Tho mas Nippres ................ 

200 4 20 Thomas Wilson and James Pendergast. 
James O'Neil ............ 150 4 14 W. Farlow, G. Williams, andll. Timmins. 
Ja mes Orton ................... 

fann. e. 
200 4 20 Mrs. Phillips .................... 

farme. 200 4 19 C. W. May and James Pendergast. Mary Pivett ............. 
M,-s. Pa ul ............... farmer 200 5 28 Same. 

350 4 16 John Elder. 
. 5 20 

William Page .......... fann er , 200 4 20 Andrew Turnbull. 
Mrs. Phillips ............ . . 200 
Mary Pivett ............ . . 200 

fanner 

. 

200 4 20 James G. Doyle. Samuel Percival ......... 
200 6 20 
100 4 14 

Henry Peek ............ .  150 4 14 
William Priestly ........ fa .rmer 200 3 14 James Upton. 

farmer 200 7 28 Darby Ryan ............. 
William Rogers ..........rmer 

...... 

fa 

. 

300 7 30 
Thomas Reedy ........... 

....... 

.labourer 200 4 20 
200 2 8 Francis M'Donall. 

farmer 200 5 30 
250 3 12 James Geehan. 

Richard Ryall ................... 
Robert Butter ......... .. 

200 3 12 George Battsworth. 
Mary Rose ............. ........ 

farmer 

.. 

150 3 12 James Pendergast. 
William Henry Bose ............ 
William Robinson ......... 
Margaret Rafter ......... gardener 200 5 20 George Aneel. 

Henry Phipps .................. 

J. Smallwood ............. farmer 300 7 40 

John l'ye ...................... 

farmer . 100 4 12 
200 7 30 

Henry Yyo ....................... 

William Scarf .......... labourer 100 3 14 Edward Robinson. 

Henry Plate ..................... 

100 3 14 

llarnev Sli tnlan ......... 
John Smith ................ 

James Shepherd ........ 

...... 

200 7 30 
farmer ., 

. 

200 5 20 Richard Edwards. 
George Stewart .......... 

laboure. r  

farmer • 

. 

200 5 28 Edward Robinson. 

William Stenfellow ............ 

John Shearing ........... 
. 

200 2 10 Henry T. Stiles. 
Edward Seeley ........... 

.
farme. 100 3 12 

Bridget Sullivan ................. 

farmer 200 4 20 John A. Dawson. James Stnbbs ......... .. 
150 3 14 

John Stewart ............ farmer 150 4 20 Edward Robinson. 
fanner 100 4 14 Richard Edwards. Mrs. Smith ............... 
farmer 

. 

300 4 16 William Hopkins, M. Sheeliy ............... 
100 2 8 James Melville and Robert Bobberts. 

farmer 150 3 12 Edward Robinson and 'William Beard. James Staples ........... 
200 6 90 

Robert Smith ................... 

John Speirs ............. fanner ., 200 7 30 
200 5 20 

farmer 250 8 28 James Monutford. 

Catherine SIster .................. 

farmer 150 5 20 Same. 

Ja mes S mith ...................... 

200 6 28 

James Smith .............
C. Smith ................. 

200 4 14 

Henry Stephen .................... 

farmer 200 5 28 Richard Edwards. 

Mrs. Savage ..................... 

Robert Smith ........... 
200 4 14 William Dunston. 

-  Stapleton ...................

Joseph Stubbs .......... 5 20 
Mrs. S mith .......................

Mrs. Symons ............ 
farmer ........ 
farmer , 200 5 30 Edward Robinson. 

James S mith .................... 4 14 
200 4 14 Eliza Tumey...................... 

John Taylor ............. farmer 100 2 10 R.Mawson,T.Chaseling,&J.Fendergast. 
Mrs. Teale ..................... 350 5 20 Charles Sommers. 

250 4 16 Isaac Hopkins. Mrs. Turner .................... 
Mrs. Teale ...................... 250 4 16 Same. 



Charles Gardner. 

William Beard, jun. 
George Seymour. 
Joseph Ward and George Seymoui 

Thomas Wilson. 
T. Paul. 
Francis MDone1l. 
Stephen Gow. 

John Cunningham. 
James Mountford. 

Edward flobinson. 
Doniel Harrisky and John Ezzy. 
William Maxwell. 
J. F. Jones. 
John Elder. 
William Walker. 

Patrick Byrne. 
John Cassidy. 

William West. 

William Alderson. 

John Cunningham. 

Thomas fly. Hart and Jas. Pendergat. 
S. Tuekennan. 

4 
3 
2 

3 
7 
4 
5 
7 
4 
0 

4 
3 
4 
2 
0 

0 

4 
7 
7 
4 

16 
14 
30 
16 
14 
14 
25 
20 
S 
8 
14 
25 
30 
14 
14 
12 
20 
28 
20 
14 
12 
S 
16 
16 

20 
12 
S 

14 
30 
14 
14 
30 
14 
14 
14 
14 
20 
10 
8 
30 
14 
30 
30 
20 
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PARTIES JtEuzvjn. 

Name. 101 

FLOOD AT WINDSOR. 

GOODS Raczrvao BY 
EACH PAnTY. 

Flour, 
lbs. 

NAMES OF THE INDIVIDUALS, IF ANY, 
Ezeomnumnifi STJCR PAnTIES 

FOB RELIEF. 

Mrs. Thompson . 
fanner 
farmer 
fanner 

labourer.. 

George Tiirjier ...........
Edward Turner ........... 

farmer 

Robert Taylor ........... 

farmer 

Jesse Tolhurst ............ 
Patrick Tomey ........... 
Lucy Upton ............. 
Joseph Vauxhall ......... 
Sarah Vaughan ................. 
Winifred Vaughan 
Catherine Vaughan 

............. 

............. 
Mrs. Wood.... 
John Widdows .......... . farmer 
Mrs. Wilson ............ I ...... 
James Walker .......... . Ellen Ward ................. 

.... 
Richard Weaver ............. 
William White ............... 
Thomas Wall .......... farmer 
Edward Wenloek ......... farmer 

. 
Robert Wood.. . ......... former 
Elizabeth Wood ............. 
James Wheeler .......... 
George Wood ........... 

far.me. 
farmer 

Richard Winn .............. 

James Whitchrnth 

Thomas Wood .............. 
Mrs. Wilson ................ 
Judith iVhitford ............ 
Edward Webb .............. 

Catherine Wilson ............ 
.......... 

Edgar Williams ............ - Wood .................. 
William Walker ......... farmer 
Richard White ................ 
James White ................. 
Joseph Wood ............ ...... 
Robert Wade ............. farme. 
Charles Young .......... I  fanner 
Mrs. Norris ................... 
Bearer......................... 

Do. ................ 
Do......................... 
Do.......................... 
Do.......................... 

lie. .................. 
Do. ................ 

......... 

Do. ................ 
......... 
....... 

Do. ................ 
......... 
......... 

Do.......................... 

Thomas Bashin 
Thomas Blake 

350 
200 
250 
200 
150 
100 
200 
200 
100 
100 
100 
200 
200 
100 
100 
250 

200 
200 
100 
250 
100 
300 
300 
200 
200 
200 
100 
100 
150 
200 
200 
200 
300 
100 
200 
10(1 
100 
200 

200 
IQO 

200I....' 2001 .... 

1 pair blankets. 

{
1 pairhiankets and } James Dorset. 
1 pair trousers.. 

JAMES ASCOUGH, J.P. 
HENRY DAY, J.P. 
JAS. B. JOHNSTON. J.P. 

Confl House, IvinrZsor, 
25 February, 1861. 

No. 2. 
COLoNIAl, SEOBETAItY. to BENCH OF MAGISTRATES, WINDson. 

Coloizial Secret ary's Office, 
Sydney, 14 March, 1861. 

GENTLEMEN, 

With reference to your letter of the 25th ultimo, lam directed to point out that 
in the accompanying Return, relative to persons relieved by you on the occasion of the last 
Flood in your District, you have, in several cases, omitted to furnish the names of the 
gentlemen at whose instance the relief was afforded, and to request that you will be good 
enough to complete the Return in this particular, and transmit itte this office at your 
earliest cenvenience. 

I have, &c., - 
W. ELYARD. 

No. 3. 
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FLOOD AT WINDSOR. 7 

No. 3. 

BENCH OF MAGISTRATES, WINDSOR, to CoLONiAL SLCRETARY. 

Gourt House, Windsor, 
25 March, 1561. 

Sin, 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 14th instant, relative to the 

Return of persons relieved on the occasion of the last Flood in this District, which was 
furnished by us on the 25th ultimo, and pointing out that, in several eases, the names of the 
gentlemen, at whose instance the relief was afforded, is omitted, we do ourselves the honor 
to inform you, that the idea never occurred to the Magistrates that the recommendations 
would ever be reauired, and, therefore, they were not taken such care of as if they had been 
considered public documents. In some instances, it was known to us that the parties 
applying were in distress and stood in need of relief, owing to the Flood, either of our own 
knowkdge, or from recommendations received on former occasions. 

The list of persons relieved is now returned under scparate cover. Dated 25 Feb., 

We have, &e., 

HENRY DAY, J.P. 
JAMES ASCOUGH, J.P. 

Sydney: Thoma liteba,ds, Government Printei.-1861. 

[Price, 2d.] 
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1861. 

?UgtølatiUc aøøcmblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PILOTAGE AND HARBOR DUES. 
(DESPATCHES RELATIVE To.) 

Ordered by  the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 5 February, 1861. 

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES to GOVERNOR GNERAt. 

(No. ii.) Dow uing-sts'eet, 
7 February, 1850. 

SIR, 
With reference to that part of my Despatch, No. 43, of the 17th of November, 

in which you were informed that the Act of your Government, No. 4, of 22nd Victoria, "to 

" increase the rates of Pilotage and to impose certain 1-larbor Dues and to provide further 
for the Pilot Establishments of New South Wales," was under the consideration of Her 

Majesty's Government, I transmit to you herewith the copy of a letter which has been 

received from the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade, in reply to the 
reference which was made upon the subject to that Board, and I have to request that you 

will submit to your responsible advisers the expediency of amending the Act in the manner 

pointed out by their Lordships. 
I have, &c., 

B. B. LYTTON. 

[Enclosure.] 

Office of (.'on,,gittee of Privy Council for Trade, 
lflilehatl, 26 Nov,oabrr, 1855. 

Sir, 
I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade, to acknowledge the 

receipt of your letter of the 16th ultimo, transmitting a copy of an Act of New South Wales (No. 4, 
22nd Victoria), entitled an Act to increase the rates of Pilotage, and to impose certain Harbor Dues, 
and to provide further for the Pilot Establishment of that Colony. 

in reply, I am to request that you will state to Secretary SirE. B. Lytton, that, by the 3rd section 
of this Act, vessels trading between the ports of New South Wales, or between any port of New South 
Wales and any port in any other of the Australian Colonies, or in the whaling trade, and being regis-
tered in New South Wales, or in any other Australian Colony, or in the United Kingdom, are, except 
in certain cases, subject to one payment only of the Pilotage rate fixed by the Act for each year in 
respect of any port in New South Wales. This provision is inconsistent with those treaties of 
reciprocity between this country and Foreign States, which provide that not only in Great Britain, but 
in any of Her Majesty's dominions, no other or higher dues shah be levied on the shipping of those 
States than are Ic-vied on national vessels. 

it may perhaps not be necessary that, on this account, the expression of Her Majesty's pleasure 
an the Act should be suspended, but my Lords would suggest that the attention of the Governor should 
be called to the sobjeet, in order that the Act may, at the earliest convenient opportunity, be amended 
so as to extend to all vessels of whatever country (or at least to the vessels of countries with which 
treaties of reciprocity may be subsisting) engaged in the trades specified in the 3rd section of the Act, 
the privilege conferred by that section. 

I have, &c., 

Mr. Elliot. JAMES BOOTH. 

GO— SECIIETARY 
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PILOTAGE AND HARBOR DUES. 

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE CoLoNIEs to GovERNoR GENERAL. 

(No. 43.) Downing-street, 
17 Evember, 1858. 

SIR, 
I hnve received your Despatch No. 109, of the 29th July, forwarding 

authenticated copies of three Acts passed by the Legislature of New South Wales, the 
numbers, dates, and titles of which will be found in the annexed Schedule, and to which you 
have assented in Her Majesty's name. 

I have to acquaint you that I have laid the two Acts, No. 3 and No. 5, before the 
Queen, and that they will be left to their operation. 

The Act No. 4 is still under the consideration of Her Majesty's Government. 

I have, &c., 
E. B. LYTTON. 

SCHEDULE OF ACTS. 

No. 3. An Act to extend the Provisions of the 20th Victoria No. 30. 21st July, 1858. 
No. 4. An Act to increase the ratcs of Pilotage and to impose certain Harbor Dues and to 
provide further for the Pilotagc Establishments of New South lYales. 21st July, 1858. 

No. 5. An Act to enable the Government to raise a certain Loan for 1858. 21st July, 1858. 

Sydu.y; Thonia, itlehard,, Govurninent PnrzWr.-88]. 

[Price, 4d.] 
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1861. 

TLsgtslaliDt fløøsmbtp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

VESSELS ENTERING PORT JACKSON. 
(RETURN IN REFERENCE TO.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 26 March, 1861. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 
of New South Wales, dated 1 February, 1561, That there be laid 
upon the Table of this Rouse,— 

" Returns of all Vessels entering Port Jackson requiring Pilots, 
"in each year, commencing on the 1st January, 1852, and 
ending on the 31st December, 1860; of the Number of such 
" Vessels that did not receive the assistance of a Pilot, in each 
" year, and the cause thereof." 

(Mr. Watt.) 

A RETURN of V1 VESSELS entering PORT JACKSON requiring PILOTS, from 1st January, 
1852, to Slat December, 1860. 

YEAR. VESSELS j VESSELS THAT REMABKS. BEQflEINQ TSj TOOK PacTs. 

283 378 1852............. 

1853 ............. 406 516 
1854............. 425 549 

1855............. 361 . 477 

1856 ............. 301 I 335 

1857............ 321 341 

1858............. 297 430 

1869............. 305 398 

1860............. 293 384 

This Return shews that mere vessels 
than those required by law to take 
Pilots availed tlirnnselvos of the services 
of Pilots. Vessels have arrived without 
obtaining Pilots, and the manner in 
which such cases have been disposed of 
will be ascertained by reference to a 
Return printed 27th September, 1860. 

Pilot Board Office, W. J. WILSHIRE,
0 March, 1861. Secretary. 

[Price, ld.] 150— 
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1861. 

Uegiølatibt aøøc,nblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

LIGHT-HOUSE, NEAR JERVIS BAY. 

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

LIGIITJIOTJSE, NEAR JERYIS BAY;  

TOGEThER WITH THE 

PROCEEPIIGS OF THE COMMITTEE, 

AND 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

9 May, 1661. 

SYDNEY 

THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, 

PHILLIP-STREET. 

1801. 

1JM—A 
[Price, le.] 
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1861. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

VOTES No. 19. TUESDAY, 12 FEBRUARY, 1861, 

22. Light-house, near Jervis Bay:—Mr. Gray moved, pursuant to notice,— 
That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into all the circumstances 

connected with the erection of the Light-house, near Jervis Bay. 
That such Committee consist of Mr. Arnold, Mr. Parkes, Mr. Egan, Captain 

Moriarty, Mr. Piddington, Mr. Wilson, Mr. John Garrett, Mr. Daigleish, and the 

Mover. 
Question put and passed. 

Volts No. 30. FRIDAY, 1 Mntaa, 1861. 

12. Light-house, near Jervis Bay :—Captain Moriarty moved, pursuant to notice, That the 
Return of all Correspondence and other Documents connected with the erection of 
the Light-house, near Jervis Bay, laid upon the Table of the Legislative Assembly 
on 23rd October, 1860, be referred to the Select Committee now sitting in reference 
to the erection of the said Light-house. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES No. 33. THURSDAY, 7 MARcH, 1861. 

Light-house, near Jervis Bay:—Captain Moriarty moved, with the eonourrenee of the 
House, without notice, That the Report of the Commissioners appointed by the 
Governments of New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, and Tasmania, to 
confer upon the subject of Light-houses in the several Australian Colonies, together 
with the Minutes of Evidence taken before the said Commissioners, severally laid 
upon the Table of the Legislative Assembly on the 25th November and 18th Decem-
ber, 1856, be referred to the Select Committee now sitting in reference to the erec-
tion of the Light-house, near Jervis Bay. 
Question put and passed. 

Member of Legislative Council as Witness :—Captain Moriarty moved, That the 
following Message be carried to the Legislative Council 
Ma. PRESIDENT, 

The Legislative Assembly having appointed a Select Committee to inquire 
into all the circumstances connected with the erection of the Light-house, near 
Jervis Bay, and that Committee being desirous to examine the Honorable John 
Lamb, Captain, RN., in reference thereto, requests that the Legislative Council will 
give leave to its said Member to attend accordingly, on such day and days as shall be 
arranged between him and the said Committee. 
Legislative Assembly Chamber, 

Sydney, 7 March, 1861. Speaker. 

* * * * * * * 

n?rnAr, 8 MARCH, 1861, Ad.! 
* * * * * * * 

8. Messages :—The Speaker reported that shortly after the House had gone into Committee 
on the Crown Lands Alienation Bill of 1861, the following Messages were received 
from the Legislative Council 

* * * * * * 

* * * * * * 

* * * * * * 

Member of Legislative Council as Witness 
Ma. SPEAKER, 

In answer to the Message from the Legislative Assembly, dated the 7th March 
instant, requesting leave for the Honorable John Lamb, Captain, R.N., a Member of 
the Legislative Council, to attend and be examined before a Select Committee of the 
Legislative Assembly on "Light-house, near Jervis Bay," the Council acquaints the 
Assembly that leave has been granted to its said Member to attend and be examined 
by the said Committee, if he think fit, 
Legislative Council Chamber, W. W. BURTON, 

Sydney, 7 March, 1861. President. 

VOTES No. 68. THURsDAY, 9 MAY, 1861 

8. Light-house, near Jervis Bay :—Captain Moriarty, as Chairman, brought up the Report 
from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of the Proceedings of, and Evidence taken 
before the Select Committee for whose consideration and report the inquiry into 
the circumstances connected with the erection of the Light-house, near Jervis Bay, 
was referred on 1 March last. 
Ordered to be printed. 
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1861. 

LIGHT-HOUSE, NEAR JERVIS BAY. 

REPORT. 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE of the Legislative Assembly appointed on the 

12th February last, "to inquire into all the circumstances connected 
with the erection of the Light-house, near Jervis Bay," and to whom, 
on the 1st and 7th March, were severally referred " the Return of 
" all Uorrespondence and other documents connected with the erection 
of the Light-house," and "the Report of the C'ommiss loners appointed 
"by the Governments of New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, 

and Tasmania, to confer upon the subject of Light-houses in the 
Cc 
several Australian Colonies, toqether with the Minutes of Evidence 
"taken before the said Uomlnissioners," have agreed to the following 
Report 

Your Committee having given to the subject submitted to 

their consideration all the attention which its importance demanded, 

now beg to state the result they have arrived at, after very full 
Capt. IT. It. llrowne. and careful inquiry. They have oxanuned very fully all the members of 
Capt. Deloitte. 
Capt. Darlcy. 

the Pilot Board, with whom they imagined this question principally Capt. Chas. S,nitI,. 
Capt. Fox.

a  Capt. ts rested, as well as other persons who might through circumstances have PoiwilW  al Arc
on.
hitect. 

Surveyor General. been in a position to have afforded information. for iyer, and 
llarbours, 

Your Committee have to express their unqualified regret that 
errors—very, 

Vide 52, 97, 125, 1.59, 155, grave errors, highly censurable—have been committed in 
158, 27, 229. , 

the erection of this Light-house, which, from the evidence of the entire 24 
4 
 0, 251 
4' 
, 350, 351, 365, 

Pilot Board, is not only not erected on the spot where its benefits would flde 442. 
have been most extensive, but has been placed where it never should have 

Tide 374, 477, 638, 

been built., according to the unanimous opinion of the Board; while the 
ride4so, 462. 

majority—and these four gentlemen, it is now shewn, incomparably the 

best quali fled to give an authoritative opinion on the subject—assert, Vide 577, 570. 
unhesitatingly, that the Light is calculated to prove prejudicial, and Vide 264, 363, 2671  460, 
should be at once extinguished. 473, 017, 618, 

 

It appears that the Government of the day, influenced by the 

report of a Conference, requested the Surveyor General to direct a survey 

of the coast near Cape St. George, with the view of fixing  a site for a 
Light-house in that vicinity. (It is worthy of remark that the subject 

was never brought under the notice of the Port Master, the head of the 553, 58!. 

Light Department at that time)  although that officer had on various 

occasions, 
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6 

d,Apenttiees A.B.C. occasions, orally and by letter, submitted to the Government the necessity 

of erecting a Light on Crocodile Head, as well as on other places in the 

Colony.) 

This survey, when made, was forwarded to the Pilot Board, to 

determine which of two spots, marked S and T, was preferable. 

414. The Pilot Board at once decided that neither was the proper spot V?de 

for a Light-house, the majority—four to two—agreeing that Crocodile 

ilead was the best situation. This decision the Chairman overruled 

enforced a decision as to which of the points, S or T, was preferable; and 

conveyed to the Government, not only that S was preferable to T, but 

added, without any authority, that "they therefore approve of the tower 

Tide iii, 445, 30s, 2S1. as recommended by you being erected." This addition was removed from 

the Minute Book at the next ieeting, but it does not appear that this 

THe 44- fact was communicated to the Government; and your Committee feel 

7iqe316,31,31387, bound to express their disapprobation of the disingenuousness of 'in 

os, officer who, as Chairman of the Pilot Board, conveyed to the Government, 

authoritatively, as the opinion of the Board, what in point of fact was 

Ti"e 447. at variance with it, and which by one member has been stigmatized. 

as untrue. 

Tide 6. Another gross neglect on the part of the Pilot Board was, in not 

having suggested the necessity of fixing the precise spot for the erection 

of the building after a personal inspeetion, a procedure which would have 

saved the country an outlay of over £5,000—a course actually pointed 

out by the Port Master not very long previously. 

In conclusion, your Committee recommend, that a Commission of 

competent persons be at once appointed to investigate and decide upon the 

proper situation—whether at Cape St. George, Crocodile ilead, or any 

- other spot in that vicinity. 

MERION MORIARTY. 

Chairman. 

Legislative Assembly Chamber, 

Sydney, 8 May, 1861. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

FRIDLY, 22 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Egan, I Capt. Moriarty, 
Mr. Wilson. 

On motion of Mr. Wilson, M. Al. Moriarty, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Votes No. 10, 12th instant, Entry 22, ordering inquiry "into all the circumstances 

connected with the erection of the Light-house, near Jervis Bay"—before Committee. 
Deliberation then, on course of proceedings. 
It was Resolved,— 

That the Chairman cause summonses to be issued to the Secretary and several 
Members of the Pilot Board. 
Capt. Clinch, of the steamship "Tasmania,' to be summoned, if in the port. 

[Adjourned till Thursday, 28th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

THURSDAY, 28 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT;- 

M. M. Moriarity, Esq?,  in the Chair. 

Mr. DaIgleisli, j Mr. Wilson. 

WI. J. Wilshire, Esq., Secretary to the Fl/ct B0ard, called in and examined. 
Pursuant to order, Witness produced for the temporary service of Cominittec,— 

Certain Admiralty Charts, viz. 
Australia, B. Coast—Barriga Point to Jervis Bay, Shect II, 1851, (in 

duplicate). 
Ditto Jervis Bay to Brokcn Bay, Sheet III, 1851. 

Plans, &e., (in half) of the Coast about Cape George and Jervis Bay, by 
Edwd. F. Millingtoa (Surveyor General's Office, 8 July, 1857.) 
Cloth tracing ditto. 
E. Coast of Australia—Sketch (paper tracing) skewing the range of the 

light near Cape St. George, by F. Hixson, H.MS. "Herald." 
Examination concluded. 
Witness withdrew. 
A. Dawson, Esq., Oolcnial Ajtliitect, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee examined the plans produced from the office of the Pilot Board, and 

deliberated in reference to the mistake of the localities, as appeared by the evidence. 
Captain Clinch, "Tasmania," not summoned. 
Captains H. H. Br6wae and T. Watson, and the Acting Surveyor General, to be 

examined, next meeting; the latter being also called upon to produce a map of the coast 
from Crocodile Head to the southward. 

Mr. B. F. Millingtou, a witness summoned this day, not in attendance. (Summons 
since returned unopened from Surveyor General's Office.) 

[Adjourned till Wednesday, 0th March, at Eleven o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 6 MARCH, 1861 

- MEMBERS PRESENT.:- 

M. M. Moriarty, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Dalgleiah, Mr. Gray, 
Mr. Egan, I Mr. Parkes, 

Mr. Piddington. 

Votes No. 30, 1st instant, Entry 12, referring all Correspondence, &o., connected with 
the Light-house, near Jervis Bay,—before Committee. 

A. G. M'Lean, Esq., Acting Surveyor General, called in and examined. 
Pursuant to order, witness produced, for the temporary service of Committee, the 

several undermentioned plans, &e., viz..:— 

Map (engraved) she-wing the Coast line from latitude (say) 850  15' to 360  45'. 
Plan (168, cloth back) Jervis Bay, ()urrambenc Creek (by hand.) 
Survey (C 524) by triangulation, from Jervis Bay to Mount Dromedary—
Thomas Florance, 1828. 
Survey (V 736) Jervis Bay, on East Coast, New South Wales, by Robert 
Boeoroft, Master, H.M.S. " Croeodile,"—copicd by F. S. Townsend, Draftsman. 
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Plans, &c. (V 31. 502) of the coast about Cape George and Jervis Bay (copy 
of plan by Mr. Milhington.) 
Sketch (cloth) shewing range of the light near Cape St. George, (signed) T. 
Hixson, H.M.S. "Herald" (copy). 

II. H. Browne, F,sq., Ohairman of the .P110t Board, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
T. Watson, Esq., Member of the Pilot Board, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated, requiring the evidence of the Honorable J. Lamb, Capt., 

RN., formerly Chairman of the Pilot Board. 
Message to be moved in the House for transmission to the Legislative Council, 

requesting leave for Capt. Lamb to attend and be examined. 
Further motion for reference of the Report of the Commissioners appointed to confer 

upon the subject, of Light-houses in the several Australian Colonies, together with the 
Minutes of Evidence—to be made in the House. 

Captains W. S. Deloitte and B. Darley, to be summoned. 
[Adjourned till Tuesday, 12th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 12 MAR CJL 1861. 

MEMBEBS PRESENT 

N. N. Moriarty, Esq,, in the Chair. 

Mr. Daigleish, Mr. Gray, 
Mr. Egan, Mr. Parkes, 

Mr. Piddington. 

Votes No. 3.3, 7th instant, Entry 2, referring the documents mentioned at the 
previous sitting—together therewith—laid before Committee. 

The honorable J. Lamb, Esq., LX., ML. C., (formerly C1ainnan.of the Fib/Board),. 
attending pursuant to leave granted by the Legislative Council, examined. 

Witness withdrew. 
W. S. Deloitte, Esq., Member of the Pilot Board, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Barley, Esq., Member of the Pilot Board., called in and examined. 

Witness withdrew. 
Attendance of Captains C. Smith and H. T. Fox, and Mr. Wilshire, Secretary, Pilot 

Board, (with the Minute and Letter Books), to be summoned. 

[Adjourned till Friday, 15th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

FRIDAY, 15 MARCh, 1801. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

N. N. Moriarty, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Dalgleish, I Mr. Egan, 
Mr. Parkes. 

Smith, Esq., Member of/he Pilot Board, called in and examined. 
Witness retired. 
W. J. Wilshire, Esq., Secretary to the Pilot Board, called in and further examined. 
Wnitnessjfl.odt4ocd the book containing the Minutes of the Proceedings of the Pilot 

Board in reference to the Light on Cape St. George. 
Further examination concluded. 
Witness withdrew. 
C. Smith, Esq., called in, and the evidence of the previous witness having been 

toad—further examined. 
write055  withdrew. 
Capt. H. P. Fox, a witness summoned this day, in attendance, but examination 

postponed. 
[Adjourned till Tuesday, 19th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 19 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

N. N. Moriarty, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Gray, I Mr. Parkes, 
Mr. Wilson. 

H. H. Browne, Esq., Ohairman of the Pilot Board, called in and further examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
H. P. Fox, Esq., Member of the Pilot Board, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 

[Adjourned.] 

TUESDA Y, 
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TUESDAY, 26 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

M. M. Moriarty, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Daigleish, Mr. Parkes, 
Mr. Piddington. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
Committee deliberated as to waiting further evidence and the views to be expresseJ 

in the Report. 
It was Resolved:— 
That the printed Evidence, as far as ready, be distributed to Committee prior to 
the next meeting. 

E. 0. Moriarty, Esq., Engineer.in.C74if for Harbours, &c., summoned this day, had 
excused himself qs about to be absent from town. 

Capt. Sullivan, of the steamship "Hunter," also summoned to-day, not in attendance. 

[Adjourned till Tuesday, 2 April, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 2 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

M. M. Moriarty, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Dalgleish, I Mr. Gray. 
Committee deliberated upon the Evidence. 
Printed copies (incomplete), before Committee. 
E. 0. Moriarty, Esq., Engincer.in- Chief for Harbow's, &c., called in and examine& 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee further deliberated. 

[Adjourned.] 

WEDNESDAY, 17 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

M. M. Moriarty, Lcj., in the Chair. 
Mr. Egan, Mr. Gray, 
Mr. Garrett, Mr. Parkes, 

Mr. Wilson. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
And deliberated on proposed Report. 
Chairman requested to draw same, for consideration on Friday. 

[Adjourned till Friday, 19th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

FRIDAY, 19 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Moriarty, I Mr. Wilson. 

In the absence of a quorum of the Committee, the meeting convened this day lapeal.. 
Mr. W. T. Wilshire to be summoned for the purpose of producing certain letters. 

[To be called on Tuesday, 23rd instant, at half-past Ten o'clock.) 

TUESDAY, 23 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Garrett, j Mr. Moriarty. 
A quorum of the Committee not being present, until after Eleven o'clock, the meeting 

convened this day lapsed. 
Mr. Wilshire, pursuant to summons, in attendance. 

[To meet to-morrow, 24th instant, at Twelve o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 24 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

M. N. Moriarty, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Garrett, I Mr. Gray, 
Mr. Wilson. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
W. J. Wilshire, Esq., Secretary to the Pilot Board, called in and further examineL. 
Witness produced certain letters required by the Committee. 
Letters handed in. 

116—A 2 Witu,- 
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10 

Witness withdrew. 
Same read, and severally appended to the Evidence. (VMs A. B. U.) 
The Chairman submitted, for consideration by Committee, a draft of Report, pursuant 

to rertucst on 17th instant. 
Proposed Report read. 
It was Resolved,— 

That printed copies of the Draft Report be circulated within the Committee, prior 
to further deliberation thereupon. 
[Adjourned till Tuesday, 30th instant)  at Eleven o'clock] 

TUESDAY, 30 APRIL)  1861. 

MEMJSERS PRESENT 

None. 

In thelabsenee of a quorum of the Committee, the meeting convened this day lapsed. 

WEDJYESDAZ 8 A/Ar, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

M. M. Moriarty, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Garrett) I Mr. Piddington. 
Committee met pursuant to summons. 

Copies of the Draft Report having been furnished to Members upon the 26th ultimo. 
Proposed Report read, paragraph by paragraph. 
Paragraphs 1 to 6 (now 5) Successively read, and agreed to without amendment. 
(Paragraph 4, placed within parentheses.) 
Paragraph 7 (now 6) read, viz.:— 

"Another gross neglect was in the Chairman of the Board not having suggested the 
fld,5&. 

" necessity of fixing the precise spot for the erection of the building personally, a procedure 
which would have saved the country an outlay of over £5,000—a course actually pointed 
" out by the Port Master not very long previously." 

Amended, on motion of Mr. Piddington, and agreed to. 
Paragraphs 8 and 9 (now 7 and 8) respectively read, viz.:— 
"It is scarcely possible to doubt thata Minister, charged with the department, on a 

professional subject., the full merits of which be could not be supposed to understand, 
" would have deferred to the opinion of the majority of that Board, under whose exclusive 
"management it was vested; and it appears unfortunate that be should, under any influ-

YMe 600, 611. 
" ence, which it is clear was exercised, have submitted from the proper Colonial authority 
the decision of a question to two naval officers in no way responsible, one of whom 
(Commodore Loring) does not appear to have assigned any reason for differing with 

F1'?. 619, sso, " persons so every way qualified to deoide this question, and the other (Captain Denlmam) 
" gives as reasons for his opinion what it would have been much more to the credit of his 
professional character not to have advanced,—and, be it remembered, without personal 
" examination by either. 

We trust, this is the last time we shall hear of a Responsible Minister of the Crown 
setting at naught the opinions of a Board specially appointed for the decision of such 
subjects, and appealing  from their decision to persons no way responsible to the country, 
who, although officers of rank, are not necessarily of superior professional attainments or 
higher intellectual power,—to bolster up the opinions of a minority, as in this case, on 
their own shewing, the least competent to form sound opinions on the snbject." 

Severally expunged. 
Concluding paragraph withdrawn. 
Chairman's new paragraph, proposed in lieu thereof, agreed to. 
Motion made (flit. (3onea) and Question,—That the Draft Report, as amended, 

be the Report of this Committee,--agreed to. 
Chairman requested to report to the House. 

LIST 
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LIST OF WITNESSES, 

Thursday, 28 February, 1801. 
flOE. 

W. J. Wilshire, Esq., Secretary, Pilot Board, 4-c,  . . ,. . A. Dawson, Esq., Colonial Architect ,. 
, 
I ,, ,, ,, ., ., •. 
2 

Wednesday, 6 March, 1861. 
A. G. M'Lcan, Esq., Acting Surveyor General,. •. .. ., ,, ,, ., 3 H. H. Browne, Chairman, Pilot Board, 

 T. Watson, Esq., Member, Pilot Board ,. ,, .. .. .. .. .. 9 
Tuesday, 12 March, 1861. 

The Honorable J. Lamb, Esq., Capt. RN,, M,L.C., (formerly Chairman, Pilot Board, 4-c.) W. S. Doloitto, Esq., .11icmber, Pilot Board  11 
.. ., .. ,. D. barley, Esq., Member, Pilot Board ,, ., .. .. .. . - .. .. 

II 
17 

Friday, 15 March, 1501. 
C. Smith, Esq., Member, Pilot Board .. ., .. •. .. .. .. .. IV. J. Wilshire, Esq,, Secretary, Pilot Board 20 .. ., .. .. .. •. .. C. Smith, Esq., Member, Pilot Board (further) 26 .. .. .. .. .. 

.. 26 
Tr.cesd.ay, 19 March, 1861. 

H. H. Browne, Esq., Chairman, Pilot Board, 4-c. (further) .. .. .. .. .. 27 H. T. Fox, Esq., Member, Pilot Board .. ,. ., ,. .. .. .. ,. 28 
Thesday, 2 April, 1561. 

E. 0. Moriarty, Esq., CL., Engineer-in.cviieffor Ifarbours and River Navigation . 81 
Wednesday, 24 April, 1861. 

W. J. Wilshire, Esq., Secretary, Pilot Board (second further) .. .. .. .. 33 

LIST OF APPENDIX. 

(To Evidence given by W. J. Wilshire,ilshire, Esq,, 28 February, 1861.) 
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Addendum to Answer No. 5 ,, ., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I 

(To Evidence given by A. Dawson, Esq., 28 February, 1861.) 

A. 
Addendum to Answer No. 16 .. ,, . .. .. 

(To Evidence given by C; Smith, Esq,, 16 March, 1861.) 
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Answer No. 519.. .. .. ,. ., .. .. .. .. 
Answer No. 621 .. .. 26 ., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

.. 2G 
(To Evidence given by H. T. Fox, Esq., 19 Maid, 1861.) 

NOTAIcDA. - 
(1.) Answer No, 602 .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Answer No. 601 .. .. .. 81 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Answer No. 635 .. .. .. 31 .. .. .. .. .. •. .. 

.. 31 
(To second further Evidence given by W J. Wilshire, Esq., 24 April, 1861.) 

A. 
Port Master, Sydney, to Colonial Secretary, 13 August., 1859 .. ., 
3linutc (Governor Sir C. Fitz Roy), 23rd .. .. 33 .. .. .. .. 

B. 
(1.) Port Master, Sydney, to Colonial Secretory, 15 May, 1855 . .. 
(2.) Minute (Goveraor Sir W. Denison), 16 May .. ,. 34 .. ,. ,. .. ., 34 

C. 
Port Master, Sydney, to Acting Colonial Secretary, — May, 1855 .. .. Minute (Goyernor Sir W. Deuison), 30 May .. 84 .. ., .. .. .. .. 34 

0 
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1861. 

Lttøhttibe 20øcmbtp. 

NE W SOIJIR WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE THE 

SELECT CO M MITTEE 

ON 1HZ 

LIGIIT-IIOL'SE, NEAR JERVIS:BAy. 

ThURSDAY, 28 FEBRUARY, 1801. 

Jttøtnt :— 
Ma. DALGLEISII, I Ma. MORIARTY, 

Ma. WILSON. 

MEllON MORIARTY, ESQ., JN THE CHAIR. 

William James Wilshire, Esq., called in and examined 

By the Uhau'mays You are Secretary to the Pilot Board? Yes. W. IT. 
You were requested to attend here to-day for the purpose of affordiog information relative Wilshire, 

to the Light-house at Jervis Bay, and particularly to produce plans? Yes. E&j. 
S. Have you those plans? I have. (T/e wi'tess produced the same.) 
What are those plans? First, a coast survey by Mr. Millington, then a survey made by 28 Feb., 180 

Mr. Hixon, an officer of H.M.S. " herald," when he accompanied the Pilot Board on their 
visit of inspection ; and also the Admiralty Charts, with some pencil lines on them made 
by the Board. These are the only pkas I have ever seen, except the elevation plans of 
the buildings. 
In reading through the correspondence which has taken place on this subject, I find the 

following passage in a letter of yours)  dated 0th June, 1860 :—" The survey having been 
"made when such matters were under the control of a Port Master, the Board are unable to 
"say whether the locality was visited by that officer." As a matter of fact is that true? 
I wrote those letters by direction of the Board, and I am not responsible for the truth of 
them, or otherwise. ( Vide Appendix A.) 
The original letter to Mr. Dawson, the Colonial Architect, is dated 8th July, 1857,—

was there any port master in this Colony at that time? It was very near the time of your 
resignation, but I could not tell without referring to papers. I think Captain Pockley oame 
down in August. 
Captain Pockley was not Port Master, the only Port Master was myself, and r resign&I 

my office on the 25th July? And this letter is dated the 8th, I think. 
On the 30th July a communication was made to Mr. Dawson, calling for his report as t 

the site ? Yes. 

APPENDIX A 

Addendum to Answer No. 5. 
The reply reads differently from what I visl,ed it to convey. I meant that I could not he 

answerable for stiLtemnonts in the correspondence without reference to papers. It appears that the 
survey (sliewing sites, the.) alluded to, was made between 9th April and 8th August, 1857, and that 
Captain Moriarty, then Port Master, resigned 20th July, 1857; therefore, the statement, it seems, is 
correct, 

116-3 Alexander 
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Alexander Dawson, Esq., called in and examined:— 

A. T)aww,o, 9. By the Ulsairman: You are Colonial Architect? Yes. 
Earj. 10. And have been for a considerable period ? Upwards of six years. 

I believe that in the year 1857 you received instructions from the Under Secretary for 
28 Feb.. 1861. Public Works to prepare plans and join with Mr. Surveyor 3lillington in framing a report 

as to the eligibility of the different sites for a ligbthouse, at Jenis Bay, marked on a plan 
forwarded to you? I was requested to accompany Mr. Surveyor Millington to Cape St. 
George, for the purpose of inspecting the nature of the summit of the locality, and to ascer-
thin the description of material procurable for building operations. 
Proper material for the building? Proper material for the building, as well as to aseer-

thin the easiest approach to the summit of the Cape. 
Without any reference to the site? Without any reference to the survey at all. I 

never interfered with the survey ; I did not consider it part of my duty to interfere with the 
Survey Department in snaking the survey of the locality, and while Mr. Miliington was 
occupied in doing so I was inspecting the locality to find out proper material, and other 
information that I h5ve already stated to the Committee. 
14, Then, in point of fact, your survey went only to ascertain whether proper material 
could be obtained conveniently ? Only for that and the approach to the light-house. I 
refused to take any part in the survey, or in fixing the actual site of the light-house; I 
considered that to be the duty of the Survey Department, and consequently Mr. Surveyor 

Millington was appointed by  the Surveyor General for that purpose. (Flits the Surveyor 

General's letter of the SI?. July, 1557.) 
Was any particular place pointed out to you as the proper position for the light-house 

to be erected ? After Mr. Miliiogtou had tsken his survey lie chewed we in his field b00k 
the two pornts marked S and P. Mr. Miflingt.n informed mc tht his instructions were to 
survey Cape St. George, and the gist of the whole juestion lies in this—how far does Cape 

St. George extend? ( Witnen explained by reference to ciart.v produced by Mr. lVüskire) 
Where were you de,ired to build the light-house? On the point marked S, the site 

approved of by the Pilot Board. (Vide Appendix A.) 
Is that the spot where the light-house is now erected ? That is the precise spot. 
The light-house, as at present erected, has its sphere of vision intercepted by high 

land to the southward of it, between it and George's Head? I believe that is the case, 
although I have not personally teated it. 
So that vcs:ls coming from Bateman's Bay do not rec the light till they get within----? 

I would rather dieline answering tiat question, being a nautical one; I would prier, giving 

D;s opinion on nautical subjects. This is the fifth light-house I have built on the coast of 
New South IVales, and I have never presumed to give any opinion with respect to the proper 

site of any of them. 
Did any one go with you, on the part of the Pilot Board, to point out the precise spot 

on which the light-house should be erected ? No the Board approved of the site as 
marked on Mr. Millington's plan in Sydney, and I believe without the Board seeing the 
site at all. I insisted on being furnished with the opinion of the Board in writing before I 
would commence the light-house. I had been told verbally severally times by the Chair-
mau of the Board that the site marked 8, shown on Mr. Millington's chart, was the right 
one; but I would not go on with building operations until I got an authority in writing to 
that effect from the Board, and, accordingly, in the letter of Mr. Wilshire, the Secretary to 
the Board, dot, d 4th July, 1859, you will find the following :-" With reference to the 
" sites marker! S and T on the coast chart, the Board coincide with you in opinion—also 
11 expre-sad by Mr. Surveyor Millington—that that marked S possesses considerable advan- 

11 over the latter, and they therefore approve of the tower being erected as recom- 

"mended by you." Now you will observe - 
Your recommendation was simply confined to the superiority of one spot over another? 

That is what I was just goiog to remark, without reference to George's Head or any other 

bead. 
It was simply the expresaion of your opinion that one spot was preferable to another, as 

hotween two spots? Yes, on Cape St. George. 
Not that the spot marked S was the best possible site that could have been chosen? No; 

on the contrary, I consider that there are three other spots that would be more eligible, viz., 
either Goore's Head, Point Perpendicular, or Crocodile Head; the latter is, you are aware, 

a continuation of Point Perpendicular; I should prefer Crocodile Head; but that is merely 
my individual opinion, and not one which I am in any way requircd to give officially. 
By i/i.. Wilson: Crocodile Head is the easteromost point of the North Head of clervis 

flay? Yes. Although I tlunk Crocodile Head on the whole the most favourable site, yet 
there are disadvantages connected with it as regards Wreck Bay, for the light, if plssced 
there, would not be seen in Wreck Bay. 
By the Chairman: You never had the spot fixed by any member of the Pilot Board, 

and pointed out to you as the spot on which you were to erect the light-house? No; all 
the instructions I received were as. I have already stated. 
No intimation of that kind was afforded to you? No, excepting by letter. As I said 

before, I would not proceed with the building of the tower until the Pilot Board approved of 
the site as marked upon the plan, and communicated their approval to me by letter. When 
they did so, 1 procured tenders and commenced to build the tower and out-buildings. 
Are you of opinion that if the Board had sent some one to point out the site on the 

ground, it would have prevented any subsequent fault being found with the erection of the 
light-house? I am of this opinion, that if the Pilot Board had taken the trouble to have 
goeand verified the site marked 5, they would have seen that Georg'a Head was the 

preferable 
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preferuble site—and that would have been the cause of opening up the question, and making A. 
known the fact that the Surveyor General's instructions to Mr. Millington were to survey Esq.  

Cape St. George. No doubt any member of the Board would have seen that George's Head  
was a preferable site. Anynauticiel perean going down would have seen that Cape st. 28 Feb., 1861. 

George was not so good a site as George's Head. 
You were influenced a good dual in your opinion, as far as these two places were con- 

cerned, by the facilities afforded for the erection of the light-house? Yes, I preferred the 
point marked S to the point marked T on that account. 
It posses-ed advanteges over T as far as the material for the light-house was concerned 

Yes. 
By 31r. Deigieisix: You gave your opinion merely as an architect? As the architect to 

carry out the erection of the buildings 
With regard to the solidity of the foundation, and the adaptability of the position for 

obtaining materials? Yes, of eour:e, and to examine other facilities, such as approaches, 
&e., &e. 
You do not consider anything you have stated here, with regard to any other point, as 

anything more than the opinion of a private individual, without any reference to your 
architectural duties ? Yes, without any reference to nsy official duties. 
Consequently your opinion with regard to the preferential site is merely the opinion of 

an individual Yes, of a private individual. With reference to your last question, Mr. 
Chairnjan, you will n!e that in my report to the Scrct?try for Lands and Public Works, 
dated 17th August, 1857, 1 sty :—" The site marked T is situated on another cliff of imilar 
geolo'iesal ttrueture, abut lj miles to the northward of site S ; its present height is 195 

" feet above the level of the sea, and the light, if this spot be seketi d, would be elevated 215 
above the sea-level; the range of vision is only 174 degrees. A heavy outlay would have 
to bw incurred in cutting down the top of the cliff to obtain a snfficiently level sit; the 
acces to it is most difficult for cnrt, or even for foot traffic. The cost, under these circum-
stances, of erecting the ncee&try buildings, cannot be estimated at less than £6,5003—" 
that is upwirds of £2,000 more than the other. The figures of levels, Lu., in this report, 
are from Mr. Millington's survey. 

By the Charrnen: Was any visit paid by the Pilot Board during the erection of tho 
building No, not that I am aware of, until the lantern was fixed. 
;5. By if,.. lVison: The Pilot Board viitcd the locality bcfore the lantern was lit—did 
they not ? Yes, they did—some short time before the lantern was lighted. I went down 
to light the lantern myself. 

APPENDIX A. 
ii!: t J,' ..r S. 16. 

I b c to ni r the Committup to the B<nrrl's in,trur.tio,E., and aequiee-nee  of the, ite maikrii 8- 
to Die, VIZ. With r,fere,,c to this it, s mark 4 S ond T o,, the citst chart, thu 130.rt1 enineid, with 
you it. cju,ji ,i—,!- .c.xpr 4 by Mr. Sorve it Thnin to ,—that tht j.mrked S p4se4es Co 
advant,ges over the latter, and they thrn:flrrt approve of trio tower being erected US receij,nia,dt,l 
by yen." 

Vcs Letter, 1 July, 1859. 

WEDNESDAY, C JIARCIL 1861. 

4rtørnt 
MR. EGAN, Mn. DALGLEISH, 
MR. GRAY, 31g. PIDDIN&TON, 

Ma. PARKES. 

MERION MORIARTY, ESQ., IN THE CuAIR. 

A. G. M'Lean, Esq., called in and examined:- 

30. By the Clwiruaa: You hold a p  ition in the Survey Department ? I am Atting i. a. MLcan, 
Surveyor General. Esq. 
You are requested to furnish us with a map of the coast from Tervis Bay to the south, as 

far as Moruya ? The one I produce is from an engraved map; it is on a small scale, but 6 Mar., 186L 
being on one sheet I thought it would be convenient. 
That extends beyond Bateman's Bay? Yes. 
By dir. Crag: Is the plan drawn by Mr. Millington the original plan ? It is. 
By the ('hairman: You have a larger plan ? Yes, showing Jervis Bay and the two 

headlands. 
Are you in a position to mark upon that map the precise locality of the light-house 

No, I am not. 
Not from comparison with the other upon which it is marked ? I could not do so 

with aocuracy.* 

 

* YorE (rethed Usa,) ;—I could do so with approximate accuracy. 
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£G.MLean, 48. By lb. Grat,: How came the position of the light-house to be marked on that map 
Esq. drawn by Mr. Millington which was made before the light-house was built; the spot is mnrked 

r' —. with the letter 8, which I presume is his mark? Itlooks as if it were an addition to the 
6 Mar,, 1861. plan. 

What is the other map you produce ? A survey of the coast from the north side of 
Jervis Bay down to Moruya, being a survey made by Mr. Thomas Florance early in the 
century; and I have another snap by Robert Beecheroft, of 11.31.8. "Crocodile," giving the 
soundings of the bay. 
By Mr. Gray: With regard to the apparent alterations in &r. Millingtcn's map—who 

made them ? I have no doubt that certain additions have been made upon it since it was 
drawn, but I cannot say who made them. 
40. Who made this other plan ? It is a map made in the office from the plan by Mr. 
Millington, which was sent to the Pilot Board or to the Colonial Architect. 

H. H. Browne, Li1., called in and examined:— 
B. U.l3rownc, 47. By the Chainaan: You are in the public service? I was, but am not now. 

Lsq. 42. I thought you held the appointment of Immigration Agent? The offie'- is discontinued. 
r - I held the appointment of Immigration Agent up to the 28th of February last. 
6 Mar., 1561. 49. Did that appoiotment occupy your entire time, or did the duties require your undivided 

attention? No; I had several other honorary duties that occupied a conidcrable portion of 
my time. 
Then you held some other appointments? I have done so, pirticularly during the last 

two or three years, when immigration has been reduced to a very small scale. 
[low long have you been in the public service? Nearly twenty-one years. 
low long have you been in the Colony? I caine here in 1888, that is twenty-three 

years ego. I was in the Colony several years before in command of a ship. 
Then you have, previous to your settling in the Colony, been employed as a sailor? 

Yes; I was brought up to the sea. 
You were a nautical man? I performed four complete (and one ineompleto) voyages to 

the C:lony. 
Where were you particulArly employed during your nautical career? In the India 

and Chin;s sas particularly. I made one voyage (my first in command) to Rusia (St. 
Petersburgh), and afterwerds one to the United States of America; after that, I sailed to 
no other part but New South Wales. My early career was in the India and Chin;- trade. 
You were brought up to the sea, you say? Ijoined my first ship at Gravesend in 1824. 
That was when you first went to sea? Yes, in 1824. 
1 think you were employed by Mr. Donaldsen to represent New South Wales in a Corn-

mission of the four Colonial Governments—Victoria, South Australia, New South Wales, 
and Tasmania—appointed to confer upon the subject of light-houses ? I svas employed to 
represent New South Wales in a Conference, which took place at Melbourne, to decide upon 
the qucation whether any additional light-houses were to be established in the Colonies, and 
upon the mode in which the cost of thosa light'hou'es was hereafter to be provided for. The 
original intention was to establish a general fund, of which one Colony should be the 
Treasurer, and disburse all the amounts required for hihthouses in each of the four Colonies, 
from which it was likewise to receive their respective contributions to the general fund. 
That Conference eoasEted of the Colonial Secretary of Van Diomen's Land ; Captain Kay, 
R.N., Private S:eretrry to the Governor of Victoria; Captain Dougles, Master of Trinity 
I-louse, for South Australia; New South Wales being represented by myself. We found, 
however, that the adoption of that scheme was impracticable, because each Colony was 
naturally anxious to disburse its own expenditure, and the idea was given up. But, we 
finally decided, I believe by a unanimous decision of all the members of the Conference, that 
we should first see what additional light-houses were requircd, so that when we had arrived 
at that conclusion we might be better able to apportion the contributions for their support 
according to the advantages they were expected to produce to the respective Colonies in 
which they should be erected, and also to the general navigation of shipping to and from the 
whole of the Australian Colonies, That principle was laid down and embodied in our report 
—that the expense of the erection and maintenance of any additional light-houses for the 
joint benefit of the Colonies should be apportioned between those interested, and be paid for 
by contributions from their different Governments. The Cape George light-house wr.s one of 
the new light-houses recommended by that Conference to be estabhiahed, but to be erected 
and maintained by New South Wales only. 
It was rccurnmended by that Conference that a light-house be erected on Cape St. 

George ? I should answer that, by saying that we were guided as to the position of the new 
light-honsos by evidence taken on the occasion. The evidence is voluminous. And we also 
made a visit to one of the positions recommended, in the steam sloop " Victoria," because we 
were not clear on the evidence given; indeed, we found it necessary to choose another 
locality. 
By AL-. Gray: What was that? Wilson's Promontory. We sought to ascertain 

whether it was practicable to fix a light-house upon the Ten-foot Reek, that appearing the 
most suitable place for the light, but we found it to be almost impracticable, and substituted 
Wilson's Promontory, where it is now erected. I have taken a note of the names of the 
percns examined before this Conference, and have divided those who gave their opinion in 
favour of a light on Cape St. George from those who were in favour of a light on Point 
Perpendicular. 
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Did they give their reasons for choosing one or the other? I think the evidence has II.11.nrowne, 
been printed for the house, and if I leave this nieinorandnm you can see what the Opinions 
of the different witnesses were. We examined all that we could get hold of on the different 
points brought under our notice. There were Adeaide traders, Van Diernen's Land traders C Mar., 1861. 
(for lights in the Straits), Sydney traders, Melbourne traders and coasters (with regard to 
Cape St. George); and we were guided to our conclusions by their evidence. The following 
vitnesses gave their evidence in favour of Cape St. George :—R. G. Gilniore, of the "Wonga 
Wonga" W. H. Saunders, of the " Royal Shepherd" ; Arthur Deylin, late master 
anariner; R. T. Moodie, of the "City of Sydney"; Joseph Walsh, of the schooner "Eagle"; 
Charles Ferguson, harbour master, Melbourne; C. Pasco, RN., late of ElMS. "Beagle"; 
Thomas Wing, of the "Pioneer"; George Kelly, of the "Monarch"; I ronets Itozea, of 
the " Wanderer" ; William Watts, of the "London"; G. V. Bentley, of the " City of 
Hobart"; George Gihnore of the "Telegraph"; Bloomfield Dooglus, Master of Trinity 
House, Adelaide, and a Member of the Commission. These fourteen witnesses gave opinions 
in favour of Cape St. George, whilst the following four witnesses were in favour of Point 
Perpendicular :—James Rusden, RN., of ll.M.S. 'Electra"; Henry Tulloch, of the 
11 Water Lily"; William Bell, of the " Yarn Yarra" ; and Cohn Brown, no ve,sel. 
By the Chairman : You ore connected with the Steam Navigation Board? I have been 

Chairman of that Board for many years. 

You are also Chairman of the Pilot Board? I have been for the last few years. 
64: Ever since my retirement? Yes, I succeeded you. 

And I believe you also succeeded we as Chairman of the Steam Navigation Board? 
There I think I succeeded Colonel Gihbes. 

I rather think you succeeded mc? Well, I might have done so, I do not recollect with 
certainty. 

Was the question of the erection eta light-house at Cape St. George, or anywhere in the 
neighbourhood of Jervis Bay, submitted to the Pilot Board of this Tort :' Yes, and I 
think that the report made by the Conference was adopted by the Executive of the day, and 
that some steps were taken to examine the locality. When the report from Mr. Pawson, the 
Colonial Architect, was given, and a chart, purporting to be a survey of Cape St. George 
and the neighbouring land was completed, they were submitted to the thea Board, which 
was the late Pilot and Navigation Board, of which Captain Lamb was the Chairman. That 
was the first notice of the intention of the Government to carry out the recomnniendation of 
the Conference that was brought under the attention of that Board. 
What was the decision of the Board? I think it was printed in the Government 

eorrespondenec; it wos very short. My ivaprc0sioa is, that we recommended the place 
marked S upon Mr. Millington's chart. 

Captain Lamb was Chairman on that occasion? On the first occasion. I produce a 
sketch of time plan I allude to. 

By Mr Gay: When was it made? r ccc the original is on the table. I copied at for 
my own information, and it is therefore it counterpart of Mr. Millington' plan. 
By Aft. J"lgIei4i : how far does Cape St. George extend towards George's Head? 

This tracing, 1 believe, is an imaginary delineation of the land. I think you mu
p  
ight tranefer 

the head marked S to the lower point. 
72. This then is not a correct chart? No, it is most inaccurate. 

By  the Chuis'rnan : What was it taken from? From Mr. Milhington's survey, which I 
believe  was marie by Mr Millington and Mr. Dawson. 

Then Mr. Ilixon's sketch is the most correct? Yes. I accompanied that gentemaa 
in the steamer '' Mimosa'', on a visit to inspect the position. We got both the latitude and 
longitude by observations on a he day, and took the beorings with a thedolite and pris-
inatie compass. We nho determined the angles of vision between the extreitc of the land 
to northward and southward, the radius of which instead of being 2010 would be only about 
150°. 
75, By j[,.  Cray: There is another sketch by Mr. Mihliugton * on tracing paper? That 
is the original (the drawn plan). 
Is Cape St. George situated as there rcpr sented? Yes. 
fig the Uhai,maa : George's Head is the eastern extremity of Wreck Bay? les, it is 

so. From George's Head you can see the low land all round the hay. 
Have you any idea of the point of the compass by which to ateer to the westwamd in 

passing along the land there 7 1 think we laid it down as near as possible in the pubashed 
direction, as the points at which the light would be shut in. 

1 have run down there and we steered west and by south-westerly? If you go into the 
bight at all you shut out the light. 

So. Then, in point of fact, the light-house, as at present erected, forms no gnide whatever 
for ships coming up from the southward, inasmuch as it is not possible to see it when the 
danger is most imniinent, and only when at a certain distance front the land ? It may be 
seen within a certain benring of the coast. 
SI.. By Air. Gray: (Rejcaring to the Admiralty charO_Is the bearing correctly laid down 
'here? The line of bearing is correct there, and shews where the light really is. It was at 
one time thought that it would skew into ElladnIla, but as it cuts the saddle of the hill it 
only shews down to about three miles east of Brush Island. 

In point of fact the light-house is not placed in the position with a view to the advan-
tages of which it was erected? That we consider is the case quito clearly. 
By Mr. Dalglcü-fa: On looking at the plan of the coast as described in the Admiralty 

chart, 

Nors.—" Ifixon," mmderstood by witness :—& marked on UDUIO. 
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B.ltl3rowne, chart, and comparing it with Mr. 3lilllington's plan, there appears to be no point of resem- 
blance between the two headlands. Do you consider this (Millington's plan) in the light of 
a fancy sketch rather than as a geographical guide? I do; I consider it most imperfect 

6 Mar., 1561. and imaginary, because we have tested these positions by actual observation. 
By Mr. Gray: You consider that the Admiralty chart is correct? Yes. 
When was Mr. Millingtn's survey tüen? lu 1857, 1 think. 

By Mr. Daigleük: Then the high land marked S on that plan does not exist as 
marked here—it is a fancy sketch, and does not pourtray the actual formation of the cu'st 
land in this locality ? No, it is merely imaginary. 

By the Chuirrmaa: The light-house is some distance from the coast—how far? It 
stands upon a rather prominent cliff, but it is a straight line of coast. I do not think it is 
indented; there is an impresion that there is a bty there, but I think the indentation is 

very slight. 
By Mr. Geey: How far is the iight-house situated back from the sea? It stands right 

upon the edge of the cliff. 
There are two letters, S and T, marked on the chart; were they so marked when you 

first received the chart ? Yes. 
9iJ. And the poaition as since marked was in error? I think that was done by the con- 
tractor, though I am not sure. When I received information of the light-house being pined 
in the vrong position, I sent for the c.ntractor, whilst he was in Sydney, and at any office 
asked him whether the light-house was erected on the spot suggested to him. ITs thea 

chewed me where it is—it is a little more to the northward than the mark T. He was an 

intelligent stonemason or builder. 
Who went with the contractor to shew him where the light-house was to be situated; 

did any one go with him ? I can only tell you what he said to me ; he said he was for two 
months quarrying stone before he had any information as to where the light-house was to 

be put. 
Who pvc him that information ? lIe says he put himself in communication with the 

Colonial Architect, and a gentleman was sent down to fix the site. 
Who was the gentleman? A Mr. -- 
By whom was he appointed? I think it was the Clerk of Works in the Colonial 

Architect's Office. 
He pointed out the position to the contractor? That was what the contractor told me. 
Whose duty was it to point out the situation to the contractor? In my opinion it 

should not have bean drcided upon until some competent person had been sent to determine 
the best site, and then it should have been marked with sufficient distinctness, so as to leave 
no queritiun or doubt about it. Some person from the Pilot Board should I think have done 

this. 
By the Chcdrs,an: Thea the propur course to be adopted would have been that a person 

chosen by the Pilot Board should have fixed the precise spot for the light-house? Yes. 
By Mr. Gray: Had the Pilot Board power to net in this respect without being 

instructed; had they power within themselves to interfere in this way by going down without 
instruottons from higher authorities, and saying where the light-house should be placed Y 

No, they oculd not act without the instructions of the Minister; but, I think, if proper 
representations had been made, the request would have been attended to—I have always 

found it so. 
1 understand from your evidence that the Pilot Board were not called upon to .clect any 

position on which the light-house should be fired; that they were merely furnished with a 
plan, with the letters S and P marked thereon, and were asked to give their opinion as to 
the point upon which it should be placed? I believe it was so. 

You consider then that the Pilot Board was justified by the representation on the chart 
or plan in choosing the position they thought the right one? It appeared so plain upon the 
chart (if it bad been a proper one), that it did not seem necessary to send down a nautical 
man. It was considered that the plan was correct, and as this prominent headland was so 
clearly defined, and was obviousy the one on which the light-house should he placed, it did 

not acifl ncces ary to make representations to the Minister, until we knew, in fact, that the 

light-house was not placed there. 
You had a perfect right to look upon the plan as correct, and do not consider the Pilot 

Board implicated? That is for you gentlemen to decide. 
By Mr. Gray: You have examined that part of the coast, I believe? I have, with 

other members of the Boar4. 
\Viii you favour the Committee with your opinion as to where the light-house should 

have been placed? I will tell you why I am biassed in favour of Cape St. George, and I 
give my opinion as a seaman, formed when I had command of a ship. I believe it is pretty 
well known that several vess:'ls have been lost in Wreck Bay; there is an indraught which 
sets in on the coast, and though vessels may be steering to clear Cape St. Georçe, they do 
not make sufficient to windward, get embayed, and are lost- In the year 1836 or 1837, I 
wat in command of a ship, and passed Montagu Island early in the morning five or six miles 

to the eastward. We  were carrying all sail, and stecring about north by east to clear Cape 
St. George. Just before sunset I went up aloft, as was my usual custom, to take a look in 
the direction of the land, and on going on to the foretopsail yard I could plainly see the 
point (Cape St. George) which we were trying to avoid broad on the starboard bow. I 
immediately shortened sail and got the vessel's head off the land, and steered north-east by 
east, and then only just cleared the Cape. A ship that was coming up astern of me, and 

carrying the same sail, not having seen me alter my course, stood on and was lost. 
104, What vessel was that? The "Hive." 

105. 
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By the Chairmen With immigrants? With prisoners. Our vessel was subjected to a JLII,Browae. 
Lonsiderabie indraught, and the "Hive" must have stood her course and not hauled off as I Esq. 

had done on discovering the land before sunset. If I had not done this I also should have 
lost my ship. A light on this headland would shew to the northward of Ulladula; any 6 Mar., 1861. 
vessel could then keep clear of danger. 

By JIr. Gray: One of the greatest dangers to be guarded against is, I believe, the 
indraught, so as to prevent being jammed by it into Wreck Bay? I think it is. It is 
necessary to have that bay well lighted, instead of having the light on Point Perpendicular. 

Would it, as a coast light, be equally as good on Cape St. George as on Point Per-
pendicular? Considering where the light is now I think it would be more advantageous if 
it were put on Point Perpendicular, because it would still shew as far to the westward as 
it now does, and also much further to the northward. 

With regard to Point Perpendicular, Crocodile Head, and Cape St. George—would 
the light-house situated upon Cape St. George, as represented to you by the sketch of Mr. 
Millington, leaving out of consideration the advantages it afforded in guarding against Wreck 
Bay, possess the same advantages as if situated on Point Perpendicular or on Crocodile 
Head? I think it would, because it would always be a point of departure for vessels, for 
unless they are proceeding to Jervis Bay they never approach the coast within seven miles, 
and being a well-known point of departure vessels could always avoid getting into a fix both 
to the north or the south. 
100. With reference to the danger of getting wrecked in Wreck Bay, would not a light on 
Montagu Island be of more importance? I think not. It is a low island; I do not know 
the exact distance, but I think it is sixty or seventy miles to the seuth of Cape St. George. 
Besides the light at Gab Island would sufficiently serve up to this point. 

If there was a light on Mnntttgu Island and another on Crocodile Point, in the running 
from one to the other, you would catch sight of one before you lost the other? Yes. 

And if you pick up the light on Crocodile Head you avoid all dangers of getting em-
bayed on the coast, that is, suppesing a foreign trader was running from Gabo Island to 
Sydney ? It must always be considered a disadvantage to have too many lights. If the 
principal headlands are lighted, I do not see any necessity for this on Montagu Island. It 
might be an advantage to some coasters; but the southern part of the coast is, in my opinion, 
well lighted. 

By the C'hair,nan: Have you been much employed in the narrow seas at Home? No; 
my whole experience of them has been limited to a voyage to St. Petersburg and in navi-
gating the English Channel. 

Do you not think the lights in the English Channel arc more extensive than anything 
you suggest here ? I believe they are. 

Have you been in St. George's Channel, the Clyde, or in the Bristol Channel? No. 
11.5. By If,-. Dolglciah: How far is a sea light visible according to its height and without 
impediments of weather or other and more than ordinary obscuring causes? If you have an 
clovation of something like 220 feet it would be seen at about twenty miles distance. 

Would not this light-house, if on Crocodile Head instead of Cape St. George, be seen 
sufficiently soon to warn vess:ls of the vicinity of Wreck Bay? No, not in thick weather. 

By tLr Ckairrnau: Is it not the duty of the master to keep a ship to windward in had 
weather? tndoubtedly, but you may have a ucccsion of thick weather and no observations. 

By ilk. Cray: Cape St. George is the best site, you think? I think so. 
It is what was recommended as the best site? Yes. 
By 2!,-. DalyTeich: Do you recognize any one point of land as distinctive of Cape St. 

George, or is the whole headland considered as Cape St. George Cape St. George is a 
green rocky point extcuding to the eastward of the other land. 

Then the remaining part of the coast is not distinguished by any name? None what-
ever. 

Cape St. George is a distinct point, and should have been specially distinguished by the 
party who made the survey, and George's Head is the whole headland? I think so. I cannot 
see how, even with a bird's eye view of the position, the surveyor could have made such a 
trueing as that which he has produced. 

The blame mast revert to the surveyor and these who authorized bim to make a survey, 
whether he was competent or not? They must have been to blame; but there must also 
have been a want of care on the part of the person who set the contractor to work; when he 
had the angles of bearing and seeing four points shut in on the point he selected, he might 
have communicated with his superior officer, and have waited for further instructions. 

I speak of the primary cause? The defective survey is the primary cause. 
By the Cliairraan: Was there a difference of opinion among the members of the Board 

when the light-house was erected as to the expediency of lighting it? Yes, considerable 
difference of opinion. Captain Watson and myselt who were in a minority, considered that 
it was not erected in the place where it ought to be; but it was also considered that it would 
still be a useful beacon, and we recommended that it should be lighted, after carefully ex-
plaining in a memorandum the dangers to be avoided from the low rocky point over which 
the light is shewn. 

In point of fact, then, if a vessel were wrecked in Wreck Bay, the present light would 
afford no possible benefit or assistance ? I cannot say how far the light would reach in that 
direetiou ; but I think that if the light had been there when we discovered the land, it 
would have been of no benefit. I steered out north-east and by east. 

Then the question of lighting it came under the discussion of the Pilot Board? Yes; 
it was brought under the attention of the members, and in the discussion a majority of them 
were opposed to it, and recommended that the light should not be brought into operation. 

The 
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ThlLflrowne, The members who were opposed to lighting it were Messrs. Deloitte, Darley, Fox, and 
sq. Smith. 

128. Four to two ? The separate opinions were reported, with an intimation that a 
6 Mar., 1861. majority were unfavourable to lighting it. The matter was then referred to Captain Denham, 

of H.M.S. "Herald," and I think his decision guided the Government in the course they 
adopted. 
19. Notwithstanding the objections you have here made to the position of the light-house 
as being an improper place for it, you were of opinion that it might be lighted without in-
convenience, and with some benefit ? Although I think it will not be productive of mischief,. 
and not d0 so much good as it might have done, yet I think it will be a good coast light for 
departure ; and with ordinary care and attention to the proclamation of the bearings, no 
ship ought to get into difficulty there. 

But according to the evidence you have given here to-day, this light would be utterly 
useless to vessels under the circumstances in which you were placed 1! Yes, I stated that 
fact.* 

Was the lighting a question of finance with you ? Well, I thought that if we-
abandoned this light-house at once, we should not get another ; and that as £6,000 or 
£7,000 had been spent upon it, and that whilst it would be productive of some good and no 
very great harm, my opinion was that it would be better to light it. 

By Mi-. Daiqteish Do you consider that it would do any harm F The harm is in 
lighting over a point. The principle of lighting is to light before a danger. Unless a man 
is careful in approaching that point, there is an absolute danger ; and as it does not light in 
sufficient to the westward, a ship may become embayed. But being erected, and likely to be 
productive of some good, I thought that it would be better to light it, and to point out the 
danger to be avoided by keeping within range of the light. 

By  the Clirsirrnari As it is clearly your opinion that the light-house was not erected 
in the proper place with a view to the benefits to be derived from it, am I right in assuming 
that it was simply a question of finance that induced you not to oppose the lighting of it F 
It was scarcely a question of finance, but a question of expediency. I thought a certain 
amount of benefit might be derived from it, and stated this in our report. 

But not so large an amount as if it had been erected somewhere else F Exactly. 
You thought it would be of some good, though it would not produce all the good that it 

ought to do F Exactly. 
130. By iL-. Pido'ington: You condemn the position of the light-house looking at it 
abstractedly F I do. 

When you object to the position, is that objection so deeply seated as to lead you to 
imagine that any master of a ship would be actually misled by the mal-position of the light-
house F I think not. Although being erected on a place where it ought not to be, it will 
still be of benefit, particularly to the coasting trade, and I would thcrcfore leave it where it is. 

I do not allude specially to the coasting trade? I mean the trade on the coast, whether 
the voyages be short or long. 

By iL-. Gray That is, taking into consideration the proclamation issued, if care be 
taken as to the bearings, no danger will be incurred F I think not. 

In coming from Ulladulla or Bateman's Bay—which are the principal ports to the 
southward—or from Merimbula, up along the coast, do you not think the masters of vessels 
would not see the light until within three miles of it F I am not aware of that. But the 
traders to these ports care very little about a light. If you refer to page 8 of the eorre 
pondence, you will find it stated that the minority of the ]3oard considered that " nntwith- 
staading the ineligibility of the prcs:nt site to accomplish all that was originally intended 
by this light, if lighted it will still be of considerable benefit to vessels navigating the 
coast, and that, by a judicious exemplification of the bearings of the light when partially 
interceptad by the land, and when wholly unintcreepted, sufficient warning will be afforded 
the mariner to avoid the danger in its immediate vicinity.' We clearly pointed out that 
we did not approve of the position of the light. 

By  iL-. Dalyleisl&: What would your opinion be of the results if a chart of the coast 
were made according to the projections shewn upon the plan you submit to the Committee ? 
They would be very lamentable. It is a correct copy of Mr. Millington's survey. 

By Mr. Piddinytou Do you consider that Mr. Millington was a right person to send 
to decide upon the site of a light-house, or was he likely to be qualified to give an opinion 
upon the subject, so as to justify the Surveyor General in sending hiia F I think a nautical 
man should always be sent to decide upon the site of a light-house, as it may be necessary to 
describe the position ; and no person can so well decide upon the advantages of a position, 
and the amount of good to be derived from it, than a person accustomed to reap the benefit. 

But Mr. Millington was not a man of nautical experience F I do not know.' 
Was the Colonial Architect the right person to decide upon it. I think he has only to 

do with the building of it. 

Mr. 

Nors —But had a light-house then been in existence, I should have been led to the eastwai' 
in not discovering it in a reasonable time,—Added an rcvnaoa. 
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Mr. Thomas Watson called in and examined 

145. By the Clmbman: You are a member of the Pilot Board, I believe? I ani. Mr.T,Watson. 

140. Has the subject of the light-house in the vicinity of Jervis Bay been lately brought 
under the consideration of the Board? It has. C Mar., 1861. 

Did the Board approve of th0 position in which it has been erected? No. 
The subject, I presume, was fully discussed at the Board? Oh yes. 
There was a difference of opinion, I believe, between the members of the Board? 

There was. 
And the majority decided adversely to it? They did. 
1 believe you were one of the minority with Captain Bi'owne, who were the two 

dissentients from the impression of the majority of the Board ? We were. 
Is it your opinion that the light-boue, as at present erected, is in the proper position? 

I think not; the whole Board was of that opinion. 
Are you of opinion that the light-house, as at present erected, is not in a position to 

afford the advantages which the public are entitled to exp.'et from a hght-house ereotod in 
that locality? I think not. Ny opinion is that as a coast light it will be merely of benefit 
to coasters; but fr the benefits with a view to which it was intended, it will be of no use. 

Then, in point of fact, you are of opinion that in its pr..snt position it is not capable 
of affording all the advantages reasonably to be expected by the public from a light-houte 
erected in that locality ? I think it is not. 

What are the diadvantoges which, in your opinion, it possessts? In the first place, it 
is situated about a mile and three-quarters from the Mite in which it was intended to be 

and bong on an indent of the coot, it has not the desired effect which it would 
have if placed on the site at first intended, that is, at Cape St. George. 

Are you do trly of opinion that the light-house, as  at present situated, is not one 
calculated to aord all the advantages the pubtie have a right to expect from a light-house 
on that part of the coast? Except as a coast light. 

Is it of any benefit usa coast light? Oh yes, or I should not have given my asent to 
its being lighted. 

Suppose you are coming from IJiladulla-docs the light afford the slightest advantage:' 
It is not am at Fliaduila. 

Nor on auy part of the line from tTlladulla? I think not. 
Is it seen by coasters coming from the next port, Nelhgcu, or Bateman's Bay, in a 

direct line-can they see the light until they are within two or three unles of it You 
can t-'s it from Brush Island, about5•von miles off the land, to the eastward. It is not 
pereeptilde until you get six or seven miles off the land. 
101. Suppose y,,ii were entering \Vrcok Bay, does it afford the slightest possible assistance 
in guarding against the dangers of that spot? A ves.al coming from the southward would 
nevur go into Wreck Bay as long as she kept the light in sight. 

Are you aware of the line of bearing from Crocodile Head to Cape St. George? It 
just uew, Alligator Point. I enanot say from memory what is the exact line of bearing. 

Which is the eastern point of that coast? Crocodile Head is the most oasterly. 
Which point on tile coast affords the greatest advantages to vessels bound both north 

and sooth ? Crocodile Point would. 
Then a light-house upon that point would be a guide to all vessels bound to the 

aouthwarj, if coining from the northward, and to all vescels bound to the north from the 
auth ? I think it would not as s;en sufficiently soon from the southward to avoid Wreck 
Bay. 
1011. Do-s the present light-house guard ngainst any of the dangers of Wreck Bay ? Oh 
yes; as lung as the vesel keeps the light in sight. 
107. Do yoc not say that a light-house on Crocodile Point would not as effectually guard 
against the dangers of Wreck Bay as the light-house where it is at present situated:? 1 
think not. 

Is the pres'nt light-house visible in Wreck Bay, or in any part of it? Not in the bay. 
Tie-n, as the present light-house is not seen from 'Wreck Bay, would not one on 

Crocodile Point be of equal value to vessels going into that bay F More 'o. 
liii. If it were made a rule to keep seven milea off the land from Cape Howe to the north-
ward, would not that take you to Crocodile Head? Deoidcdiy it would, 

If the light-house were on Crocodile Point would it be of similar advantage to vessels 
from the ports to the north? Yes. 

Are you acquainted with the entrances to the Crookhavcn and Shoalhaven Rivers? 
Oh yes, pretty well. 

Is there any moderately good anchorage in that bight from the north-east of Crocodile 
lle:sd? Oh yes-there is an offing where there is anchorage. 

Then a light on Crocodile Point would guide a vcs,sei going into that bay? Of course 
it would be a guide to all vessels coming from the north. 

And to vesols bound to Crookhaven, Shoalhaven, and Kiama? Oh yes. 
Prom that I infer that the light, if put on Crocodile Head, would be of more general 

benefit than where it is at prtaent? Yes; but the intention was to put it upon Cape St. 
George. That was whot Captain lilachwood, RN., recommended. 
ilL in your opinion, then, a light upon Crocodile Point would be of more utility than a 
light upon any other point in that vicinity? No; I say Cape St. George is the proper 
place. 
ITS. Would it be of any possible utility to vessels from the north? It would be useful in 
rounding the point. 
179. But not to any of the ports to the north of Crocodile Head? Very little, if any. 

116-C 180. 
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Mr.P.Watson. 180. Therefore the sole benefit of the light-house is confined to Wreck Bay? Just so. 
,-"---. 181. And you are of opinion that the light-house, as erected at present, is of no possible 

ISCI. utility in guarding against the dangers of that bay? Very little; but if you get out to sea 
with the light in view, you are safe from Wreck Bay—that is seven miles from the land. 

The majority of the Board were of opinion that this light-house, placed as it is, ought 
not to have been lighted? They were. 

Did you concur in their opinion, because I understand you to say that the position is 
better at Crocodile Head ? I concurred in thinking that better than the present site. 

And yet you agreed to light the present light-house, although you concurred in 
thinking another situation better. I presume you had financial reasons for that? My 
reason was, that the light-house being built, and as it was probable we should not have 
another if this were not made use of, and seeing also that it may answer some of the purposes 
it was intended to serve, I was favourable to lighting  it. 

Are you aware that it is a common praotiee in Great Britain to alter the sites of light-
houses when a superior site is found? I am not aware of that. I am very slightly con-
versant with the praetice of Great Britain with regard to light-houses. 

Then, in point of fact, you know nothing with regard to light-houses there? No. 
157. By ifr. Daigleish: As it is usual to place light-houses upon headlands, and from 
light-houses being placed upon points, great danger is supposed to exist near or at these 
plae2s ? Exactly. 

Therefore you ground your recommendation of Cape St. George, or Crocodile Point, on 
the circumstance that it would guard against danger on the coast extending in that vicinity, 
and also against the danger of Wreck Bay? Just so. 

May I ask whether, if a vessel left Ulladulla with a commander in his senses, he 
would go direct from Ulladulla to Wreck Bay? I should think not. 

Therefore the light is not necessary to guard ve.sels against Wreck Bay when coming 
from Ulladulla? Precisely so. - 

May I ask whether, if a vessel was leaving Nelligen with a commander having a know-
ledge of the coast, he would be likely to mistake the land at this point of the coast, even if 
a light did not exist there, and whether he would not keep to sea at such a distance a$ 
prudence would suggest until he gained a sight of the light, if he knew it to be there? 
Certainly. 
191 Therefore, for all useful purposes as a coast light, although the present position is not 
dcsir-able, it is useful as a general coast light ? Yes. 
133- 1 presume that was the desideratum you had in view when recommending that it should 
be lighted? Just so. 

In coming from the south, when the bearings of this light are duly proclaimed in the 
GazUe, and the dangers pointed out upon the chart, a vessel after arriving in the vicinity 
of Wreck Bay, whether coaster or foreign trader, would put to sea; that is, if they came 
within the radius of that light it would be a warning of dangerous waters, and that they 
would be in a position to get to sea when they saw the light? I should do so myself. 

Although in a bad place, and the adoption of the site, therefore, to be deplored, when 
the light is duly gazetted, it will be of advantage to the general trade on the coast? Yes, 
as a coasting light. 

A light-house at Crocodile Head would light to the northward as well as to the south-
ward, but does any danger exist to the northward? Nothing of any importance. 

Have there been any wrecks to the north of Crocodile Head for waut of a light? I do 
not recollect any. 

Have there been any to the southward in consequence of the want of a light? Yes, in 
Wreck Bay there have been several wrecks, but none to the northward that I am aware of. 

By the Uhairmara: Are you sure upon that point? I am not quite sure, but I do not 
reuillect any. 

By Mr. Ddgleish: From the number of wrecks in Wreck Bay, and the paucity of 
those to the north of Crocodile Head, you give the preference to Cape St. George? Yes. 

By lIr. fiddington: Would the objections you confess to entertain to the present 
site be of so grave a character as to induce you to recommend the removal of the light-
house? No. 

Do you think that any master of a vessel from England would be misled by the existing 
light not being placed upon Cape St. George, and thus be drawn into danger? I think that, 
knowing the light was not in existence there, he would keep off the land. 

By the Chairman: Suppose you found yourself embayed? I have been so. There is 
a great necessity to avoid the indraught, but there is a strong eddy under the point which 
draws you out again. It comes again round the Cape. 

By AIr, D&gteish: Had you been aware of the existence of a light at the head at the 
time you were embayed, is it probable that you would have allowed yourself to become so 
situated? I think not; I should have kept off the land. 

TUESDAY, 
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TUESDAY, 12 JTAROH, 1861. 

Jrrrnt 

Ma. DALGLEISH, Mn. GRAY, 
Mu. EGAN, Mn. PARKES, 

MR. PIDDINGPON. 

MERION MORIARTY, ESQ., IN THE Ornuli. 

The Honorable John Lamb, Esq., Commander It.N., M.L.C., examined 

By the Clza&mau. : I believe you were at one time Chairman of the Board denominated me Hon. 
the Light, Pilot, and Navigation Th•ard ? I was in the year 1857. J.Lamh,Es,1., 

Was the subject of the light-house on Cape St. George mooted at that time ? A U.N., M.L.C. 

light-house in the neighbourhood of Jcrvis Bay was proposed at that time, 
Did the Board of which you were Chairman exprL  any opinion as to Co,  'wop r it 12 Mar., 1501, 

for that light-house ? Opinions were expresscd in official frm by the Board at that period, 
and the Board were unanimous in their approbation of a site which had been theomniended 
by Mr. )lillington, a surveyor, and Mr. Dawson, the Colonial Architect, who had sent 
certain plans which were laid before us. I had not been at the locality, nor am I aware that 
any member of the Board had been. 

The Committee are in possession of information which leads them to doubt the accuracy 
of the chart on which that opinion was fiunded,—did you ever contrast that chart at your 
Board with the Admiralty chart ? I think it was compared with the Admiralty chart, but 
I am not certain on the point. We depended upon these two official gentlemen, who were 
stated to have surveyed and examined the ,it,, having delineated it correctly on the chart 
which was ant to us. 
20. Th,:n further than expre ing an opinion as to the sueriorit.y of one posrtion on that 
chart sent to you over another, you or your Board expre.sed no opinion whatever ? None 
whatever ; we confined onr'elves to the opinion that the locality marked in the map by the 
letter S was the fittest one for the general objects of the light. 

None of the Board inspected that spot prior to the approbation of that •ite F No, non° 
that I as!i aware of; we had no opportunity of inspecting it; there were no means at our 
command. 

The Board took no steps to verify the advantage of any one position more than 
another F The Board relied upon the chart which was sent to them by the Uovernn.:nt 
being correct, that chart having been drawn, as we understoo'l, by Mr. Miflingten and Mr. 
Dawsi,n. I remember perfectly that at the time we all agreed that the site marked 5, 
acedrding to the descriptions furnL.hed to us by Mr. Millington, was the most advautageou:. 

There wa no subsequent discussion on the subject of the light-house while you con-
tinued chairman of it? I only continued a short time a niembr of the Board after the 
matter was brought under our notice by the Government. There was no further eonjmuni-
cation on the subject, that I am aware of. 

By Mr. DaiLilcish  Do you recognize this (Mr. Millington's chart) vs a correct kctnh 
of that part of time cast? 1 do not know whether it is correct or incorrect; it was the one 
submitted to us, and we concluded that the officers of the Surveyor General's, and other 
departments, in sending it to the Pilot Board with an official communication, had given their 
verdict in favour of its being correct. 

You are not aware whether it is correct or not? No. It was transmitted to us from 
the Cnimmi:d .. .cretary's Office, having been furnished to that office by the Surveyor General 
of the Col. ny. 

And it was, therefore, accepted by the Pilot Board as being correct? Yea, as being 
official. 

By if,-. J'arkes You received it, in fact, as from the highest authority? We received 
it as from unque.4ioned authority, two gentlemen, suppocd ecrupetent, having heon sant 
down pnticularly to survey the locality. 

It was precisely stamped by that authority by which you would have thought of testing 
any chart from an inferior source? Yes, as being a more minute nrvey than could be uma 
during any general survey of the coast. 

William Salmon Deloitte, Es-j., called in and examined 

By the Chairman : You are a member of the Steam Navigation and Pilot Board W.S. Deloitte, 
Yes. Eq. 

You were a member of the Board in the year 1857 when a question respecting the 
erection of a light-house in the vicinity of Jervis Bay was submitted for the cousidenation 12}Tàr., 1561. 
of the Board? I was; I have been several years a member of the Board. 

At that time a plan was submitted to the Board for an opinion as to the proper site 
for the erection of a light-house F I think so—about that time. 

Would you recognize the plan if you saw it—is that the plan (Mr. Millington's chart)? 
I have no doubt this is the same. 

Upon that plan being submitted the Board came to a decision as to the proper spot to 
erect a light F I forget whether at that time the question arose whether it was the best, or 
the best of that locality. 

Did it occur to the Board to contrast the accuracy of that survey with the Admiralty 
survey? I am afraid not. 
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ThS.Deioitte, 224. ilave you contrasted them since that period? No. 
&q. 

225. You have never examined the Admiralty chart with reference to the accuracy of that 
plan? No. 

12 Mar., 1861. 226. Since the erection of the light-house was commenced has the impropriety of the site 
been brought under discussion in the Pilot Board? It has several times. 
2&7. May I ask of what nature that discussion has been? Principally that the majority of 
the Board objected to the site altogether, and were in favour of erecting a light-house on the 
eastern portion of the headland, on the northern portion of the Bay; we were strongly of 
that opinion, whatever passed before. 

This subject was not discussed previous to the erection of the light-house ? It was. 
While the thing was in progress? Previous, I believe, to the foundation being laid. 

W. The majority of the Board expressed a decided opinion as to the impropriety of that 
.;tion for the light-house? Yes. 
231. Was that opinion conveyed to the Government? It was, I believe. But perhaps it 
would m, it more clear to you if I explained that I believe before it was eommenecd at 
all this ohat, which is called Mr. Millington's chart, was placed before us, and we were 
arkt d this ques  o—Whieh of the two sites would you approve of, S or T ? And, knowing 

our previous opiniMl re.pecting the light being placed further north, we objected in the first 
inst:tnca to give any 'nirjion about it, but we were pressed to do s-i on the ground that it 
would he discourteous it we would not answer the question which was the best of the two, 
and without further referenc° MC said that S was unquestionably the best, and a letter I 
)elieve was written to that effee; but we did not say it was the proper site for a light-house. 
32. And you had previously exprssed a decided opinion that it was not the best position, 

for a light? Decidedly. 
33 Was there any further correspondence on the subject when so decided an opinion adverse- 
to tim erection of the light-houae oil that particular spot was cxprcsed by the Iloard? Then, 
or later, the majority of the Board forwarded a protest against its being proceeded with or 
lit—it w ns in th0 form of a protcst—diich will, I prc:alue, be laid before you. I vined it. 

By )&. Da4yleash: Is this the letter, dated 9th August, 1560? That is the last one; 

that Is the ç'rotest. 
Against tim lighting? Against the lighting. 
By the Chair--juan With reference to its being a guide for veseis to avoid Wreck Bay, 

what is your opinion of the present light? Well, if I may speak from what I om informed, 
the preunt li1Jit has a very duagerous quality, it is not seen for eight miles, being masked 

by a mmli hill. 
You were not one of the deputation that went down to examine the spot before the 

li.ht was lit? N0, I remained to attend to other duties here. 
Suppose there was evidence that it could not be seen at all from any portion af Wreck 

Bay, would that fact satisfy you that the light W;;S in a most improper pedtiouwitls itfereace 

to that object? It depends upon where you allow Wreck Bay to kish. 
Take it in any nElaginable way? flow far south? 

910. You cannot see it at Uhiadulla—to the northward of Eliadulla Wreck Bay commences. 
1 you acknowledge that fact, that when eastward of Wreck Bay, and clear of it altogether, 

You eanitot see the hght, what is your opinion then? I have not changed my opinion abjut 

it; I think it is wrongly placed. 
That is your opinion clearly? Yes. When it was Brat commenced we were not inft-s-wcd 

that it was masked by a hiU and could not be seen for eight miles. As far as I am informed 

the hght.hou::a is not on 8, nor is it on T. 
You have cxprcs.cd nu opinion in favour of Crocodile Point as the prop.-r position ? 

Yes, that is the easternmost point of the northern headland of Jervis Bay, whih, being a 
cast line, at once gives you 180 degrees clear, without any deviatioa to north or south. 
243 A light on Crocodile Head would be a certain guide to Jervis Bay? I think it would 
be a very exeelient guide; it would lead in without diffleulty, being elom to the ht.adlaud,. 
which is high land; and it would assist to clear Wreck Bay certainly better than the present 

light. It would take you a little further out, hut. that is an advantage. 
214. Any seaman running up the coast would, as a matter of course, endeavour to sight a 
light on Crocodile ilead when he came within its range ? Yes, either north or south. I 

aLa think that two revolving lights—this and Sydney light—so near to one another, is not 
politic, not prudent, when the current runs as it does sometimes at the rate of 40 miles a 

You also object to the nature of the light as well as to its position? Yes. 
But this light is red, white, and green? Yes, but the red and green are not seen where 

the bright light is saeu; and when you lose them of course the white light shews more as a 

revolving light. 
47- But the intervals between the periods are different? Yes, of course they are, but in. 
the haste of catching a glimpse of it that is not always a sufficient guide. 

Then you would adept some other macic of distinguishing this light from others? Yes, 
a fixed light for instance, which would be far less intricate and less liable to damage. 

Have y m )-on had much experience at Hoe of lights in the narrow seas? I have been 
25 years on the sea, in active service, in Europe, and various parts of the world. I have been 
in the Irish Channel, the British Channel, the Germau Ocean, and to St. Petersburg—a con-

siderable time in those trades. 
Then on the whole you are of opinion that this light is not only improperly placed, 

but that the peculiarities of its revolving are unfavourable ? Yes. 
Have you ever seen a light coloured green? I do not recollect one. I had a work the 

other day, which I lent to Captain Browne, which mentioned 210 light-housts, but I do not 

recollect a green one among them.  
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A green light is not visible at any great distance? I think it is the weakest of any W.S.Deloitte. 
liahts that are occasionally used Ls. 

Well, I understand, then, that a majority of the Board—yourself, Captain Smith, 
Captain Darley, and Captain Fox—conveyed to the Government your distinct opinion that 12 3Iar,, 1861. 

the light wns badly placed, and ought not to be lit? Yes. 
Was that opinion arrived at at a meeting of the Board and forwarded by your Soeretary 

in the usual way? By our request. 
1 presume it was a minute of the Board ? I believe it was; I am only speaking from 

recollection now. I think I ought to explain, because it may appear before you that as we 
were made to say we preferred S to T, therefore, in our opinion, the light should be placed 
there. It was written by some member of the Board, and forwarded to the Government, but 
at the next meeting it was erased from the minutes. Of course we objected to it as not 
being what we meant. It is but fair to say that, otherwise we should appear to stultify 
ourselves. 

Was there a letter written conveying the opinion of the Board to the Government that 
that was the proper site, by any one member of the Board, when the Board had not agreed 
to it? You can satisfy yourselves by culling for the Minute Book. 
257, That is what I understand you to say ? That is what I mean. I say it in self defence, 
because, surely, if I appear to say that is the best place, and then afterwards say it is not, I 
shall app.ar  to stultify myself. 

If you will look at the Admiralty chart—? This is the running survey of Captain 
Stokes, I see. 

You will pt'rceive that Wreck Bay is not protected by the light in its pr sent poitin 
No. The same advantages are to be obtained by having a light on Crocodile head. The 
only object they seem to have in putting the light on Cape St. Georgo is that vessels should 
not uo into Wreck Bay, but thatadvantage would be equally attained by a light on Crte'dile 
head perhaps it would take you a mile or two further out, but that would tr bsnctieial. 

Giving your opinion as a seaman, if it were necessary to have another light, would not 
a light en the little island called Montague Island be a better protection for veseIs running 
up to the northward with reference to sifsty from approaching Wreck Boy—suppose there 
were a light-house there, and a vessel passed that light a certain distance to seaward, she 
would 62 ure to pick up a light on Crocodile Head before she got into any danger from 
Wreck Bay ? I should prefer Crocodile Point. 

Suppose you have them both ? I have no objection to as many lights as you can get 
A light on Montague Island would be a certain protection to all that part of the eo.st? 

And very useful. 
By iL. Parker: I understand you to say provided there were one on Crocodile Point? 

Yes not to sacrifice Crocodile Point. 
261. If it were a qustiun of one light-house, you would have it on Crocodile Point? Yes. 

By ii;'. Daljkish : Was the plan which was sent to the Pilot Board ruijuiitted for 
their opinion, or as a correct survey of that part of the coast I The one which we were 
accustomed to cull Mr. Millington's survey we supposed to be a detailed survey, and therefore 
more correct in its d:tails than any other mode as a running survey. 

You did not consider it was sent to you to give an opinion as to its correctness? No; 
we had no opportunity of knowing that. 

You took it for granted that the points marked S and T, with their elevations, and the 
trending of the land as indicated, did exist? Yes, of course we did. 
205. And when you gave your opinion, it was with respect to the eligibility of the site S 
over q'  ? Yes, but no further; in fact we felt rather aggrieved, and did not wish to answer 
the question at all. 

That was after you had advanced an opinion of the Board with regard to Crocodile 
Head ? Yes; or a site in that vicinity. 

(M),. DUIL/leisli  line putting a question with reference to the intereeptioe of a ?'lt on 
Crocodile Bead, so far as lh'eek Bay sues concerned, by liiqh land at Uapc St. Gc(,zje "rid 
George's Ifr,uI, stated to be 610 feet above the sea, refLrenee was wade to the cLavts, a'i a 
bug couve,sotjo,u curved.) 

JJj ,lI,-. Piddiogton : What protection against the dangers of Wreck Bay would a light' 
house aflhrd if erected on Crocodile head? It would prevent any ship going within fire 
miles of the land, without knowing it. 

In what respect would a light-house on Cape St. George afford 1css protection nainst 
the dar'gera ouppHed to exist in Wreck Bay than a light-house on Crocodile Head? Do you 
mean where the light-house is now. 

On Cape St. George? There might be a difference of perhaps it mile. 
Woald a light on Crocodile Head be visible with as great a range of vision into Wreck 

Bay as a light at Cape St. George—would a light-house erected at Crocodile Head be 
equally as valuable against the dangers of Wreck Bay as one erected at Cape St. George 
Quite so. 

Are you of opinion that a light on Crocodile head would not be intercepted by the 
high land marked on the Admiralty chart at Cape St. George? I have endeavoured to shew 
where it would be intercepted. 

I am speaking entirely with reference to Wreck Bay? You lose sight of it for six 
miles; it is behind a hill here, and you cannot- 

I am not spaking of the present site of the light-house, but of Cape St. George, the 
place recommended as a proper site? It would have been better there than where it is. 

Comparing the two sites, both sites being now without a light, I want to know whether 
Cape St. George, if the light-house were erected there, would have been more or less a pro-

tection 
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V. S.Poloittc, tection against the dangers of Wreck Bay than Crocodile Head? They seem to be in the 
Esq. same line, with the same an°les, and the same distance off exactly. 

Do you not see there is high land marked 010 feet high on the Admiralty chart—is 
12 MaL, 1861. not that in the direct range of a light-house on Crocodile Head? No, I avoided it purposely. 

Look to the area of vision. This is a north and south coast line nearly, so that you obLain 
180 degrees at once. Then you have the advantage further - 

I am not asking as to the general advantage, but as to the particular dangers of that 
place? I think a light on Crocodile Head would have cleared Wreck Bay perfectly. 

By  the Clzairvean: And with reference to all other questions Crocodile Head presents 
advantages which the other does not? Yes; It is seen to the north, south, and east, and 
the light would be serviceable for leading into Jervis Bay in the absence of any particular 
leading light. 

By iii'. Piddinglon: Were you a member of the Board on the 14th September, 1857? 
Yes. 
282 Were you a party to a letter of that date in the printed correspondence, signed by the 
Secretary, which not only states the opinion of the Board that the light-house should be 
erected on the point marked S on Mr. Millington's plan, but further expresses an opinion of 
the Board that the site "appears to have been judiciously selected" ? That I deny. 

Do you deny that you were a member of the Board at that time? No, I was a member. 
Do you deny that this letter was authorized by the Board, though signed by the Secre-

tary? It was not authorized in the whole of that shape, for at the next meeting the latter 
part was erased in the minute book. 

What latter part do you allude to? "Which appears to have been judiciously selected." 
That, I believe, went in a letter, but was erasod at the next meeting as being :ncorroot. 
236. There appears to be another letter, signed by Mr. Crook, the Harbour Master, and he 
appears to have written it by direction of the Steam Navigation and Pilot Board—have you 
any connection with that Board? I am a member. 

That letter appears to have been written on the 15th October, 1858, and the writer, 
Mr. Crook, the Harbour Master, confirms the letter written by Mr. Drew, the Secretary of 
the Pilot Board, with reference to the construction of the light-house—was that letter 
written by the authority of the Board? 1 do not think it was. 

Were you a member of the Board in October, 1858? I was. 
But you have no recollection of giving authority for the writing of that letter? I do 

not know what Mr. Crook had to do with it. 
lam not asking what Mr. Crook had to do with it? I have no recollection of giving 

anyinstructions to Mr. Crook of that tature. 
By irir Puikes: Did you know of the existence of that letter? No, I do not think 

I did. 
299. By AIr. Piddiaglon: Mr. Crook appears to have written this letter by direction of the 
Board, did it come under your notice ? No, not that I recollect. 
293. By Hr. Paikes: In what relation did Mr. Crook stand to the Navigation and Pilot 
Board--did he perform the duties of Secretary? No; he stood in no relation whatever to 
the Navigation Board. 
204. 1 should have understood his office as comprehending all kinds of duties rather than 
the duty of writing letters by direction of this Board to the Government? It is not very 
likely. 

Did he ever atand in such a relation to the Board as to be their medium of communi-
cation with the Government? Certainly not to my knowledge. I do not understand it, 
unless it is a misprint. 

By iJ. Piddi.gIo,5: You were a member of the Pilot Board in July, 1850? Yes. 
Were you a party to the letter signed "W. J. Wilshire," as Secretary to the Board, 

dated 4th July, 1859? No, I do not agree to that; I do not agree to the latter part of it. 
Were you a member of the Board at that time? I was a member. 

290. Were you a party to that letter? I think not. 
300. Have you given expression to your dissent in any way officially to the Government? 
That is embodied in our protest. 
301. But the protest you allude to is dated the 9th August, 1860,—I am asking whether 
you were a party to a letter written by your Secretary, previous to the erection of the light-
house, expressing an opinion in favour of the site? I would rather see the minutes of the 
day than answer it one way or other. 
302. You have no recollection of being a party to that letter? No. 
303. Nor any recollection of conveying your dissent to the letter to the Government ? We 
had before had that erased out of the minute book. 
304. By if,'. Parkea: With reference to these letters to which your attention has been 
called by Mr. Piddington, when the Secretary is instructed to communicate the opinion of 
the Board to the Government, is the letter drafted, or does he prepare the letter from verbal 
instructions—I wi5h to know what is the practice of the Board when they give instructions 
to their Secretary to communicate their opinion to the Government? The first proceeding, 
when the Board assombles, is to read the minutes of the previous meeting, and if they are 
approved they are then signed by the Chairman. Then other questions are brought before us, 
generally verbally. Very often a number of papers are laid before us, and our opinion is 
expressed. Then, after that, Captain Browne, having the most leisure, prepares the drafts of 
letters, in accordance, I presume, with what he thinks our intentions, and these are read at 
the next meeting, and approved or altered. 
305. So that the draft of a letter is always subjected to the Board before being forwarded to. 
the Government? No. 

806 
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300. Not always? No. W. S. Deloitte, 
By AL-. l'iddington: Is it not the practice of the Board to agree on certain points in jaq. 

official communications with the Government, when their opinion has been asked, previous 
to the Secretary drafting the letter? The Chairman frequcatly drafts the letter. 1 Mar., 1861. 

Speaking of the practice of the Board, as a Board, does not the Board insist that 
rough minutes should be taken of the opinion of the Board, in respect to topics of cousidcr-
able importance, as a guide to the official correspondence ? In practice I fear not. 

By  31,'. flv'kes: Do you not think it would be the proper way, in conducting the 
business of a Board of so much importance, to record their opinions in distinct propositions 
submitted from the chair, so as to appear on the minutes? No doubt it would be better. 

With reference to these letters to which your attention was first called by Mr. Nd-
diagton—one signed by Mr. Drew, one signed by Mr. Crook, and one signed by Mr. Wilshire, 
and dated respectively 14 Sept.., 1857; 15 Oct., 1858; and 4 July, ldSD—were you, as a 
member of the Board, aware of the existence of those letters communicating the opinions of 
the Board to the Government? The one of the 15th October, 1858, 1 certainly have no 
recollection of whatever, for I do not know that Mr. Crook has any authority whatever to 
irrite any letter on behalf of the Steam Navigation ]ioard certainly, or of the Pilot Board. 
As to the letter of the 14th September, 1 cannot imagine any letter existing in which I 
have approved of the site marked 5, "which appears to be judiciously selected.' The 
difference appears to me to be this—that we never tvent further, that is, the dissenting 
members, than saying it was the ,best of the two. As to the letter of the 4th July, I think 
I recollect the tower and keeper's quarters, but the lost half line, and the half line above it, 
I dissent from, 

You see these three letters, written at long intervals, all express authoritatively the 
opinions of the Board, and convey those opinions to the Government, you being a member 
of the Board, and involved in that expression of opinion, yet you do not appear to know 
that these papers were in existenoeF Things were done by a majority. 

Do you arrive at your decisions on the Board by a division, taking the votes? They 
are expressed by resolution. 

Are the names of dissentients entered on the minutes? No. 
Then it would be really impossible to ascertain whether you dissented from these 

instructions or not, even if we had the minute book hero? Scarcely, because "resolved" 
means in practice by a majority. 

The minutes do not show of what numbers the majority consists? No, 
By  Mr.  Piddingtnn: Rave you ever known, as a matter of practice, that in case the 

minority of the Pilot Board have dissented from the opinions of the majority, the minority 
have represented to the Government their views? No, I do not recollect a case, except this 
one here where the majority were misrepresented, and they then took this means of stating 
their opinion. 

By Air. Egan: Was the letter of the 14th September written between the time of this 
matter being brought under the consideration of the Pilot Board and the approval of the 
minutes at the next meeting? Yes. 

The letter was written before the minutes were approved? Yes. 
What steps did the Board take when they found they had been misunderstood? They 

demanded its erasure from the minute book. The proper course would have been to have 
sent a letter to have contradicted the previous one. 

Was that done? No. 
But the entry was erased? It is on the minute book now erased. 

329. By Aft. DalgIeisla : It would appear then that the Board existed for no useful purpose, 
.seeiug that when it arrived at so important a conclusion as erasing a minute on which action 
had been taken, and a letter written to the Government, no letter was written to the 
Government stating that the minute had been erased? We do communicate it in another 
way. 

I understood that this erasure was not communicated? The notice of the fact of the 
erasure, 1 believe, was not commnnicated. 

By Aft. Egan: The Government were never made acquainted with the erasure? No, 
I believe not. 

By Mr. Piddingeon: If the Secretary of the Board had written a statement pledging 
the authority of the Board with regard to a sanction of a site for a light-house, but which 
authority the Board afterwards discovered had been founded in error, was it not the duty of 
the Board to advise the Government of the mistake? We took this means of doing it 
(alluding to the lette,' of 9th August, 1800, signed by four Afember.v of the Board.) 

But that was three years afterwards: this letter is dated 14th September, 1857, and 
the letter to which you allude was written after the construction of the light-house, nearly 
three years afterwards? There is another letter. 

You have stated that a portion of the letter, signed by Mr. Drew, stating that the site 
appeared to have been judiciously selected, was subsequently erased from the minutes? I 
did not mean that letter. 

Thea the letter signed by Mr. Drew on the 14th September, 1857, so far as you know, 
has not been disputed by the Board or any member of the Board? So far as I know they 
never agreed to that. 

It has not been disputed, I say? Not formally disputed. 
By Mr. Gray: Were the Pilot Board aware that a wrong site had been selected for the 

light-house previous to its actual erection ? It was erected on the present site before they 
were aware of it. In fact, none of the Pilot Board had visited it, nor were they asked to 
do so at first; but when they were requested to visit it, they did so, and found that it was 

not 
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IV.S.fleloitte, not on the site marked 5, nor yet on the site marked T, and undoubtedly It was obscured 
E. by a rock or hill for six miles. 

r '  331. Do you not think it should be the duty of the Pilot Board to examine and report upon 
12 Mar., 1861 all sites selected for light-houses? It is our duty to make any examination that may be 

required, but we have no self-acting power. 
33th Do you consider the Pilot Board the proper authority to examine into and report upon 
such niatters? I think six nautical men ought to be good authority. 
333. 1-lava they done it previously? They have in two cases, the Inner South Head light, 
and the Port Stephens light. 
331. These were previous to the ereeCon of the light-house at Jervis Bay ? One later, the 
other previously. The Inner South Head light was erected on the suggestion of the Trinity 
Board as they were called, and they called seventeen witnesses to obtain their opinions on 
the most eligible site 
335. By Air. Deljlci,h: Do I understand that the Inner South Head light-house was 

erected at the recommendation of the Pilot Board I? No, of the then Trinity Board, which 

existed for ale-at nine months; Captain Lamb was Chairman, and Captain Browne, Capt un 
Pockley, Captain Darley, and myself were members. 
33G. Almoat the same members as the Pilot Board? Yes. 

Are you aware that much dissatisfaction has been expressed with regard to the position 
of the Inner South head light-house? As you ask the question, I say decidedly not, except 
as to the quality of the light; it is too good a light. There were seventeen witnesses 
examined, arid sixteen agreed upon the site, Captain Denham being one ; and it has proved 
of great utility. 

On two or three oceeions I recollect seeing notices in the public papers, to the effect 
that the light-house was calculated to blind mariners on, appronohing the harbour, so that 
they earuiot see the dangers it was intended to guard against? That is eomplaiuiog of its 
geodnc-ss—of the brilliancy of the light; that is the only complaint lever heard. 
239. By Mr. Egon It appears that the Government adopted the opinion of Mr. Watson 
and the Chairman, nod overruled the opinion of the majority of the Board ? I am afraid 
that is true. That was as to whether it should be lit at all after it was erected. 

840. By if,. Piddinyir,ru : I think you have stated that when Mr. Surveyor Millington's 
plan was submitted to the Pilot Board, they were asked to express an opinion as to whether 
S or T was the proper site ? Which was the best of those two. 
241. Whu.n asked tint question were you or any other member of the Board of opinion that 
neither of those sites was the best site? We had written to that effect to the Government 
before, to which letter we had not received an answer, and therefore not having received an 
answer to our former advice or opinion, we were very much inclined to give no answer to 
this at all. ilowever, it was insisted by some members of the Board, that it would be dis-
courteoos if we did not give an answer, and so we said very well, confine it to the question 
whether S or T i. the 1;4ter psition; and there can be no question that S is the best. To 
that anstNr it was added that the site S appeared to have been judiciously s:leeted, which 
the majority oleeted to at the next meeting. 

By Air. Ui-eq How many agreed to that part of the letter ? Two. 
And four did not agree to it ? Yes. 
By AIr. Fiddiayton : I should wish to ask whether you are of opinion that the Pilot 

Board have no general discretion, beynud giving a categorical answer to questions put to 
then, hythe Government ? Ia that instance we were very much disposed to give no answer 
at all—I mean of course the three members and myself, who were in the majority. 

Are you not of opinion that, having given an answer to the question out to them, the 
Board n1ight have given a decided expression of opinion with reference to the proper site for 
the light-house ? We had dune that. 
240. Had not the Board the same discretion that they bad previously F It would only have 

been repeating what we had said before. 
347. As a question of fact, had not the Board as ample discretion when this plan was sub- 
mitted to them as ever they had before F We euuld only have referred them to what we 

had said before. 
48. By Ak. Gray I think the question Mr. Piddington wishes you to answer— 
yes or no—is this, did you consider the Board had sufficient authority to examine into and 
report upon the eligibility of the site altogether, not confining yourselves to the two places 

presented to you We had no power unless we had been set in motion. 
'Unless much a questi6n was asked, you had no power or discretion to enter into it? No. 

By the Chairman: Is it your opinion that a member of the Pilot Board should have 
been deputed to fix the precise spot on which the light-house was erected? Yes, quite so— 
no doubt of it—one or two. 
$51. And that, in point of fact, no light-house should have been erected without such a 
decision ? Certainly; and also taking evidence as to the best site. 
35. Would it not, in your opinion, have been a judicious proceeding to have scat a member, 
or members, of the Pilot Board to point out to Mr. Dawson, who was acting merely as an 
architect in the matter, the exact spot, and say, this is the spot? Yes, giving their opinion, 
to be confirmed and diseusaed by the Board ; taking evidence also if they thought it necessary. 

353. Li, Mr. Lyon: Any matter which the Board has to consider is, I presume, brought 
tnder their notice by the Chairman, not by their own motion ? They can, of course, but it 
is generally as a matter of practice left to him; and it is his duty to take down the opinions 
be considers we have arrived at, and carry them out, to prevent delay. 

Benjamin 
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Benjamin Darley, Esq., called in and examined :- 

3d4. By the Ciia&nzan You are a member of the Pilot Board? Jam. B. Parley, 

855. Arid have been for a good ninny years? I have. £q. 

has the subject of the light-house at Jervis Bay been lately brought under your 
consideration, or the consideration of the Board ? It has on several occasions lately. - 

Did the Board approve of the site on which it is erected? The majority of the Board 
did not approve of the site. 

Then, in reality, the Board did not approve of it? The Board did not approve of i 
BoO. Was that disapproval convoyed to the Government ? It was. 

And, notwithstanding that fact, they proceeded to the erection of a light-house on a 
spot which was not recommended by the Pilot Board—which was disapproved in fact ? It 
was disapproved by the Pilot Board. 

Then it is not your opinion that the light-house, as at present erected, is in a proper 
position? Certainly not. 

Not alone with reference to the general trade of the Colony, but oven flue ooasting 
trade? ,of even for the coasting trade—it is useless, good for nothing, for any purpose in 
its present position. 

That b&ng your opinion, then, do you not think it would be advisable to remove it 
with the least possible delay? T never would have lighted it. 
864. But being I ighited —? I think it ought to be removed. 
ails. From the fact of a light-house being required for general purposes, is it not your 
opinion that the most desirable site should be fired upon? Most decidedly. 
366 And that a trifling matter of money should not stand in the way—it should not be a 
question of finance? That is quite my opinion. 
367. The prsent light-house being placed its a position where it does riot afford all the 
advantages tile comniuo ity are entitled to expect, ig it your opinion that it should be 
Femnhlvel ? It is. I cannot see any prssible use it can ever be in its present position. 
36K W'lot position would you osign for a light in that quarter? Crocodile Head. 

Where is Crocodile Head situated? A little to the eastward of Point 
Perpendicular. 
370. 139 the C'h,u'a,an: Is it the extreme eastern point of the northern headland of .Jervis 
Thy? Yes, 

$71. Pimerofore a light in that position would be of equal advantage to the general trade of 
the country, coming from north or south? It would. 
372 Would it afford any advantages to vessels bound into ports in the immediate vicinity of 
Crocodile Head to the uortlivard? It would be of service to vessels bound into Crookhaven. 
It would be a good leading light for ships running up and down the coast, and in as good 
position as the present light for avoiding Wreck Bay. It would also be a good leading mark 
for going into Jervis Bay; and it would combine many advantages to which the present 
light is of no service whatever. 
$73. Would it not be attende.l with this additional advantage, that vessels cnnsing from the 
eastward would fetch the light much sooner than anywhere else oi th*t coast ? Mtch sooner 
than where it is. 

874, I believe there was considerable difference of opinion in the Pilot Board respecting the 
advantages of the position of this light—the one at present erected? I do not think there 
was very great difference of opinion ; there were only two member, out of the six that 
thicugist otherwise than that it was badly placed, and should not be lighted. 
$75. One-third of the members differed from the majority? Yes. 

Was the opinion of the majority conveyed to the Government? It was. 
Clearly? Clearly; for the Pilot Board's opinion was asked previous to eoninoemieing 

the building, and we were decidedly opposed to the southern point. 
$78, There is a lett;r in the printed correspondence signed by Mr. Wilshire, secretary of the 
Pilot. Board, dated 3u July, lSSO—was that letter written by your authority? it wza 
written by the Chairman, and it was merely to strengthen his opinion that lie made reterenee 
to the minority; otherwise it would have gone to the Government that the Board disapproved 
of it altogether. 
37t1. Was that sanctioned as a part of a letter coming from the Board by the majority of 
the Board? It was. 

38(1. They srmnctioned the whole of it? Yes; they saw no objection to mentioning the 
names. 
391. By M, . Piddinyton In fact, it was in that mode that the opinion of the Board was 
conveyed to the Government? Quite so. 
382. BY the G/icirman: What is your opinion upon the propriety or otherwise of a member 
of the Pilot Board being deputed to fix the actual site on which a light-house should be 
ereetel? I never considered that any one member of the Board had the power. 
3K-i The Pilot Board as a body—? The Pilot Board as a body have been authorized to 
do so. 

They should select some person? They should go themselves. 
You would not depute that to one member? I think it is a thing of such importance 

that the greatest care ought to be taken to fix a site before they commence building the 
tower. 

380. The erection of a light-Imoose you consider of extreme importance? Of immense 
importance. I think the one in question calculated to mislead instead of to be beneficial; 
and, in point of fact, as I said before, it is worse than no light at all. 
387. Was there any alteration at any time ever made in the minutes after a decision of the 
Board—was any report made to the Government at variance with the recorded opinion of  

116—D ' the 
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It. Darley, the Board on any point? There was a minute at variance with the Board's opinion, which 
Esq. we altered at our next meeting. It appears in the minute book, although I do not believe 

t \  it wnt to the Government; it was not in accordance with our views. 
12 Mar., isei. 388. That alteration did not go to the Government? I do not believe it did. 

389. Between the time of the meeting of the Board at which this minute was passed, and 
the time of the next meeting when it was altered and confirmed, there was a letter forwarded 
to the Government, not in accordince with the opinion expressed by the Board, and although 
an alteration took place in the minute, that alteration was not reported to the Government? 
No, I do not think the altered minute was reported to the Government. 
390, So that, in point of fact, the Government were left in the impression that the letter 
which w 5 iut contained the opinion of the Board? Yes, I think so. 
391. By Mr. Piddinjtc.t: You have stated that an alteration of the minutes was made by 
the authorit.y of the Board, on the ground that the minutes did not convey the opinion of 
the Board? The alteration of the minut. i wrs suade, but the opinion of the Board wa: not 
conveyed in the letter that was sent. The letter was written after the meeting of the Board, 
but not in accordance with the opinion of the Board; and at the next meeting when the 
minutes were read, we requested the Chairman not to sign them, as they were not in 
accordance with our opinion. We asked if this letter had been sent to the Government; 
be said yes, the letter had been cent; and we ,id we were very sorry for it, as it did not 
convey our opinions. 
302. Did the Board take any steps to remedy the mistake that had been made in a matter 
of such importance? They did not. 

Did you, as a member of the Board? I did not insist upon having another letter 
written. 

By the Cleainuan: Did you express any opinion as to the propriety of doing so? I 
think we did expres our opinion very strongly at the time, but nothing was done. 

By Mr. Gray: Have you ever commanded ships on the coast? Not in the coasting 
trade. 
390. You have run the coast up and down? Frequently. 

*Between Melbourne and this port? Yes/' 
Have you ever found an indraught into the bay known as Wreck Bay? No; I must 

confess I rather doubt there being much indraught into that bay. 
Have you been along the coast near Cape St. George? Frequently. 
During daylight? Both day and night. I have generally gone up and down the 

coast within a few miles. 
And you found no indraught? No. 
Would a light situated on Crocodile Head be seen from Wreck Bay over Cape St. 

George? It would. 
Would it have a range into Wreck Bay equal to that of a light on Cape St. George? 

No; I do not think so, because Cape St. George is the southern point, and, of course, a light 
there would shew into Wreck Bay more than one on Crocodile Point would. 

By the Chairman: Do you mean George's Head, or Cape St. George? Cape St. 
George. 

Which do you consider Cape St. George? I should say it is the middle headland 
between the two points marked respectively, on the Admiralty Chart, "Cape St. George," 
and George's Head." In the present position of the light-house this mountain (pointing 
to the eharO shuts the light out from Wreck Bay, and a ship coming from the southward 
may lead up inside the light without ever seeing it. 
400. By Mr. Gray: You said the light-house would be better on Crocodile Head, would not 
that same mountain that intercepts the light, where the light-house is at present placed, still 
intercept the light if the light-house were placed on Crocodile Head? Not more than at 
present. 

It would equally as much? Nearly the same. 
Which of the two capes lies more to the castwnrd, Crocodile Head or Cape St. George? 

Crocodile Head. 
400. Would not a light on Crocodile Rend be intercepted by the land between that and 
Crookhaven, if vcsssls were to make use of it going into Cr. okhaven? Crookhaven entrance 
round here (poisting to the chart) is not very distant. It would show up past Rocky Point!, 

Would Beeeroft Point not intercept the light from Cr000dila Head to Crookhzsven? 
It would at the entrance of Crookhaven ; but still it would sLew in a north-westerly line 
from Crocodile Head. 

By the Choirmsn: Mr. Gray asked whether a light on Crocodile Head would not be 
shut in when going into Crookhaven, but would not a light on Crocodile Head be a sofficient 
guide to vessels bound in there, because they could keep it steadily in view until they got 
close up to the land? Yes, sufficiently so; they would know exaet'y their distance 0ff, 
because they would know that the moment they shut that light in, they were a certain 
distance eff the land. 

And in the case ofvessels bound to the aeuthward, supposing it was necessary to anchor 
in a southerly gale, they could be placed in a poaition to anchor under that headland? Yes, 
I think so. 

By Mr. Gray: In what wind would it be necessary for a vessel to anchor on the 
northern side of that headland? A southerly wind. 

And for what reason should she run in there? No reasan, except that she was bound 
to the south. 

 

Noun.— Queqion and aThensr struck out by witnese on revieion. 
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415. Merely to wait for a wind? Merely to wait for a change of wind or weather. B. Dane7, 
4113. By the Ukainnan: Or the moderation of the gale? Yes; and I think steamers might Est. 

run in and anchor there and wait till the weather moderated. 
By Mr. Piddiay'o: Comparing Crocodile Head with Cape St. George as proposed sites 12 Mar., 1861. 

for a light-house, which site would you prefer in order to prevent vessels running into 
Wreck Bay? Cape St.. George. 

By Mr. Egae Are you ware what originated the idea of a light-house there at 
all? Nothing that I am avsre of. We have not heard of any accident there for years; I 
always considered Jervis Bay a good harbour of refugo. 

Was it in eons, quenca of accidents that had previously happened in Wreck Bay and 
the chance of vessels running up that eo.st  to the northward becoming embayed in Wreck 
Bay? That was a reason assigned by tie Commissioner for placing a light on Cape St. 
George. 

If that was the rea.n Cape St. George would have been the best place? Yes. 
By Jr. DaI.gleislt: You are aware that a Commission to inquire into the pc4ition of 

light-houses on these coasts was instituted, or rather a conference was held? Yes. 
Have you read the evidence that was given before that Commission? I think I did, 

some years ago. 
Are you aware that a large majority of the individuals s-i examined—smc of them 

men who, from their position, would be eminently qualified to give an opinion on these 
things—Captain Crawford Pseeno, of the Royal Navy; James Rusthu, c.f the Royal Navy; 
Captain Watts, of the "London " ; Captain Lamont, of the "White Swan " ; Captain 
Gilmore, Captain llama, Arthur Derlin, T!om,:s Wing. and suvead others—were unonimous. 
I believe, with hardly an exception, the witnes;es examined were unanimous in recommending 
Cape St. George over Point. Perpendicular? Yes, I believe that was so. 

Then might I ask your reason for considering a light on Crocodile Head preferable to a 
light on Cape St. George? Because it combines so many more advantages than Cape St. 
George. 

1 find it stated in the evidenee of Captain Crawford Paseoc—who as commander of 
one of Her Majesty's ships, and also engaged in the survey of the coast, may b0 ounsidered 
qualified to give an opinion—that Crocodile Htad is too elevated for a light-house? Crocodile 
head is low in comparison with Point Perpendicular. 
420. I may have made 'a mistake in that—perhaps he alluded to Point Perpendicular? I 
think one objection that is stated is that a vessel would not see the light as at present 
erected ? Yes. 

Would not the same ohjectioa bear with regard to a light on Crocodile head? A line 
drawn from Crocodile TIed puat this mountain would shew as far into Wreck Bay as the 
present light does. We have ascertained that, (Reference v,a )tept made to the cdait.) 

Ac.uming Mr. Millin:ton'a chart to be a correct plan of the coast, are you of opinion 
that the point marked Son that plan would be the proper place for the light-house? No; 
I never was of opinion that that was the proper position. 

Not even with Mr. Milliugton's conformation of the land? No point to the southward 
that you could place it on. We compared this plan afterwards with the chart, of the coast, 
and found it incorrect; thy did not correspond at all. 

If this chart had been correct the point S would naturally be the best position for a 
light-house? No. 
4::1. For Wreck Bay it would, for it light,  right into it? We were asked the question 
which of these two points was the best; at first we refused to s'ive an opinion, as we did not 
consider ether of them the best; but our Chairman overruled us by saying that we were not 
asked for our opinion as to the best position, but which of these two points wa the bto1. 

Did you consider that thw evidence of these commanders, as givea at the conference, 
was not worthy of con.,iderration ? Not in comparison with some other pCiS ills w1i,t had l;eea 
on the coast for many years. 

Bj the Ckcuruzau: In point of fact, you thought your own opinion as sound as any of 
theirs ? Ye :, quite as good. 

By Mr. Dalgleish: It app:'2r to mc that the persons examined were men who had 
been for years on this coast, and must have had a thorough knowledge of it, and each 
individul gives his evidence that there is an indranght into Wreok Bay? Yes, I think 
they did; but I do ía :lieve that if you a ked :ome  of them a ame gentlemen their opinion 
over again, they would tell you that Crocodile head was the bst pesition fur a liht. 
4S5. By Mr. Gray: Where do ve'se1s coming from New Zealand ;no.ke their landfall, to 
the north or ;:outh of Jervis Bay? That depends on the Feeson. 

Generally ape thing? In the sun,nier season to the north, and in winter to the south. 
All vc:,scls from England, of cuurs., make their landlalis t:; the routhward? Yes, they 

come up along the shore, except in the summer reason, when they keep 1.ff for fear of the 
north-east current. 
48S. lu  t'e summer season, veasels coming from New Zealand make the land as far north 
as Sydney? A.: far as Newcastle sometimes. 

FRIDAY, 
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FRIDAY, 15 MARCH, 1861. 

ljreøtnt :— 
Ma. EGAN, j Ma. DALCLEISH, 

Ma. PARKES. 

ME1UON MORIARTY, Esq., IN THE CHAIB. 

l\Ir. Charles Sujith called in and examined:— 

Mr. C. Smith. 439. J the Uhaiizaart: You are a member of the P110t Board? I am. 
._- L. 440. Were you a member of that Beard when the subject of the erection of a light-house at 

15 Mar, 1861. Jervis Bay was under discussion? The question had been discussed and agreed to before 
I was appointed a member of the Board. 
411. flow long have you been a member of the Board? Since the lst March, 1859. 
442. You have been a member of the Board since the commencement of the building of the 
light-house at Jervis Bay ? Yes, undoubted]y. 
4-13. The subject of its position was frequently discussed at the meetings of the Board? 
Yes, very frequently. 

Did the Board arrive at any particular conclusion with regard to the spot on which 
this light-house should be erected? The first time that the matter was brought particularly 
under our notice was about the beginning of July, 1859; the subject was referred to us, 
asking our opinion as to which of two sites, marked S and T respectively, would be the best 
for the erection of a light-house. The Board were of opinion that neither site was the best 
that could be had, but that of the two the site S had on advantage over T. I may here 
rewark-, with reference to the letter of the Secretary to the Board to the Colnial Architect, 
under date 4th July, 1559, that that letter was not approved of by the Board. The Board 
desired to sy that neither site was a proper one, for such wal the decision they had come 
to; but the Chairman objected to our forwarding such a report, as that was not the question 
we were asked. lie was of opinion, that as we were asked to say which of two sites, S and T, 
was the best, that we ought to confine our opinion to that point; we consequently confined 
ourselves to deciding which of the two sites was best and a minute to that effect was cii tered 
in our minute book. More, however, was inserted on the minutes than we had sanctioned, 
and that portion of the minute corresponding with the passage in the letter of "and they 
therefore approve of the tower being erected as recommended by yod" was, at the next 
meeting of the Board, scratched off the proceedings. 

Thee the Board did not sanotion the latter part of the letter at nIl? No. 
443, But, on the contrary, distinctly expressed their disapproval of it? Most distinctly; 
and the Board felt so strongly on the subject, that this passage was scratched out of the 
minutes. The Chairman, however, though our approval was struck out, would not insert our 
disapproval on the minutes, because he said the Board had not been called upon to give an 
opinia on the proper site for the light. 
447. Then, us a matter of fact, the Chairman made a report to the Government which, 
t!ough purporting to give the opinion of the Pilot Board, was actually untrue ?No doubt. 
14. And that report has never been contradicted? Not in so far as I know; and certainly 
it was not at that time. 
149. When the subject was under the consideration of the Board, as I understand from your 
evidonee, the Board expressed a decided opinion in favoor of a spot that was not marked at 
all on the chart sent to you? Yes, certainly. 

Two sites only were marked, S and T, and the Board considered that some other point 
was a more favourable one for the light? Yes. 

Supposing that letter to have been all accurate reprt aentation of the views of the 
Board at that time, which however it was not, ought not the alteration of the minute to 
have been made known to the Government? I presume that the Treasurer had an intima-
tion, if not officially, at all events privately, of the disapproval of the Board, and that this 
led to the Treasurer's note to the Board of the 26th July, 1859. 'I'his note induced us to 
give the re,rsons for the decision at which we had arrived, neither the reasons nor the decision 
having been previously called for by the Government. 

Did you receive any intimation when it was decided upon to erect this light-house, an 
tvltat ye conceived to be en i'.pr'rsr 1Lc ? No; frrr •lo • 'ne tip Ho-rd dirt-peel the 
letter of the 30th July to be sent to the Honorable the Treasurer, we had no intimation 
that the light-house was to be erected, until we had notice that it was in course of con-
struction in this improper place. 

By Air. Egan Are you sure that no intimation was given to any of the Board 
that the light-house would be erected at this spot? I did not know, no,  as far 
as I am aware did other ine-nibers of the Board know, that the erection of the light-house 
had been contracted for. In fact we know nothing at all about it., beyond the emmunication 
sent to us. 
44. By the Chairman: Then it was not communicatrd to you that it was in course of 
erection? No. After we had forwarded our letter of the BOth July, 18O9, no corres-
pondence on the subji et took place until the 6th June, 1860. The light-house was then 
erected, and it was represented to us by certain captains trading on the ceast that at had 
ken built in a ridiculous place. We f-lt bt'und to place this information ta-fire die 
Government, and in reply we received from the Treasurer a nIte frcm the Colonial Architect, 
wiuoh we returned with a letter from the principal keeper of the light to the Tre'surcr in 
our letter of the 2nd July, 1860. 
455. have you had an opportunity of inspecting the light since its erection ? I have. 

453 
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And what has been the result of that visit on your mind; you went, I presume, as Mr. C. Smith. 
a member of the Pilot Board, to inspect the light? I did. 

And were accompanied by other members of the Board? Yes; by Captain Browne, 15 Mar., 1861. 
Captain Watson and Captain Fox. There were four of us, besides an officer of H.M.S. 
11 Herald." 

An officer of II.M.S. "Herald" accompanied you on that occasion? Yes; Mr. Hixson, 
the second master of the " Herald.' 

What was the impression made on your mind by an inspection of the light-house; 
did you concoivo it to be in a proper position? The impression made upon tue was that the 
light was nut at all in a proper place, and that it ought npver to have been lit. So great is 
my objection to it as a beacon that in my opinion it must be done away with at some itne 
or other, and to keep it on now is only incurring it very great expense without svouring any 
of the advantagrs that might have been obtained had it been placed in another position. 
46)). Then sooner or later you are of opinion that this light ought to be done away with? 
Yes. 

46 L. And if so, the sooner the better? No doubt. I am of opinion that it ought never to 
have been lit. 

Did you make any report to the Government after this inspection? We did. 
\V hat was the nature of that report? Our report is amongst the printed corres-

pondence, and is dated 9th August, 1860. 
46-1, By Mr. Egais You mean the 28th July, 1860? No; that is the date of the report 
of the deputation made to the Pilot Board; and the report to the Government was not 
made until a1t-rwords, when the members came as a body to determine on the matter. I 
may ri-maria here that in several instances where reports have been sent in to the Treasurer 
there have been two reports upon the one matter, one report from the majority and another 
frona the minority. The reason the Chairman gave for sending in these two reports was 
that, after the opinions he had given as to the intended position of the light being the best, 
he would be stultifying lomseif if he allowed it to go in as the unanimous opinion of the 
Board that the light was improperly placed; and on this account he was bound to state his 
roson for dissenting from the Board. He, therefore, made out two reports to the Govern- 
jnent one from the majority of the members, and the other from the minority, a most 
nnr.rceedented way in any opinion of giving the opinion of the Board. 

The opinion of the majority of the Board was adverse to the position of the light? 
Yes, and not only that, but was adverse to the lighting it at all. 

Upon what point of the coast in this locality would you recommend the erection of a 
light? Upon Crocodile ilead. When we were going down on the steamer to inspect the 
site, I was speaking to Mr. Hixson, the second master of the " Herald," as we passed 
Crocodile Iliad, and he at once pointed to the very spot which the Board had approved of 
for a lieht, and said, 11  There that is the place for a light-house." 
467 That observation was not recorded in your report? It was not. 
468. However, he made it, and the spot he pointed to is the one you now recommend? 
It is. 
169. Jij if,'. Egan: Was the Board unanimously of opinion that this was not a proper site 
for the light-house? Not uoanimnuAy, there were two exceptions-- that is, they agreed 
that it was not a proper site, but did not wish the light to be done away with. 
470. Then the Board were actually unanimous in regard to the site ? Yes. 
47 [And did the),  ni;'kc a report to that eff, et? They did. 
472, As it Board? Yes. 

173. There were not then two reports, one against and the other in favour of the site? No, 
it was done in this way. Captain Browne and Captain Waton did not think the site a good 
one, but said that it would be better to light the building than to pull it down. \Vc, on 
lIt' other hand, said that it would be better to pull down the building at once than to create 
a F'uae,,n that would have to be pulled down hereafter. 
471. Then Captain Browne and Captain Watson would not consent to moving the building? 
No, though a majority of the Board did. A minority, however, thought it was better to 
livId it than to have nothing, and it seems that they had their way. 
475. And that minority consisted of only two members? Yes, Captain Browne and Captain 
Watson. 

fl, /o' Cltn'.'an Vn11 1iv Two ., in',,, rne co , I &'lipve ? I hove. 
477. And have had great practical experience as it sailor? Yes. 
47K In all trades, or in any particular trade? In all trades. 
479. You niust then have had considerable experience us to he value of lights on a coast? 
I have. 

M. In all parts of the world? Yes, almost in all parts. 
-ISI You are no doubt, then, perfectly conversant with the system of lightiog the coast 
adipta-d t home? lam, perfectly. 
4M2. in the English Channel, the Irish Channel, the Clyde, and the Bristol Chnnn"i ? I 
w the cast coast of Scotland very well, and nlo the F:nglbh and the Irish Chana I, but 

1 have never been on the Clyde. 
183. T00 system of lighting these localities I have named may now be said to be perfect? 
N, doubt. 

4S4. I'erhrps, though, you will first fav- or the Commivee with your r-asi,ais for soggestang 
Croe,,dile Iliad for the site of the light-liou.e inpreferr-Lco to the other locality? In the 
first piece, I consider that a light ought to be pireed in that psilion in which A wii grve 
the greatest advantages. That is, that, in my opinion, a livht ought to serve ti wara tt'e 
eCa,oan of a danger, or guide him to a port of safety; and, in choosing a spot for a light, we 

ought 
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Mr. C.  Smith.  ought to select that from which we can derive the most benefit in these two reepects. P1 re 
as it now is, to the northward of Cape St. George, we derive no advantage from the hg 

15 Mar., 1861. whatever, except only to warn vessels very imperfectly out of Wreck Bay. Now, i consider 
that the entrance to Crookhaven, that is, the great bight lying between Crocodile Head and 
Kiama, is a much more dangerous place for vessels than Wreck Bay. It is not above twelve 
or fifteen months ago that a vessel was lost there; and I believe that as many vessels have 
been lost there as in Wreck Bay. A light on Cape St. George would npver be seen at all to. 
the north of Crocodile Head, as that bond shuts it in; neither does it favour a vesel going 
into Jervh Bay.A light on Crocodile Head, however, would project well out, and would 
form a good guide into Jervis Bay; and not only would it be a guide in this direction, but 
would also 'e a guide into Crookhaven, into which many coasters run when they get a strong 
wind' from the southward, and cannot get round Point Perpendicular. By putting it on 
Crocodile Head the light would be sen for thirty miles along the coast to the northward, 
and that would include dl the leng'h of c :ast that is dangerous in that direction. It would 
also be seen further in shore to the southward than where it is now, but not so far perhaps 
as if it had been placed to the westward of the Cape; it could be seen aearly as far as Brosh 
Island from Crocodile Head. The present light cannot be seen nearer to the shore than 
some seven or eight miles by chart in that direction. 
485. is it not the praotio.r at flume, in the erection of lighthouscs on the coast, to select the 
extreme headlar ds for the purp 'so, and not the heads of sounds or bays? Yes; they are 
always erected on the most projecting p  ints of the land. 
480. Goinz round from the Lizard, the Eddystone, the Start, to the Portland light, and so 
on to St. Catherine's Point and Beuehy Head—are not all these lights erected on projecting 
points? Yes. 

That, then, is the system pursued in the English Channel? Undoubtedly. 
They never put a light at the bottom of a bay, except for mere harbour purpoes? No. 
Whilst thoe that are required for coast lights, to point out to the seaman his pcsitien 

on the sea, are always erected on projecting headlands? They are, 
And the light we now have und-r diaeuon is intended as a coast light? Yes. 
B, if;. DsiglrtJi P.1 you consider that the light on its present site is situated at 

the bottom of a bay Nc; not t the bottoat of a bay; but where it is, it is certainly 
embayed by the iand. It is erected in an indent of the coast. The headland, on an indent 
of which it is ph.cad, is a turning p.ict for VeaOols and, consequently, the light should have 
been prsjeete:l as far out as the nature of the !and would allow. If it had been placed there, 
it would not have been enibaycd, but now it is couaidera&y inland of the extreme point of 
the hea{Lnd, and as the coast there trends off quickly in shore, the light is certainly 
embayed. 

By 11r. Ejv;d I b: lien that a vc:el coming up from the southward, and keeping 
eLsa in shore cannot see this light'! It cannot b0 seen by a vessel cloa:e in shore, until they 
are right upon it. The Iicht where it nor is ic nit worth the expense of keeping up. 

By ti Ciacrasc,i You have stated that the great objects for which coast lights are 
eat lblishtd are to warn vesols of a danger, or to guide them to a safety; but is there not 
another in thi --that a ves:.el coming in to the land from sea csn the suouer ascertain their 
real po:.ition the eoier they make a light; and taking thio view, that is—the advantage to 
se-going sale- -would not the li1,1t ha-c be-un ef more importance if it had been erected on 
Crocodile ifeod? I take it, that the light w,:s intended for it coast light, and as the most 
promiccat point ji this headland is Cruaodile IIe..d, and the light should have been on the 
most protaine:at point. Now it cannot is sea for more than six or saven miles to the north, 
and th,a ,re of very little us--s .o the mariner, because when he opens F.e light ho is past the 
point, :ud therefore p: t all dtnger in this roip Mt. 

Snjipoaii.-av-sa- :1 eaii.in" hi from t"e' c:otward—eny from Now Zealand—is it not of 
prt,uce t ' th-.m to as-s-rtain their p--utica on the coast as  anon as po--ible, and if they 

are to do this by means of a light, the further the light i projected out to the toss the better 
it must be for the ship? No doubt. 

Then, in c•:nntcton wist t'c trade between this Cl!Iny and New Zealand, you think 
that Crocodile Head is the epot Ia that .e..ity that iia beet suited for the erection of a light? 
No doubt. 
49U. Was the s'.alt-'t of the coi.ur of else lights to be used brought under the consideration 
of the Pilot Board? I believe, that t va nieutii:uc-1 by the Chairman to the B..5d, that a 
lectern of the dc eriptan now med had he :n prep sd, and that it bad been des-lied upon to 
put it up. 
97. Yoa us re  not aelseil your el:inieu, as .: Board, rcepeetiog it No, we were merely told 
that it heel be:-n decided upon. 
498. I)k cided upon by whom—by the Chohijan? No, cot by him. It was merely stated 
by him that it hod been dyeid it upon. 
4Ui. Is it your opinion that u green light a pulper oils- fr us • ula coast light ? My opinion 
is t'..t a gorn !ih: 1., the fl_into-at light ru can use. Taie is a fact that is well known. 
On t a c at of l'lnglond, where lighta are 1,i1a.ntifulp::rh.op.s in order to distinguish one from 
another—it may be neets-ary to use gwen lights, but I should not retommend them on a 
coast like this, where lights are so far apart. 

Are there any green lights us-d in England? There are. 
A.e you sure oRbit-? Yes; I think they have a green light on the Bell Rock. They 

have there a light similar to this—white, red, and green. 
I think you are mistaken? I may be now, but it was so in my time some years ago. 
B1 Mr. J)olgleisls: It is not usual to alter the colour or position of the lights on the 

English coast? It is not. 
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504 And is not this light on the Bell Rock a very splendid light? Yes, it is a very fine Mr. 0. Smith. 
light. 

By the Ghairman: By having these three coloured lights, a vessul running along close 1 Mar., 1661. 
in shore is enabled to ascertain her distance from the shore, a., when out at sea, the white 
light only is seen ; then, as they approach nearer, the red light e.nses vihk ; and after-
wards, as they get Cleaer in, the green light is p.:rceptiblc•—the dithTre2 in the value of the 
lights being thu the green 'J.ght is net seen beyond ten miles, thor. 1 not b.'yond fifteen 
miles, whilst the white is ,een at twenty mile' ditar1e—o that there is a diff.renec of ten 
miles distance in the value of the white and the green light.? I sin not certain as to the 
notual distances, but I b,lieve that it. is etenputed to be very nearly th050 you have men-
tioned. 1 know that you can rca the white light for a oonsiders.ble time after you have list 
the green one. 

You lose sight of the green before the rrd, and of the red herc the white !ight? Yes. 
M. 13 JIr. Dulgleislr : flare you auy distinct remembrance of the Bull Book light? N0t 
perfectly distinct; but my  impec' eon is that it ic white, red, end grsea. 
503. That, 1 believe, isa very splendil light? Ye.., is a very good light; but then this 
light at Cape St. George is not of the same magnitude. The Bell flunk tight is of the first 
class, but this is not. 

By  the Chairman: It is your opinion, I holiee, that, prrviuu: to the cr"etion of the 
light-house on the site it now occupies, the Pilot Board should have bc:cu eonulttd, and that 
it was they who should have pointed out the site f.r the erection? ('ert inly. I think 
that we ought to have been asked to p mt out the site fir the light ; and, if vso were not 
satisfied with the plans before us, that we ought to hive been e:llLd upon to take such 
evidence as would have satisfied us in regard to the site before we fiat i upon it. 

And then, having come to a decision that the Bon:d, or: mc of their member., should 
have gone to the locality and pointed out the precise spot upon which they wished the light-
house erected? No doubt. 

This course of proceeding was not taken in the ease now before the Committee ? No, 
certainly not. And I may mention here that it was reported to ur on bard the steamer 
that the stones for the building were quarried out on the ground by the contractor, long 
before any person came out to shew them the spot where the work was to be carried on; 
and that, ultimately, it was a blaekfellow who pointed out the site for the erection of the 
building. 

By JJr, Daigleish: You have not a chart of the coast before you, but I presume this is 
not absolutely necessary for you to describe the advantages of the situation you advocate for 
the light? No. I should only wish for the chart in order that 1 might be able to point 
out the places into which a vessel could get by means of the light if it were placed where I 
wish it to be—such as Kiatna and Crookhaven—in fact you would include thirty miles of 
the coast to the north, which is all that could be of any service. 

Then the light placed as you proposed would just screen the northern part of the bay 
formed by Crocodile Head ? Yes, exactly. I would place the light so as to screen the 
land when you come into shoal water, so that if a ship master lest sight of the light he 
would at once know that he was too far in shore. And then for a vessel going into Crook-
haven, which is a safe harbour with the wind to the southward, the light might be so placed 
as to sliew when he came to a safe place to drop anchor. 

By the Uhairman: You would then, to sonic extent, make it also a harbour light? Yes. 
And would this combine the advantages of a coasting with a general light? Exactly. 
By Mr. Da?gleish: Are you aware of any eireunitances, irre..puetive of his own opinion, 

which may have jostified Captain Browne in coming to the conclusion that Cape St George 
was a more eligible site than Crocodile H ad? The light is not on Cepe St. Geur;o. 

But supposing it to be there? Well, supp.Jag that. I take it in this way—he may 
have raid that versle have been hr t in Wrouk B..y, nd that it 10 b, ttur to avoid ueh 
accidents hereafter. But then it must be recoils .:: :1 th. t vs I have Lea lost. 55155 in the 
Crotichaven Bight, and that this is a much more & Tgr::!..' .j t than Wt1;ek Bay. And in 
saying this I say it as one who has had ten times the Pxpurienee of ('..ptain Browne. 

You are aware, no doubt, that a Coaumh,jion of diileg:ite fl-eec th differ,nt Colonies eat 
to inquire into this very subject? I am. 

And that the weicht of evidence taken was re:'.tly in favour of C l'  St. Geiçe over 
Point Perpendicular for the site for the er.ti,o of thie light? I tars awar: of it; but I 
have loidred over the evidence, and it is my IIUpLt oxen that had I been 9 tricoLor 0f that 
Commission the weight of evidence would have ben on th0 other side. It strikee we from 
reading the questions put that they were s' frain d as to draw from the witnee's examinci 
an answer in favour of Cape St. George. Vol(. Yt .....a .ppr..iJed.) 

1 certainly do not observe this? Well, sich is my impression frun rending the 
evidence ; and from my knowledge of eaptcinr trLditg aling the uch nut have been 
the eec, because I know that the general feelin is v lent the 11t or Cap: St. George. 

hi theevidenco of Crawford Pascoc, Esg.,1t.N.,givenliefore the Ligbt-houre Consmismon, 
I find th0t he as'cd—" Perhaps from your pva-::. up and doen the cc. it you will be 
" able ti give the Commia, Eon your opinion at' to ,ykt-ther you coneider there aueuld be any 
additional light on that coast between Sylnrsy Rends and Cape Howe?" to which he 
anawera—" It occurred to me in the last trip I made th .t a light evald be de&rable on Cape 
George." And then he is a.sked—" That is the southern entrance of Jervis Bay?" to 
which he replici, 11  Yes, Point Perpendicular, I think, is too elevated for a light." Now 
here are distinct answers given, and they do not appear to have been lending questions that 
have brought them forth ? No, but the greater part of the evidence is what I allude to. 
(Vide PTotanda appended.) 
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Mr. C. Smith. 522. If you have road the evidence you most be aware that the weight of evidence taken 
before tli.,t Cou4mi,sion was greatly in favour of Cape St. George, in opposition to Point 

U Mar., 1861. Perpendicular, as a site for the light-house? I object to the manner in which the evidence 
was taken. 
523. Hat hidea Mr. P;,so,e, who gave the very strong opinion I have quoted in favour of 
Genrges I-lead, in oprtosition to Point Perpendicular, there were also the opinions of It. G. 
(jilmore, A. Devlin, It. T. Mo.-die, H. Tulloch, I. Walsh, J. Brown, W. Bell, T. Wing, and 
severzLl other witnt-ses, all of whom were in favour of St. George's Head, whilst only two of 
the witnesses examined were in favour of Point Perpendicular, nod neither of them h0d had 
the seine experience on the case as the others had had, so that it is fair to assume that at 
all events the Board had good eroutids For the dcei,ion to which they came ? I am satisfied, 
from my acquaintance asith captains trading on this coast, that, were evidence on this point 
to be taken now, three-barbs of them would decide in favour of Crocodile Head over Cape 
St. George. 
594. But even if Captain Briwne were ignorant of the locality himself, would he not be 
justified, from the ovitlenee taken before that Commission, in forming an opinion it, the way 
he has done? Certainly. 

The evidence tt.ken before this Commission was the foundation upon which the Govern-
nient proceeded in coining to a determination to place the light-house on Cape St. George? 
No doubt. 

'U hen, with this evidence before them, could they have consistently followed any other 
plan? I do not know. When they had a protest from the Pilot Board, the Government 
ought to have hesito ted. 

Yes, but that was subequcnt to the Government having come to a decision? I do not 
think so. They had before thi. in a report from the Board, recommending Crocodile ilead as 
the best site, before the position had been fixed upon.* 

So that it isevident that the Government acted upon the evidence taken, and the opinion 
given, by this Commission ? I presume so. 

You are aware that there was a letter sent from the Under Secretary for Lands and 
Works ordering a surveyor to proceed to that part of the coast, to make a minute survey of it, 
to send in it report of the particular point which he considered the best adapted for the purposes 
of a light-house, to mark the same upon his eh,trt, and to send in the chart and the report to 
the Government for their approval. All this had been done, an!!  the chart and the report of 
the surveyor were before the Government, as well as the evidence and the report of the 
Commission, prior to their receiving the protest of the Pilot Board, so that it must be con-
fesed that they were justified in the determination at which they arrived? Yes, they 
certainly were under the circumstances. 

We find that Mr. Millingtan, in pursuance of his orders, executed what he called a 
plan of that part of the cast, and that this plan was submitted to the Pilot Beard for their 
approval of two sites, naarkei S and T, proposed for the light-house; were you a member of 
the B. ard when these plans were submitted? 1 was. 

Do you recognize the plan now produeea n that which wiiiis sent to you by the Govern-
ment, and which was said to came from Mr. Milliogton ? Yes, I believeit is the sante. 

Theij, with this plan before you, and with the peculiar formation of coast there depicted, 
which of toe t-.,o pints masked would you consider to be the best for a light-house ? Well, 
suppcsing the chart to be correct—which it is not—my opinion is that neither point is the 
be$ that can be found, but that of the two S is preferable to T. 

This chart was sent to the Board as the most correct that could be given, being a 
deteiled map of the locality taken by a surveyor on the spot, and the Board had, cease-
quently, a right to issome that it was the most correct chart that could be placed in thur 
hands. That being the case, on which of the two points, S or T, would you consider it best 
to pLee the light? I have said on the site marked 5, supposing the map to be correct. 

L-t me ask you whether, from what. you know of the east, you consider the delineation 
here given to be an accurate representation of this part of the coast ;/ No, I do not. I could 
not tell that it was this part of the coast at all from this map. 

And is the light-house, as now erected, placed upon the site marked here as 5? It is not. 
T' en whom, in your opinion, is to blame for the light-house being placed where it is 

That I am not prepared to say. I have already said that the contractor told us on board the 
steamer that he had been six weeks quarrying stcne before any one came near him, and that 
then he h0d to get a blaekfcllow to point out the place on which the beacon was to be erected 
also b fore anyone came near him. 

Do you consider the Government to blame for the position of this light? lam not 
prepared to say where the blame rests. 

Should it not, in your opinion, be the primary object of inquiry by this Committee to 
asccrtaio where the blame lies in not erecting the light-house on the site S, where it 
was ordered to be erected by the Government? I am not prepared to say anything about 
that; but it is my opinion that the site marked here as S is somewhere near what we call 
Black Head. What we term Cape St. George is not tha site here marked as S ; nor is the 
light-house erected on the point 5', nor on any other point marked on this map, for where 
the light-house is placed is not shewn here. The light-house is erected abut wo miles from 
the point of the headland; and the map is not so far wrung as the light is wrong placed on it. 

13 flip Chairman Do you think that a land surveyor is a proper person for a Govern-
ment to send to determine the position of a light-house ? I think not. 

510. 

0NoTE (y witness on revision) :—Before the light-house was commenced building. 
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And do you imagine that the efficiency of the land surveyor in this respect would be in Mr. C. Smitlk 
any way increased by sending to his assistance an architect ? I do not, 

By Mr, Dei9i15h We find that the Government deputed Mr. Surveyor Millington to 15 Mar., 1561. 

survey the coast, and to fix upon a suitable site for the light-lions; and that at the same 
time they appointed the Colonial Architect to assist him ; do you consider this to have been 
a proper selection ? I should say not, unless they had a nautical loan associated with them. 

One nautical allan, at least, should have been selected to accompany them ? Certainly. 
The Pilot Board were not communicated with in the first instance in regard to this 

light-house ? Not to any knowledge. I joined the Board on the ist March, and then about 
June or July this plan was sent down to us simply asking its the question which of the two 
sites, S or T, was the most eligible. We said that neither of tlrena were eligible, but the 
Chairman said we were not asked that, but merely to say which of the two we considered the 
best. We then said that if we must give an opinion in that way that we preferred S to T, 
but that we did not like either. 

511. And you were not communicated with further on the subject ?Not in so far as I 
know. 
545. Then you were not asked on what part of the cst would be the best site for placing 
the light-house, but you were simply supplied with a sketch upon which two points were 
marked, and your opinion was requested as to which OF these two points you considered the 
best? Exactly. 

540. Consequently, having given you opinion in obedience to orders, your duty as a Board 
was complete, and you had no power of yourselves to 5x and determine the position of the 
proposed light? No. Our powers as a Board are very limited; much too limited, I think. 
547. ifave your Board power to suggest where a light-houae should be placed? Only when 
called upon to do so. 

518. Bid you t.1k0 any steps to mark your disapproval of the site selected for the erection 
of tire liglrt-honse ? We did. 

1 find in this printed correspondence a very important opinion given by Mr. Crook, 
tire Harbour Master, and I should like to know in what capacity he acted in regard to the 
Pilot Bard, for in his letter of lIre 1.5th October, 1858, 1 see that be says—" I am directed 
by Steam Navigation and Pilot Board to infornr you that the Board recommend that tire 
"sum of £4,350, for the construction of the light-house in question "—and "on the site 
"indicated in Mr. Surveyor Millington's map, marked 5" ? This was before I joined the 
Board, and at that time Mr. Crook used to interfere a great deal in th0 business of the 
Board; after I joined, however, he had very much less to do with it, because I and others 
considered that he had no right to interfere in our buiness further than Ire was directed to 
do by the Board. 

have you seen this letter of Mr. Crook's? Yes, I have seen it in the correspondence. 
It was written prior to any joining the Board in March, 1859. After that period, all letters 
emanating from the Board were written by the Secretary. 

Was there a majority in favour of lighting the l all tern, after the light-house was finished? 
No; the majority were opposed to its being lighted at all. 

So that the minority ruled over the majority ? Yes; it scents so. 
Is it a usual tiring with your Board that the opinion of the minority should be taken 

in preference to that of the majority ? No ; this is an exceptional case. 

But, do you not tirink that the majority have to a certain extent stnlrifled themselves 
by allowing their opinion to be over-ridden by that of the minority? No; we could not 
prevent it. It would have been impossible for us to have prevented the minoity from 
sending in to the Government the reasons on which they dissented from the views of tire 
majority. 

But you s-ry that it is an unusual thing for two reports to go in, one from the majority 
and another from the minority ? No doubt it is an unusual thing; but I have already said 
tir;rt our Chairman explained that thougla he agreed with us in the views we expressed, yet 
having given to the Government an opinion in favour of George's 1{ead, Ire considered that 
he would be stultifying himself if he did not give some reasons for that opinion, and on this 
account the report of the Chairman and Captain Watson was sent in. 

550. But his letters appear to express the opinion of the majority and not of the minority? 
In sonic instances, no doubf they do; but in other instances you will find the opinions of 
the majority given, with the dissent or modified opinion of the minority appended. We 
did not approve of tire site proposed for this light., and though the words "they therefore 
approve of the tower being erected as recommended by you" nppear in the Secretary's 
letter, yet they did not form part of the minutes of the Board. Sometiring to that effect 
was inserted in the minutes, but was ordered to be scratched off them, at the next meeting 
of the Board. 
557. By the (]/jajnno,: In giving an opinion upon the proper site for a light-house, would 
you be likely to be influenced arrore by your own conclusions arrived at fromy our own 
experience, than by the opinions of any given number of naen who may be examined ? In 
the ease of Jcrvis Bay, I was guided solely by any own conclusions, because I have had a 
great deal of experiunce in cruising about all that part of the coast; but I was also aware 
that it was the general opinions of those captains who had been much in the locality. 

116—E NOTANDA. 
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Mr. C. Smith. NOTANDA, 

Answer Fà. 519. Addendum. 
l,Mar., 1561. 

By this I do not meal, to infer that the Board were actuated by any other motives than those for 
the general good, but the fact that many of the witnesses examined being masters of steanici's who were 
in the habit of hugging the land to the southward of Wreck Bay to avoid the current on their passage 
to the northward, caused the majority to be in favour of (Jape St. George, 

had it been shewn to them that a light on Crocodile Head would have answered this purpose, 
and given other advantages to the northward, they would have been thea as many of them are now in 
Javour of this Head, since the two positions have been more pro]nineatly before them. 

And, also, that captains in the habit of trading to ports within the radius of the said light should 
have been called upon to give their opinion before the said Commissioners, which opinions, I have no 
doubt, would have been in favour of Crocodile Head. 

Answer Nb. 521. Addendum. 
And the reason here given is qnitc erroneous, as Crocodile Head is only about two-thirds the 

height of our upper South Head light, having a large bay and low land for a long way immediately 
behind it. ziving it the effect of an island, whereas where Mr. Paseoc recommends the lightto be placed 
is not more than 50 feet lower, and at the base of land 600 feet high, where the mist and vapour lies long 
after it is clear on Crocodile Head. 

Mr. W. J. Wilshire called in and examined 

liii-. W. J- 558. Jig  tZe Chairman You are Secretary to the Pilot Board ? Jam. 
\Vml.hio. 559. You have been summoned here in order that you may produce the minute book of that 
r —--. Board—do you now produce it F I do not knowin" which you would require, I have 
Il Mo r,, lSGl brought the 'm all. 

Will you turn to the record of the meeting of the 4th July, 1859, or rather of the 
meeting that led to your letter of the 4th July F I have it here. 

flave you before you the minute in refcrenoc to Cape St. George light F I have. 
Will you read it F It is as follows :-" After a careful consideration of the subject, 

" the Board resolved, that Mr. Dawson be informed that they approve of the design and 
" elevation of the tower and keeper's buildings, as submitted by hum ; and that in respect to 
" the sites marked S and T. in the coast plan, the Board coincide with the view expressed 
by huiosmlf and Mr. Millington, that the site marked S possesses considorable advantages 

over the one marked 
rji and therefore they approve of the tower being erected on the site 

11 recommended by him." 
What was done on this? on  this minute, a letter was written to the Colonial Archi- 

tect, and forwarded by inc. At the next meeting of the Board, when the minutes had to be 
read anti confirmed, the last paragraph of the minute I have just read was ordered to be 
struck out, commencing at the words " and therefore" down to the end. 
504. Theoe were struck out at the next meeting of the Board F Yes. 

The minute not being in accordance with the views of the Board was not confirmed F 
No ; but the minute had been acted on before this last passage was struck out by the Board. 

\V,,s any communication of that fact made to the Government F No. 
They were not informed that the Board did not concur in this last paragraph F No, 

they were not. 

Mr. Charles Smiths called in and further examined 

Mr. U. Smith,. 508. fly the Chairman You have heard the evidence just given by Mr. Wilshire? I have. 
' — &--. SG'J. That evidence, I presume, sufficiently explains your views in regard to this minute? 

15 ?c1,r., Isul. It does. 
By Mr. Dolgitisli Can you, in any way, oeeount for the fact that the ultimate con- 

clusion at which the Board arrived was not wade known to the Government? No. 
In no way F No, only from the unwillingness of the Chairman to represent views or 

opinions that were not asked for by the Government. 
!72. This conclusion could be of value only to the Government, yet being withheld from 
them, and they, being ignorant of the falsity of the concluding part of the Board's letter, 
would to a certain extent be justified in acting upon that paragraph? Yes, they would be 
justified in the nieantimo; but if you take notice of Mr. Weekes' note of the 26th July, 
where lie refers the matter back to the Board, you will see that our views must have been 
before the Government, because in that note he details notions respecting coast lights in 

which the Board perfectly agreed. 
578. But tenders having then been actunlly called for the erection of the light-house, the 
opinion of the Pilot Board could have been of no value to the Government? No, and prior 
to this the Pilot Board laid not been called upon to give an opinion as to the proper place 
on which to put alight-house; at all events not whilst I was there. 

TUESDAY, 
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TUESDAY, 19 MARCH, 1861. 

urtøent :— 
Ma. WILSON, j Ma. GRAY, 

Mit. PA1IKES. 

MERION MORIARTY, ESQ,, IN TILE CHAIR. 

II. H. Browne, Esq., recalled and examined 

By the Chairman: I have requested your attendance here to-day, Captain Browne, II. If. r.rowne, 
with a view to obtain from you further explanations with reference to some of the answers isq. 

you have already given in evidence before this Committee. You expressed yourself in flivour ,-
of the light-house being placed on Cape St. George, because you formed an opinion when a 10 M.r., mci. 
seaman iii command of a ship, that that would be the best site. You say—" It is pretty 
" well known that several vessels have been lost in Wreck Bay. 'l'here is an indrauglit 
which sets in on the coast, and although vessels may be strering to clear Cape St. George, 
they do not make sufficient to windvaid, get embayed, and are lost. In the year 1830 or 
1837 1 was in command of a ship, and passed Montague Island early in the morning, five 
or six miles to the eastward. We were carrying all sail, and steering north by east to 
clear Cape St. George. Just before sunset I was up aloft, as was my usual custom, to take 
" a look in the direction of the land, and on going to the foretopsail yard I eonld plainly see 
" the point—(Cape St. George)—which we were trying to avoid, broad on the starboamd 
" bow. I itnntediately shortened sail, and got the vessel's head off the land, and atoned 
" north-east by east., and then only just cleared the Cape. A ship was coining up astern of 
me, and carrying on the same sail, but not having seen me alter my course, she sLed on 
and was lost." Am I to understand you to say that you were so close in to the land as to 
make the headland broad upon the starboard bow, that is three or four points, whets you were 
steering north and by east? The higb hlnif land to the westward of the Cape was the 
headland I first discovered, and that was very broad upon the weather bow. It was a hot 
day, and a haze hung about the land. I did not see the cliff at first, but saw the waler 
beneath; then, as I neared it, I opened up the headland, and sa\v the point outside, as wei 
as Point Perpendicular. I do not say pesitively that I was steering exactly north and by 
east. I did not see the land at all on the port side, yet 1 might have supposed I was rnnning 
along the land. It made such an impression on me that I felt sure that if by chance the 
vessel astern of me, which was carrying all sail, did not find out the danger she wes 
approaching, she would be lost. She stood on foilowins, I suppose, as she thought, the 
same track as myself, and she went ashore. 

14 Me. Gray: That was the "Hive"? Yes. I fancied that my vessel u-is brought 
into that dangerous po5ition by the excessive indraught, not by bad steerage—bad steerage 
does not generally take place in the daytime. 

By the Chairman : Steering north and by east from Montague Island would carry you 
dear cf Crocodile head ? About two miles to the eastward of it, I think. 

You stated, I think, that you had had no experience in the narrow seas at Home, or of 
the system of lighting there? With the exception of the l3ritish Channel. 

And that only in command of foreign ships, and when you were in it jnnior position? 
Exactly so. I had, too, some opportunity of seeing the lights on tIe eastem n coast, and also 
those in the Gulf of Finland, that sea being very well lighted. With this exception, and 
not having been in the Bristol or St. George's Channel, I have not had any experience of the 
lighting of the narrow seas at Home. 

You have expressed an opinion that it would not be an advantage to have lights too 
close together—are you not aware that at ¶Tome they are much closer than you imagine 
there is any necessity for them being here? I expresaed my opinion upon that point, because 
on an open coast of this kind, which vessels are not of necessity obliged to approach very 
close, it did not appear to me advantageous to have too many lights, which might be 
mistaken one for the other. If the turning points were lighted that appeared to me all that 
was really necessary. Although many persons have questioned the advantage of the Cape 
St. George light, I consider that as it is the most protnineat headland between Sydney and 
Cape Uowe, it is an advantage to have it lighted. 

But, upon the broad basis you have stated, would not Crocodile Head be the best point, 
being in a more direct line? I should like to have been upon that head before expressing 
an opinion upon this point. Not having seen it so as to be able to form a good judgment, 
still I have all impression that Point Perpendicular shuts in Crocodile Head from the south-
ward; Croendile Head not being so high as Point Perpendicular, the latter would obscure it 
from the southward. I merely give this as my impression, not as an established fnet If I 
were to take the bearings I could give you a more precise opinion. 

What course can a vessel steer after passing Crocodile Head—to the westward of s,uth 
A vessel after passing that point would have to make as nearly as possible a southerly course. 

have you not to make south-west and by south? I do not know exactly; my impres-
sion is that the course would be much nearer south that) south-west and by south. 

Allusion has been made to my being Pert Master at the. time this minute was made. 
Are you not aware that I never knew anything of that minute? It was not written with a 
view to east any censure upon you in your position as Port Master, but with the idea that the 
Government had not consulted the proper persons, those who had the executive control of 
light-houses, who should have been consulted before the survey was made. 

'1' hat letter was a simple expression of the opinion of those persons who wrote it, that 
it was the duty of the Government to consult me upon that point? Certainly. The report 

of 
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fl.JIBroivne, of the Commission was upon light-houses on the Australian Coast generally; but in carrying 
Lsq. out the plans recommended they should have been submitted to the officer in charge of this 

department. It was considered by the Board at that time that you;  being Port Master, ought 
29 Maa, 1801. to have been consulted before the survey was made, and have been asked to accompany the 

surveying officer instead of Mr. Dawson, who bad merely the building to look to. 
In point of fact, you mean to say that previous to fixing the site, I, as Port Master, 

if the subject had been brought under my consideration, should have gone and pointed out 
the spot where the light-house should be erected? Certainly. 

And the Government ought to have asked what my opinion was? Certainly; it would 
have been only proper courtesy to you as head of the department. 

Henry Thomas Fox, Esq, called in and examined 

IL T. Fox, 587, By the Chairman You are a member of the Pilot Board, I believe ? I am. 
Esg 588. How long have you been a member of that Board ? Since the 1st of March, 1859 

r A that being the date of my appointment. 
9 Mar,, 1661. 589. For many years, I believe, you conirnondid a vessel upon this coast? Yes. 

590. You were master of the brig "Phantom", were you not ? I was ; and for twelve 
years was engaged in various vessels in the ititereolonial trade, principally between this port 
and Melbourne and Adelaide. I was also coast pilot of the steamer 'r  New Orleans," now 
called the "Governor General." 
501. During your eperienee then in these seas, you have had ample opportunity cf forming 
an opinion as to the proper site of light-houses on the coast 1 I have. 

Was the subject of it light-house, in the vicinity of Jervis Bay, brought under the eon-
sideration of the Board at any period previous to its being lighted ? As a member of the 
Pilot Board, I recollect that, cuber at the end of June or the beginning of July, 1859, a 
communication (I think the first) upon the subject of the light-house near Jervis Bay, was 
sent to us from the Government. 

That was previous to the building of the light-bouso 1 Yes; previous to its being 
commenced. 

What was the opinion of the Pilot Board upon that occasion ? With the first corn-
niuoieation from the Government, a chart, or rather two plans, drawn by Mr. Surveyor 
Millington, were sent down, and we were asked to give an opinion as to which of certain 
sites—one marked 8, the other marked T—upon the plans, was the best suited for a light-
house in that locality. A majority of the Board—four out of the six--oonsidered that 
neither of the points marked in the plans was the best site for a light-house in that vicinity. 
The Chairman, however, said we were not asked for an opinion whether other sites than 
these might not be better soiterl for a light-house, but merely as to which of the two points 
submitted to us, as marked upon the plans, was the best. We then said, that of the 
two we preferred the one marked 8, though we did not consider either of them the best site 
that might be chosen. 

Was that expression of your opinion conveyed to the Government? I believe it was; 
not at that time. In a letter from the Secretary to the Pilot Board to the Colonial Archi-
tect (dated 4 July, 1859), it was stated, however, that " with, reference to the sites marked 
" S and T, on the coast chart, the Board coincide with you in opinion—also expressed by 
" Mr. Surveyor Millingtoa—tbat that marked S possesats considerable advantages over the 
latter, and they therefore approve of the tower being erected as recommended by you. 
That was not recommended by the Pilot Board, I believe? No, and when the minutes 

of the Board were lead we called attention to the flict that we never approved of that site, 
and that portion of the minute which stated that Nye approved of the tower being erected 
there was erased from the book. 

You not only did not approve of the tower being erected on that spot, but disapproved 
of it altogether as the site for a light-house? Four of the six disapproved of its being in 
that vicinity; but if the Government had determined upon having it upon one of the 
marked points we preferred that marked S. 
508. Who was the constituted or proper authority for fixing the site of a light-house upon 
this coast? I scarcely know. 

Who should it be? Those who had the greatest nautical experience I should think. 
If there was in existence any Board for the management of such matters—do you 

think it would properly devolve upon them? I should think so. I think it would be their 
duty to decide by evidence if they were unable to do so without it. 
001. You think the Pilot Board ought to have given an opinion upon that subject? I think 
so- 

And any opinion of theirs adverse to a proposed scheme should have led to a re-Con-
sideration of the subject? I think the subject should have been re-considered before their 
opinion was thrown overboard altogether. (17de Hotanda appended.) 

Upon what point would you recommend the erection of this light-house? Upon 
Crocodile I-lead, to the north of Jervis Bay. 

What would be the advantages arising from the erection of a light-house there I It 
would be the most salient point an the whole coast line. On page 11 of the correspondence 
you will find a letter from certain members of the Pilot Board to the Colonial Treasurer, in 
which the advantages of a light on Crocodile Head are stated. (Vidc !STotanda appended.) 
After the letter from the Board, dated the 4th July, had been sent to Mr. lVeekes, that 
gentleman again wrote to say, that "before the site for the light-house about to be erected at 
Jervis Bay was finally detennined upon, he should be glad to be favonred by the Pilot 

11  Board 
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" Board with their views as to the most suitable locality on which the light should be placed. H. T. Fox, 
WT}ien speaking of the coast line, at one time Point Perpendicular and Crocodile Head Esq, 

were considered as synonymous, being separate only a anile or so; that was before the last __ A. 

chart was published; but since then the north head of Jervis Bay is called Point 10 Mar., 186L 

Perpendicular, and the outer margin of the cliffs Crocodile Head." It is all perpendicular 
land like that at the North Head of Sydney, and very likely on this account some 
would call that Point Perpendicular which others named Crocodile Head, especially as 
they lay within a mile or two of each other. In his letter to the Board the Colonial 
Treasurer says:—" in selecting a site for it  light-house, the main purpose arrived at should, 
no doubt, be to accomplish as many advantages as the position will admit; and in erecting 
one at this particular point of the coast we should, if practicable, render it useful to 
shipping bound either north or south "; and he calls attcntin to what he had heard stated 
with regard to the desirability of selecting Crocodile Head as the site for this light-house. 
I perfectly agreed with him; and, with a view to carry out the wishes of the Treasurer, we 
again went into a close consideration of the matter, and four of us were of opinion that the 
best point that could be chosen for the purpose of accomplishing all the desirable advantages 
alluded to in the 'Treasurer's letter of the 26th July was Crocodile Head. At this conelusioa 
we arrived on the 3Othjuly. TheChairman, however, desired that, in communicating this to the 
Government, the names of the four membors in favour of it should be mentioned, his object, 
no doubt, being to avoid an appearance of stultifyinghimself after having given an opinion 
in favour of Cape St. George. We did not consider it necessary to go into the reasons why 
we adopted this course. From that time the Pilot Board had no further comniunica tion with 
the Government on the subject until long after the light-house was far advanced towards 
completion; and thus the Government might have been adopting our opinion, and building 
the light-house on Crocodile Head for aught that we knew officially. 
605. Are you of opinion that the most judicious course would have been for the Pilot Board 
to depute a competent person to indicate the precise spot upon which the light-house should 
be erected F I think so. 
000. Do you think it was consistent with the duty of the Pilot Board to suggest such a 
course of action to the Government F Well, after Mr. Weekes had seat this letter of the 
26th .Tuly, calling attention to the many advantages desirable in a light-house, and after 
answering that on the 30th July by recommending a site for the light-house which we con- 
sidered would embrace all those advantages, the Board was not called upon to do more until 
we again heard from the Government. It was only by mere chance—by hearing from a ship 
that passed that part of the coast—that we learnt that they were building the light-house on 
the present site. - 

Do you know where it is erected now F Yes. I was one of a deputation who went 
down to inspect its position after it was built. 

Did you approve of the situation F - Oh no; it is in one of the most absurd places that 
could be found fur a light-house. 1 cannot see why you should put a coast light in a bight. 
It is within a line drawn from Crocodile Head to Cape St. George. 

It was supposed, I believe, to possess some advantages over other spots, with reference to 
guarding against the danger of Wreck Bay? So it would if it had been put on Cape St. George. 

Then if it had been put on Cape St. George instead of where it is at present situated, 
it would have the advantages it was presumed to possess F That would he more reasonable 
if it was intended only for ships coming one way; thou you could put a light in the bay to 
be guarded against; but when there is traffic in both directions, and so great an expense 
incurred for a light that we eon only afford one, I think our object should he to obtain the 
greatest possible good we can by it, and instead of specially considering one danger we should 
guard against all in the vicinity as much as possible, as would be the case if the light were 
placed on Crocodile Head. -  

Theu by putting the light at Jervis Bay, as it is, it is made nothing but a harbour light, 
to guard against dangers only at one particular point? Certainly; it would keep it ship 
clear or CapeSt. Ceorge if she saw it; but it cannot be seen in Wreck Bay, except over the land. 

If the light-house were placed on Crocodile Head would a vessel, when making it from 
the southward, come within range of Wreck Bay? Any ship, not seeing the light on 
Crocodile Head, when she had run her distance, ought to haul off, as she would most 
likely be too close in; but any ship coming up in her proper track would sec this light far 
beyondCape St. George. The light would be so far out as to be seen outside Cipe St, 
George. In the track to the northward a light on Crocodile Head would be seen at Kiama, 
Jerringong, and, I believe, at the entrance to the Shoalhaven River, none of which advantages 
can be obtained from its present position. 

From Crocodile Point, up along the coast, the light bears south-west and by south, 
therefore no point bearing in that direction could intercept the light at all? Certainly not. 

Supposing a ship is coming from the eastward, say from New Zealand, with the light 
on Crocodile Head, what is your opinion of the advantages to persons on board to be gaiaed 
from the light being placed on this in preference to any other spot—the ship being bound to 
Sydney, Jervis Bay, or wishing to make the land? It is the most easterly point, and of 
course would be the best for them, as it would be the sooner seen as they approached the land. 

And if it were necessary to hit the land in the night-time, on seeing the light he would 
fix his course on getting a distant glimpse rather than by running in to make it, as would be 
necessary at present ? Certainly; the land trends away on both sides, and be would be clear 
of the Cape- 

Does the present light afford any guard against vessels getting embayed in Wreck Bay 
through thick weather F If a vessel is embayed it does not sec the light ; if it was more to 
the east, as on Crocodile Head, in making it they would be out of danger. 

017 
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H. T. Fox, 617. That being your opinion, what course would you suggest with regard to it? I suggested 
LS. that it should not be lighted, but being lighted I would do away with it, as it is only per- 

t "' '  petuating an error, and it would be making matters worse to allow it to remain any length 
19 Mar., 1561. of time after being lighted. 

Then the sooner it is removed the better? Yes; although it isa great waste of ub1ic 
money I think the sooner it is removed the better. 

By Mr. Wilson: It appears from the papers that the Government, in determining upon 
the lighting of the light-house as at present situated, were influenced very much by the two 
opinions of naval officers—the one by Commodore boring (who gave no reason), the other by 
Captain Denham, who makes a statement upon which, perhaps, you can throw sonic light. 
He says—" It would certainly have been preferable had that light-house occupied the sheal 
of the actual cape "—is there a shoal at this cape? No. I do not know what he means by 
the shoil at Cape St. George. There .is no shoal off the coast there, and if there were, I 
would ask is a shoal a proper place for a light-house ? There is no shoal there known to our 
navigators; you can go within two or three ships' lengths of the land at that point. 

Captain Dcnhnni also says—,' Looking, however, at its main oharaeter—a gcneral coast 
" light for voyagers, to check any ashore deviation of course upon that 240 miles run between 
" Cape howe and Sydney Heads—i consider it satisfactorily situated." Looking upon it in 
that light do you consider that it is at all situated upon a good site? No, I do nut. Captain 
Denham does not say it is well placed; he says it is "satisFactorily placed as a general coast 
light." No; I consider it most unsatisfactorily placed for that purpose. 

By the (]hai,;nun if Captain Denham had asserted that this was a proper place to be 
lighted, would that have any weight with you? Not the slightest. I have soon it a hun-
dred times to his once, and have run up and down by night and by day. With all respect 
to Captain Denham, I must say I think I know more about the proper position for this light 

than he does. 
By Ale. J'arkcs : There appears to be a great discrepancy in Mr. Milliogton's charts 

which it is difficult to reconcile, I mean with reference to the marks S and r1 cannot see 

hew the spot S cot%ld have been recommended when it does not exist ? I think I can 
throw sonic light upon that. There are two coast sketches by 31r.Nillington. I have no 
doubt the high t-house is built upon the spot marked 8, in the plan which chews the elevation 
and general features of the land. The other sketch lie appears to have enlarged from the 
chart of the coast, and to have made the one I allude to from his own observations. No 
doubt he then thought the two points marked S would correspond, but that they do not do 
so is evklent. The error he has made no doubt arose in this way. 

l'y Al. Gray : Jlc never surveyed and laid down the coast? He surveyed this part, 
and drew the plan; and, looking upon it as a separate part, it is correct. 

He never laid down the headlands? No; except from other charts. But the light-
house has bee,, put on since, It is upon the spot 8, as far as the land arnundit is corcerncd. 
65. That point of land bearing due south from the present light-house intercepts the light 
from any place to the westward of south ? Yes; it is intercepted to the whole of the south-
west, except a small space where it is seen (dangerously) over the land; in its present position 
it is worse for Wreck Bay than if it were on Cape St. George. It would then have shewn the 
way in and out of it, but does not do so now. 
€26. Would a light-house on Crocodile Head throw the rays of light into Wreck Bay ? It 
would have shewn a light into that bay to a certain extent, certainly n,ueh further than the 

present light does. 
621. You have come up the coast frequently ? Yes. 
628. in passing Wreck Bay, have you not found a considerable indrauaht ? Very rarely 
it has been the exception, not the rule. 
620. Did you make it a habit to hug the coast or to stand out? I used to run tolerably 
close After passing Montague island, I steered for Cape St. George. 

And never felt yourself drawn in shore by the indraught in the vicinity of Wreck Bay? 
On one occasion I fancied myself further in than I ought to have been, but I was never act 
into the bay ; I mean I was not so far off Cape St. George as I ought to have been. 

Do the coasters think there is danger on account of the indraught there? I believe 
some of them do. 

There have been sonic wrecks in that bay, I believe ? I think there have been three 
within the last twenty years. 

flow many miles to the eastward of Cape St. George is Crocodile Head—or is that head 
to the eastward ? About two miles, I think ; perhaps a little more, say three miles." 

And what is the difference between them north and south ? About six miles. 
The difference in longitude is three miles east, of the one over the other ? It is a 

little more than three miles of longitude, but that is near enough. 
630. And do you reckon that a greatly material difference ? I do, in a coast light. The 
thrcet miles off the land is a good offing. That is the most projecting point on the whole 
range between Twofold Bay and Sydney. If you are to the eastward of that point, you are 

all right; but if you are thrcet  miles to the westward, you have to guess how far to make to 
the eastward to clear the coast by getting outside the easterly point. 

In your opinion a light on Crocodile ilead would be of advantage with regard to Wreck 
Bay ? More than the present light-house. 

I mean more than a light-house erected in a proper position on Cape St. George? 
Yes ; and infinitely more for other purposes. (Vide .Yotanda appended.) 

NOTANDA. 

* NOTE (By 'rUnes, on revision) :—I find since, by measurement, that the actual difference of 
longitude is ô', or about four nautical miles. 

t Correct-ed :—Four. 
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NOTANDA. H. T. For, 
Answer No. 602. itddendsnz. Lsq. 

As it appears to htve been by the mare opinion of Commodore Loring, who could not be vell 
acquainted with the locality. 19 Mar., 1861. 

Answer 3'b. 601. Insertion after 'slated." 
In addition to the reasons stated in that letter there are several others, one being that, having an 

uninterrupted
vis  
scope to the northward, there would remain but a small space of about 20 miles between 

its limit of ibility and that of Sydney light, and this would be the only unlighted part of the track 
along the coast from30 miles north of Sydney to upwards of 100 miles south of it. 

Aaawer Nb. 638. Addendum, 
J did not menu to say yes without some modification. I meant it would be suflicient to keep 

a ship clear of that bay under ordivary circumstances, and was infinitely bettor for all other prnNes. 

TUESDAY, 2 APRIL, 1861, 

Vrcørnt 
Nu. GRAY, I Mn. DALGLEISII. 

MERION MORIARTY, ESQ., IN TUE CHAIR. 

Edward Orpen Moriarty, Esq., called in and examined:- 
639. By the Chairman You are the engineer for ports and harbours? I am. E.O.Moriarty,  
640, have you lately been down the eoat to Ulladulla? Yes, I was down Inst week. Lsq. 

You passed the light-house at present erected in the vicinity of Jervis Bay? I did,  
At what distance do you imagine? We passed from a mile and a half to two miles off 2 April, 1861. 

the land. 

Wns it during the night? No, during the day, about eleven o'clock in time forenoon. 
Have you ever passed it at night, or during the time when it was lighted? No, never. 
'low long did the light-house remain in sight after you pissed when bound into 

Ulladulla? I made some notes at the time, to which, if you will allow inc I will refer. 
We were esaetly abreast of the light-house at 1 '80 a-to., being one and a half mile distant, 
and the speed of the steamer being about eight miles all hour; we were abreast of Cape 
St. George at 1140, and abreast of George's Head at 1148; the light-house was hidden 
at lIDS. The course she steered was south-west half west; Crocodile head was bidden at 
19 o'clock exactly. 

616. By it'. Gray: You did not observe when you first saw it? Yes, I did. We sighted 
the light-house at 1035 n.m., two miles off the land; Crocodile Head at that time cone-
pletely overlapped St. Geor2e's Head, the light-house not being visible until Ave got abreast 
of Drum Island, before coming to Crocodile Head; that island bore due west. 

By the Chairman: Did you allow for variation F No, I took it by compass bearing. 
The course from Crocodile Head up to Cape 5t George is south-west by south? South-

west half west was the course we were steering—that is not far off it. There was sure to 
be some variation, though I do not know what time local variation would be. 

Is it your opinion that the coast line, as traced in the chart, is a correct representation 
of the coast as it is? I believe the coast line has never been completely surveyed except 
that part in the vicinity of this port, which was surveyed by Captain Denhanl. They have 
talcen the latitude and longitude at certain fixed points, but never surveyed along the coast. 
We sighted the light-house at 1135, being then distant about a mile; we were abreast of 
the Iight'housc at 1130—that is an hour all but five minutes from the time we sighted it 
until we were abreast of it. As we were steaming at the rate of eight miles an hour that 
would give a range of about seven and a half miles to the north. 

Only as far to the north as Crocodile Head? Abreast of Drum Island. 
How long did it remain in sight? The light-house was not visible until we got abreast 

of Drum Island, which then bore duo west; Captain )laihler estimated the distance at about 
two miles, but, I think if anything it was under a mile and a half. Point Perpendicular 
opened, or became visible, when we were midway between the island and Crocodile Head. 
At 1043 we were abreast of Crocodile Head, distont one mile; abreast of Point Per-
pendicular at 113, distant about a mile; abreast of the light-house at 1130, distant about 
a mile or a mile and a half. The speed of the steamer was about eight miles an hour. 

By 31,'. Dalqiem'.rh : \Vhat'svas time boat in which you made the passage? The" Mimosa." 
We had a leading wind, and the cum'rent setting to the south at that point. Cape St. George 
is visible into lilladulla. 

By time Chairman: Bearing about south-west half west ? A little better than south-
west half west, about three-quarters west. 

Then as a guide to vessels running up the coast close in shore the present light is of no 
use None whatever in my opinion. 

Or is it any guide for protection to vessels entering Wreck Bay to the northward of 
Ulladulla? I do not think it would be of the least use. 

have you been lately running up the coast at night in any of the steamers? I have 
not seen the Jervis Bay light-house at night. 

By Mr. Daly/eisA: Night 1 ask whether a light-house upon Cape St. George would 
not be an improvement upon its present position? I think Cape St. George is the proper 
place for it. 
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£.Oilcriarty, 658. Will you oblige the Committee by looking at Mr. Millington's chart of the coast, and 
Sq. say whether, from the knowledge you have of the coast,,YOU could verify either of the 

positions as Cape St. George? This point marked S is Cape St. George. 
2 il, 1801. 659. On which position do you imagine the lighthouse is at present placed? I think at P 

as marked on the plan. There is a projecting bluff where it stands. 
There is a distance of two miles between these two points, I believe? It would be a 

little better than n mile and a half, according to the notes I took at the time I was running 
down there. 

Do you still think the light is on the point marked T? Yes, I think that is the point. 
It-is on a point, but I think not on the right point. 

By .1k. Cray: Would you give its your reasons for thinking that this light should be 
on Cape St. George? Because from that point the light would be thrown into Wreck Bay 
and Ulladulla, and also, to a considerable extent, light the bay to the northward; the light-
house could be seen into Ulladulla distinctly, and would be visible about halfway along the 
coast to Jervis Bay. 

By the Clja,vrnan : Why would you go four or five miles inland fur the site of a light-
house, when there is a prominent headland sliciming both ways along the coast, up and down, 
and which, if lighted, would guard against Wreck Bay, and also protect vessels from running 
into the bay to the north of Jervis Ba ? I believe the particular object of a light at this 
place is to light vessels coming from the southward; I believe it is not required for these 

coming from the north. 
661. By Mr. G:'iiy : Supposing you were going up the coast with the ligh

t on Cape St. 

George, might you not be misled as to the ong you took to avoid Crocodile Point, which is 
four miles to the eastward? I think not; if you see the light you get its bearing, and, 
knowing the direction of the wind, you are able to tell whether you will clear it or not. 

Then there is no danger to vcsels coming up the coast, by the light being situated thrue 

or four miles to the westward of, and inland to another point in the vicinity of it? I think 

not the slightest. 
At the same time you consider that one of the greatest dangers to be guarded against 

is Wreck Bay? Yes. 
661. Are you aware of the indraught into Wreck Bay ? I should infer that there was one 
there ; there is an eddy current mostly on the lee side of this headland. The prevailing 
current is from north to south, and all nay experience serves to shew that there is an eddy 

current turning to the northward inside of the principal headlands. In proof of 
that, in 

coming up past there in the 'City of Sydney," when about five miles to the south of Cape St 
George, we found ourselves exactly in the course, as if eondng from Ulladulla, and we had 
to keep well to the wctward in order to keep in this Counter current. This is the practice, 
I believe, of vessels going to the north the steamers, after rounding the heads, keep in close 

to the coast to avoid the outer current. 
That would also affect vessels coming from the south 7 Yes. 

.8?, (he (jJrajnnan: Only within a certain distance of the coast? Only within the 

headlands. 
Suppose a vessel after passing Gabo Island shaped her course for Crocodile Head, would 

that vessel be or not be within range of this indrnoght? I think she would not, unless she 
ran in to take advantage of it in working against a northerly wind. 

By Air. Daigleish : Supposing a vessel was hearing up with a head wind, is it not 
probable that, with that indraught, and not knowing the land, she would stand so close in 
as to come within its range and be drawn in, especially when the course of the current was 
not known—this light would warn him from that danger? I think so. 

And the eddy would tend to keep a vessel from the north out of the bay? Yes. 
Conse4uently the light would be better placed on Cape St. George than on Crocodile 

Head? Yes. 
By the Chairman : Your opinion is in reference to lighting Wreck Bay, rather than 

in reference to general nautical purposes?.  Yes, I think so. 
It has nothing to do with the advantages to be derived by ships coining from the 

eastern parts of the world—New Zealand, for example—in trying to hit the land in this 
locality? I do not think it would matter in the least. A vessel would run down a certain 
parallel of latitude, and make certain of hitting the land at a particular point. 

By Mr. Dalgleish: In this ease the coast is bold? Very bold. 
And if she lost her course, and was going into Wreck Bay, this light would warn the 

vessel? I think it would. 
By Mr. Gi'ay : Do you conceive there is much danger in running down the coast north 

and south, northward of Point Perpendicular—is there ay danger of a vessel becoming 
embayed? No, not to the north of Crocodile Point. 
670. You consider there is little danger to the north of Crocodile IToad to guard against? 
I think very little; indeed, I do not know of any. A sailing vessel would most likely keep 
in the southerly current, and run down well off the land. A vessel from the southward 
would try to hug the shore, and take advantage of the current—in that way she might be 

drawn into Wreck Bay. 
680. By Mr. Dc/yields: Should the system of lighting it 

coast like this, in your opinion, be 

assimilated to the system of lighting the narrow waters of Great Britain, such as the English 
Channel? That is a wide question. I think the system of lighting this coast now should 
be with reference to an extensive system to be hereafter carried out, when the trade of our 
ports is to a large extent iocreascd. You must take care that the class of lights on the pro-
minent headlands may not be mistakea for the smaller harbour lights, but adopt a grand 
system of firstclass lights, to be filled in with smaller ones as the trade of the country 

augments. 
681. 
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081. By the Chairman: That being your idea, let me ask you, is it not the system of E.O.Moriarty, 
Great Britain to light the extreme headlands. For instance, in the English Channel, from hsq. 

Lizard Point to Start Point, from there to Portland Point, from there to Becohy Head, and r—--m 
from there to the Foreland Lights, these being prominent points of the coast. I will take 2 ApriL laGI. 
you to another instance—is it not the case that the lights from Cape Clear to Kinsale Head, 
from there to look Head, and thence to Wioklow Head, are on prominent points. And 
are there not in the Channel lights on the Snialls and the South Stack. And are not these 
prominent points, so that vessels can scarcely pass one before taking up another. Their 
positions, too, would be shewn at once; vessels would not be taken from the prominent 
points of the coast to look for lights four miles inland? I believe the mode of lighting the 
coast at Home is to place the lights on well marked headlands, but I consider Cape St. 
George a well marked headland. 

By Mr. Dalyleish: Are not some of these light-houses just mentioned placed in refe-
rence to local dangers; for instance, the Portland lights, are they not intended to guard 
against the Shambles and Races, against which they act as a warning. And are we not, 
consequently, to deduce from that system of lighting that a light-house is wanted on Cape 
St. Geore, as a beacon against Wreck Bay. Would not that be in keeping with the 
system of lighting the English coast? It depends whether it is to be a local light or a 
general light. If a general light, J think Cape St. George would be the best site; but as a 
coast light I think it would be best on Crocodile Point. But I do not think that a light on 
Crocodile Head would guard vessels from the danger of running into Wreck Bay. When 
running up the coast, being on deck early in the morning, and not far off the land, I was 
astonished to see the land presently opening on the starboard bow, a long way out to sea. 
It struck me that this was an island. Between the high land at Cape St. George and the 
back country the land is quite low, and made the point appear like a detached islaod as you 
looked across the low country. Running up from the southward this land at Cape St. 
George looked like an island. I think that, if the light is to be of service to vessels going 
to Jervis Bay, Ulladulla, and those little places on the coast, such as Twofold Bay and Bate-
man's Bay, Cape St. George would be the best site; they would keep within Montague Island. 

Are you aware of the conference which took place some years ago with regard to the 
lighting of this coa4? I am not. 

It was with reference to lights for the.coast; in fact, to light the coast with regard to 
danger. Your opinion with respect to the position of a light-house in the vicinity of Jervis 
Bay was corroborated by some fourteen men of experience; and only four held a contrary 
opinion? I merely give you my crude opinions, not thinking much of them. I think the 
matter is best left to sailors, not to engineers. 

You will perhaps think your opinion of more value when you find it corroborated by 
the opinions of able nautical men ? It is a satisfaction. 

WEDHESDAF 24 APRiL, 1861. 

Mn. J. GARRETT, I MR. GRAY, 
Ma. WILSON. 

MERION MORIARTY, ESQ., IN TILE CRAm, 

William James Wilshire, Esq., called in and further examined:- 

By the Chairman: Have you any documents to produce—you have been requested to W.J.Wil'sl,ire, 
produce some papers? Yes, I have copies of two or three letters that were written for by 
the Clerk of the House. They are letters from the Port Master to the Honorable the  
Colonial Secretary, dated, respectively, 18 August, 1852, 15 May, 1855, and May, 1855, 24 Apii], 1861 
all having reference to light-houses on the coast. (The witness handed in the same. Vide 
Appendix, el to C.) 

APP END LX 

A. 

Port fl/ester's Office. 

Sir, Sydnezi, 13 Angua-t, 1852. 

Had I been aware that it was the intention of the Government to abolish the light dues, I 
should have deemed it my- duty to have laid my views upon the subject before you for the consideration 
of His Excellency the Governor Genera], and in the hope that it may not yet be too late, I shall, as briefly as the subjcct will admit of, do so now. 

At present it may be considered that there is only one light (and in the present state of our knowledge, unworthy of the country) upon the coast of this entire Colony, the abolition, thcrcfore, of light dues entering Port Jackson can be of little consequence, but in fact neither masters or owners of 
ship.s ever object to paying for light where a good system is established. The immense additional 
sccni-ity to life and property, obtained by their use, so infinitely overbalancing the cost of thcir erection and maintenance if indeed the diminished insurance would not actually fully meet it 

It must be obvious to the most unrcflccting mind, that the general as well as the coasting trade 
of this Colony is about to receive an immense increase, and extcnsion of the advantages resulting from liglit.liouses should go along, pari passu, with that increase; and I wish to place upon record my opinion 
that a light-house should not alone be erected at Cape Howe (no matter to what Colony it belonged, its 

116—F advantages 
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W.J.Wilshire, advantages are to us), but that lights should also be placed upon the northern entrance of Jervis Bay.. 
Esg. upon Nobby Island, the Solitary Isles, and Moreton Island, without any delay. 

111 express very strongly my views upon those points, it is because my own experience in 

24Apr11 
critical navigation, for many years, has fully confinned the opinion entertained by,  all practical men of 

their extreme importance, and the numberless lives annually saved to the British Empire by their 
erection on the coast of the Mother Country. 

Should the Government deem it advisable to act upon this opinion, I shall be prepared to offer 
such further soggestionsas to the description of lights most likely to niect the object, and will, I trust, 
render them worthy of the country. And if any ideas of mine have the effect of expediting this impor-
tant improvement, I feel that I shall not have lived in vain. 

I have, &c., 

The Honorable 
MERION MORIARTY, 

The Colonial Secretary. 
J'ortmaster. 

Eead.-23rd,—C. A. F. 

 
Port Master's Office, 15 May, 1855. 

Sir, 
1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 12th instsnt, No 127, and 

in reply to state that my letter. No. 52-57, dated 13 August, n copy of which I cucluse for the con-

sideration of the Governor GeneraL so fully explains my views that I do not know how I can more 

clearly convey them to His Excellency. 
I have, &c., 

The Honorable 
MERION MORIARTY, 

The Acting Colonial Secretary. 
Portmaster. 

Copy of foregoing letter enclosed. 

Very well, let all  estimate be made for lights upon the Solitary Isles and the northern entrance 

of Jervis Bay. W. D.-16 May, 1855. 

 
Port Master's Office, 

Sydney, May, 1855. 

Sir, 
in compliance with the dircetions contained in your letter of the 17th instant, No. 140, 1 

have the honor to enclose, for the consideration of His Excellency the Governor General, an estimate of 
the probable expense of maintaining a light-house establishment on the Solitary Isles, and the northern 

entrance of Jervis Bay, for the year 1856. 
As the light on Gabo, the first on our coast, is a standing light, that at Jervis Bay should be 

a revolving one, alternating bright and red lights di , to stinguish it from Sydney. 
And as the light at Moreton Island is to revolve, I think that on the Solitary Island might be 

fixed there would thus be no possibility of confounding them, except by the grossest stupidity. 
The lights should all be of the first class, and may be estimated for at about, including freight, 

two thousand pounds (Z,000) each, 
I have. &e., 

The Honorable 
3IEMON MORIARTY, 

The Acting Colonial Secretary. 
Portmaster. 

P.5.—From the peculiar position of the Solitary Islets, no doubt considerable difficulty will arise 
in its erection, which, in my opinion cannot be completed in less than two years. The charge for oil and 
incidental expenses, as well as the salaries, will therefore not be required until the light is in operation, 

or very nearly so. 

The Colonial Architect's estimate for the building has not been received. Is it intended to pro-

vide for these on the present Estimates? 

it is useless to inclnde these in the Estimates for 1856, but I should like to provide for the two 

lights—that is, for the erection of them. 
W. D.-30 May. 

Sec further report from the Colonial Architect herewith.-31. May. 

Sydney: mouse Rkbsr,ts, Govemmeat Printer—last 
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1861. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

iMMIGRATION. 
(itEl'OItT FROM A GENT FOR 1a5u.) 

rtantrb to botlj 3lanørs of 13atliatnnit, lip (otttiitaitb. 

TirE A(;ENT FOR IMM1URATr()N to THE hONORABLE THE SECRETAIn FOR LANDS, 

s,,btniuiug Report on Jnrniyiation for the Year 1859. 

Government Immigration Office, 

Sydney, 28 &pteuther, 1860. 
Sia, 

I have the honor to submit, for the information of the Government of New 

South Wales, a Report on the Immigration to the Colony during the year 1859, as also the 

several Statistical Tables usually appended thereto. 

2. The number of As,isted Immigrants who arrived will be found in the following t Z' SI.I. 

Return, as well as the Ports at which they were landed 

Psss I. N 0 5. 

I ttir (a AEtIIVAL. 
N u,i'a.rr or - - I OlAL bUL still_S. I 

I [a1,. Frinale. 

Sydney ........................... 13 2,148 2,156 4,304 
Moreton Bay .................... 3 411 369 -  810 

TOTAL .............. 16 2,589 2,525 5,114 

i. The highest contract price per statute adult was £17 lOs., and the lowest Cnnrrat prlrv 
Stat at. 

£13 14s. 2d. the average on the 16 ships being £14 13. Id. Adult. 

Table A, in the Appendix, gibes the names and tonnage of the vessels chartered; App,t,ttiX A. 

the time of their departure from the United Kingdom, and the date of arrival in the 

Colony ; the number of days occupied on the passage ; the number of births and deaths 

which occurred during the voyage, and in Quarantine; the expenses incidental to detention 

in Quarantine; and the total cost of introduction, as far as the information is obtainable in 

the Colony, irrespective of the current expenses of the Emigration Continissioners' Establish-

inent in the United Kingdom. 

The nunilier of immigrants originally embarked was 5,124 of whom 4,306 were NtIuih'i-  if 
t)nt grgirt& 

for Sydney, and 818 for Moreton Bay. The number of births on the voyage were—to ukarheJ uI 

Sydney 49, and to Moreton Bay 17 ; the number of deaths on the voyage were—to 

Sydney 50, and to Moreton Bay 25, equivaktt to 1161 per cent, in vessels to Sydney, and 

3•05 per cient. in those to Moreton Bay; making the whole number landed alive .5,114 ouIs, 

being the smallest immigration to this Colony, at the public cost, for the last six years. 

01 the deaths, Is were adults, 37 were between the ages 0f I and 12 years, and 

20 were infanL. 

2- A 7 
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7. The average tonnage of the vessels employed was, according to old measurement, 

S0; and to new, 910f. 

S. The total coat of the introduction of the 5,114 immigrants was £73,586 9s. 10d., 

averaging £16 2s. 20. for each statute adult. 

Table B shows the divisions of the several portions of the United Kingdom in 

which the immigrants were born to be as unier 

ENGLAND AND WALES. 

Northern Counties .........224 

Southern , .... 598  

Midland ...........419 

Eastern , ..........462 

\Vales 50 

- 1,753 

SCOTLAND. 

Northern Counties .........230 

Southern , ..........287 

-- 517 

IRELAND. 

Ulster ........................1,389 

Leinster ....................854 

Connaught .................15(5 

Munster .....................920 
-- 2,819 

Other Countries 25 

Total......5,114 

The Tables marked C, D, and E shew the ages, extent of educational attain 
ct!n. abC Bell. ments, and religious persuasions of the immigrants, with the following results :—Of 5,114 

persons who arrived, of whom 2,589 were males and 2,525 were females, 2,505 could read 

and write, 878 could read only, and 1,731 could not read at all. Their religious persuasions 

sere  

MaIe4. Females. 

Church of England ... ... ... ... ... 879 903 

Church of Scotland ... ... ... ... ... 246 291 

Wesleyan Methodists... ... ... ... ... 90 97 

Other Protestants ... ... ... ... ... 46 62 

Roman Catholics .. ... ... ... ... 1,328 1,171 

Jews. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 

Other Persuasiona .., ... ... 

Total ... ... 2,589 2,525 

11, Tables F1  and F' shew the trade, and calliugs of the adult males and uninarrkd 
CaL,os. adult females, which are as follows 

MaIe& Females. 

Agricultural Laborers... ,.. ... ... ... 1,585 

Shepherds ... ... ... ... ... ... 35 

Domestic Servants ... ... .., ... ... 27 1,237 

Mehaoie engaged in erecting buildings, &c., &e. ... 64 

Tr;tdepeop1c engaged in the sale or preparation of 

articles of food ... ... .. ... ... 16 

Tradespeople engaged in the preputation of articles 
of elothieg ... ... ... ... ... 39 51 

Other tradespeople ... ... ... ... ... 214 22 

TOTAL ... ... 1,980 1,310 

12. 
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The immigrants who arrived at their own expense, exclusive of ('hinc'., consisted AIrulis

uf 795 from the United Kingdom, of whom 479 were males and 316 females 5,887 from  

the neighboring Colonies, of whom 4,550 were males and 1,331 females ; and 678 from 

foreign parts, including India, of whom 553 were males and 125 females; making a total 

of 5,588 males and 1,772 females. 

Of those who emigrated by sea, as shown by Table H, 953 embarked for the 4ppm,dix II.-. 
En,i IT$ 1Kw. 

United Kingdom, 2,004 for the neighboring Colonies, and 1,115 for foreign parts; making 

a total of 4,972 souls. 

From these Returns, for the last of which, relating to Unassisted Immigration 

and Emigration, I am indebted to the Collector of Custonis, the following results are 

deducible 
Squls. 

Immigration at public cost .....................5,111 
Unassisted Immigration .. .......... ........... 7,360 

12,474 

Emigration by sea ..............................4,972 

Balance in favor of Immigration ...............7,502 

In contrasting the small amount of Unassisted Immigration during the year 

1859, as compared with that of 1858, it may be right to mention that the Return for the 

latter year did not distinguish between those who arrived from the neighboring Colonies 

and those from the United Kingdom, as, had this been done, it would have been found that 

by far the greater portion arrived from the former source. 

Up to the present time 124,075 souls have been introduced into the Colony at a Al,rwadil I., 
vd 

cost to the public of £1,923,816 3s. 7d; and, during the same time, 59,764 suls have 

arrived at their own expense. The total Assisted and Unassisted Immigration during the 

preceding 22 years has been 184,739 souls. 

CURRENT WAGES AND PROSPECTS OF IMMiGRANTS. 

The Return marked 3 gives the rates of wages current in the country districts Aus.ndix 3-- 

as well as in Sydney, and the average will be found to be as follows, viz. 
ii...... of \V&.. 

 

MALES FEMALES. 

Smiths ......... .................... lOs. per diem., Per Annum. 
Carjenters ........................lOs. Cooks .....................£25 to £30 
Wheclwrights ...... ............. lOs. ilousemaids ............... £16 to £18 
Bricklayers............ ........... lOs. Laundresses ............... £20 to £25 . 

I H&c Masons ..............................lOs. Nursemaids ...............£15 to £18 
Farm Laborers £30 to £40 per on. tWith Farm Servants .........£20 to £25 
Shepherds ... £30 to £35 J rations. General Farm Servants £18 to £20 I 

It will thus be seen that wages have fluctuated very slightly during the twelvr 

months as compared with the previous year, and, notwithstanding the impression on the 

minds of some persons as to the preponderance of labor, there is unciuestionably ample and 

highly remunerative employment still easily obtainable for all classes of mechanics employed 

in the erection of buildings, and all descriptions of farm laborers and female domestic 

servants. 

The ships chartered by the Emigration Commissioners have been mostly of a m--riptu 
good class, and as the arrangements on board these vessels have arrived at a great state of 

perfection the health and comfort of the immigrants is most satisfactorily maintained. 

The Surgeons Superintendent, with scarcely an exception, have perfornied their 

duties in a satisfactory manner, and the immigrants have evinced much thankfulness to those mntvmfr,,t 

officers for their kind attention to them during the passage. 

The immigrants have been on the whole of a good class, and, with few exceptions, 

have obtained employment readily or joined their relations upon arrival. 

Some irregularities which occurred on board the ships "Wellington " and jrnn,I.riti I., 
"Alfred" were brought under the notice of the Government, and steps were taken to prevent, '  

if possible, a recurrence of them. 
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',Lort isueof 23. The short issue of water to the immigrants by the ship " Sapphire" during the 

"Sapphurv." voyage was also brought under notice, and an investigation into the matter shewed that had 

it not been for the energy and foresight of Mr. Davies, the Surgeon Superintendent, the 

deficiency of that article might have been productive of very serious results. 

REMITTANCE REGILATIONS. 

Appendix K. 21. The deposits under the Immigration Remittance Regulations amounted to C 
Dcp!eIts.  

£16,780 lOs. id., £15,050 of that amount being for passages, and £1,780 lBs. id being for 

outfit. The number of persons entitled to passages in pursuance of these deposits would 

accordingly be 3,750 souls. 

neseriptin of 25. As an adjunct to the ordinary system of selected Immigration, the Remittance 

unt- Regulations have been productive of much benefit to the Colony, and considerable advantage 
ite'uia- 

to the working man. Some of the best people have been introduced under them who would 

not, under ordinary circumstances, have ever thought of leaving their homes; and the effect 

produced by bringing together members of families, and thus cementing more closely the 

ties of affection, has led in a great measure to check the restless spirit too much indulged in 

by immigrants in all new Colonies to change the scene and character of their habitations 

and employment. 

Nunilwrof Im- 26. During the year 3,723 persons have been introduced under these Regulations, 
migrauls u,irkr 
Remittance consisting of 941 English, 2,544 Irish, and 238 Scotch. Included in this number are 795 
itr.uiatiuns. persons, embarked in the ships "Sapphire," "Lady Elma Bruce," and Caribou," who had 

obtained passages to the Colony under the auspices of the Committee of the l)onegal Relief 

Fund, who, in consequence of the receipt of intelligence of the distressed state of the 

peasantry of that portion of Ireland, contributed a large sum of money towards their relief 

by offering passages to a new field of operation for the overburthened population. 

27. The result of this experiment was most satisfactory, not only in an eleemosynary 

point of view, but also as affording an excellent adjunct to the immigration of the year by 

the introduction of an useful body of people. 

Ai.BdX L— 
28. These immigrants consisted of SO married couples, with 40 male and 32 female 

i'mh ohildren, 287 single men, and 276 single women. Previously to their arrival the Govern- 
gnu nient had permitted the opening of the Immigration depot at Bathurst, and conseucntly a 

considerable number of both sexes were drafted to that place, Maitland, and Newcastle, and 

they readily entered into service at most satisfactory rates of wages. 

29. The progress of Immigration at the expense of the Government having now been 

brought before the public for so many years by the Annual Iteports emanating from this 

Department, it is unnecessary to dilate any further upon its merits or demerits; and as it is 

contemplated to bring it to a close so soon as the existing undertakings for passages to the 

Colony have been concluded, it will only be by lapse of time that the problem can be solved 

as to whether the decision come to by the Legislature on the subject is likely to prove 

beneficial or otherwise to the community. 

CIIINE5E. 

ApieniU&' 30. The immigration of Mongolians during the year has consisted of 3,022 souls, and 
M, N.—Ciiiurv 
iirmt'4ntionai,t the emigration to 1,013. The vessels in which they arrived were tolerably cleanly, and the 
Emiatiou. mortality, as formerly, was excessively small. The Tables M and N give the names of the 

several vessels in which they arrived and departed. 

I have, &c., 

H. II. BROWNE, 

Agent for Immigration. 
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A. 

RETURN OF ASSISTED IMMIGRATION FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM TO NEW SOUTH WALES AND MORETON BAY DURING THE YEAR 1859. 

SHIPS. IMMIGRANTS. 

ToN!U.GE. DEATHS. 

EXPE'NDI'l'URE. 
·-----------.,...---...,-.----------------1---,..........-----------------~-------~--------~-----1-----:--------,--------,-,------;----,----

NUMBER LANDED. 

BIRTHS 
O!i THE PASSAGE. I!i QuAltA!iTINE. 

NAM]l OJ!' 

v:ESSEL. 
Ql? 

ON THE NAME OF Above .. Under 
SURGEON• 

VOYAGE 
12 years. 

~!~  ® ~m~~~M ~ ~ ~~ ~,...!!. ~f  ~ ~ ~~· ~. ~8 
~ "'" - "'" "'" "'"'I ":1 12 year;< "d -o~ l:! J ~ 0~-o~~ .l ~ J: 

!~ ;,_ ,3 h ~ ~ ~ !~ :,_1 p"' ~ ~ ~ 

M.F. [M. F. ~ M.JF.lll<l',M· F. 1\!, F.1 ~ M.:F.M. F.])[, F. C> Jll, P. M. F. 

Contract 

Price 

per 

Statnte 

Adult. 

Total 
Passage ~1on  

at the 
Contract Rates, 
including 
lblf 1> rice for 
all above 

1 year who died 
on the 
Voyage. 

Amonntof 

Gratuities to 

Surgeons, 

Officers, 

Constables, 

&c.,&c. 

Cost of 
Victualling, 
&c.,&c., 
iucidental 

Demurrage. to detention 
of ships in 
Quarantine 
and on 
Demurrage. 

Total 

Cost of 

Conveyance, 

Superinten-

dence, &c., &c. 

-·----1---~---------------·-----
-7·~-- -·---.------ ---,-;--1---... ~ 1--- ----·- -~--1 

g I g I 
--1-"-1-1-1..>!... _,_,_,_,_,_ -I --~- -~- --~---- -----11------1------------------1------·----1-------1·---------

Daphne 844 760 25 Oct., 18!>8 16 Jan., 1859 

Hornet ............. .. 1155 tONov., , 31\far., , 

Wellington............ 450 588 29 Nov., , 1 April, , 

Nhnroud ............... 856 il43 27 Dee., , 7 April, , 

Sapphire .............. . '149 .3Feb., 1859 24May, , 

Palmyra ............... 693 7C6 13 Feb., , 27 May, , 

Queen of England .. 1200 1256 18 Mar., , 18 July, , 

Lady Elma Bruce... 1007 966 7 April, ., 14 July, , 

Siam* .................. 743 23July, , 

l'a.rsee .................. 1051 1060 7 J11ne, , 14 Sept., , 

Abyssiulan............ 1140 1072 22 June, , 20 Sept., ., 

Caribou ............ ... 1~70 1065 7 July, , 4 Oct., , 

Anule Wilson ...... 1191 1119 5 Sept., • , 14 Dec., ., 

85 W. Cla.proth ......... A. D. White ......... 1 ... 1 ... 1  1 1··· ...... ll... ... 1 2 ... "')'" ... , ......... 1

1

... ... ... ... 2 118 138 

113 T. Grecves ............ A. S. Gray ........... 8 1  4  2  2 ' I ... 2  1  3 5 .. .... ::; 171 183 

12Z M. J. Howlett ...... R. Robertson.,....... 3 2 5 ::: ... ... :::r:: ... ... ..:  ... :.: ::.1 .. : ...... ::· J::: .. ~ .. ~ ·~ 1 

101 H.Ti!lman ............ J.T.S.Jolley ............ 5, 5 lll :a
1 
.. ! ... ,3 ... 2 ... 5 7 ...... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 

40 

43 

116 27 

132 149 7 

8 

33 

26 

41 

329 ) f 

437 

243 

367 

I l 
I 

288}i, 

387 

208Yz 

313 

276 110 J. Douglass ............ A. E. Davies......... 1  1  2 ... 1. 1 l"' ... I ... 1  1  1  3 \1, ......... I ...... ·:· ... 
1

... ... ...  ... 4 138 133 

lOa w . .ramieaon ......... w.Holman ......... s 1 4f .. r\ 1( ... /r 1  1  1  4 s ......... \ ........... 
1 
........... 5 "11! 121 2() 24 2s1 j 250}5; 

'" ' I "I' '1:·" ... 11 ... 3  4  6 ......... \, ... 1 .. I... ... ... 6 194 164 33 36 427 ll, i11 385 
118 M. Nolan ............... A. Newbold 

98 ]3. A. Johnsto,ne ... W. Don!'ldson ..... 1  1  2  1  1 · 1 1 142 146 16 14 318 300;.§ 

·= w ::·:: ' :::: ; ·; ; ' ~··· 1: ...I .••• ' ; 2 ~···  t ••• I ' ••• • •• I ; .:. ;~ ;, :. .~ i I ,; 
89 I T.J.Thomas ......... W.Arthnr ............ 2  3 S +·11! ...... 1 ......... 1 2 ......... ) ... 1 ......... /... ... ...  ... 2 188\ 151 44 ~4 407 

1 
368~ 

£ s .. d. 

14 9 6 ! 

14 8 0 

13 19 4 

13 14 2 

14  19 3 

14 6 !} 

15 9 3 

16 19 1 

15 0 0 

16 2 1 

14 8 10 

17 19 0 

13 18 9 

£ s. d. 

4,186 17 lO)c\ 

2,S12 1 0 

4,314 13 11 J.-2 

4,14017 5~ 

3,605 17 77:1 

5,972 7 9% 

4,8Q2 4  1 

30 0 0 

5,Ma 4 1 

5,332 11 8;.§ 

6,444 1 0 

£ s. d. 

358 2 0 

401 13 6 

13(} 4 0 

419 10 0 

265 7 0 

273 10 0 

415 19 .il 

304 8 0 

4.18 14 0 

486 0 0 

344 0 () 

415 10 0 

t .......... . 

' 

77 3  6 

5116 1 

19 5 6 

75 14 5 

11 7  6 

£ s. d. 

4,M.4 19 lO?JI 

5,996 1  6 

3,138 14 0 

4,734 3 llYz 

4,406 4 5%: 

3,879 7 7?1 

6,388 6 9%, 

5,234 2  7 

30 0 Q 

5,961 1$ 1 

i>,818 11 S}ji 

6,788 l 0 92 • A. Cameron ......... J.P. Hill ........... 2 4 6 1) .. I 1 I"' .. j ~.. ... ... 2 3 ......... 1 ............ 1 ... '... ... ... 3 174 168 19 27 388 l 358 
"'] J.D'""''-·········· '· w................. ' ' ' ··H '~-···· ' ' ' ... " " ......... ···~·· ................. " '"'. "" "' "I "' ,J I •oo 

r;:~::ol:rl~l~ ~~~::~r.T~t~-1 1_1_1:-;;1 '"" 1-;.1~1'~: I 1-38-60->6
1

-.. -.. -... -... -.. - 57,886 6 : -4-,2-32-1~- -.. -. ~~:-:-7-l·-106 ___ 1_5_ 1 _62-,3-54_1_0_6~ 

Averages....................... H61 per cent. 14 18 0 16 3 0 

5,433 18 5X( 5,007 0 11)4 

SMps which landed their Immigrants at Moreton :Cay:-

British Empire...... 475 

Glentanuer ........... . 

Shackama.:xon ...... 14  14 1() 

.610 

503 13 Oct., 1MB 4 Feb., 1859 

li24 

1100 20 Aug., 1859 22 Nov., , 

7 July, " 

22 3,211 7 ~ 113 T. F. ~ n  ........ ! F. Mackern ............ I 2 
II. WllaC>n .; .......... 

1 

li. Soott ....... ........ 5 

86 J. B. Tenlon ......... 0. ;a Graham ...... 3 

2 4 : ........ . 

3  8 3 1 100 92 30 

14 11 5 

14 9  8 

293 

228 0 0 

242 12 0 

344 14 0 4,66T 13 107£ 2 51·+ .. 116 34 

3,110 5 11 

4,322 19 lO)c\ 

10 7 17 86 72 810 707 81560[ ... 111,231 19 4%: 

Averages, 880(s-910l'&· lJ-(15 per ee.nl;. 14 11 llYz 15 17 8Jl<! 

G!t.!.Nl> TOTALS FOil BOTH CotoNIEll ............................ .. 

Go'l)ernment Imm.igration Office, 
Sydney, 28th September, 1860. 

2-B 

* This ves$el was a private !Jas.senger ship. 
H. H. BROWNE, 

Agent for lmmigrat.i.an, 

657 
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I ENCLAND. SCOTLAND, IRELAND, - - — 
NoRtnEnr OUV]FER' 3LIoLAnp EASTERN NORTHERN I Sooriwri 

WALES. 
 ON 

COUNTIES. COUNTIES, Couxtirs, COUNTIES. COUNTIES, COUNTIES. ULS
- 
TER, LEINSTEE. NAUOHT. MUNSTn, 0 

SYDNEY ..., 206 176 325 362 31 134 2:50 1249 304 134 803 24 

M0RETON BAY 18 122 94 100 13 96 37 140 50 22 117 

221 598 1 419 462 50 230 287 11339 354 156 920 1 25 

SYDNEY SIOI1ETON BAY. 

1,369 ENGLAND .................. 331 
\VALES .................... 37 Wu:s .................... 13 

SCOTLANu .................. 384 Sconxn .................. 13.3 
IRELAND .................. 2,490 IRELAND .................. 329 
OTHER COENTRIEs .......... 24 OTHER CoUNTRIES .......... 1 

TotAl. .......... 4,301 TOTAL .......... 810 

GRAND TOTAL ...... .5,114 

Government Immigration Office, 
Sydney, 28th &pembe', 1860. 

H. H. BROWNE, 
Agent for Imnngratson. 

 
RETURN, shewing the Ages of the Assisted Immigrants from the United Kingdom who arrived during 

the Year 1859. 

- CLASSIFICATION OF AGES. 

' 
wrNTmE YEAR. 

 
TOTAL GRAND 

L1 TOTAL 

)!.1F. 3LJF. M. E M. 11.1 L 1'. 3C F. 31. F. M. F. 

S E  ,j England and WILILS 26 °6' u ol 57 46 

--------------------------- 
68 68 118 9861 3o6 39 6-P 764 1406 

Scotland .............. ... & 17 16 9 8 11 12 27 4 90121 6 

401 

9 171 213 384 

Ireland ............... 141 19 35, 3.3 26 22 46 39 447 551 730 452 27 471 1325 1165 2,490 

Otlr Countries Hi 9 2 2 1 4 2 5 1 W 14 24 

TOTAL ....... 48 60 108 105 94 78 131 121 593 7721108 934 66 961  2148 2156 4,301 

MORETOS BAY— 

England and Wales 13 8 13 15. 8 6 6 10 59 26 107 731 1 3 207 140 347 

Scotland ...............  3 5:  814 3..J 3 610 1187. 411 2 363 70 133 

Irela nd ............... .1 6 9 8433214244100:892 6171 158 329 .. i' H... 1 
TOTAL ....... 29 19;  

OtherCountries ............................ 
30 27 15 81 12,  13 111 811  239 2011 

.... 
12 441 369 r—  810 

GRAND TOTAL ..,, 77'  F 69 138' I 132 109 I 86 143 139 704 I 853:1317 1138 I 71 108 2339 - 2325 5,114 

Govern ment Immigration Office, 
Sydney, 281A September, 1860. 

H. H. BROWNE, 
Agent for Immigration. 

2—C 
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D. 
RETURN, showing the Number of Assisted Immigrants from the 'United Kingdom, who arrived during the 

Year 1859, who could Read and Write. 

CLASSLEICATION OF EDtCAT102. 

r r 
21 YEArS E4D Torn. rgn.a 4 YELlS. 21 YEas. 

C0RLES. 
 

;jtiiii1' V I 1' 

II 

SYDNEY— 
\Yales 159 

I 
1 85 15! $ p 30 45 I 

61 20 37 236' 
I P I 
77 118 519 371 216 819:1,406 England and 

17 7 13 61 .. 7 62 6 29 192 260! 384 
Scotland .......... 46 

103, 47 1 40 24 21 399 174 425- 457 239 S001016 438 1I6 2,490 Ireland ............. 
3 

.. 
1 3 1 1 1  5 

2 1 10 3[11 24 
otheroopintries..J 2 

T 

MORETON Bsv— 
England and Wales.' 4 10 3 : 3 11, 2 6 16 

2 2 72 
68 26 
17111' 

40 118 94 
jo; 671371 2076133  

701 183! 347 

Scotland .......... 22 2 i.j 
3 2 21 17274241 .50106 9882149329 Ireland ............. ,,L l.,i ......... 1[..l..: 1 1 

..... 

I.. i OtherCountries ............ 

Tont 

GRAND TOTAL.... 415 1 
.. 

168 24j 31 85 103 94 144 263 850 019 487 15581731 878 2.505 5,114 

Government Immigration (ffice, 
.11. U. .Li1tU%Y L'itj, 

Sydney, 28th September, 1850. 
Agent for Immigration. 

E. 
RETURN, shewing the Religious Persuasions of the Assisted Immigrants from the United Kingdom who 

arrived during the Year 1859. 

CLASSifICATION OF r.XUGIOX. , 

-.- -'-'- -- 'i 

COUNTRIES. 
CF[DPJII I Criuscu I WrsinAN SEWS. 

MAHO SEE. 
TOTAL. 

a 
ENILAND. 

SCOTLAND. MITUODIbSS 
I 

rANTS. 
CAraoLhn. 

I 
PAU.O1S. ALoNE. ! - 

I 
I 

England and Wales.. 526 606 3 8 cli OSj 26 43( 26 37 ..... 642  764 1406 

2121135178 I ........ 
I .. I .......... 

..I171213  384 
Scotland ............ 
Ireland ............ .128 118 3 341 

3 
I ........... I 1132511165 2490 

OtherCoun&ies.... 5 8 

2 115710111 ....... 
2 3.. 1.. ....... 24 

Tow. ...... ..680 .. I .. 2118213& 4301 
753 178 220, 64 

... 

68 30 5211961062 .. 1 .. .. 
..I ...i.H.. 

I 
MOIIETON BAY— 
England and Wales.. 136 90 1 4 20 

I 
28 
I 11 & 13 12, 207,  140 347 

Scotland 246065 
51 6 8 133 ........... 

Ireland ............. 41561712 
..................6370 I 

....171158j 
329 1113 ............. 

i..i.H I•H 1 1 OtherCountries ........ j..l .......... 
......... 1411369 810 101132109L.I..I... TOTAL ... 119915068712629116 _I_j 

GRAND TOTAL.... 879 903 

---------------- 
246' 2911 90 97 I il 

40 62 1328 1171 .. I Iii 
1 I ......... 236925251 I 5114 

Government Immigration Oflice, .ti. n. Jsswsn, 

Sydney, 281h September, 1800. 
Agent/or Immigration. 
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1 1 1 3 2 21 21 2 2 
2 .............2 1 ................... ................. 

. ...... ................... ...... L 

1 5 2 2 2 2 l 2 I j 

P. P. Di 
I 
El 1- 

i! 21 1, 1 1 9 

11I1I1III 

6 
2 2 

I 1 
1 17 

COflTRY 

2 
Ii 

EMIGRATING. I I 

a 
a 2 p 8 

England ............ 25 110 1:1  2 138 
41 ] - 

Scotland 1 27 I  ............. 5 5 
Ireland 32 08 . I - 1 

otherc000triel..1 ............. I ............. ....... ....... i 
TOTALS 58 235 I 2 206i10 1 1 2 3 

FROM WHAT 

NUMBER OP AURICULTLRAL LASOREBS. 
NIaIRLR OP DOMflTI5 

SERVANTS. 

p2.  

MORETON BAY. 

TRADES AND CALLINGS 

MALE. 

NI3LBER OP MOIIANIOS nosogo NUMBER OP NUIaER OP 

SN EBXCTLNU BUILD!NII, OR IN TUADESPEOPLE, TRADESPEOPLE 

OBTAINING OR PREPARING IIUJLDINO MAKINII OIL SILLLINO ENGAGED IN 
MATERIALS. ARTICLES OF . MAKING ARTICLES 

— 
1000. OP CLOTHING. 

YoNDER OF MZCBARICS, &C., NOT INCLUDED IN Tilt POREGOINO COLI'MNS. 

H4  
0 0 

N; 

TRADES AND CALLINGS. 

I FEMALE. 

NUMBER op TnDESpEOPU 
Nt MBP.R OP Donsyic SERVANTS. 

M4RENOMUTICLES OF 
I CLODIIIN('. 

YR4)31 WHAT ('OlTflY  

E311(4ISATING. 

. . 4 
El p 2. 

C 0 
Q 

'I 
0 

1 V, H ri H 

1 i 25 
Scotland................................................... 
England ................................................ 

I 17 i 
Ireland .................................................... 67 2 69 1 . 2 3 
OtherCountrie ..................................... ...... .... . . . . . . .  

 ...... ....... 
 

TOTALS ..................... 1 1116 1 3 111 2 2 4 

Government Imrdgrati'on Of/ce, IT. H. BROWNE, 
Sydney, 28th $eptember, 1860. 4 gent for Immigration. 
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G. 
RETURN of the Number of Unassisted Immigrants who arrived in the Colony of New South Wales during 

the Year 1859, excinsive of Chinese. 

FROM tNITED RsN000M. FROM NtIdllflORiNb COWNIE$, 
FROM Foacrox Foan. 

INOLCODIG NEW ZEALAND. 

tORTOEABRIVAE. -- -- Tonr. - - - --. TOTAL: - - ToTAL 
Adults. Children. Adults. Children. Adults. I Children. 

}\ M. K M H Y.I L H i F. M. 

Sydney ............. 2,166 2,095 460 387 .5098' 4.073 1,010 416 273 5,801 299 1  51 20 Is 388 

Newcastle ........... Nil. Nil. I Nil. Nil.,... 56 13 J 1 2 72 Nil. NiLI Nil. Nil...... 

Twofold Bay....... NL Nil. I Nil. Nil. 7 1 Xii. Nil, S Nil..Nil, Nil.1 Nil...... 

Morotonflay 
(L'ptoHdthNov.) 

1 
I 

Nil. Nil.  Nil. I 3NIL 
t 
Nil. Nil.] :377 2423l18 142 

I 

BRITISH tNDIA. CHIN,. 

Boys. Glrls.jTotol.J Df. F. GirIe.]Total. 

Centta ........... 122 G I 
2  1 

1a4P10 21 14  
D) 

10 2 

This number includes 4.304 isnntiarants Introduced at the public expense. 

W. A. DUNCAN, 

Collector. 

H. 

RETUItN, shewing the number of Emigrants who have departed from New South Wales by Sea, during 
the Year 1859, exclusive of t'hinese. 

To Lzcrnis KINGDO, To NXJOImORINH COLOrIng, IN' 
To l'onen,x PORTS. CLUDISO NEW 2EALAND. - 

l'oa, or ])i:rAafla. - TOTAL. -' -- - - - ------------- 

Adults. Children. Adults, Children, 
- ToTAl 

Adults. 
-1 To,a. 

Chi'dren. 

- - - 

Sydney ............ 4131 279 130 1 125: 947 1,736! 698 210 161 2,805609 228  83 841,004 

Newcastle L....H......,H .......... 54 
13 

Eden "H,1 ' 

............... 
......... Ir] c .... 

Moretounay .........1 2 
31 I I 

7 3 

W. A. DUNCAN; 

Collector. 



tKASSISTIID IM390I1ANTS. TOTAL NUMBER Or ASSISTED 

AND 

NUMBER LAnxp. 
UNASSISTED IMSUGUABITS 

Total ('barged Foartt'en Years Under Fourteen ' 
on 

 

We 

Fourteen Years 

and upwards Year& and upwards, 
flelonla! PuntS, . 
'orintro1uet!on ! 

31. (1. T.W. 11, F. TotaL 
of Immigrants. 

31. P. 100*8,1 

I. 

n,3rnrTDxT ,y,,nr. +hn An,nnif. nl  Agisted and unassisted Immigration from the United Kingdom, during tf6 several Years between the 1st Ianuary, 1888, and 81st December, 1850. 

AS$IbTEfl 13IMIOI1ANTS. 

yUMi1a T,INDED. 
Cult OP THEIR CoNvEyAKcL 

I Cc. of 'V ic' 

Fourteen Years Under Fourteen 
A mount Amount of Amount inUid,.ntli:. 

 'rotal Cost of 

md upwards. Years. OrituitMe to 
of 

detention of Connysnec, 

TotAls of Sorgeou, 881;' in $uperinten- - - - - 
31. r. Total] 

-- - 
Passage Money. 

officers, CO.. 
stablee, &e, -Delnurrwo 

Quarantine 
d"n04, &c. 

3f.31. Total. 

1839 1,928 1,673 3,60: 

1839 2,011 2,761 5,671 

1840 2,029 2,037 4,06) 

1841 4,552 4,800 9,35 

1842 1,931 1,887 3,811 

1843 

1844 SOIL 899 1,79 

1845 1731 178 35 

1846 

1817 

1848 1,514 1,613 3,12 

1619 2,6371 3,491 6,12 

1850 11182 2,223 3,40 

1851 712 687 1,42 

1852 1,635 1,910 3,11 

1853 2,706 4,751 7,41 

1854 2,818 2,717 5,53 

1855 5,448 • 5,489 10,91 
1856 

2814l 
2,771 5,655' 7851 

1857 4,413 3,587 8,002 1.128 

1838 2,859 2,713 5,593 611 

1889 I 2,122  20191 4,221 467 

ToTAls. 45,169'  48,26293,631 14,5041 

I £ s.d.! Lt d Ls.d H Cs.d £ ad; 

I2,501: 6,102 101,081 16 0%j 0,371 0 01 107,413 15 10 

11013! 2,177 '7,832 119,354 13 03 7,173 13 0 .......................... 116,529 6 9 34 

889 1,150 5,216 186,775 58 1134 4,76! 18 5 ... ......... ...... . ..... 121,537 17 434 

1,374 2,831'! 32,188 100,840 9 5% 12,131 12 11 ........................ 207,181 2 4% 

6201 
1,253 5,071 72,331 5 8 4,388 85 2 

. 

76,873 0 10 

8,778 3 738 116 13 6 ... ......... 

. 

1 1/ 

4671 930 2,726 42,935 1110 2,01185 0 

.......... ...8,89117 

48,970 610 

571 116'  497 9,10013 7 381 4 0 ......... ............. 7 

I ............. 
.  I ................... . 8 7 3 0 0 

951 1 

41  

.  
3 .......  .  ............ 

. 
. 0 5! 1 3 

5781 3,240! 4,376 

. 8 7 3 0 0 

,467 10 0 3,486 10 0 , 

............. 

...0,51717 

47 .,931 15 0 

1,0711 2,181! 8,309 88,170 9 U4 5,271 9 0 87,447 38 434 

3421 673 4,07, 40,065 7 938 2,841 0 7 ... ......... .... ........ . 42,946 11 414 

210i 417 1,846 13,870 4 6 1,505 84 0 I ............ 15,378 18 6 

671 1,436' 4,081 61,691 6 93 3,691 86 0 

....... ...... 

63,389 2 934 

1162') 3,002 10,812 

I 
158,551 18 7,5,53 6 6 ... ........ .......... 166,101 7 

913 1,770 7,309 133,671 85 734 8,977 6 0 387 5 9 J 
.... 

307 4 9 , 840,739 15 134' 

18001 3,637 11,567 212,687 '1 6)4 11,92') 11 10 1 1,1400 5 71 1,791 0 18 228,266 2 

71t" 1,555 7,210 86,581 10 9 6,818 12 6 33 88 0 ............ I 93,177 1 3 
1,075 2,20:; 10,995 132,210 1 0 9,417 0 

!• 

6 
' 82 1 2 141,709 11 8 I 

682 1,32:1 6,016 90,14279 7 6,04316 6 ..... ....... I 21511 5 
j 
06,102 0 6 

l'a!4 by 1', 14 

or out of 

Imperial 

Fund. 

Lt d Lt d. 
! 
, 

107,435 15 10 764 438 1,212 121 2,692 2,111 41503 2,627 7,410 

' .., 116,528 6 i 1,071) 512 1,632.., 331 1,083 3,1'Sl 3,3261 7,307 2,525 9,835 

121,533 17 4,  830I  31:, III'S 163 
1.306! 218SOi 

2,359 5,999 1,313 6,522 

2(17,181 2 4,1 SIII 
401 1)24-1 

,,, 
... 354 3,598 517)3 5,903 10,596 3,190 33,786 

76,173 0 10 896 355 3,165 

......... 

368 1,534 2,737, 2,248 4,983 
1i6221 

6,605 

8,S'J1 I? 1' 263 822 ... I 115 067 659 2631 821.1  1'15j 067 

31,870 6 10 203, 122 
4171 

68 05 3,186 8,021 2,907' 1,0011 3,281 

9,547 17 
! 
2'1 121 333 ... ... J 14 461' 31l 333 681 2741 958 

673 0 0 2W1 117 3271 42 75 4021 2101 fl7: 327 75 402 

951 1 3j  278 151 4121  56; 47 103 515- 238 151 412 103-515 

1,338 16 8 46,615 18 4 - 1113 517 oil 40 104 6511 1,838 1,776 3,674 1,853 5,027 

10,640 2 6 76,817 15 10 679 391 1,070 222 290 4182- 1,4921 3,316 3,882 7198I 2,6031 
9,801 

2,468 17 01 ............ 40,477 17 4I 271j 189 451 51 57 
°I 
1,453 2,403 7811 4,637 

3,104 13 71 11,97-1 4 11 - 380  223 614 81 68 182 756 1,131 9121 2,013 5331 2,602 

63,389 2 9J 2471I  
725 3,202 2461 293 570! 

378ll 
4,112 2,633, 6717l  2,015 8,762 

I 2,302 0 0 161,712 7 :11 1,696 838 2,534' 404; 417,  821 3,355. 
d,'l02j 5,542! 

9,946 3,823 15,767 

- 6,610 0 Oj 131,129 85 34 1,51191 0!i5I 1,0741 531i 719 2,618): 4,121 3,382 7,5071  2,195 10,002 

10,032 0 0,  218,234 2 lOt hJ1'2,200441'-101' 9161 3,116 0750 6,380 13,130, 4,353 17,683 

1(5,125 15 5 63,151 5 10 2,1s7! a,ssl 8,695! 1,66,1 1,436 3,0101 8,791 5,691 5,650 18,300, 4,65! 86,001 

9,783 5 6 131,921 6 8 4,1231 835 '1,94b 201 4251 5,373 ,53I 4,412 12,950 2,628 15,578 

96,400 
0 6 11,57a 4,136 15,691) 1015l 1,09! 2,125) 17,823 14,818 6619 21,257 5,852 24,739 

- .'icc.', fbi Ac."4l" rQiI '7,, Ru 111 '765 2,542 2,388 4.9041 1.005 5,009 
426 5,1141 68,30210434 5,08836 'hSUJ? "3"" 11,0"0j'0' 

'''''''''' I 
OO!!) 

11,339 31,3141  794,975 1,811,506 3 -1%- 107,0118 5 Sj 2,640  8-111 2,892 5 8 ,1,9208163 7 17,812 9 9-38,048 0 0il67.033 
 13 33,213 55,06648,3 i, 1,757! 81,413 50,761 78,642 61,1214 111,980 42,7291184719 

ti Ti' TWfl'fl'V13 
(Jorern,nent Immigration (4836, Agent for Immigration. 

Sydney, 28€/s September, 1859. 



IT. 
RETURN, shewing the Average Rate of Wages for different Classes of Labor in the Colony of New South Wales, from the 1st January, 1850, to the 1st Sanuary, 18430. 

. t. .. 

hi ha th A i a 
TRAI)EOIt CALLING. I 

t &,; 

h j i  h Es5 t 5l s 
1 5 - . . l.c; I '4 
.4 '1 

MALES. 

1850. 1851. 1852. 1853. 

I 

1854. 1855. 

s.d. £ s.d. 
Town I Carj*uters ............... {;;::::I ?.. 1.2..6  I  :::: '..? 
çTown 4 6 . . .  68 ,... 90 .... 129 .... 1401 .... ....... 
Conntry ......... 35 .... 45 Smiths .................. 
(Town 46 64 .... 90.... 150 .,.. 150 .... 150 

Wheblwrigbts ............ 36 46 I ....... 

(Town  ...... 46  .... 1601.... 901.... .... . 180 I 170 Country .... I 38 42 I .... Bricklayers ............... 

..Country ............ 
. 

. 
46j.... 78 90....,160l....l210 

156 ............... 
....170 

.... 

M asons ................. çTown ....... 
..... 

37 I 

.,g . sz 
I a !k th ' 

r ! . Cn ,.. 
!i 
' b n 
'n .-.3 k1 

jt. 

? 

FA 

1855. 1857. 1858. 1859. 

s.d. £ 1 s.d. £ s.dj £ 
126 .... 120 .... 100 .... 1001 ~ 

120 .,.. 106 .... 100.4 

19 0 .... 10 0 .... 10 0 12 2 ...... 

1861 
.... 130 .... oii .... ioo! 

13 6 .... 14 0 .... 10 6 .... 10 0; ° 

to4O .,.. 30to40 .... 30to40 40 .... 30to40 
to8S 

.... 30to311 .... 30to351 30 .... 30to35 

21 to 27 
19 to 22 
23 to 26 
lGtol') .... 
20 to 24 I 
19to221..... 

I2 to 30 
16 to 18 
,2Oto 25 
15 to 20 
20 to 25 

18 to 20 

26 
23 
26 
19 
25 

25 

25 to 30 
16 to 18 
20 to 25 
15 to 18 
20 to 25 

18 to 20 

Faith Laborers .......... 
Shepherds .............. 

FEMAx.as. 

Cooks (plain) ............I 
Housemaids ......................... 
Laundresses ......................... 
Nursemaids ......................... 
General House Servants .1 
Fsrm House Servants .... 
Dairy Women, &c.........I ........... 

iuountry ............ ........ 
.... J16to191 .... 18to221 2ttoSO' ,... 26to311 25to40 ......30 
I ..;. lGtolD .... 18to23 ......25to30 .... 25to30 .... 25to35 . . . .  30 

15to19 164o251 18to251 .... 19to281 
.... 
25to301 25to30 

Iltol& 14tolS 14to18 .... 15to19I .... 18to25 .., 18to25 
l3tol6 l4tolSI 18to22 .... I18to221 .... 25to301 25to30 ...... 
7to12 7to12 ...... IstolS .... lStolS .... 15to20I 15to20 
12to1S• ..... l4tol8I 16to18 .... hlSto2lI .... 25to30 .....20te26 

11,... 18;.... 14 ..I 15 I.... 25 '....!20to24 

Government Immigration Of cc, 
Sydney, 28th Sept cmber, 1800. 

H. it. J3I4OWNE, 
Agent for Jmmigratiou. 
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14 APPENDIX TO REPORT FROM IMMIGRATION AOENT-1859. 

 
RETURN, shewing the number of Individuals for whose Passages and Outfits deposits were 
made under the Immigration Remittance Regulations, in the Year 1859, with the 
Amount reoeived under each head. 

Nu,men OF AXOUNT PAID .&3IODNT PAID FOR 
TOTAL, 

TEAR. 
INDIVIDUALS. TOWARDS PASSAGES. Ourflr. 

18u9 3,759 15,050 00 1,730 16 1 16,780 36 1 

Government Immigration Office, H. H. BROWNE, 
Sydney, 28th September, 1860. Agent for Immigration. 

 

RETURN of Immigrants introduced under the auspices of the Committee of Subscribers 
to the Donegal Bdief Fund, during the Year 1850. 

M.jouta. SmeaR, CuhI.DREN. 

I Male. 

Male. Female1 Male, Female,, 

ito 14. unclorl ito IS. tnder: 

I I I 

Sapplilit ............................... 10 19 114 112 6 2 2 3 

LadymaBruec .................... 24124 94 9I15!.. r 3 

Caribou .............................. i3'37 
7 9 7 3 1 3i12 5 

Total ...................... 50SQ 287 11 276 35 521 11 

GENERAL ToTAt ........................ 

Govenunent Immigration Office, H. H. BROWNE, 

Sydney, 28th &ptcmber, is€o. Agent for Immigration. 

I 



I NVMDnR OF 

\%ane FROM. DATE OF 
I 1MMIGRA1STS. 

ARRIVAL. 
I Male. Ferna 

Hong ICong.. 28 February .... j 53 187 NiL 
Do...... 27 March 72 229 
Do...... lApril 42 270 
Do...... iMay ......... 52 332 . 
Do...... l9May ......... 5.5 (108 
Do...... i'J May ......... 43 340 
Do...... 15 June ........ 53 1 573 
Do ...I21 June ......... 62 58 

Melbourne .. ... lSJuly ........ 4 6 
Hong Kong....' 3 August .. .. 68 233 
I Melbourne ..... 11 Augnst .. .. i 8 7 
Hong Kong.. .. 23 September ..' 106 I 139 

3,022 Nil 

5: 

Snip. 
a 

Atlanta ................ .93IJ 
Land o' Cakes .......... I 360 
Beatrice ................. 887 
Red Rover .............. 740 
Atmosphere............. 1,483 
Eagle .......... ....... .1,1.02 
Kate Ilooper ............ 957 
Cyclone ................. 894 
Higbhnd Lassie .........176 
Golden State ............. 1,361 

.. 

City of Sydney ............ '191 
Bell Rock ............... 767 
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M. 

RETURN, shewing the Number of Chinese Immigrants to New South Wales in the 
Year 1859. 

W. A. DUNCAN, 
Collerto,'. 

N. 

RETURN, shewing the Number of Chinese who have departed from New South 1Vale. 
during the Year 1859. 

I 
I  

Nu.unn OF 
I  DATE OF I EMuRANTR. 

SHIP. Ivenan BOUND. DEPAIITURE. 

I  
Malt'. j Female. 

Aniarantli .............. 660 Hong Kong ......... 13 January ........ 67 Nil, 
Henry Miller ............ 433 Do.......... 8 March .......... 73 11 

Almeda ................. 210 Mrlbourne&Geelong 9............ 5 
Atlanta ................ 930 . Melbourne 9 ............ 63 
Land o' Cakes ........... 561 Do.......... 2 April ........... 40 
Beatrice ................ 678 I Do.......... 4 ............. 67 
Ospray .................. 4(17 i Hong Kong ......... 23 ............ 30 
Red Rover .............. 747 Melbourne ......... 5 May .......... I 40 
City of Melbourne ........ 176 Do. ........ 18 ............ I 3 
Mary Nicholson .......... 258 Hong Kong ........ 25 ............ 7 F 

Eagle .................. 1,102 Mell,oni'ije ......... 3 June .......... 75 
Atmosphere ............ 1,4141 Do. ........ 7 ............ 52 
Canaan ................ 840 Hong Kong ........ ' 17.... .... .... $0 
Cyclone ................... Melbourne .. ......... 1 July .. .... .... 38 
11aglo .................. 12 1 Do.. ....... 2 ............ 2 
Wanderer .............. 140 ' Do... ...... I .............. 4 
Himalaya .................. 2 Hong Kong .......... 5 August ........ 113 
Prince Alfred ........... 703 Anekland .......... 10  2 
Sarah .................. 121 Melbourne ........ 19, 4 
Burnett ................ 137 Do. ........ ' 26 ,, 1 
Golden State ............ 1,3111 hong Kong, ........ 21 September 75 

I Wanderer ............... 110 Melbourne ......... 5 October i " 
Bell Rock .............. 765 Do. ......... 12  19 
Native Lass ............ IOU Do.. ....... .14 ., 2 Union .................. 131 Do. ........ .22 ,, 5 I 

Burnett ................ 137 Do......... 29 ,, 4 I  

1{c]ios .................. 731 I (long Kong ......... 4 November 146 
Wanderer .............. 110 Melbourne ......... 16 ,, 

I 
TOTAL ......... 1,013 Nil. 

W. A. DUNCAN, 
(.'olte'lo'. 

Sydney Theme, RIchards, Oovernrnent Pr5ntr.-1ti. 

[Z'sice, 4d.] 
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1861. 

ZcgiIatiUe 2øtnthljy. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

C11INESE IMMIGRATION REGULATION BILL. 
(CEIZTAIN MERCHANTS, TRADESMEN, AND CITIZENS OF SYDNEY.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Asse,nbly to be Printed, 26 .iIarch, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South 
Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Merchants, Tradesmen, and Citizens of 
Sydney,— 

RESPE:TFULLY SHEWETII 

That yeur Petitioners have remarked with deep concern the proposals contained 
in a Bill, intituled 'A Bill to regulate Chinese Immigration," and respectfully pray your 
Honorable House not to proceed in passing such a measure, for the following reasons 

That, population being in all countries the source of wealth, any prohibition to its 
free ingress in a young and thinly populated country, such as is the Colony of 
New South Wales, would be a fatal blow to its advancement and prosperity. 

That the Chinese Immigrants arrive without charge to the Colony, expend large 
sums immediately on their arrival, and at their own cost, and without delay, 
proceed into the interior, developing by their energy and perseverance the 
mining wealth of the Colony. 

That these resources, so developed by them, afford increased activity to all the 
European population of New South Wales. 

That it appears to your Petitioners that the Chinese who have hitherto arrived in 
the Colony are an orderly and sober race, and their faults and vices not 
greater than those of Europeans of a similar class; while the police reports 
are sufficient evidence of their being good citizens. 

That some branches of industrial pursuits have been originated by Chinese and are 
now carried on by them only. 

That no sufficient evidence has been adduced to impose a poll tax for excluding 4. 
Chines, any more than any other aliens or subjects of other nations at peace 
with Great Britain. 

That your Petitioners entreat your Honorable House to take into consideration the 
vast wealth in circulation which this Bill would interrupt—the employment 
of shippina—the importation of goods—the profits on resales—the increased 
locale nu:nption of grain and meattlte trade of artizans and retailers, &c., 
&c., and Er these various reasons, as well as the oppressive and invidious 
nature of this Bill, your Honorable House may see sufficient reason to revise 
its provisions. 

Your Petitioners, therefore, most earnestly pray that any Chinese Immigration 
Regulation Bill may be deprived of all class legislation of an oppressive or prohibitory 
character, and be framed upon principles of justice to the mutual benefit of the Chinese and 
the inhabitants of these Colonies. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &e. 

[Eers folluw (111) One Itundred and eleven Signatures.] 

[Price, Id.] 151—. 
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1861. 

IltgiøtatWe aøøtnzblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

VOLUNTARY IMMIGRATION. 
(FUNDS FOR FROLOTING.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 7 May, 1861. 

JOIIN YOUNG, Message No. 15. 

Administrator of the Government. 

In accordance with the request contained in the Address from the Legislative 

Assembly, of the 3rd May, 1861, the Administrator of the Government invites them to 

make provision for a sum not exceeding £5,000, for the salaries and travelling expenses 

of Immigration Agents and Lecturers in Great Britain and Ireland, and to defray the expenses 

of printing for circulation, in a cheap and popular form, throughout the United Kingdom, 

copies of Land Acts, and other trustworthy information relating to the Colony. 

Government House, 

Sydney, 7 May, 1861. 

[Price, ld,] 279— 
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1861. 

WslatIbc %nembIR. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

JANE 000KBURN 
(PETITION.) 

Ordered by ike Legislative Assembly to be Pr4ntcd, 10 May, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Asscmbly, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of Jane Cockbnrn, wife of George Henry Cockburn, late 

Messenger to the Immigration Department,— 

Suawnu 
That your Petitioner has, for the last ten years, resided in the Immigration 

Barracks. 

That, during the whole of this long period, your Petitioner has acted as office-cleaner, 

without receiving any remuneration whatever, although all other office-cleaners have been in 

receipt of from fifteen to twenty-five pounds per annum. 

That, besides the work of office-cleaner, your Petitioner has always been compelled, in 

the absence on duty of her husband, to act as gatekeeper. 

That Mr. H. H. Browne, the late Immigration Agent, repeatedly promised to procute 

some consideration for Petitioner's case, but failed to do so. 

That, in consequence of Petitioner's husband having been disabled by paralysis, 

Petitioner and her family have been subjected to great distress. 

Petitioner therefore prays that your Honorable House will take the circumstances 

into consideration, and grant her relief. 

And, as in duty bound, your Petitioner will ever pray. 

JANE 000KEUIIN. 

S Hag, 1861. 

[Price, U.] 292— 
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1861. 

NEW SOTJTII WALES. 

IIEAILTII OFFICER, SYDNEY. 
(RETURNS FOR 1&59.) 

ljheanttb to botbpou%co of Varliament, bg Qtommanb. 

THE IIEALTji OFFICER to Tuz UNniat SECRETARY, TREASURY, 

forwarding Returns for 1859. 

22 December, 1860, 

Sin, 
I have the honor to enclose you herewith the following Returns for the 

year 1859, viz. 

No. 1.—A nominal list of Ships visited during that year. 

No. 2.—A nominal list of Ships that have been placed in Quarantine; shewing 

the ports from which they sailed, the number of deaths which 

occurred among the passengers of each vessel during its detention in 

Quarantine, the duration of the Quarantine in each ease, and the nature 

of the disease that occasioned it. 

No. 3.—A nominal list of Emigrant Ships from the United Kingdom, during 

the year 1859; shewing the ports from whence they sailed, the 

tonnage of each ship, the number of passengers in each, the nature 

of the disease prevalent during the voyage, the number of deaths 

during the voyage, and the cause of the deaths. 

The sanitary state of the Emigrant and other vessels arriving in this port has been 

generally good. 

And owing to the excellent arrangements for securing efficient ventilation between 

decks, to the enforcement of the Orders in Council relating to cleanliness, &e., and to the 

superior quality of the provisions issued to the passengers, the Government Immigrant 

Ships have, with one exception, been all free from fevers and other diseases common to 

ill-regulated passenger ships. 

Three ships only were placed in Quarantine—the " Wellington," from Southampton, 

with 243 passengers; the "Lady Elma Bruce," from Liverpool, with 318 passengers; and 

the " Annie Wilson," from Liverpool, with 395 passengers; making a total of 056 persons, 

of whom one only (who was landed in an advanced stage of consumption) died. 

In consequence of the care taken in conducting the examination of the passengers, 

previous to their embarkation, and to the improved sanitary condition of the depots in 

England, there have been no eases of smallpox on board any of the Immigrant Vessels 

which arrived during 1850. 

I have, Ste., 

11. G. ALLEYNE,N.D., 
Health Officer. 

ME 
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2 HEATH OFFICER'S REPORT FOR 1859. 

No.1 

NOMINAL LIST of VESSELS visited by the HEALTH OmoEft during the Year 1859 

From Ports in Great Britaim and Ireland. 

NAME. TON- 
1\AME. j 

Tox- 
WAGE. - WAGE. 

Lloyds 1000 1 Car -. .. - .. 440 
James Wilson - , 364 Centurion . 639 
Jason.. 877 Lord Raglan .... I 923 
Moravian , 968 Naomi ...... .,I 709 
Daphne . - 707 Aborg ...... .. 466 
Surinim 495 Telegraph . - I 357 
Nerbudda 426 Bostonian .. , '.1 1117 
Lanadowne . - 715 Sebastopol .. . . 609 
Snapdragon 612 Gallila .. .. 625 
Geelong 453 Winifred .. .. 503 
(lamperdown 992 Woolloomooloo .. 627 
Hannah 480 Joseph Jones . 784 
Ailianco 338 John Bright .. 541 
Castle howard 757 Autumnus - ... 362 

900 - Red Gauntlet .. h25 
Hornet 1155 Ferdinand Brennan . . 818 
Omar Pasha - 980 Lord Stanley .. 749 

Catteaux Wattell....... 

Virginia 800 Klawitter .. - ..I 522 
Wellington 537 Parsee .. . - 1051 
Claremont 634 John Banks.. .. 750 
Esperance 378 Forest Queen - .. 526 
Canaan 840 Abyssinian.. .. 1070 
Antelope - 362 Tyra .... .. 276 
General Windharn .... 651 Damascus ...... 964 
Waterloo . - 860 City of Newcastle - .. 400 
Nitnrod 912 Blue Jacket ...... ....1o56 
Meteor - 427 II  Caribou .. ..j 1060 
Viscount Canning 751 Vimeira .. - .. 1137 
Marina ., 329 Blackwall .. .. 1000 
Lovestyn 736 Earl of Shaftesbury . - 518 .. .. . - J{ollingside 640 H. M. S. Herald 
Mana Augusta 300 Wave .. p 200 
Piwuniejan 478 P British 3lerchant .. 960 
Wild Ranger 981 La Rogue .. -. 1331 
Sapphire 749 Loehiel .. - .. 674 
Falmyrs 706 P Thomas Campbell .. 630 
Maid of Judab ..I 665 Malakoft .. .. 1173 
Dunrobia Castle . ,  349 Quito .. .. 503 
Helen Douglass 894 p Duncan Dunbar .. 1300 
(Jaldera - 730 Helen Wallace .. 642 
J)awstone 495 Wavo of Life .. 888 
Queen of England - F 1197 Granite City .. 771 
Graces . - 449 Mornington.. .. 918 
Norma 430 Jason .. ... 877 
Malta .. 536 Annie Wilson - .. 1117 
Lady Eliva Bruce ...... 920 ! Joseph Gilchad .. 1800 
Columbine ..' 958 Light of the Age . - .. 1000 
Raehael 528 P Colonsay .. .. 598 
Siam -. 

- 
713 

NOMINAL LIST of VESSELS Visited by the HEALTH Onien during the Year 1859. 

From Porte other than in Great Britain. 

NAME. I Toy- I 
NAME. 

I Toy- 
I WAGE. I WAGE. 

Zingari 
Henri Miller .... 
Agnes 
IL M. S. (Jordelia 
Castilian 
Gazelle 
8nt Bird 
Souvenir 
Atlas .. 
Joseph Thornton 
Annie.. 
Samuel Ilendneus 
Solide -. .. •. -- 
Dart .. .. 
St. Michael .. 

250 Prince of Denmark  89 
433 Spec.. .. i64 
104 I Rebecca  

Test.. .. ,.' 265 
1,064 Belle Vista .. , 178 
200 Westervieks ., .! 320 
930 Styx, War Steamer 
70 Narragansett ., .... I 397 
791 Alice .. . - 170 
425 P Sea Ranger.. - 370 
21 Governor .. 280 
611 I Mirondelie -. 180 
240 I'  Balder .. - .. I 334 

- 84 P Willmlrnina - - .• 375 
100 11 Victoria .. 288 
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UEALTH OFFICER'S REPORT FOR 1859. 3 

NOMINAL LIST, &e.—continued. 

Nasis. 
TON. Tox- 

Favorite • , 64 
Onyx .. 242 
Marion ., 650 Ebenczer 84 
John and Herman 400 Orion ., 1.297 
James llorey • 1,147 

Fernand , ....... 2 6 9 

Seliin , 111 
Bee DAinbes 480 
Hexault , ., 460 Caeraarvon., , 250 
Armitta 180 Souvenir , ., CS 
Melani , 136 Keeinanglen 478 
Electra ., 450 Sea Ranger 866 
Norman Morrison , , 630 Azzan 696 
Susan.. , 230 Oberon , , 49 

.... ..Raven ., 180 

. 

361 

Freak.. , 230 Clareadon ,, 1 54 
N.M. S. Cordelia .....  

Mechanic 41 Chowringhee 89 
Northern Light ., 463 Sea Gull 61 
Atalnata , , 930 John Wesley 236 
Clarence Packet • 61 Jenny Dove 103 
Mary Nicholson 240 

Governor • ........ 1 9 0 

Golden State 
Spec 164 Ictathilde 150 
Cireassia , 120 

Hedwig ....... 4 0 0 

Brilliant  112 
John Williams , - 320 Mechanic • 80 
General Michel ., 340 Circassian 89 
Independence 190 Gertrude 140 
Wanderer , 235 Phantom 174 
Armenian 500 Cheetah • 162 
Eli Whitney 760 H. M. S. Pelorus .. 
Ocean ., 180 Heloise • .., 730 
Taranaki , 130 Caroline Hort • 25S 
Phantom 220 Gazelle ., 284 
Achilles 653 Ocean Rover 776 
American ., • 600 Woodlark 280 
Nambattan 360 Gnat Van ileiden., 600 
Nil .. ., ., 880 Spec.. 164 
Lootze ...... 148 Francis , 103 
Land o' Cakes • 560 Madeira 800 
Beatrice ., , 875 Emily Alison 99 
Gratis , ., 190 Wild Wave , 179 
Caroline Hort , 150 Kite..  188 
Billiton 450 Prince of Denmark TO 
Betty.. 360 Arnim 624 
Lizzie Spalding 791 Anne 21 
Jaeoba Helena 783 Bell Rock • 767 
Thames 240 Christopher George 69 
Minerva 291 Taranaki , 180 
Wild Wave 179 Joven Rosario 290 
Harkaway 899 H. M. S. Iris 
Koophandle 467 

.. 
Gratia 189 

Crusader , 594 H. I, M. S. Thisbe ., Helene ., ., 120 H. I. 31. S.Styx .. 
Frowning Beauty 367 Brilliant 112 
Caroline 893 Princess Amelia • 260 
Fanny Fisher 238 Airedale 288 
Alice Brown 172 Breadalbane ., 280 
Spec .. 164 Lizzie Spalding , 760 
Red Rover .... 740 Osprey ., 407 
Margaret Mitchell 894 Electra 906 
Silvia.. 700 Condor 24.; 
Caledonienne, (War Steamer) Beth Vista , 171* 
Crishna 272 Amelia Breillat 230 
F'ortuna 660 Shamrock 260 
Joan Jacob 175 Matilda 696 
Deutchman , 170 Priton 120 
Regis.. 189 Provenee , 4 guns. 
Eagle.. 1102 E. Coming .... 322 
Atmosphere 1,485 Margarctte 163 
Amelia Breillat ...... 163 Shay ., 104 
Pa Rose 484 Fanny Fisher 260 
Maria .. 432 Betty 260 
Cherokee 780 Virginie 800 
Francis 102 Sea Witch 873 
Himalaya 660 Carrie Leland • 315 
Eagle .. 300 Monarch 315 
Sarah Aim , 130 Henrietta Willielmina 400 
Thishe, (Man of War) Grass Brook 218 
Agnes 104 Isle of France 238 
Acis .. 94 Caledonienne (War Steamer) .. 
Kate Hooper 1157 Achilles 670 
Hdllander 469 Billiton ......... 519 
Cyclone ., 594 Comet 120 
Concorde 400 Clara Noveilo 512 
Venture 124 Progressive 296 
Spec .. ., 164 Testo.. ., 265 
Alice Brown , 133 

.......... 
Scotia 69 Albion .. ........i 84 Caroline .. .. .. .. .. 933 
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4 HEALTH. OFFICER?S REPORT FOR 1859; 

NOMINAL LIST, &c.—centhwed. 

Melanie 
H. If. S. Cordelia 
(Iheisna 
Agnes 
Matador 
Malay 
Thames 
Roach 
Alexander 
May Queen 
Tuisco 
Coleroon 
Joliannes 
Strath Allan 

Nn!E. 
ToN- 

136 Tell .......... 286 
2-15 

321 
Freak ........... 

170 
104 

Caroline .......... 
I Autu mnus ........ 362 

249 Chamois ........ .. 
240 Bronze Wing ...... 25 
230 Spec 104 
892 - Esperanco 377 
600 FostBoy OS 
143 Clareiioe Packet........ 62  
360 Water Witch • 223 
710 Horseburgh.... 550 
420 St.Louis ...... 532 

' 1 

557 Sebastian 364 

H. G. ALLEYNE, M.D., 
Health Officer. 

No. 2. 

RETURN shewing the Names of Ships placed in Quarantine; the Parts from which they 

sailed ; the nature of Dsease causing Quarantine ; number of Deaths while in 

Quarantine; number of Days detention in Quarantine. 

From what 
Nature No.of]Jays.No.ofDnys1  No. of \VbeUier 

Ships. Port of of Ship in Sick in i  Deaths in England or Remarks. 
Disease. Quarantine Quarantino]Quarautine Foreign. 

Wellington ...... .Southampton . Measles.. 16 22 Nono. England. 

Lady Elma Bruce' Liverpool ....Fever .. 12 39 1 Ditto. 

Annie Wilson ., Liverpool .....Measles.. 5 5 None. Ditto. 

H. U. ALLEYNE, MD., 
Health Officer. 

No. 3. 



No. 3. 

RETURN showing the number and names of Emigrant Ships which arrived in PorL Jackson during the year 1859; the Ports from whence they sailed; the number of Passengers; the nature of the Diseases which prevailed during the voyage; the number of Deaths during the voyage, and return of the Diseases causing Death. 

NAsa or Snir. Pour or Dn'AnTunE. 
£ONXAGE. 
______________ 

NUMISEE 
or 

Psssaun5. 

Nuatrnna or 
DEATHS 
ON TILE CAL-SE OF Dnru, PHEVMLING DISEASE 

Dm4DIG TEE VOYAGE. Old. I -ew.  

Daphne ...................... Southampton 814 760 329 2 1 Gastro Entitis; 1 Puerperal Peritonitis .. .. .. .. .. Infantile Clastritis. 
1,155 437 I afco1 rati7oçfkayotomY; i Convulsions ; I Puerperal Peritonitis; 

.. 

} 
Pulmonary affections. 

Hornet ........................ Plymouth ............... 

Southampton 450 588 243 .. 3 Diarrlima; 1 Tabes l%Iesenteriea; 2 Typhoid Fever; 1 cause unknown.. Measles. 
Wellington ................... 

Nimroul ..................... Plymouth 856 043 367 7 Infantile Castritis. 
Sapphire ................ ... .Liverpool ..........I .. ..... 749 286 4 2 Pneumonia after Measles; 1 Sloughing of Skin; 1 found dead in bed .. Pulmonary affections. 

Plymouth 603 706 281 
{ 
1 }Jydroeophnlus; 1 Dysentery; 1 Bronclutis; 1 Convulsions; lTabes uiarr1iaanaBrone1utis. } 

Palmyra ...................... 

Queen of England . ........... 1,200 1,256 427 1 of Lungs; 1 Tabes 
Se;1inChildbbth } 

n. do. 
Liverpool .......... 1,007 066 318 1 

, 

1 continued Fever .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Continued Fever. 
Siam ........................ London ........................... 2 ,. .. .. ,. .. ,. ., .. ,. .. No sickness. 

Lady Elma Bruce ............. 

Southampton 1,051 1,060 i 424 1 Diarrha .. .. .. .. ., .. .. .. .. .. Diarrha. 

.. 

Plymouth .. ...... 1,140 1,072 407 
J 
2 1 Tnbes Mesent. I Debility and Diarrlia (S. 62) .. .. .. .. Do. 

Parsee ....................... 

Ahyssinian ................... 

Liverpool ........ . 

. 

1,270 1,005 888 3 1 Pneumonia; 1 Convulsions; I Effusion on Brain ,, ,. .. .. Pulmonary affections. 
Caribou ..................... 

Liverpool ........ . 1,191 1,119 895 14 1$ Measles; 1 Natural Causes Annie Wilson ................. (5.40).. .. .. .. .. Measles. 
4,304 50 

Private Ship. 
II. G. ALLEYNE, M.D., 

health Officer. 

10  

Lu 
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3LtgflatiUe cmblu. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

VACCINATION 
(REPORT FROI MEDICAL ADVISER TO TRE GOVERN3IENT, FOR 1800.) 

Ordered by the lAgislative Assembly to be Printed, 13 February, 1861, 

Sia, Far,amatta,23 January, 1861. 

I do myself the honor, for the information of the Government, to furnish the 

general return of persons vaccinated at the different Government Vaccine Institutio ns, 

during the year 1860, as directed by your letter, dated 7th January, 1861, distinguishing  
th0 age and sex; also the report of the Superintendent of the Vaccine Institution in Sydney, 

for the same period, distinguishing the age and sex, and also the different quarters of the year. 

2. 
The total number of vaccinations during the year is 1,594, of which 1,453 were 

succe&sful, 25 unsuccessful, and 105 unasccrtain. 

J. I annex, in the margin, the number of persons vaccinated in each year, since 1853 
inclusive, shewing .....- 

an annual average of 1,899, or less than one.fifth ofthe number of births 
It is therefore clear that this 9.54 - 

community is very inadequately protected against the most 
fearful and fatal of all diseases. 

15O 

4. The cost of vaccination per ease varies from a little over two shillings in Maitland, 
to very nearly one pound at Yass. 

J.SbIi 
1,öS4 

)ff'ak 

I sec no advantage in offering gratis vaccination to adults; it will be seen that 
only seventeen (17) have availed themselves of the during 

LW 

privilege the past year. If there 
were any alarm of approaching small-pox many would come in, but then also they would be 
willing to pay for the privilege. 

And every adult in this Colony should be, and I believe is, 
able to pay the small fee charged by the profession for the operation 

; and I believe that men generally value more what they have to pay for. 

6. One reason for the small number of vaccinations performed this year, may be 
found in the prevalenee 

of measles and hocping.cough, and other diseases of children during 
the year. 

I have, k-c., 

R. GREENUP, 

THE HONORABLE Medical Adviser to the Government. 

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

78— 
[Enclosure 



[Enclosure 1.] 

GENERAL Return of Persons Vaccinated by the Superintendents of the several Vaccine Institutions, from the Ist January, 

15 

1860, to the 31st 

. 
DLLTS. 

December, 1860. 

TOTAl, NUMBER OF CASES or 1 xoNTn AND UNDER I YEAR YEAR AND UNDER 3 YEARS 5 TRANS AND UNDER 10 YEARS 10 YEAES AND UNDER 
OF AGE. OF AGE. OF AGE. YEARS OF AGE. ! VAcCINATION. 

- 

a Il C =1 • I- I. I. C 

or ! : J 1JI i=:1ffl'iLk itJ'JI e 
Sydney ................... 211 23814521452,  191 

244I244I 
19 16 

35 
35' .... 3 9 12 12 .. I j .. 3601381 747 747 .. 

.. 
143131 

i74l•. 

..123 

2043 48 91:71  
I 
..2O  20110139  36'.. 3 101 717 17 212 2H...1116h127  243 

I 
200 1431 

6 7 13!131 . '1412 26126 
j 
101112121 

I 
6 91513 2 ! 13738 

I  

7-5 73 21.. 0 Farrainatta ................ 
Batliurst ................. 24.224612814 141363066137 

I I. 
524 
I 

12,13!25j11 14 3 4 7 

.......... 
...... 
7 

I 
2! 91 

............ 

4 1 3 
I 

77 71 148J  77 962 

51 62 11811131 .... I 15,21  36136  .. - .. t 8 5 13113 1 3 4 4 ii 41 5 5 ....... 74 97 171  171 .. .. Newcastle ............... 
Goolbun ................. 18.1836,361 .... 20 II 2343143  

I  
..', H312 

. 
i 5.. 

I - 111111.. ..41 44 85  
85p• 

z 
WoUoilgong .............. I a2 22 I 17 iaj 30 27  3 .. .. i - i .. 1 1 1 49 37 86 76 10 

Yass .........1816141121110 
4114 12'2 

.... till 
.... H 
................ 
! ............... .............. ill 291 2914 

396 426 822 774 13130 278 272 5501196  It) 44 72 63:140 123 .. 

........ 

17 23132 55 4 13'17 .14 7921812'1.38411.453 25106l 46 21 7 

R. GREI6NUP, M.D., 
l'an-omaUa, 28 Januai'y, 1861. Medical Adviser to the Government. 

n 
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[Enclosure 2] 
Vaccine fnsti(utio,,, 

Si', 
15, January 1661. 

I do myself the honor to report, for the information of His Excellency the Governor 
General, the result of my operations during the past year. 

I have vaccinated seven hundred and forty-seven individuals, at the Institution in Maeqoarie-
street and the Benevolent Asylum. 

I was obliged to discontinue for some time my dutica at the latter, in consequence of the 
prevalence of great sickness. 

I have supplied between eleven and twelve hundred charges of lymph to applicants from various 
parts, and ant in a position to state that vaccination is extending. 

I have, to., 
JOHN YATES BUTTER, 

R. Ureenup, Esq., M.D., 
Superintendent. 

Medical Adviser to the Government. 

[Enclowre 3 ] 
RETURN of Persons Vaccinated by the Superintendent of the Sydney Vaccine institution, from the 1st of Jamiai7 

to the 31st of December, 1860. 

1 
310fl11RIO VNfla] I lIAR RIO 0311CR 

UND2RWVEMLE UNDX&13fl*R5 AOCL. TO? UMBnQPVssrs YEAR

I 

1 

I P 

r 
1 Ii 5 D,  

Janoaryto3lar'h 42 6O1tI91O2 2 22 44J4-f ........66I212 ......241616..J.....l..J.J 
 

ApriIWJuliO ............... 45,5I'G% 1....I27I: 

H. 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

4188 221........... 1L111......176 8814 164'l' 

Jotytosoptu,nl,er 10 39 79179 ...,..,26!23 19 49;  ... ... JrI2 33!J 67 67134134 ..... 

OePolwrt,,th'een,Per 57 CC 175 175 ........ 4826 94 94 S 51313 Ii... I 1.., 

.........liii... 

1,1 95.,P..I45 1401285 .285LH. 

TorA,4 .............. ;214238[I5244  ....... 123 
12d241244  ...19103515 ......3912112...l.:1134 ________________ ji ....... 3602371747 747 

But for the discontinuance Al' somc lnnnthN of my duties at the Benevolent Asylum my Numerical Return ivo,sld have been greater. 

I .lanurrp, I HG 1. 
JOHN YATES BUTTER, 

8ttlerinteni1t',,t, 

Sytlney: Thom:,, IllcI,artb, (inv'rnmont L'rinr..—j 1. 
[Price, 1 ci.] 
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1861. 

llegtøIatiuc teoembIp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

DESTITUTE CHILDREN'S SOCIETY. 
(LIST OF OFFICE-BEARERS AND DIRECTORS FOR 1861.) 

O,'de,'ed by the Legislative Assembly to be Priftted, 24 January, 1861. 

LISP OF THE OFFICE—BEARERS AND DIRECTORS OF THE SOCIETY FOR 

THE RELIEF OF DESTITUTE CHILDREN. 

PAT RON— 

FxnsIjrnn.-T,jE I-ION. F. DEAS THOMSON, CD. 

TUEASUREIt_JOIIN CALDWELL, ESQ., M.L.A. 

SECRETARY—REV. A. STEPHEN, BA. 

DIRECTORS— 

HON. GEO. ALLEN, 
DR. BROWN, 

H. C. IJURNELL, 
THOS. COWLISRAW, 
SAMUEL COHEN, 

HoN. Dx. DOUGLASS, 
D. EGAN, M.L.A., 

JOHN FAIRFAX, 

SAMUEL HEBBLEWUH'E, 
WILLIAM HANSON, 
REv. G. HURST, 
EDWARD JOY, 
Ezv. 0. KING, 
J. RJCHARD5O, 

C. W. LLOYD, 

YEN. ARCHDEACON TICFANCROE, 
Rn. J. S. MILNE, 
REV. STANLEY MITCHELL, 

lION, Dn. M'FARLANE, 
A. McARTHTJN, M.L.A., 
I. NATHAN, 

VERY Rzv. Dns O'CONNELL, 
O'CONNOR, 
H. PEARCE, 

JAMES PEMELL, 
J. G. RAPHAEL, 
Rxv. J. SHERIDAN, 
Tue HoN. SIR A. STEPHEN. 

I certify that the above is a correct list of the Office.Bearers and Directors of the 
Society for the Relief of Destitute Children for 1861. 

ALFRED H. STEPHEN, 

January 21, 1861. Secretary. 

[Pi'iee, id.] * 41— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

NATIONAL EDUCATION. 

REPORT 

OP TUE 

IBOARIJ OF NATIONAL EIJT]CATJON, 

FQR THE YEAR 

1859. 

)rtentcb to bot5 34auzez of Virliammt, bg Qtornmaub. 

SYDNEY: 

TIIOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PIIINTEE, 
PHIL LIP-ST K E E P. 

1301. 

[Price, Is. 3d.] a—A 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

i\JTIONAL EDUCATION. 

TWELFTH REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF NATIONAL EDUCATION 
IN NEW SOUTH WALES. 

Report for the year 1859. 

To His Excellency Sn 1V1LLIAI TIJ0IAS DENISON, K.O.B., Governor 

General, &c., &e., &c. 

MAy IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:- 

We, the Commissioners of National Education in New South \Vales, beg to, 

submit to your Excellency this our Twelfth Report. 

l.-SCUOOLS. 

By a Return hereunto appended it will be seen that during the year we had 128 AppendIx A. 

schools in operation, attended in the aggregate by 9,376 children. Of these schools 26 
were opened in 1859, namely 

Aberglasslyn. I 14. Oswald. 
Bow Bow Creek. 15. Sedgefield. 

C. Burrendulla. 16. Shell Harbour, 
4. Cessnoek. 17. Towraog. 

5. Cambewarra. I 18. Tinonee, 
6. Evans Plains. 19. I/icy. 
7. Keen's Swamp. 20. Violet Hill. 
S. Long Reach. 21. Warkworth. 
9. Morangareo. 22. Windeyer. 
10. 3lerendee. 23. Westbrook. 
11. Molong. 24. lvinburndale. 
12. Marshall Mount. 25. Waleha. 
13. Ophir Road. 26. Woola Wools. 

Fourteen vested schools were erected during the year, or were in progress ofjerection 

at its close, namely :- 
1. Aberglasslyn. S. Manly. 
2. Berkeley. 9. Marshall Mount. 

3. Bega. I 10. Omega Retreat. 
4. Brisbane. 11. Violet Hill. 
5. Binnlong. 12. Windeycr. 
6. Cambewarra. 13. Waleha. 
7. Fishery Creek. , 14. Westbreok. 

And seven school buildings (vested) received important additions and improvements, namely;- 
1. Cundletown. 5. William-street. 
2. Dubbo. 6. Wollombi. 
3. Mudgee. . 7. Wellongong. 
4. Pieten. I 

3-B A 
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Apdix B. A Return hereunto appended will shew that thirty-three new schools were sought 

to be established under the Board during 1859, at the places therein mentioned; and 

what action was taken by the Board in each case. 

2.—GRANTS IN AID OP Sermon BnnDINua. 

aPpuaxe. The aggregate amount paid for the erection of school buildings, and for repairs, 

rent, and furniture, for 1859, was £5,356. At the close of the year we had pledged sums 
for similar purposes amounting to £2,401 2s. lOd., contingent on the vote for 1860, being 

double the amount of local contributions promised to be raised in accordance with our 

published regulations. The amount mentioned above as paid for school buildings, &c., does 

not include the sums locally contributed, but refers only to the expenditure of the public 

money. 

3.—SALARIES. 

The salaries and allowances paid to teachers, officers, and servants of the Corporation 

for the year amounted in all to £17,089 12s., of which sum £14,136 7s. Sd. was paid to 

teachers; and £2,953 4s. 7d. to the other officers, namely, Secretary, Inspector, and 

Superintendent, District Inspectors (2), Accountant, Clerk, Architect, and Messengers (2). 

The gross amount of fees paid by the children during 1859 was £8,245 Os.., shcwing an 

increase of £2,040 18s, lOd. over the fees paid for 1858. 

4.—CLAsSIFIcATIoN OP TEACUERS. 

The systematic examination of teachers and their schools, with the view of classifying 

the teachers, and determining the rate of salary to be paid to them, first introduced in 1854, 
Anne,esA,B' has been pursued with increasing efficiency, and with much success. We append a letter 

laid before us by Mr. Wilkins, our Inspector and Superintendent, in the beginning of last 

year, along with a Circular to Teachers founded thereon, which will shew the improvements 

introduced into the system during the year. 

5.—TRAINING OP CANDIDATES. 

Acting under the advice of Mr. Wilkins, we introduced in the beginning of last year 

several improvements in the mode of training caididates for situations, whereby a larger 

amount of direct instruction was communicated to them than before, and also a longer time 

allowed for becoming familiar with the organization and methods of teaching in the Model 

Schools. It was found that the time (one month) spent by candidates in training was in 

ninny cases too brief. Teachers thus often carried away with them crude and distorted 

views of the plans in use at the Model Schools; and the National System itself has in 

consequence been sometimes brought into discredit. The only obstacle that existed to 

lengthening the period of training was the general inability of the candidates to bear the 

expense of protracted residence in Sydney. It was accordingly arranged that eligible 

candidates should be permitted to remain in training for three months, and after the first 

month to receive pay at the same rate as would accrue to them if they were at once placed 

in charge of 8ehools. Such arrangements were also made as would enable candidates to 

spend at least one-half of their time in improving their own attainments, either by writing 

exercises, or by attending lessons given them by Teachers of the Model Schools; whilst, at 

the same time, they would continue to attend the previously existing means of instruction, 

the mid.day class, and the normal class, 

6,—INsperIoN or Scnooxs. 

During the past year we have been able to obtain a more complete oversight of the 

country schools by means of the labours of two additional Inspectors, Mr. Gardiner and 

Mr. WCann, both appointed in February, 1859. Mr. Gardiner had previously been a 

teacher under the Board for a period of seven years, three of which he had spent as Head 

Master of the Fort-street Model Schools. Mr. M'Cann had been trained in the Model 

Schools of the National Board of Ireland, and was sent out to this Board in 1350. After 

being in our service as a teacher for nearly two years, he was sent as an Organizing Master 

to the schools of the Western and Southern Districts, and after a year's probation in this 

capacity he was appointed Inspector of the 'Western District, Mr. Gardiner was placed in 

charge 
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charge of the Northern District, while the Metropolitan District was assigned to the Chief 

Inspector and Superintendent (Mr. Wilkins). As we were unable, last year, to appoint an 

Inspector for the Southern District, we sent Mr. Wilkins, Mr. Gardiner, and Mr. M'Cann, 

each on a special tour in different directions southward, so that every school in the Southern 

District had at least one visit during the year. It has not yet been found necesiary to 

denc accurately the boundaries of the several Inspectoral Districts, but the following have 
been adopted provisionally 

.Jlfetropolitan.—Includes the Counties of Cumberlaud and Camden, the Shoamaven 

District, and that part of Cook and Westmoreland which lies on the east of the Blue 
Mountains. 

Northern—Bounded south by the Hawliesbury and Colo Rivers; west by the 

Dividing Range, and by a line drawn from the western termination of the Liverpool Range, 

north-westerly, to the northern boundary of the Colony. 

IVcste,-u.—Includes the country lying south and west of the former districts, and 

north of a line drawn westerly from the head of the Abercrombie to the western bonndary 

of the Colony. 

Southern.—lncludes all the remaindcr of the Colony. 

GENERAL REPORT upon the condition of National Schools in 1859. 

I.—ARRANQEIntNTS FOR INSPECTION. 

Three Inspectors were constantly employed, during the greater part of the year 1859, 

in examining schools and in visiting, for the purpose of inquiry and report, localities from 

which applications for aid in the establishment of National Schools, had been received. Of 

the four districts into which the Commissioners had divided the Colony for the purposes of 

school inspection, three—the Metropolitan, the Northern, and the Western—were each 

placed in the charge of an Inspector. The duty of visiting schools in the Southern District 

was discharged jointly by all the Inspectors. The instructions to the Inspectors required 

them to visit each National School at least twice during the year, and those in the more 

accessible positions much oftener; but the obstacles arising from bad weather and unexpected 

business, for which no provision had been made, rendered it impossible to carry out this 

arrangement in its integrity. 

11.—AMoUNT OF INSPECTION. 

During the year one hundred and twenty-four schools were formally inspected. The 

following Table exhibits the distribution of Schools visited, according to the district in which 

they are situated:—  

*yo op Senocig. 
DISTRICTS. - — -.-.--- - --- - - 

YlSitod. Not VI$ltOd, Toni. 

- Metropolitan ................... 34 J 
34 Northern ..................... .43 6 27 3 30 Southern .......................15 2 

Tom 

.  17 

b ............... 124 12 136 

ZCon.—wbenenr 
a aepasato ached. 

a depart mcd WM placed in eharga of a teacher repvneibIe for it, maiugement, It was re2arded .. 

Or THE ScHOOLS INSPECTED, 

49 received one visit, 

43 two visits, 
22 three visits, 

10 ,, .foijr or more visits. 

In this statement no account has been taken of the numerous visits to the Model 

Schools in Sydney, when no formal examination was instituted. Two of the schools not 

inspected are situated in the Colony of Queensland, and were removed from the jurisdiction 

of 
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of the Board before the Inspector had an opportunity of visiting these localities; and the 

remaining ten were either closed before, or opened after, his visit to the neighbourhood. 

The Tables A and B given below show the number of pupils on the rolls of the schools 

inspected on the day of examination, and the number present, together with their ages and 

sexes. It will be remarked that the number of children seven years old and under con-

stitutes 41 per cent. of the whole. This is partly explained by the fact that the infant 

schools are attended only by children of the ages just mentioned, though a majority of 

children in country schools are also very young. Above the age of seven years the propor-

tions continue gradually to decrease until we arrive at those twelve years and over, when a 

considerable increase may be observed. This is occasioned by the circumstance that, in all 

newly opened schools, a number of young people above the ordinary school age, but whose 

previous education had been neglected, usually attend for a few months in order to remedy 

the more serious of their deficiencies, or to obtain at least the rudiments of knowledge. 

They rarely remain at school longer than a few months, and then their places are supplied 

by children of much less advanced ages. 

 

TABLE showing the Ages of the Pupils on the Roll of National Schools on the date of 

Examination. 

1,7 
5 YEARs. 9 YBAnS, 10 flAiLs. It YEARS. 12 TOTAL. 

03MB. 
DISTRICTS.  

M. 1S.!5[. F.I3t.jr. 1.R5.IP. M. F. A]. F.  F. 

Metropolitan ................ 844 673 229 186 2J7  193 255 160 190 123 831 217 2066:15-52 
Northern ................... 574: -538 205 200 164 107 170 142 116 129 181 197 1-113 1893 

....4-13 249 74 69 61 46 56 46 46 47 85 107 5681 57 Western ................ 
Southern ................... 170 150 37 33 89 31 43 30 26 26' 47  64 362 329 

TOTSL .......... 1S311623 5-IS 49& 481' .137 521 378 37S 325 650 67644093821 

 

TABLE shewing the Number of Children present at the Examinctiou. 

k1b VN ER. 
flARS. 9 YEARS. 10 1B11- 11 iEALn. TOTAL. 

DISTnICTS. - . .... . -  
it. F.S!.FjSs.F. M. F. M.jIS. M. rj3t. vj 

Metropolitan ................ 074: 503! 177 
Northern ................... 463 127! 147 
Western ..................... 207 2011 06 
Southern .................. 129 122: 25 

198 135 213 146 lIt 92 93fl 156 LGS6 1199! 
103 115' 105 99 78 b7 120 139 101110(4 
541 37 43 43 34 33: 57 87 461' 470 
321 28 35 29 2422:3737 235, 270 

ToTAL .......... 1-173 12.53 416 401' 367j 319 399317 275 231: 494 419l:11462943 

The duties performed by the Inspectors may be thus summed up 

Inspection of schools in operation ..................251 visits. 

Inspection of proposed schools .......................... 

Visits for the purpose of affording information ... 30 

318 

In estimating the amount of work done by the Inspectors, the writing of the Reports 

upon the various schools must not be overlooked, nor the time and labour expended in 

revising the examination papers of teachers and candidates. 

III.—CUARAC-rrnt OP INsPECTION. 

In a previous Report the mode and character of the inspection have been minutely 

delineated, and it is consequently nnneccssary to repeat the desoription. It only remains to 

add, in this place, that the process was not less rigid and searching than last year, while the 

whole of the arrangements for inspection were of a more complete and systematic character. 

There was an obvious advantage in possessing the means of comparison afforded by the 

inspection of schools that had been examined in the previous year; and while this circum- 

stance 
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stance materially aided in the formation of a correct opinion on the condition of the school, 

it was equally useful in rendering the !Epection itself efficient. The difference between the 

course of inspection adopted in 1859, and that pursued in the previous year, may be briefly 

alluded to. The inspection was of two kinds, Primary and Secondary, and each school, it 

was intended, should undergo both in the course of the year. During a primary exalnina-

tion much greater minuteness was observed than at the secondary inspection, the object of 

the former being to collect data from which to form an opinion as to the state of the school 

in all its various aspects; and of the latter, to point out defects to the teachers, and to aid 

them in effecting improvements. On entering a school, the Inspector's first duty was to 

observe if the Board's fundamental regulations had been complied with ; to notice the 

tablets upon the walls and the books used by the children; to ascertain if their occupations 

corresponded with the indications of the time table; and to inquire into the condition of the 

school registers. When this preliminary examination had been completed, the Inspector's 

attention was directed to the following matters in succession, and on each of them he was 

instructed to enlarge, with greater or less minuteness as the ease required, in framing his 

Report, viz. 

1. The material state of the school. 

. Its moral character. 

The subjects and methods of instruction. 

The proficiency of the pupils. 

The teacher's qualifications. 

The general tone of the school. 

The local supervision. 

TV—CoNDITIoN OP Scuoots INSPECTED. 

Appended hereto is a detailed statement of the condition of each school inspected in Ajme a 

1850, under the first four heads above-mentioned. By a careful analysis and comparison of 

the details comprehended in these statements, and in the Reports from which they are con-

densed, we are enabled to arrive at the following general conclusions respecting the actual 

condition of the schools on the day of inspection. 

1—MATERIAL STATE OF SchooLs. 

The situation, or school site, first engages the attention of an Inspector. The useful- Situ on of 

ness and success of a school are greatly influenced by the character of the site, by its 

convenience to the majority of the inhabitants, its accessibility in all seasons, its healthiness 

and pleasantness. When these conditions are satisfied, there can be no valid objections on 

the part of parents to send their children to school on the ground of distance, danger by the 

way, or risk to health. In all newly established schools, great care is exercised in the 

selection of school sites, in order that all obstacles to regular attendance may, as far as 

possible, be removed. The same principle had been generally acted upon in former years, 

though in some instances, where the population has decreased by removal to other localities, 

the sites have ceased to be central to the residue of the inhabitants. Of the schools 

inspected, the sites of 01 may be pronounced good; of 10, fairly suitable; of five, indifferent; 

and of one, bad. Those classed as indifferent are mostly situated in or near swampy ground, 

not easily accessible in vet weather, and at all times somewhat unhealthy. The Panhula 

School is reported as being badly situated, being placed on an alluvial fiat near the bank of 

a river, subject to periodical inundations, and frequently out of reach of a large proportion 

of the pupils. 

The character of the school buildings may be regarded from two points of view; first Sc10Thu1Idint 
with respect to the materials of which they are constructed; and secondly with reference to 

their suitability for purposes of teaching. The choice of material for school building neces-

sarily depends upon the amount of funds at the command of the local patrons; and hence 

we find every available kind of material employed in various localities—stone, bricks, 

weathcrbonrds, and slabs. Most vested schools are now constructed of stone and brick, 

though in a few cases of weatherboards; and a few schools erected some years ago are built 

of slabs. In general terms, it may be said that the non-vested schools are of but indifferent 

construction, the majority of those in the country being built of slabs. In localities where 

schools of this kind exist, the people are commonly poor and much scattered, so that the 

raising 
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raising of any considerable sum as a contribution towards the erection of suitable school 

premises would be a matter of no ordinary difficulty. This lack of the necessary funds is 

universally found to be the principal obstacle to the establishment of vested schools, and 

consequently to the spread of the National System. There is, however, a steady, gradual 

improvement in this respect, which encourages the belief that the time is not far distant 

when a more satisfactory state of things will be reached. With regard to the suitability 

of the school premises, the same general distinction applies to vested and non-vested schools; 

the former, especially thosc of recent construction, being well adapted to the purpose, 

and the latter more or less defective in this particular. Considering the question as to the 

condition of the schoolhouses from both points of view—as regards the materials of which 

they are composed and their fitness for the intended purpose—the following estimate may 

be arrived at :- 

School buildings of which the condition is good ........................39 

11 fair .......................24 

71 tolerable .................28 

,, ,, moderate ..................113 

,, ,, indifferent or bad.........17 

Of eight school buildings which are decidedly bad, three belong to non-vested schools, four 

to vested schools held in temporary premises until permanent structures can be erected, and 

one to a vested school. 

zaygrrnmas. The value of a playground and its appurtenances is very great, whether regardel 

from a snoatory or a moral point of view, and it is not less important as an aid to the teacher 

in the conduct of his school. In fact, no school can be considered as completely organized, 

to which a large playground properly enclosed and furnished with the requisite accompani-

ments is not attached. This is a very general characteristic of vested schools, though in 

numerous cases absent from those not vested. No less than eight non-vested schools are 

totally destitute of playgrounds and their appurtenances. In 71 schools, chiefly vested, the 

playground accommodation is good or fair; in 27, tolerable or moderate; and in 14, 

indifferent or bad. 

lurniture. The supply of school furniture has greatly improved since 1858, both as regards 

quantity and quality. It is of course requisite, for the efficient conduct of a school, that it 

should possess a supply of furniture adequate to the requirements of the pupils, and of a 

convenient description. Its tasteful appearance and orderly arrangement though important 

in another respect, are not necessary for the actual working of the school, flow far these 

conditions are met in the circumstances of National Schools may be inferred from the-

following 
he

following Table 

No. of schools in which the supply of furniture is good or fair ......61 

tolerable ........39 

indifferent or bad 23 

In one vested school, Dubbo, the furniture bad not been constructed at the time the school 

was inspected, though it has since been supplied on a liberal scale. Fifteen out of the 

twenty-three schools indifferently or badly provided with furniture are non-vested schools. 

In most cases of inadequate supply, the deficiency may be traced to paucity of means, but 

in some to ignorance. It is often difficult, for example, to prove to local patrons that a 

desk of a certain description is more useful than another; and they are in consequence 

strongly tempted to procure that kind which is the cheapest, without reference to its 

suitability. The visits of Inspectors to different localities are productive of much benefit in 

this respect, however, as they circulate among persons who have no other means of obtaining 

it, much useful information as to the best plans for school buildings and designs for furniture. 

slllsntuo. The foregoing remarks as to the difficulty of obtaining furniture apply with equal 

force to the procuring of apparatus. There is consequently a wide difference between 

certain schools as to the amount of apparatus provided for the teacher's use, a few being 

absolutely destitute, while others enjoy an abundant supply. In the case of non-vested 

schools, the want of apparatus is particularly felt, and most of the schools reported as 

indifferently or badly provided belong to this class. In the following Table, the schools 

stated to be well or fairly supplied possess, in addition to the usual stock of maps, a black- 

board, 
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bard, diagrams, and pictures; those represented as tolerable have only the most necessary 

articles; and those rated as indifferent or bad are wanting in absolute requisites, such as 
that most useful of all teacher's implements, the blackboard 

No. of schools in which the supply of apparatus is fair or good .....................61 

tolerable or moderate 25 

indifferent or bad .......34 
no supply ...............4 

One of the schools in which no apparatus had been provided at the time of inspection was 

Dubbo, but the deficiency was remedied before the close of the year. The other three were 

non-vested schools, of which the local patrons had neglected to perform their promise of 

providing a sufficient quantity of apparatus, made as a condition of the granting of aid by 
the Board. 

The rule by which the mode of supplying books is defined has been productive of the Booas. 
most satisfactory results wherever it has been properly carried out. According to this rule, 

each pupil is required to pay a trifling sum in addition to the usual weekly fee; and the 

amount thus raised is to be expended under the direction of the local patrons in the 

purchase of necessary school books and apparatus. In many localities no attempt has been 

made to put this rule in force; in others, it has met with considerableopposition from 

the parents, either because its object was misunderstood, or because the mode of its introduc-

tion was injudicious and calculated to excite mistrust. In both these cases the consequence 

tas been that books have been insufficiently supplied, and the progress of the pupils has been 

interfered with to a corresponding extent. The position of the schools with regard to the 

supply of books may be ascertained from the following statement 

No. of schools in which the supply of books was good or fair ..................104 

tolerable or moderate 14 

indifferent or bad ............5 

no supply ....................1 

124 

At the time of inspecting the Tambaroora School, the supply of books despatched 

from Sydney had not arrived, on account of the difficulty, and consequent delay, in obtaining 

means of carriage to that place; hence the entry in the table of a school unprovided with 
books. 

The records of a National School are usually understood to consist of—Ist. The 

Register, in which the names, ages, and residences of pupils are entered on their first 

admission to the school, and in which their subsequent progress in the more important 

subjects is recorded; 2ndly. The Class Roll, in which the attendance of each child is noted 

daily; 3rdhy. The Daily Report Book, in which the number of pupils present and the 

number on the roll are summed up, and the average daily attendance calculated; dthly. The 

cuarterly Returns, in which the statistics of the other records are condensed so as to exhibit, 

in a concise form, an epitome of the history of the school for three months; and 5th]y. The 

Annual Return, which exhibits the cost of the school per annum, and the number of pupils 

educated. All these registers are so constructed that each acts as a check upon the others; 

and in consequence of this system of verification the chances of error, either from ignorance, 
carelessness, or intention, are reduced to a minimum. Any want of correctness is almost 
certain to be detected by an Inspector whenever he comes to examine the books. In addition 

to those already mentioned, there are the School Fee Account, the Book Fee Account, and 

the Visitors' Book. The uses of these registers are manifold. In the first place they supply 

much valuable statistical information required for the satisfaction of the Commissioners and 

the public; secondly, they furnish the Inspectors with necessary data upon which to base 

their estimate of the progress of the scholars and the efficiency of the school ; and, thirdly, 

they servo to indicate the moral tone of the school. To an ordinary observer the keeping of 

these records may appear of slight moment, but to an Inspector they present outward 

nppearanees from which be draws important conclusions. One of his first acts in visiting a 
school is to inspect the registers, and if be finds them negligently or unpunetually kept, there 

is a. strong probability that other, and perhaps higher duties, have not been faithfully dis-

charged. Neglected school records are usually found in connection with some other faults, 

SQ 
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so that in these books the character and habits of the teacher for the time being are more or 

less vividly pourtrayed. In consequence of the establishment of a large number of new 

schools, a majority of which were of the non-vested class, many teachers who bad no previous 

instruction in the mode of keeping the books fell into errors which could not be corrected 

until the Inspectors bad visited the school. From this cause some of the statistics relating 

to the number of children on the roll are approximate only; though in every such case a 

smaller number is stated than was actually attending the school. With the exceptions just 

noted, the great majority of the school registers are correctly and punctually kept, as may 

be seen from the subjoined Table. The incompleteness of the registers must be regarded as 

implying neglect, wilful or from ignorance, on the part of the teacher. 

No of schools in which the registers were correct ..................91 

ineoinplet ............9 

incorrect ...............24 

124 

VJ.—MoraAL CHAUACTER or Scuoons, 

punctuality. In the majority of schools no grounds of dissatisfaction exist as regards punctuality, 

either in reference to the attendance of pupils, or the observance of proper time in con-

ducting the operations of the school. This is the more gratifying, as some children have to 

walk a distance of three or four miles to school; and it is generally remarked, that those 

pupils who reside furthest from the school are the earliest in their attendance. Wherever a 

want of punctuality is observable, its existence may be traced to one of two causes—either 

the teacher is not sufficiently precise in his observance of rule as regards time, or the parents 

neglect, for their convenience or profit, to send their children to school at the appointed 

hour. The principal share of blame will probably attach to the teacher, who, if not earnest 

and diligent)  as well as rigidly punctual himself, will fail to produce the desired impression 

upon the habits of his pupils. On the whole, considerable improvement has taken place in 

this particular since the date of last report. From the annexed Table the condition of the 

schools with respect to this subject may be gathered:— 

No. of schools in which the punctuality is good or fair ...........79 
tolerable or moderate 20 

indifferent or bad 25 

124 

it egutarity. In this respect no improvement can be reported; it is even donbtful whether the 

irregularity does not become greater every year- This is one of the greatest obstacles to the 

snccess of any scheme of education. It is an evil pervading all schools, some to so great an 

extent as to nullify all the exertions of the teacher, and to render ineffectual all efforts for 

the improvement of the character of the instruction. There are schools in which the pupils 

attend for less than half a year, while in others they are sent at such times only as the 

caprice or convenience of parents may dictate. It is unnecessary to enlarge upon the evils 

of such a state of things even as regards the children themselves, for it must be obvious that 

distaste for continuous thought, and consequent desultoriness or vacuity of mind, can be the 

only results. It is lamentable to think that when all has been devised and executed that 

can conduce, under existing circumstances, to render school instruction valuable, and to 

place it within the reach of all, this fatal bar should interpose to prevent its reception by the 

classes to whom it is most uceessary. The difficulties which surround this question are 

undoubtedly very great, and the prospect of a reasonable solution seems to be far distant; 

yet, while the state of things above-mentioned continues, while parents persist in depriving 

their children of one of their most valuable rights, and thus retard the progress of the 

country, and prepare future difficulty and danger to the public peace, it is well nigh useless 

to legislate for systems of education, to rear commodious buildings, provide able teachers, 

and supply sound instruction. These can only fail to produce satisfactory results, unless the 

attendance of the pupils for a certain number of hours daily can be effectually secured. At 

present there appears to be but one feasible mode of accomplishing that object—by a measure 

bordering upon compulsion. Although ungrateful to the feelings of a free people, the 
conviction 
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conviction seems to be gaining ground among all who are conversant with the state 

of matters in the country as regards school attendance, that in no other way can 

children be kept at school with sufficient regularity to ensure their receiving even the 

rudiments of education. And yet a measure containing even a slight admixture of the 

compulsory element would press severely upon some classes of the community. The 

farmer, whose land must be cultivated and crops gathered in by his own labour, assisted 

by his children, would be ruined if deprived of that help, because be could not afford 

to pay for hired labour, even if it were procurable. It is not merely the amount of the 

school fee, but the sum to be disbursed for the labour substituted for that of big children, 

that makes a parent pause before sending them to school. It is true that the parent is bound 

to educate his child, and that the latter has a right to proper instruction. But the duty of 

providing bodily necessities must first be discharged, and is paramount to all others; and this 

the parent cannot in many cases perform without the aid of his children. This thea is one 

of the most difficult problems with the solution of which any community can be eoncerned 

The question is, how can an adjustment be brought about between the claims of the State 

for the education of its ohizens, and those arising out of parental necessities. The nearest 

approximation to a settlement of this question would, perhaps, be found in the adoption of 

a half-time scheme, which would leave children free to attend school for a given number of 

hours per diem, while it would not trench too deeply upon the amount of assistance they 

were required to give in the lahours of the field or workshop. Experience in the agricultural 

schools of the Mother Country has shewn that labour and instruction need not be antagon-

istic in their demands upon the child's time; that they may be carried on co-ordinntely, 

not merely without detriment to either, but with positive advantage to both ; and that as 

much work could be performed and as much instruction imparted, under this arrangement, 

as could be accomplished in either respect under the existing system. It is open to dis-

cussion, however, whether the time has arrived for the introduction of such a scheme. The 

passing of a Land Bill would materially affect the present distribution of the population; 

and under the altsred circumstances, new conditions may be developed, which would possibly 

rendor such a step unnecessary, or, on the contrary, call for a measure much more stringent 

in its provisions. In the mean time all the indirect methods of increasing the regularity of 

attendance must be diligently employed. By improving the character of the instruction 

by demonstrating its value, as well in an intellectual as in a material sense; and by reasoning 

with parents, and impressing upon them the expediency, the usefulness, the duty of 

educating their children, some good will be effected, which will be further increased by 

directing public attention to the subject, and eliciting expressions of public opinion. It is 

not impossible that the more general introduction of labour-saving machinery into agricul-

tural operations may result in rendering the demand upon children's time less urgent, and 

thus contribute to remove the principal obstacle to their regular attendance at school. The 

following Table exhibits the character of the attendance at school, after making some 

deduction for irregularity, occasioned by sickness, bad weather, floods, and the requirements 

of special seasons, such as harvest. It may be remarked that after making every allowance 

for these and other circumstances, the attendance in at least twenty schools must be deemed 

exceedingly irregular. 

No. of schools in which the regularity is good or fair............59 

tolerable or moderate 22 

indifferent or bad ... 43 

124 

There is little to complain of, and much to cause gratification, in the condition of esesannen. 

National Schodls as respects cleanliness; and when it is remembered that many new non' 

vested schools are comprised in the list of those reported upon, it may fairly be concluded 

that they still continue to improve in this particular. In the greater number of schools the 

children are cleanly in person, and decently, though humbly, clothed. The girls still main 

tain their superiority over the boys. In the few eases in which defective oleanilness was 

noted, the fault could be distinctly traced to some neglect of the teacher, in his own person, 

in the schcolroom, or in the amount of attention devoted to the appearance of the pupils 

3—C Instances. 
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Indaact_s are unknown in which teachers failed to cure this defect, when they sincerely and 

tlntely set themselves to remove it, by precept and example. 

No. of schools in which cleanliness is good or fair...............101 

tolerable or moderate 14 

indifferent or bad 0 

124 

Order. This is a subject of the highest importance. It includes all these considerations 

wlakb may be supposed to influence the formation of orderly habits, or to bear upon the 
proper regalation of the will. Under this head, therefore, will be comprehended such 

matters as the arrangement of school furniture and apparatus, the manner in which the 

school business is carried on, the conduct and demeanour of the pupils, and the moral tone 

of the establishment. In this view, the order of the school will mainly depend upon the 

teacher's personal character; upon his professional knowledgc and skill; upon his energy, 

patience, and resolution; and upon his love of order, sense of propriety, and capacity for 

government. To obtain good order, it is necessary that the school should possess a good 

organixation. Every teacher, therefore, who is acquainted with his duties, and disposed to 

perform them faithfully, will so arrange beforehand, that all the pupils can be supervised 

from his position in the school without interfering with his main business of teaching. He 

will have all necessary materials in readiness, so that, when required, no confusion or delay 

may encourage noise and irregularity; full and appropriate occupation will be provided for 
all his pRpils, since in school idleness is the sure precurser of disorder; and his own example, 

in manner, posture, and tone of voice, will be subdued, decorous, and earnest. In a school 

which can legitimately be characterized as orderly, the furniture, books, and other material 

appliances are well arranged in their proper places; the operations of the school are carried 

on with system, precision, and decorum, but without noise; the conduct, manners, and 

dnnnour of the pupils are respectful and well regulated; and their application to their 

studies is earnest and diligent, and their attention close and well sustained. There will 

thrtjier be an appeorance of quiet energy and settled industry, which indicates that the pupils 

are absorbed in their proper business, because the performance is both a pleasure and a duty. 

Jadged by this high standard, few schools will be found to attain it, although some make a 

fr approximation. More satisfactory results could be obtained than are recorded in this 

Report, were teachers generally fully persuaded of the importance of the subject, more 

skilful in detecting the indications of disorder, and more prompt to prevent the evil, instead 

of cideavouring to cure it, after it has been allowed to gather strength. In adopting a low 

standard in this respect, teachers have overlooked the fact that many children are under no 

rl2tniat except when at school; that their wills and tempers uodergo no curbing and 

trsining at home; and that their only chance of growing up into orderly citizens, obedient 

to isv, and capable of exercising a rational self-control, arises out of the disciplinal treat-

intat they experience in the schoolroom. Even in the case of children whose home training 

is in ecordanco with right reason, the orderly habits acquired or confirmed at school, the 

wn there conferred of governing their inclinations and passions, and the deference there 

taught to the legitimate wishes and feelings of others, are valuable moral gifts, calculated to 

increase, if not to produce, the happiness and well.being of the future citizen. The 

subject has been enlarged upon in this place, because the State has a right to expect results 

of the kind above described from the expenditure of public money on schools. With these 

views of the nature and importance of order, the condition of National Schools may be 

estimated, in general terms, as fair. The same judgment may be pronounced in reference 

to the moral tone of the schools, though exception must be taken to that puzzling peculiarity 

of character, the excessive timidity of the pupils in some country schools. All the 

Isqiectors find it still in existence, and all complain of it as one of their most trying 

dlrtlties. Little or no improvement is yet observable in this respect—a rsult for which 

the teachers are mainly responsible. 

No. of schools in which the order is good or fair ........................SO 

tolerable or moderate ............ 88 

indifferent or bad ...............6 

124 

By 
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By this term is meant the means by which a teacher rules his school, whether by Ooyaum.nxt, 

corporal punishments, moral suasion, or a combination of the two. Implicit obedience is 

essential to the proper management of a school; and in cases where it is refused or yielded 

reluctantly by the pupils, the master must be prepared to enforce it by physical or moral 

influences. An earnest, skilful teacher would employ the latter means, unless in extreme 

cases of decided insubordination. Three requisites are demanded in the teacher who would 

rule by moral sunsion : knowledge of the tempers and dispositions of his pupils, mildness in 

his manner and considerateness in his conduct towards them, and great firmness and decision 

of character. Should a school exhibit evidence of being ruled by moral influence, it uiay be 

inferred that the teacher possesses these qualifications, and employs them in the actual 

government of his school. In a majority of National Schools, moral influence has been 

adopted as the rule of government, corporal punishment being resorted to only in extreme 

cases, and after milder measures have failed to accomplish the end desired. Speaking 

generally, the government of the schools may be described as mild, and the amount of 

corporal punishment at the minimum. The language and demeanour of the teacher to the 

pupils are, on the whole, distinguished by propriety. In four schools the government ia 

reported to be above the average in point of severity, while thirty-four are distinguished by 

too gret mildness, and the absence of necessary firmness and energy. In two case. the 

government is positively feeble and useless. 

VII —INSTRUCTION 

Under this head may be included certain arrangements which the teacher must make 

before commencing to teach. These are the classification of the pupils, and the proper 

distribution of their occupations. The fundamental principle of classification in public CIaifleathai. 

schools, conducted in accordance with the plans pursued in National Schools, is, that all the 

children in the same class shall closely approximate to a given standard of attainments, and 

shall all have acquired the same mental stature. Where this principle is duly observed, the 

instruction addressed collectively to the class is appropriate to the wants of each pupil, and 

all share alike in the advantages of the master's teaching; but where overlooked, or set 

aside, the scholars can no longer participate in the instruction upon equal terms, since that 

information which is adapted to the more advanced is too difficult for the remainder. The 

difficulties in the way of carrying out this principle of classification are acknowledged to be 

great, and arise from two different causes. One of these is the small number of pupils 

attending some country schools. Where this is the case, the attainments of the pupils will 

vary to a great extent, and the number nearly on an equality in respect of intellectual 

development will be very small. But the most important obstacle in the way of a perfect 

classification is the want of skill and experience on the part of the teachers, especially those of 

recent appointment in non-vested schools. To assist them as far as practicable, a standard of 

acquirement for each class has been provided in the "Table of Minimum Attainments," and 

it has been found that when this guide has been followed, in spirit as well as in letter, the 

classification has been the best possible under the circumstances. Even in cases where the 

teacher is alive to the importance of a good classification, and has endeavourcd to secure it to 

the best of his ability, it not unfrequently happens that his plans are completely reversed by 

the irngularity of the attendance, and he finds, after three months' labour, that a portion of 

the class have made satisfactory progress, while the remainder, from repeated a}enee from 

school, have profited nothing. Leaving out of view the instances in which the teacher has 

not exercised sufficient care in his classification, but had advanced to a higher class 

pupils of varying capacity and diligence, there will be found examples of error arising from 

the desire to make an appearance of progress, or from the wish to please parents, who, not 

seldom, are the worst judges in such matters. A comparative view of the condition of the 

schools inspected, in this particular, is given in the following Table 

No. of schools in which the classification is good or fair ...............76 

tolerable or moderate 24 

indifferent or bad 25 

124 

The classification and occnpation of the pupils usually go together; the oiw must be ocq,,.tion. 
skilful or the other can be productive of but little benefit. In National Schools, the ccca- 

- U 
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pations of the pupils are defined in the Time Table, constructed by the teacher in accordance 

with the requirements of the " Table of Minimum Attainments," and suspended on the wall 

of the schoolroom. In the Time Table, provision is made for the full employment of pupils 

in appropriate tasks, for the equitable distribution of school time among the various subjects 

of instruction, and for the arrangement of the lessons in such order that the change from 

one to another shall take place at regular intervals, and have the effect of relieving the 

mind of weariness and monotony. At the same time, it will be so arranged that a due 

proportion of the teacher's direct instruction and persoqal sopervision shall be allotted to each 

class. The construction of a good Time Table is therefore a work of some difficulty, requiring 

much consideration and experience for its successful accomplishment. On the whole, the 

occupations of pupils in National Schools are judiciously arranged, and the Time Tables, by 

which the operations of the schools are supposed to be regulated, are faithfully observed. 

No. of schools in which the arrangement of the Time Table was good or fair ......73 

tolerable or moderate... 20 

indifferent or bad 25 

124 

Subjeetsi The subjects of instruction designated ordinary are taught in all National Schools. 

These are Reading, Writing, Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography, Needlework, and Scripture 

history. In a large number of schools, Lessons on Objects are also given. Other branches 

receive attention in eases where the teachers are qualified, and the pupils are sufficiently 

advanced to warrant the necessary expenditure of time. But owing to the strong tendency 

existing among parents to remove children as soon as their services can be made available at 

home or in the field, there are few schools at which the pupils remain sufficiently long to be 

capable of entering upon the study of the higher branches. The following Table exhibits 

the number of schools in which extra subjects are taught:— 

Vocal Music .....................17 

Outline Drawing ...............9 

Algebra ...........................4 

Mensuration .....................2 

Geometry........................5 

Latin .............................5 

Freach ...........................4 

A considerable improvement is therefore manifest since 1858 on this head. The uumbcr of 

pupils receiving instruction in each of the ordinary subjects is given below 

Reading .....................6,389 

Writing .....................5,977 

Arithmetic ..................5,283 

Grammar ... ................. .%259 

Geography ..................8,954 

Needlework..................1,851 

The fact that all the pupils do not learn writing and other subjects may be accounted for by 

the circumstance that some of them are too young to receive instruction in these branches. 

Methods. By a method is meant such a mode of imparting knowledge as is best adapted to 

ensure its comprehension by the pupil, while at the same time it proper]y exercises his 

intellectual faculties, and tends to promote their training and development. A correct 

method will be based, first, upon the nature of the subjects to be taught; and, secondly, upon 

the speàial faculties to be called into exercise. In this view there are two classes of 

methods—analytic and synthetic; the former descends from general results and principles 

to special facts and details; it is, on the whole, best suited to pupils who have made con-

siderable progress. The synthetic method, on the other hand, begins with individual facts 

and eleiaents, and proceeds constructively until general results or principles are arrived at; 

it is best adapted for beginners. The methods in actual use partake more of the analytic 

than of the synthetic character, and hence are frequently not the best adapted to the pupil's 

capncity. On the whole, the amount of skill displayed in the choice and employment of 

- methods cannot be regarded as high, except in comparatively few cases, where the teachers 

have 
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have undergone a more thorough training for their work. The most striking defects are the 

want of logical arrangement in the matter of the lessons, the absence of a well defined 

purpose or object, and lack of skill in framing questions. When these characteristics prevail 

to such an extent as to form the most prominent feature in the instruction, the teaching is 

said to be mechanical. In giving a lesson, a teacher deficient in energy and skill would be 

likely to communicate a few isolated facts, having no logical relation or connection with each 

-other; he would fail to observe whether his instruction was received by the pupils, com-

prehended, and made their own; and by way of examination, he might ask a few objectless 

questions, requiring no exercise of thought, and utterly valueless as mental discipline. 

Mechanical teaching of this nature is commonly practised by those among the teachers of 

non-vested schools, who have never undergone a course of training for the profession, and 

whose knowledge of the art of teaching is merely empirical. It is but justice to give theat 

credit for an evident desire to increase their knowledge of method, and their practical skill; 

and, indeed, in many cases visible improvement in these particulars has already been effected. 

Having regard to all the circumstances attaching to the schools, the quality of the methods 

employed may be thus estimated 

No. of schools in which the methods are good or fair ...............40 

moderate or tolerable 44 

indifferent or bad ........34 

124 

As before remarked, the amount of instruction given in National Schools is, in a Character of the 

measure, determined by the "Table of Minimum Attainments"; and it may be further stated, 

that the quality of the teaching is regulated by the same means. One principal object of 

that table is to guard against any tendency to desultory and unsystematic teaching, and to 

secure for each pupil that continues sufficiently long at school, the benefits of a thorough 

training, by conducting him through a well defined and properly graduated course of instruc- 

tion. By requiring in all National Schools uniformity of practice as regards the leading 

features of this course, this further advantage is gained, that the transference of a pupil 

from one school to another does not occasion any interruption in the process of education 

through which he is passing, but enables the teacher to carry him forward from the point 

already attained, without stoppage and without deviation from the path. The utility of the 

"Table of Minimum Attainments" has never yet been adequately appreciated even by teachers. 

If we suppose a boy to eater a tolerably efficient National School at the age of seven years, 

and to remain in regular attendance until he is fifteen, lie ought at the expiration of that 

time to have received a thoroughly good English education. lie should be capable of 

reading an ordinary English book with case, fluency, and expression, and at the same time 

with perfect comprehension of its design and meaning- lIe should be able to express his 

ideas in neat and legible handwriting, clearly and grammatically, with correct spelling, 

punctuation, and style. He should have acquired such a familiarity with the principles and 

practice of arithmetic as to be able to solve any of the questions likely to arise in the actual 

business of life, especially those in which the merchant or the artiran is interested. He 

should be acquainted with the physical features of the various regions of the world; their 

natural productions, whether animal, vegetable, or mineral ; the character of their human 

inhabitants, and their forms of civilization ; their cities and towns; their commerce; and, in 

particular, their relations to his own country. To these may be added, under favorable 

circumstances, some knowledge of the elementary parts of Latin, mathematics, and physics, 

together with drawing and vocal music. That the education designed to be placed within 

the reach of the children attending National Schools is so seldom realized to its full extent 

is a fact, however much to be regretted, susceptible of easy explanation. Three circumstances 

cnncur to produce this result. Stated in the order of their importance, they are, miscalcula- 

tion of the value of such education by the parents, irregularity of attendance on the part of 

the pupils, and inefficiency, arising from defective knowledge or skill, on the part of the 

teacher. In the better sort of schools these difficulties have to some extent been overcome, 

experience having shewn that under certain circumstances they are mutually dependent, 

and that the removal of one leads gradually but certainly to the partial cure of the others. 

In such schools, the development of mental power—the aim of education in one of its 

aspect 
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aspects—is made the primary object of solicitude. Knowledge is imparted to the pupil not  
merely for its own sake, or on account of its so-called utility, but also because it ministers 

directly to the growth and expansion of the intellect, as material food nourishes and supports 

the body. The power of sustained attention and of independent thought, gained by pupils 

whose instruction is conducted in accordance with this view, are two of the most valuable 

qualities that could be imparted to them, and which must influence their future success in 

life. In striking contrast to these superior schools are some, chiefly non-vested, which have 

been too short a time in operation to allow the teachers to acquire sufficient knowledge and 

skill to carry out elevated views of their profession. It not unfrequently happens in such 

schools, that while there is some learning, the teaching will be unworthy of the name, 

comprising little more than a dull mechanical round of procedure, void of both profit and 

interest to the pupil. The higher objects of education being thus kept out of view, the  
pupils are at a loss whenever called upon to answer questions requiring exercise of thought, 

and hence many persons would suppose them to be more ignorant than is really the ease;, 

even when skill and industry are combined, and the pupils are regular in their attendance, 

it will sometimes occur that very little progress is made in any subject. The pupils, 

it may be, have failed to give the necessary constaut attention, and sometimes they appear 

to sink into a kind of intellectual lethargy, from which they can be aroused only with great 

difficulty and caro. The following remarks will exhibit the character of the instruction 

in detail 

Rnrnm—All the children attending National Schools are taught to read; the impor-

tance of the subject is therefore practically acknowledged, though vague and partial notions 

still prevail to a great extent as to its proper place in the course of instruction, and as to the 

most judicious mode of treatment. It may be said, in general terms, that teachers proceed 

upon one of two hypotheses, they either regard reading as a purely mechanical exercise, 

simply requiring the enunciation of certain sounds without reference to their meaning, or 

they look upon it as one of the most efficacious instruments in cultivating the ability to 

reflect. The distance between these extreme views is occupied by teachers of various 

degrees of merit, whose instruction approximates with more or less fidelity to one method or 

the other. Perhaps the more general tendency is towards the ncchanieal mode of procedure. 

In schools where this mode prevails, the lessons are read over with no great attention to 

distinctness of enunciation, correctness of emphasis, or appropriateness of expression, and then 

the pupils are asked to spell a few words, or to answer a few questions that tend but little to 

elucidate the subject, or to encourage mental activity. in the less numerous class of 

schools, the reading lessons arc treated in a more thorough and systematic style. While 

great attention is paid to the mechanical department, the mental bearing of a lesson is made 

the subject of special consideration. The pupils are called upon to give the meanings of 

words and phrases, to find synonymous terms, and to express in their own words orally, or 

in writing, the sense of selected passages. Peculiarities of grammatical construction, or of 

style, are pointed oat and explained; and questions are proposed on the subject matter of 

the lesson until the information it contains is completely mastered. Thus the two higher 

ends of reading—the acquisition of knowledge and the cxpaosiou of the mental faculties—

are both subserved, and the exercise becomes one of great value. Unfortunately for the true 

interests of education, reading is a subject upon which parents too often profess ability to 

judge. Most frequently they are satisfied with mechanical reading, and they are unable to 

form a just conception of the proper mode of treatment. Hence discontent is often felt and 

expressed with the conscientious teacher who endeavours to carry out right principles, and 

whose pupils appear to the ignorant to progress slowly and unsatisfactorily. On the other 

hand, the praise frequently and unsparingly awarded by the unreflecting to those who teach 

mechanically, and whose instruction is worthless as a means of intellectual culture, is a 

direct premium upon unfaithfulness, and an effectual bar to improvement in method. 

Wanrxo.—This is one of the branches in which the proficiency is of a more satisfactory 

character. In general it is very fairly taught, and even in cases where the actual skill in 

writing is regarded as moderate only, the cleanness and care with which the books are pre-

served speak favorably for the attention of the teachers. It is not unusual for the teacher 

in the better description of schools to give oral instruction to a class collectively upon the 

proper mode of forming and joining letters, and their relative proportions, together with 

illustrations 
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illustrations of the difference between good and, bad writing. Where this is done regularly, 

and examples are written upon the blackboard, the happiest results have followed. The 

-subjects of the copies written by the pupils are frequently moral maxims and proverbs; but as 

these appeal to a mental and worldly experience far in advance of that possessed by children, 

they can scarcely be deemed appropriate. The more skilful teachers use geographical, 

historical, and other interesting facts, as subjects for copy lines, as being more likely to be 

nuderstood. The junior classes appear to receive somewhat less than their due share of 

attention, the slates and copybooks sometimes exhibiting evidences of the want of minute 

and careful inspection, though this error is rapidly on the decline. 

SPELtING.—The writing is often associated with the reading lessons. After a lesson has 

'been thoroughly explained and read by the pupils, they are required to reproduce upon their 

slates in their own language the substance of the information they have gained. By this 

means habits of thought and attention are induced; the lesson previously read is fixed upon 

the mind; the pupils acquire facility of expression; and the correctness of their orthography 

is tested. In respect of the last-mentioned point, this exercise is supplemental to the 

ordinary dictation lessons, by which spelling is usually taught. The plan of giving children 

columns of spelling to learn is rarely resorted to, being confined to schools of which the 

teachers have had no opportuity of becoming acquainted with the methods adopted in 
National Schools. 

AnlrrnlErxc.—The instruction in this branch still retains much of the mechanical 

rote character, and has, less than any other subject taught in National Schools, shared in the 

general advance as regards methods. The working by set rules, without any explanation of 

the principles upon which they are founded, is the most frequent mode of procedure in 

teaching this subject. Arithmetic still continues to be treated merely as an art, without 
any recognition of its claims as a science to a prominent position in every course of instruc-
tion. The consequences of this mode of treatment are that the progress of the pupils is slow, 

unsound, and partial, and the educative influence of arithmetic taught demonstratively is lost. 

In all eases where the teaching of this subject has been founded upon principles, the results 

have been of a gratifying character; but where this condition has not been observed, the 

attainments of the pupils are meagre and unsatisfactory. The greatest amount of deficiency 

is observable in the junior classes; but all, even the highest, are, in most schools, imperfectly 

acquainted with some branches, notation being one of those most frequently not understood. 

Some teachers appear to experience great difficulty in adapting their instruction to the 

capacities of the younger pupils, and in removing the obstacles to the comprehension of the 

subject, arising out of its abstract nature. I-fence the character of the instruction is less 

suitable in the case of the younger children than in that of the more advanced pupils. In 

no branch of school instruction is the irregularity of the attendance found to have so 

injurious an effect as in arithmetic. The inequality of attainments, consequent upon 

frequent absence from school, destroys the classification; and the teacher, instead of giving 

collective instruction to the whole class by a demonstrative method, is compelled to occupy 

lils time with individuals, and is thereby reduced to the necessity of employing rote methods. 

Of course the ultimate result is that the quality of the instruction itself is deteriorated, 

and that more individual teaching is practised in this subject than in any other. Mental 

arithmetic does not yet receive such general and thorough attention as its importance 

deserves. In addition to its use in business transactions, it is one of the most effectual 

means by which the mind may be trained to habits of rapid and sustained thought, and by 

which the memory is strengthened and the perception sharpened. It is therefore to be 

hoped that teachers will not any longer defer the systematic teaching of this subject. 

GRA1A1t.—Although this branch continues to be well treated by the superior 

teachers, much remains to be accomplished before it can be considered as efficiently taught 

by the majority. The want of definite logical purpose is perhaps more evident in the 

teaching of grammar than of any other subject. There are two points of view from which 

grammatical studies may be regarded: first, as the art of nsing a language correctly, in 

speech and in writing; secondly, as a mental discipline of the highest kind. In neither 

asa are the results, generally speaking, of a satisfactory character; for it is found that the 

pupils 
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pupils possess but a limited acquaintance with the principles of English grammar, while, 

as an aid to development, the instruction in this subject must be considered as having failed. 

Besides the irregularity of the attendance, the following causes have contributed to produce 

the itsults now recorded :—want of complete and comprehensive knowledge on the part of 

the teachers; use of inappropriate teat-books; and absence of well defined purpose, giving 

rise to neglect of systematic arrangement of lessons. The only effectual remedy for this 

want of progress, so far as it is produced by their inefficiency, would be the more thorough 

training of teachers. 

GEooaAruv.—Generally speaking, this is a subject in which the pupils feel much 

interest, though there are yet to be found parents who object to have their children instructed 

in it. Considering the nature of the subject, and the many points of attraction it 

presents when treated with ordinary skill, a respectable amount of proficiency was to 

be anticipated, and the expectation has to some extent been realized. With one 

special defect, the teaching in a majority of schools was fairly skilful and efficient, 

interesting, but profitable, as opening up to the pupil almost unlimited sources of inquiry 

and reflection. In some schools, particularly those recently established, in which the 

teachers had but little experience, the instruction was deficient in point and appositeness 

it was of too general a character, and often aimed at nceothplishing too much. But the 

great defect pervading all the schools, with very few exceptions, was the fact that sufficient 

prominence was not given to the principle of making geographical knowledge commence at 

borne, proceeding from the known to the unknown. In accordance with this view Australian 

geography would have received the first attention of the teacher; but it was sometimes found 

that pupils who were well acquainted with the map of Europe, or of the World, had formed 

no definite idea of the position, size, and character of the river upon the banks of which 

they were located, and seemed utterly ignorant of even the most striking features of the 

surrounding district. The want of a good school map of New South Wales probably occasions 

this defect in some degree, and is also its excuse. 

OBJEcT LEssoNs—The design of these lessons is to cultivate the pupils' powers of 

perception, comparison, and reflection, by giving information on matters falling within their 

sphere of observation, or within the compass of their reasoning faculties, When properly car-

ried out these lessons are found to be full of interest, useful in training the mind to habits of 

fixed attention, and valuable for the mental exercise they afford—not to mention the worth of 

the information conveyed. It is therefore somewhat surprising that object lessons should be 

seldom taught in country schools, and still more, rarely taught well. The explanation must 

be sought in the character of the teachers, many of whom doubtless experience considerable 

difficulty in conveying the instruction in a clear, connected, and interesting manner; first, on 

account of their own lack of information ; and secondly, from the circumstance of not being 

trained to the prufesdon. Of the necessity and advantage of object lessons there can be no 

question. The powers of observation are remarkably low in couutry children. They appear 

to witness the operations of nature in the various seasons, and to gaze upon natural phenomena 

without interest or concern ; the position and mode of growth in plants, and the nature and 

habits of animals seem to be considered unworthy of a thought; and even with regard to the 

processes of agriculture or manufacture, carried on under their own eyes, they appear to be 

utterly destitute of rational curiosity and the spirit of inquiry. To rouse them from 

this listless apathy—to excite in their minds a feeling of admiration of the works of 

nature—and to implant in them a desire to study and understand them, would be a 

work of great public utility, and ought to be considered by every teacher as an imperative 

duty. 

Sertn'rurtr.—Generally an hour daily is devoted to this subject, in the case of pupils 

able to read the Scripture lessons. The substance of these works, and especially of No. 1 of 

b0th Old and New Testament series, is familiar to the elder pupils. The General Lesson is 

regularly read in the schools, and its principles explained, though in many cases its real 

spirit is, as yet, but imperfectly understood. A more correct appreciation of its scope and 

design, and much greater sincerity in bringing them home to the children's minds, are needed, 

in order to produce much benefit from reading the General Lesson. 

From 
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From the subjoined Tables the actual proficiency of the children examined may be J'roSeieney of 
the he pupil,. 

 

I—BEADING. IL—WETTING. 

No. OF Punts ASIC TO flEAs. I No op PupILs ABLE To WIllIS. 
ACtUAL PROFICIENCY - - - - - - -  1 ActuAl. I'ROPTOUCNCT - - -- 

) syflabieo. xaZ ve. 
On flnarr OP PUPIl 

OiSiatep 7 ! TOnLs. - 
Indifferent ....... 889 i 522 389 1,800 Indifferent ....... 1,564 790 2,354 
Tolerable ...... . 1,102 906 503 2511 Tolerable ...... . 1,183 I 1,323 2,506 
Fair to Good 877 579 622 2,018 Fair to Good .... 483 I 634 1,117 

Totals.. . . 2868' 2,007 15146389 Totals,.., 3,230 

IVr'GaAIT3BAR. 

NO OP PIlPIBA LEARNING No. OF Fupris LEARIRINI 
AcTUAL Pltoplclnicy 

AIIITIIMEnC. 
----- ACTUAL Pgopic,ncy ( 

ORAEKAR. 
OP FUIILS 

¶t iR.Is:,idiT0Thts 
ornnLs 

lprnen - 
- - 

Athanecu 'lerns 

Jndifferent ....... .1,587 338 1  124 2,049 Indifferent ....... 1J3 1,118 
Tolerable ...... . 1,0i 422 .347 2,273  Tolerable ......I 061 583 1,044 
Fair to Good.. .. 613 220 128 961 .1  Fair to Good ..... 673 424 1,097 

Totals,,.. 3,704 980 599 G2S3 Totals..,,' 9,197 LOG? 3959 

V.—GFoGnAPrn 

No. OF PUPILS LEARNING 

ACTUAL PROFIcIENCy 
Pupas, 

Etan. Advanced. TonI,, I 

Indifferent ............ 1,587 225 1,612 

Tolerable .............. 1,017 . 361 1,398 

Fair toGood .992 

- 
754 I 

Totals ........... 2,956 996 3,9.51 

YIII.—LOCAL SuPERVISION. 

In many schools the local supervision is merely nominal; in at least two-tltids the 

visits of local patrons are irregular, and thererore ineffective, and in comparatively few are 

they competent and punctual in the discharge of their duties. In the schools where the 

local Boards are property organized an arrangement is made by which they visit the school 

together, or singly in rotation, not scidomer than once a month; but it not unfrequently 

happens that when some of the patrons absent themselves or remove from the district, the 

duty of supervising the school is neglected, being thrown upon a few individuals, who, from 

the pressure of business, or the urgency of other demands upon their time, are not always 

able to attend to the interests of the school. It is unfortunately too common to hear com-

plaints from the teachers of the apathy of local patrons, and though the former are perhaps 

often unreasonable in their expeotations, their representations are not inconsistent with 

fact. Some of the weak points in the local administration may, perhaps, be traced 

to the ,inherent defects of all voluntary organizations, and especially to the absence 

of power to raise money otherwise than by local subscription; and these are found 

to exist in other countries besides New South Wales. Even in Canada and some other 

American States, where the local oversight of schools is entrusted to the municipal autho-

rities, who have power to levy rates for school purposes, similar difficulties have to be 

encountered. But a more serious defect than the want of interest in the schools is the 

unsuitability of some of the persons chosen to act as local patrons—a defpct which becomes 

more apparent and more injurious in proportion to the increased efficiency of the schools in 

other respects. When individuals that are deficient in the necessary qnliflcations are 

elected members of a local Board, besides the mischief arising from the low conception they 

form 
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form of their duties, they are frequently found to be unreasonable and impracticable, even 

in matters obvious to persons of common sense; and the injury they occasion, by the 

obstructive line of conduct they pursue, militates very perceptibly against the prosperity of 

the school. in  a few instances, in which the local patrons are in other respects highly 

suitable, dissensions and party spirit have prevented them from acting with unanimity; and 

as a natural consequence of divided feeling, the supervision of the schools was neglected, or 

performed in an unsatisfactory manner. These two points, then, tend to hinder effective 

local supervision :—.first, the difficulty of obtaining individuals of the right spirit and quali-

fications for the office; and secondly, the difficulty of securing their united and harmonious 

action for any lengthened period. Until a remedy can be devised for these evils, it is 

doubtful whether the local supervision can ever become really beneficial in the majority of 

schools, although, from the circumstances of the country, it cannot he dispensed with. 

IX.—TEAcUER5. 

Position or It has formed one of the most conspicuous features in the policy of the Commissioners, 
tncILers. in their sdniinistration of the National System, to secure for the teacher that position of 

comfort and respectability to which his honorable and valuable services entitle him ; and, 

farther, to raise up a class of teachers who shall be worthy in character, conduct, and ability, 

of the improved condition thus attained. While very considerable success has attended 

these efforts, and the position of National School Teaohers possesses many of the desired 

advantages, it must be confessed that great improvements must be effected before a satis-

factory state of things is arrived at. It is not surprising, therefore, that much discontent 

prevails among teachers. Some of the grounds of complaint are inevitable, and so far from 

being peculiar to the teacher's position, are such as fall to the lot of every one; while others 

are self.imposed, being the result of a want of ordinary tact and prudence. The real causes 

of dissatisfaction are the following :—Thc wretched character and condition of their dwellings; 

the annoyances attendant upon the payment of school fees; the interference of parents; 

the irregularity of the pnpils; and the neglect or opposition of the local patrons. On the 

first of these heads, complaint is very reasonable. Leaving out of consideration the want of 

material comfort to himself and family involved in residence in a miserable slab hut, the 

teacher feels that it destroys his prestige; that he is regarded by the people as on a level 

with themselves, if not inferior; and that he loses their respect accordingly. iis opinion 

on school matters is thus deprived of the weight of authority, for people will seldom attach 

much importance to the diotuni of their equals or inferiors. This unpleasant state of feeling 

is greatly aggravated by the contentions arising out of the payment of school fees, under 

the existing arrangements. If the teacher he a high minded man, he can hardly avoid being 

shocked and disgusted by the meanness and inj astice to which he is subjected, even by persons 

who cannot truly plead poverty in excuse for their niggardliness. From this fertile source 

of quarrels spring nearly all the more serious misunderstandings between teachers and 

parents, and probably their mutual feeling is greatly embittered by the very paltriness of 

the matter in dispute. Great annoyance is also occasioned by the interference of the parents 

with the conduct of the school. They profess at times to give directions as to the proper 

mode of managing the school, and the employment of particular methods; or they desire 

the teacher to place their children in classes for which he considers them unfit; or they 

command him to desist from teaching certain subjects. Should the teacher decline com-

pliance with these unreasonable demands, and continue to follow the dictates of his judgment, 

offence is taken, and frequently the children are removed from the school in consequence. 

It is evident, therefore, that the more enlightened and conscientious the teacher, the greater 

will be his risk of giving offence, while the greater must be his impatience of dictation. The 

irregularity of the attendance has already been adverted to, and it is, in this place, only necessary 

to shew how it affects the teacher's position. If he be a man of ability, earnest in his 
teachiDg, and anxious for the improvement of his pupils, he will feel acutely their want of 

and the fruitlessness of his labours in their behalf; and, if at all susceptible on the 

seore of reputation, he will suffer from being exposed to invidious remark on the ground of 

his failure. Lastly, when not supported by the local patrons, all these grievances are juten-

ailed, anI the teacher experiences the necessity of contending unaided against a host of 

diSniltis- But should the local patrons, from ignorance, pique, or misconception, oppose 

the teacher, his position becomes one of intolerable misery, in spite even of the alleviation of 
his 
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his suffering caused by the recognition of his services by his Inspector. Some improvement 

will doubtless be produced in this unsatisfactory state of things by the gradual progress of 

public opinion ; but inasmuch as most of the complaints originate in imperfections of the 

system itself, no full and complete remedy can be expected, unless from the establishment of 

a general system of education from which the defects alluded to can be excluded. 

The income of National School Teachers is derived from two sources. There is first fluolumcntsef 
teachers. 

the fixed salary paid by the Board, and ranging in country schools from sixty to one hundred 

and forty-four pounds per annum; and secondly, the local contributions in the shape of 

school fees, together with a residence. The average amount of salary received by the tehers 

is £92 Ss. 8d., and of school fees, £52 lOs., making a total of £145 7s. Sd. In estimating 

the value of the residence, regard must be had to the amount and character of the accommo-

dation it affords. In some instances the dwelling must be considered absolutely worthless; 

in many cases the amount of accommodation is limited to two small rooms; and where, as 

generally happens, the teacher has a family, this want of space is not consistent with common 

decency, much less with comfort. In the schools recently erected, the provision for the 

teacher's accommodation is more ample, and the building is generally well finished and 

impervious to the weather. In country schools, the salaries of teachers depend upon their 

classification, a lower scale being adopted in the case of non-vested schools. Opportunities 

are given of obtaining a higher classification, so that teachers have it in their power, by 

increasing their qualifications, to improve their pecuniary condition and to raise their 

standing in the Board's service. The amount paid for school fees is small, and bears no 

reasonable proportion to the means of most parents. But even this small sum, reduced as 

it is by the irregularity of the pupils' attendance, is paid grudgingly, and sometimes withheld 

altogether on the most frivolous pretext, although fixed by the local patrons at the lowest 

possible rate. In such cases, the teacher must be content to bear the loss in silence, for if 

lie had recourse to his only means of redress—a Court of Justice—he would probably find 

himself ruined by the withdrawal of all his pupils and the breaking up of his school. 

Instances have occurred in which ignorant people have refused to pay school fees on the 

ground that the teacher had a "splendid" salary from the Government, when perhaps the 

whole of his income fell short of the wages of a mechanic. 

With scarcely an exception, the teachers of National Schools are persons of good iaUons 

moral character, earnest, attentive, and industrious. Their attainments vary considerably, 

but in the main may be regarded as tolerably satisfactory. The following Table exhibits 

the relative qualifications of the teachers, as indicated by their classification 

Number of Teachers holding Certificates of— 

ISection A) Section B.I Total. 

Firstelass... 1 5 I o 
Second class ... 18 24 42 
Thirdelass ... 20 , 28 54 

TOTAL 102 

Number of teachers not holding certificates, 45. 

The possession of a third class certificate would guarantee that the holder was able 

to read with fluency and correct emphasis; to write neatly and legibly; and to express 

himself clearly in writing, with correct grammar and punctuation; and to parse and analyze 

simple sentences; to solve questions in arithmetio involving an acquaintance with decimals; 

and to give a comprehensive description of the more important countries in the world. In 

addition to these acquirements, he would have a good knowledge of the lesson books, and 

might therefore be supposed to possess some general information. The possession of a 

second class certificate presupposes all the foregoing qualifications in a higher degree, 

together with, in most cases, some knowledge of algebra and geometry, or of Latin; while 

for a certificate of the first or highest class, a more thorough acrjuaintance with the ordinary 

branches 
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branches is demanded, as well as a fair knowledge of, at least, one special subject requiring 

diligent and successful study. There is a marked distinction between the teachers of vested 

and non-vested schools, as respects attainments; the latter being, as a rule, greatly inferior. 

This difference is being rapidly lessened, as teachers of non-vested schools are enabled to 

study and undergo examination, and in time will probably disappear altogether. The rule 

established in the commencement of 1859, by which teachers holding certificates lower than 

Class II, Section A, are required to undergo examination annually, has stimulated many to 

increased exertion in study; and its beneficial effects will, in all probability, be felt to a 

much greater extent. As regards practical skill in teaching, the results of the inspection 

are of a very mixed character. In this point of view, the teachers may be arranged in 

three groups; the first and least numerous of which consists of teachers fully trained in the 

Mother Country or in the Colony; the second of teachers partly trained in the Colony; and 

the third of untrained teachers. The teachers of the first class possess a gocd knowledge of 

methods of imparting instruction, and of modes of conducting schools; those trained in the 

Colony, in the first place as pupil teachers and afterwards as assistants, being in no way 

inferior to the others. But by far the largest number possess but a limited acquaintance 

with method, and a few none at all. These teachers have in various degrees failed ; their 

errors being those of judgment, arising from defective information. It is only fair to add, 

that most of them are making strenuous efforts to improve their qualifleations, both as 

respects attainments and practical skill. 

X,—SPEcIAII ScHooLs. 

The Moaei The annexed Table shews the position of these schools, as rerards the atteadanec of 
School,. 

pupils during the year:— 

cage Average Ainoimt of 
Noon the Daily School Fees 
EoIls. i Attendance. 

Paid. 

Fort-street School ........... 010 . 022 1,170 5 1 
William-street School 786 I 505 761 8 3 
Cleveland.street School 269 1.72 346 15 9 
Paddington School 208 J 127 210 3 

2,173 1,426 2,488 12 6 

No change of importance has taken place during the year, in the organization and 

discipline of the schools. The instruction also remains the same, with the exception of the 

increased prominence given to the subject of Drawing. In carrying out the arrangements 

for teaching this subject, the views and methods adopted by the Department of Practical 

Art in connection with the Board of Trade have been followed, as far as they are applicable 

to instruction in rudimentary drawing. The object has not been to produce artists, or even 

to give instruction in art, in the proper sense of the term; but rather to give the pupils 

facility in representing thing:, as by writing they express ideas. The intention was not to 

create a school of design, but to render universal an acquaintance with elementary drawing. 

It was felt that, independently of its value as an agent in general education, a knowledge of 

drawing was specially calculated to make better mechanics, artizans, and skilled labourers of 

all kinds. Every "carpenter who has to cut straight lines, every smith who has to forge 

them, and every bricklayer who has to lay them," will better perform their respective works 

by acquiring the power of nsing the pencil correctly and with freedom. Sufficient time has 

not elapsed since the experiment was initiated to decide positively as to its success, but the 

progress of the pupils has hitherto been very encouraging. 

During the year 1859, twenty-eight candidates for situations under the Board— 
oudidatm 

eighteen males and ten females—have completed their period of training at the Model 

School. Out of this number, thirteen males and six females have succeeded in obtaining 
certificates 
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certificates of merit, and appointments to schools in various parts of the Colony. The 

Iollowing Table exhibits the number of each kind of certificate granted:— 

Certificate. Section A. Section B. Total. 

ClassI. ......... . 0 0 0 
II. ......... 1 4 5 
Ill.......... 0 

. 
5 14 

The average time of attendance has been two months; a period far too short, when 

the candidate has had no previous training, which is the case with the majority of those 

'now under consideration. Whoa it is remembered that, in the Mother Country, the period 

of attendaaec at a training school varies from one to three years, the existing arrangement 

can only be regarded as an approximation to a plan for scouring an efficient staff of National 

School Teachers. To attain so desirable an end, each candidate ought to remain at the 

Model School for at least six months. The chief obstacle to the immediate adoption of 

such a course lies in the fact of its expensiveness. The circumstances of the Colony are 

peculiar. Many of the schools are situated in thinly peopled localities; and as a consequence, 

boys and girls are instructed together. It is obvious, therefore, that the only eligible 
candidates for such schools are married men, whose wives can take charge of the needlework 

and otherwise assist in the conduct of the schools. In the case of persons so situated, it 

generally happens that they are either unable or unwilling to bear the cost of maintenance 

during the time of training. It therefore becomes a matter of necessity either to dispense 

with their services altogether, or to grant them an allowance sufficient for the support of 

themselves and families, while passing through the necessary ordeal. This item of expendi-

ture—supposing the period to be extended to six months—would involve an outlay of about 

sixty ponnds for each married candidate, and abont half that sum in the case of a single 

female whose services could be made available as assistant teacher in the larger schools. 

Besides, to carry out the systematic course which the extension of time would demand, it 

would be necessary that one or more teachers should be specially charged with the instruction 

of candidates; and therefore the expense would be increased by the addition of the salaries 

attached to such an office. The machinery called into existence for accomplishing such a 

purpose would be ample for the effectual training of teachers for all the primary schools in 

the Colony. Every true friend of education will admit that the establishment of one central 

training institution is an educational want that cannot be supplied too early. It may be 

worthy of consideration whether the candidate ought not to be called upon to bear at least 

part of the cost of his own training. The payment might be made by periodical instalments, 

after his appointment to a school. As a general rule, the candidates have striven to derive 

us much benefit as possible from the short period of their probation. A portion of each day 

has been devoted to private study, for which a room is set apart; they have also had free 

necess to a library of educational works. Daily lessons in the ordinary subjects taught in 

National Schools have been given to them, and, in addition, they have attended the Normal 

Class ljeeturcs, three of which are delivered in each week. Some of the lectures treat of 

the foregoing subjects in a more comprehensive manner than is attempted in the daily class, 

while others deal with an equally important piestion, viz. :-" The principles of Teaching 
and School Management." 

There is good reason to believe that, notwithstanding the limited amount of training 

now afforded, it is far better than no training at all, the experience of most candidates leading 

them to express a strong desire to remain for a longer period. The principal evil arising 

from so incomplete a course appears to be that, except in the case of persons of cultivated 

habits of mind, the candidate is apt to assume the more externals of a teacher, rather than 

imbibe his spirit—in other words, to become a mechanical instead of a real and efficient 

instructor. It is here worthy of remark, that of the five candidates to whom second class 

certificates were awarded, one had been trained in the Mother Country, while the others were 
of the exceptional character just alluded to. 

The success, as teachers, of persons circumstanced as the majority of candidates, must 

be regarded as very problematical. It will, in a great measure, depend upon their own 

exertions 
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exertions to work out the ideas acquired during their stay at the Model School, and also to,  

supplement the acknowledged deficiency of their training. And here it may be observed, 

that in making such cndeavours, they may expect to derive great assistance from 

the periodical visits of the Inspector of the District. In fact)  the necessity for regular and 

frepicnt inspection is greatly enhanced by the imperfect opportunities afforded for the 

systematic and complete training of teachers for primary schools. It may also be observed 

that it is extremely difficult in so short a time to form a just estimate of a candidate's 

capability to conduct a school efficiently. Whilst being trained be is under constant super-

vision, and is subject to strict disciplinary regulations, being at the same time within a circle 

of influences calculated to stimulate him to some amount of enthusiasm; whereas when 

appointed—it may be to a school in a remote locality—be is naturally very liable to a 

reaction. The pressure has not been sustained for a sufficiently lengthened period to snake 

its effect enduring. 

Dlstrkt NOW The establishment of these institutions had been urged from time to time, experience 
&hoolt having demonstrated their necessity and usefulness; and early in last year an opportunity 

of trying the experiment occurred at Mudgee, where the existing National School was 

converted into a District Model School for the Western District. By making certain 

alterations in the school buildings they were adapted for the division of the pupils into three 

departments—boys, girls, and infants ; each under a separate teacher, but subject to the 

general control and supervision of the Head Master. This school achieved very gratifying 

success in both points of view—as a superior primary school, and as a model school for the 

training of candidates. 

Among the schools inspected were fortysix non-vested schools. From previous 

portions of this report it will be observed that they are, in general, much inferior in every 

respect to the vested schools. In fact, as regards efficiency, they occupy a position similar to 

that held by vested schools five years ago, though they will probably improve at a much 

more rapid rate, inasmuch as the greater perfection of the arrangements for examining them, 

gives more frequent opportunities for pointing out defects and providing remedies. Many 

causes operate to favor the establishment of non-vested schools. In some localities no land 

can be obtained as sites for vested schools, the owners being unable or unwilling to alienate 

any portion of their property. But in the majority of cases the obstacle to the erection of a 

vested school is the want of sufficient funds, and this again arises from the poverty of the 

people. In very few cases has the establishment of a non-vested school been the result of 

denominational action; and, as might be inferred, the consequence is that those schools, 

are never of a sectarian character, or conducted with a view to sectarian interests. 

XI.—GBNEItAL RESULTS OP Ixs1'xcTroR. 

If the present degree of efficiency attained by National Schools be compared with 

their condition a few years ago, their advancement in every essential particular is evident, 

and calculated to afford much encouragement. Every year a gradual improvement is 

observable in the character of the material appliances, the discipline of the pupils, and their 

intellectual training; and though the progress is slow, it is, perhaps, not the less valuable on 

that account. The large number of non-vested schools has tended to lower the average merit 

of the schools in general; but this evil is in course of reformation, and will soon be, to a 

great extent, rendered unimportant by the rapid improvement now taking place. While 

there is much to encourage in the present state tif National Schools as compared with their 

condition a few years ago, it must be acknowledged that, measured by a proper standard, 

their shortcomings are only too evident. Leaving out of view for the present the improve-

merits required in educational machinery, and observing only the result of pnst exertions, 

it will be apparent that the greater number of schools is characterized by two prominent 

defects—the absence of a high moral tone, and the want of vigorous mental power. These 

two qualities ought to be produced by any proper educational system, if worked with ordinary 

skill and energy; but the general character of our schools, in both particulars, is comparative 

feebleness. Even making allowance for the irregularity of the scholars, and the numerous 

other difficulties the teacher has to encounter, no more favorable opinion can be formed of 

the result of the past year's teaching. It is not for want of a desire to succeed that the 

teachers have failed, nor from the lack of persevering industry, but rather from the absence 

of 
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of tact and skill to apply their work in the right direction, and in such a manner as to yield 

a profitable return. In a good school the pupils will manifest in their appearance, demeanour, 

language, and conduct, the amount of attention paid to their moral training, and in all these 

respects the most rigid scrutiny should fail to detect serious departures from right. They 

should further be able to concentrate their attention upon their business, and sustain it 

An vigorous exercise for a considerable time—to observe, consider, compare, and when at 

'fault to retrace their steps until the right clue is taken up—to follow the teacher readily 

through all the steps of a lesson so as to make themselves masters of the subject—and to work 

cheerfully and perseveringly, until all difficulties are surmounted, and they have acquired the 

habit of mental self-dependence. Though a high standard, this is quite within the bounds 

of possibility. Even under existing circumstances it might be attained by a much larger 

number f schools, and a closer approximation might be made by all; though, perhaps, its 

general realization cannot be anticipated until the pupils attend with greater regularity, and 

the teachers acquire greater skill and energy. 

XII.—llxrinRAxcEs TO ED'JCATJON. 

Various minor obstacles to the success of the system have already been discussed; 

but to complete the account of the condition of schools, it is necessary to explain, with some 

minuteness of detail, the more important considerations which oppose themselves to the 

advance of educational improvement. Perhaps that which is most generally felt, which is 

the most obvious, and which adds most to the effect of the others, is the existence of two rival 

systems of pub(ic instruction, each of which, to a certain extent, lives and flourishes in 

proportion to its ability to destroy the other. This is a waste of educational power. By 

the eristenec of two systems public feeling in regard to education is divided and weakened, 

local apathy and prejudice are increased, the chances of irregular attendance are doubled, 

and the efficient teacher is made to suffer, while the unskilful or unfaithful is encouraged 

and supported. This evil paralyses educational effort in every department of its operation. 

Next in order come the impediments produced by the indifference, ignorance, and prejudices 

of parents. It is generally believed, even by those who are otherwise well informed on 

educational matters, that parents are on the whole very anxious to secure a good education 

for their children, and willing to make large sacrifices to accomplish this purpose. 

Certainly instances do occasionally occur in which this spirit is exhibited in a most 

creditable manner; yet, judging by deeds, not words, it may safely be asserted that 

the general feeling manifested by the people ranges from a languid and evanescent 

interest in the local educational movement to positive indifference or repugnance. Large 

and apparently earnest professions are common, but they seldom endure beyond a few 

months. The localities are not few in which, if the people declared their real sentimonts, 

they would express themselves in this manner :-" We are not particularly desirous to 

"obtain education for our children, inasmuch as they are very useful to us at home; 
" but, should the Board establish a school, erect buildings, and appoint teachers, without 
trouble or expense to us, then—to oblige the Comm issioners—weshall have no objection 

" to send them to school when they can be spared." Even when parents have gone 

so far as to contribute to the cost of school buildings, they have taken offence at some 

imaginary slight offered them, or the children, and have reniovod them from school. Others 

attempt to dictate to the teacher what he shall teach, and how lie shall communicate his 

information; and, should he decline to accommodate his practice to their views, he at once 

raises a host of enemies. Certain subjects of instruction are interdicteil by some parents, 

and particular methods by others. As a rule, parents in the country consider that by 

attendiag school for two or three years, in the usual irregular manner, the children ought to 

bave acquired all necessary informatiozi, and to have become well educated; and should this 

treasonable expectation be disappointed, they at once attribute the failure to the teacher's 

incapacity. Connected with this fault is the irregularity of the pupils, which need not be 

expatiated upon here, the subject having already been referred to at some length. 

But, practically, the circumstance most prejudicial by far to the interests of 

education is the lack of qualification on the part of teachers. Until a staff of teachers bred 
to the profession, tboronghly trained, and qualified in other particulars, has been secured, it 

is useless to expect any but imperfect results from educational effort. The teacher is the 

"school;" 
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"school ;' whatever the amount and character of his qualifications, they will be visible in 

the effect of his teaching. The establishment of a traiaing college in connection with the 

Model School is absolutely necessary for the purpose of ensuring a supply of suitable teachers, 

and of extending and perfecting the system; but the expense of such an institution is an 

obstacle of so formidable a nature as to render its establishment impracticable nader 

existing circumstances. 

XTII.—SUOGESTI0NS FOR EtTURE ErPROVEMENT5. 

The following are suggestions as to desirable reforms, which appear to be pradticablc, 

if not wholly, to a considerable extent:— 
Pe~lrabfiity of 1. In considering this question, the following facts may be borne in mind: First, 
heBolthof that many persons have ceased to act as local patrons on account of decease, removal from 
Iwal 

the district in which they held the office, indifference on educational matters, or some other 

cause; secondly, that some persons have been nominated local patrons, and have acted in 

that capacity, whose appointments have not been confirmed by the Board; and, thirdly, that 

the working of some local Boards is rendered ineffective, and the National System itself 

brought into disrepute by the recognition as patrons of persons who, from defective education, 

low social status, or doubtful moral character, are unfit for the office, and incompetent to 

discharge its duties. We are, therefore, of opinion, that it is desirable to re-construct the 

Boards of Local Patrons of all National Schools in the Colony. It would doubtless appear 

invidious to remove from the office a person who was already a local patron, and it might 

be supposed that injury would accrue to the system by rousiog the angry feelings of the 

parties affected. But, granting that such a result might follow from the adoption of the 

course now recommended, we believe the toleration of such persons as those above referred 

to would prove a still greater evil. In the former case, the irritation would gradually 

subside, and the injury, should any follow, would be but temporary; whereas, by retaining 

improper persons in the office, the evil would be perpetuated. We venture to suggest that, 

where the services of eligible persons cannot be obtained, the Commissioners themselves 

should act as local patrons, and supervise the schools through the agency of their Inspectors; 

and that, in the event of no suitable party being proposed to represent any particular 

denomination at the local Board, the appointment of a patron belonging to that body 

should remain in abeyance. 
RWAO. of 2. The rules on this head leave it to the local patrons to determine, without restrie- 

tion of any kind, the amount of school fee to be paid by each child, and also the mode of 

payment. There is reason to believe that some teachers suffer much injustice from the 

want of consideration manifested by local patrons in this respect, while in a majority of 

cases, the income of teachers is rendercd a matter of extreme uncertainty. The results, in 

a moral point of view, of this state of things, are seriously to be deprecated; it is, therefore, 

advisable to limit the power of local patrons by requiring each Board:- 

To fix a certain rate of fee to be paid by the children attending the school 

under its supervision. 

To submit the proposed scale for the approval of the Commissioners before 

carrying it into practice. 

To avoid making the amount of school fee contingent upon the child's classiff-

cation. 

Bevt!on of 3. The object for which this fund was originally instituted has in many eases been 

frustrated by the unwillingness of parcnts to pay the small amount required, from the 

neglect of the teacher to collect the fund, and from remissness on the part of local patrons 

in not checking the expenditure of the amount received. The schools have consequently 

suffered from a deficiency of hooks, and other appliances necessary for the effectual instruc-

tion of the pupils. As these are points of fundamental importance as regards the welfare 

and efficiency of the schools, we think it desirable that steps should be taken for the better 

administration of the "Book Fund;" and we accordingly suggest that a fixed proportion, say 

10 per cent., should be dedteted from the school fees, and that this arrangement should be 

communicated to the local patrons, in order that they may take it into account in fixing 

the proposed new scale of fees. 
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4. During the past year, we have had occasion to observe that the attendance 

pupils in many country schools has frequently fallen short of the minimum average—thirty 1,iitr 

(30) pupils—fixed by the Board. Several causes have led to this result :—The unsettled 

state of the education question, the removal of the population to other localities, the poverty 

of the inhabitants, and, above all, indifference on the part of the parents to the education of 

their children. While we feel that this evil may be partially remedied by visiting the 

people, and by rousing parents and local patrons to a sense of their duties, we are persuaded 

that the only complete and permanent cure lies in making education to some extent compul-

sory. In the mean time, we think it may be desirable to reduce the expense of such schools, 

by paying the teacher such a proportion of his classification salary as the actual attendance 

forms of the required minimum. We are also aware of the existence of numerous localities 

in which a school of twenty children might be formed, but in which it is highly improbable 

that the minimum required by the Board could be obtained for many years to come. These 

places, which, perhaps, have the most imperative claim for state interference and assistance, 

are virtually excluded from any participation in the public funds by the operation of the 

Board's rules, which requires the attendance of thirty pupils at least. The difficulty maybe 

met to some extent, by awarding aid to such schools, at a reduced rate, in proportion to 

the number of pupils in actual attendance. 

5. There are many localities in the Colony, some of them populous, where the The want of 
chooI buildings 

number of children would justify the establishment of schools, but where the people are ince1rain 

unable or unwilling to contribute towards the cost of erecting the necessary buildings. We 

think that, in eases where it can be shewn to the satisfaction of the Commissioners that the 
inhabitants are really too poor to provide the usual quota of the cost of building, the expense 

of erecting the schoolhouse should be defrayed by the Board from the public funds; but, 

when proper school buildings cannot be obtained, on account of the disinclination on the 

part of the people to pay for them, we think no effectual remedy can be applied except under 

a general system, involving in some form or other local taxation for educational purposes. 

0. District Model Schools may be regarded as seminaries for the training of future District Model 
teachers, and as first class National Schools, through the medium of which, a high standard schoo1s. 

of instruction may be obtained. The advantages of District Model Schools are numerous. 

They would afford facilities for the training of candidates for situations under the Board, 

and render unnecessary the trouble and expense of sending all applicants to Sydney. Pupil 

teachers of country schools, many of whom, it is hoped, will be appointed as the system pro-

gresses, could here complete their education and training with a similar saving of expense; 

and to the teachers of non-vested schools, who are generally imperfectly educated and wholly 

inexperienced, opportunities would be afforded of qualifying themselves for the more effioient 

discharge of their duties. These schools would also exercise a great influence upon the  
teachers of country schools, by holding out a powerful incentive to study, and by creating 

an inducementto men of education and ability to attach themselves to the National System, 

and remain in the Board's service. There can be little doubt also that country schools 

would be hcneficially affected, when the teachers come to observe the high standard of 

efficiency reached in the District Model Schools. Efforts would be made to improve the 

character of the instruction, and teachers would vie with each other and with the Model 

School in the endeavour to produce the most advanced pupils. The impulse given to education 

by the establishment of these institations would, we think, soon be communicated to every 

National School in the Colony, and all would to some extent partake in the advantages thus 
offered. 

We conceive that a District Model School should differ as little as possible in its 

arrangements from an ordinary vested school, except as regards the abundance and perfection 

of its material appliances. The Model School in Sydney, although useful as a place of 

instruction, fails as a means of training, simply because all the arrangements differ from 

those of the country schools, to which candidates are appointed. In a District Model School 

therefore there should be but one teacher, with perhaps a pupil teacher, as in ordinary 

country schools. It would, of course, be necessary that the master should be selected from 

the teachers in each district who were most highly distinguished for personal attainments 

and skill in teaching, and who were in every respect qualified to act as models for the 

instruction of candidates. We would recommend, therefore, that District Model Schools 
3—E should 
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should be established in some of the principal towns, as Maitland, J3athurst, and C-oulburn, 

in the course of the current year. 

The Table of 7. We are aware that complaints have been made occasionally by several teachers 
MinimuinAt- 
tainmenta. that the standard fixed in the "Table of Minimum Attainments" is beyond their power 

to reach, and we believe it to be expedient to reconsider this document, in order to discover 

how far the charge is sustained. It will be remembered that the objects sought to be attained 

in fnming this Table were 

To furnish a general standard to which all teachers could work, and by which 

all schools could be measured. 

To check the indiscreet and desultory manner in which many schools were 

taught, by laying down a definite and systematic course of instruction. 

To prevent the premature removal of the children from school by their parents. 

The prevention of errors in classification. 

Raving maturely considered the matter, we are of opinion, that, although the "Table 

of Minimum Attainments" presents no serious difficulty to teachers of ordinary ability and 

industry, yet, taking into account the meagre attainments, low practical skill, the total or 

partial absence of training, and general deficiency of qualifications, in many teachers, some 

reduction of the standard may be allowed. 

istrict 8. Many reasons could be adduced in favor of the establishment of such libraries. 
e,brano.i. It would be well were they unnecessary, but it is to be regretted that such is not the case. 

As numerous non-vested schools are now in operation, and as the teachers are often inex-

perienced, and in some cases imperfectly educated, it would follow, as a case of necessity, 

that bomething should be done to afford them as much information as possible upon matters 

connected with school management and the art of teaching, and to urge them to a systeniatio 

course of study. In the absence of other and better means of insuring so desirable an end, 

we would recommend the establishment of a small library in a central part of each district, 

to be afterwards attached to the Model School thereof; and that it consist of the more 

improved works on school management, and books of reference on all the subjects to which 

a teacher's attention might be legitimately directed. 

itovisinn of the 
9. We think it desirable to revise the system of classification, as far as relates to the 

ey,tni of ciasel- introducing another to be called Section 1, to which grade a salary of £180 
fiostion. first eiass, by  

per annum should be attached. 

One powerful reason for this change is the fact, that many of the most efficient 

teachers in the country become discontented, and crave removal to Sydney. But if their 

emoluments were more nearly assimilated to those of Sydney teachers, they would probably 

be more satisfied with their positions. Besides the ordinary inducements which such an 

arrangement would hold out to deserving teachers, it might be understood that future 

Inspectors and Masters of District Model Schools would be selected from men who had 

gained the highest rank. We observe that the National Board in Victoria have adopted 

this system of classification. It would also be highly beneficial to give a stamp of antlien-

ticity to the Board's certificates, by adding to the Board of Examiners persons of known 

eminence in educational matters; for example, Professors of the University or Masters of 

the Grammar School. 

inetitutionof. 
10. When the Board for the first time accedes to a formal application for aid in the 

tablishment of a non-vested National School, the teacher may not be in a position to 

undergo an examination. Indeed we think it more advisable to defer such an examination, 

until he has acquired some experience in the business of teaching- But the practice at 

present is to recognise such teachers as 3rd class, Section B, for which, however, it may 

evvntualty be found they are not qualified. We would, thercforc, submit that all teachers, 

befiwe their formal examination, be styled probationers; and in the event of such a course 

being sanctioned by the Board, we would further recommend that all such teachers should 

be paid at the rate of sixty pounds (60) per annum. 
11. 
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We believe this to be simply an act of justice. As far as we understand the BxpolencyO 
equahaing the 

question, the difference in the two scales of salaries depends upon the following coasidera- salnko of te.cIIeTs in 

tions. The teacher of a vested school is the servant of the Board only, who, in consequence, voated anti non- vested school. 

furnish the whole of his remuneration. In a non-vested school, on the other band, the 

teacher is presumed to be the servant, for special purposes, of the local patrons, and of the 

Board, as regards general instruction merely. The responsibility of providing his emolu-

inents rssts, therefore, with both parties in other words, the Board being the teachers 

master for a portion only of his time, pay him but a portion of his remuneration. But in 

an overwhelming majority of instances, the assumed difference has no existence, but the 

teachers act in every particular like teachers of ordinary vested National Schools. This being 

the oasc, their salaries ought, we think, to be at the same rate, provided they exhibit equal 

qualifications. 

The teachers programme of study, published by the Board, eont3ins subjects l e  Of 

upon which few female teachers could be expected to undergo examination, and makes no 

mention of 'Ime of the branches appropriate to a good female education. We therefore 

think it expedient to publish a separate list of subjects upon which female teachers will be 

examined for certificates. 

18. The nverage number of pupils now required to be in attendance at a country 

school, in order to procure the assistance of a pupil teacher, is seventy. There are many 

eases, however, where this average is dieult to attain, but yet where the appuintnient of a 

pupil teacher would be desirable. We beg, therefore, to recommend that where tbere is an 

average of fifiy pupils, the master in possession of the required certificate, and the appoint-

ment in question can be shewn to be expedient, the application should be entertained. 

We are of opinion that it would be desirable to require each teacher to furnish flopirte frost 
tachers to 

the Inspeetor ef hia. District with a monthly report of the lesons given to each class during ln,1,eetor,. 

that period. This plan would be productive of a healthy understanding between the teacher 

and tie Inspector as to the actual course and character of the instruction; it would facilitate 

the thorough inspection of the school; it would make the teacher, so to speak, his own 

examiner, and it would incite him to increased exertion for the progress of his school by 

enabling the Inspector to take him at his own word as to the amount of work done. 

We think it extremely desirable that the Board should supply Visitors' Books, Yisito& t.ukl. 

uniform in sise and appearance, to every school, as we are under the impresnion that from 

the absence of such books the observations of strangers are seldom recorded. 

The duty of an Inspector in inquiring into the regularity of a school would be class ro1l 

greatly facilitated by the addition of two columns to the Class Rolls, so that the number of 

days during which each pupil has been present may be exhibited, and also the number be 

has bern ah-nt during the quarter. We accordingly submit that these columns should be 

inserted when new class rolls are printed. 

Notwithstanding all the care and instruction given to the teachers respecting the Quarterly 

quarterly returns, these documents are often furnished incorrectly and unpunetually. One 

cause of this fault is the fact that the Inspector never sees the completed return, and conse-

quently is unable to exercise any check upon the teachers. We believe that correctness and 

punctuality may be secured by causing each teacher to forward the Quarterly and Annual 

Returns to the Inspector of the District, who, after examination, would certify as to their 

accuracy, and transmit them to the Secretary. We are further of opinion that no salary 

due or accruing to any teacher should be paid unless his Returns be certified in this manner. 

The distribution of Salary Abstracts, Returns, and other Forms, might also be entrusted to 

the Inspectors. 

The books usually employed in our sehoo]s are not in all eases well adapted to The National 
School Bookt. 

the purposes for which they are used. This is especially the case with the reading books. 

These books are not, in certain parts, properly graduated as regards their difficulty. Many 

lessons occurring throughout them are inapplicable; others, to be serviceable, would require 

to be re-written and corrected. The two Sequel Books, Nos. I and 2, might well give place 

to a new publication, more useful than either; and experience has taught us that the 
Supplement 
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Supplement to the Fourth Book does not supply the mental food and exercise expected from 

such a work; nor is it of much service as preparatory to entering upon the study of so 

difficult a work as the Fifth Book. The Text Books on Geography appear to us the worst 

in the series, and require to be remodel!ed. The best course, under these circumstances, 

would unquestionably be to compile an entirely new set of school books, suitable to the wants 

of the Colony, and alike adapted to the requiremente of the National System and of the 

present age. In the present unsettled state of the education question this would, perbaps, 

be premature, but we are of opinion that an arrangement could at once be effected, whereby 

the best lessons in both Sequel Books might be selected, and, with some additional matter, 
carefully chosen, form one work. 

The necessity for a good school map of the Colony of New South Wales is urgent, 

and we therefore submit that measures should be immediately taken to supply this 
deficiency. 

W. WILKINS, 

Inspector and Superintendent. 

J. GARDINER., 

Inspector of Northern District. 

B. H. WOANN, 

Inspector of Western District. 

7.—FINANCE. 

.Appendizc. The usual statement of Receipts and Disbursements is appended. The favorable 

balance from last year, together with the money aecruing from the Church and School 

Estates, enabled us to expend £3,839 beyond the amount of the annual vote. It will be 

seen from this how urgently an increase of the annual vote is required if our operations are 
not to be greatly restricted. 

We submit this our Report for the year ending 81st December, 1859; 
and in testimony thereof we have caused our Corporate Seal to 

be hereunto affixed, this sixth day of September, one thousand 

eight hundred and sixty. 

G. K. HOLDEN. 

J. SMITH. 
G. WIGRAM ALLEN. 

W. A. DUNCAN. 

E. BUTLER. 

W. C. WILLS, 

Secretary. 

APPENDIX 
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APPENDIX A. 

RETURN of the Attendance of Children at the National Schools of New South Wales, as 

certified by the Local Patrons, for the quarter ending December, of the Year 1859, or 

for the Inst quarter in which the Schools were in operation respectively. 

No. NAME OP Scuorn. ---- 

No, ° 
SeEoLAB ON floLL. I 

Total 
----- - 4-'------- 

AVERAOS 
ATTENDASCE, 

. 

K. F. Total. 

0' 

Z 

1 
- - _ _ _  

Albury ............. 59' 68 127 47, 52 99 V. Open the whole 3 you. 

2 Araluen ..........27; 20 47 16; 13 29 N.Y. Closed 16th April.  

3 Aberglasslyn 
. 
20] 27! 47 13' 18 31 N.Y. Closed in April, and re-opened 

July 13th, and closed 30th 
September. 

4 Bathuret ........... 51 40 91 32 20 62 N.Y. Open the whole year. 

5 Bendolba 12' 251 37' & 131  19 V. Ditto. 

6 Berrima 18 20' 3& 141 ml 30 V Ditto. 

7 

........... 

........... 
arc 20' 

571 30' 141 44 Jr. Ditto. 

S 
Berkeley ........... 
1 Black Creek ........ .30' sI 23! a] 29 N.Y. Ditto. 

'3 Bolsvarra 2& 35! 63 19i 161 36 V. Ditto. 

10 
........... 

Bowning ........... 12! 6! 181 6' 2] 8 V. Closed 21st March. 

11 ' Buwenfels .......... , 38: 36 74 30 29' 
73 74' 147 351 42! 

69 
77 
V. 
V. 

Open the whole year. 
Ditto. 

12 llraid'vood ......... 
13 13 25. J9! 44 26 V Closed 30th June, 

13 I Brookfield ......... 
Burwood 14! 20 341 10! 12! 22 N.Y. Open the whole year. 1.4 

15 
I ........... 
Besliops Bridge .. . 23' 241 171 31 N.Y. Ditto. 

16 1 flangalore ........... 19 14] 33' 16 jOl 25 N.Y. Ditto. 

17 Blaney ............. 2 24] 52! 18 16! 34 V. 
N.Y. 

Ditto, 
Ditto. 

18 Bishopsgate ....... 119 '31 2081 7 56' 
18 6' 241 9 3 

13.3 
12 N.Y. Opened 218t February: closed 19 llow Bow ........... 31st October. 

20 Botany Road ....... 41 20 64 30 13; 4331 N.Y. Opened the whole year. 

21 Burren,luIIa ......... 21 11 821 14' 10' 24 N.Y. Opened 1st September. , 
24! 361 601 

171 211  35 Y. Closed 30th September. 
22 Carcoar ............. 

28 25 63' 25! 23' 48' V. Closed 80th September; i-c- 
23 Coon,),', ........... I 

I 
opened 1st November. 

24 7 101 17 4 4 8 V. Closed 31st March. 

25 ' Clarence Town .. 46, 55 100' 35 38 73 V. Open the whole year. 

26 

Campsic ............. 

142 106 2481 '39' 70 1691 V. Ditto. 

27 
Cleveland ...........
Cundletu'vn .........  441 29' 73 29' 21 

31 50 11! 22 
50: 
83] 
V. 
N.Y. 

Ditto. 
Ditto. 

28 
29 
Cawdor .............
Castlei'eagh ......... 

19' 
17; 10 271 341 6 20' N.Y. 

N.Y. 
Ditto. 
Ditto- 

80 Campbell's River ,., 10, 26 46' 161 18 
18' 21 39 14 16 

34 
30 N.Y. Ditto. 

31 
32 
I Cowra ............. 
Cobbity 18: 16 34 11,9 20 N.Y. Ditto. 

33 
............. 

Cambcwajra ....... 23; 25 45, 17' 19 36 V. Opened 23rd June. 

31 Cessuoek ........... 15 17 32] 12 14 26 N.Y. Opened let IDly. 

85 Dungog 35i 461 31 20 26 46 V. Open the whole year. 

36 52: 511 103' 37 32 
331 21 46] 321 781 

69 
54 
V 
V. 

Ditto. 
Closed 30th November. 

37 
22] 161 381 391 14 33 Jr. Closed 80th May. s 

39 
Dubbo .............. 
' Dennis Island ........ 14 13! 27! 11 22 N.Y. 

V. 
Open the whole year. 

Ditto. 
40 
41 Eling Forest 

40. 241 OIL 30 14 
29 20; 40, 20' 13 

44 
33 V. Ditto. 

16 22! 38] 10 13 23 N.Y. Closed 1st April; rc.opencd 1st 
42 July. 

43 

............ 

25 22 47 19 16 
3901 254 

35 
644 

V. 
V. 

Opened 1st July. 
Open the whole year. 

44 

Dunmore ............ 
Drayton ............ 

Fort.street, Sydney.. 526 370 896; 
14] 7 91 V. Ditto, 

45 
46 

&k,, ................ 

Four Mile Creek 
is' 8 26: 
isl 17 35; 3.4] 11 25 V. Ditto. 

47 

........ 
Etlalong ............ 

22; 19 41; 12! 13 25 V. 
V. 

Ditto. 
Ditto, 

48 

Evans Plains ........ 

3 761 34' 26 
18 46' 11] 7 

60 
18 V. Closed 31st Mare)'. 

49 

Falbrook ............ 

Gostorth 
28] 
20; 15 85! 8; 4 12 V. Open the whole year. 

50 
51 Graltou 74' 133' .52' 39 91 V. Ditto, 

52 26! 22 48j 191 16 
19 19' 15 26! 

35 
34 
V. 
N.Y. 

Ditto. 
Ditto. 

63 
54 26 18 44; 2& 17 42 N.Y. 

V. 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 

55 44 42 86: 31! 28 
36 34 70; 22: 19 

59 
41 I.  Ditto. 

56 
57 

Fishery Creek ........ 

12 9 21; 9' 8 
26 

17 
60 
NV. 
V. 

Ditto. 
Ditto. 

58 

Fairy Meadow ........
Glen William ........ 

43 38 76' 341 
18 311 01 12 21 V Ditto. 

59 

............ 
..............

Gundagai ............ 

13 
6 8 14, 51 6 11 N.Y. Opened 1st September. co 

Gunning ............ 
Goulbura ............ 

Keen's Swamp ...... 
48 33 81' 29 21 60 N.V. Closed 31st October. 

61 
62 

}liutoii .............. 
long ................ 

Lo,usa Creek 36 37 73 241 28 62 V. Open the whole year. 

63 

Iroub,u'k ............ 
Jamberoo ............ 

Long Reach 16 14 30' 91 11 20 N.Y. Opened 23rd MarcIa. 

64 

Kirkeonnell .......... 

M'Donald River .. 16 16 31 121 13 26 V. Open the whole year. 

65 

Loel,invur .......... 
........ 
.......... 

5! 33 841 39' 24 
391 18 

54 
87 
V. 
V. 

Ditto. 
Ditto. 

66 
67 

24 23 471 
30 20 15! 18 33 V. Ditto. 

65 

Major's Creek ........ 
Merriwa ............ 

121 103 224' 1101 84 
24 561 21] 18 321 

194 
34 
V. 
V. 

Ditto. 
Ditto. 

69 

Meadow Flat ........
Mudgee .............
Murrurundi ........ . 
Manly 17' 14 31] 10' S 18 V. Closed 31st July; re.opcned 1st 

70 ........ ..... 
I October. 
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SCHOLaRs OX Roaa. Ans,rnssc. 
NAflOFSCIIOOL. 

'- ltguszs. 
p Totul. 1W. P. Total. 

71 ?hsquito Island 
72 Marshall Mount 

14, 
28 

2o 3 4 
73' 

10 
22 

151 
39 

25 N.V.! Open the whole  year. 

73 Mount Macquark 14- 
45, 
22' 36 10 17 

541 V. 
27 NY. 

Opened May. 
Open the whole year. 74 Morangaroo ........ . 

75 Molong 
Ii: 
2: 

18' 
26 

22 & 13; 21 N.Y. Ditto. ............ 
76 Merendee ........... 1. 17' 

54. 
32: 

16 
12 

161 
1 

32 N.V. 
25 

Opened 1st May. 

77 Nelson's Plains .. .. 37. 87 711 17 19 
N.Y. 

36- V. 
- Op'nC'i tat &lignat. 
- Open the whole year. 78 Newcastle ......... no: 66 176 52 53] 13 N.V. Ditto. 79 Orange ............... - 29 68' 30 241 641 V. Ditto. 80 : Oswald ............ 

81 : Ophir Road . 
25 32 

161 
Co 18 

9; 
211 89i N.Y. Op'neil 16th Jim': 

........15: 
82 Panbula .......... 
83 Parading Ground 

28 
22! 

21' 
311 

33t 
17 

11 
18 

20 N.V. 
30 V. 

- Opened 12th May. 
Open the whole year. 

84 Parramatta ........ 44! 45 
53 
89 

10 
34. 

16 
37 

28 V. 
71 N.Y. 

Ditto. 
Ditto. 85 ' Paddingtoo ........ 

86 Peel : 
129 79! 206] 86 50 136 V. Ditto. ..............

87Pennant Hills ...... 25, 
29 
27 

631 
52' 

23 
19 

21 
19 

44' V. 
35 \t 

Ditto. 
: Ditto. 88 Pieton ............ 

89 Port .Maequarie 
241 
12 

26 
18 

Sol 
30,  

17' 
9 

21 38 V. : Ditto. 
.. 13 22 V. ' Cle-;ed 31st Au'nst 

I  ! opened h't Noembrr. 90 Pnrfleet............. 15 19 34. 9 12 21: V. Closed 31st Jenuary 

91 Pitt Town ......... 
I 
75 70 142: 

- 
68 65 1131  N.Y. 

opened 1st April. 
Open the whole year. 

921 Pyrniont ........... 
93 Redbank ... . ...... 

8 
25! 

44 
17 

82: 
49 

25 
ii 

28' 
to! 

5zN.V. 
21] V. 

Ditto. 
- 

94 Rylstono .......... l2 22 34' 11 17' 2a NV. 
Ditto. 

Opened 9th April. 95 Raymond Terrace ., 
96 . Seaha.m 

40 38 78 25 18 4:: N.Y. Open thee whole year. ............, 
97 Singleton.......... 

35 
50 

32 
41 

Cr 
07' 

15. 
44: 

15 
32  

80; V. 
76' V. 

- Ditto. 
: Ditto. 

98 S:aithfi,-id ........! 
99 Stanhopt'...........! 

31 
It 

25 
29 

56: 20 14' 34 Y.  Ditto. 

100 : Sogarlo,f ........... 26 23 
44! 
49' 

6: 
17 

16!  
14 

22 
31' V. 

- Ditto. 
Ditto. 101 South Head..... .... 13. 14 27' 11). iS- N.Y.' Ditto. 102 - Shell Harbor 49' 2s, 771 33 19, 52. N.Y'. Ditto. 103 : Sedgefield .......... 13 29! 8 91 .17: N.V. Opened 1st May. 104 : T'.mworth ........ 

5fl! 39 9b 37! 26 631 V. Open the whole year. 10-5 Tosuago ........... 37 33! 70  22!  21 431 V. - Ditto. 
106 Tiliroby ........... 18: 16 31- IL 11 22!N.V. Ditto. 107 ' Taralga ............. 
108 : Tar),, 

20 22! 12! 711 151 32 N-V. 
- 

Ditto. ..............: 
109 ! Tarubaroora ........ 

13 
15 

16 
IS 

2d 
331 

12! 
10 

14! 
13 

26 N.Y. 
23] N.Y. 

Ditto. 
Opened 14th March. 110 Tweet ............ 26 17 48! 23 ii: 4( N.Y. Open the whole year. 111 Towrang ...........- 1O• - 191 71 c! 13 N.V. Opened 1st February. 112 - 9'inont-: ..........- 10: 1.5 251 5 10, 15 N.Y. Opened 1st October. 113 - Yiol:-t Hill ........ 21- 27: 48  15 181 33 V. Ope-wd 11th February. 114 : Vaey ............. .: 

115 : Was-wick 
32. 
4 

3 
33: 

67 15 23 88, N.Y. Opened 1st September. ..........: 
116 . Williant.at,, Sydney..,- 521 2231 

78 
644' 

32: 
362 

27 
212 

59: V. 
5741 V. 

: Clesed 80th November. 
: Open the whole year. 117 - Woliombi ........... 54 & 114 36:39 77 V. : - Ditto. 118 Wollongong ....... 104' 731 177 71 43 114] V. Ditto. 119 Worrage ..........-  

190 - Wylie's Flat 231 
8' 
44! 

3: 2' 
6] 

V Closed 31st March. 
......: 

121 - Waratah .......... 261 
21- 
21: 47] 

h 

141 12 
141 N.Y., Closed 31st January. 

122 - Wattle Flat 24 2-1 48' 16' 14 
26,NS. Opened the whole year. ........ 

123 Westbrook ......... 32 31' 631 18! 20 
3(1' V. 
381 V. 

' Ditto. 
Optima 10th February. 124 : Waleba ............. 23- 25 481 2°! 21 411 V. ' Opened 1st June. 125 : Wark',vorth ........- 

126 - Winburndale 
171 21 41' 8, 18 26! N.V. Opt-ned 15th May. 

......I 17 21 35 11] 14 26 N.Y. - Opened 1st Juno. 127 , Woola Woola ......1 121 23 35 6 16 22 N.Y. Opened 1st August. - 
128 Wrnde3u 2027 3j19 19 38' N V Opened 12th Mvembes 
- 

- 

 

5,064! 4,312 9376! 3,817: 21913 6,430 

Fe-

IC- 

APPENDIX K 
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APPENDIX B 

RETURN shewing the number of Schools sought to be established by Local Patrons during 
1859 at the places mentioned, together with a ps'ccis of what action has been taken by 
the Board in each case. 

YMTED 
No. P PLAIX WETRE SCHOOL OR 

' 
IlaMAnas. 

No:vrw.  

1 Aberglasslyn .................V. Opened in temporary premises—permanent build- 
ingsbeing orectd. 

2 Avondale ..................... N.Y. Awaiting completion of arrangements. 
I 3 llarraln ..................... V. ,, forms! application. 

4 Bronelee ..................... V. completion of arrangements. 
5 IJurrendulla ................... N.Y. Opened 1st September. 
C flaintain .................... N.Y. Awaiting Inspector's Report. 
7 Dalby ...................... N. V. Lapsed—now in the Colony of Queensland. 
i Evans Plains ................ V. . Opened in temporary premises1lenuaiaent bnild. 

ings being erected. 
U German Station .............. N. V. Lapsed—now in the Colony of Queensland. 
10 Cledswood .................. V. In abeyance for want of funds. 
11 Kenapsey, West .............. N. V. Awaiting coniplotion of arrangements. 
12 N. V. Opened itt September. 
13 

Keen's Swamp ............... 
L ug Reach ................... N. V. ,, 23rd March. 

14 Miller's Forest ............... N. V Existing means of education not proved to be 
inanifiejent. 

15 3terendee .................... N. V. Opened 1st August. 
10 I 11yrtlevillc .................. V. School premises in course of erection. 
17 Marengo .................... I N. V. Awaiting formal application. 
18 No. I S;..'mp ................ .v. 11 11 

19 Opbir Road ....... . ...... . ... .N. V. Opened 12th May. 
20 Oswald ........... ....... .... N. V. ,. 16th Juno. 
21 Pyree ...................... N.'. Awaiting completion of arrangements. 
29 Strontiin. l'ark .............. N. V. Opened 12th December. 
23 Ttleglien'y .................. N.Y. Awaiting appointment of Teachers. 
21 Tiwnn ...................... N.Y.  completion of arrangements. 
25 Tiamut ...................... I N.Y. Opened 1st January. 
26 Towrang .................... N. V. 1.4 February. 
27 Tinoitee ..................... N. V. ,, let October. 
28 Vaoy ............. . ... ....... I N. V. 1st September. 
29 IVollahing ....... .... ......... V. Awaiting erection of school premises. 
30 Warr.11 Cresk ................ V. Lapsed—now in the Colony of Queensland. 
31 Winburndale ......... . ..... N. V. Opened 1st Jane. 
32 Wool,s Woola ................ N. Y.,, 

I 
. 

N. V. 
1st August. 

33 Wallerowang ................ i Awaiting appointment of Teachers. 

APPENDIX C. 

RecaIrTs and DT85URSEMENTs of the BoxnD of NATIONAL EDUCATION, from 1ST JAYVARY to the 31st 
DEcr.xrnm, 18.59. 

REOEJI'TN. Asoryr. DISBCRSESLENTS. Aaorsr. 

£ tel. £ s.d. £ ad)  
Vote, 1531) . ...... ....... ............... 20,000 e 0 OENnAL IIAX1GP.flN7. 

('herd, and School Estate Fund 808 12 5 

. 

Salaries ........................2933 I 7 

s q 
Bolldmga anil ro- 
pairs ..................8117 61 
Travehlingexpen,ws 281 15 U 
Books, printing, & 
i stationery .........140 15 9 
Petty expens4s,cs.r. 
riagesand postn.ge 70 102' 

513 2 II 
I 3,335 7 6 

&HUOLS. 

I
Salade, .........................11,136 7 

Suxaseers. 
nunenngs and re. 
lAirs ° ................. ...0  t and tni- ' Ren sur 
ture .............. 
Teavellingsxpanaee 125 4 4 
Buiks and statiun- 
ery .......... ........... 123 9 11 
Jetty exaua's,foel, 
llghting,labor,&c. 63 4 0 

5,566 18 3 
- -  H 19,803 5 8 

20,808 12 0 Total Disbursements ........................22,339 18 2 Total Receipts ................................... 

2,553 1.5 4 liahanee on 31st D000ml,er, 1859 52 14 7 Iislaaee on 31st December, 1858 ........... 

£ 23,392 79 LI 22,322 7 0 

W. C. WILLS 
7 March, 1860. Secretary. 

[Annex 
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32 NATIONAL EDUCATION. 

(No. 59-29.) 

[Annex A.]
National Education Office, 

Sydney, 31 January, 1660. 

Sir, 
I do myself the honor to submit for the consideration of tire Board of National Education, 

the following proposals for modifying the existing arrangements for examining and classifying teachers 
in the Board's service. 

In the first place, it seems very desirable that tIre qualifications necessary for each grade of 
classification should he defined, in order that teachers may possess a standard by which they may 
measure their attainments, and learn what will be expected from them when undergoing examination. 
I accordingly forward herewith a list of subjects, in which teachers should be examined for each 
classification, for the approval of the Board. 

It is now usual in England not to award it student just leaving a Training College a higher,  

certificate than Class III, however suceLrssfnlly lie otay have passed the examinations. This course has 
been rendered necessary by the exclusive devotion of the students to the more acquisition of knowledge, 
and by the comparative neglect of the means of obtaining practical skill in teaching, in consequence of 
which a race of schoolmasters arose, who prided themselves, perhaps justly, upon the extent of their 
aeqoiremcnts, but who were deficient in many of the more useful qualifications of a teacher. As a 
similar femrlinghas manifested itself in the Colony, and as some teachers seem to think they ought to be 
classified in aceordnnce with the anionnt of their attainments simply, without reference to their actual 
skill in managing a school, I think that, as it rule, the highest classification awarded to a teacher on his 

first appointment should be Class ill, Section A, the exceptions being in cases in which the teacher had 
been previously engaged in teachin, and proved himself to possess unmloubted ability. 

It as appeared to mc that country teachers require a constant stimulus to make them study 
that it is one of the consequences of their isolated position to form listless, apathetic habits of mind, 
which react upon their schools. I would ther.'fore render it compulsory upon every teacher to undergo 
an examination every year—not necessarily with a view to a higher classification, but principally in 
order to maintain his prevmotls knowledge, and prevent him from retrograding. From this ordeal 
teachers who had attained a certain rank—e, g., Class H, Section A—might be exempted, leaving it to 
their own choice, as at present, whether they would offer themselves for re.exarnim,ation. The arrange- 
ment now proposed is substantially the same as that acted upon in Ireland, 

The annual cxnninations would be conducted by the inspectors of tire difterent districts, in 
some central and convenient spot; the ipiestions, hnwever, would be prepared by the Inspector and 
Superintendent, in order that a uniform relation to the common standard might be observed. A Board 
of Examiners should also be appointed and, as it appears desirable that they should be directly 
responsible to the Board for tire opinions they express, I submit that the Board should be compsmsed 
of the inspectors, and the Master of the Model School for the time being. The manner in which they 
should discharge the duty of revising examination papers would perhaps be better left to themselves 
to arrange. 

G. In the event of the proposed appointiucnt of in additional Inspector being carried out. I think 
it would be desirable to adopt a new form of teacher's certificate, of which I submit a copy. The most 
important difference between the proposed certificate and that now in use is tire addition, in the former, 
of spaces in which the Inspector may enter his opinion of the state of the school at each annual inspec- 
tion. This eom'se has been attended with very satisfactory results in England, and has had the effect 
of causing teachers t,, work with great energy in school. Of course, certificates would not be actually 
issued to the teachers until they had been some time in charge of schools. In most cases it will be 

necessary that the, certificates should be placed in the teacher's hands, in order that time inspector may 
register his opinion at time time of examining the school; a copy of this opinion would he contained in 
the Inspector's report upon the school. 

7. At the end of every three years, it would he desirable to reviso the certificates. If it were then 
found, in the case of any teacher, that his school increased in numbers and efficiency, that the Inspector's 
opinion as expressed in his certificate was uniformly favorable, and that time local patrons reported - 
well of his conduct, he might be considered as entitled to one grade of promotion. The promotion iii 
such cases would be equivalent to a reward for patient, sustained, and skilful exertions in the actual 
work of the school, and would probably operate more beneficially upon the education of the eluldrua 
than any other course that could be adopted. 

W C. Wills, Esq., 
Secretary, Board of National Education. 

I have, &e., 
W. 1VILIUNS. 

[Annex B.] 

(Circular No. 27.) 

[Per favor of the Local Patrons.J 

National Education Office, 
Sydney, 1 slarclr, 1859. 

Sir, 
In forwarding to you the enclosed Certificate of Merit, I have the honor, by direction of 

the Board of National Education, to acquaint you that they have adopted the following arrangements 
for the examination and classification of teachers in their service. 

2. It is intended that every school shall be officially inspected and reported upon, at least, once 
in every year. You will observe that the certificate contains spaces in which the Inspector will enter 
his opinion as to the state of the school during three successive years. A copy of this opinion is included 
in the Inspector's Report. 

3, At the end of the third year the teacher should report that his certificate is filled lip. A 
revision of classification will then be made, and should it appear that during the previous period tire 
school had increased in numbers and efficiency, that the Inspector's opinion was uniformly favorable, 
and that the local patrons had reported well ,,f his conduct, he would then be entitled to one grade of 
promotion, without being required to undergo an examination. The promotion in such cases would be 
equivalent to a reward for patient, sustained, and skilful exertion ira the actual work of the school. 

1. With a view to prevent teachers in the country from contracting listless, apathetic habits of 
mind, which, from their isolated positions, they are liable to form, and which react injuriously upon 
their schools, it has been deemed expedient to reqoirc all teachers below a certain rank to undergo all 
annual examination. Success iii this examination will not necessarily entitle a teacher to a logher 
classification, unless he has specially requested to be examined for that purpose; but the principal 
object will inn to induce the teacher to maintain his previous knowledge, and to supply a stimulus to 
contant study. Teachers who have attained the rank of Class II, Section A. will be exempted from 
this ordeal, leaving it to their oxvn choice, as at present, whether they would offer themselves for 
examination Failure in the annual examination would be followed by a loss of classification, unless 
circumstances of a very favorable nature could be adduced in excuse. 

5. In order to carry out these arrangements with tire greatest possible precision, a Board of 
Examiners has imeen appointed, to whom has been confided the duty of revising all examination papers. 
To supply teachers with a standard by which they may measure their attainments and learn what will 

be 
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be expected of them when undergoing examination, the qualifications necessary for each grade of 
classification have been defined, and a List of Subjects in winch Teachers will be examined for each 
classification" is appended hereto, Annex A. 

6. The Board have further decided that, with a view to encourage the practice of teaching Vocal 
Music in country schools, they will award a gratuity of five pounds yearly to any teneher who has 
given systematic instruction in this snbjeet, and who can produce a class, consisting of not less than 
twenty children, capable of undergoing an examination in the first and second parts of Ifullalt's Manual. 
In addition to the gratnity to the teacher, it grant of JIullah's Large Sheets or Exercise Books will be 
made to the school. It is indispensable that nono of the ordinary subjects of instruction be neglected 
on account of the teaching of music. 

I have, &e., 
W. C. WILLS, 

To Teacher of the National School at Secretary. 

LIST of Subjects in which Teachers will be examined for each class j/ication. 

To obtain a THIRD CLASS CERTIFICATE Teachers must be examined in 
Grammar: including punctuatn, paraphrasing, parsing, and analysis of Siniple Sentences. 

Text Books: National School Grammar, M.'Leod's Grammar, Morell's Analysis of Sentences. 
Geography: generaianildeseriptive. Text Books: Sullivan's Introduction to Geography, Hughes' 

(W) General Geography. 
Arithmetic: as far as Decimal Fractions. Text Books : National School Arithmetic, Colenso's 

Arithmetic. 
Art of Teaching: including the organization, discipline, and instruction of schools. Text Books: 

Dawes' Suggestive Hints, the National School Books. 
National School l3oak3 : the i'eading hooks ]real the First to the Third, inclusive. 
Reading : from prose and poetn', from the Lesson Books, 
Writing : specimens of copy.serting in text, round, and small hnuds. 

FOR SECOND CLASS CERTIFICATE. 
Graair,mar: including punctuation, paraphrasing, composition, parsing, derivation, and analysis of 

sentences. Text Books : Lathain's English Grammar, Morell's Analysis of Sentences, Sullivan's 
Dictionary of Dem'ivatio,is. 

Geography : physic:ol and descriptive. Text Books: Hughes' (E.) Physical Geography, Hughes' 
(W.) Manual of Geography. Sullivan's Geography Generalized. 

Arithmetic: as far as Cube Root and Duodoeimals, and Elementary Mensuration. Text Books: 
Tate's Arithmetic, Do Morgan's Arithmetic, Colomiso's Arithmetic, M'Gnuloy's Arithmetic, Tate's 
Mensuration, Book-keopiimg and Key in the National School Series. 

School Jfauage,uent : the organization, discipline, and instruction of schools in greater detail. 
Text Books: Dawes' Suggestive Hints, Dunn's Principles of Teaching, Young's Infant School Manual. 

National School Books: the series of Bonding Books, including the Girls' ltea.ding Rooks. 
lleaeliog : prose and poetry from the Literary Class Book, or Biographical Sketches. 
lr'ritiszg : specimens of copy.setting in three hands, and of letter writing. 
A/ye/wa: as far as, and inclusive of, quadratic equations, but omitting Surds. Text Book: 

Colenso's Algebra. l'art I. 
Geometry: the First Book of Euclid's Elements. Text Book: Potts' Euclid, 
Latin: Cmsar (De Bollo Gallico), Grammar. Text Book 
NoTE—Latin and Algebra with Geometry are alternative subjects; if Latin be chosen, Algebra 

and Geometry will not be required, and vice versa. 

FOR FrEST CLASS CERTIFICATE. 
Graremner : punctnation, paraphrasitmg, annlysis of sentences, composition, style, derivit- 

tiou, ant prosody. Text Books: Lathaus's Grammar, hunter's Grammar, Morell's Analysis of 
Sentences. 

Geography:: Physical, political, and commercial, with popular astronomy, and mathematical 
geography. Text Books: Hughes' ()kl.) Matinal of Geography, Hughes' (E.) Physical Geography, 
Sullivan's Geography Generalized, Tnte's Popular Astronomy. 

Arithmetic: the whole Theory and Practice, Text Books: Tate's Arithmetic, Dc Morgan's, 
'l'lmonmson's. Cornwdll's. 

National School Books: the whole of the reading series. 
Jicadisty : pose and poetry, Milton, Shakespeare, and other standard authors. 
Writing: specimens of copy.settimmg, and letter writing. 

ALTERNATIVE SLIRJECTS. 

One of avhiclm must be taken in addition to the foregoing. 
Principles of leaching: including a knowledge of the nature of the brnnan mind. Text Book: 

Morell's Psychology. 
.Flnglioh Lenguage and Literature: a critical knowledge of the languago, and athorough acquaint. 

aisce with its history down to the end of the last century, a good knowledge of the most cmnent writers 
of each epoch. Text Books: Lathanfs English Language, Craik's Literature and Learning in England, 
Chambers' Cyclo1mdia of English Literature. 

Logic: the Principles oh', with Exercises, Text Book: Whateley's Logic. 
Latin: ability to translate a Latin Author (to be specified by the Caudidate), and answer 

questions on the Grammar, &e. 
Greek : as above. 
l"s'cneh: as above. 
German : as above. 
Algebra: all usually taught under this head. Text Book: Wood's Algebra by Lund. 
Geometry: the first foum' books of Euclid's Elements, with problems. Text Book: Potts' Euclid. 
Higher Mathematics : including Trigonometry. 
Botany: with especial reference to Austrnlia. 
Zoology : with especial rofdrence to Australia. 
Chemistry : Text hook: Chambers' Chemistry, Johnston's Chemistry of Common Life, 
Physics: Light, Heat, and Electricity, &c. Text Book: Lnrdner's Handbook of Natural 

Philosophy. 
Drawing: from copies, landscapes and figures, composition. 
Music: the Theory; singing or playing upon an instnmmoent. 

3-P [Asian' 
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[Annex C.] 

NATIONAL EDUCATION, NEW SOUTH WALES. 

TEACHER'S CERTIFICATE OF MERIT. 

CLASS • SECTION 

having been duly examined as to attainments in 
the subjecintaught In National Schools, 
and his practicaiskill in teaching laving been tested, the Commissioners of National Education hereby 
certify, that he is considered, competent to conduct a National School; and he has been awarded a 
Ccrtilicatc of Class Section 

In testimony whereof, the Commissioners have caused their corporate seal to be hereto affixed, 
this day of IS 

Secretary. 

. Great importance is attached by the Board to the ability shown by a teacher in the actual 
management of the school under charge. They have therefore provided that the Inspector 
appointed to visit the school, conducted by the possessor of this certificate, enter at the foot a brief 
aocmmt of the condition of the school during each of three succeeding years. 

First far's Jn,cction. day of 18 

Second Year's Inspection, day of lb 

Inspector. 

Inspector. 

Third far's Inspection, day of 18 

Inspector. 

[Annex D.] 

DTA[LED Statement of the condition of National Schools inspected during 1859. 

Non.—Thc remarks under 1 refer to the material state of the school; under 2 to its moral character; 
.rnder 3 to the subjects and methods of instruction; and under 4 to the proficiency of the pupils. 

1. METROPOLITAN DISTRICT. 

NUMBER OF PUPILS PRESENT 
AT EXAMINATION. 

Nncx OF SCHOOL. Dam. I - 
Boys. Girls. TOTAL. 

1859. 
Berkeley .......... .l7Nov...i 30 15 45 

Bananas. 

The school buildings we constructed 
of weatherboard; they are suitable 
and in good condition. There is a 
good playground with outbuildings. 
The supply of furniture, apparatus, 
and books is amply sufficient. The 
classification of the pupils is fairly 
skilful. The registers arc properly 
kept. 
The pupils are regular and punctual. 
clean, and in good order. The 

V
vernment of the school is mild, 
t firm. 

Great improvement has been effected 
in the character of the instrecticn 
since the last inspection. The sub-
jects are now juthctoiisly selected, 
and considerable skill is ethibited in 
their treatment. 
The proficiency of the pupils is, on 
the whole, satisfactory. 

I 1. The school buildings need repair; 
more suitable funiiturc and addi-
tional apparatus are required. This 
aspect of the school is not satis-
factory. 
The pupils are regular, clean, and 
orderly; the moral tone of the school 
6s good. 
wing to a misapprehension, some 
subjects have been omitted from the 
course of instruction. The methods 
in use, though peculiar, are not in-
appropriate to the circumstances of 
the school. 
Fair proficiency has been attained in 
all the subjects taught. 

Bt'vrima ............ 
(Ycatet) 

4 Oct. .,' 13 1 15 1 31 
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DETAILED Statement, &c.—continued. 

I NUnBER or Pnpinsrnasrxp 
NAME or SchooL. Rauxxs. DATE. - AT EXA3[UcATION. --------- - 

Boys. Girls- I TOTAL.I - 

1859. 
Thshopsgatn ......... 4Aug..j 85 64 I 149 The schoolroom is much tm, small, 

(Non-vested.) and there is no p1ayound. The 
• 

I 
furniture is not of a very suitable 
description. Owing to the rapid 
increase in the number of pupils 

I the supply of books is barely sell1- 

I eient. 
• The pupils are tolerably regular, but 
I not suffieittly punctual they are 

I clean, but not in good order. From 
the hunted amount of space, and 
other cire mstanees over which the 
teacher has no control, he is unable 
to ean-y out thorough ibseiplme. 

2. The suleets of instruction are gene- 
rally appropriate, and the methods 
employed are tolerably skilful, 

4. In j dging of the proficiency of the 
I I I pupils, it is necessary to bear in misid 

the large proportiot,—tlirec-flfths—. 
below the age of eight years. All 
circumstances considered, the pro- 
gress of the eluldren is not unsatis- 

I factory. 

Botany Road ........' 18Aug...I tl 13 
(Non-vested.) 

Bunvood ............8 June.. fl 14 
(Non-vested.) .  

44 1. With the exception of unsuitable 
furniture, the material condition of 
this school may be regarded as very 
satisfactory. 'l'h,e classification and 
occupation of the pupils is badly 
arranged. 
The pupils are tolerably clean and 
orderly. In every other particular, 
the nioral tone of the school is low. 
The instruction seems tobo desultory 
and mechanical. 
The attainments of the pupils are 
small, and tile)- exhibit few signs of 
mental vulture. 

27 1. i'l,o schoolroom is commodious and 
in good repair. The school is insuf-
ficiently provided with furniture and 
apparatus, though there is an ample 
supply of books. 'rue classification 
of the pupils is not judicious. 
The pupils are neither punctual nor 
regular in their attendance, but they 
are clean, orderly, and well conducted, 
In the higher classes, the instruction 
is individual and intelligent; in the 
lower classes, mechanicaL 

4. On the whole, the pupils have made 
fair progress. 

Cambowarra ........ 
(Vested.) 

Camden ............ 
(Vestcd.) 

21Nov...l IG 
J 
12 28 

8Sept..1 40 9.5  

I. On the whole, the material state of 
this school is highly satisfactory. 
As far as could be observed on the 
day of examinntio,,—which was very 
wet—.the pupils are tolerably punc-
tual and regular, clean amid orderly. 
The instruction is tolerably suitable. 
The actual proficiency of the pupils 
is small, though they have made lair 
progress, consitleriug the short 
period, four moullis, during which 
they have attended school. 

1. 'I'heselmonlroosu,funmiture, apparatus, 
and books are in good condition, 
and suffice to meet present require-
ments. 

9. The pupils are punctual and regular, 
clean and orderly, with the exception 
of the infants, who are somewhat 
restless. 
The instruction is in mcml  jndi-
doug, but wanting in vigour. 
The attainments are nioderate in 
extent, but the intelligence of the 
pupils has been cultivated with coil-
sidemble suecess. 
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DETAILED Statement, &c.—continved 

NUMBER OF Pupirs PaRSENT 
AT EXAMINATION. 

Nasre or Scaoon. DATE. -- - 

Boys. Girls. TOTAL. 

REMARKS. 

Castlorcagh ......... 
1869. 
23 Aug... 18 9 27 The schoolroom is suitable in form 

(Non-vested.) and size. The furniture is sufheient 
for present wants, and there is a fair 
supply of books. Additional appa- 
ratus is required. 
The children are clean end in tolera. 
ble order, but irreg War and unponc. 
tush 
The instruction is neither skilful nor 
energetic. 
Very little progress has been made 
in any subject, and the intelligence 
of the pupils has not been developed 
to any appreciable extent. 

Oct. -. 13 22 3.5 A good bnilding and an abundant 
(Non-vested.) suliply of furniture, apparatus, and 

books, leave little to be desired in 
respect of the material state of this 
school. 

Cawdor .............7 

The moral tone is decidedly good, 
the pupils being punctual and regli- 
lar in atteudimce, clean, and very 
orderly. 
The ordinary branches are carefully 
taught, though the methods adopted 
s susceptible of improvement. it 

The proficiency of the pupils is,. on 
the whole, very fair, and they display 
considerable intelligence - 

Cleveland-street .... 5&GDec.j 105 79 184 The material state of this school is 
(Vested.) satisfactory in every particular. 

its moral clmnracter is good. 
All the ordinary l,ranelmes are taitgl it, 
together with vocal n,mmsic and out- 
line drawing. The methods are 
ndicioti s. 
Fair progress has been made on the 
whole, and considerable success has 
been attained in developing the 
mental powers of the pupils. 

9 Sept. .. is  is 33 This school is in a macst unsatis. Cobbity Paddock .....
(Non.vested,) factor)' condition as regards matetial 

appliances. 
The pupils are irregular and unpune- 
tual, very disorderly, and not suflici- 
entiv clean. The master is quite 
unalile to control them. The moral 
tone of the school is decidedly bad. 
The ordinary subjects arc aominally 
taught. The methods scarcely de- 
serve to he so called - 
The proficiency of the pupils is very 
small, and they appear utterly desti- 
tute of any lover of thought. 

4 Oct .. 21 12 36 Cousiderin the circumstances of the 
(Vested.) locality, the material state of the 

school, though dcfcetive in some 
particulars, cannot be regarded as 
tuisatisfactory. 
The pupils arc tolerably regular and 
punctual, clean, and in very good 
order. The discipline of the sehoel 

Bling Forest ......... 

many now be regarded as excellent. 
The master has fairly succeeded in 
adapting the methods in use in the 
Model School to his present circum- 
stances, and his choice of subjects 
is judicious. 
Very satisfactory progress has been 
made on the whole, and the inteili- 
gemmee of the pupils appears to have 
been assiduously eultivoted. 

Fairy Meadow ....... 28 Nov... 31 30 64 The school lmilding is suitable, and 
(Vested) there is a fair 3tmspiy of furniture, 

apparatus, and books. 
The pupils are toleral,lv regular and 
punctual very clean, and in good 
order. The moral tone is good. 
Vocal music and elementary drawing 
are added to the ordinary subjects. 
The instruction, with some mnmdesira- 
ble peculiarities, is skilful. 
Considering their ignorance when 
the school was opened, in December 
of last year, the progress of the 
pupils is satisfactory. 
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DETAILED Statement)  &c.—continuccl, 

Nunara or PuPILS PRESENT 

-NAME OF SCHOOL. DATE. 
AT EnmcATios. 

Boys. Girls. TOTAL 

1869. 
Fort-street (Boys).. December 261 ,,., The schoolroom is an excellent one, 

(Vested.) and it is amply supplied with the 
materials necessary for teachmg. 
The pupils are regular in their attend- 
name, clean, and in good order. 
Besides theusual elementary branches, 
the pupils are instructed in vocal 
music and drawing; and the ad- 
vanced classes learn algebra, genine- 
try, and the elements of the Latin 
language. The methods of tuition 
are good. 
The progress of the pupils is, gene- 
rally speaking, highly satisfactory 
and they exhibit considerable de- 
velopment of the mental powers. 

Fort-street (Girls) ,. December 150 .. .. I. The schoolroom, which is similar to 
(Vested.) that occupied by the boys, is equally 

good, and is fully provided with 
furniture, apparatus, and hooks. 
The pupils are regular in their at- 
tendance, clean, and in lair order. 
Vocal music and drawing are added 
to the usual branches, The methods 
employed are suitable, and exlabit a 
fair amount of skill. 
Generally speakiog, the Proficiency 
of the pupils is satisfaetru-v. and 
their mental powers fairly developed. 

Fort-street (Infauts) December 142 103 

2,45

1. The sehooli-ooms arc small and in- 
(Vested.) convenient. In other respects the 

material state of the school is good. 
For an infant school, the regularity 
and punctuality of the pupils are 
fiuidy satislhetory ; their cleanliness 
and order, good. 
The subjects appropriate to infant 
schools are taught, and the methods 
are adapted to the ages and eupucities 
of the pupils. 
On S lie witolo, the pupils have made 
satisfactory progress. 

(Vested) 
November 37 25 62 1. The school ground is not fenced iii. 

In other i-espeots the material state 
of the school is good. 
The pupils are neither regular nor 
punctual; they  are clean and in 

Janaberoo ........... 

faia- order. They exhibited a degi-ee 
of bashmfnlncss that I have not seen 
equalled in any other school. 
The ordinary branches only are 
taught. The methods are too me- 
chanical to be productive of useful 
results. 
The proficiency of the pupils is 
decidedly small. and their mental 
powers are as yet undeveloped. 

Manly ...............
(Vested.) 

28 July .. 10 - 10 20 1. The material state of this school is 
excellent in every respect. 
The attendance ofpupils is irregular. 
In other respects the moral character 
of the school is good. 
At present the ordinary subjects only 
are taught. The methods are well 
adapted to the capacities of the 
pupils. 
The progress of the pupils may be, 
rogam-ded as fair, when their backward 
condition on entering the school is 
taken into consideration. 

Marshall Mount .... 25 Nov.,. 25 34 59 1. There are in this pIano a good school- 
room, abundant supplies of excellent 
furnituu-o, apparatus, and hooks. The 
material condition of the school may, 
therefore, be pronounced excellent. 

2. The pupils nra tolerably punctual 
and regular in their attendance, 
clean, and in very good order. But 
for some remains of the excessive 
bashfulness, the moral tone of the 
school might be considered as high. 
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DETAILED Statement, icc—continued. 

Nuniira OF Puias 
PRESENT AT EXAJUNATION. 

Nana OF SCHOOL. DATE.  

Boys. Girls. TOTAL. 
- _ _ _ _ - 

186,9. 
Marshall Mount ........... 

(Continued.) 

Paddington ........1 &9 Dec.: 87 50 137 
(Vested.) 

RF:MAnxa. 

Vocal music has been tIluclit in 
addition to the ordinary subjects. 
The methods employed are skilful. 
Considering the length of time the 
pupils have been under instruction, 
their progress is satisfactory, and the 
development of the intelligence 
fair. 

The material state of this school is 
good all the necessary appliances 
br teaching heiiig provided. 
its moral character is also good. 
All the ordinary branches are taught, 
together with vocal music, outline 
drawing, and algebra. The methods 
are judicious. 
Fair progress lets been made on the 
whole, and r'tmsiderablo success has 
been attained in developing thu 
mental powers of the pupils. 

The schoolroom is too small, and the 
supply of furniture, apparatus, and 
books deficient, 
The pupils are irregular, not suf-
ficiently clean, and not in good 
order. The moral tone is low. 
The ordinary branches only are 
taught. The methods are individual 
and mechanical in their character, 
and consequently unsuitable for class 
instruction. 
On the whole, very little progress 
has been made ni any subject and, 
with the exception of a few children 
in the highest class, the cultivation 
of the intelligence has not begun. 

The schoolroom requires repair. In 
other respects the material state of 
the school is fair. 
In moral character, the school rnnks 
low, the pupils being irregular, and 
the bny disorderly and not suffi-
ciently clean. 'there are 5pecia 
difficulties in this e:Ise which, to 
some extent, exonerate the teacher 
from bla]ne. 
The ordinary subjects are taught. 
The methods are tolerably skilful, 
but the teaching lacks energy and 
spirit. 
The progress of the pupils is un-
satisfactory, and the degree of mental 
cultivation attained very small. 

On the whole the material state of 
the school is good. 
Its moral character is unsatisfactory. 
It ranks low as regards the olcan-
liness of the pupils, and the other is 
loss perfect than might be expected. 
The subjects of instruction do not 
fully accord with the requirements 
of the "Table of Minimum Attain-
ments," and the methods employed 
are lifeless and mechanical. 
The actual proficiency of the pupils 
is very moderate, and their mental 
powers small. 

I. As this school is not suflicicntly 
supplied with furniture and appo-
ratos, its material state must be 
deemed unsatisfactory. 

2. The pupils are clean and orderly, 
but irregolar and unponctual. 

8. No regard is paid to the " Table of 
Minimum Attainments," in teach-
ing the ordinary subjects; and the 
methods seem to be wholly indi-
vidual and iaeehanical. 

4. The proficiency of the pupils is very 
moderate, and their mental culti-
vation very small. 

Panainatta .........13 May 
(Vented.) 

as 36 71 

Pennant Hills ......1 Sept.. 1 10 23 33 
(Vested.) 

Picton ..............6 Oct. 
(Vested.) 1 

21 1 13 35 

Pyrmont............ 
(Non-vested.) 

llAug.J 17 21 38 



South Head.........3 Aug... 
(Non.vcsted.) 

10 12 22 

Violet Hill ...........29 and 31 
(\Tested) Nov. 

21 21 42 

Wcstbroolc ...........I Sept 27 20 
(Vested.) LN 
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DETAILED Statement, &e.—continued. 

Nnn,ra or FU-I'II.S PRES 
AT ExAMnanoic. ENT 

NAME OF SCHOOL. DATE. I1F.EAaKS. 

Boys. Girls. Total. 

1. The material state of this school is 
not wholly satisfactory, additional 
furniture 1,eing much required. 

2. Its moral character appears very 
promising, as the pupils are punctual, 
regular, tolerably clean, and orderl 

3. Music is added to the ordinary Sn 
jeets. The methods are clear and 
)udicious, though they hoar too much 
of the individual character. 
While the notnal proficiency of the 
pupils is small, they have made satis-
factory advances from their state of 
ignorance on entering the school, 
and their thinking powers have been 
well developed. 

I 1. On the whole, the material state of 
the school is very satisfactory. 
The pupils are irregular in their 
attendance, but tolerably clean and 
orderly. 
The subjects of instruction do not 
fully accord with the requirements 
of the "Table of Minimum Attain-
ments,' and the methods are very 
mechanical in their character. 
The proficiency of the pupils is very 
moderate, and they exhihit little 
evidence of mental cultivation. 
On the whole, the material state of 
this school is very fair. 
The pupils are unpunetoal, but 
tolerably regular in their attendance, 
clean, and in moderately good order. 

t The subjects of instruction are appro-
priate, and accord with the require- 
ments of the ''Table of Minimum 
AUninments." The methods em-
ployed are chiefly individual, and arc 
perhaps the best suited to a small 
school, 

4. A fair amount of progress has been 
made, all circumstances considered. 
and there are some indications of 
cultivated intelligence on the part of 
the pupils. 
The schoolroom and its appointments 
are suitable, though there is some 
deficiency of apparatus. The mate-
rial state of the school is not fully 
satisfactory. 
The pupils nit neither regular nor 
punctual. They appear to be well 
disposed, though greatly oppressed 
with bashfulness. A large proportion 
had never attended school previously 
to entering this. 
Only the ordinary subjects have yet 
been introduced, The choice of 
lessons appears to be judicious, and 
the uicthcids are characterized hy 
considerable toot and skill. 
The actual proficiency of the pupils 
is but moderate, though satisfactory, 
if allowance be made for their pro. 
vious ignorance and the shortness of 
the period during which they have 
been under instruction. 
The buildint. arrangements are not 
quite eompYeted, but when all the 
pmxeetod additions are supplied the 
material state of the school will be 
good. 
The pupils are tolerably regular and 
punctual, clean, and in good order. 
The moral tone is promising. 
Up to the present time, the subjects 
of instruction have been of a most 
elementary kind, in consequence of 
the extreme ignorance of the pupils 
when the school was established. 
'J'Imc methods exhibit tolerable skill. 
While tile aetnal proficiency of tIme 
pupils is but very moderate, their 
progress from their original state of 
igaornnee is considerable. 

Shell Harbour ...... 
(Non.Vestcd.) 

1859. 
18 Nov.., 33 

5aiithfield .......... 
(\reeted) 

31Aug... 25 18 43 
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PRESENT 

DETAILED Statement, &o.—continued. 

NUMBER OF PUPILS 

NAME OF SCHOOL. DATE. 
AT - EXAMINATION. - - - jlaxsnus. 

Boys. Girls. TOTAL, 

I 1859 
William-street (Boys) 12 and 13 281 . , 1. With the exception of the flooring o 

(Vested.) Dec P the schoolroom, the material state of 
this school is excellent. 

2. The are in their pupils regular 
attendance, clean, and in good order. . In addition to the ordinary branches 
vocal music and drawing arc taught, 
and in the higher classes, mensura- 
tion and geometry. The methods of 
teaching are skilful. 

4. On the whole, the, progress of the 
pupils is very satisfactory, and the 
development of mental polvel' is very 
considerable. 

William-street (Girls) S & 9 Dcc .. I I. The material state of this school is 
(Vested) Very good, with the exception of the 

flooring of the schoolrooms. 
2 The pupils are rolerubly regular, 
clean, and in good order. 

I a. Vocal toand drawing are added 
to the ordinary subjects. The 
methods of inipnrting instruction 
are fairly skilful. 

4. Very fair progress has been made by 
the pupils, a ad their intelligence ins 
been cultivated with tolerable sue- 

William-st. (Infants) 7 Dee. - .1 108 106 214 1. The flooring of one of the school- 

(Vested.) I 
rooms is unsuitable. In other i'es- 
peets the material state of the school 
is very good. 
The pupils are tolerably regular and 
punctual; they are clean and in good 
order. 
The subjects of instruction are those 
appropriate to infant schools, and the 
methods are adapted to the ages and 
capacities of the pupils. 
Satisfactory progress has been made 

I considering the tender age of the 
pupils. 

Wollongong (Boys) 16 Nov., Si _,. ., 1. A deficiency of school forniture is 

(Vested) observable. In other respects the 
material state of the school may be 
regarded as good. 
The pupils arc regular and punctual; 
tolerably eleau and orderly. 

usual school During the hours the 

I ordinary subjects are taught, and at 
i other Holes Latin, French, and 

I Geometry. Owing to the great 
number of pupils—for whom there 
is but one teaehier—the methods of 

I instruction are not always the best. 
The actual proficiency of the pupils 
is but moderate, though as great as 
could be expected under the circum- 
stances. 

Wollongong (Girls) 15 Nov......... 59 .. .. 1. Additional desks and forms are rc- 

(\rested) quired. In other respects the mate- 
rial state of the school is satisfactory. 

2. The pupils are regular in their at- 
tendance and clean in their persons. 

I Their conduct is susceptible of im- 
provement. 

S. 'I'he subjects taught agree with the 
I provisions ofthe"  fable  offliniton,u 

Attainments." The methods are not 
adapted with sufficient skill to the 
capacities of the pupils. 

4. Notwithstanding the zeal and in- 
dustry of the teacher, the proficiency 
of the pupils is but moderate, and 
the development of their mental 
powers small. 
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DETAILED Statement, &e.—eontinued. 

2. NowrmmN DISTRICT. 

XMIE OF SI HOOl.. I 

Abergiasslyn ........ 
(Non-vested.) 

Bendolba .......... 
(Vested.) 

Bishop's Bridge - 
(Non-vested.) 

Black Creek ....... 
(Non-vested.) 

Boiwarra ......... 
(Vested.) 

NUMBER OF PUPILS PRESENT 
AT IdnalinaTsoN. 

DATE. 

Boys. Girls. TOTAL. 

1859. 
21 Mar.. - 11 20 31 

GJuly..l 2 1 15 I 17 

SAug... 1 13 I 19 ( 32 

lSJuly.j 24 9 1  33 

4 Mg.1 12 1 14 I 26 

ilnAisas. 

1. This school was first opened in 
March, 1859, and closed a few weeks 
afterwards, in consequence of the 
difficulty experienced in securing a 
suitable building in which to conduct 
the operations. 

2. The pupils were tolerably regular in 
attendance, punctual, clean, and well 
e on it u e t ad - 

t

3, The instruction was judiuions, but 
from the short period the school 
existed, the children bad made little 
rogress. The new vested school 
building is in Course of erection. 

This schoolhouse is substantially 
bsult, in good repair, and well en-
closed; but no outbuildings have as 
yet been provided. 'l'he furniture 
and apparatus are sufficient for pie-
sent use ; but the books are deficient 
in quantity, and some need replacing. 
The children are in general regular, 
but not punctual. They are clean, 
neat, and orderly. 
The instruction is tolerably skilful, 
iudieious, and proulising. 
In attainments the first class may 
be considered tolerable, the second 
fair, the sequel very fair. i'lio 
mental eapsrity and general intelli. 
gence are tolerable. 

The school building is of a tem-
porary and nnsatisfaetory character. 
it is too small, and in had repair. 
The furniture is unsuitable, and 
bai-ely sufficient. The apparatus 
also is scanty, and the classification 
defective. - 
The children are tolerably regular, 
but not punctual. They are neat 
and clean, but not orderly through-
out. 
The instruction is tolerable, but not 
sufficiently intellectual. 
The attainments of the first class 
may be considered fair, of the second 
very fair. The mental capacity is 
moderate. 

The building is unpromising in ip-
pearanee, and altogether unsuitable. 
The furniture and apparatus are 
barely sufficient in quantity. The 
classification is defective. 
The children are neither regular nor 
punctual in attendance. They are 
generally clean, but restless, noisy, 
and inattentive. The morale is far 
from satisfactory. 
The instruction is obsolete and too 
mechanical. 
The attaimnents are for the most 
part superficial, and the mental power 
very low. 

The schoolhnuso being unsafe, the 
business is conducted in it build-
ing belonging to the proprietor of 
the estate. The furniture, apparatus, 
and books are sufficient and suitable. 
The children are irregular, but punc- 
tsalaveh

w
e
iyta pr

tolerably clean, and 
beh 

e
opriety. 

 

3. The instruction is of a superior and 
rational charaetcr. 

4. In the lugher classes, the attainmeots 
are very fair; in the losvcr, fair; men-
tal power, promising. 



ihor,kfielil ..........10 May.. 14 12 
(Ye,rt;:.l.) I  

26 
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DETAILED Statement, &c.—continued. 

I NUMEEROPPUPILS PRESENT 

At EXA)IINATJON. 
Nsn op SCISOOL, DAtE . - - 

i Boys. Girls. Toni. 

ItEMAIIES. 

- 1859. 
flow flow Crer,k 7 June..i 1.5 8 23 1. The building is substantial and suit- 

able. Tb.- furniture and apparatus are 
I I sufilcient for pa -tent o'. The books 

aM registers :.n' in good condition. 
The children are in ge era] ;iuiietorti, 
but very irregular; they are Clean, 
neat, and well conducted. 
The instruction is lfl)IIlL the whole 
We, though soinetinre nIttelianical. 
Considering tie time the school has 
been in operation, the proficiency 
attaiietl is lair the iriratill capacity 
is Nw. 

The building is sub rrintial and suit 
able, hot the icr er-s are broken. The 
furniture, aphil ratri s, u rid books two 
sub cicut and -r rituhie. 
'liii- pupils re irrerarrier, hut tokrablv 
punctual they are dean, neat, and 
iCr-il eriniluettd. 
The ehriraete, of the in,.truction is 
upon this whole fair. 
Je attaiument,s of the sequel and 
treond class, 9 are lair; of the first 
cli: -.s tub-rn rIo. q.'110 ehildn a are 
stiruated and intelligent. 

1. Te briildirv. ':round. I urniture. and 
.1 tiN a: aIto[9,tle: r r' niui talilia 

or iin,uifieient ; this arrangenuirsit 
hr's. cv er k o: ly  h a perary, until 'i 
proper selioolhrous., c in be erected. 

2. The pupils are tolerably regular, but 
not pruittu c_I tin' y are eltaIIiV in 

and properly attired. The 
to is fir. 

3. The iistrlretirni is not intchleetrj ii. 
I. C. rnsirleriing the ti 'nrC tb' 'Chool hits 
br i it oper ted, the uttirinnuents i ray 
be ri-g:trded as fair; mental power 
is low. 

The building is a Very good one, but 
in lv -tnt of ri-pairs. Tao furniture, 
app:'rntus, and books are suhliciont 
in qo entity ,e-d suitable. 
The children r .e punctual nail 
tolerably naiar they We elSe, 
neat, arid us eli verdi ii 'ted. 

3, The instruction is very good and 
promises well. 

4. The proficiency of the pupils is very 
fair throughout: mental power pro-
fusing. 

1. The building, -ituatione and enehu-
sores are very good. The furniture 
and apparatus are. sufficient. The 
books and  tigisters are in good 
condition. 

2. Gruei'rtllv speaking. the children are 
re 7ular, punctual, and neatly attired. 
The ordL-r and attention are tolerable. 

3. Th, instruction is judicious and 
suitable. 

4 ']j  attainments of the higherelasses 
may ire considered very fair; of the 
younger classes, fair; the mental 
power, tolerable, 

The building s  old and nusnitable. 
Tb-re are neither enclosures nor 
outbuildings. The furniture and 
apparatus arc suflicit-rit and suitable. 
The books need replacing. 
No ground of complaint exists as 
regards regularity, Irunctuality, Or 

li cleanness in tire children. The 
order is defective, the deirsoanour of 
the pupils hiring marked by irapro-
priety. 

8. The instruction would be better if 
blended with searching exrunination. 

4. The attainments of the pupils are 
tolerable. The mental power is 
moderate. 

........... 4 It 15 
(No.i_vt--tedj 

86 67 

(Vista 

Oor-dlel'ou.i ....J June .. a; 22 57 

(Vet.te.L: 

7 July .. 25 25 63 
- (VesteiL) 



34 1. TIn L:iiilitiur is favorably silo-  ct, ii, 
I, u:t c-ti - ii .atl. The fur,  unto, c.ntj 
li,c'Ia' -liu suti3c-it-crt ud  1:Lj'l::Iatiu'.isiui_:'u-Jic:ieut, 

ciii 
tInt cI,.sii dicta dof:''tjve 

- 2. TIn: ehihiren tcru: it-n- u.l --r, and i: it 
-i etu:u.1 in rttc- r din ccc - In Py jr 
e ilv and nit. Tire ut-dc-- is 
to! r:; cc, anti t! r,-c ti - irriun lip sv. 
 'f-c ' in -trirccti I di is c,tit 
 Ii : ttcsiu II' .11 ..i and it - 'irtal 01111. ti it- 
a-ni t liii -. I-F - 5rr1,0! ncr truly 
bit - it it few is, i-k. ruder the cc re.-f 
tic- pre - : I tc-cc:h. r. 

 T - b-Li:c:,,' nc -t-d n pair. Tirc 
ft - Inititi' i - Ar I cut'. at, in it -: ly ill, Li - Iy 
Trh 'I, .:n:tjlI_i,r-c:--- . !iI.pf-;rcctnr-. 
c-'h,':puti -lick - - ----- :. 

 Ti l..-l-:r :0 nt. n .,-Lcr. 
01.-in hi-; hit. ti I. hIII c.rt ccl.' 
c' -- - h. intl : 
 'It. It-,  Irr, 1- C:, ditelti; 'i-pt 
jirdi 

. 'the :tt irO,r ;It. :it.. Upiut tilt: wi oft-. 
p n.y fr. Not I 1cn.nrfir. 

F.ilaliiiuç .... .......U A',s.. . 13 
(Noo.v ttccd.) 

Falbi -ti ..........19 13 12 
(1':; ted.) 

Fish.:ry Cr "k ......15 Aug... 
- t •d. 

7 19 

Four Mile Crt'k,, -  7 fl.. 
(Ycrted.) 

14 I) 2.5 

Gotforth ............2 August 
(Vu-stud.) 

25 9 24 
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DETAILED Statement, &e.-conjjnuecj. 

NusmEri OF Pm'n, ESENT 

NAME or SCROOL. DATE. 
AT EXAMINATION.

-  

Boys. Girls. ThrAL. 

L1S. I H 
Dunmorr ...........4 J Wy Si :37 71 1. The seirool bnihth,- is ç.'rwin iii 

(Ye 4tud.) I I and iic'u' Is art- r,-,r, Li:-. Ott, 
the orçrnizat..rn i-s hi a sttisfi:etury 

I condition. 
 The clrciclrt'n arc' trils'rably it i,-nitir 

I i I  acid punc'tu:d. They are eli-au, , ott 
and orderly. 
 in gccrienrl. lb  I instruction is et -t-ut'ijt 

I I and j udic oils. 
 Tw art" iniro-ntq, attunto in, and 

I!  I nt at -.1 pkw-k ut at he i, ;;crdr -ci 

I Ii: ii' Ii Oil the wi ciii'. 'liii' I 1' 
- I have ii ript-ovec! in e tin eitnes ;cn it 

o' 'pliitii to work. 

TL, ir:ri!rli': - -.Ie inji4o 1 -out 
we!! 4Iil -p,,-:t - rirpctr. . 'Ihi' 
ftti-mpirp- ppcfir,i I I, cciii tin- 
ccJitiir:tcc_ 

 
it,, -----i-ti-. Tb.' lp',,k' 

and ti 11':1 -; In it, it c 

Tb-: clri!tric:- oot -----irl:ir1  hint 
thity 'i-u tn!-r- ily i lint .-.tucd. in 
pt-it of el-:cnli n- t, rrc-,urc .', ri iii 

e'tiu Yy I --chayir, -.,, em - - ny cit tIm - nil 
rile nut ill tliJ,t: t'eihl it k-n.j ci 
t-xpec't-  d. 

I 3. TIme itctru--tin-: i-i. 'a hmtBi: i-c 
acid np' -riot- char' t- 

4. 'limo jiapi! htv'ci-c!-''-rc--1 ----- - 
tlmev crc - at-mit rift-il, irld di1ch'v cr a-
aider,, rh' i,rt,:IIi-  ....... . 
Tbu: iroilctir:.5-i. iii friru- irditicun 
tint, font-c--, ct-ct: -nip' i' ç----nil 
(cicict. Thi. furrcitcrp - and nluru.rrntus 
at-u surciie,ir-ct l.a ic -i it wild:-. atd 
itt good cc,ndjtic,n. i'rrc 
sr 

buicks 
b'c-ly sufiic:h-nt. 
Thi, children ct-i-- very irru'3-o

-a
l:cr, tced 

not very punctua Th l. ey t-lu elactm 
and we::l e'flh!pmltu'd. 

2. On the whole th't  instruction  ni-ny be 
rt-crdu:ci as f,dr'. 

4. The attiziumj.rurrtq if the higbt'r (ulars 
are fair-cf tla' 3-ounjum; toll-rabin. 
The nn.,,cfc I cap-. c:ity it rnrrderato. 
'l'h:- b''i!r!in I. in oc:d repair. Tb.' 
gronnd is only partially &need The 
furniture, -.:Jrp arcctns, and books arc 
8uci.cnt and statable'. 
The children ate not :-etmera)ly rogn-
kr, thou!r to!'-rabiy punctual in 
attendance, They are clean i-nd 
neat in person, but in several in. 
Stauc-us not well conducted, 
The iurstruetion is moderately skilful 
and judicious. 

The proficiency attained is very fair: 
mental power tolerable. 
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DETAILED Statement, &e.—continued. 

NaISE OF SCHOOL. 

Grafton ............ 
(Vested.) 

Hinton ............ 
(srested) 

Loehinvar .......... 
(Non-vested.) 

M'Donald River 
(Vested,) 

Men-iwa ............ 
(Vested.) 

NUMBER OF PUPILS I'RESE!tT 
AT EXAMDATION. 

Dan. 

Boys. Girls. Tomu. 
 

1859. 
I 

26 Sept ... j 50 46 96 

It ERA n ES 

The school building, furniture, appa-
ratus, and books are in fair condition- 
The children fluctuate exceedingly in 
their attendance. The cleanliness, 
order, attention, and general tone of 
the school are below the average. 
The instruction is modern, and in 
some respects very good, but siirnil. 
taneous methods sac too much robed 
upon. 
The consequence of this is, that it 
leads to enervation and mental in. 
dolenec. When the pupils follow 
the teacher in suggestive interroga-
tion they seem to do well; but when 
required to think and act for them-
salves, very little. it is due to thu 
teacher to say that his aid is limited, 
considering the attendance. 
The school buildings and enclosures 
are in good condition. The furniture, 
apparatus, and books are sufficient, 
and in fair preservation. 
The children are not regular, but 
generally punctual they are clean 
in person, and neatly attired. The 
order is fair. 
The instruction is judicious, and in 
general suited to the capacities of 
the pupils. 
The proficiency attaiaed by the upper 
classes is very fair by the lower, fair. 
The mental power is promising—not 
lugh. 
The building, furniture, apparatus, 
and books of this school are in a 
tolerably satisfactory state. 
In general the children are regular, 
but not punctual they arc dean 
and decently attired. but restless, 
inattentive, and not obedient. 

3. The instruction wants anirnntion, 
earnestness, and precision. 

4. The attainments are generally uu-
satisfactory, and the mental power 
is low. 
The present school building is used 
teamporarily ; it is not suitable; the 
furniture also is unsuitable, and the 
apparatus insufficient. 
The children are tolerably regular 
and punctual; with some exceptions 
they arc cleanly and neat in person, 
but disposed to he restless and talk-
ative in school. 

3. The instruction is upon the whole 
good. 

4. The attainments and general intelli-
gence of the pupils are satisfactory. 

1. The furniture is not suitable ; other-
wise the eonditio]l of the building, 
grounds, apparatus, and books is 
satisfactory. 

2. The children are tolerably regular 
and punctual; they are clean, neatly 
dressed, and behave with pmpriety. 

3. In the book and desk lessons the 
instruction is fair; in the oral, mod- 
crate. 

4, 'plic  attainments are in general fair; 
the mental power tolerable. 
Upon the whole there is nothing to 
eomplmmin of in the material organi-
zation of this school. 
The children are in general regular 
and punctual; they are cleanly in 
person,and behave with tolerable 
propriety. 
The instruction is modern, and fairly 
adapted to the capacities of time 
pupils, 
The reading may he regarded as very 
fair, the writing good, the aritlmmuctie 
as fair, and the other subjects as 
tolerable. In sustained attention 
and mental activity the children 
m-ank low. 

SNoy. .. 33 1 39 1 65 

Tuna...............11 July.. 24 23 47 
(Vested.) I  

4fstay . 29 19 1 48 

2Nov...j 10 13 23 

1 Dec. •! is 17 36 
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DETAThJD Statement, &e.—continued. 

NUMBER OF Pupas PILESRNT 

NAMe OF SCHOOL. DATE. 
AT EXAMIRATION. 

-- REMARKS. 

Boys. Girls. TOTAl,. 

1859. 
12 Sept.. 28 19 47 This building is not very suitable 

(Vested.) and at present needs repair. TIn 
furniture, apparatus, and books an 
insufficient, and in some cases need 

Murrurundi ......... 

renewal. 
The children are irregular, b.c 
nerally punotoal,&oanly, and neat 
l'he order is tolerable. 

8. The instruction is conducted witl 
care and earnestness, but inclined tI 
be mechanical. 

4. The proficiency attained may bi 
regarded as fair, although the uppe: 
classes rise somewhat above thi, 
standard. In sustained attention am 
intellectual exertion the pupils di 
not rank 1.1gb. 

Mosquito Island..,, 22 Aug., 10 12 22 1. The building is too small, and not o 
(Vested.) a very suitable character. The fur 

niture, apparatus, and books an 
sufficient in quantity, and in liii 
condition. 

2. The children are generally regula: 
and punctual. They are cleanly it  
person and dress. The order is fair 

3. The instruction is earnest an, 
judicious. 

1. Considering the short period tin 
school has been in operation, tIji 
proficiency of the pupils may be eon 
sidered as very fair, especially it 
reading, writing, and arithmetic. 

Nelson's Plains .... 19 April.. 12 22 31 This building is of a plain but sub 
(Vested.) I  stantial character. The organizatiot 

df the school may be regarded a! 
satisfactory. 
The children are very irregular, ho 
tolerably punctual. They are clean 
orderly, and attentive. 
The character of the instruction I, 
fair, but it wants vivacity. 
The attainments are below tin 
standard, and in general meehaniea 
rather than intellectual. 

17 Aug.. 34 49 133 The schoolroom is out of repair, nn 
(Nun.vestcd.) is destitute of playground, fencing 

or outbuildings.. The furniture am 
internal arrangement are defective 
The apparatus and books are suffleien 
and snitahle. 
The children are irregular, but it 
general punctual. They are eleaul 
and well dressed, but inattentive 
and in the lower classes restless. 

8. In the higher classes the instnictioi 
ismodern, andofa superior character 
in the lower, fair. 

4. The classification being defeetisu 
and premature, the attainments art 
below the average and superficial 

Newcastle ......... 

Too inneh has been attempted—tin 
mental power is low. 

25 Aug. .. 23 20 53 The building, furniture, apparatus 
(Non.vested.) books, and registers are gcnerall1 

In good condition and suitable. 
The children are at times irregular 

Oswald ............. 

but punctual, cleanly, and neat it 
person. 
The instruction is earnest, and npor 
the whole fairly adapted to the mind, 
of the pupils. 
In reading, writing, and arithmetic 
the attaninents are very fair, but 
low in the other subjects. Tin 
mental power is moderate. 
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DETAILED Statement, &c.—continued. 

NUMDER OF Pupas PRESENT 
I AT EwmuTroN. 

2'AMEUPSC8OeL. Jhre. -------------! llaM.uius. 

Boys. Girls. Total. 

1859 I 
The huildimr is too confined for the 

(Non-vested.) uttendince,r nd IwO, ctosed,but othez 
Pitt Town ...........16 Au ....- so 115 i 1. 

wise suitable. The furniture. eppar- 
atus, and boks are sufficient and 
suitable. 
 The children Er' regular end ;1,ne 
tual. The rujority are clean and 
ne.ttly  clothed. The order is en-dit- 
able, but admits of improvement. 

 'lIar insrruc'tion may be ciiirssetinzel 
as en!, 4-, attintive,and br 'veriug. 
 Ii, th5 higher chtses the ,t-t:Liuriitatst 
are very fisir in tb haii r, fidi- 
Cvni,!,-ring the time the h 'it his 
II) in operation tb. proficu. icy is 

tfllei-ahlv.slLtkebsetOi'y. 

The e:hi'Jro-.i,,. furniture, and tip Port Macquirie .......17 Jt,ie 19 15 37 1. 
(veated.) parati ii are in tilT coalition. 'Phi, 

eilesufi-utiou is dt:ctivu. 
 The pupil, nrc irrejul.u', amId not 
punctual. ¶f'iiy ar-' t'.neri Ily n--.t 
and clean. 'l'h orstr is r 
tiny. 
 The instruction i chiefly monitorial 
and ams,inits oIieolIr , tçootl in it'itlf 

p n-h -is carl with judgment, but here 

mis-ipplii-d see-aching exsimiuetis'u 
is ue''li et.,-d. 

I 4. The pofieieney attained is moderate, 
if the p  pils sue allowed to Enswt-r 
Sugfie itions. 

Paradin' Ground 2 May..! 6 19 25 1. Th binli!i5r is 'ut-blend nerJy 
(\rested) I, me-  . 'j'l inrniture and hii"-ee alt 

sisititie t 'ad <-.itnhle. The app-n 
atnsh ,e nty. 

 The eMI -nart-  neither reg LIar at 
punctual. 'i  hoy Ire cli an, tiider;y, 
and .itti-ntivt,. 
 Th, in5tvwtiou is enrne-.t and icr- 
Sc ering, but rather nit-daniel thus, 
mt 'J.et,'-l. 
 lb.' jirsest:e-rv of t}i- pupils in 
re-ding, writi,c, unit arithmetic is, 
very fair, but in the other subjects 

low. 
The mental power is modemtt. 

The. building, furniture, cmele;mt, Purficet ..............12 Oct. .. 15 i 18 33 I 1. 
(Vested) appar.!t13, SIJId tiooks are in f.ir 

coudith.n. 
 The children are regular, punctual, 
cleany in p-ron, and neatly thy -s see. 
The di mneariour Of tie pupil.. and 
general two,  of this seuoul are very 
plensing. 
 The in,.srru'stiun is judicione ant 
e Burst. 
 The attninro. 1 its of the pupils arid 
the to I iesj pot er nrc upon the whoiss 
very griitifyinr. 

Raymond Terrace..., 13 July.. 31 31 68 1. The 1"mildinn and ge-.unds are tiny 
(Non-vested.) adapted for school purposes. The 

furniture, apperitus, and books men, 
suffleiclit .isd suitabl r. 
 The pupils vxe tolerably revilsr and 
punetHa). They crc clew, nestly 
drtmse-d, orderly, and attentive. 

 The instruction is of an intelligent 
and superior character. 
 The pupils are fully up to the required 
standerd. and exhibit a very fair- 
delte of Proficiency. The mental 
power is good. 

The schoolhouse, furniture, appa- 
(Vested.) ratus, honks, and registers are in gow.I 

preservation, and well eared for. 
The classification is defective. 

fledbank .............13 Oct. .. 19 18 37 1. 

 The children are irregular, but gen 
rally,  punctual. The majority are 
cleanly and decently attired, but 
they are not obedient, and the order 
generally is low. 
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DETAILED Statement, &c.—coutjnued. 

NuxuaM or Pupas enasian 

Nklm AT ExljNATjoN. Or SCIIOI)L. Dna. 

I Girls. Total. 

1359.' 
Itedhanic (ci.diicusi). 

E ±;thasii ............9 May. 
(Vestetk) 

t5 tiliop.. .......... .23 July.. $ 10 
(Vested.) 

4ngarloaf ..........I 27 Oct. .. 22 
(%rested) 

15 

I, I 

8. The instruetk,n may be de.,crib4 as 
0,11-ne 4 and persia ering, but unin-
telleetual. 

-1. The children read fluently, xwitu 
tolerably, and work arithmetic nie-
chanically. The other branch's Uris 
low, excepting Scripture. In general 
the pupilsare devoaLof emulation and 
disinclined to mental exertion. 

27 1. The ehool is in a bad state. (It is 
now in coirac of repair.) Thofurni-
tare and aillaratus  are suffloient, but 
nat in good condition. The elassifi-
C tAOH is defective. 
The children are irregular, but pmic-
tual. They are cbs ii, but not. neatly 
drrs-<tl, and the order is not gtw'd. 
The instruction is able and skilful, 
btit altar eynniinati,pn is not properly 
C cnn-at 01 it tin rI the imp rt:s sit a pro-
(lfle('d is tos, ofssn traasitory. 
Tin,  attainments cad nienti activity 
are low. 

23 

'l'Iie olnidren re irregular, lint cimc-

1, The inhabitants lnvc not yet been 

furniture and I. ohs are aufilcient 

rally puimeteul. They are clean, 
orderPv, cal ttteutii,. 

horn a, and t1ke operations are COD-
ductil in tentlErtlry pr 'mies. The 

the npp.tratii ....t Ity. 

able to provdn a imitable school. 

The iostiuction is  t. lu rably judicious 
and earful. 
The pr dciii icy attamnial is creditable, 
coo fti ring the time the 

tl 
school lists 

ii ilrcitt(ji 

74 1. The building 15 loIw and in good 
pn'trvaticn.The furaitmir,', appar-
atus, mid bunks are .ntfleient in 
quantity, and in ga at condition. 
'19 Ic pupil are rl'il I; and pi inctual. 
They flIL' clean, well dressed, and 
cousluct thi-niebycs with much pro-
print)-. 

I 3. The instroet.ioi is eat-nest, skilful, 
and judicious. 
The prolieiency atteiniad is tlmioogli. 
out sttisfaetory. The attention is 
very fair, and the mental power 
promising. 

18 ' 1. A lilachbo&d is wpntcd to comnpioti' 
the apparatus. Beyond this I ob-
served no important deficiency in 
the orgasiizati,n of this school. 
The children are irrigulto-, but 
generally punctual. They are cleaii, 
neat, and well conducted. 
The instruction is tolerably skilful 
amui judicious. 
TIme attainments of,  the pupils are 
upon tao average satisfactory, and 
the mental power tolerable. 

40 1. This building is rather small, bnt in 
good repitir. The foruiture, nppar-
aPis, hooks, and registers are in a 
satisfat-tory state. 

i 2. The children are generally regular 
and punctual the majority,  are 
clean, orderly, and atto]ifivo. 
The instruction may be regarded as 
earnest and judicious. 

1. The proheicucy attained is very fair 
the mental power tolerable. 

13 14 



DETAILED Statement, &c._continued. 
MEItOFpU,~PmcSENT 

AT - 

~A3iE or Sdnoon. DATE. 

Boys. Girls. Total 

............. Tamwortli ...........16 Sept. 
.. 

31 23 64 

(Vested.) 

Tilimby ............ 
(Non-vested.) 

ii 1 23 

Tomago ........... ..3 May 
- (Vested.) 
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IIEMARSS. 

The building needs repair. It i 9 not 
enclosed. The furniture and appar-
atus are rnisuitable and barely suffi-
cient. 
The children are tolerably regular 
and punctual. They are cleanly and 
neatly dressed; but the order in 
school and the demeanour generally 
are by no means satisfactory. 
The, instruction is defective. Siinul-
taneousteaclilug is excessivelY used, 
and individual searching exariiin-
atiou is ncQeeted. 
The proficiency attained s only 
tolerable. In attention, applicatiol]. 
and in propriety of conduct, the 
children take a low rank. 
The building is out of repair; a black-
board also is required ; othenvise the 

furniture and apparatus are sufficient 
and suitable. 
The children are irregular, and not at 
all punctual. They are cleanly, but 
talkative and disorderly. 
The instruction is individual, be-
chanical, and superficial. 
The proficiency of the pupils is small, 
and the mental power low. 
The buildings are in fairpreservMion. 
The Airniture, apparatus, and books 
are nearly sufficient, and in good 
condition. 
Ia general the children arc regular, 
but not punctual. They are clean, 
iteat, and s.ell.hchaved. 
The character of the instruction is 
judicious and fair. 
The attainments in reading and 
writing are fair

'
in arithmetic toler-

able, and in the other subjects 

moderate. 
This building is new, substantial, and 
suitable. The furniture is rude and 
unsuitable. With the exception of 
a blackboard, not yet pr'ided the 
apparatus and books are sufficient. 

'I'lic children are irregular, but 

punctual. They are cleanly in per-

so,,, but their demeanon!in4ieates 

an absence of salutary restraint. 

The instruction may be characterized 
as tolerable, and tending to the 
mechanical more than to the intel-
lcctual. 
The proficiency attained is, on the 
whole, fair; but half the pupils were 
absent. In attention, application, and 
mental effort they take a low rsnk. 

I. The building, enclosures, furniture. 
and apparatus are new and suitable. 
The books and registers are in a 
satisfactory condition. 

2. hitherto the children have been 
regular, punctual. and cleanly. The 
order is fair; the majority behave 
with propriety. 

a. As a whole, the instruction is skilftil 
and judicious. 

4. Considering that the school lisa only 
been a few weeks in operation, the 
pro
fi
ciency attained is creditable. 

The building is in pod repair. The 
furniture is sufficient lii,ivantity, 
but mdc, and ill atmangea. The 
apparatus is scanty. The registers 
were in an unsatisfactory state, and 
the classifica,ticn defective. 
The children are tolerably regular, 
but not punctual. They are cleanly 
and well dressed, but the order is 
indifferent. 
The inatniction is characterized by 
industry and moderate skill. 
Theproficiency attained is only 
tolerable; and the pupils are deficient 
in attention, and in mental effort. 

\Taey ...............12 Dec. 
(Non.vested.) 

7 I 9 I 16 

Waloba .............4 Oct... 
(Vested.) 

1821 I 39 

.1 

- - Waratah ..........I 22 Aug... 
14 I 17 I 31 

(JNon.vested.) 



Blanoy 
(V
.............20 Sept.. 1 23 1 23 
ested.) 

46 
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DETAILED Statement, &e.—conginued. 

Nuannut OF Purrj.s paasae'r 

MiIE or Sonoor.. Dn's. 
AT ExnrrNAnoN. 

Boys. I  Girls. TOTAL. 

The present building is used tem-
porarily. It is too small. The 
furniture, apparatus, and books are 
sufficient, and in good condition. 
The children are in general regular 
and punctual. They are cleanly, 
neat, and well conducted. 
The instruction is careful and jrnli-
dons. 
The attainments are, upon the 
average, very fair. The pupils are 
animated and intelligent. 

I. The buihlings, enclosures, furniture, 
apparatus, and books are in good 
condition, suitable, and sufficient. 
The children of this school joe 
distinguished by regularity and 
punctuality. They are clean, well 
conducted, and attentive. 
The instruction generally is very 
good. 
The proficiency attained is extremely 
creditable to the tenohers, but 
especially so in the higher classes. 
The mental vigonr is very fair. 

The building is rode, but substan-
tially constructed. It is not finished. 
The furniture and apparatus are 
sufficient for present use. The re' 
gisters are in bud condition, the 
books abused, and the classification 

j defective. 
The children are irregular, hut 
punctual, neat, and clean. The 
order is only tolerable. 
The instruction is moderately skilful, 
and tends to the superfieisl. 

1. The attainments of the pupils are 
low: they are mentally sluggish and 
inattentive. 

Wnrkworth ........ 
(Non-vested.) 

1859. I 
28 Nov ... 1  S 21 29 

Wolloanbi....11 Aug.. 
(Vested.).......  

52 49 I 101 

Woola Woolj......... 
(Non-vested.) 

7Je.1  8 1 4 2 7 

3. Wxs'rmti DISTRICT. 

The schoolroom is too small, other-
'vise its material state is very fair. 
The pupils are clean, tolerably punc-
tual, reasonably regular, but net in 
very good order. The moral charac-
ter of the school is, however, ml 
proved. 
hvery effort has been made to carry 
out the subjects to the extent re-
quired by the "Table of Minimum 
Attainments." An improvement 
has taken place in the methods of 
teaching. 
The proficiency of the pupils is satis. 
factory in a tolerable degree. A 
steady progress has been made 
during the year. 

The premises arc too small, otherwise 
the school is very well organized. 
If the pupils were more regular in 
their attendance, the moral character 
of the school would be very good. 
The ordinary subjects, with singing, 
are taught. The subjects accord with 
the "Table of Minimum Attain. 
ments," The methods of instnie. 
tion are tolerable; those employed 
in the instruction of thu junior 
classes, and in the teaching of arith-
inetie, are not sufficiently intel-
lectual. 
Considering the low proficiency of 
the pupils in 1858, the progress made 
this year is very fair. 

Bathurst ............ 
(Non-vested.) 

2 Aug... 43 18 1 61 



(Jarcoar .............22 Sept.. 
(Vested .) 

241 
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DETAILED Statement, &c.—continued. 

Noausn op Puias Pazsv 
A' EXASUNATION. 

NAn OF SdnooL. DATE. REMARKS. 

BoyLGfrls. !TAL t - 

1559. 
ltenfeIs ...........24 June.. 

(Vested.) 
30 KllflJ The school requires to be enlarged. 

Itspresent dimensions render the 
ireservatiun of good order almost 
un possible. 
The mural character of the school is 
fair, considering the disadvantages 
under which the teacher lahuors. 

S. The ordinary subjects, with Latin, 
are taught. A fair proportion of time 
and attention is given to each sub-
ject. With the exception of arith-
metic, in which the instruction is too 
mechanical, the methods are fair, 
characterized by intelligence and 
experience. 

4. The pupils had not in the first 
instance been judiciously classified, 
consequently their proficiency ap-
peared tos disadvantage. Improve-
ments under this head have since 
been effected. 

Campbell's River 
(Non-vested.) 

S Aug ... 1 14 1 20 1 84 Improvements have been effected 
during the year in the dimensions, 
appliances, and general aeeommod&-
tion of the school. Its material 
state is now tolerable. 
The moral character of the school is 
tolerably good. 
The pupils have not been in evesy 
ease made thoroughly acquainted 
with one subject hefire they proceed 
to another. The methods of instruc-
tion arc as skilful as can be expected 
frona an untrained teacher. 
The proficiency of the pupils in the 
first class was small, but the second 
class may be considered fair. 

39 There isan exee)lontsclionlroom, well 
furnished and provided with all the 
appliances. Its material state is 
very good. 
In most respects its moral character 
is good. 
A fair proportion, of time audi atten. 
tion was devoted to each suhjeet 
taught. Singing and mental arith-
metic have been successfully intro-
duced. The teacher is acquainted 
with some good methods. His style 
of teaching, however, is not always 
calculated to produce the required 
results. 

I 4. The proficiency of the higher classes 
was fair, that of the junior pupils 
scarcely tolerable. 

27 I Tue material state of the school is 
scarcely medium. It is, however, 
fairly organirea eonsiderins the 
remoteness of the lucality. 
The moral character of the school is 
very pleasing. The pupils are very 
clean, very modest, and, what is more 
striking, of an ago considerably 
beyond the average. 
The ordinarysubjects, with music 
drawing, and French, have been 
introduced. 'l.'he subjects are appro-
priate, and accord with the "Table. 
of Minimum Attainments." The 
methods of instruction arc generally 
of a character calculated to loran the 
minds and to cultivate the under-
standings of the pupils. 
The proficiency of the pupils is, on 
the whole, very fair. 

'Oowra .............. 26 13 
(Non-vested.) 
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DETAILED Statement, &e.—continuer/. 

Ra m OF SCHOOL. 

NUMBER 
AT 

DATE. 

Boys. 

or Pupms 
Exnh1NATxor. 

PRESHZST 

Toni.. Girls. 

1859. 
28 Nov... 8 14 22 The schoolroom iscoinfortable. neatly 

(Noii-vested.) kept, and tolerably fnrnisjrnd. Its 

Dennis Island ....... 

material state is fair. 
'flie pupils wore very clean and vesy 
orderly. Their manners and dc. 
meanour are modest and well regu- 
lated. The moral character of the 
school is very good. 
The ordinary subjects, with singing, 
are taught. The su(jects are appro- 
priate, and accord, in general, with 
the Table of Minimum Attain- 
ments." The methods of teaching 
are too mechanical. Little has been 
done to rouse and develop the intel- 
lectual faculties of the pupils. 
The proficiency of the junior classes 
was fair; that of the higher classes, 

(Vested.) 
22 March. fl 14 25 

tolerable. 
The school, which is new, is very )pbbo............... 

deficient in Furniture and apparatus. 
The walls require plastering. 
The pupils wei'e tolerably clean, but 
disorderly and very irregular. The 
moral ehrLracter of the school was 
below the average. 
The subjects were very el -mentary, 
and did not accord with the Tal,lo 
of M iniuiuni Attainments." The 
methods of iustruetion we, e too 
mechanical, and generally unsuited 
to the ages and capacities of the 
pupils. 
Writing was the only subject in 
which any proficiency was per- 

16. Sept. i- 15 34 
ceptible. 
The school building, which is a tern- 

(Vested.) porary one, is in very had repair. 
The furniture and apparatus are 
sufficient, and in good condition. 
A new school has since been en'cted. 
The pupils were clear, and orderly. 

yaüs Plains ....... 

tolerably punctual, and reasonably 
regular. The moral character of the 
school is fair. 

&Afair lirolnirtion of time is devoted 
to each subject, as is slicwn by the 
Time Table," which appear's to he 
strictly acted upon. The teacher's 
methods are tolerable for an inex- 
perienced teacher. 

4. Fair prigreas has been made by the 
pupils, considering the shert time 

25 Mar.,. 11 15 
the school has been in operation. 
Tli huilding is uastitulj, and the 

ronbarlc .............
(Non.vested.) 

furniture and apparatus are insuffi- 
dent. Everything in, and around, 
the school is kept i'euiarkably deam 
The pupils are very irregular in 
attendance, otherwise the moral tone 
of the school it pleasing. 
The subjects are very elementary, 
and do not accord with (lie" Table 
of Minimum Attainments." The 
methods of instruction are very 
nice. aaieisl. 
'thewriting was good, otherwise 
the proficiency of the pupils was 

(Non-vested.) 
17 Doe... 5 6 10 

very small, 
'J']ie iiiuterial state of the school is in 
lnxny respects indifFerent. Its 

n is Swamp ....... 

organization is very defective. 
The school is only in its in[  ancy. 
The pupils are very irregular. 'The 
whole moral tone of the school is, 
at present, unsatisfactory. 
The suhjects of instiuction have 
been lntlrerto confined to tIre mere 
elements of reading, wriliag. and 
ariUrmetie. The methods of in- 
struction are, in general, too no- 
clianieal. They partake too much of 
the cramming system. 
The proficiency of the pupils is YeTy 

school is only a short 
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DETAILED Statement, &e.—continuecl.  

Nusresa OF PUPILS PRESENT 

NAMe or Seuooa. I DATE. 
AT EXAMJEATION. 

ltEsaAsxs. 

There is an excellent schoolroom, 
well furnished. The organization 
is good. 
The pupils were clean, but disorderly. 
Their manners and demeanour have 
not been properly regulated. The 
moral character of the school is not 
fair. 
The subjects are very elementary, 
and do not accord with the 'Table 
of Minimum Attainments." The 
methods of instruction were unsatis-
factory, not calculated to produce 
the required results. 
The proficiency of the pupils was 
very small. Very little progress 
has been made since the opening of 
the school. 

 The school has undergone consider- 
able rcpairs during the year; its 
material state is, however, scarcely 
tolerable. 
 The pupils are clean, in good order, 
but not very punctual. The moral 
character of the school is fair. 
 Every reasonable effort has been 
made to carry out the course of 
instruction, in each branch taught, 
to the extent required by the "Table 
of hlinimum Attainments." The 
methods of instruction, though cha- 
racterized by considerable intelli- 
gence, are yet wanting in experience; 
they are, however, improved. 
 Considering the short time the school 
has been open under the present 
teacher the proficiency made by the 
pupils is satisfactory. 

A blackboard and easel are much 
wanted. The laud is not fenced. In 
all other respects the school is well 
organized. 
If the pupils were more regular, the 
moral character of the school would 
be good. 
The pupils have been advanced to 
the highest subjects too early. The 
methods of instruction are too me-
chanical. Little has been done to 
raise and develop the intelleetunl 
faculties of the pupils. 
The pupils having been injudiciously 
classed, their proficiency appeared 
to a disadvantage. 

The building is in good repair, but 
not properly furnished. A black-
board and easel are important defi- 

F cicacies. 
The pupils are extremely bashful, 
otherwise the school's moral charac-
ter is fnir. 
The subjects taught were not apple-
priate they do not accord with the 
"Table of Minimum Attainments." 
There is too much of the individunl 
system adopted. The methods of 
instruetirn arc not at all skilful. 
The proficiency of the pupils was 
unsatisfactory. The school has only 
been a short time in operation. 

Rirkconnell ........ 
(Vested.) 

Boys, I Girls. Totan. 

1859. 
9 Awe... 15 18 1 33 

Louisa Creek 
(Vested.) 

SJisly . 17 1 36 

Meadow Flat 
(Vested.) 

23Juue,.1 16 
 j 

22  

Molong ............ 
(Non-vested.) 

1Ang.....21 17 

 I 

I 41 

I  

Moraagaroo ........j 27 June.. 
(Non-vested.) 

9 14 23 1, There is a great scarcity of appara-
tus, otherwise the school is fairly 
orgaaized. 
The moral character of the school is 
fair. 
The subjects are not appropriate—
the course of instruction being below,  
that laid down in the "Table of 
Minimum Attainments." The me-
thods of instruction are very meehan-
ieal—gencrally devoid of system. 
The proficiency of the pupils is small. 
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DETAILED Statement, &c.—continued. 

Nnsnaa OF PupibS PRESENT 
AT EXAMINATION. 

NMIE op Senoor,. DATE- REMARa5. 

Boys. Girls. TOTAL. 

1869. 
Mount Macquarie.....23 Sept... C 

(Non-vested.) 

Mudgeo (Boys)......21 July.. 119 
(Vested.) 

Modgee (Girls) ......14 April ...... 
(Vested.) 

Mudgee (Infants)....' 21 July.. 22 
(\Tested) 

Oplur Road ........13 July.. 4 
(Non.vested.) 

12 15 The schoolhouse is in bad repair, and 
the furniture and apparatus are in- 
sufficient in quantity and unsuitable. 
'rlie material state of the school is 
indifferent. 
The moral character of the school is 
scarcely tolemble. 
The ordinary subjects only have been 
introduced; they arc appropriate. 
The methods are vesy mechanical. 
They partake too much of the 
cramming system. 
The general answering of the pupils 
was tolerable. 

59 This is an excellent schoolroom, 
abundantiy supplied with furniture 
and apparatus of the most approved 
kind. This is the best organized 
school in the district, for which it 
serves as a model. 
I have seldom observed discipline 
carried to greater perfection. The 
moral tone of the school is of a high 
character. 
Latin, singing, the elements ofmathn- 
maths, and the omilinary subjects are 
taught. The subjects are appro- 
priate, and in general accord with the 
Table of Minimum Attainments." 
The methods of instruction are cal- 
culated to please, and are, on the 
whole, worthy of imitation. 
The school has improved during the 
year. The proficiency of the pupils 
is now rely resI) etable. 

42  42 This school is held in tire upper story 
of the huildiug. It is in excellent 
repair, and well organized in every 
i'espeet. 
'the  ne,ral character is fair. 
The ordinary s,,tc-c-ts, with singing 
and the el,-oscrsts of French, are 
taught. The classification was too 
high, and the subjects, therefore, not 
exactly appropriate. The methods 
of instruction are, on the n-hole, very 
fair. Considerable skill and judg- 
ment have been displayed in the 
inculcation of knowledge. 
'l'he proficiency of the pupils is not 
entirely satisfactory. 

26 45 The loom inwInch this school is held 
is tolerably suitable, and well fur- 
nished with all thu necessary appli- 
ances. The organization is skilful. 
Ti to i Inpres sioli s ftlrmil ed in this school 
are likely- to prove of lasting benefit. 
The older, elcalltiness, and general 
discipline mire Viny good. Its moral 
tone is particularly pleasing. 
'l'hemcre elements of reudiiig, writing, 
and aritlunvtjc only have been intro- 
duced. '4-sons up(in natural his- 
tory and co,nmoo objects also form 
daily subjects. Thy methods of in- 
strlletion art- skilful. 
A fair proficiency has been made for 
the time. 

9 13 The school building is ii) good repair. 
'Filers is a large supply of unsuitable 
furniture, and the apparatus is defi- 
cient. The organization of the school 
is defective. 
The pupils mire clean, tolerably punc- 
tual, in fair order, but irregular. 
The moral character of the school is 
tolerable. 
The . ordinary subjects only an, 
taught. The eoune it' instruction is 
not regulated by a Time Table." 
The style of teaching pal-takes too 
much of the iiidividunl system. 'l'ha 
teacher is acquainted with few good 
methods. 
The piofleiency of the 1sipils is 
unsatisfactory the school has only 
been a short time in operation. 



1559. 
Orange .............  

(Vested.) 
27 

Peel ................26 July.. 
(Vested.) 

32 
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DETAILED Statement, &c.—continued. 

I 
AT Exs NArjoN. 

Nunjiss OF I'UFILS PRESENT 
m 

NAa or Seaooa. I BATE. 

Boys. 

Enujacs. 

Bylstone ............ .9 Dssc...I 10 
(Non.vcsted.) 

Tabaroora .........&July.i 
(Noa.vested.) 

71 4 

20 j 47 1. 'I'hc school building is in bsd repair; 
the main scholro,u require's to be 
enlarged. The organization of this 
school is altogether clef ective. 
The moral character of the school is 
unsatisfactory. 
Only the ordinary subjects are 
taught in the school; the course of 
instruction is below the averago. 
The met ht'ds of instruction arc too 
mechanical, and are not calculated 
t, rouse aid develo1, the intellectual 
faculties of the pupils. 
The pn.flcieiicy of the pupils is 
unsatisfactory, except in a tew Cases; 
the attainments of the pupils have 
never anything like progrt ssed in a 
corresponding ratio to that given 
down in the "Tablo of Minimum 
Attainments.' 

55 1. The building is in very good repair; 
the nutnLer of desks is insrtfficieat 
for the ace' .umiedat ion of the pupi Is 
a more suitable blackboard and an 
easel are also required. In all other 
respects (Ito school is well organized. 
The perils are tolerably punctual, 
reasonably regulur, clean, and in 
fair order. The moral character of 
the school is fair. 
'flit,  oiclioary sob .ects,with geometry, 
book-keeping, and nigebra, are 
taught; there is an iniprovenient 
i]nder thus lie 4 as ic aids quantity 
and qu;dity. The methods ale. otters 
too rneehatiteal, not characterized by 
that amout,t (.1 tact, energy, and 
intelligence one would expect to gee 
displt ed by a we .1 traii1d teacher. 
The proficiency of the higher classes 
was very fair; that of the junior 
Classes very small. 

27 • 1. The sehoni is in tolerable repair, and 
is, on the 1511 b, I' irly organized 
a masters r.welhing is much required. 
The general nil', as poet, and spirit of 
the school are phrasing. The pupils 
have us-en brought under whcdpsosno 
moral restraint. 
Only the o'dwary subjects, in their 
elements, have been taught; a fair 
proportion of tittie sod altentil'n is 
devoted tucach io1j:et. 'I hemcthods 
of instruction ale not sufficiently 
interesting; the teacher has, how-
ever, some experience in teaching. 

4-. A fair lirogi c-st I.As been made since 
the re-opening of the eheol. 

11 1. The scum) is in good repair for the 
kind. The furniture m.d apparatus 
are insufficient in quantity, and un-
suitable. The organization (If the 
5011001 is at present defective. 
Cleanliness and order are good, but 
the ma liners and dture-asioljr of the 
pupils do not seem to have been 
proiorly reglllated. The moral tono 
of the seho1'l is tolerable. 
Only the mere elements of reading, 
writing, and arithmetic have, as yet, 
been introduced. The subjects are, 
however, appropriate. TIle teacher 
is unacquainted with the improved 
methods adopted in good National. 
Sellools. lIe is, however, Sttldious, 
and anxious to become an efficient 
teacher. 
The proficiency of the pupils is at 
preseut very small. 

23 

17 



flaagaiore .......... .23SepL.,I 12 
(Noa.vested.) j 

9 
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DETAILED Statement, &c.—continncd, 

Nuasent OF 1'PIL5 PRxSsT 
AT EXAMI1UTION. 

NAME OF SCHOOL. DATE. - - - 1IEMACKS. 

Boys. Girls. TOTAL. 

Winburnd3e .........18 Nov... 9 12 21 1. The material state of the school is 
(Non-vested.) I tolerable for the locality. The I . erection of now school premises is 

I much wanted in the district. 
2. The pupils are very irregular at 
certain seasons, and extremely bash-
Liii. In other respects the moral 

I tone of the school is tolerable. 
.3. Only the mere rudiments of reading, 
i writing, and arithmetic have been 

I introduced. The subjects arc very 
elementary. The teacher had no 

I previous experionce in teaching. 
I His methods are very indifferent, I 4. The proficiency of the pupils is very,  

small. The school has been only 
a short time in operation. 

Wattle Flat .........27 July..! 12 16 
(Vested.) 

28 1. The schoolhouse requires shingling. 
The building is in bad repair. The 
organization is defective. 

2. The moral tone of the school is very 
fair, 

1.I 
I 3. Onlythe ordinary subjects aretaught. 

The),  are appropriate, and accord 
with "Table of )linirnnm Attain. 
ments." The methods of instruction 
are characterized by experience and 

I intJligencc. 
4. The proficiency of the pupils is very-
satisfactory for the time the school 

- I has been in operatien. 

4. Souatrrn 'DisnucT. 
.klbnry ............' 18 Oct. .. 50 

(Vested,) 
55 I 105 

Btaidwood (ilnys) .. 26 Sept... j 31 
(Vested.) 

I. The material state of the school is 
indifferent, The premises are in 
every way inadequate to the grow. 
ing requiitmes,ts f the school. 
The pupils are clean, and in fair 
oi'dcr; the moral character of the 
school is good. 
The subjects taught are appropriate, 
and accord, on the whole, with the 
Table of Minimum Attainments." 
The methods employed in teaching 
the higher branches of knowlcdg 
are worthy of commendation. 
The proficiency of the pupils of the 
thu d and fourth classes was very 
good, that of the junior classes 
tolerable. 

21 1. A. rude building, scantily furnished, 
and almost destitute of apparatus, 
constitutes the material appliances 
for instruction. 
 All circumstances considered, the 
moral character of the school is 
surprisingly good. 
 OwIng to time want of apparatus, no 
snbjects have hitherto been taught 
but "ending, writing, and arithmetic, 
with the merest rudiments of gram. 
mar. From the same cause the 
teaehur's methods have necessarily 
been to a large extent individuaj 
and mechanical. 
 The rolative progress of the pupils 
since the teacher took charge has 
been considerable, though their 
actual proficiency is small. 

81 1. The material appliances of the school 
are sufficient, with the exception of 
hooks. 
 The pupils are orderly, but irregular 
and uripunctual in their attendance. 
 None but the ordinary subjects am 
taught. The methods are generally 
judicir us and effective 
 Owing to their irreguiarity, much 
less progress has been made by the 
pupils than might have been ax- 
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DETAILED Statement, &c.—conthzucd. 

NUMBER OP Pupils PRESENT 
AT EWIusATION. 

NAME OP SCHOOL. DATE. I - ----- 
Boys. Girls. I TOTAL. 

Eden ...............16 Nov..) 29 13 42 

(Vested.) 

1. On the whole, the material state of 
the school is not satisfactory, and 
the organization is not skilfully 
managed. 

2. The pupils are cleanly, but unpunc-
tual, ia-regular, and disorderly. 

3. The requirements of the "Table of 
Minimum Attainments' have not 
been observed as regards the subjects 
of instruction, and the methods 
employed are purely mechanical. 

i 4. The actual proficiency of the pupils 
is but indifferent, though the teacher 
seems to be zealous and industrious. 

The material state of the school, 
though in most respects satisfactory, 
isnot fully complete, more desks and 
forms being required. 
The pupils are tolerably regular nail 
punctual, clean, but not orderly. 

2. The prescribed subjects are not fully 
taught except in the third class. 
the methods, with some defeots, are 
tolerably skilful. 

4. The attainments of the pupils are 
below the required standard. This 
may partly be accounted for by the 
fact that the children had received 
little or no previous instruction when 
this school was established. 

There are many deficiencies in the 
material state of this school, espe-
cially as regards furniture and 
apparatus. 
The pupils are punctual and regular, 
clean, and in modenitely good order. 
Only the ordinary subjects are 
taught. The methods are elnefly 
individual. 
Moderate progress has been made by 
the pupils. 

The school building is not in good 
repair, and the furniture and ap-
paratus are not suitable. 
The pupils are tolerably punctual, 
but not very regular. On the whole 
the moral character of the school 
may be considered fair. 
Latin, with the ordinary subjects, is 
taught. The subjects do not, in 
every case, accord with the Table 
of Minimum Attainments." The 
mallards of instruction are not suf-
ficiently intellectual. They are, 
however, of a character calculated to 
give satisfaction to the majority of 
parents. 
Tolerable proficiency has been made 
in all the branches taught. The 
writing was good. 

The school is a large weatherboard 
building, shingled and plastered. 
The furniture and apparatus are in. 
sufficient. In all other respects the 
school is well organized. 
Considering the many obstscics with 
which the teacher has had to con-
tend, the moral character of the 
school is particularly pleasing. 
The subjects of instruction have been 
well chosen. The pupils are made 
to thoroughly understand one lessoa 
before they proceed to another. The 
methods of instruction are generally 
of a character calculated to produce 
satisfactory results. 
Fair progress has been made during 
the year. The proficiency of the 
pupils is on the whole fair. 

Braidwood (Girls) 
(Vested.) 

27 Sept......40 1 40 

Gonlburu .......... ia Sept. .J 25 20 45 

(Non-vested.) 

Gnawing............ 29Oet... IS if, 34 

(Non.vested.) 

Gnndagai .......... 
(Vested.) 

i2 Oct. ..i 13 15 28 



l'anbula .... .... ) 14 A.15 
(Irested) 1 Nov.. 

21 16 37 
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DETAILED Statement, &c.—eontinued. 

Nunaan OF PUFILS PRESENT 

NAME or SCHOOL. DATE. 
AT EXAMINATION. 

Boys. Girls. TOTAL. 

1859. 
Long Beach ........1 Nov... 10 21 I. A comfortable, fairly organized 

(Vested.) i j school, ci's idering the locality in 
I which it is situated. I 

2. 'l'he pupils are very clean, but not 
well disciplined. Their manlier and 
deineanourare modest; but, ('wing to 
the bashfulness w Inch prevails, 1 
cannot say they have been properly 
regulated. The moral ehar,tctt:r of 
the school is tolerable, 

a. Only the ordinary subjects have been 
taught. They are very ilenientary, 
but yet appropriate. The methods 
of instruction are too mechanical. 

4. The attainments of the pupils are 
small. A fair progress has, however, 
been made during the short time the 
school has been in operation. 

49 1. Fencing and outbuildings are re- 
pored for the playground, and 
additional furniture for the school- 
room. The material state of the 
school is not satisfactory. 
 The pupils are irregular in their 
attendance, and the boys are not 
sufficiently clean. The order is 
tolerably good. 
 Grammar and geography have not 
hitherto been taught. The methods 
of instruction are not very skilful. 
 The proficiency of the pupils is very 
moderate. 

Major's Creek 
(Vested.) 

29 Sept... 25 24 

I. The material state is not satisfactory. 
The building is too small, and insulli-
ciently supplied with books and 
apparatus. 
The pupils are irregular and unpunc-
thai in attendance, slovenly in person 
and dress, and not in very guod order. 
The subjects taught do not accord 
with the requirements of the 
Table of Minitnuni Attainments." 
The methods are deficient in energy 
and skill. 
The proficiency of the pupils is small, 
being below the standard in every 
subject. 

aralga .............8 Nov... 
(Non-vested.) 

16 13 31 

Tarlo 
(Non-vested.) 

20 Sept.. 13 19 32 

3 —'  

The school building is unsuitable for 
school purposes. The organization 
is in general defective. 
The moral character of this school 
is very fair. I was particularly 
struck with the pleasing manners 
and mild demeanom- of the pupils of 
this school. 
Only the ordinary subjects have been 
introduced. Writing and needlework 
have been well4aught. The methods 
of instruction are too mechanical—
not characterized by experience or 
sufficient intelligence. 
The proficiency of the higher classes 
was fair; that of the lower classes 
indifferent. 

The material state of the school 
maybe eonsideredfairforthelocahity, 
though there are some deficiencies. 
The pupils are regular, punctual, 
clean, and orderly. But for their 
excessive timidity, I should regard 
the moral tone as good. 
Die rudimentary portions of all the 
ordinary subjects have been taught. 
The methods are chiefly individual, 
and of a rather mechanical character. 
While the actual proficiency of the 
pupils is small, their progress, con• 
sidering their ignorance at starting, 
is not unsatisfactory. 



3. Fair skill is shown in the manage- 
meat of the school, which, howevcr, 

is very small. 

30  The school building is in good re- 
pair, but does not suffice for the 
accommodation of the pupils. The 

organizntion is defective. Now 

school promises are much wanted. 

 The pupils are very clean, very 
regular, and in fair order. Their 

manners and demeanour are very 

pleasing. The moral character of 

the school is good. - 
 Arithmetic and wnting have not 
been made to form subjects for the 
rst class. in all other respects 

the subjects are appropriate. The 

methods of instruction partake too 
much of the crasmning system, and 
they are otherwise faulty. 
 Proficiency of second class fair, 

except in grammar and geography; 
that of the first class indifferent 
The school has been only a short 
time in operation. 

Tu mut ............ 
(Non-vested.) 

24 Oct. -.1 16 14 
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DETAILED Statement, &c.—continued. 

NUMBER PLS PRESENT 
nriNATTON. - AT Ex 

sia OF SCHOOL. DArE.  

- -  

Boys. I Girls. TOTAL. 

EN MA RE S 

leol,. 
Towran; ...........22 Sept., 7 s 12 1. The material state of the school is 

(Non-vested.) 
d co. 

2. ts moral character is equally satis- 
factory, except as regards regularity 

Syilne;; Thomas Richards, Uovornment Print*r.—lSGl. 
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1861. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL BOARD. 
(REPORT FOR 1859.) 

flrrsznttb to both 34ouøe of 3arIiaincnt, bg eontmant 

REPORT OF THE DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL BOAJD FOR TUE YEAR 1859. 

TUE very voluminous statement forwarded by the Denominational School Board to the 
Government, in reply to certain quories contained in Mr. Plunkett's motion relative to 
School Statistics, which statement was submitted to the Legislature during the Session of 
1859, forms so complete a detailed report upon Denominational Schools, that the Board feel 
it to be unnecessary to recapitulate the large amount of information therein contained. 

The separation of the new Colony of Queensland from New South Wales has slightly 
affected the number of schools under the Board—the following schools having, from this 
cause, been withdrawn from their control, viz. 

Caunca or ENGLARD. I RotN Cnuouc. 
North Brisbane, North Brisbane, 
South Do., Fortitude Valley, 
Drayton Swamp, Ipswicb, 
Fortitude Valley, Maryborough. 
Ipswieh, 
Maryborough. 

These schools ceased to be in connection with the Board on the 30th of November, 
1850. It has therefore been necessary to draw out the usual tabular form, hereto appended, 
in a different manner from that hitherto adopted; the numbers of schools and children in 
attendance are given up to the 30th of November only, and an additional table shews the 
number of schools withdrawn in December. 

It will be observed, upon reference to this table, that a striking change has taken 
place during the year 1859 in respect of the number of children attending Denominational 
Schools, and also of the amount of support afforded by parents and guardians. By com-
paring the table given in the Report of the Board for the year 1858, with that now furnished, 
we have— 

lEAn. Cmtnarx ON TUE ROLLS. F AVEBAOS ArrnnAycE. VOLU14TARY Suproor. 

--- -------..-...----...- ---- 
I £ s.d. 

1856 10,082 . 11332 11,210 11 0 
189 15,147 11,266 13,976 11 7 

I 935 64 2,766 0 7 

By which it appears, that although the number of children on the rolls is diminished, 
the average nttendanoo is improved by about four per cent., and the amount of voluntary 
contributions very much increased, the vote for the two years having been the same. 

The gradual increase in the proportion paid by the parents towards the education of 
their children, which is plainly shewn upon refcrence to the Reports of the Board for the 
past eight years, is a source of much satisfaction. 

GEORGE ALLEN. 
P. FAUCETT. 
JOHN DUNSMURE. 
LEXR. GORDON. 

10— 



"a FINANCE STATE MENT. 

1859 ACCOUNT. 

DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL BOARD IN ACCOUNT WITH TILE COLONIAL TREASURER. 

Dr. Cr. 

1660. £ s. ii,' 1860. SCHOOLS £ s. 5. £ a. d. 

Sept. 30 ., To Vote for Denominational Schools for the Year 1839 ..................20,000 0 0 Sept.30 .. By Teachers' Salaries for 1859 ...........................is,on 9 

Church and School Estate Revenue for 1858 available for 1859 808 12 5 ., .. Travelling Expenses of Inspector and Teachers 233 3 

Salay of Inspootor of Church of England Schools ....I 300 0 0 

EALAoE5, Sotit SEPTtMDEB, 1560. ,, .. Stationery and Stamps for the various Model Schools,., 29 15 10 
1859 Acoornt I 

Books, Apparatus. Printing, and Expenses of Book 

On account of Church and Schools Account.. 141 8 8 I 

£2,279 11 7 

£ 20,808 12 5 

E. E. C. E. ROBINSON, 
Secretary. 

On account of Vote for 1839 .............. £2,085 3 1 
!' - - - - 
Ucpot ........................................ 708 11 6 

Librarian1s balwy ................................. 100 0 0 
__________ 17,362 15 4 

BOARD EXPENSES. 

BySecretary's Salary ................................. 400 0 0 

Accountant and Copyist ............................ 36 0 0 

Oflico Keeper .................................... 20 0 o 

Office Rent ...................................... 70 0 0 i 

Petty Cash. Stamps, &c. .......................... 26 1 4 

532 1 4 
Cuusoju AND Scnoots Rxvi,NuE. 

By Grants in aid of Building and Repairing School houses 661 1  2 
! 
1361 4 2 

Balance .................................. . ....... .......... 2,229 11 

£ 20,608 12 S 



I Number of Children Average Rusaber Average flatly Suppour FROM GOVERXIIEXT. • 
OR the Rooks, of Children Attendance----- ----- — — - - 

Fee, Total f.v,t 

DENOMIN ATION. ur Neinber 30th, 1559. 1,each Sa:ti. durin7 18 OlE FOR 1859. 
PAId by 1 arents of C 

- 
hildren-s 

In Teachers L,lucatlou 

Iloj, — Girl 
I 

Totals lloys 6,rle Total rotal-e S len Bolos & 'fj - inisa In 18,5 

120 ChurvhofEnglitnd., 4,430 3,403 7,6133 37 23 33 3,712 
£ t.d 
0,12e) 3 6 

£ 
1,014 

s.d. 
0 

£ s.d. 
0 10,1:39 3 6 I 

t: s.d. 

9 10 
£ s.d 

17,922 13 4 

15 Presbyterian ....... 616 475 1,091 41 
! 
32 ! 73 652 1,770 3 8 196 II 0 1,077 3 6 110) 12 9 'J,0S2 16 3 

11 Wesleyali .......... 415 209 684.38 21 62 513 980126!  10900 1,0801261 833151) 1.923180 

61 I Roman Catholic .. 2,921 2,616 5,339 36 32 68 4,15t 5.375 te 6 619 0 0 61191 0 6 4,233 13 6 i 10,447 14 U 

.,lJoa M Expenses .... .... .... 
I 
.... .... .... ............ .......... .......... I coo o 0 

227 ! 'fonts ...... 8,382 6,765 13,147 , ............11.266 17,460 0 t) 1,910 5) 0 20,000 0 0 ! 13,976 11 7 33,076 ii 7 

C 

U QUEENSLAND; ('hIInOaFaoNtaBooxs, 

I  ! 

I 
6 Church of' England 

Boys. CIrl& Total, 1 ........ 250 , 1915 443 

4 Roman Catholic ............ [96 160 358 Withdraws, in December, 1659. 

10 , TOTALS ........ 446 , 335 ' 601 J I  

, I 0tfl 

t'rslportitn Proportion Average 

paid by paid by I Cost of 

Oovenam,-nt Parents for i each Child's 

for each Child each Child Education 

in ISMS. in 1859. in 189. 

£ s. d. £ S. ci. £ a. 3. 
1 511 01910 250 

1 16 3 1 0 3 2 16 6 

1 11 10 1 4 5 2 16 3 

124 0154 1176 

F 

DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS. 

RETtRNS CONNECTED WITII DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOLS FOR THE YEAR 1859. 

U. .N. IWI3INSON, 
Secretary. Cd 
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1861. 

ILegteIatiDc 900en101v. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

SCHOOLS IN NEW SOUTH WALES. 

STATISTICS OF SCHOOLS 

IN 

I 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

6 March, 1861. 

SYDNEY: 

THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER 

PHIJILIP-STREET. 

1861, 

[Price, 4d.J 115—A 
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SCREDITLL 
PAGE. 

Secretary Denominational School Board to the Colonial Secretary, forwarding additional 

School Rethrns. 11 February, 1861 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 
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1861. 

FURTHER RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legis.-

lativo Assembly of New South Wales, dated 24 November, 1858,—

" That there be laid upon the Table of this House, a (tabulated) 

"Return from all Schools in New South Wales, wholly or partly 

"maiitained by Public Funds, of— 

(1.) Name of locality where the School is situate. 
The materials of which such School is construeted,—whetber chiefly of stone, 

of brick)  of wood, or of metal ; and the present condition of the building, and 
whether it needs repairs, enlargement, or other improvement. 

The number of superficial square feet contained in the area of the schoolhouse 
or building. 
The number of superficial square yards or of square feet contained in the 

ground or land adjoining the School for the use of the pupils. 
The description and present condition of the water-closets provided for the 

use of the pupils. 
The number of superficial square feet, and of cubic feet, contained in each 

" room appropriated for teaching. 
The average number of pupils usually assembled in each of such rooms. 
The provision which is made for the ventilation of such rooms. 
The annual average number on the books, and the average number attending 

the School ; distinguishing the males from the females whore the School is attended 
by both sexes. 

The maximum and minimum age of the pupils (of males and of females) in 
the School. 

The number of classes into which the School is divided, the average number 
in each elms, and the maximum and minimum ago in each class. 

The number of hours during each day the pupils attend the School, stating 
" the hour of commencing and the hour of terminating the School duties, with the 
"times of intervening cessation of study, and how such intervals are employed. 

The number of holidays and half-holidays in each week, and the number of 
vacations, the duration of each, and the period of the year when such vacations 
" occur. 

The total number of days appropriated to School studies during the year. 
The average length of the period during which pupils, from the time of 

" their first entrance to the time of their finally leaving School, remain there. 
The number of children between the ages of 5 and 15 years in the district 

or locality where the School is situate, who do not usually attend there. 
The weekly, quarterly, half-yearly, or annual sum charged to each pupil 

for instruction; the annual charge for books; and the total annual charge for each 
"pupil. 
" (18.) The annual amount of School fees received from the pupils of the School 
during the twelve months ending the 30th September, 1858; the appropriation of 
" such fees; the amount received from other (specifying from what) sources towards 
the support of such School; the total amount received from all sources towards 
" the support of such School during the above-mentioned period. 

Dividing the last-mentioned total by the average number of the pupils 
"actually attending the School during the period above-mentioned, give a statement 
" of the average annual total cost of the education of each pupil. 

A detailed enumeration of the several subjects of instruction given to each 
class, and the prccise portion of time allotted to each of such subjects in each day 
throughout the week. 

"(21.) A list of the titles of all books used in each of the several classes in the 
School; the present condition of the books now in use; whether other kinds of 
"books are needed; and whether the number of those at present in use is adequate 
" to the wants of the School. 
(22.) A descriptive list of all prints, diagrams, maps, instruments, and other 
" School apparatus used in the School, their present condition, and whether any, and 
" if so, what others are needed. 
"(23.) An account of the system of correction employed in the School to preserve 
discipline, and an account of any written or other instructions to the teachers 
" from any Board of Education, Omcial Visitors, Inspectors, or Managers of the 
School on the subject. 

"(24.) 
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How often during the year, and by whom are the pupils of the School 
" examined with reference to their progress, and whether any prizes or other 
" rewards of merit are given periodically in the School, and if any of what descrip-
"tion, and how often distributed. 

By whom is the School officially visited or inspected? How often during 
the year, and what length of time is occupied by the Inspector or Visitor in the 
performance of this duty? If any report on the state of the School exists, furnish 
a copy of it, adding thereto any remarks on such report, and the present condition 
of the School, as the Teacher (master or mistress) may be prepared to offer. 

Name of Head Teacher. 
Names of Assistant Teachers, Pupil Teachers, or Monitors attached to each 

" School. 
Birthplace of each of the above. 
Age of ditto. 
Date of appointment to present office. 
Whether or not trained as a Teacher. 
If trained, at what institution? For how long a period? Possessing what 

class of certificate of competency? 
"(38.) If not trained as a Teacher: What experience in teaching previous to 
uodertaking present appointment? What occupation or business before adopting 

" that of a Teacher. 
"(34.) Annual or other periodical amount of salary of Head Teacher, of Assistant 
Teachers, of Pupil Teachers, and of Moniters. 

Fees, allowances, and emoluments, exclusive of salary, 
Total annual income of Teacher or Teachers derived from School. 
What religious or moral instruction is given? how often? By whom? 

" If visited by any Clergyman or Minister of Religion, state the name and denemi-
nation to which he belongs. Give a list of the titles of the books used in the 

School for such purpose." 

(Mr. Flunkett.) 



DENOMINATIOIAL SCHOOLS IN NEW SOUTH WALES. 

SEcRETARY TO DEN0Z.XrnATI0NAL SCHOOL BOARD to CotorIAL SECRETARY. 

Denominational School Board Office, 

Sm, 
Sydney, 11 February, 1861. 

Referring to the Denominational School Board's letter, dated August 10, 1860, 

upon the subject of Returns to an Order of the Legislative Assembly, upon a motion by Mr. 

Plunkett, I have now the honor, by direction of the Board, to forward the accompanying 

additional returns which have been received since the date of that letter. 

I have, &c., 

C. E. ROBINSON. 

APPIN.—(MIXED.) 

1.—St. Bede's Roman Catholic School, Appin, in connection with the Roman 
Catholic Church, Appin. 

2.—The schoolhouse is weatherboard; the inside walls and ceiling lath and plaster; 
in good repair, and large enough for the present use. 

3.—It consists of one room containing 384 square feet superficial in the area. 
4.—Four acres of ground for recreation. 
5.—Two weatherboard water-closets, separate from each other and in good order, one 

for girls and one for boys. 
G.—One schoolroom for both sexes, containing 4,605 cubic feet, and 884 superficial 

square feet in the area. 
7.—The annual average assemblanee is 35. 
8.—The ventilation consists of five windows and one door, containing 48 superficial 

square feet. 

9.—The annual average number on the books, 52; the annual average boys in atten-
dance, 15; ditto girls, 20. 

10.—'f he ages of the boys, from 4 years to 15 years; ditto, girls, 3 to 14 years. 
11.—Four classes of boys; four ditto girls. Six boys in the first class, ages from 13 

to 15 ; nine boys in the second class, ages from 6 to 18 ; four boys in the third class, ages 
from 7 to 14 ; seven boys in the fourth class, ages from 4 to 7. Six girls in the first class, 
ages from 11 to 13; eight girls in the second class, ages from 6 to 12; five girls in the 
third class, ages from 6 to 8 ; five girls in the fourth class, ages from 3 to 5. 

12.—The school opens at 9 am., and closes at 3 p.m.; from 12 till past I for prayers, 
dinner, and recreation. 

13.—Every Saturday a whole holiday. The vacations on the 24th of Juno, or there-
abouts, and at Christmas; there are fourteen days or thereabouts at each vacation, according 
to the day of the week the 24th June or Christmas Day may fall upon. 

14.-240 days teaching in the year. 
15.—The average time the children remain at the school is seven years. 
16.—Absent during harvest season thirteen boys, ages 6 to 14; ditto nine girls, 

ages 6 to 12. 
17.—The fees, in cases where the children's parents are labourers, 4d. per week; in 

other cases is. per quarter. There is no charge for school books, but the principle is bad, 
the children do not take care of them so well when allowed them free; they should pay 
cost price for them. The total cost of each pupil, including the Government salary and 
fees, averaged the year ending 30th September, 1858, £1 iSs. 5d. for each child, having 
at that period an annual average of 52 children on the roll. 

18.—The children's fees for the twelve months ending 30th September, 1858, amounted 
to £29 19s. Sd. ; the fees are for the teacher's own use; there are no emoluments from any 
other source. The total amount from all sources being, with the Government salary of 
£70, aniouuted to £99 lOs. Sd. 

19.—The number of pupils in actual attendance during the year ending 30th September, 
1858, were 27, making the annual charge for each pupil £3 14s. 

20.—Subjects taught :—Boys, first class : Reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic, grammar, 
geography, history, and catechism of the Roman Catholic faith. Second class: Reading, 
writing, spelling, arithmetic, grammar, geography, and catechism. Third class: Reading, 
writing on slates, spelling, tables, and catechism. Fourth class: Reading from tablets, and. 
prayers. The Protestant children are not taught the catechism. The girls' classes are the 
same as the boys', with the addition of needlework. The duties of the boys and girls are as 
follows :—Morning, boys and girls—Reading, J hour; writing, J hour; spelling, f hour; 

geography 
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geography and grammar, every alternate day, 1 hour; catechism, + hour. Boys, afternoon—
Arithmetic and tables, 1 hour; history or reading, j hour. Girls, afternoon—Arithmetic 
and tables, 1 hour; needlework and history, every alternate day, hour. One hour and a 
quarter for prayers, dinner, and recreation. 
21.—List of books used in the school :—Tahlets, first reading book, sequel to ditto, 

second reading book, third ditto, fourth ditto, grammar, geography, and arithmetic—by the 
Christian Brothers. ilistory of the Bible, ditto of the Church—Reeves. Roman Catholic 
catechism of the Christian doctrine, Roman Catholic historical catechism of the Bible—by 
approval of His Grace the Archbishop. The books in tolerable good order, but not a 
sufficient supply. The kind of books now in use are adequate for the use of the children in 
their present stage of knowledge. 

22.—The maps in the school consist of 2 of The World, 2 of Australia, 1 of the 
Britäh Isles, and 1 of the iloly Land. New maps are wanted of the whole of the Australian 
Colonies, 1 for the British Isles, and 1 for the Holy Land. Astronomical and musical 
diagrams would be a great advantage. 

23.—The mode of correction adopted :—Prineipally the system of reasoning with 
the children as to the great benefits they will gain hereafter by attention to their studies 
has been tried by me since holding this appointment, which, in most instances, has been 
successful, although attended with much difficulty. But I am of opinion that it could not 
be carried out in a large school. Remarks of Visitors:— 

CC  8 August, 1859.—Visited unexpectedly; the roll was called over, 2 girls absent 
and 6 boys. Thegirls and boys in attendance very orderly. llalf.past 11 o'clock.—ED. 
"M'ENcJtoE, N. L. Board, North Sydney." 

29 August, 1859.—Visited the school and found the children orderly, clean, 
" and attentive to their studies.—J. P. RodnE, R. Catholic Priest, Campbelltowa." 

" 29 August, 1859.—I have to repeat the same—P. P. O'FARaELL, It. Catholic 

Priest, Liverpool." 
12 December, 1859.—The small attendance of the boys and girls this day is 

accounted for by the Teaqher as caused by it being harvest time.—En. M'ENciioB, M. 
L. Board, North Sydney." 

23 April, 1860.—I consider the remuneration received by the Teacher as school fees 
and the allowance from Government insufficient, especially as he has to pay rent for his 
"residence. His remuneration at present being not more than at the rate of £100 the year. 
"It ought to be £150 at least.—En. M'Eucno; N. L. Board, North Sydney." 

24.—There are funds to the amount of £5 for prizes to be distributed about 
Christmas. The last examination, September 6, 1858, by the Revs. J. P. Roche and 
P. M. Guinn. 
25.—There are no official visitors or inspectors. For remarks of voluntary visitors 

see Answer 23. The children are very good scholars considering the great disadvantage they 
labour under by being called away every harvest season. 

26.—Teacher, Joseph Salamé. 
27.—Voluntary governess and assistant teacher, the wife and daughter of Joseph 

Salamé. 
28.—London, England, their birthplace.. 
29.—Master, 40; governess, 42; daughter, 13. 
30 —Appointed 1st May, 1859. 
31.—Six weeks probation at St. Benedict's Roman Catholic Model School, Sydney. 
32.—Jlave not been trained as a teacher. For experience see Answer 81. My 

certificate I could not wait for in consequence of leaving Sydney in a hurry for Appin, but 

I can have it upon application. 
33.—No experience in teaching since I was a youth (at which period I acted as 

monitor), previous to coming to this country. In England I was carrying on the business 
of a hat manufacturer, at 251, Regent-street, London. 

34.—The annual salary from the 'Government is £70, for the master only. The 
present services of the moster's wife and daughter are voluntary. 
35.—Annual fees, £30. 
36.—Total income from the school, £100 the year. 
87.—lastructions are given in the Roman Catholic faith every Sunday afternoon, 

and at different periods of the week whenever considered necessary by the Priest. The 
school is visited daily by the Rev. Father Maher, Roman Catholic Priest of St. Bede's 
Church, Appin. The books used for religious instructions—Roman Catholic catechism of 

the Christian doctrine, ditto Bible history. 

CASTLEREAGH-STREET SOUTH, SYDNEY. 

1._Castlereagh.street South, Sydney. 
2—The house is built of brick, and is in good repair. 
3.—Superficial square feet, 1,440. 
4.—Superficial square yards, 700. 
5—The closets are in good repair. 
6.—One room, superficial square. feet 378 ; second room, 567. 
7.—The average number assembled in both rooms, 93. 
8.The room is well venti]ated, having four windows. 
9.—Annual average on the roll, 1,490; annual average attending—boys,285; girls,850. 
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10.-From 3 years to 15 years of age. 
ll.-Six classes; average number in class, 15. 
l?.-Six hours ; from 9 o'clock till 4; one hour recreation. 
13.-Eight holidays during the year; fortnight vacation at Christmas, and one week 

at Easter. 
14.-Number of days, 237. 
15.-Four years. 
16.- 
17.-The weekly sum charged varies from 3d. to is.; books supplied by the Board not 

charged for. 
18.-Annual amount of school fees received from pupils, £54 lOs. ; Government 

salary, £96 5s. 
19.-Average annual total cost of each pupil, 2s. Sd. 
20.-Oae half-hour is the time allotted for each of the undermentioned subjects of 

instruction. 
21.-Books used by the ]at class-the Christian doctrine, historical and catechism of 

perseverance, grammar, geography, Carpenter's spelling assistant, English history, Reeve's 
history of the Bible. 2nd division-Christian doctrine, grammar, geography, Young's 
spelling assistant, history of the Bible, and 4th class reading books. 3rd division-Christian 
doctrine, grammar and geography, repeated aloud in the class by teacher, Mayor's spelling, 
and 3rd class reading books. For the use of the junior classes-first books, sequels and 
tablets; the latter, as also grammar and geography, not a sufficient supply; writing, each 
morning for an hour; arithmetic and needlework:  every alternate evening. 
22.-There are four znnps-Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia; they are in good 

condition. 
23.-Did not receive any instructions on this subject. 
24.-Twice during the year, by two or more of the clergymen; several times prizes 

were given by the her. Dean O'Connell, and always by the teacher; not any others received. 
25.-By the Very Rev. Archdeacon WEncroe and Dean O'Connell, often during the 

year. The following is a copy of the report of the above clergymen 
" The examination of this school was quite satisfactory. The care and attention 

" bestowed on the children was exemplified by the correct answering of the children in their 
several classcs.-J. M'EwcaoE' 

"I have this day examined the first class of this school. I have been most pleased 
" with the children's answers, which prove that much care has been taken by the good 
mistress of the school. The clean appearance and orderly conduct of the whole school was 
" most satisfaetory.-D. V. M. O'Corcttt." 
26.-Anne Cosgrove. 
27-Miss Cosgrove and Miss P. Cosgrove. 
28.-Birthplace of head teacher, County Carlow, Ireland; assistant teachers, Sydney. 
29.-Head teacher aged 46; assistant teachers, 15 and 19. 
30-25 years, Denominational teacher. 
31.-Not trained as teacher. 
32.- 
33.- 
34.-Annual salary, £96 5s. 
35.-Parents and guardians fees, £54 16s. 
36.-C151 Is. 
37.-The school is visited weekly by the Sisters of Charity from the "House of the 

Good Shepherd." 

DOORAL-(MIXED.) 

1.-Dooral, District Parramatta. 
2.-Wood; condition, bad; repairs much needed. 
1-216 feet. 
4.-4,840 square yards. 
5.-Weatherboard and shingled; condition, bad. 
6-216 feet square-2,160 cubic. 
7-20. 
8.-Three windows, 
9.-Oa the hook, 20 boys, 13 girls; 20 boys, 13 girls. 
lO.-Boys-maximum, 14 years; minimum, 4 years. Girls-_maximum, 15 years; 

minimum, 5 years. 
11.-Three: 1st class 8, 15 to 9 years; 2nd class 6, 10 to 6 years; 3rd class 6, 

7 to 4 years. 
12.-Six: 9 am. to 3 p.m. ; 12 (noon) to 1 p.m., refreshment and play. 
13.-One whole day, Saturday; three; one week at Easter, one week June, two weeks 

at Christmas. 
14.-240. 
15-3 years. 
16-30. 
17.-6d. per week; quarterly, 6s. 6d.; no charge for books; annual charge, Li Gs. 
l8.-L23 7s. Gd.; housekeeping; Denominational School Board, £61 5s.; no amount 

received from any other source; £84 lZs. 6d. 
19. 
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19.-fl us. 3d. 
20-ist class :-Monday and Wednesday: 9 to 9-15, prayers and singing; 915 

to 10, spelling and meaning of words; 10 to 1030, writing copies; 1030 to 11, tables 
and mental arithmetic ; 11 to 12, arithmetic. Afternoon-i to 1-30, grammar ; 130 to,  
2, reading 4th books ; 2 to 235, writing from dictation ; 235 to 3, prayers and singing. 
Thursday 9 to 915, prayers and singing; 9-1.5 to 10, writing copies; 10 to 1030, grammar 
10-80 to Ii, geography; 11 to 12, reading history of England, arithmetic. Afternoon-
1 to 130, writing from dictation ; 1-30 to 2, grammar; 2 to 235, writing exercises; 235 to 3, 
prayers and singing. Tuesday and Friday: 9 to 915, prayers and singing ; 915 to 10, 
spelling and meaning of words; 10 to 10 30, geography; 1030 to 11, faith and duty; 
11 to 11-30, reading Holy Scripture; 1130 to 12, arithmetic. Afternoon-i to 1-30, 
grammar ; 130 to 2, writing copies ; 2 to 2-35, arithmetic; 235 to 3, prayers and singing. 
2nd class :-Monday and Wednesday : 9 to 9-15, prayers and singing; 915 to 10, 
writing copies on slates; 10 to 1030, geography; 10-30 to ii, tables; 11 to 1130, 
reading 2nd books; 1130 to 12, arithmetic. Afternoon-I to 1-30, writing copies; 
180 to 2, spelling; 2 to 235, writing on slates; 235 to 3, prayers and singing. Thursday 
9 to 915, prayers and singing; 915 to 10, geography; 10 to 10-30, reading 2nd books and 
spelling; 1030 to 11, writing copies on slates; 11 to 1130 arithmetic; 11-30 to 12, 
arithmetic. Afternoon-i to 130, spelling and meaning of words; 130 to 2, reading 3rd 
books; 2 to 235, grammar; 235 to 3, prayers and singing. Tuesday and Friday: 9 to 
915, prayers and singing; 915 to 10, spelling and meaning of words; 10 to 1030, cate- 
cbism (Churàh of England); 1030 to 11, reading Holy Scripture; ii to 1130, writing on 
slates; 1130 to 12, arithmetic. Afternoon-I tol30, spelling; 130 to2, grammar; 2 to 235, 
reading 3rd books; 2-35 to 3, prayers and singing. 3rdclass -Monday: Morning-prayers and 
singing, alphabet cards. Afternoon-tables, prayers and singing. Wednesday and Thurs-
day : Morning-prayers and singing, spelling, reading 1st books. Afternoon-reading 
1st books, spelling, prayers and singing. Tuesday and Friday Morning-prayers and 
singing, reading parables and spelling, catechism (Church of England); alphabet cards, and 
spelling. Afternoon-tables, reading 1st books, spelling and tables, prayers and singing. 

21-lst class : Holy Bible, New Testament, faith and duty, history of England, 3rd 
and 4th books reading lessons, published by the S. P.C. K.; Lennie's grammar, elements of 
geography, Ingram's arithmetic, arithmetical tables. 2nd class : 2nd and 3rd books 
reading lessons, New Testament., catechism (Church of England), elements of geography, 
elements English grammar, Ingram's arithmetic tables. 3rd class : 1st book reading 
lessons, parables, catechism (Church of England), arithmetical tables. 

22-Map of The World, map of Australia, map of Palestine; no others required. 
23.-Beating with a cane or quince rod; no instructions from any Board, &c. 
24.-No examination or prizes of any kind during the year. 
25.-Not visited or inspected officially during the year; no report that lam aware of 

in existence. 
26.-George Mawbey. 
27.-None. 
28.-Birthplace of teacher: Bennett-street, Blackfriars, County Surrey, England. 
29.-51 years. 
30.-November 13th, 1849. 
81.-Not trained. 
32.- 
33.-No experience in teaching previously; writing clerk. 
34.-C61 5s. 
35.-fl3 7s. Gd. 
36.-84 12s. Gd. 
37.-Reading Holy Scriptures, learning Church of England catechism, faith and duty, 

and collects, Tuesdays and Fridays in each week; the teacher; not visited during the year; 
no books kept for such a purpose. 

BRISBANE WATER.-(MJXED.) 

1.-Kincumber, Brisbane Water. 
2.-Principally of wood; good condition; large enough. 
3.-294 superficial square feet. 
4.-The children have the use of the land belonging to the Church, pro, tern. 
5.-Slabbed water-closets, zinc-covered; bad condition. 
6-294 superficial square feet; 2,646 cubic feet; only 1 room. 
7-12 boys; 12 girls. 
8.-2 windows; 2 doors. 
9.-15 boys; 14 girls. 12 boys; 12 girls. 
10-Maximum of boys, 14; minimum of boys, 5. Maximum of girls, 14; minimum 

of girls, 2. 
1 1.-4 classes; average in each class, 0; maximum in 4th class, 14 years; minimum 

in 4th class, 10 years. Maximum in 3rd class, 12; minimum in 3rd class, 10 years. 
Maximum in 2nd class, 10 years; minimum in 2nd class, 7 years. Maximum in 1st class, 
7 years; minimum in I st class, 2 years. 
12.-7 hours; school opens at 9, closes at 4 ; 2 hours for dinner and play. 
18.-2 holidays in each week; 2 vacations in the year; fortnight at Christmas and 

fortnight at Easter. 
14. 
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14.-.231 school days. 
15-6 years. 
16.-8. 
1 l.-Ga Gd, per quarter; total annual charge for each pupil, £1 5s. 
18.-30, towards the support of the teacher; £60 from Government. Total, £90. 
19.-3 ISs. 

20-4th class-Spiritual instruction, from 9 to 10; from 10 to 104, spelling and 
reading; from 104 to 11, history; from 11 to 114, geography; from 114 to 12, grammar 
from 2 to 24, writing; from 24 to 34, arithmetic; from 34 to 4, spiritual instruction nd 
prayers. 3rd class-Christian doctrine and spiritual instruction, from 9f to 10; fnt. 10 
to 101, spelling and reading, and explanation of ditto; from 1U to 11, wriling on slate,; 
from 11 to 12, ciphering; from 2 to 3, writing and dictation; from 3 to 4, prepar:tiu of 
reading lessons and reading, with an interval for prayers. 2nd class-Catechism and spiritual 
instruction, from 94 to 104; spelling, reading, and explanation of lessons, from 104 to 11. 
from 11.1  to 12, prayers. 1st class-from 94 to 104, catechism and spiritual instruction: 
from 101  to 11, children's tables; from 11 to 11, spelling and reading on tablets; the 
throughout the week. 

21-46 class-Christian Brothers' geography, grammar, carpenter's spelling, Btsvcs 
history of the Bible. 3rd class-Christian Brothers' grammar and 3rd reading book, Clir'-
tian doctrine, Carpenter's spelling. 2nd class-Christian doctrine, spelling tablets, reidinç 
book by Christian Brothers, lst class-Christian doctrine, spelling tablets, reading hick by 
Christian Brothers ; sufficient at present. 

22.-Nlap6 of The World, Australia, Ireland; good condition; map of Aia wanted. 
23.-Double lessons; absence from play ; es'rporl punishment occasionally. 
24.-No examination since Mr. O'Brien came. 
25.-Nouc since Mr. O'Brien came. 
26.-Daniel William O'Brien. 
27.-Assisted sometimes by his wife. 
28.-Birthplace of teacher, Limerick, Ireland. 
29.-Age of ditto, 30 years. 
30.-Appointed 1st August, 1860. 
31.-Not trained. 
32.- 
33.-Clerk in Board of Works, Ireland; private tutor; charge of various schools at 

Melbourne and Sydney previous to coming here; teacher at Double Bay, Sydney. 
34.-60 per annum; £30 from parenLs. 
35.- 
3G.-Total annual income, £00. 
37.-Christian doctrine; taught by the teacher. 

MORUVA. 

l.-IIoruya, Broulee District. 
2.-Hardwood; none. 
3.-About 1,000 square feet, being 50 by 20 feet. 
4.-About 252 square yards. 
5.-Two good water-closets, each 4 feet 6 incises square. 
C-One room 880 square feet, being 44 by 20 feet. 
7-40 at present. 
8.-Eight windows. 
O-Boys, on the books, 349; girls, 357. In attendance-boys, 211; girls, 224. 
10.-Boys, from 15 to 5 years; girls, about the same. 
11-4 classes, 9 in each class; arranged by acquirement. 
12.-I hours daily; from 9 to 4 o'clock; 1 hour for dinner. 
13.-Saturday in each week; one vacation at Christmas time each year.for two weeks. 
14.-About 237 days. 
1.5.-1-About 2 years. 
16.-About 50 of such oges, 

17.-Quarterly, from lOs. to 4s.; books at store prices; about 30s. for such as are eble 
to pay. 

18.-Expended for the necessaries of life; school fees only, £30. 
lU-Average number, 20; annual cost, about 30s. 
20.-Subjects of instruction and time regulated by time table as nearly as possible. 
21.-Books used in each of the classes as furnished by the Board. 
22.-Maps of The World, Ireland, and Australia are used. 
23.-The system of correction as mild as possible; no instructions received on the 

subject. 

24.-Pupils examined frequently by the Rev. Chairman and the Members of the Local 
Board; prizes at Christmas. 

25.-By none but the above.named gentlemen. The Rev. Chairman of the Local 
Board visited 34 times officially; the Members of the Local School Board, viz. :-Mescrs. 
Edmund Kirby, 4 times; Lewis F. Ward, 4 times; John M'K5o0, 5 times; and James 
Staunton, 4 times, officially. The remarks, with dates, which speak favourably of the school, 
can be furnished, if required, by the Board. 

115-B 26. 
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26.-Thomas Ignatins ilyland. 
27,-Assistant teacher, Martha II. ilyland. 
28.-Teacher, Ireland; assistant, Australia. 
20.-Teacher, 52 years; assistant, 10 years. 
30.-Month of August, 1856. 
31.-Trained as a teacher. 
32.-Rcman Catholic Model School, Sydney; certificate left at Sydney. 
33.-I have had experience in teaching 5 yearg in Ircland and 5 in Australia. 
3-llead teacher, £60 since 1st September, 1860-previously £52 lOs. 
35,-School fees only, about £30. 
36.-At prnent, about £92. 
37.-Daily, by the teachers, and frequently by the Rev. Patrick Birch, Roman Catholic 

Clergyman; books used in the school for such purpose as directed by the Catholic Board, 
Sydney. 

NFWCASTLE.---(Mixtn.) 
I-Newcastle, 
2.-Wooden huifling; in rn, 1 repair. 
3.- About 720 square feet. 
4-About 40 probes. 
- .Watcrclusets in Lood repair. 
6.-One room. surerficics as in No. 3, walls 12 feet high, with open roof. 
7-50 pupils. 
?-Ventilti'n hy open windows. 
0.-Annual verge number on the books, 70; attending the school, 50-32 males, 

18 females. 
10.-From 14 to :4  years of age. 
11. -4 classes: 1st class, 18 pupils-ages from 14 to 8; 2nd class, 14 pupils-ages 

from It) to 7; 3rd clas, 10 pupils-ages from S to 6; 4th class, S pupils-ages from 7 to 4. 
12.-Pupils attend the school 6 hours, from 0 to 4 pill., with one hour's cessation for 

dinner and recreation. 
13.-One holiday each week; 2 vacations of a week each at Christmas and Easter. 
14.-Apprpriated to school duties, 247 days. 
15-I find it imposñble to answer this question. 
16.-About 20 Catholic children not attending school. 
17.-6d. per week for each pupil. 
18.-Not being appointed to this school until the 1-at October, 1850, 1am unable to 

answer this question. 
19.- 
20-First class :-history, reading, writing, grammar, geography, arithmetic, Christian 

doctrine, sineing. Second class :-reading, writing, simple rules in arithmetic, grammar, 
geography, Christian doctrine, singing. Third class :-lcarning to read, writing on slates, 
Christian doctrine, singing, pence and multiplication tables. Fourth class :-alphabct, 
learning to rend, spelling, tables, Christian doctrine, singing. From 9 to 0, prepara- 

tion of lessons; from 9j to 9,U, the morning prayers; from O to 10,1, catechism and 

spiritual instruction; from 104 to 14, spelling, reading, history, andexplanatiou of lessons; 
from Ili to 12, writing and rehearsing lessons; 12, the Angelus; from 121 to 12t, reading 
and spelling; from 121 to 1, singing; from 1 to 2, luncheon and recreation; from 2 to 3, 
arithmetic; from 3 to 31, grammar and geography; from 31 to 4, prayers for night, 
singing, with the Litany of the Blessed Virgin. Needlework every alternate afternoon. 

21.-The course of instruction comprised in the Christian Brothers' school-books is the 
one established in this school. Books in bad condition, and an adequate supply of new 
books much wanted, 
22.-Two maps in good condition. Prints, diagrams, and other school apparatus, much 

needed. 
23.-Verbal admonition; and, when circumstances require the enforcement of 

discipline, a slight correction with the cane. 
24.-Examination twice a year, by the visiting clergyman, who gives a sebool feast 

occasionally to the children, in recognition of their progress. 
25-- Rev. Mr. Luckie visits the school once each fortnight. 
26.-Martin Cannon. 
27.-Mrs. Cannon. 
28.-Mayo, Ireland. Inverness, Scotld. 
29.-Ages, 26 and 24 years. 
30-1st October, 1859. 
31.-Trained. 
32.-Model School, Sydney, for three months. 
33.- 
34.-Annual salary, £60. 
35.-School fees and emoluments, £50. 
36.-Annual income of teacher, £110. 
37.-Religious instruction given in the school twice each day, by the teacher; and the 

school children are instructed in the Christian doctrine by the Rev. Father Luckie, of the 
Roman Catholic Church, for one hour each time that he visits the school. Religious books 
of instruction, as follows :-Holy Bible, Christian doctrine, Fleury's historical catechism, 
Reeve's histories of the Church and Bible, &'c., &c. 

St. 
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ST. LEONARD'S, NORTH SHORB. 

1—St. Leonard's, North Shore; 

2,3,4, 5,6,7,8.—The school is held in the chapel; there is unlimited play-ground; 
two water-closets have been lately built for the pupils. 

9 —The average for 9 months ending 31st October (the time the school is under my 
charge) is, on the roll book, 17 males and 16 females; average attendance for same time is 
10 males and 13 females. 

10.—Maximum age of males, 16 years; females, 14 years; minimum age both sexes, 
4 years. 

11,—The school is divided into 4 classes; the average number in each class 6; ages 
from 12 to 4 years. 

19-6 hours: school opens at 9 o'clock am, and closes at 4 p.m.; 1 hour's recreation 
is given from 1 to 2 o'clock. 
13.-1 holiday (Saturday) in each week, one week's vacation at Easter. 
14-187 for 9 months ending 31st October, 1800. 
15.—No pupils have left this school since their entranee. 
16.—About 4 belonging to the Roman Catholic Denomination. 
17.—From Cd. to is Gd. per week. 
18.—School fees for 9 months, £22 5s. id.; gratuities, £3 lOs. 
19—Average total cost of education of each pupil for 9 months, £1 2s. 4d. 
20.—Preparation of tasks :—lessons and reading, 2f hours; writing, j hour; Christian 

doctrine, Ihour; arithmetic, 1 hour; grammar and geography, 1 hour. 
21.—First, sequel to second, second, and third books; some books are much needed, 

particularly, sequels and second. books, the present stock of which is nearly worn out. 
29-9 maps, a map of The World, and a map of Australia; globes, and a map of 

Europeare very requisite. 
23.—Corpnral.punishment is resorted to when moral influence has not the desired effect. 
24.,—Four examinations during the past 9 months; prizes in the form of books and 

medals were given, on each occasion. 
25.—By Mr. Inspector Wiles once, and by other gentlemen on three ooeasions; copies 

of the reports made by these visitors I send herewith. The present condition of the school 
is satisfactory; the attendance of the children is now very regular; the number have 
increased during the past two months from 35 to 42. 

"I visited and examined the children attending this school to-day, and was much 
pleased with their answering in the Christian doctrine. They also read very well, and 
"their spelling was good; they had but n slight knowledge of grammar.—J H. J. WILES. 
"1 Ma,-c/i, 1860." 

"Visited St. Leonard's C. School, and am happy to state that the children attending 
" were remarkably correct in answering in the several departments of education.—
P. BnuuNwwx. 6 3lay,1860." 

111 have visited St. Leonard's Catholic School, and examined the children in 
geography and grammar, in which I found them very smart; and in the Christian 
doctrine very well instructed indeed.—Tiros. H. O'NEILL. 20 September, 1860." 

"Visited the School of St. Leonard's on the 11th of October, and s'as much pleased 
with the answering, of the children in the Christian doctrine, geography, and grammar; 
their appearance was neat; they seemed happy and pleased. The master seems to pcsess 
their confidence and to have considerable influence over them; I am sure he is zeolrncs and
efficient in the diecharc of his duty.—J. FORREST, D.D." 

"We are happy in being able to concur in the remarks of the Very Ri:vd. Dr 
Forrest.—P. NEWMAN, M. A. Conism" 
20, 27, 28.—Cork, Ireland. 
29.-23 years. 
30.-20th January, 1860. 
31.—Was under training a short time, but declined the office of teacher. 
32.—Nil. 
33.—Writing clerk, and bookkeeper in Cork Butter Weigh-house. 
34.—Annual salary, £00. 
35.—Fees, &c., for 9 months, £25 iSs. id.; my fees for the last $ month.s have 

amounted to asmuek as I received for the first 6 months. 
30.—About £110 per annum. 
37.—Instrnetion in the Christian doctrine, thour  each day by the teacher, and by the 

local clergyman, the Very Herd. Dr. Powell, who frequently visits the schol; the catechism 
of the Christian doctrine, and the historical catechism. 

SUTTON FOREST 

1.—Sutton Forest. 
2.—All wood except the chimney, which is stone; good. 
3-238 feet. 
4-4,840 yards. 
b.—One, in good condition. 
6.-238 superficial square feet, and the cubic feet therein is 1,660. 
7.—Total average, boys and girls, 29. 
8.—These usual in a dwelling-house, viz., one door, two windows, and a chimniy. 
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9,-39; daily, 29; boys, 14; girls, 15. 
10.—Boys, from 15 to 4; girls, from 16 to 4. 
11.—Five the four last are the draft classes. First class, from 16 to 9; average 

number, 7. Second class, from 11 to S ; average number, 0, Third class, from 15 to S 
average number, 5. Fourth class, from 13 to 7; average number, 4. Fifth class, from 7 
to 4; average number in attendance, 7. 

12,—Six hours, viz., from 9 to 4, with an interval of one hour, which is allowed for 

luncheon, cricket, and gymnastics. 
13—No holidays, except those appointed by the Church. Two vacations, viz., at 

Christmas and Easter; duration of first, ii days; the second, 9 days—in all 20. 
14-248. 
15.—Three years. 
16-16 who do not usually attend here or elsewhere. 
17.—Average quarterly charge, Os. 6d. ; no charge for books. 
18.-5l 12s. Gd., total. 
19.—Average annual total cost of each pupil, £2 us. 7d. 
20.—The distribution of school time, and the several subjects of instruction given to 

each class, are in accordance with the time table. 
21.—Fir6t class—Historical catechism, by the Abbe Fleury; Carpenter's spelling book, 

Christian Brothers' third book, geography, grammar, and arithmetic. Second class—
Christian doctrine, school expositor, second book of reading lessons, arithmetic, grammar, 
and geography. Third class—Christian doctrine, and sequel to first book. Fourth class—
first book. Fifth class—tablets. Books insufficient. 

22.—Map of The World on Mercator's projection, condition good. Wanted, the map of 
the Globe, two hemispheres; map of Australia, map of New South Wales, map of the British 
Isles, and the map of the Holy Laud. 

23.—Moral persuasion, loss of place in their class, a bad mark in the roil-book, or 
schoolroom to lunch in. No instructions from any Board, inspector, or manager. 

24.—The Rev. P. Magennis visits the school monthly, and the other members of the 
Local Board twice a year. Rewards of merit are periodically given; they are books and 
pictures, and distributed once a year. 

25.—By the Hey. F. Magennis, Mr. A. G. Morley, Mr. J. Larkin, Mr. J. A. Gold, Mr. 
T. Ryan, and Mr. J. Norris. Time occupied in examination, four hours and a half. 
Report :—" We, the undersigned, have examined the scholars attending the Catholic school, 
Sutton Forest, and bear testimony of the progress of the pupils, and the efficiency of Mr. 
Treanor, the teacher of the school. We also give testimony of the proficiency of the female 
pupils in plaia and fancy needlework under the anxious superintendence of Mrs. Treanor." 
Signed by the Rev. Chairman and the gentlemen above-named. 

26.—Michael Charles Treanor. No pupil teachers. 
27.—Margaret Maria Treanor. No monitors attached to the school. 
28.—M. C. Treanor's birthplace, Magherafelt, county of Londonderry, Ireland, Mrs. 

Treanor's birthplace, Edinburgh, Scotland. 
29,—N, C. Treanor's age, 43; Mrs. Treanor, 42. 
30.—January, 1859. 
31.—Trained for an inspector, which office is similar. 
82.—Royal College of Belfast. The time I was under instruction and training was 

seven years ; received a diploma of the first class, English department. 
33.—Experience in teaching: Seven years head teacher of the mercantile academy and 

Catholic Sunday school, Royal Borough of Ruthergien, by Glasgow, Scotland; average at 
the academy over two hundred, and the attendance at the Sunday school more than five 
hundred ; two years and two months at Catholic school, Wollongong; two years and two 
months at Catholic school, Gosford, Brisbane ssrater; four years and three months at Catholic 
school, Penrith; one year and eleven months at Hartley. Colonial experience, ten years 
and six months; home experience, seven years ; in all seventeen years and six months. 

34.-45 Ms. 4d., exclusive of Government salary; assistant rcceives no fees nor 
salary, and it is well known that she is competent to discharge the duties of head mistress in 
any female seminary. 

35.—None. 
36.-98 4s. 4d. 
37.—Roman Catholic instruction daily, N. C. Treanor; visited by the Rev. P. 

Magennis, Roman Catholic M.A. Books used: Christian doctrine by His Grace the Most 
Rev. J. B. Polding, Archbishop of Sydney; Fleury's historical catechism, poor man's 
catechism, catechism of the Council of Treat, ilornihol's commandments and sacraments, 
Gobnet's instructions for youth, memoirs of Missionary Priest, temporal and eternal, 
Reeve's history of the Bible, and 1tecve's history of the Church. 

WATERLOO 
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WATERLOO ESTATE. 

I.-Waterloo Estate. 
2-Principally wood. 
3.-Area of school house, 500 square feet. 
4.-Area of playground adjoining the school, about 2,400 square feet. 
5.-There is one water-closet, with convenience for two children, and in fair condition. 
6.-Being a temporary school, there is but one room, and its superficial measurement 

is 500 square feet; its mean height is 8 feet; multiplying the former by the latter brings 
a total of 4,000 cubic feet. 

7.-The number of pupils usually attendant in the school are 54. 
8.-The room is ventilated by raising the windows. There are four windows and 

two doors. 
0-Having been but twelve months in the school, I can merely state the number on 

the roll for that time, which is 35 boys and 20 girls. The average daily attendance was-
boys, 25; girls, lb. 
10.-The maximum age of boys, lB years; girls, 12 years; the minimum age of boys, 

5 years; girls, 4 years. 
11.-Number of classes, male and female, 7 each; the average number of boys in each 

class, are 5; average number of girls in each class are 3. 
12.-The pupils attend six hours each day, and commence duties at 030, and terminate 

at 4; 15 minutes respite, and an hour for lunch. 
13-There's been four holidays this year; one on the 26th January, one on the 21st 

of March, one on the 24th of May, and one on the 1st of November, and fortnight's vaoatiou 
at Christmas. 

14.-From the 1st of September, 1859, to 1st September, 1860, the number of days 
appropriated to school studies were 242. 
15.-Say perhaps five years. 
16.-Don't know the exact number of children, but, as near as I can ascertain, there are 

about 30. 
17.-To answer this questioi, I'll divide the pupils in 4 classes. There are 9 paying 

is., 18 paying ed, 36 paying Gd., and 3 paying 3d. The pupils provide their own books, 
with the exception of those provided by the Board. The annual charge to each pupil 
paying is. per week amounts to £2 lOs. per annum; those paying Od. per week, £1 iTs. Gd.; 
those paying Gd., £1 5s.; those paying 3d., 12s. Gd. 
18.-The amount of school fees received during the twelve months ending 30th 

September, 1860, was £52 lOs. lid. The above fees were appropriated to support of 
teacher. The above is all that has been received at the above seh',ol (with the exception of 
Government salary, which is £60 per annum), for the year ending 30th September, 1860. 
10.-The average annual total cost of each pupil, for education, amounts to £1 Os. 5 d. 
20.-Instruction given to 1st and 2nd classes are Christian doctrine, historical catechism, 

spelling, reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar, and geography; 3rd and 4th classes, 
Christian doctrine, spelling, reading, writing, tables, and arithmetic ; 5th and 6th classe,, 
Christian doctrine, spelling, reading on tablets, writing, and tables; 7th class, Christian 
doctrine and alphabet. The time occupied in each of the above is as follows :-Christiun 
doctrine and spiritnal instruction, 1 hour; spelling and reding, each class 2 hours; writing 
and arithmetic, 1 hour 30 minutes; grammar and geography, 1 hour; remainder of time 
occupied in singing and prayers. 

21.-Titles of books used in lst class are-Christian doctrine, historical catechism, 
Carpenter's spelling assistant, Christian Brothers' reading catechism of perseverance, arith-
metic, grammar, geography ; 1st class, girls, same as above; 2nd class, boys, Christian 
doctrine, spelling assistant, Carpenter's third book reading lessons, Christian Brothcr' 
arithmetic, grammar for beginners; 2nd class girls, same as above; 3rd class boys, Cbri.stian 
doctrine, catechism, spelling, universal spelling book, reading, second book reading lessina, 
Christian Brothers, tables and arithmetic, and writing on slates; 3rd class girls, same as above 
4th class boys, Christian doctrine, catechism, spelling, Mayor's spelling book, reading in 
sequel to first book of reading lessons-Christian Brothers', writing on slates, and tablts; 
4th class, girls, same as above ; 5th and 6th classes learn Christian doctrine, catechism, 
spelling in first book of reading lessons-Christian Brothers', reading from tablets; girls, 
same as above; 7th class, Christian doctrine, catechism, and alphabet. 

22.-There are in the school 12 tablet cards, 1 snap of The World, I map of Australia, 
54 llullah's large sheets of music, 4 desks, and 7 forms. 

23.-In casas in which remonstrance is not effective, the ordinary means of slapping 
the hand is applied 

24.-The children have not been examined since I took charge of the school, but I 
have distributed prizes to the deserving, and they were good moral works. 
25.-The school has been visited a number of times by the Inspector of Schools. 
20.-Teacher's name, Valentine Ellery. 
27.-4rhere are no pupil teachers or monitors. 
28.-Birthplace of teacher, Manobester, England. 
29r-Aged 29 years. 
30.-Appointed teacher of above school on the 1st September, 1850. 
3l,-Was not trained as a teacher. 
32.- 
33.-Was a teacher nine years in the St. Chad's Sunday School, and clerk in a wholesale 

warehouse in Manchester, and manager of same. 
34.-Salary of teacher, £60 per annum. 

115-C 35. 
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35.—School fees, £52 lOs. lid. 
36.—Total amount of income, £112 'Os. lid. 
37—Religious instruction is given each day by teacher. The Rev. M. A. Corish, 

Roman Catholic priest, has visited the school four times, and given instruction each time. 
The books used by teacher are Gobnct's instructions to youth, the lives of the saints, 
Christian doctrine, and historical catechism. 

WEST DAPTO. 

i—West Dapto. 
2.—Of wood, in a good state of repair. 
3.—About 432 feet. 
4.—A large field. 
5.—New separate water-closets are being built to replace the others. 
O.—One room—See query No. S. 
7.—An average of about 33 daily. 
8.—Well ventilated by doors and windows. 
9.—Average on the books, 40; males and females pretty nearly divided. 
IO.—Maximum, 14 years; minimum, 5 years. 
11.—Number of classes, 4; some classes number 12, some less. 
12.—Studies commence at 9 AM., terminate at 41T  P.Y. ; recreation, IJ, hour, 
13—One holiday, Saturday; vacations, one week at Christmas and one at Easter. 
14—Uneertain to state the exact number. 
15 —Period almost uncertain. 
16.—Cannot say, but believe there are not maay. 
17.—Weekly charge about 7d.; no charge for books. 
iS.—Cannot say, but thinks about £35; Government, £52 lOs. 
iO.—Average annual cost of each pupil if in regular attendance, about £1 lOs. 
20.—In English spelling, reading, writing, arithmetio, grammar, geography, and history. 
21.—The series of books used in the schools conducted by the Christian Brothers. 
22.—Maps of the World and Australia; map of Europe required. 
23.—Scarcely any corporal punishment resorted to; additional studies imposed for 

infractions. 
24—Frequent; books, prints, &e. 
25.—By the Chairman of the Board; very frequently. 
26.—Luke M'Guinn. 
27.—Susan M'Guinn. 
28,—Ireland. 
29.—Luke M'Guinn, 37 years; Susan M'Goinn, 29 years. 
30.-3lay, 1860. 
31.—Not formally trained, but approved of by competent parties. 
32—See query No. 31. 
33.-31any years caperince in collegiate seminaries. 
34.-52 lOs. 
35.—About £35. 
36.-87 lOs. 
37.—Catechism, Fleury's historical catechism. Other religious instructions frequently 

given by the Revd. W. N. Johnson, Roman Catholic pastor of the district. 

Sydney: Thomas Richard, Government l'rinter,-1861. 
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1861. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY. 
(REPORT FOR 1860.) 

tcøcntcb to both 3lou%tø of ljatliament, bg Cnxrnnanb. 

REPORT of the University of Sydney, for the Year ended the Blst of December, 1860. 

University of Sydney, 
16 April, 1861. 

The Senate of the University of Sydney, in accordance with the provisions of the 
22nd clause of the Act of Incorporation, 14 Vie., No. 31, have the honor to submit, for the 
information of the Governor and Executive Council, the following Report of their Proceed-
ings during the year 1860. 

Twenty-two Students were admitted to Matriculation in the University, after 
having passed the preliminary examination. 

Eight Studcnts who had completed the University course, extending over a period 
of three years, and had passed the statutory examination, were admitted to the Degree of 
Bachelor of Arts. 

4, The Degree of Master of Arts was conferred on one member of the University 
who had obtained, previously, the Degree of Bachelor of Arts, and had complied with the 
requirements of the By-laws. 

In the competition for Scholarships, the successful candidates were :— 
BARKER ScHoLARsHIP (for Mathematical Science) 

Cecil Bedford Stephen. 
D&ts THoMsoN SCHOLARSHIP (for Physical Science) 

Cecil Bedford Stephen. 
GENERAL UNIVERSITY ScHoLARSHIPs (for general proficiency):— 

Third year:— Cecil Bedford Stephen. 

Charles 
Walker Griffith. 

First year :— . Charles Stuart Mein. 
( Charles Edward Robortson Murray. 

The SALTING EXHIBITION (devoted to a Student proceeding from the Sydney 
Grammar School to the University) was awarded to Charles Stuart Mein. 

Vacancies were caused in the Senate by the resignation of Mr. Alfred Denisoa 
and Mr. 'James Macarthur on the occasion of their departure for Europe. Mr. William 
Charles Wentworth was elected to fill the seat vacated by Mr. Denison, and Sir William 
Macarthur was elected to the other seat. 

The Senate have much pleasure in recording a further instance of the munificence 
of the Provost, Sir Charles Nicholson, to whose personal exertions and liberality the 
University already owes so much, viz., the donation of his large and valuable collection of 
Etruscan, Greek, Roman, and Egyptian Antiquities. The means of establishing a Museum 
having been thus secured, the Senate, with a view to render the objects contained in it 
accessible to all members of the community and to enable the Professors to avail themselves. 
of their aid in the illustration of the classical lectures, prepared three rooms in the southern 
end of the building for their reception. Mr. Edward Reeve has been appointed Curator of 
the Museum, and a catalogue of the antiquities is in course of preparation. 

S. The Senate are unable to report much progress in the building during the past 
year. The completion of the battlements of the tower has been deferred, the money reserved 
for that purpose being required for the Museum. The building, however, has been rendered 
in all respects proof against the weather. 

241— 9. 
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UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY. 

With a view to enable persons who may have taken the Degree of Bachelor of 
Arts, or an equivalent first Degree in Arts in any University of the United Kingdom, or in 
Melbourne, to proceed to the higher Degree of Master of Arts in this University, the Senate, 
by virtue of the powers vested in them by the 13th clause of the Act of Incorporation, have 
passed a By-law to enable them to confer that Degree, after examination, under certain con-
ditions. This By-law, a copy of which is appended to this Report, has been approved of by 
the Governor and Executive Council. 

A By-law to enable the Senate to confer the Degree of Doctor of Medicine, after 
examination, under circumstances similar to the foregoing, has also received the assent of 
the Governor General. (A copy of this By-law is appended.) 

A further By-law has been passed, repealing the By-law relating to Matriculation, 
in so far as the time of payment of the fee is concerned. Hitherto a candidate for Matri-
culation was required to pay a fee of two pounds previously to admission to examination. 
The payment of the fee under this By-law is deferred until after the examination and 
approval of the candidate by the examiners. Inasmuch as, at the present time, the exami-
nation for Scholarships of the first year is coincident with that for Matriculation, persons whose 
hopes of securing an University education depend upon the successful issue of their examina-
tion, are, in case of failure, exempt from any pecuniary loss. (A copy of this By-law is 
appended.) 

Leave of absence for one year has been granted to Professor Smith, to enable him 
to proceed to Europe. In addition to considerations of health, the desirability of a visit to 
the principal laboratories of Europe, and of personal intercourse with their eminent con-
ductors; and, further, the opportunity presented for purchasing apparatus for the Chemical 
Department of the University, induced the Senate to concede that leave. Provision for the 
fulfilment of the duties of the Chemical Classes has been made by the appointment of Mr. 
Charles Watt, as to whose ability to perform the work entrusted to him, the Senate have 
received ample assurance. 

An account of the Receipts and Expenditure of the University, during the past 
year, is appended. 

The foregoing Report was adopted at a meeting of the Senate held on the 15th Feb-
ruary, 1861, and ordered to be transmitted to the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, for 
presentation to the Governor and Executive Council and the Parliament, in pursuance of 
the 22nd section of the Act of Incorporation, 14 Vict., No. 31. 

HUGH KENNEDY, 
Registrar. 

APPENDIX I. 

BY-LAW. 

The Senate shall have power to admit to examination for the Degree of Master of Arts any 
person who shall have obtained at least two years previously the Degree of Bachelor of Arts, or equiv-
alent first Degree in Arts, in any of the undermeiitioned Universities, namely —Oxford, Cambridge, 
London, Durhan, Dublin, Queen's University of Ireland, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, Saint Andrews, 
Melbourne. Every candidate for admission under this By-law ,rn,st make application in writing to the 
Registrar, and supply satisfactory evidence of his qualification as aforesaid, and that ho is a person of 
good fame and character, and upon the approval of his application, shall pay to the Registrar a fee of 
two pounds for the entry of his name in the University Books, in addition to the fee for his Degree, as 
prescribed by the By-laws in respect to those who have taken their first Degree in the University of 
Sydney. 

APPENDIX H. 

BY-LAW. 

The Senate shall have power to admit to examination for the Degree of Doctor of Medicine any 
person who shall have obtained, at least two years previously, the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine at 
any University of the United Kingdom, or at the University of Melbourne, and who shall also have 
obtained the Degree of Bachelor of Arts, or an equivalent first Degree in Arts, at any of the said 
Universities. Every candidate for admission under this By-law must make application in writing to 
the Registrar, and supply satisfactory evidence of his qualification as aforesaid, and that lie is a person 
of good fame and el,araeter, and upon the approval of his application, be shall pay to the Register a fee 
of two pounds for the entry of his name in the University Books, in addition to the prescribed fee for 
his Degree. Before the granting of the Degree, every passed candidate will be required to furnish 
evidence of his having completed his twenty-third year. 

APPENDIX III. 

BY-LAW, 

The undereited By-laws passed by the Senate, on the 10th December, 1855, and approved by 
the Governor and Executive Council on the 30th January, 1666, are hereby repealed. 

MATRIcUIaTI0Y. 
- Candidates for Matriculation must make application before the commencement of 

Lent Term, to the Registrar, who will eater the name of each applicant upon the payment of a 
fee of two pounds. 

4. If the Candidate fail to pass his examination, the fee shall not be returned to him, but 
he shall be admissible to any future examination for Matriculation without the payment of an 
additional fee. 

7. All students who shall receive a (estamur of having passed the Matriculation Exami-
nation shall be admitted by the Senate as Members of the University. 
Candidates for Matriculation must make application to the Registrar before the commence-

ment of Lent Terra. 
M. All students who shall receive a testamur of having passed the Matriculation Examiaation, 

and shall have paid a fee of two pounds to the Registrar, shall be admitted by the Senate as Members 
of the University, 

ACCOUNT 



ACCOUNT of the REOEII'rs and ExnNInTuRE of the UNIVERSITY OP SYDNEY, from ist January to 31st December, 1800. 

RECEIPTS. 

ENDOWNT FUND. £ S. d. 

Received amount of Endowment from Government, under Act of Incorporation .. 5,000 0 0 
from the Government, towards repair of the bank on the Panamatta 
Road, forming the N.E. boundary of the University grounds, damaged 
by rain.. ., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 150 0 0 

from S. 11. Salting, Esquire, as an increase to the capital sum of the 
"Salting Exhibition." .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 62 10 0 

Fees from Students, after paying Professors their share .. .. .. 217 4 6 
Interest on investments in Government Debentures, on account of 
Scholarships under Private Foundations.. .. .. .. .. 184 10 1 

Pasturage.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 80 0 0 
from sale of £1,000 in Government Debentures, on account of the "Dens 
Thomson" Scholarship, less brokerage .. .. .. .. .. 990 0 0 

for thu Debentures of £100 each, representing the capital of the "Barker" 
Scholarship, duo by effluxion of time, and paid off by the Government 1,000 0 0 

Balance in Commercial Bank, 31st December. 1859 .. ,. ,. ,, ,, 415 13 & 

TOTAL Rsorans, ENDOWaNT FUND.. .. .. £8,099 18 0 

BUILDING FUND. 

Balance in Commercial Bank, 31st December. 1869, say— 
On Deposit at Interest .. .. .. ..£2,000 0 0 
Building Fund current account .. .. 229 0 ii 

2,229 0 1 
Iteceivod for Interest on above Deposit.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 100 0 0 

Toran REcnns, BUILDING FUND ACCOUNT.. £ 2,329 0 1 

GEAND TOTAL,. .. £ 10,428 18 1  

EXPENDITURE. 

ENDO\VMEN'T FUND. I £ a. a. 
Paid for Salaries, Charges for Printing, Stationery, and Sundry Expenses .. 4,120 17 8 
Furniture ., ,. ,. ,. ,, ,, .. ., 115 18 0 
PettyCash ., ., .. .. .. .. .. ., .. .. 20 0 0 
University Scholarships .. .. .. .. ., .. .. .. 150 0 0 
Scholarships under Private rondatiens .. .. .. .. .. .. 136 5 0 
Balance of amount due on purchase of Landed Property for the " Deas 
Thomson" Scholarship .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 756 0 0 

for Fencing and Repairs of above Property, less rent received.. .. .. 60 5 8 
for three Government Debentures, of £100 each, being partial re-investment 
of £1,000 held in cash, on account of the "Barker" Scholarship.., .. 300 0 0 

Fencing, levelling, and laying out Grounds, and construction of Bridge .. 626 6 9 
Ftths and expenses connected with the University Museum. ., .. 595 0 0 

Toni ExnicDIrunE, ENDoWnncr FUND .. £ 61880 13 1 

BUILDINO FUND. 

for Building purposes during the year .. .. .. .. .. .. 2,315 17 1 
Ice on hand at this date 

In Cemanercial Bank on Building Fund" account.. £13 3 0 
On ,, ,, "General" account,, ,. 01,219 4 11 

1,232 711 

Oswcn TOTAL ., £1 10,428 18 1 

-- 
• This balance consists exclusl,ely of" Scholarship" funds, hold for asocial am'l0s. 11UG-il KENNEDY, Registrar. 

Sydney, 31st December, 1560. Audited 2nd April, 1661. 

GEOFFREY EAGAR, Auditor. 54 
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1861. 

?LeØølatthe A50MMV. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

SYDNEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL. 
(REPORT FOR 1800.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 10 May, 1861. 

Sydney Grammar School, 
7 May, 1861. 

Sat, 
By direction of the Trustees of the Sydney Grammar School I have the honor 

transmit to you a report of their proceedings, and of the progress of the School during the 
year 1860, to be laid before His Excellency the Administrator of the Government and the 
f{ononble the Executive Council, in accordance with the provisions of the Act of Incorpo- 

ration. 
Since the date of their last report the Trustees have not found it necessary to 

make any further regulations for the government and discipline of the School. 
At the meeting held on the Srd January Sir Charles Nicholson was re-appointed 

Chairman for the year. 
The Trustees are sorry to report that the number of pupils has decreased during 

the past year, as shown by the annexed Table: for this decrease the Trustees are unable to 
assign any special cause. According to the report, hereto appended, of the gentlemen who 
aeted as Examiners—" The result of the examination not only displays a great improvement 
in the knowledge and style of writing out since the last yearly examinations, but would 
cortainly, in our opinion, reflect credit upon the best schools in the Mother Country." 

In consequence of the diminution of the number of pupils, the Trustees have 
found it necessary to dispense with the services of two of the Assistant Masters, Mr. Stuart 
Hawthorne and Mr. John Kinloch. 

The Writing Master, Mr. John Mills, resigned during the year, and his place has 
been filled up by the appointment of Mr. C. J. Nelson. 

At a meeting of the Trustees, held on the 1st May, John hay, Esq., was elected 
in the room of George M'Leay, Esq., resigned; and on the 5th November, R. A. A. Morehead, 

was elected in the room of Edward Cox, Esq., resigned. 
In the month of January a letter was received from the Registrar of the 

University, informing the Trustees that a sum of money having been presented by Mr. L. K. 
Salting for the encouragement of learning in the University, the Senate had passed the 
following Resolution, viz. 

That Mr. Salting's benefaction be applied to the foundation of an Exhibition for 
the maintenance of an Undergraduate in the Faculty of Arts, to be called 
'the Salting Exhibition.' 

That the Exhibition be presented by the Senate, upon the recommendation of 
the Trustees of the Sydney Grammar School, to a pupil of that school 
proceeding to the University after the Christmas vacation. 

" That the Exhibition be tenable for three years, upon such conditions as the 
" Senate shall determine. 

" That the Exhibition confer no Academic rank, and that the Exlubitioner be not 
precluded from competing for the ordinary or special Scholarships." 

In consequence of this communication, upon the recommendation of the Head 
Master and the Examiners, the Trustees nominated Mr. Charles Mcin to " the Salting 
Exhibition." 

I have, &c., 

W. H. CATLETT, 
Secretary. 

294— APPENDIX. 
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2 SYDNEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL. 

APPENDIX. 

REPORT OF EXAMINERS IN CLASSICS AND MATHEMATICS. 

Sydney Grammar School, 
14 December, 1560. 

Although we have not officiated as regular Examiners, we have looked over papers of the 
3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th Forms of the Sydney Grammar School, in the Classical and Mathematical 
departments. 

The inspection of those papers has given us a very high degree of gratification. 
The result of the examination not only displays a great improvement in the knowledge and 

style of writing out since the last yearly  examinations, but would certainly, in our opinion, reflect 
credit upon the best schools in the Mother Country. 

There can be no question about the character of the instruction imparted to the pupils of the 
School, nor of their aptitude and willingness to avail themselves of their advantages. The earnest 
appreciation by the buys themselves of the education which they receive has exceeded our 
anticipations. 

A few years experience will, we are sure, convince the citizens generally, that such an education 
is not only itscful for refinement and cultivation of the intellect and imagination, but is an admirable 
preparation for the ordinary business of life. 

JOHN WOOLLEY, DCL., 
Professor of Classics and Logic in the University of Sydney. 

M. B. HiLL, B.A., 
Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy in the 

University of Sydney. 

RETURN of the RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS of the SYDNEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL during 
the Year 1860. 

REOEIZ'TS. AMOUNT. Drsnunsnzs. AMOUxT. 

£ 
a a By Balance due to the To Endowment ...... ...1,600 

School feesfl'omPupils 2,322 0 0 Commercial Bank on 
Receipts from the ro- 301 3 4 
sale of School Books.. 93 10 0 ,, Deposit Account 600 0 0 
Deposit Account .....1,050 0 0 ,, Purchase of School 

.. 

Trustees of National 

31stDecembcr,1859 .......  ...... 

2 
School—Moiety of the 

Books ..................30 18 
4 ,, Salaries .............2,657 18 

2 0 4,976  13 0' ,, Capitation Fees to partition Fenoe .......11 
Masters .............1,165 10 0 
Allowance to Janitor.J 12 0 0 
Furniture,lllaekfloard: 13 15 0 
Repairs, &c., to Build. 
ing ................5350 
Printing. Stationery; 
and Prizes ...........24016 5 
Engraving School 

1814 0' 
Amount overdrawn at the 10 
Commercial Bank on  

,, Other Expenses .......24 11 
Interestchargedbythe 

the 31st December, Commercial Bank on 
1860 ........................ 156 0 iii overdrawn Account., 8 1 1 4,831 10 7 

£5,132 13 11 £c5,139 13 11 

W. H. CATLETT, 
Secretary. 

4 



Omen. I S.&iannna, 

a. 
Head Master . ................. ........ 
Mathematical Master ...... ........... Edward Pratt ......... 400 0 0 

..Wm. John Stephens .. 

Edwin Whitfeld 300 0 0 
Walter Heaven 

.. 

375 0 0 

Foundation Master ...................... 

Do. do. do............... 875 0 0 

Assistant Classical Master ................ 

Stewart Hawthornei 150 0 0 Do. do. do................ 
E . fllaekmore .........

Kinloch' ........ 

.. 

150 0 0 Assistant Mathematical Master ...........John 

Writing Master, and Secretary to School 281 5 0 

. 

10 0 Writing Master ......................... 

French Master .. .... .. ......... ...... 

John Mills' ...........

P. A. flutrue 
Drawing Master .......................... 

. 

3. C. Nelson4 .........22 

li Sam!. Chas. rees ,. 
Secretary and Accountant to Trustees W. H. Catlett ......... 50 0 0 

P. Warman' .......... . 6 6 8 Janitor .................................

Janitor ................................. Edward Ncwuian' ., ..j 95 10 8 

ALLowAuices. ESFO3I 
SCHOLARS. 

Tonj,. Avmuo:No. or 
RmrAaKs. 

. a. £ a. d. 
388 10 0 888 10 0 

1st Quarter, 156. 
21460104450 

2446 0: 54450 
375 0 0 

2nd Quarter, 150. 
375 0 0 
150 0 0 'Left on 30th June. 
150 0 0 'Loft on BOth June. 

3rd Quarter, 189, 231 5 0 'Left on 5th October. 
22 10 0 'Appointed 22nd October. 

1445 Ui 14450 
4th Quarter, 132. 1445 0 144501 

5000 
S 6 8 'Left 15th January. 

Avcrnge for year, 144t. 12 0 0 107 16 8 
j 

'Appointed 15th January. 

I 

RETURN of the SYDNEY GRAI3IAR ScHooL for the Year 1860. 

2,057 18 4 12 0 0 1,165 10 0 3,835 8 4 
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1861. 

ILtgiølatiUe IøetmbIp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CIIA1IITABLE AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. 
(WITHIN T11H CITY OF SYDNEY AND COUNTY OF' CUMBERLA.ND.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 May, 1861. 

FURTHER RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legis-
lative Assembly of New South Wales, dated 24 April, 1860, That 
there be laid upon the Table of this House,— 

Information connected with Charitable and Educational 

Institutions, wholly or in part maintained by Public Funds, 

"within the City of Sydney and County of Cumberland—being 

" Return from the 'Parramatta Hospital.'" 

(Dr. Lang.) 

NO. 8ORDULZ. 
FACt 

1. The honorary Secretary to the Committee of the Far,'amatta flospital to the Colonial 
Secretary, furnishing information respeeting that Institution 2 

285— 
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CHARITABLE AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. 

SECRETARY TO COMMITTEE OF PARRAMATTA HOSPITAL to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

J'arramatta Hospital, 
Farra,natter, 1861. 

With reference to your several letters, requesting certain information respect-
ing the above Institution, I have the honor, at the request of the Committee, to state 

that it is impossible to supply the information required. 
The Hospital is conducted according to the provisions of the Act of Council, 11 

Victoria, No, 59, 1847, and 13 Victoria, No. 20, 1849. 
The officers are elected annually, as provided by the above Acts. I enclose the 

last report, which contains the names of the officers for the current year. 
The only paid office-bearers are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Burnaide, who were appointed 

Master and Matron August 31st, 1859, their joint salary is £50; they also receive a like 
sum as Master and Matron of the Benevolcnt Society held in the same building; their only 

other allowances are board and residence. 
It is, I presume, unnecessary to say more than that meetings of the Committee are 

held monthly—three forming a quorum; it would be an endless, and I should think, quite 
useless, trouble, to say nothing of its being extremely inquisitorial, to hunt up the numbers 

of attendances of the gentlemea who so kindly perform these gratuitous duties. 

During the last five years I believe there has been no instance of postponement 
in consequence of non-attendance of a quorum"; the annual meeting was once adjourncd, 

there not being ten contributors present. (Vide Act of 1847, sec. 8.) 
There are no data from which to supply detailed accounts; they have been made 

up annually and published with the report. (flde report sent.) 
The Institution receives three hundred pounds by annual vote of Parliament, the 

subscribers contributing an equal sum. The Treasurer has been frequently changed, and 
there are no existing detailed accounts besides such of the pay sheets as may be procurable; 

these are regularly audited, will, snuck care and precision, at each monthly meeting. 

I have, &c., 
CHAS. BETHEL LYONS, 

Honorary Secretary. 

[Encl4,sure.] 

REPORT of the Parramatta District Hospital, from the 1st of January to the 31st of December, 1860. 

Yora Committee are very happy in being enabled to state that the anticipations mentioned 
in the report for the year 1859, that I,the materials for a good report for the year IbCO were in some 
measure rva1y at hand." has been abun,antly realized. 

It appears that 106 patients have been admitted into the Hospital during the pnst year, and the 
sum of £323 14s. 3d. has been expended in their sustenance and medical treatment. The total receipts 
have been £576 2s., which—after payment of £2 due to the Treasurer at the end of the last year, 
together with the expenses of the year, £325 14s. 3d—leaves a balance of £218 7s. 9d. in the 
Treasurer's hands. 

Your Committee feel bound to acknowledge that this prosperous state of their affairs is in a great 
measure owing to the untiring zeal and exertions of your Treasurer, Mr. Purchase. 

ft appears that there is no g'ittering under the roof of the building, and the drainage is also 
quite insufficient. 101ff Comnuttea would, therefore, rccanunend that part of the above balance be 
applied to the reparation of these defects for if this be not speedily done, the spacious and useful 
vcrajidahs will be destroyed, arid the foundation of the building greatly weakeaed, which will cause the 
necessity of a much larer oottay in fact, the buildings generally are being greatly injured for want 
of proper gnttcring. draining, and other repairs. 

Your Committee also acknowledge the continued zeal and attention of Mr. and Mrs. Bnrnside to 
their respective duties as Master and Matron of the Institution. 

Parramatta District Hospital in account with Mr. John Purchase. Treasurer. 
Dr. 

Cr. 

£ s. dJ' £ s. d. 

1859. Dec. 31st, flue to Treasurer 2 0 0 1 Receied by Subscriptions and 

1860. January Disbursements 24 15 8 11 Hospital attendance, to 31st Dec., 

February ,, 22 6 3 ll 1860 ......................... 260 0 0 

31areh ., 24 18 Jteceivedfrom BenevoleatCommittee 

Aprit ,, 25 4 
I 2 for Repairs of Jiuitding ........ is is 3 

26 8 Oulnterest ........................40 0 0 

June ,, Received from Government to 30t. 

July ,, 2711 i;I June ........................ 132  40 

Angust ,, ao 19 1 I Received from Government to 30th 
eptemher ,, 27 14 8 'I September .................... 125  2 9 

October ,, 25 19 1 
November ,, 24 7 .8 1 
December ,, 26 9 8 

Balance .......................... 218 7 9 

£576 2 O £576 2 0 

Annual 



Abscesses 
Amputations 
Burns . 
Cnnsuinptiuns 
Contusions 
Debility . . 
Delirium Tremens 
Dislocations 
Dysentery . . 
Epilepsy 
Fevers . 
Erysipeiss 
Fractures, Simple.. 

11 Coni poem! 
I ntflanntt jun of the Bladder 

Bronclua 
Eyes.. 
Kidneys 
Liver.. 
Lungs 
Pleura 

influenza . 
i%Ieazles . . 
J)al5y  
Blicunsatisni 
Stricture . . 
Rupture 
Ulcers . . 
Venereal . . 
Wounds 
Mental Delusion 

TOTAL 

8 
3 
3 
3 
13 
2, 
1 
1 

1 
9 

2 
4 
1 
1• 

1 
7 

1 
1 
21 2 
0 
1 
1 

2 104 10 

WALTER 
U. HOGATI 

3•  8: 
3 2' 1 
3 8 

3 12 1 
2 . 2 
I 1 
l l 
1 4 1 

3 2.. 
1 1 
5 5 ..• 
2 2 a 1 1 
1 4 1 
I 1 
[ .. .. 
1 1 

i r c 1 
I. 1 
I I 
1 4 
1 1 
I I 
I 19 .. 2 
5. 5 
I 1',.•.. 
1 1'.. 

a n- 
3EIOWW, M.D. 
TI-I PRINGLE, M.D 

-th 
DISEASES. 
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Annual Return of Sick treated in the Parramatta DistHet Hospital, from 1st Jan. to 31 Dec., 1860. 

Parrarnatta, 5 December, 1660. 
Mowrm,v COMMITTEE MEETIrW. 

Present —Il. L. Ring, Vice-President, Mr. looper, Mr. Mason, the Treasurer, 
Dr. Bassett requested the Vice-President to state that he would be absent for one month, and 

that Dr. Pringle would act for him in his absence. 
£ a. d. 

Master's salan' ................................ 4 3 4 
Green's, wardsman, salary ...................... 1 14 9 
Croddist, nurse ................................ 1 11 0 
Juurs, cook .................................. 1 12 0 
Grauger ...................................... 2 18 1 
flutter........................................ I 15 3 
MPhcrson .................................... 3 14 8 
Dare ........................................ 0 6 3 
Harper ...................................... 0 17 3 
Allen ........................................ 0 6 6 
Aspinwall.................................... 0 8 6 
Williams ...................................... 0 8 
Rouling ..................................... 3 0 11 
Willis' coffin .................................. 0 18 6 
Mason ........................................ 0 10 S 

£24 7 8 

Visiting Committee, for December, Messrs. Rev. R. F. Gore, Parker, and Williams. 

Sydnoy: Thomas ItIchards Gaver,,me,,t rrinter.-86I. 

[l''ice, Id.] 
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1861. 

?LegioatLbe øøembLp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS BILL. 
(XEMBERS OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND,) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Thin ted, 12 February, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the undersigned Members of the United Church of England and 
Ireland in this Colony,— 

ltESF.ECTECLLY SHEWETH 

That your Petitioners have learned with deep concern that a Bill has been 
introduced into your Honorable House having for its object to declare the lands which were 
granted to the late Church and School Corporation Waste Lands of the Crown. 

That the Bill proceeds upon the assumption that certain doubts exist regarding the 
tenure of these lands by the Crown, but your Petitioners submit that no such doubts exist 
upon the subject as bring the case within any precedent for passing a Bill of the nature of 
that now before your Honorable House. 

That, when the late Church and School Corporation was dissolved, the lands which 
had been granted to that Corporation reverted to and became vested in the Crown, as Trustee, 
in the words of the Charter, "to be held, applied, and disposed of in such manner as to the 
Crown should appear most conducive to the maintenance and promotion of religion and the 
" education of the youth in this Colony.' 
have ever since been and are now so ap 

And that the revenues derived from these lands 
plied by the Executive Government. 

That your Petitioners regard the measure now proposed for the adoption of your 
Honorable House as calculated to impair public confidence in the tenure of all grants which 
may have been made by the Crown, especially those for religious and educationnl uses. 

That your Petitioners are deeply interested in the continuance of the present appli-
cation of the said revennes, inasmuch as several of the clergy receive portions of their stipends 
from this source, and it also supplies the only fnnd available for the building and repair of 
Denominational Schools. 

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that, having regard to the rights of your 
Petitioners and the reasons above stated, your Honorable House will be pleased to withhold 
your assent from the aforesaid Bill. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray, &c. 

[Here follow 213 Signatures.] 

tft'ice, jd.J 73— 
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3Ltgilatibt 21OZZMbIll. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS BILL. 
(PETITION OF BISHOP. OF SYDNEY.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 14 February, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the Right Reverend Frederic Barker)  P.O., Bishop of Sydney,—
SIIEWETH 

That your Petitioner has heard with pain and regret that a Bill is now before 
your Honorable House, the object of which is to declare the Church and School Lands to be 
Waste Lands of the Crown)  and to administer them under the ordinary Crown Lands Act or-
Regulations. 

That these lands were originally granted by the Crown for the exclusive use of the 
Church of England)  at the time and in the manner in which very large portions of the 
Colony were granted both to private individuals and to public bodies)  and that the right of 
the Crown to make such grants is indisputable. 

That, in the year One thousand eight hundred and twenty-six, a Corporation was 
created by Royal Letters Patent for the management of the lands in question. 

That the Letters Patent contained a clause empowering the Crown to dissolve the 
Corporation, but with the proviso, that in the event of such dissolution the lands should 
revert to the Crown, "to be held and applied and disposed of in such manner as should 
appear most conducive to the maintenance and promotion of religion and the education of 
the youth of the Colony." 

That, in the year One thousand eight hundred and thirty-three, the Corporation was 
dissolved, and the lands held by it reverted to the Crown, under the XXXVIth Clause of the 
Charter. 

That, when a question arose as to the future distribution of the revenues, directions 
were given by the Secretary of State, acting on behalf of the Crown, that the appropriation 
which is now in force should be adopted, being in conformity with the terms of the above-
named clause in the original Grant. 

That, in the correspondence upon this subject, no question even arose as to the Crown 
being a Trustee, and that, in fact, since the dissolution of the Corporation, the Crown has 
never ceased to act as a Trustee. 

That the power of the Crown to act as Trustee is recognized by the most eminent 
lawyers at Home, and in this Colony. 

That as these lands did not absolutely and unconditionally revert to the Crown at the 
dissolution of the Corporation, but were only held in trnst and administered for the purposes 
named in the original Charter, they did not then become Waste Lands of the Crown. 

That at the passing of the Constitution Act they could not be ceded by the Crown 
as Waste Lands, since they were not Waste Lands, and the Crown had not the absolute and 
unconditional disposal of them, but only held them in trust. 

SEEING TIIELIEFOIIE,- 

That the validity of the original Grant has never been questioned by any high 
legal authority; 

That the Trust has ever been administered in conformity with, and not in derogation 
of the original Grant; 

That the religious body of which your Petitioner is a member, and of whose interests 
he is a guardian, has for nearly thirty years enjoyed the benefit of a participation in the-
revenues of these lands; 

That a grievous injustice would be iliflicted upon that body by the alienation of these 
lands front the purposes for which they were originally granted by the Crown; 

That the proposed Bill would not only injuriously affect the Members of the Church 
of England, but also others, and would be calculated to shake the public confidence in the 
equity of the proceedings of your Honorable House;— 

Your Petitioner humbly prays, that he may be heard by Counsel against the said 
Bill, and,— 

That your Honorable House will be pleased to refuse your assent to the proposel 
Bill. And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 

F. SYDNEY. 

[Price, fd] So— 
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1861. 

?Ltgiølattbc 200emblo. 

NEWSOTJTII WALES. 

CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS BILL. 
(ROMAN CAtHOLIC ARCHBISHOP AND CLERGY OF NEW SOUTH VALES.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 19 February, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South \Vales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the undersigned, the Archbishop, the Viears.Gcnernl, Deans, and 

other Clergy of the Roman Catholic Church, now assembled in Sydney,—

HUMBLY SUEwETH 

That your Petitioners, with great surprise and dismay, have seen that a Bill has 

been introduced into your Honorable House, to declare that the Lands hitherto known by 

the name of the Church and School Lands are to be deemed as Waste Lands of the Crown. 

That your Petitioners, with their co-religionists throughout the entire Colony, have 

been informed by their predecessors, and believe, that the said Lands were to be held by the 

Crown, and to be applied and disposed of in such manner as should appear to be most 
conducive to the maintenance and promotion of religion and of the education of the youth 
of this Colony. 

That your Petitioners earnestly entreat your Honorable House to grant such delay 

as may suffice to procure an adequate expression of the opinion of the Catholic body, and 

of the other religious bodies throughout the country, whose dearest interests are, with theirs, 
equally involved. 

That, inasmuch therefore as your Honorable House would desire to come to a just 

and legal decision, upon a question of such vital importance to the whole community,— 

Your Petitioners humbly pray that the said measure may not be passed into Law; 

and that your Petitioners, by Counsel learned in the Law, may be heard at the Bar of 

your Honorable House in support of their vested interests, and in opposition to the said 
Bill. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

Dated at Sydney, this eleventh day of 
February, in the year of our Lord, one 
thousand eight hundred and sixty-one.) 

[ifere follow 8 Sznatures.] 

[Price, Id.] 90— 
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1861. 

ILegiøtatSc flscmbIp. 

NEW SOTJTU WALES. 

CHuRCh AND SCHOOL LANDS BILL. 
(MEMBERS OF DENOMINATIONAL SCHOOL BOARD IN NEW SOUTH WALES.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 20 February, 1861. 

The Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. 

The Petition of the undersigned, being the Members of the Denominational School 

Board in New South Wales,— 

hUMBLY SnEwna 
lst.—That your Petitioners have observed that a Bill has been introduced into your 

Honorable Assembly, the object of which is to declare the lands which were granted to 

the Church and School Corporation as Waste Lands of the Colony. 

2nd—That your Petitioners would respectfully remark, that to pass such Bill would 

be at variance with the thirty-sixth clause of the Charter of the said Corporation, which 

provides that, upon the dissolution of the said Corporation, all the Lands which may be 

granted to the same shall revert to the Crown, to be held and disposed of towards the 

promotion of religion and education in the Colony. 

3rd.—That since the dissolution of the Church and School Corporation, a portion of 

the annual revenue derivable from the said Church and School Estates has been, by Her 

Majesty's command, appropriated for the benefit of the Denominational Schools in the said 

Colony. 

4th—That the Denominational School Board (of which your Petitioners are at 

present the Members) has, since 1848, disbursed the funds thus placed in its charge in aid 

of the erection and repairs of School Buildings, under regulations which provide for the sums 

granted being largely supplemented by the recipients of the same, 

ôth.—That besides the amount titus receivable from the Church and School Revenue, 

your Petitioners have no other resource whatever at their disposal towards this most necessary 

object of assisting in repairiog and building School-houses, and that the passing of the said 

Bill will deprive the Board of this means. 

6th—That, under the foregoing circumstances, your Petitioners humbly pray your 

Honorable House not to pass a measure fraught with such serious consequences to the 

Denominational Schools in New South Wales. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray)  &c., &'c. 

[Here follow 4 Signatures.] 

[Price, Id.] 74— 
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186]. 

?Lrgslativc 2csøcinblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHIJRCTI AND SCIIOOL CORPORATION. 
(COIIIIESPONDENCE (1831-1819) PSELATIVE TO.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 19 February, 1801. 

No.1. 
(No. 81.) 

EXTRACT of a Despatel from Iiieut. General Darling to Viscount Godericlr; dated 
Government House, 28th. September, 1831. 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's Despateh, dated the 
14th of February last, transmitting His Majesty's instructions for the sale of the Crown 
Lands. 

I now do myself the honor to transmit for your Lordship's information, the enclosed 
Extract of the Minutes of Proceedings of the Council on that part of His Majesty's Intrue-
tions and your Lordship's Despateh of the 14th of February last, No. 21, which relate to the 
dissolution of the Clergy and School Corpiration. The Attorney General having expressed 
some doubt as to the sufficiency of the instrument received to effect the object, the question 

was referred to the three Judges; and I beg to refer your Lordship to their Report, which 
will be fouud in the Appendix to the Minute of Council. 

in consequence of the opinion of the Judges it was deemed expedient to delay acting 
on that part of the instruotions which relates to the dissolution of the Corporation until His 
Majesty's intention on this subject should be better understood. 

Though, under this circumstance, I have abstained from disturbing the arrangements 
which had been made in the ease of the lands already transferred to the Corporation, I have 
directed the Surveyor General to throw open, to persons desirous of purchasing, the lands 

which had been reserved for the Church and School Corporation. 

[Enclosure in iV. 1.] 

Now South Wales. 

Proceedings of the Exc.utive Council relative to the Dissolution of the Clergy and School Corporation, 
1st to 23rd August, 1831. 

Extra' a front Minute- No. 41, of the Proe.'edings of the Eecutivc Council, on the 1st August, 1831. 

Present His Excellency the Governor, The Venerable the Archdeacon, The Honorable the Colonial 
Secretary, The Honorable. Colonel Lindesay. 

His Excellency the Governor referred the Council to that hart of rise. King's Instructions in vhieh 
lbs Majesty revokes and flimily annuls the additional Instructions of 17th July, 1825, and also, the 
additional Iustrnctious of 19th .1 uot, 1830, and all Acts, Deeds, Matters and Things done under and in 
p0 Nuance ofthe said additional Instructions, or citl per of them, and enmn,ands his Excellency to. affix 
the Puhilie Seal of the Colony to Letters Patent to hit 1aSd in lbs Majesty's name for revoking the 
Letters Potent establishing the Corporation of the Trust. its of tIe,' Clergy and School Lands, and for 
further revoking the app' Plotnicut of Commissioners for managing the said Corporation and His Ex-
cellency kid h-flue the Council the Vault of the Letters Patent prepared by the Attorney General in 
j,ursuaueee of tiIIJM C iustri.ctions. 

The Venerable the Archdeacon subro itteil certain observatioses relative to the form which he 
considered necessary to be observed thr dissolving the Corporation. 

TIi. Council having maturely considered the subject, rceoininend,-d that the opinion of their 
honors thi" J odges of the Spppitme Court should be take,, on the following points, viz. 

Whether the form for putting an end to, and dissolving the Corporation of Trustees of Clergy 
and School Lands in New South \Vah,-s, most indispnsably It,  tltt whipli is pointed out he the Letters 
Patent establislung the sarno ? And, if not, whether additional Lustructiopes from His Majesty, revoking 
and annulling the Instructions of Ilk late Majesty, under which the said Letters Patent were issuepi, 
would be sufficient for that nraose and for resl]nnng the lands granted to the Corporation in as full 
nd ample a manner as if such, Letters Patent had never been issued 

Estraet 
89—A - 
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Extract from Minute No. 46, dated 23rd August, 18:31. 

Present, as before. 

En reference to the proceedings on the 1st instant, His Excellency the Governor laid before the 
Council. a letter from their honors the Judges ci the Supreme Court, conveying their opinion on the 
questions recommended to be addressed to them, relftive to the form to be observed for putting an end 
to and dissolving the " Corporation of Trustees of Clergy and School Lands." The Judges having 
stated that, as there is a distinct mode pointed out by the Charter for dissolving the Corporation, in 
legal strictness the power of dissolving and putting an end to the Corporation can be duly exorcised 
only by force of an ' Order to he issued by His Majesty, with the advice of the l'rivy Council." and as 
the additional Instructions under the Sign Manual are not founded upon sue], all Order, the Couneil 
eonsider that under this opinion of the Judges, the Instructions of His Majesty cannot be earned into 
effect. 

(True Extracts.) 
E. DEAS THOMSON. CIk. CoL 

[Eeclosurc to Alirmute JVo 41, 1831, of the Proceedings of the E.cecutive Uourcil.] 

Obsorvations of the Venerable tIm Archdeacon. 

Upon comparing the terms of the Charter of the Corporation with the additional Instructions sub - 
mittS by His Excellency to the Council, a question arises whether the course propose'l to be adopted in 
dissolving and putting an end to tIme Corporation lie not at variitmtea with the form appointed by His late 
Majesty's Instructions, amid with the reservations contained in the Charter itself. 

By Section *3 of that instrument, His Majesty is pleased to will and ordain, that "it shall and 
may be lawful for him, ills Heirs and Successors, br an order issued for that purpose, with the advice 
of His or Their l'rivy Council; to dissolve and put an end to the said Corporation." 

The whole tenor of the following (or 37th) Section seems to show, that the " Order" hers' 
declared to be reipsisite for dissolving and putting an  end to the Corporation, is an instrument distinct 
from Instructions under the Royal Sign Manual for the issue of Letters Patent. The efl'cet of theso 
appears designetily to have been limited to revokin, altering, or varying any of the provisions, dm'cha-
rations, cinditioris or regulations contained in the letters Patent by which the Corporation was estab-
liahird. and in their place and stead instituting other rules. onlers, all provisions for the better conduct 
of the affairs of the said Corporation, or for hitter regulating the constitution thereof, or otherwise in 
rosprat of the matters oforesaid, or any of them. 

The terms here employed evidently recognize the body corporate as still subsisting, and it is to 
be inferrm d, a still intended to exist, notwithstanding the issoe of such, Letters Patent, inasmuch a 
their plirpos'' and effect is stated to be to provide for "better conducting its affairs," nnd "for bettrm' 

regulating its Constitution." 
I s,mbusir, alurefoni, that the 37th Section cannot he made the groundwork of an instrtoiiant for 

dissolving md putting an end to tIme Corporation. To effect this purpose reference nmust he had to tIme 
6t1i Setis.n, which provides a forum of proceeding for that purpose, 'and directs the disposal which shall 
tlsorr'mpon ensue of thin lands now vested in the Corporation. 

Such lands, it is declared, shall, upon the tonnination of the present Trust. 'revert to and 
become absolutely vestid in His Majesty, subject to all mortgages and contracts for the sale thereof 
"lawfully made by the said Corporation, to be held, applied, and dispmed of, in such manner as to His 
Majesty, His heirs and Successors, shall appear most conducive to the maintenance and promotion of 

mligi
I
on and the eduratiou of yoth in the Colony." 
sitbamnt, theretre, in the second place, that such a r,'servation having hem-n insole by His hits-

i1Tajt:sty, tIme grantor of these lands, as to the manner in which they shall be held and disposed of in 
the event of resunlptLosn, this provision should be expressly included and set forth in tIme Instrument 
dissilvin- the Corporation. I conceive it to be not reenneileable with that reservation to az—as pro-
posed in the draft of Letters Patent now before the Council' .that the lands ranted to the Corporation 
sh5ll become vested in His Majesty in as full and ample a manner as if the said recited Letters Patent 
(itablishing the 'frost) had never been issued, anything therein contained to time contrary thereof ilL 

anywise oamtwithstanding and it most be a subject of very great deliberation wh.ther such lands can 
ever b,c applied otherwise than to the promotion of religion and the education of youth in the Colony. 

W. G. BROUGIITON. RC, 

I Avqmss/, 1831. 

[Erselosursi to Minute .N0. 4U, 1831, of the rroceectings of the Exccuthme Council.] 
Copy of a letter horn their Honors the Judges of the Supreme Court to His Excellency the Governor. 

Sydne1, SAsiat, 1831. 

Sir. 
We have to acknowledge the honor of receiving your letter of the 2nd instant, together 

with an extract of additional Instructions received from His Majesty by your Excellency, under date 
30th January. 1830, with referenee to the Corporation of Trustees of Clergy and School Lands in this 
Cbtony. requer.ting our opinion whether the form for putting an end to and dissolving the Corporation 
must indispensably be that which is pointed out in the Letters Patent of the 9th of March. 1826, estab-
lishing the same; and if not, whether the accompanying additional Instructions, revoking and annulling 
the Instructions of His late Majesty, under which the said Letters Patent were issued, an surneicat for 
that parpuan. ansi for resuming the Lands granted to the Corporation in as full and ample' a manner as 
if such &tters Patent had never been issued. 

Upon tim,: that point we are of opinion that, although His Majesty may. in pursuance of the power 
reserved to the Crown, revoke the whole of the provisions of the Charter, by Instructions under the Sign 
Manual, and tl,ns reduce the Corporation to a nonentity in effect, yet, as this power is eon1ded with 
that of establishing other provisions in their stead, and as there is a distinct mode pointed out by the 
cmarter of dissolving the Corporation, in legal strictness the power of dissolving and putting an end 
to the Corporation can be duly exercised only by force of ax "Order to be issued by His Majesty for 

that pm.rpm. 'pith tie Advise of the Privy Couewii ;" anal as we do not collect from your Excallcncy's 
totter to us, that the last clause in the extract transmitted for our perusal from additional Irwtructiong 

to 

Excellency under the Sign Miaanal, dated 30th January 1831, is founded upon an Order issued 
by His Majesty "wit/mt/rn Advice of the Privy Council," it aould seem that the Inatruetions for dissolving 
and putting an end to the Corporation are not conrnmblato the manner in which the power reserved, 
to the Crown is rcqnircd to ha exereMeil by tli express terms in the original Letters Patent estaNLalL-
hag the Corporation. Upon 
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Upon the second point referred to its we am of opinion, that upon the diasplation of the Corpo-
ration the lands ranted to them for the purposes of the 'frost created by the Charter will not revert to 
the Crown in as toll and ample a manner as if the fetters Patent establishing such Corporation had riot 
been issued but that by the terms of the thirty-sixth seetioa (if the Chartrr all such lands will eorltirkre 
liable to the trusts therein particularly mentioned; and if it be intended to dispose of such Landa iii any 
other manner, we presume that it will be necessary to resort to Parliament, or to an Act of the Local 
Legislature. We would take occasion to observe, that by a Local Ordinance of your Exeollency !it 
Council, pas-,ed in 1526 (No. 4, See, 2.), the Ltnds therein mentioned an vested in the Trustes of the 
Clergy and School lands and their Successors for ever; and it will require another Not to enable the 
Crown to reseme such lands. or to alter the Trusts for which they were so vested. 

FEANCIS FORBES, Chief Justic, 
JOHN STEPHE, Justice. 
JAMES POWLLG, Justice. 

(True Oopieic) 
E. PEAS THOMSON, CTh. Col. 

No. 2. 

OF STATE YOU THE OowNns to GOVERNOIt Sm R. BonfiRE, K.C.B. 

Downing-street, 
30 November, 1835. 

Sm, 

In my Despatch of this date (No. 81), on the subject of religious instruction and 
etlueatioii in New South \Vales, I have abstained from any specific allusion to the manage-
jaunt or to the application of the rents and proceeds of the lands formerly held by the 
Church and School Corporation, which was dissolved by the Order in Council of February, 
1833, thinking it preferable to advert to this topic in a separate Despatch. By that Order 
in Council those lands became vested in the Crown, to be disposed of by His )Jajrsty, His 
Heirs and Suecesors, in such manner as shall appear most conducive to the maintenance 
and promotion of religion and education of youth in the Colony. In your Despatch of 
the 15t October, 1833 (No. 77), you have transmitted a memorandum from the Archdeacon 
of New South Wales regarding the management of these lands, with a minute written by 
yourself on each specific proposal of the Archdeacon. From that paper L infer that a dii 
ferenec of opinion existed between yourself and the Archdeacon as to the construction of the 
Order in Council as it respects the appropriation of the lands in question. It appears that 
the Archdeacon contended that the lands were applicable to the maintenance and promotion 
of religion and education exclusively in connection with the Church of England in the 
Colony, while, on the other hand, you insisted on the absence of any such limitation, and 
on a more liberal and cemprehensive construction. After a careful consideration of the 
terms of the Order in Council, I have not been able to discover anything to warrant the 
view taken of their meaning by the Archdeaeou; and I am clearly of opinion, that it is open 
to the Government to consider in what way the produce of these lands may be rendered most 
conducive to the maintenance and promotion of religion and education of youth in the 
Colony, without reference to any particular Church. In any Despatch of this date (No. 81), 
T have proceeded on this principle; and I have considered the proceeds of these lands as 
part of those general funds which will be applicable to the plan of religious instruction and 
education sanctioned in that Despatch. At the same time I am willing to accede to your 
Suggestion, that the proceeds of these lands should, in the first instance, be applied towards 
the maintenance of the two Orphan Schools, if, on further reflection, you deem such an 
appropristion to be expedient. 

The question of management is, to a certain degree, connected with that of appro- 
priaton. As the latter is not to be exclusive, so neither should the former be placed 
exclusively under the control of persons of any one religious persuasion ; nor could I san-
tion any scheme which placed the management of those lands in the hands of a body resembling 
the former Corporation. I am far from intending to east the slightest reflection on the 
Members of that Corporation; I have no doubt that individually they dicharged the trout 
reposed in them with zeal and fidelity; but experience has amply proved that a bndy so con-
stituted is not well adapted for the office which devolved upon it, I am diposed to prefer 
the appointment, according to your suggestions, of a responsible agent, acting under the 
authority of the Executive Government, and giving adequate socurity for the due perform-
ance of the duty intrusted to him. 

In your Desvttch of the 11th March, 1834 (No. 25), you reported, that the 
arrangement for the management of these lands recommended in your Despatch of the Ist 
October, 1883, had been provisionally carried into effect, and that you had no reason to 
suppose that the Government would find any difficulty in the future superintendence of 
them, in the manner and on the principle which you had suggested. As the result of your 
experience of this new system, since that period, will have enabled you to form a correct 
judgment of its efficiency, I do not feel it necessary to give any further directions upon this 
point, until I shall have heard again from you on this subject. 1 feel it, however, neet'sary 
to recall your attention to what appears to have been the intention of nay predecessors in 
directing the dissolution of the Church and School Corporation. 

When Sir George Murray, in his Despatch of the 25th of May, 1829, to Lieutenant-
General Darling, first annonoced that the Corporation was to be dissolved, be informed the 
Governor, that as soon as that measure should have been carried into effect, it wowld be 
desirable that he should proceed to dispose by sale of such portion of the lands set apart for 

the 

We have, &e., 
(Signed) 

(No. S2.) No. 56. 
Lord Cleneig 

to 
Sir B. F,urke, 
300 Nov. isa 
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theuse of the Clergy and Schools of the Colony as it should be prudent to part with at 
ouce, and which he might conceive would meet with the readiest purchasers, letting on lease 
such portions of the remainder as could be advantageously disposed of in that manner. But 
looking forward to the enhanced value which such lands would in a few years attain, as well 
as to the future necessities of the Colony in regard to its establishments for Religion and 
Education, General Darling was directed not to bell more than onefourth of these lands 
without further instructions. Lord Ripon, in a subsequent Despatch of the 14th February, 
1831, to General Darling, evidently contemplated the sale of the whole of these lands; but 
I do not find that any express instructions has ever been given for the sale of more than 
one-fourth of the whole. It is, probably, for this reason, that in the 5cheme of management 
which you have submitted for the consideration of His Majesty's Government, you do not 
appear to contemplate a sale of the lands, but propose a system of leasing, selling only the 
flocks and herds formerly maintained upon them. I see no sufficient ground for adopting a 
different rule as to these lands from that which now applies to the disposal of all other lands 
in the Colony. The sale of the whole of these lands, subject of course to any existing 
lease,, in the same manner and on the same terms as the sale of other lands is conducted, 
appears to me preferable to the creation of any new leases. Unless, therefore, nay reason 
occurs to you which, in your judgment, would render such a course inexpedient (and which 
you will communicate to me), you will sell the reserved lands, as opportunities offer for an 
advantageous disposal of them in this mode. The proceeds of such sales will be paid over to 
the Colonial Treasurer in the same manner, and carried to a similar account as the rents of 
the lands under lease ; and if any larger sum should be realized than may be required from 
time to time for the immediate purpose for which the - proceeds are applicable, the surplus 
should be invested in order to meet the demand of future years. By this arrangement the 
revenue of the Colony will probably derive the greatest relief, and the expenses of manage- 
ment and superintendence will be eventually saved. 

I am, &c., 
GLENELU. 

No. 3. 
GOVERNOR SiR RICHARD BOURKE to SECRETARY OF STATE IOR THE CoLoNIES. 

Government house, 
(No. 20.) Sydney, 11 April, 1iSL 

My LORD, 
I was much gratified on finding, by the receipt of your Lordship's Despatch of 

the SOth November, 1835 (No. 82), which reached me in May last, that your Lordship 
concurred with me in opinion that, by the terms of the Order in Council, the proceeds of the 
estates, formerly granted to the Church and School Corporation, are, since the dissolution of 
that body, applicable to the maintenance and promotion of religion and to the education of 
youth in the Colony, without reference to any particular church. Your Lordship is also 
pleased to approve of the appointment of a responsible Agent to manage these estates, under 
the direction of the Executive Government, and to desire that a portion be sold annually for 
the purposes above mentioned, unless I should see cause, for reasons which are to be coin-
inunieated, for considering such sales inexpedient. 

In reeommeoding to your Lordship, in my Despatch of the lst October, 1833 
(No. 77), that these estates should be leased in preference to being sold, I had not over-
looked the instructions of Secretaries Sir George Murray and Lord upon, to which your 
Lordship refers; but as the financial circumstances of the Colony have very much improved 
since these Ministers wrote on the subject, and I did not find in their Despatelies any 
objection to the principle of leasing land by the annual income, of which the expenses of 
general education might be in part or wholly defrayed, I thought it would be prudent in the 
Government to avail itself of the means which the possession of these estates afforded to 
create a permanent fund for so important an object. If the principle be not objected to, the 
present is a favorable opportunity for introducing the measure. The revenue of the Colony, 
including that derived from Crown lands, has been for the last five years, and will probably 
for some years to come, be more than sufficient to meet the expenditure, including the 
Church and School establishments; any additional sale of public property is not, therefore, 
at present required. And it might happen that by bringing these estates into the market to 
be sold for a specific object, the price of land generally would be reduced, and the public 
capital wasted; on the other hand, by reserving these estates, if only for the present, and by 
leasing them from time to time, as may seem most profitable, they may hereafter be sold, if 
required, at a greatly increased price. If, however, the period at which it may become 
necessary to charge them with the support of the Church and School establishments be 
distant, the rents which they will then produce may be adequate to the supply of one, if not 
of both, of these sources of expenditure; and it seems to me to be the duty of the Government 
of a new State to embrace the earliest opportunity for snaking a permanent provision for the 
general education of the people. Upon this view of the case, I would not recommend the 
sale. 

If your Lordship should, however, consider the reservation of land for specific pur-
poses to be inconvenient, and the instruction for the sale of a portion of the estates under 
consideration be renewed, it is probable they will be wholly disposed of in six or seven years. 
The amount which they will produce within that time may reach to £120,000, and the 
expense of churches and schools in the Colony may be estimated, for the same period, at 
about £30,000 a year. 

Hitherto 
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litherto these estates have produced an annual income, which has been paid into thAt  
Colonial Treasury. For the last three years it has reached (including the proceeds of stock 
sold) to about £4,000 a year, and the amount of rent will, under proper management, Con-
siderably increase. 

I may here observe that the offering Crown lands to be rented for terms of years will 
be to a certain class in this community, and to persons coming out to settle with small' 
capitals, a very great advantage. Their money, i:svfficic ut perhaps for the purchase of 
both land and stock, will be laid out in the purchase of the latter only, and upon a rented 
farm they may, at the expiration of a few years, have acquired the means of purchasing land. 

I annex a memorandum from the Agent for these estates, in which be recommends 
their being leased in preference to being sold. He states the probable rent-roll at nine or 
ten thousand pounds a year. lie has, however, based his calculation upon the rate at which 
Crown lands have been sold during the years 1834 and 1835. This rate of purchase will 
doubtless increase, and on the expiration of a few years the rents of 450,000 acres (a large 
proportion of which is good land) must amount to a much more considerable sum than Site 
Agent calculates. I add some other documents, shewing the receipt and expenditure of the 
estates from the time at which they came under the management of this Government to the 
at December last, and of what they now consist. 

Having, in pursuance of the intention aunounced in my former Desptrtehes, taken the 
most favorable opportunities for dispoaing, by public sale, of the flocks and herds which the 
Corporation had placed on the estates, I have the honor to add a statement of the amount 
obtained by the sale in the last month, which has nearly cleared the lands; they will thus 
be shortly ready, either for sale or lease, as your Lordship shall please to determine. All 
early intimation of your Lordship's wishes is desirable, as if the lands are to be sold, the 
sooner they are disposed of the better, in order that the expense of management may cease. 

I have, &o., 
RICHD. BOURKE. 

No. 4. 
SECRETAaY OF STATE FOR HE COLONIES to GoVERNoR Sia GEORcE Gaps. 

(No. 32.) Downing-street, 
24 November, 1837. 

SIR, 
I have had under my consideration Sir Richard Bourke's Despatch, No. 20, of 

the 111.11 April last, with its enclosures, on the subject of the disposal of the estates originally 
granted to the Church and School Corporation in New South Wales. 

in requesting your early attention to this subject, I have some hesitation in giving 
you posilive instructions as to the course which it may be expedient to pursue; at the same 
time I feel a very strong disinclination to sanction the retention of these lands in the hands 
of the Government as a permanent arrangement. 

E3p?rienoe has, I think, demonstrated the error of anticipating any considerable 
revenue from the reservation of Colonial lands, with a view to the application of the rents to.  
some specific object. 

The expense of management has in many instances exceeded, and in others ut:arly 
equalled the receipts derived from them; and I see no sufficient reason to justify the expec-
tation of a naaterially different result in the present instance. 

I am therefore strongly disposed to think, that the proper course will be gradually to 
sell these lands precisely in the same manner as other lands in New South SYales at the 
disposal of the Crown, taking of course adequate precautions in cffeoting this object against 
the effect apprehended by Sir Richard Bourke, of a depreciation in the value of the lands 
offered fer sale by the Government. 

There can be no objection to leasing a portion of these lands, until they are capable 
of being sold with advantage; but such leases should be on terms which will not interfere 
with the disposal of the lands whenever it may become advisable to offer them for sale. 

Unless you should entertain any strong objection to the course which I have recom-
mended, you will consider yourself fully authorized to act on it at 011cc. 

I have, 

No. 5. 
GOVERNOR Sta GEORGE Gipps to SECRETARY OF STATE FOR TICE COLONIES. 

Government House, 
(No. 9.—Beolesiastical.) iSydney, 9 January, 1839. 

Mv Low, 
ilerewith I have the honor to transmit to your Lordship a copy of a letter 

which was addressed to me on the 11th December last by the Lord Bishop of Australia, in 
consequence of my having (in answer to his inquirics) informed his Lordship that I had been 
fully authorized by your Lordship to sell a portion of the lands granted to the late Church 
and School Corporation. I beg to state that the letter referred to by the Bishop as having 
been written by the Judges on the 8th Angust, 1831, is not on record in the office of the 
Colonial Secretary. As I can see nothing in the Lord Bishop's letter to wake me doubt the 
legality of the Orders which have been so repeatedly given by different Seerotarics of State 
for the sale of these lands, and particularly by your Lordship in the Despatob which was 

addressed 
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itddressed to me on the 24th November, 1837, No. 32, it is my intention to proceed with the 
sale of such portions of these lands as are already advertised. 

Considering that the Legislative Council has voted £44,000 to defray the expense of 
the establishments for the support of which the lands were originally given, the claim that 
the lands shall be left unsold, and, consequently, unimproved, to the detriment of the Colpoy 
(since no man will here expend capital on land of which he has not the fee simple), does, I 
must say, appear to me one of which the people of this Colony would have just reason to 
complain. 

I have, &e., 
(lEO. GIPPS. 

[Enclosure in No. 5.] 
Sytaey, It December, 1838. 

Sir, 
Your Excellency having done me the honor to state, in answer to my inquiries, that 

C
sitive instructions had been received from the Secretary of State for the sale by public auction of the 
C
o
resumed from the late Church and School Corporation, thus placing them, except as to the appli-

cation of the proceeds, upon the same footing with the Crown lands in general, I be,- permission to 
direct the attention of your Excellency to a letter addressed by their Honors the Judges of the Supreme 
Court to the Colonial Secretary, on the 8th August, 1831, wherein it is stated that notwitlistandin any 
dissolution of the Corporation the lands would eontinuu still liable to the trusts particularly mentioned 
in the 86th section of the Charter of Tncorporation. The opinion delivered thus unanimously by these 
learned personages, confirms that which I know is entertained by other eminent members of the legal 
profession, that there is in the Crown no power to alienate these lands without an Act of Parliament 
reversing und quashing all that the Charter of the Corporation established; for that, according to the 
terms of the auth section, in virtue of which the lands were resumed, the same are now vested in her 
Majesty, to be held, applied, and disposed of. The latter words, I should submit, do not authorize a 
disposal by sale, but must be governed and restricted by the force of the foregoing words "to be hdd." 
Any attempt to make a new tith' to lands which have once poised from the Crown under its own 
authority, and have reverted to it liahie to the e,,ndit,on expressed by these words, would shake the 
eonfideor of every bolder of laud from the Crown throughout the Colony. 

For these and other iveiglity reasons I feel niysclf called, on behalf of the Church of England, 
which has sn equitable interest in these lands, to reeotd my objection to the wile of them, orany portion 
of them, without the authority of Parliament exooeratrng the Crown from the trusts and conditions 
upon which the lands am required to be held. 

The questions hereby raised being so important, it appears to as, it would be most desirable that 
they should be brought tinder the notice of both houses of i'arliament, where alone they can be dis-
cussed coil dispomd of with that degree of pul,lieity and solemnity which is doe to so great religious 
and constitutional a controversy. In prcperat.ion, therefore, for its being so brought forward, I beg to 
inform Your Excellency that I have thrwarded to Englaud petitions to the Lords and Commons, praying 
that no Act may be passd authorizing the sale of the Church and School Estates, or without containing 
such pos'"s a.q will be nees'sary for the establishment and support of the Proteatant Reformed 
Religion in this (Jolocy as it is by law estnhlished in llnglmnd and Ireland. 

I have, &c., 
His Excellency \W. U. AUSTRALIA. 
The Governor of New South Wales. 

No. 6. 

SECRrMEY or' S'rATL FOR THE COLONIES to CovEawoic Sin GRoRoE Gins. 

(No. 27.) Dowaing-sti'ect, 
29 October, 1889. 

Sin, 
I have received your Despatch, No. 9, of the 9th of January last, with a copy 

of a representation addressed to you by the Bishop of Australia, in consequence of the 
decision of Her Majesty's Government to sell a portion of the lands granted to the late 
Church and School Corporation. 

In consequence of that representation, I thought right to refer the whole cnse to the 
Law Officers of the Crown for their opinion, whether it is competent to the Government, as 
assumed by Lord Gleuelg in his Despatch of the BOth November, 1835, to consider in what 
way the produce of the lands formerly held by the Corporation may be rendered most con-
ducive to the maintenance and promotion of religion and education of youth in the Colony, 
without refrrence to any particular Church ; and whether the measures adopted give suffi-
cient authority to enable the Government to appropriate the property in question, 

The Attorney and Solicitor General have reported their opinion, that it is compotent 
to the Government to consider in what way the produce of the lands in question may be 
rendered most conducive to the maintenance and promotion of religion and education of 
youth in the Colony, without reference to any particular Church, and that the measures 
adopted do give sufficient authority to enable the Government so to appropriate the property 
in question. 

They further state, that they entirely concur with the Colonial Judges in their 
opinion, that, by the dissolution of the Corporation, the lands revert to the Crown, not "in 
as full and ample manner as if the Charter had never enisted," but for the purposes of 
the Trust, declared by the Charter, in the event of the dissolution of the Corporation, 
namely, "to be held, applied, and disposed of in such manner as to Us, Our Heirs and 
Successors shall appear most conducive to the maintenance and promotion of religion, and 

"the education of youth in the said Colony." 
And that the Corporation, while it existed and held the lands, had the power, under 

the 15th section of the Charter, of selling one-third of the lands; and if it now appears to 
the 
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the Crown to be most Conducive to the objects of the present Trust, namely, the promotion 
of religion and education generaUy, that the whole, lostead of a part only, should be sold, 
they think there is nothing whatever to prevent such an exercise of discretion. I  

As you state there is no record in the Office of the Colonial Secretary of the opinion 
of the Judges alluded to, r beg to refer you to page 42 of the enclosed Parliamentary 
Papers, where a copy of that Report is to be founçl. 

With the docided opinion expressed by the Law Officers, I have no hesitation in. 
directing you to proceed under the former instructions which you received on this subject. 

I have, &c., 
J. RUSSELL. 

No. 7. 
EXTRA CT of a Despatcic free. Sir George Cps to Lord Stanley, dated 71h August, 1845 

The latter part of the Minute of the Executive Council relates to the future division 
of the funds which may be expected to arise out of the Church and School Estates. Though 
I have concurred with the Council in recommending that five-sevenths of the produce of these 
Estates shall be divided on the same principle as is recommended in respect to Schedule C., 
and the remaining twtr-,evenths be given in aid of School, on the same principle, I have 
some doubts whether a larger proportion, or indeed whether the whole proceeds, ought not 
to go in aid of public education ; it may also be a question whether the power should not 
be reserved to Her Majesty of making endowments out of the proceeds of these estates in 
favor of bishopries, schools, colleges, or any analogous institutions. 

[Enclosure in R. 7.] 

(Extract from Minute of Council, dated 9th June, 1845. No. 4J-12.) 

having now completed their proposal rispaucting the distribution of the £30,00(,, the Council beg 
to add some remarks and suggestions respecting the disposal of the Revenue derived from the Church 
and School Estates, which, under an Order of the King in Council, dated 4th February, 1833, is to be 
applied to the maintenance and promotion of religion and education. The average net proceeds of those 
Estates in the three years 1842. 1843, and 1811, amounted to £2,454 Is. lid.: and as there is it con-
siderable quantity of land which as yet remains unproductive, it may be anticipated that the Revenue 
under ectisideration will eventually afford an important additiou to the stun provided by Parliament for 
the purposes of itoi,Ite worship. 

in the itrigirird charter of the Church and School Corporation it was provided, that the I,alaiu:o 
remaining after payment of the expenses of collection and mastageinent of the Trust should hi' divided 
into two parts, of which two separate accounts were to be kept, to be called respectively -, tIme Improve-
ment and Building Account," and "the Clergy and Seirool Account :' and it was declared that, until 
provision should be effectually made for the support of schools and tIn education of youth in the Colony, 
the balance of the funds standing at the credit of " the Clergy and School Account" should be applied 
as ti two mpmal seventh parts for the support of selrools and selntolmasters, and as to the remniai]rg fite 
equal seventh parts to the maintenance of the clergy. It  was further declared by thee charter, that on 
the dissolution of the Corporation ',the lands vested in the same were to revert absolutely to the 
Crown, to be held, applied, and disposed of in such manner as to His late Majesty or his srireessors 
should appear most conducive to the promotion of religion and the education of youth in the Colony." 
As the Corporation was dissolved en tIre 4th February, 1888, by an Order of the King in Council, it 
remains for 11cr Majesty to appoint the rammer in wit icir the Revenue derived froni the lands which 
have reverted to the Crown shall he applied to the (tlijoots specified. 

It appears to this Council that the proportions nhovemcntiontd, according to which the balance 
of" the Clergy and School Account" was to be distributed under the charter, might be adopted in the 
tntnre application of tire Church and School Revenue, and that two-seventh parts thereof might accord-
ingly be appropriated to the support of schools, and the remaining five-seventh parts tothe maintenance of 
public worship and the Council beg to propose that the amount of these five-seventh parts, or any 
other proportion which Her Majesty may be pleased to apply to the promotion of religion, should 
be divided nmong the four comnmunions receiving aid under the Church Act, acoordiug to their 
numerical proportions at the time of the. Census of 1811, in the same manner as it has been above 
proposed to divide the £20.000 provided by the Act of Parliament. 

No.8. 
EXTRA Cl' of a Despatch front Si,' Olra;'les Fits Roy to Earl Creg, dated 818t March, 1848 

I have now to advert to the second topic referred to in the enclosed Minute, namely, 
the provision to be made for the building of residences for the three Bishops of Sydney, 
Newcastle, and Melbourne. 

It is quite certain that the portion of the £30,000 assigned to the Church of England, 
charged as it is with the additional £500 above referred to, will not afford any snrplus out 
of which to derive funds for the erection of the Bishops' residences in the manner proposed 
in Mr. Gladstone's Despatch of the 80th March, 1846. Under these circumstances I beg to 
recommend, in accordance with the advice of my Executive Council, that the sum of £6,000 
should be set apart for the purpose out of the revenue derived from the Church and School 
Estates. 

The provision made by Parliament for public worship in the Colony being already 
inadequate to its wants, the question respecting the nppropriation of the income arising from 
the Church and School Estates has become one of pressing importance. 

I therefore gladly avail myself of this opportunity to bring under your Lordship's 
notice the concluding part of the Minute of the Executive Council of this Colony, of the 
9th June, 1845, which was forwarded in my predecessor's Despatch of the 7th August, 
1845. The Council then set forth the general. state of the revenue arising from the 

Church 
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Church and School Estates, and the purposes to which it was dedicated, and recommended 
a plan for its distribution in accordance with the principle on which they at the same time 
advised that the £30,000 provided by Stat. 5 and 6 Victoria, cap. 76, should be divided. 
On that recommendation, however, no decision has as yet been communicated to this 

Government. 
The net sum at the credit of the Church and School Lands Revenue, on the 2nd 

February last, was £15,312 6s. Sd., of which nearly £9,000 would fall to the share of the 
Church of lngland under the plan of distribution recommended in the Minute above referred 
to, and more than £6,000 would be available for Church purposes. There is, therefore, a 
sufficient sum now in hand for the payment of the sums proposed to be granted for the 
erection of the Bishops' residences, should your Lordship sanction the arrangement. 

No. 9. 

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE CoLoNIES to GovERNORm S C. A. Fin itoy. 

Downing-street, 

30 September, 1848. 

SIR, 
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your Despatch, No. 79, of the 81st March 

last, submitting for my sanction certain arrangements, by which you propose, with the 
advice of your Executive Council, that the payment of that portion of the salaries of the 
newly approved Bishops of Newcastle and Melbourne which is chargeable on the publie 
revenue of the Colony, and amounting to £500 per annum, should be paid out of the 
present building fund of the Church of England; and as this is a question upon which I 
cannot doubt that the local authorities are the most competent to form a correct judgmeut, 
I do not hesitate to acquiesce in the measure. 

I have also to signify the approval of Her Majesty's Government of your appropriating 
the sum of £30,000, provided for public worship in New South Wales under the Statute, 
5 and 6 Vie., Cap. 78, in the proportions referred to in the Minute of the Executive Council 
which accompanied your predecessor's Despatch of the 7th August, 1845; and I approve of 
the sum of £6,000, out of the share allotted to the Church of England, being set apart for 
the erection of suitable residences for the Bishops of Newcastle, Melbourne, and Sydney, in 
the manner proposed by you, on the understanding that not more than £2,000 shall be 

applied in any one of those cases. 
I have, &c., 

GREY. 

No. 10. 

GOVERNOR Sm C. A. Frrz Roy to SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE COLONIES. 

(No. 3L—F,cclesiastical.) 
Government house, 

Sydney, 21 Februanj, 1849. 

Mv Loan, 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's Despatch, No. 172, 

of the 80th September, 1848, sanctioning the arrangement under which in my Despatch of the 
31st March, 1848, 1 proposed, with the advice of my Executive Council, that the portion of 
the salaries of the newly appointed Bishops of Newcastle and Melbourne, chargeable on the 
public revenue of this Colony, should be paid from that division of the sum allotted to the 
Church of England out of the £30,000 provided for public worship in New South Wales 
by the Act Sand 6 Vict., cap. 76, which has been designated the building fund. 

Your Lordship further conveys to me " the approval of Her Majesty's Government 

61 
of my appropriating the aforesaid sum of £30,000 in the proportions referred to in the 
Minute of the Executive Council which accompanied Sir George Cipps' Despatch of the 
7th August, 1845 ;" and your Lordship also approves "of the sum of £6,000 out of the 
share allotted to the Church of England being set apart for the erection of suitable 
residences for the Bishops of Newcastle, Melbourne, and Sydney, in the manner proposed, 
on the understanding that not more than £2,000 shall be applied in any one of these cases." 

As it is evident that I have failed to bring clearly before your Lordship the object 
of the detailed explanation with, respect to the state of the fund allotted for the support of 
the Church of England, which it appeared to we to be desirable that I should afford before 
submitting a proposal that the sum of £6,000 required for the Bishops' residences should be 

taken from another fund, I trust I may stand excused in reminding your Lordship that the 
37th clause of the Royal Instructions delivered to mc on my appointment to this Government 
in 1816 had already put me in possession of Her Majesty's authority for the distribution of 
the £30,000 provided for public worship in this Colony under the Act 5 and 0 Victoria, 
cal). 76. The question submitted, therefore, did non relate to any portion of that sum, but, 
to the fund derived from the Revenue of the Church and School Estates, which, as I had 
the honor to state in my Despatch of fist March, 1848, is also referred to in the concluding 
part of the Minute of the Executive Council forwarded in my predecessor's Despatch of the 
7th August, 1.845, wherein it is recommended that this revenue should be distributed on 
the same principle and in the same.proportions as the £30,000 piovided under the Statute. 

4 
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In my Despatch of the Stst March, 1848, I reported that, as no decision with iespect 
to the distribution of the revenue arising from the Church and School Estates d been 
communicated to this Government, I deemed it right to bring this question again under 
your Lordship's consideration. I stated that if the reeornniendstion of Lir George Gipps and 
the Executive Council were sanctioned, the share to which the Church of England would 
be entitled would be nearly £9,000, the net sum at the credit of the Church and School 
Lands Revenue being at that time £15,342 Os. 8d. It now amounts to £19,053 14s,, the 
share of the Church of England would be about £11,106, and it is from this sum that it is 
proposed that the £6,000 for erecting the residences for the three Bishops should be 
appropriated. - 

As, however, I trust I am right in assuming that your Lordship's Despatch of the 
BOth September last, intended to convey to me a general approval of the measures brought 
under your Lordship's notice in my Despatch of the Blst March, 1848, 1 shall, in order to save 
time and to prevent further iueonveniencc to the Right Reverend Prelates, fake upon myself 
the responsibility of at once setting apart the sum of £6,000 from the Church and School 
Lands Revenue for the erection of residences for their Lordships, upon the understanding 
that not more than £2,000 shall be applied to the building of any one of these residences. 

1 would further beg to be informed whether your Lordship approves of the future 
distribution of the funds derived from the revenue of the Church and School Estates on the 
same principle as the £30,000 provided for public worship. 

I have, &e., 
Cl-lAS. A. FITZ ROY. 

No. 11. 
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR THE CoLoNIES to 00VERN0R SIR C. A. Fi'rz Roy. 

(No. 123.) Downing-street, 

SIR, 
18 .July, 1849. 

I have received your Despatch, No. 31, of the 21st of February last. 
2. You have very properly brought under my notice an error which had occurred in 

the Instructions conveyed by my Despatch, No. 112, of the 30th September, 1848. It was 
certainly my intention to express my approval of the arrangements which you had then 
brought under my consideration in your previous Despatch, No. 70, of the 81st March, 1848. 
Those arrangements were erroneously stated to have reference to the sum of thirty thousand 
pounds, reserved under Schedule C of the Constitutional Act, instead of the revenues arising 
out of the Church and School Estates. 

And I approve of your distributing them in future in the manner proposed in the last 
paragraph of your Despatch. 

I have, &e., 
GREY. 

Sydney: ThoIII Richards, Government I'rioter.—lea. 

[Price, 3d.] 89—B 
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ILcgi4atibc 95zemblg. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SflODS BILL. 
(JNJIA]3JTANTS OF CAIWOAR) 

Ordered by the Legislatiee Assembly to be Printed, 26 .bareh, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the undersigned Members of the United Church of England and 

Ireland, in the District of Carcoar,— 

SnEwnu 

That a Bill has been introduced into your Honorable House to enable the 
Members of the Church of England to hold Synods. 

That in the months of November and December, lSôS, a conference of the 

Bishop, Clergy, and Lay representatives, elected by the various congregations in the Diocese 

of Sydney, was held in Sydney, when the Bill—after it had received the fullest discussion 

and had been approved of by a large majority—was ordered to be laid before Parliament for 
their sanction. 

That, in advocating its adoption, your Petitioners entirely disclaim any wish or 

intention to interfere with other Christian Denominations, and therefore earnestly pray that 

your Honorable House will be pleased to enact that the said Bill shall become law. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Here follow (31) Tkirfy-one Signatures.] 

[Price, 1d.] 160— 
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kegiøIatiUE aøøcmtlp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(CAMPBELLTOWN.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the undersigned Members of the United Church of England and 

Ireland, in the District of Campbelltown, in this Colony. 

BESPEOTFULIJY SEEWETU 

That the Members of the Church of England in this Colony labour under 

disabilities, and have not the privilege enjoyed by other religions bodies of meeting in Synod. 

Your Petitioners are deeply impressed with the persuasion that the Church of 

England in this Colony is fully entitled to claim from the Legislature their assistance and 

co-operation in providing by Legislative enactment for the regulation and management of its 

internal affairs. 

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that, having regard to the rights of your 

Petitioners, and the reasons above stated, your Honorable louse will be pleased to give assent 

to the Bill which has been introduced called the " Church of England iSynods Bill." 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &e., &c. 

[Here follow 43 Signatures.] 

[Price, Id.] 202— 
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ttistatibg azombly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(TIlE LACJULAN.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Now South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of the District of the Lachlan,—

HUMBLY SUEWETU :- 

1, That there is a Bill before your Honorable House " To enable the Members 
"of the United t7lzurch of England and Ireland, in New South Wales, to regulate the 
"ajairs of the said Church, and to authorize the holding of iS'yn ode of the same Church in 
this Colony." 

2. That the Church of England, in this Colony, labours under disabilities from 

which it prays to be freed, that it may enjoy like advantages to those which arc acceded to 
the other religious denominations. 

8. That, in advocating the passing of this Bill, your Petitioners disavow all intention 

of seeking or desiring to secure to the Church of England any dominanoy over the other 

Churches of the Colony, and that the Bill in either its original or its amended form cannot 
possibly have such an effect. And, 

4. In consideration of these points, your Petitioners pray that your Honorable House 
will be pleased to require that the said Bill become law. 

And your Petitioners will pray. 

[Here follow 21 Signatures.] 

[Price, Id] 198— 
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Lcgiøattbe 200cmbip. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(PARItAMATTA.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament a.ssembled 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Members of the Church of England 

residing at Parramatta,—. 

SRE\VETR 

1st. That your Petitioners have been informed that a Bill to authorize the 
holding of Synods by the Church of England has been presented to your Honorable House. 

2nd. That your Petitioners are of opinion that the said Bill is one which the 

Members of the Church of England are fully entitled to ask for, and that it would, if it 
became law, satisfactorily remove disabilities under which the said Church at present labours, 

and which impede her in the due and energetic discharge of her duty to the Colony. 

3rd. They, therefore, pray your Honorable House that the said Bill may become 
law with as little delay as possible. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 

[Here follow 90 Signatures.] 

[Price, Id.] 203—. 
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ILcgtslatibe a0amblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHIJItCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(WINDSOR AND NEIGIIBOU11IIOOD,) 

Ordered by the Assembly to be Printed, 3 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of New South Wales. 

The Petition of the undersigned Members of the Church of England in Windsor 

and the neighbourhood,— 

RESPECTFULLY SwEru :- 

That your Petitioners, assured that it is of great importance to the well-being 

of the Church of England, in this Colony, that the Church of England Synods Bill now 

before the Parliament should become law, do earnestly pray your Honorable  House to pass 
the said Bill. 

[Here follow 126 8ignatures.] 

[Price, U.] 177— 
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?Ltgilatibe tøftmb, 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(PROSPECT. AND DISTRICT OF TUE SEVEN BILLS.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 3 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Members of the United Church of England 
and Ireland, resident in the Parish of Prospect and the District of the Seven 
Hills, in the County of Cumberland,—. 

SIIEWET!! 

That it is desirable to provide for the regulation and management of the 

affairs of the said Church by the appointment of a Synod. 

That a Bill is now before your Honorable House which your Petitioners believe to be 

necessary for the above object. 

Your Petitioners therefore humbly submit its premises to your favourable consideration, 

and trust that your Honorable House will be pleased to pass the Bill. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &o., &c. 

[Here foZlcso 70 Signatures.] 

4 

[Price, id.] 178— 
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Lcgtølatibe aøøemblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CTITJROII OF ENGLAND SYNOD S BILL. 
(CASTLE lULL AND BAULImAg mLLS.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 3 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Members of the Church of England 

residing at Castle Hill and Baulkhani Hills. 

SifEWETU 

That your Petitioners are informed that a Bill to authorize the holding of. 

Synods in the Church of England is about to be presented to your Honorable House. 

That your Petitioners are very desirous that the power to hold such Synods should 

be given, in order that the Church of England, in this Colony, may be enabled to regulate her 

own affairs, to the glory of God and the fulfillment of her duty to her Members and the 

Colony at large. 

And, therefore, your Petitioners humbly request that your Honorable House will,  be 

pleased to confer that power, by passing the said Bill. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., 8cc. 

[Here follow 31 Signaturesj 

[Price, Id.] 180— 





1861. 

?LtgSIatiUe tøaenib!. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHTJRCII OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(DOORAL.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 3 Apr11, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Members of the Church of England 

residing at Dooral. 

SHEWETH 

That your Petitioners are informed that a Bill to authorize the holding of 

Synods in the Church of England is about to be presented to your Honorable House. 

That your Petitioners are very desirous that the power to hold such Synods should 

be given, in order that the Church of England, in this Colony, may be enabled to regulate her 

own afairs, to the glory of God and the 'fulfilment of her duty to her Members and the 

Colony at large. 

And, therefore, your Petitioners humbly request that your Honorable House will be 

pleased to confer that power, by passing the said Bill. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c. 

[Here Jollow 28 Signatures.] 

[Price, leE. 181— 
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?lcgLølatibe 200finbly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(WESTERN GOLD FIELDS.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Members of the United Church of 

England and Ireland resident on the Western Gold Fields,— 

SHEWETH 

That a Bill is about to be introduced to your Honorable House, intituled, 

A Bill to enable the Jletnbers of the United Church of England and Ireland in Nw South 

Wales to regulate the affairs of the said Church and to authorize the holding of Synods of 
' the same Church in this Colony." 

That such a Bill is deemed by your Petitioners absolutely necessary for the removal of 

certain disabilities from which other denominations are free. 

That the Bill in question does not contemplate and cannot possibly involve any 

interference with the religious rights of any other section of the community. 

That in the opinion of your Petitioners the Bill will tend materially to the peace and 

prosperity of the Church to which they belong, and to the general advancement of the moral 

and religious interests of the community. 

Your Petitioners, therefore, pray that your Honorable House will be pleased to pass 

the Bill referred to, without any material alterations, and with as much dispatch as is con-

sistent with the due consideration which so important a measure requires. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 

[Here follow 158 Signatures.] 

Sofala, 16 March, 1861. 

[Price4  ldj log— 
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ILcgiøtatSc aøøcmbtp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS Bill. 
(SAINT MARK'S, ALEXANDRIA.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Members of the Church of England, 
Parishioners of Saint Mark's, Alexandria, near Sydney, in the County of 
Cumberland, in this Colony,— 

SuEivrru 
That a Bill which has already received the sanction of the Legislative Council 

is now before your Honorable House, to authorize the holding of Synods of the said Church 
in this Colony, and to enable the members of such Church to regulate and manage the affairs 
thereof in this Colony. 

That your Petitioners have learned with deep concern, that owing to ignorance and 
misconception on the part of some (many of  whom are not members of the Church of England) 
as to the nature of the said Bill, and as to its effects should it pass your Honorable House, 
they are doing what they can to prejudice the public mind against the said Bill, and to 
prevent it from becoming law. 

That your Petitioners, as among the number who will be affected by the said Bill 
should it become law, earnestly pray that it may receive the fullest consideration at your 
hands, and receive the assent of your Honorable House, and this, among other, upon the 

following grounds 
First,—That such Bill has for its object the good of a Society whose end and design is 

the present and eternal welfare of its members, and indirectly through them, in a 
measure, the well.being of the whole community in which they live. 

Secondly,—That at the same time the said Bill is not a Public Bill, directly concerning 
the whole body of Colonists, but a Private Bill, concerning only a portion of the 
community; and that when passed by Parliament, and assented to by Her Majesty, 
will affect only those persons who are members of the particular Church of England, 
and them only so long as they choose to continue in communion with the said 
Church, and will not affect in any manner the members of any other religious body 
in the community. 

Thirdly,—That the members of the Church of England, in asking Parliament to pass 
such Bill, ask for their own Church no new privilege or authority, nor any privilege 
or authority which they are not willing should be conferred upon other religious 
Communions in the Colony. The Bill, in fact, only amends the present Act for 
the regulation of the Church of England in this Colony, and cannot make the said 
Church a dominant Church in this Colony any more than its present Church Act 
does, or any more than the present Acts of Council for regulating the Roman 
Catholic, or Presbyterian, or Wesleyan Communions, constitute those Communions 
established in the sense of dominant Communions in this Colony. 

Pourthly,—.That the Bill should now be considered as the Bill approved of and presented 
to Parliament by the united body of the Church of England in this Colony; all 
differences of opinion having been discussed and decided during the late Conferences 
of the members of the said Church, which were held in Sydney and in Newcastle. 
And if any members of the Church should oppose the passing of the Bill in Par-
liament because they differ in any point from the decisions arrived at in the late 
conferences, and embodied in the Bill, they will be acting as unreasonably as if 
they opposed and resisted the carrying out of any Act of Council because they 
were of the minority who opposed the passing of the Act when it was discussed in 
Parliament. 

Fiftbly,—That by reason of the legislation which has already taken place in relation to 
the said Church in this Colony, and other circumstances, it is impossible for the 
members thereof efficiently to regulate and manage the affairs thereof without the 
aid of a Legislative enactment. 
Your Petitioners therefore pray your Honorable House to take the premises into your 

favourable consideration, and to give your assent to the passing of the said Bill into Law. 

[Here follow 53 Signatures.] 

[Price, 34.] 194— 
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NE W SOUTH WALES. 

CIIHJRCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(HARTLEY.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the undersigned Members of the Church of England resident in 

the District of Hartley,— 

HUMBLY SIIEWETJ1 

That your Petitioners are desirous of making known to your Honorable House 

their sincere conviction, that it is of great importance to the welfare of the said Church that 

the Members thereof should be enabled lawfully to meet together for the purpose of holding 

Synods in the Colony of New South Wales, the better to regulate the affairs of the said 

Church; they, therefore, earnestly entreat your Honorable House to give your consent and 

agreement to the Church of England Synods Bill. And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, 

will ever pray. 

[litre follow 54 &gnatures.] 

[Price, Id.] 196— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

O' -vmr 1  4  CHURCH f tiN fl.dflN I' 01 iN Ujj8 DILL. 
(KELSO AND ADJOINING DISTRICTS.) 

Ordered by the Legslatise Assembly to be Printed, 9 April, 1801. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New S uth Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Members of the Church of England 

residing in the Town of Ke]so and the adjoining districts,— 

SIZEWETU 

That your Petitioners are impressed with the belief that the interests of their 

Church will be advanced by conferring on it the power to manage its own affairs, which are 

contemplated by the Bill already passed in the Legislative Council and now before your 
Honorable House. 

That your Petitioners are not desirous of obtaining for their Church any preference 

over the other religious denominations in the Colony, or of procuring for it any privileges 

to which they consider their Church is not fairly entitled. 

That your Petitioners believe that the Bill now under consideration, and hercinbefore 

referred to, will, if passed into law, insure to your Petitioners some of the rights and privileges 

from which they are at present debarred, and will promote the interests, peace, and harmony 
of their Church. 

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will favourably 
consider and pass the proposed Bill. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[JIerejblLw 30 Szgnaturee.] 

[Price, ld.] 199— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CTITJ1tCII OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(PENNANT HILLS.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Members of the Church of England 

residing at Pennant Hills,— 

SUEWETU 

That your Petitioners are informed that a Bill to authorize the holding of 

Synods in the Church of England is about to be presented to your Honorable House, 

That your Petitioners are very desirous that the power to bold such Synods should 

be given, in order that the Church of England in this Colony may be enabled to regulate 

her own affairs to the glory of God, and the fulfilment of her duty to her Members and the 

Colony at large. 

And, therefore, your Petitioners humbly request that your Honorable House will be 

pleased to confer that rower by passing the said Bill. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c. 

[Here follow 30 Signatures.] 

[Price, Li] 200— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(NAUELLAN AND COOK.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assenbly to be Printed, 10 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the undersigned Members of the United Church of England and 

Ireland, in the Parishes of Narellan and Cook, in this Colony,— 

RESPECTFULLY SHEWETE 

That your Petitioners are desirous of having the Bill called "The Church of 

England Synods Bill" passed in your honorable House, for the following reasons :—Tliat 

while other denominations have power to mpet and settle their own affairs, the Members of 

the United Church of England and Ireland are debarred, according to the Ecclesiastical 

law, from meeting in Synod to manage their own affairs in the Colonies. They therefore 

humbly request, that having regard to the rights of your fellow colonists and Petitioners, 

your Uonora'ble House will pais the same. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever be thankful. 

[here follow 125 Sign atures.] 

[Ptzce, Id.] 208— 
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iLrgStatibc Woembip. 

NEW SOTITII WALES. 

CIITJRCIH[ OF ETNGLANI) SYNOI)S BILL. 
(WAVERLEY.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 10 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Now South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

Thu huintle Pvtitiun of the undurignud Clergyman and Members 0f the lJniLcd 

Church of Engand and Ireland connected with the Church of Saint Nary, 

in the Parish and District of Waverley,— 

SILEWETH 

1. That a Bill has been introdoced into your Honorable louse to enable 

Members of the Church of England to hold Synods in this Colony. 

That in the months of November and December, in the year one thousand eight 

hundred and fifty-eight, a Conference of the Bishop, Clergy, and Lay Representatives, 

elected by the various congregations in the Diocese of Sydney, was held in Sydney, for the 

purpose of considering a Bill similar in its provisions to that which has been introduced into 

your Honorable house, and such Bill was, after much discussion, adopted, with the view of 

obtaining I'arliamentary sanction to the same. 

That your Petitioners believe that the sanction of Parliament is necessary, to 

enable the Church of England in this Colony to regulate her affairs in the same way as is 

done by other religious bodies, and that the necessary aid will be afforded by the said Bill. 

That the said Bill, as well in its general principles as in its provisions, meets with 

the approval of your Petitioners. 

That your Petitioners entirely disclaim, in advocating its adoption, the slightest 

wish to obtain any advantage over other denominations of their fellow Christians in this 

Colony, and are only desirous of being enabled lawfully to regulate their own nifairs by 

means of the Synods to be established. 

3. Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray your Honorable House to take the 

premises into your favourabe consideration, and to pass the said Bill. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &e. 

[llèrefollow 59 Signatures.] 

[Price, 1(1. 209— 
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?Legiølat(be goomblV. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(BANDW7I OK AND (JOOaEE.) 

Ordered by the Legisativc Assembly to be Pitted, 10 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. 

The Petition of the undersigned Members of the Church of England in the Distrkts 

of ltandwick and Coogee,— 

Sinwnn 

That your Petitioners believe it would be highly expedient for the interests 

of the Church of England in this Colony if the Members of the Church of England were 

permitted, under legal sanction, to meet in Diocesan Synod. 

That your Petitioners have learned with gratification that a Bill having this object in 

view is now before your Honorable ilonse. 

That your Petitioners earnestly hope that your Honorable llouse will be pleased to 

pass the said Bill so that it may become law. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

[Here follow 25 Signatures. 

[Price, Li.] 210— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(PETITION FROM THE REV. THOMAS CAMPBELL EWING) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 11 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the Reverend Thomas Campbell Ewing, Incumbent of Saint 
11 ichael's, Wollongong,— 

HUMBLY SUEWETU 

That your Petitioner, having heard that the Church of England Synods Bill 

is under the consideration of your Honorable House, would respectfully submit certain facts, 

which, in the opinion of your Petitioner, would justify your Honorable House in passing 

the Bill aforesaid. 

That the Church of England in New South Wales is, by the Act, 25 ,llen. 8, 
prevented from holding Synods, unless with the Royal assent. 

That this assent can be given only by an Act of the Colonial Parliament sanctioned 
by Her Majesty. 

That the Church of England Synods Bill would confer upon Members of the Church 

of England in New South Wales the powers necessary to enable them to manage their own 
affairs. 

That the said Bill provides only for the due administration of the affairs of the 

Church of England in this Colony, and in no way interferes with other Communions. 

That the regulating of the coneernments of religious bodies by Enactments of the 

Colonial Legislature is no new thing in the Legislation of this Colony. 

Your Petitioner would call the special nttentfu of your Honorable House to the 

S GuI. 4, No. 7, Sept. 9, 1837; for it grants to the Presbyterian body in New South Wales 

privileges which Members of the Church of England do not possess, and which the Church 

of England Synods Bill would secure to them. 

For these and other reasons your Petitioner prays that yonr Honorable House will 
pass the Church of England Synods Bill. 

And, as in duty bound, your Petitioner will ever pray. 

T. C. EWING-. 

[Price, Id,] 212— 
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?Legiølat(be 20tmbIp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHIJECII OF ENGLAND SYTNODS BILL. 
(BItAJDWOOD.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 16 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. 

The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of the Town and District of Braidwood, 

including the Gold Fields,— 

Himmtr SnswErH 

That the Synod Bill at present before your Honorable House appears to your 

Petitioners of a very satisfactory character, and they are desirous that it be made law without 

any material alterations. 

That the circumstances of the Church of England in this Colony call for a legislative 

measure, of the character of this Bill, and your Petitioners are of opinion that it will be 

generally acceptable in its present form. 

That your Petitioners are desirous that the Bill should be so improved by your 

Honorable House as to obviate all reasonable objections, though they beg leave to state that 

they consider it, upon the whole, very satisfactory as it is. 

May it therefore please your Honorable House to give the Bill your favourable con-

sideration. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &c. 

[Here follow 359 Signatures.] 

[Price, ld.] 227— 
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NE W SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNOD S BiLL. 
(LIVERPOOL.) 

Ordered by  the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 16 April, 1861. 

The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of the District of Liverpool,—

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly,— 

HUMBLY SflEwFJSII :— 

That your Petitioners are deeply impressed with the persuasion that the Church 

of England in this Colony is fully entitled to claim from the Legislature their assistance 

and co-opration in providing by Legislative enactment for the regulation and management 
of its internal affairs; and that your Petitioners humbly and earnestly beg your Honorable 
House to pass a Bill which has been, or shortly will be, submitted to your Honorable House, 

entitled, "4 Bill to enable the Members of the United Church of England and Ireland 
in New South Wales to regulate the affairs of the said Church and to authorize the holdinj 

" of Synods of the same Church in this Colony." 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[ifere follow 51 Signatures.] 

[Priet, Itt] 225— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(HOLDSWOETJ[Y.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 16 April, 1861. 

The Petition of the undersigned, the Inhabitants of Holdsworthy,—

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly,— 

HumLY SUEWETR 

That your Petitioners are deeply impressed with the persuasion that the Church 

of England in this Colony is fully entitled to claim from the Legislature their assistance 

and co-operation in providing by Legislative enactment for the regulation and management 

of its internal affairs; and that your Petitioners humbly and earnestly beg your Honorable 

House to pass a Bill which has been, or shortly will be, submitted to your Honorable House, 

entitled, "A Bill to enable the Members of the United Church of England and Ireland 

in New South Wales to regut ate the affairs of the said Church and to authorize the holding 

of Synode of the same Church in this Colony." 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Here follow 18 Signatures.] 

[Price, ld.] 226— 
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NE W SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(ORANGE.) 

Ordered &y use Legislative Asseimbly to &e Printed, 10 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Members of the Church of England in 

the District of Orange,— 

SUEwETII :- 
That a Bill has been introduced into your Honorable House, the object of 

which is to enable the Members of the Church of England in this Colony to hold Synods. 

That by reason of the peculiar position of the Church of England in this Colony, 

and of previous legislation, it is expedient to seek the assistance of the Legislature, to enable 

the Members of the Church of England to meet in Synod. 

That the Bill now before your Honorable House meets with the general approval of 

your Petitioners. 

That, in advocating its adoption, your Petitioners entirely disclaim the slightest wish to 

obtain any advantage over any other denomination of their fellow Christians in this Colony, 

and are only desirous of being enabled lawfully to regulate their own affairs by means of the 

Synods to be established. 

Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the 

premises into your consideration, and to enact that the proposed measure shall become law. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Yere follow 44 Signatures.] 

[Price, Id.] 224— 
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NEW SOUTU WALES. 

C11ifiIC11 OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(GUNNING AND COLLECTOR.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 16 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, met in Parliament. 

The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of the United Townships of Gunning 

and Collector, with their Suburbs,— 

hUMBLY SLIEWETH 

That for years past we have seen the necessity of an amended government of 

English Church affairs, 

That nevertheless its Bishops, Priests, and Deacons are bound by oaths of office 

restraining them from making by-laws for our own government, without the Royal Assent, 

which cannot be obtained without the authority of Parliament, our Sovereign possessing no 

despotic or absolute powers, but only constitutional authority over us. 

We therefore humbly pray your ilonorable House to facilitate the meeting of our 

clerical and lay governors in a corporate character by passing the English Church Synods 

Bill, that they may statutably meet and regulate their own Church concerns. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

[Mere follow 37 Signatures.] 

[Price, ld.] 223.— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

ChuRCH OF ENGLAND SYNOD S BILL. 
(RIOUMOND.) 

4 

Ordered by  the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 16 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Members of the Church of England 

residing in Richmond and the neighbourhood,— 

SHEWETU 

That your Petitioners are firmly persuaded that it is of great importance that 

the Church of England Synods Bill, now before your Honorable Assembly, should be carried. 

That the object of this Bill is to enable the Members of the Church of England to 

meet together and regulate their own affairs, without in the slightest degree interfering 

with any other denomination. Your Petitioners earnestly request that this Bill may 

receive the assent of your Honorable Assembly. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray.  

[Here follow 45 Signatures.] 

[Pilce, Id.] 222— 
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NE W SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(PITT TOWN AND WILBEItFOECE.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 23 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, 

&O., &e,, &o. 

The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of the Parishes of ?itt  Town and 

Wilberforce,— 

HUMBLY SHEWETH 

That your Petitioners, Members of the United Church of England and 

Ireland, deeply feeling the necessity of having a Bill passed into law, to enable them to 

regulate the affairs of their own Church, without at all wishing to interfere with the rights 

of any other denomination, are of opinion that the Church of England Synods Bill now 

before your Honorable House would meet the necessity of their case. 

Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly trust that your Honorable louse will give the 

said Bill your most favourable consideration, so as to allow it to pass into law. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Here follow 51 Signatures] 

[Price, Id.] 289— 
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NEW. SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(CITY OF SYDNEY.) 

Ordered by the Legislatite Assembly to be Printed, 6 lila5, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Members of the Church of England in 

the City of Sydney,.-- 

SEEWETU 

That a Bill has been introduced into your Honorable House, the object of which 

is to enable the Members of the Church of England, in this Colony, to hold Synods. 

That in the months of November and December, in the year 1858, a Conference of 

the Bishop, Clergy, and Lay Representatives, elected by the various congregations in the 

Diocese of Sydney, was held in Sydney, for the purpose of considering a Bill substantially 

the same as that above-named, and that after undergoing the fullest discussion, it was adopted 

by the Conference and ordered to be laid before Parliament for its sanction, 

That the same Bill was submitted to a similar Conference of the Members of the 

Church of England in the Diocese of Newcastle, and was likewise adopted, with a slight 

modification of that assembly. 

That by reason of the peculiar position of the Church of England in this Colony, 

and of previous Legislation, it is expedient to seek the assistance of the Legislature, to enable 

the Members of the Church of England to meet in Synod. 

That the Bill now before your Honorable House meets with the general approval 

of your Petitioners. 

0. That, in advocating its adoption, your Petitioners entirely disclaim the slightest 

wish to obtain any advantage over any other denomination of their fellow Christians in this 

Colony, and are only desirous of being enabled, lawfully, to regulate their own affairs by 

means of the Synods to be established. 

Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased 

to take the premises into your consideration, and to enact that the proposed measure shall 

become law. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[Here follow 109 Signatures.] 

[Price, Id.] 274— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENCTLkND SYNODS BILL. 
(SCOTS CIlIJItCIl, I'm-STREET, SYDNEY.) 

Ordered bq the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 26 Man-h, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, 

The Petition of the Congregation of the Seots Church, in Pitt-street, Sydney, in 
public meeting asscmWed,--- - 

HUMBLY Sirtwsra 

That Petitioners have heard, with alarm and regret, that an Act of the 
Legislative Council of New South Wales, which would, in the opinion of Petitioners, destroy 
the religious equality which at present exists in this Colony, invest one section of the corn-
anunity with superior and exclusive privileges, and give the sanction of law to doctrines and 
practices which we hold to be anti-Christian, and directly subversive of the Word of God, 
the only rule of faith and practice," has been read in your Honorable House. 

That the Preamble of the said Act declares—" It is expedient to provide for the 
regulation and management of the affairs of the United Church of England and Ireland 
in New South Wales, and to authorize the holding of Synods of the same Church in this 
Colony;" and Petitioners submit respectfully that if Parliament, who are the representa-
tives of the whole community, provhle for the regulation and management of the affairs of 
any section of the Church, and authorize that section to hold Provincial Synods, that section 
will necessarily be regarded as the established church in this Colony. 

That the Act declares—" The Synod shall have power to establish a tribunal for the 
" trial of offences by Clergymen licensed by the Bishop within the Diocese, as well 
"those involving breaches of discipline as questions of doctrine and the ritual of the 
Church;" but we hold that no such tribunal should be assented to by Parliament. It 
would be highly dangerous, and destructive to the rights of liberty and conscience, to give 
the sanction of civil law to the establishment of a tribunal for the trial of offences from 
whose decisions there would be no appeal to the civil courts of this Colony. Tribunals for 
the trial of all matters of doctrine and discipline should be permitted to exist only as 
voluntary associations, under the direction of the Holy Scriptures. 

That the Act which establishes a tribunal for the trial of offences by Clergymen 
licensed by the Bishop makes no provision for the trial of any offences by the Bishop 
himself—it invests him with undefined and irresponsible powers, enables him to veto any 
and every rule or ordinance of the Synod relating to matters of spiritual concern, and 
declares the Bishop of Sydney and other Bishops attending the Synod to be a distinct 
house; and we maintain, with all respect, that the Archbishop of Canterbury possesses no 
such powers in England as this Act would confer on the Bishop of Sydney in New South 
Wales. 

That the Act declares the Bishop of Sydney to be Metropolitan Bishop of Australia, 
and thus gives a national sanction to all the powers and privileges which he arrogantly 
claims; but the \\Tord  of God does not authorize the civil powers, as such, to appoint any 
1linisters in the Church of Christ; and the Queen of England cannot, either legally or 
constitutionally, invest any man with the powers and privileges of an English Bishop in 
Australia. 

That the said Act would divide the followers of Christ into different orders, and enable 
any one nominated Bishop of Sydney by the Queen to act as Lord over God's heritage, in 

direct 
159— 
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direct contravention of the law of Christ, who said, "The princes of the Gentiles exercise 
" dominion over them, and they that be great exercise authority upon them: but it shall 
" not be so among you, but whosoever will be great among you let him be your minister." 
And again, "Be not ye called Rabbi, for one is your master, even Christ, and all ye are 
brethren." 

That Petitioners pray your ilonorable House will be pleased to take the premises 
into your serious consideration—withhold your assent from the said Act—reject every 
measure which may appear calculated to prevent the members of the Church of Englaud in 
this Colony from regulating the afihirs of their own church in accordance with their own 
wishes—and do all in your power to maintain and preserve perfect religions equality among 
all the inhabitants of this Colony. 

And your Petitiouers will ever pray. 

Signed in the name, and by the authority, of the Congregation 
of the Seota Church, Pitt.street, by 

G. HARRIS, 

20th March, 1861. Chairman. 

Sytlnq: Thomu Riebardi, Ooy.rrnnent l'rinttr.—ISGL 

[Price, ici] 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHTJRCII OF EN GLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(MEMBEItS OF TIlE UNITED (3fI[JtttjJ[ OF ENGLAND AND IRELAND.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 0 April, 1831. 

To the Honorable the Members of the Legis)ative Assembly of New South Wales, in 
l'arliaunent assembled. 

The Petition of Members holding the Faith of the United Church of England and 
Ireland, in this Colony,— 

HUMBLY SNWETH 

That your Petitioners have heard, with great concern, that a Bill is before 
your Honorable House, entitled, " A 13,11 to enable tte  IWen,be,s f, the United Chu,e/L of England and Ireland in New South lJ"les to regulate the aftiis of the said Church and to authorize (lie /,oldmg of Sgnods of the suing Church in flu8  Colony." 

That your Petitioners object to the said Bill on the following grounds:— 
First. That in the opinion of your Petitioners, it is not necessary, neither is it 

expedient, to provide by law for the rLguatou of the Chutela of Members 
holding the Faith of the said Church of England and Ireland, inasmuch as 
the present difficulties of the Church to which such members belong arise 
from the superabundance and imperfection of secular legislation, and that all 
the legitimato and profesed objects of this Bill can be acenniplished by a 
voluntary compact)  as in the Colonies of South Australia and New Zealand, 
supplemented by an amendment of the Church of England Temporalities 
Act, the eighth of William the Fourth, number five. Moreover, that it is 
not desirable to pass the proposed Bill in the face of the divided state of 
opinion and feeling on the subject among the members of our Church, as any 
attempt at compulsory legislation would cause much disunion and dissent. 

Second. That it ])as been declared, by the highest Imperial and Colonial legal 
authorities, that Colonial Biho3 are not properly Bishops of the United 
Church of England and Ireland, and that the United Church of England 
and Ireland has no existence in this Colony; therefore your Petitioners 
object to the granting to the Bishop by Colonial statute, a status and power 
not conferred upon him by the authorities in England, and also to the intro-
duction among us of peculiar ecclesiastical legislation for one branch of the 
Church of Christ, which will be viewed with jealousy by other religionists, 
as conferring by law special powers and privileges upon one denomination 
in violation of the principle of religious equality now the law of the land. 

Third. That tiLe creation and imposition f any religious test as a legalized 
qualification for the office of repres.aitative to the Synod, as prep sod in the 
said 13fl1, is highly objectionable, and is an express violation of our civil and 
religious rights. 

Fourth. That the establishment of an Ecclesiastical Tribunal, competent to define 
its own mode of procedure and to ninminister oaths, the powers of which may 
be extended by future legialation, is a further enoachment upon the civil 
and religious liberties of time Colonists in general,

cr 

 and is viewed by your 
Petitiners with serious apprehensions. 

Fifth. That the est1b1 isimmen t of the veto in spiritual matters, or otherwise in the 
person 0f one itidividual_tlie Bishnp—is opposed to the constitutional action 
of all representative bodies, which govern ucoessarily, by simuple majorities, 
and is therefore a proposition unworthy to be entertained by your Honorable 
House as representative of the general body of the people. 

Sixth,. That the legal insitution of Provincial Synods, conferring on the Bishop 
the right of estate distinct from the Clergy and Laity of our Church, which, 
as Colonial Bishops, they do not constitutionally possess, establishes an 
ceclesiatieal hierarchy, to the disparagement of other religious bodies, and is 
calculated to not injariou.,ly upon our own Church, and to destroy the 
harmony which should exist among all religious denominations. 

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray, that the Bill in question may not be 
passed into law by your Honorable House. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty hiund, will ever pray. 

[Here follow 212 Signatures.] 

[Price, U.] 195— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(NEWTOWN.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. 

The Petition of the Members of the Congregational Church and other Inhabitants 

of Newtown. 

Your Petitioners, enjoying as they do the blessings of religious equality and 

freedom in this Colony, pray your Honorable House may not endanger the same, by 

legalizing the Church of England Synods Bill now before your Honorable House, and 

which, in their apprehension, contains principles at variance with the freedom of Christian 

worship, and opposed to those principles of nonioterference of the secular power with the 

Church so dear to their ancestors, and which, in their estimation, are essential to the purity 

of religion and to the rights of conscience, and in consonance with the teaching of the great 

Founder of their Faith, and the independence the Church enjoyed during the first four 

centuries of the Christian era, Your Petitioners disclaim any intention to interfere with 

the freedom of synodical action in the Church of England, enjoying, as they do, like freedom 

in their own denomination without the force of law; but they consider the present Bill 

establishes a Church constitution by law, and thus places the Church of England on a 

footing which they do not enjoy, and from their principles cannot apply for. 

Your Petitioners cannot but regard legislation affecting the use of the holy ordinances 

of Christianity, which is not sanctioned by the Word of God, as desecration of the same, 

and implying a power of interference with spiritual obligations which they respectfully 

dissent from, 

Your Petitioners view any legislation fixing the powers or status of Ministers of the 

Gospel, as reviving questions of supremacy which have in all ages of the Church been the 

fertile sources of controversy and disunion in the Christian body. 

Your Petitioners, anxious to hand down to posterity the civil and religious equality 

and freedom they now enjoy, and which have been constitutionally acquired, without 

violence or shedding of blood, pray your Honorable House may be pleased to sustain their 
prayer. 

And your Petitioners will, as in duty bound, ever pray. 

[Here follow 33 Signatures.J 

[Price, id] 197— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAfflJ SYNODS BILL. 
(REDt1tN, CHIPPENDALE, AND NEIGHBOURHOOD.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Fri ,zted, 11 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. 

The Petition of the Members of the undersigned Inhabitants of ltedfern, Chippen-

dale, and neighbourhood,— 

SHEWETrI: 

That your Petitioners, enjoying as they do the blessings of religious equality and 

freedom in this Colony, pray that your Honorable House will not endanger the same, by 

legalizing the Church of England Synods 13111 now before your Honorable House, and 

which, in their apprehension, contains principles at variance with the freedom of Christian 

worship, and opposed to those principles of non-interference of the secular power with the 

Church so dear to their ancestors, and which, in their estimation, are essential to the purity 

of religion and to the rights of conscience, and in consonance with the teaching of the great 

Founder of their Faith, and the independence which the Church enjoyed during the first four 

centuries of the Christian era. 

That your Petitioners disclaim any intention of interfering with the freedom of 

synodical action in the Church of England (enjoying, as its members do, the like freedom 

with other bodies); but they are of opinion that if the present Bill should become law, it 

will create a Church establishment, and thus placu the Church of England on a footing 

which your Petitioners do not enjoy, and, holding the principles they do, cannot avail them-

selves of. 

Thatyour Petitioners cannot but regard legislation affecting the use of the holy 

ordinances of Christianity (not sanctioned by the Word of God), as adesecratien of the same, 

and implying a power of interference which they respectfully dissent from. 

That your Petitioners view any legislation fixing the powers and status of Ministers 

of the Gospel, as tending to revive questions of supremacy which have in all ages of the 

Church been fertile sources of controversy and disunion in the Christian body.  

Your Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House will be pleased to sustain 

their prayer, and enable them to transmit to their posterity the religious equality and 

freedom which they having constitutionally acquired now enjoy. 

[Here fellow 104 Signatures] 

[Price, ld.] 211— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

tJH[RCII OF ENGE ND SYINODS BILL. 
(SCOTS CUCRCTJ, P1T STREET, SYDNEY.) 

O#drred by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 9 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. 

The J'etition of the Miniter and undersigned Elders and Deacons of the Sects 
Church, I'itt-street, yduey,— 

JIUMBLY Snssvern 

That Petitioners have heard, with alarm and regret, that an Act of the 
Legislative Council of New South \Vales, which would, in the opinion of Petitioners, 
destroy the religious equality which at present exists in this Clony, invest one section of 
the eminunity with superior and exclusive privileges, and give the sanction I.1 law to 
doctrines and practices which we hold to be anti-Christian and directly subversive of the 
Word of God, "the only fule of faith and practice," has been read in your Honorable 

House. 

That the preamble of the said Act declares, " it is expedient to provide for the regu-
"latiou and management of the affairs of the Cnited Church of England and Ireland in 
New South \Vales, and to authorize the holding of Synids of the same Church in this 
Colony" ; and Petitioners submit, respectfully, that if Parliament, who are the representa-
tives of the whole community, provide for the regulftion and management of the affairs of 
any one section of the Church, and authorize that section to hold Provincial Synuds, that 
section will necessarily be regarded as the Established Church in this Colony. 

That the Act declares, " The Synod shall have power to establish a tribunal for the 
"trial of offences by Clergymen licensed by the Bishop within the Diocese, as well those 
involving breaches of discipline as questions of doctrine and the ritual of the Church"; 
but we hold that no such tribunal should be sanctioned by Parliament. It would be highly 
dangerous and destructive to the rights of liberty and conscience to give the sanction of 
Civil Law to the establishment of a tribunal for the trial of offences from whose decisions 
there would be no appeal to the Civil Courts in this Colony. Tribunals for the trial of all 
matters of doctrine and discipline should be permitted to cxit only as voluntary associations, 
under the direction of the Holy Seriptnres. 

That the Act which establishes a "tribunal for the trial of offences by Clergymen 
licensed by the Bishop" makes no provision for the trial of any offcncs of the Bishop 
himself; it invests him with undefined and irrepousible powers, enables him to veto any and 
every rule or ordinance of the Synod relating to mutters of spiritual concern, and declares 
the Bishop of Sydney, and other Bishops attending the Synod, to be a distinct House; and 
we maintain with all respect that the Archbishop of Canterbury possesses no such powers in 
England as this Act would confer on the Bishop of Sydney in New South \Vales. 

That the Act declares the Bishop of Sydney to be Metropelitan Bishop of Australia, 
and thus gives a national sanction to all the powers and privileges which he arrogantly 
claims; but the Word of God does not authorize the Civil powers, as such, to appoint any 
Ministers in the Church of Christ, and the Queen of England cannot either legally or con-
stitutionally invest any man with the powers and privileges of an English Bishop in 
Australia. 

201— That 
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That the said Act would divide the followers of Christ into different others, and 
enable any one nominated Bishop of Sydney by the Queen, to act as lord over God's 
htritage, in direct contravention of the law of Christ, who said, when he rebuked his 
disciples for coutonding who should be the grdatest, "The princes of the Gentiles exercise 
" dominion over them, and they that be great exercise authority upon thoni : but it shall 
" not be so among you, but whosoever will be great among you let him be your minister." 
And again, "Be not ye called Rabbi: for one is your Master, even Christ, and all ye are 

brethren." 

That Petitioners pray your Honorable House will be pleased to take the premises 
into your serious consideration-.—withhold your assent from the said Act—reject every 
measure which may appear calculated to prevent the Members of the Church of England in 
this Colony from regulating the affairs of their own Church in accordance with their wishes, 
and do all in your power to maintain and preserve perfect religious equality among all the 
inhabitants of this Colony. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

[Here follow 7 Signatures.] 

Sydneyi Thonaa thcha,ds.Ooverunent Iriuter,—Th6). 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(OERTMN RESIDENTS OF OAXPBELLTOWIj.) - 

Ordered by the Legislative Anembly to be Printed, 11 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Residents of Campbelltown,— 

RESPEOTPULLY SUEWETH 

That your Petitioners, believing that all human legislation in matters of 

religion is an invasion of the prerogatives of God, in contravention to the spirit of Christianity—

and, furthermore, unnecessary, from the completeness of the laws given by Christ and his 

Apostles, and from the fact that no such legislation can be effected, by your Honorable 

House in particular, on behalf of any section of religionists in this Colony, without destroying 

the equality hitherto enjoyed, and which ought to be maintained, amongst the various 

religious bodies in the community—do most humbly and earnestly pray your Honorable 

House not to pass into law the Bill now under your considcration, entitled " The Church of 
England Synods Bill." 

Your Petitioners desire to disclaim all interference with the rightful action of any 

religious community. They would contend on behalf of others for what they desire them-

selves to enjoy—freedom to worship—and to act in all religious affairs according to the 

dictates of the Word of God; but as by the said Bill they conceivc that an unscriptural 

end, is sought, and which cannot be granted without a violation of religious equality, they 

respectfully beg your Honorable House not to allow the said Bill to pass into law. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

[Here follow 71 Signatures.] 

[Price, itt] 216— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNODS BILL. 
(MIJUGEE.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Aesembly to be Printed, 6 May, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. 

The humble Petition of the Inhabitants of Mudgee,— 

SHEWETH 

That your Petitioners have heard, with alarm and regret, that an Act of the 
Legislative Council of New South Wales, which would, in the opinion of your Petitioners, 
destroy the religious equality at present existing in this Colony, and invest one section of 
the community with superior privileges above the others, has been read in your Honorable 
House. 

That the preamble of the said Act declares, "It is expedient to provide for the regu-
"lation and management of the affairs of the United Church of England and Ireland in 
New South Wales and authorize the holding of Synods of the same Church in this 
Colony.' Your Petitioners respectfully submit, that if the Parliament, who are the 
representatives of the whole community, provide for the regulation and management of 
the affairs of any one section of the Church, and authorize that section to hold Provincial 
Synods, that section will necessarily be regarded as the Established Church in this Colony. 

That the Act declares that the Synod shall have power to establish a tribunal for the 
trial of offences committed by Clergymen licensed by the Bishop within the Diocese, as 
well those involving breaches of discipline as questions of doctrine and the ritual of the 
Church; but your Petitioners submit that no such tribunal should be sanctioned by 
Parliament, as it would be highly dangerous and destructive to the rights of liberty and 
conseience to give the sanction of Civil Law to the establishment of a tribunal for the trial 
of offenees from the decisions of which tribunal there would be no appeal to the Civil 
Courts in this Colony, and that, in the opinion of your Petitioners, tribunals for the trial 
of all mattp.rs of doctrine and discipline should be pormitted to exist only as voluntary 
associations. 

That this Act by which it is proposed to establish a tribunal for the trial of 
offence5 by Clergymen licensed by the Bishop makes no provision for the trial of any offenees 
of the Bishop himself; it invests him with undefined and irresponsible powers, enables him 
to veto any and every rule or ordinance of the Synod relating to spiritual matters, and 
declares the Bishop of Sydney, and the other Bishops attending the Synod, to be a distinct 
House; and your Petitioners submit, that the Archbishop of Canterbury possesses no such 
power in England as this Act would confer on the Bishop of Sydney in New South Wales. 

That this Act declares the Bishop of Sydney to be Metropolitan Bishop of Australia, 
and thus giving a national sanction to all powers and privileges which he arrogantly claims. 

That in the opinion of your Petitioners, the said Act would divide the religious 
bodies in the Colony of New South Wales, and by such means cause strife and contention 
amongst them. 

Your Petitioners pray your Honorable House will be pleased to take the premises 
into your serious consideration—withhold your assent from the said Act—and reject every 
measure wnich may appear calculated to give the Church of England a dominant power, 
and do all such things as may tend to maintain and preserve perfect religious equality 
amongst the inhabitants of the Colony of New South Wales. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c. 

[Here follow 307 Signatures.] 

[P,ice, ldj 275— 
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1861. 

fttgSlatibt 2øembl, 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CIITJItCll OF ENGLAND SYNOD S BILL. 
OERS OF THE CIIU1tCflS OF ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND, WESLETANS CONGREGATIONALISTS, &O•, 

LN SYDNEY.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 5 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. 

The Petition of the undersigned Members of the Churches of England, Scotland, 

Wesleyans, Congregationalists, Ste., in Sydney, Ste. 

Your Petitioners, enjoying as they do the blessings of religious equality and freedom 

in this Colony, pray your Honorable House may not endanger the same by legalizing the 

Church of England Synod Bill now before your Honorable House, and which, in their 

apprehension, contains principles at variance with the freedom of Christian worship, and 

opposed to those principles of non-interference of the secular power with the Church (so 

dear to their anceston), and which, in their estimation, are essential to the purity of 

religion, the rights of conscience, and the independence of the Church, enjoyed during the 

first four centuries of the Christian era. 

Your Petitioners disclaim any intention to interfere with the freedom of Synodical 

action in the Church of England, enjoying, as they do, a like freedom in their own denomi-

nations, without the aid of law; but they consider the present Bill establishes a Church 

Constitution by law, and thus places the Church of England on a footing which they do 

not enjoy, and from their principles cannot apply for. 

Your Petitioners cannot but regard legislation affecting the use of the holy ordinances 

of Christianity, which is not sanctioned by the Word of God, as a desecration of the same, 

and implying a power of interference with spiritual obligations which they respectfully 

dissent from. 

Your Petitioners view any legislation fixing the powers or status of Ministers of 

the Gospel, as reviving questions of supremacy which have, in all ages of the Church, been 

the fertile sources of controversy and disunion in the Christian body. 

Your Petitioners, anxious to hand down to posterity the civil and religious equality 

and freedom they now enjoy, pray your Honorable House may be pleased to sustain their 

prayer. 

And your Petitioners will, as in duty bound, ever pray, &e 

[Here follow 219 Signatures.] 

(Price, ld.) iSO— 
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1861. 

LcIaiatthc goambIg. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SYNOD S BILL. 
(BAPTIST CHAPEL, BATFflJEST-STREET, SYDNEY.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 5 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. 

The Petition of the Members of the Church and Congregation meeting for 

Divine Worship in the Baptist Chapel, Bathurst-street, Sydney, New South 

Wales,— 

SHEWETIT 

That your Petitioners, believing that all human legislation in matters of religion 

is an invasion of the prerogatives of God, in contravention to the spirit of the New Testa-

ment of Jesus Christ—and, furthermore, unnecessary, from the completeness of the laws 

therein given for the guidance of His Church, through all time, and in all places, and from 

the fact that no such legislatiun, by your Honorable House in particular, can be effected on 

behalf of any section of religionists in this Colony, without destroying the equality 

hitherto enjoyed, and which ought to be maintained, amongst the various religious bodies of 

the community—do most humbly and earnestly pray your Honorable House not to pnss into 

law the Bill now under your consideration, intituled "The Church of England Synoda Bill." 
Your Petitioners desire to disclaim all interference with the rightful action of any 

religious community. They would cheerfully contend on behalf of others for what they 

desire themselves to enjoy—freedom to worship—and to act in all religious affairs according to 

the dictates of the Word of God; but as by the said Bill they conceive that an unseriptural 

end is sought by unseriptural means, and which cannot be granted without a violation of 

religious equality and the laws and prerogatives of Christ, they respectfully beg your 

Honorable House not to allow the said Bill to pass into law. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

[Here follow 93 &gnatures.] 

[Price, ld.] 187— 
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1861. 

Ucgtslatibz cIøcmbtp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

WEST MAITLAND CHURCH LAND SALE BILL. 

REPORT 

FROM 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

WEST NAITLAN1J CHURCh LAND SALE BILL; 

TOOETUER WITH 

THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE 

AND 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

20 March, 1861. 

SYDNEY: 

THOMAS RICUARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, 
P11 ILL IP - STREET. 

1861. 
[Price, 3d.] 139—A 
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EXTRA€Y.FS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

ITOTES, No. 27. TUEsmAY, 26 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

15. West Maitland Church Land Sale Bill:—Mr. Mate moved, pursuant to amended 
notice, atanding in the name of Mr. Dick, and on his behalf,— 
That the Bill to enable the Lord Bishop of Newcastle, as surviving Trustee of 

certain land situated in the Town of West Maitland, to sei1 the said land, and to pro-
vide for the appropriation of the proceeds of such sale, be referred to a Select 
Committee. 
That such Committee consist of Mr. Blake, Mr. Daniel, Mr. Markham, Mr. 

Dickson, Mr. Hart, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Terry, and Mr. Dick. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES, No. 40. WEDNESDAY, 20 MARcU, 1861. 

2. West Maitland Church Land Sale Bill:—Mr. Dick, as Chairman, brought up the 
Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence 
taken before, the Select Committee for whese consideration and report this Bill was 
referred on the 26th February, 1861. 
Ordered to be printed. 
Mr. Dick then moved, That the second reading of this Bill staid an Order of the 
Day for Tuesday next. 
Question put and passed. 

CONTENTS. 
PACE. 

Extracts ft-nm the Votes and Proceedings .................................. 2 

Report..... .............. .. ........................ ..................... B 

Proceedings of the Committee ............................................ 4  

Scb,.1iflg of Amendments ............................................... 6  

JatofWitaesseg ........................................................ 6  

Wtof Apcndix ........................................................ 5  

3linntea of Evidence .................................................... 7 
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1861. 

WEST MAFELAfl CHURCH LARD SALE BILT,. 

REPORT. 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE of the Legislative Assembly, to whom was 

referred, on the 26th February last, the " West Maittand Church 

"Land Bale Bill," beg leave to report to your Honorable House 

That they have examined the Solicitor for the Bill,* and the • Mr. W. EaTker 
other witnessj-  named in the margin (wh6se respective Evidence will tE P. Capper, 

be found appended hereto), and that the Preamble having been altered4  jT' UeboduIo of 

consistently with the Order of Leave, with a view to the perfect accuracy 

and further explanation of certain allegations therein contained, the same 

was proved to the satisfaction of your Committee, who then proceeded with 

the enacting part of the Bill, ind made the Amendments shewn in the 

accompanying Sehedule.fj 

And your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House 

the Bill, as amended by them. 

ALEX. DICK, 

- Chairman. 

Legislative Assembly Charaber, 

Sydney, 14 March, 1861. 

Vide page 5. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF TUE COMMITTEE. 

WEDNESDAY, 13 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBER PiustNT 

Mr. Dick. 

W. Barker, Esq., Solicitor, in attendance. 
In the absence of a Quorum of the Committee within one hour of the time appointed 

the meeting called for this day lapsed, and ordered to be convened for to-morrow. 

ThURSDAY, 14 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PItESENT 

Mr. Blake, Mr. Dickson, 
Mr. Dick, Mr. Terry, 

Mr. Walsh. 

A. Dick, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Copies of the West Maitland Church Land Sale Bill,—before the Committee. 
Solicitor for the Bill, Mr. W. Barker. 
Mr. W. Barker, Solicitor, examined. 
Witness produced Original Deed of Grant to Trustees of Land, set forth in the 

preamble of the Bill,—also printed copy of Letters Patent appointing the Lord Bishop of 
Newcastle therein recited (the latter handed in). 

Mr. B. P. Capper, senr., called in and examined. 
Witness handed in a written authority to appear on behalf of the Parish of St. Mary, 

West Maitland. (Vide Appendix A.) 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated in reference to certain proposed Amendments of the Preamble, 

desired by the Solicitor for the Bill,— 
When, the same appearing to the Committee to be within the scope of the Bill, as 

ordered by the House,— 
Amendments agreed to. (Vide Schedule of Amendments.) 
Motion made (Chairman) and Question,—That the Preamble as amended stand part 

of the Bill,—agreed to. 
Clauses 1 and 2 severally read, amended, and agreed to. (Vide Schedule.) 

Title then read, amended, and agreed to. (Vide Schedule.) 
Chairman requested to report the amended Bill to the House. 
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SCIIEDIJLE OF AMENDMENTS. 

Page 1, Title, line 1. —Omit "surviving." 

Page 3, Preamble, line 22. —After "Hoblin" insert "has by reason of his 
"absence from the said Colony for several 
"years become disqualified to be a Trustee 
"of the said land." 

After " and" insert " the said." 
Omit " have both ;" insert " has." 

lines 22 to25—Omit and the legal estate in the said land is 
"now vested in the Lord Bishop of New- 
castle under and in pursuance of the 
said lastly recited Act as sole surviving 
" Trustee thereof." 

Page 4, Preamble, line 1. —Omit and it has ;" insert "but which is now 
in so dilapidated and dangerons a eon- 
"dition that it has by reason thereof." 

Omit " second ;" insert " new." 
Page 4, Clause 1, line 17. —Insert At the commencement, "From and after 

the passing of this Act the said piece or 
"parcel of land shall be vested in the 
"Lord Bishop of Newcastle and his Suc- 
"ecssors and." 

After "the" insert "said." 

20. —After " Newcastle" insert and his successors?' 
26. —After " Newcastle " insert and his successors." 

Page 5, Clause 2, line 15. —After " Newcastle " insert " and his successors." 
(Title, T'de commencement.) 

LIST OF WITNESSES. 

Thursday, 14 March, 1861. 
SAG I. 

\V. Barker, Esq., Solicitor .. .. 7 

B. P. Capper, sear., Esq......, , , .. 

LISP OF APPENDIX. 

(To .Evideneejiven by S. P. Capper, sear., Esg., 14th Marcf, 1861,) 

Authority from Clrnrehwardens and Incumbent of St. Mary's, 
West Maitlaud, empowering Mr. E. F. Capper, sear... 9 
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1861. 

Lcfølatjbe %ozembig. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

WEST MAITLAND CIIURC11 LAND SALE BILL. 

THLTRSDAT 14 MARCH, 1861. 

l3rtøcnt :— 
MR. BLAKE, 

MR. WA I LSH. MR
. DICKSON, 

ALEXANDER, DICK, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 
Present for parties:— 

IV. Barker, Esq, Solicitor for the Bill. 

William Barker, Esquire, Solicitor for the Bill, examined 
By the Chairman: Will you be kind enough to state how you propose to prove the Ws Barker. 

preamble of the Bill? I beg to hand in the grant which is recited in the first part of the Lsq. 
preamble in proof of the matter set forth in the first page and a half. (Orant produced.) e'  ------ . 
Then I propose to prove the second recital in a mode that I apprehend will be satisfactory to 14 Mar., 1861. 
the Ijommittee—that is, by handing in a copy of the Bishop of Newcastle's Letters Patent, 
printed by the Government Printer by order of the Legislative Council. (Produced and handed in.) That will take us as far as the 20th line on the third page. I should inform 
the Committee that it will be necessary here to make an amendment, which was only known 
yesterday on the arrival of a gentleman who is present as a witness. It is recited here that 
the other two trustees are both dead, but it has been ascertained that that is not the fact. 
Mr. Hobler, although absent from the Colony about 17 years, is, we are informed, still alive 
in California. But under the Church Temporalities Act parties ceasing to reside in the 
Colony for a period of six months become disqualified as church trustees. 

Edward Peter Capper, senr., Esquire, called in and examined:- 

By itL. Barker: Where do you reside? At West Maitland. 
E. P. Capi• Do you know a church at West Maitland called by the name of St. Mary? Yes. Sen., Esq. 

What is the parish called? The parish of St. Mary. 

Do you know of any other church in West Maitland? There is another called 14 Mar., 136!. 
St. Paul's. 

What is the name of the parish—the ecclesiastical parish? The parish of West Maitland 
has been divided into two parishes, one called St. Mary's and the other St. Paul's. 
By Mr. Blake: Where is St. Paul's church? In the southerly part, near the railway 

crossing in High-street. 
Is there not another church in East Maitland? Yes, St. Peter'a. We have nothing to 

do with that parish. 

9. 
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MINUTES OP EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

E. P. Capper, 9, By 1fr Barker: Do you know whether there has been a parsonage and schoolhouse built 
senr.. Esq, in connection with St. Mary's church? Both parsonage and schoolhouse have been built 

e--4—'N for several years. 
14 Mar., 1861. 10. Can you inform the Committee whether it has been found necessary to erect a second 

church in the parish of St. Mary ? The church already built in St. Mary's parish was 
very badly built, and is considered by Mr. Blacket, the architect, and also by the inhabi- 
tants generally, to be unsafe. The gables are opening out. 
ii. You are aware that Mr. Blaokct has reported that the church in present use in the 
parish of St. Mary is in a dangerous state ? Years ago I heard him express that opinion, 
but at present I have it only from what the churchwardens put me in possession of. 
The churchwardcns are of that opinion ? Yes. 
You have no official connection with that church yourself? At present I have not; 

I have acted before the new church of St. Paul's was built. 
11. Are the churchwardens of St. Mary's church aware of your attendance here to give 
evidence in support of this Bill? There is my letter of authority (produced and handed 

in. Vide Appendix A), and here is a private memorandum from them in which they acknow- 
ledge that they are perfectly satisfied that whatever the sale of the land produces shall 

be divided between the two churches. 
Are you aware whether the now church, to replace the present church of St. Mary, has 

been commenced? It has been commenced, and between £1,900 and £1,300 has already 
been paid on account of it. The foundation is laid, and the walls arc four or five feet high. 
The contract for it is about £3,000. They are building on plans which were prepared by 
Mr. Blacket and approved by the churchwardens and parishioners. 
Has a church been erected in the parish known as St. Paul's? It has. 
is it completely finished? It is. The parsonage is also completely finished, and the 

whole of the ground is fenced in, and on that is the grammar school in connection with 
the Church of England, which is also built and fully paid for. I may also say that the 
ground on which the church, parsonage, and grammar school are built, was bought by us. 

is. Has the debt on these buildings in the parish of St. Paul been fully discharged? 
No. 
There is a debt remaining? Yes, nearly £3,000. 
On the church, parsonage, and schoolhouse? No, on the church and parsonage, the 

schoolhouse is fully paid for. 
The land, which was originally granted for the erection of a church, school, and par- 

sonage, at West Maitland, is not now required for the purposcs for which it was intended, 
because of two churches having been built? It was foand inconvenient to build on the first 
grant, and therefore the church of St. Mary was built in a different position, and St. Paul's 
his also been built in another part of the town. 
And because of St. Mary's and St. Paul's having been erected this land is not now 

required for the purpose of erecting a church? Just so. 
23 But the ehurehwardens of both parishes think it expedient that it should be sold, and 
the proceeds devoted to the discharge of the debts of the two parishes? Yes. It has always 
been held out as a hope that the enormous expenses we have been at should be reimbursed in 

that way. 
Have you any connection with St. Paul's church ? I have been a ehurchwarden ever 

since it was erected, and I was on the Building Committee for it. 
Is it the desire of the Bishop and the churchwardens of these two churches that the pro-

ceeds of the sale of this land should be applied in the manner mentioned in the preamble of 

this hill ? It is. 
By the Chairman: has there been a schoolhouse erected in the parish of St. Mary? 

Yes; there has been for years a parish school in St. Mary's, as well as the church and 

parsonage. 
By Mr. Bloke: And there are similar erections in the parish of St. Paul? Yes; 

St. Paul's Church, we consider, will accommodate from 800 to 1,000 people. 

By Air, Dickson: Has there been any meeting of the parishioners in reference to this 

subject? Yes. 
A public meeting? A meeting of the churchwardens and parishioners both in St. 

Paul's and St. Mary's parishes. 
How was the meeting convened? In the same way as all vestry meetings. The sale 

of this land has been in agitation for years, and has been always looked upon as one of the 
sources that would repay the great expenses we were at in building the two churches. 
81. There was no public meeting of the inhabitants? The inhabitants had nothing to do 
with it. It was specially given for the Church of England, the same as other grants to 
different churches, and therefore the matter was entirely amongst ourselves. The whole 
of the parishioners consented, in vestry assembled. 
Has there been any public meeting of the parishioners? A vestry meeting—we call 

our meetings amongst ourselves vestry meetings. 
By the Chairman: It was notified from the pulpit? Yes; and also a notice of the 

meeting was put in the ordinary manner upon the church doors. It was a general meeting 

of the parishioners. 
It is with the consent of the parishioners that this proceeding is taken? With the 

consent of the whole of the parishioners of St. Paul's and St. Mary's. 
No objection was made by any of the parishioners to the division as proposed in this 

Bill, so far as you are aware? Decidedly not; and it is one of the things put down in my 
instructions from the churchwardens of St. Mary's that they are perfectly agreed as to the 

proceeds being equally divided. 
36. 
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ON THE WEST MAITLAND ChURCH LAND SALE lULL. 

313. By Air. Blake: I suppose a resolution to that effect has been passed in the vestry E. P. Capper, 
meetings of both parishes? Yes. I senr., .Eaq. 

37 By Jf• Barker: In point of fact you know this application to Parliament is made with r----
the consent of the Bishop, the clergymen of the two parishes, the churchwardens, and the 14 Mar., 1661. 

parishioners? Decidedly; with their full knowledge and consent. I consider myself fully 
enabled to say so. 
Do you know whether Mr. Henry Ineledon Pileher, one of the trustees of the mod men-

tioned in this Bill, is still living? Mr. Pileher is dead. 
Do you know, or have you been recently informed, whether Mr. George Hobler, the other 

trustee, is living or dead? Mr. Hobler was living two or three months ago in California, 
and I am able to stute that with certainty, as his son arrived here some ten days ago. 
Were you informed by his son? I did not see his son, but some near relations of his 

told me that they had seen his son, and that Mr. Hobler was still alive. 
Can you inform the Committee whether Mr. Hobler has ecased to reside in Maitland? 

I think it is nearly seventeen years since he resided in Maitland, and somewhere about 
thirteen or fourteen years since he left the Colony, as far as my knowledge goes- 

A PPE NI) IX 

A. Wst ilaitland, 
10 March, 1861. 

WE hereby authorize and appoint Edward P. Capper, Esq., to appear and give evidence on the part of 
St. Mary a parish, before a Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, relative to the aale of 
certain land in West Maitland, and the appropriation of the proceeds thereoL 

For the Churchwardcns, 
GEO. VINDIN. 

1IOBT. CHAPMAN, 
Incianbent of St Mary':. 

Sydney: Thomas Richards1  Osverniueo S Friater.-1861. 

189—B 
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:IT a]'peariIg thet there are some errors in the print1 copy of the flpateh front the Sceretsry 
of State to the Governor Genera!, of thz 20th of November, 1863, which n as prei uteri to the firmer 
Lgislativu Council, on the 13th of Jane, ls5l, an amended copy, which accompanies, has been 
prepai'd. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

RIGHTS OF SQUATTERS. 

11trør11ttb to botlj Rjolmm of Ij)arl&mcitt, )Sn ltoinmanb. 

COPY or A Drsi'Awtl front His Gg.#E THE PuKE OF NEWCASTLE to GOVERNOR Sm 

CRAIUIES A. Firz Rev. 

CONFIDENTIMJ.] Downiag-s?reel, 

29 cember, 1953. 

Sin, 

I transmit to you the copy of a Despatch which I address by the same Mail X. 1261  2v Nov., 

to the Lieutenant Governor of Victoria, on the subject of the rights of the occupiers of 

Pastoral Runs under the Order in Council of 19,47, which has exciteti so much discussion in 

that Colony. 

The circumstances of Victoria are SI) peculiar and so pressing, that I have thought 

it neceasary to give the Lieutenant Governor these directions, without any reference to the 

cas? of similar occupiers in New South Wales. It appears to mc that the question is best 

viewed separatily as regards each Colony; and I have no wish, by these directions, to inter-

fere in any way with the proceedings which you, with the advice of your Executive Council, 

may have taken, or may contemplate on the subject. 

I have made this Pespatch confidential, the subject not being one of direct importance 

to your Government; but I have no objection to your communicating its contents to your 

Executive Council, or to the Legislative Council, if you deem it expedient. 

I have, 8cc,, 

GoVEltYon SIR CIIARLES A. Fin Roy, 
(Signed) NEWCASTLE. 

8cc., 8cc., 8cc. 

12— closure 
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2 DESPATCH RELATIVE TO THE RIGHTS OP SQUATTERS. 

[Enclosure to the foregoing.] 

(Cor.) 

No. 120. Downing-street, 
29 .Mave,mber, 1.853. 

SIR, 
in, 3 Set., I have to'aeknowledge your Despatcltes of the numbers and dates specified in 

3851 

fr 
the margin, on the subject of the questions which have been raised relative to the extent of 

No U2 ;sà'"" the rights of licensed occupants of Crown Lands in Victoria, under the Order in Council of 

Ni,. ia, ont., 9th March, 1847, and subsequent Orders and Regulations. 
Mit th In the first of these Despatches you inform me (paragraph 61) that you have 
No97,3Juno, brought the whole of this very complicated subject under the attention of the Home Govern- 

ment, in compliance with the wishes of the Legislative Council, as expressed in their AddLesS, 

voted on the 17th August, 1852, in the manner explained in your Despateh. 
Tn giving you the directions which the present Dospatch contains, I am actnated 

by the desire to satisfy, as far as in my power, what appears to be the deliberate wish of thu 
Legislative body, as well as your own. It would, undoubtedly, have been a far easier course 
for Her Majesty's Government to decline this responsibility, and to leave the entire charge 
of future regulations and the decision of questions of vested rights, now actually in dispute, 
to the Local Legislature and to the Local Tribunals respectively; especially, as under the en-
angements of Her Majesty's late and present advisers to the Colonists, tiere is every reason 
to expect, that the general control of the waste lauds will soon be transferred from the 
Home to the Local Government; but I am compelled to recognise the strong grounds on 
which your application and that of the Legislative Council rests, and the justice 0f the 
appeal on the part of the occupants tbemslves to the Home Government for its assistance in 
defining and securing those rights which they have acquired under its own Acts. 

Still the difficulty of decision on such a subject, with the materials in poscssion 
of Her )Tajesty's Government, is very great. Even the substantial facts on which that 
docision is to rest are by no means fully bef,re me. I say this with no view of imputing 
blame to yourself, or the local authorities, who have supplied me, no douht, to the full with 
such information as they deemed re4uisite, but I am left ignorant, of many,  things which arc 

probably Fo familiar in the Colony, that they bar not been thought to require specific 
notkee ; for instance, while I should rather have nferrcd from your Dc0pntch, that the 
mujrrit.y of stockholders in the intermediate as well as in the unsettled districts, were still 
without leasrs, I consider it doubtful, from other statements in these parrs, whether some 
let.?5 for eight years may not have been actually given in the former districts. igain, I 
am altogether without information how the very important clauses in the Order in Council, 
which give the occupants in certain cases the right of exclusive purchase and the right of 
pre-cmptimn, are practically worked in the Colony; whether, for instance, the I 0:5cc has 

been held entitled, on any occasion, to demand the sale of land on valuation, or it has hen 
always considered competent to the Governor to decline to accede to such demand. Yet 
these are important points with a view to understanding the equitable relation which now 
subsists between the Government and the occupants, and without a fuller knowledge of these 
and other particulars than I possess, I feel that any adjustment proposed by Her Majesty's 
Government runs the risk of bciug founded on mistaken data. 

I have done my best to remedy this deficiency by conversation with such persons, 
well acquainted with the Colony, as I could from time to time consult; and I have post-
poned taking any steps on your Despatches for a time far long-or than I should have other-

wise judc-d ndvis',hle. partly in the expectation that further incidental intelligence from: 
yourself might assist me, and not without hope also, that some progress might be made 
towards adjustment by farther discnssion and comparison of views in the Colony itself. I 
feel, however, that it is due to the important interest concerned that this delay should last 

no loneer. 
It is necessary that I should commence by stating that Her Majesty's Govern-

ment are perfectly satisfied with the reasons which you have adduced, why the portion of 
the Order in Council which declares that actual leases shall be granted on demand has 
hitherto remained a dead letter, and must, probably, long remain so unless some equitable 
adjustment intervenes. They are satisfied that the circumstances of the Colony have ren-
dered the surveys, which were considered essential preliminaries to the execution of the 
leases, impracticable, and that such extensive surveys will long be impracticable. This is 
an obstacle which no one fully appreciated beforehand, and for which no one is justly 
responsible. But the occupants have, in addition, no ground, in my judgment, to complain 
of this delay, because, in fact, the burden lay on them, and not on the Local Government, 
under the terms of the Order in Council and Regulations subsequently issued, as I under- 

o  stand them, to furnish such descriptions of their runs as might render it possible to grant ft 

lease, and the assistance of surveys was a benefit offered them by the Local C overnruent, and 
no part of their rights ; and, still more, because, in the absnce of the leases they seem to 
have enjoyed up to this time the full practical benefit of leases (except so far as regarded a 
sense of security for the future) and the various privileges which the Order in Council 

conferred nominally on lessees only. 
It must be farther stated that it is perfectly clear that the real purpose of the 

Order in Council was that fairly represented in paragraph 63 of your Despatob, namely, to 
give encouragement to those engaged in pastoral pursuits, the value of which to the 
Colony is fully explained in your Despatohes, and fully recognised by Her Majesty's 
Government. It was intended to give them adequate use of the land for the purpose of 
their particular industry, and adequate protection against disturbance in it. It was not 

intended 
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intended to give them advantages, beyond other members of the community, towards becom-
ing purchasers of Crown Laud, except to the very limited extent required for their actual 
accommodation, still less was it intended to enable them to become speculators in land, 
purchasing on terms peculiar to themselves, in order to sell again in the general market. 
And least of all was it intended that their pastoral occupations should stand in the way of 
the development of general population and industry, and of those facilities for the acqui- 
sition of land, by the public at large, which are essential to that development. 

If the language of the Order in Council goes beyond these intentions, and if that 
language, couplcd with the acts done under it, has conferred vested rights to an extent 
beyond what was at all foreseen and now felt as a practical inconvenience, a very serious 
question undoubtedly arises between private claims and the general interest. I will not say 
that in an extreme case the latter must not prevail, and that vested rights must not give 
way, subject to such compensation as it may be practicable to give. 

But I am not satisfied that it is necessary to resort to measures of this nature. 
It requires to be first considered whether the existing powers of Government will not suffice 
at once to maintain the intended principle, and to repress the abuse. If the occupants insist 
on the extreme view of their rights, as controlling the obvious meaning of the concessions 
made to them, it becomes incumbent on Government to protect the public by insisting also 
on the rigorous interpretation of the Order in Council, when its provisions may seem to clash 
with the public interests. 

Now the equitable rights of the occupants, on the strictest view, are also, I 
think, fully stated in your Despatch. I need only very briefly recapitulate those on which 
the questions now submitted to me, turn. They appear to be entitled to demand leases, 
under the conditions respectively specified as to intermediate and unsettled lands, to be 
executed whenever it is possible for Government to take the necessary measures, for terms 
not exceeding eight and fourteen years respectively. They are entitled to a right of pre-
emption when lands are put up for sale, at the end of each year of lease in the intermediate—
of the last year in the unsettled districts. They are entitled to an exclusive right of pur-
chase in the unsettled districts whenever Government thinks fit to sell them land during the 
currency of the lease. And they are entitled to renewal under the conditions specified in 
section 16 of the Order in Council. 

Ii. The limits to those rights on the other hand appear to be these, judging, as I 
am compelled to judge, only front the Order in Council itself and subsequent legal documents 
issued by the Local Government; for it is impossible that I can fully appreciate the moth-
fications which usage or understanding, recognised both by Government and the occupants, 
may have introduced in the Colony. 

12. In the first place, as the occupants have been treated in all respects as lessees 
since the Order in Council was acted on in the Colony, any lease granted must fairly be 
considered as dated only from that period. This I understand to be the view of the Legis-
lative Council, in which I fully concur. The datc on which I understand them to have 
fixed is the 7th April, 1848, to which I see no objection. 

1. In the next place the Order in Council promises these leases only for terms "not 
"exceeding" eight and fourteen years respectively. The squatters indeed appear to con-
tend that these words are to be taken contrary to their plain import, as conveying a promise 
for the full extent of those terms; and I do not collect from any of your Despatohes the 
impression of your own views on this very esseatial point. Mr. I"orlonge, I observe, contends 
that the claimants in the unsettled districts have a positive " guarantee" for fourteen years 
absolute. I can only say that the most diligent examination of the papers has failed to 
show me any such guarantee. It cannot be seriously contended for a moment that a casual 
expression in the Despatch of Lord Grey transmitting the Order in Council (on which I see 
some reliance is placed—taken also apart from its context) had the effect of adding to or 
altering the definite words of an Order in Council. And could this be maintained, it would 
be easy to show from his Lordship's own subsequent Despatches, that be did not himself $o i'ar.43of 
interpret the Order. In a Despatch addressed to Sir Charles Fits Roy, on the 6th August, 
1849, he says, "but inasmuch as the Order of the 9th March leaves the length of the term Eert. 
"of years to be granted entirely at your discretion, you will be able and justly entitled to 
"refuse to such persons any lease for more than a year, unless they are willing to accede to 
the insertion of the conditions which you may require." 

It is hardly necessary to add, that as the occupants are now in the enjoyment of 
the full benefit of leases without possessing them, so they cannot justly claim that the terra 
of lease to be ultimately allotted to each, whether fourteen years or less, must run from the 
actual issue of such lease. The antedating of the lease will be strictly equitable, inasmuch 
as they have hitherto had the same equitable advantage as if it had so been issued. 

In the next place, although the lessee in an unsettled district has an exclusive 
right of purchase (subject to what I shall have presently to say on the bead of reserves) 
during the currenoy of his actual or assumed lease, I find no provision in section 6 compelling 
the Governor to se1i such lessee any land on his demanding it. 

Nor do I find any provision in section 15 or elsewhere, compelling the Governor 
to put tip land for sale at the expiration of each year in the intermediate districts, or of the 
lease in the unsettled districts; nor any provision continuing the right of pre-emption to 
the occupant at any future sale, when the Governor shall not have sold immediately on the 
expiration of the lease, and the lessee shall not have renewed or shall have been prevented 
from renewing by an alteration in the class of his land. And it must be added, that ci )i1-
sidering the great difficulties which you point out as attaching to the system of sale by 
valuation, it would be obviously unreasonable to suppose that the Governor was compellable 
to exercise these powers of sale when the public interest did not require it, merely in order 
to enable the lessee to exercise his exclusive or pre-emptive rights—those rights having 
really been given him only with a view to prevent interruption by others—not as a means 
of gain to himself. 17. 
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17. In the next place, section 9 of the Order in Council gives the power of making 
grants or sales within the runs, and without any regard to exclusive or pre-emptive rights 
in the lessee, for many speificd public purposes, including the purpose of digging for 
minerals, which may be of great importance in the present situation of the Colony ; and,. 

lastly, "for otherwio facilitating the government,  and settlement of the Colony." \Vithout 

entering at length into the controversy to which these tvords have given risc, it is enough 

for me to soy that tire very differences of opinion whacli have existed among lawyers as to 
their exact constroetion, entitle you, in my opinion, to put on them the more liberal one, as 
regards the requirements of the public. If this constnaclion be legal, and I have no reason 
to doubt it, it is plainly that which ought to be adopted both for the public advantage and 
also with a view to the equitable redemption of the promises, and no more than the promises 
intended to be made to the oceupints themselves. It was intended to prevent land comprised 
in their runs from being sold by Government to parties purchasing for mere speculative 
purposes, and at the same time to enable it to be so sold (without regard to the lessees' right 
of exclusive purellos.) where the public necessities of the Colony were such as to require it. 

When, therefore, YOU are of opinion that the progress of population and settlement in a 
particular quarter has rendered it titatter of public importance, that enough land should he 
made available for the agricoltural supply of the wants thus created, you may, in my opinion, 
sell land to that extent, under the general sale regulations of the Colony, though situated 

within a run. 
is. And lastly, I consider it plain that Her Majesty's Government have the power to 

make rules respreting the division, from time to time, of the land into settled, intermediate, 
and unsettled districts, by Order in Council. And considering the great change in the 
circumstances of Victoria, it is obvious that the time has arrived for a liberal exercise of 
that power. I out not indeed certain (but prefer on such a point to be guided by local 
experience) whether an entire abolition of the " unsettled class' and a very wide extension 
of the " ettled," leaving only the more distant portions as " intermediate," would not be 
the best course. f shall therefore so delegate the necessary powers to the Governor, as to 
leave him absolutely free in this respect. The effect of such an extension would, of course, 
not be to intrfare with subaisting leases (whether actually granted or promised, and therefore 
assumel to exist) but it would, as it appears to me, destroy all right of renewal, except 
subject to the terms applicable to the class in which any run might, by the change, become 

included. 
These are the powers which appear to me to be vested in Government, consist- 

ently with the equitable and literal engagement to the occupants, as far as they are to be 

collected from the Order in Council. But here the great difficulty to which I have referred 
at the outset of this Despateh, meets me at once. I cannot collect, even from the mass of 
doenineuts before me, how far the interpretation which I have put on tiese powers may 
be modified by the subsequent acts or declarations, or tacit assent of the Local Govern-
ment, so as to give place to an interpretation more favorable to the squatters. The 
mere assertion of the latter i cannot, of course, take for granted, and I nan fully 
aware, in canes of eoutraet between Government and individuals, or classs of individuals, 

how  easily a more favorable view of each provision towards the private person, and less 
favorable to the Government, becomes current in eonamon expectation ; how watchful 
individuals are in extending their rights by implications and construction; and how 
little intereot, comparatively, those who represent the Government have, in resisting 
such extension. Tim only rule I can furnish you with is this a that where a oonstruelion 
more favorable than what I have laid down, rests only on some vague and general under-
standing, current among the classes benefited, it may be altogether disregarded, nor can any 
loss incurred by individuals throngh the non-recognition of such an understanding be con-
sidered as establishing a right to compensation. But where such construction is so far 
supported by acts or declarations of the Local Government as to appear sanctioned by a 
pledge of the public faith, these individuals are entitled, either to its maintenance, or (if 
this be impracticable) to reasonable compensation. I am aware that in laying on you the 
duty of distinguishing between these supposed eases, I impose it task of difficulty and deli- 

cacy but it is unavoidable. 
With regard to the duration of leases, in particular, I have been led partly by 

your silence on the subject, and partly by other circumstances, to infer that the claim of the 
squatters for leases of maximum duration, though contrary to the plain words of the Order 
in Council, may, nevertheless, have derived some force from the acquiescence of the Local 
Government. If this is really the ease, although I think it much to be regretted, my 
instructions must be regarded as open to some modification in partial recognition of a claim 

thus substantiated. 
Subject to these cautions, I have to authorize you to employ the various powers 

which, according to these views, belong to the Local Government, as far as you may consider 
advisable. And I cannot but consider them as amply sufficient to ensure to the community 
at large an adequate supply of available land, without infringing on the real rights of the 

squatters. 
But with regard to these latter, it is by no means the wish of Her Majesty's 

Government that they should be placed in real difficulties, or their well-founded expecta-
tions—expectations, that is, limited within the purpose for which these advantages were 
first given them—disappointed. 1 recognize to the fullest extent the great value of which 
their industry has hitherto proved to the community, and believe that whatever mny be 
the development of the Colony under its present altered circumstances, pastoral pursuits 
will still furnish the most profitable and usefal occupation to a considerable portion of its 
inhabitants. My only object is that the extensive privileges which have been accorded them 
may not be perverted by too literal claims to purposes for which they were not intended, and 

may 
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may not be exercised with manifest unfairness to other classes. It is to prevent this abuse 
that I have thought it necessary to point out that if the rights of the Crown are insisted on 
with equal strictness, the use of those privileges will be very materially curtailed. 

If, therefore, any Occupiers of runs should apply for leases, and should be 
content to receive leases exempt from those conditions which are at once injurious to the 
community and useless for merely pastoral purposes, you are fully authorized and desired to 
grant them. Such leases should contain no power of exclusive purchase (luring the term, 
or of pre-emption at the end of it, except with such limitations as should clearly confine 
such power to land really wanted by the lessee for those purposes of homesteads and bond 
jide 

improvements, which are specified in paragraph 65 of your Despateim, which appears to Par. 55 
me to contain a reasonable definition of pre-eumptivo right. They should also be subject to 
the power of the Government to resume, from time to time, and offer for ordinary and open 
sale, after sufficient notice, land which may be really wanted for that purpose, in the 
judgment of those in whom the control of the public lands is vested. 

To those who may prove willing to accept this offer, making t]iereby a ooneessioxi 
of extreme rights, I would authorize you, in return, to make all reasonable concessions on 
the part of Government. As to the duration of their leases, for instance, I would leave you 
full discretion, to the extent of the maximum given by the Orders in Council, but dating 
the lease from the 7th April, 1848, as recommended by the Legislative Council. As the 
difficulties of accurate survey will no doubt continue for sonic time longer, I would leave you 
at liberty either to issue leases with such general description of boundaries as the lessee may 
be content with, and (with the consent of the Legislative Council, if necessary) so to confirm 
these boundaries as to secure the lessee from any encroachment on the part of Goment, 
leaving, of course, the rights vern 

of third parties inte, Re; or, if the lessee preferred it, he might 
be allowed still to remain on the footing of an eccopier, possessing an equitable title to a 
lease, until this could be executed with the more absolute precision which a survey would 
afford. I will not go farther into particulars which must be far better understood on the 
bpot, but only repeat my general instruction, that additional security and advantage to 
those who are willing to take these leases for bonâ file pastor: ml purpnsLs, and free fro th0 
objectionable conditions, will be a very fair purchase for the surrender of a portion of their 
present claims. 

With regard to the substitution which you propose, of an assessment on stock 
for present rent, I entertain some doubts whether much advantage will, in reality, be gained 
by such a meaure; but it is one on which I am quite ready to adopt the views to which 
your own local experience has led you. 

Lastly, if there be any parties who would prefer to surrender the extreme rights 
of which I speak for other eomponsation, or to whom injury may really be done by the di. 
appointment of just expectations, which enforcing the powers of Government may occasion, 
it appears to inc that both the land of the Colony (should the provisions of the present 
Waste Lands Act be modified) and its public funds might be very fairly resorted to for the 
purpose of affording such compensation; and her Majesty's Government would readily 
afford any assistance in their power towards it, on being moved to do so by Address from the 
Legislative Council. 

As to the mannor in which the necessary measures are to be carried into effect, 
I have been reluctant to advise the exercise of the Queen's puwmr of legislation by amending 
the present Order in Council, because it appears to me desirable to try the effect of farther 
arrangement and mutoal understanding before resartir.g to any measure which might be 
construed as a legislative invasion of vetrd rights. I have also considered that under the 
engagements now subsisting between Her Majesty's Government and the people of %iotoria, 
all the provisions of the Waste Lands Ao.t will (as before said) probably soon come under 
the revision of Parliament, when this particular portion of the subject can be more satis-
fact.'rily treated in connexion with the rest. I prefer, therefore, waiting for a farther 
report from yourself, and using such power as may remain to the Crown, or be placed by 
Parliament at its disposal, to give validity to any measures which you (with the advice of 
your Executive Council) may have adopted under those instructions. 

2,8. I am ready, however, to cause to be prepared, two short Orders in Council, the 
one empowering the alteration of the limits of the Districts, the other to enable you to 
substitute an assessment of stock for rent: neither however, to have any force in the Colony 
until publication there, the time of whioli will be left to your discretion. But as these 
Orders must ncoessarily be laid before Parliament, which is not yet in Scs.'ion, some time 
must elapse before you can receive them, 
from yourelf may render them unneorsear 

and it is pessiblo that some intervening information 
y. 

29. I will not lengthen this Despatoli farther than by expressing my sincere hope 
that this very difficult and pressing question will be fairly adjusted, whether through the 
use of such means as are here placed in your power, or (which would be much more 
satisfactory to myself) by mutual concessions and reasonable arrangement in the Colony. 
In this way only can the necessary progress of settlement, and the just demand of the 
iflereaseng population for facilities in acquiring land, be reconciled, with the preservation of 
that important interest whose claims are now under review. 

I have, &c., 

LIEumNjqp GonRNoR LA TROBE 
(Signed) NEWCASTLE. 

&c,, &e., Ste. 

Eeprinte4 by Timoita I{mCBSKD, Qoverament Printer, Sydney.-1861, 

Price, Ijd.J 
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1861. 

!Ltgiølatthc tsflmtilp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

EAST MAITLAND LAM) RESERVES. 
(RETURN IN REFERENCE TO.) 

Ordci'ed by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 30 January, 1861. 

RET!) RN to an Address of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of 

New South Wales, dated 2 February, 1860, praying that His 

Excellency the Governor General would be pleasd to cause to be 

laid upon the Table of this House,— 

"(1.) A Copy of the Report of the Acting Surveyor General, of 

the 15th Autust, 1858,' to the Secretary for Lands and * Should have 
been 1859. 

Public Works, on the subject of the East Maitland Land 

" Reserves. 

All documents referred to in such Report. 

The Cabinet Minute of the Secretary for Lands and Public 

Works, of the 7th May, 1859; and the Executive Council 

Minute, approved by His Excellency the Governor General 

on the 20th of the same month; in each case relating to the 

" same matter." 
(flu'. Robertson.) 

Ro. SCHEDULE. not 

1. Report of the Acting Surveyor General to the Secretary for Lands auid Public Works. 
15 August, 1559 .. ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 

2. John Borthwiek to the Secretary for Lands and Public Works. 19 July, 1859 .. .. 2 
3. Under Secretary for Lands and Public Works to J. Chambers, respecting certain appro. 

priations for Reserves. 20 June. 1859 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 
4. J. Chambers to Colonial Secretary. 22 December. 1858 .. .. .. .. .. 3 
0. The Under Secretary to J. Chambers. 20 December, 1858 .. .. .. .. .. 4 
e. 3. Chambers to Colonial Secretary. 22 November, 1858 .. .. .. . .. 4 
 J. Chambers to Colonial Secretary, forwarding copy of Resolutions passed at a Public 

Meeting of Inhabitants, respecting Reserves for Cowmonagc, &c. 6 December, 1858 4 
 Minute of Surveyor General on subject of Reserves. &c. 21 February, 1859 .. .. 5 
9, Colonial Secretary to Surveyor General.—(Enclosures.) 22 January, 1849.. .. .. 5 
10, Inhabitants' Memorial to His Excellency the Governor General, respecting Town Reserves. 

23 March, 1854 .. .. .. .. ., .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 
11. Report of Deputy Surveyor General. 28 April, 1654 .. .. .. ' ,. .. .. C 
12, Surveyor General to Colonial Secretary. 1 June, 1854 .. ., .. .. .. .. 7 
 The Under Secretary to Bench at Maitland, respecting Regulations for Pasturage 

Reserves at Maitland. 19  June, 1854 .... .. .. .. .. ,. .. 7 
 Cabinet Minute—Appropriations for Reserves. 7 May, 1859 .. ,. .. .. .. 7 

16. Minute of Executive Council, same subject. 10 May, 1859 .. .. .. 8 
16. Minute of Executive Council, same subject. 10 May, 1859 .. .. .. .. .. S 

51—A 
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No.1. 
REPORTof Acting Surveyor General to &eretary for Lands and Public Works. 

Tas most important portion of this communication is that in which Mr. Borthwick claims, 
on behalf of the Manicipality or the inhabitants of East Maitland, the right to permanent 
use, for pasturage purposes, of the 800 acres which forms a portion of the Maitland Town 

Reserve. 
To shew that this right does not exist, it is necessary to go back to the time when 

the reservation was first introduced in the Office I1aps—and this, so far as the records of 
this office sliew, was done in the year 1849, under the authority of a letter from the Colonial 
Secretary, the 2nd January, 1849, No. 30, and a Minute of the Executive Council, a copy 
of which was enclosed in that letter to the Surveyor General. 

This Minute, it will be seen, had a general reference to towns in the Colony, and 
under it Pasturage Reserves were introduced on all the maps, in eases where land which was 
suitable to the purpose remained in the possession of the Crown, in the vicinity of the more 
important country towps, and, amongst others, in the case of Maitland. 

The Minute shews distinctly that the appropriation was to be for so long only as the 

land might "remain unalienated by grant." 
The next step, in reference to the 800 acres, appears to have been the transmission, 

in March, 1854, of a Memorial, addressed to Sir Charles Fitz Roy, praying that the 
Pasturoge Reserve should be placed in the bands of Trustees, and on which reports were 
made by the then Acting Surveyor General (Mr. Thompson), and by the late Sir Thomas 
Mitchell, the former of which reports repeated the principle laid down by the Executive 
Council Minute before referred to—that the appropriations should only be "until the land 
is required for extension of the town, or for other purposes;"  and the latter recommended 

that the Pasturage Reserve should be placed "under regulations, to be framed by the local 
"Magistraey, and enforced on their responsibility, after having been approved by the 

"Governor General." 
The Governor General having approved of Sir Thomas Mitchell's recommendation, 

the Memorialists were so informed, and the Bench was requested to frame regulations, which, 

hOwever, it appears, was never done. 
It will thus be seen that the Government has never, in any way, pledged itself to 

make the Reserve of 800 acres a permanent appropriation, but, on the contrary, has always 
provided for its being only of a temporary character. 

It may be proper here to call attention to the fact, that a person of the name of 
ilickey has permission (obtained from Government in 1851) to occupy for life a portion, as 
shewn on the tracing of Maitland, with these papers, of the 800 acres in question. 

A lithographic plan of the town of Maitland, shewing the permanent and temporary 
Reserves, as approved of by the Executive Council, shall shortly be prepared, and copies of 
it will, of course, be sold in Maitland, and at this office. 

A. G. M'LEAN, 

Surveyor General's Office, Acting Surveyor General. 

Sydney, 15 August, 1859. 

No. 2. 
Mit. JOhN Bogruwicic to SsCRETARY yost Lsrms AND PuBLIc Woitics, 

East Maitland, 
19 July, 1859. 

SIR, 
I do myself the honor of addressing you on a subject of the deepest importance 

to ts as a community. 
A letter from your department was submitted to me by Mr. Chambers concerning 

the East Maitland Reserves. According to the tenor of that letter, it appears a portion of 
the Reserves were to be given permanently, and other portions temporarily. As I and others 
of the community are in a total state of ignorance as to the acreage or locality of those 
Reserves, would you cause a lithographic plan to be enclosed, pointing out the portions per-
manently and temporarily so granted? But I may at once state that I take exception to the 
word temporary, because, in the old map proposed by Mr. G. 13. White, a portion of land 
consisting of some 800 acres was reserved as a common for depasturing purposes; therefore, 
I maintain that the Government had alienated that portion of land for the use of the in-
habitants, consequently they had no right to resume possession again. Would you also 
inform me when the word temporary was substituted, whether under the old regime or since 
responsible Government was inaugurated? Perhaps you recollect that a public meeting was 
holden some time ago, for the purpose of protesting against the Government alienating a 

Z
portion of one of our Reserves to the late Mr. H. Osborne; could you inform me if such 
serve comes under the head of "temporary?" 
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I submit that it is absolutely neqessary that all ambiguity with reference to those 
Reserves should at once be cleared away, because we are on the eve of attempting to establish 
Municipal Institutions, for the better government of this town ; therefore, we require 
something tangible and definite to put before the public, and this subject has been in 
abeyance sufficiently long 

Your earnest and immediate attention is solicited to the above. 
I am, &e., 

JOHN BORTHWICK. 

No. 3. 
UI4DER SECItETARS-  Fort LAtthS AND PUBLIC Woitxs to J. CITAMBERS, ESQ. 

Department of Lands and Public Wo,-ks, 

Sm, 
Sydney, 20 Juije, 1859. 

Alluding to your letter, of the 22nd December last, respecting the Reserves at 
Maitland, over which the Municipality of Maitland will, when established, pissesejurisdiction, 
Ian directed to inform you that the Executive Council, before whom the matter was brought, 
have approved of the fitliowing partiona of lana being appropriated and set apart for the 
purposes specified in each case, namely 

130 Acres Reserve—Racecourse and Recreation. 
40  Cook's Square and Park. 
34 ,, ,, Market Place or Square. 
64 ,, ,, Market Reserve. 

630  Temporary Pasturage. 
250 to 300 ,, Reserve and Town Extension. 

I have, &c., 

JSIICL. FITZPATRICK. 

No.4. 
J. Cu.umrnts, ESQ., to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

Sja, 
Mci/land, 22 December, 1858. 

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 20th instant, I am instructed 
to say, that the Committee nomioated by the inhabitants of the Town did not intend to ask 
for any general pledge respecting the Reserves or other public lands, butsought only that 
which your letter appears to concede, viz., facility to enable the Municipality to carry out 
the duties specially imposed on it by the Act. 

The duties so enumerated are, the formation and regulation of markets—the manage 
meat of public recreation grounds—the cl ntrol t.f commoneges ; and the Reserves applied for 
by the Committee were thiisa, and those only, dvdieated to the public on  the sale plan of the 
town for the above purposes, namely, the Market Iteerve, the Recreation Ground Reserve, 
and the Pasturage lisserce; and it was thought to be but a rcaaonable application, inasmuch 
as it appeared iinppible for the Municipality to perform those duties without those 
Reserves-.--the inhabitants, it was said, could not be taxed for the erection of market build-
ings, or other public works or improvements, on lands from which they might at any moment 
be excluded—nor could the Corporation seek Sites for these public works other than those 
marked on the town plan, for by so doing they would be acting most unjustly to those 
townsmen who purchased of the Government allotment, abuttiog  on the Reserves set apart 
for such works; paid for above their then value, and built largely on them, under the bolief 
that the Government would not forget the representations under which those prices were 
obtained. 

Hitherto, perhaps, the many demands on the public purse may suggest a cause for 
the non-performance of the contract; but when the inhabitants (being empowered by law to 
manage local works) express their willingness to aid in carrying out the Government plan 
of the town at their own expense, it is hoped that they are not asking for facilities beyond 
the scope of those which you state the Government will be willing to grant. 

With respect to the second paragraph of your letter, noting that the applications will 
be decided on wheq made, I beg to state, that the authority of the Committee goes to the 
extent of now applying for the decision of the Government on the question before asked, 
namely,—Will the Government convey to the Municipality of Maitland, if duTy established, 
those Reserves, necessary for the performnnee of the duties specially imposed by the 
Municipal Act, that is to say,—the Market Reserves, the Recreation Ground Reserve, and 
the Pasturago Reserve? 

I have, &c., 

JOSEPH CIIAMBERS. 

Reksred for Report of Surveyor General. B. C. 31 December, 185S...M. 1'. 

No.5. 
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No. 5. 
TUE UNDER SECEETAaY to J. CnAM]aEas, ESQ. 

C'o?oni& Secretary's Ofilee, 
Sydncy, 20 December, 1858. 

Sm, 
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to acknowledge the receipt of your 

letter of the 22nd ultimo, inquiring whether the Government will be prepared to vest in the 
Corporation of Maitland, when duly established, the Reserves for the Cattle Market, the 
Park or Recreation Ground, and that for Pasturage, which are included within the limits 
of the proposed Municipality; and to inform you in reply that the Government will be 
ready to give every facility to the Municipality to enable it to carry out the duties imposed 
upon it by the Act, but that no general pledge can be made respecting the Reserves or other 

Public Lands. 
2. I am desired to add that the applications for portions of ground will be decided 

upon when made. 
I have, &e., 

W. EJJYARD. 

No. 6. 
J. CHAMBERS, ESQ., to COLONIAL SEcitartEr. 

alThüland, 22 2\Tovembe,., 1858. 

I have the honor to enclose you copies of certain Resolutions passed at a public 
meeting of the inhabitants of Maitland (East), held on the 15th instant, and beg to state 
that the Committee appointed by said meting have requested me to correspond with the 
Government on the mntter referred to in such Resolutions. 

The Act for establishing Municipal Institutions provides (See. 72), that the Councils 
shall make by-laws for the regulation of Markets, &.c, and by Sec. 76, for regulating the 
rights of the inhabitants over any land lawfully set apart as a Common. The inhabitants of 
Maitland have within their township Reserves dedicated to the above purpuses, but hitherto, 
owing to there being no recognized body ncting for th& people, they have been unable to get 

those Reserves hO surely and finally appropriated by the Crown to their public uses as to 

justify them in expending moneys on their improvement. 
Those Reserves are as follow 
1st. The Cattle Market, on which, about 20 years sinoe, sale yards were erected by 

private persons, and have since been maintained by them. 
2nd. The Park, unimproved. 
3rd. The Paturnge Reserve, also unimproved. A portion, it was understood, was 

to have been granted for a Racecourse, but it appears the authority was given 
in error, and has been recalled: the labonr of clearing and fencing, which was 
cheerfully undertohen by the people, has therefore betas suspended. 

The inhabitants of the town expect they will be dealt with, as regards their dedicated 
Reserves, as other towns have been, and that these Reserves will be secured to the uses 
declared by the sale plan of the town. And as regards the other Reserves of the Crown for 
which no use has been declared, and the unsold allotments, the inhabitants will be content to 
abide by the effect of any general course of action which the Government may lay down for 
its gnidance. Doubtless many Government townships will become municipalities, and claims 
be made to the unsold lands of the Crown within their boundaries, te principle of action 
should therefore be fixed, but this claim the inhabitants of Maitland would be willing to 
leave open for consideration, on the understanding that they shall hereafter enjoy the same 
benefits and privileges as the Goverment may hereafter extend to any Government township 

which may become a municipality. 
The chief matter therefore for present consideration is, whether the Government will 

be prepared to vest in the Corporation of Maitland, when duly established, the Reserves for 
the Cattle Market, the Park or Recreation Ground, and that for Pasturage—all which are 
comprised within the Government township, being laid out on the plan thereof, and are 

included within the limits of the intended Municipality. 
I have, &c, 
30SEP11 CUAMBE as. 

No. 7. 
S. Cutiawns, Esq,, to COLONIAL SECRETARY, 

1Iatiand, 6 December, 1858. 

Sm, 
Being under the impression that the copy of the Resolutions pnssed at a public 

meeting of the inhabitants of Maitland was not enclosed in any former letter, I do myself 
the honor to transmit them herewith, and beg to inform you that the meeting at which such 
Resolutions were passed was adjourned until Mondny next the 1:3th instant. 

I have, &e, 
JOSEPH CHAMBERS. 

[Enclosure 
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At a public meeting of the Inhabitants of Maitland (East), held at the Court House, it was resolved: - 

That it is desirable that the township of Maitland (East), as described for police purposes, with 
the addition of the town Reserves, should be created into a Municipality. 

That the folinwing persons, with power to add to their number, form a Committee to correspond 
with the Government as to the rights of coenmonage, &-e., &c., and report tlierco,t to this 
mt'oting, viz. :—Messrs. Dodds, Ogg, Chambers, Robinson, Namby, O'Meaghcr, and 
M'Loughlan. 

That this meeting adjourn for one month. 
J011l IUNGSMTLL. 

Maitland, 15 No render, 1858. Chairman. 

No. 8. 

(Cabinet. 58-4480.) 
MINUTE of Surveyor General. 

The Recreation Reserves are :—The Racecourse and Recreation Appropriation, con-
taining 130 acres, the description of which was forwnrdcd for final approval by my half-
monthly return, No. 58-58; " Cook's Square" and the " Park" adjoining it, containing 
about 40 acres. 

The Market Reserves are :—The Old Cattle Market Reserve, containing S acres; the 
New Market Reserve, containing about Gfr acres; and the Market Place or Situate, containing 
34 acres, 

A Reserve of 800 acres for Pasturage and Extension was sheivn on the maps, but of 
this the portion of 130 acres before referred to has been tnken for the Racecourse and Recrea-
tion Reserve, and part of the remainder has been designed for town extension, on each side 
of the Railway Line. 

A part of what is left might. be  placed in the hands of the Municipality as a perma-
nent Pasturage Reserve, but its extent and position would first have to be determined ; and, 
should the Secretary for Lands and Public Works approve, the Improvement Committee, or 
the Municipality when erected, might be invited to make a specific application. 

The Old Cattle Market Reserve before mentioned is unsuitable for the purpose for 
which it was reserved, and should it be determined that such lands are to be placed in the 
hands of the Municipalities, this should probably be excluded. 

It will be seen by a reference to the papers noted in the maTgin, that it was not 
considered competent to the Government to appropriate this land to other purposes, even of 
a public nature, for which it was better suited, and it may be desirable hereafter to obtain 
that power through the l'arliament, and so apply the land to some public purpose to which 
it may be suited, or sell it. 

GEORGE BARNEY. 
&rceyor General's ()fliee, 

Sydney, 21 February, 1859. 

No. 9. 
COLONIAL SEcRETARY lo SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 

Sydney, 22 January, 1849. 

In reference to your report of the 17th April last, respecting the land which has e,,driiiank 
been reserved for the use of the townspeople of Yass as pasturage for their milch cows, I now of 

do myself the honor to transmit to you the accompanying extract from a Minute of the aeeceary. 
Executive Council upon the subject, which has been duly approved by the Governor, and in 
accordance therewith, I am directed by His Excellency to request that you will have the 
goodness to furnish me, for the necessary publication, with a description of the land so 
reserved. 

I have, &e., 
E. PEAS THOMSON. 

[Enclosure in H0 øj 

£XTJtA CTJrone Minute of the Executive Council, dated lOt/s December, 1848, respecting the one 'nod, 
of securing to the Inhabitants of Townships the c.rrh,sirc rig/it of pasturagefor theje' niek/t cows over 
certain lands proposed to be s'eser-red for that purpose. 

Wn''i reference to the proceedings en the 12th September last, His Excellency the Governor lays before 
the Council the Attorney and Solicitor General's letter of the 25th Nove,uher, 1548. 

In accordance with the recommendations contained in this opinion, the Council advise that, in time 
ease of l)atburst, and of every other town to which a similar privilege may l,e conceded, notice should 
he issnod. that His Excellency, acting on behalf of Her Majesty, has n'st'rved a e,rtain portion of land 
(to be deseribed) for the exclusive time (so long as it may remain unahienate(l by Grant) of the hiousholders 
residing in the town, for the pssturagc of their mUch cows, according to eertsin mIca to be in that 
behalf made and provided; that the Magistrates in Petty Sessions should to, authorized to frunie such 
rules, subject to thor approval by His Excellency the Governor, and tti;,t the Chief Constable or boyne 
other suitable person should, in such, ease, beauthorizeil to act as Crowa t3ailiff in respect to the reserved 
lands, and to proceed against intruders thereon under the 4th section of the Statnte 9th and 10th Vi,'-
teria, chapter 104. 

[Svb-Enclosurc 

SIR, 
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Attorney Ge,zcrat's Ofece, 
fl .f4vcmber, ISIS. 

Sir, 
We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 23rd September last 

transmitting the accompanying Petition, forwarded by Mr. J. B. Darvall from certain inhabitants of 
Batisiarat, praying that a portion of land may be set apart for their use as a Common, together with the 
decision of th• Execotivo Council thereon and reuesting, by direction of Ills Excellency the Governor, 
that, in accordance therewith, we will report in what manner authority can best be given to the Magis-
trates in Petty Stsioos, or to some person acting under the Magistrates, dii'e.etinns to protect the right 
of the t wnspupIe to the exclusive pasturage of so much of the unsold lanris adjacent to the town as 
FEis Excellency may think it expedient to reserve for the purpose from the use of the neighbouring land-
earners, who might otherwise claim a right of eommouage over them under the Regulations of 29th 
March last. 

In reply, we bt' to state that the 3rd action of the 5 and 6 Victoria, cap. 36, authorizes the 
Crown, tic tb,' Governor acting on behalf of the Crown, either to dispose of or rcs,!rct any lands 
required for toy purpose of public convenience, &e. 

If, under this L'tiofl, a (iov,'rnmrnt notice were to be issued to the following effect, viz.;— 
That such a portion of land (describing it) had been reserved by His Excellency, acting on behalf of 
Her Majesty, for the exclusive use of the householders residing in the Town of Bathiurst, for the 
doptnrsge of their usilch cows, according to certain rules and regulations to be in that behalf made 
and pnvi.le.d"—it appe!Lrs to us that it would prevent such land from being considered "vacant" 
within the lie trung of the 2nd ('ieu-i' of the Tte'vulatiotss of the 29th March last. 

If it should by considered expedient by his Excellency, the Magistrates in Petty iessions might 
he autlioriz,al to frame rules tad regul.stions as to the mode of occupying this land I y the townspeople, 
such rubs, Ltc., to be ,nhnLitted br His Excellency's oonsiilleration and sanction and as this land would 
be re-erved, and not granted or Ie'srd, any one wrongfully intruding on it, or depasturing cattle on it 
with liei'n,e, might be sutnnmrily punished under the 4th section of the 9 and 10 Victoria, cap. 104, ait. 
the instance of any one duly authorized by the Governor to act in that behalf. 

We have, &e., 
J. H. PLUNKETT, 

Attorney-General. 
W. FOSTER, 

Solicitor-General. 

No. 10. 

MEMORIAL of Inhabitants of East frlaiaand to Governor General. 

To His Excellency Sir Charles Augustus Fits Boy, Knight, Governor General of the Colony 
of New South %Vales and its Dependencies, &c., &o., &c. 

The Memorial of the undersigned, Inhabitants of the Town of Maitland, commonly 
known as East Maitland,— 

SnEwETn 
That your Memorialists reside at Maitlnnd aforesaid, and have been accustomed 

to run horses and other stock, their property, on the Pasturege Reserve attached to the town-

ship, and to take firewo,d thcrefrom. That, of late, persons not interested in the township, 
have placed flocks of sheep and herds of stock on such pasturage, whereby the horses and 
cattle of the inhabitants have been driven off, or loft without food. And that the present 
waste by fire, and indiscriminate cutting valuable timber troes for the purpose of pro-
curing the upper brnnehes for firewood, will, if not checked, soon produce a scarcity of wood, to 
the great inconvEnience of the inhabitants. 

Your Mei&rinhists would also shew, that they believe that no grant liasbeen issued of 
these land, to Trustees, for the public use, and that, therefore, no person has authority to act 
in suppression of the evils before pointed out. 

Your )lemorialists thesefore humbly pray that your Excellency will be pleased to 
have the Maithiad Rcscrve granted to Trustees, for the use of the public, in order that such 
Trust;es may regislate the usa of such land in accordance with the Cominonage Act, II. Vie., 

No, 31. 
And your Nernorialists will for ever pray. 

J. II. CIUJMMER, P.M. 
EDWARD 00G. 
JOSEPH CHAMBERS. 
JAMES THOMSON, C.C.L. 
UllAS. L. PiTT. 
A. DODBS. 

Afoitland, 23 Maich, 1S4. 

No. 11. 
REI'OJ2T of Deputy Suveyor General. 

I no not perceive any objection to a compliance with the prayer of this Memorial, provide4 
it be understood that the conditions are similar to those on which the use of other Town 
Reserves has been allowed, namely, nntil the land is required for extension of the town, or 
for other purposes. In similar erses to this, the inhabitants have been required to frame 
their own regulations, founded upon certain general rules, subject to the approval of the 
Governor General, but The Act 11 Vict., 31, applies specially to the old Cumberlaud Commons, 
granted in the early days of the Colony. There is certainly provision in the Act for granting 

new 
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new Commons to Trustees, but this has never yet been acted on, and as such a granting would 
amount to an absolute alienation, it could only be made to apply to a part of the Reserve 10 
question, if any; but that would not meet the views of the Memorialists, who desire such a 
control of the whole Reserve as would prevent its being improperly used. The granting of 
any portion of the Reserve to Trustees would be a matter of serious consideration. 

The Memorialists ask for the granting of the whole, which would be to prevent the 
atensicn of the Town, and so stamp all their properties with in increasing value. 

JOHN THOMPSON; 
&rveyor General's Office, 

Sydney, 28 April, 1851. 

No. 12. 
SuRVEYoR GENERAL to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 1 June, 1854. 

Sin, 
In attention to your letter, No. 54-454, of the 26th ultimo, wterein you 

enclose to me a Memorial from the inhabitants of the Town of Maitland, requesting that the 
Pasturage Reserve in that town may he granted to Trustees, in order to secure to the 
Memorialists the benefits of the cominonage, and by direction of His Excellency the 
Governor General request my report on the subject referred to, in addition to that already 
received from the Acting Surveyor General, No. 54-117, dated the 28th April last; I have 
the honor accordingly to observe, that as no eommonage grants have been made to any 
inhabitants of towns since I have held my present office, and judging by any experience of 
any exercise of eommonage rights formerly granted, I do not consider it expedient to grant 
rights of commonage to be exercised by any Trustees over the public Reserves marked on the 
plan of East Maitland. This, I beg leave to observe, I consider still less expedient, because 
the preservation of the wood on the land reserved as a place of recreation being very 
expedient, would be, I think, more possible under regulations to be framed by the local 
Magistracy, and euforced on their responsibility, after having been approved by the Governor 
General. 

I have, &c., 
T. L. MITCHELL. 

No. 13. 
TEE UNDER SEcRETARY to Bzwcn OP MAGISTRATES, MAITLAND. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 19 June, 1854. 

GENTLEMEN, 

Ide myself the honor, by the direction of the Governor General, to request 
that you will have the goodness to frame Regulations for the guidance of persons desirous of 
availing themselves of the use of the Pasturage Reserves at Maitland, and to forward them 
to this Department, in order that the same may be submitted for the approval of His 
Excellency. 

I have, &e., 
W. ELYARD. 

No. 14. 

CABINET MINUTE. 

AFIER consulting with my Colleagues it was determined to recommend the appropriation as 
Permanent Reserves the following :— 

Acre,. 
130 ..................Racecourse and Recreation. 
40 ..................Cook's Square and Park. 

64 ..................New Market Reserve. 
Market Place or Square. 

For Town Extension and Temporary Pasturage Reserve :-630 acres, being portion 
of the 800 lot. 

Same :-250 to 300, being the portion of the Town Reserve between Goldenham's 
508 acres and Davies'; 200 acres. 

JOHN R. 
7 May, '59. 

No. 15. 
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No. 15. 

MINUTE of Executive Council. 

Tiax Honorable the Secretary for Lands and Public Works has enumerated the portion of 
land, the reservation of which is in his opinion desirable, and the Council, upon consideration 
of the whole correspondence, concur in that opinion, and advise that the several portions 
described by him be appropriated and set apart for the purposes specified in each case. 

A. ORPEN MORIARTY, 
Approved—W. P. Clerk of the Council. 

20 May, '59. 10 Muy, 1S59.—No. 59436. 

No. 16. 
PRO CEEDINOS of the Executive (Jou;,eit with repect to the appropriatiom of certain,  

land in the Town of jJIntland, &c., as permanent Reserves. 

Extract from Minute No. 59-19—Dated 10th May, 1859. 

PaEsErc 

His Excellency the Governor General. 
The Honorable the Vice President of the Council. 
The Honorable the Colonial Treasurer. 

His Excellency the Governor General lays before the Council certain letters from 
Mr. Joseph Chambers, of Maitland, accompanied by reports from the Surveyor General, and 
previous correspondence, on the subject of certain lands in the Town of Maitlnnd, and its 
vicinity, which have been reserved for various public purposes. 

2. The Honorable the Secretary for Lands and Public Works has, in a Minute which 
accompanies the correspondence, enumerated the portions of land, the reservation of which 
is in his opinion desirable, and the Council, upon consideration of the whole correspondence, 
concur in that opinion, and advise that the several portions described in the Schedule hereto 
appended, marked-" A," be appropriated as "Pcrmnncnt Reserves" for the purposes specified 
in each case, and that the portions described in the Schedule marked "B" be set apart for 
extension of the Town, and to be used until required for sale, or other public purpose, as 
a "Temporary Pasturage Reserve." 

A. ORPEN MORIARTY, 
Clerk of the Council. 

APPENDIX A. 

130 acres ............Racreourse and Recreation. 
40 .. ............ Cook's Square and Park. 
6k .. ............ New Market Reserve. 
* .. ............ Market Place or Square. 

APPENDIX B. 

630 acres ............ Being portion of the 800 lot. 

250 ) {Bcing the portion of the 
"Town Reserve" between

,n  to 

3 
.Cnldenhs's 500 acres and 300 Davies' 200 acres. 

Sydney: Thomu Bichardo, Government iMnt,r.—ISGI, 

[IWee, 1:.] 
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1861. 

1Legteatjug teeeinbIp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PROPOSED LAND BILL. 
(WOLLONGOYG DAPTO, AND CHARCOAL.) 

Ordered by the Ltgi.sla give Assembly to be Printed, 12 February, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of the Districts of Wollongong, 
Dapto, and Charcoal,— - 

Do most respectfully beg to lay before your Most Honorable House a Petition 
that it may 

follows 

inch00 
 the wisdom of your Honorable House to grant the humble prayer of Her 

Most Gracious Majesty's loyal and devoted subjects of these districts to pass a Land Bill, as 

The land to be sold by selection before survey, and to be paid for in ten annual 
paymenfs,.-__ten per cent, of selection—four acres to be cleared every year. 

Every purchaser to be bound to occupy within six months after selection. 
N0 
selection to be less than forty acres nor more than three hundred and twenty. 

No person to have more than one selection within the space of two years. 
Any person or persons acting as agent to obtain additional grant for a purchaser who 

has obtained one, or lending money or goods so as to obtain the said grant, shall pay the 
penalty, not less than Twenty Pounds sterling. 

And we, in duty bound, will for ever pray. 

[ifere follow 214 Signatu?'es.] 

(Price, fr?j 75—. 
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flegtølatäjg Roormbir. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PROPOSED LAND BILL. 
(BROUGHTON CREEK, FOX GROUND, AND ITS VICINITY.) 

Orde,'ed by the I'sqislatire Assembly to be Printed, 12 Fcbrusry, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled 

The humble Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the Districts of Broughton 
Creek, Fox Ground, and its vicinity, do most respectfully beg to lay before 
your Most Honorable House a Petition that it may inoline the wisdom of 
your Honorable House to grant the humble prayer of Her Most Gracious 
Majesty's loya) and devoted subjects of these Districts to pass a Land Bill as 
follows:— 

The land to be sold by selection before survey, and to be paid for in ten annual 
payments, ten per cent. on selection; fonr acres to be cleared every year; every purchaser 
to be bound to occupy within six months after selection ; no selection to be less than forty 
acres, no more than three hundred and twenty; no person to have more than one selection 
within the space of two years; any person or persons acting as agents to obtain additional 
grant for a purchaser who has obtained one, or lending money or goods so as to obtain the 
said grant, shall pay the penalty of not less than twenty pounds sterling. 

And we in duty bound will for ever pray. 

[Here follow 302 Signatures.] 

[Price, L] 76— 
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IUgLøIaiiUe 200clubly. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

CROWN LANDS RESERVES. 
(INTEIitEfllATE AND UNSETTLE!) DJSTIi1.CTS.) 

Ordered by  the Legislative Assembly to be Peinled, 27 February, 1801. 

STATEMEN']' showing the Number and Area of Reserves in the (late) Intermediate and 

Unsettled Districts. 

bUMBER OF ItnEavis. 
I 

Area at 
Areaof 

Reserves, part!)? Area of 

DlSTtiIt'T. 

- -- - - - Part Inter- 
1,eservcs, late 

erm Intedtato 
(ats) Intense- ReM3rv, En- 

TOTAL AREAS. 
Late inter- ,nedhtteand nsettk & sliate and PartIY:sattled District. 

tusottIed. ur.tttol  

Acres. Acre,. Acres. Acre, 

1 11 23,680 
Murrumbidgeo 4 3 

101 
17,280 

140,740 399,751) 

f,nclilan I  1,280 
I 90 260,400 270,680 

118 122,990 122,990 

37 I(J215 
Monaroo .. . . 

I 109,21-5 

7,360 
NOW Enghend. . t  

11 520 

I

91 i 
I 

270,280 289,160 

tiwvdk .... 
0 146,620 116,620 

HUgh . . ' . 
I 

39 32,520 52,520 

15 31,608 
Liverpool I'llini 10 60,820 

47 
I 

1.53,943 218,571 

lB 64,960 

Clarence 3 I 10.720 
I 

F 
1,440 77,120 

Detrhin6 F 
50400 30,800 

OnAND 'I'OPATA. 
. ( 

87 ' 19 568 239,853 101,120 1,467,773 1 1,805,746 

A. ORPEN MORIARTY, 
Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

[Pe'iee, Id.) 107— 
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Lcgklatibz tcmbL. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

SYSTEM OF TENDERING FOR RUNS. 

PROGRESS REPORT 

FROM THE 

SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

SYSTEM OF TENDERING FOR RUNS; 

TOGETHER WITH THE 

PROCEEBJI'WS OF THE COMMITTEE, 

AND 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

26 March, 1861. 

SYDNEY: 

THOMAS RICHIRDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, PfflLLIp.5TEL 

1861, 
fIWce, Ia.] 111—A 
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1861. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

VotEs, No. 15. TUESDAY, 5 FEBRUARY, 1801. 

10. System of Tendering for Runs :—Mr. Rusden moved, pursuant to notice,— 
That a Select Committee be appointed to incjuire into and report upon the 

whole system of tendering for Runs. 
That all tenders, accepted and not accepted, for land in the Warrego District and 

other out Districts, for the last ten years, with all correspondence relating thereto, be 
laid upon the Table of this II ouse, and be sent to this Committee to report upon. 

That it be an especial instruction to such Committee to imjuirc into and report 
upon the case of Messrs. Mi1ler and Maxwell. 
That the Returns moved for by hiinon the 18th January, for a list of all tenders 

of Runs remaining undisposed of up to this date, with their dates of application and 
names of the applicants, be sent to the Committee to report upon. 

That such Committee consist of Mr. Robertson, Mr. Lucas, Mr. iloskins, Mr. 
Wilson, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Mate, Mr. Morris, Mr. Watt, and the Mover. 
Debate ensued. 
Question put and passed. 

Yorus, No. 43. TUESDAY, 26 MARcH, 1861, 

S. System of Tendering for Runs :—Mr. Rusden, as Chairman, brought up a Progress 
Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence 
taken before, the Select Committee to whom this subject was referred on the 5th 
February 'ast. 
Ordered to be printed. 

CONTENTS. 
PAGE. 

Extracts from the Votes and Proceedings.. '5 

Report .. .. 3 
Proceedings of the Committee 6 
Lint of Witnesses S 
List of Appendix .. S 
Miautes of Evidence.. 1. 
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SYSTEM OF TENDERING FOR RUNS. 

PROGRESS REPORT. 

THE SELECT C0MMIrTEE of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 5th 
of February last, " to inquire into and report upon the whole systeni 
of tendering for Runs," and for whose assistance and direction it 
was concurrently Resolved,— 

That all tenders, accepted and not accepted,for land in the 

" JYarrego District and other out Districts, for the last ten 

"years, with all correspondence relating thereto, be laid upon the 

" Table of this House, and be sent to this Committee to report 
"upon. 

That it be (in especial instruction to such Committee to 

" inquire into and report upon the ease of Messrs. Jfillar and 
" Maxwell. 

"(4.) That the Returns moved for on the 181h January, 

"for a list of all tenders of Runs remaining undisposed of' up to 
" this date, with their dates of application and names of the app/i-
" cants, be sent to the Committee to report upon,"— 

have agreed to the following Progress Report 

Your Committee regret that, from not having been furnished 
w Re with any of the turns moved for, and which were ordered to be referred 

to them to report on, they have unfortunately been unable to make this 

inquiry so complete as they could have wished ; nor can they, therefore, 

point out so easily those vexatious delays in receiving answers to tenders 

which the evidence taken before them, has shown to be inseparable from 
the existing state of the law. 

They would beg to refer your Honorable House to the 
evidence taken before them, which has clearly and forcibly shown 

that some more expeditious system of answering tenders, and placing 
persons in possession of their Runs, should at once be adopted, as, when 

persons are deterred from going on Runs until a satisthctorv answer is 

received to their applications, it paralyzes the investment of capital 

and, on the other hand, if they are induced to enter on an unauthorized 
Occupation, it often leads to vexatious disputes—in some instances to 
their being dispossessed—and may end in lawsuits. 
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The urgent necessity of bringing their labours to an early close, 
on account of the rapid progress of the "Crown Lands Occupation Bill" 

through your Honorable House, your Committee hope will plead for 
them, as an excuse for bringing up their Report without waiting for the 
Returns before mentioned. 

They have carefully taken and weighed the evidence in the 

case especially recommended to their notice—that of Messrs. Millar and 
Maxwell—and beg to call attention to the opinion of Mr. Moriarty, the 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, that it is a case of great hardship, 

but that their tenders have been recently sent to the Warrego Com-
missioner, Mr. Huthwaite, to report. upon. 

Your Committee therefore beg to recommend as follows 

That, as Messrs. Millar and Maxwell were the FIRST tenderers 
on the Culgoa and Ballandoola, or Brie, and the FIRST occu-
pants with stock, and took every precaution, by using the 

services of Mr. Dunsmure as their agent, to gain the neces-
sary information from the Government with regard to their 

tenders for this country, your honorable House will refer 
their case to the Executive, in order that any claims that 
they may have for pastoral lands may receive its favorable 

consideration. 

That, to prevent improper speculation in Runs, and to secure 

that the applicant for a Run intends to be the bond fr/c 
occupier, it be a regulation that no applicant for a new Run 
shall, when his tender is accepted, be allowed to alienate or 

dispose of said Run until the same shall have been stocked 
to one-fourth of its estimated capabilities, on pain of forfeiture 

of such Run ; and the Committee hope that, in other 
respects, the provisions contained in the " Crown Lands 
Occupation Bill," now before Parliament, will be found 
sufficiently stringent to check, in future, the pernicious system 

of speculation in Tenders for Runs, and thus afford greater 
facilities for the bond fi.de  tenderer than has been the case 
heretofore. 

(3) That where Runs have been occupied for a period, and it 

has been found by the Commissioner that the occupier or 
lessee has taken up land two or three miles in excess, but 
has had a lengthened holding, such occupier should pay 
increased and even back assessment, rather than, old boun-

daries should be disturbed and greater confusion created. 

Legislative Assembly Chamber, F. T. ItLTSDEN, 
Sydney, 26 March, 1861. Chairman. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

TUESDAY, 12 FEBRUARy, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. iloskins, Mr. ltnsden, 
Mr. Lucas, Mr. Wilson. 

On motion of Mr. Wilson, F. P. Rnsden, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Committee considering their course of procedure,— 
Resolved,— 

That evidence be taken, in the first place, from private parties practically experienced 
in the existing system of tendering for runs, commencing with the case of 
Messrs. Millar and Maxwell, specially referred; and that the Committee 
subsequently examine Public Officers concerned in the administration of 
Crown Lands. 

settled. The names of certain gentlemen, who it would be desirable to call as witnesses, then 

The Chairman produced and read a letter received from J. B. Johnston, Esq., under 
date, 7 February, 1801, relative to the subject of Committee's inquiry. 

And the name of Mr. J. B. Johnston ordered to be included in the list of prospective 
witnesses, 

[Adjourned till Tuesday, 19th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 19 FEBRUARY, 1861. 
MEMBERS PREstrir 

1?. P. Rusden, Esq., in the Chair. 
Mr. Jioskins, Mr. Morris, 
Mr. Mate, Mr. Watt. 

L. Millar, Esq., (Messrs. Millar and Maxwell) called in and examined. 
Witness handed in Appendices to his evidence. (Vide A and B.) 
Examination concluded. 
Witness withdrew. 
J. B. Johnston, Esq., called in. 
Chairman referred to letter produced at the previous meeting,.—the same having been 

received from Mr. Johnston, as now admitted. 
Ordered to be appended to Witness' evidence. (Tnide Appendix A.) 
Mr. Johnston then examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
W. Cummings, Esq., M.P., examined. 
Mr. J. Dunsmure, Solicitor, a witness summoned for this day, not in attendance; 

having excused himself to the Chairman, and stated his readiness to wait upon Committee 
at the next sitting. 

[Adjourned till Thursday, 21st instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

THURSDAY, 21 FEBRUARY, 1861. 
MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

F. P. Rusden, Esq., in the Chair. 
Mr. Hoskins, 'Jr. Morris, 
Mr. Mate, Mr. Watt, 

J. Dunsninre, Esq., Solicitor to .Afessrv. Millar and Maxwell, called in and examined. Witness withdrew. 
S. B. Daniel, Esq., M.P., examined. 

[Adjourned till Wednesday, 27th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 27 FE/JR UARY, 1861. 
MEMBERS PRESENT 

F. P. llusdcn, Esq., in the Chair. 
Mr. Hoskins, Mr. Mate, 
Mr. Lucas, Mr. Morris, 

Mr. Watt. 

Chairman produced a letter, dated 11th January, 1859, from the Crown Lands Office 
be ing acknowledgment of Messrs. Millar and Naxwoll's tenders, referred to in Mr. Millar 
evidence on the 19th instant; 

Ordered to be appended thereto. (T'7de AppendL U.) 
J. B. Rundle, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
W. II. Sutter, Esq., M.P., examined. 
Witness withdrew. 

L. 
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L. Milar, Esq., examined on the 19th instant, having applied to be re-examined 
touching certain points in which, from defective hearing of the questions, the same had 
been answered under a misapprehension,— 

Leave granted,—and re-examination of witness Froceeded with in each case of 
material corrections desired in the former evidence. 

Committee then allowed the answers so corrected to stand as those given upon the 
19th instant. 

A. 0. Moriarty, Esq., Ultief Uorarnissioner of Crown Lands, summoned this day, not in 
attendance; having written to state his immediate absence from town under medical advice, 
but that be will signify the earliest opportunity of appearing before Committee. 

Mr. Daniel, examined on the 21st instant, to be requested to attend again (Tuesday 
next). 

[Adjourned till Tuesday, 5th March, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 5 MAR 011, 1861. 

MEMBERS PREsENT:— 

F. T. Rusden, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Hoskins, Mr. Morris, 
Mr. Mate, Mr. Watt. 

G. W. Lord, Esq., M.P., examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
A. G. M'Lean, Esq., Acting Surveyor General, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
S. B. Daniel, Esq., M.P., requested to attend again this day, not in attendance. 

[Adjourned till Tuesday, 12th instant, at Eleven o'clock.) 

TUESDAY, 12 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

F. P. Rusden, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Hoskins, Mr. Morris, 
Mr. Mate, I Mr. Watt. 

Chairman handed in a letter from the Acting Surveyor General (Mr. McLean),  dated 
the 7th instant, referring to the recent discovery of several early tenders by Messrs. Millar 
and Maxwell as affecting the evidence given by him on the 5th and the interests of said 
parties. 

Letter read. 
J. B. Rundle, Esq., examined on the 27th ultimo, having applied to be re-examined 

on certain questions, chiefly where the answers had been taken down without the qualification 
intended by the witness,— 

Leave granted,—and re-examination proceeded with. 
Substantial corrections so made, allowed by the Committee. 
Witness withdrew. 
E. Druitt, Esq., a witness summoned this day, not in attendance. 

[Adjourned till Wednesday, 20th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 20 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PitEsENT 

F. T. Rusden, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Mate, I Mr. Morris, 
Mr. Watt. 

A. 0. Moriarty)  Esq., Chief C'o,nnrissioner of Crown Lands, having signified his 
readiness to attend and be examined, pursuant to notice on the 27th ultimo—summoned this 
day. 

Witness attending, called in and examined. 
And having withdrawn,— 

[Committee adjourned till Tuesday, 20th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 26 MARCH, 1801. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

F. T. Rusden, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Hoskins, Mr. Robertson, 
Mr. Mate, I Mr. Watt. 

Committee met to consider Draft Progress Report. 
The same having been submitted by the Chairman,— 
Paragraphs of Draft severally read, and Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 verbally amended and 

agreed to. 
No.5. 
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No. 5. Recommendation 1, viz. 
That as Messrs. Millar and Mxwell were the FIRST tenderers on the Culgoa 
and Ballandoola, or Brie, and the riasr occupants with stock, the Com-
missioner of the Warrego be instructed by the Government to report on their 
applications as soon as possible, and if all the land on the Culgoa is now 
taken up by the tenders of othprs having been accepted, they may be allowed 
to occupy five or six blocks, of five mires each, on the Ballandoola or Brie, 
where they now are, and which land your Committee have been given to 
understand has not yet been taken up. 

—read. 
Committee deliberated. 
No. 1 amended, on motion of Mr. Robertson, and agreed to. 
Recommendation 2, viz. 

Thatprevious occupation should be allowed to any person who occupies with 
stock where the Run contains water; and in the case of dry or unwatered 
Runs, who commences improvements at once—provided that be forwards his 
tender for the Run, within two months, to the Crown Lands Commissioner's 
Office—giving a particular description of the country applied for, stating 
marked trees, &c. And that this first occupation, if lie is eligible in other 
respects, shall give him undisputed possession; and the occupation of Runs 

—read, 
proceed upon the principle of unrestricted free selection. 

Motion made (Mi'. Robertson),—That this recommendation be expunged. 
Question,—That the recommendation proposed to be expunged stand part of the 

Report—negatived. 
M. 2 expunged. 
Recommendation 3 (now 2), viz. 

That to .prcvent improper speculation in Runs, and to secure that the 
applicant for a Run intends to be the bon4 ftc/c occupier, it be a regulation 
that no applicant for a new Run shall, when his tender is accepted, be 
allowed to alienate or dispose of said Run until the same shall have been 
stocked to one-third of its estimated capabilities. 

—read. 
Committee deliberated. 
No. 3 (2), amended. 
Motion made (Mr. Robertson) and Questiomput,—ThatNo. 3 (2) be further amended 

by the addition of the following words, viz. 

The Committee hope that, in other respects, the provisions contained in the 
U,'ewn Lands Occupation Bill,' now before Parliament, will be found 
sufficiently stringent to check, in future, the pernicious system of speculation 
in Tenders for Runs, and thus afford greater facilities for the bona fide 
" tenderer than has been the case heretofore." 

Committee divided. 
Ayes, 3. Noes, 1. 

Mr. Hoskins, Mr. Watt. 
Mr. Mate, 
Mr. Robertson. 

Words added. 
No. 3 (2), as amended, agreed to. 
Recommendation 4 (now 3), viz. 

That where Runs have been occupied for a period, and it has been found by 
the Commissioner that the occupier or lessee has taken up land two or three 
miles in excess, but has had a lengthened holding, such occupier should pay 
increased and even back assessment, rather than, old boundaries should be 

—read, 
disturbed and greater confusion created. 

Committee deliberated. 
Question pnt,—That No. 4 (3), as read, stand part of the Report. 
Committee divided. 

Ayes, 2. Noes, 2. 
Mr. Mate, Mr. iloskins, 
Mr. Watt, Mr. Robertson. 

And the numbers being equal,— 
And the Chairman giving his voice with the Ayes,—
Recommendation 4 (3), as read, agreed to. 
Motion made (Mr. Mate) and Question put,—That the Draft Report, as amended, be 

the Progress Report of the Committee. 
Committee divided. 

Ayes, 3. Noes, 1. 
Mr. Jioskins, Mr. Robertson. 
Mr. Mate, 
Mr. Watt. 

Progress Report agreed to. 
Chairman requested to report progress accordingly.—Proceedings of Committee and 

Minutes of Evidence to accompany Report. 

[Adjourned.] 

LIST 
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1861. 

3Lcgislatthr 455emblv. 

NEW SOUTH \VALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN LEPORE TUE 

SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON TUE 

SYSTEM OF TENDERING FOR RUNS. 

TUESDAF 19 FEBRUARY, 1801, 

Ma. RUSDEN, ' Ma. WATT, 
Mu. NATE, Ma. MORRIS, 

MR. HOSKINS. 

FRANCIS TOWNSEND RIJSDEN, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

Lockhart Millar, Esq., called in and examined:- 

By the Cliarman You were a partner of Mr. Maxwell's? I was. L. rma; 
And you went out looking for runs? Yes. Esq. 
When did you go? We loft Sydney on the 3rd July, 1858, and arrived at a piece of land 

which we selected for a run somewhere about the middle of October, after having travelled 19  Feb., 1861: 
down the Lachlnn, the Murrumbidgee, and the Murray, and up the Darling—I suppose 
perhaps twelve or thirteen hundred miles. 
Will you state where the land was that you found—was it at the junction of the Gulgoa 

and Baliandoola? We did not know the junction at that time. It was then almost an 
unknown country to us, and we had to take it from the nearest house, which was Mr. 
Dangnr's, of Bunawonna. 
By Mr. floskins: Is it in the Gwydir District? We were told that it was in the Gwydir 

District when we came to Sydney. We were so instructed at the head office, and we applied 
in accordance with that instruction, which of course we looked upon as official. 
About thirty milcs from Bunawonna? Yes. 
That is on the Barwan? It is generally called the Lower Barwan. 

S. It is a creek, is it not? It may be called a river, because it comes from the Condamine, 
but it is dry in the summer time, and there are only waterisolcs here and there down at 
our place. 
13. By the Chairman: It was in October you selected this land? Yes, in October, 1858. 
10. What did you do then? We then came direct to Sydney, stopping only one day at 
Oakcy Creek. 
11, You then went to the Surveyor General's Office and tendered, did you not? Yes. We 
got instructions at the office. We took with us Mr. Dunsmure. 
12. You took with you a professional man? Yes, he said he expected to see Colonel 
Barney, but that gentleman was out, and we saw a gentleman whom we supposed to be the-
chief clerk, or scmething of that sort. I do not know his name. After the map was pro-
duced I pointed out the locality, and asked in what district it was situated, and he said all 
the Gulgca was situated in the Gwydir District. This was one of the chief reasons for 
going to the Survey Office, and we noticed it particularly, because we were desirous of 
knowing about the district in which the land we wanted to apply for was situated. - 

111—B 1&. 
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE TEE SELECT COMMITTEE 

L,Mlllar, 13. In order that you might make no mistake? In order that we might make no mistake, 
Esq. because it was near the confines of three districts. We were therefore determined not to go 

e'' by hearsay reports, but at once to apply to the fountain head. 
lSYcb., 1801. 14. What three districts was it near the confines of? There was the Wellington, the 

Gwydir, and the Thigh. I believe it was not very far from the Albert. 
The Albert is a district proclaimed recently, I believe? Yes. 
You tendered? Yes. 
What was the date of your tender? I cannot say to a day; but it was in the begin- 

ning of November. 
1 can tell you-it was the 7th or the 9th? My impression was that it was before that; 

but, at any rate, it was at the beginning of November. 
By lb. Akrrs: Was it in time for the first Monday in November? I think not. 

By the Ohairman: You tendered early in November, and your tender was opened on the 
6th December?. Exactly. I may here state, that when Mr. Dunsmure asked if there would 
be any objection to his friends taking possession of this land, the reply was, " By no means." 
We were, in fact, recommended to take possession. What is confirmatory that he told us the 
Gwydir District is the fact, that he said there was no Commissioner appointed for that 
district just then, but that as soon as he should be appointed there would be no time lost in 
completing our titles-or something like that. 

And the next proceeding was, you took possession? We took possession. 
And you remained in undisturbed possession how long? We were upon the Brie, if not 

upon the Gulgoa adjoining, somewhere about the latter end of May, 1859 ; and we remained 
in undisturbed possession, I may say, until lately. I cannot tell the exact date when it was 

given to Mr. Lord. 
But did not Mr. Sibthorpe first order you off? Yes. 
Who did order you off? Mr. fluthwaite told us that he had came to put Mr. Lord in 

possession of this land. Mr. Yco (Mr. Lord's agent) told us that we must remove in seven 
days. We had removed some time before that to another part. 
By Mr. forking: When were you ordered to remove-at what date? When we were 

ordered to remove, we were removing to get the sheep washed and shorn over the Brie. We 
had a shearing station at the Brie. 
By Mr. }Vatt: Were you going to abandon the station? Certainly not. The sheep 

had mostly been removing for washing, and we did not dispute this part where the few 
sheep were. Although it was a place where we had erected sheds and shorn the sheep last 
year, we were not going to dispute that with Mr. Lord. I have a letter from Mr. Yeo (Mr. 
Lord's superintendent), stating that we must move beyond that. Although perhaps we had 
as good a right to the land as Mr. Lord, still we did not dispute it, because it was possible 
that Mr. Lord's tenders might have been sent in before ours for this particular part. 
By Mr. Morris: Had you notice from the Commissioner to remove? No, not from the 

Commissioner.t 
Had you no other notice to remove excepting that of Mr. Lord's superintendent? Only 

that of Mr. Lord's superintendent. 
By the Olsairnra',: You say here (in a "state,nent of facts" handed in by witness, aide 

Appendix A)-" We remained in peaceable possession until lately, when Mr. Commissioner 
Huthwaite came and put Mr. Lord in possession of all the land on the Gulgoa River which 
we had selected and occupied? Yes. 
By Mr. Morris: But Mr. Huthwaite must have warned you? No; he merely said be 

bad come to put Mr. Lord, through his agent, Mr. Yeo, in possession of this laud. And Mr. 
Yeo said, "You must remove your sheep in seven days," or something to that effect. 
Did you receive no written notice from Mr. Huthwaite? No. 
By Mr. .11oskins: How long were you in possession of the run before you were ordered 

to remove? About fifteen or sixteen months. 
By the Uhairina4: You occupied early in May, 1859, and got notice peremptorily to 

quit in December, 1860? It was earlier than that, I think. 
November, 1860? It must have been earlier, I think. 
You were shearing? We were just beginning to shear, I think, at that time. Here is 

a letter from Mr. Yeo about that part which we do not intend to dispute. (Letter read. 

Vide Appendix B.) 
86. That was previous to the shearing-but you did shear before you left? That part 
of it we never intended to dispute, and Mr. Yeo allowed us to lamb a fleck of sheep on it 

afterwards. 
By Mr. Morris: floes that letter refer to a portion of ground to which you consider 

yourself entitled? No-not at all. 
What part do you claim, if you do not claim this? I claim according to the tenders 

of 1859. 
By the Cllainnan: The land you claim must be contiguous to this piece? Yes. 
Was it above or below? Above the sixteen miles. 
That is where your principal establishment was? Yes; we did take possession of that. 
In which direction? Up the Gulgoa. 
Above this sixteen miles? Yes, or thereabouts. 
And what extent of country would you have after these sixteen miles were given up? 

Twenty-five miles, five blocks, above that. 
 

Non (by ritness on ,'evsswn) :-This alludes to the sixteen miles at the junction of the Gulgoa 
and Ballandoola. 

Nova (by witness on revision) :-.I meant, in this answer, Mr. Commissioner Huthwaite. 
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ON THE SYSTEM OF TENDERING FOR RUNS. 

On each side? No, not on each side. L. Millar, 
Five blocks continuously? Yes. Fq. 

Of five square miles each? We claim five miles frontage and ten miles back, 
By Mr. Morris : To each block? Yes. 19 Feb., 1861. 

40. By the Chairman: That would be twenty-five miles frontage? Yes--I believe the 
Commissioner has given Mr. Lord eight miles of frontage in blocks-that he has given him 
frontage on both sides. 
Then Mr. Lord has these sixteen miles? Yes. 
And did lie claim the whole of the twenty-five miles? Yes, and more. He claimed 

the whole of the twenty-five miles, and we have his or/n superintendent's word that he 
claims the sixteen miles. 
By Mr. Morris: Have you been dispossessed? We have been ordered to leave. 
These twenty-five miles? Yes. 
But you had notice from the Government that your tenders were not accepted, had you 

not? No. 
By Mr. lfoslèine: Then there is nothing to prevent you occupying the twenty-five miles? 

No. 
50. By Mr. Akr,'is: Do you know if any person other than yourself has obtained this land? 
The Commissioner* came and told us that he was sent there expressly to put Mr. Lord in 
possession of thirty-nine miles from the junction, and this included our twenty-five miles. 
But you have had no written notice from the Chief Commissioner? No. 
And none as to the acceptance of your tenders? No. 
But have you had any notica from him of the acceptance of your tenders at any time? 

We just got the ame notice which other penple get, I believe-that the tenders had been 
referred to the District Commissioner. (Vide A)peudix C.) 
You received no final answer? No. 

61, By Ale-. JIosl:ins: You received this notice of your tenders bcing referred to the District 
Commissioner in December, 18589 Yes, or some time thereabout. 
Have you been told that Mr. Lord's application was made anterior to your own? We 

were not told so. 
By  the Chairman: Will you state about what time you left? We have never left. 

We have sheep there still-upon the Ballandoola.t 
I thought you sold them? A part of them only were sold-22,000. There may be 

five or six thousand remaining. None of them are delivered yet. 
By Mr. Hoskins: Then you are still in possession of this land? We have still sheep 

upon the Ballandoola, 
60. Were you authorized to put your stock on the run by any Government officer If We 
were, most decidedly. We were authorized by the head of the office to take possession 
immediatelythe sooner the better. This was said in the presence of Mr. Dunsmure. 

By the Chairman: Where are these sheep you now have running? On part of the 
Ballandoola, 
Upon what part-on, or above the five blocks of which you have been speaking? It is 

not on the five blocks, but we expect it is on a part that we tendered for at the same time. 
It is on the Ballandoola, not on the Gulgua? Yes, it is on the seven blocks •on the 

Ballandoola, we do not mention the name. 
When did you tender for the run on which the sheep now are? At the same time that 

we tendered for the 25 miles on the Gulgoa; the sheep are now on two blocks on the 
Ballandoola. 
You went out and found the country first? Yes. 
By if,'. Mate: How has it been admitted? The Commissioners and all admit it, and 

the tenders chew it. That can be well proved. In about ten days after Mr. lluthwaite put 
Mr. Lord in possession the whole was offered for about £5,000, and he offered, I believe 
(through Mr. Yeo) to put a thousand heed of cattle on this other land and sell it for £7,000. 
I think the land is now in the hands of Mr. Brewster for sale. 
By Mr. lThtt: There are no cattle on it yet then? No. 
And there is no permanent water? No; there is water in wet seasons. 
By Mr. Jioskins : Your property is still on a portion of these run0? Yee.t 
By the CVeairman: You have already said that they were not, I believe, I want the 

Committee to understand the matter fully. Are your sheep on the twenty-five miles which 
you say Mr. Lord has now got but which you tendered for? No. 
By Mr. Hosicins: Nobody has threatened to dispo.ess you from the land on the Brie 

or the Ballandoola? No, not yet, but we were afraid of having to move at a moment's 
warning, and were obliged to sell off all the sheep, and break up the establishment, anl 
dksolve partnership. In fact it has ruined we entirely, and the recovering of the land would 
not compensate for all the loss I have sustained. The whole of my lifetime since I arrived 
here in the year 1825, with the exception of ten years spent at home, has been spent in the 
bush, and here am I in my old age turned adrift, as it were, much poorer than I was when 
I arrived in the year 1825. 
By Mr. Iloskins: Has Mr. Punsmure got all the correspondence between you and the 

Government in reference to this matter ? He has. 

APPENDIX, 

Nor (by witness on re.viswn) -Mr. Iluthwaitc. 
Nets (by wUnen on revision) -Not the Gulgoa of thirty-nine miles, of which Mr. lluthwaite put Mr. Lord in possession. 
Nors (by witness on revision) :-Oa the two blocks on the Ballandoola. 
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L. Milar, 
Esq. 

19 Feb., 1861. 

APPENDIX. 

A. 

STA TEHEiVVoJfacts respecting the sele'thg of certain lands on the üuiyoa and B,llarsdoo&t Rivera, by 
I,oekiwrt Miller and 'J'horuaa Maxwell. 

On the 3rd July, 1855, we (L. Millar and Thomas Maxwell) started from Sydney to look for new 
runs in the interior. After travelling about 1,400 miles, we selected certain lands on the Gnlgoa and 
Ballandoola Rivers, and returned to Sydney in November following. Accompanied by Mr. Dunsinure 
(solicitor), we went to Colonel Barney's office. On the map being produced, and the locality pointed out, 
we were told that our selection was in the Gwydir District; we were also recommended to take possession 
as soon as possible. In accordance with such instructions and recommendations, we iimnediately 
applied for the lands in question and prepared to take possession. About the beginning of June 
following, we took possession of the said lands, with nearly 10,000 sheep, and all the necessaries for 
forming a permanent settlement. Since then, we have brnuglit to the station between 6,000 and 7,000 
more sheep, with the necessary supplies for a long time to come. We have laid out a great deal of 
money in improvements, such as damming, building huts, sheep yards, woolahed and press, stockyards. 
Sic., and have remained in peaceable possession until lately, when Mr. Commissioner Ifutliwnite Caine 
and put Mr. Lord in possession of all the lands on the Gulgoa River which we had selected and occupied 
since the above mentioned dates ; and Mr. Yen (Mr. T.ord's agent), threatened as with law proceedings 
unless we removed our sheep in seven days.. 'Usa only reason, as far as we can learn, for such 
unparalleled injustice is, that we ought to have applied in the W'ellington instead of the Gwydir District. 
In vain we urged that our application was in strict accordance with the highest official information 
procurable, and that it is contrary to law and justice that any party can take advantage of their own 
wrong ; and, moreover, that the lands in question were near the confines of three ditlbre.nt districts. 
Thus, after opening up a new country, civilising the blacks, and expending all our available resources 
in improvements, we have been obliged to sell off 22,000 sheep, to make tonal for Mr. Lord, who does 
not require the land, but immediately offers the said lands for sale, and tiny are now in the market 
in the]lands of Mr. Brewster. It is admitted that the dates of our tenders are many months prior to 
those of Mr. Lord. 

LOCICT{APLT MILLAP.. 

B. 
Darling firer, 17 Meg, 1860, 

Gentlemen, 
Having been put in possession. by Mr. Commissioner Hutbwaite, of the country now 

occupied by you, i. e., from the junction of the Golgoa and the Brie upwards--sixteen miles—I have to 
request that you immediately remove your sheep to without that extent of country, otherwise legal steps 
will be taken to remove you. 

I remain, 
lEO, 

Messrs. Maxwell and Miltar. Agent for Mr. G. Lord, X.P. 

Tarwnod, 
Laininstan, 
Boniton, 
Baanoekburn, 
Cartland, 
Lineludee, and 
Con. 

C 
Croa'n tenth Office, 
&jdeep. H January, 18.39. 

Kos. 98. 30, 31, 34, 36, 41, and 49, of December, 1858. 
Gentlemen, 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your 'renders (opened on the 6th Do' 
comber), for new Runs of Crown Lands in the District of Owydir, known by the names of (as ant,,d in 
margin), and I beg to inform you that time same now awaits the report of the Commissioner of the 
District, in accordance with the Regulation of the 1st January, lbtS. 

T have, Sic., 
Messrs. L. Miliar and I. Maxwell, Cassilis. GEO. flARNFX, 

Care of Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 
John Dnnsmnure, Esq., 
Solicitor, Castlereagh-street, Sydney. 

James Bligh Johnston, Esq., Called in and examined 

(The Chairman ,'ead a Zetter which he said he had received from lb. Johnston afew 

days ago, having n'efei'encc to ccrtemii tendei'R for )'14715. Vide Appendix A.) 

J,B.Johuston, 79. By Mi'. Morris: You admit having written this letter? Yes. 
Esq. 80. By Aft'. Hot/ins: You say that you diseqvered this unoccupied country yourself—can 

you say whether it is now occupied or not? I do not know. 
19 Feb., 1861. 81. And you really do not know whether any person has tendered for it besides yourself? 

No; I have not been there since. 
You do not know whether any person has been put in possession? No. 

By fiI'. Morris: Have you made inquiries at the Chief Commissioner's Office? Yes. 
And what answer did you reoeive? The answer I got from the gentleman who now 

fills Mr. ilniloran's place, was, that a number of tenders had been sent in for the same runs—
which were stated to be in other districts—and that other persons had got them; but still 
there was no reply to the parties first tendering for them. They admitted that other persons 
who had tendered since had actually got the runs, and yet there was no answer given to the 

former applicants. 
What reason did they give for not attending to your application? They said they had 

received no report from the Commissioners to whom my tenders had been referred. They 
did not state positively that such was the case in reference to these particular runs which I 
had tendered for, but that there was a considerable number upon which no report had been 
made by the Commissioners, and that, probably, mine were among them. 

By fib. Hoskins: Did you make a personal application in each case to the Crown Lands 
Office in Sydney—or the Surveyor General's Office ? I have repeatedly applied. 
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87. For these runs? Yes. J.RJohnstou, 
28. Did you give a description of the country ? I did. Esq. 

in the tender? Yes, according to form. 
Did you mention the names of persons who held runs contiguous? In some caces I did, 19 Feb., 1861. 

but in others I could not ascertain the name of any person who held the contiguous land. 
p1.. Did you give any distinctive marks ? I did, and also the native names as far as I was 
able to ascertain them on the spot from the natives. (JVitness read a letter ,from the C,os,n 
Lands Office, dated 8th December, 1859.) 
By the Chairman: That letter is in reply to a communication of your own, making 

inquiry concerning these runs? Yes, it is the only answer I received; it is dated 8th 
December, 1859, is signed by Mr. M'Lean, and states that they are stilt waiting for Corn-
missioner's report. 

Have you inquired since? Yes; but they had received no report. 
By Mr. Hoslthw: Who is now Crown Lands Commissioner in the Gwydir District ? I 

think they told me that Mr. Sharp had been appointed instead of Mr. Oliver. 
You have never received any official information that any person has taken up those 

blocks for which you applied? No. 
And the letter read is the only letter you have received in addition to your tenders 

being opened ? Yes. I came to Sydney shortly after I put in the tenders, for the purpose 
of trying to ascertain, at the office, whether they were all correct, but they could give me no 
certain information as to the district. It was all supposition. The districts were all so mixed 
up together that it was impossible for any person who was not a surveyor to tell what district 
lands were in. They could not give me a bit more information than that which I possessed. 
By it'. .J&n'is : Were your descriptions so distinct and plain that they could be distia-

guished by a Commissioner who might visit the ground? Yes; they were so distinct that 
any Commissioner might know. I gave the creeks and the native names. 
.By  Mr. JJosl:ing: You never, in any instance, saw the local Commissioners? No. I saw 

Mr. Robertson when I first came to Sydney, and lie told me there was no Commissioner for 
the District then, but that he had that morning sanctioned the appointment of this same 
Mr. Sharp. I presume. I wrote to Mr. Sharp, asking him when lie would go out. I received 
a reply that he had received his appointment, but not his commission and instructions. 
I waited for six months longer, and then called it the ofiiee in Sydney again. I did not see 
Mr. Robertson, but the clerk told me that the appointment of Mr. Sharp was all off, and 
that there was no Commissioner for the District. I saw afterwards by the papers that Mr. 
lluthwaite was appointed. 

APPENDIX A. 
Portland '[ease, &,rkaiilr flinch, 

Sir, 
7 J'rbcrsari/, 1561. 

Perceiving, by the report of proceedings in Parliament, that you have moved for and 
obtai it'd a Select Cosnniittec in reference to the occupation of Crown Lands, I take the liberty of 
addressing you, trusting that the importance of the subject will be a sufficient apology for my obtruding 
upon volu asotiec, and submitting the following particulars ore the subject 

1st—in May, 1559, I tendered for thrui runs in the Gwydir District, named in margin, and on Mogarali, 
2lrd June following, I received notice from Chief Commissioner, stating that any tenders had been Jeurhadab. and 
opened on the 6th instant, and been referred to the Commissioner of the District for his report. Since W allah. 

that time ] leave not been able to obtain any further information about tlicsn, 
2nd—In July, 1859, 1 tendered for two runs, named in margin—one in theWellington District afogarah West, 

and the other in the Gwydir District—and I received notice from Chief Commissioner, dated 25th and 
Id Aiignst following, acknowledging receipt of tenders opened on the 1st instant, and infonning me that 

the awaited the report of the Commissioner of the District. Since then I have hened nothing further 
about them. 

3rd—la the month of August, 1559, 1 tendered for three runs, named in margin, situated in the Sfl,yarah South, 
District of 1311gb, and I received a notice from the Chief Commissioner, dated 9th November following. fan, 
acknowledging receipt of tenders opened on the 3rd nIt., and informing me that they awaited the report rtoarah Last. 

of LIce Cousin iesiiener of the District. Since than I have been unable to get any information about then,. 
I be- leave to add that I leave been concerned in grazing for the last twenty years, in connection 

with my brother, until about seven years ago he bold his cattle and stations, and I then tendered for t Set, 
run, in the Maruori District, and, after waiting two years, I received a notice from the CCL., st.stin 
that ray brother had tendered for and got the %locles that I had applied for; but I ascertained scone 
time after that Mr. Commissioner Bligh had got them in another persona name. I then bad to allow 
the peroois who bought ney brother's stations one-half of the increase of my cattle for the rifle of the 
remainder: and, ahi,ut two yeans ago, I went out to select new runs, and, after riding over unoeeeiloe.d 
country, but claimed by Mr. A. or Mr. B., until I was sick at heart, I eventually sent in the tenders 
alluded to above—and hero I am still being obliged to sacrifice one-half my stock, and the rc,naineter 
nugleeted, solely owing to the corruption or neIeet of officials, and the facility the regulations afford far 
such practices. is it not a erring shame that,vhile 1 was out looking for runs, I rode os-er hundreds of 
niiles 'if fine country without the track of a beast upon it, and all held by,  pitrtie that could not e.cenpy 
it and I cannot get a block to run my cattle on unless I descend to countenance the corrupt systeice 
tleat is generally believed to be adopted by the only successful parties, that is, to bribe officials to do 
that for which tIny obtain their salaries? 

I cm informed that the I [on. J. Robertson has taken up 40 miles on thee Gulgon, including severrt 
of the blocks that I applied for.' That corruption is practised there can be no doubt ; and there are 
two ways that I would suggest, as tending to remedy the evils generally comploined of—that is, for the 
first occupant to hold the run, prcvidcd lie pay the runt within the specified time; and, second, that ad 
applications be opened, and published in the Goreramsc,t Glnrite avery fortnight. 

The oft-repeated beast of the present Government—that they would put a stop to ron-hunting, 
as they call it—is a perfect delusion; they do not evince the least sincerity in their desire' to do so. 
I suggested to the Secretary for Lands, before the Assessment Dill was passed, the above-named con-
ditions, as a simple and effective remedy. 

F. P. Eusd 
I have, &c.,

en, Esq., h.P., JAS. B. JOHNSTON, 
Legislative Assembly, 
Macqtearie-street, Sydney. 

'1 haye not read official notice to that effect. 

W'ihliaw 
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William Cummings, Esq., M.P., called in and examined 
W.Cummings 99. By Mr. Hog/cia:: You are aware, of course, that this Committee is constituted to inquire-
Eq., Mr. into the system of tendering for runs in new country. Has it come within your knowledge that 
r ,  great difficulty exists in obtaining possession of blocks of unoccupied country by persons who 
19 Feb., 1961. have made application for them ? Very great difficulty exists. I have known parties who 

have tendered for runs—myself among the rest- 
In what district F In the squatting district of Wellington. 
Have you, in those eases, sent in applications to the Crown Lands Office? To the Chief 

Commisioner of Crown Lands. 
In sydney ? In Sydney. He forwards them to the District Commissioner for his 

report. 
But does he not also send an intimation to you that he has received your application, 

and referred it to the District Commissioner ? Yes, that is the general mode of acting. 
In every case in which you have applied have you received this intimation from the 

Chief Commissioner? Yes. 
When you made your applications did you give an accurate description of the country 

for which you applied—did you give distinctive features, such as mountain ranges, rivers, or 
creeks ? Yes, as near as I possibly could I gave the boundary lines of the runs I applied 
for—the natural boundary lines or otherwise, as the case might be. 

And where persons held blocks of country contiguous to the country applied for by you, 
did you also give the boundary line of their runs / 1 described them as near as I possibly 
could in the absence of survey. 

Can you give us the dates of any of those applications to which you have referred ? 
No, I could not, without reference. 

I suppose it is a considerable time since ? I think in one case three years elapsed from 
the time of my application before I was put in possession of the land. This was in con-
sequence of some mismanagement of the District Commissioner, and I may say that, as far as 
it has come under my notice, the great evil that has existed in reference to this matter has 
emanated from the District Commissioners. 

By the Chairman: From delay in making their reports F From delay in making their 
reports, and their complete dereliction of duty. 

By it-. JJOSI:ins : In what manner? When lieen.es were first issued, Colonel Barney, 
who was Commissioner, sent a circular to the then acting District Commissioners, 
instructing them before recommending a new license to i.ue to ascertain whether any of the 
land applied for had been previously occupied or not. Very great injury, however, has been 
done to the smaller and humbler squatter, in applying for runs, by the Commissioner granting 
them without reference to the boundary lines of runs previously applied for and occupied. 
I remember one instance particularly (Captain Mayne was then District Commissioner 
of Wellington), where a man, under the instruction of the Commissioner, took up a portion 
of a run occupied by Dr. Ramsay. Dr. Ramsay brought two actions against him—one after 
another. In the first he obtained £750 damages, and £500 in the second. It was the 
means of ruining the man. Many such cases have come under my notice, where the blame 
has been traceable to the District Commissioner. The Chief Commissioner is in no way to 
be blamed, because they did not comply with the instructions they received from his office. 

By Mr. Morris: In this ease, you appear to make a charge against an officer of the 
Government without sufficiently explaining the matter. You say that a tenderer having 
been misled by the District Commissioner took possession of country belonging to others, 
and thus laid himself open to action F Yes. 

By ,11r. fibs/cia5: Do you think this difficulty arises from the local commissioners not 
making themselves acquainted with the boundaries of runs applied for? That is my 
impression. 
118. By Mr. Morris: In the case to which you have referred, did the Commissioner go upon 
the ground and examine it? No. 

'What was the name of the run? Upper Dalhunty Plains. It ran down to Billabong 
Creek, and comprised three miles of Dr. Ramsay's run. 

But did not the description given in the application for lease in the case to which you 
have referred justify the Commissioner in declaring that the run—although occupied—did 
not come within the land applied for on lease? I should say not. If he had done his duty 
it was quite easy for any Commissioner to have ascertained at least the extreme point of any 
run, because they are described in the applications for lease—giving the number of miles 
north, east, south, or west, as the case may be. If the Commissioner had gone on to th 
ground, he would have been able to have come to a tolerably correct conclusion, although he 
might not have struck the cardinal point exactly, it would answer the purpose. 

In this particular case, did not the Commissioner go on to the ground? No. 
Then he reported that the country was vacant, not having himself visited it? I will 

say this;—he recommended the license to issue, and the license did issue. I think it was 
Mr. Wright that recommended the license to issue; but, directly afterwards, Captain Mayne 
came there as Commissioner, and on various reports being made to him about the encroach-
ment, he visited the ground, and said the run could not cross Billabong Creek, meaning 
David Baiusay's run, although it extended three miles north of said creek. 

Thea the fact is that Captain Mayne overruled the decision of Mr. Wright? He sup-
ported it all he could. 

By .1k. Watt: He said this creek should be the boundary, without any reference to 
the old application F Without any reference to Dr. Ramsay urging a olaim to eight miles, 
which was apparent on the face of his application for lease. 

The Commissioner misled the man? Yes, he did. 
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By Afr. Hosidne: From what has come under your own observation, what period of W.Commings 
time has elapsed between the notification from the Government that your application has Esq., LI'. 
been received and the obtaining possession of the land applied for ? I have tendered for 
some runs, and I really believe that of late years I have always received from the Chief 19 Feb., 1861. 
Commissioner an answer to my application as soon as any one could reasonably expect it. 

By Mr. Morris: Accepting the tender? Oh, no—announcing that my tender had 
been received and forwarded to the District Commissioner. 

By lb. ifothins: But what length of time has generally elapsed between this notifica-
tion of the receipt of your application and your being put in possession of the country 
applied for ? Generally a long period of time—ranging from one year to three. I have 
had a case pending now about twelve months. Although the land is not more than seventy 
miles from the residence of the Commissioner I cannot get him to visit it. 
124: Have you known instances where persons have applied for unoccupied blocks of 
country—received information of the acceptance of their tender—referred to the local Com-
missioner, and yet where afterwards some other persons have been put in possession of the 
land Be applied for? I know acase which has been pending for the last two years, where, 
although the District Commissioner had stated that the laud was vacant, and recommended 
the acceptance of the tender, the applicant has not obtained possession of the land. 

Has any one else obtained possession? There is something wrong in some quarter. 
Is the land still vacant? The Commissioner says the land is vacant. No person is 

paying for it, but some person is using it. 
By the C?ta&man: Is it an unauthorized occupation? There are cattle running over 

it, but it is not held under lease. 
By Mr. Boa/ins: Has it come under your observation that persons have applied for 

unoccupied blocks of country—that they have not heard even incidentally that any other 
person has applied for them, but have been informed that their applications have been 
received and referred to the local Commissioner for his report, and yet that before they 
have received an answer some other person has been put in possession! Yes, there was a 
case of my own. 

Will you explain the case? When Mr. Whitty was Commissioner of the Wellington 
District I applied for a block of country called Trundell. Subsequently to my application 
to the Chief Commissioner in reference to the matter the local Commissioner visited the 
ground. He found that there were no other applications for the land, and (as he told me) 
that there was no objection to my application. Under that impression I sent out three men 
with the necessary materials and erected stockyards at a cost of £130 or £140, but in a 
short time after I found that the tender of another man had been accepted. 

llecommended by the local Commissioner? It had been recommended by the same 
Commissioner, Mr. Whitty. 

And at a date subsequent to your application? He told me there was no tender 
received for that part of the country but mine. 

By Mr. Morris: lie only told you this verbally—you had no written document or 
notice that your tender had been accepted, had you? No ; but he had all the applications 
for land in the Wellington District, and he produced them to me. From those documents 
he told me there was no other application in for this block of country. On the faith of that 
I sent the men over the next day to put up a yard, and, just as I had the yard finished, I 
found that the Commissioner had recommended the tender of a Mr. Twaddel for the same 
country. I was really surprised. 

Did you ascertain whether Mr. Twaddel's application was dated subsequently? I did. 
And you found that it was subsequent to yours? I did find that it was so afterwards, 

and under some very strange circumstances. 
At the Chief Commissioner's Omee? Yes. He did not get the land however. It 

remained vacant for three years. There was something very ungentlemanly in the matter. 
1.86. Then this Mr. Twaddel did not occupy this country although his tender was accepted? 
The tender was recommended by Mr. Whitty, but it was not accepted by the Government. 

The Government did not approve of the recommendation? They thought there was 
something strange about it. 

Did you subsequently get the land? Yes, three years afterwards. I applied again 
and my fresh application was successful. 

By lbS. JIos/"ins: It remained vacant three years? Somewhere about that time, 
perhaps a little longer. 

By Ak. Watt: Did the stock of any person occupy the country during that time? 
No, it is only in wet weather that there is any water there. 

Did they then occupy it? Oh, yes; cattle belonging to different persons fed over it. 
Did any one set up a superior claim to it which would be a cause for the Government 

not complying? No. 
By Mr. Morris: Did you bring prominently under the notice of the Government Mr. 

Whitty's conduct in reference to this matter? I did, and he went back to examine the 
country by order of the Chief Commissioner. 

By Mr. Boa/ins: It is a fact which has come under your notice that great delay has 
taken place between the receipt of applications for rims and the taking of possession? You 
do not know when you may hear of the acceptance of your tender; it may be one, two, three, 
or four years. 

By Mr. Morris: When the Commissioners examine the ground which has been tendered 
for previous to making a report favourable to the acceptance of a tender, do they mark it 
at all in any way? During the last twenty-four years 1 have scarcely ever seen a Commissioner 
on the ground to mark it or anything else. I have seen Mr. Beckham twice, I think, Mr. 

Whitty 
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W.Cnmmings Whitty once, and Mr. Maync once. Those are the only times I have ever seen or hearif of 
Esq., MT. the Commissioner being on the land at all. 

By Mr. Hoskins: According to the new regulations, are not the Crown Lands Corn- 
19 Feb., 1861. missioners paid by fees? No, not now; Commissioners are appointed as valuators. They are 

paid according to their work. The District Commissioners have been paid a yearly salary. 

By Air. Morris: In the unsettled districts? Yes, in the squntting districts. 

By lit. Hoskins: Then the District Commissioners take the lyre dixiE of the applicant 

as to extent and boundaries of the run instead of visiting it themselves? That has been 
generally the case up to the present time, I believe, but I could not say what has been the 
general routine during the past twelve months. I believe they are now a little more 
cautious in not recommending the acceptance of a tender, until they have ascertained some-
thing about the piece of pastoral country applied for. But previously I am satisfied they 
never saw the country or locality for which they recommended a license to issue; if they 
bad, they could not have made so many mis-statements. I consider District Commissioners 
to be thegreatest evil ever inflicted upon the squatting community of the interior of this 
country; they have been at the root of all the actions which have been brought before the 

Snpremo Court, in reference to boundaries. 
By the Chapman: What remedy would you propose? It has been apparent to me for 

a long time, that a man applying for a piece of pastoral country for grazing purposes ought 
to be allowed to go at once and select it; and, having marked his boundary lines, take 
possession of it, and send in his application to head, quarters through the Commissioner. 

.By Mr. _iforris: But supposing that one occupier happened to clash with another in 
reference to boundaries, who is to decide? Any man possessing neighbourly principles or 
gentlemanly feelings, would be careful not to encroach upon his neighbour'sboundary. 

But supposing they did not possess those gentlemanly feelings. I apprehend that if 
those Commissioners had been competent to survey the run, and had been compelled to 
make a rough survey—that these difficulties to which you have alluded, could not very well 
have arisen? No doubt the boundary lines not being defined has been the cause of so many 
nctious in the Supreme Court; they would do their duty—they would be quite competent 
properly to perform all the duties required of them. 

b'y Mr. .Floskins: You think prior occupancy ought to confer a right of possession? 
Not to great extents of country; some men have claimed as much land as they could ride 
over in a week, never intending to occupy it, to sell their interest therein to the injury of 

the ton âfide squatter. 
if  you occupy any new country, you consider it a matter of necessity that the Com- 

missioner should visit the land you occupy and point out the boundaries? According to my 

description as nearly as possible. 
By Mr. Morris: To shesv what you are entitled to under the regulations? Yes. 

By the Chairnaaa: Are you aware how this matter is arranged in Queensland? Yes, 

I have read the regulations. 
There I believe it is first occupancy? Yes. 
With a reference to the Commissioner by tender within two months after occupancy? 

Yes. 
By Air. Mate: How did you get at the assessment of your runs if the Commissioner 

has never been there to assess them? One has been assessed by the Commissioner I believe, 

and one by guess. 
159, By the Commissioner? Yes, by the Commissioner and anothcr gentleman; but he 

assessed it in the Town of Bathnrst. 

THURSDAY, 21 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

iJfletnt :— 
Mn. WATT, Ma. MORRIS, 

Mn. MATE, Ma. HOSKINS. 

FRANCIS TOWNSEND RUSDEN, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

Mr. John Dunsmuro called in and examined 

Mr. John 160. By the Chairman: You are acquainted with Messrs. Millar and Maxwell? lam. 
Dnnsmnre. 101. Sometime about the end of 1859, in November I believe, you went with Messrs. Nillar 

and Maxwell to the Surveyor General's Office? Yes, both those gentlemen were with ate 

21 Feb., 1861. when I went there, but I cannot recollect the exact month. 
102. You went, as I understood, to see that the tenders put in by them for certain country 
they had selected were formally drawn—that the run had been properly applied for? Yes. 
'SSTe went up to see what was doing in regard to the tender. The application for the country 
had been previously made, but since it had been put in had remained in abeyance. 

You went professionally? I did. 
As solicitor for Messrs. Maxwell and Miller? Exactly. 
You inspected the maps in the Surveyor General's Office, along with these gentlemen, 

in order to ascertain the exact position of this country? I cannot say that I recollect 

examining any maps. 
However, the information you obtaiaed was that this country 'applied for was in the 

Owydir 
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Owydir District? Yes, we were told that the land applied for was in that district, Mr. John 
and for that district the application was sent in. Dunsmure. 

107. The inforniation you then obtained led you to suppose that Messrs. Maxwell and Millar 
had tendered correctly when they tendered for land in that district? Cartainly ; and, if I 21 Feb., 1561. 

recollect correctly what occurred, Mr. liallorrin mentioned that there was no Commissioner 
for that district at that time. 

Did Messrs. Maxwell and Millar ask if they would have permission to ceeupy the land:' 
Yes, they said something about it, 

And what answer was made ? No particular reply was given. It was said that this 
was left tatirely to themselves. It was a matter for their own decision. 

They tendni'ed 1 believe in November? [ eaunot recollect the date. I had a letter 
which would have enabled me to fix the time exactly, but my clerk informs we that Mr. 
Nillar ,,at that letter. 

I have that letter. It has been handed to me by Mr. Millar, and it is my intention to 
lay it betoru the Committee. Can you give the Committee in idea of its contents? Yes. 
It was addressed to Messra Maxwell and Millar at my office, and informed them that their 
application for the leaso of certain country in the Gsvydir District had been received, and 
that it had been sent to time Commissioner of that district to report upon. 

That letter was dated the 0th December, 1859? Somewhere about that date. 
The letter informed them that the application had been sent to the Commissioner to 

report upon, although only a few days previously you had been told by Mr. Hallurau that 
there was no Commissioner for that district ? Ye ', that was what I understood him to ay. 
171. By J/c, i/ole: What was the date at wiucla you called at the Surveyor General's 
Office? It must have been in November, 1859. 
17.5. And you received the letter in December? Yes. 

Then a Commissioner may have bean appointed in the interval between your visit and 
the receipt of the letter ? Yes, that might he. 

Jig the Ci,oii'ueu : The Cnnimnittev have learnt that. Messrs. Millar and Maxwell did 
occupy this country in May, 1859? Yes, I Lelicve they did. 
17S. They repeatedly urged you to look after this business? They did. 
179. And t go  to the Surveyc r General's Offica for an answer to their application? Yes. 
iso. And you did go there repeatedly? Yes. I was there several times. 
bi. What wis the answer you obtained ? I was told that nothing had been done in the 
matter. At lust I got a letter which I now produce. I made several applications. I 
think I was once or twice at the Survey 011iee before I got this liter, It is from Mr. 
Sibthorpe, Conintis.iouer Of Crown Lands for the District of Wellington, and dated the 
16th S''ptumbi'r 18b'J. (Let/er i'rad. V/tie Ajipes4di' 1.) 
192. That letter is addressed to Me its Millar and Maxwell? Yes; and immediately on 
their receipt of it they fi .rwarded it to me, lao their legal adviser, with instructions to take 
such steps as I might consider Ileccssnry. 
18$. Wh0t cenrr.o did you take? On the 13th October, 1859, I wrote the following reply 
to Mr. Sihthorpe. (Le?tcs' read, lids .11'peodic ii.) 
14. Did you take any steps to communicate the contents of this letter to the Surveyor 
General ? Yes, on the same day, the 1301 October, isSU, I wrote the following letter to 
the Chief Ckmmnisioner of Crow,, Lands. (Tetler seed. Vine Appcndi C.) 

Did you get any reply to that letter? No. I received no communication from that 
office since then. 

Did they not ncknosvlolge the receipt of the letter? No. Once I went up to the 
office and saw Mr. Hallorau; I asked him That had been done in the matter? He told me 
that my letter had been forw;'rded to the Commissioner of the District, but that nothing had 
heeiz done in regard to it. This was about ten or twelve months afterwards. 

By i/i'. !in'r& : Were Messrs. Millar and Maxwell the first parties to tender fr this 
piece of country? Yes, undoubtedly. 

You asertuined that at tbu  Survey Office? Yes. The record kept in the Surveyor 
General's Office shewed my clients to have been the first tenderers. I searched the records 
and found a iucnnranduaa of its having been received, with a statement of what had been 
done with it, and the particular date of its receipt. 

IL1 J1'. i/ate: has it been yet determined in what particular district this country is 
situated? No such determiontion has ever been officially communicated to me or to my 
client0, 

By time Ci,airnza,, : Have you ascertained, as a matter of fact, in what particular 
district it is situated? I have not. 

(',-in you state anything more in regard to this ease? No, I think I have mentioned 
all the circumstances in so far as I was connected with them. 

And, from your knowledge of the circumstances, what is your impression of the case? 
I think that Messrs. Millar and Maxwell have been very unjustly dealt with. 

You consider that a great injustice has been done to them ? Most unquestionably. 
Did they take every precaution in their power to guard against mistake? They did. 
Both by going themselves to the Surveyor General's Office and by employing you to 

look after tire matter? Certainly. They could not have done more than they did. These 
very letters that were writtan by me to Mr. Sibthorpe and the Chief Commissioner of 
Crown Lands ought to have been sufficient to call the attention of the office to the mistake 
if there were any. 

They took, to your knowledge, every precaution not to illegally settle down on Crown 
Lands? They did ; every precaution. 

Your impression thea is that it would be in possible, from the state of affairs disclosed 
111-0 to 
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Mr. John to you on your visit to the Survey Office, for any one to say in what district the piece of 
Dunsinuse. country was situated ? I say that we were distinctly told that it was in the Owydir District; 

' and that the letter from Mr. Sibthorpe and my letter in relatiou to it ought to have made 
21 Feb., the office look after the matter. 

198. Those letters ought, as you conceive, to have been sufficient to have prevented them 
from giving the country to any other person ? Yes, certainly. 
199. You took instant action on the receipt of Mr. Sibthorpe's letter? Yes. The dates 
will show this, as Mr. Sibthorpc's letter went first to Messrs. Millar and Maxwell, and was 
then forwarded by them to me. 
00. And you conceive that those gentlemen have been very unfairly dealt with? Yes, I 
think so. 

APPENDIX. 

 
.Yilci, bddy, .&zrw',, Rir, 

16 Ept ,,her. 1859. 
Sir, 

I have the honor to request, that you will forthwith inform inc by what authority you are 
in possession of Crown Lands on the River Birce, or Beliandool, or the Culgon River, in this di,,triet. 

As you are liable to a heave penalty for illegaL occupation, it behoves you to acquaint ole as 
early as possible, otherwise I must proceed against you under the Act t Was. 4th, No. 10, lus,,wfl as the 
Crown Lands Act. 

I have, &e., 
L. II. SIBTIIOI1PE. 

Mr. Lockhart Millar. C. C. L., Dirt. Wellington. 
Culgon River. l'ost Town, Moloug. 
District Wellington. 

 
2qdne', 13 October, 1559. 

Dear Sir, 
Our clients, Messrs. Millar and Maxwell, have forwarded to us your letter to Mr. Millar, of 

the 16th Sept mber last, relative to his oeeupation of land on the Cul',oa River, Our clients' tenders 
for the blocks in question were sent in to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands in November last, 
and were opened on the 6th December, and on the 11th January last we received a communication fioum 
t;ii Chief Commissioner, stating that the same awaited the report of the Commissioner of the District, 
which report we have not yet received, owing, we presume, to recent alterations in the boundaries of 
the district 

We remain, e,, 
To the Commissioner of Crown Lands, DUXS)ttRE & STAFFORD. 

District of Wellington, 
Molong. 

 
Bydatg, 13 0a3er, 1559. 

Sir, 
Our clients, Messrs. Millar and Maxwell, in November last tendered for certi,in blocks of 

roes cM 
tan,, 4W., ts,iontry in the District of Owydir, known by the names of as noted in the margin, and on the 11th 
lisnira,, .1 nuary lst we received a letter from the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands intimating that the 
EsunoU,urn, tenders had been opened on the 6th December last, and that the same then awaited the report of the 
Cartls't, C,mniigioner for the District. Lincmueti .n, and 
'Jon, A doubt having arisen from recent alterations in the boundaries of the district whether the lands 

tendered for by our clients might not now possibly form part of the Wellington District, we have the 
honor to request that you will be pleased to cause copies of the descriptions of the blocks tendered for 
by our eliont to be forwarded to the Commissioner of the Wellington District. 

We have, he., 
To the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, DL'NSMURE & STAFFORD. 

Sydney. 

S. B. Daniel, Esq., i\1.P., called in and examined 

S. D. Daniel, 201 By the Chairman: You were at one time a Crown Lands Commissioner? Yes, for a 
} s( M.P.  - .short ti me. 

" 202. What were your duties? The principal of them were repirting upon tenders for new 
.J Feb., 1561. runs, valuing and defining them, and assessing their grazing capabilities. 

In what district? In the district of Bligh. 
Do you consider the present system of tendering for runs to be an efficient one? L 

think it is one that might be improved very considerably. 
05. Would you be good enough to point out what you conceive to be the principal objections 

in the present system? I had rather not speak about objections, but, if the Committee will 
permit sac, I will submit to them what I conceive would be an improvement upon the 

present system. 
200. Perhaps you will first state what you consider to be the defects of the system, and then 
the mode by which you would remedy them? The principal defect in the system is, in my 
opinion, the mode in which the system of tendering for runs is carried out, by means of 
sealed tenders. This causes proprietors of runs not only to suffer great loss, but also to 
experience great uncertainty. For instance—a person having a run adjoining a piece of 
country that was open for tender, and requiring it perhaps for some particular purpose, 

would be induced to offer a very large premium, for feat of its falling into other hands. In 
order 
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order not to lose the place, and not knowing who was offering against him, he might perhaps S. B. Daniel, 
be led to offer as high a premium as £200; and yet when the tenders come to be opened he Esq., Mr. 
will find that there has been no competitor against him, and that the large amount of r—
premium he has offered has been virtually thrown away, so far as he is concerned. This all 21 Feb., 1661. 
arisoc from the system of sealed tenders being employed instead of open competition. And 
again—let a person be ever so anxious to obtain a piece of country, and let it be ever so 
manifest that it ought to go to him, yet if another tenderer exceeds the amount he has 
offered, if only by one penny, that tenderer will have it. Now, the remedy I propose for 
this is, that all forfeited runs shall be put up for sale by publio auction, at some place within 
the district in which they are situated; so that the persons most interested, or most desirous 
of obtaining the runs, may do so openly, and without having to resort to the secret system 
of scaled tenders. 

These remarks of yours have reference to forfeited runs only? Yes, not to new runs, 
What system would you propose with respect to new runs? With regard to new runs 

I think that the plan now established in Queensland is an admirable one; in fact, it is 
almost our old system that we had here. The selector goes out and chooses th0 pe or land 
he requires. lie then puts down his own marks of the boundaries of his selection, and 
applies by letter to the Commissioner of the District., describing the locality and the boundary 
marks, for permission to occupy. A dupliento of this application is sent in at the same time, 
to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. That is the Queensland plan; but I think 
that the Commiaioner of the District ought to have it in his power, if he should find that 
the land applied for is not in the occupation of any other person, and that it will not inter-
fere with any other selection, at once to give the applicant permission to occupy. The 
selector would then occupy the land, and if he did not stock it within six months or 
same rcaaonable period after selection, the land should be forfeited, and he open to be taken 
up by any other person ; and further, to prevent irregularities, applications for new runs 
made to the Commissioners of Districts; they should be instructed to make monthly rcturnM 
to the Chief Commissioner in Sydney of all applications for runs sent in to them. 
200. 1 propn*d the rune thing, but my suggestion was that the returns should be sent in 
fortnightly? Yes, but  I think monthly would be better, because it might happen that the 
Commie,iuner would be absent when the application arrived. Commissioners are liable to 
be called away from home on duty, and are sometimes absent for a fortnight tocethcr. 

Your proposition then is in tbct that the first occupant should have the land? Yes. 
Of c'une then you would allow thorn to occupy before sending in their application and 

getting regular permission to do so? Yes, certainly. The Queensland Ih'gulations say that 
the selector may occupy land for two months previous to tendering for it, and that such 
oncupition shall not be illegal. 

So long as he put in his tender within a reasonable time after taking up the land, you 
would allow the salector to occupy? Yes; and, further than this, I would allow tcrsor, 
having water frontages to rivers or creeks to be able to take up the back country behind 
them in a similar manner by going upon it and stocking it. In all cases I would insist ur'r1 
the land being stocked within a certain time. 

By 2fr. jior,-ie: You would allow the owners of water frontages to come in the same 
as any others upon the back country? Yes, in exactly the same way. 

Have you not found that there has been immense delay in reporting upon tenders for 
runs; so much so that applicants have been kept for years out of the runs for which tl'y 
have appli.'d? Yes; I know from my own experience, thai, when I took office as Commis- 
sioner of Crown Lands, there were lying in the office tenders for runs to be reported on that 
had been nt in five and six years previously. 

Tenders for runs in your district? Yes; in the district of Blib. 
So long as six years? Yes; and in that time the applicants had repeatedly written to 

the Commi, ioacr requesting to be put in pos.ession of the runs. They were in fact nuxion 
to pay the rent and assessment in order that they might have legal pua:esaion, and yet thmr 
applications had been neglected, and they had been allowed to enjoy the occupation end u' 
of the land without paying a penny, because no other person would apply for it as it was 
well known that the Piloarties occupying were the first applicants; at the sumac time thc parties 
occupying would make  improvements on account of the absolute uncertainty of their tenure. 

To what do you attribute this excessive delay? To favouritism in some instances, and 
design; as by not being reported on, and valued, and asaessed, the occupiers were exempt 
from the payment of the rent and fees which rightly they ought to have paid. Sometimee 
it occurred from other reasons. 

But what prevented you from reporting on them ? I did report on them, and thence 
the inferences I drew in regard to the causes of delay. In many instances I found land for 
which application had been sent in to be vacant country, and put other parties in pNse'.sien. 
210. By the Chairman: Is it not your opinion that the roundirbout, eircnmloeutory system 
of dealing with the tenders after they have been sent in causes very unnecessary delay I 
There can be no question about it. 

For instance—the tender is sent in to the office in Sydney, and there it lies for perhap' 
nearly two months before it is opened; then, when opened, it is sent to the reident Com- 
missioner? Not always; sometimes tenders are kept for a month before they are forwarded. 
to the resident Commissioner. 

But even suppose they are sent off directly, with orders that they shall be reported 
upon at once, the Commissioner may be in a different part of his district when they arrive, 
or he may have a press of business which demands his prior attention, and so be prevented 
from replying? Yes, no doubt such often happens; but the plan I have just sketched out 
would prevent all that. 
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S. B. Daniel, 222. By Mr. Watt: But persons might desire to go and look out for land before they were 
Est1., M.P. ready to occupy it, as no man would like to drive stock about with him whilst engaged in 
,'  saleeting a piece of new country? What I would recommend is, that persons should 

21 Feb., lbGl. be  compelled to go upon the land they were going to take up, and see it fur 
themselves before doing so. That, when they had satisfied themselves of its suitability, they 
should make a rough sketch of the land, de5erihing where it is situated, and the natural 
fatures which may exist on its boundaries. This should be sent in to the resident Conimis-
sioner, with a duplicate copy for the Chief Commis,ioner in Sydney. These sketches could be 
roughly transferred to the map of the district, and by that means persons in Sydney could, 
by looking at the map, see what lands had been applied for and what were vacant. In 
this wuy applications could be decided upon at once, instead of being kept, as they now 
are, to be reported upon, for months and years, and then, after all, to be perhaps reported on 
unfavourably. One glance at the map will suffice, under my plan, to prevent, a very great 

deal of inconvenience and delay. 
By the CAuir;naa: I think you said that the application and sketch should ho sent in 

in the first instance to the resident Commissioner, and not to the head office in Sydney 
Yes, sent to him in duplicate, one copy to be forwarded to the head office. The matter 
appears to me to be very simple. A rough lithographed map of the different squatting 

districts, skewing all the lands grantc.d under leaae, and all those open for selection, could 

easy be furnished by the Surveyor General, and obtainable at about asliilIiu,z each; and 

every person in the district might be pssessed of one. On this could Ic sketched out tile 
position of the run selected and applied for, and being forwarded to the head office in Sydney 
ejold be transferred to their general map of the district by the aid of the written decriptiors 
accompanying the sketch. In this way, I conecive, all mistake would be prevented. Most 
of the districts are not very clearly defined. Wellington and Bligh, I now, are partly 

marked off. 
By tIie (Viairmcn: They are old districts and their boundaries are well known, but 

where net' runs are likely to be taken up the exact position of the land would not be known? 
That is true, but it could be marked off upon the map so soon no it was known. 

You are aware that the only chance of obtaining new runs is by pushing into new 

country ? Yc; but there is one tbing with regard to New South Wales, and tint is that 
we have not now that large extent of territory that would be any serious inconvenience likely 
to aro,3 from persun.i going upon unknown country. We have now no extent of unexplcred 
country within our boundaries. Nearly every creek, river, and watercourse is now known, 

and almost the whole available territory is taken up already. 

B1!fr. Mate: Are you aware of any ease in which injustice has been done in conac- 
quenee of two tenders clashing—of their taking in the same land ? I am, and I have very 
good reason for knotvng it t.; be the ease. And besides this, from the frequent alterations 
of the boundaries of districts, applicants have frequently lost runs for which they 
tendered in consequence of putting in their tender for land—describing it as situated in one 
district when, in fact, it is situated in another. This has been thecase, and in sonic of the 

cases, r believe, the information upon wbiell the parties acted, and s,hih afterwards proved 
to be incorrect, waa obtained frona the Surveyor General's Office in Sydney. Fur instance, 
parties about to tender for a run have been told at the Survey Office that it was situated in 
the District of liligh, when, in reality, it was in the District of Wellingt in. 

221. By .lIr. Morris : rihese  boundaries of districts are not surveyed or marked in any wny? 

No. The natural feature,; of the country are taken as boundaries as ncary as. pesille. For 
instance, the District of Bligh adjoins the Districts of Gwydir, Liverpool I'lains, and 
Wellington. Lately, however, a portion has been taken off the Thigh District, in order to 
form the new District of Warrego, so that persens not aware of this, and knowing the old 
boundaries, and not having seen the Gotette in which the new boundaries are 't out, would 

be led to apply for land in the Bligh District, but would be refused on aeeoont of its b
eing 

in the Warrego They might dc;.aribe all the natural features and houndarit s of the 
run quite correctly, but would yet have their tender thrown out in eon..equcnee of describing 

the land to be in the Bhfjh " District, when by the recent change it would be in the 
Warroo. Now, this is manifestly a great hardship upon applicants, and 3et I have known 
equal uncertainty even in the Survey Office, within the Settled Districts. I happen to he 
aware that the Government have bold land which they described as being in the Coonty of 
Cumberland, when it was, in fact, in the County of Cook; and yet, notwithstanding this 
mis-description, the parties who purchased were put in possession of the land, as its position 
was well known. The same thing ought to he done in the ease of applications for runs, for 
if the natural boundaries of the land applied for be properly described, a more mistake in 
the name of the district ought not to be allowed to niftet the validity of the tender. These 

imaginary lines by which the country is cut up into districts have been a opted for the sake 
of official convenience, and they ought not to be turned into a means ol inflicting injury 

uponapplicants. 
22i. 11/ Mr. Mate: Can you suggest any system by which persons tendering for runs can 
ascertain the exact district in which the land they apply for is situated? There is no system 
by which it can be done exactly at present, and that has led me to make the suggastions 
I have done in reference to the mode of sending in and dealing with the applications. 

There is now no system by which the boundaries can be absolutely defined? None 
whatever. There is nothing further to guide the applicant than the plan of the district 

issued from the Survey Office. 
By if,. Morris: This is only on paper. There is no actual marking on the land itself? 

o, not generally. 
So that, from having no landmarks on the ground itself, even though the person has 

the 
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the lithographed plan in his hand, he would find it very difficult to fit in the plan to the  SD D1&tr, 
ground in such a way as in sonic eases to be sure that his land is in the right district? No 
doubt he would; but there are also other evils which I have found out in the course of the,  
performance of my duties. For instance, persons have sent in tenders for runs stating that 21 Feb., 1861. 

the boundary commenced at such a point of a river or creek and ternunated at such another, 
and that the area contained a certain quantity of acres; and yet, when I have caine to 
examine the laud for the purpose of estimating its grazing capabilities, I have found double 
the quantity of land contained in it to what the application had asked for. By this means 
these persons have been for a series of years in the occupation of twice the quantity of land 
they were entitled to, to the exclusion of others who might have come in had the applic.tioa 
been properly framed. 

You mean that the parties have taken up very much more in quantity than thry hart, 
applied for? Yes; the area within their described boundaries being greater than stited in 
their tender. Their doing this completely shuts other people out, because the Chief Justice 
and the juries of the Supreme Court have decided that, where a person's cattle feed there, 
it is his run, and that he can maintain an action for trespass on it, ph:ading prior possession. 

What would you advisz in such a e;Lse as that F I have recommended that, where a 
person was found to have a larger area than lie had applied for, an additional rate of license 
and assesament should be charged him in proportion to the extra quantity of land, or else 
that the extra quantity should be put up to public competition. I do not think that thtso 
persons should be altogether deprived of the opportunity of getting possession of this extra 
land, which has evidently fallen to them through the fault of the Government officials, tke 
grazing capabilities of the runs not having been assease-d as the land regulations direct; then, 
again, the grazing capabilities of runs vary very much; there are instances in which I have 
zv-sesed the grazing capabilities of a run at twice the amount fixed by the leaK., and in 
which the les,ees have perfectly agreed in the ecrreetmsis of my doing so. In these iostunces 
the runs were nearly all old ones, and the original grazing capabilities had been returned 
by the occupier on first taking pocssion, when the runs were new, and not of j mumhvaluo 
in regard to the quantity and quality of the grass, as they are now, that they are elder and 
more eaten off. Most of the Committee must be aware that runs in some kinds of country 
are greatly improved by having stock put on them, as the gras is never so good before sheep 
are plaetsl on it as it is after it has been eaten off. For this reason, then, I would recoin-
mcud a priodical adjustment of the assessment, so that where runs may have been as,sed 
at a low grazing capability, the assessment may be increased as the eapiiiiity of the run 
improves. 

B9  the Cairman: You are aware, perhaps, that whilst some runs improve by having 
stock on them, others have greatly deteriorated? Yes, certainly ; and I would sogest t:at 
the Government, at the ezpiratioa of the present leases, should re-value these runs, ar,d that 
a reduction should be made in favour of those of which the grazing capabilities have been 
ovir-eatima ted. 

Are you not aware that the boundaries of old runs—runs long taken up—have been 
altered ? Yes, in the manner I have described; that is the only way. 
23G. By Jb. Morris: That is from being in excess of the quantity applied for in t10 first 
instance? Ye,. 
237. You did not take away from these parties the excess in their quantity of land F No; 
in no one instance. I merely reported the matter to the Government. 
235. Have there been any instaneca of the Government acceding to the retention by there 
parties of the execssive quantity of land? I cannot say what the Government plan ef actou 
has been in the matter. 

By ic (]hamezu,s : Do you not think, that, in those cares where a larger quantity of 
land has teen taken up than has been applied for, it would be better that the v:.lue of the 
extra quantity should be assessed, and the ocenpier be made to pay it, rather than that it 
should be taken away from him after long occupation F Undoubtedly. 1 would aIr-, in, ntion 
to the Committee that a very great deal of inconvenience to stockholders arises frons linri d 
surveyors going through the country measuring the runs. In doing this, they find picce, of 
vacant land lying perhaps between two runs, thence causing serious disturbances, and then 
give the inform:ttion acquired to other persons, who at once put in an application for the 
land thus left. By these means, parties get themselves wedged in between two runs, to the 
perfect destruction of the two between which they get. 

What remedy would you apply F I would recommend that whenever a lieened sur-
veyor was occupied in laying down the boundaries of a run, he should be compelled to send 
in a duplicate of his map to the Chief Commissioner's Office, in order that it might be verified. 
These different maps could then be fitted to each other on the general map in the office, and 
thus any person would be able to see at a glance whether there was vacant land or not. 

It is witlun my knowledge that portions of runs which have been marked for the last 
twelve years have been taken from the occupiers by the Government. These pirties, how-
ever, say that they will resist the Government and go into Court, if there is any attempt 
made to dispossess them F I am aware that there have been such cases. 

WED SESDA r, 
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WEDYESDAT 27 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

Vrtøznt :— 
MR. MATE, Ma. HOSKINS, 
MR. WATT, Ma. MORRIS, 

Ma. LUCAS. 

FRANCIS TOWNSEND RTTSDEX, ESQ., IN TIlE Ciunt. 

Mr. J. B. Bundle called in and examined:— 

Mr. JthB. 242. By the (Thainnan: I believe you know a great deal about the present system of tendering 
un C. forruns? Ido. 

243. As agent or as principal? In both capacities. 
27 Feb., 1561. 244. Have you found that any great or vexatious delays have been experienced in getting 

answers to tenders after they have been sent in? That has been very much the case. 
And persons have been prevented from getting their runs after they have applied for 

them ? Exactly. 
For any long period? Yes. In some cases for years. 
It has been years after the tender has been sent in that they have been put in posses-

sion of the run tendered for? Yes. 
Can you specify any particular instances in which this has been the ease? Yes. I 

could mention three or four cases in which nearly five years have elapsed since the tenders 
have been sent in, and they have not yet been reported upon. Now I think of it, fully 
haIfa-dozen cases of this kind have occurred on the Narran, and also in the new district of 
Warrego, formerly part of the Wellington District, Some of these were runs of another 
party, in which I have an interest. 
210. And in those cases did you get no answer at all for five years No answer at all. 

Nothing, I suppose you mean, beyond the usual formal letter acknowledging the receipt 
of the tender? Nothing more, I need not say that these delays have been most vexatious, 
and that they have led to very great confusion, jealousy, and uncertainty, and that, in some 
instances, may be the cause of involving parties in heavy l:wsuits. 

Can you name any of these runs, concerning which there has been such great delay? 
I am not prepared to give the names of the runs, as I have not the necessary memoranda 
with me for doing so; but they are all out in the Warrego District. I can recollect that the 
name of one of the runs on the Narran was Will Bill. 

Was that run occupied before'the tender was accepted? It was, partially. 
By Mr. Watt: By the person who tendered, or by other parties? By the tenderer. 
By  A& CJiairi.ia,: Is that run likely to be claimed by any other person? Yes. I 

believe there are three or four other parties expecting to get it, as from the way business is 
conducted each person imagines himself to be the first applicant. 

And you attribute the difficulties that have arisen in this and other similar cases to the 
delay that has arisen in getting an answer to applications, and in bcing put in posession of 
the run applied for? Fndoubtedly. 

have any difficulties arisen from the recent adjustment of the boundaries of old runs? 
Yes. On the Darling this adjustment, as it is called, has caused a perfect revolution, in 
consequence of the District Cmmirsioner having shifted the whole of the boundaries up 
and down the river; be has shifted whole stations, one after another, until what was before 
the run of one man became the run of another. This has caused innumerable difficulties, 
and will be the source of endless lawsuits between the parties concerned. 

How long have these runs that you speak of on the Darling been occupied? For the 
last ten years, at least. 

And they have, in almost every case, I believe, defined boundaries? Yes, defined in 
so far as marking the trees on the frontnges is concerned. They have not been regularly 
surveyed and measured frontages, but they have been sufficiently defined by marking the 
trees. 
250. And in the recent adjustment these defined boundaries have been completely ignored t 
Yes, stations have been moved down entirely clear of their marked boundaries. For instance, 
for Mr. P. G. Dangar's run of Bunna Wunna has been moved a distance of six miles up 
on to Mr. 0 Loder's run. This sort of thing causes inconceivable confusion. 

In addition to this it eanses a vast amount of injury to the occupant in regard to the 
shifting of the stock ? Most decidedly. The moving stations in this manner necessitates 
the breaking up of the cattle camps on the old run, and this has a very injurious effect 
upon the cattle. It will also be next to impossible to break in cattle to a new run so near 
to the old run on which they were born, and the result will be perpetual quarrelling and 
impounding. Besides this, if we attempt to go up upon Mr. Loder's run we shall render 
ourselves liable to an action at law, with which Mr. Loder threatens us; and I believe be 
has gone so far as to take counsel's opinion upon the point. 

Have any new runs been put in, in consequence of this shifting of the old runs 1 Yes; 
one has been put in between Bunna Wunna and the next run. 

Has only one new run been put in, or have there been more than one ? I believe there 
have been two new runs made by the shifting of the old ones. 

By Air. Morris : Has not this shifting been caused by the actual frontages not 
corresponding with the amount contained in the original tender; and on account of its being 
found that the. occupants had taken possession of more country than they were entitled to 
under their tender ? In so far as the country we took up is concerned, this was not the 
case, for we measured it as as nearly as we could without actual survey. There is a tree 

marked 
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marked W. T., five miles from that tree the Bunna Wunna station commences, and runs for Mr. J. B. 
five miles west. The Turec station has another five miles frontage, and between these two it Bundle. 
is said there has been discovered by the Commissioner, a small portion having only two miles 
frontage, but in consequence of all this shifting backward and forward, it has now been made 27 Feb., 1861. 
eight or nine miles frontage. 

204. But are not these runs shifted in accordance with the description given in the tender ? 
No ; I do not see that. 

By Mr. lloskins: Do all parties in tendering give a precise and accurate description 
of the runs they apply for ? Yes ; and these tenders and descriptions are afterwards 
gazetted. 

But it has been said, and we have it in evidence, that parties tendering do not give 
accurate descriptions of the boundaries of the runs applied for, but merely a rough outline 
That may be the case with new runs, but these I speak of are all old runs, that have been 
occupied for the last twelve years, and the boundaries of which are well known and clearly 
defined. There could be no mistake about them, and yet they have all been shifted and 
changed, and everything thrown into confusion, to such an extent, as to make space enough 
for a new run between the old ones. 

By Mr. Lucas: I suppose that by shifting one run in one direction, and another in 
another, a vacancy has thus been made between the two 1 Yes, something of that sort. 
Though, in some cases, one run has been moved upon what was formerly another. 
208. Ail the OIrnirrncn : And this is certain to give rise to lawsuits, inasmuch as the law 
courts have held that actual possession gave the right to the land, and that any person 
coming in and trespassing, was liable to an actiun by the occupant ? Yes; it has been 
decided that the occupant only was entitled to hold possession. 
260. By Air. Hoskins: You have said that these runswore taken up some twelve years ago? 
I was not acquainted with the district at that time, but I believe so. Certainly they have 
been taken up more than ten years. 

When the parties who originally took up the land got possession, did they send in a full 
description of the boundaries of the run they occupied ? Yes, I suppose as nearly as they 
could do so. Like all the old runs, however, they were only particular about the frontage. 
They never said more in the application than that they desired to take up a certain run, five 
miles by so many miles, particularly describing the frontages. These, however, were never 
perfectly accurate. 

Would the descriptions thus given lead it to be inferred that there was not sufficient 
room for an intermediate station between the applicant and the next nearest occupant or 
tendercr—are they of such a kind as to shcw that the whole frontage is taken up? Yes, 
certainly; because, when a person applies for, say, four blocks of country, he is supposed to 
take up all the country to the extent he claims, commencing at some known point of land 
previously occupied or claimed. It is never expected that vacant land will be left between 
any of the blocks applied for. 

By Mr. Lucas: Are not the persons who tender in this way bound to send in a 
description of the boundaries of the blocks they apply for? They are. 

And then these boundaries are gazetted, from the descriptions so given in the tender? 
The tenders, I believe, are first looked into, to see that they correspond with other tenders 
that have been sent in from the same distrid, and to ascertain that they do not clash with 
these—that two tenders are not sent in for the same country. Upon these tenders the land 
is afterwards taken up. The great drawback is, that parties sometimes send in tenders for 
the same country, but with different descriptions, thus causing disputes. 
214. Do you not think it would be an advantage if persons were to be allowed to take 
possession of a run before tendering for it? That was what was done under the old system. 
Yes, I think it would be very much hotter. The first occupant would then have the right 
to tender. 

Would not that have the effect of preventing two persons from putting in a tender for 
the one piece of country? Certainly. 

In the tender, I believe, you usually state the length of each line, and the distance of 
some point from the boundary of the nearest station ? Yes. 

And in the case you refer to, on the Darling, your boundary is described as extending 
a certain distance from another station, that other station extending for a certain distance 
from a marked tree? Exactly. 

Those distances are supposed to be five miles each? Yes, but it may be more. 
But if it should happen that instead of five miles those distances should be seven miles 

and a half, it must be evident to you that you would have two and a half miles more frontage 
than you would be entitled to, and that the owner of the next station would be in the same 
position, consequently it would be no more than right that this extra amount should be taken 
off each, and that another person should be allowed to come in upon the new run thus 
obtained? That has not been the case, for we applied and took up only a frontage of five 
miles; but where more country has been occupied for a period, it is usual to re-assess and 
not dispossess the occupier, or shift long established boundaries. 

Supposing that to be the case in any instance, do you not think the Commissioner would 
be justified in taking off the extra amount? I think that what a man has been given 
possession of he has a right to maintain. Those who tender for a piece of country will 
not obtain it unless the blocks follow on in succession, so that vacant land cannot occur. 

Suppose you tender for five miles of frontage commencing five miles distant from a 
marked tree, and that another party tenders for a similar frontage commencing on the other 
side of the tree, and running in the other direction, there would then be a space of five miles 
between the two runs that any person might tender for if he thought proper? No, I think 
not. It would be optional with the parties adjoining to take it or not as they thought proper 
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Mr. J. B. 282, Suppose the outside boundaries of two stations to be A and B, and that they arc fifteen 
Rnndle. miles apart.; that the one has a frontage of five miles from A, and the other a frontage of 

r-'i five miles from 13; the whole distance hem" fifteen miles, and only ten miles being accounted 

27 Fob., 1861. for, there must be left a vacant frontage of five miles between the two? CertainYy. 

23. That being the case, do you not think it would be a very proper thing for the Comtnis-

sioner to make it new run of this vacant frontage, and to receive a new tender for it 
No, certainly not; because if an occupant have by accident a mile or so more frontage than 
he has stated it ought not to be taken from him. It must b remembered that these frontages 
are not measured off by the chain, but are merely approximated. At the same time the 
measurement by the Commissioner is nothing more, for he doe not measure by the chain, 

How does he do? He generally walks his horse over the ground. He, knows the pace 
of his horse, as for intanee that he walks five or six miles an hour, and in this way the 
frontage is given. If, when the ground comes to be measured aecnratelvrthe party is found 
really to have more than lie is entitled to, he would in all eases be very ready to pay a sum in 
addition proportionate to his increased quantity of land. This would meet all tIme otcets of 
the Government, and prevent very much inconvenience. in fact it makes very little 
difference, beeauee the occupant pays for it in paying for the increased number of cattle kept 

on the run. 
Yes, but there is a rent as well as an assessment to he paid? The rent is of very little 

object, been use aymneut is a] ole on the estimated capability of the run, and that is assessed 
by the Commissioucr. On this asessed grazing capability they pay the rent, and on this 
account many runs pay a larger rent than others, though they have the same amount of 
country. Some runs pay as high a rent as £10 and £12 for a section. 

By the CLiiim,.mam : Ail the evils you have enumneruteil have arisen from the delay of the 
Commissioners in reporting upon tenders? That is my opinion. 

And this in many instances may be the cause of lawsuits? It may. 
The law will have to decide in the eases you have mentioned? Yes. 

By 1k. Mate: is not the tenderer allowe(l to take more than five miles if he believes 
that the country is of so poor a character that five miles frontage will not keep 4,000 
sheep? I ama not certain on this point. I believe that the tendercr is allowed to take up 
more if he put the reason for his so doing in his tender. This must depend, however, to a 

great extc at, nj a the nature of the country taken up. 
200. That is if he thinks that the ordinary frontage will not keep 4,000 sheep, he isentitIcd 
to include more in his tander ? I am not certain upon that point, but I believe he is. 

Might it not h. upon this account that the quantities now clash, in the cases you have 
mentiont d in the Par'.immg; at':me person, in taking up the country in the first instance, may 

have thought it so poor that the usual quantity would not carry 4,000 sheep; and now, that 
the Commissioner is pr ceding to adjust the frontages, these extra quantities being taken off, 
throw all the others into confusion? That is the effect of it, but I cannot speak as to the 

original cruso. 
By itt. .L.t'a.c: Are all runs assessed prior to possession being given ? I believe not, 

but asessed by Commissioner afterwards. 
And the rent of all is fixed up?n their grazing capability? Yes. 

B; .YTr. Th,rns: I believe, as a matter of fact, that the grazing capabilities of the 
greater part of the runs are under-estimated ? Yes, in some instances ; but I know other 
instances again in which they 'crc over-estimated. 

By dir. Iloslcin.s: That is generally the case with small runs, I believe? Yes, chiefly 

with small runs. 
Owing to the facility with which the Commissioner can make an examination of them 

as c,,mpaiu{l with larger runs? Yes, no doubt. But I know several large runs that have 

been over-etinmated. I had some runs on the head of the Castiereagh that were excessively 

over-estimated. We have since had them re-estimated, and they are now placed upon a 

somewhat more equitable footing. 
207. You say that different persons give different descriptions of the sante land ; now has 
not this been the chief cause of the lawsuits you speak of? No. I said lawsuits might 
arise, but I know of no case in which this has heel) the cause. 
298. Is it not within your knowledge, that occupants of runs have to apply to the local 
Commissioner to define their boundaries? Certainly they have; but then it takes years to 

do this. 
299. Why? Because of the difficulty there is in getting the Commissioner on to the run, to 

czamine and report upon it. 
You are aware that these Commiscioners are appointed for the performance of these 

duties? I all]. 
If they do not perform them, if they so persistently neglect to attend to the appli- 

cations of occupants of runs, how can they possibly pass their time ? That would be hard 

for me to say. 
It is a fact, however, that comes within your knowledge, that the local Crown Lands 

Commissioners are very remiss in time performance of their duties? I should say so. 

803. Have you any doubt upon the subject? I have no hesitation whatever in saying that 
they are exceedingly remiss, especially in reporting upon runs. 
301. So that it has repeatedly happened that parties have applied for and taken possession 
of public lands, and then have not been able to get the Commissioner to come and attend to 
them and their claim ? Yes. That has been the case for years past. 
305. Has it not happened that persons have applied for blocks of land in a now country to 
the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, that they have received notice that their application 
has been received and referred to the local Crown Lands Commissioner, that they have 

thereupon 
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thereupon thken up and occupied these blocks, and yet that they have been afturwTds M. 
Jisposscs3 by the local Commissioner? Yes. I have seen one or two cases of that kind C. 

latterly in the Warrego District. 
Can you mention Von? The particular case that I remember just at this moment is 27Feb., 1(I1. 

that of Messrs. Millar and Maxwell. 
The Committee have had that case before them. Can you mention any other? Yes. 

There are two runs there, one occupied partially by cattle, and the other by horses. We 
bays stocked t!ium, and have been in T'usseion  for some years, and yet we do not now 
know whether or not 'ye shall be dispossesed. 
808. You hold no autlioriznti,,n from the (overnrnent or their officara for your occupation? 
No ; but if we had not occupied the runs they would have remained idle for years pest. 
309. Have five years elapsed since you sent in your application F Yes, about that time. 
We applied for the blocks in August, 1850. 
010. And duhng that time no Commissioner has visited the runs to report upon your 
tenders? Na. 

Rq YEr. 3for7'L: Are you paying any revenue to the Government for your occupation, 
either by way of rent or of aases,ineot? No. We have been considered as being illegally 
in occupation, and have been ordered off. I beliete  that some of the neighbouring settlers 
eompi;uneil of us to the Commissioner, informing him that we were trespassers. Upon this 
information the Commissioner ordered our stock to be impounded. 

And were they impounded? They were not. 
'Vu are still on the ground, in puaoeasii'n and occupation? We are. 

311. And are p'ying no rent or assessment to the Goverument F None. 
fl15. I bolieve that there are many eases similar to yours throughout the country F Yes; I 
believe it is a easc of every day occurrence. 
110. By Mr. IImkiag: Then, in consequence of the neglect on the part of the hoe',! Conmnjis-
sinners, there are numerous blocks of country takc.a up for which no rent or araesoniont is 
paid, ii'c'uusu 'f there being no official on the sp•t to report on the land, and to hand over 
fornul p-stion to the applicant? There are, no doaht, such ease:,. 
317. And this, you say, Ii's been the ease for years:' What I say is this, that there is one 
p.;rti'ed.:r insta,'c' in which a number of applications for new runs sent in three, four, and 
five year ao, have not yet been reported on ; and that this neglect has caused very con-
siderable loss to the revenue. 
"1k. Then you know as a flaiL that very great delay,  has been experienced in reporting upon 
applications br now saris, and in the applicants receiving authority to occupy F I do. 
319. And you think th4t if there were some alteration of the present oysteni it WL,Uhcl teod 
to mncree.o the revenue, would give snore sttiafaotin to the pastoral tenant, and would 
lar..ody enhance the stability of pastoral pursuits Mt undoubtedly. The p-es'nt system 
ha' been atte,,dcd ;ithm very great evils, and has ken the cause of los b0th to the C rem-
input and to the occupier of the lands. 
$20. The a:untry to 'Lid, yea allude is, I believe, very badly watered? It is in many 
places. 
821. At the sarase time, h'.wrver, it is a very line fattening country ? It is a very good 
country lleO it eon b ceenpied. 

Do you limo 'na that if there had been more attention paid to the applications for runs, 
and a more prompt h:tbit of replying to tiiL"i applications, that many persons would have 
been induced to hive their capital in this district, in niakiag dams and resnrvoirs, or in 
sinking wells, and thus making this country fully available f Undoubtedly they would. 

Then the U,'v,'rninent h:.vc been io'ors, in a revenue point of view, by thea' delays? 
They have. 
321. And the ro:.ourc, of the country hive suffered 1y the impetus which they would have 
rec"ived in thi, direction having been checked F Mew ecrtai&y. 

8; Ir. korea a HalT beg have you ben engaged in s.uatting pursuits? I have had 
to tie with stuck for the last twenty years. 

Could you angest any m,'de of remuovinra the grievances t1i1t exist in reference to the 
points you have meutioned I do nut kno, that I ant prepared at the present nionment to 
miko any ouge"tion, noire than that the l',.,:a) C rnmnis,,ioner ahould he required to send in 
fortnightly returns to the Chief Commissioner of Ctavn Lands, in Sydney ; and that, in all 
applications F .' new runs, a duplicate of the apphic'athu lodged with the Chief Coimnijissiosoer 
should be aont in at the sante time, to the local Cumns ;ioner, by the party tendering. By 
this means a chuck would be obtained upon the local Commisr'iom'r, as duplicates of all 
applications being ,ent simultaneously to the Chief and the local Commissioner, and the 
latter having to make fortnightly returns of all applications received and reported on, it 
could at on-e h a a en how he was getting on in the matter and there would not be eo mmli 
danger of applications being mnislaid and forgotten as there is when they go only to one office. 

By .if,. j!a;',',v: You prop ;,e then to send, as well as the tender to the Chief Com- 
missicni'r, it duplicate to the l,:eal Commissioner F its. 

By ,!fr, Lucas: Do you not think that it is the duty of the local Commissioner to give 
isoineiliate information to any hrerson  desirous of occupying or of applying for vacant Crown 
Land>? I hardly think that part of his duty. 

Coder the prc:'ut system the application or tender is sent in to the Chief Commission,:; 
of Crown Lands, in $ydoey, and not to the local Commissioner F It is. 
330, The tender is sent in to the Chief Commissioner, and he forwards it at once to the 
local Cown,isaioncr far his report, and it is here that all the delay occurs? I believe so, and 
perhaps the tender remains in the local Commissioner's office fr five years, as ours have donc. 
331. So that all this delay is entirely the fault of the local Commissioner? Yes, undcub-
edly; that is to say, if the tenders have been sent to him and he does not report on them. 

111—P 382. 
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Mr. J.  B,  3;;. Then you think by s2nding a duplicate of the tender to the local Commissioner at the 
Rundle. saTe time that the originnl is sent in to the Chief Commissioner, the Joeni Commissioner 

could at once forward his copy on to the Chief Commissioner by return of post, with his 
27 &b., L$Gl. remarks upon it? No, I do not think that, because the local Commissioner is supposed to 

go upon thu run applied for, with the tender in his hand, to see if the description there 
givn oorrucponds with the actual boundary7  so that some conskleraUe time must necescarfly 
paw before he could ma1e his report; but in a new country, where there are so many ten-
der, er'nriug in, there is anal' a demand upon the time of the Commissioner, that)  for years 
past, there has been more work then one, or even two Commissioners in a disrict, could get 
tiiroult within it reasonable time. 
33.T1 rat  after receiving the tender from the Chief Commisioner, the local Commissioner 
has to examine the run and decide upon its ectimated grazing capabilities Yes, and to 
report upon the boundaries also. 
331. And it is your impression that one Commissioner to each district is not sufficient to do 
all the dutcs required, and that that has been the cause of delay? That has been one cause; 
but beyond thet there appears to have been great neglect; the duties seem to have been 
nezleezed aitogether. 

You consider that even as .it is, the duties have not been attended to? They have not. 
Is the suggestion you have juat wade the only one you have to offer ? I do not think 

you can improve on that, as you obtain the only check you can have upou the local Com-
missioner. It then remains for the Government to have an coicnt staff of Comwieioncrs, 
so as to ic1.inrt  upon these tenders for new run with as little delay as per ble. 

/jj .ife. lVctt: From the general tenor of your observations, I am inclined to think 
that it is yur impression that ti.e preent diastirfaction which exists in regard to the 
oceuption of new country refers rather to the want of a proper administration of the Crown 
Leads RruLttions that, to any inherent fault in tire regulations themselves? Thatwould be 
hnrtl r nit,  to say. I do not feel disposed to say whether the Crown Lands Regulations are 
grind and eeie.ot, or whether they are the reverse. 

What I mean is, that the evils you have enumerted have, in your opinion, arisen not 
si mmii from the reculatious tliemseves, as frem their not being prop'tly adusinietered? 
Piobahly ttrey have to some extent, but I do not feel disposed to say more than that in 
favu'r of the reculatious,  as it cannot but be admitted that seine of there are bad in them- 
CL1  V C. 

;139. B :i,. ffi.tr,c: Do you not think that a great deal of the present difficulty has 
orisun fi TJ pers.e being allowed to hold runs without putting any stock on them F It is 
quite {rert!Liil thiit there has been a very great abuse in this re0pet. 
311). IJes i' that been the primary cause of many of there diculth.s F No doubt it has 
le I to ve'y ret abuscs; btcrrusc parties have taken up eouutry that the; could not and 
never intended to stick. 
341. 14. ,Th. IV&it: By  not properly currying out the rerzuiations have not the officials 

F

rev:rit'd nioch land from being occupied? umerous peroos have no doubt been debarred 
from taking up country, because of its not having been reported en. 
3-1. n, hr.Hoshrns If the regulations were so altered as to provide that no tender 
should b' aecepted unless the per on tendering had first occupied the run tendered for with 
stock—dc you think that would be ,in imprevement—eiving in fact the ri:tht  of tender to 
the that oe.u.ant? Yes; but a certain time ought to be iiven for stocking a country newly 
tsan op.—thte.i, sIx, nine, or twelve months—I do not toy what time, but some time should 
Ire gina. 
313. 1 'ice it hias been the plan for persons who have no stock to take up runs, and then 
efterward to sell them at a god price to others who required them fur their atock? ice, this 
l'a b2n doiru, and is a very objectionable practice—very much so. 

Such a practice is calculated most materially to retard the development of the resources 
of the U luny? N0 doubt. 

Whet remedy would you auggeet fur this particular evil? It could be prevented in a 
very simple nay, by providing that if, after the tender has been accepted, the run is not 
eurkeri rliin aamo rt.rrsouable time--though I am not prepared to say within what time, 
but sy within tselve mouths—then that it should be competent for any other person to go 

Al tile run, stock it, and take possession. 

n 

I" 
UC,ir,m' Would not the better plan be the adoption of the Queensland 

, stern, which is this :—thet a person should be allowed to occupy vacant Crown Land 
be,re ten lieriug for it, and if lie tenders within two months after such occupation, then 
supb occupation shall not be considered illegal. So that a person could at once go on the 
lftud with his stock, provided he tendered for it within two months after occupation; 
so that the epplieant is saved from that vexatious waiting fur occupation that is now so 
much complained of? Yes, that would be a very goid plan; in fact, it is just a matter of 
opinion between this and the plan I have proposed, of making it imperative that a run shall 
he stroked within six, nine, or twelve months of the acceptance of the tcnder. There is one 
sybtrm something similar to this in Queensland, nuder which the tenderer has a certain time 
given him to occupy and stock the run tendered for. If this is not done within that period, 
then it is open for any person to take stock upon the land and occupy it, provided that he 
reports his having done so immediately to the Commissioner of the district. 

B 21r. llhskins: These remarks apply specially to new counary, but as there is very 
little of such country in New South Wales, they are, I presume, more npplicable to Queens-
lapd than to this Colony? Not at all; it is a great mistake to fancy that there is no new 
country in this Colony, for there is very much more unoccupied country in this Colony than 
people are generally aware of. To my knowledge there are millions of acres on the Narran, 

but 
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but unfortunately thcre is no water, and the result is that only the frontages are taken up. Mr.J. IL 
And here I would desire to make one or two ob:ervutions in reference to u'iwetered eunfry. bundle. 
I have had many Ceuverations with differen.t persons, aongst others with Mr. lt(hert..013, 
on this subject. It may he in cons-quence of what lend others have represented to him 27 Feb., 1861, 
that he has introduced a oIau in his Crown Lands Occupation 131]], f I giv a ten )s'ai\ 
Occupation of unwatered country to such persons as shall bring the land into us', either by 
raising water by machinery or by collecting the surface water by dams or reservoirs. No,,,, 
I b!iere that it would is' a very great benefit to the country -nerally if an indue.ttnt 
were held out to nien of c".pioil to take steps for occupying all this immense area of unetered 
country, by giving them, in all ei: S where thore was no atandieg water within five iol of 
their run, a It m'er tenure of h-see tb-on on the other watered runs, in order to ind"e- them 
to make improvements, either by sinking Artesian wells, or by other niethods. I ny...If 
know plenty of country that never will be occupied unless by persons who are prep..r: 1 to 
raise water by machines- or to maloi daxn; but then theas works cost money, and no man 
will occupy and go to tie necu&try expense, unless he has a certain tenure of lea' . Mr. 
Thberte',n prop' ed five years in the first instance, but I chewed him that this would i Fm no 
inducement at all, that it would hold out no encouragement whaever ; he then ....... that 
he wud give fourteen years. I had at first suggeited twenty-one years, but afterw-,rds, on 
thinking over the mhttcr, I said that perhaps parties would b: content with fourteen years' 
lt,cs. This term has nw be5n re'luccd in the Bill to ten yars, atd I do not really b Iliac thtet 
any paI: on will he found willing to go on the land and make improvements for a lc;s texture 
than furtu y°-&rs. All the le-ss and the fine.rt fattening country in the interior is uiswater d 
country, as onorabje gentlemen no doulit know, and unles, o-me inducement is Wired, it 
must to is irr:.t extent be lost, for it can only be fed over now during a comparatively .1hort 
portion of the year. 

348. To mnkiuy this sutpsstion, do you prot000 to confer this right to occupy for f.'urteeu 
years ais.tlutely upon 110cc persons, without allowing others a risi,jt to come in also 2 it 
would lie -f very little use itiless it. were so. The land would be (000j;i& d for grazin' pur- 
p.ses only, for it is utte:-ly valuele., for:gri;ulture, you coOot grow uc much a eaUlate 
there; s that if is person lays out, say a thou and pounds, for the pnrpoec of waterinu five 
mie5 of e 'ulitry, it is very cvkltnt that thi, would hring up hi ret to a pretty heavy ogm, 
and un! he is prepared to lay out that amount, it would be no ms at a11 for him ti think 
of takiog up country o-' this kind. At present, and under exstin r:gulations, thi chats 
of coa'iry it, entirely lost to the Colony, whlet if it can be broucht into use üir ra2iug 
tfl'p,', even f the i,rnas If cecupat .......er ....lil.u.1iacealdke,jtn,ustbbr.jt,-
the Colouy at large, sine0 it must tend to ineresc its resources. 
M. P 5  11,. !1,u,&: You do not think it likely that any porr<sn i,ould inc4 lilal a 
impr'v menrs on uP country as this, unless he wes insured such a rea inable leogto of 
tenure as would b.' liltely to rep:y his oatlay? That is the gr at disteulty that the J&Lo:at 
tenants labour under at the pierent moment. The tenure is so uucsrtaiu that no one Cant 
about improving. 

By lie. lisiin, : it is quite certain that no person would settle on ti se linda  if he 
thought he could not make then remunerative, and in that respect, if the lands are suoh as 
you d, erihe, there would not b muoh danger from the free soiecui';nista; but ten, stippr:.e 
that a perra sljoaid feel inclined to a, tic there,—suppu. a he should be dispoced to woke 
the neec 'try outhy for watariug IT small patch, say enough to feud a smai flock ofahcp, 
you would not prevent him from doing to, :1 he went to the trouble and cxpene ofinlsing 
a well or nukiug a dani to provide water for his own n.e ? NL-t zaared?y I \c riM. I 
would put it to yoorsels'wlicth€.r, providint you h..d spent a largeaum of snoory—and uothi'g 
It-s tb-ri thonasud pounda would be of. .iy it u—ia niating u Jul lirud tit. as pr. si-u ky 
worth] 5, :od on the understanding that you wire to have jive miles etch  way Cr a 
pried, y  -a ;ould not tl.i11k it lard ea:e inded if, at the end of iO or theea yerur, 
per&on was ailowc-tl to 000'e on your run, and tnhe three or four thous-ind aet -, off it 

1 pr-ui' , then, you would udre it eutir-ly a question of amount, that is, mull fix 
the tenure by tb amount expended in improvements; so that if a person r-tpeuUed ,aN a 
small 1nt in tithing a dam, for inst'nce, he should not be allowed so long a tenure us 
another who gois to the cent of sinking an Arte,.irsn tell? The extena of impr, seineots 
would be a quesnin slcly for the dei-isia of the person ocenpying the country. Be would 
have to say whether it would be sinrth while or not; and my unpreiun is that tue d. -isbn 
on this point would turn mainly on the tenure of 'cue given. The system and duration of 
lease ii unwatered country should be the same to all, and I would rocomnend bag t:uuo. 

Al 2/,-. Mon-is: And when the Ic-ac is srranrd, ,hxstcser the term may be, it should 
be invitdably soeniud for that term ? Vc, lu..rc c j.ctialy in usiwatored country-. 

IlIac any calculation beta made as to how inueh capital would b likely to be iu ...t d 
yearly if this arrangement you speak of were made Ye-, the calculation has, I believe, 
been made. 

By Mr. Jksidsss: And a calculation of the profits also f Well, whatever money men 
make, no matter in what industrial pursuit, it must be by much letter for tb, country 
at lnrge, since no one pursuit can ilourish without bncfiting the whole community. The 
land .1 speak of is now, perhaps, unoccupied for nine months in the ye-ar, as it can only be 
made use of in wetseasons; and there are millions of acres besides that are never occupied at all. 

By the Clrairroon : To prevent speculations in runs, would it not he a good plan not to 
allow the licensed occupant to alienate a i-un unless it shall have been first, at all events, 
partially stocked? Yes, that would be a very good arrangement if it be confined to neW 
runs. I would not, however, apply it to old runs, because they very frepiently cbipge 
bands without stock. 
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Mr. J. B. 356. And for new runs you would insist upon their being stocked within a certain time 
Bundle. thee the lease has been granted? Yes, and if not stocked within that tme that any other 

person should have the right to come in and occupy. 
27 Feb., 18GI. 357. By Mr. IVan: I believe, though, that these run hunters are rather of service than 

otherwise to the squatters, since they discover and ('pen up new country, which the squatters 
themselves would not have time to do for thenmelves,—in this respect they prevent the loss 
of time to the settlers? Yes; to some extent this is so. I would now only mention, that 
it would, perhaps, be very well worth the attention of the Committee to decide upon the con-
ditins under which unwatered country should he lcaed, and more particularly with regard 
to the tenure of lease. I can assure the Committee that ten years' lease, is proposed in Mr. 
Robertson's Bill, will not be snfieient to induce parties to take up this country, and wake 
the necessary improvements, seeing the heavy expens-i that such improvement:- ninst involve. 

W. H. Sutter, Eeq., MV., called in and examined 

Sutttr1  358. By ik' C7,gi;twn : You ar awro of the manner in which runs are  o'utaincd under the 

tJsq., H.?. pee: ent system of tender? I am. 
-'-- 359. Do you this-k that that 1ystem is a good one, or do you finey it mada improvement? 

27 Feb., 1661. Ny idea is that the system is very bad, : nd that it can very enily be impr. vcd. 

3c SO. You are doubtkas aware that very great delays have occurred in reporting upon tenders? 
Yes, I know that they have occurred in a great numbir of cases So much so that there is 
nothing but disappointniciit and uncertainty in connection with the tender aysteni. There 
are nhany tenders which to my knowledge have Len sent in for ten years, and to which no 

answer has yet Len r.ceived. They ui-c very sldoan answered under twelve months or two 
years from the time of their being sent in; so that a per:-rn tendering for a run is left all 
that time in a state of uncert: inty awaiting the answer to his application. 

That yin consider to be the great evil of the ysteni ? Yes, the suspcnsa in which the 
applicant i kept for so long a time is the grist ovil of the system; and besides there is no 
certainty after all, for after waiting patiently for a couple of years for en answer, he is t0ld 
that some one else lies a prior claim, 

Knowing these evils, can you suggest a remedy for them? What I should recommend 
tsuu!d lie the adoption of one of two courres. The first is this :—That a person should be 
allowed to go out and discover a run—much in the sanic way as is proposed to be done 
under the free seleedon principle—that, l,avinp di'covered the run, he :houid give a rough 
dt 'eription of it to the Commissioner of the District, and obtain from him an order to take 

p na-sin; and that having obrainad this he should go and mark off the boundaries of the 
nan, :,nd end a written deserijitirn of them to the Cothmis-Soner. 
:.o63. in order to preveat run hut-ting, would it not be advisable to insist tI-at a run thu.s 
taken up hiuld be at once occupied with stock? I think the preant Assa-srnent Act will 
me-a all difficulty in this repeet. For instance, If a pereon tokin lip a run at once sticks 
it with cattle, he is released from the payment of n:rssnaent for two years. If he does not 
nttsck it, lie is called upon at once for payment of as e,snicnt on the estimated capabiiity of 
the run. 

You c:nsider the present Assessment Act suffiolent, without the uece;:ity of eallin 
upon pi:raons to stock their runs at once 7 1 do; for I know there has been very little of 
that system of run hunting since these Assessment Regulations have 'aeon in force. At one 
time there was a little speculation of this kind, but it never went to any extent in this 
Colony oemp-ired to what it did in the Joreton Bay District. The other Course I would 
propose would be to put up the runs to public :uethn, for any system would he better than 
the present one of tendering, seeing the delay and uncertainty that attend it; and, even if 
the runs were put- up to auction, it would be in improvement, because parties would, at all 
events, know what they hod to depend on. 

By Mr. Watt: Do you not know instances of runs having been put up to public 
auction by the Government, after having been surveyed, and of persons who have purchased 
them having had actions of trespass commenced against them after they hal taken possession ? 
No; I do not know of any runs having been sold by auction; the only way in which they 
can be lot is by tender. The only runs thus put up to public tender by advertisement are 
those which h:ve been forfeited, with the exception of the blocks of country on the Began, 
and these were let in this mariner in consequence of their having been originally reserved 
for the Aborigines. The blocks were surveyed, and then tenders were called for by advertise- 
ment, though I hardly think the Government acted legally in doin,z so. 

And there are instances of parties occupying the blocks thus leased having had actions 
of trespass commenced against them 7 1 am not aware whether such is the cese ; but, as I 

said before, there is 110 doubt that in the case of these runs on the Bognu the Government, 
by calling for tenders, altogether ignored the Orders in Council, for they should have left 
the country to be teodered for in the usual way. 

By Mr. Mate: You consider that they ought to have been regarded as new runs, and 
so to be tendered for in the regular way? Yes; and I expect that if there is any dispute 
about them it is on this account; that the persons who have tendered for them in the mode 
prescribed by the regulations consider themselves entitled to the occupation. 

By Mr. Lucas: I believe these are very good stations? No, they can hardly be called 

so. It is a very fine country, but badly watered. 
There were very many applicants for these blocks? I have hoard so 
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370- In that ease the only way in which the Government could act fairly was to call for W. 11. Suttor, 
public tenders for them ? I think not. The Government should have allowed them to be Lsq., M.P. 
taken up, as in ordinary cases. 
871. Do you think that the tender or the auction system would be the best mode of disposing 24 Feb., 1861. 
of runs? I have said that I consider the auction system would be better than that now 
followed, but I have already suggested a mode which I consider would be the best to adopt, 
that is, if the Government and the Legislature really are anxious to induce people to take up 
and occupy,  the waste lands of the Colony. 
37. What is that plan ? That a person should go out and find country for himelf; that, 
on finding it, he should take posoession and record his claim with the Commissioner of the 
District; and that then he should mark out his boundary. In fact, just the same mode of 
procedure as is provided for in the selection clause of the Crown Lands Alienation Bill. At 
the same time I say that selling the runs by auction would be preferable to the yrosont 
system. 

From your experience how do you think the grazing capabilities of runs are estimted—
fairly or otherwise ? A great many of them are over-estimated. I think, as a rule, they are 
over-estimated, and it occurs in this way There are many of these runs consisting of blocks 
of say from five to ten miles square. There may be assessed at perhaps two thound head 
of cattle, and the owners may pay for that number, and actually have the nuniKr on the 
run, but then they feed many miles back from the run for which they are annscd. Of 
course the squatters pay nothing for this back country, except the asseesmeat on the cattle 
which ft-ed over it, and on this ground they make no objection to the capthility of their 
actual run being over-estimated. 

By  Mr. Yale: Many of them have latterly taken up theac back rune, and that riruot 
m rIaIy increace the amount paid for rent and nsscssment? I am aware of the fact, and 
of Course the amount paid would, under th0a circuit stances, be increased, 
675. 1 aime particular regulations in regard to taking up these back runs %sa:re 
pa:a.d seine ahort time back? No, I think not. They have to be tendered for in te usual 
bay. 

fly iL-. Lecn: Are there any other suggestions you would wish to clar, p  rtcukrly 
with reg.ard to the working of the local and the Chief Commissioner's departnic'nta ? I do 
not know uhat instructions the local Cmniissioncrs get in reference to their duti, s, but r 
consider it to he the duty of the local Commissioner to report at once upon all tender, .:nt 
to him—that is, tho moment he receives a tender to report up n, he ought to eo at once, sJ 
the run, and end in his report. I believe that the orders given to the local Commissioners 
are to go upon all mw runs and inspect them, before reporting on theta, and this h5, n 
doubt, been the cause of very much of the delay that is ceniplainc d of, as ,,han the tenders 
c°me in it may not be convenient to go just at the time, and thua the work acouujultc , 
and the tender,: ate left unreported on year after year. 

Do you think that under any circumstances there ought to he a delsy of twelve mouths 
in answering a tender? No, nor of two months. Theeo loe:d Commhsioners have not ro 
much to do that they might not report within two months of receiving a tender. 

Thea they h-re not o much work as to prevent them (rota atteading to tho.e tenders 
better than they appear to do Certainly nut ; they have little enough to do beyond this 
and hosith ,in nine e.oses out of ten, they might report uuu a tender without giug ul,,n the 
laud at all. For instance, if they last year visited a pnticular part of their district to 
report upon a sries of tenders, they would in their inepeetion see the country, and IIOW 
it- capabilities sufficiently to enable them to report ur.on  the next series of teud..rr, without.
nguin visitingit,- and it need only be when the tendcrs pushed further on, whcth,.r diffarcot 
cintry might be expected, that the Commissioner riced again go in that direction. 
$79. Would you require duplicate tenders to he s:nt to the local and the Chief Conamnis-
sinners? I have said that I would not tender at all. The person should select his run, put 

um in his olai with the local Commissioner, and get from hint an order to occupy at once. 
ii; tie Cks'irnran: It has been suvgested that the local Commni,siont r should be 

required to report fortnightly to the Chief Commissioner? Yes; that v,ould provide a 
check upon bim, as I do not think it would be advisable to leave too much pa'.tr in the 
bonds of the Iced Cononhsioners, 

Li, N,-. Lucas: With reference to unwaterel country, what arrangenacuts would you 
recommend As far as that is concerned, I may say that I know some large tranta of the 
finest gra'sing country in the Colony which is unwatered. There are many millions of acres 
of this description of country in different parts of the Colony; between tIme Laehlau and the 
Darling, there is a long belt of country without a drop of water on it, and yet it is all good 
grazing land. 

3H2. And persons will not take up runs here because of the want of water? They will not. 
Do you think that if some inducement were held out, such as giving a &xity of tenure 

for a certain period, persons would be induced to take up and occupy this co, try? I have 
no doubt but they would. 

Would leases for fourteen years be sufficient to offer an inducement? I hardly think 
that fourteen years would be long enough, because it would be a very expen.ive job to wake 
this country availible. A man would have to lay out £700 or £800; dam-making is a very 
expensive work. 

885. Would not a great portion of this kind of country be taken up under fourteen years' 
leases? I think not; the term is not long enough to form an inducement, more pnrticularly 
in the country I have spoken of, between the Luehlsn and the Darling. I mention this 
country, because it is a part that never can be applied to any other than grazing pnrpoes. 
38&i. Is it not fit for agriculture? No; there is no chance of the free selector coming there. 

387. 
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W. H. Sutter, 387. On account of its distance from any market? No; but beeane the soil is so inipreg. 
Faa., M.P. nated with salt or alum that it will grow nothing, not even a c0bbage; and yet it produces 
,.&......., herbs and salt bush, upon which cattte thrive amaaingly. 
27 Feb., 1661, 388. What term of lease would you propose to give? I should sy tw;nty-oiie years, and 

the reason I do so is, that the squatt rs generally are beginning to ki< all confidence in the 
promised renewals of their leases. You may give them fourteen y°:.rs wir.h a ri3ht of 
renewal, but after you have passrd your Act, the nefl Parliament nay repeaL it, and there 
is at once an end to the renewal of the lete. From wbot I know of the country to the 
west, there is more land there than will b taken up for the next t.euty years, if it wed 
watered; and this it would very soon be, if a liberal system i adopted. 

And there are very large tracts of country that would hi thus occupied? Ye", 
millions of aere; for any localities where the land s suitable icr agricultural purp.'es 
I would not recirmujend the granting of long lea, but only wete th0 ecvusttry wa.s Ut, ioc 
nothing but grazing would I give them. These agrkultural jands however may b ssid to 
be within two uiuudrd miles of the coast; there is no good land beyond that. 

By the Ohantan: And you believe thet grct deal of this ue grazij g  e"untry will 
be made avaikbie? Yes, if something like a liberal inducenwat offertt to occupy. 

And it can only be occupied by being watered through artifiei:d ainus? cc, hy 
means f tanks or dams. 

There is no natural water there? No, none, 

TUESDAY, 5 JLIRCH, 181. 

urrnnt 
Mat. IIOSKTNS, Mt MAT:', 
MR. MORRIS, Ma. WATT. 

FRANCIS TOWNSEND RIJSTJEN, ESQ., 1-4 THE CHAIR. 

George William Lord, Eq., M.L.A., called in and ear mined 

G.W. Lord, 39t By  hot Chr.irwoa I snpr  oe, Mr. Lord, you has, often tendor,d S'r runs.? Yes. 
Esq., M.b.A. 394. Can you state whether you hive caper eaced any thlr.y in obtainin answers to tendes? 
A_\ Yes, I have experienced very great delays. 

S Mar., 1861, 395. Can you state any p:'rticulnr instance with regard to run3 y; a have aprtli:d for, and 
whcre you have not received answers to your tenders? [ can sttte three in;tauces of the 
kind. I tendered for a run in 1848, called Lower Biilanperiwhe it wa rep.'rted upon by 
the Co'nanhiioner, in March, 1850, and delined in oou'ju'uc of there king no vacant 
country. 

By &. 21oari,c: Where wi.s t7jat? It was in the Lowt.e Drling DiMtrict at t..'.'.t 
time. 

.B' Uhdrneu4 You tender d in 184.S ? \7;  in fact I ma; r vent to 
look at this run myselt, and was one of the first parties on that p'srt of tre e;'uatry. I 
selected it, Lod tendered for it at the time. I tendered azain for this very tame run in 
1858, giving excetly the ame dicoription. 
898. Exactly the same description? Yes; and 1 believe th'st the Comui, sioner he rear'.d 
favourably upon it now in 1860. 

Then you are not in poses..ion of the run, but you lelievo te report to be in your 
favour ? I have not received official information, but I heard in the ofee that te Ccuin'd.;-
sioner had reported that the country was vacant. In l50 I tendured tr ,,iether can jy. Lo 
same district, that was not reported on till March, 1855, end was aLe dc"lined in coee'q'ze'ee 
of there being no vac.nnt country. In 1850 I tendered for another AaCcm called Cemedk, 
and that was declined in March, 1855,—about the s-.me tine. 

For what reason? In conrqucnee of there being no vacant enr'try. There two l'ttcr 
tenders I have never taken any interest in, beenuso I know tb;;i they h.we been given to 
another party. 

By iD. IVhtt: Did the other party tender first? No; he Ls tendered since. 
By tier Uizairniat, But there must have been vacant country if it has bren given to 

another; they have found it since? No doubt. 
40. Do you con:iider that the Co,nmuseicnees do their duty in the thstriet:$, then, in returning 
answers to references made to them? Well, I think tome Cf them do, and that ethero do -*tt. 

You imagine that a better plen might be substituted for the present syrtem, which is 
extremely round-about: the tender beinr opened in Sydney and referred to the Commiseioner, 
for instance, that implies a great delay ? I think, on the wiwle, the present tendering 
system is bad. 

Would you state your reasons why you think it bad? One groat reason is the vexatious 
delays. 

Is there any other reason? It may be in the pourer vf the CommLsioner to deoline 
your run, 

And give it to another? And give it to another. 
Rumour says that is very often done—ia it not so? I cannot vouch for IL 
Could you suggest any more expeditious method? Well, I would prefer returning to 

the old system. 
What old system do you mean? That is of taking *p a run yoursclf, and. .stoeking it. 
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 £7 2f. Wn: First tenJring? 1 would not have any tendering. U. W. Lord, 
 By the Chairnwa: First occupation? First ocoupation. F]sq., M.L.A. 
But with stock? 1 should comnel him to stock it. 
And within a certain time? Wihin a limited time. 5 Mar,, 1861. 
In fact, it would not be his until it was stocked, according  to your proposition? No; 

andhe might be made to a certain into Treasury pay sum the to shew that he was sincere 
in his wish to occupy the country; he should pay into the Treasury the amount of his 
license at once. 

By Mr. Morris: lknt? Rent 
lIt, tA- C/ia irp',a,z: Who is to assess it? Let it be all open question until determined 

by the Government; but he would still pay an annual license. 
418 A minimum? A minimum, 

Leaving it for the District Commissioner appointed by the Government to ascertain 
what the assessment would be according to the existing regulations by arbitration F 
Exactly. 

You propose that it should be by arbitration, as it is now? Yes, under the present 
system. 

Do you not think that in then distant countries, where there is so very little to be 
surveyed, that the Government might manage to survey the water-courses, and so on, that 
parties might be able to describe more ptrticularly the ruu they occupy? I should imagine 
that nearly all the rivers are now surveyed. 

Yes, but thmse distant water-courses which are taken up? It would be inconvenient, 
I should thin';, for the Government to survey all the different creeks. 

But a great deal of this delay, with regard to tenders, arises from the indifferent, not 
to say incorrect, description given? No doubt. 

& tht the Government lie under considerable difficulty in accepting a tender for 
country Si loOly deseribel as many of the runM are of which descriptions rre sent in is 
not that your epinion? Yes, I think the Government labour under very great difficulty in 
many CLr:; or, at heist, that the Commissioners labour under such difficulties in reporting. 

By Jim.. Alo,'rie: You have described to us some of the unsuccessful instances in which 
you tendered for runs ? Yes. 
42G. ilavc you, in y 0f the successful instances, had any difficulty in obtaining the runs any 
-.1 mean when yo have been successful in the end? I have not obtained many; I have 
not been very succmssIul. 

But you have obtained some? Yes. 
Do you remneinher any circumstances conaeetrd with one of the runs you got-any 

difficulties connected with the obtaining of it? Perhaps you are alluding to two runs which 
I obtained on the Gulgoa? 

Y0. Would you be kiod cnouh to describe to the Committee the circumstances 
whmh caused the difficulty? I am not aware that I had any difficulty in obtaining the run. 
439. \Vil you be kind enough to tell as the data of your application for these runs on the 
(I ulgo'ii' I cannot without referring to the Government records; but I think it was in 
1S53 or 184 that I tendered. 

l{'w long aftnryou tendered was it before you received notice from the Government of 
the a e'ptince of your tender? I think it was nearly twelve months-I cannot tell the 
exact date, but it was 'a very considerable time. When I tendered for this country I was 
nor aware of any one being in possession of it; [never knew of Messrs. Maxwell and Millar 
being there. 

Have you ascertained since how long they had been in possession before you tendered? 
No. 

You have not ascertained? No. 
But did you know that they were in possession at all previous to your tendering? I 

think they were ; they were, I believe, in possession of a portion of it only. 
You have no objection, I apprehend, to state the amount you pay as rent and license? 

I could not tell you that without reference. I have not at present poscssion even of the 
stations. 

You have not been put in possession then? The Commissioner has put Mr. Yco (that 
is my superintendent there) in possession. 

Would you he kiod ennugh to state what are the exact steps they take to put a person 
in possession of a run, which is probably occupied by some one else? I have never been 
with the Commissioner on such oceesions, and can only describe it from hearsay. 
488. I should like to know? It is a simple matter, I should think. I have been with the 
Commissioner in cases of disputed boundary, and he has gone across the run with both the 
proprietors, and rettled it in that way, defining the boundary by marking n tree. 

But I want to know how you are able to dispossess the parties at present in possession? 
That is the business of the Crown, I imagine. 

But they will not take any action unless they are put in motion? It must be the 
Crown who puts them in motion. 

Puts who in motion ? Who puts the Commissioner in motion-it is no€ 1? 
1 want to know who puts the Crown in motion? Supposing Messrs. Maxwell and 

Millar were in possession of country for which they held no license, and which they had no 
authority to keep, I tender for that country, and my tender is reported on by the Com- 
missioner, and in the event of no other tenders having been sent in the land is given to me; 
then I ask to be put in possession of it, and tbe Commissioner puts me in possession. 

By ifr. lioskins: Do you know whether your application was anterior to that of 
Messrs. Maxwell and Mihlar? 
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G. W. LoM, 414. By Mr. .31(ris He might be able to tell the reason why the Crown puts parties in 
M.L.A. possession in some er-es and not in others? I was in possession before Messrs. 3laxssehl and 

_ A 

 

Millar ; I had 30,000 sheep there before they came on to the country. 
Mar.1  1661. 445. And you abandoned it? No; I was travelling, and had sheep there some two years 

before I was in possession. It was from a knowledge of that country that I tendered for it. 

446. By Mr. lk,wkL's: How long subsequently to having these 30,000 sheep on that run 
was it before :u put in your application? I dare say two years; I thought it was such a 
distance away that it was hardly worth while tendering for. 
4-17. Have you known instances in which Jier3u3 have applied for blocks of new country, 
where the boundaries have not been n2nrl(ed-wherc no marks have been made by any 
persons who might tten.bly have taken them up;-have you known cases where per-
0ons have applied for such runs, and where other parties have afterwards been put in 
possession, although there have b: en no marks to shew that any prsans had previously been 

Over the country? No,  I cannot sq ; when I sent my man down with stock to take 
possesSion of ths country, he till me thit Messrs. Maxwell and Millar were there-that was 
the first I heard of their bong in possession. I then did make some iriquirie- if there were 
any tcndors for these runs by )if:,sra Maxwell and Millar, and I Lund that there were none 
in the Wellington DL,triet. I afterwards heard that they had tendered in the Gwydir 
District, but as a n,etter of e irse the (i-'eydir District hndcrs would not go to the 
Wellington Ditriet; they would be under a different Commissioner, and he would not have 

known anything of them there. 
What district ware thec runs in? They were in the Wellington District when I 

tendered 
Bj Mr. .ZIute: Are they not in the sann district now? No, the Lame of the district 

has been known since as the Warrego District. 
B; Mr. jJo-d;inr: Who was the Coomissioner of the Wellington District at that 

time? Mr. Sibthore is Cnmmi:.si ncr now. 
And he eortihed to the Govtnmc-nt thtt tlry t-ere in the Wellinton District? He 

would not hive seen these tendets at all-would not see the tenders of 3lcasrs. Maxwell and 

Millar. 
Do you know whether Measrs. Maxwell and Millar reported these runs as lacing in the 

Gwydir Di.tri,.-t I b.ve only heard it by rport from the office. 
How long is it since these runs have been included in the Warrego District? Within 

the asF twelve rnnnth-in fact, when my tenders were accepted, they were accepted as in 

the Wellington District. 
And how long i it since your tenders were accepted? I think just before the Warrego 

District was pruclairmd-nhout twelve months ago. 
455 By JJs. .L. 'is: You are aware that until recently-within the last three or four 
years-the Gulgot was in the Gwydir District? Oh! no; no such thing; you are mis- 

informed. 
456. Surely you have ol>aervcd it on maps so ineluird? No, certainly not; if you will take 
the trouble to refer to the description of the Wellingtnn District in 1851, you will find that 
the Gulgo- could not have been in any other diseriet than the Wellington ; it was from that 
that I took it; any one would see at a glance that it was not in the Gwydir District- There 
is the Government altoration of the boundaries of the different di.4tricts published in the 

Covr;-unuitt Gazette, and you will find that the Gulgoa, even above that portion occupied by 
Mesors. Maxwell and Nillar, was in the Wellington District since IS51; that is not two, 

three, or even fonr years ago. 
45.7. By il' Cham,r,s Are riot the boundaries of these districts imaginary lines? Well 

I suppose they are in some instances. 
It nina be so, unle€s a particular river or creek is mentioned-the rest inust be 

imaginary ? Yes, but you must know that in 1851 all the districts were then settled, and 

the boundaries were d,seribd and published in the G,,'ernrneszt G':ette. 
Yes ; but still the boundary lines are imaginary? No doubt. 
By it. If,]eioic: Did you, in your application to the Government for these runs, give 

any defined boundaries of the runs for which you applied? Oh : Yes; certainly. 
What-mountain ranges? No; I commenced on the Gulgot at a known point, and 

went up to the Lnundery of the Wellington District. 
By Mr. Mate: is  there any part of the Gnlgoa in the Gwydir District? Oh: yes; the 

principal portion. I think it is called the Mxranoa up above. 

433. By the Chairman: This is considerably higher-in Queensland, is it not? Yes, it is 

in Queensland SlOW. 
By Tr. .11iatt : It was the lower portion then that Messrs. Maxwell and Millar 

occupied? Yes ; it was evidently in the Wellington District. If they had tendered in the 
Warrego District they would have had no difficulty in obtaining the runs. It has been 

their lad,, in my opinion. As soon as I fuund out that thcs2 parties Were in poassion I 
made them a very fair offer. I told my superintendent there to sell them the country, or to 
buy their sheep, I think I offered them very fair terms. 

By it. Morris : Have you had occasi,'n to make any official oomplaints with regard to 
the wny in which this tendering system is managed ? I have. 
460. Could you state it? In this first easo that I mentioned, in the Lower Biliangerimble. 
407. What was the reply to this complaint-did you receive it in writing ? Yes, that it 
should be referred to the Commissioner of Crown Lands for his decision. 
468. And - ? And then further communication would be made to me. 
409. And has it been? Yes, in this one ease. I believe they find that there is country 
there to give me what I tendered for in 1848. That is the only case. 

470. 
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470, By if,'. ll5L1,3 From your experience, will you state what leiwth of time has G. W, Lord, 
generally elapsed from receiving an intimation from the Crown Lamb O&e that tenders Esq., M.L.A. 
have been recoived and referred to the local Cominhsioner, to the time persons are pu ' 
possession of their runs' The usual mode of doing it is this: You send your tender in 5 Mar., 1861. 
and get an official notice stating that it has been received and referred to the Commissioner,  
to report upon; waiting his report it may be some five, six, or seven years; some of the 
Commissioners, in fact, never think proper to go at all. 

And you ascribe this delay to derelietiqu of duty on the part of the Commissioners? 
I do; 1 think if the Commissioner did his duty there would be nothing of the kind. 

The duties of Croun Lands Conamis-sioners are to put perins in pcseion of runs, to 
define the boundaries of runs, and to settle disputes? Yes, and to assess the capabilities of 
runs. 

Still you know, as a fact, that they are very,  remiss in the performance of their duty? 
Yes; I niight have made a complaint of this 0ommisioucr in 1818, and stated that he never 
visited the country, which is a fact. 

You do not consider this an isolated case ? I only speak, of course, of what I know. 
All the Clrairasen Iave you not a new run, the tender f!r which has been reccfltlr 

acoeptid on the Darling, betwLen two old runs called Bunnawonna and Turee? I have got 
R tender on the Darling accepted, known as East Georgia. 

1 believe that comes in between a run called Bunnawonna and a run called Puree? 
As fares I recollect the description of it it is bounded by West Bunoawonna. 

Have not these runs been occupied for a long time? I do not know that they have 
ever been occupied, 

That you do not know? I do not. 

I believe they have been occupied for a considerable period. Parties may have been 
occupying too much; but do you suppose the owners of these runs will move out quict1y, or 
defend, by law, their previous li.'slssiou. I know it has been done in one or two instances; 
soae friends of mine, named M'Crae and Haeridan, recovered £250 damages. If these runs 
have been previously occupied, may it not lead to liti:atioa ? It may lad to litigatioa. 
40. I ask these questions to shear that greater and ulterior evils may and do arise from tlte 
delay in answering tenders ? \Vell, there may be exeption taken to that. For instanèe 
the parties owning Bannawonna and Bnnnawonna Wrest  may say they were entitled to fifty 
or sixty miles frontage, and prevent other persons coming in; and then, in rectifying the 
boundaries, the Gnvernment may take of some of the land they have been occupying, which 
I believe is the ease here. 

But s'ill, where occupation has been bad for it considerable time, it may lead to litiga-
tion, and that is one of the evils of delay in answering tenders? I think so. 

Alexander Grant M'Leau, Esq., called in and examined 
By At, Ch'oirmen : You are Surveyor General, Mr. M'Lenn ? Acting Surveyor A. (IMLean, 

fleneral. For twelve months I was acting also as Chitf Commissioner of Crown f,and. Itsq. 

1S3. During which trial you learned more in reference to the system of tendering for runs 
than you otherwise would have done ? Yes. 5 Mar., 1561. 
484. Yea are aware that this Committee is constituted to inquire into the system of 
tendering for runs? Yes. 
%S5. D0 not dr-lays arise after a tender is ut in before the applicantgets an answer? Very 
great delays have existed. 

4t6. There have b;en no answers':n tie ea: c of some tenders for a very considerable period 
I 3uppe there are scone tenders as old as four years. Possibly there Tony be some as far 
back as fur years ago. 
47 .N0t lohl2er I am not aware that Caere are any which have been unaeted on for a 
longer period. 
4tos. By 1/c. .TfaLe Do all the ttders go through your office? They all go to the office of 
the Cliie Coninossioner of Crown Lands. 

4S9. And nre referred to your office! Ni, they are placed in the tender box, and are 
openi d on the first Monday of each month by the Tender Board. 
-I-DO. line y'u anything to do with daflaing the boundaries? Nothing, except as a member 
of the Tender Board. 
491. AL; ti- (iinth-i:'riri,: What is done, then, with these tenders by those who open them? They 
are, as I have remarked, opened on the first Monday of every month, The Board after 
noting the date of opening look through the  whole of the tenders received to see whether 
any are inr,nal, and if any such be found they are it once rc-jeeted or rcturue,1 to the 
partits. [he receipt of the remainder is tli-'aie:nn.l-dged, and abstracts from them are 
referred to the Coninaiscioners of various districts in which the laud is said to be by the parties 
applying. 

192. [low long is it before report, are returned from the Conamissiooea's ? I think it is 
scarcely p--r-sible to mention an average period. 

You have alreudy  said that grefl deiayo take plate and that in some instances an amwer 
is not received for C,nr years ? Yes, I think I ani s:afe in saying four years. 

is there anythiog to prevent Commic4tuers4i-o;n making their reports more quiekly 
There are many obvious causes for the delay which taker place. 

Without implying neghgenee or improper neglect on the part of the Commissioner? 
Yes, I think so. 

Will you be good enough to state what you consider thosç causes to beI thi'nk. the 
ill —B rst,  
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A. 0. II Lean, first accumulation of arrears resulted partly from the management of the departments not 
Esq. being very efficient, but very much from the Commissioners ofCrbwn Lands beio appointed 

Police'1Iagistrates of the various inland towns, and having two separate duties to attend to. 
& Her., 1861. it was not unnatural, under these circumstances, that they should frequently prefer to 

perform the more easy and perhaps more honorable duty of Police Magistrate than to be 

trav&ling about the country. 
Which would preclude their travelling about:' Yes 

And, therefore, they would not be able to attend to that particular branch of their 

duty That gave them a good excuse for not attending to their more proper duties. And 

then some years since the services of a large portion of the Commissioners of Crown Lands 
were dispensed with; and to- the business of the department depended very much on the 
personal knowledge of these gentlemen—there being no map records kept of what had been 
doire in reference to the granting of country—the loss of these gentlemen was felt. When 
lands were leased a reeurd was of course kept. But the personal knowledge of these 
gentlemen, whose services were dispensed with, formed really the greatest, source of informa-
tion that was available. It was, thought that their duties might be performed by the 3urvcyors 
of the districts, but it was found after a trial that the surveyors h8d plenty of business of 
their own to attend to; and that, moreover, if they were employed in reporting upon tenders 
for runs the Government were keeping up an establishment of men, with equipments, not 
necc.siry for that purp se, and that there was an absolute waste of money. it was then 
thought (without reverting to the appointment of salaried Commissioners) that Commissioners 
might be appointed to be paid by the job—so much for each report on a tender. Several 
of these Commissioners were appointed, but most of them have since resigned. I think all 

of th,e who were first appointed have resigned, and with one exception, that none of them 
have made enough to niect the expense to which they have been put. The exception to 

which I allude is that of Mr. Daniel, who having been long resident in the district of which 
he was appuintcd Commissioner, had as much personal knowledge as the Commissioner whose 
.rvices were disp 'used with. He started with a thorough knowledge, both of the country 
and p.ople, and he made a fair living, perhaps, during the time lie wa employed. Of course 
thoe who could not make a living for themselves did not discharge the duties which it was 
rmntiepated they would perform. They reported on a few tenders. 
490 ' At what rate were these Commissioners paid that they could not make a living? 

They wore f.aid at the rate of five pounds for each report on a tender, where the tender was 
accepted, or the run brought to competition. They were paid five guineas for ordinary sized 
runs, and seven pounds ten shillings for runs above the ordinary size—sixteen thousand acres. 

And they were paid nothing for runs in reference to which the tender was not accepted? 
1. ought, perhapi, explain that they were first appointed with the view of assessing the 
5pabilities of runs, and that was the rate at which they were to be paid. The busines of 
reporting on tenders was a subsequent arrangement. 'P he major part of their business 

was assessing runs. 
of course there the fee was certain? Yes. 
But it was unc-rtain where a tendar on which the3 reported was declined? The 

Government did not promise to pay for such cases, but they promised to take them into 
coreuderation. If, for instance, a tender was declined, a previous tender for the same land 
having been accepted on their report, the only trouble in the one ease would be the writing 
of the rep 'rt. In that cane they were not paid. On the other hand, if they ossessed two 
runs and reported on a tender for a part of the country occupied by these runs, they were 
not paid .for it ; but if they could show that they visited a portion of the district solely to 
report upon a tender and hd no other business there, although the rerort might be 

unfavouralile, they were paid under a special authority. 
50$. But surely in the out districts Commissioners would have so much to do that they 
would be we1' paid by that arrangement—such, for instance, as the Warrego and the Albert? 
Probably the Warrego District wouFd have paid better than any other. That district, at 
the time the Coi,mniissioners were appointed, was embraced in four other districts. The fact 

j~ these four other districts b5d been bounded by the Darling or l3arwen River. They were 
proclaimed with that as the boundary. This wa the limit of the settlement. But the 
sattlers crtc,sed the river and occupied the other side, and then the districts, as they met the 
river, were carried across it and still further to the Gulgoa and the other brsnehes of the 
Balonne. When the assessing Commissionem were first appointed their commissions embraced 
those extensions of the whole districts crossing the Barwan, but shortly afterwards it was 
found 'tLat there was so much to do in this Warrego District that the Government appointed 
a salaried Commissioner specially for it, and the Warrego District was defined as bounded on 

the nouth and east by the Ba.rwaa or Darling River. 
504 Would you recommend then that the Commissioners should be paid by salaries, or do 
you think the present system works well—you say the Commis,ioncrs could hardly 
make a living? They certainly could hardly make a living, but it is quite possible that a 
salaried officer could have done little more towards assessing the runs in these outer districts. 
The fact is the Government have no power under the present law to enforce the nomination 
by the holder of a run of his assessor, and if he does not appoint his assessor the assessment 
cannot go on. That was the great difficulty the Commissioners met with in attempting to 

assess runs. 
505. Persona holding runs would not tame their arbitrator? They would not—looking 
forward, no doubt, to the result being the imposition of a higher assessment than that which 

they were.at  present paying. 
306. That has been a great difficulty in the way of the Commissioners fulfilling their duties  

withregard'to the assessment? Yes. 
507. 
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By .3k. Ifosldns: Then, in point of fact, if lessees of Crown Lands refuse to appoint. 10. M'Ltm 
an assessor they can prevent any assessment of their runs? They can under the eiiing Ls11. 

law. The aoosment. cannot be carried out without the appointment of an assessor, wisich  
appointment rests with them. 3 Mitr., tt. 

That de&ct requires remedying; the nomination of an arbitrator should be compultory? 
Yes. 

Have you not experienced great difficulty in asertaining the position of runs from site 
100! rieeriptions "nt in? Yes, great difficulties have been experienced in that re.spuv. 

But no doubt that the (.'lmmissioue.c would have to contend with, being in the place 
these matters z,rc referred to him? Yes; he is supposed to exnniine the ground himself. 

Are yna furnished with sufficient charts of those out districts, to be aI'le to s.c whre 
such runs at. tendred fr I i saId alinys esrLin the prorilnate posit.:.9 if any hind 
tender. 1 for, in the treat m:ijiit) of tenders I could determine the praxinurt..: position in 
a few minute, in the office. 

1 suppose there is a •eed deal of survey required to complete theoo districts? There 
is till some survey requird, hut nit a very great amount. The principal featiree have all 
been surveyed. There wtsa farce por'ion of the DatI.ing River unurveyed, v,i' '1.e 
tion of a flying survey made by Sir Thomas Mitehell', oxpeditioa along its banl:s, until last 
year ; but that has been surveyed now. 
513, And that was necc ery to i:oeiplirte the surveys of these distriots—tl:e natural feature: 
brine 1 vry few and for bt'trio—}y running the watercutari c., you would get all yrrj 
e,nld rrtt Y s, all the tort. nil Fart. 
14. 1) y a think it adviedle for tie G:incament ta have ,uived  at (flu thofl WI.4t:' 
eoursrm which now remain urisurveyed, in order to gut a better mesas of fl'cing the applies-
tions fr tenders? They are in proc as of beinr survee1—the Darling River—i-h') cults in 
a dirert line. Tw, hurdrei and thirty or forty mil,,s of survey were eonapkted last year. 
The B gun Thver arvoy j  when runs svre bring laid out for enmper.ir.tn. I ente'vi 
into a eintr.et with a survey-or for the survey of the river° in the Warr r'O District. He 
had ¶wr,n engaged tl,rre in surveying runs for different individuals, He hid a's o surveyed 
in th 'ivybr L)istrir,t, tad hevin had an opp "tnity if e'Jmp'stirlg his eurvy with that 
of "to (,r,r if she d .....rtmcut, M. (alioway (vih. tsrve he 1, 1. not a en), I fund that 
his v:or; we rrdi.shl!, and to 4 a isntraet with Itini to T'arvey th whole of the rivets of ths 
Warren' Dietnet. 

By Xr. limits: At what rate per mile? £2 lOs.; hut he had to tray 1 600 sauce 
t ) got to the plane, and alL I to take up •a 1ar, party. He has fail d, howavor, to tarry nt 
hi' contract Whether be wa' annegcrl on private aurvy and fund that rai,re proSt d'11-, 
whetlir r he failed fiu,rn want of enerry I c-mont tell. He has failed, howi.ver, from sonue 
cam rt or other, aud tarn now ending out a salaried surveyor to carry out the same duties. 

That would gretly asiot you in nocepti' g te',d'rs, inasmuch as it would enahle you to 
obtain a better kowiecIge of the country? No doul-t ' ,i: the I1arflpairsioner (Mr. ITuthwaiti) 
h0 air trly ripurted on a very ierge number of teud'rs on tIe Gulgone, the thee or Birir1  
and the Warreo. 

Jig Vr. lbs/is: tins the junction of the Wsrrer!o and the Darling ever been traced? 
Ye. On this survy of the Darling taking pLace I in:truted t'ii 9rveyor to survey a few 
'nile 0f the Warn go, which he did. 

Do you knew of a tI i,k recently di..'overed, which empt'ur itself into the Darling, 
bet-eaton the Warrego and the Darling? Which amptita itself int, the Darling below the 
Warrego? 

Yes? There is a large creek emptying itelftbt're, which er noted in the iurvey of the 
Dirlior River, end which it I un rstteud is a tributary-_a Sc rt of aba trane!i fm a C;nsid1 
able number of writ, chides at -hue die -tnco hunk. It, i a river wL  ich seems to be. :fneraIly 
kitoc a there by the name of tic' Parruo. I may mention that the surveyor who surveyed 
this ii sties of the Darling, dunk the last winter, is going up e'vsin this winter to survey 
the Wsrreo, ii fir as it lies within the boundaries if this Coloy, a larw hr me', of the 
Warrg) called the Inns, and srui:h branches of thi Pirrno ear he may be abl, to follow. 

D,o you kn',w whether any country has been taken up on this Parroo within a rount 
period—saa the last two ye-sr ? No tenders have kitten accepted, I think ; I may almost eq 
I am certain that no tenders for htnd on the J-'arrco have been accepted, unless they have 
been nto!jrted as toilers for hack Darling rans—ruu at the back of the Darling front're 
runs. I doubt if even coy hay' been artspted in that vay. 

11/ the CA,iirerrst : Will you be good enough to st-ta if you know anything of the non-
acceptance of tenders sent in by Messrs. Maxwell and \IilIar? Yes; it was mention-ed to 
me that probably there would be some inquiry made of me in relation to the tenders q 
Messrs. Maxwell and Millar, in the Warregn District, and I hid a search made yeterday for 
any tenders made by those ventlemen. I found no-ne. It was suggested to no that the 
tenders if Mr. Lord bad been accepted, for country tendered fur by Messrs. Muawell and 
Millnr, who lied misnamed the district in this ease but I found, and have brought the 
papers with me to chew, that Mr. Lord's tenders were considerably earlier than these rof 
Messrs. Maxwell and \tjllar. Mr. Lord's tenders are dated on diffxseutdmys—April. 1859, and 
July, 1859—and Messrs. Maxwell and Millar's tenders are dated Sept., 1559. 1 maymenimu to 
the Committee that supposing Messrs. Maxwell and Millnr'e tenders to have been sent previously 
to Mr. Lord's, they having made a mistake in the distriet,the tenderswould have been referred to 
the Commissioner of the district in which the land was supposed to be; and if the Corn-
miasioner tsr Wellington had acted with greater activity than the Commissioner fur Gwydir, 
and reported first, the tenders might have been accepted at once-. The fault of misstatement 
would be entirely that of the tenderer and the loss would result froumi his own inadvertence. 
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A. G.MLe.an, 52. At the time they tendered they were told that the mattar had been referred to the 
Esq. Commissioner of the Gwydir District, but at that time there was no Commissioner for the 

Gwydir. The Commissioners were being altered and shifted about, so that all the reports 
5 Mttr. 1861, in reference to the Gwydir District at that time must have been in abeyance? Yes; the 

surveyor wallnominally Commissioner, but it was not supposed that he would neglect his 
surveying duties. There was practically sin Commissioner. 
t23. By Mr. _ljorpis: Is it a rule in the Crown Lands Office that if a tender misetales time 
district that that tender is rejected? It was the practice; I do not know whether it may be 
calle.d a rule. When I came to the temporary occupation of the office I Liund that it was 
the practice to reject tenders on account of the district being misnamed. 

Have you since departed from that practice? TEmt Tender Board, finding that a great 
many difficulties arose from it, brought it specially under the notice of the Secretary for 
Lands, who gave a decision (s'o icing from memory) to the elect that the misnanming of a 
district should not invalidate ii tender. 

If it be not held as a fixed rule that persons tendering must mention correctly the 
district in which they apply for runs how is the office to be guided? Of course the office 
must refer the tenders to the Commissioger of the district in which the land is reid to be 
unless it should occor to the Board in looking over the tenders to exanmine as to their 
formality. 
520. But do they thus examine? They do examine asto formality. 

Is it part of their duties It has never, as a rule, been the practice of the Board, and 
I think it is sc'.rcely part of their duty, but still, if in examining into the formality of 
tenders it should appear that a district was misnamed, they would refer to the proper Com-
missioner, or otherwise it would on to the District Commirsioner in whose jurisdiction the 
land was stated to be, and if by the delay, which occurs in sending to the wrong Comtuisioncr, 
some one else obtains the run, it would be the fault of the applicant. 

By Mr. lb's/c/os: But supposing there is only one application for the land, and that 
the applicant misnames the distret or does not give any accurate definitions of the 
boundaries cf the country applied fir, he may be kept a lo'g Cmc out of po' in 
ft tn the fet that it is ini ihle to discover the country Yes, the Comaimi: joner 
has often to communicate with the prties to ask if they can point oat the hoed. 
They sometimes describe it as commencing at a marked true on sortie lagoon or creek, 
the. name of which is not known, and the Commissioner finds it necessary that the land 
should be pointed out. 

And this difficulty would be i ocreasel if the dLst riot were manamcd ? Ye., but the 
Commissioner, Irving a mrs ncl knowledge of the hctriet, can f:-t1uently tell that lsnd 
applied for is not in his district, and he reports accordingly. But in the meantime a liator 
tender may have been sent in. 

Be .lTe. iberia : And the. later tender would be accepted 1 Yes, but not under the 
recent decision of the Secretary for L-sds. If the curlier tender were reported apon 3Lf(re 
thicif it e:.me to the knowledge of the Buard that there was an earliur tcnd r vials th 
district minamed, that tender would ho vnm,idorcd. 

On whose report? The report, of c.jurse, of the Comumbioner of the proper district. 
The Tender Board would refrain from rec'onmnundiug the aemeptance of the later tender until 
the otl, er had been reported on. I should mention, in reference to the ejuc ition the Chaimuna 
put a short time ago about the reports on tenders being much facilitated by the e'irvey of 
streams, that in the district towards the Lower Darling, on the north side of the I. cillan 
River, there is a long spa branch of the Lachlan coiled the Willandra Billabring. tie p :rticin 
of the district in which this stream lies was added to th. Lachlan District, in which a :.laried 
officer laos remained from it., formation, and in which his duties of reporting on tudor, have 
now pretty well closed, the whole of the di,triet nearly having been taken up. It was 
thought that he would be ohio to eros and deal with t1w country on the north hack, hut in 
the absence of survey of any of the features he profesmd his inability to di, d with the v 
namerons tenders for that part of the country; and during last winter—winter being the 
only time that country can be traversed, containing as it does so little water—I s_nt a z d:mrL it 
surveyor, and had him appointed a Corntnis4oaer of Crown Lan's for Ihe occasion, and lie 
surveyed 150 miles of the WTillandra  Billabong, and traced it as far as the water would early 
him, lie reported uprn all the tenders on either side of it, and upon the whole of the 
tenders lying between it and the Lachlan River, so adding, I suppose, 70 or SO runs to the 
licensed runs of the Colony. This shews the necessity of having the prominent features of 
the country surveyed. 

119 the Chairman: You said also that you would combine the duties of Commissioner 
with those of surveyor I Yes. 

You think it would be a good regniation if thcse gentlemen had in idea of .snrvcyin I 
That was the idea years ago, in the time of Sir George Gipps. If Commissioners had 
been surveyors instead of Police Magistrates there would not have been that confusion wl:ieh 
now exists. 
584. It would be better to combine the duties of surveyor and Commissioner? Yes. 
535. A Commissioner may be a very zea1ous officer, and yet not have soffieient knowledge of 
a locality and of surveying to enable him to report so well as a person who had that know-
ledge ? Precisely. If he were to go into a new country, for which there were a vast number 
of tenders, it would be inmpassible to report satisfactorily without some of the leading features 
being surveyed. In the case of the Willandra Billabong, before ollndc,1 to, this feature 
forms a great triangle with the Lachlan River and the west boundary of the district. 
The Lachlan River runs a little south of west, the J3illabong breaks out from it, and runs 
due west. 

036. 
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588, But by running out that leading feature the whole country was, in fact, opened up? A. G. it'kan, 
Yes. There is another large piece which was partly surveyed last year, that is the ann Esq 

branch of the Darling; it has been partly surveyed, and (luring this ensuing winter the 
survey will be completed. Tenders for runs have been already accepted, however, on the ° Mar., 1561. 
reports of the Commissioner. 
537. By Mr. Morris Have not very many complaints been made in your office of delays in 
reporting on tenders for runs in the Lower Darling District? I think great complaint have 
been made, 

535. How do you account for these complaints arising, because I can receiving complaints 
every day? Well, I think it is probably due to the first reason I suggested—the combination 
of the duties of Police Magistrate with those of Commissioner; but no, that is not the ease 
in this district. 

No, these reasons do not apply here? I think it is partly owing to the difficulty 'f 
inspecting the country in which many of the runs tendered for are situatcd, and partly to 
the same difficulty which the Commissioner of the Lachlan District felt, in going into an 
unknown country where there were no points fixed, and reporting upon tenders. 

By the C/euirrnun In looking into these tenders of Messrs. Maxwell and Millar, I see 
that they are for two blocks—the one called Culloden, and the other called Staffs ? Ye', 
there are several other tenders of theirs. 

Are there any previous to these? There are four or five on the same days as these. 
I think you will find sonic previous to these; at least we have it in evidneo from Mr. 

Dunsrnure? I relied upon the Chief Commissioner's Office. 
51;3. These two tenders apply to the sixteen miles which are said to be Mr. Lord's? Yes. 
544. Would you, from the knowledge you obtained during the twelve month, this depart- 
nient was parthuhzrly under your supervision, state to the Cr,anmittee if you s 'e any way in 
which an improvement can be made in this system of tendering and taking up runs, so that 
the-' vexatious deloyn should not take place? There is no doubt that the delay in oecup5 ing 
might be very much obviated by the adoption of a system similar to that which is now in 
exitenee at Quecuslariu ; but whether there might not be othcrdis:mdvantmgez connected with it 
which woul,1 counteract the bemmc:fits to be derived from it, lain scarcely at (lie present monment 
prepared to say. I have hardly considered the rjuestion sufficiently. There is one moterial 
consideration in dt-aling with questions in reference to tendering for runs. There is very little 
of this Colony which has not already been tendered for; the svhole spcee between the Darling 
and Lachian liivers has been tendered for. No doubt much of it has been tendered f ar in 
blocks of a size that the Goverunment will not grant; fur the Government have conic to a. deter-
mination not to grunt blocks of more than one hundred eajuare miles. But, as I süd before, 
the whole has ben tendered for, and a large extent of the only remaining country, that 
between the boundary of South Australia and the Darling River, has already ben tendered 
for, so that the adoption of any new system in regard to the tendering for runs would apply 
only to the remainder of thi5 portion of country between South Australia and the Darling. 
51. And do you really consider that there is not much of this country still antendered 
for? About two-thirds, or upwards, of the extent of available country between South 
Anatrilia and the Darling may be considered as still untendered for. 
541' The boundari, a of South Australia are defined now:' They are not defined on the ground. 
517. But the 29th parallel of latitude meets the ldlst degree of longitude, which is the 
boundary of South Australia? Yes. 

54. And therefore the boundary of New South Wales is defined on the west by the South 
Auatrali,,n boundary, and on the north by the 29th parallel, which is th bouadary of 
Qutenslaud? Ye; but Queensland does not extend to the west of the 141st degree, and 
therefore it is cootoded that the eountry to the north of South Australia and to the west 
of Qu!;nland, and that between South Australia and \\Testeru  Australia, is part of New 
South Wales, although it does not join New South Wales proper. 

1 underatuosl that the boundary of Queensland went to the l4lst degree:' Yes. 
The boundary of South Australia? Yes. 
Then if the boundary of Queensland be continued to the 141st degree of longitude, 

that would define the boundaries of New South Wales? Of occupied New South Wales 
but then New South Wales consisted originally, with the exception of the p:mrts occupied 
by Viet na, South Australia, and Western Australia, of the whole of New Ilollend, Tha 
these boundaries cut off New South Wales front what she is considered to appropri'te, such 
as all round the Gulf of Carpentaria and the river Victoria:' Yes; but much of Carpen-
tuna would come within the boundaries of Queensland. 

To the head of Cape York it would—the ilist degree strikes the head of the Gulf of 
Carpentaria? Yes. 

By Mr. ff'ski,,s: Is not this country to which you allude between the South 
Australian border and Western Australia, and the occupied country in New South 
Wales, the portion in reference to which we had a debite last Session in the A'scnmliy It 
is part of that country; that was the part between South Australia and Western Australia, 
and bounded on the south by the Southern Ocean. 
551. That was it portion of country completely cut off from New South Wales proper? Yes. 

fly the (J/,airsaes: Then, I understand from your remarks that the whole is claimed 
as part of New South Wales, with the exception of these portions which have been partitioned 
off as separate Colonies? Yes. 

That is, Swan River has a particular portion, South Australia has a particular portion, 
and Victoria and Queensland have their portions, and the remainder of the Continent is 
ealled New South Wales? Yes, but the Queensland boundaries are not so distinctly defined 
as the boundaries of the other Colonies. 
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.&G.MLean, 557. By Jfr. Honkisis It is not definitely fixed to the northward at all? It is not definite 
Esq. to the northward, nor clearly defined to the westward. 

r. &_ 558. By Air. Mate: Where two runs overlap, and the whole of the country included in both 
Tar. 1861. tenders is brought to competition, the runs are adjusted, and advertised in the G,,vcr,,asent 

Curdle for tender en a certain specified day,—are they measured at all—surveyed? They 
have seircely ever been surveyed. There is the ease of the l3ogan runs, for itatanee, the 
Began River having been reserved on account of the hostility of the aborigines, and thus 
withdrawn from the ordinary categry of waste Linda open to It ; before bringing it to 

tender by competition, Government surveyed the river, marked at every five mile of the 

river's curse a boundary at right aogle°, marking the boundary from the river for a distance 

of from a juarter to half a mile, and then described the boundaries merely from papa mea-

surernent; the frontages were defined and determined, and the direction of the side boun-
daries marked, and their length stated. 

But are all the adjusted runs neasured in that way? No. 
how ar,: the accepted teuderers put in possession of these adjusted runs? Just aa they 

would be put in posasaion if they had tendered for new country. 
They are not surveyed at all? No; their occupation is authorized by letter, and they 

take pos'.'asinn, if the run is unoccupied. 
And, if any disputes ariae, the Government do not interfere ? No. 

'U hy would have to ,ettic' it themselves at law? Yes, that has been the coure. 
By Mr. JJes7as has it not come within your experience that there is an immi'nso 

inequality in the amounts tendered for runs exactly siiniLsrIy eireun,,staxced—that is to lay, 
in many instanees people tender more than uric hundred pounds a block for a piece of country, 

while in other inst-lncLs they only tender at ten or twenty pounds for the block immediately 
adjoinin, it? Yes, or even less; there are amazing differences; indeed they nrc ijuite 

ludicrous. 
Arising, I apprehend, from the system of tendering, and the uncertainty felt by the 

applicant no to the way in which any coo else will tender? Yes, as to what rate others might 
tender, and the greater neeeaity, no doubt, in some instance:', that the country should be 
secured, that it might he occupied or continue to be oeeupi-d with adjacent runs. 

Do you not think it would he batter in reference to these adju:.tei runs, cs well as in 
the case 4 vreant pieces of country in these more trIed ditHetr, if they were put up to 
public competition by auction? I think it wuuld, wh: rever the runs can be well defined; 
there is no doubt that the cyst-rn of teodering has led many ji'ple to tender so highly, that 
they were sail epi&'ntly compelled to relinquish the runs. In the cse of the Began runs, 
for instance, tie majority of thom runs have been forfeited by the original tends-ru-s. 

By fist fleirj,zan: They nere put up to competition? By tender; but there is a vast 

difference between the tenders. The first tendci'er has failed to pay, and the second tendrs'er 
baa aho sumcti cr5 failed to pay, and a third has sametimes c-me into pu:ession. Others 

liaC be -a occupied the first year by the original tenderers, and then forfeited. 

By Mr. Wad: Dots not the difference in the price offered an-c in sonic inetaiie€s from 

a want of knowledge of the country applied for en the p';rt of the tenderer? I'oasibly so; 

a great many of the tenderors are re ident in other Colonies. 
By Air. IIreH-,s: I gather from your remarks, that you think it would be beti r for 

the Crown Lands Commissioners, if possible, to be surveyors? I think it is vt ry d€ -irishle. 
570, But there is: great difficulty in obtaining persona with thoc qudiflestiono? I do not 
think there would be any very great difficulty now; there may be diffleolty in filling up a 
number of appoiutments at once, but I do not think there would be any difficulty in finding 

officers by degrees. 
And you think that such'an arrangement would be a mean, of preventing  much 

a nneoe:-ary delay, and also inaccuracy in reference to the boundaries of the country? Yes, 
I think it would have been, and would be stil a great advantage in flew diltricts. Of course 
where a surveyor bus alrendy surveyed the principal features, and the Commissioner hae a 
map gi\en him of thoe featurs, it becomes lesa necesa.sry that he hini If should be a 
surveyor; but this instance I mentioned in the Laehlan District, where an officer went for 
six months and surveyed about two hundred miles, and reported upon sixty new run-s, 
beside? defining the boundaries of old runs, clearly chews how much more a surveyor 

can do. 
By ie Cliairraan : It chews that in a new country, if the duties are not cosubins 1, 

that the surveyor most precede the Commissioner? Yes. 
By Mr. Hosk,;,s: You think that the appointment of surveyors as Ccmmissioue.re  

would greatly obviate delays, and also diminish litigation? It would no doubt obviate 
litigation very much. 

And delays? And delays, no doubt, too. 
Do you consider that the appointment of Commissioners to be paid by fees has not 

worked satisfactorily? It has not proved satisfactory, hitherto, but, as 1 mentionud before, 
the great cause of its failure was the inability of the Commissioner to enforce the appoint-
ment of an assessor by the run-holder. 
516. But you think if there was a power to compel lessees to have their runs assessed, that 
those Commissioners, paid by fees, would obtain a practice sufficiently lucrative to remunerate 
them for their services? I think they would, for a time; but in many of the older districts 
the work would not last an active man more than a year or eighteen months. During that 
time, however, he would make a living. 

By Air. ,Jiorris: The Occupation Bill provides for that difficulty? Yes. 
By Aft. Hoskins: Would you suggest the continuance of Crown Lands Commiasioners, 

too? I think now that we have lost the Commissioners of Crown Lands, who had personal 
- knthvledge 
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knowledge of these matters, the Government could do the work more economically by paying A.G. M'14an. 
people by f?es than by paying them a salary. But in new districts, such as the Albert, EM. - 
which has recently been proclaimed between the Darling and the %uth Australian boundary, e'' 
a salaried officer should be appointed, and I think it would be desirable that he should be a 0 Mar., 1861. 
surveyor. 

It has been given in evidence that in the older districts, where Commissioners have 
been appointed for a number of years, that disputes have arisen between leosees Qf the Crown, 
and that the same delays as in new countries have been experienced in getting the Com-
missioner to point out the boundaries? A Commissioner may go and say what he thinks is 
the boundary, but he had no control over that boundary being assented to by the parties. 
I do not think it would be safe in all eases to depend upon the descriptions given by men 
who are nit sutveyors, and many of whose deacriptions are unreliable. 

It has been given in evidence before this Committee, that persons have gone to the 
Commissioners of their districts and asked them to point out the boundaries of their runs, 
and that although they have made frequent applications they have never been able to get 
these gentlemen to make their appearance ? But did the two parties agree to be bound by 
the decision of the Commissioner? I have known many instances where two parties have 
agreed to be bound by the decision of the Commissioner, and where he has pointed out the 
boundary, and sent a description of it, as so defined, to the office to be recorded. 

But we have it in evidence that persons have applied, and that the Commissioners 
have never gone to sec the place? The Commissioner probably, knowing that he could not 
enforce the adoption of the boundary, might perhaps have thought that he would he wasting 
ti Inc. 

Of course—I infer from the tenor of your evidence that you would not combine the 
duties of Police Magistrate with those of Commissioner of Crown Lands? No, nor other 
duties which would form sufficient reason for their being resident in one particular locality. 

So that they would b perambulating the districts during the greater part of the year? 
Yes. 

By Mr. horns: When the tender for a new run is accepted what steps do the Govern- 
ment take to put the successful tenderer in possession They merely write him a letter 
authorixin' him to occupy. 

But supposing the successful tenderer finds the country occupied by another, and that 
he refuses to turn out, what steps do they tnke? I do not know any ease in which the 
Government have taken any steps to place him in occupation. The only step which they 
can take, under the existing law, is to issue a lease to the mnn whose tender has been 
accepted—such a document as would in the Supreme Court override occupation by the other 
party. But I do not know of any case in which that has been done. 
586, By the £'hamrman We have a letter from Mr. Sibthorpe; before the Committee, 
threatening Messrs. Maxwell and Nillar with proceedings under a certain Act if they did 
not move off? 

By  31.. Jioskius: We have it given in evidence by a witness that by re-arrangement of 
boundaries by the Commissioner a spare block has been found, and yet that when persons have 
applied to the Commissioner for this block and requested him to point out the boundaries 
for them they could riot get him to come? I believe there are Commissioners who have been 
for years app:.inted that have never been through their districts from one end to the other. 
If I knew the locality in which that case occurred I should probably have some knowledge 
of it. 

By the Cha&nzam,: Do you know the particulars of M'Rae and Sheridan's case—on the 
C:stlereagh River? I know some of the particulars of that ease, 
5S9. You are aware that they recovered £250? M'Rae? 

Yes? I believe he did recover. 
And you are aware that he recovered from a party to whom the Government gave the 

new run upon their old run ? They did recover something. 
Can you tell how it was that this run was so granted? It was granted on an erroneous 

report of Mr. Jardine, who was then Commissioner of the district. 
503. The report was crrcneous? It was an erroneous report. I wrote, as Acting Chief 
Commissioner, to Mr. Sheridan, or the holder of the run, whoever lie may be. He told me 
he had been threatened by M'Rea with an action for occupying this run, and asked me 
if there were any grounds for supposing that N'Rae had a right to this land. I strote to 
him to say, that there was nothing in the records of the office to shew that he had any right, 
and that his tender was accepted on the report of Mr. Jardine, who was personally 
acquainted with the locality. Subsequently, however, it came to my knowledge after Mr. 
Daniel had been employed for some time assessing runs, that this tender did encroach on 
31'Rac. I then wrote again to this person, before the action came on, to tell him that there 
were gronnds for doubting whether the land for which his tender had been accepted was 
really vacant land. Aud, so far as I recollect, I think t told him that any information 
which the office could give should be afforded to him, if he would call or send his agent. I 
did this as a sort of caution to him against going to law on the strength of that previous 
letter. He persisted, however, in the action, and made no inquiries that I heard of, and I 
believe the ease was given against him. It is a very peculiar case—that of M'llaes; I 
believe it is unsettled to this day. I handed it over to the present Chief Commissioner, with 
one or two others. lIe (M'Rae) only applied originally for 6,000 acres, but he says that 
application was a mistake, and that he meant 60,000. 
594. By Mr. Hoskins: I understand you to admit that you are cognizant of the fact that at 
present great delays exist in reference to persons obtaining permission to settle? There 
have been great delays. 

595. 
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A,G-JtILean, 50.3. In general terms, what remedies would you propose for that state of things? The 
sq. grtatest delays are in consequence of the extension of the districts I have mentioned—the 

t '  Uwydir, the Wellington, and Liverpool Plains. But since the appointment 0f Mr. ll0th- 
5 Mar., 1861wajte, who has been very active in reporting on tenders, much has been done, and twelve 

months will certainly lead to the settlement of the whole of that district. That will remove 
a great many of the old oases, as well as the recent cases of delay. People have tendered 
from paper, and without reference to the land, for the whole country between the Darling 
and Laehlan ilivers ; but some delay in dealing with such tenders is not a matter of much 
regret. 
59th Could you not suggest some alteration in the system to obviate the delay, to which you 
have referred 
507. By th0 (Thairnian You (lid partially suggest the Queensland regulations, but I think 
you stated that you did not know what new evils aught arise from the change? I thought 
the 1uestion had not the same importance that it would have had some years ago, on account 
of so much of the country being under occupation and tender. I think the adoption of 
changc—even where they are changes for the better—is always attended with some evils 
and it might be will worth consideration, whether it is desirable, at this late period, to adopt 
any other system than the presant for dealing with unoccupied Crown lands. 

AT)DENDTJM. 

Ia'; to add to t1ii cv id'nce, tlmit, titice giving it, I indneed a further search being made in the 
Chief U- uiuiuuissioner of Cr s a L,oids Ottie, ftc tenOr! of earlier data thin tiioce produced by Messrs. 
iliUm-  and Ma,aw,hl, and that the :urith has ye- suited in the disovery of tenders by tinase parties, 
optne d Det-ensher, I sos. end which eertai sly ought to have kin fol,nd before. 

These tenders have been referred to Mr. Ctjmxuia,ient-r fuel, cute, Lot have not yet been repoi'ted 
ci,, mid so ttr as I en, leirn nothing lets occurred in tl ir Crown lands Ofilce to prej attic, the cliii us of
\tcssrs. Mhllar and Maxwell, aml no delay or in''onveni-  nec lies resulted from the mis- uaniing th 
District ill -ever-sl or all of be tend rs of these geutlztms ii. 

WEDXE,SDAY, 20 MARC!!, 1861. 

43rtent 

Ma. MATE, I Mg. MORRIS, 

Ma. WATT. 

FRANCIS TOWNSEND RTJSDEN, Esq., IN TUE ChAIR. 

Abram Orpeu Moriarty, Esq., Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, called in and examined:— 

£O.Moriarty, 598. By the Che-cuso,i Of course you have found that great delays have taken pl:tee in 
Esq. persons getting answers to tenders that they have sent in for runs? Yes, of necessity some 

delay occurs. 
20 Mar., ISci. 599. Have not Ihece delays chiefly arisen from the system of making the first application to 

the heed office in Sydney, the tender having then to be referred to the local Commissioner, 
and delay taking place in his report Principally from delay in the Commissioner's 
inspeetien of the country and reçort. 

By ito. Moe, is: You say this delay takes place of necessity—why so ? Because new 
runs are applied for on the extreme verge of settlement, in situations little known and very 
detached, and there is eonsequcotly great difficulty in getting a report open them. 

Surely that does not account for years elapsing before a report is made? Certainly not. 
You are aware that years have elapsed in many instances? 'Yes. I am also aware 

that runs have been applied for, which, if they are to be treated as ho,zd file and inspected 
by the Commissioner, would never be reported on. 

fly the C/sa&;-ean : For what reason ? Beoause it is very common for people to tender 
for runs which no man living has seen; they tender from ninps without having seen the 
country, or having any information whatever about it. These s,re not solitary eases, but 
cases which occur by hundreds. 

These are tenders made by speculators in runs? Yes; and by obstructing legitimate 
business, they operate as causes of delay. 

A Cornunissionor is not to know which is a legitimate application and which is not, 
until he makes inquily? Be is not justified in assuming any application to be otherwiso 
than legitimate, until he has inquired into it. - 

When I sty a legitimate application I mean one that can be pmetieally tested? Such 
an application as is contemplated by the regulations—an application containing a "clear 
deeripti'n of the land applied for and of the boundaries of the same' 

You would suggest, then, as one remedy, that persons tendering should be compelled 

to give more particular descriptions of runs they apply for? Uudoubtedly. I think people 
can be compelled, ought to be compelled, and must be compelled, under the present law, to 
do that; and should always have been compelled to do so. - 

GOS. 
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For instance, they might send in a rough sketch of the country, and particularly A.O.SToriarty, 
designate certain marked trees which could be found? They should give the actual bounda- hsq. 

ries, in fact, a description connecting the application with a particular piece of country. 
in an open country where thero are few natural features, if the trues were marked, 20 Mar., 1361, 

that would be an assistance? No doubt; a marked tree is a point which admits of evidence. 
By  if,-. iior,s: Could you not suggest to us some remedy for the whole of this delay 

and trouble,osue lntnagcme1It of these new runs ? I have already taken measures, having 
that object, in my department. 

Could you not suggest some change in the law, and in the made nitogether of taking 
up new runs? I have already sugge. m ted to the Governent, and the Government have 
adopted in one of their measures, 5 means which I think will attain the end we have in 
view, namely, that tIjere ahould be a small deposit on each tender, sufficient to guarantee 
that the teoderer is in earnest in applying for the land, and that the land hQ applies for is 
in existence. 

012. Do you think that will be sufficient to prevent speculators from applying for those vast 
tracts of country that they have never seen? I think so. 
613. You would return the money if they do nut get the runs? No doubt; it would be a 
mere deposit. 
611. By  the C/satnna. What do you think of the Queensland regulation with respect to 
previous oessupation? I do not think it a good one. 
615. What is your objection to it? That it places the disposal of the application in the 
hausk of the oleer who is in fact chiefly chargeable with the delays of the present system. 
1116. The lonal (lomnussioner ? The heal Commissioner. 
617. 1 think you told me, on a previous occasion, ineonversation, that you thought the 
I!e 1 Conii:ihoioner, under the Queensland law, has too much power? Yes. 
O N. Could not the plan be made available, and some system be introduced of curtailing his 
power t do not eo the advantage of it. There is no delay in the transmission of the 
teoslers to the Comniisioner for his report; it is done by the following post. The vital 
differettee in the zysterns is that in New south Wales the responsibility is with the Govern-
ment, and in Qta.Ti-n:. land it is with the local Commission r. The executive proceedings here 
are taken by the Covcrnmen, t!trouglj an office which is open to the public, and under tIre 
advice of a rspoiisible Bard; in Queensland they are in the hands of the local Corn-
stair 4ionl.rs (lit Err- I y. 

610. If previous occupation were allowed, as is now the ese in Queensland, the local 
Commisiouer aced have no power enuerded to Ion, excepting that of reporting to the 
Government that the land is omeupied Occupation is only one of the conditions. 

The Queensland Act provides that a perrou can ereupy, arid that the occupation shall 
not he e.iusiih-red illegal if he tenders two mooths after? If any other person applied at 
the --alec time for the astute run, there would be considerable difficulty in deciding the prior 
right. For instailce, at the very time of the first applicant's application to the Commissioner 
another party urLy have been in the prouJs- of occupying the country. 

Then it should he given to the man first on the ground with his stock? I think it is 
a very eui,,L,-rs- luc \cry rude, and very roundabout way of determining the right. 

It does av.ay with all delay? I do not s-cc that it is the best way of doing it. I 
think the sUU)V object istay be attnined in auot.her way. Another consideration is, that, by 
snaking oceup--ti, n the hr t step, you prevent any country being rented beyond that which 
is actually oceupie.l ; you prevent a person from rentirg country for prospective use, which 
I consider an advat, tt 005 Procenn so long as it is boe Q. Jute. 

There ia this di.adv.sntagr-, thit no one knows what is prospectively rented—there are 
no means of checking it. For instance, a person looking for a run may be t0ld that 
country lie s- os v:te:o,t is under rent to Mr. So-stnd-oo, but he has no means of ascertaining 
the fact or tlo huntiares of the run said to be rented? If the country is under rent to 
Mr. Sr -and-s , I pprtheiad he is fairly entitled to it. 

But the peblin do not know he is in possession? The great grievance that the pnblie 
have to contend s ith is that the persons who have sent in theae speculative applications 
have been under no obligation to complete the t. odors or to have the boundaries accurately 
dc]cribecl, so that the Comnmnissitner eon snake his report. They have, in fact,, a direct 
interest in he-ping the tenders unreported on until they- can make it profitahle to transfer 
their intcrwt to others. An immense extent of country has, in consequence, remained i,,t 
under reef, but simply tendered for. 

You say you have reeomwe0ded that in all cases a certain deposit should he made on 
sending in the tenders, but although that may possibly prevent speculators from tendering 
for country they do not want, it will not secure the tenders being reported on more rapidly, 
and eonscueotly a number of people will be kept out of funds that might be much better 
employed? It would lead to tendcr,s being more rapidly reported on in this way. The 
great excuse of the Commissioners for delay at present is their inability to obtain proper 
information from the tendercrs ; and under the present systt  in the object of the teuderer 
frequently is to allow his tender to remain nndisposed of as long as lie can, because he is 
under no rent ; but if the tenderer were out of his money he would have a direct interest 
in getting the matter settled one way or other. 
626 1 have yet to learn that the cause of delay in reporting on runs has been the difficulty 
of getting information from tenderers, because until lately more speculative tenders were not 
very common ? My attention was very forcibly directed in 1856 to the enormous grievance 
which speculative tenders had occasioned to the general public. I allude more pnrticulnrly 
to the Northern Districts, which are now Queensland. 
627. But I wish now to draw your attention to the fact that in the South.Western Districts- 

111—F the 
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A.Wifothirf . y,"the Lower Darling District, the Lachian, and the country back from the Darling—the 
q. delay have been quite as vexatious as in any part of the country, and yet the speculative 

pçinciple has not been tarried out in those districts ?N0t to the same extent in former 

1SGI. years, but recently it has grown to a very great extent. I speak of within the last two years. 
62S. That speculatiou has been confined in a great measure to the country between the 
Laghliin and the Darling, which is without water? The country between the Lachlan and 
the Darling, and back from the Darling also. 
629. To the South Australian boundary? Yes. 
640. Is the pntting down of a deposit with the tender the only improvement you see on the 
present system? I think it is the most effectual way of getting rid first of the enormous 
number of speculative tenders which obstruct the business. It will render the tenderer 
iotereatcd in the early disposal of the tender. 
611. 1 assure you that in eight eases out of ten that have come under my notice the ten- 
dorer has been most anxious to get a proper title to his run? No doubt there have been 
siinae grievaUces. In fact, the delay was the natural result of some reductions injudiciously 
made in the department in 1857 or 1858. In 1857 the Commissioners of Crown Lands 
were removed from the Wellington and Gwydir Districts, and no sufficient provision was 
made for the performance of their duties, and therefore the public who had applied for runs 
had to wait, the tenders remaining undispused of at this moment. 

632. By Mr. Jf,rris Do you not think there are difficulties attending the occupation of 
new country in this Colony in consequence of the greater portion of the country that is 
available without the expenditure of money for procuring water being already taken up—
do you not think that if the Goverumnt were to mark out the country now vacant into lots, 
and put it up to auction, not only would the revenue be benefited, but people would get 
surer and more regular possession ? I do not think so. The country that remains to be 
taken up in New South \Vaks is the remotest country in it—all backlying country of an 
inferior class; and for the Government to undertake to divide it into runs would be an 
enormous undertaking, attended with great delay and expense. 

633. Is it not the practice to do it now ? Not so. The present regulations provide for its 
being done by toe applicant. 
631. Is it not the fact that you have had to send out a surveyor to mark out runs between 
the Laehlau and the Darling already F No; the Surveyor General employed a surveyor to 
survey the frontage of the Darling—to measure off the Darling frontages; he also employed 
a urveyor on tie \Villnndra Creek; and in course of his operations the surveyor obtained 
such information as enabled him, on consultation with the Surveyor General and myself in 
Sydney, to lay out other runs for tender. 
635. But practically he was sect down to mark out runs for occupation ? The country on the 
Darling was principally occupied, but no doubt the survey of Willandra Creek, by determining 
its relative position to the Lachian, permitted a good number of tenders to be disposed of, 
which could not otherwise huve been done.. It gave a fresh starting point. 
036. Under the present system of tender has not a person anxious to take up a piece of 
ciuntry very great difficulty in knowing how much to tender so as to secure it—it is impos-
.ibl, for him to say how much he ought to tender, and therefore i it not the ease that he 
often tenders a sum higher than the country 

its 

is really worth, calculating it in reference 

to country he already possesses ? I have seen no such instances. There is no competition 
between tenders, except between tenders which are opened at the same time; and unless the 
tenders are opened at the same time the party tendering is under no obligation to offer 
any premium at all. A later tender will not, by any amount of premium, compete with an 

earlier tine.. 
637. But of course it is impossible to know whether some person has not tendered in the 
very same month? I have never seen any tenders containing any high offers of premium 
for new runs—I do not believe there are any; on the contrary, the rates of premium are 

ridiculously small. 
634. Dues not the objection I make apply to country put up to public tender? No doubt 

it does. 
6:l9. Would you not recommend that runs of this kind should be put up to public auction 
in the district, instead of public tender? I think auction is a preferable mode of corupeti-
tion; but I think better competition exists in Sydney for runs than in the remote squatting 
districts. tt would be no grievance to a person in the country to be obliged to bid at auction 
in Sydney for a run. In fact, all pastoral properties are sold in Sydney. 

By the Cairu&an : Do you not think that if the agriculturist is to have free selection 
by going upon the land and occnpying it, as is proposed under the new Land Law, parties 
wishing to occupy runs (which will themselves be open to free selection) should also have the 
same facilities afforded tbcm to take up new country by right of occupation? One great 
objection to the occupation right is, that it practically confines the demand for new country 
to the stockholders in the immediate neighbourhood; it almost places the adjoining country 

at their mercy. 
By Mr. Morris: I apprehend it is also an objection to a right by mere occupation, in a 

country like this, where there is so little water, that large sums of money have to be expended 
to secure a supply? No doubt. In fact, the greater part of the country in the hands of 
the Government to dispose of now consists of such country as you speak of. 

By Mr. Watt: In fact, it could not be occupied without expenditure for water? It 
t1ould not, ercept, perhaps, in some cases, during the winter. 

By the Ghair,aan: Do you not think that to require previous occupation would tend 
to cheek speculation in runs, because then they would not be transferable until they were 
stqcked?it would have that tendency, if you could enforce it. It is the law in Queens- 

land 
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land that runs are not transferable unless they have been stocked, but they are practically A-O.Morisrty, 
transferred. E9q. 

How do they evade it? The pnrchtscr obtains from the seller,  & guarantee against  
loss, places his stuck on the run, and as soon as the time for stocking is past he sends in his  20 Mar., 1861. 
transfer. 

By Mr. Morth: Is it not provided in the Queensland Act, that unless it is stocked 
within a limited period the run is forfeited? There it a clause to that effect, but I do not 
believe it has.any effect. 

But there is also a provision to the effect that, if the lands are not stocked within 
twelve months, the lessee may, on payment of double the amount of annual rent, obtain six 
months farther grace ? Yes. The principal provision is that applicants for runs by tender, 
whose tenders have been accepted, are obliged to accept leases, and the leases contain a 
provision requiring occupation. 

By the Chairman: The lease must be taken out in twelve months? The lease must 
be applied for in twelve months, but inasmuch as in New South Wales the leases of old 
squatting runs are not yet issned, and are not likely to be, I do not anticipate that they wilt 
be issued very rapidly in Queensland. 

By jIr. Mon'is: I apprehend that is merely from the difficulty of defining the boun-
daries of runs with sufficient accuracy? No doubt. 
640. By the Chairman : But that is not to be said in Queensland, where there are no 
arrears ? Yes, treat numbers. 
650. 1 presume you are perfectly acquainted with the case of Millar and Maxwell, arising 
out of a tender for a run? I cannot say I am at this moment, I have not looked fully into 
it; but I have a general impression that the case is this: that Millar and Maxwell tendered 
for a certain run, describing it as in the Gwydir District; that some other person also 
tendered for the sa[ne run, describing it properly as in the Wellington District, and that the 
later tenderer got the run in preference to Millar and Maxwell, whose tender, though first in 
point of time, bad misdescribed the district. (The Chairman here quoted from the evidence 
qf Mi'. Dunmu,e, taken on Thursday, 21 February, 1831, and the lstters appended thereto.) 
651 There was, I believe, at the time this tender was under consideration, no Commissioner 
for the &wydir District? There was a Commissioner of Crown Lands, but he had other duties 
to attend to. The surveyor of the district, Mr. Oliver, was entrusted with the duties of 
Commissioner; but, as might have been anticipated, his own duties were quite sufficient to 
occupy his time, and he gave none to these. 
02. By Mi'. ilorcis: Do we understand that if a person tendering for a run, although he 
may otherwise correctly describe it, should apply for it in the wrong district, auother person 
tendering and describing it in the right district would get it in preference, although his 
tender was subsequent? No. I may mention that shortly after my assuming charge of my 
pr;'Beut department the Secretary for Lands referred to me a recommendation of the Land 
Board on that subject. The Board were of opinion that snisdescribing the district was a vital 
objection to a tender, such as should c3ncel it; but Iwas of opinion that if it was ascertained 
before the later tender was disposed of, that the kad had been previously tendered for and 
dc,'gribed so that there could be no doubt about the identity of the land itself, the first 
application should, in the spirit of the Orders in Council, be granted. Under ordivary 
circumstinces the interval that must necessarily elapse, to insure precision of boundaries, 
ought to be sufficient, when the department is properly conducted to insure the application 
made in the wrong district being returned and forwarded to the proper officer in the district 
in which the land was really situated, in time to prevent injustice to the party who was in 
point of fact, the first applicant. These applications, in the case of Millar and Maxwell, have 
been transferred to the proper officer with instructions to dispose of them, but I have not yet 
received his report. The reason of my recommendation just mentioned was, that in those  
very districts, in reference to which the Board had made the recommendation I have alluded 
to, the boundary lines are imaginary lines, and nobody knows, the actual position of them; 
and therefore it would be very hard to make the public bear the inconvenience. 

By  the Chairman: It is very difficult to astiertain the boundaries of these outlying 
district,, where they are formed by imaginary lines' Yes. 
651. For instance, the 29th parallel forms part of the boundary of the Warrego District and 
part of the boundary of the Gydir District, and is also the boundary of Queensland? If 
I am not mist.ken that objection has been removed by the present arrangement of bounda-
ries. I rather think the Warrego embraces the whole of that country. My impression is 
that imaginary lines now exist only where they are from the nature of the country the best 
boundaries. 

But where they cannot be ascertained by parties tendering? And where it is not 
necessary to ascertain them. They are chiefly confined to situations where the country is 
not fit for occupation—extreme back country, totally removed from occupation. 

Then if two persons apply for the same country, one applying to one Commissioner, 
and the other to another Commissioner, in different districts, which may happen from their 
not knowing in which district the land really is, the circumstance of one Commissioner 
reporting earlier than the other would put out the man who perhaps had first applied? 
That has arisen in some instances. But I defend these imaginary boundaries only when they 
pass through lands which do not admit of being occupied—lands lying at extreme distances 
back from water, where no question can arise as to boundary, because no runs can exist near 
it. However, wherever there has appeared any doubt, on inspection of the tender, or from the 
statement of the party, my practice has been to refer the tender to both Commissioners. 

You object to placing too much power in the hands of the local Commissioners; but 
do you not think that the local Commissioners might be entrusted with the decision of these 

matters, 
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SO.Moriarty, matters, the applications or tenders being sent to them in the first instance, provided they 
Esq. were required to furnish fortnight1y returns to the head office in Sydney,—would not that 
.A check favouritisai or land speculating? No returns can give information so precise as to the 

20 Mar., 18111. state of the business as the business itself. The head office is open to constant applications 
from all quarters, and it is therefore absolutely necesesry that we should have a good system, 
if only to be able to give every information at once. 
658. Under the preent system there must necessarily be great delay. A person sends in 
to you a tender for certain country; you send it off to the Commissioner for his report, but 
the C,imusissioner may be away from his office travelling, and may not got the letter for 
some time; then lie has to visit the place More lie can report, and press of business may 
prevent him doing that immediately, so that altogether great delay must occur, although 
there may be no neglect in any office ; whereas, if ocupatiou is alloi,id at once, it does away 
with all delay ? You would substitute priority of occupation for priority of tender. I think 

priority of nadir i, the simpler mode of determining the right. Suppose two men discover 
the same country about the same time, the first Inca lives at some distance, the socond 
nearer; and the second who has perhaps profited by the other's discovery is, in censequsnee 
of his greater vicinity to the spot, enabled to crowd his stock on to the land to the injury of 

the actual discoverer. 
639. 1 look upon it that in most ems the mn who goes out for new country, under a 

system of occupation, would know by hearsay the generul character of the country, and 
would tnvel with his stock towards it? The old sijnatting system of New South \Vales 
was very nrarly that—the prior occupant retained possession but that old ystem has left 
the legacy of suattiug actions which we see day after day tried in the Supreme Court. 
More occupation, to my mind, is a rude method of getting possession of country. It might 
have answered better in former days when the labd was not so valuable and stock were few 

but now, when stock are in nch enormous masses and country is so valuable, the competition 
between contending applicants is so great that it would be reduced to a race between flocks 
of Ilicep, fir which flicks of sheep bere not by nature intended. I have known, in tIme 
Northern Districts, the actual ±scovercr of country to bring his sheep from a dist .uce, and 
when he got to the land he found somebody else was on it, who perhnps had not heard of it 
for months after be had disi wored it. No doubt it would be a great saving Of labour at the 
head office f the responsibility were thrown on the local Commissioners, but I think it would 
be vary unsatisfactory, and it would be impossible to insure s good a system as we are 
neecarily obliged to keep up when we are open to daily inquiries from the public and 

the Minister who is immediately rcsponsible to the Legislature. 
600. There are some runs on the Darling that have boon recently visited by Mr. Commis- 
sioner Huthwaite, and he has found an excess of ground occupied by cerium parties to the 
extc..t of three mm....in sortie in:tances but some of the trees have been marked as 
boundaries for from twelve to nineteen yeas, and the parties have been in occupation all 
that tiwm,, and tay have been paying assesment, though perhaps not fall assessment. Now 
the system he scorns to have parsued is to make new run, in between these 
occupied runs, and 1 am told it is aisnest ct Train to lead to lawsuits. Some of these runs 
have changed hands by sale. For instance, I will mention the case of Mr. George Loder 
and Mr. Dangar, of Bunnawonna; I think Messrs. Lord and Mackenzie have got two new 
runs in betrcen the old establi.4httl runs. Now would it not have baa better for the 
Government, in such instances as these, to have reassossed the runs and insisted upon tin ir 

paying bath assessment also, and then allowed them to retain the ground—because it 
actually shifts camps of cattle, and, as the cattle cannot he kept off their old ground, it 
must lead to inipcuadings and disputes? The rem-dy which I think necessary, and which 
he, been adopted in the case you ape.ik of, is about to ho taken. I have instructed the 
Commissioner to iaertain the distance of the frontage, and, if there has been no obvious 
monopoly of Crewn Lands on the part of the first occupier, no extravagant dec-S of Me 
rights, such as the Government has no right to countenance, I think the existing occupants 
should not be disturbed. Runs are taken up on estimated distances, and of coure these 
admit of being over or under the cotuel fact ; but wherever the first stockholder in a new 
country has obviously eudeavoured to make it his own all round him, which is a very e.,minon 
idea among ,toekholders, then it becomes the duty of the Crown, on the part of the pubHc, 
to step in and prevent this; although the Government would not be justified in keeping 
every man to the exact number of miles lie was estimated to be entitled to. I may 
mention a case which will shew exactly what my impressions are. On the Darling 
River the Bogan Company have a very large extent of frontege, and it was found by 
measurement that they had some three miles in excess on the whelo of their runs. 
On consultation with the Surveyor General, we thought that though the measurement 
showed that there was a little more than was anticipated, it was just as likely that 
there would have been a little less, and therefore they were not disturbed in their 
occupation. But in another case, which occurred on the sonic river, it was found that 
the Ieec of a run, which had becri exprcsAy limited to fifteep miles, was in actual ocen 
pation of twenty-savea miles; and Nye thought that a case in which the Government had no 
right to legalize the occupation. 
GOT. Do you know anything of the case between Mr. Loder and Mr. Thomas Dangar, of 
Bunnawonna and Turee? From what I have eea, I rather think there has bean some 
interference with Mr. Dangar's runs, arising from a mistake with reqicct to the two rivers 
which form the boundary. 
6U2. We have had Mr. Rundle's evidence, and he states that Mr. Druitt would be able to 
give information with respect to some error into which the Commissioner has been led—he 
has taken his measuxements from some creek whioh runs into the river seven miles above or 

below 
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below the place where he should have commenced, by which means he is seven miles wrong A.O.Moriarty, 
in all the boundaries up the river? If I do not mistake the case, the new tender was 
reported on by Mr. Daniel, and his statement is directly contrary to that of the tenderer, 
and he upholds his proceedings and maintains that he is right; but I speak under eorrec- 20 Mar., 1661. 
tion, for I have not the ease in my memory at present. 

Mr. WLean, in his evidence, seemed to imply that all the country in New South 
Wales proper was so nearly taken up or tendered for that an alteration in the law was 
hardly necessary—is that your opinion ? The country that remains to be takeu up is 
chiefly that which previous occupants have not thought it worth while to take up. 

He seemed to imply that there was not a great deal to take up ? There is not a great 
deal. 

BY JTr. .1lIorris: I apprehend there is a great deal of country which has been tendered 
for, that will have to be adjusted and put up to public tender? No doubt. 

I understood you to say, in answer to a question of mine, that you would recommend 
that in such cascs they should be put up to public auction ? I think that would be a better 
mode of competition. The Bill now before the Assembly provides for such a inodu of 
disposing of vacant runs. It provides for the settlement of conflicting applications by arbi- 
tration, and for the disposal of runs which fall into the hands of the Government by 
auction. 

Sydney: thonn Riob.rde, Co,ernmeuj Print., —186]. 
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1861. 

flegiøIatte 2øøcmblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

PRE-EMPTIVE RIG11T EXERCISED BY 

CLARK IRVING, ESO. 
(RETURN IN REFERENCE TO.) 

Ordered by the Leg ülative Anenbly to be Printed, 28 April, 1861. 

RETURN to an Address of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 

of New. South Wales, dated 23 September, 1859, praying that His 

Excellency the Governor General would be pleased to cause to be 

laid upon the Table of this House,- 

11 Copies of all Correspondence between the Government and 

" Mr. Clark Irving, with reference to the exercise by that 

gentleman of his pre-emptive right to purchase any portion of 

" the Waste Lands of the Crown. 

11(2.) Copies of all Correspondence between the Government and 

" any of its officers, and of all instructions given by the Govern-

ment to any of its officers, on the same subject. 

11(3.) Copies of any Minutes of the Executive Council in 

" reference to the same matter. 

Copies of all Reports in reference to the same matter. 

Plans of all lands purchased by.  Mr. Clark Irving by the 

" exercise of his pre-emptive right, shewing particularly the 

water frontage and distance from the sea." 

(Air. Martin.) 
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SCHEDULE, 
NO PAGE. 

1. Clark Irving to Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, to purchase certain Reserves at 
Casino. 6 November, 1856 .. .. . . . . .  .. .. .. .. 4 

2. Chief Commissioner to Commissioner of Crown Lands, Clarence River, for Report on 
above. 13 November, 1856 .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. 4 

3. Chief Commissioner to Clarklrring, annie sukiept. 13 Novenber, 1856 .. .. ., 4 
4. Same to Under Secretary for bonds and Works, forwarding schedule of applications 

under pre-emptive right. 19 January, 1857,, ,. .. .. .. ,. -  4 

5. Chief Commissioner to Commissioner, Clarence River, same subject. 15 May, 1857 .. 5 
6. Same to same, same subject. 12 June, 1837 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 

7. Clark Irving to Chief Commissioner, on the same subject. 18 June, 1857 .. .. .. S 

S. Commissioner of Crown Lands, Clarence River, to Chief Commissioner, explaining the 
delay in reporting on do. 23 June, 1857 .. .. .. .. •. .. .. 6 

9. Chief Commissioner to Under Secretary for Lands and Works, da, subject of ilo. 14 July. 
1837 .. .. ,, .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 

10. Under Secretary in reply. 31 July, 1857 . ,. .. .. .. .. .. 7 
11. Chief Commissioner to Commissioner of Crown Lands, Clarence River, in answer to his of 

the 23rd June. 8 August, 1867 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7 
12. Report of Commissioner of Crown Lands, Clarence River, on Clark Irving's application to 

purchase curtain Reserves at Casino. 11 September, 1857 .. .. .. .. 7 

13. Report of Chief Commissioner. 13 October, 1857 
,, .. .. .. 7 

14. Chief Commissioner to Clark Irving. 14 October, 1837 .. .. .. .. .. S 
15, Same to Commissioner, Clarence River. 3 November, 1857 .. .. .. .. .. S 

16. Comsnisioncr, Clarence River, in reply. 20 Novenibur, 1557 .. .. .. .. 8 
17. Chief Commisiioaur to Secretary to the Treasury. 7 December, 1857 .. .. .. 9 
18. Under Secretary to the Treasury, in reply. 16 December, 1857 .. .. .. 9 

19. Chief Commissioner to Clark Irving, Esq. 28 December, 1857 .. ., .. .. 9 
20. Secretary to the Treasury to Chitf Commissioner. 23 December, 1857 .. . .. 9 
21. Chief Commissioner to Under Secretary for Lands and Public Works. 3 May, 1558. 

(Minute of Executive Council thereon. 26 July, 1858) .. .. .. .. .. 9 
22. Chief Commissioner to Clark Irving. 6 August, 1858.. .. .. .. .. .. 10 

28. Secretary to the Treasury to the Surveyor General. 28 August, 1853 . . .. . . 11 
21, Clark Irving to Surveyor General, to purchase curtain land on the Clarence River at 

BroiLdwater. 7 August, 1856 .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 11 
25. (intl Co,;msia;ioner to the Conimi,sioner, Clarence River. 12 August, 1836 .. .. 11 
26. Same to Clark Irving, Esq. 12 August, 1856 ., .. .. .. .. .. .. 11 
27. Comoaiasiouer, Clarence flivr, reporting oil application Of Clark Irving. 23 January, 1557 11 
28. Chief Conmissioner to Commissioner of Crown Lamb, Clarence Rivôr. 17 February, 1857. 12 
29. Same to Clark Irving. Esq. 17 Febi'urry, 1857 .. .. .. .. .. .. 12 
30. Chief Commissioner to Coniniissioter, Clarence River. S April, 1857 .. .. .. 12 
31. Co'niuissiouur, Clarence River, in reply. 11 May, 1557 .. .. .. .. .. 12 
32. Chh C,.,umi-,h-asr P. tTu.lcr S ci-etary for Lands cut Public Works, respecting issue of 

btase to C. Irving, Psij., for curtain land on the Clarence River. S June, 1b37 . . 13 
33. Memo. uf Secretary for L.sns and Public Works .. .. .. .. .. .. 14 
34. Chief Commissioner to CIsuk Irving, Esq. 21 September, 1557 .. .. .. .. 14 
35. R. U. Gird's for C. Trviie. Lsu., to Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands-application 

to purchase land at Ashley. 29 October, 1857 .. ., .. .. .. .. 14 
36. Same to same, on stone subject. 20 November, 1857 ...... .. .. .. 15 
37. Surveyor General to Surveyor Greaves. 1 December, 1857 ,. .. .. .. 15 
as. Clark Irving, E-e1., to the &cretary for Lands and Public Works. 13 February, 1858 .. is 
39. Surveyor General's Minute thereon. 13 April, 1858 .. .. .. .. .. .. 16 
jO. Surveyor Greaves to Surveyor General, forwarding plan, &e., of land applied for by Clark 

Irving at Ashby, on the Clarence River. 18 March, 1858 .. ., .. .. 16 
41. Chief Commissioner to Unrlpr Secretary for Lands and Public Works, and Minute of 

Executive Council thereon, it) May, 1658.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 17 
42. Under Secretary for Lands and Public Works to Secretary to the Treasury, intimating 

approval of applications to purchase under pre-emptive right. 14 June, 1858 .. 18 
43. Chief Comsnisioner to Clark Irving, Esq., same subject. 22 June, 1858 .. .. .. 18 
41 Secretary to the Treasury to Surveyor General. 28 October, 1859 . . . . ., .. 18 
45. Clark Irving, Esq., to Cliii Commissioner of Crown Lands-to purchase certain land at 

Casino under pre-emptive right. 5 June, 1856 .. .. .. .. .. .. 18 
46. Chief Commissioner to Commissioner, Clarence District, for his report on the above. 

13 June, 1856 .. .. .. ,. .. ., ...... .. .. 19 
47. Chief Commissioner to Clark Irving, informing him of the reference. 13 June, 1856 .. 19 
48, Commissioner, Clarence River, in reply. 16 August, 1836 .. .. .. .. .. 19 
49. Chief Commissioner to Commissioner, Clarence River. 25 September, 1856 .. .. 19 
 Commissioner, Clarence River, to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 9 October, 

1856 ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 19 
 Chief Commissioner to Surveyor Peppercorne. 24 November, 1856.. .. .. .. 20 

52. Surveyor Peppercorne, in reply. 26 March, 1857 .. .. .. .. 20 

53 
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53. Crown Lands Commissioner, Clarence River, to Chief Commissioner (enclosure). 12 
October, 1857 .. .. ., .. ,. .. .. ..  21 

54. Chief Commissioner to Under Secretary for Lands and Public Woilts, forwarding for 
approval a schedule of application to purchase under pre-emptive right. 23 October, 
1857; and Minute of Executive Council thereon. 22 March, 1858 .. .. .. 21 

55. Under Secretary for Lands and Public Wor]cs to Chief Commissioner. 31 March, 1858.. 22 

56. Same to Secretary to the Treasury. 31 March, 1858 .. .. .. .. .. ,. 22 

57. Surveyor General to the Secretary to the Treasury. 16 April, 1858.. .. .. .. 23 

58, Chief Commissioner to Clark Irving, Esq. 16 April, 1858 .. .. .. .. .. 23 

59. Secretary to the Treasury to the Surveyor General. 21 July, 1803 ., .. .. .. 23 

Co. Clark Irving to Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, to purchase under pre-emptive 
right. 14 May, 1856 ., ., .. ,, ,, ,. .. .. .. .. 23 

61. Chief Commissioner to the Commissioner, Clarence. 19 May, 1856.. .. .. .. 24 

62. Same to Clark Irving, Esq. 19 May, 1856 ,, ,. .. ,. .. .. .. 24 

 Commissioner, Clarence River, to Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 18 June, 1856 

 Chief Commissioner in reply. 18 July, 1856 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 24 

65. Clarence River Commissioner to Chief Commissioner, reporting on application of Clark 

Irving, Esq. 16 August, 1856.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 24 

66. Chief Commissioner to Commissioner, Clarence River. 22 September, 1856 .. .. 25 

67. Same to Clark Irving. 22 September, 1856 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25 

68. Surveyor General to Surveyor Peppereome, instructing him to mark out, &c., the land 
applied for by Mr. C. Irving. 9 October, 1856 .. .. .. .. 25 

69. Surveyor Peppercorne, in reply. 4 December, 1856 .. .. .. .. .. .. 26 

70. Under Secretary for Lands and Public Works to the Surveyor General. 27 February, 1857 26 

71. Same to Secretary to the Treasury. 27 February, 1857 .. .. ,, ,, .. 27 

72. Chief Commissioner to Clark Irving, Esq. 28 March, 1857 .. ., .. .. .. 27 

 Same to Commissioner, Clarence River. 28 March, 1857 .. .. ,, .. ,, 27 

 Secretary tq the Treasury to Surveyor General. 7 October, 1857 .. ,, .. .. 27 

 Clark Irving. Esq., to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, for purchase of 320 acres 
of laud, Travoller's Rest, Clarence River. 13 August, 1888. (Minute of Surveyor 
General thereon).. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ,, .. ,, 27 

76, Chief Commissioner to Clark Irving, in reply, 12 November, 1858...... .. 28 

77. Surveyor Greavcs to Surveyor General, in reference to Clark Irving's application. 20 
May, 1859.. .. .. .. ......-. .. .. .. .. 28 

78. Chief Commissioner to Under Secretary for Lands. 27 June, 1869 .. .. ,. ,. 28 

79. Acting Surveyor General to Surveyor Greaves. 18 August, 1859 ,, .. ,, ,., 29 

80. Surveyor Greaves, in reply. 6 September, 1859...... ,. ., .. .. 29 

Si. A. Larduer and Joseph Sharp to Valuation of land applied for by Clark - 
Irving, Esq. under pre-emptive right. 26 December, 1859 .. .. .. ,. 30 

82. Acting Chief Commissioner to Under Secretary to the Treasury. 4 April, 1860 .. . 30 

83. Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Clark Irving. 3 April, 1860 .. .. 30 

84. Same. Minute recommending remission of fine, on non-payincut by Clark Irving of 
amount of pre-emptive purchase. 24 July, 1860. (Minute of Executive Council 
thereon. 14 September, 1860) .. .. .. .. .. 30 

85. Under Secretary for Lands to Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 16 October, 1860 31 

86. Same to Clark Irving, Esq. 16 October, 1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 31 

87. Clark Irving to the Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 9 July, 1859. (Minute 
of Acting Chief Commissioner thereon. 13 April, 1560).. ,. .. .. .. 31 

88. Clark Irving to Surveyor General. 24 December, 1859 .. .. .. .. .. 32 

$9. Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, in reply. 31 July, 1860. (Plan of all lands 
purchased by Clark Irving under his prc'emptivo right) .. ,, • . .. ., 32 
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No.1. 
CLARK Invixu, ESQ., to CHIEF COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS. 

SIR, 
Sydney, 6 November, 1856. 

I have the honor to apply for the purchase of the following reserves, made in 
the township of "Casino," part of my run, known as " Casino," on the Richmond River and 
District of Clarence, and on which valuable improvements were made previously to the town-
ship being surveyed and laid out, viz. 

Reserve, marked 24 A, 5a. 2r. iSp. 
Ditto, adjoining, 8a. ir. lop. 
Ditto, bearing no mark, hounded on the south by the river. 
A cultivation allotment, eastward of Wheat-street., south of the Richmond River, 
and bounded by it east by a creek north by North-street. 

Three reserves to the west of that marked 24 A, Sa. 2r. iSp., and boudded on the 
south by the Richmond River. 

On the plan of the township I saw some time ago, at your office, I observed that 
where improvements had been made was reserved, I now find that several of the allotments 
reeeutly sold are within that reserve. Under these circumstances, I trust you will Fee the 
justness of permitting me to purchase the reserves I now apply for, as compensation for the 
portions sold, and on which are improvements. 
J4T I may further state that I applied under any pre-emptive right of purchase of 320 
acres of land where the township is laid out, in 1854, which was long before it was coutem-
plated that the reservation should be made. 

I have, &e., 
CLARK IRVING. 

No. 2. 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to COMMISSIONER OF CitowN LANDS, 

CLARENCE RIVER. 

(No. 56-2728.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 13 November, 1856. 

SIR, 
I have to request that you will report in the usual manner upon Mr. Clark 

Irving's letter of the 6th November, 1856, applying to purchase portions of his run, known as 
"Casino," which contain valuable improvements. 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C. 0.0. L. 

 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to CLARK IRVING, ESQ. 

(No. 56.1416.) Crown Lands 9fflce, 
Sydney, 13 November, 1856. 

SIR, 

refer to Mr. Commissioner Bligh your letter of the 6th instant, applying to purchase portions 
of your "Casino" Run, in the District of Clarence River, containing valuable improvements. 

I do myself the honor to inform you that it has been found necessary to 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

Chief Com. Crown Lands. 

 
CmEF Conussxoiin OF CROWN LANDS to UNDER SECRErARY FOR LANDS AND 

PUBLIC WORKS. 

Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 19 January, 1857. 

tIR, 
I have the honor to submit, for the approval of His Excellency the Governor 

General, a Schedule of Lands leased, or under promise of lease, under Her Majesty's Order 
in Council, for the purchase of which, under the right of pre-emption, applications have 
been received from the lessees. 

2. 
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The necessary inquiries have been made into the validity of the several claims, 
which are found to be regular; and in all cases in which the land has been considered to be 
worth more than the minimum price)  the value has been ascertained by assessment, in the 
usual manner. 

I have, therefore, the honor to request that the Honorable the Colonial Treasurer 
may be authorized to receive the price of the land in each case, as within stated, and that 
I may receive His Excellency's instructions to call upon the several applicants to complete 
their purchases by payment of the purchase money. 

I have, &c., 
CEO. BARNEY, 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

These require the advice of the Executive Council—il. F. 

Transmit accordingly—S. H. Blank Cover, 2 February, 1857, 
The Council advise that the several purchases particularized in the withia Schedule 

be approved and confirmed. 

EDWARD C. MEREWETHEIt, 
Appd.—W. D. Clerk of the Ex, Council. 

SChEDULE. 
CLARENCE Rivan. 

APPLICANT. NAME OF Rux. AREA. 

- 

Paics. 
Cosr or 
MEASURE. REOLARES. 
mEET. 

± Irving............  Casino ........... 
Acres. 

. 2,Ô0 £2,504. Nil. Nil. 

No. 5. 

CRIEr COMMISSIONER OP CROWN LANDS to COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS, 
CLARENCE RIVER. 

(No. 57-996.) Crown Lands Office, 

SIR, 
Sydney, J 5 Ala11, 1857. 

I have the honor to draw your attention to my letter resquesting you to report 
relative to the improved allotments of land at Casino, in your district, which Mr. Clark 
Irving may have a claim to purchase; and I now beg to request that you will favour me 
with an early reply. 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C.C.C.L. 

No.G. 
CunIr COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to COMMISSIONER OF CROWN hums, 

CLARENCE Rivzu. 
(No. 574532.) Crown Lands Office, 

SIR,
Sydney, 12 June, 1857, 

I beg to draw your attention to my communication of the 13th November 
last, forwarding for your report an application from Mr. Clark Irving to purchase portions of 
lands containing his improvements, on the Reserve at Casino, and to request the favour of 
your immediate reply. 

I have, &c., 
GLO. BARNEY, 

C.C.C.L. 

No.7. 
CLARK IRVING, ESQ., to Cnmp CoMwssrorjEg OF CROWN LANDS, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 16 June, 1857. 

With reference to my repeated applications for the purchase of the reserves 
made at the Township of Casino, and forming part of my run known as Casino, and on 
which are valuable improvements, I have now the honor to annex an extract from a letter 
received from the District Surveyor, F. S. Peppercorne, describing three of the reserves 
applied for by me, and which he states I am ontitled to purchase at the upset price of £8 

per 

Clai 
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per acre. I shall, therefore, feel obliged by your causing the grants for these three reserves 
to be made out at once, leaving the remaining reserves applied for by me to stand over until 

the Commissioner's report be received. 
I have, &e., 

CLARK IRVING. 

The first portion described has been measured, and although Mr. Bligh's report has 
been determined to be essential, there can be little doubt that the pre-emptive right is in 
Mr. Irving; the pre-emptive right to the second is also probably in Mr. I., and this will be 
decided by Mr. Bligh's report; but the portion has been reserved as embracing the road 
leading to the crossing-place at the falls, and it is probable that a portion only of this can, 
without injury to the public, be sold. 

If it be necessary to public convenience to weserve the whole reserve in question for 
access to the crossing-place at the falls, it is obvious that Mr. Irving cannot be allowed to 
purchase any part of it, and when instructions are issued to Mr. Peppercoruc, his special 
attention must be drawn to this question, and he must be told that the question of the 
improvements and their sale is quite a secondary consideration to the public convenience now 
and hereafter in access to the crossing-place. 

The third portion described is occupied, at all events partly, by huts, and erected by or 
occupied by the police, and although these are on Mr. Irving's run, special care must be 
taken that the interests of the public servants, who, in the performance of their public duties, 
have been obliged to erect residences on a licensed run, are not allowed to suffer by pre- 

emptive sales to the licensee. 
This must await the report recently called for again from Mr. Bligh. 

A. G.M. 
24t1, 

No.8. 

CosInSSIoNEa or CROWN LANDS, CLARENCE RIvElt, to CurEr CoMMIsSIoNER OF 

CROWN LANDS. 

(No. 57-60.) Crown Lands Ofilee, 
Clarence J4cer, 28 June, 1857 

Sm, 
in  reply to your letters of the 15th of May and 12th instant, calling for my 

report upon Mr. Clark Irving's application to purchase certain improved allotments at 
" Casino," I have the honor to state, in explanation of the delay which has occurred, that 
I wish to make an examination of the land before furnishing my report. 

1 have been prevented from doing this partly by the constant wet weather, which 
has kept the rivers here in a state of flood for the last six months, and also by the fact that I 
have been for some months past suffering from a painfnl complaint, which has incapacitated 

me for riding. 
The floods appear now to have ceased, and I will report as early as possible upon 

this and other matters, but at this moment I am without either horses or men- You are 
aware that I have neither quarters or paddocks, and on the sudden discharge of the troopers 
the whole of the horses made their escape, and I have not been since able to recover them, 
nor have I been able to obtain men for myself, as the rate of wages now demanded here is 
30s. a week and rations, which would absorb the greater part of my salary. 

I will do my best to furnish you with a report on this application as early as I 

possibly can. 

No.9. 

Cunr CoaxMrssIoNn or RON Lawns to U?rnnt SrninY pot Lnins AND 
Puniac WORKS. 

(57-6359) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 14 July, 1857. 

I have, &o., 

RICHARD BLIGH. 

Sm, 
I do myself the honor to transmit, for the information of Mr. Secretary Hay, 

the enclosed letter from Mr. Commissioner Bligh, reporting that, from illness in the first 
place, and from loss of his horses, and inability to procure servants, be cannot at present 
report upon Mr. Clark Irving's application to purchase land at "Casino." Mr. Bligh 
intends to perform this duty as early as possible. 

I have, &o., 

GEO. BARNEY. 
C. C. Crown Lands. 

I. an' disposed to rely upon Mr- Bligh's explanation.—J. H. 

No. 10. 
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No. 10. 
UNDEr. SECRETAXY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC WORKS to Cnxxr COMMISSIONER or 

CROWN LANDS. 

(No. 230.) Department of Lands and Public Works, 
Sydney, 31 July, 1857. 

SIR, 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 14th instant, inclosing a 

communication from Mr. Commissioner Bligh, in which that officer represents that illness in 
the first place, and the loss of horses, and his inability to procure servants, prevented him 
from reporting upon Mr. Clark Irving's application to purchase ]and at Casino, I am 
directed to inform you that the Secretary for Lands and Public Works is disposed to rely 
upon Mr. Bligh's explanation. 

I have, &c., 
l\IICHL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 11. 
CutEr C0MMISSI0Nfl or CROWN LANDS to COMMISSIONER OP CROWN LANDS, 

CLAItENCE llxvua. 

(No. 57.2053.) Crown Lands Office, 

Si; 
Sydney, 8 August, 1857. 

In reference to your letter of the 23rd June last, reporting the reasons which 
caused the delay in reporting upon Mr. Clark Irving's application to purchase at Casino, I 
have to inform you that the Secretary for Lands and Public Works is disposed to rely upon 
your explanation. 

I have, &e., 
GEG. BARNEY, 

C. C. C. L. 

No. 12. 
COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS, CLENcE ltrvx; to CurEr CoMMIsSIoNER OP 

CROWN LANDS. 

(No. 57-91.) Crown Tjund8 Office, 
Cla,'enee Ricer, 11 September, 1857. 

Sux, 
I have the honor to report upon the application of Mr. Clark Irving to purchase 

certain portions of land in the town of Casino, being portions of his "Casino" Run. 
That the land applied for forms part of the reserve for a township at Casino, and 

was originally part of the "Casino" Run in the licensed occupation of Mr. Irving, and is not 
the subject of dispute, save as hereafter mentioned. 

The reserve first applied for by Mr. Irving's letter (Sa. 2r. iSp.) contains a good 
dwelling-house used as an inn, with garden, stables, cultivation paddock, erected, I believe, 
by Mr. Irving. 

The second (Ba. ir. lOp.) contains a house, stoekyald, and garden, erected and 
inhabited by one Grimes, a shoemaker. 

4 The  fourtlj, which seems incorrectly described (being on the north side of the 
river), contains a house and garden, occupied by one Nattean Taylor, a constable, and erected 
as he states by himself. 

Also, a house and kitchen, with a garden, occupied and claimed by Mr. Moore, Clark 
of the Petty Sessions. 

Also, a house occupied and claimed by one Thompson, a mail contractor and postman. 
Another house occupied and claimed by Welch, a constable; and a large house built it is 
said by Alcoek, late Chief Constable, and now occupied and claimed by one Grans, a German. 

The three reserves "unmarked," thirdly mentioned by Mr. Irving, do not appear 
to contain any improvements, except the fence of the Government paddock. 

The three reserves on the west of the inn lastly mentioned in Mr. Irving's letter 
are also unimproved, except that nearest the inn includes some part of the paddock. 

I have, &c., 
RIOTTARD BLTGII, 

Com. of Crown Lands. 

No. 13. 
REPORT of Chief Commissioner 

Tat first portion, 5a. 2r. iSp., may now be sold to Mr. Irving under pre-emptive right, and 
after the issue of a lease under &gulations of the 11th February, 1851, which should only be 
general, "of lands containing improvements, the property of Clark Irving, at Casino." The 
.'la, 2r. ISp. should be charged at £8 per acre, at which price it would have been put up in 
small allotments, had it not been for the existence of the improvements. Description here- 
with for completion of purchase. - 

In 
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In reference to the second portion, instructions may issue to Mr. Peppereorne with 
the provisions specified in my memo. on 57-6152. 

Grimes' claims cannot, under the existing Regulations, be recognized by the Govern-
ment, and he may now be so informed, in reply to 57-9879. 

The improvements of Thompson, the mail contractor and postman, being on the 
"Casino " Run, must also fall within the pre-cmptive right claim of Mr. Irving, but those 
of the Clerk of Petty cssions and eontables, including that sold by the bite Chief Constable, 
cannot be allowed to Mr. Irving under pre-emptive right, unless that gentleman can shew 
that he erected the buildings in question, and that the Clerk of Petty Sessions and con-
stables are merely his tenants; otherwise, under the precedent of Thompson, at \Vogga 
Wogga, the buildings, with allotments on which they stand, should be sold to the Clerk of 
Petty Sessions and constables, under lease of Regulations of 11th February, 1851, and the 
one sold to Grans should be sold with sixty days for the removal of the improvements. Mr. 
Peppereorne may be instructed to measure the lands on which these improvements stand, in 
allotments to embrace the improvements of each person, and in as convenient and regular 
forms as the positions of the improvements will admit of. 

A. G. M. 
13 Oct. 

No. 14. 

CurEr C0MMrSSI0NER OP CROWN LANDS to CLARx IRVING, E5Q. 

(No. 57.1225.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 14 October, 1857. 

Sin, 
With reference to your application for the purchase of certain portions of the 

Casino Reserve containing improvements, I beg to inform you that on the issue of a lease 
under the Order in Council, of 1911 June, 1850, your claim to the first portion of Sac. 
2r. and 18 perches will be allowed. Further inquiry is necessary respecting the second 
portion. 

The improvements of Thompson, the mail contractor, will also come within your 
pre-emptivo right, but those of the Clerk of Petty Sessions and constables, including that 
sold by the late Chief Constable, cannot be allowed to you under preeInptive right, unless 
you can shew that you erected the buildings, and the occupants are merely your tenants. 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C. C. C. L. 

No. 15. 

Cnrnr CoMMIssIoNER or Cnoww LANDS to CoMTrssIoNnR or CRowN LANDS, CLARENCa 
Rivxg. 

(57.2471.) Urown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 3 Rvember, 1857. 

Sin, 
I do myself the honor to draw your attention to the report required upon Mr. 

Clark Irving's application to purchase portions of his "Casino" Run, on the Clarence River, 
and to urge your immediate attention thereto. 

I have, ke., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C. C. C. L. 

No. 16. 

CoMMIsSIoNER OF CROWN LANDS, CLARENCE Rwn, to CmEP COMMISSIONEB OP CRowN 
LANDS. 

(No. 57.133.) Crown Lands Office, 
Clarence River, 20 Ebvember, 1857. 

SIR, 

In reply to your letter of the 3rd instant, desiring my immediate report upon 
an application of Mr. Clark Irving's, to purchase portions of his " Casino" Run, I have the 
honor to state that no such application remains in my hands for report. 

2. The last of Mr. Irving's applications (being fnr land in the town of Casino, No. 
11,683) was reported upon by my letter to you, No. 57-01, dated 11 September, 1857, and 
my report will, no doubt, be found in your office on further inquiry. 

I have, &c., 
RICHARD BLIOEI. 

Corn. C. Lands. 

No. 17, 
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No. 17. 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER or CROWN LANDS to SECRETARY TO TEE TREASUILY. 

(No. 57458.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 7 December, 1857. 

I beg to forward particulars for a lease under the Regulations of the 11th 
of February, 1851, to be granted to )Jr. Clark Irving for one year, for land at Casino, 
Clarence River District. 

The rent will be, as usual, £10. 

Will you be good enough to inform me when the lease is ready for issue, that I 
may intimate the same to Mr. Irving. 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C. C. CL. 

No. 18. 
SECRETARY TO TEE TREAsujty to CHIEF COMMISSIONER or Caowx LANDS. 

The Treasury, i\iw South TThles, 
10 December, 1857. 

In reply to your letter of the 7th instant, No. 758, requesting the preparation 
of a lease of certain land at Casino, in favour of Mr. Clark Irving, .1 am directed to inform 
you that the lease is ready for issue. 

I have, &e., 
HENRY LANE. 

No. 19. 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to CLARK IRVING, ESQ. 

(No. 57.1532.) Crown Lands omce, 
Sydney, 28 December, 1857. 

Sn, 

I beg to inform you that your lease under the Regulations of the 11th February, 
1851, for land at Casino, is ready for issue at the Colonial Treasury. The rent payable 
is £10. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

Chief Corn. Crown Lands. 

No. 20. 
SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to CHIEF COMMISSIONER OF Caown LANDS, 

The Treasw'y, dVw South W2tles, 
23 December, 1857. 

I have the honor to inform you that Mr. Clark Irving has this day taken up 
the lease granted to him under the Regulations of the 11th February, 1851, for land at 
Casino containing his improvements. 

I have, &e., 
HENRY LANE, 

Seety. to the Treasury. 

No. 21. 
Cnrrr CoxMrssloNfl OF CROWN LANDS to UNDER SECRETARY FOIL LANDS AND 

PUBLIC WORKS, 

(No. 58-175.) Crown Lands Office, 

Sm, 
Sydney, 3 Jay, 1858. 

I have the honor to submit, for the approval of His Excellency the Governor 
General, a Schedule of Lands leased, or under promise of lease, under Her Majesty's Oi'dcr 
in Council, for the purchase of which, under theright of pre-emption, applications have 
been received from the lessees. 

2. The necessary inquiries have been made into the validity of the several claims, 
which are found to be regular; and I have therefore the honor to request that the Honorable 
the Colonial Treasurer may be authorized to receive the price of the land in each ease, as 

237—B within 

SIR, 

SIR, 
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within stated, and that I may receive His Excellency's instructions to call upon the several 
applicants to complete their purchases by payment of the purchase money. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

This appears to be a Town purchase. 7.—Governor General and Ex. Council.-
3. no. 8 July. 

The necessary papers are enclosed—to be returned. 

The Executive Council advise that the purchase particularized in the annexed 
Schedule be approved and confirmed, and that the applicant be now called upon to complete 
his purchase, by the payment of the value of the land, and the cost of survey where any 
such have been incurred. 

EDWARD C. MERE WEPHER, 

Appd.—W. P. 30 July. Clerk of the Council, 
Confd., 26 July, 1858. 

For the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands—be dealt with in terms of my letter of 
the Slst March last.—B. C. 2 August, 1858. Al. F. 

SChEDULE. 
CLARZSeE Drsrnrcv. 

(ReØilatious of 11th Febnuwy, 1851.) 

COST OF 

ArrLIchrr. I NA3XE OF Ruu. AREA. PRICE. MEASURE. 
MEfl. 

a, I. p. Per Acre. 

Clark Irving .........At Casino ................ 5 218 £800 NiL 

No. 22. 

CHIEF CoMMISSIoNER or Caoin LANDS to CI1ARK Invmo, ESQ. 

Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 6 August, 1858. 

I have to inform you that His Excellency the Governor General, with the advice 
of the Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of your being allowed to purchase 
under your pre-emptive right, the portion of land containing five acres two roods and 

LU R 
eighteen perches, measured for you out of your run at Casino, in the district of Clarence, 
and I rrquest that you will have the goodness to pay into the Colonial Treasury the amount 
specified in margin, being the price of the land in question, inclusive of deed fee. 

Unless the required payment be made within three months from this date, a fine of 
10 per cent. will be added for every three months, or part of three months, that payment is 
delayed. 

I have, &o., 
GEt. BARNEY, 
C. C. C. Lands. 

SCIIEDULE OF flW-EMPTIVE PURCHASES. APPROVED. 
(Regulations of 111h February, 1851.) 
CLARENCE Errs Drsrmcr. 

Cosr or 
Appi,rcasr. NAME OF Ecu. An&t. PuCE. MEASURE- 

Mxxv. 

a. T. P. Per Acre. 

Clark Irving ........... At Casino ................. 5 2 18 18 0 0 Nil. 

Copy forwarded to the Secretary to the Treasury, uhder B. C. 2 August, 1858.—IS1. P. 

No. 23. 
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No. 23. 
SECRETARY TO TUE TREASURY to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

The Treasury, New South Wales, 
28 August, lSãS. 

SIR, 

I am directed to inform you that Clark Irving, of Sydney, has paid into this 
office the sum of Forty-four pounds eighteen shilllings, being the amount of purchasemoney 

£44 for five acres two roods and eighteen perches of land at Casino, in the district of Clarence. 
2. The sum of one pound, being the oost of deed fee, has also been paid. 

I have, &e., 
HENRY LANE, 
Secretary to the Treasury. 

No. 24. 
CLAng IRVING, ESQ., to SuRVEyom GENERAL. 

SIR, 
Sydney, 7 August, 1856. 

In pursuance of the Regulations relating to the occupation and purchase of 
Crown Lands, I do hereby apply to purchase, under my pre-emptive right, seven hundred IOU. 
acres of land situated on my run at Broadwater, a sketch and description of which is 
annexed.* 

AppenUix A. 
The run, in virtue of whioh I claim to exercise a right of pre-emption, is as follows, 

and is now in my licensed occupation, viz, :—Commissiouer's District R. Bligh, Esq.; 
name of run, Broadwater or Ashby; general locality, Clarence River. 

I have, &e., 
CLARK IRVING. 

No. 25. 
CEXEP COMMISSIoNER OF QROWN LANDS to C0MMISSrONER OF CROWN LANDS, 

CLARENCE RIVER. 

(No. 2,000.) Crown Lands Office, 

SIR,
Sydney, 12 August, 1856. 

I have to request that you will report, in the usual manner, upon Mr. Clark 
Irving's letter of the 7th August, 1856, applying to purchase seven hundred acres of land 
at Broadwater. 

I have, &o., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

0.0. C. L. 

No. 26. 
Caxr Couissxorn OF CROWN LANDS to CLARK IRVING, ESQ. 

Crown Lands Of/icc, 
Sydney, 12 August, 1856. 

I have the honor to inform you that it has been found necessary to refer to 
Mr. Commissioner Bligh your letter of the 7th instant, applying to purchase land at 
Broadwater, in the district of Clarence. 

When the required report shall have been received, I will further communicate with 
you. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY. 

C.C.C.L. 

No. 27. 
COMUSSIONER OF CROWN LANDS, CLARENCE RivER, to CHIEF COMMISSIONER OF 

CRoWN. LANDS. 
(No 57-8.) Crown Lands Qfficc, 

SIR, 
Clarence River, 23 January, 1857 

In rpJy to yq.ur letter of the 12th August last, calling for my report on the atI1t5 
application of M;. Clark Irving to purchase 700 acres of land at Broadwater, in this district,  
I have the honot to report,- 

That this land is part of the ".Ashby," or "Broadwater," Run, in the licensed 
occupation of Mr. Clark Irving. 
That iis not the subject of any unsettled dispute. 

I have, &e., 
RICifARD BLIGN. 

Corn. C. Lands; 

The 

SIR, 
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The water frontage seems excessive, but as it is only on the ]3roadwater, a shallow 
estuary, and portions which may adjoin the back line will have good frontage in the main 
liver, the measurement may be made by Mr. Greaves. The land being within 2 miles of 
the Clarence River, is within the Settled Districts, and should have been held under lease of 
11th February, 1851, under which lease only Mr. Irving can purchase. 

A. G. IvL, 
11 March. 

No. 28. 

CHIEF COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to COMMISSIONER OP CROWN LANDS, CLARENCE 
RIvER. 

(No. 343.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 17 February, 1857. 

Srit, 
Referring to your report of the 23rd ultimo, No. 57-8, I do myself the honor 

to inform you, that the disposal of Mr. Clark Irving's application to purchase seven hundred 
acres (700 acres) of his run, known as " J3roadwater" or " Ashby," in the district of 

Clarence River, awaits the measurement of the land. - - 
i nave, oc., 

GEO. BARNEY. 
C. C. C. L. 

No, 29. 

CurEr CoM3nssioNtR or CROWN LANDS to CLARK IRVING, ESQ. 

Crown Lands Qifice, (No. 160.) 
Sydney, 17 February, 1857. 

Sm, 
With reference to your letter of the 7th August last, I do myself the honor 

to inform you that the disposal of your application to purchase 700 acres of your run, known 
as "J3roadwater" or Ashby, in the district of Clarence River, awaits the measurement of 

the land. 
I have, &e., 

GEORGE BARNEY, 
C. C. C. L. 

No. 30. 

Curxr COMMISSIONER or CROWN LANDS to COMMISSIONER OP CROWN LANDS, 
CLARENCE RIVER. 

(No. 620.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 8 April, 1857. 

Sm, 
With reference to your letter of the 23rd January last, reporting on an appli- 

cation from Mr. Clark Irving, to purchase 700 acres of land at Broadwater, I beg to 
inform you, that the land is situated within the Settled Districts, and cannot be held under 
lease, in pursuance of the Order in Council of 19th June, 1850. 

2. I request that you will prepare, and send to this office, a description of the land 
held by Mr. Irving under the old license for " Ashby," now within the Settled Districts, in 
order that the necessary steps may be taken to issue a lease to him. You should report, 
also, why no notice has been taken by you of the fact of no lease being held for this land by 

Mr. Irving. 
I have, &c., 

GEO. BARNEY. 

No. 31. 

CoMMIssIONER OF CROWN LANDS, CLARENCE Rrvnt, to CRIEr COMMISSIONER OF 

CIt0WN LANDS. 

Crown Lands Office, 
Clarence River, 11 May, 1857. 

SIR, 
I do myself the honor to enclose a description of the settled portion of the 

.Ashby Run (occupied by Mr. Clark Irving) as directed by your letter of the 8th ultimo. 
2. In reply to your inquiry as to why the fact that the land which Mr. Irving desired 

to purchase was within the Settled Districts was not noticed in my report of the 23rd 
January last, I have to state that, not having been accustomed to a district including settled 

lands, 
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lands, the matter escaped my notice at the time of reporting, and I was writing at the time 
in much difficulty and confusion, in consequence of the bad state of the building at the Red 
Rock, from which I was then on the eve of removing. 

There is no doubt that I ought to have noticed the matter, and I beg to apologize for 
the omission. 

I have, &c., 
RICIIAItD BLIGH, 
C. C. Lands, Clarence River. 

No. 32. 

CEIr,r C0MMI5SIONfl OF CeowN LANDS to UNDER StcaErnY FOR LANDS AND 
PUBLIC Woaxs. 

Crown Lands Office, 

Sm, 
Sydney, 3 June, 1857. 

I do myself the honor to request that I may receive authority to issue to Mr. 
Clark Irving a lease, under the Regulations of 11th February, 1851, for thirty-five sections of 
land, formingportion of the "Ashby" Run, brought within the Settled Districts. I have to 
explain that this lease was not issued at the proper time, owing to the neglect of the late 
Commissioner (Mr. Fry), to return the land as within the Settled Districts, but as Mr. Irving 
is clearly entitled to a lease, whilst the land is not required for public purposes, I now bring 
the case under notice. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

CCCL. 

This is submitted in a very bald way. How was the run occupied in the meantime, 
and what rent was paid for it ?-10. 

Were the sections deducted from the estimated area of "Ashby" Run? Have they 
been occupied as a portion of that run ever since? Is there any report of Mr. Fry relating 
to it, or any report from Mr. Bligh, shewing that none of the sections are required for public 
purposes? 

Let me have from the Surveyor General information required to form a decision 
upon.—J. II. 

Returned to the Surveyor General for the within-named purpose accordingly—To be 
returned. B.C., 11 June, 1857.—.-31. F. 

REPLIES to Queries by Mr. Secretary Hay, indorsed upon ray letter of 3rd June, 1857, 
relative to Mr. Clark Irving's application to purchase 700 acres out of the Settled Dis-
tricts, portion of the " Ashby" Run, at the Clarence River. 

Qijsmtns. I Axswgas. 

1. Were the sections deducted from the 11 conclude they were, for the description which accompanied 
estimated area of the "Ashby" Run? the estimated area, 61,000 acres, excluded the Settled Dis-

tricts. 

Have they been occupied as a portion INO doubt they have, for Mr. Irving, in appiyhig to purchase 
of the run over since? (7th August, 1856) the land in question, describes it as a part 

of his run, which lie conceives, erroneously, he is entitled to 
purchase under the jire-emptive right; and Mr. high, in 
reporting on the application (93rd January, 1867), calls it 
part of "Ashby," overlooking that a portion has been cost- 
vortod into Settled Districts. 

Is there any report from Mr. Fry Yes. See application for lease, and letters enclosed, dated 14th 
relating to it? June, 1549; 19t1i October, 1650, with description; 2nd August, 

18,53, with description and estimate of the area and grazing 
capabilities. When Mr. Fry sent in this last report he should 
also have sent in, as customary, a description of the portion 
winch be had excluded in consequence of its being within 
the Settled Districts, and therefore subject to lease under the 
Regulations of 11th February, 1861. 

Any report from Mr. Bligli, shewing The local Commissioner has not generally been called upon to 
that none of the sections are required 
for public purposes? 

report upon lands coming within the Settled Districts. The 
Surveyor General has, from time to time, roeomniended the 
cancelling of any sections, which, beinglensodunder the 11th 
February rules, were found to be required for public purposes. 

6. What rent is paid? £45 per annum, estimated on 8,000 sheep. 

C,'own Lands Office, 
Sydney, 30 June, 1857. 

GEO. BARNEY, 
C. C. C. L. 

No. 33. 
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No. 33. 

MEMO. of Secretary for Lands and FubUc Works, 

ALL the arrangements with respect to the Lands brought within the Settled Districts 
on the Clarence and Richmond Rivers seem to have been egregiously mismanaged. The 
Commissioner should have given a Return of the number of sections abstracted from each 
run, and the licensee had the option of renting these under the Regulations. 

Until July, 1858, Mr. Irving does not seem to have had any oEeial intimation of any 
chnnge of his holding of any portion of his run of Ashby, and even, in July, 1853, when 
by the assessment of the run in which his nominee joined he must have become so, he was 
still without any knowledge of the number of sections he might have to rent, and without 
any intimation that it was necessary for him to rent it, except he should at any time desire 
to exercise his right of pre-emptivc purchase. 

I think Mr. Irving ought to have the leases issued to him on paying the arrears on all 
he desires to hold, as it appears to have been from Mr. Fry's neglect that they have not been 
under lease throughout. But he ought to be informed that no pre-emption, except so far as 
to cover valuable improvements, will be granted, except on special report shewing that the 
land is not required for public purposes, and, as there is some reason to believe that the 
land is of more than average value, upon valuation. 

JH. 

No. 34. 

Cuutr Co3tMIssIoNEa OP CRowN LANDS to CLARK IRVING, ESQ. 

Crowm Lands Office, 
Sydney, 24 September, 1857. 

Sia, 
Having requested that I might be favoured with the authority of the Honorable 

the Secretary for Lands and Public Works to cause to be issued to you a lease under the 
Regulations of the 11th February, 1851, for thirty-five sections of land forming part of the 
Ashby" Run, brought within the Settled Districts, I have been honored with this instruc-
tion, that you ought to have the leases issued to you on your paying the arrears on all 
which you desire to bold, but that no pre-emption, except so far as to cover valuable improve-
ments, will be granted, and, except on special report shewing that the land is not required 
for public purposes, and on valuation. 

2. On therefore your paying into the Treasury the rent for the thirty-five sections, 
and arrears of rent, or for such sections you may desire, I will send either the deseriptiou 
for the thirty-five sections to the Secretary to the Treasury for the issue of the lease required, 
to enable your purchase to be considered and proceeded with as directed; or, should you 
desire to retain only portions of the thirty-five sections, descriptions of such sections, in 
order that the leases may issue,—your application of August, 1856, being in the meantime 
suspended. - 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C. C. C. I. 

No. 35. 

CLARK Iavixo, ESQ., to Cain ComnssIoNER OF CROWN LANDS. 

Sydney, 29 October, 1857. 

SIR, 
I beg reference to your letter of the. 17th Tebruary, relative to my application 

for the purchase of 700 acres of land, on my run at 11.4shby," in the district of Clarence, 

wherein you state, that "it awaits the measurement of the land-" May I again bring the 
matter under your notice. 

I have, &c., 
(For Clark Irving) 

K. U. GORDON. 

It appears that Mr. Groans has not yet been instructed: for immediate instructions, 
and returo.-2. 

- The instructions cannot issne until Mr. Irving.  replies to the letter addressed to 

him of the 25th September last--B Nov. 

The measurement and the valuation may be made, the purchase cannot be completed 
until the lease is in existc4ce,-13. 

(No. 57-1182.) 

No. 86. 
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- No. 36. 
CLARK IRVING, Esq, to 0mm' CouhIssIo1iEis OF CROWN LANDS. 

Sydney, 20 Nownber, 1857. 
Sin, 

I beg to apply for a lease of an area of land of my station, known as "Ashby," 
in the district of Clarence River, situated in the tongue of land north of Woodford Island, 
and on which are erected houses and other valuable improvements, and containing about 
two sections. 

I have, &c., 
(For Clark Irving,) 

R. H. GORDON. 

Immediate steps should be taken for the issue of the lease to Mr. Irving of the 
two sections of land herein described, and for expediting the measurement of the 700 acres 
still in the hands of Mr. Greaves side instructions dated An December, 1859. 

This was done on the 2nd December last, but we have never heard whether Mr. 
Irving has taken up the lease. I suppose his name will be included in the list expected 
from the Treasury.-13 April, 1858. 

Mr. Irving (I learn at the Treasury) took up this lease be the 23rd December, 1857; 
it will be reported in an official letter immediately; he was charged £1 per section.-14 April. 

No. 37. 
SURVEYOR GENERAL to Mn. SuRvEYoR GnAvs. 

(No. 57-1513.) 

San, 

Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 4 December, 1857. 

I have to request that you will measure and mark out the portion of land 700 acre.. 
described in the margin, applied for under pre-emptive right by Clark Irving, Esq., in virtueClarence Rjver 
of his licensed run, provided that the land specified be situated within the boundaries District. 
thereof, and that its alienation will not give an undue command over water required for the 
beneficial occupation and cultivation of the adjoining country; to which latter point your 
attention was more particularly directed by any circular of the 7th May, 1857,—(57-534.) 

Under the 7th section of the 2nd chapter of Her Majesty's Order in Council of the 
9th March, 1847, it is directed, that, " Each lot (so measured) must be rectangular, unless 
" the features of the country, or the cursc of any river or stream, reader a deviation from 
the rectangular form necessory, and in every cte two sides at least of the lot must be 
" directed to the cardinal points of the compass;" and secondly, that, " The two opposite 
" sides of any stream or watercourse, which necording to the practice of the Department 
of the Surveyor General ought to form a boundary between different sections or lots, shall 
" in no ease be included in the same lot," and you will, therefore, in making this survey, be 
gaided as to the form of measurement strictly by the foregoing conditions, and by the 
circular above alluded to of 7th May, 1857. 

In reference, however, to that portion of the 3rd condition of section 7 of the Orders 
in Council, which determines the maximum extent of water frontage to which each portion 
shall be entitled, it has been considered expedient to adopt, in lieu, the rule that the breadth 
in chains, of any portion measured at right angles to the side lines, shall bear a proportion 
to the area in acres of 1 to 8. 

You will, at the same time, ascertain the name and address of respectable parties 
resident in the neighbourhood, who would be willing to value the lands measured on behalf 
of the Government, and submit the same for selection (per separate letter, together with 
your own opinion of the value) in order that one may be appointed as Assessor, under the 
8th and 3rd sections of chapter 2 of Her Majesty's Order in Council of the 9th March, 
1847. 

I have, &c., 
01W. BARNEY, 

Surveyor Genera]. 

No. 38. 
CLARK IRVING, ESQ., to SEORErARY FOR LAins AND PuBLIc WoRXS. 

Sydney, 13 February, 1858. 
Sm, 

On the 7th Angust, 1850, I applied to purchase 700 acres of land on any run, 
known as" Ashby," on the Clarence River, and on the 17th February, 1857, the Chief 
Commissioner of Crown Lands reported that my application awaited the measurement of the 
land ; and after applications to get the matter finally arranged, I received another letter 
from the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands of the following tenor 
(No. 67-1182.) Crown Lands Ofre, 

Sir, 
Sydneij, 24 &p(ember, 1857. 

Having requested that I might be favoured with the authority of the Honorable the Secretary 
for Lands and Works, to cause to be issued to you a lease under the Regulations of 11th February, 1851, 

for 
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for thirty-five sections of land forming portion of the Asliby" Run, brought within the SettledDistricts7  
I have been honored with this instruction, that you ought to have the leases issued to you, on your 
paying the arrears on all which you desire to hold ; but that no pre-emption, except as far as to cover 
valuable improvements, will be granted, and except on special report shewing that the land is not 
required for public purposes, and on valuation. 

2. On therefore your paying into the Treasury the rent for the thirty-five sections, and arrears of 
rent, or for such scctons as you may desire, I will send either the description of the thirty-five sections 
to the Secretary to the Treasury, for the issue of the lease required, to enable your purchase to be con-
sidered mid proeteded with as directed ; or, should you desire to retain only portions of the thirty-five 
sections, deeuiptions of such sections, in order that leases may issue,—your application of August, 
1856, being in the mean time suspended. 

I 
GEO. BARNEY, 

Clark Irving, Esq. S. C. 

In conformity with the above letter, I have paid the rent on two sections of the said 
run of " Ashby," to enable me, under my pre-emptive right, to secure the 700 acres I wish 
to purchase, and on which are erected my buildings and other valuable improvements ; and, 
in consequence of that payment, I received another letter from the Chief Commissioner of 
Crown Lands, of which the following is a copy 

(37.12-531.) Crown Lands Office, 
7 lhccajer, 1837. 

Sir, 
I be',  to inform you that you have been returned to the Treasury for nlesse under the Regula-

tions of 11th February, 1831, for two sections of the "Ashby' Run, broughtwithiatle Settle1 Districts; 
the lease to date from 1st January, 1819, and to be sulijeet to payment of al-rears, at one pound a section. 

2. I am directed, however, to inform you, that no pre-emption, save as ,-egards the valuable 
improvements, will be granted to you except on special report shewing that the land is not required 
for public purposes ; and, as there is reason to believe, the land is of more than average value upon 
valuation. 

I have, he., 
GEO. BARNEY. 

Clark Irving, Esq. C. C. C. L. 

From all the correspondence you will observe that I have in every respect complied 
with the Land Regulations, and doubt not but you will at once order the purchase to be 

completed. 
I have, &o., 

CLARK IRVING. 

The Chief Cpmmissioner of Crown Lands is requested to report.—M. F. 

B. C., 17 Feb., 1858. 

No. 39. 
(No. 58-484.) MINUTE tf Surveyor General. 

THE measurement of the land in question has been received from Mr. Greaves, who 
reports that it is not worth more than LI per acre; it will, therefore, be submitted for com-

pletion of purchase without delay. 
GEO. BARNEY, 

Surveyor General's Office, S. C-i. 

13 April, 1808. 

Perhaps the Surveyor General will be so good as to submit these papers with the 

ease.—M.R 
B. C. No. 58-144. 

No. 40. 
Ma. SURVEYOR GREAVES to Suavnroa Gnqnur,. 

(No. 58-10.) Dovedate, Clarence River, 
18 March, 1858. 

Sin, 
According to your instructions of the 4th December, 1857, No. 57-1513, I have 

Appendixll. the honor to forward herewith, a plan*  and description of 700 acres at the Broadwater, 
applied for to purchase, under the 11th February Regulations, by Mr. C. Irving, in virtue 
of his " Ashby" Run, in the Clarence River District. 

This land is of a very inferior quality, the soil is composed of a very sharp white 
sand, the ranges are very high, precipitous, and rocky, thickly timbered with stringy bark, 
box, and bloodwood, and covered with a coarse kind of kangaroo-grass. 

The improvements consist of a slab-house and several out-buildings, a good stock-
yard and paddock, also a small garden. 

The water of the Brnadwater is very shallow—small boats can only get up to t 
station. The water of the Clarence is deep and rocky, but unapproachable on account of 
the steepness of the ranges. 

6. I do not consider this portion of land worth more than One Pound per acre, and, 
therefore, have not taken any stops towards obtaining an assessment of it by Mr. Commis-
sioner Bligh. 

I have, &c, 
W. A. B. GREAVES, 

L.S. 
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I was under the impression that there was some reason to suppose that a Reserve 
might be required here for a shipping place from the Richmond River, but on Mr. Greaves' 
Report on the land, and as there is plenty of Crown land adjacent to the eastward, this may 
go on without inquiry. 

I have consulted Mr. Darke, and find that if there be a road from flichmond to the 
Lower Clarence, it will meet that river below the Broadwater, and the map has been outed 
accordingly. This may now be charted—A. G. II. 19. 

Now ready for completion of purchaser—A. G. M. 
Mr. Pretious, now forward, carefully noting. 

No. 41. 
CHIEF CoMMIssroNEa or CRowN LANDS to UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND 

PUBLIC WORKS. 

(No. 58-193.) Crown Lands Office, 

Sm, 

- 
Sydney, 19 2k11, ISoS. 

I have the honor to submit, for the approval of His Excellency the Governor 
General, a Schedule of Lands leased, or under promise of lease, under Her Majesty's Order in 
Council, for the purchase of which, under the right of pre-einption, applications have been 
received from the lessees. 

2. The necessary inquiries have been made into the validity of the several claims, 
which are found to be regular, and I have therefore the honor to request that the Honorable 
the Colonial Treasurer may be authorized to receive the price of the land in each case, as 
within stated, and that I may receive His Excellency's instructions to call upon the several 
applicants to complete their purchases by payment of the purchase money. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

These appear to be regular, and may be submitted to the Executive Council as usual. 
See remarks of the surveyor on Russell's and Taylor's purchase of 228 acres, 25 May. 
Appd.—JouN R. 26 A.Y. 
Clerk of the Executive Council.—M. P. B.C., 26 May. 

Executive Council advise that the purchases particularised in the annexed Schedule 
be approved and confirmed, and that the several applicants be now called upon to complete 
their purchases, by the payment of the value of the land, and the costs of survey when any 
such have been incurred, 

EDWARD C. MERE WETHER, 
Clerk of the Council. 

Appd.—W. D. 11 June, '53, 7 June, 1858. No. 58.320. 

Forwarded to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to be dealt with, in terms of 
my letter of 31st March last. 

To be returned. B.C., 14 March, 1858.—M.P. 

SCHEDULE. 

COST OF 
AppLrcAxr. Nann or Bonc. Anita. Finer. MEASURE. REMARKS. 

5]EitT. 

Acres. £ £ S. d. 
700 700 .. .. 68.484 herewith. Clark Irving............Ashby............... 

ussoll and Taylor .... Ceci it l Plains ......... 100 160 8 6 3 
Do ,, ........ j 320 Do ......... 160 160 I 86 3 
Do ..  228 228 8 6 3 
Do. ..... ......... 160 160 8 6 3 

1l.E. and F.Tcoth .... 1 Jondaryan ........... .160 160 8 6 

The parties have been informed accordingly. 
G. BARNEY. 

B.C., Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 22 June, 1858, 

No. 58-243. 

237—C No. 42. 
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No. 42, 
UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC Woiucs to SECRETARY TO Tim Tnnsunr. 

Department of Lands and PuMie Works, 
Sydney, 

1 
4June,]858. 

Usual letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, intimating approval of the pre-emptive 
purchases in the annexed Schedule. 

SCHEDULE. 

APPLICANT. NAME OF Rux. AREA. Fuses. 
Cosr or 
.Mr,AsnHE. 
MENP. 

REMAEKS. 

Acres. £  £ S. d. 
700 700 58484 herewith. Clark rrving  ..........Ashby ............... 
160 160 8 6 3 Russell and Taylor Cecil Plains ......... 

Do , ,, 320 320 
Do 0 160 160 8 6 3 
Do ,, 228 228 8631 
Do ,, 

B. E. and F. Tooth .....Jondaryan ........... 
160 
160 

160 
160 

8 6 3 
8 6 3 

No. 43. 
Crnnr COMSIISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to CLARK IRVING, ESQ. 

(No. 58-597,) crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 22 June, 1858. 

Sin, 
I have to inform you that His Excellency the Governor General, with the 

advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of your being allowed to 
ui Acrc, purchase under your pre-emptive right the portion of land containing seven hundred acres 

measured for you out of your run, Ashby, in the district of Clarence River; and I request 
that you will have the goodness to pay into the Colonial Treasury the amount specified in 

£,3 margin, being the price of the land in question, inclusive of survey and deed fee. 
Unless the required payment be made within three months from this date, a fine of 

10 per cent. will be added for every three months, or part of three months, that payment is 
delayed. 

I am, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY. 

S. G. 

OWN 

SECRETARY TO TUE Tnnsuay to SuavErolt GENERAL. 

The Treasury .1VS Sonth Wales, 
28 October, 1858. 

San, 

Pail o,tii 
I am directed to inform you that Clark Irving, of Sydney, has paid into this 

ternt*-, 15:5, office the sum of seven hundred pounds, being the amount of purchase money for seven 
£700. 

 

hundred acres of the run enDed Asliby, in the district of Clarence. 
2. The sum of three pounds, being the deed fee, has also been paid. 

I have, &e., 
HENRY LANE. 

Secretnry to the Treasury. 

No. 45. 

CLARK IRVING, ESQ., to CHIEF CoMMIssIoNEa OF CROWN LANDS. 

Sydney, 5 June, 1856. 
SIR, 

Referring to my letter to you of the 2nd May, 1855, applying for the pur-
chase of five sections of land, part of my run known as "Casino," on the Richmond River, 
and District of Clarence, I have the honor again, as that application was not acceded to, to 
apply for three sections of the same run, under my pre-emptive right, and which are bounded 
as follows, viz.:— 

Commencing at the north-west corner of the reserve, at the junction of the Rich-
mond River and North Arm, and extending in a westerly direction two miles, to the eastern 
boundary of another reserve; thence, on the west, by the eastern boundary of the said 
reserve, to the Richmond River; on the south by the Richmond River; and on the cast by 
the boundary of the reserve first above mentioned, to the point of commencement. 

I have, &e., 
CLARK IRVING. 

No. 46. 
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No. 46. 

CMF COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS, 
CLARENCE Rivn, 

Crown Lands Office, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 13 June, 1856. 

I have to request that you will report in the usual manner upon Mr. Clark 
Irving's letter of the 5th  instant, applying to purchase three sections of his run " Casino.' 

I have, &c., 
GLO. BARNEY, 

C. C. C. L. 

No., 47. 
Crn COM&ISSIONER or Caowic LANDS to CLARK IRVING, Ese. 

(No 56.159.) Crown Lands Office, 

Sit, 
Sydney, 13 .Junc, 1850. 

I have the honor to inform you that it has been found necessary to refer to 
Mr. Commissioner Bligh your letter of the 5th instant, applying to purchase land at 
Casino," in the district of Clarence River. 

When the required report shall have been received I will further c6mrnunicate 
with you. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C. C. C. L. 

No. 48. 
COMMISSIONER or CROWN LANDS, CLARENCE Rivn, to Cirxnr CoMMzssIoca OP 

CRowx LANDS. 
(No. 56.59.) Crown Lands Office, 

Sm, 
Clarence River, 16 August, 1856. 

With reference to Mr. Clark Irving 's application of the 5th June last, for 
permission to purchase three more sections of his " Casino" Run, near the reserve at the 
junction of the Richmond River and North Arm, extending from the north-west corner of 
that reserve, westerly, I have the honor to request that, if convenient, I may be furnished 
with a tracing shewing the position of the reserves alluded to. 

I have, .&c., 
RICIIARD BLIGII, 

C. C. L. 

No. 49. 

CifiEF COMMISSIONER or CitowN Lnms to COMMISSIONER OP CROWN LANDS, 
CLARENCE RIvER. 

(No. 56-693.) Surveyor General's Office, 

Sm, 
Sydney, 25 September, 1856. 

In compliance with the request contained in your letter of the 16th ultimo, 
I beg to forward herewith, for your present and future guidance, a tracing shewing all the 
proposed reserves at the Richmond River. 

I have, &c;, 
GEO. BARNEY, 

S. G. 

No. 50. 

COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS, CLARENCE Rrvna, to CurEr CoM3nssIoxEn OF 
CROWN LANDS. 

(No. 56.83.) Crown Lands Office, 
Clarence River, 9 October, 1856. 

With reference to the application of Mr. Clark Irving to purchase three stnI b Sun, 
sections of his "Casino" Run, in this district, referred to tue by your letter of the 13th ' r.turntd. 

June last, I have the honor to report that the land applied for is part of the " Casino" Run, 
n the licensed occupation of Mr. Irving, and is not the subject of any dispute. 

I have, &c., 
RICHARD BLIGIT, 

Corn. C. Lands. 

No. 51. 
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No. 51. 

Cuits COMMISSIONER OE CROWN L.&xns to Ma. SURVEYOR PEPJERcORNE. 

(No. 50-1961.) Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, '24 November, 1856. 

Sm, 
I have to request that you will measure and mark out the portion of land 

described in the margin, applied for under pre-emptive right by Clark Irving, Esq., in 

River DLstrkt. 
virtue of hs licensed run, provided that the land specitled be situated within the boundaries 
thereof, and that its alienation will not give an undue command over water required for the 
beneficial occupation and cultivation of the adjoining country; to which latter point your 
attention was more particularly directed by my circular of the 7th May, 1857,—(57-534.) 

Tinder the 7th section of the 2nd chapter of Her Majesty's Order in Council, of 
the 9th March, 1847, it is directed, that, "Each lot (so measured) must be rectangular, 
" unless the features of the country, or the course of any river or stream, render a deviation 
" from the rectangular form necessary, and in every case two sides at least of the lot 
" must be directed to the cardinal points of the compass," and secondly, that, "The two 
" opposite sides of any stream or watercourse, which according to the practice of the Depart-
" ment of the Surveyor Goncral ought to form a boundary between different sections or lots, 
" shall in no case be included in the same lot," and you will therefore, in making this 
survey, be guided as to the form of measurement strictly by the foregoing conditions, and by 

the circular above alluded to of 7th May, 1857. 
In reference, however, to that portion of the 3rd condition of section 7 of the 

Orders in Council, which determines the maximum extent of water frontage to which each 
portion shall be entitled, it has been considered expedient to adopt, in lieu, the rule that 
the breadth in chains, of any portion measured at right angles to the sidc lines, shall bear 

a proportion to the area in acres of 1 to S. 
you  will, at the same, ascertain the name and address of respectable parties resident 

in the neighbourhood, who would be willing to value the lands measured on behalf of the 
Government, and submit the same for selection (per separate letter, together with your own 
opinion of the value), in order that one may be appointed as assessor, under the 8th and 
:3rd sections of chapter 2 of Her Majesty's Order in Council of the 9th March, 1847. 

I have, &c., 

GEO. BARNEY, 
Surveyor General. 

P.8.—You will make this measurement with the same caution as to reservation of 
ways of access to the river as intimated in my letter No. 56-1730, in which letter a reserve 
was inadvertently termed the "Codrington" Reserve, which was in reality that next 

above it—ti B. 

No. 52. 

Ma, SURVEYOR PEppEacoaNE to CurEr CoMMISSIONER or Cuow 
LANDS. 

(No. 57-10.) Richmond River, 
20 March, 1857. 

Sm, 
In accordance with the description transmitted to me, and your instructions 

to survey 1,920 acres of the licensed run called " Casino," for Mr. Clark Irving, I have the 

Appendixc. honor to forward herewith the plan*  and description of the land so applied for. 
The land described includes the whole frontage of the Richmond River, between 

the " Codrington" Reserve and that near Mr. Irving's head station. This frontage embraces 
three miles in an cast and west direction, although in the description transmitted to we it is 
called only two miles, evidently by inadvertence. I have, therefore, measured the three 
miles, which was required in order to give the approximate quantity. 

In other respects I have adhered to the description, by commencing at the north-
west corner of the " Codrington" Reserve; in this manner the actual gross content is 2,250 
acres, which, after deducting 26 acres for a rMerved road of 1 chain in width, leaves the net 

quantity of 2,230 acres. 
The land I do not value at more than £1 per acre, the whole of it being flat, and, 

in some parts, swampy. 
There are no mineral indications on the land described. 
The cost of measurement may be estimated at £20. 

I have, &e., 
PREDK. S. PEPPERCORNE, 

A. S. 

NEMOiuNDVM 
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MEMORANDUM for Completion of Pre-emptive Purchase. 

Registration NAMe OF APPLTCANT 'to NAMe OP 1tU OUT OF Facet 3to'e rt0A5t50E WHICH IT IA rnnxnaI, DiMmer AND cLAss. A 
 

87-3522 Clark Irving, of Acres. 

2,230 - - 
(Intermediate.) 

Sydney ........ "Casino" ....... Clarence ..........

To be assessed. 

Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 4 June, 1857. 

Tracthg herewith for Commissioner. 

Lou 

No. 53. 
CoMMIssxoNrnt or CRoWN Lsicns, CLARENcE Rwn, to Caxtr CoMMIsSIoNER OF 

Caoww LANDS. 

(No. 57-117.) Crown Lands Office, 

Sx a, 
Clarence River, 12 October, 1857. 

In accordance with the instructions given by your letter of the 6th June last, 
I have the honor to transmit a memorandum of assessment, of the value of 2,230 acres of 
land, part of the "Casino" Run, applied for as a purchase under prc-emptivc right by Mr. 
Clark Irving. 

The tracing enclosed in your letter is herewith returned. 
I have, &c., 
RICHARD BLIGH, 

C. Crown Lands. 

[Enclosure in No. 53.] 
District of Clarence River, 

Memorandum. 12 &pteatber, 1587. 
We, the undersigned, Richard Bugle, Commissioner of Crot Lands, acting as valuer on 

bvlulfofth,, Crown, and William Wilson, Esq., J.P., of Richmond River, acting as valuer on behalf of Clark Irving, Esq., licensed occupant of the" Casino "Run, do htrahy estimate and assess the value or a certain pieeo of land, containing 2,230 acres, or thereabout,. part of the "Casino" Run, and now applied 
for by the said Clark Irving, as a purchase under pre.emptive right, at twenty shillings per acre. 

RICILU1U BLIGII, 
Corn. Crown Lands. 

WILL. WILSON, 
Valuer for C. Irving. 

No. 54, 
CRIEr COMMISSIONER CF CROWN LANDS to UNDER SECREtARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC 

WoRKs. 
(57437.) 

Crown Lands Office, 

Sin, Sydney, 23 October, 1857. 

I have the honor to submit, for the approval of His Excellency the Governor 
Gencral, a schedule of lands leased, or under promise of lease, under Her Majesty's Order 
in Council, for the purchase of which, under the right of pre-cmption, applications have been 
received from the lessees. 

2. The necessary inquiries have been made into the validity of the several claims, 
which are found to be regular, and I have therefore the honor to request that the Honorable 
the Colonial Treasurer may be authorized to receive the price of the land in each case, as 
within stated, and that I may receive His Excellency's instructions to call upon the several 
applicants to complete their purchases by payment of the purchase money. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

For the Executive Council.-_-26. A. 

The Reports of the Surveyor and Commissioner should accompany. B. C. 27 
October.—Jq, F. 

Enclosed as desired. It may perhaps be explained that the papers were not omitted 
inadvertently, but that it has not been the practice to send them on; this however will be 
done in future in all eases. 

GEO. BARNEY, Crown Lands Office, C. C. C. L. 
13 November, 1857, No. 57465. 

This 
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This is now ripe for the Executive Council. B. 0., 17 Nov., 1857—M. F. 

W. B. 23 Mv., 1857. 

The Executive Council advise that the several purchases particularized in the 

annexed schedule be approved and confirmed. 
EDWARD C. MERE WETHER, 

Clerk of the Council. 

Appd., W. D. Con. 22 March, 1858. 

26 March, 1858. 
No. 58-174. 

SCHEDULE. 

Cost or 

APPLICANT. K&ME or Run. AREA. Pnwz. MEASURE- J 11E35ARx5. 
I  nEXT. 

Aeree. £ s.d. £a. 

Wm. Wilson .......... .Lismore. .......... . 4 9 494 0 0 
Isess at 22/6 

Do 163 183 7 6 6 6 & per acre. 

Clark Irving .......... j Casino 
............. .2,230 2,230 0 0 .. . - 

No. 55. 
UNDER SzcnaY roa LArms AND PuBLIC WORKS to Currr COMMISSIONER or 

Ci4owrc LANDs. 

(No. p6.) 
Department of Lands and Ful.lic Works, 

Sydney, 31 March, 1858. 

In returning to you the enclosed schedules of applications to purchase under 
pre-emptive right, duly approved by His Excellency the Governor General and Executive 
Council, I am directed to request that you will notify the same in the Governm'mt Gazette, 

in accordance with the 3rd paragraph of the notice of the 23rd January last, and intimate the 
decision in each case to the parties interested as usual. 

A schedule of purchases has been furnished to the Secretary to the Treasury, and 
I am to request that you will be so good as to invite his attention to the notice when it appears, 
in order that a note may be taken of the time within which payments should be made. 

The Secretary to the Treasury will, of course, apprise you in those cases where 
parties may fail to purchase within the time prescribed, in order that steps may be taken for 

having their permission to do so cancelled. 
I have, &c., 

M. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 56. 

UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND Pn-n.xc Wonts to SEO1tETARY TO 
TUE TREASURY. 

(No. 134.) Department of Lands and Pu&lic Works, 
Sydney, 31 March, 1858. 

Sirt, 
I am directed to enclose to you a schedule of applications for permission to 

purchase under pre.emptive right, duly approved by His Excellency the Governor 
General and Executive Council, and to request that payment may be received in each ease, 
if tendered within the time prescribed by the 3rd paragraph of the notice from this depart- 

ment of the 28rd January last 
I am at the same time to st&te that the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands has 

been instructed to apprise the parties interested, and to publish a list of their names in the 

Government Gazette, iuvitthg your attention thereto, in order that a note may be taken of 
the time within which payment should be made. 

I am also to request that you will, at the end of the three months from the date of 
the notice, apprise the Chief Commissioner in those eases where payment has not been made, 
in order that steps may be taken for having the permission to purchase cancelled, 

I have, &c,, 
M. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 57. 
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No. 57. 

SURVEYoR Qina.&t to SEcRETARY TO TEE TnEAsuaz. 

(No. 58-408.) Surveyor General's Qifice, 
Sydney, 16 April, 1858. 

Sm, 
I have the honor to draw your attention to the notice in this day's Gazette, 

elguifying the approval of His Excellency the Governor General of certain pre-emptive 
purchases, and I request that you will have the goodness to receive the amounts therein 
specified when tendered, informing me, of course, of each payment, and furnishing at the end 
of three months, from the present time, a list of those persons who have failed to avail 
themselves of the privileges now conferred upon them. 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

S. G. 

Crr ConxIssIoNEa or Caowr LANDS to Cranx IRVING, ESQ. 

(No. 58-388.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sm, Sydney, 16 April, 1858. 

I have to inform you that His Excellency the Governor General, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of your being allowed to 
purchase, under your pre-emptive right, the portion of land containing two thousand two 2,230 
hundred and thirty acres measured for you out of your run, " Casino," in the district of 
Clarence River, and I request that you will have the goodness to pay into the Colonial 
Treasury the amount specified in margin, being the price of the land in question, inclusivc ura. 
of deed fee. 

Unless the required payment be made within three months from this date, a fine of 
10 per cent. will be added for every three months, or part of three months, that payment is 
delayed. 

lam, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C.C.C,L. 

No. 59. 

SEOLtITARY TO TUE TREASUBX to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. 758.) The Treasury, 

Sm, 
Sydney, 21 July, 1858. 

I have the honor to enclose the accompanying return of purchases under 
pre-emption which have duly completed. 

I have, &e., 
HENRY LANE. 

Some of these payments appear to have been made three months ago, and this delay 
in reporting keeps back the preparation of deeds the same length of time. 

Now ready for noting on maps and preparation of deeds. 

LOP, 
27 July. 

No. 80. 
CLARK IRVING, ESQ., to Crntr COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS. 

(No. 1.) Sydney, 14 May, 1856. 
SIR, 

I have the honor to apply for the purchase of four sections of land on my run 
known as ' Casino," on the Richmond River, and district of Clarence. 

You are aware that, some time ago, I made several applications for the purchase of 
portions of land on that run, none of which have been acceded to. 

Since my applications were made, I find the resident surveyor has reserved portions 
of the land applied for by me, and the land I now apply for lies between two of these 
reserves, and embraces all my buildings, and other extensive improvements made by me. 

The surveyor informs me that the quantity of land between the two reserves is barely 
four sections, but, under the circumstances of my former applications not being complied 
with, I trust you will see the propriety of permitting the surveyor to allow such portion of 
one of the reserves to be granted to me as will make the four sections contermiaous. 

I have, &c., 
CLARK IRVING. 

No. 61. 
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No. W. 

Cnszr COMMISSIONER OF Cnowx LANDS to COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS, 

CLARENCE RiVER 

(No. 2.) Crown Lands Q9lec, 
Sydney, 19 May, 1856. 

Sia, 
I have the honor to request the favour of your report, in the usual manner, upon 

bemturned. the enclosed letter of Mr. Clark Irving, applying to purchase four sections of his "Casino" 
Run, in your district. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C. C. C. L. 

No. 62. 

CifiEF COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to CLARK IRVING, ESQ. 

(No. 8.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 19 May, 1.856. 

Sr it, 
I have the honor to inform you, that it has been found necessary to refer to 

Mr. Cornmisiioncr Bligh your letter of the 14th instant, applying to purchase four sections 
of your " Casino" Run, in the district of the Clarence River. 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C. C. C. L. 

COMMISSIONER or CROWN LANDS, CLARENCE BaYER, to CurEr CoMmssroNEa OF 
CROWN LANDS. 

(No. 4.) Crown Lands Office, 
Clarence River, 18 June, 1856. 

Sja, 
In acknowledging your letter of the 19th ultimo, calling for my report upon the 

application of Mr. Clark Irving to purchase four sections of his " Casino" Run, I have the 
honor to request that I may be furnished with a tracing shewing the portion of the land 
applied for by Mr. Irving, and of the reserves alluded to by him as contiguous to his 

proposed purchase. 
I have, &c., 

1IICIID. BLIGIT, 
C. C. L. 

No. 64. 

Camr COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS, 
CLARENCE Rrvmt. 

(No. 5.) Snrvcyor Cene,'al'e Office, 
Sydney, 18 July, 1856. 

SIR, 
I beg to forward herewith, in accordance with the request conveyed by your 

letter of the 18th ultimo, a tracing of certain land applied for by Mr. Clark Irving at 
Casino, and of the adjacent reserves. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

S. G. 

No. 65. 

COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS, CLARENCE RiVER, to Cuni' COMMISSIONER OF 
CROWN LANDS. 

(No. 6.) Crown Lands Office, 
Clarence River, 16 August, 1856. 

SIR, 
With referencç to the application of Mr. Clark Irving, for permission to 

purchase four sections of his run, named " Casino," referred for my report by your letter of 
the 10th May last, I have the honor to state, that this land is in the licensed occupation of 
Mr. Irving, and is not the subject of any dispute. 

I have, &e., 
RICHARD BLIGH, 

C. C. L. 

No. 66. 
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No. 06. 

CEIIEF COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to COMMISSIONER Or CROWN LANDS, 

CLARENCE RIvEn. 

(No. 7.) Crown Lands qffiee, 

SIR, 
S2d5€1', 22 September, 1850. 

With reference to your report of the 16th ultimo, No. 56-58, I have the 
honor to inform you, that the disposal of Mr. Clark Irving's application to purchase four 
sections of his run, known as" Casino," in your district, awaits the measurement of the land. 

I have, &c., 
CEO. BARNEY, 

C. C. C. L. 

No. 67. 

ChEF COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to CLARK IRVING, ESQ. 

(No. 8.) Crown Lands Office, 

SIR, 
Sydtiey, 22 September, 1850, 

With reference to your letter of the 14th May last, I do myself the honor to 
inform you, that the disposal of your application to purchase four sections of your " Casino" 
Run, in the Clarence River District, awaits the measurement of the land. 

I have, &c 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C.C.C.L 

No. 68. 

SURvEYoR GENERAL to MR. SURVEYOR PEPPERCORNE. 

(No. 9.) Surveyor G'enei-al'g Office, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 9 October, 1856. 

I have to request that you will measure and mark out the portion of land 
described in the margin, applied for under pre-emptive right by Mr. Clark Irving, in virtue 2,50 aere, being 
of his licensed run; provided that the land specified be situated within the boundaries

Rhh!nond River thereof, and that its alienation will not give an undue command over water required for the between the 
beneficial occupation and cultivation of the adjoining country; to which latter point your 

t 'vo. 
attention was more particularly directed by any circular of the 7th May, 1857,—(51.534.) Oftbmerves 

Under the 7th section of the 2nd chapter of her Majesty's Order in Council of the be lncIuJe4 in 
0th March, 1847, it is directed, that "Each lot so measured must be rectangular, unless the th,areSIIrO  
"features of the country, or the course of any river or stream, render a deviation from the 
rectangular form necessary; and in every case, two sides (at ]cast) of the lot must be 
" directed to the cardinal points of the compass ;" and, secondly, that " the two opposite 
" sides of any stream or watercourse which, according to the practice of the Department of 
the Surveyor General, ought to form a boundary between different sections or lots, shall 
" in no case be included in the same lot;" and you will, therefore, in naaking this survey, 
be guided as to the form of measurement strictly by the foregoing conditions, and by the 
oireular above alluded to of 7th May, 1857. 

In reference, however, to that portion of the 3rd condition of section 7 of the Orders 
in Council which determines the maximum extent of water frontage to which each portion 
shall be entitled, it has been considered expedient to adopt in lieu, the rule—that the 
breadth in chains, of any portion measured at right angles to the side lines, shall boar a 
proportion to the area in acres of 1 to 8. 

You will, at the same time, nseertain the name and address of rospectable parties 
resident in the neighbourhood who would be willing to value the lands measured on behalf 
of the Government, and submit the same for selection (per separate letter, together with 
your own opinion of the value), in order that one may be appointed as assessor, under the 
8th and 3rd sections of chapter 2 of Her Majesty's Order in Council of the 9th March, 
1847. 

I have, &c., 
CEO. BARNEY, 

Surveyor General. 

P. S—Should you be of opinion that public interests may hereafter require that 
access should be left through the land now applied for to the river, you will preserve as 
many ways of access as you may consider to be desirable. 

237—D No. 69. 
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No. 69. 

Mn. SURVEYoR P.sPPERC0RNE to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. 10.) Richmond River, 
4 December, 1856. 

In attention to your communication, No. 50-1730, directing me to measure 
and mark out 2,560 acres of the licensed run called " Casino," for Mr. Clark Irving, in 

Appondix D. accordance with the Regulations, I have the honor to transmit herewith, the plant and 
013-1539 description of the land so applied for. 

It will be perceived that the actual quantity measured is a little under the 
quantity applied for, which is partly owing to the fact of a public road being required to be 
reserved throughout the block, in order to give access from Casino to Codrington, and partly 
to the irregular form of the southern boundary. 

The land in its natural state I do not consider to be of higher value than one 
pound per acre. There are some valuable improvements upon it, but these I understand are 
not to be taken into account. 

There are no mineral indications upon the land measured. 
The cost of measurement may be estimated at £30. 

I have, &c., 
F. S. PEPPERCORNE, 

Asst. Surveyor. 

No. 70. 

UNDER SEcRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC WORKS to SflWEY0R GENERAL. 

(No. 12.) Department of Landr and Public Works, 
Sydney, 27 February, 1857. 

Sin, 
His Excellency the Governor General having been pleased, with the advice of 

the Executive Council, to approve of the several pre-emptive purchases particularized in the 
Amended, annexed schedule, I am directed to request that you will have the goodness to call upon the 

different parties to pay the amount due on their respective purchases into the Colonial 
Treasury, to which effect the Secretary to the Treasury has been apprised, and requested to 
receive the amounts in question when tendered, and to inform you when the required 
payments have been made, in order that the deeds of grant may be prepared. 

I have, &e., 
MICa. FITZPATRICK. 

SCHEDULE. 

APn.WAST. hsaa OP RUN. AREA. Pnzc. 

Mouzrox Disrnxo'r.  Acres. £ £ : d. 
North 3., and F., and \.. ....... Faomey Lawn ................. 640  640 
Kent, Win., junr .............. 

. 
Fassifern .................... 320 320 

LACuLAN Disrrucr. 
Broughton, Thes. ............ Gundagal ..................... 827 327 

CLArENCE RIVER Disrticr. 
Irving, Clark ................. Casino ...................... 

I New ENOLAxD DIsTincT. 

i• 204 2,604 

iSlossman, Archibald .......... P Glen Inrics ................... 273 273 8 15 0 

Do Do, ................... 203 203 8 15 0 

Bloxseme, Oswald ...... .....Ranger's Valley ................. 170 170 8 15 0 

lb ............ p Do ............... 160 160 8 15 0 

Do Do ............... 160 
160 

160 
160 

8 15 
8 15 

0 
0 Campbell, AJar.............. Iriverell ..................... 

Gordon, Hugh ................ I Strathbogic ................... 160  160 $ 15 0 
Robertson, R. B. C............. 360 360 Wellington Vale ...............

Gwynra Disvnrcr. 
Gillman. J. B ......... ......... Singapoora ................... 320 320 

Do. ................. Do. ................... 320 320 

Walker, Jas.................. 
BLIGH DisTincT. 

Yarragran ................... 320 320 
Brown. Andrew ...... . ....... Caigan ....................... . 320 320 

Do ...... ........ 640 640 
Do ........... 

.Cattabajico ................... 
... . Do ................... 320 320 

Do ... ........... 641 641 
Do, .............. 010 640 
Do ............... 

Do ................... 

320 890 
, Do .................... 
Do ................... 

MCRRVMBWGEE DisTincT, 
Jenkins, F. and 3. ............ GiIli,ibali ..................... 160 160 8 15 0 

No. 71. 
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No. 71. 

UNDER SECaETARY FOR LAXr,s MW PUBLIC Woiuus to SECRETARY TO THE ThEASURY. 

(No. 13.) Department of Lands and Public W&cs, 
Sydney, 27 February, 1357. 

Sia, 
His Excellency the Governor General having been pleased, with the advice 

of the Executive Council, to approve of the pre-emptive purchase named in the margin, •I gl.a1emver 

am directed to request that you will have the goodness to receive the amount due on the "C&8n0." 
same when tendered, apprising the Surveyor General when the payment shall have been 
made, in order that the Deeds of Grant may be prepared. £21501 0 0. 

I have, &e., 
I'IICHL, FITZPATRICK. 

No. 72. 

CuiEr COMMISZIONfl OF Cowi LANDS to CLARK IRVING, ESQ. 

(No. 14.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 28 March, 1857. 

Sim, 

I have to inform you that His Excellency the Governor General, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of your being allowed to 
purchase, under your pre-emptive right, the portion of land containing 2,504 acres measured 2.5434 

for you out of your run, Casino, in the district of Clarence River, and I request that you 
will have the goodness to pay into the Colonial Treasury the amount specified in margin, £2,501 0 0. 
being the price of the land in question, inclusive of survey and deed fee,—Two thousand, 
five hundred and four pounds. 

Unless the required payment be made within three months from this date, a fine of 
10 per cent. will be added for every three months, or part of three months, that payment is 
delayed. 

I am, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C.C.C.L, 

No. 73. 
OIliEr COMMISSIONER or CRoWN LANDS to Co?nnssIoNEa OF Cnowrc LANDS, 

CLARENcE Ring. 
Crown Lands Office, 

Sydney, 23 if ach, 1857. 
Sm, 

I beg to inform you that Mr. Clark Irving has this day been cailcd upon to tnderyournp- portofthe 34th 
pay into the Colonial Treasury the sum of two thousand five hundred and four pounds, August, 1556. 

being the amount of purchase money for the portion of his " Casino" Run, nansed in the £2.504 0 0. 

margin, purchased by him under the pre-emptive right. 
I have, &e., 

GEO. BARNEY, 
CCCL. 

No. 74. 
SEcnTAmY TO TUE TREASURY to Sunvnoa GENERAL. 

(No. 16.) The Treasury, .Nc' South Wales, 
7 October, 1857. 

Sm, 
I am directed to inform you that Clark Irving, of Sydney, has paid into this paid on 24 Sept., 

office the sum of two thousand five hundred and four pounds, being the amount of purchase 12,5fli 0 0 
money for 2,594 acres of the run called "Casino," in the distriot of Clarence River. 

I have, &c., 
H. LANE, 

Seety. to the Treasury. 

No. 75. 
CLARK hvrrca, ESQ., to CmEF COMMISSIONER or CROWN LANDS. 

Sydney, 13 August, 1858. 
Sig, 

I have the honor to apply for permission to purchase under my preemptive 
right 320 acres of land, being part of my run known as "Traveller's Rest," in the 
District of Clarence River, and on which are houses, fences, yards, and other improvements; 
and I shall feel much obliged by your causing the same to be surveyed as early as possible. 

I have, &e., 
CLARK IRVING. 

(No. 15) 

The 
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The precise position of the run is not apparent front the maps of this office ; but it 
lies somewhere between the Clarence and Richmond Rivers, and probably on the road 
between the new town of Lawrence on the Clarence, and Casino on the Richmond. 

The traffic from the Richmond River, at least the passenger traffic, will, it is believed, 
all come by Lawrence so soon as that town shall have become occupied and possess inns, &c. 

In this case it seems probable that the locality in which this pre-emptive purchase 
is applied for may be required as a village site, which probably is proved by the circumstance 
that an inn was once in existence there. 

Mr. Greaves will, therefore, give this matter his consideration before measuring to 
meet the application, and, should he be of opinion that this spot is peculiarly suited for 
a village site, will report fully on the subject with his measurement. 

Forwarded to Mr. Greaves accordingly. Mr. Greaves to attend to this matter with 

the least possible delay. 
G. B. 

Immediatc,—GEO. BARNEY, S.G., 

Surveyor General's Office, 
15 .Mvember, 1858. 

No. 76. 
Cnxtr COM3rISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to CLARK IRVING, E5Q. 

(?k. 1,293.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 12 .Wovem6er, 1858. 

Sm, 
In reference to your letter of the 13th August last, applying to purchase 320 

acres of your 'Traveller's Rest "Run, under pre-emptive right, I have to inform you that it 
has been fonnd necessary to refer it to Mr. Commissioner Greaves for report. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY. 

No. 77. 
Mn. SURVEYOR GRAVES to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

Grafton, 20 May, 1259. 

Sm, 
In reference to your blank cover letter of 15th November, 1858, No. 584678, 

I have the honor to forward, herewith, a plan of 320 acres of land, measured on the appli-
cation of Mr. Clark Irving to purchase, of his licensed run of " Traveller's Rest." 

From the position and character of the land measured, I do not consider it worth 
above £1 per acre. 

The improvements consist of an old slab cottage, used as an inn, with several 
detached huts, several small paddoeks, garden, and stockyard. 

I do not consider it desirable to form a village at this spot, when there is a reserve 
at Camira, about three miles off, but I would recommend a reserve to be made at the crossing 
of Sportsman's Creek, on both sides of the creek, being at a point situated about midway 
between Camira and Grafton, and the head of the tide of that creek. 

I have, &e., 
W. A. B. GREAVES. 

ist Class Surveyor. 

P.5.—This survey was laid on one side, with other pre-emptivc measurements, 
waiting your instructions. Your reminder reached inc when from home, on the Rocky 
River; I have, however, lost no time in my survey of it. 

W. A. B. G. 

No. 78. 
CRIEr CoMMissloNErt 01 CROWN LANDS to UNDER SEcRErARY FOR LANDS AND 

Punrao WORKS. 

(No. 59-284.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 27 June, 1859. 

Sm, 
I have the honor to submit, for the approval of His Excellency the Governor 

General, a Schedule of Lands leased or under promise of lease, under Her Majesty's Order in 
Council, of the 19th June, 1850, for the purchase of which, under the right of pre-emption, 
applications have been received from the lessees. 

2. The necessary inquiries have been made into the validity of the several claims, 
which are found to be regular, and I have therefore the honor to request that the Honorablo 
the Minister for Finance and Trade may be authorized to receive the price of the land in 
each ease, as within stated, and that I may receive His Excellency's instructions to call upon 
the several applicants to complete their purchases by payment of the purchase money. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

Return 
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These appear to be regular. 29t7±. 
Return these eases to the Surveyor General, in order that the value of the lands may 

be assessed in accordance with the decision conveyed to him in my letter of this date. 
B. C., 9 August. M. F. 

The land applied for by Mr. Clark Irving has now been assessed at Li per acre, and 
the purchase is now re-submitted for approval—A. G. M'Lzuc. 

B. C. Crown Lands Office, 
iydncy, 13 .hbrg., 1860. 

Assessment papers herewith—The Under Secretary for Lands. 

Approved—Governor General and Executive Council.—J. B. 17 February, 1860. 
Clerk of the Couneil.—B. C., 20 February. N. F. 

W. D.-21.9t. 

SCHEDELE. 

Cost or 
APPLICANT. NAME OF RUN. AREA. Pawn, MEASmIE. REMAmis. 

MENT. 

Clark Irving .......Traveller's Rest .... 320 acres. £320 Nil. 59-4786 
Clarence. Herewith. 

Crown Lands Oee, 
27 June, 1859. 

No. 79. 
Acriwo SURVEYOR GENERAL to Mn. SURVEYOR GREAVES. 

(No. 59-2140.) Surveyor Oenera's Office, 

Sm, 
Sydney, 18 August, 1859. 

I have to request that you will furnish me as early as possible with the names 
of parties to act as assessors on behalf of the Crown, of the value of the portion of land con-
taining 320 acres, situated at "Traveller's Rest," and measured as a pre-cinptive purchase 
for Mr. Clark Irving, a plan of which was transmitted in your letter of the 20th May last. 

I have, &c., 
A. U. M'LEAN, 

A. S. GI. 

No. 80. 
MR. SURVEYOR UREAV.ES to Acriuo SuRvnoa GENERAL. 

(No. 59-23.) 
Crc/ton, Clarence River, 

Sm, 6 September, 1859. 

With reference to your letter of the 18th ultimo, No. 59-2140, I have the 
honor to mention the following gentlemen who will be willing to net as assessors on behalf 
M the Crown of the value of the portion of land containing 320 acres, situated at "Traveller's 
itest," and measured as a pre-emptive purchase for Mr. Clark irving, viz. 

Francis Marsh, Esq., Grafton, 
Richard Bligh, Esq., Riverston, 
Chas. A. Shannon, Esq., Easlonswell, 
Alfred Lardner, Esq., (irafton. 

I have, &c., 
W. A. B. GREAVES, 

Surveyor. 

Submitted for the selection of the Zonorable the Secretary for Lands and Public 
Works.—A. U. WLEAN, Actg. C. C. C. Lands. 

B. C.—Crown Lands Office, 
14 September, 1859. 

Mr. Surveyor Greaves will take steps for assessment accordingly—A, G. M'La, 
Act, Stir. Gen. 

To be returned with the valuation papers. 
Valuation papers herewith, and value approved by mc.—W, A. B. 

GREAVES. C. C. C. L. B. C., 5 January, 1860. No. GO—I. 

No. 81, 
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No. 81. 
Grqfton, 26 December, 1859. 

WE, the undersigned, Alfred Lardner, duly appointed valuator on behalf of the Crown, and 
Joseph Sharp, the valuator appointed on behalf of the lessee, to assess the value of 320 acres 
of land at Traveller's Rest, in the Clarence District, applied for as a pre-emptive purchase 
by Clark Irving, Esq., beg to report that the said land is poor, thinly-grassed iron-stone 
ridge, and does not possess any particular advantages of situation, or quality, over the 
adjoining lands. 

We, therefore, assess the said land at the minimum price of 20s. per acre. 
ALFRED LARDNER. 
JOSEPH SHARP. 

No. 82. 
ACTJNG Curzr CoMMIsSIoNER or CROWN LANDs to SECRETARY TO TUE TBnsrnty. 

Crown Lands Office, 

Sm, 
Sydney, 4 April, 1860. 

I have the honor to invite your attention to the Notice in the Government 
Gazette of the 3rd April, 1860, signifying the approval, by the Government, of certain 
pre'cmptive purchases, and to request that I may be furnished with a report in each case 
when payment shall have been received. 

I have, &c., 
A. G. M'LEAN, 

Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

No. 83. 
ACTING Cnnr CoMMIssIoNER or CROWN LANDS to CLARK Invrno, ESQ. 

Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 3 April, 1800. 

SIR, 

I have to inform you that His Excellency the Governor General, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of your being allowed to 

320 Acres. purchase, under your pre-eniptive right, the portion of land containing 320 acres measured 
for you out of your run "Traveller's Rest," in the district of Clarence; and I request that 

s3i io, no. you will have the goodness to pay into the Colonial Treasury the amount specified in 
margin, being the price of the land in question, inclusive of deed fee. 

Unless the required payment be made within three months from this date, a fine of 
10'per cent. will be added for every three months, or part of three months, that payment is 
delayed. 

I have, &e., 
A. G. M'LEAN, 

Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

The three months allowed for payment, from 3rd April, 1860, having expired, a fine 
of 10 per cent. has been incurred; the further sum of £82 is therefore required.—W.N.-
7 July, 1860. 

There appears to have been a delay of two or three days, which I am unable to 
account for, and then came the Easter holidays: I think the payment should be received 
without the fine, as it is quite clear that the letter was not dispatched as dated.-9 July. 

Then had we not better write to the Treasury and to Mr. Irving ?—Perhaps Mr. 
Fitzpatrick would sign the letter to the Treasury 7—A. G. M.-9 July. 

Prepare letter for signature of Under Secty.-9tA. 

No. 84. 
MINUTE of Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

14). 60-5e. THE letter herewith, dated 3rd April last, calling for payment from Mr. Clark Irving 
of a prc-emptive purchase, was by inadvertence, and owing to the intervention of the Easter 
holidays, not despatched until the 11th of that month. 

Payment was tendered within three months from the latter date, but being due 
within three months from the former a fine has been imposed, which, under the circum-
stances, the Secretary for Lands may perhaps think proper to remit. 

A. G. WLEAN. 

The Under Secretary for. Lands. B. C., Crown Lands Office' 

Submitted.-28tle. 
Sydney, 24 July, 1860. 

Appd., JoHN R.-6 September. 
Govr. GenI. and Ext. Council. 

Clerk of the Council.—M. F. B. 0., 7 September. 

W. D.-10 September, 1860. . Under 
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Under the Report of the Acting Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands the Executive 
Council advise that Mr. Irving be relieved from the payment of the fine herein referred, 
amounting to £82. 

EDWARD C. MEREWETBZR, 
Clerk of the Council. 

Minute, 60-39, 14 Sept., 1860.—Confirmed 20 Sept., 1860. 

Appd., W. D.-20 September, 1860. 

For the information of the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands.—B. C., 22 October, 
1800.—M. F. 

No. 85. 

UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to UNDER SECRETARY FOR FINANCE AND TRADE. 

(No. 60.353.) Department of Lands, 
Sydney, 16 October, 1860. 

Sm, 
lam directed to inform you that, under the Report of the Acting Chief Corn- 26Yaly, 1860. 

missioner of Crown Lands, Mr. Clark Irving has been relieved by the Governor General and (opyherrnvith 

the Executive Council from the payment of the fine, amounting to £32, imposed upon him 
for the non-payment within the prescribed time of the price of a portion of land forming part 
of his " Traveller's Rest" Run, purchased by him under pre-emptive right, of which Mr. 
Irving has been apprised. 

I have, &e., 
MICIIL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 86. 

UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to Cranic hvxxo, ESQ. 

(No. 00.1412.) Department of Lands, 

Sm, 
Sydney, 16 October, 1860. 

Iteferring to your personal application for the remission of a fine imposed upon 
you for the non-payment within the prescribed time of the price of a portion of land forming 
part of your "Traveller's Rest" Run, purchased by you under pre-emptive right, I am 
directed to inform you that, under the circumstances of the case, you have been relieved from 
payment of the fine in question, amounting to £321  of which the Under Secretary for Finance 
and Trade has been apprised. 
- I have, &c., 

I%IICHL, FITZPATRICK. 

No. 87. 

CLARK IRVING, E5Q., to Acno CHIEF Cor.xmssloNnR OF CROWN LANDS. 

Sin, 
Sydney, 9 .Juty, 1859. 

I have the honor to apply for permission to purchase under my pre-emptive 
right the following portions of land on my station, known as "Ashby," in the district of 
Clarence River, and bounded as follows, viz. 
I On the Clarence River opposite the Rocky Mouth, commencing at the south-east 
corner of my (700) seven hundred acres purchase, and bounded by that land on the west, 
and its northerly prolongation, to a point west of Sandy Creek; on the north by a line to 
Sandy Creek, and by Sandy Creek to the Clarence River, and on the east by that river. 

Also, one hundred and sixty acres adjoining the north boundary of my seven 
hundred acre purchase. 

I have, 8cc., 
CLARK IRVING. 

[MINUTE .] 

The land herein applied for to purchase by Mr. Irving, under pre-emptive right, 
formed, previously to 1848, part of the Ashby Run, but was brought by the Orders in Council 
within the Settled Districts, and Mr. Irving did not then obtain or apply for a lease under 
form B of the Regulations of 1848. 

These facts transpired when Mr. Irving applied in 1857 to exercise his pre-emptive 
right over land adjacent to that now applied for, and be was then permitted, in accordance 
with precedent in other cases, to pay up arrears of rent from 1848 to 1858, and to exercise 
the pre-emptive right sought by his application. 

At the end of 1858 all the 11th February leases in the Settled Districts on the 
Clarence River were withheld from renewal, and the holders were, on being informed of this 
decision, invited to exercise—or rather to make application to be allowed to do so—any pre-
emptive right which they might desire; but, from the peculiar character of Mr. Irving's 

holding, 
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bolding, it was omitted from the Colonial Treasurer's list of such leases, and, consequently, 
Mr. Irving did not receive the invitation referred to; he did not however seek to renew his 
lease for 1559, and the land for which be has applied is, therefore, not under lease to lum. 

It is obvious, however, that the omission to inform Mr. Irving of the determination. 
of his lease, and the necessity for his exercise of his pre-emptive claims within the year 
1858, was not owing to any neglect of Mr. Irving's, and as it is more than probable that 
had Mr: Irving been so informed be would have made his application in time, it scents to me 
that it may therefore now be entertained. 

Submitted for the consideration of the Secretary for Lands. 

A. G. M'LEAN 
The Under Secretary for Lands. B. C., 13 Ap,•il,  1800. 

No. 88. 

CLARK Invixe, ESQ., to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

Sydney, 24 December, 1859. 
Sm, 

Permit we to call your attention to my letter to. you of the 9th July last 
requesting permission to purchase under my pre-emptive right portions of land on my run 
known as " Ashby," in the district of Clarence River, and to favour me with information 
as to what has been done in the matter. 

I have, &c., 
(P. Clark Irving,) 

B. H. GORDON. 

No. 89. 
Acnixa CHIEF ConrissIoiER or Ciowrr LANDS to CLARK Iavixo, ESQ. 

(No. 60-601.) Grozom Lands Office, 
Sydney, 31 July, 1800. 

SIR, 

With reference to your letter of the 24th December last, respecting an 
application made on the 9th July previous, for the purchase of certain portions of the 
Ashby" Run, under pre-emptive right, I have to inform you that the lease, under which 
your claim was made, issued under the Regulations of the 11th February, 1851, was not 
renewed for the year 1859, and your tenure had therefore ceased on the day of application; 
under these circumstances, therefore, your case will be specially submitted for the con-
sideration of the Secretary for Lands, and I should desire in so submitting it, to bring under 
consideration any explanation which you may have to offer of the non-renewal of your 
leases. 

I have, &c., 
A. G. M'LEAN, 

Actg. C. C, C. L. 

Sydney: Thomas Biohards, Covernmcnt Pñnter.—ISC]. 

[Price, Is.] 
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1861. 

egSlaifbc aoumblp. 

NEW SOUTU WALES. 

MR. C. G. T. C}IATJYEL AND OTHERS. 
(EXERCISE OP PRE-EMETIVE RIGHTS.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 23 April, 1861. 

RETURN to an Address of the Honorable the Legislative AssembJy 

of New South Waks, dated 1 June, 1860, praying that His 

Excellency the Governor General would be pleased to cause to be laid 

upon the Table of this House,— 

Copies of all Correspondence between the Government and 

"Mr. C. G. T. Chauvel, and any other person or persons, rela- 

tive to the pre-emptive purchase by Mr. Chauvel of any portion 

" of his Run, known as 'Tabularn West," in the District of the 

" Clarence River, including any Report or Communication from 

any Government Surveyor having reference thereto. 

Any Minute of the Executive Council, also, having refer-

ence thereto. 

A Return of the different Reserves within the same Dis-

trict, specifying by whom recommended, and the dates when 

they were respectively made and proclaimed. 

" (4.) A Tabular Return of all applications for the exercise of 

pre-emptive rights by any person or persons in the said 

District, since the passing of the Orders in Council, speci-

" fying in each case the applicant or applicants, the date of 

" each application, the number of lots, the quantity, quality, 

" and situation of the land applied for, whether or not applica- 

tion granted, the price per acTe, when application granted, 

" and the total quantity alienated in consequence of such. 

" applications." 

(Mr. liar!.) 

238—A 
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SCHEDULE. 

NO. PAO!. 

1. Mr. C. U. T. Chauvel to Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, applying to purchase land 
at Tabulam, in the Clarence River District. 5 May, 1852 ,. ,. .. .. 4 

2. Chief Commissioner to the Commissioner of Crown Lands, Clarence River, for his Report 
on above. 10 May, 1852 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 

3. Chief Commissioner to Mr. C. U. T. Chauvel. 10 May, 1852. .. .. .. .. 4 

4. Commissioner of Crown Lands, Clarence River, reporting on Mr. Chauvel's application. 
26 August, 1852 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 

5. Chief Commissioner to Mr. C. U. T. Chauvel. 18 September, 1852 .. .. .. .. 5 

6. Chief Commissioner to Surveyor General. 18 September, 1852 .. .. .. .. 5 

7. Deputy Surveyor General to Colonial Secretary (two enclosures). 27 September, 
1652 .. 5 

S. Colonial Secretary to the Surveyor General. 19 October, 1852 .. ., ,. 6 

9. Acting Deputy Surveyor General to the Chief Commissioner. 16 June, 1853 .. .. C 

10. Mr. C. U. T. Chauvel to Chief Commissioner. 1 July, 1853 .. .. .. .. 6 

11. Chief Commissioner, in reply. 6 July, 1853 .. .. .. ,, .. 7 

12. Chief Commissioner to Acting Deputy Surveyor General. 6 July. 1653 .. .. .. 7 

13. Mr. C. 0. T. Chauvel to Chief Commissioner, respecting his application. 27 July, 1853.. 
7 

14. Same to same. 9 August, 1853 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ., 7 

15. Chief Commissioner to Mr. C. U. T. Chauvel, in reply. 15 August, 1853 .. .. .. S 

16. Chief Commissioner to the Surveyor General. 25 January, 1865 .. .. .. .. 8 

17. Surveyor General to Mr. Licensed Surveyor Wilson. 21 February, 1855 .. .. .. S 

18. Deputy Surveyor General to Mr. Licensed Surveyor Wilson. 20 March, 1855 .. ,. 8 

19. Mr. Surveyor Wilson to the Surveyor General. 5 May, 1855.. .. .. .. .. 9 

20. Mr. C. 0, T. Chauvel to the Chief Commissioner. 28 June, 1855 .. .. .. .. 9 

21. Chief Commissioner, in reply. 16 July, 185.5 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 9 

22. Mr. Licensed Sun nor Wilson to the Surveyor General, 30 April. 1856, and Minute of 
Surveyor General thereon . . . . ., .. .. . . .. .. . . 9 

23, Surveyor General to the Colonial Secretary. 9 June, 1656 .. .. .. .. .. 10 

21. Mr. C. U. T. Chauvel to Surveyor General (two enclosures). 30 May, 1856 .. .. 10 

25. Surveyor General, in reply. 3 July, 1856 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 11 

20. Colonial Secretary to Surveyor General. 9 July, 1836.. .. .. .. .. .. 11 

27. Memo, of Surveyor General, dated 13 August, 1856 .. .. .. .. .. .. 11 

2S. Surveyor Ge''il to the Comtuisioner of Crown Lands, Clarence River. 21 August, 1856. 
12 

39. The l'rineipil Gaiter Secretary to the Surveyor General. 9 September, 1856 .. .. 12 

30. Surveyor General, in reply. 15 September, 1556 .. .. .. .. •. .. 12 

31. Snie to iteneli at Casino. 15 September, 1856.. .. .. .. ,. ,. .. 19 

32. Same to Mr. Surveyor Peppereorne. 1.5 September, 1656 . . .. .. . . . . 12 

33. Colonial Secretary to Surveyor General. 27 September, 1856 ., ,. ,, .. 13 

34. Notice in Go,erna.ea? Unites of 23 September, 1856-formation of Tabulam as a village, 13 and dated 18 September, 1856 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
M. Minute of Executive Council, same subject. 20 June, 1856 .. . . . . .. . . 13 
36. Bench, C.sino, to the Surveyor General. 3 October, 1856 .. .. .. .. ,. 13 

37. As..ista'it Surveyor Peppercorne to the Surveyor General. 5 October, 1856 ., .. 13 

US. A. B. J. Chauvel to the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 1 January, 1857 .. .. 14 

29. Minute of surveyor General thereon. 18 January, 18:51 .. .. .. .. ,, 14 

40. Surveyor General to Ueder Secretary for Lands and Public Works. 20 January, 1857 ,, 15 

41, Under Secretary, in reply. 24 January, 1857 .. ,. .. ,. .. .. .. is 

42. Surveyor General, in reply. 3 February, 1857 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15 

43. Under Secretary for Lands and Works to the Surveyor General. 11 February, 1857 .. 15 

44. Notice in Goecru a,eet Gazette, withdrawing certain land advertised for sale at Casino. 
5 February, 1857 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 16 

45. Commissioner of Crown Lands, Clarence River, to Chief Commissioner (enclosure). 

14 September, 1857 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 16 

46. Chief Commissioner to Secretary to the Treasury. 8 December, 1857 .. .. .. 16 

47. Secretary to the Treasury, in reply. 16 December, 1857 .. .. ,, .. .. 17 

IS. Surveyor General to Captain C. U. T. Chauvel. 21 December, 1857 ,, •. ,, 17 

49. Secretary to the Treasury to Chief Commissioner. 2 February, 1858 .. .. .. 17 

50. Chief Commissioner to Under Secretary for Lands and Works-Schedule of applications 
to purchase under Pre.emptive Right, 26 February, 1658. Minute of Executive 

17 thereon, 22 March, 1858 .. .. .. ,. .. .. .. .. ., 
51. Notice in Government Gazette, respecting pre-emptive purchases. 16 April, 1858 ., ., is 

52. Chief Commissioner to the Under Secretary for flnnnce. 16 April, 1858 .. .. .. is 

53. Same to Mr. C. U. T. Chauvel. 16 April, 1858 .. .. ., .. .. .. 19 

54. Secretary to the Treasury to Surveyor General. 21 July, 1858 .. .. ,, ,. 19 

55. Mr. C. G. T. Chauvel to Surveyor General, applying to purchase certain land at 
'Deep Creek,' Clarence River District. 6 December, 1859 .. .. ,, 19 

56. Acting Surveyor General to Mr. Surveyor Peppercorne. 28 March, 1860 .. .. .. 20 
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a 

NO. FAG!. 
57. Surveyor Peppereorne in reply. 16 June, 1860 .. .. .. ., .. .. ,. 20 
58. Same to Surveyor General, 16 June, 1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 20 
59. Same to Same. 20 June, 1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. ., .. .. 21 
60. Same to Same. 20 June, 1860 .. .. .. ,. .. .. .. .. .. 21 
61, Mr. C. G. T. Chauvel to Acting Surveyor General. 23 July, 1860 .. .. .. 21 
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No. 1. 

Ma. C. G. T. CiIAVVEL to Cnrzr Cor.imssroNER OF CROWN LANDS. 

Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 5 May, 1852. 

Sn, 
I do myself the honor to request that I may be allowed to purchase one 

hundred and sixty acres, on the east side of the Clarence River, at Tabulam, in the District 
of Clarence River, the frontage commencing about five chains from the Court Rouse, and 
extending up the river twenty chains. 

I have, &c., 
C. G. T. CIIAtTVEL. 

No. 2. 

CHIEF COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to CoImssIoNn or CitowN LANDS, 
CLARENCE RIVER. 

(No. 52.768.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 10 May, 1852. 

Sn, 
In transmitting to you the enclosed application from Mr. C. G. T. Chauvel, 

to purchase a portion of his run at Tabulam, I have the honor to request that you will be 
good enough to report whether the land npplied for is in Mr. Chauvel's licensed occupation, 
or whether it forms the subject of any unsettled dispute. 

I have, &c., 
CEO. BARNEY, 

C. 0. C. Lands. 

 

CHIEF CoMMISsIoNER or CRoWN LANDS to Ma. C. G. T. CHAUVEr.. 

Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 10 May, 1852. 

Sn, 
I beg to inform you that it has been found necessary to refer to Mr. 

Commissioner Fry your letter of the 5th instant, applying to be allowed to purchase a 
portion of the Tabulam Run. 

When the required report shall have been received, I will make a further eomxnuni-
cation to you without delay. 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C. C. C. Lands. 

 

Co?uinssroNEa OP CROWN LANDS, CLARENCE RIVER, to CHIEF CoMMISSIoNER or 
CRowN LANDS. 

(No. 52-40.) Crown Lands Office, Clarence River, 
26 August, 1852. 

In returning the witlun application from Mr. C. G. P. Chauvel to be allowed to 
purchase land in this district, I do myself the honor to acquaint you that the land applied 
for is in his licensed occupation, and is not the subject of any dispute. 

2. I believe, however, it will be found on reference to the Surveyor General, that 
Mr. Chauvel wishes to purchase land intended by the Government for a public township, 
and already partially surveyed for that purpose. 

I have, &c., 
0. PitY, 

(No. 52.667.) 

No. 5. 
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CHIEF COMMISSIONER OP Caown LANDS to MR. C. G. T. Cirauvat. 

.(No. 52-1378.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 18 Sep 

Sin, 
tember, 1852. 

I do myself the honor to inform you, that the necessary report having been 
received from Mr. Commissioner Fry, on your application to purchase 100 acres of land at 
Tabularn, it has now been forwarded to the Surveyor General, who will dispose of the same 
in due course. 

I have, Sic., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C. C. C. Lands. 

 
CHIEF COMMISSIONER or CROWN LANDS to SURVEYOR GENIRAL. 

(No. 52.501.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 18 September, 1852. 

Sm, 

In transmitting to you the enclosed application from Mr. C. G. T. Chauvel to 
purchase a portion of his licensed run at Tabulam, in the Clarence River District, together 
ivith the report of Mr. Commissioner Fry thereon, I do myself the honor to request that 
you will dispose of the annie in due course. 

I have, Sic., 
GRO. BARNEY, 

Chief C. C. Lands. 

No. 7. 

DEPUTY SURVEYOR GENERAL to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

(No. 52457.) Survcyor General's Office, 

Sm, 
Sydney, 27 September, 1852. 

I find from your letter, No. 52-383, of the 25th June, referring to your letter 
No. 52-12, of the 7th January, that the only reserves in the Squatting Districts over which 
the licensed occupants are not to be permitted to exercise a pre-emptive right are those in 
which there are Gazetted towns. 

By letter from the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, No. 52-500, of the 18th 
September, be transmits to me an application from 0. G. T. Chauvel to purchase a portion 
of his licensed run, 100 acres, at Tabulan,, in the Clarence River District, and requests me 
to cause the same to be measured. Mr. Commissioner Fry reports that the land is in the 
licensed occupation of Mr. Chauvel and does not form the subject of any dispute, although 
it forms part of land surveyed and designed for the Towa of Tahulam. 

By your B.C. letter of the 12th December, 1850, it was intimated to me that it was 
not the intention of the Government to Cause the Town of Tabu]atn to be laid out at present, 
consequently it is not a Gazetted town as required by your letter No. 52-383 to act as an 
interdict to the exercise of the pre-emptive right, but, having been surveyed and designed, 
I have the honor to request that you will submit this ease for the consideration of his 
Excellency the Governor General, and for his Excellency's decision as to whether Mr. 
Chauvel's application is to be entertained, and thus interfere with the design. 

The papers received by inc from the Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands are 
enclosed, together with a copy of his communication to me. 

The correspondence which led to the suspension of the design is, I apprehend, in 
your office. 

I have, Sic., 

S. A. PERRY, 
Deputy Surveyor General. 

(Enclosure 1 in No. 7.) 

(No. 52-12.) Colonial Secretary's Office, 

SirS 
Sydney, 7 January, 1852. 

In acknowledging your letter, No. 51-143, of the 24th March last, transmitting descriptions 
of certain reserves for public purposes in the Pastoral District of Laehlan, I have the honor to inform 
you that His Excellency the Governor General has been pleased to approve of their adoption, and t& 
direct their notification in the Government Gazette. 

I have, ftc., 

The Surveyor General. 
W. ELYARD, Sea 

(Enclosure 
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(Enclosure . in Ró. 7.) 

(No. 62.383.) Colonial Secretory's Office, 
Sydney, 25 Time, 1852. 

Sir, 
Adverting to my letter to you of the 7th January last, on the subject of the notification in 

the Government Gazette of certain proposed Reserves in the Pastoral District of Lachlan, 
I have the 

honor, by direction of the Governor General, to inform you that His Rxcellency's attention has been 
called to the fact that there are included in the proposed notification, the descriptions of certain 
reserves, which have already been regularly proclaimed as townships. 

2. I have the efore to return to you the descriptions in question, and to request that you 
Will 

have the goodness, in the present instance, as well as on future similar occasions, to distinguish 
Gazetted townships from those ordinary Reserves over which the licensed occupants are to be perinitte 
to exercise a pre-emptive rigl4t. Ti.vo .kw  

The Surveyor General. 
B. DEAS T1.IOMSON. 

No. 8. 

COLONIAL SECRETARY to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. 52G00.) Ooionial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 19 October, 1852. 

SIR, 
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter, No. 52-457, of the 27th ultimo, 

on the subject of an application made by Mr. Chauvel to purchase a portion of his licensed 
run included in the unproelaimed Township of Tabulam, I am directed by His Excellency 
the Governor General to inform you, that under the pecnliar circumstances connected with 
Tabulam, it may be regarded as of the Caine class as Gazetted townships, provided it be 
still desirable to reserve it as such, on which point you will, of course, be the best able 

to judge. 
I have, Ste., 

W. ELYARD, Jusn. 

No. 9. 

ACTING Dtrurv SURVEYOR GENERAL to CHIEF CoxmssrONER OF CROWN LANDS. 

(No. 53-541.) Surveyor- General̀* Office, 
Sydney, 16 june, 1853. 

By your letter of the 18th September of last year, No. 52-501, you forward to 
me an application from Mr. C. U. P. Chauvel to purchase a portion of his licensed run 
at Tabulam, in the Clarence River District, together with the report of \1r, Commissioner 

Fry thereon, and requested that I would dispose of it in due course. 
2. This application, I now beg leave to inform you, was found to be for land within 

the reserve of Tabulam, and to interfere with a design for a town there, and although the 
town has net been approved of, it was found advisable to submit to His Excellency the 
Governor General the question of Mr. Chauvel's desire to purchase, and it was determined 
that, under the peculiar circumstances connected with Tabularn, it might be regarded as of 
the same class as Gazetted townships ; and I now therefore beg to return to you Mr. 
ChauveFe application, and to state, that as far as it affects improved lands falling within 
the township reserve, it cannot be entertained, unless the anticipated •eoision of the Right 

Honorable the Secretary of State for the Colonies should accord to the holders of pastoral 
runs the same right as regards town and suburban allotments as is enjoyed by the holders 
of leases of land for other than pastoral purposes uuder the Regulations of 11th February, 

1851. 
I have, Ste., 

JOHN TIIOMPSON, 
Acg. Deputy S. Cr1. 

No. 10. 

Mn C. G. P. CHAUVEL to CHIEF CoMMrssxoNtR OF CROWN LANDS. 

Tabulam, 1 July, 1853. 

Sia, 
I do myself the honor to address you, as, from your answer to my application to 

purchase 160 acres of land at Tabulam, I was led to conclude that instructions had been 
given to have the same measured, but Mr. Dnrko, the Surveyor, says be has received none, 
therefore I fear there is some lni8take, and I hope you will have the gqo4ness to oblige me 
by ascertaining the reason as soon as possible, as Mr. D. is measuring for other parties, and 
will soon leave this neighbourhood, and will not be inclined to return to measure so small a 

portion. 
I have, Ste., 

C. Cr. P. CIIAT.WEL. 

No.11. 
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No. ii. 

Caxtr CoflxssIoNEa OF Citowri LANDS to MR. C. U. P. CHAUYEL. 

Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 0 July, 1853. 

Sxu, 
With reference to your application, dated 5th May, 1852, to purchase land at 

Tabulam, in the Clarence River District, now included in the Township of Tabulam, I do 
myself the honor to inform you that (subject to the approval of the Secretary of State, 
to whom matters of this kind have been referred) you will receive a lease, for one year, of 
the land, with a pre-emptive right during its currency. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY. 

No. 12. 
CHIEF CoMMIssIoNflt OF CROWN LANDS to AcnNo DEPUTY SustvnYoft GENERAL. 

(No. 53-358.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 6 July, 1853. 

Sia, 
I do myself the honor to acknowledge the meeipt of your letter of the 16th 

instant, No. 53-541, respecting Mr. Chauvel's application to purchase land at Tabulam, in 
the Clarence River District. 

I have, &e., 
UEO. BARNEY. 

No. 13. 
Ma, C. G. T. CHAuVEL to CHIEF CaMIssIoNER OF CROWN LANDS. 

Tabulam, 27 July, 1853, 
Sra, 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication, dated the 
6th instant, the contents of which I was totally unprepared for, as, from the information I 
obtained from the Surveyor General's and your office, I was distinctly told that the present 
site of the Towuship of Tabulam was done away with,* owing to its total unfitness, and any P,-ior to my ap- 
application on my part for a portion of the land would be granted ; on the faith of this I t°"L 
have unfortunately expended a large sum in eulargiog my house, &e. I therefore conclude Gee! 

there must be some mistake in the Surveyor General's Office, and that you have never seen Townships, in 
the correspondence between the Uonorable the Colonial Secretary and the gentlemen 
comprising, at that time, the Tabulam Bench, on the subject of the said towoship. I wa erased by 

pe' being daiwa 
therefore take the liberty of enclosing it, and beg leave to remark that Messrs. Ogilvie and throuait. 
Evans had not the slightest interest either in the towaship or road, but merely expressed 
their opinion from a sense of public duty; both of them, from their long residence on the 
Clarence, and from their perfect knowledge of the country, were more eompeent to point 
out the defects of the present site than any one in the district. By the regulations, I am 
under the necessity of purchasing 320 acres here, and naturally feel anxious that part of it 
should be the land on which my house and out-buildings are erected. From the alarm we 
all felt from the flood of '49, I had some idea of moving the station to another site, but was 
prevented by the heavy expense it would have entailed, and the hopes that the buildings 
were beyond the reach of danger. An inspection of the map in the Surveyor General's 
Office will prove the correctness of these statements, and the unfitness of the present site. 

I have, &e., 
C. U. P. CIIATJVEL. 

N.B.—In May last year there was a flood, when my men and their families took 
refuge in my woolshed; one of the former in getting there was up to his middle in water. 

No. 14. 
CJUEF Cor.nhIssIoNER OF CROWN LANDS to Ma, C. G. T. CHAuva. 

(No. 58.999.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 0 August, 1853. 

Sm, 
In reply to your letter of the 1st ultimo, respecting your application to purchase 

land at Tabulam, I do myself the honor to refer you to my letter of the 21st ultimno on the 
subject. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C. 0. C. L. 

(No. 53191) 

No. 15. 
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No. 15. 
CHIEF Co M MIssIoNn OF Cuoww LANDS to MR. C. G. P. CHAUVEL. 

(No. 53-1035.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 15 August, 1853. 

a Forconofllv- With reference to your letter of the 27th ultimo, on the subject of your appli- 
.ert, staAcUng 
snrveyor Oene- eations to purchase land at Tabulam, including a town reserve, I do myself the honor to 
ni's setter to 
hiQI cimis- enclose, for your information, a copy of the Acting Deputy Surveyor General's Roport* on the 
mienn of °n matter. 
lsud,,of the 
l6thlune,1853, I have, &c., 

GEO. BARNEY. 

No. 16. 
Caits' CoMMISSIoNER or CROwN LANDS to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 25 Jwnuary, 1855. 

SIR, 
With reference to your letter of the 10th June, 1853, No. 53-541, stating that 

the land applied for to purchase by Mr. C. G. P. Chauvel, at Tabulam, formed portion of a 
town reserve, I have now the honor to request that you will be good enough to furnish me 
with the particulars of the allotments improved by Mr. Chauvel, to the end that a lease 
under the recent instructions may be issued to him. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C. C. C. L. 

No. 17. 
SURVEYOR GENERAL-  to MR. LICENSED SURVEYOR WILsoN. 

(No. 55.222.) Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 21 .Februaiy, 1855. 

Sin, 
Appendix A. I enclose a tracingt shewing the position of certain improvements effected by 

Mr. C. G. P. Chauvel on a portion of his licensed run at Tabulam, which is included in the 
town reserve, and I request that you will measure in accordance therewith some allotments-
to embrace the improvements, and that you will forward to me a plan and descriptions 
thereof. 

I am, &c., 
T. L. MITCIIELL, 

S. G. 

No. 18. 
DEPUTY SURVEYOR GENERAL to MR. LICENsED SURVEYOR WILSON. 

(No. 55.353.) Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 20 Afarch, 1855. 

Sin, 
Mr. Ronald M'Donald having applied to purchase, according to the annexed 

description, 160 acres of his ran of "lIyrtle Creek," you will, provided the land applied 
for form no part of a reserve, and the snrvcy be not otherwise objectionable, measure and 
mark it out in strict accordance with the regulations, and forward to inc a plan and descrip-
tion thereof, together with a report as to its mineral indications, 

2. If you should consider that the land, as measured, is of a higher value than £1 
per acre, you will report the same to me, and place yourself in communication with the local 
Commissioner of Crown Lands, and afford to him such information as may be necessary to 
enable him to have the value of the land assessed; and you will report again to me what 
the result may be of such assessment. 

lam, &c., 
(For the S. 0.) 

J. THOMPSON, 
P.S. G. 

- DESCRIPTION. 

160 acres, including the homestead and other valuable improvements. 

(No. 55-43.) 

No. 10. 
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No. 19. 

Ma. LICENSED SURVEYOR WILSON to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. 5540.) Grafton, 5 Amy, 1355. 
SIR, 

Having reference to your letters No. 55-222 of the 21,t February last, and 
55.353 of the 20th March last, containing instructions for the measurement of certain 
lands at Tabulam and Myrtle Creek, I have the honor to inform you that on account of 
the late incessant rains (and which still continue) all the creeks are up, and the roads 
impassable even to the mail contractors. I therefore think it may, probably, be three 
months before I can possibly carry out the instruction above alluded to. 

I have, Sw., 
W. B. WILSON. 

No. 20. 
Ma. C. G. T. CRAUvEL to CainE ComIrSsIowEa OF CROwN LANDS. 

Tabulain, 28 June, 1855. 
SIR, 

About five years ago Mr. Darke, the Surveyor, was sent to Tabulam to lay out 
a township, but in consequence of letters from the Magistrates here to the Honorable the 
Colonial Secretary, stating that the spot chosen was subject to floods, they received for reply 
that in the event hereafier of a township being deemed requisite, that the wishes of the 
settlers would be attended to. The survey was thea discontinued. I am now given to 
understand that Mr. Wilson, Clerk of the Petty Scsions at Grafton, has received instructions 
to lay out the said township in the very spot objected to; I have, therefore, the honor to 
request you will have the goodness to inform me if this is the ease, as in your last 
communication you informed me that, in the event of this becoming a township, a year's 
lease would be granted sac, so that I should be enabled to purchase what I am entitled to 
under the preemptivc right. 

I have. Sw., 
C. G. P. CHAIJVEIJ. 

No. 21. 

CHIEF COMMISSIONEIt OF CaoyN LANDs to Ma. C. G. T. CIIAUvEr. 

(Mo. 55-757.) Crown Lends Office, 
Sydney, 16 Jufy. 1655. 

SIR, 
In reference to your letter of the 28th ultirno, respecting your application to 

purchase certain land at Tabulam, in the Clarence River District, I do myself the honor to 
inform you that the Surveyor General has been requested to state the particulars of the lots 
containing your improvements, with a view to the issue of a lease conferring the right of 
pre-cmptioa on you, uuder the recent instructions for the disposal of cases of this kind. 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

C. C. C. L. 

No. 22. 
Mr. LICENSED SURVEYOR WILSON to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. 56-16.) Grafton, 30 April, 1856. 
SIR, 

In compliance with the instructions contained in the late Surveyor General's 
letter, No. 55.222, of the 21st February, 1855, I have the honor to forward to you it  plan* • AendixB 
and the descriptions of the allntmenta contained in part of the Township of Tabulam, 
embracing Mr. Chauvel's improvements, and allotments for sale according to the tracing 
forwarded to me. I have not noted the county, as I am uncertain whether the town is 
situated in Richmond or Buller. 

2. I beg leave to state that the reason I forwarded no work to the department last 
month was on account of my having to attend to the affairs of an intestate estate, 30 miles 
distant from Grafton. In anticipation of being able to complete the plan and descriptions 
,ofTabulam, they were dated the 20th March. 

I have, Sw., 
W. B. WILSON, 

Lied. Sur. 

238—B As 
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As the survey, to embrace Capt Chauvel's improvements and some allotments for 

sale, extends so far as the demand for land at the place is likely to reach for some time to 
come, and as the descriptions of the improved lands can be much more satisfactorily 
completed after the proclamation of the village, a fair plan for submission to the Executive 
Council has been prepared, and is herewith; so soon as it is approved of Capt. Chauvel's 

claims will be dealtwith.. 
A. U. 

4 Jvnc; 

No. 23. 

Suavxioa GENERAL to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

(No. 56.840.) Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 0 Ju,.e, 1856. 

SIR, 
With reference to your letter of the 10th October, 1852, No. 52-000, on the 

subject of an application made by Mr. Chauvel to purchase a portion of his liceosed rim 
included in the unproelnimed Village of Tabulam, I have now the bonor to state, that, 
considering it desirable that the village in question should be proclaimed, I have caused to 
be prepared, and beg to forward herewith, for the approval of His Excellency the Governor 

Api,eatixC. General in Council, a design of that village.t 
I have, &c., 

GiO. BARNEY, 
S. U. 

No. 24. 

Mu. C. U. T. CHAUVEL to SURVEYOR GENnAL. 

Tabulam, 80 May, 1856. 

Sin, 
I have the boner to request you will have the goodness to great me a very 

great favour, namely, informing me how 1 am to proceed in regard to putting in my claim 
for the preemptive rights on account of improvements effected on land here. I am induced 
to write to you on this subject, in consequence of Mr. Wilson, the Clerk of the Petty 
8e4i,ns at Grafton, being here the other day to lay out a township, much to my astonish-
ment ; as owing to the mi,fortuoc of having my house burnt down, and my family put to 
the greatest inconvenience and discomfort, I addressed a letter to the Honorable the CoLonial 
Secretary, mentioning the circumstance, and asking him whether there was any obstacle in 
the way of my building another on a more eligible site; a copy of the replies I herewith 
enclose, which you will perceive were very olseure and unsatifaetory, being no decided 
answer to my applieaton ; but from the gemmeral tenor of them I concluded that my wishes 
were granted, and on the strength of this I employed men in getting building materials ready, 

and a spot was fiKed upon, which Mr Nvilsam  says is in the middle of a road, and that it was 
not in his power to alter, although, by the Colonial Secretary's letters, the township has 
still to be rucasuted, I was also led to believe that no steps bad as yet been taken to 
measure the lands; judge then of my aatonishment on Mr. Wilson informing me that his 
instruetione were so far hack as March twelvemouth, and they had not been recalled, and 

the enclosed copies are dated 211st July end :40th August last. I beg leave to bring to your 
recollection a cmmrrespondenee that took place many years ago, when the Bench, composed of 
Messrs Ogilvie, Evans, and myself, pointed out the ineligibility of the original site owing to 
floods, with the exception of a very small paddock in which my improvements were erected; 
and I think I have just reason to complain, when now it appears that Mr. Parke fixed upon 
this small piece of ground for the township; and to shew how pinohed he was for room, Mr. 
Wilson &ns he run a line of road through my kitchen chimney, another cutting off an angle 
of my garden, and a thiiii through a stockyard and cultivation paddock; certainly at the 
time there was no fence round the latter, it having been removed in consequence of its being 
composed of logs, and I was prevented at the time from putting up a new one from want of 
men, but since then a four-railed fence has been erected ; of this paddock Mr. Parke takes 
no notice, further than dotting down an old tobacco-shed. This mistake could not have 
occurred had Mr. Parke had the courtesy to have shewn we his plan. I can prove that the 

said land was under cultivation upwards of twelve years ago.t 

Mr. Wilson acknowledged to me that Mr. Parke had no necessity for running his 
lines in the manner described, but that he himself had no power of altering either them or 
the site, being obliged to obey instructions; but I beg leave to state that there were several 
more eligible spots in the neighbourhood for a township, more especially one named Punch 
Flat—it being free from floods, not above a mile from this, at the cnnflueneo of the Rocky 
River and the Clarence, and also having the great advantage of taking in two roads—one 
leading to Grafton by Vulgilbar and Gordon Brook, and the other, the Main Road, a very 

short distance from it. T 

am not certain whether Mr. Wilson has mentioned this paddock in his plan; if not, he 
has Iollowrd Mr. Darke in every respect, greatly to my prejudice, and were to measure all my 
improvements. 
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I believe, by the regulations, I am entitled not only to the lands on which improve-
ments have been made, but also to those under cultivatiou; the latter, 1 am sorry to say, 
does not exceed three acres, now the read runs through it. I do not know the exact quantity 
lam entitled to, but will write to Mr. Wilson to ascertain; be said it was ,either 19 or 21 
acres, but I forget.which. 

I have, &e., 
C. G. T. CHAUVEL. 

N.E—On reference to my letter of the 16th July, 18.55, you will find no mention 
is made of the purchasing of lands, but merely to ask if there was any obstacle to my 
building on a new site. 

[Enclozuie 1 in No. 24.1 
(No. 53-514.) Colonial Secretary's (fike, 

Sir, 
Sydney, 31 July, 1855. 

I beg to inform you that it has been found necessary to refer to the Surveyor Generalyonr 
letter of the 16th instant, with the enclosures respecting the sale of certain land at Tabulam, on which 
you have made improvements. 

2. When the required report has been received, and the decision of the Governor General 
obtained upon the case, a further communication will be made to yon witaeut delay. 

I have, &e., 
C. G. T. Chauvel, Esq., W. ELYAItD, Jun., 

Tabulam. (For Colonial Secretary.) 

[Enclosure 2 in No. 24.1 
(No. 55026.) Colonial Secretary's Oft.', 

Sir, 
Sydney, 30 August, 1855. 

With reference to my letter of the 31st i,ltimo, respecting the measurement for sale of 
certain land at Tabulam, on avlueh you have effected improvements, I am directed by the Governor 
General to inform you, that a report has been received from the Surveyor General in the matte,', repre. 
senting that until a township can be laid out at Tabulam, no measurements of any lands there 
containing improvements are likely to take place. 

I have, &c., 
C. G. T. Chauvel, Esq., W. JIJLYARD, Jun. 

Tahulam, 

No. 25. 
Suavzron GENERAL to Ma, C. G. T. CHAUVEL. 

No. 56-861.) Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 3 July, 1850. 

Sin, 
With reference to your letter of the 30th May last, respecting the purchase 

under pre-emptive right of certain land at Tabulam, I beg to inform you that, so soon as the 
design for the villnge shall have been approved of; your claims will be dealt with, and that 
every consideration will be extended to you that can be, consistent with existing regulations. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

8.0. 

No. 26. 
COLONiAL SECRETaY to Sunvnon GENERAL. 

(No. 56-472.) Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 9 July, 1856. 

Sin, 
The design for the Village of Tabulam submitted in your letter of the 9th 

ultimo, No. 56-340, having been laid by the Governor General before the Executive Council, 
His Excellency, with the advice of the Council, has been pleased to approve of the same; I 
am therefore directed to request that you will have the goodness to cause a copy of the plan 
so approved to be transmitted to the nearest Bench to the village in question, apprising me 
when this has been done, in order that it may be notified as usual in the Government 
Gazette. 

I have, &c., 
W. ELYARD. 

No. 27. 
NEAl 0. of Surveyor General. 

HEnrwTra is a traoing* from the plan of the Village of Tabulam, shewing the improve- Appendix D. 
ments effected by Capt. Chauvel, the holder of the run. 

It may be well to ascertain through the Crown Lands Branch to what extent he will 
be entitled to purchase without competition in right of these improvements. 

A. G. M., 
13 August, 1850. 

No. 28. 
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No. 28. 

SURVEYOR GENERAL to CoMussIoNER OF Ciwwr LANDS, CLARENCE RIVER. 

(No. 50-2120.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 21 August, 1856. 

Sm, 
Tr,eiig with I have the honor to transmit the enclosed tracing from the plan of the 
Memo, of A. S. 
O,,nerai,lSth Village of Tabulam, shewing the improvements effected by Capt. Chanvel, and I beg to 
AuguM,IS&6. request, that you will take the necessary steps to have the value of the improvements 

assessed in the usual manner. 
I have, &c., 

flO. BARNEY. 
S. G. 

No. 29. 

Tat UNDER SECRETARY to SuRnyolt GENERAL. 

(No. 56-607.) Cokujal Secretarys Office, 
Sydney, 9 September, 1850. 

Sm, 
With refereneeto my letter of the 9th July last, respecting the formation of 

the Village of Tabulam, I am now directed to draw your attention thereto, and to request 
the favour of your early report as to what has since been done in the matter. 

I have, &e, 
W. ELYARD. 

No. 30. 

SURVEYOR GENERAR to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

(No. 86-401.) Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 15 September, 1856. 

S IR, 
In reply to your letter of the 9th instant, respecting the formation of the 

Village of Tabulam, I do myself the honor to state, that a copy of the approved design has 
been forwarded to the Bench at Casino, in pursuance of your letter of the 9th July last. 

I have, &e, 
GEO. BARNEY, 

S. G. 

No. 31. 

SURVEYOR GENERAL to BENCII OF MAGISTRATES, CASINO. 

(No. 56-592.) Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 15 September, 1856. 

Sm, 
his Excellency the Governor General in Council having been pleased to 

approve of a design for the Village of Tabulam, I have the honor to forward herewith a 
copy of the design so approved, and to request that you will preserve the same for public 
exhibition in your office, favouring me with your acknowledgment of its receipt. 

I have &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

S. G. 

No.32 

SURVEYOR GENERAL to ML AssxsnNv SURVEYOR PErPERC0RNE. 

(No. 50-1557.) Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 15 September, 1856. 

SIR, 
His Excellency the Governor General in Council having been pleased to 

approve of a design for the Village of Tabulam, I beg to forward for your information a copy 

,of the design so approved, of which you will be good enough to acknowledge the receipt. 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

S. G. 

No. 33. 
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No. 33. 

Tax UNDER SECRETARY to Suvnoit GENERAL. 

-(No. 56-616.) C'olonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 27 &ptember, 1850. 

SIR, 
With reference to your letter of the 15th instant, No. 56-400, I am directed 

to draw your attention to the notice in the Government Gazette of the 23rd of this month, 

respecting the formation of the Village U Tbulam, on the Clarence River. 

I have &e., 
W. ELYARD. 

No. 34. 
NOTICE in Government G'aze tte. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 18 September, 1856. 

TABULAM. 

NoticE is hereby given, that a site has been fixed upon for a village at the undermentioned 
place, and that copies of the approved plan have been deposited, for public information, at 
the Police Office, Casino, and at the Office of the Surveyor General, in Sydney, viz. 

TABULAM, on the Clarence River. 
CHARLES COWPER. 

No. 35. 

MINUTE of Executive Council. 

his Excellency the Governor General lays before the Council a letter from the Surveyor 
General, submitting a design for a village in the County of Richmond, proposed to be 
called " Tabulam." 

The Council are not aware of any reason why the design so submitted to them should 
not be approved. 

MICIIL. FITZPATRICK, 
Clerk of the Council. 

Minute 56.34, 30 June, 1856.—Confirmed 8 July, 1856. 

No. 30. 

BENCU, CASINO, to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

Folice Office, Casino, 
3 October, 1856. 

Sin, 
In reply to your letter of the 15th September last, forwarding a copy of the 

-design of the Village of Tabulam, as approved of by His Excellency the Governor General, 
we do ourselves the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the same. 

We have, &e., 
ALEX. MACKELLAR, J.P. 

(For the Beach.) 

No. 37. 

Ma. ASSISTANT SURVEYOR PEPx'ERCoRNE to SURvEYoR GENERAL. 

(No. 56.17.) Richmond River, 
5 October, 18 50. 

SIR, 
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your communication, No. 56-1557, of 

September 1511, tbrwarding a copy of the approved design for the Village of Tabulam, in 

,the County of Richmond. 
I have, &c., 

FRF]DK. S. PEPPERCORNE, 
Asst. Surveyor. 

No. 38. 
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No. 88. 
Mn. A. B. J. CnAunL to CutEr COMMISSIONER OP Cnoww LANDS. 

Sia, 
Sydney, 1 January, 1857. 

I do myself the honor to inform you, that upon looking over the Government 
Gazette*, I perceive that thirty-six allotments of the Tabulam Village are to be offered for 
sale in February next; allow me therefore to request that you will have the kindness to use 
your influenec in trying to get at least the sale of the allotments in section 6 postponed for 
the present, or till after the land question has been brought before the Council. 

Some of the reasons I have to give for making snob a proposition are as follows:— 
In the first place, there cannot be any doubt in the minds of those who are 

thoroughly acquainted with the position and capabilities of the spot, that Government will 
reap but little benefit by having f'rmed Tabnlatn into a village reserve at all, as it is 
situated on a line of road between Grnfton and Teuterfield which will crc long in all proba-
bility be deserted, on account of a new lineof road which has been lately discovered, and 
which it is supposed will save fully thirty miles out of one hundred and forty, besides 
avoiding two very had ranges, namely, the Currabubla and Richmond Ranges, and would 
cross the Clarence River some miles below the present crossing-place, oonsequcntly Tabulam 
would no longer be a connecting link between Giafton and Tenterfield. 

Secondly, the reason why I especially wish for the postponement of the sale of the 
allotments in section 0 is, because it is situated within a.small paddock which contains my 
private house, and the principal portion of my buildings. 

Allow me to point out that although I *as not the first occupant of the station, and 
had not to endure all the privations, risks, and annoyances, also expense of forming it, yet 
I had to pay for my right to the run to those who had gone through all this, and thereby 
acquired all their claims upon the Government to be charitably dealt with; and I would ask 
you whether it is not at least a very hard case, after having expended many years and a 
considerable sum of money in gradually improving the place, and making myself as 
ccnifortcble as circumstances would permit, that the privacy of my homestead should be 
invaded by those who may in the first instance purchase allotments without reflecting, or 
perhaps being even aware of the probability, or rather certainty, of the road being altered, 
and who will afterwnrds bitterly regret having invested their small savings in so unprofitable 
a speculation. 

Before Sir Charles Fits Roy's departure, I received a communication from Govern-
ment, in reply to one from the Bench, giving me to understand that all idea of forming a 
township on the site proposed was given up for the present, and that if it was again resumed, 
the interests of the residents (or words to that effect) should be considered; and upon the 
strength of this I went on improving. 

If you think you can, by using your interest in this matter, at least avert the sale 
of the allotments in section 0 for the present, you will be conferring a great obligation 
upon me. 

I have, &c., 
A. B. J. CHAUVEL, 
(For C. U. T. Chauvel.) 

No. 39. 
MINUTE of Surveyor General. 

THERE is more correspondence in the office relating to this village, which will, I think, 
shew that Capt. Chauvel's urgent pressing to be allowed to complete his pre-emptive 
purchase is the cause of the moasurement in, and proclamation of the village. 

The formation of the village was proposed originally in 1849, and was deferred (see 
C. S. L. within, of 12th December, 1850) "for the present" at that date. 

In measuring the land which Capt. Chanvel is to purchase (containing his valuable 
improvements) under pre-emptive right, in accordance with Mr. Darke's design for a village, 
Mr. Wilson measured also some improved allotments, and as, for the completion of the pre-
emptive purchase descriptions, it became necessary to proclaim the village, some of the 
unimproved allotments have been brought to auction sale, as is customary with newly laid 
out towns. 

The most legitimate mode by which Capt. Chouvel can obviate the inconvenience 
of others possessing the allotments in his paddock isby their purchase at auction; still, there 
is no special object in their sale, and more particularly on account of the discovery of the 
new Eno of road, as the only recommendation possessed by Tabolam as a village site is its 
position at the crossing of the Clarence River, between Grafton and Tenterfield, and if there 
be no application for the purchase of the allotments in the office, the question of the with-
drawal may be submitted for the consideration of the Secretary for Lands and Public Works. 

A. G. M. 
18 Jan. 

13174. 
Mr. W.,—Have the allotments been brought forward on applications to purchase ?— 

No; they are brought forward for sale by the Crown.—C. M. W. 

Recommend the withdrawal of the land,—G. B. 

No. 40. 
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No. 40. 

SURVEYOR GENERAL to UNDER. SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC WORKS. 

(No. 57-31.) Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 20 January, 1857. 

SIR, 
I do myself the honor to enclosea letter which I have received from Mr. C. G. P. 

Chauvel, and to request that the allotments at Tabulam, proclaimed, for sale at Casino on 

the 17th proximo, may be withdrawn from sale by the customary notice in the Government 

Gazette. 
2. I may observe that Tabulam was proposed as a site for a village, and some of the 

improved allotments therein were brought forward for sale (as is customary with newly laid 
out places) on account of its position at the crossing-place, on the Clarence River, of the road 
herctonre in use from Tenterficid to Grafton ; but, a new line of road between these places 
baying been discovered, there would not appear to be any necessity for the immediate sale 

of the allotments in question. 
I have, &o., 

OBO. BARNEY, 
S-u. 

No. 41. 
UNDER SEcRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC WORKS to SURVnOR GENERAL. 

(No. 57.240.) Department of Ln Is and Public Works, 
Sydney, 24 January, 1857. 

Siit, 
In reference to your letter of the 20th instant, in which you request that the 

allotments at Tabulam, proclaimed for sale at Casino on the 17th proximo, may be withdrawn 
from Bile, I am directed to request that you will have the goodness to state, whether you 
rec mmend the withdrawal of all the allotments, or of those only comprised in section 6, 
alluded to in the communication in this respect from the Messrs. Chauvel enclosed by you, 
and also how many lots that section contains. 

2. 1 am directed to add, that the Secretary for Lands and Public Works is very 
unwilling, at this stage, to sanction the withdrawal of these allotments from sale, except SO 

far as an equitable pre-emptive right m 'y be claimed and before he does so he must have 
a clear opinion from you that this is not a proper site for a township. 

1 have, &e., 
11 WilL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 42. 

SuRvEYoR GENERAL to UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC Woaxs. 

(No. 57-48.) Surveyor Gene,'al's Office, 
Sydney, 3 11brnary, 1857. 

Sm, 
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 24th ultimo, 

No. -, and to inform you that the allotments comprised within section 6, at Taliulam 
(being 20 in number), were those recommended to be withdrawn from sale in my letter to 
which you allude. 

In reference to the second paragraph of your letter, under reply, I beg to observe 
that Mr. Chauvel's claims to purchase, under his preemptive right, are at presnt under 
reference to the local Commissioner. All such allotments to which he can, under 

existing Regulations, possess a pre-ernptive right of purchase in virtue of improvements 
having bcyn withheld from auction sue poudiug the receipt of the Commissioner's Report. 

As to the fitness of the situation of Tabulam for a township, I tahe leave to observe 
that, unless the road from Tenterfield to Graftoo be changed in direction, so as to avoid 
Tabulam, as represented by Mr. Chauvel, I consider that Tabulam is decidedly a proper site 
for a village, although there is no evidence of present demand for land there. 

I have, &c., 
GEQ. BARNEY, 

S. G. 

No. 43. 
UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PW3LT0 WORKS to Suavnoit GENERAL. 

(No. 57-95.) Department of Lands and Public Works, 
Sydney, 11 February, 1857. 

Sm, 
In reference to your letter of the 3rd instant, No. 5748, I am directed to draw 

your attention to the notice in the Government Gazette, of the 6th of this month, respecting 

the withdrawal from sale of certain lands proclaimed for sale, at Casino, on the 17th instant. 
I have, &c., 

MICHL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 44. 
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No. 44. 
NO 7'IOE in Government Gazette. 

Department of Lands and Public Works, 
Sydney, 5 February, 1859, 

WiTHDRAWATJ OF LANDS PROM SALE. 
NOTICE is hereby given, that the undermentioned allotments of land, proclaimed in the 
Government Gazette of the 20th November last, for sale at Casino, on the 17th instant, have 
been withdrawn from sale, viz.:— 

Town Lots. 
Lots from 17 to 36 inclusive, being allotments numbered from I to 20 in section No. G. 

JOHN HAY. 

No. 45. 
Co3mslssxoNEz oi' CitowN LANDS, CLARENCE RIVER, to Curir CoMMISSIoNER or CnowN 

LANDS. 

Crown Lands Office, 
Clarence River, 1.4 September, 1857. 

Sin, 

In accordance with the directions contained in your letter of the 20th August., 
1856, I have the honor to transmit a memorandum of valuation of the improvements effected 
by Capt. Chauvel in the Village of Tabulam. 

I have, &c., 
RICHARD BLIGH. 

Mr. 1311gb should have reported with this valuation the value of the improvements in 
each allotment;; but, on this general valuation, Capt. Chauvel may, I think, be allowed 
to purchase, under pre-eniptive right, all section 5, the measured allotments in section 4, and 
the 3, 2, 10, in section 10—A. G. M. 

G. 13-10. 

Descriptions examined accordingly for issue of lease and completion of purchase. 
Prices noted on descriptions—A. G. N. 

[Enclosure in R. 45.] 

DisCrive Clarence River, 

MEMORANDUM. 
Tabula,n, 4 Septenther, 185G. 

We, the undersigned, Richard Thigh, Commissioner of Crown Lands, noting as valuer on behalf 
of the Crown, and James Jordan, of Tbulam, acting as valuer for Capt. C. G. 11. Clianvel, the licensed, 
occupant of the Tabulam Run, do hereby estimate and asse,s the vnluo of the improvements situated 
upon sections Nos. 4, 6, and 10, in the 'l'ownship of Tabulam (pact of the run aforesaid), at the sum of 
£700 (seven hundred pouuds.) 

RICHARD 13110 H, 
Crown Lands. 

JAMES JORDAN, 
Valuer of Capt. C. G. T. Clianve!. 

No. 46. 
CurEr COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to SECRETARY TO THE TREAsURY. 

(No. 57-759.) Crown Lands Office, 

Sat, 
Sydney, 8 December, 1857. 

I beg to enclose particulars of land at Tabulam, Clarence River District, to be 
inserted in a lease for one year under the Regulations of 11th February, 1851, to Capt. 
C. G. T. Chauvel. 

2. The rent will be as usual, £10. 
3. Will you be good enough to intimate tome when the lease is ready for issue, that I 

may inform Capt. Chauvel. 

CLARENCE RIVER DISTRICT.—TABIJLAM—O G. T. CJIAUVEL. 
Allotment No. 1 cf section 10. 

1 I- ,, 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 ,, 5. 
7 5. 
1 ,, 4. 
2 4. 
3 ,, 4. 
4 4. 
5 ,, 4. 

4. 
GEO. BARNEY. 

No. 47.. 
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No. 47. 

SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to SURVEyoR GENERAL. 

(No. 2039.) The Treasury, New South Wales, 
16 December, 1857. 

SIR, 

With reference to your letter of the 8th instant, No. 759, I am directed to 
inform you, that the lease in favour of Capt. Chauvcl, therein referred to, is ready for 
issue. 

It has been made to commence from the lst instant. 
I have, &e., 

HENRY LANE. 

No, 48. - 
SURvEYoR GENERAL to CAPT. C. G. T. CJJAUVEL, 

(No. 574474.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sdney, 21 December, 1857. 

SIR, 

I beg to inform you that a lease, under the Regulations of I lth February, 
1851, for land at Tabularn, is ready for issue to you at the Olonial Treasury. It should be 
at once taken up, that you may exercise your pre-emptive right over the land improved by 
you. 

The rent is £10. 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY. 

No. 40. 

SECRETARY TO THE TREASURY to CHIEF C0MMISSI0NEa OF Cnow LANDS. 

(No. 160.) The Treasury, New South Wales, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 2 February, 1858. 

I have the honor to inform you that Mr. C. a T. Chauvel, on the 30th 
ultimo, took up his lease, under the Regulations of the 11th February, 1851, of certain land 
at Tabulam, in the District of Clarence River. 

I have, &e., 
HENRY LANE. 

No. 50. 
CHIEF CoMMISSIoNER or CROwN LANDS to UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND 

PUELTO WORKS 

(No. 5885.) Crown Lands Office, - 
Sydney, 26 Fcbruary, 18,58. 

I have the honor to submit, for the approval of His Excellency the Governor 
General, a Schedule of Lands leased or under promise of lease, under Her Majesty's Order 
in Council, of the 19th June, 1850, for the purchase of which, under the right of pre-
emption, applications have been received from the lessees. 

2. The necessary inquiries have been made in to the validity of the several claims, 
which are found to be regular, and I have, therefore, the honor to request that the Honorable 
the Minister for Finance and Trade may be authorized to receive the price of the land iii 
each case, as within sth.ted, and that I may receive His Excellency's instructions to call 
upon the several applicants to complete their purchases by payment of the purchase money. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

The Executive Council advise that the several purchases particularized in the annexed 
Schedule be approved and confirmed. 

EDWARD C. MERE WETHER, 
Clerk of the Council. 

Appd.—W.D. Confd., 22 March, 1858, No. 58-174. 
26 March, 1858, 

238—C SCHEDULE. 
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SCEDD1JE. 
CLARENCE DISTRICT. 

(Regulations of 11th February, 1831.) 

AVPLICANT. 

G. C. T. Chauvol 

-NAME OF Fry, AREA. PRICE. 
Cost or 
MnsuBx- 
MEET. 

At Tabulam Per Acre. 
a.r.p. £s.d. 

f 1 00 400 1 
1 2 Oeach 8 0 0 

6ofSe4 1 00 8 00 
Allotment 2 2 32 8 0 0 Nil. ........... 

1ofSection4 ............. 

0 324each 6 0 0 

2t000fScetion ......... 
ction4 ............. 

1 of Section 5 ............. 

1 3 8 
216 3 

4 0 0 
8 0 0 J t_ 

2to6of Section5 ......... 
7ofScetion5 ............. 
lofSectionlO ............. 

No. 51. 

NOTICE in Government Gazette. 

Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 16 April, 1858. 

PRE.EMPTrVE PURCUASES APPROVED 
Jr is hereby notified, that His Excellency the Governor General, with the advice of the 
Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of the persons mentioned in the annexed List 
being allowed to purchase, under their pre-emptive right, the portions of land specified 
against their respective names. 

2. Unless the required payments be paid into the Colonial Treasury, Sydney, within 
three months from this date, the permission to purchase will be withdrawn, in compliance 
with the Government Notice of the 23rd January last. 

GEO. BARNEY, 
Surveyor General. 

CLARENCE DISTRICT. 

:(ltegtilations of 11th February, 1851.) 

AEFLICANT. NAM7, or Bus. AREA. PRIcE. 
COST OF 
liE A SUBE 
MINT. 

C. G. T. Chauvel, 

I 

Allotment .......... 

U 

At Tabulam 

lofScetion4 ............... 
2to5 ..................... 
6ofScction4 ..............
lofSeetion5 ...............
2to6of SectionS ...........
7of SectionS ............... 
lof SectionlO ............. 

A. 
1 
0  
1 
2 
0 
1 
3 

r. P. 
0  0 
2 Oeacb 
0 0 
232 
321 each 
3 8 
216 

Per Acre. 
£ S. [1. 
4 0 0 
8 0 0 
8 0 0 
8 0 0 
8 0 0 
4 0 0 
8 0 0 

No. 52. 

CurEr CoMMrssIoNER OF CROWN LANDS to UNDER SEcRETARY FOR FINANCE AND TRADE. 

Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 16 April, 1868. 

SIR, 
I have the honor to invite your attention to the Notice in the Government 

Gazette of the 10th instant, signifying the approval, by the Government, of certain pre-
emptive purchases, and to request that I may be furnished with a report in each case when 
payment shall have been received. 

I have, &e., 
GLO. BARNEY, 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

No. 68. 
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No. 53. 

CUJEE CoMMISSIoNER OF CROWN LANDS to Mn. C. G. P. CIIAUVEL. 

(No. 68-396.) Crown Lands Oflice, 
Sydney, 16 April, 1858. 

Sin, 
I have to inform you that His Excellency the Governor General, with the 

advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of your being allowed to pur- 
chase under your prc-emptive right, the portion of land containing— Allotment 1 of sea 4— 

In., ati4. 

ineasurtd for 
Allotment 2 to 4 of,ee. 
4—% a, e*eh at £8. 
Allotmeni 6 of soc. 4— 

you out of your run, Tabulam, in the District of Clarence; and I request that you will have in., at I& 
the goodness to pny into the Colonial Treasury the amount specified in margin, being the Allotment I of we. 5— 

2t.3,ats 
price of the land in question, inclusive of Survey and Deed Fee. Allotment2to6of .. 

ea Unless the required payment be made within three months from this date, a fine 5-0a. at. 24p., ch  

of 10 per cent, will be added for every three months, or part of three months, that payment Allotment? of see 
is delayed. 

S— 
is. 3r. Sp., at £4. 
Allotmentlofgoc.lo.-. 

I have, &ti Sn. 2r. Isp., at £8, 

GEO.BARNEY, 
AntI 13 Data Jfaea 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

No. 54. 

SECRETARY TO DUE TRtxsuay lo SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. 758.) New South Wales, 
The TreasUry, Sydney, 21 July, 1858. 

I have the honor to enclose the accompanying Return of purchases under 
pre-emption, which have been duly completed. 

I have. &e., 
HENRY LANE. 

EXTRACT from Return. 

NAME. Djsrnxcr. NAInsor 
ExTTRUN. . PURCHAgN 8jn:Er 

A?n: v.  

Chauvel, C. G. T. Clarence. At Tabulam, 
Allot. Sec. a. r. p. £ a. £1. 
1 4 1 0 0 4 0 0 £1 I6April,185526April,15. 
2 4 020 400 £1  
3 4 020 400 Li 
4 4 0 2 0 400 £1 
5 4 0 2 0 400 £1 
6 4 100 800 £1  
1 5 2232 21 12 0 £1 
2 5 0824 740 £1 
3 5 0324 740 £1 
4 5 0324 740 Li  
5 5 0324 740 it 
O 5 0324 740 £1 
7 5 138 740 

..... 
£1 

110 3216 28 16 0 £1 

No. 55. 

MR. C. U. P. CUAUVEL to Suavnon GENERAL. 

Sydney, 6 December, 1859. 
SIR, 

I do myself the honor to state that I wish to purchase 320 acres of land at, 
or about, one mile above Deep Creek, situated in my licensed run of Tabulam, Clarence 
River District ; also 640 acres at the Plain Station, about two miles to the eastward of the 
said Deep Creek ; also 160 acres on 'Burnt Station Plain," two iiiiles east by south of Deep 
Creek—the two latter portions being also in the same district. 

I have. &e., 
C. U. T. CHATJYEL. 

No. 56. 
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No. 56. 
ACTING SURVEYOR GENERAL to MR. SURVEYOR PEPPERCORNE. 

(No. 60-514.) Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 28 MarcA, 1860. 

SIR, 
I have to request that you will measure and mark out the portion of land 

20,640, and 160, described in the margin, applied for, under pre-emptive right, by C. G. T. Ohauvel, in virtue 

CLaroneeDistrlct of his licensed run, provided that the land specified he situated within the boundaries 
thereof, and that its alienation will not give an undue command over water required for the 
beneficial occupation and cultivation of the adjoining country ; to which latter point your 
attention was more particularly directed by my circular of the 7th May, 1857,—(57-534.) 

Under the 7th section of the 2nd chapter of Her Majesty's Order in Council, of the 
0th March, 1847, it is directed, that "Each lot (so measured) must be rectangular, unless 
the features of the country, or the course of any river or stream, render a deviation from 
the rectangular form necessary, and, in every case, two sides at least of the lot must be 

" directed to the cardinal points of the compass," and secondly, that " The two opposite sides 
of any stream or watercourse, which, accnrding to the practice of the Department of the 
Surveyor General, ought to form a boundary between different sections or lots, shall in 
no ease be included in the same lot,' and you will, therefore, in making this survey, be 
guided, as to the form of measurement, strictly by the frcgoing conditions, and by the 
circular above alluded to of 7th May, 1857. 

In reference, however, to that portion of the 3rd condition of section 7 of the Orders 
in Council, which determines the maximum extent of water frontage to which each portion 
shall be entitled, it has been considered expedient to adopt, in lieu, the rule, that the breadth 
in chains, of any portion measured at right angles to the side lines, shall bear a proportion to 
the area in acres of 1 to S. 

You will, at the same time, ascertain the name and address of respectable parties 
resident in the neighbourhood, who would be willing to value the lands measured on behalf 
of the Government, and submit the same for selection (per separate letter, together with 
your own opinion of the value), in order that one may be appointed as assessor, under the 
8th and 3rd sections of chapter 2 of Her Majesty's Order in Council of the 0th March, 

1847. 
1 have, Lie., 

A. G. M'LEAN, 
Acting Surveyor General. 

Care should be taken not to embrace any portion of the Tahulam Reserve. 
A. G. Mt. 

No 57. 
Na. SURVEYOR PEppEuconE to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. 60-23.) Casino, 16 June, 1860. 

SIR, 
In accordance with the instructions transmitted to Inc on the 28th March, 

No. 60-514, requesting me to measure and mark out certain portions of land applied for 
under pre-emptive right, by Mr. C. G. T. Chauvel, of Tabulam, I have the honor to forward 

'Appendix E. herewith (in a separate enclosure) the plau*  of two portions so applied for, and containing 

respectively 640 acres and 160 acres. 
The alienation of this land will not give in undue command over water, and its 

quality is by no means superior. There are no mineral indications upon any part of it., nor 
are there any improvements, although there are the remains of some old buildings and 

feaces. 
1 have reserved a road I chain in width through portion No. 2, as this is the 

nearest line of road from Tabulam to Casino. There does not appear to be any necessity for 

such a reservation on portion No. 1. 
I have, Lie., 

FREDK. S. PEPPERCORNE. 

No. 58. 
MR. SURVEYOR PEPPERCORNE to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. 60-24.) Casino, 16 June, 1860. 

SIR, 
In accordance with Her Majesty's Order in Council of the 0th March, 1847, 

respecting the valuation of lands applied for under pre-emptive right, I beg to transmit the 
names of two persons who are willing to act as assessors for the Crown, in reference to two 
measured portions containing respectively 640 acres and 160 acres, on the application of 
Mr. C. G. T. Chauvel of Tabulam 

Mr. H. Smith, Grazier, Fairfield; 
Mr. H. Booth, Storekeeper, Timbarra. 

2. My estimate of the value of this land is at the rate of 20s. per acre. 
I have, Lie, 

FREDK. S. PEPPERCORNE. 

No. 59. 
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No. 59. 
Mn. SURVEYOR PEPPERCORNE to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. 00.25.) casino, 20 June, 1860. 
Sin, 

In attention to your instructions, No. 60-514, of 28th March, I have the honor 
to transmit herewith the plan* of 302 acres, which I have measured as a re•emptive purchase 'Appendix F. 
for Mr. C. G. P. Chauvel, of Tabulam. 

The quality of this portion of land is of the second class, and its alienation will 
not give an nndue command over water. There are no mineral indications upon it, nor are 
there any improvements. 

1 have reserved a road 1 chain in width through the southern part of it, as this is 
the thoroughfare leading from Tabulam to Pretty Gully and Tooloom. 

I have, &c., 
FIIEDK. S. PEPPERCORNE. 

No. 60. 
Mn. SURVEYOR PEPPERCORNE to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. 60-27.) casino, 20 Jane, 1800. 
Sm, 

In accordance with her Majesty's Orders in Council of the 9th March, 1841, 
respecting the valuation of lands applied for under pre-emptive right, I beg to transmit 
herewith the names of two persons who arc willing to act as assessors for the Crown, with 
respect to a portion of land containing 300 acres, which I have measured as a pre-emptivo 
purchase for Mr. C. G. P. Chauvel 

Mr. ily. Smith, Crazier, Fairfield; 
Mr. By.  Booth, Storekeeper, Timbarra. 

2. My estimate of the value of this land is at the rate of 20s. per acre. 
I have. &c., 

FREDK. S. PEPPERCORNE. 

No. 61. 
Mn. C. G. P. CHAUVEL to SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

Slungollen house, 
Clebe'.Point, 23 July, 1860. 

SIR, 

I have the honor to inform you that from my never having been made acquainted 
that Mr. Peppercorne had received instructions to measure the land at Pabulum applied for 
by me sometime ago, there was no one there on my part to point out the exact locality; 
consequently Mr. Peppercorno has made a great miatake, and measured land perfectly useless 
to me. Will you, then, have the goodness to get this rectified by causing a new survey to 
be made? 

I have, &e., 
C. G. T. CHAUVEL. 

The Acting Surveyor Gcneral,—M. F., 24 July. 

The measurements have been made by Mr. Peppercorne as stated. 
Under the precedent afforded by Mr. Bundock's case the positions of the measure-

ments may be altered on Major Chauvel's consenting to pay the cost of measuremeat. 
A. G. MLEA&. 

Submitted. B. C., 23 August, 1860. 

Yes; but is there any reason why the land measured should not be submitted to 
competition ?—Joax R. 

Surveyor General, 5 October, 1800.—M. F. 

Major Chauvel, I understand, desires to purchase part of what has been measured 
with some adjacent land, and this, therefore, cannot be brought to auctioa. The locality is 
not near to any population, and it does not appear to me to be advisable to bring any of the 
remainder to auction. 

A. G.M. 
B. C., 6 September, 1860. 

Mr. Chauvel must pay the cost of both measurements—the one already made, and 
the one to be made; with that condition I do not think it necessary to object to this request. 

JOHN it., 
20 September. 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, B. C., 21 September, 1860.—N. F. 

No, 62. 
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No. 62. 

Cain' COMMISST0Nn OF CROWN Lsxns to MAJOR CHAUVETA. 

Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 20 October, 1860. 

SIR, 
I have to inform you that the request contained in your letter of the 23rd 

July lost will be complied wiih upon your undertaking to pay the cost of both measure-
ments, the one already made, and the one to be made. 

I have, &c., 
A. 0. MORIARTY. 

No. 63. 

MR. C. G. T. CUSuVEL to CmEP CoMMissxoNR OF Caowx LANDS. 

Sydney, 4 Angust, 1859, 

Sm, 
I have the honor to apply for permission to purchase, under my pre-emptive 

right, the following portions of laid on my station, known a.s Tabulam, in the District of 
Tabulam, Clarence River, viz, :—Situated on the soath hack of Deep Creek, or Tabulam 
Riv&et, about ten miles east of the Township of Tabulani, on which the following improve-
ments have been made, viz., a large stoekman's hut, stockyards, and a large paddock. 

The above will comprise about 320 acres. 

I have, Ste., 
C. G. T. ()HAUVEL. 

No. 64. 

MEMO. of Acing Surveyor General 

MR. CItEAVES is measuring on a former application in this place. Capt. Chauvel has 
called to urge the issue of instructions, that this land may be surveyed at the same time, if 
there is no objection. 

A.O.P. 

Mr. Greavcs may be instructed by this post, and the letter be then sent up for Mr. 

Lewis to note on map. 
A. G. M. 

No. 65. 

Actico SURVEYOR GENERAL to MR. SURVEYOR GREAVES. 

(No. 59-2330.) Surveyor General's Office, 
Sydney, 13 September, 1859. 

(No. 60-991.) 

Sin, 
I have to request that you will measure and mark out the portion of land 

.O ante. "Ta- described in the margin, applied for under pre-emptive right by Mr. C. G. T. Chauvel, in 

U- virtue of his licensed run, provided that the land specified be situated within the bonn- 
trict. daries thereof, and that its alienation will not give an undue command over water required 

for the beneficial occupation and cultivation of the adjoining country; to which latter point 
your attention was more particularly directed by my circular of the 7th May, 1857,—(57-534.) 

Under the 7th section of the 2nd chapter of Her Majesty's Order in Council of the 
9th March, 1847, it is directed, that, "Each lot (so measured) must be rectangular, unless 
" the featuren of the country, or the course of any river or stream, render a deviation from 
" the rectangular form necessary, and, in every ease, two sides at least of the lot must be 
" directed to the cardinal points of the compass," and secondly, that, "The two opposite 
sides of any stream or watercourse, which, according to the practice of the Department of 

" the Surveyor General, ought to form a boundary between different sections or lots, shall 
in no ease be included in the same lot," and you will, therefore, in making this survey, be 
guided as to the form of measurement strictly by the foregoing conditions, and by the 
circular above alluded to of 7th May, 1857. 

In reference, however, to that portion of the flrd eonditian of section 7 of the Orders 
in Council, which determiaes the maximum extent of water frontage to which each portion 
shall be entitled, it has been considered expedient to adopt, in lieu, the rule that the breadth 
in challis, of any portion measured at right angles to the aide lines, shall bear a proportion 
to the area in acres of 1 to 8. 

You 
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You will, at the same time, ascertain the name and address of respectable parties 
resident in the neighbourhood, who would be willing to value the lands measured on behalf 
of the Government, and submit the same for selection (per separate letter, together with 
your own opinion of the value), in order that one may be appointed as assessor, under the 8th 
and 3rd sections of chapter 2 of Her Majesty's Order in Council of the 9th March, 1847. 

I have, &e., 
A. G. WLEAN, 

- Aetg. Surveyor General. 

No. 06. 
Mn. Sunnon GREAVES to AcTING SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. 60-2) Grafton, Clarence River, 

Sm, 
5 January, 1860. 

In reference to your letter of the 13th September, No. 59-2330, I have the 
honor to forward herewith a plan*  shesving position of 320 acres applied for by Major 5Append_lxo 
Chauvcl, in virtue of his licensed run of Tabulam. 

The improvements consist of a stockman's hut, stockyard, and pad'dock, shewn on 
the plan; the land is poor and unfit for cultivation. 

I have, &c., 
W. A. B. GREAVES. 

No. 67. 
Mn. C. G. T. CIIATJVEL to SECRETARY FOR LANDS. 

Royal Hotel, Sydney, 

Sin, 
so January, 1860. 

I have the honor to draw your attention to a question which is to be put to The Sorreyor 
General has far-. you to-morrow evening by Mr. lioskins in the Legislative Assembly, Iclitive to large blocks niihed the 

of land that have been applied for under the pre-emptive right in the Clarence River t ;  

District, of this case. 
As my name is with others mentioned in Mr. Iloskins' proposed question, I beg 

leave to state, for your information, that only two blooks of land have been measured for 
me, namely :—Tabulam West, 320 acres, formerly the head station of Capt. Pike, where 
considerable improvements have been erected, nod a large garden formed. The other block 
is at Tabulam East, and consists of 302 acres. The locality is at a heifer station of mine, 
where I have erected a dairy, and enclosed puddocks, with other improvements. 

I have thought it necessary to put you in possession of the facts of this ease, as Mr. 
Hosk-ins' question would lead to the conclusion that I was an applicant under the pre- 
emptive right for the purchase of extensive tracts of oountry. 

I have, Sic., 
C. G. T. CHAUVEL. 

No. 08. 
AcTING CnxEr Co3anssIorqER OF CROWN LANDS to UNDER SEcRETny FOE LANDS. 

(No. 00-89.) Crown Lands (Ljffice, 
Sydney, 1 March, 1800. 

Sn, 

Having reference to the reply made on the 7th ultimo, by the Honorable the Sec-
retary for Lands to the question of the ilonorable the Member for the Northern Gold Fields, 
relating to the pre-emptive claims of Major Chauvel, Mr. Ogilvie, and the Messrs. Robertson. 

I have now the honor to submit, for the provisional approval of the Secretary for 
Lands, the claims referred to, with remarks and recommendations in tegard to them, in 
order that a- decision may be arrived at, whether all or which portions shall be assessed, with 
a view to compiction of the sale, which will, of course, be subject to the final approval of 
the Executive Couucil. 

I should mention that the consideration of such eases results from the circumstance 
that (with the exception of those on the Richmond River) reserves have not (from various 
causes into which it is not necessary at present to enter) been selected and proclaimed within 
the Clarence District, as has been done in other pastoral districts ; while, from the aggrega-
tion of population at the Timbarra Gold Fields, a demand has arisen for the purchase of 
farm lands, which would not otherwise have existed, and to meet which there is no extent of 
land suitable to agricultural purposes nearer to the Gold Fields than the flats on the Clarence 
River, a considerable extent of which are embraced by the pre-emptive purchase claims 
referred to. 

Recommendations have been annexed, in a tabular form, but the surveyor's plans and 
reports are enclosed. 
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I should wish to be favoured with an early decision in regard particularly to the 340, 
180, and 242 acres at Yates' Flats, as I consider it desirable that they should at once be 

sub-divided for sale at auction. 
I have, &e., 

A. G. M'LEAN. 

CLAIMANT. 

C. U. T. Chauvel. 362 acres 

C. U. T. Chauvel. 390 acres 

E. P. Ogilvic, &.! 

REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATION. 

This is the only land measured for M'a3or Chauvel, npon one of two 
runs winch he holds under the name of Tabulam the land embraced, 
at one period, the head station, but the one being now hold in con-
junction with the other run referred to, the existing improvements 
on the land consist only of a but, stockyard, clearing, fencing, and 
ploughing. 

As the land is divided by the river only from the Village of Tabulam, 
the application was referred for the report of Mr. Darke, who had 
long been the surveyor of the district, as to the advisability of com-
plying with it, and Mr. Parke's recommendation was in favour of 
such compliance. 
Having in mind the existence of the improvements and the present 
and probable prospcctivc unimportance of Tahulam as a village, lam 
disposed to recommend that this purchase may be allowed. 
This is the only Ilurellaso under prc-emptive right measured in the 
eastern run of TM julain, save a few town allotments in the village, 
on which stand the valuable improvements of the station. It is at 
some distance from the Clarence River, and from the gold diggings; 
the soil is poor and unsuitalde for cultivation, and I recommend that 
the purchase should be allowed. 

A. U. ?IPLEAX, 

Isee no reason to dissent from the conclusions atwhiols the Acting Surveyor General 

has arrived.—M. F. 20 March. 

No. 69. 

MINUTE of Secretary for Lands. 

Robertson's, Ogi.lvie's, and Chauvel's cases, for purchase of land by pre-emptive right. 

C'hausel'8 Run. 
1st. It has been represented to me, that at the confluence of the streams called Tim-

barra and the north arm of the Clarence, are situated extensive alluvial plains, of extreme 
fertility, and admirably suited for agriculture ; that these plains extend seven miles up the 
north Clarence, and about eight miles below, in each case measured from the confluence of 

the waters mentioned. 
2nd. That there is a township laid out in the neighbourhood called Tabulam. 

Ogilvie's Run. 
Also, that there is much valuable land at Yates' Flat, most suitable for farms, and 

much required for that purpose. 
Robertson's Run. 

Also, that there is much excellent agricultural land at " Yulgilbar." 

It is also stated that the Gold Fields at the Clarence have caused a large population to 
settle down there, possessed of means to boy land, and anxious to do so; and that the lands 
nbove mentioned are particularly suited for their requirements, much more so than those at 
Fairfield. Inquiry should be made, with a view to the lands being reserved. 

,JOIIN R. 
31 March. 

In order to determine, as far as may be, the claims of Mojor Chauvel, Mr. Ogilvie, 
and Messrs. Robertson, and set out in the Acting Surveyor General's letter of the 1st March, 
instant, I should like that the lots, not coming within the areas above mentioned, should be 
separated from those within the some; also, that it be stated whether or not the river is 

navigable where the land is measured. 
Jouw R. 

31 March. 

No. 70. 

MINUTE of Surveyor General. 

Forward for the further report of the Acting Surveyor General.—M. F. 

B.C., 2 April. Very urgent. 

TUE distances of seven miles obove the junction of the Timbarra and Clarence Rivers, and 
eight miles below that junction, would embrace the portion of 362 acres, recommended to be 

allowed to Major Chauvel as a pre-emptive purchase. 
2. The 1015 acres, for which Messrs. Robertson's application is recommended, to be 

rejected. 
a. 
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3. The 644 acres, for which Mr. Ogilvie's application is recommended, to be rejected. 
A reserve at Yates' Flat, of either 9 or 25 square miles (the usual areas for town 

reserves), would embrace the 242, 340, and 180 acres, portions for which Mr. Ogilvie's 
applications are recommended, to be rejected. 

It will thus be seen that within the 15 miles of the Clarence River, at Tabulam, or 
the junction of the Timbarra, and 5 miles square at Yates' Flat, the only application recom-
mended by mc to be entertained is Major Chauvel's, for 362 acres. The reasons for my 
recommendation in this case, and which is not a very decisive one, are stated in the letter. 

I have also recommended the rejection of Mr. Ogilvie's applications for 165 acres, 
forming a village reserve in the Clarence River, and on the new road to Tenterfield, and for 
543 acres, which lies within 3 miles of Yates' Flat; but if the 15 miles of the Clarence, 
above referred to, be treated as a reserve, I would recommend a compliance with Mr. 
Ogilvie's application for the 543 acres. 

A. G. M'LEAN. 
B.C., 2 April, 1860. 

P.S—Under this report, Mr. Ogilvie, who has already purchased 861 acres under 
pre-emptive right, would be allowed 2,657 acres additional—Major Chauvel would be allowed 
320 acres, and possibly 362 acres additional—and the 3lessrs. Robertson would not be 
allowed the portion for which they apply—A. U. M. 

I would like to know the area of the run or runs from which it is proposed to pur-
chase, by pre-emptive right, these lands.—Joux R. 

11 April. 

The Acting Surveyor General.—M. F. 
B.C., 12 April. 

Ogilvie's "Yulgilbar" Run contains probably 300 square miles; Chauvel's 
"Tabulam" Run about 80 square miles; Robertson's "Sandilands" Run about 24 square 
miles. 

The two last are merely the areas stated in the claims to lease, and the first may be 
more accurate. 

A. U. M'LEAN, 
14 April, 1860. 

No. 71. 
AfIiVUTES of Secretary and trader Secretary for Lands. 

(Chauvel's ease.) 

Ma. Chauvel may have the 320 acres; but the 362 acres falling within the Reserve at the 
junction of the Timbarra and Clarence Rivers he cannot have, excepting such of it as he 
may rightly claim under the Regulations providing for improvements, &c. 

Efforts should be made also for the public sale of land in this neighbourhood, including 
the 362 acres herein alluded to. JOHN R. 

18 April. 
For the information and guidance of the Acting Surveyor General, 

Blank Cover, 24 April, 1860. 
M. F. 

To be returned with schedule for approval. 

No. 72. 
UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS to MAJOR CRAUVEL. 

(No. 60-356.) Department of Lands, 
Sydney, 24 April, 1860. 

Sm, 
Referring to your letter of the 30th January last, I am directed to inform you 

that the Secretary for Lands has approved of your being allowed to purchase (under your 
pre-emptive right in virtue of your licensed run of Tabulam in the Clarence District), the 
portion of 320 acres at Tabulam W'cst, containing your improvements. 

2. Your claim to purchase the other portion alluded to in your letter under reply, 
362 acres at Tabulam East, cannot be admitted, the portion in question falling within the 
Reserve at the junction of the Timbarra and Clarence Rivers; but any claim that you may 
have in virtue of improvements to exercise your pre-emptive right over land south of the 
Reserve will be tüen into consideration. 

I have, &c., 
N. FITZPATRICK, 

238—P No. 73. 
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No. 73. 

.1s.rKUTES of Secretary ,for lands and Acting Surveyor General. 
(Land at West Tabulam.) 

MAJOR Ohauvel has called upon me about the land that was measured for him, but withheld 
for farms. 1 see no objection to subdividing it and submitting it to auction speedily. 

JOHN R. 
3 may, 1860. 

Mr. Greaves is informed that Major Chauvel's pre-emptive purchase application, for 
which Mr. Greaves made a measurement, is disallowed, and he is requested to measure all the 
available land in that measurement, and between the Tenterfield Road and the Tabulam and 
Clarence Rivera, in suitable portions for farms, reporting fully on the value of the portion on 
which Major Chauvel's improvements may fail, as well as on the value of the improvements. 

A. U. M'LEAN. 
B.C., 8 May, 1860. 

No. 74. 

MR. SunzYoa GREAVES to ACTING SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

((o. 60-39.) 

San, 

Survey Office, Grafton, 
11 August, 1860. 

In reference to your blank cover letter of 8th May, No. 60-730, requesting the 
measurement at \Vest Tabulam of the land at the junction of the Clarence and Timbarra 
Rivers, and my report upon the value of the portions upon which Major Chauvel's improve-
ments may fall, and also, upon the value of the improvements, 1 have the honor to report 
as follows 

Portion No. 22, containing 9 acres and 1 rood, I consider worth £2 per acre 
(t18 lOs.) ; the improvements consist of shingled but, worth about £30, and cleared land, 
£10. 

Portion No. 23, containing 24 acres 3 roods and 37 perches, I estimate at £1 lOs, 
per acre (937 Os. öjd.); the improvements upon it consist of large stockyard worth £100, 
and,olcarcd land and old garden, £20. 

Part of portions 1, 2, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21 have been cleared of standing 
timber and ploughed, not stumped. I consider these portions worth £2 Ss. per acre, and 
the improvements as above stated, nominal price, say £2 per acre. The line of fence as 
shewn has been destroyed. 

Portions 6, 7, 8 and part of 9, 15, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, are partly clear of timber and 
appear also to have been ploughed, but of a more ancient date. I question whether they 
were ever timbered where they are now clear; the three first mentioned portions are worth 
£2 lOs. per acre, the rest £2, value of improvements, nil. 

There is some portion of fencing upon some of these portions which I have not 
attached any value to; it is shown upon the plan thus ,. _11  

I have always cntertained serious doubts as to the value of land that has mica 
been under cultivation and abandoned (and perhaps exhausted), although it has at some 
expense been cleared of timber. I beg to direct your attention to this and suggest that 
some scale whereby to value such lands at be adopted. 

I have, &c., 
W. A. B. G11EAVES, 

1st Class Surveyor. 

Under this report, Major Chauvel may be permitted to purchase under pre-emptive 
right portions 22 and 23, at an assessed value, which Mr. Greaves will carry out. 

A. U. M'LEAN. 
B.C., 5 Sept., 1860. 

No. 75. 
Acuwo Snvnoa GENERAL to MR. SURVEYOR GtEAVES. 

(No. 60-1438.) Surveyor General's Ofilce, 
Sydney, 29 September, 1860. 

San, 
With reference to your letter of the 11th ultimo, No. 39, respecting certain 

improved allotments at Tabulam, to be purchased under pre-emptive right by Major 
Chauvel, I have now the honor to request that you will take the necessary steps for the 
assessment of portions 22 and 23, which Major Chauvel will be allowed to purchase. 

2. The assessment will be conducted by you, on the part of the Government., and on 
the partof Major.Chauvel, by such person as he may appoint. 

I have, &c., 
. . G. N'LEAN. 

No.76. 
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No. 76.. 

Mt 0. G. P. CHAUVEL to Suitvnoa GENER.a, AND CuxEP Co3ansmQifl or 
CROWN LARDS. 

Sut, 
Sydney, 17 July, 1858. 

r have the honor to request you will have the goodness to obtain the sanction 
of the Government for my purchasing three hundred and twenty acres (320 acres) of land, 
under the pre-emptive right, at "Tabulam," on which are erected valuable improvements, 
the description of which to the best of my knowledge is as follows, viz.: The west to include 
the house, stockyard, gardens, cultivation paddock, &c., built by Mr. Evans; the southern 
line to rim parallel with the Rocky River, and bounded on the east by the Clarence River. 

I have, &c., 
C. U. P. CRMJVEL. 

No. 77. 
MDTUTE of Surveyor General. 

Tars application is in right of a licensed' run called Tabulam, which was held by Capt. 
Pike, and it appears that there are two runs called Tabulam, both now held by Major 
Chauvel, and which should be distinguished as" Tabulam" and "Tabulam West," one being 
on either side of the Clarence River. 

Major Chauvel explained to mc, personally, that although he ap4ied for 320 acres, 
his wish was to embrace all his improvements on the west side of the: Clarence River, and 
which consists of buildin, clearing, stockyard (of great value), and fencing, and that to 
effect that object he was willing to buy 500 or COO acres if necessary. 

There is a village and small reserve at Tabulam, on the east side of the river, but no 
extension of the reserve has been made to the west side. 

There was some time since a petition or recommendatiom reported on by Mr. Darke, 
for a diversion of the Tenterfiebi and Grafton Road, which wcuid thus leave the existing 
road some miles to the west of Tabulam, and cross the Clarence far below it.. 

If this new line be adopted, Tabulam will cease to be a thoroughfare, and there will 
probably be no object in extending the reserve to the west side of the river, in which case 
the application may be entertained. 

Information respecting the road may be obtainet from the L. P. N. Office, and the 
opinion of Mr. Dathc may than be obtained as to the uccessity of extending the Tabulam. 
Reserve to the west side of the Clarence River. 

A. G. M. 
21 Sept., 158. 

The attention of Mr. Surveyor Parke, is requested to the concluding paragraph of the 
above memorandum. 

GEO. BARNEY, 
Crown Lands Office, S. G. 

11 October, 1858. 

No. 78. 

SURVEYOR GENERAL to Ma. SURYRYOR PA1uc, 

(No. 58-1764.) Surveyor General's Office; 

Sin, 
Sydney 23 .M,vsnthr, 1858. 

I have to request-that you will return to me as early as possible Major Chauvel's 
application to purchase certain landa near Tabulam4  on which ii formation was requested. 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

S. U. 

No. 7O. 

ASSISTA14P Suz'v-non DAIrKE to Sunnyort GEZcEItAL. 

(No. 59.1.) Surveyor General's Office, 

SIR, 
Sydney, 6 January, 1859. 

With reference to your B. C. commmnication of the 11th Oatober, No. 
58-1471, directing mc to report on Major Chauvel's application to purchase laads under 
pre-emptive right at Tabulam (West), on the Clarence River. 

2. I beg to suggest, that although it is necessary to extend the Tabulam Town 
Reserve to the western side of the Clarence, yet there can be no objection to Major ChuveI 
bein4 allowed to purchase- the lands as shewa in the enclosed sketcht, edged with pink, the • sketch roferrod 
western boundart of which(S B) may either just include the improvements or be deter- t. t0ht11.  
wined more to the west to- any-  ntet deeirf&. The line -CD I consider a necessary 

arrangement, 
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arrangement, as the ford on the only road between Tenterfield and the Richmond (Casino) 
must be secured to the public. 

3. My letter of the 23rd November, 1850, transmitting a plan of the Tabulam 
Reserve, as well as a design for the township—by the former it will be seen that the lands 
on the western side of the Clarence are included; by the latter that the site marked B is 
pointed out as being proper for public buildings, &c., respecting which a note on the map 
invites particular notice. 

I have, &e., 
W. WEDGE DARKE, 

Asst. Surveyor. 

MEMoRANDUM—Since writing the above I have ascortained that the road imme-
diately to the west of Tabulam, loading towards Tenterfield, is not now the same as at the 
time of my survey in November, 1850. Major ChauveFa views are to purchase, under 
pre-emptive right, the lands between the present and the original road, to include his 
improvements, in the manner shewn by a blue edging on the sketoh now re-transmitted. 

This arrangement would not interfere with any reserve required for public con-
venience, but I would suggest that it will be necessary that the officer employed on the 
survey should report fully upon the arrangements requisite for securing a sufficient reserve 
in a position commanding access to the ford, which in this locality has shifted during heavy 
floods from the falling in of the alluvial bank or from the drift or deposit of shingle. 

WM. WEDGE DARKE. 

7 February, 1859. 

It is obvious that, from the existence of the two roads, the necessity for reservation at 
the ford, and of the high land to the north of it, with a convenient communication between 
them, this measurement cannot on public grounds be made in accordance with the regulations. 

With the within report and sketch by Mr. Darke—with the more complete knowledge 
of the facts as to improvements, positions of roads, &c., which Mr. Greaves will require when 
on the spot—he will be able to determine what portion of land and in what form can, without 
interference with public interests, be sold to Major Chauvel. Mr. Greaves will also learn the 
wishes of Major Chauvel from his son, Mr. Chauvel, who resides at Tabulain, and will make 
a survey of the land which, under all circumstanee, he may consider that Major Chauvel may 
be permitted to purchase. 

It has been alleged that, besides existing and evident improvements, a considerable 
extent of the land applied for has been cleared and stumped, and this and the other improve-
ments form a reason for admitting a degree of irregularity in the form of measurement 
which would not otherwise be allowed. 

Referred to Mr. Greaves for report and survey accordingly. 

B. C., 59-350. Gro. BARNEY, 

3 Marc/i, 1859. S. G. 

No. 80. 
MR. SURvEYOR GREAsEs to ActiNG SURVEYOR GENERAL. 

(No. CO-I.) Grafton, 5 January, 1800. 

Sm, 
In reference to your B. C. letter of the 3rd March, 1859, No. 59-350 

Appendix Hj (herewith returned), I have the honor to forward herewith a pinn of 302 acres applied for 
by Major Chauvel as a pre-emptive purchase, in virtue of his licensed run of Tabulam, in 
the Clarence District. 

The position of the New England road, and necessity of reserving at the ford a 
sufficient access for the public. This survey is not in accordance with the regulations, but 
under the circumstances it may be allowed. 

The land is partly subject to inundation. 
The improvements consist of clearing, fencing, and ploughing; a stockyard and 

but, the other more valuable improvements having been removed. 
I have, &o., 

W. A. B. GREAVES, 
let Class Surveyor. 

No. 81. 
UNDER SECRETARY FOR LANDS AND PUBLIC WORKS to SuRvEYoR GENERAL. 

(No. 634.) Department of Lands and Public Works, 
Sydney, 31 October, 1857. 

Bra, 
In transmitting to you the accompanying communication from Mr. F. King, J.P., 

Tenterfield, covering a report from Mr. J. B. Yates on the subject of the improvement of 
the line of road from that place to Grafton, I am directed to request that ypu will have the 
goodness, before thealteration of the road therein suggested is approved, to furnish a report 
to this office on the subject. 

I have, &o., 
IsIICHL. FITZPATRICK. 

No. 82, 
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MB. C. G. T' MAuflr4 AND O?nEgs 

Sunvgyoa GrcaAL to SEQ&ETAM ER LANDS AND Pun ic WORKS. 
- I - 

Euro epor Cânerals 'Ojice, - 
1 " I' . . h .  i4khsey,'S Thbruarg, 1858, 

B's,' --: 

In returning the apea--iansinitted in your tter of the 31St (Mtober last, 
No. 634, r hac the btaei to fétward'fot  subraimion to the Uffilorable the Secretary for 
Lads and Public Works; a report' which hth been farniEhe by Mr. Surveyor Barks, in 
reference to the road from Tenterfield to Grafton. 

I have, &n.,. 

L---t. ,e th BANEY. 

.8 

[Enclosure inR. 82.] 
(No. 57.32.) Sydney, 5 December, 1867. 
Sir, 

In attention to your letter of the lath ultieno. No. 1420, enclosing communications from 
F. King, Esq., J.P., and Mr. J. B. Yates, relatiyq to a .proposcd new line of road from Tenterfield to 
Grafton, Or improvements in the line now muse, andtdesiring me to report on the subject, I beg to 
state, that during my surveys in the locality referred to, I formed a strong opinion that a much better 
and Abortes roadSuid be found tIn tho-ohjeètion*ble traek then -sodtiILin use, which is so bad that 
any outlay in such iwprovements.a.may be praetieabin in soms1few,places would be ipjuçlicious, 
until the question of the possibility of opening a better shall bavo been deterniined. 

leannot offer remarks on the -line proposed- by Mt-Yates; -as -1mm unacquainted with the names 
be applies to the localities westward.of the Clarence, in the eouutiyof the Rocky River. Nor am I
guided by any thetition is1  his report of the approximate points at*hlch he proposes to cross these 
streams. -- -- ---------- - - -. - - 

I enclose a tracing from a redu$ion of my surveys, showing the general direction that appeared 
to mete be practicable, of which the -only- port -((rem B to C)-requires enmination. I --

From Graftón to 13, the line may -be-at-oneewsod without any outlay, with -oonsideration,--
the "Coal Ridge" at A, presenting no obstaele-;—this taint (where I have left marked trees) is 
shewn on my mapi deposited in your office.- 

From Tenterfield towards Grafton, the -route-I suggest 'would 14110w TheBolivia Road, about four 
miles, then take a general dirtion east by south, four miles to a very favourable past of the Great 
Thvithng Range, which may perhaps with advautage be traversed about a mile southerly, and crossed 
almost imperceptab]y at C, which point is laid down on my map of the locality. 

My reason for supposing that the country between-C and B is mt likely to admit of a prac-
ticable road is, from having observed from the summits of the Great Dividing Range south of C, that 
the features easterly appear less nigged and -link-en than in any other part of this mountain trriek, and 
after gaining the-watershed outward of the -Rocky River,- the road to the Ford at B ("Ogilvin's Home-
shoe Bend") would follow leading features parallel with tributaries of the Ctavenee. 

- I have, &c., 
The Honorable the Secretary for - - WM. WEDGE DMtXE, 

Iainds and Public Works,- Asst. 5cr. 

- No. 83. 
Mn. FREDERIC Kmo to SECRDTARY FOR-LANDS AND Pmmic WoIuc8. 

Sin, 
Tent field, 7 .4pril, 1858. 

I do myself the honor to inform you that the funds at the disposal of the 
Trustees of the Grafton and Tenterfield Road are nearly expended, and I wish to be informod 
if the balance at the A. S. Stock Bank can be replenished, so as to prevent the breaking up 
of the party now at work on the road, under the able superintendence of Mr. J. B. Yates. 

Great expense will necessarily be incurred in re-organizing a party at any future 
period. Mr. J. B. Yates is an experienced and skilful officer, and is making great improve-
ments in the road. 

have, &c., 
FREDERIC KING, 

Road Trustee. 

No. 84. 
Uuxa' COMMISSIONER OF CROWN Lsms to UNDER SEdanAlif FOR LANDS AND PuBLic 

Wonxs. 
(No. 58-348.) Crown Lands Ofilce, 

Sm, 
iydneg, 28 September, 1858. 

I  

With reference to my letter of the 5th February last, No. 55.34,*  respecting 
proposed road from Tenterfield to Grafton, I have- -the --honor to request that I may be 
informed whether any deci ion has been arrived at,Mr-Chhnvsl having applied to purchase 
a portion of his licensed run, near Tabulam, the dealing with which will materially depend 
upon the decision referred to. 

I have, &c., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

- -  S.G. 

* No decision has been arrived at apparently on the letter herein alluded to. See 58-344. 
with Report thereon; see also 68-1155. It appears that the proportion of the money authorized for 
roads has been expended on the track or road at present in use from Tenterfield to Grafton. 

No. 85. 
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No. 85. 

MEMO. of Seeretary for Land> and Public Works. 

I do not exactly gather in what point the Surveyor General expects or requires a 
decision. The letter which he quotes contains no proposal of any kind; nor is there any 
specific proposal in the enclosure to it, namely, Mr. Darke's Report. 

The Chief Secretary (then acting for the Minister for Lands and Public Works) 
appears to have regarded the Surveyor General's letter of the 5th Feb., 1858, as submitted 
for information only. 

9. October, J-858. 

The Surveyor General should inform me more particularly. 

B. C. 13 October." Appd.,-JOHN R. 
12 October. 

No. 86. 

A RsTURN of the different Reserves within the Clarence District, specifying by whom 
recommended, and the dates when they were respectively made and proclaimed. 

RESEBV!:. 

No. 1.-Casino, 9::lsqua.rc miles ..... , .. ,, ., ., ,, ,, ....... , .. ~ 15 
No. 2.-Lismoro. 2 aqua.re miles .. , ............ , .. , . , , . , . . . . ; ~ 
No. 3.-Codrington, 27 square miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o ~ 
No. 4.-Lower Lismore, 12 square miles ..............•.... , 'd 00 
No. 5.-Cooper's Creek, 2! square miles ......... , , .... , ... , ~ ~ 

No. 6.-Lcycestcr's Creek, 2 square miles, ....... , ..•.... ,,,, = ~ 
No. 7.-The Plains, 9 square miles.......................... c3-g 
No. 8.-Upper Richmond, 4J square miles . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . '"' ~ 
No. 9.-Fairy Mount, 8 square miles ............ ,,.......... ~ 
No. 10.-Stra.th Eden, 2:f square miles ..... 0 o ••••• 0 •• , • • • • • • • ~ ~ 
No. 11.-Edcn Creek, 4 square miles ••. 0 ............ 00 .. .. .. ::A 
No. 12.-Pelica.n Tree, 11 square miles .. :. . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . rn ~ 
No. 13.-Rocky Mouth Creek, Ii square miles o o •••• o, o• o, •o •• Q t' 
No. 1 4.-South Richmond Arm, 2 square miles 0. o •••• , , , • • • • • • o:S 5 
No. 15.-Bungawaulbin, 13 square miles ...... 00 .. 0 .... 0 00 .. .. £rn 
No. 16.-Upper Bungawaulbin, ll square miles................ >d ~ a) 
No. 17.-Deep Creek, 8 square miles .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. •. .. .. ~~ f! 
No. 18.-0n the roa.d from Grafton to Casino, 1 square m.iJe.. .. ~ o e 
No. 19.-Myrtle Creek, 1 square mile .. .. .. .. .• .. .. .. .. .. .. .. S ~ ([) 
No. 20.-0n the road from Grafton to Casino, 1 square mile,,,, a 8.. §: 
No. 21.-Camira. 2l square miles .................... , . • . .. .. 8 ~ ~ 
No. 22.-Sandy O•eek, 1 square mile ••.••••..•.•...••..••..• J pj 

S,.De;r: ftomas Richardll, Go'ernm:ent Prl.nter.-1861, 

[Price, J.. 6d.] 
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1861.. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

VOTES, No. 23. TUEsDAY, 19 FEnituAlty, 1861. 

9. State and Management of the Sydney Domain :—Mr. Daniel moved, pursuant to amended 
notice,— 

That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into, and report on, the present 
state and management of the Sydney Domain; more particularly as to the recent 
fencing of of a portion of the ground by a permanent fence. 

That such Committee consist of Messrs. Parkes, Lackey, Dalgleish, Wilson, 
Windeyer, Shepherd, Egan, Sutherland, Dick, and the Mover. 
Debate ensued. 
And Mr. Robertson requiring that the said Committee be appointed by Ballot,—
Question (1.)—That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into, and report 
on, the present state and management of the Sydney Domain; more particularly as 
to the recent fencing off of a portion of the ground by a permanent fcnce,—put and 
passed. 
Whereupon the House proceeded to the Ballot, and the Speaker declared the following 
Members to be, with the Mover, the Committee duly appointed :—Mr. Dick, Mr. 
Hay, Mr. Robertson,*  Mr. Egan, Mr. Lackey, Mr. Parkes, Mr. Windeyer, Mr. Wilson, 
and Mr. Driver. 

Seat declared vacant, 26 March, 1661. 

VOTES, No. 55. WEDNESDAY, 17 Apair,, 1861. 

5. Member of Legislative Council as Witness :—Mr. Daniel moved, That the following 
Message be carried to the Legislative Council 

Ma, PRESIDENT, 
The Legislative Assembly having appointed a Select Committee "to inquire 

"into and report on the present State and Management of the Sydney Domain," and 
that Committee being desirous to examine the ilonorable John Fletcher Tlargrave, 
Esquire, Member of the Legislative Council, in reference thereto, requests that the 
Legislative Council will give leave to its said Member to attend accordingly, on 
such day and days as shall be arranged between him and the said Committee. 
Legislative Assembly Chamber, 

Sydney, 18th April, 1861, A.M. Speaker. 

VOTES. No. 56. SATuIthAY, 20 .Arai, 1861, A.M. 

23. Member of Legislative Council as Witness :—Thc Speaker reported that the following 
Message had been received from the Legislative Council:— 

Itht. SPEAKER, 
In answer to the Message from the Legislative Assembly, dated the 18th 

instant, requesting leave for the ionornble John Fletcher llargrave, a Member 
of the Legislative Council, to attend and be examined before a Select Committee of 
the Legislative Assembly, appointed "to inquire into and report on the present state 
11  and management of the Sydney Domain," the Council acquaints the Assembly 
that leave has been granted to its said Member to attend and be examined by the 
said Committee, if be think fit. 
Legislative Council Chamber, W. W. BURTON, 

Sydney, 19th April, 1861. President. 

VOTES, No. 59. FrtiDAY, 26 ArarL, 1861, A.M. 

10. State and Management of the Sydney Domain :—Mr. Daniel, as Chairman, brought up 
the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence 
taken before, the Select Committee, for whose consideration and report the State and 
Management of the Sydney Domain was referred on the 19th February last. 
Ordered to be printed. 
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1861. 

STATE AND MANAGEMENT OF THE SYDNEY DOMAIN. 

REPORT. 

TEE SELECT CoMMIttEE of the Legislative Assembly appointed on the 

19th February last, "to inquire into and report on the present State 
and Management of the Sydney Domain; more particularly as to 
the recent fencing of of a portion of the ground by a permanent 
"fence,"—have agreed to the following Report 

Your Committee having examined sixteen witnesses, and 

considered the documents produced before them, find that the evidence 

goes clearly to shew that the present permanent fence ought to be removed, 

as it not only interferes with the right of the public to the free use of the 

Domain, but is also unsightly and unnecessary. 

While your Committee have every wish to encourage, in every 

legitimate way, the manly game of cricket, still they are decidedly of 

opinion that the right of the general public to the free and uninterrupted 

use of the Domain for recreation and exercise should not be interfered 

with. 

It has also been shewn to your Committee that the Corporation 

fence surrounding the public baths wholly interrupts the view of pedes-

trians, and ought, tlierefore to be moved lower down the hill. 

Your Committee also consider it very desirable, in order to 

prevent further disputes, that the Domain should be granted to a trustee 

or trustees for the benefit of the public, exclusively for the purposes of 

recreation and exercise, and that the said trustee or trustees be required 

to frame and make public by-laws and regulations for the proper manage-

ment of the Domain—such by-laws and regulations to be subject to the 

approval of the Executive Council. 

Your Committee therefore respectfully recommend 

1st. That the present permanent fence erected in the Domain, 

enclosing a portion thereof for the purpose of playing the 

the game of cricket, be immediately removed. 

2nd. That .the Corporation fence enclosing the public baths be 

moved lower down the hill, and,- 

3rd. That the lands known as the Sydney Domain be, by deed, 

granted to the public for recreation and exercise. 

S. B. DANIEL, 
Legislative Assembly Chamber, Chairman.. 

Sydney, 24 April, 1861. 

S 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

TVEDNESDAY, 20 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Daniel, Mr. Lackey, 
Mr. Driver, Mr. Parkes, 
Mr. Egan, I Mr. Wilson. 

On motion of Mr. Parkes, S. B. Daniel, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Votes, No. 23, 19th instant, entry 9,—appointing inquiry into the present state and 

management of the Sydney Domain,—before Committee. 
Committee deliberating on course of procedure,— 
. Resolved :—That the Honorable J. Robertson, Mr. Moore, and Mr. Sutherland, 

M.P. be examined at the next meeting. 

[Adjourned till Tuesday, 26th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 26 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

S. B. Daniel, Esq., in the Chnii 

Mr. Lackey, Mr. Wilson, 
Mr. Robertson, Mr. Windeyer. 

The Honorable J. Robertson, Esq., M.P., Secretary for Lands, a Member of the 
Committee, examined in his place. 

C. Moore, Esq., Director of the Botanic Gardens, called in and examined. 
And a Question being put, including in its terms the Botanic Gardens— 
The ame excepted to, as extending the inquiry beyond that referred by the house. 
Witness requested to retire—retiring accordingly. 
Committee deliberated. 
Motion made and Question put,—That the proposed inquiry is within the province 

of this Committee. 

Committee divided 

Ayes, 3. Noes, 3. 

Mr. Dick, Mr. Driver, 
Mr. Wilson, Mr. Egan, 
Mr. Windeyer. Mr. Lackey. 

And the Chairman then declaring with the Noes, 
Motion negatived. 
Witness again introduced, and examination concluded. 
Witness withdrew. 
J. Sutherland, Esq., M.P., examined. 
Committee deliberated respecting witnesses to be summoned at the next sitting. 

[Adjourned till Friday, 1 March, at hafpast Ten o'clock.] 

FRIDAY:, 1 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

S. B. Daniel, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Driver, I Mr. Lackey, 
Mr. Wilson. 

J. M'Leric, Esq., Inspector General of Police, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. U. Kemp, BailUJ Government Domain, &c., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. D. Wilson, General Overseer, Government Domain, the., called in and examined. 
G. J. Shoosmith, Esq., a witness summoned this day, not in attendance (Subsequently 

attended, but too late, having misread the hour of summons). 
Committee deliberated, settling the names of further witnesses. 

[Adjourned till Wednesday, 6th instant, at Eleven o'clockj 

WEDITESDA I', 
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WEDNESDAY, 6 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRBSEn :— 
Mr. Dick, Mr. Lackey, 
Mr. Egan, Mr. Parkes, 
Mr. Bay, Mr. Wilson. 

Intho absence of Mr. Daniel, J. B. Wilson, Esq., called to the Chair, pro tempore. 
R. Jones, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
E. W. Ward, Esq., Captain, RE., Deputy Master Branch Royal Mint, called in and 

examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. W. Punks, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Adverting to the Resolution agreed to, 26th February last, Committee deliberated, 

touching the expediency of moving the House fér power to extend the inquiry, so as to 
include the state and management of the Botanic Gardens. 

Deliberation further, relative to the ordinary tenure, in this Colony, of public 
domains and local reserves, and the importance of the extent and tenure of the Sydney 
Domain being duly ascertained and secured,— 

The Under Secretary for Lands and the Acting Surveyor General to be summoned at 
the next sitting, the latter being advised of his examination in particular, viz. :—Thc present 
extent and boundaries of the Sydney Domain, and other lands reserved for the use of the 
public, within the City of Sydney. 

[Adjourned till Tuesday, 12th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 12 MARCH, 1861, 
MEMBERS PRESENT 

None. 

A quorum of Members not being present, the meeting, convened for this day, lapsed. 
Witnesses in attendance. 

THURSDAY, 28 MARCH, 1861. 
MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

S. B. Daniel, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Driver, Mr. Wilson, 
Mr. Lackey, Mr. Windeyer. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
A. U. M'Lean, Esq., Acting Surveyor Ceneral, called in and examined. 
Witness to furnish a plan, shewing the present boundaries of the Domain, as des. 

eribed in the evidence. (Follows, page .—.) 
Witness withdrew. 
N. Fitzpatrick, Esq., Under Secretary for Lands, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Captain W. ilarbottle, Volunteer RUles, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Sergeant.Major P. Baynes, Volunteer Rifles, called in and examined. 
Witness, by leave of Committee, temporarily retired to view the fence around the 

Domain Cricket Ground, and having returned,— 
After further examination, withdrew. 
Committee deliberated upon the taking of additional evidence. 

[Adjourned till Wednesday, 3rd April, at Eleven o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 8 APR14 1861. 
Mzr.mns PRESENT 

None. 

In the absence of a quorum of the Committee, the meeting, called for this day, lapsed. 
Witnesses not in attendance. 

TUESDAY, 9 APR14 1861, 
MEMBERS Pnssnp 

S. B. Daniel, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Driver, I Mr. Parkes, 
Mr. Wilson. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
The Reverend 3. H. A. Curtis, O.S.B., St. Mary's, .Lynd4urst, called in and 

examined. 

- Witness 



Witness withdrew. 
J. M. Illidge, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
The Rev. Mr. Cuthbertson and Dr. Graham, Health Officer for the City, witnesses 

summoned this day, not in attendance (The latter attending the day following, having so 
understood the day of summons). 

Mr. Driver, M.P., to have been examined to-day, not examined. 
Committee deliberated, suggesting the matter of proposed Report. 

[Adjourned till Friday, 12th instant, at Eleven o'clock] 

FRIDAY, 12 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Daniel, j Mr. Wilson. 

A Quorum of the Committee not being present, the meeting convened for this day, 
lapsed. 

[To be called again for Wednesday, 17th instant, at Eleven o'clock] 

WEDNESDAY, lï APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

S. B. Daniel, Esquire, in the Chair. 

Mr. Egan, I Mr. Parkes, 
Mr. Wilson. 

Committee met pursuant to summons, for consideration of Draft Report. 
Proposed heads of Report submitted by the Chairman. 
Committee deliberated,— 
And requiring the Evidence of the Attorney General (Mr. Hargrave,— 
The Chairman to move in the House the usual Message, requesting leave for the 

attendance of a Member of the Legislative Council. 
[Adjourned till Tuesday, 23rd instant, at Twelve o'clock. - 

TUESDAY, 23 APRIL, 1801. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

S. B. Daniel, Esquire, in the Chair. 

Mr. Egan, I Mr. Wilson, 
Mr. Windeyer. 

The Honorable J. F. Hargrave, Esq., M. L. C., Attorney General, attending by 
permission of the Legislative Council, examined. 

Witness requested to rctire. 
Committee deliberated, in regard to the witness being unprepared to afford his 

-opinion as Attorney General, upon the legal position of the Sydney Domain; the Chairman's 
letter, inviting the attendance of Mr. Hargrave, having intimated this particular subject of 
inquiry.— 

It was Resolved,— 
That the witness be re-introduced. 
Whereupon Mr. Hargrave being returned,— 
Committee concluded the examination. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee proceeded to deliberate on Report. 
Chairman's draft, and that of Mr. Wilson respectively, read and considered. 
Consideration of final draft of Report postponed until to-morrow, with view to a 

further attendance of Members of the Committee. 
[Adjourned till to-morrow, 24th instant, at Twelve o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 24 APRIL, 1801. 

MEMBERS PBESINT 

S. B. Daniel, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Parkes, I Mr. Wilson, 
Mr. Windeyer. 

Committee having met,— 
Final Draft of Report read. 
Committee deliberated. 
Motion made (Mr. Wilson) and Question—That the Draft now read be the Report of 

this Committee—agreed to. 
Chairman requested to report to the House. 

LIST 
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MR. ROBERTSON. 

SILVANUS B. DANIEL, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

The Honorable John Robertson, N. P., examined, in his place 

By the Chairman: You are Minister for Lands? Yes; and in that capacity I have The HOJI. 
charge and control of the Domain and the Botanic Gardens. J. Robertson, 
Who exercises control over lands in and about the city dedicated to public uses? That M.P. 

would depend upon whether they are lands which have been handed over to the Corporation r--" 
or whether they are lands still under the control of the Government. If they are under 26 Feb., 1861. 
the control of the Government then they are under my control; but if they have been handed 
over to the Corporation then they are under the control of the Mayor and Corporation, and 
their officers. 
Is there any properly constituted authority over such lands; and if so, will you please 

to state the particulars? I should think the proper constituted authority is the Minister 
for Lands, a member of the Government, and responsible to Parliament for his position. 
I am the authority on behalf of the Government. There are Boards, and Committees, and 
Trusts appointed under me, but they are in all cases liable to removal; as, for instance, the 
Hyde Park Trust and the Wynyard•&juare Trust. 
Have any applications been made to you in reference to the Domain, for the right of 

ingress or egress? Yes, such applications have been made. 
Will you please to state them? Perhaps it would save time if I were to state this matter. 

I will tell you pretty much how it stands, and you can ask for anything you want to fill up 
the narrative. You will thus get at the end you desire in a speedier way. The Botanic 
Gardens and the Domain are under my control, and I have under me a director (Mr. Charles 
1Ioorc) who carries out instructions. Besides this there is a committee of gentlemen, who 
were appointed in 1856, consisting of Captain Ward, the Director of the Gardens, three 
cricketers—chosen, I think, annually—and some other officer of the Government. To these 
gentlemen a portion of the Domain was handed over at that time for the purpose of cricket 
matches. They were permitted certain privlleges in the management and upholding of the 
land, but they were liable to instant removal, and the land to instant resumption, without 
notice on the part of the Government, at any time. Their position in that regard has never 
been changed. They are stlll liable to instant removal. They applied to me some months 

ago, 
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The lion, ago, asking me to permit them to fence in the whole of the land with a permanent fence, to 
J. Robertson, extend along the edge of the old road, running south from Sir Richard liourke's statue, 
' along that road runaing south and east, and to run back north to the fenced enclosure of 

26 Feb., 1861 trees, in a line with the present fence. I do not mean to say that the place where the fence 
is erected is where they asked to put it—it is not. 1 declined to permit any fencing to be 
put near the road, in order that, at these crieketing exhibitions, there might be room for a 
large number of people on the grass, where they might stand comfortably—something like 
free seats in a church ; but while I desired that these people might have a free chance all 
round the area, I yet thought that the cricketers might be able to raise money to keep up 
the game by erecting a fence, and allowing other persons to go inside it for payment. At 
that time I was not quite sure whether even this ought to be permitted, and I caused a letter 
to be written saying that I thought it had better not, especially as it was desired to erect a 
pavilion, which would have been a permanent building. I thought that, while there was 
not so much objection—(although I did object to it)—to the erection of a fence which might 
be removed at little cost, the erection of a handsome pavilion was a very different thing, and 
that if it were erected we should not be able to get rid of it, should we desire to do so. I 
thought if we permitted this it would be a substantial dedication to ericketing. I objected 
to the fence, but I took a greater objection to the pavilion, and I gave instructions that it 
should not be erected. The cricketers then made interest in another way. They represented 
that while the cricketers of Melbourne had great privileges—that while they had grants of 
land, which they were permitted to fence in, in eight or nine cases, the Government here 
were doing nothing for them. I said, " We are willing to give you a piece of ground to 
yourselves—we will make you a grant of a piece of land on the 'Water Reserve.' It must 
be known that crieketing would not hurt the Water Reserve. I still saw the difficulty captious 
people might raise—(for I think it impossible that any but captious people could object to what 
has been done—and, therefore, I offered them land on the Water Reserve; but they said it was 
too far from the city—that it would crush the game—that they would not be able to get people 
to attend—and that it would be a complete smash to the whole concern. I said, " Well, 
put your views on paper, and I will see what I can do." They then wrote me a letter upoa 
the subject. (Vtde Appendix A.) I told them to say what they wanted, and to send in plans 
and specifications, and that I would see about the matter. They said that they might be 
able to carry out the match with success, in a pecuniary point of view, if they were allowed 
to put up a permanent side fence. When I say If  permanent " I mean fixed. There was no 
other permanency in the matter, because, by order of the Secretary for Lands, the fence at 
any time could be taken down in ten minutes, without anybreaeh of the bargain. That is why 
I take exception to the use of the word permanent, as applied to this fence. There were two 
fixed fences along the sides, with a shifting fence at the southern end. Those fences have 
been erected. Captain Ward, who saw me on behalf of the cricketers, told me that they 
would provide suitable turnstiles, so that there would be no inconvenience to the public in 
passing through, but that, on the contrary, the fence would be a protection to ladies and 
children, from cattle, carriages, and people on horseback. It seemed to me, therefore, that 
there was not much objection to this. But their request was that we should put the money 
required for the work on the estimates, and I confess that when the honorable the Chair-
man mentioned to me one morning that a fence was being put up, I was under the impressien 
that he must have been mistaken, because I did not contemplate that those genticineu who 
asked me to put a sum of money on the estimates for the erection of a fence would erect 
that fence themselves, and thus, as it seemed to me, preclude all chance of getting any 
money voted for the purpose. At the same time the letter that they received back from my 
department, approving of the application, and promising to put the money on the Estimates, 
was a sufficient justification for them to suppose that the only objection the Government had 
to the matter was the question of money. Therefore I do not see that they are in any way 
blanmeworthy—perhaps they were perfectly justified; I think they were, from the corres-
pondence which has transpired. Yet I do not see why they should have asked me to put a 
sum of money on the Estimates, for a particular work, and then do it themselves, without 
the money being put on the Estimates. Well, the fence has been put up, but the end of it 
is movable. I was induced the more readily to consent to put the money on the Estimates 
because it was represented to me by Captain Ward that the fence would not only be a great 
facility to the cricketers, but also a great advantage to the volunteers, who the other day had 
found considerable inconvenience in consequence of not having had sufficient room for their 
evolutions. There is in the Domain a clump of trees and a well—perhaps known to some honor-
able members of the Committee. Captain Ward represented to me that above that well the 
volunteers were not able to parade or march, and I determined, therefore, not that the well 
should be filled in, but that it should be covered by a platform a little distance down, and 
the ground made level; and, also, that the two or three unsightly old trees around it should 
be cleared away. Thus the ground would be improved for the volunteers. The alteration 
is, of course, of no consequence to the cricketers, because that clump of trees has never been 
in their way. The cricketers desired—and Captain Ward desired—to have a fence higher up 
the hill than where it is now erected; but I objected to that, because I thought there ought 
to be more room for the public, without charge, than there would have been had the fence been 
erected higher up the hill. I conceive, however, that the cricketers have scarcely carried 
out the intention—in that they have not, on the one hand, put up a sufficient number of 
turnstiles; there ought to be turnstiles, at any rate, along where there used to be a very nice 
walk, at the northern end of the cricket ground, alongside the enclosed plantation. If 
there had been proper turnstiles, at each end of that plantation, so as to allow persons to 
walk there as formerly, and if the end fence had been removed immediately after the great 
match was completed, then, I think, there would be no fair ground for complaint. At the 

present 
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Fresent time, I think, the proper course is to move the shifting portion of the fence—that The lion. 
is the whole of the southern end—and to cause two more turnstiles to be erected in the J. Robertson, 
places I have indicated; then, I think, so far from the fence being an inconvenience, it will 
be an improvement—as far as visitors are concerned—will facilitate the action of the 

°c Feb., volunteers, and, also, the game of cricket; which, whatever may be said about its keeping - 
the people off the Domain, is, in my opinion, a great inducement for people to go into the 
Domain. For, most assuredly, on cricketing and volunteer dnys they attend in ltrger 
numbers than at any other time. It should be remembered by those who object to the fence, 
that they cannot have amusements going on in the Domain unless accommodation is afforded 
to those who engage in those amusements. I think that is all I know about the cricket 
affair; of course I am now prepared to answer any question which may be put to me with 
reference to the matter. There are two boxes stuck up on the ground which are very 
unsightly. I cannot imagine how the club could have put up such abominable things. 
0. By Mr. lVndeyer: Then, I understand you that the fence, according to your idea, was 
only to remain during the cricket match ? The standing portion of the fence—that is the 
western and the eastern sides—were to be put up and not to be movable—I mean not for 
the purpose of moving. 
By il/v. Dick: Permanent? No, not permanent; because there would be no breach of 

ngreeinent if the fence were ordered to be taken down to-morrow. It was only not to be of 
a movable character—I mean not shifting, to be put up and put down. 
It was to remain there at your pleasure? Just so; but the end fence is shifting, and 

was to be taken up, as I remember it, as soon as the match was over—that is, the fence at 
the southern end. There were also, as I have said before, to have been four turnstiles 
instead of two. 
U By Air. Wiadeyer: What reason was there for making the southern end movable any 
more than the eastern or the western side? It was thought that the volunteers would 
require to perform evolutions farther south than I was disposed to think we ought to permit 
the cricket ground to be fenced in. 
But are not the eastern and western fences most inconvenient to the general public? I 

cannot imagine in what way they can be inconvenient to the general public—assuming that 
there were two turnstiles on each side instead of one. Gentlemen used formerly to canter 
across there on horseback, to the annoyance of ladies and children ; but while these fences 
remain it appears to me that ladies and children will be better protected than before, while 
no one will be excluded. An idea seems to have got abroad that there is some exclusion or 
withholding of this land, but there is nothing of the kind, any person may go within the 
fence. 
By Air. Wilson: Has the Domain ever been granted ? Granted? 
Granted? The Domain is set apart for the benefit of the citizens of Sydney, and inhabi-

tants of the Colony, and has been so for more than fifty years. There was no one to grant 
it to. 
By .211. Dick: How was it dedicated or set apart for the use of the public? It was, I 

presume, withdrawn from sale. The custom is this: all lands not required for public pur- 
poses are subject to sale. These lands, on our maps, are set apart for public recreation, and 
withdrawn from sale. But there is no grant. To whom can the grant be made? The 
Corporation declined to take charge of it some years ago when the Government offered them 
a grant of it. 
Do you not think that trustees would manage it better? No, I have not much 

confidence in trustees, or boards. I think the best management that can be, is to have one 
officer responsible, and be responsible to Parliament. I think the Parliament has a perfectly 
good hold on the Minister for Lands in his disposition of these domains, and that matters 
would be attended to much quicker than by some trustees, whose report would be often an 
excuse when anything is going wrong. 
Is it not desirable that the purposes of these lands should be cleanly defined by some 

grant or Act of Parliament? I do not think so. If it were conceived desirable to grant 
them to any one, it should be to the Corporation of the city of Sydney; but I do not believe 
it is quite desirable to grant them to the city of Sydney, because I look upon those 
Gardens, and that Domain as belonging to the country generally. I do not see how we 
should be justified in spending such large sums of the public money in beautifying the 
Gardens, and in keeping up the Domain, unless they belong to the country; and belonging, 
as they do, to the country, I think they are better in charge of a Minister, who is respon-
sible to Parliament, and through Parliament, to the country. 
10. 11 Mr. IVilson: Can you tell how much of the Domain was originally handed over to 
the crieketing committee? I think about the same piece as that which is now fenced. 
Do you think it desirable to set apart any portion of the Domain for other games, such 

as quoits and racict? I think quoits would break up the grass. 
Shinney - ? One at a time, if you please; besides, I do not think it possible that 

a game of quoits would collect twenty thousand people to see it as cricket does sometimes. 
It is not for the sake of the erieketers that the Government have given them the aecomino-
dation, but for the sake of the inhabitants of the Colony, who come to see the game. I do 
not think the inhabitants of this Colony would assemble in large numbers to see a game of 
quoits. 
You are alluding to the Inter-Colonial Matches which take place here once in two years? 

Yes. 
And you think it would not be advisable to set apart any portion of the Domain for any 

other public recreations and games? I would not say so. If you would indicate the kind 
of game I should be able to answer, but the question you put is rather too wide. Quoits is 

not 
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not a desirable game, I think, to encourage in the Domain. There was another game you 
mentioned. 
21. Rackets? I do not know what that is. 

26 Feb 1861 22. 
By ,lb'. Dick: Is that portion of land fenced in by the Gymnastic Company a portion 

of the Domain? No; that is outside the Domain. 
It is not a portion of the Domain? No. 
By A&. Wilson: It is a portion of the land set apart for public purposes—is it not? 

Well, so it is, but it was considered to be a desirable course to allow gymnastics. They 
hold that land, however, subject to removal without dispute or allowance, on twelve months' 
notice. Therefore, with the present management, the Parliament can cause it to be resumed 
at once. The Parliament has only to pass a resolution and the Secretary for Lands would 
act. 'What better control can Parliament have over the laud? If you had trustees, how-
ever, there would be some difficulties in the way. 
By Mr. Dick: Perhaps that land might be let with the other land? They have no 

right to lot it. 
The other land is let? What is? 
The portion opposite the Domain? What do you mean? 
The portion opposite the Museum is let by the Government? No; it is let to some 

butchers, who pay to the Park Committee, and the money is expended in improving the 
lands. 
And this land occupied by the Gymnastic Company? I will tell you the history of 

that For many years it has been used by the children of St. Mary's Church, as a play-
ground. (Witness here teed a letter in reference to the matter. Vide Appendix B.) 
By the Chairman: Have any applications been made to you for ingress to or egress 

from the Sydney Domain? Yes; since I took office there have been several applications 
for new entrances into the Domain. The last one was for an entrance from Crown-street. 
I presume those are the entrances referred to. 
Crown-street and King-street both? Which one do you ask about now? 
Say Crown-street? I thought it my duty to refuse the application of the persons who 

applied for an entrance from Crown-street. My refusal of that application was made npon 
different grounds. In the first place, there is already an entrance at Palmer-street, down by 
the waters of Woolloomooloo Bay- Assent to the application for an opening from Crown-
street would involve the putting up of new gates and the making of another road, at an 
expense of some three or four hundred pounds; and the entrance would only be about 
seventy yards from the one I have spoken of at Palmer-street, and about the same distance 
from the one opening towards St. Mary's. So that already, on that side of the Domain, 
there is an entrance at Palmer-street, an entrance from Boomerang road or street, an 
entrance by St. Mary's; besides these there is the contemplated new entrance of King-street, 
and there is the entrance by Sir Richard Bourke's statue. If we had conceded this other 
one, it would have made six entrances within certainly less than half-a-mile; and it did 
seem to me to be rather asking too much; and I felt it my duty to refuse the apphoation, 
on the ground that there were so many entrances already, and also on the ground of expense, 
and also because the making of so many entrances would have the effect of cutting up the 
Domain, so as to make it little else than roads. I am aware that some dissatisfaction has 
been expressed by some persons; and lam aware that the Director of the Gardens has been 
told by a gentleman that my refusal has put £50 out of his pocket. That gentleman is no 
doubt very much annoyed that I put £50 out of his pocket by my conduct in this matter; 
but it has saved the public three or four hundred pounds. I believed it was rather a benefit 
than not to refuse the application. Therefore, while I regret that my deeision should have 
put £50 out of this gentleman's pocket, I cannot feel sorry that I have prevented three or 
four hundred pounds being taken out of the pocket of the country. 
Then permission has only been given with reference to King-street? Permission has 

been given by Parliament to the opening from King-street. We took precisely the course 
in reference to King-street that I contemplated taking with respect to the Domain fence. 
We put the money on the Estimates, and let Honorable Members give their opinion by 
voting the money. The Committee of Supply passed the Estimate by a very large mnjonty, 
thereby affirming the desirability of carrying out the work. I contemplated taking the vote 
for the fence in the Domain in the same way, and thus getting practically the approbation 
of Parliament to the plan. 
Is it the intention of the Government to recommend the investment of these lands in 

trustees for the benefit of the country generally? I do not think it necessary. It seems 
to me that if the lands of this Domain were handed over to any body of trustees, the Parlia-
ment could not have so direct and speedy a control over them. The Parliament could not 
so readily control the action of trustees as it might control the action of a responsible 
Government. I think it is better to have the lands as they are—under the immediate 
control of the Parliament—than that they should be vested in any board or trust whatever. 
I have said, that in my opinion, if it were taken out of the control of the Government 
responsible to the country, it was clear that they should go, not to trustees, but to the 
Corporation of Sydney, who are elected by the citizens. They should not be placed in the 
hands of any trustees the Government might nominate. But it seems to me, as I have 
before stated, that as the Domain is kept up from the general funds of the country, the 
Corporation were not far from right when they declined to take charge of it some years ago. 
Have any instructions been issued from the Lands Office under your hands for per-

mission to coasters to land goods in the Domain, and to ship them also? No, I think not; 
it is contrary to all instructions. I did permit some Association or Aquatic Company, on 
the other side of the water, to have a boat there. All the aquatic people seemed to think 

it 
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it desirable to have a waterman's boat there with permission to land. It is, however, only a The Hon. 
temporary right rending the decision of the Government. They may be removed at any J.Bb1tSOfl. 

moment. 
You stated to the Committee that the Inter-Colonial Match was only played here once 26861 

in two years, and that you gave the ericketers to understand that after the match the Feb.,C . 

southern end of the fence should be removed—are you aware that it is still standing? I 
was told bya leading member of the association yesterday that it would be removed to-day. 
I asked the question how it was that it was not removed. 
By )IJ'r. [Vie cleger: At the time it was first proposed to give the cricketers some right 

touse this portion of the Domain, was not there a petition from some of the inhabitants 
of Sydney against it? I do not remember. Mr. Hay was in the Government then. Here 
are lots of petitions in favour of it. I used to think that I should get my ears boxed on the 
other side for not doing enough for the ericketers. I had no idea that it would be thought 
that I had done too much. 
Was not there a petition to Parliament against it? I do not remember it. Here is a 

petition from the Mayor, Mr. G. Thornton, complaining that the Government had refused 
to sanction the enclosure of more than sixty yards square of the land. It is all the other 
way. 
30. But you cannot state that there was not one? I cannot say that. This looks like one. 
(Petition referred to.) It complains that the Domain should be withdrawn from the use of 
the colonists generally, and protests against the proposed mutilation. This was in the time 
of the Pai±er Government. It was laid before the Executive, and the opinion of the Council 
was in favour of granting the application of the crieketers, under the restrictions I have 
mentioned—that the land should be subject to immediate removal. There are numerous 
petitions in favour of the project, and one very large one against it. 
Is that a petition to Parliament or to the Executive? It appears that certain alterations 

were suggested by the ion. Secretary for Lands (Mr. Hay), and the Council concurring in 
those alterations advised that the rules for the management of the ground be approved 
aacordingly. Here are the rules. (Vide Appendix C.) 
By Mr. Lacksy: Was the area the same at that time? I think it was pretty much the 

same. 
By Mr. Wilson: I think you stated the number of yards? I think that was not the 

final settlement. 
By Mr. Windeyer: Is there anything about iron hurdles being used? I do not know. 
Then those rules have been altered since? Yes, in that regard. There is no mistake 

as to what the object was, and if the erieketers are disposed to conceal it I am not. They 
were not able to collect any means. They were affording the people a large fund of amuse-
ment, and, while fencing with hurdles prevailed, some people paid and some did not, but got 
over. Thoy had no means of collecting money except stopping people at the outer gate. 
The object of this new regulation was, that, while providing a space sufficient for the 
inhabitants of Sydney to see the game without going inside the fence, the cricket club 
might be enabled to collect some four or five hundred pounds each match to pay the enormous 
expenses incurred. It must be perfectly apparent to every one that these matches cannot be 
carried on without expense. 
But under whose control is the Domain? Do you mean the cricket ground or the 

Domain? 
40. The Domain? The immediate control of the Domain and the Botanic Gardens is a part 
of my duties. 
Are there any orders or general regulations issued from the Lands Office, do you know, 

having reference to its management? In what regard 
As to the closing of the gates at particular times? No, we open them at night now. 

I gave instructions to have them opened at night. I thought that in this hot climate the 
people lost more than half the beoet of the Domain, by having the gates closed these moon-
light nights. 
Did Mr. Moore ever complain in reference to that arrangement? Yes; he is of opinion 

that certain immorality arises in consequence of it; but, I confess, I do not believe it myself. 
I have been in the Domain many times at night, and I believe there is less immorality there 
than in any other part of Sydney. I cannot believe that shutting the gates of the Domain 
will check immorality. 
What is your opinion as to the propriety of allowing private entrances into the Domain 

from private dwelling-houses? I think it was a great mistake selling that land at the 
Domain Terrace. Sir George Gipps did that when money was very scarce in the Treasury. 
I think we shall have to buy that land back. 
By Mr. Wilson: Have the owners of that land a right of entrance into the Domain? 

I suspect that they have. At any rate I would not like to say whether they have or have 
not. I am afraid it will be a difficult thing to take that right from them. They have 
always had it. 
By Mr. Windeyer: It all depends upon their grants? Usage is something. They 

have been permitted to build houses and make entrances there. I think we must buy that 
land. 
Have you issued any instructions about the keeping of cattle or horses in the Domain? 

I have got prepared now, and have had for some time a scheme under which I contemplate 
receiving two or three hundred pounds a year for the pasture, which would go towards the 
better management of the Domain. At any rate it would be a fund fairly applicable to that 
purpose. Up to the present time cows and horses have been allowed to go in there without 
any particular rule. Several old officers of the Government have had for years a right to 

put 
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The Hon. put their cows in. The late Responsible Government have never seen it necessary to with- 
3. Robertson, . 

M.P. draw that right. But the code of regulations which I have prepared, and which will probably 
be published shortly, amounts pretty much to this,—that we would let the right to departure 

26 Feb 1801 a certain number of quiet cows to the person who would give the most for the privilege; 
the funds to go to the improvement and support of the Domain. The cows might be 
inspected by the Director of the Gardens to ascertain that they were quiet. That, I think, 
would get rid of the jealousy which now exists, and the Ministry would not be pestered by 
people applying to have their cows in the Domain. 

How many people have that right at present? I do not know,—there is a list of them. 
Applications have generally been from womea who have received a letter from Lady Denison. 
Lady Denison has generally written to say that some poor woman had been left with children 
to support, that she has been enabled to collect money enough to buy a cow, and that if 
the cow were allowed to run in the Domain it might be the means of enabling her to support 
her family. Sometimes when there is a great deal of rain the grass becomes inconveniently 
high, and then any one who applies can send cows into the Domain. There is no difficulty 
then. 
Do you know whether any application has been made by the Sydney Inflrmçy to have 

their cows there? I think so, but it seems to inc that the best way is to let the Domain to 
the person who will pay most for the use of it, and give a guarantee that he will send in 
none but quiet cows. 
At any rate do you not think it better that the privilege should be enjoyed bygharitable 

institutions than by private persons? If that were the question I should certainly say it 
would be better to grant the privilege to charitable institutions. The Society of the 
Industrial School have their cows there, and the Legislative Assembly also has two cows in 
the Domain. 

APPENDIX. 

A. 
Royal lEnt, Sydney, 

Sir. 
25 January, 1861. 

- Refen'ing to the question of a permanent enclosure for the cricket ground in the Outer 
Domain, I have now the honor to enclose, for the approval of the Minister for Lands, a plan and specifi-
cation shewmg the nature of the fence, as well as the proportion of it proposed to be made of a tempo-
rary character, distinguished from that intended to be capable of removal at pleasure. The cost of the 
former portion is estimated at £110, and that of the latter £55. 

In submitting these, I sun desired by the Cricketer's Association to request that the fence may 
be sanctioned for erection at once, in order that the ground may be enclosed in time for the Inter-
Colonial Cricket Match, fixed to take place on the 14th and 15th February next, and also that a sum of 
£110 may be allotted from the Vote of Parliament for the improvement of the Domain and Botanic 
Gardens, in order to meet the expense of erecting the permanent portion of the fence, 

1 have, doe., 
The Ender Secretary for E. VT. WARD. 

Lands and Public Works. 
[Enclosure not printed.] 

Temporary Qgkec, Care of C. H Woo lcott, Erg., 
Town 11ll, 

1 March, 1859. 
Sir, 

I do myself the honor, by desire of the Committee of the Sydney Gymnasium, to apply 
for the temporary use of that piece of round,siti,ate between the stone wall, at the entrance of the 
Domain, behind the Colonial Architects Office, and the road north of Saint Mary's Chapel leading to 
WooUooiaooioo, for the purpose of a site for the Sydney Gymnasium. 

By the report hereto annexed, you will perceive that the objects of the Institution are peculiarly 
of a public nature, embracing the physical education of all classes, while the charges for subscribers, 
pupils, and schools, to be admitted to all the advantages of the institution, are so low as to present no 
barrier to the almost unlimited admission of the public, the principal regulations being respectability 
of character and adherence to the roles of the institution. 

2nd. The Committee pledge themselves to remove all buildings and materials erected on the 
ground when it shall be required for the public service, on sufficient notice being given to that effect, 
and they bid me express a hope that an institution which has received so large a share of public support 
may not be permitted to become a failure from the want of the more use of a piece of vacant ground 
which for a long time has been useless to the public, and which it is presumed cannot be nussed, 
although employed for the purposes of the Sydney Gymnasium. 

I have, doe., 
The Honorable the Secretary for J. M'DOXELL. 

Laads and Works. 
[Enclosure not printed.] 

0. 

PRO CEEDLVCS of the Executive Council, on the 15th December, 1856, with respect to an application 
for a Cricket Ground. 

Extracts from Minutes, No. 56-65.—Confirmed 22ad December, 1856. 

flis LxeELs.rrer lays before the Council a memorandum from the Honorable the Secretary for 
Lands and Public Works, suggesting the conditions upon which the temporary occupation of the 
necessary ground should be grwmted. These are, in substance, as follow 

1. That the Governor General should appoint certain gentlemen as tnastecs,removable at pleasure, 
i'iz.,—a representative of each of the three cricket clubs, and three officers of the Government; that 
such trustees should correspond with the Government as representatives of the crieketers; should 

determine 
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determine who should use the ground for the purposes of the game; should be responsible for the good The lion. 
conduct of those to whom they may grant permission; should frame rules for their guidance; and J. Eobertaon, 
should be hound to adhere to all),  regulations established by the Executive Council as to the extent M.P. and use of the ground to be granted and the preservation of order. 

2. That the Director of the Botanic Gardens should be instructed to protect the cricket ground, 
26 and to render all the assistance in his power in the preservation of order, and that, with this view, the Feb 1861  Director and Trosteos should communicate directly. 

3 if these proposals be approved, the trustees should be created at once, and the line of 
feace determined. 

5. After some deliberation the Council advise that the suggestions of the lionorabic the Secretary 
for Lands and Public Works as above set forth, be adopted, and that the necessary steps be taken by 
that officer for carrying them into effect. They further advise that the Legislative Assmnblyhe invited 
to ,aake provision to as, extent not exceeding flöO, for preparing and improving the ground. 

EDWARD C. ME1IEWETLIEfl, Executive Council OjXCC, Clerk of the Council. Sydney, 23 December, 1856. 

Charles Moore, Esq., called in and examined 
By the Chairman You are the Director of the Botanical Gardens ? Yes. C. Moore, 
And have charge also of the public Domain ? Yes. Esq. 
From whom do you receive your directions generally ? From the Minister for Lands 

for the time being. 26 Feb., 1861. 
Will you state under what regulations the game of cricket is allowed to be played in the 

Domain F The regulations were issued-.----- 
Cl. By Mr. Windcyer : Have you received instructions relating to that matter F I received 
written instructions. 
Bq i/se Chairman : Have you got those instructions by you F I have. 
Will you please to show them to the Committee? (Instrucli.ns produced. Subsequently 

handed in as Appendix D. Rd6 Answer 149.) It will be seen that these regulations have 
been deported from in almost every instance. 
By if,. Parker : What is the date of those regulations? The 3rd of March, 1857. 
And when did the trust terminate F The trust is still in existence. 

60. I thought there were no trustees now F Oh, Yes, 
By the Chairman : Who are the trustees at the present time? I do not know the 

trustees on the part of the crieketers ; but the trustees-officers of the Government--are the 
same as in the first instance-Captain Ward, myself, and Colonel Barney, who was, I under-
stood, at the time an en officio member, as Surveyor General. 

By Mr. Parker: When did they last act as trustees of the Domain F Cireulars are sent 
round as usual- 

Are you now speaking of that portion of the Domain used by the crieketers, or of the 
Domain generally ? I am speaking of that portion of the ground approprinted for the use of 
the crielseters. Circulars are sent round as usual, but I felt, after having attended some of 
the meetings, that I could be of little use, there being three members of the cricket club, 
and Captain Ward himself being a cricketer ; and so I left it in a great measure to Captain 
Ward, he being a Government officer. I preferred that Captain Ward should take the 
management of the matter, expecting, of course, that I should be informed of any particular 
alteration which it might be considered desirable to make. At present, circulars are 
forwarded to all the members, although they may not attend. 

By An. Driver When did you last attend ? I have not attended now for some time, 
for the reason I have stated. 

How long is it since you attended F About eigliteon months. 
By Mr. Parker : Can you state when the last meeting of those trustees was held? 

About a month ago. 

Was that with reference to the then pending cricket match F I cannot say; the 
business was not stated. 
By Mr. W?udeyer: Then do I understand you to say that you gave up attending the 

meetings because you found that you could be of little use, and have very little influence 
in regulating matters which affect the public interest with regard to the Domain F 
Quite so. 

In fact you felt yourself swamped by the crieketing interest? Quite so; and not only 
that, but I obtained the ill will of the erieketers-_I think-unworthily, because I throw no 
obstruction in their way. 

By .,lfr. Driver: Are you not aware that Mr. Tunks and myself, as representing the 
cricketers, refused to attend the meetings of those trustees, and that we neglected to attend 
simply because our four co-trustees, being Government officers, always voted against us 
There was some feeling of that kind after the first or second meeting, but I was not aware 
that it existed after some change which took place in the representatives of the crieketers. 
When was that? I understood that it was so. I was never informed of the matter 

officially. I learned it only from hearsay. 

Are you not aware that the whole of the trustees, with the exception of Mr. Tunks and 
myself, were Government officers? I forget. 

Colonel Barney, Mr. William Still, yourself, and Captain Ward? True, but Mr. 
Still was a cricketer, and so was Captain Ward. 
But are they not all officers of the Government? Yes. 
By Mr. Windeger: But Mr. Still and Captain Ward are both of them erioketers, I 

believe? Yes. 
185-0 82. 
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Ci. Moore, 82. By the Chai,nzan : Have the cricketers bean at all interfered with by the public while 
Esq. playing? I am not aware cia single instance in which any complaint has been made of any 

interference. My orders to the bailiff are that he is to take great care of the ground, and 
26 Feb., 1961, see that no person interferes with the crieketers; and that if he finds any person so inter- 

fering he is to apprehend them. 
By Ni. Windeger: You stated just now that these regulations had been very muôh 

departed from—will you state how, and in what particulars? In the first place, the power 
appears to have been taken out of the hands of the trustees by the cricket clubs: for instance, 

in the late -match the booths were let, not by the trustees, but by the cricketers. The 
cricketers took the whole management of that portion of the Domain upon themselves. The 
cricketers, again, fenced in the ground without reference, so far as I am acquainted, to those 
of the trustees authorized to point out the boundaries. In the regulations for the manage-
meat of the ground, it states that permission may be obtained from the trustees only—that 
the "trustees shall have power to enclose the land, and to charge for the admission of 
visitors to that enclosure, but no such power is given to the cricketers ; in point of fact, the 
power appears to have been taken out of the hands of the trustees entirely, by the cricketers. 

By Mr. Driver: Although one of the trustees, for all you know, the trustees may have 
sanctioned all this? They may have sanctioned it, but I am not aware that they have done so. 
You say you received a circular about a mouth since, but that you did not attend the 

meeting? Yes; but I know from the public prints that the cricket clubs 
We have nothing to do with the reports of the public press? At all events I may state 

to the Committee that I am not aware of it. 
By the Chairman-: Have any complaints been made to justify the belief that playing 

cricket in the Domain interferes with the recreation of the public ? The only thing that I 
an) aware of is that a petition was got up some time ago. (Mr. Morehead was one of the 
movers in the matter, and Professor Smith was another.) That petition, I believe, was pre-
seated against any portion of the Domain being enclosed for ericketing, or appropriated to 
the use of any exclusive portion of the public, or of the city of Sydney; they were of 
opinion that it ought to be left entirely for the purpases for which it was appropriated—that 
is, for the public as a whole. lam not aware of anything else which has transpired since 
that time, beyond some few objections from casual visitors. 

Will you state under what circumstances that fence was erected which now surrounds 
the cricket ground ? I am not aware, beyond haviugreeeived an authority from the Minister 
for Lands to permit a fence to be erected, which he had sanctioned, upon a plan and specifi-
cation submitted to him by Captain Ward. 
Did you see that plan and specification? I did not. 
The plan was never submitted to you? Itwas never submitted to me. 
Do you consider that fence necessary? Individually, I do not think it necessary; that 

is to say, unless the ground is to be given up to the cricketers altogether. if it be intended to 
give the ground up entirely to the cricketers, then I think it ought to be fenced in; but if 
it be intended that it should remain as a part of the public Domain, to which the public 
shall be admitted at all times, it certainly is not necessary. 
Not even for the protection of trees, or anything which your judgment as manager would 

indicate? No; trees mutt be individually surrounded. 
To whom do the cattle and horses belong, which are at present running in the Domain ? 

To various persons who have received permission from the Government to depasture them 

there. 
Can you state what is the number of The cattle there? There are about thirty head of 

cattle, and some ten or twelve horses at the present time. 
Have you any means of knowing what cattle are there by permission, and what nrc not 

—is there any system of impounding? Yes, of impounding cattle which are not authorized 

to be in the Domain. 
And you have a person whose duty it is to see the brands, and know the description of 

those cattle and horses which are permitted to be there, and to impound the others? Yes. 

By the O/,ai,maa: Have you a list shewing the number of the cattle, the names of the 
respective owners, and from whom they have received permission to place them in the 
Domain? Yes, I can supply the Committee with it in a very short time, but I have not 

brought the list with me. (Vide Appendix E.) 
Do you think it necessary to have cattle in the Domain, and that the present system 

of granting permission is a good one? I think the present system of granting permission is 
objectionable, because there is no principle laid dowu as to who shall receive permission. 

99, That there ought to be some priuciple laid down. I What do you suggest then?  
recommended in a letter to the Government, some six months ago, that an alteration should 
be made in the system, and that either a certain number of cattle only should be admitted—
those who have permission now having that permission continued—or, that the Domain 
should be let to some person who would pay a certain sum annually for the privilege, with a 

limitation as to the number of cattle to be admitted. 
At all times? Yes. 
By Mr. Wilson: I do not think you answered the first portion of that question, in 

reference to the necessity of having stock in the Domain ? There can be no qu':atin:i about 

that. if no cattle were admitted it would take inure than a thousand pounds n year to lztp 

the grass down. 
By Mr. Windeyer: And there would be danger of fires? Yes, at the present time we 

find it difficult in hyde Park to keep the grsss down after having taken the sheep off. 

By the Chairman: And such suggestions you forwarded by letter to the Secrct:ry for 

Lands? Yes, about six mouths ago. 
1.04. 
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Are the public admitted to the Domain at night? They are. C. Moore, 
Is it desirable that they should be so admitted? Well, 1 think it gives rise to a great Esq. 

deal of immorality. 1 must confess, however, that it is almost a privilege to myself for the rd' — 
gates to be open. It is a privilege to my friends. If they be continued open, as at present, 26 Feb., 1861. 
at least one policeman ought to be put there at night. And I think also that the main gates 
should be shut to prevent cattle and horses getting in. One gate only should be open, and 
opposite to it there should be bars to prevent the intrusion of cattle and horses. All the 
laige gales should be shut, because at the present time, I am informed, almost all the dairy- 
men's cows in Woolloomooloo get into the Domain during the night and are taken out before 
the bailiff is up in the morning. 
lOfi. Has it come within your knowledge that any irregularities occur in the Domain from 
the admission of the public at night ? There can be no doubt that very great irregularities 
have occurred—that the immorality is very great. I understood from Captain M'Lerie that 
the reports he had received from his superintendents gave him some idea of what was going 
on—that immorality was practised of the most monstrous description. 

But it was not known to you, until the matter had been brought under your notice 
through the Inspector General of Police F Yes it was. 

Have you seen anything yourself to warrant you in making these statements? Yes, 
I have. 

Do you know anything respecting the proposed opening from King-street? All I know 
is, that there was a sum of money voted for that purpose; I was not consulted in reference 
to the matter, nor do I know anything more about it than I learned last night from Mr. 
Robertson. That opening is to be made into the Domain, but it is not proposed to make 
any new road from it. 

Will it be necessary to make any new road? It will be necessary to make a new path 
from the opening to the Botanic Gardens, because, if a path be not made for the public, 
the public will make a path for themselves. 

Will not that disfigure the ground? Yes; if the opening is made there must be 
another walk made. 

By At-. Windcycr: Will not the fences at present erected in the Domain by the 
crioketors interfere with that accommodation ? No, not as far as the Botanic Gardens are 
concerned. They will interfere with the traffic from Woolloomooloo—from Palmer-street to 
r'lacuarie-strect. 

By the Chairman: Will you state what regulations are authorized to be enforced in 
the Domain F We really have no regulations. 

You have no regulations? We have no regulations. Oh, by-the-by, there is a regu-
lation that all dogs may be shot found at large in the Gardens, and another that grooms are 
prohibited from exercising horses in the Domain. 

'sit desirable that there should be other regulations? I think it is important that a 
code of rules should be established and acted upon. 

That by-laws, in fact, should be made? Yes. At the present time I am acting entirely 
upon my own responsibility, for according to an opinion given by the Attorney General in 
referenco to Hyde Park it would almost appear as if Hyde Park and the Domain were part 
of the waste lands of the Colony. 

By  Air. Wendgcr: What opinion do you allude to? An opinion which was obtained 
from the Attorney General in reference to the powers of the trustees of Hyde Park. 
118, \ hat Attorney General? The present Attorney General. 

How long ago ? About two months since. 
By the Chairman: Are the paddocks outside the Domain attached to it or to Hyde 

Park? I think they are attached to Hyde Park. The trustees of Hyde Park have always 
considered that that land belonged to them. But the Government wish to ignore their 
power. If not attached to Hyde Park they must be attached to the Domain. The 
lrustce4 have, however, always considered that they belonged to their trust. 

And for which they receive a rental? For which they receive a rental. 
On whose authority was that part enclosed immediately adjoining the upper lodge, 

betw en it and Woolloo,nooloo, for gymnastic exercises? By the authority of the Government. 
123, By if,. Winrleyer: That is no portion of the Domain? No. The Government appear 
to with to ignore the power of the Hyde Park Committee with regard to these paddccks. But 
wuether the land belongs to the Domain or not there has been no specific charge. The 
charge was given to the Colonial Architect, but the power of letting has, up to the present 
time, been exercised by the trustees of Hyde Park. 
12 I. Was the fence enclosing the public baths erected by the Government or by the Corpo-
ration F That was erected by the Corporation. 

According to your judgment of such matters, do you think that fence should be as high 
as it is its present state does it not interfere very much with the view of the harbour? 
There is a part of the fence round the Corporation Baths unnecessarily high, because it 
conies up to the side of the road. 

That is the part of which I am speaking? It excludes from the view of the pedestrian 
the principal part of Rose Bay. In my opinion it is unnecessarily high up; complaints 
h:ivc b cii made repeatedly to me that that fence interferes with the view. 

Are you aware that coasting vessels land and ship goods from several places in the 
D,.nsnin ? They do so at the present time, and there is no power to prevent them. 

flare you mentioned this to the Minister for Lands? I mentioned it in a public com-
anunication to the Minister for Lands. 

how long ago? I referred to it on the occasion of permission being asked by the 
Suoscription Boat Club fora ferry to be made there. 

139. 
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0. Moore, 1200. By Mr. Driver: From this wharf at liVoolloomooloo Bay F From the side.there where 
Esq. coasters are lying in the bay. 

r - 131.. Do you speak from your own personal observation? In certain cases, but I have a 
26 Feb., 1561, report from the bailiff every day, and he has frequently in his reports referred to it, and 

asked powcr to prevent it; but I have no power to do so, and could give him none. 
What description of goods are generally landed there? I cannot say what they are—

they are covered up; I suppose they are stores. 
By the Chairman: They might be smuggled goods for all you know? Yes, for aught 

T know. 
To whom do you make complaints, or apply for instructions? To the Minister for 

Lands. 
On all occasions? Yes. 
By Mr. TVindeyer: Do you think it well that private residences should open into the 

Domain? I do not; I think it is an irregularity which ought never to have been allowed. 
37. Have the trees in front of those houses which open into the Domain been cleared away 
at all lately? They have. I was importuned by a great number of people to take a few 
branches away, and upon authority given they were removed. Mrs. Fntter obtained 
authority to get a tree cut down altogether, and since that time I have been importuned to 
out away branches until, in fact, one pine tree was totally destroyed. The overseer of the 
Domain was sent to do it, and he almost destroyed the tree; I out it down the other day. 
138. By Mr. Windeyer: How many trees have been cut away? Two. 
130. What were they? A pine and an oak. 

Were they fail grown trees? Yes. 
It will take some years to grow trees of that kind? Yes, some years. One tree was 

destroyed by a man who was sent to take off some branches; an occupant of one of the 
houses gave him drink, and he cut away nearly the whole of the tree. I dismissed the man 
in consequence. The tree was destroyed before I was aware of it. 

Do you not think it extremely undesirable that trees which take so long to grow should 
be destroyed in that way? I think it is; but the principle established first was a bad one, 
and it has been found difficult to refuse it since. 

Did you say that authority was given to you to do this in the firsb instance? Yes. 
Who gave you that authority? The Governor. 
Which Governor? Sir Charles Fits Roy, shortly after Mrs. Fatter came out. 
How did you get it? By a letter from the Private Secretary at the time; it was 

written under the direction of the Governor General. At that time the Governor had power 
over the Domain and Botanic Gardens, and could issue what orders he chose, as far as I 
understood; and upon the Governor's authority those regulations applied to the Botanic 
Gardens were issued, without reference to the Assembly. 

But you would not, without express orders cut down any tree? No; I objected to do it 
at the time. 

Has it not broken the continuity of the row of trees in front of the Domain? It has. 
119. Those trees form the principal shelter in hot weather to any one wishing to see any 
spectacle going on in the Domain F- They do. I may state that I have a document here 
ordering the Surveyor General to apportion out the ground, and constituting trustees. 
(The letter was read by witness, and handed in, together with, letters to Colonel Barney, and 
instruct ions. Vide Appendices A, B, ti, and D.) 

Do you think on the whole that it is desirable those fences on the eastern and western 
side of the Domain should remain where they are? Do you mean on the cricket ground 

Yes? I still adhere to the answer I first gave. If it be intended that the public 
shall have free admittance, I cannot see what benefit will be derived from the fence. As 
to the fence, in a military point of view, I may state that a military man, who was speaking 
to me about it yesterday, observed, that in the event of deploying light infantry in 
skirmishing order, the fence would be a great obstruction. 

By Mr. Dick: Do you think it adds to the beauty of the place? Oh, no; I do not 
think there can be two opinions about that—it certainly detracts from the beauty of the 
Domain. If, as I said before, it were the intention of the Government to give a grant of 
the land to the crieketers they would have a right to enclose the ground; but if the ground 
is to be preserved for the public generally—unless on the occasion of a grand match—I do 
not think these fences should remain. 

Can you tell me the amount expended on the Domain, including the Gardens ? 
(Dxc çption was taken to this question, on the ground that the inquiry was limited to the 

Domain as, distinct from the Botanic Gardens. IVitness withdrew, and Committee 
deliberated. Witness having been re-introduced, was further examined.) 

By .Af,. Dick: Have you, as Director of the Gardens, control over the Domain F Yes. 
What was the amount expended last year on the Domain? In salaries, £258—that is 

for the bailiff and overseer. I am paid as the Director of the Gardens, and my salary is 
not included in the expenditure for the Domain. The wages amounted to £600. Then 
there was a sum of £200 specially voted for the purpose of fencing in and preparing ground 
for planting trees (which has been expended), and £100 for keeping the roads in repair, 
and, also, £15 for miscellaneous expenses—that includes all, I think. 

Is that money spent under your control ? Entirely under my control—forwarding to 
the Government monthly vouchers of the expenditure. 

Is the labour employed daily labour? Daily labour. The plan I pursue in reference 
to that daily labour is this: I draw the cheque, and give it to the overseer who pays the 
men; but before I allow any man under my control to put a pen to a pay voucher, I take 
the voucher up and say to him—" How many days have you been at work?" "How much 

money 
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money have you received? "-and if the reply agree with the estimate I allow him then to 0. Moore, 
sign it. Esq. 

How many men do you employ? Six constantly, and extra men for preparing ground  

and fencing. I may state that that includes Government House and the Inner Domain. It 26 Feb.. 1861. 
does not include the kitchen garden of Government House, because with that I have nothing 
to do; it is supported at the private expense of the Governor. 

What wages do these men receive per day? They receive six shillings and sixpence perday. 
Are they lodged in the Domain? No. 
Is the bailiff? Yes. 
And the overseer ? Yes. 
What is the extent of the Outer Domain-how many acres does it contain ? I do not 

know what the extent is. I have asked the question several times at the Surveyor General's 
Office, and have not been able to obtain the information. 

This money is expended in permanent improvements? The £200 voted for planting 
trees is no doubt spent in permanent improvements. The native trees are dying off fast, 
and unless we make some preparation there will soon be no trees in the Domain. I am in 
hopes however, now, that before the gum trees are dead, the other young trees of a permanent 
character will have grown np. 

And it is necessary to employ half a dozen men to keep the grounds in order? Yes. 
There are upwards of three miles of road; and if it were not for the carts attached to the 
Domain and the cart attached to the Botanic Gardens, it would be impossible to keep the 
roads in such repair as I now keep them at an expense of £100. 

And that is the only estimate for the roads? Yes. We have also the advantage of 
obtaining gravel near to the Domain. 

Who has the power to admit cows there? Only the Minister for Lands. 
You have nothing to do with it? Nothing whatever; I refused the power. 
Are the gates near to Governor Bourke's statue closed at night? They are not. 
By flIp. D,'iver: You say that the opening of these gates at night gives rise to a great 

degree of immorality? I have no doubt of it. 
Was not the same amount of immorality carried on there when the gates were closed? 

No, there was none. 
None? We had then the power of turning them out. If they went in they had still 

to cross the gate, and we had the power of turning them out after dusk. 
Under what authority? An old existing authority given by Governor Darling-

that the Domain shall be closed at night, and that all persons found there after dusk should 
be turned out. 

And have parties ever been turned out by you? Yes; after the gates were closed. 
Are you not aware that a large number of the most respectable families visit that 

Domain after dark ? No doubt they do. 
A very large number of the most respectable families we have? I have no doubt of. 
By 31r. Dick: How many gas lamps are there in the Domain? None. 
Would you recommend that there should be some? If the Domain is to be left open at 

night-and it is, I apprehend, impossible to shut it now-there ought to be both gas lamps 
and police. 

Would it then be an agreeable walk? Yes. No doubt, as Mr. Driver states, a great 
many respectable people visit the Domain in the evening; but I also know that it admits of 
great immorality. 

By A!,'. Driver: Are there any immoral practices carried on in the Botanical Gardens 
after dark? Not that I am aware of. The gates are shut. 

But during the day have any complaints reached your ears? Yes; some complaints 
have been made, but in most cases the parties have been turned out. They have never been 
absolutely found in the act, but where there has been a suspicion of it they have been 
turned out. 

Have not parties been brought before you apprehended in the act itself? On no occasion. 
On no occasion? Not in the Gardens; in the Domain they have. 
In no single instance? I do not recollect it. 
Was not a gentleman in high position here once brought before you? No, sir, never. 

I have no recollection of it. Can you give me the date? 
No, I cannot give you the date? Or any time about the period? 
By Ab.. Dick: What do you consider the boundaries of the Domain under your charge? 

The fence going round by Governor Bourke's statue to the Fort. That road going between the 
Gardens and round by the water is considered to be a part of the Domain, and up to Macquarie-
street to where the Corporation take possession of the land. I suppose the Corporation 
consider that street under their control to the Fort. 

Have you ever heard complaints of people bathing there in exposed positions? Yes, 
frequently. 

Are you not aware that it is unpleasant to people driving past? I am sure it is. 
Could you suggest any means by which it could be remedied? Do you refer to the 

public baths? 
Anywhero about the Domain? I prevent it wherever it is known to exist; persons 

found bathing in such positions are immediately put out of the Domain. 
I am now speaking of the bathers. Owing to the trees being destroyed it is quite 

possible for ladies driving past in their carriages to see the naked bathers-cannot that be 
remedied? A high fence might be erected in front of the place. 

Might not some trees be planted to answer the purpose? The difficulty is to plant 
trees there. It is nothing but a bare rock on that side of the Domain. I found that 

di.culty 
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U. Moorei difficulty in almost every instance. I have been obliged to send a man round with a crowbar 
B9. to try the ground. If the ground was like that of the Farramatta Domain we could 

accomplish a good deal with little money; but in some instanoes, as in that avenue leading 
2B1bb., from the upper gate to the Gardens, I was obliged to quarry the rock out to make the 

ground. It is not only expensive, but difficult to get trees to grow there. Stone pine, such 

as I have put in, will grow, I have no doubt. 
By if,'. Drives': Has it come to your knowledge thatparties are in the habit of passing 

themselves off as policemen in the Domain ? I have heard numerous complaints of this 
being done. 

Has the matter been referred to the Inspector General of Police? It has. 
Has lie taken any steps to put down the nuisance? I am not aware. I think the 

Committee would obtain a great deal of information if they were to examine the Inspector 
General of Police. 

Are you not aware that, from time to time, sums of money have been extorted from 
gentlemen in that Domain by parties passing themselves off as policemen ? I have heard of 

it, but I am not aware of any individual ease which has absolutely come under my knowledge. 
I have heard it frequently. 

Complaints have been made to you? Yes, repeatedly. 
And no steps have been taken? Oh, yes. Captain M'Lerie, some five or six nights 

ago, caused a policeman to go to apprehend those mon; they were there in the daytime as 

well as during the night. 
Are they not to be found about Palmer-street at all hours of the day? I have put the 

question to the bailiff, and he says Be does not know it of his owa knowledge, although he 
is watching this part. There was a man put out the other day—the son of an old man who 
kept cows in Phillip-street. 

That is Rice? Yes; that man has been notorious. 
By Air. Dick: Would it not be possible to get some of those men who are out of work 

to attend as bailiffs? But I have no means to pay them, and the men I have must be skilled 
men, because they are obliged to mow, and do other work requiring previous training. 

APPENDIX 

 
.TJepartment of Lands and Public TVbrks, 

Sydney. 20 January. 1857. 
Sir, 

I am directed to draw your attention to the notice which appeared in the Government Gazette 
of the 26th ultimo, appointing you, Lienteaant.Colonel Barney, R.E., Captain Ward, RE., and Messrs. 
VT. C. Still, B. Driver, jun., and IV. Tuoks, trustees for the management and control of the portion of 
ground in the Outer Domain, the temporary use of which has been sanctioned by the Executive Council, 
subject to such rules and regulations as may be approved by the Council and I am to refer you to 
Colonel Barney for any furtlu-r particulars as to the terms of the appointment of yourself and co-trustees. 

2. I am instructed to forward to you, for your information and guidance, a copy of a letter which 
has been addressed to Colonel Barney, in his capacity as trustee; also, a copy of another letter, 
addressed to him as the Surveyor General, and to request that you will protect tim cricket ground, as 
well as render all the assistance in your power in the preservation of order; and that, with this view, 
you will, when necessary, communicate with the trustees directly. 

I have, ke., 
Charles Moore, Esq., MICHAEL FITZPATRICK. 
Director of the Botanic Gardens. 

 
Department of Land, and Public Work.,, 

Sydney, 20 January, 1557. 
Sir; 

I am directed to refer you to the notice which appeared in the Government Gazette of the 26th 
ultimo, appointing you, Captain Ward. RE., Charles Moore, Esq., Director of the Botanical Gardens, 
and Messrs. W. C. Still, B. Driver, jan., and W. Tunks, trustees for the management and control of 
the portion of ground in the Outer Domain, the temporary use of which has been sanctioned by the 
Executive Council, subject to such rules and rogulations as may be approved by the Cnui,eil. 

2. I am, at the same time, to inform you that the condition, upon which the temporary occupation 
Australian of the ground has been granted, are as follows —The trustees, who am removable at pleasure, include a 
vIctoria, ' represe'rititivc of each of the three cricket clubs named in the margin, and three officers of the Govern. 
Mai7iebone. ment. These trustees will corrcspnnd with the Government, as representatives of the crieketers—will 

determine who shall use the ground for the purposes of the gaaie—will be responsib:e for the good con. 
duct of those to whom they may giant permission--will frame rules for their guidance—and will be 
bound to adhere to any regulationsestablished by the Executive Council, as to the extent and use of 
the ground to be granted, and the preservation of order. 

3, 'l'hat the Director of the Botanic Gardens has been instn,eted to protect the cricket ground, 
and to render all the assistance in his power in the preservation of order, and with this view the Director 
and trustees should communicate directly. 

t. A letter has been addressed to each of your co-trustees, referring them to you for foIl par-
ticulars as to the terms of their appointment, &e. 

5. In reference to the letter which has this day been addressed to you, in your capacity of Star-
veyor General, requesting you to cause to he marked and described, the necessary ground for erieketing 
purposes, in the Outer Domain, in the situation indicated in the sketch therein enclosed, lam to 
observe that it is to be borne in mind that the iron- hurdle fence is to cnelo,e no more space than 
sufficient fully to protect the bowling ground, and that, 01) the occasion of matches, the requisite space 
is to be guai-ded by ropes, through rings attached to iron or wooden stakes. The necessary extent, in 
such cases, will be left to you and the Director of the Botanic Gardens to determine, with a view to 
make the matches as satisfactory as possible, at the same time giving, the public as good a view of the 
game as is consistent, with a due regard- to the wishes of the players. It must thi-onghout be borne in 
mind too, that there is every wish on the partof the Government to encourage the ericketci-,, and to afford 
hem all necessary facilities and protection, but that nothing will be sanctioned which shall withdraw 
any portion of the Domain from the control of the Government, as trustees for the public. The integrity 
of he Domain, as a public park, must not be violated. 

6. 
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6, I beg to add that the Director of the Botoine Gardens has been instructed accordingly; and C. Moore, 
further, that under the authority of the Executive Council, the sum of £150 will be placed on the addi- Es, 
tional supplemental estimate for 1857, for protecting and improving the ground. 

I have, &c., & 
'Liout,-Colonol Barney, RE., MICHAEL FITZPATRICK. 26 Feb., •1161. 

&c., &c., Sydney. 

C. 
Department of Lands and Public Works, 

Sydney, 20 January, 1837. 
Sir, 

I ant directed to request that you will have the goodness to cause to be marked and 
doseribed the necessary ground for orieketing purposes in the Outer Domain, in the situation indicated 
in the enclosed sketch; the temporary use of which has been sanctioned by the Executive Council, 
subject to such rnles and regulations as may be approved by the Council and trustees appointed, as 
meutioned in the notice which appeared in the Government Gazette of the 29th ultimo. 

I have, &c., 
The Surveyor General. MICHAEL FITZPATRICK. 

Depart meet of Land.s and Fdblie Works, 
Sydney, 8 March, 1857. 

Sir, 
Referring to the letter to you from this department of the 20th January last, I nut now 

directed to forward to you, for your information and guidance, a copy of the regulations for the manage. 
ment of the cricket ground in the Outer Domain, which have been approved of by the Executive 
Council. 

I have, &e,. 
Charles Moore, Esq., MICHAEL FITZPATRICK. 
Director of the Botanic Gardens. 

Regulations for the nvznageinent qf the Cricket Ground in the Outer Domain. 

That no person be permitted to play cricket on any portion of the land in the Outer Domain 
given over to trustees for that object, without the permission of the trustees, to be obtained in writing. 

That for the preservation of improvement of the ground, the trustees be empowered to cnelose 
in a temporary manner such portions not exceeding sixty yards square at any one time, as the),  may 
deem desirable, on the understanding that the fencing shall be removed at any time at the request of the 
Government. 

S. That on the occasion of a cricket match the trustees be authorized to enclose, in a sunilar 
manner, a sufficient portion of ground for the proper conduct of the game, and for the accommodation 
of visitors. 

That on such occasions the trustees may.havepowcr toebarge an admission fee, not oxoecding 
one shilling each, to persons desirous to enter the enclosure. 

That booths for refroshment.and shelterbe admissible within the enelosureby permission of 
of the trustees only, communicated in writing, and under such restrictions as they may prescribe; and 
for such permission the trustees may demand the payment of a reasonable fee. 

All sums of money received by the trustees under the terms of these resolutions em approved, 
hah1 be cxpmd&d on the improvement of the ground allotted for the purposes of the game. 

R. 
.trsr of fibtees and Cattle in the Outer Donsüin.—.ifarch, 1861. 

Owinas. Cows. Hossus, By WHon Aumonz2u. 

Plunkett, J. H., Esq .......................... . 1 .. Sir C. Ritz Roy. 
2 .. Ditto. 
1 .. Ditto. 

Robinson, Mr. (Baths) ........................ 1 .. Ditto. 

School of Industry ........................... 

Thornton, G., Esq., .3.P........................ 1 .. Ditto. 

Elliott, Mr. (Library) .......................... 

3esup, Mr. (Council Chambers) ............... 2 .. Ditto and Mr. Cowper. 
Hill, Uco., Esq., 3.?. ........................ 1  1 Ditto Ditto. 

1 1 Ditto and Mr. Robertson. TIi]l, Rd., Esq., J,P ........... ............. ... 
1 

. 

.. Ditto. Egnu, Dl., Esq., M.L.A ....................... 
M'Lean, Captain ............................ 1 .. Ditto. 
Hunt, MA., Esq. (Post Obee) ................. 1 .. Sir William Denison. 
O'Brien, Dr ................................. . 1 .. Ditto. 
irving, Clarke, Esq., M.L,A.................... 1 Ditto. 

1 .. Ditto. 
1 .. Mr. Robertson. Moriarty, Captain, M.L.A ... ................... 
1 1 Ditto. M'Iveley, -, Esq. (Librarian) .................

Sandeman, —,.Esq............................ 1 .. Ditto. 

Nisbett, Ms's. (Dairy Woman) ................. 

flenfrcy, Mr .................................. 1 .. Ditto. 
Lcnehan, Mr ................................. I .. Ditto. 

1 .. Mr. Black. 
Thompson, Buchan, Mr ....................... 1 .. Mr. Robertson. 

1 .. Ditto. 

Mr. Sentis (French Consul) ................... 

Daintroy, E., Esq ............................ 1 .. Ditto. 
Oat]ey, Alderman ............................. 

1 

. 

.. Ditto. Roberts, Dr. A................................ 
1 .. Ditto. Ifoffery, Mrs ................................. 

Pcisley, Mr ................................. 1 1 Ditto. 
I .. Ditto. Rice, Mrs. (Dairy Woman) .................... 

Director of Botanic Gardens and Establishment 1 2 
1 Do mains........................................ 
1 Colonial Architect's Department .................. 

Hyde Park Commissioners ................... 1 

CHARLES MOORE, Director. 

John 
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John Sutherland, Esq., NP., called in and examined:- 

3. Sutherland, 203. By  the Chairman: You are Mayor of Sydney? Yes, Jsq., 
M.P. 204. Have any complaints reached you with reference to a fence erected in the Domain by 

the cricketers, on the occasion of the late inter-colonial match ? No official complaints. 
26 Feb., 1861. 205. Nothing officially? No. 

From your knowledge of the ground, do you consider it desirable that that fence should 
remain as it is, or do you consider it an obstruction to the public convenience? I consider 
it an obstruction to the public, and am of opinion that it has no right to remain there as a 
permanent thing. 

As principal Magistrate of the city, and from what you have heard yourself from the 
Director of the Botanical Gardens, is it your opinion that the irregularities to which reference 
has been made exist? i: can only speak from hearsay. I have heard of them very often 
but I have never been in the Domain during the night, and cannot speak from personal 
observation. 

Have any overtures been made to the Corporation about handing over the Domain and 
Gardens to the Corporation ? Not in my day. 

Is there anything that you would suggest yourself, relative to the management of these 
public domains? I have heard a great many complaints about cows and horses being in the 
Domain in the day time, and I would suggest that they should be allowed in only from a 
certain time at night to a certain hour in the morning. I think there might be a good 
revenue derived from the Domaiu by letting it under certain rules. One of those rules 
should be that the cattle should only be admitted after a certain hour in the evening, and 
that they should be taken out before a certain hour in the morning—whatever hour might 
be most convenient to the public. 

By Mr. Dial:: Do you not think sheep would be best? I think sheep might be 
admitted at all hours of the day. 

And that they would be better than cattle? Yes, if sheep could be got for it, they 
would be best for keeping down the grass and manuring the ground. I think one of the 
regulations should be that the parties should keep the grass down, by putting in a larger 
number of cattle, if necessary. I believe there are a number of cow-keepers round about the 
city that would give a good price for the Domain, subject to those restriotions. 

By the Qiwirman: There is a portion of Hyde Park which rims along Elizabeth-street, 
and which now contains stones and pipes belonging to the Corporation—would it not be 
desirable to plant trees there, or take some other means of improving the pinee and doing away 
with its present unsightly appearance—can you suggest anything yourself? With reference 
to that portion of Hyde Park ? 

Yes? There is no doubt it would be advisable to have trees planted all along. Tam 
not of opinion, however, that the trees which are now being plaoted in the portion of the 
Domain previously referred to are the best, or are proper. The portions I refer to are all 
those which constitute the flat on this side of the creek or cricket ground. There ought to 
be no trees there, but only round the walks. That portion of the ground devoted to the 
cricketers or the volunteers ought to be kept clear altogether. 

By Mr. Dick: Do you think it desirable to light the Domain with gas? I think it 
very desirable. 

From your knowledge of such matters, can you give us any estimate of what it would 
cost—what do they charge you for a lamp? Eleven pounds five shillings per year. 

Do they put it down? Yes; and maintain the post. 
By Mr. Drive,': That is only where the gas is laid on? Yes. The agreement of the 

0-as Company with the Corporation is, that the lamps shall not exceed eighty yards apart. 
If the Corporation applies for lamps in a certain street where the gas is not laid on, they 
insist upon the lamps not being more than eighty yards from each other. They have very 
often refused to lay it down if the distance has been greater than that from lamp to 
lamp. 

Do you think, if there were a larger number of turnstiles in the Domain, that the 
erection of the fence would be a nuisance, or interfere with the rights of the public in any 
way? I think it would interfere with the rights of the public to have any permanent fence 
erected in the Domain. I should not, as one of the public, object to any portion of it being 
fenced in for a few weeks for any particular purpose, such as the Inter-Colonial Cricket 
Matches; but I have heard the Hon. the Secretary for Lands state, that use is occupation and 
permanent title, and I have no doubt this would become a permanent title to the cricketers, 
or to any one else to whom permission might have been given. 

We are speaking now of the fence itself? I consider it very objectionable to have any 
permanent fence there. 

By Air. Egan; Do you think it would be sufficient for all purposes to not upon the 
permission of the Executive Council, and in the event of a great match, guard the space by 
ropes through rings attached to iron or wooden stakes? Yes, I think it would be desirable 
to give the cricketers every encouragement in that way, so long as the fence was not 
permanent. 

By Mr. Driver: A fence with running ropes you think would be a sufficient check to 
keep the public out? I think it would. 

Are you not aware, that even upon the last occasion, many people rushed that fence 
and refused to pay ? I believe a great number of the citizens were more inclined to rush 
the fence than they would have been to have got over the ropes, because they considered 
that it trenched upon their rights. 
228. While the iron hurdles were there, were you not awarc that numbers of them were 

continually 
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continually broken by the public ? I have no doubt that they might have been. I recol- J. Sutlierlsn& 
loot when the balloon was sent up here, I happened to be coming in myself, a large crowd Esq.. 1\LP 

of people were kept out and they were going to pull down the gates, and, I believe, that 
unless some parties had advised the crowd at the time, they would have taken the gates 26 Feb., 18g.. 
away. They considered that they had no right to be charged for admission 

Then, the whole entrance to the Domain was entirely barred ? Yes; but I am aware 
that a large number did get in over the top of the fences, and would not pay. 

FRIDAY, 1 MARCH, 1861. 

ljrcøcnt :— 
Ma, DRIVER, Mn. LACKEY, 
Ma. EGAN, I Mn. WILSON. 

SILVANTJS B. DANIEL, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

John M'Lerie, Esq., Inspector General of Police, called in and examined 

By the Chairman: The object of this Committee is to inquire into the state and John M'Leri4 
management of the Sydney Domain. Will you please state to the Committee what is your Esq. 

opiniun as to its present management? The only matter in connection with the Domain t -"— 

that has occurred to me in my official capacity, is the keeping the gates open at night; I 1 Mar., ISGL 
think that is very objectionable. 
220. Do the police perform any duty in the Domain; and if so, what are the particulars of 
their duties? There is a Domain bailiff—one of the officers of the Domain—who is swora 
in as a special constable, to enable him to perform a constable's duty when required. In 
addition to th5t, the Domain forms part or portions of certain beats in the city; and those 
portions are patrolled by constables the same as other portions. 

By day and night? We cannot afford men to do it regularly at night, but they do 
frequently go in at night. 

Are you aware of any indecencies that have taken place in the Domain, from your 
official knowledge, committed by improper persons of both sexes congregating there ? Yes. 
About six weeks or two months ago, one of my inspectors, one Sunday night, reported to 
me that the scenes of immorality he saw there were beyond comprehension; be said there 
were—I am almost ashamed to say the number of persons he stated to be in a state of 
eoition at the time, old and young. 
229, Was that at a late hour of the evening? About ten o'clock; between nine and ton 
o'clock. 

To what portion of the Domain does that refer? To all the Outer Domain; from the 
gate at Governor Bourke's Statue to '\Voolloomooloo Bay, to the eastward, and the southern 
boundary. 

When this came to your knowledge, did you take any means to endeavour to suppress 
it? I have, on more than one occasion, mentioued the objection I had to the gates being 
open ; and I expressed my conviction, that so long as the gates were left open such scenes 
would occur; but the Domain being under a Minister who is not in charge of my depart-
ment I did not communicate officially to him. I was told by the Chief Secretary that the 
Minister for Lands had determined upon keeping the gates open, as he was of opinion that 
it would be depriving the citizens of a privilege to shut the gates. 

The gates are in fact never shut? They are never shut, I may say it is the only 
place of public recreation that I have known to be so conducted; in all large towns of the 
mother country the gates of such places as this are shut at a certain hour of the night. 

You would recommend then that the gates of the Domain should be closed at a certain 
hour? Yes; and in order that persons who would use the Domain as a place of healthfol 
recreation after dark should not be deprived of that privilege, I would have a wicket with 
keys, one of which should be given to any householder or head of a family who might apply 
for it, on payment of a small fee, and they should bind themselves to use those keys for their 
own families alone. That is a practice pursued in some of the public squares in London, 
and also in Edinburgh. The Domain would by that moans be used for the purpose for which 
it was intended—the healthful recreation of the public—instead of being as at present a haunt 
of vice and immorality. 

You would not refuse admittance to the humbler class of persons? Certainly not; but 
the privilege should be confined to persons of respeotable character in any class of life, who 
would make themselves responsible to the department under which the Domain is placed, or 
perhaps to the Domain-keeper that the key should be used for their own families aloae. 
The fee should be a merely nominal sum. 
235, 'Would you make any suggestion at all about the Domain being cleared of visitors at 
any time by the officers of the Domain? No; if you place it under these restrictions that 
would be unnecessary. It is to be inferred from the purpose for which the key would be 
given that it would be only used for a walk in the evening. 

Has it ever been reported to you officially that improper persons personate constables. 
and intimidate visitors, and that they have been known to extort money from them? Yes. 

Has any prosecution taken place in such cases? Yes, a policeman some time ago—I 
185—D forget 
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JrnMterie, forget how far back—caught one man who had been personating a constable and extorting 
]i sq. money under threats of prosecution from a gentleman, and he got two years imprisonment. 

I frequently hear of instances of that kind, not officially, but privately, because, of course, 
1 Mar., 1801. the same motives that induce the parties to give the money prevent them giving notice to 

the police. I knew an instance four years ago where a gentleman was fool enough to give 
£5 to a vagtbond of that kind. 

You have observed a fence lately erected in the Domain, round the cricket ground? 
Yes, for the late match. 

From your knowledge of military tactics, will you state to the Committee whether you 
believe that fence would interfere with the evolutions of the troops or of the volunteers? 
In a military point of view, I have no hesitation in saying it would do so. Even before the 
fence was erected, there was scarcely room to review the volunteers; there was not room, in 
fact, at the late review, our movements were hampered for want of space. 

Would it be possible for any large body of troops or volunteers to carry out their 
evolutions while that fence is in existence? Certainly not a body of any number; I 
should say, with that fence standing, we could not form in line 200 men. 
241.. By Mr. Wilson: Would it interfere with skirmishing? It would certainly. Skir-
mishing more particularly requires such an extent of ground, without interruption. 

By the Chairman: Would you recommend that lamps should be placed in any portion 
of the Domain, for the better security of visitors in the evening? If admission to the 
Domain were limited according to my suggestion, I think a few lamps would be of great use. 

By Mr Lackey: How would you limit the right of admission—would you make any 
difference between different classes of persona? No, every householder in Sydney should 
have a right to a key on payment of a nominal fec, say half-a-crown ; at the same time binding 
himself that the key should be used by his own family, and for proper purposes alone. 

Would you give him the right of admission for none but his own family? And 
friends, of course. 

Do you not think that if every householder in Sydney had the right of admission, 
the same improprieties would be likely to occur ? No, because the very fact of respectable 
persons being present would act as a cheek on those who at present go there without any 
restraint. 

By the Chairman: You think a greater number of respectable people would visit the 
Domain then? Yes. 

By Mr. Drirer: Are you not aware that a very large number of respectable persons 
are in the habit of walking in the Domain nightly? Ihave it from heads of families that 
they are preventedfromn taking their families there on account of the disgusting scenes they 
are liable to witness. 

By Mr. Lacic': It is impossible to go without seeing what is going on? Yes; in fact, 
from what the police tell me, no father of a family would think of taking his children there 
after dark. 

I suppose this is of nightly occurrence? It is of frequent occurrence, and no doubt 
nightly. There are a large number of the homeless female outcasts of Sydney who go into 
the Domain and live about the drains and holes, and not doubt they disseminate more disease 
among the youths of Sydney than it is possible to conceive. 

By .111. Driver: Are you aware in what particular parts of the Domain these scenes 
are carried on ? Principally along the boundary wall behind this House, from the northern 
end to the gate, the whole way. 

How long is it since the gates have been kept open? Some of them have been kept 
open for the last three years. There was a correspondence about it at that time; Sir Wil-
liam Denison took part in the matter, and it was brought before the Executive Council. 
Since then the Palmer-street gate and the gate at the statue have been left open to give the 
residents of Woolloomonloo the opportunity of going across. I believe the other gates have 
been ordered to remain open more recently. 

You say you have received repeated complaints of the extortion of money by parties 
representing themselves to be constables? Not repeated; I have had such things mentioned 
to me on more than one occasion, and I have stated one instance where the police prosecuted 
one man and obtained a conviction. I tried to check it, and I fancy I did cheek it, because 
probably the steps I took became known to these rascals. 

If the fence at the southern boundary of the cricket ground were removed, would it 
then interfere with the military or the volunteers? Yes, it would require that both the 
western and southern fences should be removed, to leave the space open, because the move-
ments of any considerable body would be impeded by any part of the fence. 

Why the western fence ? Because it does not leave sufficient room for wheeling or 
advancing in line. 

If the fence at the western boundary were brought back to the road, would not that 
remedy the objection? If that were done the objection on that side, with respect to 
military movements, would be removed at once, because they never would go beyond the 
edge of the road. 
256, In your opinion would that fence be an obstruction to the free use of the Domain by 
the citizens, if a sufficient number of turnstiles were placed in it, and it were removed back 
to the road ? No; it would be rather an improvement, because horsemen would not be able 
to go in and disturb children playing about there, as they do at present. 
257. Without a fence is it not impossible to cheek horsemen from galloping over the place 
to the danger of the children ? Certainly. I say so—that is, if the fence were removed 
altogether. I mean that, if the interior fence was removed, and extended round the road, 
I would look upon that as a great improvement. 

258. 
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Are you not aware that, before the erection of the fence, it was almost dangerous to JoI.nM'Leric, 
nurseinaids and children to use that portion of the Domain, in consequence of the continual sq. 

galloping over it by horsemen ? Yes. I know that, notwithstanding the order in ezistvee  
in the Domain, I have seen men riding about there in the most reckless manner. Of course 1 Mar., 1861. 

the fence would have to be extended some considerable distance to the eastward. 
Nearly tip to the walk leading from the Domain gate to the Botanical Garden? Yes; 

but even then, for the purpose of skirmishing, it would interfere with the movement of troops, 
unless you erected such a fence as men could get through. 
200. With a portable fence on the eastern boundary, which could be removed on review 
days, would it not be a great improvement? Yes; that is, of course, if the public were not 
excluded from its use. 
261. With a sufficient number of turnstiles, of course? Yes, and unlimited access to it. 
26,2- In your opinion is the game of cricket worthy of encouragement? I look upon it as 
one of the most manly games we have, and I think it should be encouraged, certainly. 

Do you consider that, except in the case of the inter-colonial contests, the occupation 
or use of that ground by the cricketers interferes at all with the general rights of the 
public? No, except that looking upon it as a piece of ground for the recreation of ladies 
and children, of course while they are playing cricket in one part of it children cannot 
go near. 

But there would be plenty of room for them? Yes, of course, they could always 
keep away from the cricketers. 

Have you any idea as to the number of cricketers in this city and suburbs? Judging 
from the numbers I see playing on Saturday afternoons I should say they were almost 
legion. 

have you any idea of the number of clubs? There must be a dozen perhaps. 
By Mr. Wilson : When talking about the number of people you see playing cricket in 

the afternoon, do you allude to the number in the Domain? In the different parts of the 
city—Cleveland Paddock, University Paddock, Hyde Park, and the Domain. 
208. By Mr. Drive,: The players in Hyde Park are principally children? Yes. 

Do not the trees on the eastern side of that portion of the Domain slightly interfere 
with skirmishing? No; for skirmishing purposes trees are an advantage; with them you 
can instruct the soldiers how to take advantage of cover, which is the principal thing in 
skirmishing; on cleared ground you cannot do that. 

I-Tare you any knowledge of the occupations of the various parties who make use of the 
Domain for eriekcting? They are from every grade of society, in my opinion. If it would 
not be out of place, I would make a suggestion. As the city is increasing, no doubt the 
number of cricketers would increase in the same ratio, and, I think, there is a piece of 
ground cicse to the boundary of the city where you might make the finest cricket ground in 
the world. 

Where is that? Just at the junction of the ltandwick Read with Dowling-street, 
extending, at the back of the barracks, to the Military Cricket Ground. That might be 
levelled with very little expense, and judging by the success of the Jockey Club with the 
Racecourse, I think, in twelve months there might be a fine green sward which would be 
an ornamont to the city, instead of theeyesorc it is at present. Irrespective of cricket, I 
think that ground ought to be made a place of public recreation, as it is close to the city, 
and at present a barren-looking place. If it were only for the sake of taking away that 
sand hill, and filling up the quarry from which the Barracks were built, it would be a great 
improvement. It would take nearly the whole of the sand hill to fill up that quarry. 

Zig if,-. Wilson: You mean the quarry at the back of the Barracks where the water-
hole is? Ycs, where many persons have been drowned. 

Mr. George Kemp called in and examined 

By the Chairman : You are Bailiff of the Domain? Yes. .11r. G. Kemp. 

If long have you been so? Nearly seven years. 
From whom do you receive your orders? From Mr. Moore. I Mar., 1861. 

276, The Director of the Botanic Gardens? Yes. 
77. Will you state to the Committee what your duties are generally? My duties are to 
I0k after the plantations of young trees, to see that no damage is done to the fences, and to 
protect the public. 

How do you mean, protect the public? From any insults or any obstruction—any-
tinrig of that kind. 

From irmproper persons in the Domain ? Yes. To remove improper persons from 
the Domain, to impound cattle, and to exercise a general surveillance of the whole of the 
Domain—both the Outer and Inner Domain—and I had also the Gardens until lately; I 
have had nothing to do with the Gardens for the last six months; but previous to that I had 
the whole of it. 

Are you sworn in as a constable? Yes. 
flave you apprehended any persons for disorderly conduct? Sometimes I have had 

occasion to remove persons who have been interfering with people sitting on the seat, or 
molesting them when walking to and fro, and going or coming from the baths, or any other 
places. 
28, Are annoyances of this kind of frequent occurrence? Not very frequent. 

By whoin are they principally committed? Generally by strangers. 
Strangers to the Colony? Yes, frequently by the crews of ships; the first time they 

have 
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Mr. G. Knp. have a cruise on shore they always come into the Domain and congregate about, more par- 
-'--- cular1y to meet the females that have come in the immigrant ships. It is quite a usual 
1Mw',, 1861. thing for the seamen to come on Sundays into the Domain to meet these females, and they 

are not at all particular in their conduct-though of course if I see or hear anything 
offensive I always cheek it. 

Have any complaints been made to you, while on duty, by females, of persons inter-
fering with them ? Not very often. 

Such has been the case? It has been the case. 
What do you do then? I take proceedings against them. 
In what way? Take them into oustody. 
Do you place them in the Jock-up? Yes. 
And proceed against them at the Police Office? Yes. 
What has been the sentence on these occasions-fine or imprisonment? Generally 

imprisonment; but they are very rare occurrences. 
How many cases have occurred during the last twelve months? I do not think I can 

mention a case where I have had any complaint from femaleg in the last twelve months. 
Do you do duty at night, as well as by day? Yes, so far as the impounding of cattle, 

and occasionally going round the Domain. 
How many cattle are running in the Domain now? About forty-cows and horses. 
To whom do they belong? To different gentlemen; Mr. Moore has a list of them. I 

make returns to him whenever be asks me. 
Regularly? Yes. I gave him a listen the last day of the year. 
A fence has lately been erected in the Domain, round the ground used by the cricketers? 

Yes. 
Have there been any expressions of feeling that you have heard relative to that fence 

being an obstruction to the public? Yes. 
What have you heard? I have heard people express their feelings against it in passing 

to and fro; and I have likewise heard many speak in favour of it. No one speaks against 
the crieketers themselves, but only against the fence. Although I have had the surveillance 
and overlooking of the cricketing since it has been established there, I have never had 
occasion to interfere with any of those gentlemen, neither have I ever heard one single com-
plaint against their), but only against the fence. 

Are you aware of any large number of people congregating about the baths and sleeping 
in the Domain? I know that they do sleep about the Domain. 
801. Are they permitted to do so'without interrruption ? Not if I see them; I always put 
them out of the Domain, but I have no power to do more than that; I have taken people to 
the Police Court, and the ease has been dismissed for the want of my having power to act-
judgment has been given against me. 

By Air. Dpiver: Have you any idea of the number of ericketers that play in the 
Domain ? I think nearly three hundred, as far as I know. 

Who are in the habit of constantly playing there ? Yes, I should my there are that 
number. I have made an estimate of the number of persons that come into the Domain, 
which I think I can guarantee to be nearly correct. There are five entrances, and I calculate 
that at each eatrance there is one person eomes•in per minute, or 25,200 per week, or 
1,310,400 in a year; and with this astonishing number of persons passing in and out of the 
Domain, I am the only person that does duty in it; and, consequently, the duties are very 
onerous. I am on my feet, generally, fourteen hours a day, and I have to do night duty 
sometimes as well. I have got the impounding of cattle to see to, and lam beset with people 
coming and rushing the cattle from me, often in the middle of the night, and I have no protec-
tion though I have applied for it. 

To whom have you applied ? I have reported it frequently to Mr. Moore, and I have 
asked the pollee to assist me. 

Do you think the erection of that fence is an obstruction to the general public ? As 
far as my own view of the case goes, I do not think that, with proper gates, it is any 
obstruction. 

With proper turnstiles ? Just so, because with turnstiles there is plenty of room to 
pass in and out. 

Since the ericketers obtained permission to play there, have not more persons been in 
the habit of using that portion of the Domain ? The ericketing has brought in a great 
number of people. 

What class of persons ? All classes, 
Is it not frequented on Saturday afternoons by a larger number of respectable families 

than frequented it before the ericketers commenced there-that particular portion of the 
Domain ? Yes, the Domain is more and more frequented every year. These'things attract 
the people to the Domain-people of all sorts and grades. 

You have heard something about scenes of vice and immorality there ? I have. 
Do you think that would be checked in any way by closing the gates at night ? Yes, 

I do. 
Before the opening of the gates-the gate at the Statue and the Palmer-street gate-

did not large numbers of persons congregate in the Domain in the evening, from round by 
the Battery and other places ? Yes; there were people that would get over the gates at all 
'times, but not such a concourse of people as at present. 
13. Are you not aware that since the opening of these gates, the Domain has been visited 
nightly by a very large number of respectable families ? No doubt but what there are in 
the early part of the evening a number of very respectable people, and at the same time there 
is not the slightest doubt that there are improper persons who come in for improper purposes. 

314. 
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Who would find their way there under any circumstances ? They would. Mr. G. Kemp. 
By the Chairman :•You are speaking of after dark? Yes. 
Do you think with more police protection, that would be checked at all ? I think it 1 Mar., 1861. 

is very much required, and I would put a check to it. 
By Mr. Driver : Have any complaints been made to you of any attempts to extort 

money from respectable persons in the Domain, by parties disguised as policemen ? I have 
heard of that ever since I have been in the Domain, but I have never been able to get at a 
single ease. It has always come out when I have pushed them, that they have heard it; that 
some friend his told them. I never could get to the bottom of a single ease. I have never 
known it myself. 

I suppose you are aware that at certain times, large numbers of idlers frequent the 
Domain ? Yes. 
319, By the Chairman : Persons that are well known to you as idlers? Not many that are 
well known to me. I think I can safely say that there are not more than half-a-dozen that 
I may term habitual idlers. 

By Mr. Driver : These fellows are eoutinnally there ? They are mostly there, one or 
two in particular. 

By the Chairman : Could you suggest anything yourself respecting the management of 
the Domain? I beg leave to say that for the first two years I was there I had a policeman 
to co-operate with me, and I found it a great benefit; but he has been withdrawn from me 
four years, and I have had the whole of the duty to perform myself night and day. I think, 
when you look to the number of people who pass in and out of the Domain, you will see 
that it is necessary I should have some assistance. In the numbers I have given, I do not 
include such days as the review day, or when there were ten thousand people there to see 
the cricketing, but only those who ordinarily frequent the Domain. Sometimes fights take 
place there for a certain sum of money; I have been amongst them, and tried to suppress it, 
and have sometimes got very ill treated; I have been obliged then to go to Darhinghurst to 
get the police, and probably I may get a couple, but by the time we get back, they are all 
gone—the fight is over. What I have hitherto done in the way of keeping order, when it 
has been necessary to interfere, has been as much through moral force as nnytliing else—by 
persuasion I mean. If I take a man into custody, or if I summons a man for aaythiog, it 
takes me perhaps two hours away from the Domain, and next day it takes me.more than haIf-
a-day attending the Police Office, and often the ease is put off; and, after all, if the party 
employs an attorney, it is likely to go against me. I wish to name a case in point—About 
twelve months ago, I was ordered to remove a man from the Domain, because he brought in 
a standing stall and put it up, which is not allowed; I took him into custody, and the ease 
was tried at the Court, and judgment was given against me; the man afterwards brought an 
action against me, and laid damages at £30, and in that likewise judgment was given against 
me. The damages were only fixed at one farthing, but it shewed that I had no power to 
take anybody up when I see them erecting stalls, &o., wheeling in fruit, and selling it from 
baskets, and frequently such has been the case, but I have no power to act. 

By Mr. Egan: You are sworn in as a special constable, are you not? Yes. In this 
ease I was obliged to pay my own expenses, although I was carrying out a duty there, in 
doing what I was ordered to do. 

By Mr. Lackey: You said that there were improprieties carried on in the Domain at 
night between men and women who go in there? I do not know it as an absolute fact; but 
when I go round I see people sitting about and lying about. 

Do you know it from information you have received? I have been told that such 
things are of common occurrence, and my own opinion is that there is very little doubt but 
what these things are done, but it is a difficult thing to get hold of a ease. 

Has it ever come to your knowledge that these improper practices are carried to such 
an extent as to prevent respectable parties using the Domain in the evening as a place of 
recreation? I do not think it is; I think there is a great deal of exaggeration about it. 

By the Uhairinan: You have seen respectable families there? Yes, up to ten o'clock 
at night; but still depraved characters come in. 

By Mr Lackey: You range the Domain at night? I do. My duty extends from üve 
o'clock in the morning to.eight o'clock at night. 

At any time that you have been out at night have any of these occurrences come under 
your own observation ? Never, and I have been up at all hours. 

These practices could hardly have been carried on to the extent sometimes reported 
without you seeing them ? I must have seen some of them, and if I had I should have taken 
them into custody instanter. 

Is the Domain used extensively as a place of recreation by respectable families? Up 
to ten o'clock at night, especially moonlight nights. 

Do you think it would be any advantage to the Domain to have a few gas lamps there? 
I think it would, but what we want is a patrol there. In St. James' Park and the Green 
Park at Home they have seven ledges and twelve policemen on duty by day and twenty-four 
at night, and here lam by myself. 

By Mr. Drive, : Do you not frequently walk from the gate at the Statue round the 
back of this wall towards the other gate in the evening? Yes. 

Do you find that the irregularities we have been speaking of frequently take place in 
that particular locality? I find people lying about there a good deal, and generally speaking 
of that character, that I put out of the Domain every day more or less. But generally 
speaking the parties who lie about the Domain are decrepit old shepherds who come down 
here periodically from the country, and after spending what money they have they cannot 
get back, but they loiter about the Domain, and some go to the Benevolent Asylum. You 

may 
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Mr.rG.Kemp; may pick out six,or seven every morning before breakfast. The old womeii are the most 
,—.---- troublesome to me, I am continually putting them out. 
I Msr., 1861, 334. You speak of large numbers of persons sitting together of an evening in the Domain, 

do you not see a large number of persons seated together along the walks in Hyde Park 

also? Yes. 
By, if:'. Egan: And on the grass too? Yes, everywhere. 
These immoral practices are not carried on to your knowledge? Not to my knowledge. 

If I.see a young man lying down besido,a female I generally walk up and say, you must 
not lie here, you may sit on the seats, and they generally remove at once. 

Do you ever find any person object to your authority in that way? No, generally 

they are very quiet. 
You never saw anything to offend against public decency? Very little indeed. The 

eases Ii have had to bring forward during the numhcr of years I have been there have been 
comparatively insignificant. I am sure that if anything of the kind were to prevail to the 
extent that they say it does, I must know it, I do not mean to say it does not take place; 
but all these things are generally hearsay, if I press a person about anything, he generally 

says some person told him. 

Mr. David Wilson called in and examined:— 

Mr. D3Vilson. 339. By the Chairman : What position do you hold? Ian overseer over the Domains and 

, Hyde Park. 
1 Mar., 1861. 340. Have you any connection with the Gardens? None at all. 

From whom do you receive your orders? From Mr. Moore, the Director of the 
Gardens ; he is my superior officer. 

Will you please to state generally what your duties nra? To superintend all the men 
employed in the Outer and Inner Domains, in the grounds about Government Rouse, and in 

Hyde Park. 
Do you perform any duty at night? No, only during the daytime. 

344, As overseer over the workmen generally? Yes. 
Were you overseeing the men during the erection of the fence on the ground where the 

ericketers play? No, I had nothing to do with theereetion of that fence. 
Are you sworn in as a constable, or connected with the police in any way? No, I 

have nothing to do with the police. My duty is to superintend the labouring men on what-
ever works may be going on in the Domains, Government Rouse, and Hyde Park. Whatever 
men are employed there, are under my directions. 

By Mr. Lackey: Are the plantations under your superintendence? Yes, everything 

where work is going on. 
By fl!:. Drive,': Have you observed that large numbers of respectable families visit 

the Outer Domain in the evening after dark? I know a great many people of all descrip- 
tions; I see a very great deal of impropriety carried on at night, 

You see it carried Cu? I am living at the lodge, and I see so many people coming out 

and in of all descriptions—it is becoming quite a nuisance. 
But your gate is closed ?N ot now; I have had instructions within the last week to 

leave the gates open entirely ; otherwire it was always but at nine o'clock. At one time it 
was shut at eight o'clock, but we found so many respectable people walking about that they 
were continually making application to get out; they would come in at the gate near the 
Statue, or at the Palmer-street gate, which were always open, and make their way to our 
gate; but we thought that any one who had business in the Domain—even for pleasure—it 
was time they were out at nine o'clock, 

What were the improprieties you were speaking of? Womenof disreputhblo character 
would hang about the gate and solicit men until eleven o'clock at night. 

Have you taken any steps to check it? It was no part of my duty; I had no instruc- 

tions. 
Have you reported it to Mr. Moore? Yes, frequently. Every day, when anything 

particular comes under my notice, I report to him. 
These things, as I understand you, have taken place immediately outside the lodge 

gates ? The people assembled close up to the gate, and even after nine o'clock, if 
they had the chance of anyone going out and in—that was when the gates were shut at nine 

o'clock, which they have been thl lathly. 
You yourself have taken no steps to put it down? No, I have-nothing to do with it. 
Have you, inside the Domain itself, seen anything improper? I have seen women and 

inca going out and in frequently, but I do not make apractice of following them, or even to 

turn them out. 
Have you not seen large numbers of respectable persons there every night ?No 

question but I have seen them there every night, but I do not make it a practice to follow 

them, or even to know where they are going. 
Mr. Kemp, the haiiiff of the Domain, is almost continually on the alert, is he not? It 

is his place. 
L.  he not almost continually on the alert? Asfar as I know be is, but I do not interfere. 
Do you not frequently see him walking about of an evening? I do during the summer 

time, when the evenings are light, but in the winter season I do not see him because it 
is dark by the time we leave off work. 
301. Mr. Kemp is the only person in connection with the Domain whose duty it is to look 

after thes& things? Yes. 
362, 
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And be has no assistance whatever? No. If any respectable lady, or any one that is Mr. D\S ,Iaon. 

insulted, comes up to my house to complain, I interfere in such as that, or report it to Kemp. r-', 
Are you not aware that a very large number of persons are in the habit of crossing 1 Mar., '1861. 

the Domain of an evening, from boating and other excursions? After my duties are over, at 
six o'clock, I do not go much in the Domain but I know a great number of people frequent 
the thoroughfare from Woolloomooloo up to Beurke's Statue, and all parts of the Domain. 

Including respectable families? Yes; but there are a good many bad characters of late. 
By Mr. Egan: You go by their appearance? Yes. What I go by is, that I hear 

them ; they will sit there and sing the most blackguard songs you can imagine. 
866. Outside the gate? Yes. 

You have called Mr. Moore's attention to this, you say? I have named it to him 
frequently. 

Were these persons in the habit of congregating outside your gate before the gates 
were kept open ? Yes, frequently ; in fact the gates were never locked till nine o'clock, 
and they made a regular practice to attend there. 

Then keeping open the gates does not increase the nuisance at all? Well, I do not 
know that it dues. They want some policemen to put a stop to these people going out and 
in as they do. 

By the Ohafrman: Do you think if a few gas lamps were placed round the walks it 
would be of any benefit at all ? I think they would be very beneficial; there is a place for 
a lamp over the gate. If there were lamps it would expose anything to sight; but it is a 
dark miserable place there in the winter time. A great many bad characters go and sleep 
all night in the bushes, and under the rocks, towards Lady Macquarie's Chair, which I am 
aware of, for I see them go in at dusk, and out in the morning—a parcel of little boys and 
girls, from ten to fifteen years of age. There were about halfa•dozen coming out one 
Sunday morning, about seven o'clock, and I asked them where they had been so early, and 
they said they had been there all night. 

WEDNESDAY, 6 MARCH, 1861. 

reøent :— 

Ma. EGAN, MR. LACKEY, 
Ma. HAY, I Ma. PaRES, 

Mn. WILSON. 

JOHN BOWIE WILSON, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

Richard Iones, Esq., called in and examined 

By tha LThairman : You are Vice-President of the Crieketing Association ? I am one R. Jones, 
of the Vice-Presidents. Esq. 

Are you aware of the terms on which the Crieketing Association have obtained the 
privilege of using the ground in the Domain on which matches are played ? I can 6 Mar., 1661. 
scarcely say I am. Although one of the Vice-Presidents, I have not taken much part 
in the proceedings generally. 

Are you aware that part of the Domain has been fenced in with a permanent fence, 
said to be sq for ericketing purposes ? Yes, that came under my observation at the late 
Inter-Colonial Cricket Match, 

Do you think it advisable on the part of the Geverment to allow such an appropriation 
of the public lands for that purpose ? As the Domain has been set aside for public recrea-
tion generally, I do not think the Government are justified in giving to the Cricketers, or 
any other body, any kind of exclusive occupation which would interfere with the goneral 
enjoymentof the Domiin by the public at large. At the same time, I think that on excep-
tional occasions, such as the Inter-Colonial Cricket Matches, provision might be made to 
allow such an occupation, for some two or three days, as would give those who have got up the 
Cricket Match some means of reimbursing themselves fur the expenses to which they have 
been put. I see no objection to provision of that kind being made, provided it did not 
extend beyond the time for which the match was to be held. 
875. Are you of opinion that erieketing might be carried on in the Domain, for practice, 
without a permanent fence standing there all the year round? I think it might. 

Do you think the fence as it stands is an improvement to the Domain ? I think it is 
an eyesore. I may add, however, that I see no objection to some kind of fence, or railing, 
or ropes, being put round that large plot in the middle of the Domain, so as to exclude 
horses and cattle from the enclosure, and which would make it available, not only for 
cricketing purposes, but for reviews, and other purposes of a like kind, and also 
give a certain kind of security to women and children in taking recreation in that portion 
of the Domain. 

When you speak of fencing in a portion with ropes, do you allude to that part which 
is used for bowling, or to the whole of that plot of ground? The whole of that piece of 
the Domain which is enclosed by the road running from Bent-street, then striking off at 
right angles to the gate at St. Mary's, and back again to the entrance at Bent-street—or 
nearly the whole of that portion. 

378. 
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B. Jones, 378. By Mr. Egan: That would be nearly the whole of that side of the Domain from the 
Esq. 

road? Yes, a good portion of it. 
r' 379. Do you not think that if so large a portion of ground was fenced in, in the manner 

1 Mar,, 1861 you speak of, it would be very expensive to the Goveitment by having to out the grass and 
keep it in a fit State—to prevent fires for instance from taking place if the grass were allowed 
to become long ani dry? I think provision might be made for keeping down the grass by 
allowing sheep to be turned in occasionally. 

I suppose you are aware that no sheep come to Sydney now since the abattoirs have 
been finished ? r an not aware of that. 

Still you are of opinion that a place like that, dedicated to the public, ought not to be 
placed in such a position that the people generally cannot enjoy it? I think so. I think 
the rights of the whole public ought to be very jealously guarded, and that such privileges 
should not be given to any number of individuals as would enable them to exclude the 
general public. 

You see no objection to allowing the use of that portion of the Domain to the ericketers 
during the period of a match—but you would give them no further exclusive right? No; 
nor to any other body. I may say, however, that perhaps the crieketers are better entitled 
to such privileges as can be granted than any other body of the people who might seek the 
use of the Domain for purposes of amusement; because I think that cricket is one of the 
very best games that the people can engage in. 

By Mr. Pares : Have you turned your attention at all to the management of the 
Domain—whether it would be better if it were vested in trustees than under the control of the 
Government of the day ? I have not turned my attention to that matter, and, therefore, I 
should scarcely care about expressing a hasty opinion. 

You are aware that the Domain is at present under the control of the Secretary for 
Lands? Yes. 

I was going to ask your opinion whether, considering the purposes to which it is dedi-
cated, it is under the best possible management? I scarcely see why this particular Domain 
should be under the control of the Secretary for Lands, any more than any other public 
recreation ground in any part of the Colony, as a matter of principle; and if trustees form 
the best agency under which recreation grounds generally can be managed, I see no reasoa 
why this Domain should form any exception to the rule. 

Do you think it would not be better in the hands of an elective trust, on behalf of 
the citizens ? I am disposed to think it would. 

By the Uhairman: Have you been in the habit of going into the Domain? I am in 
there pretty frequently. 

Did you ever witness any improprieties in the Domain? I cannot say I recollect ever 
seeing any impropriety in the Domain. I stroll occasionally round by Lady Macquarie's 
Chair, in the after part of the day, but I never recollect in any single ease seeing any 
impropriety. 

You are not in the habit of being in the Domain after sundown? No, I am scarcely 
ever there after five or six o'clock. 

Captain Edward Wolstenholme Ward, RE., called in and examined 

Capt. E. W. 890. By the Chairman: You are one of the trustees nominated by the Government to look 
Ward, R.E. after erieketing interests in the Domain? I am. 

391. 'Would you be kind enough to state to the Committee the duties you are expected to 
Mar., 1801. perform as trustee? The original instructions to the trustees were sent to them in letters, 

dated 20th January and 3rd March, 1857, which I understand have been already laid before 
the Committee. The permission contained in them pretty well ran thns,—To keep enclosed 
with a temporary or removable fence a space of 60 yards square, to protect the bowling 
ground against the invasion of horses and cows, but, whenever a match was played, we might 
extend the enclosure to 200 yards square. Practically, we found it very inconvenient to shift 
the fence for every match, and the limited space of 00 yards square did not allow of play 
therefore, having once or twice shifted the hurdles, we finally left them enclosing the larger 
space. In fact, the expense of shifting them for every match was more than we could provide 
for. Mr. Moore, the Director of thd Botanic Garden, who has immediate charge of the 
Domain, thereupon very properly told us we were acting without instructions, and, after the 
trustees had considered the matter, they came to the following resolution :—" That it was 
" unnecessary to apply for the authority suggested by Mr. Moore, but that Mr. Moore had 
" done his duty in bringing this matter under the consideration of the trustees, and was free 
"from any participation in their act." No one really objected to this extension of the hurdles; 
we did not exclude anybody from the enclosure, which was merely meant to keep out horses 
and cows, and there was no invasion of the public rights; so that, although we were acting 
against the letter of our instructions, we were really 'acting pretty well in accordance with 
their spirit. These hurdles were then left in that way during summer, and taken up for the 
season generally on the 24th of May, and occasionally for reviews. Thus the matter went on 
for four years. We found, however, that it was very expensive to keep the hurdles up—boys 
would break them, some cows would jump over or through them; and some persons who thought 
their cows, which are allowed to run in the Domain by permission of the Government, wanted 
more provender, would take them up. The consequence was, that the ground was damaged, and 
the play really spoilt. Crioket could not be encouraged under such eireumstaneos. It did 
not appear to me that there would be an invasion of any public right to erect a permanent 

fence, of a character to keep out horggs pend cows, through which as many turnstiles might 
be 
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be made as the public might require, but which would, at the same time, keep them from 0a1,t. K W 
scampering over the ground on their horses, A fence of a permanent character, too, would Ward JtP_ 
be less expensive, because we should not have to repair it every year, as was the case with 
the hurdles, which were constantly being injured. Previous to this, I may say that petitions 6 Mar. 1861. 
had poured in from the (irieketers' Association, and others, to the Government asking fur 
some fence of this character, which were laid aside to be considered. At last, finding 
nothing was being done, I snw Mr. Cowper personally. It was also a matter of pounds, 
shillings, and pence, with those who supported cricket, for, if we could not get the fence we 
required, we could not have the annual match with Victoria, as we could not have raised the 
necessary funds. I therefore waited on Mr. Cowper with a minute explaining what it was 
the Crieketers' Association wanted, which I will read :—" The Crieketers' Association of 
Sydney respectfully request 

1. That the Government would surround, with an ornamental fence, that portion 
" of the Outer Domain, bounded on the north by the shrubbery near Sir Richard burke's 
Statue ; on the svest and south-west by the road leading from the Statue to the lodge, by 
the Immigration Barracks; and on the east and south-east by the walk leading from the 
lodge to the Upper Botanic Gardens." 
My idea was, that the whole of that particular piece should be enclosed, so that the 
volunteers might review in it; there might be fount.nins or trees put inside of it, and the 
public might be allowed—particularly women and children—to go in and out as much as 
they chose, and be afforded protection from the galloping of horsemen, and, at the same 
time, the cricket ground might bo protected from damage. That fence would have enclosed 
a much larger space than that which is there now. The minute I was reading continued as 
follows 

11 The fence might be 4 feet 6 inches high, open, and of a character ornamental to the 
" Domain. It should be furnished with (say) three carriage or cart entrances, and a 
turnstile, or :t swing-gate or two, for the ready entrance of those on foot. The enclosure 
would thus serve for cricket, for reviews, or for any other purpose the Government might 
desire, and being placed under the management of trustees—removable at pleasure by the 
Govcrnment—would be entirely under the control of the Executive. 

11 2. The Cricketers' Association also desire permission to form a junction with the 
" water main leading to the Botanic Gardens, from which to lead a hose to water the cricket 
ground, as occasion may require. They are willing to do this at once at their own expense. 

3. Lastly, the Association request permission to erect an ornamental pavilion of a 
design approved by Government in some part of the proposed enclosure, to be used as a 
" stand from which cricket matches may be viewed; as a place of refreshment for crieketers; 
and of custody for the clothes, bats, &o., &c. The cost of such pavilion is estimated at 
£300, and should the Government not be willing to obtain a vote from Parliament for 
this purpose, the Association will erect it as soon as they can obtain sufficient funds from 
" other sources. It is, however, suggested that it might be put near the lodge end of the 
enclosure, backed by an ornamental shrubbery, and thus form part of a general Government 
expenditure for adding to the attractions of the Domain. 

11 The fence, if approved of, is urgently required before the 12th February, on which 
day the grand match with Victoria will take place. The connexion with the water main 
" is yet more nrgent, in order to improve the ground. 

" The cricket ground belonging to the Melbourne Cricket Club is provided with all 
" these requirements, and is held by the clubs on similar terms." 
Mr. Cowper granted at once the putting on the water, and the rest remained for considera-
tion for some time. At last I took Mr. Robertson on to the ground and talked the matter over 
with him. He thought the whele enclosure as asked for would be too much, and permission 
was ultimately given to run a permanent fence on each side, and a removable fence at the 
end, which could be taken away when there happened to be a review. The fence on this side 
was kept further back towards the road, and the fence on the other side was resnoved back 
through the trees so as not to interfere with reviews. I sent in a plan of the proposed fence, 
which is now in Mr. Robertson's hands, with this letter :—(Letter read,—some as Appendix 
A. to Mr. Robertson's evidence at page 16.) To that letter I received the following letter:— 

"Department of Lands, 

Sir, 
Sydney, 31 January, 1861. 

"In reply to year letter of the 25th instant, I am directed to inform you, that 
the Secretary for Lands has approved of the enlargement of the enclosure to the cricket 
ground in the Outer Domain, in accordance with the plan and specification forwarded by 
you, and which are herewith returned. 

" 2. 1 am at the same time to add, that the necessary funds, amounting according to 
the estimate submitted by you to the sum of £165, will be placed on the Estimates for this 
year, and submitted to Parliament. 

" I have, &e., 
Captain Ward, RE., "MIOHL, FITZPATRICK." 

" &C,, &c., 
11 Sydney. 

That was the sanction we had asked, for to put up the fence at once, and we immediately 
proceeded to act upon it. The plan and specification which I sent to Mr. Robertson has 
been exactly carried out. 
392. After the receipt of this letter then, the Crieketing Association put up the fence 
themselves? Yes, we at once set to to put it up, and we decided to take the risk whether 
Parliament would vote the money or not, the Cricketer? Association having previously 

185—E passed 
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Capt. E.W. passed a minute to the effect that if Mr. Robertson would consent to put the amount on the 
Word, RE. Estimates, we would take the risk of its being rejected. 
r-' 393. Was any objection stated by the officers of the Government when they saw the fence 
6 Mar,, 1861. being erected ? Not to me. I may say that I had talked over the subject with Mr. Moore some 

twelve mouths before, with a view to ascertain whether he could not join the ornamentation 
of the Domain with the fence which I proposed; and Mr. Moore seemed, I thought, half 
inclined to the idea ; he said (so I understood) be thought lIe could plant trees inside, in 
such a manner as to form a lounge underneath for those who might be looking on at the 
cricketers. 

I think you said you applied for an ornamental fence? \Vell, it was certainly our wish 
that it should be as ornamental as possible; but, under the circumstances in which we were 
placed- 

I was going to ask whether you consider the fence now erected an ornamental one? I 
do not mean to say it is; but it was not inferior, certainly, in that respect to other fencing in 
the Domain, and as much as we could do for the money at our command; we adopted the 
plan of the fences which Mr. Moore has been putting about the trees in Hyde Park. 

I suppose you are aware that the fences erected in ilyde Park are only temporary—
that they are merely put there to guard the young trees, and are intended to be removed? 
I did not know that. 

As a military man, are you of opinion that this fence would not interfere with reviews, 
skirmishing particularly? it would not interfere with any reviews if they take th0 end 
down, which can be done. 

We have it stated in evidence by a military man, that the fence on the lower side would 
interfere with skirmishing? It would not exercise much ingenuity on the part of a military 
man to avoid that, by skirmishing first in the direction of the lodge, and then changing 
front to the left; so far it would interfere, but no further. 

.By it-. Bay: That might be very good practice too? Yes, certainly. 
By the Chairman: Are we to understand that that fence, as erected now, is not the 

ornamental fence originally proposed by the cricketers? Yes; what we originally proposed 
was that the whole of that plot of ground should be enclosed with an ornamental fence, 
withia which there might be fountains, and so on, eventually; but the character of this 
fence is precisely that I proposed to Mr. Robertson, and submitted a plan and specificatioa 
of with my letter of 28th January last. 

Do the public interfere much with the cricketers in their ordinary practice? Very 
little. One or two are troublesome occasionally. We do not assert any right to keep them 
off. As a rule the trustees treat everybody very civilly, and never allow the cricketers 
themselves to claim a.right to turn people off. 

Your object in puttingup the fence was chiefly to enable the. cricketers to collect 
sufficient money to defray the expenses of the Inter-Colonial Match? Yes; and to keep 
horses and cows off the ground at other times. Our object never was to keep people out of 
that part of the Domain, and, as a matter of fact, we never have done so. As the trustees 
hardly ever meet, I virtually have been the trustee, and I certainly have never sanctioned 
keeping people out of that enclosure, except on occasions of the great Inter-Colonial Matches; 
so that they have been kept out at most on four occasions in four years. 

Are you aware that there is a piece of Government land near the Victoria Barracks 
unoccupied at present? Yes, I am aware of that; and I am also aware that Mr. Robertson 
offered us land both at Randwick and elsewhere for the cricketers; but the Crieketers' Asso-
ciation said very justly that you could not possibly expect the large number of persons who 
live in Sydney and wish to have a little recreation at cricket in the afternoon, to walk out 
that distance after their day's work isover; and in fact that giving them a piece of ground 
at Randwick would stop cricket altogether, except among those living near there. But in 
the Domain, not only the cricketers, but a very large number of the people of Sydney 
lounge every Saturday afternoon. 

By Mr. Egan: For that purpose you would not require any fencing? Yes; we want 
to keep the cows and horses off, in order that the ground may be maintained in a fit statu for 
play. There are a large number of cows and horses let into the Domain by privilege, and 
people ride across the ground when it is not fenced, and we used to find that the ground, 
which it costs us a good deal to keep in repair, was very much cut up. 

That small hurdling would have prevented that? No, it did not do so effeetuilly; 
if you went down there of amorning, you would find the place full of cows. I called one 
or two meetings on account of complaints wade by cricketers, that the hurdles were broken, 
and the cows let in. They asked me to call a meeting, to consider the question of cattle 
trespassing in the enclosure; and at last I thought the only practical course was to spiak to 
Mr. Cowper about the erection of a more permanent fence. 

By the Oisairman: My object in referring to the vacant ground near the Military 
Barracks was, to ask whether if put in order it would not supply your want? I do not 
think you would find many persons who would go out there; but the Domain is within easy 
reach, and it forms a good lounge for lookers-on, as well as for the players resident in 
Sydney. 

The Domain is not very largely used by the cricketers of Sydney for practice? It is 
open to any olnb or individunl under certain rules. I may state the ruies we have for that. 
The trustees were applied to by the cricketers some time in 1858, upon this resolution of 
the Cricketer's Association, to throw open the ground for general practice and play on 
payment of curtain fees; on that the trustees passed these rules. The conditions were 
these:—" 1. Any recognised cricket club will be entitled to practice during the season 
on the ground set apart by the trustees for that purpose, on payment of a fee of Len pounds. 

"2 
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"2, Any individual, not member of a recognised club, may become entitled to a similar Capt: E. W. 
privilege, on payment of a fee of one pound. 3. The charge for matches will be as hereto- Ward, RE. 

"fore, and in addition to the above. 4. All fees must be paid in advance. 5. The sums 
collected, will be applied to the maintenance of the ground." C Mar., 1861. 
403. Will you be kind enough to state how many clubs have availed themselves of the 
privilege? At the present time four clubs have paid up or guaranteed their subscriptions—
namely, the National, the Albert, the University, and the Warwick. There are some other 
clubs in arrears, but they may pay up and continue their practice there, for instance, the 
Surrey Club, and the Survey Club, who have each paid £10. Numbers of clubs 
engage the ground on Saturdays, under that rule I have read, which provides for playing 
matches, and you will see by this list that it is engaged up to the 20th of April. I mention 
this, just to shew that the ground is universally used. 
400. Are you aware how many cricket clubs there are in Sydney? One way or another, 
I dare say there are 15 or 20 sn-called clubs, in Sydney and the suburbs, I dont know how 
many there are in Sydney alone; I have heard that number of names, but 1 may be over-
stating them. 

By M. Jilgan: Have you heard any persons complain that the putting up of that 
fence is all infringement on the rights of the public? I have seen those letters in the papers, 
but nobody has complained to me personally. I do not think that if you called for a petition 
against it you would find it very numerously signed. 

Do you not think that fence, as it stands, is very unsight]y? Well, I admit, that it 
is not so good a one as I should like to see, but we were doing it at our own expense, and we 
could not afford to spend too much on it. These matches with Victoria cost us, on the 
average, £400 or £500 a year. We have to engage men, some at five gnineas a week, to 
practice, and we have to give them, or for them, £25 ta £40 each, when they go to Victcria, 
whatt with one expense and another. 

have you any idea what amount was realised for the use of the ground during the last 
match? Some £500. 

Does that include the admission fee to the public? Yes. That, with the subscriptions, 
has to carry us over two years. Next year, when we shall have to send our men to Mel-
bourne, we shall have all the expenses to pay, and nothing to receive; and although we have 
now about £500 in hand, the expenses of the two years generally work us out of pocket. 

You do not think the present enclosure keeps the public out in any way? No; they 
can come in as they please, and we are always very glad to see them there. 

Do you think any land dedicated to the public, should be infringed on in any way by 
erecting fences, except of an ornamental character? We do not take the land uway from 
the public, and I do not think we interfere with any public right. I do not think it is a 
public right to gallop over that piece of ground, or to drive upon it; Mr. Moore would stop 
it if he could. 

41.0. During the time of the late match, were there not eorriages, drays, and carts, all over 
the ground ? On such occasions we could not keep the public off; and I do not think it 
desirable that we should. It is the same at reviews. But still, I do not think Mr. Moore 
would allow the public, on other occasions, to drive across that part of the Domain. I con- 
fess I do not see that we have interfered with any public right. The good anticipated from 
the fence was the encouragement of the game of cricket; and, I certainly think, that if it 
is not encouraged in some way, it will cease altogether for want of means to keep it up. 

Mr. William Tunks, called in and examined 

By the Uhairman: You are one of the trustees appoiated by the C overoment for the Mr.w. Timks. 
cricket ground in the Domain? Yes. 

Are you aware how much ground was originally set apart by the Government for o 3Iar., iBM. 
cricketing purposes? Yes; 00 yards by 40 in the centre of the ground, with the occasional 
use of the paddock. 

419, By the paddock you mean the large enclosure? Yes; a space of about 200 yards square. 
For several years past you have had a hurdle fence round the larger portion of 200 

yards? Yes; but the space fenced in became less every time we took the hurdles up, as 
they became diminished in quantity by getting out of repair. 

Was that fence made permanent with the sanction of the Government? No; it was 
removed at the end of every crickating season. 

On whose application was the present wooden fence put up? I cannot say who 
immediately applied for that. I have not attended the last meetings of the trustees, 
493, fl.1 you know who granted the authority for it? I understood Mr. Robertson did. 

Do you consider that that permanent fence is necessary for erieketing purposes in the 
Domain? As it is arranged I do not look upon a large portion of it as permanent; I never 
had any idea of the central portion being permanent—it is a shiftable fence. 

That shiftable portion remains there still? Yes. 
420. Are y"u aware of any reason why it has not been removed? I understood that it was 
to be removed when there was any occasion for it, but in the mean time it remains to 
protect the ground. 
42.Ar, you aware what quantity of ground is enclosed within that fence? No; I have 
no measured it. 
428. Do you not think the fence as it at present stands is very unsightly? Well, it is not 
unsimrhtly as e;.mpared with the other enclosures. I take it that the fence, as it now stands 
on the eastern and western sides, was intended as the inner fence of an enclosure for a 

plantation, 
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Mr.W.Tunks, plantation, allowing space between it and the roads for a plantation similar to that in the 
eastern and western avenue. 

S liar., 1861. 429. Whose suggestion was that? I think it was suggested by me years ago, but I do not 
know who suggested it lately. I made application for the ground myself years ago, and we 
then promised to put some trees round about the cricket ground and some seats for the 
accommodation of the public. 

You proposed to take the management of it into your hands? I proposed trustees to 
the Government; I was the active party in the matter at that time, and I proposed, as 
trustees on the part of the cricketers, Mr. Driver, who was Secretary of the Australian Club, 
myself, as Secretary of the Marylebone Club, and Mr. Still, who was Secretary to the 
Victoria Club. The others, Captain Ward, Colonel Barney, and Mr. Moore, were nominated 
by the Government to represent them. 

The Crieketiug Association expected the Government to be at the expense of putting 
up this fence, did they not? Well, I do not think they did, but I am not positive. I am 
a YicePresident of the Cricketing Association, but I am not in favour of applying to the 
Government for anything, if they give us permission to use the ground. 
439. Have you heard any objection stated by the public, in your intercourse with them, as 
to that fence being put up? I have heard one or two object to it. 

As interfering with the rights of the public? Yes. 
And as being unsightly? In my intercourse with a number of people I have heard a 

a few say that; but the great majority of those J come in contact with are of the contrary 
opinion. I have made it my business to inquire what are the public rights, and I am unable 
as yet to ascertain what they are. If merely walking across there, at such times as the 
Government choose to open the gates to let them, be a right, we have not interfered with 
that. 

You are aware that the gates are always open night and day? No, they have been 
closed on one or two notable occasions against the public; for instance, on the occasion of the 
great balloon ascent, when a fee was taken at the gate, and, until recently, the gates have 
been closed every night. 

Do you consider the closing of the gates in that way objectionable? I do, and so far 
as the cricketers are concerned I opposed the closing of thegates against the public, when it 
was proposed to do so, with a view to revenue, at the first Inter.Colonial Cricket Match. I 
had influence at that time, and I think I prevented the closing of the gates. 
431. Do you not think the principle holds good with a part of the Domain, as well as with 
the whole of it? I do not see that, because the Government have appropriated portions of 
it to Robinson's baths, the Corporation baths, Mrs.Bigg baths, Bourke's Statue, and the 
Gymnasiuni. I cannot see what rights the public have i

s'  
f these appropriations can be made. 

433. My question is not as to the propriety of such appropriations, but I ask whether in 
principlo it is not as objectionable to exclude the public from a portion of the Domain • as 
from the whole? I think that for the public to have any enjoyment out of the Domain it 
must be subject to rule, because every man cannot walk about there as free as the air, else 
lie would walk across the beds in the Botanic Gardens. We must have rule to have enjoy-
ment. If not, it would be just as competent for anybody to demand to walk across the beds 
or to eat the fruit out of the Gardens as anything else. 

Are you of opinion that it would be advisable that the question as to the Domain should 
be settled by its being granted and vested in trustees for certain purposes? Yes, I think it 
ought to be. 

By ft!,. Egan: In that settlement would you give any person or persons an exclusive 
right to any portion at all ? Yes, I would give the cricketers a portion. I profess as much 
regard for the Domain as any man in this country, but to have the legitimate use of it we 
must subject it to rule. As I understand we are enjoined to keep order on the cricket 
ground, but how can we keep order without some authority? 

But I believe you applied and got the use of the police on the occasion of the late 
match ? Yes, because we saw there was to be a large assemblage of persons. That is not a 
question about the right at all. If a large number of persons were to assemble in any public 
place it would be the duty of the police to be there. 

I only asked you, because you said you were expected to keep order? Yes. As far as 
I can judge of this matter, if I were to take hold of any person to put him off the ground I 
should very likely subject myself to an action at law, as I did in a similar way on one 
occasion. 

Do you think the present fencing at all interferes with the rights of the public? As 
I said before I do not know what rights they may have, but so far it interferes with their 
freedom that they cannot go where they like ; if they want to go there they must go in and 
out at the turnstiles, and I do not think that is any great hardship. But according to my 
view they have a greater good out of it by being able to witness and orderly game of cricket, 
if they do not play themselves. 

Did not the cricketers make application for the purpose of cutting down some trees 
in the enclosure? I do not know; I applied one time, but not lately. 

Do you think the fence at all improves the appearance of the place? Well, I do not 
think it improves it; but under the view that it may be made use of for a plantation, I do 
not think it is any harm. It is better than the other fences that are there. 

By the Chairman: Is there any other observation you wish to make to the Committee? 
I desire to say, that, in my opinion, it is indispensably• necessary to furnish some piece of 
ground on which the cricketers can play cricket, and in a central place, inasmuch as if they 
have to go out of town, it amounts to a prohibition to those persons who are engaged in 
offices all day, and who so much need a little recreation. 
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By Mr. Egan: Do you not think the Inter-Colonial Matches might be played out of Mr.W.Tnnb. 
town ? That would deprive the public of the pleasure of seeing them ; but, whether or 
not, there must be daily practice. 6 Max., 1863. 

For that there would be no necessity for permanent fencing? Yes; we have laid out 
£300 on that ground, and if you leave it open to those cows and horses that go in and 
destroy the ground in the winter season, when the ground is saturated, that money would 
be thrown away. If it is necessary to eat the grass off, I would suggest sheep. 

By All-. Hay: When the ground is left open, people gallop their horses across it? Yes, 
they may drive waggons over it if they like. 

By Air. Egan : I presume the money spent there comes from the general public? Yes, 
from subscribers. (Vide Addendum.) 

1 am alluding to the revenue from the Inter-Colonial Matches? Yes, from subscrip-
tions, admission money, and one thing or other. 

On this occasion you have got a decent balance? Yes, this time we have. 
By Mr hay: This money does not come from the Government, but from those who 

encourage the game of cricket:' Yes. We have about £300 this time from subscribers. 
By Air. Ejan: You manage to pay expenses? Yes; but if we are to continue the 

Inter-Colonial Matches we must have money in hand to meet the expenses of going to 
Melbourne. I was going to say that once we have begun to play orderly cricket we have 
much better conduct, morally and socially, among our young men. We used to have a 
much larger number smoking and dissipating about the Domain, and a much larger 
number of children as a nuisance in the streets, flying kites, playing with peg 
tops, wearing out their clothes playing marb]es, and so on. Now we get them to that 
kind of recreation which tends to develop their physical powers; and that is of some conse-
quence in this climate, where we fear physical degeneracy. That is why I recommend that 
we should encourage such exercises as cricket, in order that our young men may come up to 
the standard of the old country. This game of cricket stands first among all field recreations, 
because we do not play for money. There is rather more interest in the matter than we can 
manage without money. The thing is carried on in an honorable and decent kind of way, 
and such a thing as a decided cheat in the game of cricket, no man can allude to in this 
Colony. For 20 years I have never known a cheat at a game of cricket. It is not a game 
to be lost or won to accommodate anybody, or any set of men. 

By J1r. Hay: How do you propose to keep down the grass in the enclosure, by mowing 
or feeding off? In the winter sheep would eat off the grass, but I find, from my experience 
in having to attend to this, that nothing will do us but the scythe; it will not follow into 
the hollows like sheep will, but it leaves the grass a little long, and the alluvium washed 
down by the rain tends to level the sward. 

So that even sheep would not answer the purpose? The sheep eat out the couch grass 
anlk leave tufts*  of the coarser sort, and every year the tufts have a tendency to enlarge. 
The scythe cuts it all down level, and the ioequalitics are gradually filled up. 

horses or cows going on it in wet weather would permanently destroy the ground? 
Yes, si as to make it dangerous to play. 

J suppose, by degrees you would fill up all the holes? If we had control over the 
place. We would then, under this self-supporting plan of ours, have some money to improve 
the place to cut the hill and put the cuttings into the hollow, and make the ground level. 
No person would get any gain out of it, except in the way of trade. The whole proceeds 
would go to improve the appearance of the Domain. If we are to be tolerated there it would 
seem to me necessary to allow the erection of a pavilion to deposit our things in. There are a 
number of young men now who are forced to leave their bag of bats and so on about the town 
at different public-houses; and, thus, they are under the necessity of doing the business of 
their clubs at public-houses of a night, which furnishes a pretext for many of them to be out 
at night. If we had a pavilion there those persons could leave their things there, and they 
would be taken care of. 

Could not that be erected without disfiguring the Outer Domain—for instance, in that 
vacant paddock near the entrance to the Gardens—would not that be sufficiently near ? I 
have not said anything about where it should be. I should put it in a conspicuous place, 
because I would propose to have a building worthy of the place. 

Tastes would differ—supposing that were considered undesirable, it would be near 
enough to have the pavilion erected on the site I name ? Anywhere about there would be 
near enough, but if it were my taste I should build a place that would be an ornament to the 
Domain. We have a plan of a building which we submitted to the Government, to cost £300. 

No doubt extreme inconvenience must be felt for want of some place of retirement? 
Yes; for instance, if people go there to play cricket at ten o'clock in the morning they must 
play on regardless of the calls of nature, to the injury of health, or else commit an offence 
against the law and decency. 

By Aft. Parkes: 1 think you have stated your opinion that the Domain should be 
under the management of a trust ? Yes. 
403. Do you think it should be an elective trust? The difficulty in that case would be in 
saying who should be the constituency. 

ADDENDUM. 
,An,wer Yb. 460. 

Each club practisiag there pays a subscription of £10 per annum, and each match of eleven 
a side £1 2s. to the tnistees, to keep the ground in order. There is also some understanding with 
respect to expenses between the trustees and the Crieketing Assooation of New South Wales. 

TIIURSDA Y, 

NOTE (by witnen on revuzon) :—The tufts alluded to, I understand to be a grass called 11  Bent" grass. 
and was imported in the early days of the Colony. 
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THURSDAY, 28 MAR 011 1861. 

Uttøtnt - 
Ma. DRIVER, Ma. PAItKES, 
MR I Ma. WILSON, 

Ma. WINDEYER. 

SILVANIJS B. DANIEL, ESQ., IN TEE OHA1L 

A. G. 3tLean, Alexander Grant M'Lean, Esq., called in and examined:— 
Esq. 404. By the Chairman: You are Surveyor General? Acting Surveyor General. 

405. Will you please describe to the Committee what you know relative to the boundaries 
28 Mar., 1861. of the Sydney Domain, and its extent, and any matters generally connected with it? I am 

not prepared to say what is the precise extent of the Domain ; I was not aware that the 
question would be asked. 
466. Have you no map of it? No map giving the contents very accurately. Our surveys 
of it are very old surveys indeed. The Botanic Gardens occupy a considerable part of it 
now. I could not give the contents very accurately from existing surveys. 
407. You could furnish the Committee with this ioformation and with a sketch of the 
Domain? Yes. (Vide Plait.) 
468. Are any portions of the Domain under your control and management? No. The 
Outer Domain is entirely under the care of the Director of the Botanic Gardens. 
469, Under the Minister for Lands? Yes. 

Nothing comes before you officially in any matter connected with it? Nothing. The 
matter respecting the granting of a portion of it as a cricket ground did come into the 
Surveyor General's Office some three years ago. 

What was the nature of that refereoce ? It was entirely managed by Colonel Barney, 
who was then Surveyor General.. He took an iuterest in cricket, and was, I believe, a 
member of the Cricketing Association. There was, I believe, no official record of what his 
recommendation was, but it resulted in their obtaining possession of a p'rtion of the Domain. 

By r. Wndeper I believe you were not in any way consulted about the recent 

fencing 
0, 0
f a portion of the Domain. Not in any way. 

I boliveve you are a Captain of Volunteers ? I am. 
Do you think that fencing will interfere with the use of the ground for a parade 

ground, and general exercising ground for the Volunteers in reviews? Certainly the fencing, 

as it at present exists, would prevent a review of the whole Volunteer Foree—such a review 
as was held some two months back. 

Would it not also prevent the use of the ground for light infantry movements? 
Undoubtedly it would. 

1 believe that is almost the only piece of ground, near Sydney, that is adapted for 
that purpose ? It is, certainly, by far the most convenient piece of ground, and admirably 
suited for light infantry movements. 

By Mr. WUson: Are you aware whether the piece of ground called the Sydney 
Domain, was originally set apart for publio purposes,.or for special purposes? For general 

public recreation, I imagine. 
You cannot state, at present, what are the boundaries of the Outer Domain? The 

boundaries of the Domain, over which the Director of the Botanic Gardens has ohargc, are 
represented by the Domain wall and gates. There are certain appropriations within it for 
different purposes. The City Corporation have two portions for baths, male and female; 
and Mr. Robinson has a provisional permission to occupy two other portions, or rather what 
he occupies is now all in one portion. 

By the Chairman: Does he pay any rent? lie pays no rent; but be has given an 
undertaking to remove at any moment when called upon. 

By Air. lu4eon: Do you think the fence at present erected around the cricket ground 
is an improvement, or otherwise, looking at it otherwise than as interfering with military 
movements. Do you consider it unsightly? It is quite a matter of taste; but as far as my 
taste goes I should say it is unsightly. 

By Mr. JiTinde,er: Even if the southern end of the fence were removed, the fences 
on the western and eastern sides would still, be in the way, would they not? The fence on 
the eastern side, is in the way of light infantry movements; I do not think that on the 
western'side would interfere materially. 

Do you not think that, if any fence at all he allowed to remain on the green, it would be 
better if it were further up, nearer the: road ? I thiak the nearer it is to the road the better, 
so long as thore is sufficient space for footpassengers between it and the road. 
483, By the Chairman : Have any applications been made to your office, by coasters or 
others, for permission to land or ship goods in any part of the Domain? Not that I am 
aware of. Perhaps I should mention to the Committee that it was at one time proposed—
I think by Mr. Hay, when 3Iiniter for Lands—to include within the Domain that portion 
of land between the present Domain wall and the narrow roadway passing by St. Mary's 
School, and, further on, up to Woolloomooloostreet. 'These lands are now, somewhat 
inappropriately considered as part of Hyde Park. I think Mr. Hay proposed, but no decision 
was ever arrived at, that the present stone wall of the Domain, leading down to the head of 
Wolloonusoloo Bay, should be . removed, and that the boundary should be made along the 
road by St. Mary's School, and along Wooiloomooloo-street. 

Michael 
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Michael Fitzpatrick, Esq., called in and examined:- 

By the Ghairmzn: You are Under Secretary for Lands? I am. KFitzpatnck 
Will you favour the Committee with what information you may possess relative to the hsrj. 

Sydney Domain—firstly, as to its dedication, by what means did it become dedicated to the 
public? I am afraid that what I can say to the 2  Committee on that point will be very 8 Mar., 1861.  

indefinite, and the result rather of my own opinion than of any specific official information. 
The Committee are anxious, in the first instance, to know how the public got this 

Domain—was it by grant ? So far as I know there is no grant. I have a sort of tradit.ionary 
knowledge or idea that the Domain is, as the name implies, an appendage of Government 
House, and that by very long usage, extending beyond my memory, the Outer Domain, 
which is the one in question, has been accessible to the public, but always with certain 
restrictions. All along, the gates have been shut at night against the public, at certain 
fixed hours, and the Government has repeatedly exercised the right of excluding the public, 
and giving the use of the Domain to individuals for private purposes. So that I cannot say 
that I am clear in my own mind that there has been any dedication to the public at all. 

B7 Afr. i'arkeg: You are not aware of the existeiee of any deed or instrument by 
which it has been dedicated ? No; so far as I know, the dedication, if there has been any 
dedication at all, has been a dedication by use. 

flow many years have you been in the public service? Very nearly 24 years. 
During the first part of that time in the Colonial Secretary's Office? The whole of 

that time until within the last 4 years. 
And you do not recollect ever seeing any instrument of any kind, or public notification 

in the Government Gazette, by which the Outer Domain was dedicated to the public? No. 
it is very probable then that it never has been dedicated, but that it has been devoted 

to its present purpose by prescriptive usc? I believe there has been no dedication except 
what has grown out of use; and that is of a very qualified character, because, as I have said, 
the Government have frequently excluded the public. 

Are you of opinion that the Domain could be legally diverted from its present use by 
the Government ? I am hardly competent to give an opinion. 

You can state your own opinion from all the knowledge you have, and your impressions 
of the real state of the facts ? My opinion, so far as my opinion is worth anything, is, that 
the Government could resume it, but that is irrespective of the question whether they ought 
to do so. 

What I wished to elicit was your opinion, for what it is worth, as to whether the 
Government have the power to resume it? My opinion is, that there never was. any formal 
dedication, and that the use has always been qualified and sometimes controlled by the 
Government, and that, therefore, the Outer Domain is still, in some shape or other, an 
appendage td Government.House. 

By the Cha&vjan: Waste lands of the Crown? Not exactly waste lands . of the 
Crown. 

By Air Parker: It is probable that the use of the Domain by the public arose in this 
way—that when land was of no value this large portion of ground was marked out as.,an 
appendage to Government Rouse, and being conveniently situated for the recreation of the 
public, gradually a certain portion of it became set apart for that purpose? I think so, 
though I cannot state it as a fact. I think there has been a gradual relaxation of the right 
which belonged solely to the Governor, when the Governor was the governing power. 

By Mr. Windeyer: Was there not some dedication by Governor i\Iacquarie? I am 
not aware of it. 

Have you ever seen the inscription on the rock at Lady Maequarie's Chair, as it is 
called? Yes, I recollect an inscription to the effect that the road had been planned by Lady 
Macqoarie. 

Does it not say there that it is formally dedicated to the public? I cannot say. I 
believe the right of the public to use the Outer Domain differs only in degree from that to 
use the Tnner Domain, and, in fact, the Botanic Gardens, for admission to which the 
Government made specific regulations by their own inherent right. 

By Mr. Pep/ces: Would you have any objection to state your own opinion as to what 
steps ought to be taken for securing the Domain to the public? My opinion, as a citizen, 
is that it ought to be dedicated to the public—that it ought to be granted to trustees, under 
the Parks Act. I believe that, under the Parks Act, there could be a continuing trust, if 
it were dedicated to the public by proclamation—always assuming that the Government have 
the power to dtdioate, about which there is some legal difficulty at present. I have no 
hesitation in saying that it ought to be dedicated. 

By the Cftai,rnon: These lands were formerly under the control of the Colonial Secre-
tary ? Up to the inauguration of Responsible Government. I conceive they were under 
the direct control of the Governor for the time being; for instance, it was by the authority 
of the Governor that some one individual, as was occasionally the ease, obtained the exclusive 
use of the Domain for a purpose of his own for a time. 

There is a board with rules and regulations on it placed at the entrance of the Botanic 
Gardens ? That is applicable to the Gardens only. 

That was under the hand of the Colonial Secretary of the day? The power by which 
the notice was issued was the Governor's; it was the inherent right of the Governor; Mr. 
Deas Thomson signed it only as Colonial Secretary. Now, the Domain is under the adminis-
tration of the Minister for Lands, who also has ereluded the whole public, arid allowed an 
individual the use of the Domain. 

Do you know whether Hyde Park and the Outer Domain were originally all one block 
of land? No, I think Hyde Park stands in quite a different position. 

505 
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lsl2itzpatriek 505. What do you conceive to be the boundaries of the* Domain? As fenced. There is no 
Esq. doubt about them, I believe. 

e--'--% 506. Commencing at the gate? Commencing at the gate, and following the Hospital wall 
9 Mar., 1861. and fences to WooUoomooloo Bay at Palmer-street. In fact, I take it the Outer Domain is 

all that is not the Tnncr Domain and the Gardens, which are fenced off. 
By whose authority were certain portions of the Domain devoted to the public baths 

and Robinson's baths—by permission of the Minister for Lands? I think it was with the 
advice of the Executive Council that the Corporation obtained a portion. Mr. Robinson 
obtained a permissive occupation many years ago from the Government, and he has never 
been disturbed. 

Is any rentexacted from him? I think he pays a nominal rent, half-a-crown a year or 
something of that sort. 

You have seen a fence that has been lately erected on the ground where the game of 
cricket is played? Yes. 

Do you know by what authority that was erected? By the authority of the Secretary 
for Lands. 

On whose application? On the application of the Committee of the Cricketing 
Association, represented by Captain Ward, who was their Chairman. 

Do you know by what means that Committee was formed? it was formed with the 
approval of the Executive Government. 

How long since? During the administration of Mr. Hay, I think,—since the intro-
duction of Responsible Government. 

What powcrs were originally given to this Committee over the cricket ground, and on 
what conditions did they hold it? I have here a Minute of the Executive Council, dated 
15th December, 1850, which will explain. That was the first authorization of the ericketing 
in the Domain, (The witnes,c read and handed in the Minute referred to,—same as Appen-

dix C. to Jilt. Robertson's evidence. Vide Page 16.) 
Has anything else occurred since that? On that minute certain ground was allotted, 

which was considered to be very much too restricted, being only some sixty yards square, 
and since that the ground has been very much enlarged, and the nature of the enclosure has 
been greatly qualified. Originally there were iron hurdles which were to be removable on 
notice when required, for military parades, and so on; and, quite recently, permission to put 
up a wooden fence was granted, some portions of which were to be rogarded as permanent, 
and some to be removable, so as to permit the free use of the ground for military purposes. 

The order for the erection of this fence came through the department of the Minister 
for Lands? Yes. 

Whero did the money to pay for the erection of this permanent fence come from? It 
was advanced by the Cricketing Association, under the impression that it would he voted by 
Parliament. There was a promise given that the sanction of Parliament would be asked. 
This letter, and the words of the reply to it, will explain the matter to the Committee. 
(The witness read a letter from Captain Ward, dated 25th January, 1861, for which see 
Captain Ward's evidence.) That application was complied with only in a qualified sense. 
The authority of the Minister was, "I see no objection to this request; the necessary funds 
to he provided on Estimates. I have marked the plan." These words were qualified by 
personal instructions to me, that the Government did not pledge itself to the money, but 
that Parliament would be invoked to grant it. Upon that the Cricketing Association made 
their own arrangements, and built the fence. 

By Mr. Windeyjer: As a private citizen, do you think it is advisable that this part of 
the Domain should remain fenced in as it is now? Not unless it is made accessible for other 
purposes besides cricket. My belief was, when this request was made, that they intended 
to have permanent fencing at those parts only where it would not exclude the citizens, and 
that the other portions would be removable. My opinion may be somewhat qualified, as I 
am known to be an old and devoted cricketer, and my leanings are therefore in that direction; 
but I never conceived that that part of the Domain was being devoted to erieketing purposes 

absolutely. 
Then your opinion is that the present fencing would interfere with the use of the 

Domain for other purposes—that free use of it which the public ought to have? 
I cannot answer that unqualifiedly, because my impression is that there are turnstiles in 
various directions, by which the public can have access; but, if the permanent fencing does 
exclude the public, I think the first intention has been departed from. I have not been 
over it lately, but I understood from this plan that in several directions there would be 
turnstiles to admit the public to walk on the sward—and, if that be so, I conceive that the 
fence is rather an advantage, as it allows ladies, nursemaids, and children, to be there in 
safety from horses that are frequently ridden over it very dangerously. I do not think the 
fence ornamental, by the way; I think it is ugly, in fact an eyesore. 

By Mr. Lackey : Do you think it would be more advisable that the Domain should be 
vested in the hands of trustees, or that it should remain under the control of the Minister 
for Lands for the time being? As an individual I would prefer that it should be in the 
hands of trustees. Of course, I am not speaking officially. 

By Aft. Parkes: Would it not be more in accordance with the form of management 
of similar public properties in other parts of the world, that it should be vested in trustees? 
My knowledge is rather limited as to the practice in other parts of the world. I believe, 
in England, for instance, the Royal Parks, though nominally under the Minister, are rather 
in the hands of a Board than otherwise; it is not so much the Individual will of one man 
that controls them. 

 

Non (qtury by witness on revision) :—Outer? 
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22. Your observation relates simply to the Royal Parks, not to places of public recreation M.Fitzpatriclr.. 
in other parts of England ? My information on such matters is limited, but I believe most 
of these places in England have been gifts, frequently from individuals, in which provision 
has been made for trusts. There is little in England in those matters that is analogous 28 Mar., 1661. 

to what takes place here. I have a very strong impression, from all I have seen of public 
reserves in this country, that all reserves intended for public use should be vested in trusts, as 
provided for under Mr. Nichols' Act. 

Captain William Harbottle called in and examined 

.523. BY Mv. Win deyer: You are a Captain of the lTnlunteer Rifles? Yes. Captain 
521. This Committee has been appointed to consider the present management of the Sydney W. ITarbottle. 
Domain, especially with reference to the fencing in of a certain portion used as a cricket  

ground—Is it your opinion that that fencing is in any way a hindrance to the drilling of 28 Mar, Th61. 
the Volunteers, or the use of that portion of the Domain as a ground for military exercises? 
I think that for battalion drill, or for purposes of review or inspection of any large body of 
men, it has entirely destroyed the ground it has rendered it useless for that purpose. 
525. Does it not also spoil the ground for light infantry movements? Of course it would, 
even for small bodies of men. When practising light infantry movements that fence would 
stop you, unless you wished to practise the men in getting over it. 
526, What is your opinion as a citizen? I think it is a monstrous eoeroaehment on the 
rights of the public. I believe that is the universal opinion in the city. 

You hear that opinion largely expressed? I have heard it many times, even this 
morning; I have heard it in all directions, in fact. 

You know how the fencing is situated—do you think it would materially improve 
matters if the southern fence were taken up, and the eastern and western fences allowed to 
remain? Do you mean for review purposes? 
599. Yes? It would better it, but still it would be very ohjectionablc. 

It would be still as useless as ever for light infantry purposes F Yes, the fence would 
entirely stop skirmishers from moving about, 

That portion of the Domain is the only piece of ground near Sydney that is fitted for 
these purpoes F It is, now that Hyde Park has been planted and fenced. At the last review 
that we had of the Sydney battalion we were obliged to go round to the Glebe; partly because 
we had not room in the Domain, and partlybeeanse the ground was required for a cricket match. 

You are aware that inconvenience has already been experieneedfrom giving the crieketcrs 
so exclusive possession as they have F As far as relates to the volunteers, it has been so. 

By the Ohafrmnan Do you think that fence, as erected, interferes with public recrea-
tion F I do; I think the fence has no right to be there at all ; people ought to be free to 
move backwards and forwards, and to cross any part of the Domain they please, not to be 
compelled to go round about by fences or through turnstiles. 

The fencing itself is no improvement or adornment to the Domain ? No ; I think it 
is an eyesore. I believe the ericketers have a portion of the ground conveyed to trustees 
in some shape or way ; but it appears to me, if that be the case, that all they would require 
would be that light iron fencing, which they recently had upon the ground, round their 
bowling ground, a square of about fbrty yards. That, I think, might be tolerated, but enclosing 
more than half that part of the Domain is undoubtedly a very great encroachment on the 
public. Perhaps you will allow me to remark, as I see the Committee is appointed to inquire 
into the general management of the Domain, that a number of people have permission to 
have horses and cows there, almost making a common of the place. Now if one person has 
that privilege, I do not see why another should not. If there is to be any commonage at all, 
I do not see why all the citizens should not have their horses and cows there as well as a few 
privileged individuals. Not that I envy them at all, for my own part, but that I think the 
pasturage there might be put to some good purpose. For instance, the Sydney Infirmary 
pays a large sum, perhaps £200 a year for milk; and we know that pure milk, which is of 
great importance to the welfare of the patients, is not always to be had in Sydney. I think 
it would be very desirable that they should have a number of cows of their own to run in 
the Domain, which would be a great saving to a public institution, and at the same time 
very beneficial indeed to the invalids. I have no doubt that many persons in the country, 
where their value is not great, would present cows to the infirmary, instead of subscriptions. 

13u Mr. Parkes: have you ever had your attention directed to the management of 
the Domain? In what respect? 

As to the form of management It is given in evidence before the Committee, that it 
is very doubtful whether the Domain has, in reality, ever been dedicated to the public—
that it is merely used by permissive sanction ; and what I want to elicit from you is, whether 
you have ever directed your attention to the question whether such a place of public 
recreation ought not to be made more secure for the benefit of the public, by being legally 
granted to trustees, on behalf of the public? The Crown would be the trustees for the 
public, I imagine, the same as in the case of the Parks at Home. 

I suppose, as a citizen, you would not like that the Domain should be resumed by the 
Government, and sold in building allotments? Certainly not. 

There is reason to believe they have power to resume it any day? In that case, it 
ought to be dedicated—specially set apart for the public. I take it that it is of the greatest 
importance, that Hyde Park and the Outer and Inner Domain should be left open. I do 
not see why a part of the Inner Domain should not be thrown open to the public; there is 
a large piece of ground between the fence and the Government Stables which seems to be of 
DO use, at present, except for shooting rubbish. I think there is far more ground than is 
required for a private Domain round Government House. 

185—F Sergeant 
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Sergeant Major Thomas Baynes called in and examined 
Srq. Major 539. By  the flairrnan: The Committee have summoned you for the purpose of elioiting 

aynes. your opinion, relative to the erection of the fence round the ground where the game of 
cricket is played in the Domain ; as to whether it interferes with the military evolutions of 28 

ar., 1861. the Volunteers? To a certain extent it does interfere with them; bat if the south end of 
the fence were made with shifting panels, so that it could be removed when required, we 
should have plenty of room for inspection or review, where the troops are only drawn up in 
line; but for rnanuvering there is not room. 

Do you think the western fence would not interfere, at all? Not for inspection or 
review, but if we wanted to manuvre it would. The last time we had 1,400 men drawn 
up, and there was not sufficient room to form the line; we had to draw up the artillery at 
a right angle, and the mounted troopers again at another right angle; but that was before 
the fence was put there. If they had been drawn up in two lines there would have been 
plenty of room. For maneuvering, the fence on the western side, next the wall, would be in 
the way. 

Is the eastern side of the fence, near the walk leading to the Gardens, in the way at 
all? That is not in the way, that I see, at all. But all the posts at the south end would 
have to be put in sockets, so that they could be taken up; I am informed some of them are 
so arranged. If you will allow me, I will just run down and look at it again, and than I 
can speak more positively. (The witness retired, and after the lapse of a few minutes 
returned.) I find all these posts at the south end have got sockets, except fourteen panels 
at the south-eastern corner, which also ought to be made removable, as far as a double gate 
which I see there. 

May I ask whether you, as a citizen, consider that fence, as now placed, an ornament 
to the Domain or otherwise? I do not consider it any ornament; I do not know whether 
to call it an eyesore or not; but as far as my knowledge goes I do not see anything wrong 
in it. It is scarcely seen when you enter the Domain, if the south portion is down. 

Do you think the fence interferes with public recreation ? In my opinion it does not, 
because it lies quite out of the way of the passage of people; you seldom see any persons 
eongrcgate there where the fence is. 

BY Afr. Pa,*es: It prevents the freedom of walking to foot passengers? There are 
no pathways crossing it except what are open to the public. 

iLve you not noticed that a footway has been worn since the fence was put up from 
one tornstiie to another, showing that persons have been compelled to walk in one particular 
line? Yes, where the turnstiles are; that has been worn by persons passing. 

By Mr. Lackey: Did the Committee uuderstand you to say that the operations of the 
volunteers would be in no way impeded if the southern fence were removed? If all the 
southern houndary were removed it would not interfere with any manuvres we would 
require to make. In the first place, the ground itself is not large enough for moving 
a large body of troops; it is only fit for inspection and review, where you form line and 
march past. 

By Mi-. Windeye.r: Would not the eastern fence be in the way of practising the 
troops or volunteers light infantry movements? He would be a very bail light infantry 
man who could not get over it. 

Is it advisable to have it there? It is not ndvisable if it could be done away with 
without inconveniencing the public, or rather the erioketers, too much. 

When the troops have been exercised there have they not principally skirmished in an 
easterly direction, under the trees where the fence is? The left of the line only need be 
placed there, supposing the southern fence were down, the remainder of the troops being 
drawn up at the other end where there is no fencing. 

Do not the trees planted at the southern end make it inconvenient to draw up a body 
of men there? Yes; those squares of fencing within which the trees are planted are in the 
way, but they ought to be removed; they are a greater impediment than the fence would be. 
It would be a great convenience to the troops, if the fence, on the eastern side, were made 
movable, the same as that on the southern side; but it is no very great impediment, as it 
now stands, for reviews or inspection, and that is all the ground has ever been used for. If 
it is intended to make it a drill ground for the troops altogether, then you had better remove 
all the fencing, and a great many of the trees too; we cannot have too much room. 

By Mr. .Thive,: Could not the obstruction, said to be caused by the eastern fence, be 
avoided by skirmishing first in the southern direction, and then changing front to the left? 
Yes, I could manage to put them all past it; but an impediment sometimes spoils the 
appearance of a movement. 

By Mr. Par/as: Could they not leap the fence? Certainly; he as a very bad light 
infantry man who cannot leap a fence his own height. 

By Mr. Driver: In the ease of a review, would not the fences at the eastern and 
western sides protect the volunteers from the intrusion of the crowd? There is not much 
need for that; but they would be awkward in maumuvering, in esehelon movements par-
ticularly. It would not cost much, and it would be better, to have the eastern side removable, 
the same as the southern side, with sockets and shifting panels. 

TUESDA i 
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TUESDAY, 9 APRIL, 1861. 

4ireøntt :— 
Mx. DRIVEIt, I Mn. PARKES, 

Mit. WILSON. 

SILVANUS B. DANIEL, Esq., IN THE CHAIR. 

The Rev. J. II. A. Curtis, 0.8.13., called in and examined 

By Vie Olzairrnan: The object in surnmoniPg you here to-day was to obtain your The Rev.J. 
evidence on some points relating to the state and management of the Domain. You have 
seen the fence lately erected there, round the ground used by the crieketers? Yes. 

Do you consider that fence, as it now stands, an ornament to the Domain, or otherwise? 9 A. i'D 1861 
I consider it is not an ornament. P 

Do you consider that the public are obstructed by it in their usual walks, or that it 
prevents the free use and enjoyment of the Domain by the citizens? Of course wherever 
there is a fence there necessarily is, to a certain extent, an obstruction; but I do not think 
this is an obstruction of a kind that any one can reasonably complain of. 

No doubt the game of cricket is a very manly game, and is one of our national sports, 
but inasmuch as a fence round so large an extent of ground is only required once in two 
years, on the occasion of the Inter-Colonial Cricket Match, do you not think an iron railing, 
that, would be movable, would answer every purpose? Do you mean an iron railing of the 
kind that was there before? 
658. Yes? No, I scarcely think that would answer. It would be, in the first place, more 
expensive to maintain, because more easily broken, and liable to ha knocked down and on the 
occasions you speak of, if there were a rush, or anything of that kind, I do not think such a 
fence would be sufficiently strong. 

It has been suggested to the Committee that the Domain would be improved as a place 
of useful recreation to the inhabitants generally, if lamps were placed in various parts of 
it—do you think that desirable at all? From my own knowledge I cannot speak—I 
have never been there after dark—but, from what I have heard from many clergymen 
of our body, I should think it highly desirable. 

Upon what grounds? I have heard, in general terms, that a great deal of immoral 
conduct goes on in the Domain at night, which to a great extent I should say would be pre-
vented by having the place lighted; but I am not sure whether this takes place in the Outer 
Domain or fnrther down. Only last Sunday evening the Archbishop spo]ce of it in the 
Church in addressing the congregation. 

From what he had heard himself? I suppose so. He spoke of the immoral conduct in the 
Domain in the evening, and cautioned fathers and mothers of families how they allowed 
their children to go there without proper protection. 
502. Of course the hours of business in Sydney during the day prevent persons from taking 
that useful exercise and recreation which is necessary to health—are you aware whether after 
nightfall these persons do or do not nse the Domain for these purposes? No, I am not 
aware. I generally leave when it is beginning to grow dark on the occasions that I go there. 

You think the place is not visited by respectable families after nightfall? I cannot say. 
By if,. Driver: You are a native of the Colony? lam. 

505. And of course you have known this Domain for many years? As long as I can 
remember. 

Are you aware that it has ever been dedicated to the public in any way—any actual 
dedication? I have always supposed that it was set aside for public aniuseinent and recre-
ation, but I do not know in what way. 

You think the fence that has been alluded to is not on ornamental fence? I think it 
is not so. Of course I answered the question just as it was put, but if you wish for my 
opinion with regard to the fence of course I could give it. 

1 should feel obliged by your doing so? My opinion is that the fence ought to have been 
erected along, or that it would be better now to have it removed to, the road on either side—
that it should skirt along the eastern and western roads, and be a permanent fence, made 
more ornamental than the present one, not so close; and strong, so that it could not be knocked 
down easily. 

By Mr. Wileon: To enclose the whole of that triangular space ? Yes. 
By Mr. Drive,-: Do you think such a procedure would be tolerated by the general 

public? Well, I do not know. My own opinion is, that the public do not complain at 
present, that there is only a very small portion of the community that objects, and I think 
it highly desirable that the ericketers should be protected in some way. Of course they are 
necessarily at very great expense in getting up their matches, and unless they have some way 
of keeping the public out on certain occasions, and only allowing them to come within cer-
tain precincts, by the payment of money, I do not think they would be able to defray 
their expenses; and besides that, it seems the ground on which they play has been already 
given to them in some way, or at least they are allowed the exclusive use of one portion of 
the ground, which they have been at the tronble to have trenched and properly levelled tG 
fit it for the game; and it seems to me, that unless some kind of enclosure were made the 
ground would be completely spoiled by persons walking over it repeatedly in one place till 
they made a track, and it would also be injured to a certain extent by cattle going on it. 

You think the general public would not complain of the fence that you propose? I 
think not. I should suggest, in that case, that there should be more openings than there 
are at present—larger gates, and four or five of them, on each side. 

2 
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The Rev.J. 572. By the fla&man: Do the Committee understand you to sqy, that the present enelosür 
B..,Curtis, used by the cricketers is not sufficiently large, and that you would have it extended? It is 
O.
_ sufficiently large for the cricketers, but I think it would not look quite so bad if it were 

A 
larger; that is one reason. It would not be so noticeable, and would not spoil the look of 

0 in'1, 1861. the Domain as it does now. I think it does now, to a certain extent, take away from the 
beauty of the ground. I consider that, if the fence were put in the way I have suggested, 
and were to be somewhat more ornamental—made of iron, if it could be afforded—that it 
would then add to the beauty of the place. 

By l!,. Driver: Do you think it advisable that the cricketers should be encouraged in 
the promotion of their game? Certainly, for many reasons. My main reason is, that I 
think it the duty of every well-minded person to encourage every innocent kind of amusement 
as much as possible, and there is no out-door amusement that I know of more innocent than 
cricket. 

And you think that the handing over of that portion of the Domain to the cricketers 
for ericketing purposes only, not to the exclusion of the general public, would be beneficial 
To whom beneficial? 

For the promotion of the game itself? Undoubtedly. There is one point I may 
mention, with regard to giving the cricketers permission to have a permanent building of 
some kind there, which they generally call a pavilion; I think that would be desirable for many 
purposes. It ought, of course, to be in some place where it would be no obstruction, not to 
be too large, and to be built in a style that would be ornamental; and there ought to be water-
closets somewhere near the pavilion. 

By lift- Parkes: The Domain is set apart for the recreation and the promotion of the 
health of the whole of the population, more especially invalids, young children of tender 
years, and sickly women, none of whom can be supposed to have any particular interest in 
the game of cricket; and if it were interfered with by the cricketers, however manly and 
thoroughly English their game may be, and however desirable it may be to encourage it, 
might not others claim also to have portions of it set apart; for instance, no one will dispute 
for a moment that the study of Zoology is very important and very instructive, and suppose 
any persons were to form a Zoological Society, with a collection of living specimens, and 
claim space in the Domain for a menagerie, equally strong reasons could be advanced why 
they should have a portion set apart; or suppose any persons interested in gymnastics gene-
rally were to claim a similar dedication for their persons, equally strong reasons could be 
urged on behalf of their application. Thus we should find the public Domain, set apart for 
the recreation of the whole bulk of the population, not simply of Sydney but of the whole 
Colony when they are here, invaded by various bodies of men whose objects were good in 
themselves but whose occupation of the Domain in the promotion of them would very 
seriously interfere with the purposes for which the Domain is dedicated F Yes, that is the 
great difficulty. 

Is not that a great danger? Yes, that is the great danger, no one can dispute that. 
But with regard to a Gymnasium there is a body who have had a piece of ground granted 
for that purpose. With regard to having cages for animals there, I think if a sufficiently 
large portion of the public were to petition to have the ground devoted to that purpose, 
there might be spots in the Domain found for the exhibition of these animals that would 
not at all interfere with the general public going there also. The cricketers you see already 
have some kind of title to the ground. 

How so? They have been allowed to have that ptrt trenched and prepared for cricket-
ing purposes, and no one is allowed to go and play there without paying a certain amount of 
money yearly. I suppose, therefore, they mast have some claim to it, or at least to a portion 
sufficiently large for the game. That has been the case for some years past. 

I ata not aware that any vested right is admitted? You are aware that no one can go 
and play there without paying a certain amount annually. Each club has to pa.y acertarn 
amount yearly. There are a large number of persons there every evening during the 
ericketing season, who go there merely for the purpose of being amused by the ericketing, 
and who, I think, would not go out to take recreation at all, were it not for the sake of looking 
at the game. 
530. As I understand your evidence, what you would wish would be an ornamental fence 
following the line of road round that particular division of the domain, so as not to interfere 
with the space of green sward in any way—not to intersect it—and to have a sufficient 
number of gates to admit free ingress and egress in all directions for the public? Excepting 
that they should not be allowed to walk across the cricketer's bowling ground in such a way 
as to make a track across it as they did before. 

Do you not think that having gates in the way you suggest would be the very means 
of making these tracks from one gate to the other; if there were no fence, the persons 
going there would walk in such a number of different ways that they would form no tracks? 
No, I do not think so; speaking from my own experience, 1 should say the contrary. In 
spite even of the paths that have been formed on the Racecourse tracks are made in other 
directions, and it was so here at one time; people would actually get over the iron fence that 
was there, and they formed a track just cutting off one end of the bowling green. 

Have you not noticed that there is a complete beaten track from one turnstile to the 
other, which had no existence previous to the erection of the fence—the fence has caused it? 
I should have the gates so placed, that the track which would be made in going from one to 
another would not cross the bowling green of the cricketers, which is a parallelogram of 
about 40 yards by 20, I think. But I must still admit that I see the difficulty of giving the 
cricketers a special preference, although lam very fond of the game. - 

By Mr. Driver: Would not shutting the cricketers out of the Domain effectually put 
a 
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a stop to erickctng in sydney? lam afraid it would. Many of them would not go to the The Rev.J. 
Racecourse, which is too open, and too much exposed to intrusion. H. 

have you not noticed many paths across the green before this fence was erected at all? 
Yes. 

And on Hyde Park also before the roads were formed there? Yes, wherever the Apiil, 1861, 
people were in the habit of going there were tracks formed. 

By Al,. Wilson : With regard to the tracks in the Domain before this fence was put 
'up, are you not aware that those tracks led in a direct line from the gate in 3lacquarie-street 
to the gate in Palmer-street, and to the other gate ? Yes. 

Those were the only two tracks ? Yes, and one of those just skirted the cricket ground. 
People will take the shortest line, and if the ericketers find, that their ground is interfered 
with they should level the ground elsewhere, so as to give the people a straight line down. 

By Air. .Pa,'kes: If the fence were erected as you propose, following the line of road, 
would it not be very inconvenient to spectators on the outside of the enclosure, who would 
then have to stand in the road? I think they could see from the ground under the trees, 
between the road and the wall. 

It is said there were as many as 20,000 people at the last Inter-Colonial Match—with 
such a number of persons present would there not be a greater liability to accident from the 
passage of vehicles, if the people were thrust into the road? Yes; I was only proposing to 
obviate the unsightly appearance of the present fence. 

You had not thought of this crowding of the people? No, I had not foreseen it; but 
fleeing now the difficulty, I think it would be better to have the fence moved much nearer to 
the road than it is at present, leaving a margin. As it is at present the fence is too noticeable. 
I think a stronger iron fence than that they had before, not quite so open, would scarcely be 
noticed, or if noticed, would only be what is round every gentleman's park in England. I 
think it would be ornamental. The present fence is almost like a wall stuck there, and 
eertaioly seems to me very unsightly. 

Mr. Josiah Mason Illidge called in and examined 

By the Chairman: The object of this Committee is to inquire into the state and Mr.J. M. 
management of the Sydney Domain, and particularly with reference to the fence recently flEdge* 

erected round what is culled the cricket ground—you have seen that fence? I have. 
Do you consider it an ornament, or otherwise, to the Domain? I cannot exactly coil- Aprii, 1861. 

sidcr it ornamental; I think a stone dwarf wall and iron railing would have looked far 
better. 

In the same spot where the fence is now erected, or in some other part? Just on that 
very spot, enclosing either a larger or smaller portion, as might be required. I am not 
aware how much ground is required. 

Do you know anything of military matters? No, except by reading. 
From what knowledge you may have acquired, should you consider that that fence would 

interfere with the evolutions of any considerable body of troops? I should not consider it 
would if there were large gates, at proper distances, to admit the troops passing in and out. 
I think it would enable them to maauvre in a way that they perhaps could not on the plain 
open ground. 

What may have been the number of years during which you have had knowledge of 
the Domain ? Twenty-four years. 

Have you been led to believe, during the last twenty-four years, that the public were 
entitled to perfectly free access to the Domain, or have they ever been restricted ? They 
have only been restricted at night, and not now even at night. 

Have you had reason to believe that the Outer Domain has been dedicated to the 
public, for their use and enjoyment ? Certainly; and much more so now than formerly. 

By .Afr. Parker: By the term dedication do you understand the alienation of that por-
tion of land from the Crown for a given purpose—that is, did you understand that it had 
been dedicated for ever, for the use of the inhabitants of Sydney and the Colony generally ? 
That it was to be devoted to the use of the public for purposes of recreation. 

For ever? Yes, certainly. I have always understood that it is a public reserve for the 
benefit of the citizens as well as strangers and others that might be sojourning in the 
neighbourhood. 

Did you ever understand definitely in what way it had been dedicated to this purpose, 
whether by grant from the Crown or otherwise? I am not acquainted with the way in 
which it has been dedicated, further than that it has always been open to the public, and 
used by them. 

Suppose you were to be assured that there never has been any formal dedication, and 
that the Crown could legally resume it at any moment, would you not feel some concern as 
a citizen ? I should indeed; I think it would be a most unjust thing for the Government 
to do. 

As far as the evidence of some witnesses goes, who may be supposed capable of giving 
reliable evidence on the point, there never has been any dedication at all, and the Crown 
might resume it, and out it up and sell it for building allotments? I do not think the 
public would allow them to do it. 

If that is the case, as a citizen of Sydney and the head of a family, do you not think 
2teps should be taken to secure the Domain for the use of the public? Certainly, if it is as 

you 
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Tdr.J. M. you state; but I never had a passing thought in my mind that it could ever be resumed by 
lilidgo. the Government. 
r —•'. 605. There is reason to believe that it never has been dedicated by any instrument whatever? 
9 April, 1861, There can be no doubt that it has been virtually ceded to the citizens, if not legally. 

600. Would it not be better that it should be legally placed beyond doubt? Most decidedly 
it would be better; but, as I süd, it never entered into my mind that there was a doubt. 
.1 thought twenty years use gave full possession. 

By the Oh airman: Has it not come within your knowledge that the gates of the 
Domain have been locked at different times against the public, and a fee paid for permission 
to enter it—on the occasion when the balloon was inflated, for instance? Yes. 

Did you not, as a citizen, then imagine that the Government must have had some 
power, entirely in their own hands, of dealing with the Domain? I never knew it was a 
legal right ; it was a conceded right, I imagined, to the authorities that had possession of 
the Domain, to do so for the public benefit on these occasions. 

By Air. Paekes: Supposing any steps were taken to legally confirm the dedication of 
the Domain for the public use of the inhabitants of the Colony, what form do you think the 
management ought to assume—do you think it ought to be in the hands of the Executive 
Government, or in the Lands of an elective trust on behalf of the people? Perhaps it 
would be better in the hands of an elective trust on behalf of the people. 
010. By the Chairman: Would the municipality be the proper trustee? I should rather 
not see it in their hands. 

By Mr. Pa,kes : You would rather see a separate trust for such an important property 
as that? Yes. 

By the Uhairman: Considering that a fence of a strong character, to enclose a large 
space, is only wanted once in two years - ? It is not simply an occasional game that is 
played there ; there are constant games, which attract thousands to the Domain who would 
not perhaps enter it otherwise. 

If there is to be a fence, do you not think it would be better to have it extended to a 
greater area? 1 think it would look better if the fence were extended, and a nice low 
dwarf wall and iron railing substituted for the present wooden fence. I think that would 
be a great addition to the place, and would make it more attractive than it has hitherto 
been to the public; and that money voted for such n purpose would be well expended., 

Has your attention been drawn to the state of -the Domain after sundown, as to the 
persons who frequent the Doninin? Not lately, except on very few occasions. When I 
have been in the Domain after dark I have never seen anything improper. 

Are you aware that respectable families make the Domain a place in which to enjoy 
their evening's walk? Yes, especially on moonlight nights. I have gone round myself, 
with portions of my family, on moonlight nights, and I have never observed anything that 
would appear to be improper. 

Have you seen many other families there? Yes, numbers who seemed to enjoy it 
exceedingly, some of them walking as far as Lady Maequarie's Chair. 

Do you think if lamps were erected it would be beneficial? Yes, in dark nights, and 
they would tend very much to prevent any improper proceedings. I think you made an 
observation just now about nursery maids and invalids frequenting that part of the Domain 
where the fence is; 1 have rarely observed such or other personsusing other cvise than crossing 
it; you find the company that nssemhle in the Domain generally walk round to Lady Mae-
quarie's Chair and take seats there. The number who make use of the part of the Domain 
alluded to is very limited. 

By Mr. Driver: But admitting that they do use that particular portion, would not the 
fence be an advantage to them, to protect them from horses and the cattle that graze there? 
Most decidedly; when there is no match going on it is a great advantage to them, because 
without it they were exposed to annoyance from horsemen galloping across. 

Do you think, as a citizen, that the general public complain of the erection of this 
fence ? I have, read complaints in the papers, but I have seen no reason to complain myself. 
I think it is an advantage, though I must confess I should like to see a better one. The old 
fencing was insufficient. I think allowing cricket matches there, and the exercise of the 
volunteers, tends very much to attract thousands of citizens with their families who would 
not otherwise use the Domain. I know it is so with my own family. 

Is not the Domain much more frequented now than it was before the introduction of 
the cricket matches? Yes, by thousands. 

Who have been attracted there by these cricket matches? Entirely. 
By the Chairman: Istliere any other improvement you would suggest with regard to 

the Domain generally ? I think planting shady trees on the outside of the fencing would 
be a great advantage. 

TUESDAY, 
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TUEBDAY 23 APRIL, 1861, 

MR. EGAN, I Ma, WINDEYER, 

Ma. WILSON. 

SILVANUS B. DANrEL, ESQ., IN TEE CHAIR. 

The Honorable John Fletcher Uargrave, Esq, M.L.O., Attorney General, called in and 
examined 

By the Chairman :The object of the Committee in summoning you was to obtain your The Hon. 3. 
opinion as to the dedication of the Sydney Domain—whether any grant has been issued or F. Hargrave, 
any promise of grant—or whether it has been dedicated in any way for public use? There Esq., M.L,C. 
are so many questions involved in what you say that perhaps I had better tell you what I r'-s 
did on receiving your notice. I sent, with the letter, this memorandum to the Secretary to 2SApnl,1861. 
the Crown Law Officers :-" Will Mr. Plunkett look out any opinions on this subject," and 
the answer I received was, " I cannot trace any correspondence through this office in reference 
"to the subject of the annexed letter." This applies generally to the records of the office, 
as well during my term of office as those of my predecessors. I have no recollection what 
ever of ever having given any opinion on the subject, or of having taken it into my con 
sideration in any way. 

Do you recollect having expressed any opinion, within the last six months, relative to 
some of the public parks or domains of the Colcny.—partienlnrly that called Hyde Park-
as to whether they were to be considered as waste lands of the Crown ? None whatever. If 
I had it would have been a written opinion. I never give a written opinion without a copy 
being kept by the Secretary, Mr. Plunkett, and here is his answer, saying that there is no 
such thing in the office. I have not the slightest recollection of anything of the kind. 

By Mi. Windeqer: Perhaps you will be kind enough to state what is your opinion as to 
the position in which this Domain is? It is impossible to give a legal opinion except upon 
a state of facts. If a legal opinion is wanted it is always given on facts stated. If any such 
statement is made to me I will advise on it in the nsual way. At present I have no idea at 
all as to the position of the question. 

By the Chairman: Are you not aware that in many cases usage grows into law—usage 
for a long period, or from time immemorial ? Most assuredly. 
027. By Mr. lVindeycr: Then we understand that your attention has never been directed 
to this matter ? Never in the slightest degree. 

Since being summoned here, have you not looked into the matter in any way, so as to 
be prepared to give the Committee an opinion? No, certainly not; I have had the business 
of the office to attend to, and lain not aware of any mode by which I could qualify myself 
to give legal advice to the Committee. I have no information as to the facts, and there are 
no documents in my office on the subject. The Lands Department would probably be able 
to state all the facts, and whether any grant has been issued. As regards usage, of course 
usage in many eases amounts to a dedication to the public, pnrticulary with regard to public 
roads. I think I can say, from memory, that there is an Act, in 15 Victoria, I believe, to 
be found in Callaghan, authorizing the enclosure of a road in continuation of Maequarie-street, 
across Hyde Park, in which Hyde Park is spoken of as being then a place of public recreation. 
That is a statutory recognition. It recognises the fact of the locality being then dedicated, 
admitting the right of the public to it. That is the only statute of the kind that I recollect. 

Then you cannot give us any information as to whether the Domain is still in the 
position of Waste Lands of the Crown, or whether it has been in any way dedicated? No 
more than any other person walking over it. I have no professional knowledge of the 
matter nt all. If it has been dedicated, no doubt the evidence of the fact will appear in the 
proper office; but, as Attorney General, the matter has never come under my notice at all; 
and, according to this memorandum from Mr. Plunkett, there are no opinions in the office 
relating to it. 

By the Chairman: Then the matter has never been questioned at all F Never in any 
way that I know of. 

By Jilt. Windeyer: Then you cannot give any legal opinion as to what position the 
Domain is in F If the facts were stated, on those facts I could give an answer; but I cannot, 
on a question put in general terms, give an opinion as to the position of the Domain. 

Not with regard to the property in it? Certainly not, The property, we all know, 
must have been originally in the Crown, and if it has been passed out of the Crown, there 
will be a record of it, I presume. I could give an opinion on the facts if they were laid 
before me, but I should not think of giving any legal opinion, except on reflection, and on 
a state of facts. (Witness requested to withdraw. Committee deliberated. TYitness 
re.introduced.) 

I understand you to say, that at present you are not in a position to give any legal 
opinion as to the property in the Domain ? No more than what I have already stated, that 
the property in all lands is of course in the Crown originally, and may be passed out of the 
Crown in various anodes—by grant, usage, or dedication for public purposes. 

Can you state whether it has so passed out of the Crown F I have not the slightest 
idea. I have not the remotest knowledge of the facts—whether any grant has ever been 
issued, or whether there are any entrios on the public records or maps of the Colony. It 
would be only on such facts as theso, or evidence of usage for a number of years, that I could 
give an opinion. I have mentione& akea4y that, there is an Act of Council which reeognises 

Hyde 
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The son. J. Hyde Park as a place of public recreation. I am not aware whether there are any other 
P. Hargrave, Acts. 
Esq., M.L.O. - i 
, A 

63o. Then you do not know f there is any difference, or if so, what it is, between Hyde 

2A 'U 1861 
Park and the Domain? Not in the least. In the Law Offices there are no records of the 
facts at all. Grants are kept in the Lands Office, and the maps are there. 

By the Ciiairn,an : This is what the Committee appear to wish to have explained. A 
letter having been written to you requesting your attendance this morning, and indicating 
the subject on which you were to be examined, they were under the belief that you would 
furnish them with particulars of any deed or other instrument dedicating the Domain, if 
there be any such, and they thought you would have made inquiries of the Crown Solicitor. 
Have you done so? I did make inquiry through Mr. Plunkett, and here is the answer I 
received, that there is no opinion whatever with reference to it. We have no records of 
grants that have been issued 

By 11'. .&jan : Supposing no grant has ever been issued in favour of any one, what 
position would you consider the land in then? That depends upon the facts that have taken. 
place since it has been used by the public. 

Snpposing nothing has been done, but that it has been used by the public for the Inst. 
30 or 40 years? Speakinggcoerally, that would be, to my mind, a dedication to the public 
by usage; but that must depend on the number of years, and many other things. A great 
deal also would depend on what was done with the land all round it; because, if the lands 
all round have been constantly sold, that mere fact, being in the Government records, would 
seem to indicate a reservation for public purposes. But, as a lawyer, I am rather loth to 
give opinions off-hand without knowing exactly how the facts stand. 

By the Chairman: Before our Report is brought up, it is, of course, the object of the 
Committee to satisfy themselves in the matter. Is it your opinion that the Minister of the 
day could to-morrow remove any person from, or put np for sale any portion uf, that land 
now included in or called the Sydney Domain F I could not answer that question without 
having considered the facts. It is a question of law as to the Domain which it is impossible 
to answer off-hand, lain not by any means clear that I am not, to some extent, precluded 
from doing so, except through the Government. I doubt whether I can properly be called 
on to do so by a Committee of the Assembly. That may be, or may not; but I am 
certainly not prcpnred to answer a question of law, as to the Domain, put to me off-hand. 

The Committee have also requested me, as Chairman, to request the Attorney General 
to furnish the Committee with an opinion in writing, whether the Domain is considered a 
part of the waste lands of the Crown, or otherwise F If that question is submitted to we in 
the usual way I will answer it of course. I am sure whatever question is sent to me to 
advise upon I will be most happy to afford any assistance in my power. 

By .Jfr. Egan: What is your opinion in reference to the land—do you think it ought 
to be granted for the use of the public, having been so long dedicated for that purpose F Yes, 
I should think so. The public having been in the habit of using it, it would be as well to 
make that use perpetual. 

Do you think the proper way of treating it would be to make the Minister of Lands for 
the time being trustee for the public F I should think he might be joined with other gentle-
men of local information. There has been an Act passed recently in England-22 Vie., 
cap. 27-19th April, 1859—intituled "An Act to facilitate Grants of land to be made near 
populous places for the use of regulated recreation of adults and as playgrounds for children "; 
it is a short Act., declaring how they shall be granted to local trustees. An Act of that sort 
would be much better than keeping the Minister of Lands in the position of general trustee 
for the Colony, because he cannot have any local knowledge of what is required at different 
places. 

He would in the city of Sydney, where he is located? Yes, that would be a special 
exception ; but as lie must go out, of course, with the Government, and is not a corporation, 
there would be a difficulty in his being a trustee. 

The House would have some control over him? I think the estate should not be in 
him. It might be arranged that nothing should be done without his consent, but the legal 
estate should be in trustees, or in a corporation; the House would then have control, to some 
extent, through the Minister. 

By the Chairman: Do you think it would be necessary to pass any declaratory Act for 
the purpose F No, I do not think it would. It is probable that, on the facts being looked 
into, it might be found that there has been a dedication by use for public recreation, even 
though we knew that no grant has ever been issued, and a dedication by use is better than 
a grant, very often, as it saves difficulty about the construction of the grant. 
640. By Mi'. Windeyc': You know of no Act touching this question? I am not aware of an 
Act relating to it, but I could tell in ten minutes if I were to consult Callaghan, and so could 
anybody else. If there is nothing there, then the next place to look to would be the Lands 
Office, and if nothing appears on the public records of the Colony in any way affecting the 
Domain, then it is to be presumed that the property in it is still in the Crown, subject to 
what has been done by way of user and rights of way, by which the public may have 
acquired rights as against the Crown. 

Sydnoy r Thomo, l3ichnds, QoTuimLeat Frtntc-1861 
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%cgi%latWt øemb1g, 

NE W SOUTU WALES. 

EXERCISE OF PRE-EMPTIVE RIGHT AT MUSWEJLBROOK. 
(PETITION.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 6 May, 1861. 

The Petition of the Inhabitants of Muswellbrook. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly,— 

HUMBLY SREWTJI 

That it is the ill fate of your Petitioners to be surrounded by some rich men 

who, exercising their pre-emptive right as squatters1  are purchasing every arable piece of 

ground in the vicinity of the township, in anticipation of the passing of the new Land Bill 

now in progress through the House: accordingly your Petitioners earnestly beseech your 

Honorable House, to stay the sale of all lands within the circumference of twelve miles of 

this township, pending the time the DCW Land Bill becomes a law. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 

[Here follow 66 Signatures.] 

(Price, ld.] 276— 
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1861. 

¶cgislatibc 'tøøtnth1g. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDISPOSED OF. 

O,dered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, U 11a5, 1801. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 

of New South Wales, dated 18 January, 1861, That there be laid 

upon the Table of this House,— 

" A List of all Tenders for Runs remaining undisposed of 

" up to this date, with their dates of application and names of 

the applicants." 

(1fr. Rusden.) 

RETURN OF TENDERS FOIL Runs. 

I BELIEVE that the majority of cases in which, as shewn in the enclosed Return, 
Tenders for Runs appear from the books of this Office to have remained many years 
undisposed of, the causes of delay are t be found in the imperfect descriptions of the 
Runs applied for, and in the neglect of the applicants to take any steps in reference to their 
tenders after the first filling up and transmission of the forms. This will be better under-
stood when I state, that they are alrnot all for back-lying and nnwntered cauntry, which, 
until within a recent period, has been looked upon as valueless, and teudred for only to 
keep out interlopers (by having the claims recorded), and that tenders by the thou,a,j.i 
have been sent in merely on speculation, and to enable the applicant to secure any lan 1 
that might turn out to be vacant, and become valuable in progress of time. 

In some instaneos too that I observe, the land has been leased to the same parties 
under later tenders, bettee defirung the country, or has been ascertained to have been 
previously under license. 

In stating ray belief that the main causes of delay have been the foregoing. I mast 
not be understood as defending it, for I am only too sensible that there has been niuvh 
neglect and unjustifiable delay, and that many abuses, which it is now difficult to contend 
with, have been the result. I had, hewever, taken active steps soon after assuming charge 
of this department to bring up these arrears, and have now on my table, ia proccss of 
disposal, over two hundred tenders ranging back to 1850. 

A. 0. M. 

The Under Secretary for Lands. 
B. 0., 11 April, 1861. 
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TENDERS FOR RS 'UNDISPOSED OF. 

..I . :'isl.'V 25 

RETURN of Tenders for New Runs reainpndis?1ed of to the,1$ o5 December laM, shewing the dates 

of the Applications, £iie nimes i the fluS and the nath'eg of the Applicants. 

No.01 TENOn. I NAME OF RUN. NAI1z or APPLICANT. 

14 Feb, { k f84 
7 November, 
11 
23 
8 January, 1849 
23 April, 11 

21 June, 11 

38 September,,, 
18 November, 
25 January, 1850 
32 
65 
66 
11 Feb±uary, 
12 
17 
40 ,,, 11 

21 March, 
44 April, 
14 June, 
22 
93 

25 
26 
24 
29 
39 
53 July, 
513 August, 
59 2 

60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
114 
52 September,,, 
57 '4 

58 
47 November, 
23 December, 
33 
34 ,, 9 
35 
36 
54  
57 January, 1851 
58 
62 
63 
69 
93 4, 

33 February, 
21 March, 
22 
26 
27 
38 April, 
75 May, 
83 
84 
90  

Worth Boyotiga, tBonaerJgCL 
Lumella 
Wallab Back Run... 
Gum Swamp 
Googoora 
Gunjarry. ... ..... 
Murramirarralc 
Clear IJill, South Boridgeree s... 
WTamarahwah 
\Vhorlmer 
Willery 
Clear Hill ... :.. . • 
Ditto .. 

Tower 'Myrtle Brook 
Upper ditto 
Billa 
Boy Beyan on the Back greek 

Cronowlu 
ttndercliff 

Neverfitil ... ... 
(Unknown) 
Mullingdade 
Muggaru ... 
Buggaril 
.Quondary 
Marule Creek 
Wommagul 
Barriwul 
Gunnathaby 
Pidgogangindy 
Warrawrynyo 
Tooths ... 
Thurra ... ... 
Willis ... ... 
Bigroy ... ." 
Mixmovgalimdi 
Ditto 

Wamarawagh 
(Unknown) 
Bullagutta 
Mulger 
ICerkie 
Gidger 
Bllybong Forest 
Tootha ... ... ... 
Toetha \Vatcrhole 
Gunathaba... 
Tharrie 
\Varree 
Gailedcrry, No, 2 
Dillicir Nura 
Gunni Gunnibri ... ... ' 
Nindoo Springs 
(liar Waa 
Whyaberor 
Wyabbara ... ... . ... 
Tantangra 
Tantangara 
Kiandara 
Meilparo 

it:. J&.àIer 1 1. 
S. Sadler and W. Leamey 
B. Flungerford, junr. 
G.L.Huon 
B. Bonwortli 
B use 
J. Jackson 
H. Burehit 
M. Scott 
R. Bather 
J. Hall 
A. A. Huon 
Ditto 

R. WiThin 
Ditto 

B. Baldwin 
J. B. Sutter 
H. B. Daly 
J. ,B. Suttor 
J. B. Rundle 
W. ;wsen.,, 
j.Onus 
T. Bather, senr. 

- ... Atkins and Bather 
M. Griffiths 
J. Onus 
J. Manning 
C. Hugheston 
J. Launt 
P. Adamson 
A. Baldwin 
Ditto 

Sarah M'Donald 
It. Skutborpe, junr. 
Ditto 

S. Reeves 
J. Pieton 
B. Rickards 
Ditto 

B. B. 0 Sullivan 
Joseph Browne 
William Buss 
Ditto 

John Neville 
Ditto 

George Sherwin 
John Eazey 
William Deacon 
Charles Button 
Ditto 

Michaal Cummings 
Charles Hudson 
James WLaehlnn 
John Johu$or  
D. Wtean and 3. fl'arthill 
John Patterson 
James Coleman 
Ditto 

William Sherwin 
H. J. A. Taylor 
Wm. C. Herbert 
A. M'Ouflumwtid Win. Ross 
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V UANPSQ .O'.  

No. or Trana, NAME OF Run. NAME OF ArrLxcArr. 

William Sbarpe 85 June, 1851 Black;Mpuntain Ceek ... ... ... 
42 ,, ,, Illin.g hUng ;... ... ... .. Maurioe flenncsey 
54 ,, ,, Timben ,.. .. ... ... Joseph Kenyon, junr. 
55 ,, ,, Wbsop Plain ... ... ... ... 'C. Horsicy and ). Crash 
47 July, ,, Qiianbone ...... ... ... ... Charles Doyle 
17 September,,, Langleybury ... ... ... ... William Freeman 
16 October, ,, Goan .......... ... ... ... John Gillies. 
30 
8 

,, , ,Bradbow ...... ... ... ... 
... ... . . 

John Coleman, 
Wm. Wilson November, ,, Mogernul . . ... 

9 
6 

 ,, 
January, 1852 

Wcringcrrigcl ... ... ... ... 
Undercliff or Ropky Itiver Glen ... ... 

James Cocxan 
H. B. Fitz 

4 February,  tjpderpliff .. ... ... ... Ditto 
5 ,, ,, l3oonboboo Qroek ... ... ... ... Ditto 
8 April, ,, Cole ... .•. ... .. ... James Qplemn 
6 May, ,, Langleybury ... ... ... William Preeman 
7 ,, ,, Wamcrawh ... ... ... ... Maurke flennessy 
8 June, ,, Tyalgum ... ... ... ... ... C. H. Fawcett 
12 Kyqamba Island .,. ... ... ... David hull 
12 July, ,, Tyalun. ... .. ... ... ... C. H. Fiwcctt 
4 August, ,, Bondoin ..... ... ... ... ... Walter llindmarsh 
8 ,, ,, MInlay's Old Ru ... ... ... fly. E. Miehel 
50 October, ,, Lower Wooral ...  ... ... ... B. Ramsey 
51 ,, ,, Moral ,.. ... ... Ditto 
8 Feb., 1853 Canowey it. ... ... ... Andrew Murray 
13 July, ,, Pevenport ... ... ... ... ... Wm. Yabslsy 
14 ,, ,, Cookaboy or Anoryons ... ... ... J. and E. (hr 
29 September,,, Willon ........ ... ... ... B. Rickards 
14 November, ,, Tilgrivil andBlangrey ... ... ... William Belt 
34 Cagellica ... ... .•. ... ... C. N. l3açt 
35 Outer Ewbelong .. ... ... ... S. B. Daaicl. and J. West, junr. 
86  ,, Batthain ... ... ... ... .,. Ditto ditto 
37 ,,  B1oucler ... ... ... ... ... Ditto ditto, 
38  ,, Talmagundia ... ... ... ... Ditto ditto 

' 
39 ,,  Mungolia ... ,.. ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
40 
15 

,,  
December, ,, 

Mulu .., ... 
Beauport .,.. ... 

... ,.. ... 
... ... ... 

G. B. Fletcher 
S. B. Daniel and J. West, junr. 

16 ,, ,, Cojerpy....... ... ... ..: Ditto 
9 Feb., 1854 Jçamah .. .., ... ... ... Archibald Meston 

184 March,  fiarvey's Hut ... ... ... S. A. Sylvcster and W. B. Smith • 
185 ,, ,, Mostyn's Hut Station ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
54 
47 
April, 
July,  

Willow ... ... 
Wealba,Block D .. 

... ... ,.. 

... ... .,. 
Jarne. White 
James Maiden 

48 ,, ,, Ditto, ditto B.., .. ... ... Ditto 
49  Ditto,. ditto ,A .,. ... ... ... flittq 
50  jt'to,, 4itto C ... ... ... •.. Ditto.  

51 ,,  Mcldior ... .,.. ... ... ... David Denny 
112 September,,, 44peumbene ... ... ,.. ... B. Rouike ndT. Pelany 
41 ,,  Euaklong, Block'A• ... ... .. David Denny 
42 ,,  Tarawong . ... ... ... h.to - 
43 
24 

,, ,, 
October, ,, 

Coolsinwonga ,. 
Long Pqjnt, Ryan Creek 

... ... ... 

... ... ... 
Ditto 

'C. W. Bucknell 
53 ,, ,, Lower .Gurmowba ... ... ... ... David Ramsçty 

Ditt& 54 
40 

,, na.; 
November,  

.YpperG-urmowha ., 
Dickliobble... .;. 

... ... ... 

... ... ... Joshua Easpn 
67 ,, ,, Boondoran ,.. .. ... ... ... 

/ 
Samuel Smibi 

68 ,, ,, Wanary ... ....  ',Dj1tto•  
69 
21 

,, ,, 
December,  

Gunapi . . - . . 
Burran Plaiqs, East 

... ... ... Dttp 
G. and A t'oder 

22 
65 

,, ,, 
January, 1855 

Ditto, West 
Marool Creek ,, ... 

... .,. •.. 

... ... ... 
Ditto 

Thos. O'Kell, 
e. 

66 
19 

,, ,, 
February, ,, 

Ditto _.. ... 
Cumbrah Siâs ... 

... ... ... 

... ... ... 
Ditto  T G. D&ngai 

36 March,  GoonaØir:....; ... ... ... W. Baldwin ' 
52 May,  Terranry. a. .. ... .,. ... IV. J. Forrestd 
23 June,  Ca p- Josbua Eas?111' 

 

39 ,, ,, ily;Jako.EI4m ti? .. ... ... John O'riersofl 
.. .4 

67 ,, ,, Bupgena:;...1 .. ... ... ... IichaelBour1. 
26 
27 
July,  Imbqge £i.i...n, 

Ditto .. ... 
... ... ... Henr7 gz 1JIItP.  

100 
,, ,, 

August, ,, CumbbSprnij 
... ... .. 
.,. .,. .... Thomat q. DangO • 

26 Scptember, Denobgig "rd ... ... ... MickaI.Qurn!n!s - 1 
83 ,,  New oro4geqj ,.y Edwüd Gagt 
34 
20 

,, 
October, ,, 

AQk.QTQJ{ Lpdfld.t .. 
Noulla Ithlges ... 

... . ... 
... ... ... 

Michael M'GuquS 
'John Ba-nw 
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4 TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDISPOSED or. 

No. or TENDER. NAME OF RUN. NAME OF APPLICANT. 

21 October, 1855 Manger ... • ... Thomas Purvis 
25 November, ,, Tmbegua ... ... George Forrester 
65 ,, ,, Kippirbia ... • .. Win. M'Lean 
28 December, ,, Tullegar .., • ... James Wilson, junr. 
20 January, 1850 Goangra Retro ... • ... E. K. Cox 
11 February,  Tultier ... ... Ceo. Forrester 
13 March,  Mureabon •.. ... James White 
18 Durall ... ... ... K. and V. Con and W. Lewis 
47 ,, Soutla Clover Creek . ... Samuel Smith 
49 Clover Creek ... ., ... Ditto 
31 April, Umnlo • ... .. James Hall 
71 

,, 
Glensturt ... II. and B. Jamison 

72 
,, ,, 

Stanley ... ... Diito 
83 Mount Iyell ... ... Ditto 
84 ,, ,, Baranabby ... .. Ditto 
85 
24 May, 

Mount Robe 
I Boogira 

... Ditto 
James White ... 

12 June,  
... • 

Urauhah ... ., • ... W. U MOniggia 
26 July,  Cookatuinnia ... ... Jas. 31'Pliillamy 
28 Anagoonal ... ... Richard Bligh 
70 ,, Gal a Galla ... .. Wm. MLean, junr. 
71 ,, ,, Bantnntra ... ., • ... Ditto 
32 August,  B!aelc Stump ... • ... J. N. Nevell 
39 Warren ... • ... C. T. and J. C. Bagot 
94 September,,, South Benonglo ... J. L. Phelps and N. Chadwick 
97 ,, ,, Warrawenea ... .., Ceo. Nawon 
69 October,  Upper Mulgutberie ... Gee. W. Lord 
21 November,  WilIbiUhil ... .. T. U. Dangar 
25 Go Gurrilley ... ... Ditto 
48 Ilarriette Plains ... ... R. R. Tiaverfield 
39 December, ,, Weelwally ... • ... J. and J. D. Browu 
45 January, 1857 Warraugerawmalby ... Jas. Coleman 
46 Bandycoot ... ... J. T. Bell 
47 Yootulbung ... ... A. Brown 
67 Salt Plains ... . ... Richard Box 
4 February,  Jews' Lagoon, or Boggy Creek ... Win. Kerrigan 
7 Billeboo ... ... U. A. and J. Loder 
26 Weeran ... ...Jeseph Aarons, junr. 

...I Ceo. Forrester 18 March,  Imbegna ... 
30 Gamyall Cunyah ... ... j J. N. Nevell 
32 Tallegar and Mooroombye, ... 1W Lowe 
37 Ford's Creek ... ... J. Blekemore 
40 ,,  North Burrowang ... ... J. F. Clemeats 
13 April,  Chaukendull ... .. W. Alliogham, junr. 
28 Brewer Ridges ... ... C. E. S. Macdonald 
29 Calarewa ... ... G. Matthews 
31 Derriman ... ... C. E. S. Macdonald 
32 Baudikoot ... ... T. Bode 
33 ,, Manger Water lloie ... J. C. Tibbitts 
41 
44 

,,  Warn .. 
Moollan 

... IT, Gordon 
J. W. Lloyd ... 

45 
May, ... 

Quandiug ... ... Charles Coiwells 
47 ,, Colga Creek ... . . .3. Weston and J. Hyland 
46 July,  Ninmicate ... .., John Campbell 

.4 James White 58 
60 

,,  
,, 

Gelgi ... 
Coonamoona, Back Run .., ... J. B. Rundle and B. Parsons 

62, ,,  Oubboomebone ... ., .. James Coleman 
79 ,,  Lacaboo ... ... S. Smith 
80 ,, ,, Bonny ... ... Ditto 
81  Back Wogongo ... ... Ditto 
82 Yarru ... ... Ditto 
83 ,,  Cacaboo ... ... Ditto 
94 ,, ,, Tooloon ... ... David Ramsay 
98 ,, ,, Cutply ... ... James Scott 
28 August,  Coogallah ... ... Thos. iloskinson 
29 ,, ,, Cru4u ... ... Jun. Spink Johnston 
30 ,, Collingo ... ... Wm. F. Buchanan 
31 ,, ,, Lower Imbegua ... ... George Forrester 
32 ,, ,, Upper ditto . Ditto 
35 ,, ,, Galga .,. ... Michael Boyle 
39 ,, ,, Gimble Uunyech ... ... Elizabeth Nevell 
40 Kurdu ... ... Edward Bingbam 
48 

,, 
,, ,, iladdouriggo ... - ... 'Christie and Wellington 
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TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDrSPOSD or. 

No, or TENDn. NAMt or RUN. NAME OF APPLTOAtT. 

70 August, 1857 Ramsay's No. 1, Wollandra,.Billyhong ... David Ramsay 
71 ,, ,, Ditto, No. It, ditto, ditto ... Ditto 
72 ,, ,, Mabgadery Springs ... .... Ditto 
13 ,, ,, Mereywa ... ... ... ... Ditto 
74 ,, ,, Keigmey Creek ... ... ... Ditto 
75 ,, ,, Ramsay, No. 10, Wallandra, Billybong ... Pitt0 
76 ,, ,, Ditto, No. 8, ditto, ditto ... Ditto 
77 ,, ,, Ditto, No. 9, ditto, ditto ... Ditto 
78 ,,  ,, Ditto, No. 5, ditto, ditto ... Ditto 

79 ,, ,, Ditto, No. 3, ditto, ditto ... Ditto 
80  Ditto, No. 2, ditto, ditto ... Ditto 
81 ,, ,, Ditto, 'No. 4, ditto, ditto ... Ditto 
82 Kendal ... ... ... ... Ditto 
83 Ramsay, No. 7, Wallandra, Billybong ... Ditto 
84  Ditto, No. 6, ditto, ditto .. . Ditto 
85 ,, Mount Dispersion ... ... ... ... John MacNicol 
22 September,,, Backline, or Merri 3lerri Creek ... Wm Bowman 
28 Marthagy ...' ... ... ... Ditto 
29 The Molle ... ... .,. ,,, ... Ditto 
31 Back Run, East of the Molle ... Ditto 
84 ,, ,, Back Rim, on Merri Me"i Creek, at theMolleJ Ditto 
68 The Gutuhaw, Back Run ...1 B. J. Spencc and J. G. Morley 

Mary Mary, Back Run ... Edwd. H. Acres 
74 ,, ,, Woollawoolia, Back Run ... E. J. Spence and J. G. Morley 
22 October, Tjrawilky ... ... .,.I James Hall 
28 Carwell ... ... ,J J. F. \Vilson 
29 North Ballamoro ... • ... ..: Eliza Duihunty 
46 The Back Run of Juno .. .t B. J. Spenee and J. G. Morley 
47 The Baik Hun of iSlulla Mulla .., Ditto ditto 
49 ,, The Back Run of Lovestock ...; Ditto ditto 
50 
7 

,,  
November,  

Titfor-Tat... ... 
The Back Run of Bundar 

... J. M. Sanger 

... T. Icely and B. J. Spenee 
11 ,, The Back Run of Gamber ,.. Ditto ditto 
lii Boorader .. ,.. . .. ... D. 3lacr,ie 
17 ,, Moriman ,.. ... , , W. F. Buehantu 
23 

,, 
New Luek-na-Oaa ... ... E. Sharpe 

25 Thollallaboy and Tellellaboy ... S. Smith 
28 The Back Hun of Banga ... T. Tcely and B. J. Speace 
63 December, No. 2, North Gulgore ... W/. W. Bucknell 
69 New Lock-na-Gaa ... ... B. Sharpe 
70 Worri Beddy ... ... James Coleman 
71  Gunnine Pear ... .., Ditto 
73  Cumbleenbinbar ,,. ... Fredk. Millon Hill 
74  Trtio ... ... ... George Forrester 
75  Lower Truroo .,. ,.. Ditto 
76  Boogindinna ... ... Ditto 
77 ,, Lower ditto ... ... Ditto 
78 , Bankect ... ,.. ... Ditto 
79 ,, ,, Upper Bankeet ... .. Ditto 
93  Wallandry ... ... .. William Marshall 
94  Buddigower ... ... Ditto 
98  The Creek Station... ... Geo. Butler Fletcher 
104  Cutpy ... ... ... James Scott 
105  Kilon ... ,.. .,, ,.4 John Cameron 
107  Pipilta ... ... ... G. l3utler Fletcher 
iS January, 1858 Col]ybiggah ... ... Wm. Griffiths 
19  Cwrygall ... ... ... Ditto 
20 Ticco, South ... .., ... William Eckford 
21 ,,  Coodernato or Peedeegran • ... Ditto 
22 ,,  Picco, North ... ... Ditto 
23 ,,  Walwaddledi or Bunado ... Ditto 
24 ,,  Noonbar ... ... ... Alexr. Jlodghon 
25  Bibbegibbery, Back Run ... Jonathan L. Hassall 
27 ,,  Upper Wallandra, Billibong .... Paik. J. Keighrau 
28  Ditto 3 ... Ditto 
29  Wallandra Billibong, 2 ... Ditto 
30  Marble Ground ... ., • ,., Ditto 
46  Run, No. I ... ... Edward Flood 
47 ,,  Run, No.2 ... ... Ditto 
49  Werriigoodyan ... • .. I. Smith 
50 Henry Tom 
61 

 Tom's Lake ... ... ....... 
 Nntue ... ... . ... Ditto 

52 ,, ,, South Booraran ,.. ,,, ... Samuel Smith 



January, 

Feb4nry 

11 

March, 

April, 

11 

May, 

'I 

June, 

11 

JU1; 

53 
54 
56 
14 
17 
85 
36 
38 
43 
44 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
43 
44 
51 
52 
58 
55 
57 
58 
60 
61 
69 
70 
77 
88 
37 
44 
45 
47 
48 
49 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
63 
65 
67 
70 
77 
79 
81 
82 
83 
89 
23 
24 
28 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
00 
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TENORSP.OBLBTflcS:iT3NjgSyO$E9 (O]! 

No. OE TBIDfl;. P NAME O' RUN. Niam or AYPLJCA&tC 

SoutlzGtmagai. 
South 'Warraiary 
East Barara' 
Bearbilla 
Cogildon West- ... 
l3umbleberriai .. 
Minnurn 
Warrnigerong.Oreek 
Calgar Creek .... 
Mickey Mull -Spring 
Lower Stonehenge... 
Lower Haraden ... 
Marungle 
Pine Plain Run. 
Back Enabelong 
Teriabold 
Back Gooloogoola 
Gidgier . 
Rimbanda ... 
Cowga .......... .., 
Byerawering, South 
Ditto, 'North 

Canwoll 
The Gulf 
Inehigoodbie 
North Doothuiboy .... 
South ditto a 
Southern.Oater Yaltalka 
--Gunpanoola, East 
\\Tinter  Vale 
Glenntidabog I.. 

Bothangabab, South 
Crudie 
Glennudabog, West 
Bomangabah . 
Big Emina,,South... 
Ditto, North 
Ousrt West 
Big Emma, West 

Ditto 
Gurry Qurry, East 
Back Lower Stonehenge 
tcld Stonehenge 
Back Lower- FJrradon 
Back ilarradon 
Warrego, No, Si 
Ditto, No. 5 
Ditto, No. I ... 
Ditto, No. 6 
Djtto. 'No..4 
Block, No. 2 
.Nombiothbi .... 
Tunawaudj .... 
Warre,-on the esst,side of Narran Q 
BaUbiree . 
Trialgara . 
Yamba Yninba. 
Mobn No. 1 '1;. 
Ditto, No.2- ...... . 
Gunnowlia,Erast ... 
Addition toB411angerasb1e, or, Duckam 
Gunno*lh,East. .'. 

I West .. 
Djtqj.;9i(S%est............ 
Eurabr Won.:;, ... 
Cobrau ...o.c ... 
Tatala .....' p 
Pappea .. 
Tacaba uiü ... 
Bomba ..Jaji& .1. 
(Unnamj).T. , -rig IA. . 
BurrawondoQl . ... 

.1irit H. 

- 

- 

Samuel Smith - 
Ditto 

In. WLeod. 
Wm. Field 
Wm.. Risghes. 
F. M. Hill 
W. Eck-ford 
Donald Fraser. 
Ditto 

J. Twaddle aud-T Kirkpatrick 
..t R. P. Ranon& 
.4 Ditto 

Dowling 
R. T. Higgins 
James Moulder, snr. 
James White 
B. 13. Cornish and A. Oruikshank 
John Knight- 
F. Buchanan 

James White 
Thos. Hungerford 
Ditto 
Ditto- 

Thomas -Qillon 
Christopher Roarko 
Hugh Hamilton 
Ditto- 

James Pile 
.Ias. M.'kod 
Zaoes Svceny 
Alcxr. . and Jas. Glass 
Ja. Glass and a_no, Corrigan 
John Spink Johnston 
a_as, Glass and Jno. Corrigan 
Alex. and los. Glas 
Josh:ua:Dowe 
Ditto 
Ditto, 

William Hill 
Ditto.. 
Ditto. 

RobertcPeel Raymond 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto... 
Ditto 
Ditto.- 
Ditto 

G.WJ4rd 
L:134 am41..1. Latec 
James 9pnies', 

ek .FranciaJT. Doyle. 
. ii. 4pharson. 
Ditto 

Wm. W. Ricbardon 
.Win. MarEay 

Jelin B..Wcgt 

,Jno. B. West' LI 
Ditto..,.' .. 

ktc..Ik ]4tAk1 Jt..'- 
Jas. B. Davys', 

.. jrod,WbetritV-.'i, ¼ 
DA$tGyvj jF' 

.1!, U. Eggleato;iwj 
a_ps. V  

bin II V 4 

Jphn Law$jkck',,,r 
Walter.Jagot 9u.tp/ 

Cflt7ouff fJQ(i' 
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RU±8) UNDTSPOW<OP 

No. or Tinga'' 'f NAME O' RUN. if / NAME OF JULTUANTT oX 

31 July, 1858 ... /..J:' - .t .R. $kuthcttft, uurJ -• ,'. ni 
32 .. Ditto '. ! 
33 0  0 

 . . L'  ............. 
EIu,.East .1...... . ... ... Wn,.Griffiths . ix 

34 ,, Woromorvvo .1 F. G. Eggleatca. 
35 ,, Cobram. .... uK WbtrritU 'I 

80 Tatala 4!. . L. ... 
.............. 

.., Ditto I . 
37 

,, 
,, Kanthai4ianthar .1 ... ... Jno.Wi%liams . 

39 ,, Obas. Cohyefl, Lefl.' 
40 ,, Weribidde ............... W. Riley . ' ni 08  
43 

,, 
,, Outer -&ck.Mullahi i ... W m1.Jiawsan U 

44 ,, Dovandoo ............ .v: ... James Collib . '0 

45 
,, 

,, Eman ..... , Ditto 
46 ,, fla... Ditto.  
47 ,, WarambiIla • Ditto p 
48 ,, Cooeanda;. Ditto •' . . , ru. 

49 A ,, ,, Gungallgall,.Nb: 1 W . H. HilL. 
B ,, Ditto, 'No. 211 

. . .  

Ditto  

a ,, Ditto, No.3' Ditto 
D ,, Ditto, :.No4 Ditto I 

50 ,, ,, 

Wambolong,Suuth.............. 

Weeroon ........' 

. ..... 

7W. W. Rioharthon 
60 ,, , Blwk C .' .. 4eoW. Lord. 

.. 

02 ,,  ,, Block, No. 11 . ..% . Ditto 
03 ,, ,, Kitehold P4cr Tyson 
64 Yalgo ' • .,: Uco. W. Lord. p  
65 

,, 
,, 

,, 
,, Tarawoog Peter Tyson 

66 ,, ,, Block, No. 1& ... Gao. IV. Lord 
67 ,, ,, BlockB "..; 'i 

........ 

Ditto 
68 ,, ,, Block b .. Ditto 
69 ,, ,, Block. F . Ditto 
70 ,, Crohamy . Ditto 
75 ,, Block A. ., Ditto 
76 ,, ,, BlockS ....... Ditto 
79 ,, ,, Block;4 .." , Ditto 
80 ,, Block E .. .; Ditto 
82 ,, Block B.. c ... Ditto 
85 ,, Shelly's Camping-place C. S. Ockes and C. J. Richardson 
86 ,, ,, Cookerg& . , Jobt,M'Kin1ey 
87 Palinoa .. G. B. Flotohet 
32 

,, 
August, 

,, 
,, Curiwara Wm. and ,Geo/Golls, junr. 

33 ,, Bullabumbo Ditto I ditto 
34 ,, ,, Binkinear . Ditto ditto 
36 ,, Knurceberee . James Evans 
37 ,, Bullanbumbo Wm. and Gao. CollOts, junr. 
38 

,, 
,,. Jimbcge, 'East .., 

39 ,, Ditto, West Ditto 
40 ,, Biroo Joseph Pearco 
41 ,, Upper Dunwariati P. G. Dangar 
42 ,, Cobonbudgeri G. R. M'Lean and Sydney Searvell 
43 ,, Warrigal G. R. M'Lean 
44 ,, ,, Willj Ditto 
47 Grudantheri , G. B. M'Lean and & Scarvell 
49 

,, 
,, 

,, 
,, Dingo Ditto ditto 

50 ,, Tallygar .Wm1 . Harley 
51 ,, Meri Matong G. R. N'Lean 
52 ,, Bad Ditto 
53 ,, Comborab Springs J. Glass and Jam. Oorrigan 
54 ,, ,, New Gradgory Gee. Wood 
55 ,, ,, Ditto •, Ditto 
56 ,, ,, Tâftrââ G. R. M'Lean 
57 ,, Bulhunuto .. . Wm. and Gee. Oolles, junr. 
58 

,, 
,, Bublemara G. R. M'Leau 

59 ,, ,, Montezuma IV. W. Richardson 
60 ,, ,, . Crodgi ; Gee. B. M'Lcau 
61 ,, ,, Budgel Ditto 
62 Gerilthnbone,'No. 2- Tbomas,Sinden 
63 

,, 
,, ,, Whonibab G. B. N',Lean E. . 

64 ,, ,, Ninmi ... . . If 
65 ,, ,, Narranwater , James Glass . 
74 ,, ,, Dubbot . Thomas Morris Ii 
75 ,, ,, Jonathan Hassan 
76 ,, 

Bingwell, No;2 ............ 
.1. 

77 
,, 
,, , . Ditto,.. No 3 ................... 

Ditto,, No ...............  
Ditto.,  
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is .TNPBRS POW RUNS UNPISPOSED OF. 

No. or TENDER. NAME OF RUN. NAME OF APPLXCANT, 

79 August, 1858 Lower Tabratong ... J. J. Mills 
80 ,, ,, Dubbot ... ... Jas. Rawsthorne.  
81 ,, Back Wa}lenbiling J. Aarons, jour. 
84 ,, Guwaroo ... ... John Brown 
85 ,, Back South Tabratong S F Simpson 
86 ,, ,, Doando ... ... 

........ 

T. Morri, 
87 ,, ,, Gewarrno, West ... • John Brown 
88 ,, Upper Terrooble ... H. Norraghan 
89  1 1  Tollendool .., .. , A. Davidson 
92 ,, Back Lower Mooral David Ramsay 
93 Back Upper ditto ... Ditto 
95 Nadhuek ... .,. ., Donald Mackenzie 
96 Topar ... ... Ditto 
97 ,, ,, Coontaralba ... Ditto 
101. ,, ,, Outer Wallara ... James Pile 
102 ,, ,, Outer Cutliro ... ,,, Ditto 
61 September ,, Rcdan ... ... TI. and B. Jaimeson 
64 ,, ,, Jmhcgeria, West ... .., Vim. hoard 
65 ,,  Ditto, Eat ... Ditto 
66 ,, ,, Bottle Tree ,,, A. Johnston 
73 Gungallgall on the Bogan W'm. and Gee. Collcss, junr. 
4 ,, ,, Upper Terandian, West T. Daniel! 
76 Upper Cajiidrah, West Ditto 
78 Melinqucrar ... Thomas Grant 
82 Doonarobirra ... P. P. ilun'erford 
84 Birrambirrab ,.. Jon. Bottr 
85 Kiengal ... ... Collin MKenzie 
87 ,, ,, Nadurce ... ... ., Thomas Grant 
88 Moomo or Coomoo ... George Sanderson 
89 ,, Yerrangal, West ... (lolho M'Kcnzie 
90 ,, Borranibirrah, West John Botton 
91 ,, South WilIbe ... Thomas Hungerford 
92 Yarrangal, East ... Collin MKouzie 
93 ,, ,, Guogalman, South... Henry Frost 
94 ,, ,, Nimbic ... .,. Nichi. Morris 
110 
1 

,, 
October, 

,, Gregory ... .. John L. Phelps 
Bubbling Spring ... Hugh Hamilton 

2 West Pod ... ... Ditto 
3 West Warrcgo ... ... Ditto 
4 West Pharo ... Ditto 
5 East Pen ... ... Ditto 
6 ,,  ,, Eat Pliaro... ... Ditto 
7 ,, ,, East Warrego ... Ditto 
10 ,, bllliland ... ... L. Nillar and P. Maxwell 
11 ,, ,, Moasgeil ... ... Ditto ditto 
12 ,, Stratliaven.,. ... Ditto ditto 
13 ,, Abhotsford,.. ... Ditto ditto 
14 ,,  ,, Avondale ... ... .., Ditto ditto 
15 Alma ... ... Ditto ditto 
17 ,, Myall Forest .,. ... Robert Kennedy 
18 ,, ,, l3anigan ... ... Ditto 
23 ,, ,, Kidverur Springs ... R. P. Raymond 
24 ,, ,, Marbling Ground Lake Ditto 
26 ,, Nunrang Googil Spring James Whito 
27 ,, Ota... ... ... P. A. Smith 
30 , ,, W1l ... ... ,., ., Samuel Smith 
31 ,, ,, Tawa ... . . Ditto 
39 Tian ... ... Ditto 
33 ,, ,, Bullong ... ... Ditto 
34 ,, Boys ... ... P. A. Smith 
42 ,,  ,, Booroomna, North... James White 
45 ,,  ,, lCunrreeberee ... Geo. Lee 
46 ,, ,, Nurney ... ... .•  W. C. T. and J. C. Bagot 
49 ,, ,, Boric ... ... .., Gee. Leo 
50 ,, ,, Dunmunry ... ... W. C. T. and J. C. Bagob 
10 November New Bogewan ... James Coleman 
11 ,, ,, Waddieman ... Ditto 
12 ,, Bingtry ... ... Ditto 
15 ,, ,, Ilarriawacki .,. Ed. Bradford 
17 ,, ,, Ditto ... Ditto 
21 ,, ,, North Bigabadali ... 

....... 

C. B. Buchanan 
28 December ,, Torwood ,.. ,.. ., L. Millar and P. Maxwell 
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TENDERS FOR RUNS TJNDISPOSED OF. 9 

No. or TENDER. NArE OF RUN. NA3IE OF APPLICANT. 

29 December, 19551 Combly Cabinbar ... ...  ... ... W. H. Hill 
80 ,, ,, Lamington .. ... ... ... ... L. Nillur and T. Maxwell 
31  B'initon ... ... ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
32  Boguria, East ... ... ... ... Win. J. MDonald 
34  Bannockburn ... ... ... ... L. Milllar and P. Maxwell 
35  Dereary .., ... ... ... ... 'P. H. Ff111 
36  Cartiand ... ... ... ... ... T. Millar and T. Maxwell 
38  Bogiria, Best ... ...  ... ... Win. J.M'Dooald 
39 Burrawandool and Milliucowba, Block 

} 
T. E. Lance 

40 ,, Calinebone and Theakway .:. Ditto 
41 ,, Lincluden ... ... ... .., ... L. ViIIar and T. Maxwell 
42 ,, Cora ... ... ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
43 . ,, Bunna Bunua, Back Block 2 ... ... F. N Bucknell 
45 Wheeho ... ... ... ... 

Neal Remedy 
46 ,, I Bunna Bunna, Back Block 1 .. F. N. Bucknell 
47 ,,. ,, Tinibeegec, East .,. ... ... W, H Hill 
50 ,, Wanibiddie .. .,. .,. Thos. MNamara 
51 ,, ,, Warren, East, Block No. 2 ... T. E Lance 
52 Warren, West, ditto No I ... Ditto 
53 Warren, or Lower Marthgy ... Charles Friend 
55 New Springs ... ... ... Alexr. Ft'rgusoa 
50 ,, Booinharong ... ... ... Duncan Macrae 
57 ,, ,, BeIla-d,'r ... ... Ditto 
60 ,, Quondah ... ... ... ... W. A. Groynne 
Cl ,, ,, Belaha ... ... ... ... Ditto 
62 Lower Quondak ... ... ... Ditto 
63 ,, ,, l3imbel .., ... ... , ... Ditto 
60 ,, South Bolero ... ... . ..i Alexr. Murphy 
67 ,, ,, Uppr Wyalong, No. 2 ... ... Garland and l3inghum 
69 l\I aretta . . . ... .,. . . Saiii no! Sin ii Ii 
72 Scrub Run, No. 11. ... .... E. Al. M Kinley 
73  Ditto, No. 12 ... ..., Ditto 
74 Mitta ... ... ... ... Joseph iinnnc 
76 ,, ,, . Coontwands, East ... .., ... J. N. M'Intosh and It. H. W. II, Oakes 
77 ,, (1oontwanda ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
78 ,, IJu icrwunga ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
79 ,,  Ditto, East ... ... .., ... Ditto ditto 
80 Burrorunga, East ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
81 ,, \Vcrcoola ... .., •.. , .., Ditto ditto 
82 ,, Thooloo .,. ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
83 ,, Burrorungi ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
85 ,,  ,, Outer Tooralo .., ... .., F. B. Scott 
87 
27 

,, 
January, 

,, 
1859 

iluckabald ... ... ... 
Minnoon ... ... ". 

... .Jilin Cockburn 
.. T. Woluton 

80 ,, Tyroiie ... ... ... ... Win. ii. l3rotherton 
31 2Iilkiui ... ... ... ... \Vrn and S. Kennedy 
32 Ninia ... ... ... ... G. J. Gibson 
33 ,, Gundygalong ... ... ... Jas. Wilson 
34 New Boogira ... ... ... Chas. II. Buchanan 
35 ,, New l300giwaa ... ... . ... Di Ito 
30 ,, Como ... ... ... ... G. J. Gibson 
37 ,, ,, Yalundra ... ... ... ,,. ......,. Cameron 
38 Wyabra ... ... ... ... Win. IT Brotherton 
39 Warocora ... ... ... ... Too. Blackman 
9 March, Langhoyde ... ... ... ... Win. Pcroa 
10 L ngboyde, South... ... ... Ditto 
14 Cliinup ... ... ... ... John Cameron 
15 Ea't Yangar ... ... ... Robert Lynch 
10 East Tula ... ... ... ... Ditto 
17 Wooloary, East ... ... ... Win Rutledge 
19 Back Moodana ... ... ... T. A. Smith 
20 ,, Back Gumball .,. ... ... Saml. Smith 
27 ,, ,, Wingurhali ... ... 
37 Outer Wallandra .,. ... ... W. H. Suttor 
18 April, Curragh, No. 1 ... ... ... Henry Dangar 
19 Bulgcori, South, No. 2 ... ... Ditto 
20  Ditto No. 1 ... 

... .....Grounds 

... Ditto 
22 No. 2 River .., ... .., Win. Rcnwick 
23 ,. ,, Buck Dubbo ... ... ... H. W. Gwynne and D. Soane 
24 Tuckabjlla ,.. .,. ... ... Donald Fraser 
27 East Darling, No. 2 ... ... L. MacBean 



31 
32 
56 
61 
63 
64 
66 
37 
88 
39 
41 
42 
43 
51 
52 
53 
57 
59 
61 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
88 
69 
70 
78 
79 
54 
55 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
94 
99 
101. 
113 
116 
118 
119 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
142 
143 
33 
36 
37 
38 
42 

April, 

11 

June, 
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10 TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDISPOSED OF. 

No. OF TENDER. NAME OF RuN. NAME or Arn5ICANT. 

West Darling, No. 2 
Ditto, No. 1 

Cnthby 
Waneokar6o Station 
Yancoweana Glen Station, Block B 

Ditto, Block A 
Gafrder Creek Station 
Torrybrunclla 
Nodell 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Little ditto... 
East ditto 
Tothar, East 
1Vai1marinle 
Mollaroy 
Earn 
Bunyip ... 
Kangaroo 
Ditto 

Williori 
Nilrea Minor 
Boomer, South 
Ditto, North 
Block No. 2 
Ditto No. 3 
Ditto No. I 
T:intangara... 
Bogy t'I;iin 
Cuigna River, No. 2 
Ditto 

\%rarrali_bal 

Burbadab, East 
Mugarah ... 
Burbadah 
\Vallah 
liarraneal 
Birie, No. 2, East 
Ditto, ditto, West 
Ditto, No. 1, West 
Gundagaloa 
Birie No. 1, East 
Block I ... 
Cockellerina 
Blink 2 ... 
Hon Forest... 
Tala Back Plains 
Luwer Getionlia, Block A... 

Ditto ditto B 
Lisnawilly 
Wyanawonda 
Wolandilly... 
Barrunga 
Bundarwood 
Enrogel 
Bervo 
\Varreegal 
Poolia 
IsJ:irnze 
Clunes 
Glen Albert 
Stretton, No. 3 
Ditto, No. 1 
Ditto, No. 2 
Minebarra 
Warrego, East, No. 3 
Ditto, ditto, No. 2 
Stephens' Creek Station, Block 2... 
Gairdner Creek Station, Block 2 
Block B 
Block A 
Toorah Thick  

L. MacBean 
Ditto 

Wm. Rutledge 
Charles Manton 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Joseph Andrew 
Jas. T. Belt 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

R. Skuthorpe, junr. 
John Drinan 
Ditto 

Jno. II. A. Lister 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

P. M'Kellor 
A. Gln,s and J. Corrigan 
Jas. Coleman 
Ditto 

Chas SWay Finch 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Twofold Hay Pastoral Company 
Tercnee Mahoney 
David Roberts 
Ditto 

l3enjn. South 
Ditto 

Jas. B. Johnston 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Jno \Vhitford 
C. Patnell and B. Gaiden 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 

J. J. Wilson 

.4 C. Parnell and R. Gaiden Edward jno. Finch 
A. and J. F. Doyle 
L. J. Finch 
W. A. Bioadribb 
Ditto 

Joseph West, junr. 
Ditto 

W. Bigot and Brothers 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 

A. and J. Glass, and J. Corrigan 
Ditto ditto 

Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 

Donald M'Rae 
Ditto 

A. and J. Glass, and J. Corrigan 
D. Macrca, junr., and P. Mactea 
A. J. Glass and J. Corrigan 
G. B. Boulton 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Gerald Spring 
Finch, Brothers 
Ditto 

Charles Mauton 
DittoS 

M. Miles and H. Wise 
Ditto ditto 

Henry Jffries 
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TENDERS FOR RUNS TJNDISPOSED OF. 1 

4 

No. or TZNDn. NAME OF RUN. 

43 July, 1859 Darling, No. 1 
44 ,, Albertonia 
45 ,, Darling, Block S 
48 ,, ,, Mere Back 
49 ,, ,, Hopeless 
50 ,, Chance 
51 ,,  ,, Springc-alc 
52 Darling, Block B 
53 Tourango 
54 Noptate 
57 Eutheera 
59 Kilcallo 
60 Darling, Block A 
62 Yermana Towry 
63 Duck Roles 
64 Sand Ridge 
65  Ditto Minor 
67 Cairdncr Creek Station, Block 3 
68 Binaran 
69 Duck Holes, Minor 
78 The Crawin 
79 Yamby, \Vesb 
81 Buinia or Binyah Springs... 
84 Bumblebeera 
85 Block No. 2 
86 Block No. 1 
87 
88 

Neo... 
 Ditto 

89 Bucklenbaa, East 
91 ,, ilarniguli, East 
92  Ditto, West 
93 Barragillo 
99 Boomerang... 
111 Busaco ... 
112 Ileliman, No. 7 
113 Short Cat, No. 1 
114 ,, Burgen, No.4 
115 ,, Thoolo, No. 3 
116 Bone Bone, No. 2 
117 ,, • Boonde, No, 6 
118 ,, Jereel, No. 5 
119 Kolkibertoo, North 
121 Weangraban 
138 Block P 
130 Culgoa 
141 Guooroo Back Run 
142 Mohannah Back Run 
143 ,, The Hospital 
144 ,, Upper Bukharah 
145 The Junction 
147 Block C 
148 Back Cuddle, or Beard's Corner 
149 Buckinbah 
152 The Upper Eree 
137 August ,, thimble (lubbin 
141 Guibalunga, East 
142 Gariunga, North 
143  Ditto, South 
144 Irrawang 
146 (i-uibalunga, \Ycst 
147 Merrivale 
148 ,, Buggee 
150 Muggarah 
151 Meeleeber 
152 Ftiora 
153 Buckiel,w 
156 Tilba Tilba... 
160 Saud Hole 
168 .Mollyerroi 
164 Bnngat4 
165 ,, ' 'l'irnbtetoo 
166 ,, ,, Trincomalee ... ... 

NAME or ApPLIcANT. 

Gerald Spring 
Ditto 

Win. A. Brodribb 
Henry Jeifries 
J. D. Brown 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Wm. A. Brodribb 
Cohn Mackenzie 
D. Macrca, jour., and D. Macrea 
A. and J. Glass, and J. Corrigau 
Donald Macrca 
Win. A. Brodribb 
John Corrigna 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

('has. Manton 
Donald Macrea 
John COrrigan 
T. G. Dangar 
T. H. Hill 
J. A. H Price 
T. H. Hill 
Ceo. W. Lord 
Ditto 

T. 11. Hill 
Ditto 

J. and FE. C. White 
E. Gmaskeen 
Ditto 

C. W. Bucknell 
A. H. Collins and G. Barber 
Jas. Jackson 
A. It. Collins and G. Barber 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 

Stephen Fennel 
Win. Watts 
G. W. Lord 
T. G. Dangar 
G. Loder and C. Capp 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 

G W Lord 
Win. Brotberton 
Rd. Ridge 
P. G. Dangar 
J. H. flutter 
Edwd. Pearce 
J. B. Pcaree 
Ditto 

B. Sparke, junr. 
B. Pearce 
B. Sparke, jtrnr. 
Chas. Bather 
J. B. Johnston 
F. N. Bucknell 
James Price 
Geo. Jarvis 
E. Sparke, juar. 
Wm. ltPClellan4 
P. G. Dangar 
B. Burrell 
H. Hamilton. 
Ditto 
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12 TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDISPOSED OF. 

No. or TENDER. NAME OF Rux. NAME OF APPLICANT, 

167 August, 185 
168 
169 
170 
171 ,, Jo 
1.1..0  
173 
174 
175 
177 
178 
170 
180 
181 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
191 
192 
193 
194 
197 
199 
206 
208 
210 
211 
215 
216 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
239 
243 
244 
245 
246 
248 
255 
257 
258 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
272 
277 
213 September, 
214 
215 
216 
218 
219 
220 
222 
223 
225 
226 
228 
230 
231 

Pondicherry 
Back Timbuctoo 
Lygnuin 
Bungil 
Boogara, East, Block No. 1 
Ditto, West, ditto 
Upper Cumblebone... 
Geronen Lagoon 
Boogara, West, Block No. 2 
Mot'ky, adjacent to Merry Merry... 
Milria Minor 
Boogara, East, Block No. 2 
Yallidar 
Madeara, No. 1 
Yaniby Run, Block No. 1... 
Cuinblebono 
Block No. 2 
Block No. 1 
Ditto 

Spring Field 
Speculatiun, No 5 
Ditto, No. 4... 

New Gunningbah, Block No. 1 
Speculation, No. 2... 
Ditto, No. 1... 

Truintenailegy 
Wogongo 
Wynthery 
Block No. 2 
Speculation, No. 3... 
Torowang Plains 
West Mandima 
Warrego, No. I 
Barunga, No. 1 
Ditto, No. 2 

IWarregn, No. 3 
Ditto, No. 2 

Bandanna 
Barringa 
Wondarra 
Yarree 
Barilla, 
Wyrundra 
Ii\lount Dispersion, North-east 
Sebastapol, Block A, No. 1 
Ditto, Block C, No. 3 

Kitcho, Back Run... 
Yelkeer, ditto 
Ku] paterong, Back Block 
Ghnowe, Back Block 
Bomarthing, Back Block 
Yhowe, Back Block 
Dolmorryc Back Block 
Beoe]kay, Back Block 
Till Tifl, Back Block 
Scbastapol, Block D, No. 4 
Darling, Block P 
Sebastapol, Block B, No. 2 
Werralibab... 
Coobungooba 
Jona, No. 3 
Mungarroo 
Carrabillina, No. 1 
Raudon, Gulgoa Creek, North side 
Ditto, ditto, South side 

Staffa, No. 2 
Lismore, No. 5 
J'ookanoonry, East side of the Gulgoa 
Damble, or Bogan Creek 
Wailmoringle and Collinge 
Lincluden, No. 4 
Glcncoe, No. 6 

II. Hamilton 
Ditto 

Michael Henley 
Cbs. E Lyons 
The,. LI. Hill 
Ditto 

U. W. Lord 
A. and J. Glass, and J. Corrigan 
T H. hill 
Michael tlealcy 
A. and J. Glass, and J. Corrigan 
Thos. H. Dill 
Jno. Eaton 
Ditto 

P. H. h-lU! 
U. W. Lord 
David Forbes 

Ditto 
James Green 
J. B. Johnston 
W. W Richardson 
Ditto 

Edwd. Dougherty 
W. W. Richardson 
Ditto 

Samuel Smith 
Ditto 
Ditto 

James Croci 
IV. \V Biehardscn 
Wm. Tyson, junr. 
Jas. ?'onau 
Henry Jeffrcys 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Francis E. French 
Ditto 

Gcrald Spring 
Ditto 
Ditto 

R. P. B. Gaden 
Gerald Spring 
Ditto 

Donald Mackenzie 
F. C. Brodribb 
Ditto 

Peter 'i'yson 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

F. 0. Brcdribb 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Henry C. Jones 
William Morris 
Lockhart, Millar, and Maxwell 
John W. Eckford 
John Eckford 
George Forrester 
Ditto 

Lockhart, Millar, and Maxwell 
Ditto ditto 

William M'Kenzie 
Barney Burrell 
William M'Kenzie 
Lockhart, Millar, and Maxwell 
Ditto ditto 
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TENDERS FOR BUNS UNDISPOSED OF. 13 

No. or TEND 

232 Sept., 
234 
285 
236 
237 
238 
242 
243 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
268 
275 
276 
278 
279 
280 
281 
286 
288 
290 
292 
293 
294 
301 
302 
304 
305 
307 
308 
310 
311 
312 
815 
0 

317 
318 
319 
322 
323 
324 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
830 
337 2' 
272 October 
273 11 

ER. NMIE OF RUN. 

1859 Culloden, No 

11 Nungarrrio, No. 2 

11 Pigeunbull, Block No. 2... 
,, Carbenbry 

11 Mogunthra and Bundoo 

11 
Bogara 

11 Carrabillina, No 2... 
,, Pigeonbull, Block No. 1 

11 Moolama.n 
Dingo, No. 2 
Bangett, East 
Dingo, No. 1 
Nedgear 
Wilbee Wilbee, West 
Kiguigil, South 
Dingo, No. 3 
Boyalbider 
Boyalbiddier, North 
Warren 

Narrieawogh 
Diokehable 
Kedgererburroway... 
Wonga Won.'a 
ICegerer Burroway... 
Wonga Wonga 
Cotlygo 
Graudool, South 
Coobungeree 
Bimhij 0g... 
Cullanyn, or the Scrub 
Milbry, Block No.35 
Ditto, ditto No. 4 
Pigeonbull, Block No. 5 
N i]bry, tilock No. 1 
Pigeonbuli, Block No. 7 
Ditto, ditto No. S 
Ditto, ditto No. 6 

Lower Bree 
Miibry, Blok No. 2 
Ditto, No. 3 

Pigeonhull, Block No. 4 
Nyall Plains 
West Mormolnng 
North O.ks Run 
South Oaks Run 
Guthul 
s\luudonah 
Lower Genonlia, Block C 
Culpotaro 
Outer I'aringe 
Marjaro 
Milparo of Mamfrcd 
Porcupine Run 
Bohon 
Moothumbal 
Muluruhi 
Saharab, West 
Ditto, No. 2 

Toorimeau 
Huco 
Bourn, Back Block 
Tuirigo 
East Birie, No. 2 
Ditto, No. 1 

West Birie,No, 2 
Ditto, No. I 

Dowling, Block C 
Ditto, ditto A 
Ditto, ditto B 
Naugobra 
Ganado 

NAME OF APPLICANT. 

Lockhart, 3Iillar, and Maxwell 
John W. Eekford 
A. and J F Doyle 
Dennis Holland 
William 31'Kenzie 
Augustus Hill 
John Eekford 
A. and J. F. Doyle 
Jolt it Spicer 
J. Single and U. J. Adams 
Edmund Shephard 
J. Single and H. J. Adams 
John J. Nills 
Robert Search 
James White 
J. Single and H. J. Adams 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 

James White 
George Wood 
Ditto 

Josiah Eosnm 
Alexr. MLoughlin 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

James White 
Ditto 

George )l'Guiggan 
Julia Spcer 
Harry Smith 
A. and J. F. Doyle 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
G. Dangar 

A. and J. F. Doyle 
Ditto 
Ditto 

E. 11. Woodheuse 
Ditto 

G. A. and P. Mier 
Ditto 

Izett Stewart 
Ditto 

J. West, junr. 
G. W. Whipple 
Peter 319erarlane 
W. Whipplo 

lzett Stewart 
W. L. Reid and R. T. Reid 
Ditto ditto 

William Tom 
J. S. Robertson 
Flood Mayne Morris 
Ditto 

W. L. Reid and R. P. Reid 
Ditto ditto 

George Perry 
James Scott 
R. Taylor, B. Gaden 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 

George Perry 
Ditto 
Ditto 

G. H. Rowe 
II. C. Jones 
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.'14 TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDISPOSED OF. 

No. OR TENDER. NA OF Rut NAME OF An'ucArqT. 

Mongul 
Poekanoonry 
Bogara, East 
Caidmurry, East Block 
Buggin Buggin, East 
Ditto, West 

Buodgo, West 
Ditto, East 
West Muckerawea... 
West Thrumbril 
East ditto 
Lower Muckerawea 
r:pper ditto 
Granaildoo, 'outh 
Yarraubab, North 
Colling 
Yamby, or Gwydin 
Caidnierry, East, Block No. 4 
Coobungaru 
Guauidoo, North 
Crawney, South 
Goonoo, North 
Cumbil, North 
Crawney, South 
Thumbil, North, or Bokirab, North 
Ditto, South, ditto, South 

Bainetagabah 
Teriabold, No 2 
ICignigil, North 
I¼lugarah, South 
Ditto, East 

Cunaboora Springs 
Guodergalong 
Begundab, East 
Drumdelang 
Cowga, No 2 
Narran, Block 1 
Ditto, ditto 2 
Gidjar 
No. 2, Gulgon Creek 
Doongarrcen 
Ulumbarge, No. 1 
Ditto, No. 2 

Gerilany 
Ingar 
Guwong 
No. 1, Cuigoa Creek 
Euroka 
No. 4, Culgoa Creek 
No. 5, ditto 
West Binnagillee 
No. 6, Culgoa Creek 
East Nylora, No. 2 
West, ditto, No. 2 
Ditto, No. 1 

Leeroomah 
Cumbo 
East Nylora, No. 1 
Wellington Extremity Back 
No. 3, Culgoa Creek 
Wellington Edremity 
Hiawatha 
No.3 ... 
Yotingee Plain 
East Boorooimii1y 
No.10 
No,,9 
SebStopol, No. $ 
No.2 
No.1 
Urabada13 .1.  

Begadbi ... 

William M'Kenzie 
Ditto 

Augustus Hill 
Joseph Cooper 
Joshua Dowe 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

C. Pitt Burne 
F. Al. Hill 
William MKenzio 
Ditto 

Joseph Cooper 
William LUKensie 
Charles Pitt Burne 
A. and J. F. Doyle 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Francis M. Doylo 
Ditto 

A. and J. Glass, and J. Corrigan 
James White 
Ditto 

J. B. Johnston 
litto 

S. B. Wa'ker 
James J. Wilson 
J. B. Johnston 
A. and J. Glass, and J. Corrigan 
James White 
George WGuigan 
Ditto 

P. L Richardson 
D. Ramsay, juor. 
P. L. Richardson 
P. NColiu 
Ditto 

P. L. Richardson 
Ditto 
Ditto 

David Ramsay, junr. 
P. L. Richardson 
David Ramsay, junr. 
Ditto 

T. G. Dangar 
David Ramsay, junr. 
Archibald Mestén 
Ditto 
Ditto 

George Dougharty 
Ditto 

Archibald Meston 
p: G. Dangar 
David Ramsay, junr. 
T: G. Dangar 
J. D. Moeansh and N. R. Besnard 
P. J. Rdighran 
William Jamieson 
George Watson, and Cyrus Hewitt 
P. J. 1eighran 
Ditto 
Ditto, 
Ditto 
Ditto' •, 

William Conian 
Thomaa Buckland 

378 October, 1859 
880 
893 
897 
407 
408 
409 
410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
418 
420 
421 
422 
423 
429 
431 
482 
433 
434 
435 
4313 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
453 
456 
457 
458 
459 
461 
462 
463 
468 
470 
471 
472 
473 
474 
475 
476 
477 
478 
470 
481 
483 
485 
490 
495 
496 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 
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TENDI ES FOR .1IUNS UNDISPOSED OF. 15 

No, OF TENWrn. I NAME 02 Eu&. NAME OF APPLIcANT, 

512 October, 1859 Netal ... ... ... ... William Ross 
513 ,, ,, Dedni ... ... ... ... Ditto 
514 Lower Dtr1ing Plains Run, North ... John Freween 
515 ,, ,, Ditto ditto, South Ditto 
516 Jercelrumbie Creek, No. 5 ... P. J. Keighrau 
517 ,,  ,, Ditto, No. 7 ... Ditto 
518  Ditto, No. 6 ... Ditto 
519  Ditto, No.4 ... Ditto 
520  Bulgarbugerygain ... Peter Tyson 
522  No. 3, East Warrego ... Francis Oakes 
523 ,, ,, Beyond Outer Culpaulin ... W. L. Reid and J. Dimne 
524 ,, ,, Woylchagga ... G. M. and A. L. Parry 
525 Beyond Outer Bonley .:: ... W. L. Reid and J. Dunne 
528  No. 2, East Warrego ... Francis Onkes 
520  No. 1, ditto ... Ditto 
530 ,, Cultrowarra ... ... G. M. and A. S. Perry 
46 November, ,, Narran, No. 2 ... ., ... James White 
55 Duugall ... ... Henry burke 
83 ,, J3almoral ...... ... James Keenan 
84 ,, ,, Glencoe ... ... Ditto 
90  Weera, East ... ... Michael Neale 
91  Cullenbullybully ... ... John Smith 
106  Triangle ... ... John Brown 
109 ,, Bundabuliw, East, Block No. 3 ... A. and J. F. Doyle 
111 

,, 
,,  ,, Ditto, %Vest, Block No. 4 ... Ditto 

112 ,, ,, Ditto, ditto No. 2 ... Ditto 
113 ,, Tindgerie, South ... ... .Jas. and H. C. White 
114 ,, ,, Upper Goige Back ... P. G. flangar 
115 ,, ,, Back Gallagambroon ... George Tilhy 
116 (Joondonbiera ... ... John W. Collegs 
117 ,, ,, Booyalbiddie ... ... Ditto 
118  lilambie ... ... F. M. Doyle 
119 Boryalbiddie ... ...( G. Collegs, juDy. 
120  Ulomogri, No. 2 ... ... S. and H. U. White 
121 Carshalton ... ...I George Gardner 
122 Bgenoon, No. 2 ..: ...I James White 
123 ,, Bultab ,.. ...J 

Thomas M'ol 
124 Boyewon ... . . .i James White 
125 Lower Urawilky ...I Jamea BOIL 
126 Williaries ... ...t George Woods 
127 ,, ,, Goortdaubiera ... •..I John W. Collegs 
128 Lower Go Gurrilly ... I P. G. Dangar 
129 Upper ditto ...I Ditto 
180 Upper Will Bill Bill ... !. Ditto 
131 Lower ditto ... Ditto 
132 Neimor ... ... Wilson and Everett 
183 Warrana, South ... ... W. F. Buchanan 
143 Riyertra .., ... , ...I A. V. Cullen 
147 East Mundarah ... ...I E. H. Woodhonse 
148 South Buckimbong . .1 Ditto 
153 ,, Alikein ... ...j W. Tyson, junr. 
204 Nac0ulloeh's Range ...I Nicholas Chadwick 
205 Mulga, No, I ... ...I J. Crozier and A. P. Perry 
206 Ditto, No. 2 ... .J Ditto 
207 ,,  ,, Miranda, Block No. 4 .. Julius Jeifreys 
208 Outer Miranda, Blocks Nos. 3 & 4 ... Ditto 
209 Miranda., Block No. 2 ... Ditto 
210 Outer Miranda, Blocks Nos. 1 & 2 ... Ditto 
211 Miranda, Block No. 3 ... Ditto 
212  Ditto, No. 1 ... Ditto 
213 Muigs, No. 3 ... ... J. Crozier and A. P. Perry 
214 Urainbe, No. 2 •... ... E. T. R. P. and J. Cnn 
215 East Block No. 2, on the Warrego ... J. Macfarlane, senr. 
216 Urambee .., ... I). T. it T. and Julius Curr 
220 ,, East Block No. 1, on the Wnrrcgo River... Peter Abererombie 
221 ,, Ditto No. 2 ditto, ... Ditto 
225 Cowary ... ... ... ... ... Watson and Hewitt 
226 Merle i .,. ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
228 East Block No. 1,. on the Warrego River... James Maefarlane, sonr. 
229 ,, Conijia ... ... ... •.. ... James Scott 
243 ,, ,, Narran, No. 4 .... ... ... ... James White 
246 West Block, No. 8, on the Warrego River Walter Beames ,, ,, 

.7. 
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16 TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDISPOSED OF. 

No. or TENDER. NAME OF RUN. NAXE OF APPLICANT. 

247 Nov., 1859 \Vest Block No. 7, on the Warrego River R. Taylor, B. Gaden 
248  Ditto No 3, ditto Charles Abereronibie 
249  Ditto No. 1, ditto Walter Beames 
250 ,, Ditto No. 2, ditto ..j Ditto 
253 Lower Wilier1 ... ... Henry Rutton 
269 Warren, South ... ... .. . .JoIi ii Town 
274 ,, Piangobler ......... James It floyle 
275 New 000bund,L ... .. David Spring 
281 West Block, No. 1, on the Warrego River it. Taylor, B. Gaden 
282  Ditto No. 3, ditto ., Ditto 
283 ,, Balllnhiugga, SVese ... &uguslu Hill 
1 December, Cobangary ... ... Lockhirt, Millar and Maxwell 
3 Galar ... ... T. L Richardson 
4 Goniro ... ... .... Ditto 

Payera ... ... ..: Lockhart, Mi'lar and Maxwell 
Kiar ... ... T. L. Biehardson , 
Mullian ... ... ... Ditto .. 
\V ,nib,i n liatig ... ... .. . . Ditto 

12 Birroun B rrc,o .... ., . . . .' Ditto 
13 Ytraldol, New Run ... ..., Benjamin Richards 
14 j N;irraway, '\'est ... ... ... Henry Smith 
15 New Backambah ... .•. ... William leberdy 
16 \V,,c,ia ,.. ... ... ..: James i-Jail 
17 ,, ,, Hi rwon ... .. . .•. ... ... William l'eisiy 
18 Wilkvoolly... ... ... ... T. G. Dangar 
20 i\I ultini in Parvo ... ... ... James II all 
23 Frenchman's Lugoon ... . . . James Wilson 
27  Buotner ... ... ... . ...William Peisley 
32  Bark \Varrcn ... ... William J. Lawson ...j 
84 Belar ... ... ... T. L. Richardson ... 
36  Winiboin ... ... ... W. W. Richardson ..4 
37 Cole ... ... ... ...T. L. Richardson 
38 Drab Warrina ... ... .., ... Ditto 
89 Bituhel ,. ...  ... . . Ditto ... 
40  B all i nghang ... ... . . .. Ditto 
41 ,, Lower Crosbel ... ... .., John Brown ... 
42  Milyandra... ... ... ... James Cullita 
46 Oarulian, Vast .., ... . .. William Home 
47  Ditto, West ... ... .... Ditto 
52  Thick Block of Modana ... .,4 T. A. Smith 

Pauhan ... ... ... ... Maurice U. Black ... 
55 

n " 
 Miranda, Block 5 ... ... ... .... Julius Jeifreys 

56 Ditto, Blk (3 ... ... ... ... Ditto 
57 ,, ,, Outer Miranda, Bluek 6 ... ... ... Ditto 
58  Hick of Back Gumbail .., ... Samuel Smith ... 
65  Back of Clovcr Creek ... ... Ditto ... 
66 ,, ,, Baik of Stub Clover Creek ... Ditto ... 
67  Meruabah Spring ... ... ... ... William Jenkins 
65 ,, ,, Back of Back \Voolla Woolla ... Samuel Smith .. 
79 I Warrego, No. 15 ... ... ... ... W. W. Richardson 
73 ,, I Ditto, No. 14 ... .. . .. . .., Ditto 
74  Ditto, No. 17 .. ... ... ... Ditto 
75 Ditto, No. Ii ... ... ... ... Ditto 

76 
0 
,, 

0 
,, Ditto, No. 9 ... ... ... ... Ditto 

77 ,, Culgoa... ... ... ... ... Charles Shelly Oakes 
78 ,, ,, Ditto, No .2 ... ... ... ... Ditto 
79 ,,  Dirwce ... ... ... ... . 

..Benjamin Richards 
80 ,, ,, Corwee ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
81  Morec ... ... ... ... .,. Ditto 
82  Toree ... ... ... ... Ditto ,.. 
88  Warrego, No. 8 ... ... ... W. W. Richardson ... 
84 ,,  Ditto, No. 6 ... ... ... .. Ditto 
85 ,,  Ditto, No. 13 ... ... ... ... Ditto 
86 ,, ,, Ditto, No. 16 ... ... ... ... Ditto 

87 ,, ,, Ditto, No. 5 ... ... ... ... Ditto 
88  Upper Culgoa, No. 1 ... ... ... Charles Shelly Oakes 
89 ,, ,, Lower ditto, No. 2 ... ... ... Ditto 
90 ,,  Warrego, No. 2 •.. ... ... ... W. IV. Richardson 
91 ,,  Ditto, No. 4 ... ... ... ... Ditto 
02 ,,  Junction Run ... ... .. ... Charles Shelly Oakes 
93 ,, ,, tipper Culgoa, No. 2 ... ... ... Ditto 
94 ,, ,, Lower ditto, No. 4 Ditto ... ... ... 
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TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDISPOSED OF. 17 

No. or TENDEIt. I Naut of Run. NAME OP APPLICANT. 

December, 185 

January, 186 
2, 

2, 

2, 

2) 

22 

2, 

a, 
2, 

22 

22 

22 

2, 

2, 

2, 

2, 

'2 

72 

27 

7 

7, 

12 

22 

'2 

22 

7 

2, 

'2 

2, 

22 

22 

2, 

72 

22 

2, 

'7 

7 

22 

22 

22 

21 

2, 

7 

2, 

21 

'2 

21 

2, 

7, 

22 

27 

2, 

22 

2, 

22 

22 

22 

'2 

22 

2, 

7 

27 

2, 

'2 

287 

Birec 
Warrego, No. 1.... 

Ditto' 
No. 3 

Corenia Lake 
l\lallambray, Block B 
Ditto ditto A 

Mount I%I'Pherson 
Balara ... 
Back Ilallara, No. 3 
Narbahourak Spring 
Dunlop, S. W. Back Rpn, No. 3 
Corenia Lake 
Wilgawarrenna 
Waugerawally, East 
Ditto, West 

Oakfields 
Carinda 
New Graudulc 
The Black Ranges.. 
Pigman's Back Block 

No.2 
No.3 
..No.5 
No. 4.  

Pialy 
No.1 
Direbmabildy 
Caranga 
Come by chance 

Ditto 
East Block, No. 3 
Ditto, No. 4, Warrego River 
Ditto, No. 5... 
Ditto, No. 1... 
Ditto, No. 2... 
Ditto, No. 4... 
Ditto, No. 6... 
Cothill 
Dartmoor 
Towra 
Meralaga, No. 1 
Ficco 
Towry 
Back Taganda Georgy 
Dumble 
Meralaga, No. 3 
St. Aubyn 
Meralaga, No. 2 
Back Talna Bomny 
Warrego, West, Block No. 15 
Kennedy's Last Camp 
Giralong 
Ellangowan, No. 2... 
West Warrego, Block No. 4 
Joldins 
Mudabin Minor 
Toridione 
Warrego, West, Block No. 3 
East Warrego, Block No. 11 
Warrego, East, No. 9 
Ditto, No. S 

Back Timbuctoo 
Warrego, West, Block No. 2 
Ditto, ditto No. 8 
Ditto, East, ditto No. 10 
Priority 
East Warrego, No. 1 
Alby 
Ellangowan, No. I 
Warrego, West, Block No.9 
Block No. 8, on the Cal goa River 
Cumbadoon 

-c 

Charles Shelly Oakes 
W. W. Richardson 
Ditto 

Jas, 1-libberson and R. Bell 
W. A. Brodribb 
Ditto 

Jas. Qhisholm 
Ditto 

R. P. Raymond and J. Cameron 
Wm Scott 
P. Raymond and J. Cameron 

Jas. Hibberson and Rob. Bell 
Thos. M'Namara 
Sue. 0. Bagot 
Ditto 

Thos. M'Namara 
Ditto 

James White 
Alexr. Mackay 
W. Norton 
J. Gorrick, juor., and A. Itl'Kenzie 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 
W., F. N., and A. W. Bucknell 

J. Gorrick, juar., and A. M'lCenzie 
0. W., F. N., and A. W. Bucknell 
Ditto ditto 

James Evans 
Geo. Colless, junr. 
Robert Abercrombie 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

P. Abercrombie 
B. Abercrombie 
E. W. Hollinwortli 
Ditto 

Alexander Walker 
John Boston 
W. H. Hill 
Ditto 

S. Smith 
B. Burrell 
J. Boston 
E. W. Hollinworth 
.Joo. Boston 
S. Smith 
W. H. Hill 
Chas. W. Birch 
Gco. T. Sutter 
Thos. Coutts 
lao. Mackintosh 
Gabriel dc I1ilhan 
Glass and Corrigan 
Ditto 

W. H. Hill 
Sue. Mackintosh 
Alexr. Salmon 
Ditto 

James Hamilton 
... W. H. Hill 

Ditto 
Alexr. Salmon 
Glass and Corrigan 
G. P. Suttor 
Gabriel do Milhan 
Thos. Coutta 
W. H. Hill 
Ditto 

Glass and Corrigan 



Warrego West, Block 5 ... ... 
Ditto, ditto 12 ... ... 

...' W. H. Hill 

... Ditto ,. 

Block No. 1, on the Culgoa, East... ... Ditto 
Coltygo ... ... ... ... ... Benjn. Richards 
Ellangowan, No. 3... ... ... ... Thos. Ocutta 
Coly-guy.guy ... ... ... ... Benju. Richards 
Warrego, West, Block No. 10 ... ... W. II. 11111 
Block No. 2, on the Culgoa River . ..I Ditto 
Warrego, West, Block 11... ... ... Ditto 

Laboon, Block No. 3 ... ... ... Benjn. Richards 
}:ast Warreg'i, Block No. 8 ... ... John Mackintosh 
Trambone, Block 2 ... ... ... Benju. Richards 
Tirone, Block 1 ,,. ... ... .,. Ditto 

Colly-guy, Block 2,., ... ... ... Ditto 
Warrego, West, Block 6 ... ... ... W. IL 11111 
Mooro ... ... ... ... ... Andrew Doyle 
Warrego, East, No. 7 ... 

... 
Alexr. Salmon 

Ditto, No. 6 ... ... ... Ditto 
Terrawaicha ... ... ... ... Glass and Corrigan 
East Warrego, No. 10 ... ... ... Jno. Mackintosh 
Warrego, West, Block 4 ... ... ... W. if. Hill 
Wirley, North ... ... ... ..) Glass and Corrigan 
Block No. 3, on the east bank of the Gu]goa W. H. Hill 
Cabalowan ... ... ... ... .. I Glass and Corrigan 
Kigwigel, Back Run ... ... .4 Ditto 
Wirley ... ... ... ... .. .1 Ditto 
Warrego, West, Block 7 ... ... ... W. If. Hill 
East Warrego, No. 4 ... ... .. Jno. Mackintosh 
Warrego, West, Block No. 13 ... ... W. H Hill 
East Warrego, Block No. 3 ... ... Jno. Macintosh 

Ditto, ditto No. 9 ... ... Ditto 

West Warrego, llloek No. 1 ... ... Ditto 

Ditto, ditto No. 8 ... ... Ditto 
Ditto, ditto No. 2 ... Ditto 
Ditto, ditto No. I 

... ...f Ditto 
Warrego, West, Block No. 1 ... ... W. if. Hill 
East Warrego, No. 2 ... ... ..: J00. Mackintosh 

l3ooga Booga ... ... ... ..; Glass and Corrigan 
Warrego, West, No. 14 ... 

... .4 W. H. Hill 
Ditto, No. 9 ... ... ...l Ditto 

Upper Gulyooarrninarl ... ... ... Josiah Easom 
Warrego, West, Block No. 16 ... ... W. If. Hill 
Ditto, ditto No. 10 ... ... Ditto 

Block No. 2, on the east bankof the 

Ditto 
Cuigna River ... 

... 

East Warrego, No. 3 ... Geo. T. Sutter 
Ditto, Block No. 5 ... Joo. Mackintosh 

Ditto, ditto No. 2 ..., Coo. T. Sutter 
Ditto, ditto No. 6 ... Joo. Mackintosh 

West Warrego, ditto No. 5 ... ., Ditto 

Ditto, ditto No. 12 ... ...: Ditto 
East Warrego, ditto No. 7 ... ... Ditto 
Ditto, ditto No. 12 ... ... Ditto 

Mudabun, South ... ... ... .. . Glass and Corrigan 
Gulyocirminarl ... ... ... 

. . . 
Jo~iah Easom 

West Warrego, Block No. 3 ... . .. Jno. Mackintosh 

West Block, No. 1, Warrego River ... Jas. Macfarlane, senr. 
Ditto, No. 2, ditto ... Ditto 
Ditto, No. 2, ditto ... Peter Abercrombie 
Ditto, No. 4, ditto ... Ditto 
Ditto, No. 3, ditto ... Ditto 
Ditto, No. 1, ditto ... Ditto 
Ditto, No. 1, dizto. ... ... 1 Robt. Abercrombie 
Ditto, No. 3, ditto ... ..4 Ditto 
Ditto, No. 2, ditto ... ...r Ditto 
Ditto, No. 4, ditto ... ... Ditto 
Ditto, No. 5, ditto ... 
Ditto, No. 6, ditto ... 

... Ditto 

... Ditto 
Darlula ... ... ... ... ... Ceo. Watson 
Mouma ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
Echura ... ... ... .... ... Ditto 
St. Germain's ... ... ... ... B. W. JlQllinworth 

33 February, 1860 
36 
37 
38 

1' 

39 
40 
41 

,, 

42 
,, 

43 
,, 

44 
,, 

45 
,, 

46 
1 

58 
59 
60 
61 
67 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 

,, 2 

78  

83  
85 
87 
88 
93 
95 
97 
98 
100 
101 
102 
103 
106 
107 
ioo 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 

122  
123 
124 
125 
126 it 
127 
328 

 

129 
130  

134 
131 

 

137 
138 

 

139  

141 
140 

 
142  
146 
147  

148 
149 

151 
150 

 

152  
153 
154 
155  
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No. OF TLNDZE. I NAME OF RUN. NAME OF MPI4IOANT. 



156 February, 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
169 
170 
172 
173 
175 
170 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
187 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
207 
208 
209 
218 
219 
221 
222 
223 
226 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
17 
18 
19 
22 
23 
24 
25 
28 
29 
85 
36 
88 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 

11 

March, 
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TENDERS troit RU?S VNDISPOSED OF. lo 

No. or TENDES. I NAME OP RUN. NAME OF APPLICAnT. 

Edgecombe... 
Trèinaton ... 
West Block, No, 2, Warrego River 
Ditto, No. 1, ditto  
Ditto, No. 1, ditto 
Ditto, Nc.  2, ditto 

West Bourbee, Block 4 
Bourbin, Block 3 
Bol]ondoon, Block 2 
Bollol, Block No. 1 
No. 6, West Wurrogo 
No. 120 ditto 
No. 9, ditto 
No. 8, ditto 
No. 10, ditto 
No. 5, ditto 
No 3, ditto 
No.7, ditto 
No. 2, ditto 
No. 11, ditto 
No. 1, ditto 
No. 4, ditto 
Lot 1, Back j3lpek of Bunaba, South 
Lot 2, ditto ditto 
Sandhoje 
South Gingham 
West Burumbuttook 
Kiribili, No. 11 
Ditto, No. 10 
Ditto, No. 18 
Ditto, No. 12 
Ditto, No. 4 
Ditto, No. 3 
Ditto, No. 2 
Ditto, No. 7 
Ditto, No. 5 
Ditto, No. I 
Ditto, No. S 
Ditto, No. 0 
Ditto, No. 6 
Wangon, North!  
Upper Nangahra 
Back Illilawa, No. 5 
Lower Wingingar 
Buggiill, West 
Diggoo 
West Yonindah ... 
Towrie 
Gunite 
G-ulpa Gulpa 
Watergunua 
Billyboola 
Whacabaroboné, South 
Ditto, North 

Bong Bong... 
Rankin's Range 
Darling, No. 4 
Bebooia 
Cuke Cuekory 
Kelso 
East Kelso... .... 
East \Vila;y 
Back Ninibia 
Back Goonoo,  No. 2 
Back Goonoo 
Sebastapol, No. 1 
Ditto, Jq.7 
Ditto, YNo,.:4 
Ditto, No  '3 
Ditto, N&'8 
Ditto, No:.? ...... 
Ditto, 146. 5 

E. W. Uollinworth 
Ditto 

Donald 1. Coghili 
Ditto 

George Coghull 
Ditto 

Benjamin Richardà 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Francis Oakes 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Win. Town 
Ditto 

A. Doyle and T. B. Rossiter 
W. W. Bucknell 
R. Wilson and P. Purcell 
J. Walker and B. B. Cornish 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 

Alen. Thomson 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Duo 
Ditto 
Ditto 

T. G. Dangar 
Geo. H. Rowe 
How, Walker, and Co. 
P. H. Sinden 
Wm. Lee, junr. 
J'no. Arohor 
flenry Keye 
.Tno. Archor 
Duncan Mackay 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Wm S. Fraser 
Ditto 

Francis B. French 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Dennis Holland 
Ditto 

J. Ford and W P. Mylesharane 
ditto 

John Gille,, juni'. 
Jno. L. Campbell 
Henry W. Gwytn 
Ditto 

Edward M. Curr 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto' 
Dittd 



March, 1800 Sebastapol, No. 6 ... ... Edward M. Curr 
Alan, No. 1 ... ... WHim. N. Symon 
Ditto, No. 2 .., ... Ditto 
Ditto, No. 3 .. .... Ditto 
Ditto, No. 4. ... ... Ditto 
Ditto, No. 5 . .- ... Ditto 
Ditto, No. 6 ... .. Ditto 
Ditto, No. 7 Ditto 
Ditto, No. 8 . Ditto 
South Lob's Role ... David Hull 
South Plain, No. 2 ... David Reid 
Ditto, No. 1 Ditto 

Happy Jack's Plain ... Stewart ityrie 
Berimbrie Spring ... Charles Arming 
Gillnh ........ ... John Eom 
Moothumbul ,., Ditto 
Yetti-bin-bin ... G. W. Whipple 
Bondemon ... . Ditto 
Massey .. ... Samuel Smith 
Fredericus .... , Ditto 
Marian ... Ditto 
Humbug ... Ditto 
Newfoundland ... Julius Jeffreys 
Ditto, No. 4 Ditto 
Ditto, No. 2 Ditto 
Ditto, No. I Ditto 

l-'apatoitoi, No. 2 ... C. W. Ligar 
Ditto, No. 1 Ditto 

Roto ... Ditto 
Papakura, No. 1 Ditto 

April, Outer Back of Woy Ditto 
Rankin's Hill, No, 6 Ditto . 

Ditto, ...No. ö Ditto 
South Boolegal . Ditto 
Papakura, No. 2. Ditto 
Ditto, No, a Ditto 
Ditto, No. 5 Ditto 
Ditto, No. 4 , .,, Ditto 
Ditto, No. 6- , ., Ditto 

Outer Back Pinwra Ditto 
Papatoitoi, North Ditto 
Ditto, East .. . Ditto 

Roto, North Ditto 
Rankin's 11111, No. 2 Ditto 
Ditto, No. 1 Ditto 

Durban's Group, No. 1 '  Ditto. 
Ditto, No. 2 Ditto 

Culpauling, North... Ditto 
North Gregory Ditto 
North Waflaudra • Ditto 
North Noorowy Ditto 
North-East Wallandra .,..., Ditto 
North Hyandra , Ditto 
Outer Trn'lee, , ,,, Ditto 
Outer Gall Gall ., Ditto 
East Albermarle , 

. 

, Ditto 
Waitemata, No. 1 Ditto 
Ditto, No. . .., • Ditto . 

Rankin's Hill, No, 3 , Ditto 
Tatara, North ., Ditto 
Ditto, South - 

. 

Ditto 
Rankin's Hill, No, 4 Ditto 
Cairston ., ... Jao. G. Marwiek 
Raaisgate - . . Ditto 
Wangaxoa ... -Ditto 
Nairu p.. . ... .,. ... Ditto - 

Hastings .... ,.. .,. ... Ditto - 
Margarra ... .'' ... Ditto 
Stronjuess . . I .. , ... ,.. Ditto 
Birsay , .... ,,, •,, Ditto 
\Vakawaitai i ,.. ... .,. ... Ditto ,p '. 
Mungaxrah .. ... A ,.. ... ,Ditto . .-.i. 

4 
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No. OF TErER. 
/ 
NAMt OF, RUN. - 

-. :1 
- 

NAME OF APPLIç4NT. 

65 April, 1860 Glnsggw - ...I lao. G. Marwiek 
66 ,, Banff .: Ditto 

67 
,, 
,, ,, Wallalingie • Ditto 

68 ,, ,, Stfriing ...- Ditto 

69 ,, St. Leonard's , • Ditto 

70 
,, 

,, Taitaira .. ': Ditto 

71 
,, 
,, ,, Angus Ditto 

72 ,, Thurso • Ditto 

73 ,, Lerwick ., ., Ditto 
74 

,, 
,, ,, Brighton Ditto 

75 ,, Dunbar .., , Ditto 

76 
,, 

,, Cromartie • .., Ditto 

77 
,, 
,, ,, Sandon • Ditto 

78 ,, ,, MTaverly1 .., Ditto 

79 ,, ,, Arbroath ., Ditto 

80 ,, ,, Dunkirk • Ditto 

81 ,, Bass Ditto 
82 

,, 
,, ,, Brassa • Ditto 

83 ,, ,, Papanña . Ditto 

84 ,, ,, Tibbolongi Ditto 

85 ,, ,, Cupar Ditto 

86 ,, Deniediu • Ditto 

87 
,, 

,, Aberdour • Ditto 

88 
,, 

Orkney Ditto 

89 ,, ,, Raglan • Ditto 

90 ,, Buchan Ditto 

91 ,, ,, Beruc • Ditto - 

08 Matanaka Ditto 

94 
,, ,, 

,, Aberdeen . Ditto 

95 
,, 
,, ,, Kirkaldy Dittp,  

96 ,, ,, Wick • Ditto 
97 H  Waikiti ,, Ditto 

98 ,, ,, Greenock : '; Ditto 

99 ,, ,, Alloa j., ; Ditto 
100 ,, ,, Fife Ditto .: 

101 ,, ,, Bindibah ., .., • Ditto 
102 ,, ,, Forfar Pittp. 
103 ,, ,, Warrimeaha . ., Ditto 
101  ,, Maurapan Ditto 
105 ,, ,, Leith Ditto •. 
106 ,, ,, Shetland . .• Ditt6 . 

107 ,, Margate DittO 
114 ,, ,, Pirugobla , Robt. G..Higgins 
115 ,, Beyond Myall Oco. M. Perry. 
116 ,, 

,, 
,, Mount M'Pherson; , Ditto ..... , . 

117 ,, Dennistown P1ain .t • Wm. B. Wood 
118 Back of Dunlop, $orth-West : Gilehrist, Watt, & . 

119 ,, ,, Ditto More Dittd ditto 
120 ,, ,, Ditto ThoralTh ..... .., Ditto ditto 
121  Ditto Bowra Ditto ditto 
123 ,, Noonehorangee . Wm. Wright 
124 

,, 
Dunlop, South Wept, Back Run Gilchrist Watt, afl& Co. 

125 ,, ,, Back of Peika :: Dftto, 
126 Narbarah .. . : .., B. I. W. Burke  
128 ,, Wullalla Inc. G. Narwick 
130 ,, ,, Benbb . : Win. Wright 
131 ,,  ,, Good Wood Plains.; .: .; las.' Hodgkinson 
132 . Outer Newfoundland, No: S JuliuWJèffrdys 
133 ,, ,, Ditto, No 2 .: Ditto 
134 ,, . Ditto, No. 1 :: ' Ditto 
135  Ditto, No. 6 Ditto 
136 ,, Ditto, , ' No. 5 :, Ditto 
137 ,, Ditto , No.3 :: Ditto . 

138 ,, ,, Ditto, to.4 :: .. Ditto / 
139 Dhto 1 No.1 :., Ditto, 
140  Ditto, NO. 2  Ditto 
141 ,, Woraro t Whl. Wright 
142 ,, Mootioinga 

, ,' . V  Ditto ...
t  

143 ,, ,, Culpatara  
144 ,, ,, Bulgarbudgeeeè]g  ' 

145 ,, Back Yamma Thos'Kirpatr1ck I /If  -. 
149 ,, ,, Cuddy 

, 
Jiarnsky sad Egan 
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TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDISPOSED OF. 

No. or TENDEE. NAME or Run. NAME OF APPLICANT. 

150 April, 1860 Buggergala ... .,. ... . .JW.W.Riel]ardson 152  ,, Murga Murga, West .,. ... ... Wm. Deane 157 
159 

 Inbetweener ,.• .,. ... W. W. ltieliardo 
160 

 OxIey's Table Land, No. 2 ... ... C. W. Ligar 
161 

 ,, 
 ,, 

Ditto, No. 1 
Murga Murga, East ... 

... ... 

... .J 
Ditto 

Win. Deane 163  Yelkogrin, or Myall Creek ... ... James Jones 165  Tourable, North ... .., ... ... Jas. Ball 166  Lead Nine, Block 2 ... ... ... Alfred Davis 167  Ditto, ditto 1 ... ... Ditto 168 ,, ,, Silver Nine, Block 3 ... ... ... ... Ditto 169 ,, Ditto, ditto 2 ... .. ... Ditto 
hO 
171 

 Ditto, ditto 1 ... ... ... Ditto 

173 
 Bobo •.. •.. ... 
 Copper Nine, Block I ,.. 

... ... 
,,. ... 

Wni. M'Phillamy 
Alfred Davis 174  Ditto, ditto 2 ... .. Ditto 175  Ditto, ditto 8 ... ... ... ... Ditto 176 

179 
 Nullo ,., ... ... ... Win. Thompson 

180 
Yongell ... ... ... ... .. Ruben Sheather 
Aga tooth back, or Gee eye ... . 

.. 
John Soruer 186 Booroo, No. 16 ,.. ... ... Wm. Nicholson 187  Ditto, No. 19 ... ... ... Ditto 188 

189 
Yew Tree ... ... ... S. Callaghan 

190 
Booroo, No, 20 ... ... ... Win. Nicholson 

191 
Culgoa, West •.• .. ... Jessee Sharpley 
Upper Culgoa, West ... ... ... Ditto 194 

195 
Booroo, No. 17 ... ... ... Win. Nicholson 

196 
 Ditto, No. 7 .,, ... ... Ditto 

197 
 Ditto, No, 21 •,, .., .,. Ditto 

198 
 Ditto, No. 22 •.• ... ... Ditto 

199 
 Ditto, No. 5 ,.. ... ... Ditto 
 Ditto, No. U ... .. ... Ditto 200  Ditto, No. 13 •.. ... ... Ditto 201  Ditto, No. 30 ,.. .. ... Ditto 202  Ditto, No. 29 ... .. ... Ditto 203  D4to, No. 18 .,. ... ... Ditto 

204  Ditto, No. 10 , .,. .,. ... Ditto 
205  Ditto, No. 26 .,. ... ... Ditto 
206  Ditto, No. 4 ., •. ... ... Ditto 
207  Ditto, No. 15 • •.. ... .., Ditto 
208  Ditto, No. 27 ., ,.. ... ... Ditto 
209  Ditto, No. 28 ... ... ... Ditto 
210 Ditto, No. 3 .., ... ... Ditto 
211 Ditto, No. 8 ... ... ... Ditto 212 Ditto, No. 23 ... ... ... Ditto 213 Ditto, No. 14 ... ' ... ... Ditto 214 Ditto, No. 11 ... ... ... Ditto 
216 Ditto, No. 6 ... ... .. Ditto 
217 Ditto, No. 2 ... ... ... Ditto 
219 Ditto, No. 25 ... ... ... Ditto 
220 Ditto, No. I ... ... ... Ditto 
221 Ditto, No. 12 ... ... ... Ditto 
222 Ditto, No. 24 •.. ... ... Ditto 1 May, Carbakna, Block No. 5 ... .. ... Win. J. M'Donald 2 
3 

Kigela ... ... ... ... G. Tate and G. Davidson 
Carbalena, Block No. 3 ... .. ... Win J. M'Donald' 4 Ditto, ditto No. 7 ... ., ... Ditto 5 Ditto, ditto No. 3 ... ., ... Ditto 

6 ,, Ditto, ditto No. 1 ... ... ... Ditto 7 
8 

Namoon .. ... ... ... ... L. Nillar and T. Maxwell 
9 

Pabara ... ...... ... ... Ditto 
Carbalena, Block No. 4 ... ... ' ... Win. J. M'Donald 10 Boolman .,. ... ... ... ... 0. Tate and G. Davidson U ,, Carbalena, No. 2 ... .., ... .. Wm. J. M'Donald 16 Lower MinciT4ioei, Block No. 2... .. Joseph Teale 

17 Turnbifl ... .. .t. Josiah Eaom 
18 Mmci Miiei, No.1 ... ... ... Joseph Teak 19 ,, Bunna Bunna... .,. . ... ... Josiah Easoni 
20 Cowree, No. I Block ... ... ... Ditto, 
21 Lowe Cowree, ditto 2 Dhto 
22 Ni134baj ... .L.. ... ... ... Ditto' 1  
23 ,, ,, toored ... ' ... ... ... ... Jas. Blackhani 
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No. or TENDER. NAME OF RUN. I NAME OF AflLIOANT. 

24 May, 1800 Barra Barra, Block 2 ... ... ... Gee. M'Quigcin 
25  The Lagoons ... ... ... ... las F Plunkett 
26  Sullivan's Mole ... ... ... ... Daniel Sullivan 
27 ,, ,, Middle \\Tillera ... ... ... ... Thos. H. Sinden 
28 ,,  Gammalally, Block No. 1 ... ... ... Wm. J. M'Donald 
29 ,, 

,, 
Sullivan's Mole ... ... ... ... Thos. H. Sinden 

80 " " Barra Barra, Block 1 ... ... ... Geo. MQuiggan 
81 ,,  Gummalally, ditto No. 2... ... ... Wm. J. M'DonaIJ 
82 ,,  Ditto, ditto No. 3... ... ... Ditto 
83 ,, ,, Back Boan Creek, West... ... ... David Ramsay, juar. 
34 ,, Cattle Water.hole ... ... ... ... John Readford 
36 ,,  Began Creek, West ... ... . . David Ramsay, junr. 
87 ,, ,, Back Began Creek, East ... ... ... Ditto 
38 ,, ,, Lower Began Creek, West ... ... Ditto 
89 ,,  Warrawinna ... ... ... ... Mary Evans 
41 ,, ,, Began Creek, East... ... ... ... David Ramsay, junr. 
45 ,, ,, Lanky's Plain, Ducks or Holes .. ... John Readford 
46  Marylebone ... ... ... ... Mary Evans 
47  Gumbar ... ... ... ... ... Wm. Had 
48  Wiscasset ... ... ... ... ... Jno. U. Marwick 
49  1-lythe ... •.. ... ... ... Ditto 
50 ,,  Mobile ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
51  Dover ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
52  Pensacola ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
53 ,,  George Town ... .. ... ... Ditto 
54  Passamaquoday ... ... ... ... Ditto 
55 p  Tokomairo... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
56  Buffalo ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
57  Baltimore ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
58  Kirindi, No. 2 ... ... ... ... C ilayloek 
59 Omata ... ... ... ... ... lao. G.Jarwick 
60  North Way ... ... ... ... Wan Boyd 
Cl j North Eubalong ... ... ... ... Ditto 
62  Yara ... ... ,.. ... ... Ditto 
63  Moonec .,. ... ... ... ... Ditto 
64  Mordie .., ,.. ... ... ... Ditto 
65  Oramata ... ... ... ... ... Jno. G. Marwick 
66  Miami ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
67  Penobscot ... ... ... ,.. ... Ditto 
68  Balaclava, Middle... ... ... ... Jno. O'Shanassy 
69 : Chicago ... ... ... ... ... Jno. U. Marwick 
70  Yallocli ... ,,. ... ... ... Jas. M'Cormcll 
71  North Clare .,. ... ... ... Ditto 
72  Clare ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
73  Youal ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
74  Yuuyang ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
75  Miparo, North ... ... ... ... Ditto 
76  Ken nebec ,,. ... ... ... ... Joe. G- Marwick 
77  Philadelphia ... ... ... ... Ditto 
78  Niagara ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
79  Oak Forest... ... ... ... ... Edward Lloyd 
80  Nantucket ... ,. ... ... ... lao. U. Marwick 
81  3loothuntbil, No. 1 ... ... ... Thos. H. Power 
82  Ditto, No. 2 ... ... ... Ditto 
83  Watakai ... ... ... ... .,. lao. U. Marwick 
84  Dotroil ... ... ... ... .., Ditto 
85  Annapolis ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
80  Saco ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
87  Providence... ... .. ... ... Ditto 
88  Boston ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
89  Pittsburg ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
90  Tenessee ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
91  Mahanga ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
92  Wairo ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
93  Otwagatchie ... ... ... ... Ditto 
94  Waizeka ... ... .., ... ... Ditto 
95  Taieri . . ... ... ... ... Ditto 
96  ,, Ratanni ... ... ... .. ... Ditto 
97 ,,  ,, Balaclava, Front ... ... ... ... Jno. O'Shanassy 
98  ,, Acromac ... ... ... ... ... Jno. U, Marwick 
99 ,, ,, Kentucky ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 

100  ,, ,, Charleston ... ... ... ... ... Ditto 
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J 

NAME OT RUN. NANiF. OP APPLICANT. 

101 May, 1860 Balaclgva, Back ..... ... Jno. O'Shanassy 
102  Wisconsin ... ... Sue. G. .Marwiek 
103  Oswego ... .. Ditto 
104  Raiikin's FJi]l, East, No 5 ... Thea; B. Boyd 
105  Ditto No 4... Ditto 
100  Geneser .., ... Sac. G. l\Farivick 
107  Salem ... , ... Ditto 
108 Savannah Ditto 
109 

 . . .  
 Kirindi ... .., 

., 
.... C. Haylock 

110  Candan .. .. Donald Macrca 
111  Bulgany.... ... D. and D. Macrca 
112  Quinaclo ... .. Donald Macrea 
113 " " Waldwara .., ... Ditto 
114  Maine •,. .. How, Walker, and Co. 
115  Urambee, No. 4 .. E. M.,R. P., and S. Curr 
116  Bothwell Downs J. D. Wood 
117  Florida ... ,. How, Walker, and Co. 
118  Missouri ... ... Ditto ditto 
110  Oregon ... . Ditto ditto 
120 Urambee, No. 3 .. B. W., R. P., and J. Curr 
121  Ohio ... . ... How, Walker, and Co. 
122  Tappahamoek ... . ... Ditto ditto 
123  Michigan ... ... • ... •.. Ditto ditto 
124 I ChamIain ... ...  ... ... Ditto ditto 
125  Galveston ... .. Ditto ditto 
126  North Mythis ... Wm. Nash 
127  Ditto Turke ... Ditto 
128  Back Bullanmong .. Ditto 
190 -.  Outer Back ditto ,.. Ditto 
130  ,. South Gail Gall • Ditto 
131  Outer Back Turlec Ditto 
132  Ditto Myths . Ditto 
133  Ditto Tarcoola .• Ditto 
134  West Paringi • Ditto 
135  North ditto Ditto 
136  East Taroocla .. Ditto 
137  South Pauban .. Ditto 
138  West ditto... , Ditto 
139  Delaware ... . ... How, Walker, and Co. 
140  ,, Sandusky ... .. Ditto ditto 
141 ,,  Georgia ... . •.. Ditto ditto 
142 Carolina ... ... Ditto ditto 
143  ,, Alabama ... .. ... Ditto ditto 
144 ,, ,, Astoria ... , ., • Ditto ditto 
145 ,, ,, Maryland ... ., , •. Ditto ditto 
146 ,, Virginia ... .. Ditto ditto 
147 ,, ,, Memphis ... . •. Ditto ditto 
149  Columbia .. . Ditto ditto 
150  Sacramento .• •.. Ditto ditto 
151  Saluria. ... . ... Ditto ditto 
152  Bourke ... ... Jno. Filson 
153 ,, ,, Grecuougli 111111, No. 1 ... .,. Ditto 
154  Outer Back Ourryall ,. Ditto 
155 ,, ,, Back Tyndya ..• . ,. Ditto 
156 ,, ,, Ditto Prunella .. .,. Ditto 
157 ,, ,, North Bourke ... Ditto 
158  Keilor, South .. Ditto 
159 ,, ,, Greenough Hill, No. 2 ... ... Ditto 
100 ,, ,, Keilor, North , .. Ditto 
1.61  ,, Urcenough Dill, No. 3 ... ... Ditto 
102  Outer Back Talyawalka ... ... Ditto 
165 ,, Wee Want .. B. L. Moore 
106 ,, ,, 

... ... 
Milwankie ... ..• .. .., How, Walker, and Co. 

167 ,,  ,, Ocraeoko ... ... .. .. Ditto ditto 
168 ,, ,, Appalachicola ... ... .. .. Ditto ditto 
169 ,, ,, Cuyahoga ... ... . ... Ditto ditto 
170 ,, Sonoma ... ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
171 

,, 
 Illinois .. ... - ... . ... Ditto ditto 

172 ,, Louisiana ... ... Ditto ditto 
173 ,, ,, Texas ........I - •.. ... ... Ditto ditto•  
174 ,, ,, Yeocomieo ..,. ... ... . .., Ditto ditto 
175 lWCullock's Plains... .,, ... Clongb, flogg, aâd'Lcaroyd ,, ,, ... 

6 
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TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDISPOSED OF. 25 

No. OF TENDER. I NAME OF RUN. I NAME OF APPLICANT. 

176 May, 1860 Union ... ... ... .1 Robert Rand 
8 June, ,, Shamrock ... ... ... ... James Brady 
9  Perth ... ... ... ... Ditto 
1.0  . . .  ... .. Ditto 
11  Yarringerang ... ... ... Neal Kennedy 
12  Cradgery, No. 2 ... ... ... OcO. Wood 
13  Cotellabar, on the Narran Creek ... Win. Lee, jour. 
16  Yaragand ... ... ... ... W. H. Tibbits 
18  New Coonamble ... ... ... Ditto 
21  Bindey Paroo, West, No. 7 ... Vincent Dowling 
22  Thoelingboro ... ... ... Ditto 
23  Bindey Paroo, West, No. 5 ..., Ditto 
24  Printiti ... ... ... ... Ditto 
25  Bindey Paroo, East, No. S ... Ditto 
26  Ditto, West, No. 3 ... Ditto 
28  Pindey for Bindey Paroo, East, No. 6 ... Ditto 
20 " " Crown Lands, No. I ...  ... Ditto 
30  Bindey Paroo, West, No. S ... Ditto 
81  Ditto, ditto, No. 6 ... Ditto 
82  Ditto, ditto, No. 2 ... Ditto 
33  Upper Nariebara ... ... ... Ditto 
34  Bindey Paroo, East, No. 2 Ditto 
36  Ditto, ditto, No. 3 ... Ditto 
37  Ditto, West, No, 4 ... Ditto 
38  Ditto, East, No. 7 ... Ditto 
39  Ditto, ditto, No. 5 ... Ditto 
40  Crown Lands, No. 3 Block ... Ditto 
41  Milcoinbe, Block B ... ... Ditto 
42  Pindey for Bindey Paroo, East, No. 4 ... Ditto 
43  Bindey Paroo, East, No. 1 ... Ditto 
45 Crown Lands, Block, No. 4 ... Ditto 
46  Narielara ...... ... ... Ditto 
47  ' Back Tuganda and Georgy ... Ditto 
51  Nelcombe, Block A ...  ... W. W. H, Fleaven 
52  Bindey Parao, West, No. I ... Vincent Dowling 
58  ' Melcuinbe, Block C ... . ... W. W. H. Heaven 
54  Ditto, ditto D ... ... Ditto 
57  Tara, No. 3 ... ...  ... Jno. Watson 
58  Ditto, No. 2 ... ... . .. Ditto 
59  Ditto, No. 1 ... .. ... Ditto 
60  Western Putha Putha, No. 2 . .. Andrew Sutter 
61  Gooralya, No. 3 ... ... ... E. 11. Acres 
62 

 f l  
Putha Putha ... ... ... Ditto 

63  ,, Un .. ... ... ... ... Henry Kelly 
64  Western Wailer Nutty, No. 1 ... Andrew Suttor 
65  Coonry Paroo, West, No. 1 ... Vincent Dowling 
66  Ditto, East, No. 6... ... Ditto 
67 ,, ,, Ditto, West, No. 4 ... Ditto 
68  Ditto, ditto, No. 5 ... Ditto 
69  Tharawagla ... ... ... Henry Kelly 
70  Wallet Nutty, No. 1 ... ... E. H. Acres 
71  Coonry Paroo, East, No. 1 ... Vincent Dowling 
72 ,, ,, Ditto, ditto, No. 5... ... Ditto 
78 ,, ,, Western Gooralye, No. 1 ... ... Joseph West, tertius 
74  Coonry Paroo, West, No. 6 ... Vincent Dowling 
75 ,, ,, Binda, or Western Yamma, No. 2 ... Joseph \Vest, tertius 
76 ,, ,, Matta ... ... ... ... G. Watson and C. Hewitt 
77 ,, ,, Muroho ... ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
78 ,,  ,, Coonry Paroo, East, No. 2 ... Vincent Dowling 
79 Towlina ... ... ... ... G. Watson and C. Hewitt 
80 ,, ,, Coonry Paroo, West, No. 2 ........ Vincent Dowling 
81 ,,  Towra ... ... ... ... U. Watson and C. Hewitt 
82 " East Teruvanja ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
83 ,,  Coonry Paroo, East, No. 4 ... Vincent Dowling 
84 ,, ,, Mara ... ... ... ... U. Watson and C. Hewitt 
85  Moondon ... ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
86 ,,  Bunder ... ... ...  ... Ditto ditto 
87 ,,  Coulcow .,.... ...  Ditto ditto 
88 ,, ,, North Terewania ... ... ... Ditto ditto 
80 ,, ,, Bulman ... ... ...  ... Ditto ditto 
90  Combedore, No. 2 ... ... ... Geo. and Fredk. Sutter 
91  ,, Cuntliaga ... ... ... ... Peter Tyson 

287—B 
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26 TE1DERS FOR RVNS.UNDISPOSEfl OF. 

No. or TENnas. I NAME or RUN. 

92 June, 
93 2' 

94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
1 July, 
2 
3 
4 2 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 '1 

34 
35 1' 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65  

Peerhayonng 
Barawan 
Coonry ParoO, West, No. 3 
Outer Mary Mdry 
Yamma, Nb. 1 
Crown Land Block No. 2 
Coonry Paroo, East, No. 3 
Taroret Gowrer 
Ditto 

Coonry Paroo, West, No. 7 
Eugicara ...: 
Billy Wilson's, or Moondi Spring... 
Moorindu Springs 
Moco Barunha, West, No. 8 
Ditto, ditto, No. 6 

Coonry Paroo, East, No. 1... 
Moco Baruogha, West, No. 3 
Ditto, ditto, No. 4 

Wandi 
Moco Barunglia, West, No. 5 
TinIly Spring 
Moco Barungha, West, No. 10 
Coonry Paroo, East, No. 11 
Moco T3aruEglla, West, No. 9 
Shallow holes 
Coonry Paroo West, No. 11 
Ditto, ditto, No. 10 
Ditto, East, No. 8 
Ditto, WTest, No. 9 

Moco Barungba, West, No. 1 
Ditto,ditto, No. 7 
Ditto, ditto, No. 2 

Coonry Paroo, East, No. 10 
Ditto, ditto, No. 9 
Ditto, West, No. 8 
Ditto, ditto, No. 12...... 

illungendendi 
Mollum IU ollinbal',.. 
Coonry Paroo, East, No. 7 
Maryland 
Palisthan 
Crahuay, 1st 
Back TerrOble 
Daroubie, Fas, Back Run 
Back Woqrebugbâ Cowell 
Crahway, West' 
Lower Boomegil 
Triangle 
Union 
Pine Gohala 
Theath-a.wt 
Bullamnondi 
South Gil Gil 
Gunigunibri 
Block B. B. 
Akc'lon, South 
Akoton 
West llluwla Tiuullulta, and Penoli 
East ditto, ditto, ditto 

Coonry Paroo, \\Te$t No. 9 
Ditto, East, No. 12 

Louwin Klip 
Mount Bbbngo 
Eckerboot 
Surt 
Coonry Paroo, East, No. 11 
Ditto, West No.7 
Ditto

' 
ditt4, No. 11 

Ditto, .: ditto, No. 12 
Ditto, East, No. 8 
Ditto, dUto, No. 7 
Ditto, West, No. 10  

NAME OF APPLICANT. 

Peter Tyson 
.Jas. Scott 
Vincent Bowling 
E. II. Acres 
G. and F. Suttor 
Vincent Dowling 
Ditto 

James Sanders 
Dftto 

Joseph West, tertius 
Vincent Dowling 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Joseph West, tertius 
Vincent Dowling 
Ditto 

John B. Kelly 
Vincent Dowling 
Andrew Doyle 
Vincent Dowling 
Joseph West, tertius 
Vincent Dowling 
John E Kelly 
Joeph West, tertius 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Vincent Dowling 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Joseph West, tertius 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

William Griffiths 
John B. Kelly 
Joseph West, tertius 
John R Kelly 
Tios. B. ilaylock 
John l3rowa 
Ditto 

John Strahorn 
John Brown 
Ditto 

J C. Ryrie and J. Alexander 
Robert Band 
Ditto 

John C. Bagot 
Ditto 

Pbillip W: Wright 
Ditto 

Thomas Bradford 
W.L. Mortoiiand'Co. 
Ditto 
Ditto 

y... George B. Fletcher 
Ditto 

Joseph West, tertius 
'Ditto - 

Georee B. Fletcher 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Joseph West, tertitis 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Thtto 
Ditto fl ?; 0 
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TENDERS FOR RUNS TJNDISPOSED OF. 27 

No. or TWDEa. I NAME or Ruq. NAME OP ApnacAw. 

July, 4186C 

1' 

,p 

August, 

a,  

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31. 
32 
33 
34 
35 a, 
36 
37  
38 
39  
40 
41 
42 
43 a, 
44  

Coonry Paroo, East, No. 9 
Ditto, West, No. 8 
Ditto, East, No. 10 

Butha .]3ntha 
Bundigo Plains 
New Calf Pen 
Back East Kidgai, No. 2 
Back West Kidgal, No. 2... 
Milti ... 
Block, No, 11 
Ditto, No. 15 
Ditto, No. 16 
Ditto, No.14 
Ditto, No. 13 
Ditto, No. 10 
Ditto, No. 9 
Ditto, No. 12 
Ditto, No. 17 
Gilliwang ... 
Block, No. 6 
Ditto, No. 2 
Ditto, No 4 
Baudon, South 
Block, No. 3 
Ditto, No. 1 
Ditto, No. 20 . 
Ditto, No. 5 
Ditto, No. 8 
Ditto, No. 7 
Deeriman ... 
Boyalbidder 
Gocmdanbiera 
Munge ... 
Wallah ... 
Munimh} ... 
Triangular Hills ..... 
Bondegne ... 
Look Out Bridge 
New Bogumang 
Between Old Bundallah and Merriga 
Back Runs 

Yl. .. . ... 
Yarra Duab 
Tugragara ... 
Winwarry ...... 
Bunab . .. 
Bundumat..,. 
Bomartha ... 
Baroo, No. 2 ... 

East Titulilta 
Coonry PareD, East ... 
Ditto, West 

Baroo, No. 1 
Ditto, No 7 ... 
Ditto, No: 3 .,. 
Mount Babbage, South West 
Baroo, C .., ... 
Lombok .I. 

Baroo, Nm: 4 .... 
Ditto, No. 5 ... 
Ditto, B j... 
Ditto, 
Mount Babbage, South 
Baroo,A ......... 
Emcu :,,. ... 
Baroo, B 
Mouut 13bbage, South West . ... 
Baroo, No.6 .,....... 
Ditto, ID,  '... . .... 

.. ... 
Cattle Water-h,J ,. ... . ,.. . 
Back Grawhey......,.. 

Josopl West, tertius 
Ditto, - 
Ditto 

Vincent Dowling 
James Bishop 
Ditto 

Cornish, Brocklehurst., and Kemmis 
Ditto ditto 

Jones and Macdonald 
W. L. Morton and On. 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Thomas Power 
John Carter 
Wm. B. Wood 
Joliti D. Wood 
James Newel 
John D Wood 
W. B. Wood 
A. W. Hamilton 
John Carter 
A. W. hamilton 
Ditto 

C. IV., A. W.., and F. N. Bucknell 
John W.:Coliess 
Ditto 

William Playle 
Ditto 

Richmond Henty 
Thomas Herbert 
Win. Riley. j.anr. 
C. and F. O'Hara 
Richard jackgou 

lAlezander M'Gtcgor 
William Tyson, junr. 
T. S. Uawkin 
Peter Tyson. 
Ditto, 
Ditto. 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Wm. H. Suttqr 
• G. B. Fletcher 
Joeoph West, tertins 
Ditto - 

Win. H. Suttor 
Ditto. 
Ditto 

William Roth 
Francis 13. Saugr 
William Rosa 
William H. Sutter 
Ditto 

Francis B Sutter 
Win, H. Suttorjjnnr. 
William OS:. 
Francis B. Suttor 
Thomas J. Hawkip 
W. H. Sutr,ijunr:: 

Ii. S4oç; 
H. Suttor.,.iunr,t 

Thos. Jj kf&wina1' 
John Re4ford. ,.• 
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TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDISPOSED OF. 

No. or TENDEIL. NAME OP RUN. NAME OP APPLICANT. 

45 August, 
40 
47 
48 
40 
50 
51 
52 
53 
St 
55 a, 
56 
57 '1 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
1 September, 
2 . 
3 
4 a, 
5 'a  
6 
7 a, 
8 
9 'a  
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1:) 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2lA 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
09 0 

33 
34 
35 'a  
36 
37 'a  
38 
39 
40 
41 
43 'a  
44 
46 

Currawong Range 
Buudagoo Spring 
Eumo 
Yarri Yarn 
Little Gunningaidry 
Lower Boomagib 
Birrer 
Touree 
Murwali 
Dego 
Tbynborab, North 
Ditto, South 

Gourie 
Morven 
Leona 
West Leona 
Werribiddy 
Outer Bowra and Byong 
Gunda Bingaicra 
Werribiddy, North 
Moobla 
Ludda Ltppa 
Tallionida 
Weitalabah 
Moodla 
Nouramba, No. 2 
Ditto, No. 1 

Kolkibertoo South, Block A 
Neibea, East 
Wei Tollibah 
Newenbah, West 
Upper Newenbah, East 
New Dnillwarrener, East 
Upper Pretty Plains 
Moonbone 
Newenbali, East 
Upper Newenbab, West 
Neibea, West 
Upper Neibea, East 
Newingbah 
Lower Nedgera 

Scrub Lana 
Back North Walgiers 
Lower ditto 
Kolkibertoo, Block A 
Warrabillong 
Box Camp 
North Walgiers 
Back Lower North Walgiers 
The open Plain and Swamp 
Clear Sand Hill, Colomba Creek 
Ivcline 
North Euebaloag 
Toorcoitya 
Purrona 
Pallacanie 
Twankay 
Barcoola 
Carawa 
South Muta 
Nokello 
East Naugu 
North ditto 
Muta 
West Nungu 
Outer Puringa Ganni 
Outer Nungu 
Mudgingar,. 
Trundell, East 
Ditto, South 
Ditto Lagoon, Back Run, North  

P. W. Street 
Kirkpatrick and Strickland 
Kirkpatrick and Kingliorne 
Ryrie and Alexander 
John 1{cadford 
Ryrie and Alexander 
G. J. and H. Colless 
Ditto 

G. and J. W. Colless 
G. J. and H. Colless 
J. W. Colless 
Ditto 

William Miller 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Wm. 0-co. Colless 
A. Campbell 
T. G. Dangar 
Gco. and Wm. Colless 
John W. Collcss 
T. G. Dangar 
J. IV. Colless 
J. Smyth and T. Ridoal 
George Colless 
T. II. Power 
Ditto 

Horatio Beckham 
C. IV. Birch and 0. Bride 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 

John C. Campbell 
Robert Lowe 
G. B. MLean 
C. W. Birch and C. Bride 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 

Lakcman and Hyland 
J. C. Campbell 
Henry W. Bloomfield 
Donald Munro 
John S. Terry 
Ditto 

Horatio Beckham 
E. B. and J. Carr 
West, Brothers 
J. S. Terry 
Ditto 

Francis Jenkins 
Ditto 

George Sawtell 
Joseph Moulder 
Joseph J. Phelps 
Ditto 
Ditto 

P. A. Smith 
Samuel Smith 
Ditto 

P. A. Smith 
Samuel Smith 
James Scott 
Ditto 

P. A. Smith 
James Scott 
Joseph Duane 
James Scott 
J. L. Campbell 
William Cumming 
Ditto 
Ditto 



John Brown 
Ditto 

Andrew Doyle 
Vincent Dowling 
W. H. Hill 
Vincent Dowling 
Ditto 

Nicholas Downey 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Samuel Smith 
Vim. J. Fraser 
Vincent Dowling 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

J. Smith and P. Rideal 
Wm. J. Fraser 
.1 Vincent Dowling 

Ditto 
Abraham Strettle 
Francis Ondell 
Kossak and Urquhart 
William Strettle 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Kossak and Uriuhart 
Ditto 

Abraham Strettle 
Francis Cadell 
John Baker 
Loren Dana 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Abraham Strettle 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Edward M. Curr 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

Henry 0. M'Cormack 
Abraham Strettle 
John Paterson 
Henry 0. M'Cormack 
C. W. Birch and C. Bride 
John W. Collcss 
C. W. Birch and C. Bride 
William J. Fraser 
John W. Colless 
John L. Campbell 
Bryan Vccch 
J. and H. Novell 
M. Norris and W. Bowman 
J. L. Campbell 
John Balfe 
Ditto 

Neil Angus 
John Strahorn 
James R. Doyle 
Ditto 
Ditto 

John Single 
Thos. G. Dangar 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
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TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDISPOSED or. 29 

No. or TENDEa. I NAME OP RUN. NAME OF APPLICANT. 

40 Sep., 1800 Bela Cowell 
50 ,, ,, Back Nyingan 
52 ,, Tago Spring 
53 ,, ,, Moco Barungha, No. 4 
54 ,, ,, Wetalibar, Back Block 
55 ,, ,, New Barungha, No. 8 
56 ,, ,, Moco Baruugha, No. 6 
57 ,, ,, The Bree, or Ballandool River, Molally 
58 ,, ,, Bando 
59 ,, Tambour 
60 ,, ,, Woretririndi 
61 ,, ,, Back Dunlop Range 
62 ,, ,, Cookaatlina 
63 ,, ,, Windara, Left 
64 ,, ,, Moco Barungha, No. 1 
65  , Ditto, No. 7 
60 ,, ,, Ditto, No. 2 
67 ,, ,, Ditto, No. 5 
CS ,, ,, Back Wee Tallaba... 
69 ,, ,, Coomboocumbone 
70 ,, ,, Moco Barungha, No. 3 
71 ,, ,, Multagoona, Left 
1 October, (Unnamed) 
3 ,, ,, VTalgiers, South 
4 ,, ,, Mount Arrowsmith 
5 ,, ,, (Unnamed) 
6 ,, ,, Ditto 
7 ,, ,, Ditto 
8 ,, ,, Ditto 
9 ,, ,, Mount Arrowsmith, East 
10 ,, ,, Ditto, West... 
11 ,, ,, (Unnamed) 
12 ,, Walgiers 

Outer Paringa Gaari 
14 ,, ,, Ohio 
15 ,, ,, Towa 
16 ,, ,, Texas 
20 ,, ,, (Unnamed) 
21 ,, ,, Malonga, South 
23 ,, ,, (Unnamed) 
24 ,, ,, Molonga, South 
25 ,, Burthung, No. 1 
26 ,, ,, Eramaran, No, 1 
27 ,, ,, Ditto, No. 2 
28 ,, ,, Burthung, No, 2 
20 ,, ,, Stoney fills 
30 ,, ,, (Unnamed) 
31 ,, ,, Yarradole 
32 ,, ,, Kangaroo Forest 
33 ,, ,, Culgon, North 
34 ,, ,, Back Cuthera Thumbenna 
35 ,, ,, Culgoa, South 
36 ,, ,, Cookathynah, South 
37 ,, ,, Cuthera Thumbenna 
38 ,, ,, Peahpeah, 'West 
39 ,, ,, Yellow Waterhole Plain 
40 ,, ,, Quandong 
41 ,, ,, Monkey Watcrholc 
42 ,, ,, Peahpeab, East 
43 ,, ,, Back of Upper Mud All, West or South 
44 ,, ,, Ditto Lower ditto, \Vest 
45 ,, ,, Murrabuga... 
46 
1 

,, ,, 
November, ,, 

Unknown 
Block, No. 3 

2 ,, ,, Ditto, No. 2 
3 ,, ,, Ditto, No.1 
4 ,, ,, Gumalaly 
6 ,, ,, Bru, No. 4... 
7 ,, ,. Ditto, No. 12 
8 ,, , Ditto, No. 6 
ft ,, ,, Ballandool, No. 2 
10 ,, ,, Ditto, No. 1 
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30 TENDERS FOR RUNS TINDISPOSED OF. 

No. OF TENDER. NAME OP RUN. NAME OF APPLICANT. 

11 Novembcr,1860 Ballandool, No., 12 ... Thos. G. Dangar 
12  Ditto, No. 3 Ditto 
13 ,. Bra, No. 20 ..; Ditto 
14 Drumulog William Millar 
15 ,, Bra, No. 2 T. U. Dangar 
16 Ditto, No. 17 Ditto 
it Ballandool, No, 8 Ditto. 
18 Dunlop's Range Samuel Smith 
19 Bra, No. 7 - Thos. G. Dangar 
20 South Clover Creek .,, , Samuel Smith 
21 ,, Bra, No- 15 T. G. Dangar 
22 No. 1 Warregn, Back Block B. 3, Bloxham 
23 ,, No. 2 Ditto Ditto 
24 No. 3,' . .- Ditto ., ., Ditto 
25 ,, ,, No. 4 Ditto ... Ditto 
26 No. 5 Ditto - Ditto 
27 No. 6 Ditto ., Ditto 
28 Bra, No. 14 T. G. Dangar 
29 ,, ,, Ballaudool, No. 10 Ditto 
30 ,, ,, Narran, No. 8 Ditto 
31 Lower Dunlop, No. 3 Charlea-Edwards 
33 Bra, No. 13 T. 0, Dangar 
35 ,, Ditto, No. 3 Ditto 
36 ,, Ditto, No.16 Ditto 
37 Ryeland ., William Alillar 
38 2arran, No. 1 T. G. Dangar 
39 Ditto, No.2 , Ditto 
40 ,, Bra, No. 19 ' Ditto 
41 ,, Ditto, No. 9 - Ditto 
42 Tooralc No. 1, Back Run ., B. J Bloxham 
43 ,, ,, Ditto, No. 2) ditto ... Ditto 
44  Ditto, No. 4, ditto Ditto 
45 ,, ,, Ditto, No: 5, ditto Ditto - 
46 ,, ,, Ditto, No. 6, ditto Ditto 
47 ,,  ,, Lambhill , • William aMillar 
48 ,, ,, Bru, No. 5 T. G. Dangar 
49  London ,,, ... William Nillar 
50 ,, TheGap ..., TA. Smith 
51 ,, ,, Bra, No. 18 T. G. Dqngar 
52 Ditto, No. 1 .., Ditto 
53 ,, ,, Narran, Back Run, West James White 
54 ,, ,, Ballandool, No. 7 .., T. G. Daugar 
55 ,, ,, Ditto, No. 9 ... Ditto 
56 ,, ,, Ditto, No.5 Ditto 
57  ,, Ditto, No. 0 Ditto 
58 ,, ,, Ditto, No Al Ditto 
59 ,, ,, Narrn, Back un,.East • James White 
60 ,, ,, Bra, No. it ...- T. G. Daugar 
61 ,,  ,, Ballandool, No. 4 , Ditto 
62 Loondy G. W. Lpr4 
63 ,, ,, Bru, No, R, ., .., T. Q. Dangar 
64 Lower Dereary, Back Block W. H. flu -. 
65 ,, ,, Bra, No. 10 T., Q. Dangar - 
66 ,, Tooralo, No; 3,Back"Block B. J. Bloxhm 
67 ,, Wont ., ,, ,, , C. Jones and J. Macdonald 
68. ,, ,, Walgett, Back Run , James White 
69 ,, ,, Lower Yculo John Blacicstoue 
70 ,, ,, Potarbon , , Henry Weaver 
71 ,, ,, New Warrina Ditto 
72  West Bundijoi; A. H. Macarthur 
73  Now Marthygi ... Ditto 
74 ,, ,, East Bundijoi' / ., 

.., ..... 

., , Ditto 
75 ,, ,, Yarron P. L. and WW. itiebardsbn 
76 ,, ,, Back Urrbotd ... Andrew,  Kerr 
77 ,, ,, Killarne ..., :: John Bre!sjer.  
78 ,, ,, Mulpungere ' C. and A.J. Th43110&4 
79 ,, ,, Nyngan, BeekRmt . Ançlrew Ker. 
80 ,, ,, UpperGMjoola ..;" . Joseph Cope 
81 ,, ,, Eulajila, No.13 : P. L. and4.,Riardbn 
82 ,,  New Munarabahu . J,4. 0ardcne 
83 ,, ,, Cagildery, BaiiRun :'• JonQoç; .no 
84 ,, Back Nyngaa tiJ ....... . , Asltev Kerr . 
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TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDISPOSED OF. '81 

No. OF TnDn. NAME or RUN. NANE or AnUOANE. 

85 November, 1860 Warge 1ock, South ... R. M. Johnston 
86 ,, ,, Bullock Creek ., Saumel I'hullips 
87  ,, Wintervale... ... • James Sweeney 
88 ,, ,, ... ,.. ... Abraham Strettle 
89 ,, Block D, or Bunda Win, and T. Ton 
90 ,, ,, Galas Nest... ... Francis Jenkins 
Dl ,, ,, Guapa ... ... .; H. M. Phillips 
92 ,, ,, Mullay Plain ... • Arthur Graham 
93 Yalgogoring ,, JamesJronjs 
94 ... .... ... William ISlinifri 
95 

,, 
,, 

,, 
,, Bald 11111, No 2 ... • John AUth 

96 ,, ,, Block 0, or Emalby W. and T. Tom 
97 ,, ,, Butlers Dry Creek Run James Marsden 
98 ,, ,, Wcguglar ... ... Arthur (;rabam.  
99 ,, ,, Murphy's Look Out Thomas White 
100 ... ... ... Abraham Strettle 
101 

,,  ,, 
,, Lalatte ... ... ., Charles Fartiere 

102 
,, 
,, ,, Warranjobo-gra ... Ditto 

103 ,, ,, Major's \Vaterhole... James Vincent 
104 ,, ,, Wingu Winguliurt bland Henry 0. N'Oorrnaok 
105 ,, ,, Mount Pleasant ... Charles Fartiere 
100 ,, ,, Yarradole, between two Yaneo, Bk. E Daniel Apps 
107 ,,  ,, ... ... ... H. F. Mioliel 
108 ,, Cowary, North ... Watson and Hewitt 
112 ,, ,, Buttuyere ... ... John Williams 
113 ,,  ,, Upper \Vestwaad ... F. L. Moore 
114 ,,  ,, Thounggo ... ... II. Williams 
117 ,, ,, Berm ... ... W. Taylor 
118 ,, ,, Calytria, Block 0 ... Ditto 
120 ,, ,, Ditto F ... .,, Ditto 
121. ,, ,, Booligal ... ... Henry Kelly 
125 ,, ,, Bampitch ... ... • John Williams 
126 ,, ,, Lower Wetwaad ... E. L. Moore 
127 ,, ,, Basin Bank ... Robert Cay 
128 ,, ,, Buttuycre ... ... Francis Williams 
129 ,,  ,, Calytria, Block D ... • WiHarn Taylor 
131 ,, ,, Jun .... ... , John D Dunn 
132 ,, ,, 'Ihoura ... ... Francis Williams 
133 ,, ,, Outer Pammaniaroo, North Peter M'Gregor 
134 ,, ,, Beyond Outer Winteriga Ditto 
186 ,, ,, Wiutholey .. .. Thos. Williams 
137 ,, ,, Bittaria ... ... • Daniel O'Sullivan 
138 ,, ,, Calytria, Block B ... Wiliam Taylor 
139 ,, ,, Booborowil... ... R bert Cay 
140 ,, ,, Caleara ... .. Daniel O'Sullivan 
141 ,, ,, Outer Pamniamaroo, South Peicr MUregor 
142 ,, ,, )lurramagil ... John Jackson 
143 ,, ,, Eyki, West ... Wm. N. Wailer 
144 ,, ,, Mullumundale ... John MNevin 
145 ,, ,, Leven Ron... ... John P. Dunn 
148 ,, ,, Eyki, East... .., \Vm. N. Waller 
149 ,, ,, Sutton, South ... Ditto 
150 ,, ,, Wanalla ... G. Watson and C. Hewett 
151 ,, ,, Dubbo ... ... Ditto ditto 
152 ,, Sutton, North ... Wm. N. Walter 
153 ,, ,, Track, No. 2 ... George Francis 
154 ,, ,, }tmsholt, South ... Wm...N. Wallor 
155 ,, ,, Toallo ... ... , G. Watson and C. Hewett 
156 ,, ,, Track, No. 3 ... George Francis 
157 ,, ,, Plassy Plains ... J. S. Phelps 
158 ,, ,, Track, No. 4 ... George Francis 
159 ,, ,, Back Lower Maiae Nicholas Chadwick 
160 ,, ,, Numrnioarie ... S. S Phelps 
161. ,, ,, Bundarra .., ,.. G. Watson and C. Hewett 
162 ,, ,, Track, No. 1 ,.. George Francis 
163 ,, ,, ltamsholt, North .,. \Vm N. Wailer 
165 ,, ,, The Pelican Ponds, No. 2 , Vincent Doting 
166 ,, ,, Kelly, Block No. 8 ., Jobii Klly 
167 ,, ,, Butha Bqtha, No. 1 Vincent Dowling 
168 ,, ,, Ur4llah, East, Block No. 2 .ito 
169 ,, ,, Kelly, Block No. 2. ...... Johfl Itelly. 
170 ,, ,, The StoneyRidge, No.2 .., , . Vincent Dôwling 
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32 TENDERS FOR BUNS T.JNDISPOSED OF. 

No. oF TENDER. 

171 November, 
172 
173 
174 
175 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
101 
192 
1 December, 
2 
3 
4 '1 

5 
6 
7 J1 

8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
10 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
30 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51  

NArE OP RUN. 

The Stoney Ridge, No. 1 
The Pelican Ponds, No. 1 
The Stoney Ridge, No. 3 
Coorallie, West 
The Clear Water, East 
Bealpahe, West 
The Pelican Ponds, No. 3... 
trail; East, No. 1 
Butha Butha, No. 3 
The Clear Water, West 
The Stoney Ridge, No. 4 
Kelly, Block No. 4 
Butha Baths, No. 2 
Uralla, West, Block No. 2 
Moambah 
Trranah, West, No, 1 
The Effluence \Vaterhole 
Coorallie, East 
Butha Butha, No. 4 
Kelly, Block No. 1 
Bcalpah, East 
Humbug 
landra 
Cullenburawong, West 
Myall Cowdfl 
Uannnoo 
Mount Arie, East 
Gigging Holes 
flux Ridges 
Mount Arie 
Extended Codon 
Block C 
Ditto No. 9 
Ditto No. 2 
Garibaldi 
Block E, or Moural 
Upper Buna Buna 
Bumblebura 
Upper Taloowali 
Block No. 1 
Back Lang Boya, No. 1 
Block B 
Talu 
Block C, or Looden 
Ditto A 
Caloona 
Bumblebura, West... 
Taloowah 
Emmanuel 
Pur Pur 
Cole 
New Bogra 
Warihray 
New Cedadgcn 
Carbil 
Born Born, No. 1 
Ditto, No. 3 
Ditto, No. 2 
Ditto, No. 4 

Narrambool, Block No. 1 
Ditto, ditto No. 2 
Ditto, ditto No. 3 
Ditto, ditto No. 4 

Emerald, No. 4 
Block No. 3, Crowl's Creek 
Emerald, No. 2 
Block No. 2, Crow1 Creek 
Kenwing Spring 
Emerald, No. 3 
Wigella 
Block No. 1, Crow's Creek 
i Ditto No. 5, Crowl Creek 

Nnia OP APPLICANT. 

Vincent Dowling 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

John Kelly 
Vincent Dowling 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

John Kelly 
Vincent Dowling 
Twaddell and Hibberson 
J. C. Page 
J. L. Campbell 
Edward Barlow 
William West 
Wm. J. Disbar 
Joseph Miller 
Edward Jones 
Thomas Disher 
Edward Jones 
Wm H. Hill 
A. Al. Anderson 
Wm. H. Hill 
Jas. and R. Gibson 
Geo. W. Lord 
Wm. U. Hill 
Frcdk. M. Hill 
C. E. and A. C. Doyle 
Wm. H. Hill 
A. M. Anderson 
Wm. H. Hill 
G. W. Lord 
Ditto 

Wm. H. Hill 
C. B. and A. C. Doyle 
Frcdk. M. Hill 
C. B. and A. C. Doyle 
Jas. and R. Gibson 
Daniel Sullivan 
James Coleman 
Ditto 

Henry Frost 
William Meers 
Henry Frost 
J. Onus and W. Gosper 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 
Ditto ditto 

Clement H. Chippiudale 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

R. S. Anderson 
John O'Shannassy 
Nesbitt Coekborn 
John O'Shanuassy 
Hugh Glass 
Win. H. Anderson 
E. H. Acres 
John 0'5hanna' 
Ditto 
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TENDERS FOR RUNS UNDISPOSED OF. 33 

No. OF TENDER. NAME OF RUN. NAME OF ApPLIcANT. 

52 December, 18601 Edward U. Acres .. Mullawoolka, West 
53  ,, 

... 
Emerald, No. 1 ... ... ... William Cockburn 

54 ,, Mullawoolka, East... ... ... Edward H. Acres 
55 ,, Block No. 4, Crowl Crcek... ... John O'Shannassy 
70 ,, ,, Mount Browne .. ... . .4 G. A. Carstairs 
71 ,, Preparation Creek ... ... .. . Ditto 
72 ,, Burke ... William Wright 

Ditto ..4 73 ,, Poole ... ... ... 
74 ,, Ulilla ... ... ... . ..4 Ditto 
75 ,, \Villi \Villj ... ... Ditto 
76  ,, Barauda .., ... ... Ditto 
77 ,, ,, Werrigal ... ... ... Ditto 
78  Gregory ... ... ... U. R. Haverfield 
79 ,, Stuart ... ... ... Ditto 
80 Mueller ... ... ... Ditto 
81 ,, F Leiehardt ... ... ... ...' Ditto 
82 .. .. I Evelyn ... ... ... .J Ditto 

A. ORPEN I1ORIARrY, 
Crown Lands Office, Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

Sydney, 27 Afarclt, 1861. 

Syapiey Tbe,ni JtjnIjar4g Goyentiuen t Priat.er.—ISGI. 

[Price, Od.] 287—E 
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IL 035 

1861. 

iLeicattbe 200CMbIv. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MESSRS. WEST, BROTHERS. 
(RETURN IN REFERENCE TO.) 

Ordered by tite Legislatave Asseta/dy to be Printed, 30 January, 1861. 

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly 

of New South Wales, dated 6 November, 1860, That there be laid 

upon the Table of this flouse 

Copies of all Papers relating to Messrs. West, Brothers, 

" relative to their obtaiiiing a lease for a Run called Duggin, in 

the Lachian District." 

(Mr. Watt.) 

SCHEDULE. 
O. 

PA.Us. 

1. Me..r4. leetou awl Pownall t,i the Chif COlfl!flissicnp of Crown Lends, respecting the 
lease by Mr. J. West of that portion of his Run called fled Bank. 19 December, 1855 2 

2. Chief Coiniiihaio,ier of Crown Lands to the Colonial Secretary, on same subject. 28 
December, 155 .. ., .. .. .. .. .. -. .. .. 2 

3. C bum1 Secretary to Chief Coruniis4oucr of Crown Lands, in reply. 6 February, 1866 3 
4. Chief C,umissioner of Crown Lands to the Colonial Secretary. 15 February, 1856 ,. 3 
5, The Under Secretary to His honor the Chief Justice. 6 Felirmiry. 1856 .. •. 3 
 H. W. 1flhjott to the Colonial Secretary, in reply. 2:3 February, 1856 .. .. .. 3 
 Attorney General to Colonial Secretary, reporting on the case of disputed boundary, 

Brady c. ShSiseu. 1-1 Maccl., 1866 ,. .. .. ., .. .. .. 3 
S. The Under Secretary,  to Chief Cownussionur f Crown Lands, on millie subject. 29 

Ma rch, 18.56 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 
9. Chief Comini,sioti.r of Crown Lands to Colonial Sen'tary, for return of papers III above 

ease, 14 April, 1856,, .. ., .. .. . .. .. .. .. 4 
10. The Under Secretary, in reply. 21 April, 1866 .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 
11. Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands to Measts. Iceton sind l'ownall. I May, 1556... 5 
12. lcctou and l'owuall, in reply.—(Enelosure.) 9 May, 1556 . . .. . . . . .. 5 
13. Chief Coinniissioner of Crown Lands to the Commissioner of Crown Lands, 1.aehtan Dis- 

trict. 14 July, 1856 .. .. ,. .. .. .. .. 
14. Joseph West (teflin.), for issue of lease for Duggin and Naninia Runs.—(2 Enclosure..) 

29 July, 1859 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 6 
15. Messrs. West, Brothers, respecting the issue of Iea,sn, for tile Runs of Nanima ad 

Duggin. 10 March, 1860. .. .. . - .. . - .. .. .. . - 7 

p 

52—A 
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MIESSRS. WE, BROTHERS. 

- No.L 

Mzssas. ICETON & PosvnLt to CHIEF COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS. 

Sydney, 19 December, 1855. 
SIR, 

Drawing your attention to the disputed boundary case of Brady v. Sheahan, 
beard by Mr. Commissioner Dalbunty, we have, on behalf of Mr. Joseph West (tertius), who 
has acquired the interest which was formerly vested in Mr. Brady, to request that you will 
have the goodness to bring the circumstances of the case under the consideration of his 
Excellency the Governor General. 

The land in dispute between Brady and Sheahan was that part of Brady's run which 
was known as Upper (or East) Red Bank. This land has been in Brady's undisputed 
possession, or the possession of those whoso rights be had acquired, for seventeen or eighteen 
years previously to the reference to the Commissioners, and up to the present moment is in 
the possession of Mr. West. And in the year 1853 Brady brought an action against 
Sheahan for trespassing on this part of his run. Upon the trial, before His Honor the Chief 
Justice, at Bathurst, satisfactory evidence was given of Brady's possession, and he recovered 
£50 damages for the trespasses committed by Sheahan upon the land in question; and the 
jury, in answer to a question put to them by the learned Judge, certified that East Red 
Bank was part of Brady's run, and that that had been the boundary between his run and 
Shhan's for seventeen or eighteen years previously. 

We trust that, under these circumstances, His Excellency will be enabled to come to 
the conclusion that Mr. West is in justice and equity entitled to have the land in question 
included in his lease. 

I have, &c., 
ICETON & POWNALJA. 

No. 2. 

OiliEr COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LANDS to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 28 December, 1855. 

Sin, 
I do myself the honor to submit, for the consideration of His Excellency the 

Governor General, the enclosed letter from Messrs. Iceton & Pownall, Solicitors for Mr. 
Soseph West, tertius, respecting a case of disputed boundary, Brady a'. Sheahan, which was 
heard before Mr. Boundary Commissioner Dalhunty, and decided by his report, confirmed by 
the Governor General, in favor of Sheahan. The interest of Brady has since been transferred 
to Mr. West. 

In 1853 an action was brought by Brady against Sheahan, when a verdict was 
given for the plaintiff; and £50 damages; and the jury, in answer to a question by the Judge, 
certified that the land in dispute between the parties formed portion of Brady's run. Upon 
this arises the present request, that the verdict of the jury may upset the decision of the 
Government, and that in the preparation of the leases the disputed land may be given to 
Brady, new West. 

A similar question arose in the matter of the dispute between Bowman and the 
Bank of Australasia, respecting which I beg to refer you to your letter of the 8th September, 
1552. 

Upon the present case I have to request the instructions of the Government. 

I have, &e., 
GEO. BARNEY, 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

hr. 1'., 
If the case of Bowman v. The Bank of Australasia is to form a precedent for the present 

one, the Report and Evidence, &e., should be pnieured from Co1. Barney, as also the Jndgo's notes or 
the trial, and sent to the Law Officers. 

It will be seen from the Attorney General's letter, 32.7152, that the award of the jury in Bow-
man's case was allowed to guide the Government only in a easo of doubt, and not as a rule; indeed, for 
the reasons stated in the Col,mial Secretary's Memo. on 51-10993, it would be altogether unsafe to a4opt 
sneb a 'ole. 

B. P. T. 
28 long. 

Let the neee..sary information be procured, and then the case can be considered on its merits. 
W.D. 

No. 3. 
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NtSS1tS WEST; BROThERS. '• a 

No.3. 
CoLoNnL SECRETARY to CmEF COMMISSIONER OF CROWN LArms. 

(No. 35.) Colonial Secretanjs Office, 
Sydney,.6 .[bbruarp, 1856. 

SIR, 

I have laid before the Governor General your letter of the 28th December hst, 
in which, in reference to the ease of disputed boundary, Brady versus Sheahan, doDided in 
favor of the latter, you forward an application from Messrs. Iceton and Pownall, Solicitors 
for Mr. Joseph West, tertins, who has acquired Brady's interest, for the preparation of the 
leases in accordance with the opinion of the jury before whom an action arising out of the 
disputed boundary was tried. 

2. 1am directed.by  His Excellency to request that you will be good enough to furnish 
me with the Report and Evidence in the ease upon which the decision of the Government 
was based, in order that when the notes of the .Iudge who presided at the trial, which 
have been applied for, shalt have been obtained, the matter may be referred for the 
opinion and advice of the Crown Law Officers. 

I have, &e., 
W. ELYATtD, 

(For the Colonial Secretary.) 

No. 4. 
Cuiar CO?&MISSIONEI OF CROWN LANDS to CoLowTAr SECRETARY. 

(Nos. 56-59.) Crown Lends Office, 
$9dney, 15 February, 1856. 

SIR, 

I do myself the honor to transmit herewith the papers in the disputed boundary 
ease, Brady o. Sheahan, called for by your letter of the 6th instant, No. 35. 

I have, &e,, 
GEO. BARNEY, 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

Mr. F—To &wait Chief Justice's answer. 

 
THE UNDER SECRETARY to Cuixr JIJSflCE. 

Colonial Secretary's qce, 
Sydney, 6 Felruary, 1856. 

SIR, 

I beg to inquire, by direction of His Excellency the Governor General, whether 
there would be any objection to allow the use of your Honor's notes of the ovidence of the ]l4y Sbus 

an. IJ.iore trial sp Ib. e h cified in the margin, for the purpose of enabling the Crown Law Officers to arrive at I,.r. r thu Ch!5 
a right decision in a ease which is about to be submitted for their opinion and advice, as to e flat',- 

lint, 1W3. 
whom the disputed land should be given in the preparation of the leases of the runs affected? 

r have, &c., 
W. ELYARD. 

 
Ma. H. W. ELLIOTT to COLONIAL SECRETARY. I 

Chief Justice's Chambers, 

SIR, 
23 February,' 1856. 

In reply to your letter of the 6th instant I am direoted by the Chief Justice to 
infotin you that the note-book in question has been forwarded to the Crown 4iaw Officen. 

I have, &c., 
HENRY W. ELLIOTT. 

These papers tony now be transmitted to the  Crown Law Officers, us originally proposed. -B.C. 
27 Febrm,rv, 1s56. W. EIXARD, for the Col. Scc.—To be returned. 

 
ATTORNEY GENERAL to CoLoNIa SECRETARY. 

(No. 56-CL) Attorney General's Ofiice, 
Sydney, 14 March, 1856. 

SIR, 

In referonce to the enclosed correspondence, transmitted by you under B.C. 27th far-n lit-...1 
ultimo from the Chief•  Commissioner of Crown Lands, respecting the disputed boundary ruturocut 
easo, Brady v. Sheehan, Ihave the honor to state, that as the Solicitor General happened 
to be engaged as Counsel on the trial of the case in spiestion, be is desirous of being excused 
from giving any opinion. 
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4 MESSRa WEST, BROTHERS: 

I have very carefully perused the evidence taken by the Boundary Commissioner, 
Mr. Daihunty, and also the evidence appearing in the Chief Justice's notes at the trial. I find 
the questioa between the parties was merely one of boundary, and that both parties held 
licenses from the Crown, and therefore I conceive it was a question peculiarly fitted to be 
decided on by a jury 

The case appears to have been much more fully investigated before the jury than 
before the Commissioners. The plaintiff called many witnesses, who were strongly in his 
favor; the defendant called only one witness, (Mr. Beckham), Commissioner of Crown Lands, 
and it appears that the jury did not adopt his opinion, which probably weighed with the 
Boundary Commissioner. I perceive Mr. Daihunty does not give any reasons for his decision. 
I am of opinion that the verdict of the jury in favor of Mr. Brady ought to prevail. 

I have, &o., 
J. H. PLUNKETT, 

Attorney General. 

Mr. F —it 
It is not without a feeling akin to regret that I contemplate the necessity of overturning 

a decision of the Government, anived at five years ago, on what oppeared sufficient data; at the same 
time it is impossible to disregard the opinion. 
Mr. F., 
Eft'eet to be given to this decision of the Court. 

W. D.-20 March, oS. 

No. S. 

ThE UNDER SECRETARY to CHIEF COMMIssIONER OF CROWN LANDS. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 29 Jfarch, 1856. 

SIR, 
In reference to your letter of the 28th December last, respecting a case of dis-

puted boundary, "Brady v. Sheahan," tried before the Chief Justice, at Batburst, in 1853, 
and decided in favor of the plaintiff, I do myself the honor to inform you that the Governor 
General has been pleased, under a Report received from the Attorney General, to direct that 
effect be given to the decision of the Court. 

I have, &e., 
W. ELYARD, 

(For the Colonial Secretary.) 

Retunst the return of the documents in this ease. 

No. 9. 

CainE COMMISSIONER OF CROWN L.uins to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

(No. 56.14I.) Crown Lands Office, 
Sydney, 14 April, 1856. 

Sm, 
With reference to your letter of the 29th ultimo, No. 97, I do myself the honor 

to request that you will have the goodness to return to this Office the papers in the case of 
disputed boundary, Brady v. Sheahan, which was tried before the Chief Justice, at Bathurst, 
in 1853. 

I have, &e., 
CEO. BARNEY, 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

No. 10. 

TUE UNDER SEORiTARY to ChEF COMMIsSIONER OF CROWN LANDS. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 24 April, 1856. 

Sin, 
In compliance with the request contained in your letter of the 14th instant, 

No. 56-131, 1 do ipyself the honor to return to you the papers connected with the disputed 

boundary case, 'Brady tersus Sheahan." 
I have, csc., 

W. ELYABD, 
(For the Colonial Secretary.) 

(No 97.) 



MESSRSI WEST,. ifitOTUERS. 

No. 11. 

CUTEr CoMMISSIoNER OF C&owi LANDS to MESSRS. ICETON AND POWNALL. 
(No. 56.470.) Crown Lands Office, 

Sydney, 1 ,i3Iay, 1856. 
C ENTLEMEN, 

I do myse!f the honor to request that you will be good enough to furnish me 
with a certified copy of the decision of the Court in the disputed boundary case of Brady 
versus Sheahan. 

I have, &e., 
CEO, BARNEY, 

Chief Commissioner of Crown L'and.s, 

No. 12. 
Mgssas. ICETON AND Poww.L to CuTEr COMMISSIONER OF Cnown LANDs. 

Sydney, 9 May, 1556. 
SIR, 

In attention to yours of the 1st instant, we enclose certified copy of the 
declaration in the case Brady v, Sheahan, with a copy of the finding of the Jury indorsed 
thereon. 

The following is a copy of Mr. Solicitor General's note on his brief of the answer of 
the Jury to a question put to them by the Chief Justice 

Nors,—Jury. We find that the plaintiff is entitled to East Red Bank; we find 
" that has been the boundary for the last seventeen or eighteen years.—W. M. Al." 

We have, &e., 

ICETON & POWNAJLL. 

[Encloeure in No. 12.] 
In the Supreme Court of New South Wales. 

The 111th day of February, in the star of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and fifty.teo, 
Ilatliurat to wit. 

Janus Brady, by Ilairniton Furnish Stephen, his 'attorney, complains of Edward Sh,alian, who 
has been summoned to answer the plaintiff in an action of trespass for that the defendant, on the first 
day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and forty-seven, and on divers 
other days and that between that day and the commencement of this snit, With force anti itrnis, &e., 
broke arid entered divers, to wit two, closes of the plaintiff, situated and being in the Colons' of New 
South W5I05 that is to say, a certain close called "Narrarundery," and a certain other close called 
Doggan's, and on which said several closes divers cattle, to wit one thousand boIls, one thousand 
COWS. One thousand calves, and one thousand buhlocks, and five thousand sheep, of the plaintiff, of great 
value, to wit of the value of live thousand pounds, were feuding and depastoring, and with feet in 
walking, and with cattle, to wit horses, mares, geldings, cows, and oxen, eat up and depasturest the 

fr
ass of the plaintiff, of great value, to wit of the value of one thousand pounds, the,, growing and 
iug in the said several eleses: and with the said last mentioned cattle drank up, consumed, wasted, 

and spoiled the waters then being in divers, to wit ten, waterholes, and divers, to wit te,,, enelr,, in and 
.ipo,i the said several closes and with the said last mentioned cattle, and with then and rlogs. drove off 
and chased away from the said seventh closes the said cattle of the plaintif; and also then put, placed, 
and erected divers, to wit five, stockyards and five hots in anti upon the said several closes, and kept and 
continued the said stockyards, hints, and hurdles, so there put, placed, anti erected, without the heave or 
license, and against the will, of the plaintiff, f Ira long time, to wit from the dry and year last afon',aid 
hitherto by means of which said several premises, the said several closes became insufficient for the 
proper feeding, nourishing. anti f'attening of the plaintiff's said cattle, and thereby the said lost mentioned 
cattle became greatly reduced in condition, and damaged and lessened in value, and the pheintiff was 
thereby prevented fromfattening the said cattle for hale, and lost divers great gains and profits, which 
might and would have accrued to him from fattening the said cattle for anti selhiny them at market and 
elsewhere and also by means of the premises divers, to wit two hundred, of the said cows of the plaintiff 
bi:canie so poor in condition, as to 1ij unable properly and safely to suckle and real' their calves and 
the plaintiff was thereby, obliged to destroy divers, to wit two hundred, of the said calves, and thereby 
lost the benefit and profit of the offspring and imiereasi' of his said cows; and also by means of the 
premises divers, to wit five hundred, of the plaintiffs said cattle wandered and sti'ayed away to divers 
places to the plaintiff unknown, and thereby the plaintiff was not only put to great trouble and expense. 
amounting in the whole to a large suns of money, to wit tIm soil' of lift)', pounds, in and about endeavour-
ing to find the said last mentioned cattle, but also divers, to wit three hundred, thereof of great value, 
to wit of the vaioe of three hundred pounds, than became and were wholly lost to the plaintiff, and the 
residue thereof then became and were greatly damaged anti lessened in value; and also by means of the 
said several premises the plaintiff has been lnndered siad prevented from having the use, benefit, and 
enjltyinelit of the said several closes mi so large and ample a manner as he might and otherwise would 
have had, and other wrongs to the plaintiff then and there did, og;uinst the peace of our Lady the Queue, 
and to the plaintiffs daasage of five hundred pounds, and thereupon he brings suit, &e. 

'J'JIOMAS ICETON, 

For H. F. STEPHEN, 
Plaintiff's Attotitey. 

Office copy (including indomenseot). 

F. H. STEPHEN, 
2nd Clerk of the Supreme Court, 

The Jury find for the plaintiff—damages £O; and they say that the plaintiff had been in pos-
session of the disputed land up to the eastern extremity for the last eight years, 

No. UI. 
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No.13. 

Cnrr CoMMsØIoNna ci' CRowN LAwns to OOM3RSSIONER OF Caowu" LAwns, LACELAN. 

(56.1735.) Crown Lands Office, 
bydncy, 14 July, 1856. 

Sm, 
It having been determined by the Goternthent to fix the disputed boundary 

letween the runs of Mr. Brady (now Mr. J. West) aS Mr. Sheahan, in accordance with 
the verdict of the jury in the case, I have the honor to enclose for your information a letter 
from Messrs. Iceton & Pownall, with a copy of the verdict; and I beg to request that you 
will be good enough to prepare descriptions of the runs, in so far as may be necessary to give 
effect to the decision. 

I have, &c., 
GEORGE BARNEY, 

Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

No. 14. 
Mt Josn Wrsr, tEwrms, to Cuin CoM3nssxONn OF Oaoww LAwns. 

Bat hurst, 29 July, 1859. 
Sm, 

I have the honor to enclose surveys and descriptions of Licensed Runs in the 
Lachlan District, occupied by Major West, John West, and Joseph West (tcrtius), and 
named Duggin and Nanima, and request that alease may be at once issued to us upon such 
survey and description. 

The survey was made by Mr. Rider. 
I have, &c., 

JOSEPH WEST, Trnnirs. 

[Enclosure 1 in No. 14.] 

LACHLAN DJSTJ1ICT—APPLICATION FOR LEASE OF RUN. 

Name of Run "Duggin," in the occupation of Major West, John West, and Joseph West, tertius, EMS. 

Description of Boundaries— 

The east boundary is defined by a marked tree line, commencing from a point on the River 
Lachlan, described and known as East Sand Bank, and running thence south a distance of six miles 
and twenty chains to the Kangarooby Range, thence south-westerly by that and the Tin Pot Ranges, a 
distance of five miles. 

The west boundary is defined by a line; commencing from the west termination of the south 
boundary on the Tin Pot Range, running north to a point on the River Lachlan, described on plan, sixty 
chains south of the marked tree at Nanisna Fall. 

The north boundary is defined by the River Lachlan, commencing from the starting point at East 
sand Benk, and thence along the course of the river to the junction of the west boundary with the 
river before described. 

W. B. RIDER, O.K. 
.1u4', 1859. 

[Enclosvre 2 in No. 14.] 

flat a TPTtON 

No. in Gasette-18. 
Name of Run—" Duggin." 
Lessee—J. West 
Estimated area-3,840 acres. 
Estimated razing eapabitities-500 cattle. 

Conimeneing at the north-east corner, at a p nat on the Lachlan River known as the East Red 
Bank, and hounded thence on the east by a line bearing south Smiles, dividing this run from Goolagosg 
itun; thence on the south by a line bearing west about 1 mile to a spur from the Kangarooby Ranges, 
and by that spur rare nortb-ucsterly to a point where it is taut by a line south from a point on the 
Lachlan River sixty c%ains above the marked tree at Nanlina Falls; on the west by that line north to 
the Lachlan River, dividing this run from the Nanima Run; and on the north by the Lachlan River 
upwards about 3 miles, in a direct line to the starting point aforesaid. 

A. G.M. 
20th March, 1860. 

This description has beets prepared from Mr. Rider's Survey (with Field Book). Catalogue, 
I, 19441. 

The description of Duggin originally published in the Government Gazette gives for the south 
boundary Mullyantra Creek. This creek, as shewn by Mr. Rider's survey, lies considerably to the west 
of Duggin Run, and could not, by any means, be applied as one of the boundaries; and, as the Commis-
eioner a map shows no ocoupatioa to the south of Duggin, the substitution of the line and range as 
its south boundaries is now adopted. 

A.G.M. 
- 20th March, 1560. 

No.15. 
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No.15. 

MESSRS. WEST, Bnorusas, to SXCRE'MnY EOn 1sNna. 

Sydney, 10 March, 1860. 

We regret at this early period of your assuming the reins of office to obtrQde our 
grievances upon you; but the subject matter of this communication is of such great moment 
to us that we trust our urgency may be excused. 

What we seek to obtain is the formal leases of our squatting stations, "Nanima" 
and "Duggin" (or Duggin's Station), in the Lachlan District. 

For years past we have been applying for these leases, and have been met at the 
Crown Lands Office with the reply, that questions relative to the issue of leases were wider 
the consideration of the Government, but would speedily be settled. 

Some twelve months since, the late Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands (Colonel 
Barney) advised our having these runs surveyed, as a necessary preliminary to the issue of 
the leases; we accordingly employed a surveyor, at a very considerable cost, and transmitted 
to the Chief Commissioner his surveys and descriptions. 

In December last, one of our firm (Mr. Joseph West, tertius) applied at the office to 
learn what progress had been made, and again some few days since. The same obstacle, 
however, appears still to exist—some question for decision by the Government. 

Mr. West, tertius, is leaving Syducy in a few days, and if it be in your power to 
determine this question prior to his departure, you will (apart from doing an act ofjustice) 
confer a favor of really vital importance to us, and which will be most gratefully received. 

We are, 

WEST, BItOTIIERS. 

The Acting Surveyor General is requested to report.—.M. F. (urgent).—E.C. 10th March. 

Herewith is a lease, filled np for the fluggia Run, being that in which Mr. West is çartioulatly 
interested. 

The decision of the jury, in the ease of Brady a. Sheehan, determining the boundary on elm side 
and the run on the other, being held by Mesirs. West, the case is not so difficult as are many. 

The lease has been prepared on the personal direction of the Secretary for Lands. 
A. G. IFLEAN. 

B.C. 20th March, 1860.-40-111. 

Lease execatod and enrolled 21st March—end of month. 

LEASE OF UNSETTLED LAN!) 

(OLD Rim.) 

(Joseph West, Tertins,] 
lessees,.Major West, Junior, VICTORIA, by the One, of God of the United Kingdom of Great 

and John West. I 
District of Lachlan. J .11rita'm and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Laith, and 
Name of Run. Duggin. 

4ren. 3,840 acres, so forth: 
(rrazing Capability, 800 Cattle. 
Yearly rent, £12 los. 

_ 
To all to whom thus'! Presents shall come, Greeting 

WhEREAS Joseph West, Tertius, Major West, Junior, of I  in Our Colony of New 
South Wales, Stockholders, have made application to Us, for a Lease for Pastoral liurpos, of the hero-
inafter described Run or Portion of Waste Lands in Our said Colony, to be issued to them under and in 
pursuance and upon the terms and conditions of Our Order, made in Our Privy Council, on the ninth 
day of March, in the Year of Our Lord One thousand eight hundred and forty-seven, and of Our further 
Order in Council, made on the eighteenth day of July, in the Year of Our Lord One thousmd eight 
hundred and forty-nine; And Whereas We have considered such application and have consented to graist 
such Lease for the term of years, and at the yciarly rent hereivafter mentioned, and wider and subject 
to the terms, conditions, exceptions, reservations, and prcvisoes in Our said Orders in Council, and 
to the terms, conditions, exceptions, reservations, and provisoes hereinafter respectively contained: 
And Whereas, also, it hath been shewn to Us that the said Run has been duly estimated as capable of 
carrying eight hundred cattle, and that, according to the terms of Our first abovn,entioned Order in 
Council, the sum of twelve pounds ton slullings sterliag ought by reason thereof to be paid by way of 
annual Rent fir the said Run during the continnar,ce of the Loase hereby granted: Now axow YE, 
'l'hat, in consideration of the Premises, and of the sum of twelve pounds ten shillings sterling, in hand, 
paid to the Colonial Treasurer for the time being of New South \Vales, before the issue hereof, as and 
for the first year's Rent of the said Run, and in consideration also of the like sun' of money, payable 
and to be paid yearly, in advance, on the thirtieth day of September, in each and every year during the 
continuance of this Lease, We do hereby, for Us, Our Heirs and Successors, demise and lease unto the 
said Joseph West, Tertius, Major West, Junior, and John West, their Executors and Administrators, 
and to such Assigns of the said Joseph West, Tertius, Major West, Junior, and John West, as shall 
come within the regulations in that beha]f, issoed by Our Governor of Our said Colony, on the first 
day of March, in the Year of Our Lord One thousand eight hundred and fifty-one, All that Run or 
Portion of the "Unsettled" Waste Lands of Our said Colony. known as "L)uggin," situate in thu 
District known as the District of Lachlan, containing by e,stimatio,a Three thousand eight hundred and 
forty Acres, be the same more or loss, eammencing at the north-cast corner, at a point on the Lachlan 
River known as East Red flank; and bounded thence on the cast by a line bearing south (5) five miles, 
dividing this Run from Qoolagong Run; thence on the south by a line bearing west about one mile, to 

a 
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a spur from the Kangarooby Ran-es, and by that spur range north-westerly to a point, where it is met 
by a line south from a point on the Lachlan River, (60) chains above the marked tree at Naisima Falls; 
on the west by that line north to the Lachlan River, dividing this Run from Nanima Run; and on the 
north by the Lachlan River upwards about (5) five miles in a direct line to the starting point aforesaid; 
To HOLD to the said Josorph West, Tertius, Major West, Junior, and John West, their Executors 
and Administrators, and such Assigns as aforesaid, for Pastoral purposes only, t-xeept as hereinafter 
mentioned, for and during the term of fourteen vials next following the first (lay of January, in the Year 
of Our Lord One thousand eight hundred and fifty-two, at the Rent hereinafter mentioned, and upon 
the terms, and under and subject to the conditions, exceptions, reservations, and provi-soes in Our said 
Orders in Council, and to the terms, conditions, exceptions, reservations, and provlsrxts bereu,aftr 
respectively contained, Yazunyn and paying unto Us, Our Heirs and Simet'essom's, yearly, and every 
year during the continuance of the said Lease, the clear Rent or Sum of twelve pounds ten shillings 
sterling, by payment thereof in advance, on the thirtieth day of September, in each and every year, 
into the hands of Our said Colonial Treasurer for time time being, at Sydney ; the first future payment 
to commence on the thirtieth day of September, now next, heing the period sip to which payment of the 
first years Rent has been made as aforesaid; I'itovrnEo ALWAYS, mdtlivs,i Presents are upon the express 
condition, that if the said Run or Parcel of Land hereby demised, or any part thereof, shall be used by 
the said Lessees, their Executors, Administrators, or Assigns, or any other person or pel'sons with their 
consent, authority, or permission, for any other than Pastoral purposes, except as liemeinafter mentioned; 
or if dei'uht shalt he made in payment of the said yearly Rent, at the time, or in m,l:inmier hireinbeloro 
appointed for payment thi"reof, (although no formal demand shall have lien made thereof,) or if the 
said Lesrees, their Executors, Administrators, or Assigns, shall wilfully deprive or .ittempt to deprive 
the Aboriginal or other inhabitants of Our said Colony, or any of them, of the privileges hereby reserved 
to themu, or shall linlawfully or against the intention hereof, oppose or resist the Governor or other Officer 
for the time being adasinisteriog the Govcrnnmont of Our said Colony, or any person or persons duly 
authorized in that behalf, in the exercise of any of the nghts reserved to Us. Orion- ReiN and Successors, 
or to him or th,'m, by fore of the exceptions, reservations, provisoes, and conditions Iiem'a'mn contained 
or referred to; or if the ht,lder of this Lense for the time being shall be convicted of felony, or if In the 
event of his conviction by a Justice of the District, for any ofi'enm's, against the law, the lease shall be 
adjudged to be f,,rt'eited by two or more Justices of the Peace, in niariner provided by the 14th seet,oa 
of chapter 2 of On. said Order in Council, of the 0th day of' 3iarehi, One thousand eight bendred and 
forty-seven, and if such adjudication shall he confirmed by the Governor Or Officer for the time being 
administering the Government of Our said Colony, it shall be l,iwful for Us, Our Heirs and Successors, 
or for the Governor or the Officer for the time being aiIniioistering the Government of Our said Colony, 
or for any ,,tlier person ii persons by his ':otimnrity, to pet an end to the term hereby created, and to 
declare this Le,tse to be forfeited, by notice to that elIcit in the New South Wales Uovo',on sat Ueatüe, 
and also to re-enter upon the said Run or Pam-eel of Land hereby demised, or any part thereof, and 
thenceforth to remove the siid Lessees, their Executers, Administrators, or Assigns, and all tenants 
and occupiers of the said Land or any part thereof, and these pm'esentt and the term hereby created shall 
thereupon (sul j(4 to time proviso next hereinafter contained) (c,isi' amid be void Pn,,vinxn Nxvan-
TUELEs, that in ease the said Lease hereby created shall become forfeited, by reasoir only of the lion. 
paymnt of the said Rant at the time and in the manner hereinbeforo app' 'inte,l for payment thereof, it 
shall be lawful for Out said Lnms:es, their l:xeentors, Administrators, or Assigns, to defeat the said 
forfeiture, and prevent its becoming absolute by the payment of the Rent within sixty days from the 
ilittt' of the original Rent day, with the addition of a Sum e-4ual to one-f,,urth part of the said yearly 
Rent so cluc from them, by way of penalty: Picivrimgn ALways, an,i it is hereby declared, that 
notwittrst-nding the Provisions liereinbefo,-o contained, it shall be lawt',,l for the said Lessees, their 
Executors, Administrators, or Asmiros, to cultivate so much of the Run or Parcel of Land hereby 
demised as may be liece.ss:Lry to provide grain, hay, vegetables, fruit, it any other necessaries for the 
use and smjipy of the famoily and servants of the said Lessees, their Exe,:,stors, Administrators, or 
Assigns, as aforesaid, but not for the pnrp'se of Sal'- or bart,'r : Peovrt'mm ALSO, and it is further 
declared that it shall lie lawful for the said Lessees, their Exee'rtors, Administrators, or Assigns, to 
cut so much of the Timber (excepting Cedar) growing upon the said Ru,, or Parcel of' Land hereby 
demised as may be required for domestic porpees, fur firehote, fencing. Stockyards, and other conve-
niencies for the use of the said Run or Parcel of Land for Pastoral purposes: PnovInxD ALSO, and We 
do hereby except and resrvo unto Us, Our lieu-s and Successors, and to the Governor or Officer for the 
time bt-ing administering the Government of Our sail Colony, the right and powr of making Grants 
or Salts, or of diposing of in saab other manner as for the public interest may seem best, (of wInch 
Grant, Sale, or other diposition a Notice in the New Soeth SVale, Go"nose,,t U, aCts shall be conclusive 
evidence as against tIme said Lesser's, their Executors, _\dm nsti,rtor, and Assigns,) such parts of the 
Lands within the I im,,its of the said fun or Parcel of Land hi eaby drumised as may be required for the-
Sites of Ohurt-hes, SchooL, or Parsonages. or for the estubhiehing sad c nstrnetion of lhghroads or 
Eaiiwrys, or Jbolw;iy Stations, or other Internal Cnmmmtnie:mtion,, whether by Land or Water, or fgr 
the use or benefit of the Ahoriginmd Inhah,itarmts of Our S. id Colony, or for Public Buildings, or as plac 
for time Internment of the 0,-ad, or places for the roereuttin or arriuserneut of the Inhabitants of any 
Town or Vihl,se, or as the Sites of Tosvmss with adjmie'nt suburban or c Itivation allotments, or for 
Puhhc Quays or Landing PIne's on the Sea ('east, or Shores of Navigable Sire-amos, or for the paturage 
and watering of 51m'i-p or other hivv- Stock, travelling on or towards any I lighrnad or way, or for the 
pum-pose of rinking sirdts and digging for Gold, Silver, Jron, Crippem', Lead, or other Minerals, or Coal, 
and effectually working "mints of Gold, Silver, Iron, Copper, Lead, or other Minerals, or Coa, or in 
es,ioeetiruu thurewithi, or for any othu r purpose of 1inblu defence, safety, miGhty, convenience, or enjoy-
ment, or for otherwise fai-ititating the improvement anti smttletutent of Our said Colony; AND WE n 
FU(iTUES Rssuavn to Us, Ocr heirs and Soeeessr'rs, and to the Governor or Officer for tIm,' time being 
admainisterinu; the Govrmmsi,ent of Gum' said Colony, all and every the powar and authority to sell parts 
of the said Run or Parcel of Land hereby demised, during time continuance of the said ternm, as ame given 
by or contained in Our said Order in Council of ninth March,, one thousand eight hmmmndrc'd and ku urty-
seven ; AND WV ISO k'tiT'tEIs Ptvs?nvE to Us, our I feirs and Successors, and to thie Governor or Officer 
for the time being adimnui:-tering the Goverumeimt of Our said Colony, and to any other person or 
persons by his permission or authority, the right of f,mhl and free ingress, egm'ess, and regress, in to, 
out of, or upon the said Run or Parcel of Land, for or in connection with the several purposes aforesaid, 
cur for the emitting and taking of Timber or Stone, or any other 1n wful or public pimipos I; A_xn WE DO 
runtn,smc hb-caavr to the Aboriginal Inbmuthitrnts of Our said Colony, such free access to the said 11mm 
or Parcel of Land hereby demmsiscd, or tiny part thereof, and to the trees and water tlmereomm, as will enable 
them to proemmre time animnals, birds, fish, and other food on svhieh they subsist; AND SVE DO FURTHER 
Raseava thie right and privilege  to all Inhabitamits of Our said Colony, who shall be bone fife traveUers, 
of full and free liberty,  of ingress, egru ss, regress, way and passage, either (in foot (Jr on Ilom'schaek, or 
with. Carts, Dray's, Waggons, or C,arrim:es, and with or without Sheep, Cattle, or Horsu-s, in, upon,
Bern-is, or over any beatemu or aeeuistomne,I track on time said Ruin or I'are,'l of Land hereby deirused ; or 
if from reeemiey of occupation of the within Lands, or of otlmem' lands beyommd them, no beaten or 
aesiustomimeni tracks shall have been made or used, thcmm, in, upon, across, or over the Run hereby demised, 
in such pots and directions as may ))e necessary or convemmient amid rcascnabiy sofficient tmir the use 
and aeeomnmrmdatton of neighbours and other inhihitants of Our said Colony, who shall be bone fide 
travellers: Pnoviuino ALSO, that these Our Letters Patent shall not take effect until the actual issue 
thereof by Our said Colonial Treasurer, or other Officer appointed in that behalf by Our Governor, or 

other' 
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other Officer fur the tine i being administering the Government of Our said Colony, notwithstanding 
that the same shall previously and in anticipation of the payment of the said yearly Rent, have passed 
the Great Seal of Our said Colony. 

IN TESTIMONY whereof We have caused this Our Lease to ho sealed with the Seal of Our 
said Colony. 

JYITNESS Our Trusty and lVtll-beloved SIR WILLIAM THoMAs Dnxsso,, Knight, 
Goveruor-Ganeraj of all Our Anst,'alian Possessions, and Cap?aia-Grucral 
and Gorer,wr-in-Chief of Our Territory of New South I Vales and its 
Dependencies, at G,vern,ae,st House, Sydney, in New South SPates afore-
said, this twcnty./irst Day of March, in the twenty-third Year of Our ileigic, 
and in the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Rig/ct Hundred and Sixty. 

W. DENISON. (L.s.) 
RECEIVED the Sum of £12 lOs., being 
the Rent for the year commencing 
1st July, A. D. 1S9. 

E. C. WEEKES 

Colonial Treasurer. 

EYTERED ia the Register of LEASES OF UNSETTLL'D LAND BooK, No. 1, page 93, this faart6 
day of May, A.D. 1860. 

HENRY HALLORAN, 

For the C/iicf Commissioner of Crown Lands. 

RECORDED and Enrol/ed in the General Registry Office, at Sydney, New South Wales, this 
tsrtot'j-fiist day of March, 1560. 

CHRIS. ROLLESTON, 

Registrar General. 

sydney: Thojisas Richard,, Govenment FrintoTrliGt 

[Puke, 3d.] 

52—fl 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

KISSING POINT COMMON. 
(EDWABD DBIN.RWAPER.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 3 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South 
Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of Edward Drinkwater, of Kissing Point, in the Colony of 
New South Wales,— 

SUEWITU 

That an Act of Council was passed in the eleventh year of the reign of Her 
present Majesty Queen Victoria, No. 31, 1847, intituled, " An Act to enable Trustees of 
" Ucnimons in New South I Vales to hare perpetual succession, and to empower them to 
regulate the ,,se of such Lands as may be granted as Commons, within the said Colony, and 
"for other purposes relating thereto." 

That, in accordance with the powers given by the said Act of Council, six thousand 
two hundred and thirty-five (6,235) acres of land, situated in the Parishes of South 
Cobb, the Field of Mars, and ilunter's 1-lill, were granted by the then Governor, His 
Excellency Sir Charles A. FitzRoy, by deed, dated 10th November, 1840, to certain persons 
therein named trustees, and to their successors for ever, " to permit the use and benefit of 
"the same to the settlers, cultivators, and other inhabitants, for the time being, of the said 
district," subject to such regulations as might from time to time be made by the said 
trustees and their successors, by virtue of the provisions in the said recited Act contained. 

That His Into Excellency Sir William I)cnison did, by instrument dated 11th 
July, 1855, appoint your Petitioner one of the trustees to act in and for the said Common. 

That your Petitioner accepted the trusts, and still continues to occupy the position 
of trustee for the said Common. 

That Petitioner has been informed, and believes, that certain persons, representing 
themselves as Commoners and intiticd to receive benefit from said Common, have petitioned 
the Honorable the Secretary for Lands, praying "that the Government would make roads 
and bridges crossing the Parranintta River and Iron Cove," thereby giving to the Parish 
of ilunter's Hill more direct communication with the City of Sydney, at the same time 
suggesting, " that the necessary means to carry out such work sl,ould be raised by Govern-
" ment debentures, and that the Common Lands should be held as security, and sold as the 
" debentures became due to pay the same." 

That your Petitioner, feeling assured that to make such an appropriation of the 
" Common Land" would be repugnant to, and contrary to, the intention of the grant, as 
well as prejudicial to many persons having an interest in the " Common Land." 

Your Petitioner, therefore, earnestly prays that your ilonorable ITouso may not 
sanction the appropriation of any part of the said six thousand two hundred and thirtyfive 
(6,235) acres of land so situated as aforesaid, and knawn as the " Common Lands," from the 
original intention, as expressed in the said grant. 

And your Petitioner will ever pray, &c., &c., &c. 

EDWD. DRINK WATER, 
Trustee. 

Dated 26 day of .3farck, 1861, 

(Price, Id.] 176— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

FIELD OF MARS COMMON. 
(PETITION RELATIVE TO.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 16 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South 

Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Resident Landholders and others, having 

interest in the Field of Mars Common,— 

SUEWETH 

That your Petitioners have heard and believe that a petition has been presented 

to the Honorable the Executive Council by certain other landholders and others, also interosted 

in the Common, setting forth that the Common is not appropriated, and the advantages derived 

therefrom are not applied, according to the original intention of the grant thereof; and 

praying that the Government would resume the Common Lands and dispose of the same by 

sale, and apply the proceeds arising therefrom towards the formation of roads and bridges, so 

as to connect the district on the north side of the Parramatta River more directly with the 

City of Sydney. 

That your Petitioners, believing that the Common, as at present existing, is of-great 

importance and benefit to those parties having a right of eommonage, who now or hereafter 

may wish to take advantage thereof, and considering that it will be of increased importance 

to the rising generation if continued according to the law now in force for the management 

of Commons, pray that your Honorable House may not sanction any measure having for its 

object the resumption of the Common Lands known as the "Field of Mars Common," nor 

any act that would enablo those parties having the management thereof to appropriate the 

lands, or any proceeds arising therefrom, to any other purpose than that for which it was 

eriginally intended, according to the Act of Council in that behalf made and provided. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &e., 

[IIe?'e follow 259 Signatures.] 

[Price, ldj 228— 
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1861. 

TtrgtølfltUt 200nnblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MR. ALEXANDER BERRY. 
(MUNIO1IPALIn OF SIiOSLUAVEN.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 17 January, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned, in the name and in behalf of the 
Municipal Council of Shoalbaven,— 

MOST RESPECTFULLY SITEWETH 

That a Petition, purporting to be signed by Alexander Berry, and addressed to 
the Governor General, dated 8th April, 1859, on the establishment of the Shoalhaven Muni- 
cipality, has been and is considered to contain statements urgently demanding the notice of 
your Petitioner. 

That a $elect Committee of this Council was appointed, on the motion of Alderman 
Moss, to consider and report on the said Petition; and the Report of the above Committee was 
received and adopted by the Council, at its meeting on the 16th day of May, 1860. 

That Petitioner begs leave to submit to your Honorable House, in the first place, 
extracts from the printed copy of the Petition signed by Mr. Berry ; and secondly, the copy 
of the Report above alluded to, as bearing on and replying to the paragraphs so extracted, 
and hereby submitted. 

That the said Petition, signed by Alexander Berry, contains the following state- 
ments 

Extract .M. 1. 
rJ 
 have the honor to call the attention of your Excellency to a Petition addressed to 

you, in alleged pursuance of the Act of the Colonial Parliament, 22 Viotoria, No. 13, 
stated to be signed by one hundred and three householders, residing at Nowra, Nowra Bill, 
" Green Hills, and Good Dog, praying for the erection of their locality into a Municipality, 
the substance and prayer of which are set forth in the second Supplement to the Covet',-
,,zent Gazette, of the 15th iIareh last." 

Extracts Nos. 2 and 3. 

"I beg respectfully to apprise your Excellency, that the said Petition is the result 
t: 
of a scheme concocted by the Rev. Dr. Lang, for the purpose of extorting from me, under 
color of the provisions of the Act in question, an enormous amount of taxation, in ordor to 
carry out an object which is not only opposed to the wishes of myself, but also to the 
interests and desires of a large majority of the householders of the district, sought to be 
effieted by the Petition referred to. It is, in fact, an attempt to effectuate, under color 

" of law, a most enormous fraud and injustice." 

Extract No. 4. 
"In pursuance of the suggestions thus thrown out, and to endeavor to verify Dr. 

Lang's prediction, that I shall become the doomed victim of municipal taxatios,, the 
promoters of the Petition have framed their proceedings in a way well calculated to effect 
that object, but which I respectfully, but with the utmoct confidence, submit to your Excel-
lency, are utterly unwarranted by law." 

Extract No. 5. 
" In order to enable your Excellency to understand the exact nature of the case, I 

send herewith a plan, an inspection of which will shew how the Petitioners, by selecting 
the particular area they desire the Government to form into a Municipality, have dis- 
franchised the bulk of the householders in the district, and seek to include all those portions 
of my lands on which there are no inhabitant5 and to exclude all those parts thercoC which 
are inhabited ; the Petitioners well knowing that if a fair selection of lands on either side 
the river had been made, the majority of the householders would have petitioned against the 

" locality being made a Municipality, as in fact they have done ; but the Petitioners endeavor 
30— 11to 
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" to evade this difficulty by artfully drawing a line with all sorts of defleetions, so as to 
"include all those parts of my lands which are unoccupied, and are indeed only fit Jot-
"pastoral purposes, having been originally a large swamp, and toexcludc those parts thereof 
" which are populous, the principle of selection not being any natural fitness or connection of 
the respective localities for being formed into one Municipality, but simply that of 
including all lands on which there are no persons who can oppose their scheme, and of 
excluding all those which are occupied by householders who are desirous that a 
Municipality should not be created. This is obvious from the following facts :—The 

" Petitioners propose an eastern boundary on the southern side of the river, conterminous 
with land granted to Prosper Dc Mestre, not because there are any natural limits there, 
but because, if the locality were extended more to the eastward, there would be included a 
"large number of householders opposed to the Municipality; there being, just to 
" the eastward of that boundary, a large population, all of whom are desirous of not having 
a Municipality. The proposed line then crosses the Shoalhaven River, and, instead of 
following the banks of the river, immediately diverges in a direction so as to exclude a 
comparatively small quantity of laud possessing, however, the embarrassing feature of being 
" inhabited by 296 individuals, the whole of whom are also opposed to the views of the 
Petitioners ; and the same plan is pursued throughout, the general result being, that the 
proposed area on the north side of the river includes not more than 153 persons, and 
excludes upwards of 460 persons residing immediately eastward of the proposed boundary 
line on the north side of the river, as shewn in the accompanying plan, the general direc- 
" tion of the boundaries being shewn by the red line, and the population on the included 
portions being markcd thereon." 

Extract M. 6. 

Now I respectfully submit, in the first place, that the provisions of the Municipalities 
" Act do not warrant the householders of Nowra in including, in a Municipality of that 
tow-n, lands lying on the opposite side of the river, such river being a large navigable one, of 

"great width, and the land on the opposite side being in a d-ifl'si-ent coatry and altogether 
" unconaeded with Nowra. It is, I submit, absurd to call the large district on the north 
side of the river a suburb of Nowra it would not be more unreasonable, indeed not so 
unreasonable, to include Balmain and the North Shore in one Municipality." 

Extract No. 7. 

"In the second place, I submit, if the proposed locality is to include any land on the 
" north side of the river, it should be formed on a just principle, so as to include as well 
" those parts which are comparatively pops lou, as those portions which are only susceptible 
of being used for grazing psi-pores, and are therefore ,ann1obi red, nnd for that reason only 
are proposed by the Petitioners to be included in the projected Municipality." 

Extracts Ns. 8 and 9. 

"I beg to send herewith copies of Petitions from 362 householders residing in the 
"proposed Municipality and its immediate vicinity, and who are clearly entitled topartiafpate 
in deciding upon the question whether a Municipality should at orce be introduced. 
These, with those who have signed the petition for a Municipality, comprise nearly every 
" householder in the district. Your Excellency will therefore perceive that there is a 
' majority of those entitled to decide the question of nearly Jour to one against having a 
" Municipality." 

" ilowever erroneous that Act may be in some of its principles, and however difficult 
it may be found in working, yet Tam warranted in supposing that it was not the intention 
" of the promoters of the measure that it should be made a handle to oppress individuals 
"like myself by their unprincipled neighbors. I have no objection to the people of Nowra 
" and Greenhills managing their affairs by a Municipality, but I am quite capable of managing 
" mine without one, and without any Government endowment, which I repudiate in tote. 
I have reared up my establishment without any assistance from the Government, and my 
property (very nearly the whole of which has been purchased) has rather been a tributary 
appendage to New South Wales titan a part of it ; but I am very unwilling to be rendered 
tributary to the peoplo of 'Greenbills' and ' Nowra', who have long been a great 
annoyance to me, as a source of drunkenness and dissipation. I beg to remind your 
Excellency that there has never been any Government cependiture on my estate, even for 
roads." 

Your Petitioner having submitted the above extracts from the Petition signed 
Alexander Berry, very respectfully prays your Honorable I-louse to consider the following 
statements embodied in the Report of a Select Committee of the Municipal Council of Shoal-
haven, and adopted by the Council as above submitted, in reply to the allegations contained 
in Mr. Berry's Petition 

Your Committee, in refuting the misrepresentations contained in Mr. Berry's 
Petition, and for the purpose of replying thereto, have taken no ordinary pains in arriving 
at a fair conclusion, and after much deliberation and inquiry, beg to place before the 
Council the result of their labors. 

11 Mr. Berry states, in the paragraph marked Extract No. 1, that' the Nowra Petition 
was signed by 103 householders.' There were seventy landed proprietors' names to the 
said Petition, out of the above number of householders. This flict will prove that the 
Nowra petitioners bad a stake and interest in the locality which could not possibly be 
expe?ted from tenantry natnrally influenced by a landlord of Mr. Berry's well known pro-
gresstvo principles," 

As 
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As to the Extracts numbered 2 and 3, it is replied 

The Nowra Petition was not the result of a scheme concocted by Dr. Lang for the 
purpose of extorting money from Mr. Berry. For several months, prior to Dr. Lang 
visiting Shoalhaven, the people here spoke of a Municipality, and looked anxiously for 
the passing of the Municipalities Act to petition for the incorporation of the whole 
district. The following are the true facts connected with the Incorporation of Nowra. 
A few days after the passing of the Municipalities Act, public meetings were convened by 
" Andrew Aldcorn, Esq., J.P. and M.L,A., 'to consider the desirability of establishing a 
Municipality for the tv/tale district.' Prior to these public meetings taking place, Mr. 
Berry and the other landlords of the district, met at Mr. Berry's residence ; the result of 
cc this private meeting was, that petitions against a Municipality were at once taken round 
for signatures through Mr. Berry's tenantry by a Mr. M'Donald, a person in Mr. Berry's 
employ. This was prior to the public meeting of the inhabitants to discuss the question, 
" and before any petition was contemplated in favor of the Municipality ; and yet Mr. Berry 
calls his Petition a Gounter-pctition' 1 The public meeting was held at the Royal Victoria 
hotel, James Graham, Esq., in the Chair ; the meeting was numerously and respectably 
"attended, several magistrates were present. The object of the meeting was fully discussed, 
and on putting the question,—' Shall the whole district be incorporated into one 
" Municipality ?' it was carried in the affirmative by an overwhelming majority. Steps 
" would at once have been taken to petition the Executive, but it was deemed hopeless by 
the majority at the meeting, as every one knew that the influence of Mr. Berry had been 
powerfully exerted against a JIunicpalUy; and that numbers of his tenants had already 
" been waited on by M'Donald, Mr. Berry's rent receiver, for their names to the Berry 
" Petition ; and as Mesrs. Berry and the other landlords had banded together against a 
Afunvipulity, it was deemed quite useless to make further efforts in favor thereof, especially 
as the tenants of the landlords could at any time out-vote the other portions of the district. 
And as this question was to be decided openly, and not by ballot, where every person could 
vote freely; conrequcotly the support of the tennntry could not be expected in favor of an 
object which was likely to place them in antagonism with their landlords. It was in con-
sequence of this, the impossibility of procuring the advantage of self-government under the 
" Municipalities Act for the whole district, that the M,wra and Good Dog inhabitants 
" petitioned for a Municipality. Prior to the Nowra Municipality being proclaimed, Messrs. 
" J. L. Biddulph, fl, and A. X. Mackay, LI'., waited on David Berry, Esq., Coolangatta, 
" to consult him as to his opinion with regard to one Municipality for the whole district. 
" The said gentlemen informed Mr. Berry, that if he would ,:onsent to one JIa;iicivality, they 
would use their influence to get the jVjwra l'ehtioa witl,d,-awn. And so confident were 
" certain gentlemen in this district that Mr. Berry would alter his mind, that a cominuni- 
cation was sent to the Colonial Secretary to delay the Proclamation of the Nowra 
" Municipality, as said gentlemen anticipated havingonc Municipalityfor thewholc district. 
" From inquiries made, no favorable reply was ever received by Messrs. Biddulph and 
" Mackay from Messrs. Berry, in reference to the incorporation of the District. 

11 In the paragraph, being Extract No. 4, as to Mr. Berry being the 'doomed victim 
of municipal taxation,' the assessment imposed by the Council on his 21,560 acres of 
" land within the Municipality amounts to the paltry sum of £88 per year. Whereas the 
" amount recommended by the Improvement Committee to be expeuded in the vicinity of 
Mr. Berry's great bulk of property amounts to £300. This the Committee consider a 
sufficient reply to Mr. Berry's vindictive remark." 

With reference to time Extracts numbered 5 and 0, the reply states 

" It was originally intended by tue inhabitants of Nowra to form Nowra and Green- 
"hills into line small Municipality, exclusive of Coed Dog; but at a public meeting called to 
" consider the matter, it was suggested that, as the main Southern Rand would probably pass 
" through Nowra in a direct line across Bomaderry Ferry, instead of the circuitous route by 
the beach, the township would be sufficiently connected with the opposite side of the 

"river to include both sides in the Municipality ; particularly as there is a Government 
" Reserve on the north side of the river, intended to extend Nowra in that direction. The 
opposite side of the river Mr. Berry calls a different county ; it is, however, in the same 
Police and Electoral District, and the inhabitants are obliged to sue and be sued in the 
Nowra Police Court. This fact is mentioned, as Mr. Berry's remark, that Good Dog 
" SVard is in a different county, is likely to mislead people into the belief that the opposite 
" side of the river is altogether unconnected with Nowra. There are no magistrates or constables 
no the opposite side within the limits of the Municipality, and no inns, stores, or other places 
of business. The people are obliged to cross the river to Greenhills, where there are several 
" stores ; or to Nowra, where there is a steam flour mill, and other general conveniences. 
The branch P0st Office is on the Greenlaills side of the river, so that the connection between 
both sides is of the strongest nature, and I not forced' as Mr. Berry would have those 
believe who are unacquainted with the district. At the time the Nowra boundaries were 
fixed, a number of i\]r. Berry's tenants, living at the mouth of Broughton Creek, had 
"prevtouPly signed the Berry Petition against the Municipality, and it wasconsidered unjust 
"to include them against their will, particularly as most of them resided either on the 
" bank or a short distance from the river; therefore they could derive very little benefit 
from the opening of roads when they had the river for their road in front of their doors. 
The original Petition, in praying for the boundary to commence two chains from the mouth 
of Bomadorry Creek, was to give the Municipality control over Bomaderry Ferry, and the 
" main Southern Road, which must cross here in a direct line from Wollongong and ICiama; 

11  also 
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also the future accommodation roads from Good Dog, Jasper's Brush, and Kangaroo 
Ground, which must branch therein, or continue to navigation at Broughton Creek. As 
the roads in this part have always been in a disgraceful condition, and as there is such a 
"great extent of available Crown Lands in this locality, and within a few miles of where the 
future Southern Road will traverse, which will never be purchased except parish roads are 
opened and made practicable, the Petitioners had a higher view following the original 
boundary than making Mr. Berry the victim of taxation. The higher view of opening 
the locked up lands in this quarter, which can only be accomplished as at present, through 
a .11unic'pality, in laying out proper roads for the accommodation of the public. The future 
Southern Road to Braidwood, IJiladulla, Broulee, and Twofold Bay, must pass through the 
Municipality from Illawarra, through Nowra, acrosa Bomaderry Ferry ; so that it was con-
sidered of great importance that the road should be under the control of the Municipality, 
" for the purpose of directing the future accommodation roads which must branch into this 
main line. Petitioners were also aware that the unusual quantity of land belonging to 
Mr. Berry in this quarter, nbout 20,000 acres, must, at no very distant day, change bands; 
and as the land, with slight exceptions, is available for agricultural or dairy purposes, a 
great population must become located on this, at present, ' vacant land.' Most part of this 
magnificent estate is now lying nearly useless, and is sufficient to accommodate over 250 
" families, after making good allowance for unavailable land. 

"Mr. Berry states that the said land included within the Municipality is 'only fit 
"fol'paRtoralpioyoses.' This representation is unjust. Mr. Berry, for years past, has been 
" receiving from thirty to forty shilliags per acre rent for parts of said land, the whole of 
" which is of very superior quality, and most parts on the banks of a navigable river. 

The quality of this land can be better estimated from the price per acre paid by 
Mr. Berry, in 1855, at a public sale in the month of May in that year. Mr. Berry paid 
for some of this land from three to five pounds per acre, and he opposed a number of old 
residents hero at that time who wished to procure homesteads; but, through Mr. Berry's oppo- 

" sition, were obliged to pay upwards of five pnunds per acre. Several lots sold for this amount. 
John Faulks, £721 for 156 acres; John M'Pherson paid £337 lBs. Sd. for 53 acres; Robert 
Gardner paid £390 for 78 acres; Robert Thorburn paid £803 for 156 acres; and John Paulka 
paid £299 for IBf acres. The said prices will give an idea of the quality of Mr. Berry's land, 
which he so feelingly describes as only fit for pastoral purposos. Mr. Berry's own acknow- 

" Iedgment your Committee consider sufficient vindication for Petitioners in supporting the 
present boundaries, as Mr. Berry states, in Extract No. 5—' The Petitioners well knowing 
that if a fair selection of lands on either side the river had been made, the majority of 
the householders would have petitioned against the locality being made a 3tunioipality, 
as, in fact, they have done.' Now, this assortion evidently proves that, right or wrong, 
i)f;•. Berry was opposed to a Municipality, and expected his tenants to support his views. 

° Your Committo cannot place any other constroction on this passage. It states, plainly 
" enough, that ' a fair selection of land on either side of the river' would be opposed. 

Mr. Berry appears to have great cause of complaint because the eastern boundary 
" was not extended. If the easter;i boundary of the Municipality had been extended to the 
canal beyond Terara, and the natural boundaries of the sea substituted, upwards of 25,000 

" acres additional land, principally grants to Mr. Berry, would have been included therein—
" th0 population would have equally been scanty and scattered. This boundary would have 
" included Mr. Berry's establishment at Coolangatta, and its vicinity, occupying about 14,000 
acres of land, with few tenants, besides the many thousand acres of land, tenantless, 
" between Jendeandie and Numba. The land bore is naturally cleared, of the first quality, 
but, unfortunately for the district, the property of one individual. As to Mr. Berry's 
" remark of 460 persons being excluded, and outside the Municipality at Brougliton Creek, 
strangers unacquainted with Mr. Berry's property might possibly conclude that a great 
number of tenants are included in the 460 persons. There are not more than sixty lease- 
holders in the part mentioned; the remaining portion must consist of women and children," 

It is replied to the paragraph named Extract No. 7 

" There are so many thousand acres of Mr. Berry's land in a state of nature, that it 
would be impossible, even for himself, to define boundaries for a Municipality without 
including a great portion of land uninhabited; as, for instance, the great extent of 
uninhabited land at Good Dog, Jasper's Brush, J3roughton Creek, Numba, Greenwell 
" Point, and Corrirnia. The fact of its being still uninhabited is the fault of Mr. Berry 
himself. In communication No. 5, addressed by Alexander Berry, Esq., to the Colonial 
Secretary, dated 5 August, 1859, Nr. Berry states (Printed Parliamentary Document)—
I now do myself the honor of transmitting to you the original Petition against a Munici-
pality, signed by 362 individuals, all householders, and residing within the district.' Out 
of this number we find forty flotitious names, and nearly as many servants in the employ 
of Mr. Berry; a great number of signatures attached thereto without the consent of said 
parties, such as James Graham, and many others. Such is a brief analysis of the house-
" holders signed to the Berry Petition. 

" Mr. Berry also states in said letter, that 'many of the names attached to the 
"'Petition in favor of the Municipality will be found to be apocryphal, as appears from a 
Memorandum which I have received, and now attach.' And in another part of said 
document Mr. Berry states, in reference to the said signatures—' I believe them to be, and 

B  insist upon their being, fatal to the application.' Will Mr. Berry maintain this reasoning 
" in reference to the many fictitious names on his own Petition? In the Memorandum 
èhclosed by Mr. Berry, as containing names of persons who are open to objection—
(Enclosure 2 in No. 5)— the name of Hen7 Krauastever appears as being an 

11  'unnaturalsied 
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'unnaturalized foreigner'; and yet, in the same letter Mr. Berry encloses three other 
" Counter-petitions—(Enclosure 1 in No. 5)—on which the same name objected to appears; 
"so that in the very same communication to the Government—(No. 5)—Mr. Berry objects 
" to this name, and yet the same name appears on his Counter-petition. (See Enclosure 
No. 1, Printed Parliamentary Document.) This ft&ct requires no comment; only proves 
" that Mr. Berry wished to carry a certain point; how, remains proved. On Mr. Berry's 
Petition we notice the name of William Cook, Terara. Now, this person was dead and 
"buried long before the Nowra Petition was thought of. This at once proves that the 
Counter-petition of Mr. Berry was never intended against Nowra, but originally got up 
against one .Afunicjpality for the whole district. In Enclosure 2 of No. 5 appears a list 
" of persons—' A list,' states Mr. Berry, 'of persons who have signed the Nowra Municipality 
"Petition, who are open to objection.' John Robertson is objected to as 'not residing at 
"Greenhills, and having signed Counter-petition? This person, at the time he signed the 
Nowra Petition, lived at Greenhills. 'John Seheidell, unnaturalized foreigner'; this is 
"incorrect—he has a right, being a landowner in Nowra, and is naturalized. 'M. A. Ryan, 
"infant'; also incorrect, as he is over twenty-one years of age. 'Owen Hewett, no right, 
squatting on Government land'; incorrect—he has a right, being a landowner in Nowra. 
" William Rose—does not reside in the district'; he was residing in the district at the 
"time he signed the Nowra Petition. 'Oswald Hitchcock, John M. Murphy, John Rowen, 
John Riorden—signed Counter-petition '; this is incorrect, they never signed a Counter-
petition against the .Wowra Municipality. 'James Coffee and William Roach—no such 
persons.' When the Nowra Petition was revised, a letter was forwarded to the Colonial 
Secretary by Mr. Henry Moss, respecting said parties not being within the Municipality: 
they signed the Petition in error, as they live outside the boundaries. 'henry Kraun-
stever, unnaturalized foreigner.' This name appears on Mr. Berry's Counter-petition 
also, (Enclosure 2 in No. 5, Printed Parliamentary Document.) 'Joseph Watt, name 
inserted without leave'; this is incorrect, as Watt signed his name in the presence of 
witnesses. 'John Sullivan, signed the Counter-petition.' No Counter-petition has yet 
been presented against the Nowra Petition. What is generally called a Counterpetitiom 
against Nowra was signed against one Municipality for the whole district, as the great 
number of people living outside the boundaries could not possibly sign Mr. Berry's 
Petition, which states—' The establishment of any Municipality would prove highly 
prejudicial to our interests.' How can the interests of those outside the boundaries be 
" affected in this way? The very heading of the Petition called a Counter-petition against 
"Nowra is sufficient proof that it was originally intended against one Municipality for the 
whole district, and that the signatures for such purpose have been—we do not say fraudu-
lently, but—improperly made use of. 

Mr. Berry states—' I beg to remind your Excellency that there never has been any 
Government expenditure on my estate, even for roads. My brother declined to accept 
of any money voted by the Council for that purpose.' 

Mr. Berry has forgotten to state the reason for not accepting the money voted by 
the Council for roads, which is simply to prevent the Government having any claim or 
control over the roads through his land, so that Mr. Berry can alter the roads where and 
when he pleases, as he has done for several years past. 

" Your Committee beg to bring under the notice of the Council the published corres-
pondence between the Mayor and Mr. Thomas Coser, in reference to procuring signatures 
against the Municipality, as follows 

1. 

"To the Editor of the Plawana Mercur3'. 
Sir, 

"I.n reference to a letter headed • Nowra Municipality,' signed 'John Smith,' in your issue 
of the 27th ultimo, in which be states—' I would beg to remind your correspondent that I am no tool, 
"paid or unpaid,' t am instructed by the Mayor to request you will publish the annered (copies of) 
"letters as quite conclusive on the subject, as well as of the value of John Smith's statements and 
opinioas reflecting on the Municipal Council. 

lam, &c., 
"Council Chamber, lj  THO}LAS BOYCE. 

11 3 April, 1860.11 "Town Clerk." 

"Nowra, March ala, 1860. 
'l'o Mr. Thomas Coser, Auctioneer. 
Dear Sir, 

"Having been informed that you have publicly stated that you were asked to obtain 
signatures to a Petition against the Shoalhavcn Municipal Council at a certain rate of payment per 
"ay, and for each name, and also that a person named 'John Smith' told you that he was receiving 
Li per day and 2s. for each name, may I ask you to favor me with the particulars of the offer, and by 
whom made to you, as well as of the statement of John Smith on the same subject, as I consider a 
"Petition so got ep to be an imposition on the public, and feel it to be my duty to prevent the Legis-
lature being imposed on by such a document. 

I am, &c., 
JAMES GRAHAM. 

"Mayor." 
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3' 

Gregn/,,i II,, April 2nd, 1800. 

"To James Graham, Esq., Mayor of Shoalhaven Municipality. 
"Dear Sir, 

In reply to your note respecting information relative to a Petition against the Sboalhaveit 
Municipal Council, I have simply to state—first, that Mr. M'Donald, Clerk to Mr. Berry, asked me 
"to obtain signatures to it, for which be would guarantee me payment of £1 per day, and 2s. for each 
name; secondly, I met John Smith at Wheatley's hntel-.-he asked me to sign the Petition in question. 
"which he had with him, which I declined; he remarked it was capital pay, namely. £1 per day and 
Zs. for each name which he stated he was receiving. 

I am, &c, 
THOMAS COSER." 

" Your Committee also beg to refer to the statements of Mr. Keiran Brown, respecting 
" a certain offer made to him by John Smith, to go to Sydney and give evidence before the 
Select Committee of the Legislative Council (now sitting) ; this Smith is the person 
summoned by Mr. Berry to give evidence as a witness before the Committee. Since Smith's 
absence in Sydney his daughter has been caught in the fact of stealing from the premises 
of Mr. Graham, and even Smith himself has recently been charged before the Police Court at 

" Numba with arson. Your Committee in noticing this fact only follows the precedent of 
Mr. Berry, as he, in a special letter to the Colonial Secretary (No. 7), states—' George 
Miller, one of the Nowra Petitioners, was yesterday convicted of stealing my cattle.' 
Your Committee in following Mr. Berry's steps beg to call your attention to the significant 
fact of James M'Donnld, a confidential person in Mr. Berry's employ, and lately examined 
by the Committee of ln4niry on the Shoalhaven Municipality, was yesterday fined ten 

91 pounds and costs for fslscly defaming a fellow servant also in Mr. Berry's employ. The 
" statement of Keiran Brown is thus introduced 

To Mr. Keiran Brown. 
Sir, 

I have been directed to ask you to state the substance of a eonversatioa which John Smith 
had with you concerning the Shoalhaven Municipality. and if lie zade you any offer if you would 
go to Sydney and state what he told you to say. 

I remain, &C., 
"THOMAS BOYCE, 

"Town Clerk." 

In reply to this letter Keiran Brown states that John Smith wished him to go 
to Sydney to prove ' that he did not know the contents of the Petition he signed for a 
Municipality,' and that his expenses would be paid to Sydney, and for a month in Sydney 
if he wished; another person was present at this time. Smith also wished to impress 
on Keiran Brown's mind that when he signed the Municipal Petition it was for Nowra 
only. This Brown denied. Smith, Mr. Keiran Brown states, 'promised to see him paid;' 
" also he states—" John Smith was drunk on the road when he first met him.' 

"TIIO31AS BOYCE, 
11 Town Clerk. 

Your Committee, in reply to the paragraphs marked Extracts Nos. S and 9, beg to 
notice, in reference to the 362 names, denominated householders, attached to the Berry 
Petition, only 45 reside within the boundaries of the iuitaicipale'ty, as testified by the 
" Collector of the Electoral Roll. 

There are several names of parties appended thereto residing at a distance of twenty-
" two miles from No-nra. We allude to James Thomson and other parties at Burner and 
" equally distant places, and we cannot see with Mr. Berry how ' they are clearly entitled 
to participate in deciding upon the quostiou.' We consider them clearly not entitled. 

" We find that out of the 362 names on the Berry Petition there are many, 254, tenants of 
" Mr. Berry; 54 tenants of Messrs. De Mestre, who took a great interest in procuring 
signatures against a Municipality, the remainder being overseers and servants of Mr. Berry, 
such as ' Fraser,' Meroo; 'Brettel,' surveyor; 'John Hawkin,' shipbuilder; ' Charles 
Underwood'; 'Francis Thompson,' overseer; 'M'Donald,' hired servant; and a great many 
" other persons attached to the Berry establishment. 

Your Committee, on scrutinizing the signatures appended' to the Berry Petition, 
" and comparing them with the Electoral Itoh, regret to find 38 fictitious names signed 
"thereto. The said names do not appear on the Electoral Roll dated January, 1859, and 
therefore must have very little stake in the district. Your Committee after this can easily 
" account for the triumphant manner in which Mr. Berry makes his assertion of a majority 
of nearly four to one against having a Municipality. The scrutiny of names gave the 
following as fictitious, not being on the Electoral Roll for 1859 

"Thomas PeIf. Thomas Bradshaw, Richard Rust, 
"Allan Fillomy, John WLensie, John F. West, 
"Patrick Corney, William Bryen, Joshua Ormbrer, 
"Chaiks Dixon, }lenrick Weigerud, William Camphell, junr., 
"James Lichens, James Ilorgan, Patrick Cujumios, 
"John B. Lumings, Robert Brown, Michael Wagner, 
"William Gallai-ger, Richard Bagnell, . Ed. Sage, 
"Luke Lumpings, The as Newrey, a vi, Bouty, 
"Jamcs Dais-es, Richard Jones, John Bower,, 
"William ison, Thomas Niblock, Richard Goulding, 
"Thomas Holman, IT. Andred, Henry Montgomery, 
"Michael Norton, James Gahloin, Alexander Flevile." 
"Alfred Cuhien, John Fox (signed twiec) 

" Irrespective of this damaging objection against the Berry Petition, your Committee are of 
opinion that it is not entitled to any consideration from the Government, as it was 

11 originally 
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originally got up against one )7funicipality for the whole district, and afterwards made 
use of against Nowra. It is this fact which accounts for the same names appearing in 
" some instances on both Petitions. Parties against the larger were in favor of the smaller; 
they willingly signed against one Municipality for the whole district, but never intended 
" their names to be made use of against the Nowra Municipality, as at the time the Berry 
" Petition was being signed no steps had been taken to incorporate Nowra. The Committee 
" beg to refer to a letter signed by James Graham—in No. 11 of Printed Parliamentary 
" Document—in proof of this, and also to several Petitions presented to the Honorable the 
Legislative Assembly by John Garrett, Esq., M.L.A., from parties whose names had been 
made use of in this manner without their sanction. 

This Committee consider the language ' unprincipled neighbors, ' as applied by 
Mr. Berry to Petitioners, very harsh, and his other sweeping charges of ' drunkenness and 
dissipation,' against the people of Greenhills and Nowra, is a false and infamous slander, 
and one which Mr. Berry might well have deferred until such time as be bad amended 
the same faults in his own establishment, which have already, as the district can 
testify, produced such fearful consequences. 

Mr. Berry states that nearly all his land has been purchased. He has been 
unusually fortunate in having the whole of his purchased land, or nearly, within the 
Municipality. We found immediately outside the boundary a grant of Ten thousand 
acres I His vanating boast of nearly the whole being purchased may be true, yet there 
are thousands of acres outside the Municipality which merely cost him a trfie; and it is 
the opinion of many that Mr. Berry's great exteat of land in this district ought to be 
re-surveyed. Were this done, a great quantity of land marked originally as 'unprofitable 
" swamp,' would be found 'available.' And from what has recently transpired—by the 
Government now cutting up it section of land which has always been regarded as Mr. 
Berry's property, being marked in the maps with his name, and portions of it let out on 
clearing lease—if a re-survey is made there will probably be found some thousands of 
acres of unalienated land to meet the demands of the public. 

Mr. Berry has paid the Governm-ni £7,529 13s. for 15,420 acres of land, on the 
banks of navigable streams, and nearly all first class land. There are sixty-jive others, 
purchasers of land in Good Dog Ward who have paid £0,40& for 5,732 acres of land. 
" And your Committee, therefore, consider that, as a purchaser, Mr. Berry can have no 
peculiar claim on the Government, in reference to his individual case, to justify it in 
assenting to his Petition agaiost the wishes of so many purchasers having a real interest 
in Good Dog Ward. A stranger reading Mr. Berry's Petition would conclude that he is 
the sole owner of land in Good Dog Ward, and the only person interested therein, whereas 
there are sixty-five original purchasers who have paid the Government £2,000 more than 
the entire amount paid by Mr. Berry, and for only one-third of the quantity of land now 
claimed by him. So that, comparing these facts, Mr. Berry represents the Good Dog 
" Ward in acres only, not in cash paid to the Government; so that it would be unfair to so 
many purchasers of land in this ward to entertain the Petition of an individual who has 
already been so extensively benefited at the public expense. Particularly as the majority 
" of landowners have paid a larger amount of money into the Treasury than Mr. Berry. 

11 Mr. S. L. Biddulph, Licensed Surveyor, is busy surveying land at Good Dog, in 
"small farms; there is a great extent of land here available, and when all the land in this 
" ward in a few years is purchased and occupied, the great landowner in close proximity 
" must be borne irresistibly on the wheels of progress in spite of himself. Such are the 
blessings to be derived from Municipalities in the interior, which must, as our Shoalhaven 
one will, in a few years, when its machinery is in Lull active operation, tend to raise the 
district to that proud pre-caninenoe which its great local advantages justify it in assuming. 

11 If it should be asked why have other Municipalities but little older than that of 
Shoalhaven made such rapid strides, while Shoalhaven has remained apparently st.tionary? 
We reply, that those Municipalities have been cordially supported, heart and hand, by all; 
there was general union to advance the common interest; while from its very birth, even 
from its conception, the united influence of all the neighboring landlords have been 
systematically exerted to procure its downfall." 

Your Petitioner, therefore, prays that your Honorable House will take the premises 
into serious consideration, and that in any question affecting the Municipality of Shoalhaven, 
as now proclaimed and established, your Honorable House will be pleased to give due weight 
and importance to the facts herein set forth, and most respectfully submitted; and especially 
as this Municipality has to contend against powerful opposition, it is felt that the only 
reliable resource left is an humble appeal to the wisdom and powerful protection of your 
Honorable House, to enable the Municipal Council of Shoalhaven to exercise its legitimate 
functions, for the public benefit, according to the intention of the Municipalities Act of 1858, 
and to frustrate measures calculated to impede its just action, and, perhaps, to work its over-
throw ;—an alternative greatly to be deprecated. 

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will over pray. 
Signed in the name of, and in behalf of, the Municipal Council of Shoalhaven, 

JAMES GRAHAM, Mayor. 
Aiuntepal Council Chamber, 

Shoalhaven, 22nd October, 1860. 

Sydney: Thomas RIchud,, Government Prtnter.—lSeI. 

[&ict, 2d.] - 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

SHOALIIAVIEN MUNICIPALITY. 
(PETITION OF ALEXSNDER BERRY,) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 23 January, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The bumble Petition of Alexander Berry, of the North Shore, near Sydney, in the 

SHEWETH 
Colony of New South \Vales, Esquire,— 

That your Petitioner, on the twenty-first day of September, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-nine, presented a Petition to the late Legislative 
Assembly, in reference to the establislinjent of the  Shoalhavon Municipality, and praying 
the said Assembly to take the premises, in such Petition referred to, into their consideration, 
and to adopt such measures in relation thereto, in order to insure justice and right to your 
Petitioner, as to the said Assembly in its wisdom should seem meet. 

That no action having been taken by the said Assembly, a Select Committee of the 
Legislative Council was appointed to inquire into and report upon the allegations  contained 
in a Petition by your Petitioner to the said Legislative Council, similar to ther 
to the said late Assembly. id Potition 

That the said Select Committee of the said Legislative Council accordingly proceeded 
to inquire into the allegations contained in the Petition to the said Legislative Council, and 
took evidence and reported thereon, and such Report was adopted by the said C':uncil some time in the month of .Tune last. 

That, some time in the month of September last, a Select Committee of the said late 
Assembly was appointed, but not at the instance of your Petitioner, to inquire 

431s0 and 
report upon the allegations contained in the said Petition to the said late Asensb]y, but no 
progress was made by the said last incutionid Committee in consequence of the di' ulution of Parliament. 

That, on the seventeenth day of January instant, a Select Committee ofyour Honorable 
House was appointed, but not a.t the instance of your Petitioner, to inquire into and report 
upon the said Petition to the said late Assembly. 

That, although your Petitioner considers that the allegations in question, having been 
already fully proved before the said Committee of the said Legislative Council, and that, 
therefore, any further investigation would be only putting your Petitioner to unnecessary 
expense; yet, as the said Select Committee has been appointed by your Honorable House, 
and as your Petitioner has a private and peculiar interest in the matters in the said Petition 
to the said late Legislative Assembly referred to, your Petitioner is desirous of being 
represented before such Select Committee by Counsel and Attorney. 

Your Petitioner, therefore, humbly prays that your Honorable House will be pleased 
to grant leave to your Petitioner to appear and be represented before such Select Committee 
by Counsel and Attorney, in support of the allegations contained in the said Petition to the 
said Legislative Assembly. 

And your Petitioner will ever pray, ike. 

ALEXR. BERRY. 

[Price, d.] 88— 
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?Leeielatibt 200mbiv. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MuNICiPALiTIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL OF 1861. 
(PETITION OF MR. SAMUEL HEBBLEWHITE.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 26 February, 1801. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of Samuel Hebblewhite, President of the Randwick and Coogee 

Roads Trust,— 

ltESlECTFULLY SuawErli 

That your Petitioner has heard with regret that a Bill is now before your 

Honorable house having for its object the removal of all Toll Houses, and the suppression 

of all Tolls now collected on the Roads of the Colony, excepting the three Main Roads; and 

without making any provision whatever for the payment of the Debts now due by the 

Trustees of the Suburban Roads, or for their future safe and efficient maintenance. 

In the year 1854 the Randwiek and Coogee Roads were made, and the Act, 18 Vic-

toria, No. 14, was specially prepared, and a Board of Five Commissioners appointed to carry 

out the provisions of the said Act, in keeping the Roads in good order and condition. 

Your Petitioner begs also to state that, to keep the said Roads in order, which run 

two and a hair (24) miles through Crown Lands, and to make the necessary improvements 

in erecting Toll Houses, &c., the said Trust has been compelled to t&ke advantage of the 

twenty-first (21) clause of their Act of Incorporation, in mortgaging the said Tolls, &c., and 

the Liabilities of the said Trust are at the present time about Nine Hundred Pounds (.C900). 

Your Petitioner, therefore, respectfully submits to your Honorable louse, that the 

passing of the Bill, in its present shape, would deprive the Mortgagee of his vested rights 

and privileges, and inflict a grievous injury and loss on those who have purchased property 

and made improvements in the ncigbourhood to which our Main Road leads. And your 

Petitioner humbly prays that your Honorable House will be pleased to exempt our Trust 

from the operations of the said Bill, or to refuse your assent to it nitogether. 

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

SAMUEL IIEBBLEWIIITE, 

President, Randwick and Coogee Roads Trust. 

[Price)  Id.] 103.— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CITY OF NEWCASTLE. 
(PETITION FROM MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OP.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 26 February, 1861, 

To the ilonorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the Municipal Council of Newcastle,— 

RESPECTFULLY SunwEva 

That your Memorialists, having been elected under the Municipalities Act of 
1858, are charged with the formation and improvement of the public thoroughfares, and 

with the removal therefrom of all obstructions and dangerous impediments standing in the 

way of such improvement, and for the performance of such other duties as are imposed by 

the Act in behalf of, and for the better regulation of, the Municipality in question. 

In pursuance of these dnties, your Memorialists have found that a certain Bridge, 

known as the Australian Agricultural Company's Bridge, and which crosses the main 

thoroughfare of the City, is of so low an altitude as to become a positive obstruction to any 

except the most ordinary traffic, and is, beside, in general character and construction, quite 

inadequate and insubstantial for all the purposes required, and such as in the opinion of 

your Memorialists should be removed, and be substituted by one of a more adequate and 
superior character. 

Your Memorialists have also, in commencing the formation and improvement of the 

same thoroughfare, found that Blanc-street, being intersected by the Coal an4 Copper 

Company's Railway Line on the level, as well as traversed by it for a considerablo distance 

along the North side thereof, opposes serious and insuperable difficulties to the improvements 

necessary for the well-being of the City, as contemplated by your Memorialists, and utterly 

incompatible with the safety and convenience of the Inhabitants. 

Your Memorialists, having taken into their serious consideration the best mode of 

relieving the City of these obstructions, have, after mature deliberation at different periods, 

come to Resolutions, of which the following are copies 

That, in the opinion of this Council, the public convenience, and the necessity of 

the traffic of this City and District, imperatively demands that the A. A. 

Company's Bridge across Hunter-street should be removed, and that the 

Mayor be requested to convey a copy of this Resolutioa to the General 
Superintendent. 

That, in the opinion of this Council, the Line of Railway known as the Coal 

and Copper Company's Tramway, and which traverses a considerable portion 

of the main thoroughfare of the City, is a dangerous and otherwise serious 

obstruction, and ought to be removed, the better to enable this Council to 

carry out the permanent improvements now in progress ; and that, in order 
105— "to 
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" to obtain its removal, a respectful Memorial be presented by this Council to 

His Excellency the Governor General, praying him to bring this matter 

" before the Executive Council, and to take such other steps as His Excellency 

" may deem proper, in furtherance of the object ; and, farther, that the 

Mayor be authorized to prepare and forward that Memorial, signed by 

himself on behalf of this Council. 

That, in consequence of several accidents, rebuitlig in the loss of life, having 

occurred on the Lines of Railway used for the traction of Coals, by the A. A. 

Company, and the C. and C. Company, this Council is of opinion that the 

safety of the public imperatively demands that both these Companies should 

be compelled to cross the principal thoroughfare of the City at an elevation of 

" at least fifteen feet, as recommended by the Engineer.in-Cbief for Railways." 

Your Memorialists, finding that the Coal and Copper Company's Line bad reeeived 

the sanction of Parliament, felt that they bad no alternative than to appeal to the same source 

for its removal; and being aware that Parliamentary proceedings, based on Petitions from 

the late Warden and other inhabitants of the City had been initiated, and report made 

thereon, your Memorialists respectfully invite the attention of your Honorable House to the 

same, and selicit that your Honorable House would be pleased to recommend that the plans 

referred to in these proceedings, and submitted by the Commissioaers and Engineer.in-Chief 

of Itailways, be put in operation, or such other relief afforded as your Honorable House 

may deem necessary, in order to enable your Memorialists to proceed satisfactorily with the 

permaaent improvements of the City, and your Memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever 

pray, &e. 

Signed for, and at the request, and scaled with the Seal, of the Municipal Council of 

Newcastle, this 18th day of February, 1861. 

(Ls.) JAMES HANNELL, 

Mayor. 

SjJney: 1bo,ua, 1UeIiris, Ooyrum?at Friiite:.-1561. 

[Price, ldj 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

SEWERAGE AND WATER SUPPLY. 
(FOURTH YEARLY REPORT OP MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 24 April, 1861. 

FOURTH YEARLY REPORT of the Municipal Council of the City of Sydney, of tltezr 
Proceedings in connection with the Sewerage and Water Supply. 

TUE Municipal Council have the honor to submit, for the information of the Parliament of 
New South Wales, a Report of their Proceedings and Statement of their Accounts in con-
nection with the Sydney Sewerage Act, 17 Victoria, No. 34, and the Sydney S\ater Act, 
17 Victoria, No. 35, for the Year 1860. 

SEWERAGE. 
The Municipal Council have not thought it desirable, under the present state of the 

Sewerage Funds, to undertake any new works in connection with the under-ground drainage: 
of the City since their last Report, and their operations have been entirely confined to the 
supervision of the connections of subsidiary drains made by private individuals with the 
public sewers. The number of connections made during the past year is 85, müing a 
total of 702. 

The Council beg to state, that the whole of the Sewerage Works commenced by the 
City Commissioners, and completed by the Corporation, are in perfect order, and have, during 
the almost unprecedented heavy rains of the past year, discharged the duties required of 
them in a most satisfactory manner. 

WATER. 
In their last Report the Municipal Council stated that the engines at Botany and the 

line of 30-inch main to Sydney had been completed, and had been in use for the last two 
months of 1859; and it affords the Council much pleasure now to state that the engines, 
main, and all the machinery, have since been in constant and successful operation daily 
(Sundays excepted) witbout any casualty whatever. During the year the single engine 
made 1,041,839 revolutions, and the coupled engines each 611,053 revolutions, as indicated 
by the enunters attached to the engines. The total quantity of water sent to Sydney in 
1859 was 326,008,080 gallons, and the consumption of coal at the Botany engine-house 
amounted to 1,462 tons. 

The lower levels of the City are still supplied with water from the tunnel leading from 
Lachlan Swamp, although this supply was interrupted for a short period in the year by the 
falling in of a portion of the tunnel in the vicinity of the Military Barracks. As, however, 
the whole of the City mains are conn,4ed with tbo4  Botany wrks, and can be supplied 
from that source when occasions require it, no inconvenience was felt by the Citizens by the 
temporary stoppage referred to. Within the past few mouths the water has again found its 
n-ny through the tunnel without any repairs to the defective portion having been undertaken, 
and so long as this continues to be the case it is not considered desirable to enter upon the 
enormous outlay which will be necessary for the restoration of the work. 

During the past year a contract was entered into with Mr. P. N. Russell to supply 
the Council with £10,000 worth of 3, 4, 6, 9, and 12 inch pipes, of which four shipments 
have arrived, and the contract so far promises to be satisfactorily performed. Provision has 
been made in the same contract for the supply of an additional £10,000 worth during the 
year 1801, and £5,000 worth in 1862; and the Council hope, with the completion of this 
contract, to be in a position to distribute the supp1 of water to almost every portion of the 
City. 

The following mains have been laid during the year 1860 

9-inch. 
Darhinghurst Road and 31'Leay-strect... 460 yards. 

6-inch. 
Darhinghurst Road and l\I'Leay-streeu.. .. 675 
Upper William-street North ... ... ... 90 
Upper William-street South ... ... ... 14 
Upper Forbes-street .. ... ... ... 376 
* 245— 3-inch. 
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8-inch. 
Wylde-street, Potts' Voint ... ... 112 yards. 
Upper William-street North .. ... 418 
Liverpool and Dowliog Streets ... ... 825 
James-street ... ... ,.. ... ... 108 

ACCOUNTS 

Statements of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Municipal Council, under the 
Sewerage and Water Funds, for the year 1860, are appended hereto. 

JOHN SUTHERLAND, 
Mayor. 

1861 Adopted by the Municipal Council of the City of Sydney, this second day of April, 

CITAS. H. WOOLCOTT, 
Town Clerk. 

APPENDIX. 

STATEMENT of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Municipal Council, on account 
of the Sewerage Fund, from the 1st January to the 30th June, 1860. 

£ s.d. £ sd., £ s-cl. £ d. 

19 17 0 Interest Expenses 316 10 1 

For Sewerage Con-

Balances due, 30 Balances due, 1 
June, 1860— January, 1360— 

nections ----------------- 

Jie Colonial Go- 
vernment -------200,000 0 0 

The Colonial Go- 
verninent ,,,. 200,000 0 0 

Foiat Stock Bank.. 4,862 17 5 Joint Stock Bank 4,566 4 4 
I 204,862 17 5 ________- 204,666 4 4 

£ 204,882 14 6 £ 204,882 14 5 
We certify that we have audited the accounts from which the above statement is madc up, and 

find the same to be correct. 
J. G. RAPHAEL,, 
J. SDIPSON, } City Auditors. 

STATEMENT of the Receipts and Expenditure of the Municipal Council, on accouat of 
the Water Fund, from the lst January to the 30th June, 1860. 

lkcun-rs. Exrnwiruas, 

Water laid on to 
£ s.d. £ Ld. 

GeneralCityWorks 
£ s.d. 
7,421 13 6 

£s.d. 

P roceeds of Sale ot 
6,731 1 3 Botany Works - - 2,971 13 5 

Water:— Compensation for 

Hyde Park. 235 5 0 Salaries of Officers 
1,992 17 
1,250 12 

9 
0 

Houses --------- 

Dockyard - - -. 120 9 3 

Land ----------- - 

Law Expenses -. 36 2 6 Soldiers' Point.. 99 14 6 Interest Expenses 2,028 18 4 South Head Rd. 26 7 6 Discount&Charges 95 0 0 Rent, Cottages, Be- -  15,802 17 6 tany .......... 6 
Repayment of In- 

-1217 
Balances due, 1 

terest .......... . 548 4 11 January, 1860— 
Repaymcntof Costs 5 5 0 

7,779 4 11 The Colonial Go- 
Balance due to the 
Colonial Govern- 

vermnent ....... 213,337 19 3 
Joint Stock Bank 21,769 13 9 

213,337 19 3 • 
Balance duo to the 

Debentures out- 
standing 

-- 

900 0 0 

mcnt ----------- 

Joint5tockBank 21,893 6 3 City Treasurer - - 10 0 (1 Balance due to De- 236,007 13 0 bcntures out- 
standing 6,800 0 0 
Balance due to Gua- 
rantee Deposits 2,000 0 0 -  244,031 5 6 

£ 251,810105 £ 251,810 10 5 
we certity that we have audited the accounts from which the above statenicnt is mado up, and 

8nd the same to be correct. 
J. G. RAPHAEL, 
J. SIMPSON, } City Auditors. 

ABSTRACT 
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ABSTRACT of the Receipts and Disbursements of the Municipal Council of the City of 
Sydney, on account of the Sewerage Fund, from the 1st July to 31st December, 1860. 

Ilacnins. DISBtJBSEMENTS. 

£ s.d. £s.d. £s.d. £s.d. 
For Sewerage con- IntercetExpensce 244 1 1 
nections 7216 6 244 1 1 

72 16 6 

Balances due, 31 j Balances due, 30 
December, 1860— June, 1860— 

The Colonial Go- The Colonial Go- 
vernment ........200,000 0 0 vernmcnt .... 200.000 0 0 
Joint Stock Bank,. 3,034 2 0 Joint Stock Bank 4,862 17 6 

—203,084 2 0 -  204,86211 5 

9205.106 18 6 91205.106 18 6 

We certify that we have audited the accounts from which the above statement is made up, and. 
find the same to be correct. 

RICHARD CREAGH, City Auditor. 
JAMES SIMPSON, City Auditor. 

ABSTRACT of the Receipts and Disbursements of the Municipal Council of the City of 
Sydney, on acconnt of the Water Fund, from the let July to 31st December, 1860. 

Rxcnr're. 

£ a. d. 
Water laid on to 

6,123 16 10 
Proceeds of sale of 
water,Hydo Park 164 11 9 
Dockyard.... 83 10 2 
Soldiers' Point 92 2 9 

Rant of Fountain, 
South Head Road 24 10 0 
RentofCottagesat 

Houses .......... 

Botany 11 4 0 
Repayment of 
Interest 628 18 8 
Miscellaneous Re- 

DissuBsnlxwrs. 

£ s. d. £ a. d. £ G. d. 
General City Works 807 4 8 
Botany Works 1,528 10 0 
Compensation for 
Lands .........6011 S 2 
Salaries of Officers 1,237 13 7 
Interest Expenses 2,143 0 4 
Discount&eharges 9 0 0 

10,736 16 9 

ceipts ...........85 16 0 
Balances due, 31 
Dec., 1860— 

The Colonial Go-c'- 

7,214 10 2 
Balances due, 80 
June, 1860— 

The Colonial 0th'- 
- 

ei-nment -------- 
Joint Stock Bank 
Debentures out- 
standing ........ 
GuaranteeDeposits 

213,337 19 3 
20,015 12 10 

12,200 0 0 
2,000 0 0 

247,653 12 1 

ernment ........ 
Joint Stock Bank 
Debentures out-
standing 
GuaranteeDeposits 

213,337 19 3 
21,893 6 3 

6,800 0 0 
2,000 0 0 

244,031 6 6 
4C 

£ 254,768 2 3 1254,76823 

We certify that we have anditcd the accounts from which the above statement is made up, an 
find the same to be correct, 

RICHARD CRF]AGIL City Auditor. 
JAMES SIMPSON, City Auditor. 

Sydney: Thomas mehirdo, Government l'rinter.-1861. 
{Po'ice, ld.] 
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1861. 

Iktgtolatibt Sammy. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

SUPPLY OF WATER TO THE METROPOLIS. 
(MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF NEW SOUTH WALES.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Asgembly to be Printed, 10 May, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South 
\Vales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the Council of the Australian Medical Association,— 

SHEWETH 
That we, the undersigned Members of the Council of the Australian Medical 

Association, have had our attention drawn to the Clauses of the "Bill to Consolidate and 
Amend the Law relating to the City," now before your Honorable House, which have 
reference to the Supp1y of Water to this Metropolis. 

That we have carefully taken the same into our consideration, with especial regard to 
the sanitary condition of the working classes. 

That many portions of the Town, and chiefly those densely inhabited by the working 
classes, are not supplied with Water, except by the system of water-carts and direct pur-
chase at a high price, and that the consequent defective supply is incompatible with thu 
health and wellbeing of the population. 

That, while the Water supplied by the City Corporation to the Metropolis is in 
itself pure and wholesome, it possesses, in an unusual degree, a solvent power upon lead. 

That, in consequence of the Water being conveyed, for the most part, in leaden 
pipes, from the main to the houses, an amount of the metal is taken up which, in many 
instances, is productive of attacks of acute sickness or protracted ill health. 

That, in consideration of the above, we feel it our duty to submit to your Honorable 
House- 

1st. That it is highly desirable that every house or tenement intended for use 
as a habitation, or used as such, should possess a separate, ample, and con-
tinuous supply of pure Water. 

2nd. That the landlord of every such house or tenement should be compelled to 
establish and maintain such supply wholly independent of the tenant. 

3rd. That such supply should, in every instance, be made by the means of iron 
pipes, as communicating no poisonous quality to the Water, and being, we 
believe, not more costly. 

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray, that such steps may be taken to amend the 
Clauses of the Bill in question, as to your Honorable House may seem best calculated to 
carry out the above.mentioned objects. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &e. 

On behalf of the Council of the Australian Medical Association, 

W. BLAND, 

President. 

[Price, ldj 29 
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1861. 

Lcgi%IatiUc OzombIll. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CONFECTIONER'S LICENSE. 
(NEW SOUTH WALES ALLIANCE FOR SUPPRESSION OP INTEMPERANCE.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 8 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of the New South Wales Alliance for the Suppression of Intem-
perance, and for the Social, Moral, and Intellectual Elevation of the People,— 

HUMBLY SRWETII 

That the one pound tax, called the Confectioner's License, is burthensome and 
injurious in its operations. 

That the total annual sum averaged, derived from it during the last seven years for 
the whole Colony, was barely £70 per annum, while last year it produced not more than 
£52, so that, as a source of revenue, this tax is comparatively valueless. Moreover, of the 
fifty-three licenses granted during the past year, only fourteen were required for the metro-
politan district, including Sydney and its suburbs to a distance of eight miles, with a popula-
tion of between 70,000 and 80,000 souls. 

That a Confectioner's License can only be obtained by the applicant for it sub- 
initting to nearly the same long and tedious formalities (involving the expenditure of several 
days' time) as are requisite in applying for a Publjean's License, which may or may not be 
expedient in the case of a Licensed Victualler, but which, when the sole privilege acquired 
by the holder is that of retailing ginger and spruce beer, appear totally uncalled for, and, 
indeed, little else than frivolous and vexatious. 

That, although the objections above stated to the Confectioner's License suffice, 
as your Petitioners believe, to shew its inexpediency, yet they are altogether but trivial 
when compared with the serious evil caused by the difficulties and impediments which render 
so few persons willing to undergo the ordeal of applying for such licenses; the natural and 
obvious result of such obstacles being, to restrict, as already shewn, within the narrowest 
limits, the legal sale and consumption, and thereby deprive the humbler classes of a cheap, 
wholesome, and refreshing beverage, without affording an  compensating advantage to the 
community in the shape of revenue, or in any other conceivable mode whatever. 

That neither in Great Britain nor in any other civilized country has a tax or 
restriction ever been imposed, or even proposed, on the liquors here authorized to be sold. 

That in a climate where the high temperature itnders the recurrence of thirst 
frequent, and often distressingly urgent, to debar the labouring classes from the use of an 
innocent and salutary drink, appears to your Petitioners to be both harsh and oppressive, 
while it operates as an incentive to intemperance by inducing them to have recourse to 
intoxicating liquids. 

Taking all the above-mentioned facts and inferences into due consideration, your 
Petitioners feel justified in praying that your Honorable House will be pleased to adopt 
forthwith, the necessary steps to insure the prompt, total, and unconditional repoal of this 
license as it now exists, and thereby terminate an impolitic, unprofitable, and oppressive 
monopoly. Your Petitioners being firmly convinced that, by oomplying with this the prayer 
and object of their Petition, your Honorable House, without injuring or endangering the 
interests of the community at large, or of any portion of it, will confer a very acceptable, 
and a by no means inconsiderable, benefit on the working classes of this Colony. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

[Here follow 12 Signatures.] 

(Price, ld.] 172— 
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1861. 

!Lsgiolattbz goambly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

GRIEVANCES. 
(PETiTIONS ffli JAMES PEGU LNI) JAMES J1ALFE.) 

PROGRESS REPORT 

PROM THE 

SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON 

G R I E V A N C E S 
(PETITIONS or JAMES PEGG AND JAMES 1tALFE); 

TOGETHER WITH THE 

PROCEEDIIrcGS OF THE COMMITTEE, 

AND 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

10 May, 1861. 

SYDNEY: 

THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTEB, 
PHILLIP-STItEET. 

1861. 
[Price, 7d.] 71—A 
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1861. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

VOTES, No. 11. TUESDAY, 29 JANUARY, 1861. 

19. Grievances :—Mr. Parkes moved, pursuant to notice,— 
That a Select Committee, with power to send for persons and papers, be 

appointed for the present Session, to consider and report upon such Petitions to this 
House, complaining of Grievances, as may, from time to time, be referred to them. 

That such Committee consist of Mr. Stewart, Mr. Daigloish, Mr. Shepherd, 
Mr. Rotton, Mr. Morris, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Piddingtou, Mr. Hoskins, Mr. Weekes, 
and the Mover. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES, No. 12. THURSDAY, 31 JANUARY, 1861. A.M. 

8. Grievances:—Mr. Parkes moved, pursuant to notice, That the Petitions of Cornelius 
Delohery, James Pegg, and Frederick Dunbar, be referred to the Committee on 
Grievances, with instructions to inquire into and report upon the allegations contained 
in them. 
Question put and passed. 

VolEs, No. 19. TUESDAY, 12 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

16. Henry William Dudley :—Mr. Parkes moved, pursuant to notice, That the Petition 
of Henry William Dudley, presented by him on the 8th February, be printed, and 
referred to the Committee on Grievances. 
Question put and passed. 
Ordered to be printed and referred accordingly. 

VOTES, No. 21. TUESDAY, 26 FEBRuARY, 1861. 

8. Mr. Francis O'Mcara:—Mr. Dalgleish moved, pursuant to notice, That the Petition 
of Mr. Francis O'\Icara, presented to the Legislative Assembly, and ordered to be 
printed, :31st March, 1858, be referred to the Committee on Grievances, for their 
consideration and report. 
Question put and passed. 
* * * * * * * 

13. James Ralfe :—Mr. Flett moved, pursuant to notice, That the Petition of James flalfe, 
Licensed Surveyor of Port Maequarie, which was presented to this I-louse about the 
5th November, 1856, and ordered to be printed—afterwards referred, on the motion 
of Captain James Williamson, to the Committee of Enquiry into the Surveyor 
General's Department—be now referred to the Grievances Committee. 
Question put and passed. 

23. City of Newcastle :—Mr. Hanndll moved, pursuant to notice, That the Petition from 
the Municipal Council of Newcastle, presented to this Rouse on the 20th February, 
be printed and referred to the Select Committee on Grievances. 
Question put and passed. 
Ordered to be printed and referred accordingly. 

VOTES, No. 43. WEDNESDAY, 27 Mnea, 1861. A.M. 

86. Mr. James Boyle :—Captain Moriarty moved, pursuant to notice standing in the name 
of Mr. Egan, That the Petition of Mr. James Boyle, Master Mariner, presented to 
the Legislative Assembly on the 4th of May, 1860, be referred to the Committee 
now sitting on Grievances, for their consideration and report. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES, 
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VOTES, No. 50. TUESDAY, 9 Apart, 1861. 

18. Mr. Edward James Howes Knapp:—Mr. Windeyer moved, pursuant to notice, That 
the Petition of E. J. If. Knapp, relative to a claim to a Grant of Land, ordered by 
the Legislative Assembly to be printed on the 4th June, 1858, be referred to the 
Committee on Grievances. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES, No. 65. ISIONIDAY, 6 MAY, 1861. 

30. William Dixon :—Mr. Lucas, on behalf of Mr. Sutherland, moved, pursuant to notice, 
That the Petition of William Dixon, presented by Mr. Sutherland on the 5th of 
April, be referred to the Committee on Grievances. 
Question put and passed. 
* * * * * * * 

WI. Unemployed Mechanics and Labourers of the City of Sydney :—Mr. Lucas, on behalf 
of Mr. Sutherland, moved, pursuant to notice, That the Petition presented by Mr. 
Sutherland, on the 16th April, from the unemployed mechanics and labourers of the 
City of Sydney, be printed and referred to the Committee on Grievances. 
Question put and passed. 
Ordered to be printed and referred accordingly. 

VOTES, No. 69. FRIDAY, 10 MAY, 1861. 

11. Grievances—Cases of James Pegg and James Ralfe :—Mr. Parkes, as Chairman, 
brought up a Progress Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of the 
Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose con-
sideration and report the Petitions of James Pegg and James Ralfe were referred 
respectively on 31 January and 20 February last. 
Ordered to be printed. 



1861. 

GRIEVANCES, 

PROGRESS REPORT. 

THE SELEcT COMMITTEE of the Legislative Assembly, "appointed for the 
"present Session," on the 29th January last, "to consider and report 
" upon such Petitions * complaining of Grievances, as may, from time 

"to time, be referred to them," " with power to send for persons and 
"papers," and to whom various Petitions have been subsequently 
referred, have agreed to the following Progress Report 

Your Committee respectfully report the evidence they have 
taken in two cases referred to them for inquiry, in neither of which have Jam Pee. 
they been able to come to a conclusion. James 

 

Your Committee regret that they have been, unable to give the 
necessary amount of attention to the numerous cases referred to them by 
your Honorable Rouse, principally in consequence of the duties of 

Members in connection with important business of other Committees. 

Eleven Petitions in all, are now before your Committee, and as 

the Grievances complained of, are in some cases of a serious nature, it is 

recommended that a Committee be appointed, at an early period next 
Session, for their consideration. 

HENRY PARKES, 

Legislative Assembly Uliamber, 
Chairman 

Sydney, 10 May, 1861. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

WEDNESDAY, 6 FEPRUARY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Daigleish, Mr. Parkes, 
Mr. Morris, I Mr. Piddington, 

Mr. Shepherd. 

H. Parkes, Esq., called to the Chair.  
Entry in the Votes and Proceedings, appointing Committee on Grievances for the 

present Session, and subsequent entry referring the several Petitions of Cornelius .Delohery, 
James Pegg, and Frederick Dunbar—before the Committee. 

Commencing then with the ease of James l'egg,— 
Original Petition and printed copies, laid upon the Table. 
Mr. J. Pegg called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. G. Wright called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 

[Adjourned.] 

TUESDAY, 23 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:- 

None. 

In the absence of a Quorum of the Committee, no Member proceeding to the Com-
mittee Room, the meeting convened this day, lapsed. 

Witnesses (Mr. J. Duff! and Mr. J. ItalIc, Petitioner) in attendance. 

FRIDAY, 26 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:- 

Mr. Dalgicish, Mr. Shepherd, 
Mr. Rotten, I Mr. Stewart. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
In the absence of the Chairman, H. Rotton, Eq., called to the Chair, pro tenipore. 
The several Orders of the House, referring the following Petitions, since the last 

sitting—before Committee, viz, 
The Petitions of Henry William Dudley, 

Francis O'Mcara, 
James Balk, 
The Munioipai Council of Newcastle, 
James Boyle, and 
}dward James Howes Knapp. 

The case of James Pegg being under consideration,— 
Mr. J. Duffy, Alèssenger, Crown Law Offices, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee then, deliberating as to further evidence requisite herein,— 
Ordered on Stion of Mr. Shepherd, That Mr. J. H, Plunkett, formerly Attorney 

General, Fe exrSinod at a future sitting. 
A. G. M'Lean, Esq., Acting Surveyor General, a witness summoned in the matter 

of Mr. Ralfe's Petition, called in. 
Inquiry made of Mr. MLean in reference to the Petition of Mr. Pegg, .Qhethcr the 

same had been under his notice, and as regards the existence of documents in the Surveyor 
General's Office, relating to similar claims. 

And, having access to such papers,—Witncss to be called upon to refer to former 
instances in which the forfeiture had been rescinded after the cancellation of'grants of land 
to veteran soldiers; and to furnish Committee with the material points therein, illustrative 
of the principle upon which, the restoration was conceded. (Fide Addendum, and 
Appendix A, page 15.) 

Witness retired. 
Committee entered than into the subject of the Petition received from James Ralfe. 
Original Petition, and printed copies, laid upon the Table. 
J. Ralfo, Esq., licensed Surveyor, Petitioner, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
A. G. M'Lean, Esq., Acting Surveyor General, examined. 
Witness withdrew. 

[Adjourned.] 

FRIDAY, 
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FRIDAY, 10 MAY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PILESENT 

H. Parkes, Esq., in the Chair, 

Mr. Hoskins, Mr. Shepherd. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
Entries in the Votes and Proceedings, dated the 6th instant, ordering the reference of 

the Petitions of William Dixon, and "the unemployed Mechanics and Labourers of the 

City of Sydney"—before Committee. 
Having been called to consider the expediency of reporting progress, 
Committee deliberated. 
And requested Chairman to frame Report. 
Draft thereupon prepared, and read. 
Progress Report considered, and, on motion of Mr. Hoskins, agreed to. 
Ordered, to report. 

LIST OF WITNESSES. 

PACE. 
Wednesday, 6 February, ISCL 

Mr. J. Pcgg. Petitioner.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ii 
Mr. U. Wright .. .. .. ,. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 10 

Friday, 26 April, 1861. 

Mr. J. Duft'y, Messenger, Crown Law Offices .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ii 
(A. U. M'Lcan, Esq., Acting Surveyor General .. .. .. .. , . .. is 
J. Knife, Esq., Licensed Survey&r .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 16 
A. U. M'Lean, Esq., Acting Surveyor General .. .. .. .. .. .. 22 

LIST OF APPENDIX. 

(To Evidence given by A. 0. .M'Lean, Esq., 26 April, 1861.) 
A. 

Surveyor General's Report on the facts of the Case of James Pegg, 24 June, 1858. 16 
Minute (Under Secretary for Lands and Public Works). 23 June .. .. .. 16 
Minute (Secretary for Lands and Public Works), 28 June ,. .. .. .. 16 

(To Evidence given by S. Ilalfe, Esq., 26 April, 1861.) 
A. 

Surveyor General to Mr. Knife and others, 1 November, 1828 .. .. .. 20 

B. 
Deputy Surveyor General to J. KnIfe, Esq., 10 April, 1839 .. .. .. 20 

C. 
Deputy Surveyor General to J. Balk, Esq., 6 July, 1840.. .. .. .. 20 

D. 
Surveyor General to Contract Surveyor KnIfe, 26 November, 1841 .. .. ., 21 

K 
3. KnIfe to Surveyor General, 10 September, 1841 .. .. .. .. .. 21 

F. 
Surveyor General to J. KnIfe, Esq., 25 April, 1842,. .. .. .. .. , 21 

G. 
Answer No. 206, a sequente .. .. .. .. .. .. 21 

(To (fsrther) Evidence given by A. 0. M'.Lean, Esq., 26 April, 1861.) 

A. 
1. Surveyor General to Colonial Secretary, 11 November, 1841 ., .. .. 23 
2. Surveyor General to Colonial Secretary, 27 December, 1841 .. .. ,, 24 
3. Minute (Governor Sir C. Gippa), 31 December .. .. .. .. .. 21 

B. 
Colonial Secretary to Deputy Surveyor General, 24 April, 1.887 .. .. .. 24 

C. 
Queries by Lord Stanley, and Surveyor General's Replies, (Sir T. L. Mitchell), 
21 February, 1814 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 24 

p. 
Queries by Governor (Sir U. Gipps,) and Surveyor General's Replies, (Sir T. L. 
Mitchell), 6 August, 1842....,. .. .. .. 25 

B. 
1. Memorandum (Deputy Surveyor General Thompson) relative to Mr. Ralfo's 
Memorial to the Legislative Assembly, dated 6 September, 1856 .. .. 25 

2. Minute (Surveyor General) accompanying above, 4 March, 1858 .. .. 25 
8. Minute (Secretary for Lands and Public Works), 12 March .. .. .. 25 

F. 
J. Knife to (Surveyor General), 25 March, 1837 ...... 26 
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?Lrgialatibe aoumbip. 

NEW SOUTII WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON 

GRIEVANCES. 
(PETITION OF JATiEIBS PEGG.) 

WEDNESDAY, 6 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

Urtøtnt 
Na. DALGLEISH, Ma. PA1tKES, 
Mn. MORRIS, I ML PIDDINGTON, 

Ma. SHEPhERD. 

HENRY PARKES, Ese., IN THE CHAiR. 

Mr. James Pegg called in and examincil 

Dv the Chairman: You petitioned the Legislative Assembly some time ago? I did. Mr. J. P,!y. 
Will you look at that petition (handing a petition to the witness).—is that the puti:ion  

which was presented on your behalf? It is. 6 Fob., ';1. 
In this petition you state that you arrived in the Colony with a promise of a grant of 

land and your discharge—will you explain to the Committee under what cirdunistanecs you 
received this promise, of what it consisted, who made it, and in what form you brought it to 
this Colony? After serving eleven years in the East Indies in the 17th Regiment, and 
having been in three campaigns under the Marquis of Hastings and General J. S. Wood, 
the regiment was called Home in 1893, and I was discharged with a broken constituijun. 
I had entered the service when I was very young, the climate had taken effect upon me, and 
I was discharged in July, 1823. Some time in the latter part of 1825 there was a prce]a-
mation issued that a hundred and fifty out-pensioners were to be enrolled as veterans to come 
out here as overseers for the superintendence of convicts and public works. I tendered my 
service. I was duly examined at Lichfield, in Staffordshire, by the doctor of the Stafford-
shire Militia, by whom I was passed as fit for service. I came out here and served four 
years, when an order was sent out for our corps to be disbanded, and it was left to our option 
either to return ilome or to receive a grant of land. This grant of land had been promised 
to us by Colonel Christie, the Commandant of Chatham, before we came out. I accepted 
the grant of land. My first grant was in Bathurst, and I left my wife here in Sydney to 
take possession of the grant. She had been confined only a few days before I left her, was 
taken bad with inflammation of the bowels in consequence of a cold caught after her confine-
ment, and died. As soon as I got the neeount of her death I came down to Sydney, and 
being left with a young family I was allowed to exchange grasits with a man of the name of 
John Kiogabby. His grant was at Botany, mine was at Bathurst. I took his, and wint 
and resided on the ground for some time; but in consequence of part of it being a bog, and 
part sand-lulls, I could not obtain a living on it, and the Government then undertook to 
draiu the land. I then came to Sydney to work at my trade, hoping to make a little money, 
and then to go back and improve the land. During the time I was in Sydney I received a 
letter from Governor Darling stating that the grant was cancelled. I applied to his sueeecnr, 

71—B . Sir 
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Mr. 3. Fegg. Sir Richard Bourke, to be allowed to take possession of it again. The answer I got from him 
was, that he could not undo what another Governor had done. I then let the matter rest till Sir 

6 Feb., 1861. George Gipps came here. I tried him, and his was precisely the same answer, that he could 
not undo what another Governor had done. Then it rested till the latter part of Sir Charles 
Fitz Roy's Government, when Mr. George Robert Nichols persuaded me to apply to Sir 
Charles, and he did so for me. I received a letter from Sir Charles Fits Roy, which I 
thought I could have produced here this morning; it had been left in the hands of Mr. 
Hayward, but when I called upon him he could not find it. In that letter Sir Charles made 
a tacit acknowledgment that the claim was just, but said he was sorry he had no funds at 
his disposal out of which he could make me compensation. He advised Mr. Nichols to bring 
the matter before the Council. I accordingly had a petition drawn up, and it was accepted; 
but nothing further was done till the new Council was established, and we had a free Consti-
tutional Government. Mr. Nichols then died, and I left the matter in your hands. This 
grant was given in lieu of a passage Home, and I consider that I aim entitled either to the 
land or to compensation. The grant was given to another veteran who came out in the 
same way that I did, and he told me himself that he sold it for £360, and I think it a hard 
ease that another man should get the advantage of my labour. 
Have you no documents you can lay before us? My papers were lodged with Mr. Nichols, 

and I never received them after his death; but there was a printed Couacil Paper among 
them, in which my case was mentioned. 
You have no written papers? No, I have none; but among my papers that Mr. Nichols 

had there was a printed report brought up by Capt. Perry in 1847, and in that report be 
testified that I was entitled to a grant of land. 
You refer to a report of Deputy Surveyor General Perry? Yes. Several of the veterans 

had promises of grants similar to mine, which were subsequently cancelled under similar 
circumstances, still they got new grants of the original land. 
Can you name any of those persons? John Duffy, messenger to the Attorney General, is 

one, and a man named William Taylor, also Thomas King and Grimes, 12 altogether. 
Where was Daffy's land? At Kurrajong. 
What is your age? 65. 
By lIly. Shepherd: Do I understand you to say, that the first grant you received was at 

Bathurst? Yes. 
What has become of that grant? In consequence of the death of my wife, whom I 

brought out from England, I exchanged it for this piece of land at Botany. 
By Mr. Morris: Had you the sanction of Government to this exchange? Yes. 
By Mr. Shepherd: In point of fact, you vacated the grant before it was cancelled? I 

left a man on it, but it was cancelled while I was in Sydney. I was well aware how it was 
done; there was a Sergeant Curran, who had more interest than I, and he got this grant. He 
afterwards sold it for £380; his widow told me so herself twelve months ago. 
By lIlt. Daigleish: Had you a house upon that land? Yes, there was a slab but. 
Did you put it up yourself? No. 
You say another veteran obtained the result of your hard work-I presume by that that 

you had expended labour on that land, and that you complain of the loss of improvements 
effected upon the grant, as well as of the grant itself? Yes. 

(The Chairman referred to the Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Council 
for 1847, Vol. 1,p.613.) 
By the Chairman: Is this your grant-" Date of 'Order, 12th July, 1830, 100 acres, 

allotment No. 7, at Botany"? That is the grant. 
You stated that in some report of the Deputy Surveyor General he acknowledged that 

you had a valid claim? Yes. 
When was that report laid before the Council? In 1847. 
By Mr. .Piddington: Was the whole of the 100 acres you occupied a swamp? No, part 

was a swamp and part sand-hills. 
How much would you say was swamp? Twenty acres. 
Then eighty acres the balance.-was not swamp? Yes. 
Why did you not reside on it? I did until all my means were expended. At the time 

I was on it you might drive down a pole fourteen feet six inches, and the water would be 
within a few inches of the top. Afterwards it was drained, and called Banks' Meadows. 
Was the grant conditional upon residence? No. 
Have you any copy of any papers - 
By the Chairman: Was the report you refer to a table Eke this-(handing witmess 

the Return at p.613 of the Legislative Council Votes and Proceedings for 1847)? No, it was 
a different shape altogether from this. 

Mr. Gilbert Wright called in and examinea 

Mr.G.Wright. 27. By the Gllairraan: Do you know a person named James Pcgg? Yes. 
How long have you known him He came out in the ship along with me in 1825. 

6 Feb., 1861. We came out with Capt. Robinson. 
Were you formerly in the army? Yes, I belonged to the 79th Regiment. We were 

called up from our pension list; a hundred came to this Colnny, and fifty went to Van 
Diemen's Land. Mr. North, the Police Magistrate, was our Lieutenaat. 
You had some promise of a grant of land? At the time we were engaged we were 

inspected by a Board of Doctors, and we likewise had our characters. There were a hundred 
of us came out as overseers. 
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Was James Pegg one of these? He was one. We were to receive a free passage Home Mr.G.Wright. 
or to have a grant of land. 

1 
Did you get a grant of land in consequence of that promise? Yes, at Bathurst, opposite 6 Feb., 1861. 

Mackenzie's. 
Have you got it now? No; lam sorry to say I have not. 
You sold it? Yes. I had twenty acres in cultivation. I sold it to Mr. George Rankin. 
Had James Pegg a similar promise to you? Yes, he had it along with me. 
Did he get the land? He got the allotment adjoining mine. There were nine of us 

up there. Some were sent to O'Connell's Plains, and some to Bathurst. 
Did Pegg lose his land? No; his wife died, and in consequence of her loss there was 

an exchange made by him with one Kingabby, for some land at Botany. 
Did you ever see any papers belonging to PeggY No, I never saw any papers in 

reference to that, because I did not consider it requisite, for our grants were all free from 
theCrown, we had no quit-rents to pay. We had twelve months provisions, implements of 
husbandry, and one cow. 
B5 Mr. Shepherd: You received that upon the express stipulation that you resided 

upon the land? Seven years; the land was not supposed to be saleable until the expiration 
of seven years. That was the condition, bat I do not see when we forfeited our passage 
Home that they had a right to make that condition. 
By Mr. Datyleish: Do you know, or were you only told, that this exchange was made 

with Kingabby? I know it took place. 
How? I knew Kingabby perfectly well, he came up to Bathurst. 
How do you know he was entitled to a grant of land there? He made the exchange. 
Are you certain that Kingabby did not purchase Pegg's land? I am certain he did not. 
How are you aware of it? I cannot perfectly swear to it; but I know it was done by 

mutual consent. 

Have you merely been told this, or do you absolutely know it? I know it. 
How do you know it? I do not keep a statement of these things; what business have 

I with it. 
By the Chairmaa: You knew both of these persons? Yes; one was appointed an over-

seer in the factory at Parramatta, and his wife was matron. 

FRIDAY, 26 APRIL, 1861. 

Urz9cnt :- 
MR. DALGLEISR, Ma. SHEPHERD, 
MR. ROTTON, Ma. STEWART. 

HENRY ROTTON, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 
Mr. John Daffy called in and examined 

By the Chairman: How did you come to this Colony? I came here with the New Mr. J. Puffy. South Wales veterans. 

Did you receive a grant of land in the Colony? I did. 
26Apr11, 18G1. 

Under what conditions? Under the conditions that I should have 100 acres of land in 
place of having my passage paid Home. 
That was the agreement made with you in England? No, the proclamation came out 

from England. 

And you accepted the grant of land? I did. 
Where was the grant? In the barony of the Kurrajong. 
Was it given you under special conditions? It was given under the condition that we 

were to remain on it seven years before we got our deeds. 
And in the event of your not doing so what was to be the consequence? It was to be 

cancelled, I suppose. 

These were the conditions, that you were to remain on the land seven years before you 
would receive your deeds, and if you did not, then the grant was to be forfeited? It 
appears so. I did not exactly say that, but it appears they did do that. 
When the land was given to you had you any letter of occupation, or any writing to 

shew your authority to hold the land? We had none, because we were sent up by the 
Government. Government drays went up and took us on the ground. 
How did you get possession of the land? By having it marked out by a surveyor. 
By Mr. Stewart: Who was the surveyor who went up to point it out? I think his 

name was Stapleton. 
By the Chairman: Mr. Stapleton shewed you the ground? He gave us all the numbers 

of our grants, every one got the number of the farm allotted to him. In Windsor, Lieut. 
Boll made lots of the land and we drew for the farms. 
You drew the farm which was allotted to you? Yes. 
Did you find out the locality yourself, or was it pointed out to you, and were you put in 

possession of it in any way? I found it out by the Government man who was there em- 
ployed building the huts; he shewed us the marked trees which the surveyor had marked of 
the lines dividing one farm from another. 
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314 J. DutY. 63. Were you in any official way placed in possession of your land, or had you to find it 
-'----- yourself? The surveyor was encamped up there at the time; we went up to Mr. Stapleton, 

2CAr'riLth6l. and Mr. Bell gave us the orders he had get from Sydney. He sent up to Mr. Stapleton the 
locality we were to go to. 
By Air. Stewart: Do you recollect the date when you first went upon the land? I think, 

if I am not mistaken, it was in April, 1830. 
By the Chairman : You do not exactly understand my question-you have just told us 

that you drew lots for the land in Windsor, to determine which piece of land you should be 

entitled to? Yes. 
What I want to know is whether, when you went to take possession of the land, you 

found it by yourself, or whether a Government official placed you on it? There was no 
surveyor there to shew us the land, but Mr. Stapleton was there and gave us the numbers of 

our lots. 
At the time you were told you might have one of these grants of land in lieu of the 

payment of your passage, were you not furnished with any conditions under which you were 
to occupy that land? We were furnished with no documents. 
6$. Was there any proclamation, or were there any regulations issued? There were regu-
lations issued that we were to get farming implements and six months rations, and these 

were sent with us. 
With regard to the conditionsof residence which you just now told us of, how did you 

know that these conditions were imposed-You have just said that you got the land on the 
condition of residence for seven years; how did you know that these conditions were imposed? 
We knew by the proclamation that was out; it was read to us four mouths before we were 

discharged. 
Then there was a proclamation detailing the conditions under which this land was 

granted? Yes. 
Subsequently to that your grant was cancelled? Yes. 
Did you ever reside on your land? Yes, for eighteen months. 
And then you left it? I left it by being swept off it by a tremendons storm of hail and 

thunder coming and destroying everything we had in the place. 
How long were you off the land before the grant was cancelled? I cannot tell that, 

because I did not hear it was cancelled for three years afterwards. I then heard it from Mr. 

Bowen, who lived above us. 
Have you had the same piece of land granted to you again ? The very same. 
How long after it was cancelled was it re-granted to you? I think it was in 1847 or 

1848 it was granted to me. 
How long was that after it was vacated? I think eight or nine years; it was more than 

that, it was fifteen. 
18. Can you state to the Committee what it was that induced the Government to grant you 
the land again ? I cannot. It was.brought before the Council here. I made setoral appli-
cations about it, and I could get no redress. - 
Was it brought before the Legislative Council? Yes. 
Was there a Committee of Inquiry about it? I think there was about 1845. Mr. 

P]unkett brought it under the notice of the Council, and that resulted in the recommendation 
for me to get back my land; and I did get the land and my deeds, and I have the deeds 

now. 
Si. Cannot you recollect the reasons that were assigned for giving you the land back again 
after it had been cancelled? I cannot say that. 
All you know is, that you got it back again; but you must surely know under what 

circumstances you considered ynuself entitled to get the land back, as you had not complied 
with the conditions? Every reason, because, according to the proclamation, I paid three 
times the value of the land for it. If my wife and four children had had their passages, it 
would have cost three times the value of the land, which was then worth only Os. an acre. 
Then you go upon the equity of the matter-you say that you and your family would 

have been entitled to a free passage if you had not taken the land, that this was worth more 
than the grant, and that, therefore, you were entitled to the grant of land without any con-
dition whatever? Yes, I do think so. 
In making your application for the grant the second time, did you state the circumstances 

of your having been driven off the land ? I ,did, and it was well known. 
Did you give that as a reason why you thought you were entitled to get it back agaiu? 

Yes. Mr. Bowea, who lives up there, made a report to the Government that we were driven 

off the land. 
$0. By Mr. Siepherd: That you were washed out? Yes; and had to leave the land, and 
the grant was then cancelled on account of our being off the land. There were twelve of us 
there, and we could not stop. 
87. By the Chairman: Do you know anything of Pcgg's case? I know very little about it. 
I know Pegg was entitled to a grant as well as myself. 
$8. Did he come out with you? No, before me. We came out in detachments with the 
prison ships as a guard. Some came in one ship, and some in another. 
You are acquainted with Pegg? Yes. 
Were you acquainted with him in tbose days? I was not. 
You do not know anything with reference to his grant? I know his grant was cancelled. 
Where was his grant? At Botany. - 
Do you know for what reason it was cancelled? I cannot say; I imagine for non-

residence. 
By .3fr. Stewart: Do you know merely by hearsay that it was cancelled, or was there 

any 
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any proclamation? There was no proclamation. I knew it from a clerk in the Brigade Mr. J. Puffy. 

Office, Sergeant Curran. There was a proclamation out after we got our grants, that a 
sergeant was entitled to 200 acres, and a private to 100. When the proclamation came out, 26 April. 1561. 

as I understand, Sergeant Curran made an application for another grant, and he got this 
grant of Pegg's at Botany. 
95. By ilk. Shepherd: Do you know that Pegg had received a previous grant? I do not. 
90. By the Chairman: What do you consider was the value of a free passage back to 
England? At that time I consider the value of a free passage for five of us would be, at the 
lowest calculation, £100. 
How do you make five? Three children, my wife, and myself. 
Were the Government bound to pay for the passage of your whole family? For the 

whole family. 
Had Pegg a family ? He had. 
By Mr. Stewart: At what time was the corps disbanded? At the time we were dis- 

charged they were disbanding them in batches and sending them away to different localities. 
In 1831 the corps I belonged to was disbanded. 

Was that about the time Pegg had his grant? Yes, within a year or so. I eauaot 
exactly say whether Pegg went away with the first or second batch that were discharged. 

As they got their grants they were discharged? Yes, some to Maitland, some to 
Botany, some to Batliurst, some to Five Islands. 

By W.. Shepherd: How long is it since you were first acquainted with Pcgg? I have 
been acquainted with Pegg twenty years. 

At the time when you were first acquainted with Pegg was he in possession of this 
land at Botany? No, he was not. 

Had he given it up previous to that time? I do not know whether he was ever on the 

land 
You do not know the circumstances connected with the surrender of this land? No. 

I know nothing at all about it, except that I know Sergeant Curran, who was in the Brigade 
Office, got the land that was given to Pegg. 

I suppose you heard that-you do not know it of your own knowledge? I only know 
it from what Sergeant Curran told me himself. (The Chairman referred to the Return 

of the Deputy Surveyor General relative to the cancellation of penstone!8' grants, in Vol. I. 
of the Votes and Proceedings of the Legislatwe Coincil for 1847.) 

By the Chairman: There are a large number of veterans here who have had their 
grants cancelled, and it appears that many of them were cancelled for non-residence? Yes. 

Can you recollect the names of any of these whose grants have been restored? I can 
recollect Edward Grimes, John Elliott, William Heath, 

Do you know any others? Thomas King. 
ill. How do you know that William Heath got his? I know by what he told me, not three• 
weeks ago, that he got his returned. 

Can you tell us the particular circumstances under which any of these grants were 
returned? I can tell no further about it than that I made an application myself to Mr. 
Plunkott, the late Attorney General, and he brought it before the Council, and the grants 

were returned to us. 
At that time was there an inquiry, such as is now going on, with reference to the case 

of Pegg, and did you attend and give evidence? I did not, but there were many petitions 
went in from several of us. 

You stated just now that you sent in two or three petitions ? Yes. 
Where did you send them? To the Colonial Secretary's Office. They were signed by 

a great many of us. 
Did you send in any individually? No. 
Have you a copy of any of these petitions? No. 

US. Do you remember what the petitions set forth? Just what I said before: that we 
were entitled to our farms, in consequence of stopping here, according to the proclamation. 

By the Chairman: Do you remember whether you set forth that you were compelled 
to vacate your lands in consequence of the floods? We did do that, and also owing to the 

had state of the roads. 
That you were flooded away and forced to escape for your life? Yes, I sent my family 

to Windsor, but I remained on the farm myself for three months. 
This land was supposed to afford you the means of subsistence after you left the service? 

Yes, we determined to remain upon them, to cultivate them, and to get a living from 

them. 
You say at the time you got this grant land was worth about 5s. an  acre? Yes. 
Did you get anything besides land? Yes, we each got a cow. 
What was the value of a cow? Very little, for they were selling good milking cows 

at from 25s. to ñOs. 
Did you get anything else ? Yes, we got a spade, a shovel, a hoe, a pick, and I think 

an axe. 
What do you consider was the value of all that was furnished to you to start with- 

besides what you have enumerated you had rations, had you not ? Yes, six months rations. 
What was the value of that? I do not know. 
Had you rations for the whole of your family? Half rations for each of my children 

and for my wife, and a whole ration for myself. 
120. Can you state about what was the value of all you got from the Government to enable 
you to settle on the land? I cannot. Meat and flour were very cheap at the time. 
130. Was it worth £50? No, it was not. 

131. 
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Mr. J. Puffy. 131. Six months rations for the whole of your family would come to a good round sum? 
e.-"--- There were only three rations altogether. 
26ApnI,1861. 132. By AIr. Dalyteisit: You got rations for six months, agricultural implements as you 

have described, a grant of land, and a house built upon it--? It was a slab hut. 
It was the house you resided in? It was a slab but, covered with bark. 
'What value do you put upon the hut, the land, the cow, the provisions, and agricultural 

provisions? I cannot say, I am sure. 
1 ask you the question because you say your passage to England would have cost a 

great deal more than the value of what you got? Certainly.* 
And you have stated what you think the passage would have been worth? Yes. 
You were entitled to a passage and you took this as an equivalent ? Yes. 
Do you know if there was an absolute condition made when you took possession of this 

land that you were to reside on the land continuously for seven years, or that you were not 
to sell for seven years? That was the general thing, that we were to reside on the land for 
seven years, and were not to sell within that period. 

Your plea for leaving the land was that you were no longer able to obtain a living by 
reason of your losses? By reason of the tremendous thunderstorm and hail. 

By reason of your losses you were not able to carry on the conduct of your farm ? Yes. 
And you were compelled to send away your family? Yes, they had to go to Windsor 

and I had to live on cobs of corn which I ground on a tin punched with nails; and my wife 
and children lived at Windsor upon what they could get on credit. 

Consequently you were obliged to leave there to earn a living for yourself and family? 
Yes. 

In consequence of the representations made by you that the losses sustained by you 
rendering you unable to live on the farm, you had been compelled to leave it, it was re-granted 
to you fifteen years after ? Yes. 

By Mr. Shepherd: What was the cause of your wife's leaving the land at the first onset? 
Because she could not live there; we had nothing to eat. 

Was that occasioned by the flood? Yes; the whole of the people about there sent 
their women and children away because they had nothing to support them with. We were 
washed out entirely, and everything we had. The crop, which we expected would go a good 
way in supporting us, was swept off the face of the ground. 

Did you apply for that land afterwards? Yes, several times. 
Was that after the flood had subsided, or was it then subject to be flooded again? It 

was not a flood at all ; it was a thunderstorm, large lumps of ice, snow, and hail came down. 
Am Ito understand that it was not from any wish of your own that you vacated the 

land, but that you were compelled to do so by this storm? It was not my wish to leave it, 
I had determined to stop there as long as I lived. 

By Mr. Stewart: How do you know the grant was cancelled? I saw it in the papers 
afterwards. 

After you had withdrawn from the land in the way you have stated, did you ask the 
Government for your passage ? No; I did not think it would be of any use. 

Then you considered that you had accepted the piece of land with the conditions 
attached to it, as an equivalent for the passage? Yes, I did. 

Still, though you could not get a living on the land, you thought you were not entitled 
to ask the Government for the money for your passage Home? I thought if I could get a 
trifle together in any way I would go on my farm again. 

You stated that when you first went on the land the Government built a hut for you? 
Yes. 

Did they fence in the land? No. 
Did they give you the labour of any Government men? No. 
No assistance in labour at all. No. 
Do you remember the date of any of the petitions you have referred to, as having been 

sent in to the Colonial Secretary, to reinstate you and others who had their land in the same 
way? I cannot now, it is so long ago; but I know we got no answers to them, except one 
which was that my request could not be complied with. 

Did you send in a petition by yourself? Yes. 
And you got an answer to your petition, refusing its prayer? Yes. 
Did you petition the Government at all nfter that? No; I went to Mr. Plunkett and as  
him to bring it before the Council. 
And it was Mr. Plunkett who afterwards succeeded in obtaining the land for you? It 

was. 
And you know nothing more about it? No; I employed Mr. Chambers, the attorney, 

to send in some petitions, and he never got any answer, and then I went to Mr. Plunkett. 

Alexander 

NOTE (-lei,  1 on r isis-a) -Because I would, moreovar, be entitled to draw the usual rate of pay upon 
say way to the Mother Country, namely, one shilling and five-pence per dic.m. 
t Non (Added on revision) ;-And pay as above (i. e., in previous note). 
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Alexander Grant M'Lean, Esq, Acting Surveyor General, called in and examined 

By the Chairman: There is a petition before us by a person of the name of Ralfe1 A.G. M'Lcan, 
on which your evidence is required, and for that you have been summoned; but there is sq. 

another petition by a man named James Pegg, upon which the Committee have taken 
evidence, and it has incidentally appeared that you night give some information on that -G prsl, lMl- 

also. We are in some doubt as to the nature of the conditions of the grants that were 
issued to the veterans. This man has sent in a petition, stating that he came out here in 
1826, as a veteran, that in 181 he was discharged from the sarvice, with the option of 
having his passage paid Home to England, or getting a grant of land, and that he took the 
grant of land. It seems that in those days there were conditions made with reference to 
those grants, that those who took them should reside on them for seven years before they 
got the deeds, and a very large number of those who took them up—we have 103 here 
enumerated (referring to a refurn)—did not comply with the conditions, and the land was 
forfeited. In some instances the land has been returned again to those who forfeited it; 
we have had one witness here just now, who has stated that the land was returned to him. 
We thought perhaps you could give us some information with reference to the original 
grants and their conditions, and with reference to the reasons why the land was returned to 
some and not to others? Icoold not give you any reliable information without making 
reference; no doubt these were special eases. The Governors had in their hands immense 
authority in those days, and, on people giving reasonable grounds for not having fulfilled the 
conditions, very probably the cancellation of the grant might be rescinded. 

You do not know anything at present of the ease of James Pegg? No. 
Are there any papers in your office which would throw light on it? Yes; no doubt 

all the papers are accessible to me, either in my office, or the Office of Lands. 
Would it occupy a long time to find them? Not at all; perhaps an hour or two. 

ADDENDUM 

I annex a copy of a report prepared by the late Mr. Thompson, when Deputy Surveyor General 
and signed by the late Surveyor General, in the ease of Pcgg, and which report illustrates not only the 
ease in point, but the principles on which such eases were dealt with by Government, 

A. G. IWLEAN. 

APPENDIX. 

A. 

(58-1125.) REPoRT. 

This Memorial having been presented by Pegg, with a view to obtain the sanction of the 
Governor General and Executive Council under the Act, 20 Vie., No. 15, for the trial of his case in the 
Supreme Court, I conclude that the object in referrinrz it to me is, that the facts of the ease should be 
set forth, They are, rs far as the records of this office sht'w, as follows:— 

By Colonial Seeretary's letter of the 10th September, No. 29-835, the Surveyor General was 
directed to point out an allotment at illawarra for Pegg. 

By Colonial S eret-ary's letter of the 26th November, N. 29-1114, the Surveyor General was 
inforlild that, as the allotment at lllawarra intended for Pegg had been otherwise appro- 
priated, he was to report another allotment for Pegg, and aceordingly the Surveyor General 
inserted, in his Half-muontldy Abstract of selections, the allotment No. 1, at South Creek, 
fur Pegg. 

By Coloui;il Stretary's letter of the 12th July. No. 50-512, the Surveyor General w"s directedto 
insert in his Ilalf-uiontlily Abstract them naes of the veterans to whom the eight Botany 
allotments ,vere to he s.pproprieted. and, amongst others, James Pegg's name apinsrs for 
No. 7. However, a the allotr:'ent at S,,.ith Creek mel been previously approprittol to 
Pert, th rqnired ini-rtion of his nm W:'S (','gitt 1. 

By S huial Sa: 'etiy's I tter of the 21st Junt, No. 31-.1.:3, the Surveyor General was inrormed 
that the order for the land intended for 1k g, at lIt-soy, was cancelled in eioss''ml.jnce of 
his having failed to ie.side on it. 

By Surveyor General's letter of the 24th July, No. 'dO-$Ol, to the Colonial Secretary, it was 
pt'iitl out that Pg lid prvionsly had ipp:opHtte I to him the ,sllotmut No. 1, at 
South Cri :k, and asaed which was to b, cancelled to this letter no reply was apparently 
received; but, 

By Colonial Si ceetary's letter of the 1st December, No. 31-1198, the Surveyor General was 
directed to appnpriite Peg-s allotment No. 7, at B:'tany, to liodenek Ross, and to insert 
hi aiim in the Half-monthly Abstract, which was done. This, however, proved to he an 
error as rigarlel the name, l'or 

By Colonial Secretarv' letter of the 28th February, No. 32-187, possession of No. 7 was 
authorized to J. B. (urran, as an addition-il allotment. Thus the otneellation ordered by 
Cih:ii.,l S,'eet: .ry's letter, cf the 21st June, No. 31-513, was made to apply to the allot- 
ment at South Creak, ani not to that at Botany. Pegg has stated in this office that he 
never heard of the appropriation to him of the allotment at South Creek -and that he was 
located on the allotnient at ilotsay is confirmed by a minute of the late Sir Thomas 
Mitchell, who rem-rhed that he Saw Pr'ig there. The allotment at South Creek wks 
subAtqnentiy ,uld to one Hslgson. 

By Colonial Secretary's Itter of tli - 19thjone, No. 47-210, the Surveyor General was informed, 
in re ,rene: to the revocation of the eaueellatii,n of the allotment of the veteran Duff)-, at 
the Kurrajong. that deeds were to i-sue to claimants of all the allotments in that situation 
not atGruiz disposE cif. 

By Cloud Secretxiy's letter of the 3rd August, No. 47.34, the Surveyor General was 
informed, with et -fernun- to the above letter, that it was the intention of His Excellency,  
tb Gove:ro,,r to p:'ly  the i-ala laid down as to the soldiers located at Rurrajong, to all 
cages of a similar nature. 

Nothing Eurther, -s fares I canatther, has been ruled sine, and Pegg's order may, therefore, he 
considered is cano11e4. beers of the appropriation made to him having been otherwise disposd of: 
nor do I remember that any case similar to Pe

°
g's has been recently brought before the Government; 

but I would observe that I fail to perceive the propriety or justice of the distinction, which confines the 
revocation 
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A. G. M'Lean, revocation to those cases in which the allotments have not been otherwise disposed of, which resulted 
Esq. merely from the circumstance of the allotments being so valueless as to be unsaleable. 

it is to be considered, also, a favourable circumstance in Pegg's case, that lie went to live on the 
allotmcnt at flotany, of which he never obtained any formal possession, whilst the allotment at South. 

6Apn .1961.  Creek, which was regularly appropriated to him, he alleges he never saw or heard of. and, therefore, 
eould not have resided on, and, consequently, th0 cancellation for non.resideace is not, I apprehend, 
tenable. 

I may also add that the giving of land to thve veterans, in lien of their passage ilome, and the 
then revoking of the gift, because they had not sufficient pecuniary means to extract a living from the 
land, was, in my opinion, a very questionable proceeding, and I very much doubt if it were competent 
to the Government, under any circumstances, to reclaim what had been given for a valuable considera-
tion viz., a passage to England. 

GEO. BARNEY, 
The Under Secretary Surveyor General's 0,/firs, S.G. 

for Lands and Public Works. Sydney, 24 June, 1853. 

I do not think this claim can now be allowed,-93 June. M. F. 

I think not.-28 June. JOHN it. 

PETITION OF JAMES RALFE. 

James Ralfe, Esq., called in and examined 

James Ralfe, 167. By the Olzaivrnan You have sent a petition to the Legislative Assembly of New South 
Esq. Wales, setting forth eertaiu grievances, and asking a consideration of your case ? Yes. 

,----. 168. Is that the petition (handing original petition)?- It is. 
26April, 1861. 169. That is your signature? Yes. 

You are'called here to give evidence in support of this petition—will you now state 
your ease to the Committee ? At the Litter end of 1824, after serving my time to an 
eminent surveyor in England, I had the honour to receive an appointment from Lord 
Bathurst to the Surveyor General's Department in New South Wales, with a salary of £50 
per annum, and the usual allowances of the Colony. Soon after my arrival hero a regulation 
was made by the Secretary of State, under which I was made fourth surveyor, as will be 
seen by this letter, dated 1st November, 1828. (Lettei' read. flde Appendix A.) Upon 

that nrrangement, as soon as vacancies occurred, I made application for promotion and the 
salary attached to such promotion, and in answer to that application 1 received this letter, 
dated 10th April, 1539. (Let/es' ,ead. Vide Appendix Ii.) This letter, it will be seen, 
invites me to enter upon the contract system, which was then being brought into operation, 
in preference to pressing my application for promotion. I then put in a tender immediately, 
seeing that there was no chance of getting promotion. In doing that I was actuated by two 
feelings, one was to improve my condition, and the other was to convince the Government of 
what I could do if thrown upon saly own resouroes; because, unfortunately, in those days, 
we did not give satisfaction, in consequence of the deficiency of equipment and being made 
to go so many miles from our field of operations to contractors to supply us with provisions, 
instead of aviog the power to buy on the spot from settlers around us. I received in reply 
to my application the following letter, dated 6th July, 1840. (letter ,'ead. VMs Appendix 

U.) I desire the particular attention of the Committee to that part of this letter which 
says that the aniount of salary opposite my name in the pay abstracts would be omitted, but 
that in other respects I would still be considered an officer of the department. I looked 
upon this as a promino which would be held sacred, and that I should not, after seventeen 
years merviec, in any way compromise my situation as a salaried surveyor by entering into 
this contract.. One of my friends, Capt. Geary, of Port Maequarie, even called on Mr. 
Dens Thomson to ask whether I did compromise my situation by so doing, and the answer 
was, not in the least—that it was an experiment on the part of Sir George Gipps, and if it 
succeeded, well and good; if not I should go back to my rank in the department. 

What was your position then? I was a salaried surveyor, and had been so since 1825. 
At what salary? £350 it was then. 
Then you gave up your salary at that time to survey by contract, upon the understand-

ing that you should not lose your official rank ? Precisely so. With this understanding I 
purchased all the equipment from the Government that was in my hands, at very enormous 
prices—SO for horses which did not afterwards fetch £5, owing to the bankruptcy which 
prevailed throughout the whole Colony. Well, I pursued my work, as a contract surveyor, 
on the south bank of the Maeleay River. Sir Thomas Mitchell, who had been absent in 
England, returned in the meantime, and he was excessively offended at my having taken this 
contract, and at what he was pleased to consider, the interference with his department. I wish 
to say as little as possible on the subject now, as Sir Thomas Mitchell is departed, but he eer-
thinly was so angry that he persecuted me very much indeed, and kept back my money, 
although my agreement was that 1 was to have seventy-five per cent, as 1 sent in my surveys, 
the remaining twenty-five per cent, being kept in hand till the surveys were considered 
satisfactory. I suffered a great deal in consequence; and Sir Thomas Mitchell interfered 
with the terms of my contract, and wished me to go on another system, which I declined 
doing. On the 26th November, 1841, I suddenly received this letter, putting an end to my 

employment 
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employment in the public service, without the slightest previous intimation. (Letter read. James Balfe, 
Vide Appendix D.) Now here is the letter of the 10th September, 1841, which, as Sir Esq. 

Thomas Mitchell says in the letter I have just read, lie thought it his duty to lay before the 
Governor. I should mention, in explanation, that he had previously written to me to make 26April, 

some alteration in my mode of surveying, which I, of course, could not do, by the nature of 
my contract. (Letter read, Vide Appendix .8.) That was the cause, the sole cause, as far 
as I could ascertain, of the lose of my contract, and also the loss of my position in the Sur-
veyor General's Department. I made every effort to get reinstated, but all in vain; and I 
received a letter on the 25th April, 1842, to this effect. (Letter read. Vide Appendix F) 
I thought it was my duty to bring this letter to shew that I have received £150 I was 
advised by my friends here not to take that, as by doing so I would appear to compromise 
my claim; but the Colony was then in a calamitous state, and as it would have been twelve 
months before I could have communicated with my friends in England and received a reply, 
I felt bound in honour to accept that money, in order that I might have the means to pay 
the little creditors around me to whom I was indebted for supplies and so on. 

Was that sum granted you as a gratuity for the loss of your situation? For the loss 
of my situation and contract, both. It says it is given in lieu of taking back the equip-
ment. I had paid £50 for horses for which I could not then get £5, and pack animals in 
the same proportion. 

By Mr. Stewart: What amount did you pay the Government for the equipment? I 
cannot recollect exactly, but I think about £200. 

An amount larger than the amount you received? Yes, if I recollect aright. 
By the (ihairman: Do you say you accepted this sum of £150 in consideration of 

your loss of employment? I was obliged to take that or nothing; I had no alternative, as 
I owed little debts to tradesmen, which I had no other means of paying. After this I 
remained out of employment, so far as the Government were concerned, until August, 1852, 
when I was appointed a licensed surveyor in the same district, and I have been in that 
eapacity up to the present moment. 

By Mr Stewart: Have you made any further application to the Government, previous 
to presenting this petition? I sent Home a petition to the Secretary of State, and in 18471 
went to England, and my ease was laid before Earl Grey, who was then Colonial Minister, and 
he referred me back to Sir Charles Fits Roy, but Sir Charles Fits Roy declined entering into the 
matter, as it was connected with his predecessor. There the matter ended. In 1852 I was 
appointed a licensed surveyor in the district of Port 3laequarie, where I have been residing, 
but there is so little work to be done there, that were it not for an income allowed me by 
my father I should not have been able to continue in that employment. Not in any one 
year did my earnings amount to what is allowed a salaried surveyor for field equipment. In 
fact no surveyor could have maintained himself in the district, unless he was situated as I 
was, with some little income and a house of my own. Now there is nothing whatever to do. 

By the Chairman: Do you still hold that office? Yes. 
Have you anything further to state? No; I believe what I have said completes it in 

as concise a form as can be. 
Then if I understand your application aright now, what you seek to recover is some 

compensation for loss of office when you were dismissed by Sir Thomas Mitchell? Yes—
taking all into consideration—that I have rendered 26 years service to the Colony in the 
Surveyor General's Department, and that I was debarred from getting a grant of land, or 
any means of getting on in the Colony, on account of my official situation. There are many 
instances where gentlemen are now holding additional grants and their pensions as well. 
Many had promises of grants before they would join the department. I got no grant, 
because General Darling brought out an order that no subordinate officers were to receive 
grants of land while they remained in the service, and before I left the system of grants was 
put an end to altogether. 

Sir Thomas Mitchell's letter of the 26th November, 1841, to you, complains of your 
insubordinations? Yes, but no charges were ever brought against me. 

Was any explanation required from you? No. I do not know what ho alludes to 
unless it was that he thought that as a contract surveyor I was bound to go and do whatever 
be told me. That is the insubordination in the letter I have read. No charges were ever 
brought against me. I recollect writing particularly, asking for an investigation, that my 
conduct might be inquired into. 

Were you summarily dismissed in this way from the Government service without any 
investigation ? I was, without any investigation. Make what effort I would I could get no 
investigation; nor do I know to this hour what the late Sir Thomas Mitchell could have 
written when he thought it necessary to forward that letter to the Governor. 

Have you ever made any application to the Government before presenting this petition? 
Yes, there was constant correspondence. I followed Sir George Gipps Home, and Sir Thomas 
Mitchell both; and my father, who is a very rigid man, was so incensed at the treatment I had 
met with, that he declared he would have them both before the Bar of the House of Commons. 

Was it in consequence of your previous connection with the Government, and the way 
in which you were dismissed, that you have been appointed to the position of licensed 
surveyor? No, I merely applied on the broad principle that I was living down there and 
knew the district, having been the original surveyor there in 1828, when it was a penal 
settlement. The late Sir Thomas Mitchell threw obstacles than in my way; he would not 
recommend me, and I was obliged to apply to Sir Charles Fits Roy; nor could I get from 
him any testimonial when I was in London. He appeared to me to be afraid to give me a 
testimonial. It was always an impression on my mind that there was something else written 
that I have never seen or heard of. 

71-C 187. 
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James ItalIc, 187. Is this the first application for an inquiry into your case since the establishment of 
Responsible Government? Yes, 1 presented this petition to the House in 1856, and it was 
referred to the Committee of which Mr. G. B. White, who was himself formerly in the 

26 April, 11 Survey Department, was Chairman; but it was never reported on. 
Have you ever given evidence before? No, I have never been called, upon. 
Your cse never was entered into by the Committee? No. 
You are not aware of having been guilty of any acts of insubordination that would 

justify year dismissal? Not at all. 
in your capacity as licensed surveyor would you be so subservient to the office as you 

would have been as a salaried surveyor ? No, there is greater latitude allowed, I believe, to 
a licensed surveyor, because any particular order may affect his interest very much, whereas 
a salaried surveyor, as long as his pay goes on, has no right to complain. 

I should gather from these letters that you have handed in, that some dispute must 
have arisen with reference to your work, and the payment claimed for it-1 do not mean the 
character of it, but the claim you made for ptyment—beeause in one letter you state you 
do not know how you are to he paid? Sir Thomas Mitchell wanted me to do work that I 
had not c,ntracted for--to go tracing and making a survey of the geographical features of 
the country, instead of laying out parishes into square miles. I wrote to say that I could 
not comply with his request, and neither could I carry out a survey on his principles without 
additional pay boeause in making a ruunig survey I should have had to move every day—
of course at greater expense—where, as under the contract, my tent would only require to be 
removed once in a month or six weeks. 

Do you think it was in consequence of that that Sir Thomas Mitchell took this view 
of your ounduet? I was informed there was a dispute between Sir George Gipps and Sir 
Thomas \litelicll on this very point. Sir Thomas complained of Sir George Gipps having 
interfered With his department during his absence in England—that was what I was given 
to understand by many influential gentlemen here—and then Sir George Gipps said Mr. 
Ralfe's contract niw,t cease, but you cannot have him back again. When the subject was 
mentioned to Mr. Wentworth, by a friend of mine, he said, " Well, Ralfe was kidnapped." 
Another thing I will tell you—I was so hurt at this proceeding altogether, that I wrote 
circular letters to every Member of Council in those days, and I pointed out that I and. 
another surveyor, on the other side of the river, had done for the sum of £1,800, more than 
the whole department put together had done for £18,000. Sir George Gipps was indignant 
beyond everything at it, and said it was not a fair comparison; but it never was gainsayed 
or disproved by any one. Sir George Gipps did an admirable thing if he had gone oa'with it. 
There is nothing to prevent this country being surveyed by contract, at from 3d. to Gd. an 
acre. 

Eq it. Daiqleislt: What did you understand by the "usual allowances," mentioned in 
your petition ? Allowances for equipment. 

What was your understanding when you left England? That I was to have so rnuch 
for a bouse-50 a year I think—and 2s. id. a day for forage for a horse. 

An.d a salary of £250 a year? Yes. A grant of land was also understood to be in-

cl tided. 
What do you understand by the words "almost invariably included," in your petition, 

when you speak of the grant of land. That chews there must have been some special 
nrrangtnient? had I, when I landed, been a little quicker in my movements I should 
have gt my grant; but being sut a way on distant service immediately, I had not an 
opportunity before General Darling arrived with an order forbidding subordinate officers to 
receive grants so lung as they remained in the aervice. 

Did you understand that you should get a grant of land? I did, clearly, from my 
father. I was a very young man, only 21 years of age, when I came out; and the corres-
pondence, with respect to my appointment, all took place between my father and the 

Secretary of State. 
You complain that you had to purchase horses and equipment from the Government 

prior to salting this work by contract? Yes; I must have bought equipment somewhere, 
and I took it from the Government at their own valuation. 

Am Ito understand that you purchased it at an exorbitant rate, knoWing it to be an 
exorbitant rate? No; it was considered a fair price at the time. 
901. What was the value of the equipments at the time you lost your contract.? They were 
unsaleable—everytliing was unsaleable at that time. 

How long did you hold the contract? Hardly twelve months. 

Was the Colony plunged in univers;tl insolvency in so short "period of time—were 
things sslesble at fair prices at the beginning of the year, and before the end of it only at 
sucha violent reddetion as you have described? Yes. 

The fall in value was sudden ? Yes. 
it  was not a gradual declino? No; it was as sudden as possible. Horses went from 

£50 to La. I declare I could not sell hotses for £5, for I brought them into the market 

and could not get it. 
'What was your profit on your contract compared with your usual salary as a surveyor? 

I earned about £900 altogether. 
In a less period than twelve months? Yes, rather under twelve months; but out of 

that all the equipment and the maintenance of my men had to be paid for.* 

What were your expenses for men and provisions? I had eight men. I had only to 
clothe and feed then; they.bad no wages. 

 
. _ _ 4• 

Nctr (Added on revnion) :—Aml .J relinquished my survey allowances, %ijTv!arda of £400. (Vide 
Appendix G.) 
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What might be the cost of that? Say a shilling a day each man.* James Italic, 
Considering that you were afterwards allowed £150 on account of the equipment being Esq. 

thrown on your hands, and subtracting from your gross earnings the expense of provisioning 
your men, it is quite evident you must have received considerably more than you would 26April1861. 
have done in the shape of salary? I should if I had had six months more. 

B5 the Chairman: Can you state the gross sum you really received beyond all expenses? 
I cannot recollect it just now.* 
212, By Mr. Dalyleish: They were Government men, I presume, that you had under you? 
Yes, prisoners. 

Your chief complaint is, that you were deprived of your official rank in the service of 
the Government? Yes. 

Do you know if any fault has ever been found with the way in which your surveys were 
made? The contract surveys? 

The contract surveys? No, they were highly approved of; I know I was complimented 
on them. 

By the Chairman: You have no complaint to make with reference to your contract 
not being so remunerative as your situation would have been? No. 

You complain of your dismissal? I complain of my dismissal, after being desirous to 
comply with the wishes of the Government. In a few years morel should have been entitled 
to a retiring gratuity, according to what other gentlemen received. 

In your petition you state that you lost your official appointment in consequence of the 
Legislature refusing to vote the money, but the letter you have read from Sir Thomas 
Mitchell seems to have been the cause of your losing it? The department was reduced. 
Mr. Rusden, who is now a Member of the House, was reduced, and so were others; but Mr. 
Rusden was reinstated. Mr. Darke, who had a pension allowed him the other day, was also 
reduced; and I believe his case was somewhat similar to mine. 

Were you actually dismissed by Sir Thomas Mitchell before this reduction was made in 
the department. You say here " that your petitioner in iess than twelve months thereafter, 
" before he could possibly redeem his outlay, was suddenly deprived of his contract, and (in 
consequence of the Legislature refusing to vote money for the Survey Department) of his 
"official appointment also, without any cause of complaint; and your petitioner was in con- 
sequence reduced to the most indigent condition?' Now you have handed in a letter from 
Sir Thomas Mitchell dismissing you from the service? Yes. 

Was that before the Legislature refused to vote money for the department? Yes, it 
was; but Sir George Gipps said he had not money to pay the Survey Department—at 
that time it was paid out of the Military Chest—and considerable reductions were made. 

Did you enter the service under any particular conditions as to the term of your service? 
No. 

Was there not an understood condition? It was generally talked of that there was to 
be a retiring gratuity after twenty years; 

Was that the understanding in the case of persons in the Government service, who 
were considered permanently on the staff, unless dismissed for incompetency 7 I always 
understood that. I was very young at the time, and it was principally my father who ar-
ranged it all. 

By Mr. Shepherd: In point of fact the conditions were not carried out in your case as 
respects the grant of land? No; nor as regards increase of salary. 

As far as I understand from your petition, you did not come here to ask for compea-
sation for any real losses, but in consequence of the intimation that your position as licensed 
surveyor would be discontinued? I am now incompetent for field duty; I have been so ill 
from the exposure, that I have been advised to give up the field duty. I cannot go on through 
swamps and brushes, under an almost vertical sun, as I used to do, without the most serious 
consequences. 

The fact is you are now wishing to obtain a pension? I do not care how it is. I wish 
the case to be fairly looked into. I came here a young man; I have devoted my life to the 
service, and now I am worn out in it. I still have my mental faculties, I am happy to say; 
but if I go out in the sua for one day's work, it knocks me up for two. I have not had any 
chance of benefiting myself in any shape or form by grants that others in the department 
have had. 

By the Uhairman: If I understand your complaint aright, it is that you were sum-
marily dismissed without cause; whereas, if you had remained in the Government service 
thrce years longer, you would have been entitled to a retiring pension? Yes, that is what I 
was given to understand—not when I left England, but sfter 1 came here. 

In consequence of your dismissal, you remained several years out of employment, and 
you were deprived of your chance of a retiring allowance? Yes, that is exactly my case. 

I think it is necessary for you to prove that there were no grounds for your dismissal, 
but there does not appear to be any evidence before the Committee on that point? That 
letter contains the only ground that ever I heard of, I give you my word of honour, why I 
should not have retained my rank in the department. As I said before, I believed—and it 
was the general impression—that it was because of the want of money on the part of Sir 
George Gipps that others were dismissed as well as me, and it was taken advantage of, and I 
was not allowed to come back. 

By Mr. Daigleish: How long were you in England after your dismissal? Two years; 
I went in 1847 and came back in 1849. 
231, During that period you were in communication with the Colonial Government? With 
the Secretary of State for the Colonies at Home in Downing-street. 232. 

0  ruk Appendix 0 
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James ItaIfe, 232. You say you understood you were entitled to a pension—what authority have you to 
Esq. point to to shew that you had reasonable cause at that time to expect a pension? It was a 

r-'—'- general understanding in the department; I never had it in writing. 
26 April, 1861. 233. There was no special arrangement with you that you should have a retiring allowance? 

No. 
You accepted a sum of money as a retiring gratuity, did you not? I accepted £150 in 

lieu of taking back the equipment. 
It is specifically named in the letter as a retiring gratuity? Yes. 
And you now plead that you accepted it from necessity? Yes; and I should wish the 

Committee to consider whether £150 was sufficient after seventeen years service. 
It was after this that you went to England and endeavoured to re-open the case there? 

Yes. 
And although you had considerable interest there—? No, I had not, because the 

Whig Ministry came in, and my father's friends were of the other party. 
You might have obtained what you sought through political interest? My fathergave 

me to understand that if his friends had remained in power be would have had me righted. 
By Mr. Stewart: There was a general reduction of the public departments at the period 

when your services were discontinued ? Yes, there were considerable reductions at that 
time. 

APPENDIX. 

 

Surveyor General's Of/ice, 
Sydney, 1 November, 1828. 

Sir, 
The following is an extract of a letter! have received from the Colonial Secretary, dated 

31st October, informing me of arrangements which the Right Honorable the Secretary of State has been 
pleased to authorize respecting the Salaries and Allowances of the Officers and other persons employed 
in the department for the survey of this territory, viz. 

Surveyors. To receive as follows, viz. 

"Four. First ............£100 per ann. 
Second ............375 
Third ............350 
Fourth ............820 

The above is the maximum salary of the respective gradations. 
The Surveyors and Assistant Surveyors will receive an allowance of 2s. Gd. per them for a 

horse, when actually kept by them for the performance of their dirties, to be certified upon honor, and 
one ration each when employed in the field, but no other allowance whatever." 
The above arrangement, in those cases to which it applies, is to take effect from the 1st of 

January, 1828, which will entitle the persons then employed on the cstablishment to the augmentation 
of salary above specified, on the 1st of January, 1829. The allowances for lodging-money, which the 
Assistant Surveyors have hitlierto receivod, will be continued until the end of the present year, from 
which time the augmentation of salary will take place. 

His Excellency the Governor has, therefore, been pleased to appoint the Assistant Surveyors 
hereinafter named to the situation of Surveyors, until the pleasure of the Secretary of State shall be 
known, viz.:— 

Mr. Robert Hoddle, 
Mr. T. B. Richards, 
Mr. James Ealfe, 
Mr. Heneage Finch. 

The appoiatment of Mr. Robert Iloddle to act as Deputy Surveyor General is, therefore, cancelled. 
I remain, &e., 

To Mr. T. B. Riehards,1 T. L. MITCHELL, 
Mr. Jas. Ralfe, Surveyors. Sur. UI. 
Mr. H. Finch, J 

 
Surveyor General's Office, 

10 April, 1839. 
Sir, 

With reference to your letter of the, 30th ultimno, nrging your claim to an increase of salary, 
I have to acquaint you that the object of the present Government is to snake the rate of remuneration 
for services commensurate with the quantity of work performed, and that already two tenders to survey 
by contract have been accepted, and a third is under consideration. 

I would, therefore, suggest to you the expediency of weighing the probability of improving your 
condition, by entering into the views you once entertained with respect to the contracting system. 
before 1 submit a question, the issue of which appears extremely problematical. 

I have, &c., 
James Ralfo, Esq., S. A. PERRY, 

Surveyor. D. S. G. 

 
(No. 40-246.) Surveyor Generate Office, 

6 July, 1840. 
Sir, 

No. 40-50 of ID Having forwarded to the Governor your letter of the 29th May last, in which you tender to 
Nov., 1810. survey, on the south bank of the MLeay River, on the same terms as those agreed upon with the 

contractor for the north bank, sections and detached portions, but with an allowance in this latter case 
for travelling expenses, I have to inform you that I am authorized to accept your tender, as to the survey 
of any blocks of land, but it does not appear desirable or necessary to entertain the proposal with respect 
to detached portions of land, and which imply the question of mileage. if parties will establish them. 
selves beyond the reach of regular survey, they can have no just reason to complain of delay in the 

measurement 

(CIRcULAn.) 
(No. 197.) 

(No. 39.185.) 
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measurement of their lands; but the Government is disposed to render every facility towards this James Ealfe, 
object, whenever it can be effected without prejudice to the public interests. Esq. 

I enclose, for your acceptance, a specification similar to that which has been furnished to the 
eoatradtors employed in other parts of the Culony, and, although it comprises much detail with 
which you are already acquainted, it is considered necessary to embody the whole in the conditions of 26 April1961. 
contract; and, upon your signifying your intention to proceed upon this system, the amount of salary opposite 
your name will be omitted in the Pay Abstracts ; in other respects, you will stilt be considered an officer of this 
Department. With respect to the bagpac, animals, and articles of equipment you may wish to retain, 
you will be at liberty to name a qualifieS person to meet the Police Magistrate, who has been invited to 
fona a Board to value the equipments thus to be taken over, and the amount of their valuation will be 
deducted, at a convenient period, from your account, the advances upon which, as your work proceeds, 
will be at the rate of 75 per cent, upon the whole. The men of your party you wish to retain will be 
assigned to you during your contract, and are to be maintained entirely at your charge. 

I have, &c., 
S. A. PERRY. 

James italic, Esq. D. S. G. 

-, 
-A 

(No. 44.405.) Surveyor General's Office, 
26 November, 1841. 

Sir, 
Having felt it my duty to submit for the consideration of the Governor your letter of the 

10th September, 1841, I have received an order from the Colonial Secretary by which I am informed 
that it is His Excellency the Governor's direction that your employment as a Contract Surveyor must 
cease ; and that as it seems hopeless to look for anything like respect or subordination from you to the 
head of your department. His Excellency cannot for the present sanction your employment in any 
other way in the service of the Government. You will, therefore, be pleased to place your party in 
charge of the Police Magistrate, as also your surveys, field books, all tracings, and any other property 
of the public. 

I have, &c., 
Contract Surveyor italic. T. L. MITCIIELL. 

E. 
Fort .JIacquarie, 

10 &ptember, 1841. 
Sir, 

By virtne of the 17th paragraph of the specification of the terms of my contract. I beg 
leave to request you will be pleased to inform me with respect to that part of the Surveyor General's 
letter of the 27th July last, No. 41.235, wherein I am directed to so arrange my work that I may be 
able at any spot to take up the section lines".—if I am to mark the side lines of the portions, and on 
both banks of the streams, and to mark the entire section through which a river may pass, and fix the 
four corner trees; or if I am only to trace the streams and mark a tree line there. 

You must be aware that I cannot fix any point or the side lines of a portion without running a 
trace or proof line; in fact, a surveyor must always close a triangle or a square to insure the accuracy 
of his work. 

I enclose a sketch of part of the M'Leay, with the section lines drawn in pencil, on which I shall 
feel very much obliged by your sliewing, in red lines correctly what is required, and for what 1 shall 
be paid. 

I have, Ire., 
The Surveyor General, JAMES RALFE. 

-  Surveyor. 

P. 
(No. 42.122.) Surveyor General's Office, 

Sydney, 25 April, 1842. 
Sir. 

Having forwarded to His Excellency the Governor your letter of the 11th ultimo. in 
which your urge that your equipment be taken at a valuation, with a recommendation that, iustead of 
complying with your request, which would have been to purchase articles not required by the depart-
ment, you should be allowed a retiring gratuity of £150,—I have received a letter in reply from the 
Colonial Secretary, stating that His Excellency had acceded to my recommendation; and I have to 
express my satisfaction that His Excellency has been pleased to reconsider your case, and to decide 
thus favourably. The Colonial Treasurer has authority to pay you this money. 

I have, &c., 
James KnIfe, Esq., T. L. MITCUELL. 

Late Surveyor. 

G. 
Upton Hoje,st, St. Leonard's, 

1 May, 1861. 
Answer No. 206, et segnente. 

In euler to remove any misapprehension which my evidence, on Friday last, may have 
occasioned, relative to the loss or gain I sustained in the survey I undertook by contract in 1841,1 beg 
leave to submit the following account of my outlay and receipts on that occasion, which, in the expen-
diture side, I believe to be rather under than over the true amount, viz. :- 

£ 5. d. 
Paid Government for animals.. 180 0 0 Received from the Government— 
Salary relinquished ..........375 0 0 £ 5. d. 
Forage allowance ............50 0 0 For survey of 96,000 acres 
Rations ....................20 0 0 of land at23peracre.. 900 0 0 
Eight (8) men, at £30 ........240 0 0 Gratuity ................150 0 0 
Dray, tarpaulin, harness, &c?.. 25 0 0 
Forage fur horses ............50 0 0 1,050 0 0 
Two teats ..................1 Deduct expenses.... 940 0 0 
Instruments, stationery, &c... f 

- -  £110 0 0 
£040 0 0 

leaving a balance, apparently, in my favour, of £110, with an unsaleable and useless equipment thrown 
upon my hands; shcwing clearly that I had "not redeemed my outlay." for had I not taken this 
contract I should have been in the receipt of my usual salary and allowances, amounting to upwards 
of £400. 

I, 
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James Ralfe, I, therefore, most respectfully submit that the Government should, in justice, have reimbursed 
Esq. - Inc to that amount, or allowed the continuance of my contract for some time longer, rather than have 
.._A deprived me of it without any previous notice, and compelled Inc to take £1ô0 as a retiring gratuity, 
, , when I had never expressed the slightest wish to retire from the service, but, on the contrary, had fully - P ' , relied upon the promise given me, in writing, that I should still retain my rank in the Surveyor 

General's Department. 
The Government, an this occasion, obtained a survey marked off into parishes, and prepared for 

sale, o{196,000 acres (ninety-six thousand acres), which, at the minimum price of only ös. (five shillings) 
per acre, would at that time have realized £24,000 (twenty-four thousand pounds), upon the mere outlay 
of £900 (nine hundred pounds); and as I had thus shown the:advantage of surveys by contract, I think 
it will be admitted that there were no pounds for so summarily dismissing me after so many years' 
service, and when within so few of-establishing my claim to a pension for life, like that obtained by 
other officers of the same department. 

JAMES RALFE, 
Licensed Surveyor. 

Alexander Grant M'Lcan, Esq., Acting Surveyor General, further examined 

A. G. M'Lean, 241. By the Chair man: Will you be kind enough to state anything you know about the 
Esq. case of Mr. Jnmes Ralfe? There are one or two points in Mr. Ralfe's evidence, which I 

have just heard, that I should like to draw the attention of the Committee to. He said, in 
26Aprd,1861. his evidence, and it is alluded to in his petition also, that his services were discontinued in 

lees than twelve months after be had accepted the contract; but, the correspondence shews 
that considerably more than twelve months had elapsed. He himself put in a letter, dated 
3 July, 1810, accepting his tender under the contract system, and, he also put in the 
letter dismissing him, dated 25 November, 1841 ; shewing an interval of nearly seventeen 
months, instead of, less than twelve months. 

Perhaps he may mean that he was only actually at work for that time? Possibly so. 
By Mr. Stewart: Are you aware whether there was any considerable reduction in the 

department at the time he was dismissed? There was a tendency to reduction, because, with 
the depression which then prevailed in the Colony, the demand for land fell off. There was 
also a desire on the part of the Government to get rid of any officer they could get rid of, 
because, in anticipation of the demand for land contianing, they had sent Home for six 
surveyors, who, in fact, arrived in 1842. That is mentioned in the correspondence as a 
reason why it was not desirable to increase the department, but rather, to reduce it. 
244, By the CThairmam: Is the correspondence you have before you that in reference to Mr. 
Ralfe's case? It is. There is another point in reference to the contract, which I may 
mention. I see from the correspondence that it was a contract for twelve months only. It 
was quite at the option of the Government to renew it after twelve months; and it was 
determinable by citber party on three months' notice. 
245. By Air. Morris: Will you be kind enough to read such extracts from the correspondence 
as will sheer the nature of the arrangement with Mr. Ralfe? It appears from the letter to 
Mr. Ralfe, that he was positively promised that his rank in the department should remain 
unchanged—in fact, that his name should remain on the pay abstract, but, without salary—
so that, his contract being for twelve months, he might, on the termination of that period, 
return to his place in the department. Therefore, by taking the contract he did not in any 
way give n the position he held. There was a question asked of him about the amount he 
paid for the equipment; he said he thought £200; it is mentioned in the correspondence 
bere that the amount was £179. 
248. By Air. Stewart: There does not appear to be anything in the correspondence sbewing 
that be was dismissed on account of any fault being fonnil with him ? This letter shews the 
ground on which Mr. Ralfe was removed from the service. It is a letter from Sir Thomas 
Mitchell to the Colonial Secretary, enclosing a letter from Mr. Ralfe to the Surveyor General. 
On this Sir George Gipps noted that Mr. Ralfe's employment as contract surveyor must 
cease. (Letters with Afinutes thereon read. Vide Appendix A.) 

Then, in fact, it appears from this that Sir George Gipps authorized his dismissal ? 
Yes. It appears that the Government of the day did not approve of the style of Mr. Ralfe's 
correspondence, for there is a previous letter, dated 24th April, 1837, in the time of Sir 
Richard Bourke, from the Colonial Secretary, Mr. Dens Thomson, to the Deputy Surveyor 
General, which is alluded to in the letter I have just read. (Letter read. Vide Appendix B.) 
From this it wonld appear that there had been some previous complaint with respect to 
Mr. Ralfe. 

Is there anything to shew what called forth such a letter as this ? No, this is the 
earliest paper among those that I have. There are some queries here with the papers, and 
the replies to them, which may be of importance. It appears that the case was brought 
before the Home Government, and Lord Stanley, who was then Secretary of State for the-
Colonies, made some inquiries, which were answered by Sir Thomas Mitchell. (i'aper 
read. Vide Appendix C.) It appears, also, that Sir George Gipps made some further 
inquiries into Mr. Ralfe's case in the year 1842, on some appeal by Mr. Ralfe to the Home 
Government, which was referred back to the authorities in the Colony. This is a Minute in 
Sir. George Gipps' writing. (Read. Vide Appendix .0.) There is one other paper to 
which I should like to draw the attention of the Committee. It in a comprehensive paper 
in reference to the case, drawn up by Mr. John Thompson, the late Deputy Surveyor 
General. It is in fact a memorandum on the petition now before the Committee, and was 
sent in to the Government by Colonel Barney, who was then Surveyor General, in March, 
1858. (Read. Vide Appendix 13 1.) It was written at the request of Colonel Barney, 
who had been called upon for a report on the case, and was forwarded by him to the Colonial 
Secretary with a letter, in these words. (Letter read. Vide Appendix 132.) At the time 

of 
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of sending in his petition Mr. Ralfo had referred to a promise that he should be employed A. U. M'LeU, 
in the M'Lcay district which promise was not carried out, and with reference to which Mr. Esq. 
Robertson, the Secretary for Lands, made the note which appears on Mr. Thompson's memo- 
randum. 26 April, 1861, 
249, By Air, .Iliorri.c: Are you aware of any case similar to Mr. Ralfe's, in which an officer 
of the Government obtained a grant of land? There is no question Mr. Ralfe would have 
obtained it as well as others if he had applied in time. 

Do you know of any cases in which, by favour of the Government, any person has 
obtained it not having applied at the ilght time ? No, I am not aware of any case. Mr. 
Ralfe states in his petition that he was "employed for 17 years on the most distant, arduous, 
and dangerous duties," and that, therefore, he lost the opportunity of applying for his grant 
of land. 

By the Oliairman: That is borne out by what Mr. Thompson says? Yes. 
in some communication Sir Thomas Mitchell gives him credit for some of his coast 

surveys? Yes; he did a good deal of the coast survey, particularly at the mouth of the 
Manning River and towards Port Macquarie. 

Is there anything amongst the correspondence to shew what induced Mr. Deas Thomson, 
as Colonial Secretary, to write in such strong terms—he must have referred to some corres-
pondence which had come under his notice? That was an expression of Sir Richard 13ourke's. 
Mr. Ralfo's letter, which called it forth, is not here. No doubt it can be obtained. I can 
obtain a copy and append it. (Vide Appen dir F) 

is there anything else you think it necessary to state bearing on this case? There 
is only one thing which I made a note of when Mr. Ralfe was giving his evidence. I saw 
an ineonsistonoy between his evidence and the papers. Mr. italic's evidence went to show 
the Committee, that it was at the suggestion of the Government to him, that he offered 
to take this contract; whereas, the suggestion of the Government was made in April, 
1839, and he only offered to take the contract when be was suspended from his employment 
as a salariød surveyor upwards of a year afterwards, in May, 1840. 

Do you mean that his employment as contract surveyor was subseqnent to his dismissal 
from office ? In May, 1840, lie was suspended on account of one of his letters ; and on the 
28th May, 1840, be wrote a letter apologizing for the terms of his previous letter, and the 
following day again wrote, offering to accept a contract; but that was upwards of a year after 
the Government had invited him to accept a contract. 

By Air. Daigleish: Had he been suspended twelve months ? No; he was only just 
suspended. lb applied for an increase of salary, for which he was then due; but about that 
time Sir George Gipps had stopped all annual increases. 

By the Uhairrnar&: He must have been reinstated, or bow does it arise that when 
he accepts the contract, it is stated that he shall remain on the staff of the department ? 
That was in consequence of his apology the day before, 

Then he was virtually reinstated ? Yes; he maybe considered to have been reinstated 
by the acceptance of the contract. 

Are you aware whether his salary was paid for the time he was suspended F lIe had 
been suspended only a few days, or a mosatli. It does not appear that his salary was not 
paid.* 

APPENDIX. 

A. 

(1.) 
(No. 41-403.) 

Survyor (knerafl Oqice, 

Sir, 'ij Sydney, 11 ,e,nber, 1841. 

I have the lonor to titusmit. for His Excellency the Governor's perusal, a letter which I 
have receiverl from Mr. Jones Ralfe, a surveyor in this department, and now surveying by contract on 
the south hank of the River M'Leay, Rnd to explain for His Excellency's information that it was originally intended to make advances on the work of the contract snrveyors at the rate of 75 per cent. 
as the wnrk proceeded, and until the contract tenninated; that the full amount of every account has 
passed through this office on its appearing that the work charged for had been satisfactorily pertbrmed 
but that Mr.Ilahfe's surveys have generally borne so little appearance of accnracy as to compel me to 
return them to him for corrections and explanations. To such an extent, indeed, has this proceeded, 
that I now beg to recommoad his discontinuance as a contract surveyor, the term of twelve months 
during which it was intended that his contract should continne (unless renowed) having expired in 
June last. 

The terms on which Mr. Ealfe continues his official correspondence are of such a character as to 
compel me to refer to your letter on the subject, No. 37.218, of 24 April, 1827, which I beg may be laid before His bxcelloucy, with a request that I may be informed of what ferther steps should be taken to 
bring Mr. Itaife to a sense of the necessity for conducting his official correspondence in a more becoming manner, 

The Honorable 
The colonial Secretary. 

I have, &c., 
P. L. MITCHELL. 

[Enclosure not fnrnished.] 

(2.) 

Non (By witness on revision) :—I have since learned that Mr. Italic's salary was paid for the 
short period for which he was under suspension. 
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A. G. M'Lean, (2.) 
Esq. (No. 41-460.) Surveyor Central's Office. 

Sydney, 27 J)ecenther, 1841. 

26A 
Sir, 

pri11861 I have the honor to transmit herewith, for the consideration of His Excellency the 
Governor, a letter enclosing a memorial which I have received from Mr. Ralfe, late surveyor in this 
department, on the subject of his recent removal and the purchase of his equipment, and to state that I 
feel much regret in being unable to recommend a compliance with the prayer of Mr. Balk's memorial, 
at least as regards his continuance in the department. 

I have, &c,, 
The Honorable T. L. MITCHELL. 

The Colonial Secretary. 
[Enclosures unprinted.] 

(3.) 

The receipt of Mr. Ralfe's memorial must be acknowledged, and Mr. Italic informed that I regret 
very much I cannot sanction his return to the department. 

G. 
Dec. 31. 

Any communication respecting the purchase of his equipment, should be made through the 
Surveyor General. 

B. 
(No, 37-278.) Colonial Secretary/s Qqice, 

Sydney, 24 April, 1837. 

25 March, 1557. Sir,Your letter of the 6th instant, enclosing one from Mr. Surveyor James Ralfe complaining 
Orignai M. of the inadequacy of the means afforded to him in the performance of his duties as a surveyor, having 
umed, been suhnutted to the Governor, I have the honor, by the direction of His Excellency, to acquaint 

you that lie has perused Mr. Balfe's letter with great disgust, and requires you to watch narrowly over 
his proceedings, and to report for His Excellency's information any failure in the punctual discharge of 
his duty, for which, if no satisfactory reason can be given, lie must expect to be severely dealt with. 
Mr. lialfe shiuld recollect that his conduct has been previously brought under His Excellency's notice, 
by the head of his department, in no favourable light, and that he much fears he met on those occasions 
with more indulgence than from the style of his letter, now under consideration, he appears to have 
deserved. 

I have, &c.. 

The Deputy Surveyor General. E. PEAS THOMSON. 

0. 
Mt RALFE'S CASE. 

Querirs by Lord Stanley. 
WHETHER the contract with that officer was such 
that the Government could conclude it alter a 
broken period of service? 

2ndly. Whether, supposing the Government to 
have the power, Mr. Ralfe had not a reasonable 
expectation that it would he continued, not 
having terminated at the end of the year? 

3rdly. Supposing that to have been the case, 
whether fi150 was a fair and reasonable com-
pensation for the loss sustained by him on 
account of cattle and stores purchased for the 
Public Service? 

Replies. 
I snonun say that the Government certainly could 
so conclude it. The Notice of 20th November, 
1838, on which all the so-called contracts to 
survey must be considered as based, in the 8th 
section states that " Each contract is to con- 
tinue for one year, but will be subject to ter- 
mination on three months' notice from either 
party." So that before the expiry of foin' months 
of the first year the Government might, on any 
good or sufficient ground, have terminated the 
contract. The enRarement, however, was not 
cancelled. Mr. Ralfe omitted to renew his 
tender, but continued to work, the Government 
tacitly pennitting him, beyond the period of (12) 
twelve months, on his original tender, and until 
his engagement was terminated, for reasons set 
forth fully in the correspondence. 

No; because he could not have anticipated that 
his omission to renew his tender could place him 
in a better position than that in which be stood 
at first, when his engagement was open to be 
determined by the Government, for any suffi-
cient cause, on three months' notice. 

The original cost was £179, so that £150 may be 
considered as a fair compensation: Mr. Italic 
having retained the whole of the equipment, 8cc. 
It was not, however, as a compensation for the 
loss sustained by him on nceount of his equip-
ment that I recommended the retiring gratuity 
of £150 or £200, but because Mr. Ralfe repre-
sented himself to be in great distress, having, 
as he stated, bailiffs in his house. Considering 
this distress, and that he had been many years 
in the department, and employed on some hard 
and useful service, especially along the coast, I 
recommended the gratuity, as a matter of con-
sideration, not as compensation, and as a sum 
that His Excellency the Governor might not 
object to, rather than as what under more 
favourable eiroumstauces might be awarded 
after long services of that kind. 

T. L. MITCHELL. 
21 February, 1844. 

10 
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P. 
Ma. RALFE'S CASE. 

TnanE are some points in his case not sufficiently 
cxplarned by these papers 

1. What were the cireunistanees under which he His pay and allowances had been suspended by a 
first undertook to survey by contract? letter dated 4th May, 1840. On the 18th May 

lie wrote an apology for what had been written, 
and proposed in a letter, dated on the following 
day to survey by contract, under certain stipu-
lations. That correspondence is added to these 
papers. Mr. H. is understood to have agitated 
for the sake of introducing the contract method. 

25 

A. G. M'Lenn, 
Esq. 

26 April,1861. 

What were the objections urged by the Surveyor 
General against his return to the department 
when his contract was terminated. 

What grounds has lie for attributing his pecu-
niary difficulties to delays in the payment of 
advances to which he says lie was entitled 
under his contract? 

My letters 41.460 and 41403, with enqlosures, 
will afford the desired information. 

The delays in certifying for the payment of 
advances arose from frequent discrepancies and 
deficiencies in Mr. Italfe's plans and descriptions, 
and in one ease the total disagreement between 
the features shewn on a eo,nrnbn line bounding 
plans of two parishes, both of which he had 
certified to be correct 

4. Where is the letter from Mr. Ralfe which was The lettert is enclosed herewith being numbered 
inelosed with Capt. Perry's letter to tIle 37-36, and 37-3303. 
Colonial Secretary, of the 6th April, 1837, T. L. L, 
No. 37-207? 6 Auyt., 1842, 

U. U., 
Aug. 5. 

I will be much obliged to the Surveyor Qenerad to The required copies sent herewith. 
return me this paper, aud the answers required, T. L. IT. 
by Tuesday next. 

Appendix A. t Appendi. F. 

E. 
(1.) 

MEMORANDUM relative to Mr. Ralfe's Aknsorial to the Legis/ati,te Assembly, dated 6 September, 1856. 

IN the early days of his official career, Mr. Italfe was employed upon some very difficult and dangerous 
coast surveys; subsequently lie was stationed at Port Macquarie. - 

In 1841, at his o'vn request, he became it contract surveyor, but with the understanding that he 
was still to be considered an officer of the department. 

At the end of the year the Government refused to continue the contract; the Government also 
refused to allow Mr. Ralfe to return to the department as a licensed surveyor. 

A long correspondence ensued; the Government refused to give Mr. Ralfe either a retiring 
allowance, or a grant of land. 

A compensation of £150, for loss in the value of his equipment, was to have been given to Mr. 
Ralfe, but lie never obtained it. 

Mr. Ralfe applied to the Secretary of State, but without success. 
In some 10 years Mr. ItalIb was not engaged in the public service; lie went to England about 

1816.7, and returned to the Colony about 1850, as a surveyor to the Australian Agricultural Company, 
In 1851, Mr. Rnlfe applied to the late Sir Thomas Mitchell, to 1 e reinstated in the department, 

but that was declined. 
In 1852, Mr. Ralfe at his own request was gazetted as a licensed surveyor, but such employment 

is terminsi,le by the Government at any time, and consequently no claim arises; what Mr. Rnite states, 
as to his claim to 1,000 acres is strictly eon'ect. It was the practice of the Colony to give every one 
land, more or less, and the obtain'mg of land was always held out at Home as an inducement to the 
acceptanceof office in the Colony. 

Mr. Ralfe was as much entitled to receive 1,000 acres of land, as the other surveyors of his time, 
Mr. Finch, Mr. Iloddle, Mr. Richards, and Mr. Mlirino ; and no doubt he would, like them, have got 
1,000 acres, but Mr. Ralfe, perhaps in the too enthusiastic pursuit of his business, neglected to obtain 
an order to select, until by a Government notice he was precluded from do'mg so; whilst in service this 
notice was allowed to net retrospectively against the claim of Mr. h{alfc, aJtheugli the promise was 
undoubtedly establishe,l, by Mr. Balk's claim for 1,000 acres of land merits the senous consideration 
of the Government, and is apparently provided for in the 58th Section of the Constitution Act, 18 and 
19 V.. Cap. 54. 

1 Oct., 1856. J. T. 

(58-1998.) (2.) 

I beg to enclose a copy of a report, prepared at the time of the presentation of Mr. Ralfe's petition 
to the Legislative Assembly. I mu not aware that I can add anything thereto as regards the circuin-
stances of his case up to the date of the report. 

It was intended to employ Mr. Rnite at the M'Leay River, but the sen'iees of Mr. Millington 
becoming available, and it appearing that the demand for land would require the undivided services of 
a surveyor in the District, that intention was abandoned. The preparations which Mr. Ralfe may have 
made were premature. 

0110. BARNEY, 
Surveyor General's Office,  

4 March, 1858. 

(3.) 
I am afraid that the explanation of the Surveyor General places it out of my power to advise 

that Mr. Ralfc's application should be entertained. 
J. B. 

12 Marc/s. 

71—P F. 
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.A.S.M'Lean, F. 
Ls. 

St. HtUer's, 25 Maeh, 1837. 
,--- Sir, 
26 April, 1561. I beg Thave to inform you that I have received from the storekeeper, atPan'mnatt.a, a camp 

table, stool, and struteher, perfectly useless, which I hope you will be pleased to give dirpçtions to be 
replaced immediately. 

The impositions that ar'. permitted to be practised by the contractors, upon the officers of your 
department in the field, are mw become so enormous, that they can be no longer tolerated: permit inc to 
call to your consideration the duties required of a surveyor, contrasted with the means afforded him. 

ills duties extend over a saperficirs of sixteen hundred square miles; lie is required to make his 
plans upon a scale of four inches to the mile; is held responsible for the due receipt of his letters to 
number and keep copies of his own; and furnish plans and desemptuins ot' lands, applied for to purchase, 
within specified periods : t u the regular and punctual performance of which lie is furnished with a dray 
and team of bulloeks, ariil seven Ition, with a tent twelve feet by eight in dimunsir,ns, only one table, 
measuring three flirt .uj two, on which he must place, for the construction of his maps, all his apparatus, 
such as colour box, ease of instruments, rulers, drawing paper, and field book, as well as his writing 
materials, and confined to do his work in his teat in all weathers. It is true that the surveyor is ordered 
and expected to establish a quarters in some central situation of his district, entirely at his own private 
expense, notwithstanding that he is always liable, and frequently is, removed from one end of the Colony 
to the other. 

Let me also beg of you to contrast the labours and privations of the surveyors in the field, and 
IMir pay, with that of others connected with your department, and the disposal of the Crown lands: for 
instance, the auctioneer, the town surveyor, and the chief draughtsioan, who also is permitted to hold 
the situation of Secretary to the Board of Commissioners to divide claims, and gets a fee upon every 
decision, though that decision actually depends upon the measurement of the field surveyors, besides 
regular offices found, and clerics attached at the expense of the Government, and I feel confident that it 
will appear at once obvious to yon, now that the sales of the Crown lands are affording Such in immense 

- revenue to His Majesty's Government, that the pay of the surveyors of those lands should be commen-
surate with their earnings, and that it is the interest of the Government to place those surveyors upon 
such a footing as would insure to them all an equitable and proportionate remuneration for their 
services, and to the public a speedy measurement of their lands as well as correct information and 
assistance to emigrants. 

The fairest mode of payment to the surveyors would he at a fixed rate per .'mcre, the surveyor 
finding everything necessary to effect the surveys required. There can be no doubt but that if such a 
system were adopted, it would be attended with the iciest beneficial result to hoth the surveyors and the 
public. It is true a capital would be required by the surveyors to commence with, which, as a ]natter 
of cuurse, would be furnished by the Government, in accordance with the Secretary of State's letter, 
arranging that one or two years' salary be advanced, according to the length of services of each officer 
reth'ing to perform the duty by contract. 

I have lastly to observe that r have acquired that confidence in my profession, from having served 
four years to an eminent surveyor in England, and from twelve years experience in this Colony, that I 
can plainly foresee, now that such nicety is requisite in parcelling out the Crown.lands, and marking 
the boundaries, that unless the surveyor is furnished with better instruments and means, and if the 
present system is persisted in, that the surveyor never can give satisfaction or do justice to the public, 
and that endless confusion and ruinous litigation must be the inevitable consequence. I have, there-
fore, to request you will have the goodness to forward this letter to His Excellency the Governor, as 
soon as he returns from Port Phillip, who, I gin confident, cannot be aware of the situation of the field 
surveyors, or that you will mako such extracts, with your own favourable comments, as may toad to 
improve the surveyors' conditions. 

I have, &c., 
JAMES ItAL3E, 

Surveyor. 

Sydney: Thomas Ilieliards, Government i'rinter,-1S6L 
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s(øIaIiUe sctnblv. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MRS. FLIZA LOCKYIER. 
(PETITIOY.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 29 January, 1861, 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales. 

The humble Petition of Eliza Lookyer, of Sydney, in the Colony of New South 
Wales, widow of the late Major Edmund Lockyer, deceased,— 

SEEWETH 

That the said Major Edmund Lockyer landed in the Colony of New South Wales, 
as Major in Her Majesty's 57th Regiment of Foot, in 1825. 

That in the same year he was sent by the Colonial Government to explore and 
form a settlement at l\foreton Bay which duty was discharged by him to the complete 
satisfaction of the said Government. 

8. That in the following year he was sent on a similar expedition to King George's 
Sound, which he carried through with the like satisfaction. 

That in the year 1828 he was appointed to the situation of Surveyor of Roads and 
Bridges, the duties of which he faithfully discharged—the road between Sydney and 
Bathurst being laid out at this time under his superintendence. 

That he subsequently satisfactorily discharged the duties of Police Magistrate at 
Parramatta. 

That he was appointed Serjeant-at-Arms under the old Legislative Council, the 
duties of which were faithfully discharged by him. 

That, under Responsible Government, he was appointed the first Usher of the 
Black Rod in the new Parliament, which appointment he held at his death, which occurred 
in the present year. 

That your Petitioner's husband has, therefore, duly, faithfully, honorably, and 
honestly served the Colonial Government for upwards of 35 years, having, from the integrity 
of his conduct, and the zeal and attention lie at all times devoted to the Government service, 
gained the confidence of the Government, and the esteem of his fellow-citizens generally. 

That your Petitioner's husband departed this life on the tenthof June, one 
thousand eight hundred and sixty, leaving your Petitioner (his widow) and three children, 
under the age of five years, wholly unprovided for. 

That your Petitioner and her young family have, since the decease of your 
Petitioner's husband, been entirely dependent upon private charity for their support. 

Your Petitioner, therefore, humbly prays that the very lengthened and honorable 
services of her late husband, as well as the present distressing pecuniary position in which 
your Petitioner and her young family are now placed, may be taken into consideration, and 
that justice may be done to them in the premises. 

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 

ELIZA LOCKYER. 
Sydney, 24 January, 1801. 

[Price, 4J.] 50— 
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3EtgIølatie øønubtg. 

ENEW SOUTH WALES. 

TANNERS AND OIJRRIERS. 
(PETFrION OP JOHN PAGE.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 24 April, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of John Page, of Salehurst Park, in the County of 

Cumberlandç— 

SnEwETU :- 
That your Petitioner, when about to open a Tanning Establishment in this 

Colony, was precluded from so doing within the City of Sydney by the Act, 14 Victoria, 

No. 30, and relying on the observauco of the law and its due enforcement, he, with 

respectful deference for the same, at considerable expenditure of time and money, purchased 

a portion of land at South Creek, near the Village of Saint Mary's, and has expended about 

eight thousand pounds thereon in the erection of buildings, sinking tanpits, and other 

necessary appliances to the tannery business. 

That your Petitioner has recently learnt with surprise, that Tanneries, heretofore 

carried on in the City of Sydney, have not yet been discontinued as by law required. 

And your Petitioner is further informed that a Petition from one Hercules Watt 

has been presented to your Honorable House, alleging great loss sustained by him from the 

operation of the aforesaid Act, and praying relief. 

Your Petitioner, having relied on a diversion of a considerable portion of the tanning 

business to situations in the êountry sufficiently remote from Sydney and other populous 

towns, and trusting that he could command a fair share of the same, by the appliances he 

has at such an expense prepared, humbly prays your Honorable House will not sanction the 

continuance of Tanneries within the limits of exclusion, as a mode of relief, but, if so disposed, 

will devise some method to carry out the same, consistent with a due observance of the laws, 

and neither injurious to the public health nor general welfare of the community. 

And your Petitioner will ever pray, &c. 

JOHN PA&E. 

[Price, id] 246— 
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?Lrgthtatibe aøønnotp. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

TANNERS AND CTJRRIERS. 
(PETITION OF YSIR. HERCULES WATT.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 6 May, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of Hercules Watt, of Phillip-street, Sydney, in the said Colony, 
householder,— 

llurmLY SIIEWETU 

That your Petitioner, in the year one thousand eight hundred and twenty-
one, entered into possession, by purchase, of certain land situate in Phillip-street, in Sydney, 
in the Colony aforesaid. 

That your Petitioner constructed on the said land, with very great labour and 
expense, a number of pits, tanks, sheds, houses, and other improvements, for the purpose of 
carrying on his trade as a Tanner and Currier. 

That for the period of thirty years your Petitioner did carry on his said trade, and 
supported himself and his family by his own labour, and by employing men to assist him in 
his said trade. 

That when advancing age and increasing infirmities rendered your Petitioner unable 
to personally assist in, or even to superintend, his business, your Petitioner leased the said 
tanyards and buildings connected therewith to other persons. 

That the rents derivable from these lessees have long constituted your Petitioner's 
chief, if not his only, source of income, your Petitioner's other resources being very small 
and precarious. 

That your Petitioner has heard that your Honorable House is about to make or 
enforce an Act to compel the closing of all tanyards within the boundaries of the City of 
Sydney. 

That should such an Act, or proposed Act, be enforced by your Honorable House, 
your Petitioner's only eertaiu source of income will be taken away from him, and your 
Petitioner will, in consequence, be reduced from a situation of comparative, though humble, 
comfort, to one of extreme distress. 

That your Petitioner has now reached the age of sixty-six years, and is, moreover, so 
infirm as to be quite incapable of active exertion in any business whereby to earn his own 
livelihood. 

That your Petitioner's only course, in the event of such Act being enforced, would be 
to sell his land and buildings, as he is unable, either personally or pecuniarily, to build other 
tenements, for other purposes, on the said land. 

That the sale of the said land would be atteoded with grievous loss to your Petitioner, 
as the pits and buildings constructed thereon are adapted only to the business of tanning, 
and are quite incapable of being turned to account in any other trade whatsoever. 

That your Petitioner could only hope, therefore, to obtain, by sale, the value of the 
bare land, which, is the present depressed times, would be but very small. 

That your Petitioner cannot suppose that your Honorable House will take away from 
an aged and infirm man his only means of livelihood, and vitiate the labours of a long life in 
this Colony without making some provision for a fair and equitable compensation of some 
kind to the sufferer. 

That solely in consequence of the enforcement, or proposed enforcement, by your 
Honorable House, of the Act above referred to, the former lessee of your Petitioner's tan-
yard has given to your Petitioner notice of his intention to quit, and has taken steps for the 
rental or purchase of a site, beyond the operation of the said Act, whereon to continue his 
business. 

That your Petitioner is in a position to prove the truth of the facts above stated, by 
the affidavits of himself, his former lessee, and others, should your Honorable House, after 
due'inquiry made, deem such proof necessary. 

Your Petitioner, therefore, humbly prays your Honorable House to take into con-
sideration the premises, and to do such justice and afford such relief to your Petitioner for 
the great and grievous loss that he has sustained, and will ever sustain, by the enforcement 
of such Act, or proposed Act, as aforesaid, as to your Honorable House may seem fit. 

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray, Ste., Ste. 

HERCULES WATT. 

[Price, hi.] 269— 
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3tsgiøtati&e Azormbll. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

CLAIMS OF THE REV. W. B. CLARKE. 

PIIOGRESS REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

CLAIMS OF THE REVEREND W. B. CLARKE; 

TOGETHER WITH THE 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE, 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE, 

AND 

APPENDIX. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

3 May, 1861. 

SYDNEY: 

THOMAS 1IIOHAItDS, GOVERN3NT PRINTEB, PIIUJLU'.STBEET. 

[Price, Is. Id.] 202—A 1861. 
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1861. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

VOTES, No. 85. TUESDAY, 12 MAnOR, 1831. 

8. Reverend W. B. ClRrke:—Mr. Shepherd moved, pursuant to notice,— 
That a Select Committee be appointed to consider the claims, if any, of the 

Reverend W. B. Clarke for the services rendered by that Gentleman in developing the 
great mineral resources of this Colony. 

That such Committee consist of Mr. Cowper, Mr. Parkes, Mr. Mate, Mr. Smart, 
Mr. Windeyer, Mr. Suttor, Mr. Walker, and Mr. O'Brien. 
Debate ensued. 
And Mr. Iloskios requiring that the said Committee be appointed by Ballot,—
Question,—(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed to consider the claims, if any, 
of the Reverend W. B. Clarke for the services rendered by that gentleman in 
developing the great mineral resources of this Colony,—put and passed. 
c,srliereupon  the House proceeded to the Ballot, and the Speaker declared the follow-
ing Members to be, with the Mover, the Committee duly appointed:—Mr. Hoskins, 
Mr, Wilson, Mr. C. Cowper, Jun., Mr. Mate, Mr. O'Brien, Mr. Wisdom, Mr. Cowper, 
Mr. Walker. 

VOTES, No. 55. IVEDNE5DAY, 17 Apart, 1861. 

Member of Legislative Council as Witness :—Mr. Shepherd moved, That the 
following Message be carried to the Legislative Council 

Ma. PRESIDENT, 

The Legislative Assembly having appointed a Select Committee "to consider 
the Claims, if any, of the Rev. W. B. Clarke," and that Committee being desirous 
to examine the ilonorable Edward Dens Thomson, Esquire, C.B., Member of the 
Legislative Council, in reference thereto, requests that the Legislative Council will 
give leave to its said Member to attend accordingly, on such day and days as shall be 
arranged between him and the said Committee. 

Legislative Assembly CFh  amber, 
Sydney, 17 April, 1861. Speaker. 

Question put and passed. 
* * * * * * * 

THURSDAY, 18 APRIL, 1861, A.M. 

4. Messages :—The Speaker reported that while the louse was in Committee of Supply 
the following Messages were received from the Legislative Council 

(2.) Member of Legislative Council as Witness:— 

Mn. SPEAKER, 
In answer to the Message from the Legislative Assembly, dated the 17th 

instant, requesting leave for the Honorahle Edward Bess Thomson, C.B., a Member 
of the Legislative Council, to attend and be examined before a Select Committee of 
the Legislative Assembly, appointed to consider the claims, if any, of the Reverend 
W. B. Clarke, the Council acquaints the Assembly that leave has been granted to its 
said Member to attend and be examined by the said Committee, if be think fit. 

Legislative Council Chamber, W. W. BURTON, 
Sydney, 17 April, 1861. President. 

Vorts, No. 03. FRIDAY, 3 MAY, 1831, A.M. 

16. Claims of the Reverend W. B. Clarke :—Mr. Shepherd, as Chairman, brought up a 
Progress Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of the Proceedings of, 
and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report 
the Claims of the Reverend W. B. Clarke had been referred on the 12th March last. 
Ordered to be printed. 
* * * * * * * 
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CLAIMS OF THE REV. W. B. CLARKE. 

PROGRESS REPORT. 

Tm SELECT ConanEE of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 

12th March last, "to consider the claims, if any, of the 1?everend 

" W. B. Clarke, for the services rendered by that Gentleman in 

developing the great mineral resources of this Colony," have agreed 

to the following Progress Report 

In the consideration of the matter referred to them your 

Committee have taken the evidence of the Reverend W. B. Clarke and 

the Honorable F. Deas Thomson, Cii, M.L.C.; but as the advanced 

period of the Session will render impossible the completion of the inquiry, 

they deem it expedient, at once, to submit to your Honorable House the 

evidence taken before them, with a view to an early resumption of the 

subject during the next Session. 

ISAAC SHEPHERD, 

Chairman. 

Legislative Assembly Chamber, 

Sydney, 1 May, 1861. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF TUE COMMITTEE. 

TUESDAY, 26 MARCH, 1861 

MEMBER'1RSENT 

Mr. Hoskins, Mr. O'Brien, 
Mr. Mate, Mr. Shepherd. 

I. Sliepherd,.E4,411edtO the CLr.r 
Votes No. 85, 12th instant, entry 8, appointink considerati6not the claims, if any, 

of the Rev. W. B. Clarke—before Committee. 
Deliberation upon the course to be pursued therein. 
It was Resoleed.t—., - - - -- - - - 
That the Committee proceed to examine Mr. Clarke at the next meeting. 

-. - [Adiourned.] 

3 APR14 1801. 
MEMTBERS PRESENt :— 

None. 

In the absence of a quorum of the Committee until after half-past Eleven o'clock, 
the  mcetingconre1tiiis-day lapsed.. -.- •2l 

[To be called on Tuesday, 0th instant, nt Eleven o'clock.] 
. 1 

C' 

TUESDAY, 0 APR14
'- 

I. Shepherd, Esq.,in the Ch.4r. 
L,4, U 'J;,' 

Mr. Hoskns, Mr. u Btien, 
Mr. Mate, - Mr. Wilson. 

bommittee met pursnnrt to iuthon  

Rev. W. B.-Vlzke, }LA, .pir4ent, St. Tlwmas', St. rltonards, called in and 

examined. - 
- - 

;'uTthercxamiilatio1radfrourncdsntil the i0l9wig sitting. r 
Witness withdrew. 

iu (I [j n d $Ul Fxidoy,  th instant, ajtZenp1oeJ] 

HI :'.; ,• .PR1DAY.12APRJL,1Sj3i,. 
MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

L Shepherd, Esq., in'tb&bair.;L Cr! -. 

'i 'Ii. i 
Alç1lloskins, Mr. O'Brien, 
Nt; 'I'tath, I Mr. Wilson, 

Mr. Wisdom. 

Rev. W. B. Clarke, MA., Incumbent, St. Thomas', St. Leonard's, called in and further 

examined. 
Further examination adjourned until Wednesdyèt ............- 
Witness withdrew. r . - 

[Adjourned till Wednesday, Ilth instant, at 2i0'e16ck.] 

WEDNESDAY, 17 APRIL, 1861 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

I. Shepherd, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Cosvper, Mr. Mate, 
Mr. C. Cowper,Junr., Mr. Walker, 
Mr. iloskins, Mr. Wilson. 

Rev. W. B. CIarker4{:A_.1.4scumd,4;-Bt;-4'AflW, St. Leonard's, again called in 

and further examined. 
Examination concluded. 
ritness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated. 
Motion to be made in the House for Message to the Legislative Council, requesting 

leave for the Honorable B. Dens Thomson, Cm, to attend and be examined. 
[Adjourned.] 

WEDNESDAY, 
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'VEDSDA F, 24 APR14 1861. 

MnmEas .?RESENT 

I. Shepherd, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Cowper, . Mr. Mate, 
Mr. Hoskins, Mr. O'Brien. 

Mr. Walker. 
Committee met pursuant to stmwpns. 
The Honorable E. Deas Thomson, Esq., C.B., ?LL.C., attending by permission of the 

Legislative Council, examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated upon the views suggested by the eyidènc, and the prospects 

of further progress. - 
In respect to certain doeugients closely bearing upon 'the evidence giten by the Rev. 

W. B. Clarke, and desired by that gentleman to be annexed thereto, the Chairman submitted 
for consideration the form in which the same might be received by the Committee. 

Ordered 
That the Papers referred to be allowod to form a Separate Appendix to the ltpeort. 

EAdi.ounedj 

WEDNESDAY, 1 MAY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

I. Shepherd, Esq., in the Chait 

Mr. Cowper, Mr. Mate, 
Mr. Hoakins Mr. O'Bris, 

Mr. Walker. 
Committee met pursuant to. summons. 
The Chairman stated that he had caused the meeting to be tinte4, with a view 

to deliberate upon the expediene, at this late period of the Session, of reporting to the 
Uouse the evidence of Mr. Clarke and Mr. Deas Thomson, at the same time proposing that 
the matter should be resumed after the termination of the approaching ree. 

Committee deliberated, and Progress Report prepared. 
When, the Draft having been read,.—
On motion of Mr. Mate, same agreed to. 
Ordered, to report. 

LIST OF WIT1t89ES. 

Tuesday, 9 April; 1861. ton. 
Rev. ST. B. Clarke, )LL, Incumbent, St. Thomas, St. Leon esrd's .. .. ,. . 9 

1tidey, 12 Aprii 1861, 
Rev. W. B. Clarke, itA., Ineumbent, St. ?homas', St. LeonarcVs (further) .. .. .. 20 

Wednesday, 17 April, 161. 
Rev. W. B. Clarke, M.A., ratumbent, St. Thomas', St. Leonard's (seeond fttrthct) .. .. 30 

Wednesday, 24 April, 1861. 
The Honorable E. Deas Thomson, Esq,, C.B., M.L.C. (formerly Colonial Seerauey .. 85 

LIST OF APPENDIX 

' (To Evidence given by -Rev. -W. B. Oldrke, MA., 9Apr11. 1861,))  
A. 

Extract from the "Spectator" Nbwspapet, II September, 1851.. .. .. .. 16 
D. 

Rev.W. B. Clarke to Capt. Ring, RN., 7 July, 1847 ...... ,' ,.. -.. , .16 
- C. 

List of Rocks, Fossils, and Minerals forwarded to Professareedgwick,Not'enber, 1844.. 18 
1). 

"Plütus" to Editor, "Sydney Morning Herald," 1& Februa$j, 184$ .... .48 
B. 

A. ST. Thornton, ISLB.C.S., to flev. 'ST. B. Cl rke4i Angust 1860 .-. ........ 19 
 

Concluding portion of a paper by Rev. W. B. Clarke, in 1817,—" A Comparison of the 
Geology of Russia and Australia" .. .. .. 0. . .  19 

 
W. Trollopo to Rev. W. B. Clarke, 16 August, 1560 .. .. ........ 19 

 
Rev. W. B. Clarke to Colonial Secretary, V July, l56l., .. .. .. - 19 

Rev. W. B. Clarke to Colonial Secretary, 0 July, 1851 .. ........ 20 

LIST 
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PACt. 

Rev. W. B. Clarke to Chairman, 24 April, 1661 .. .. .. ,. •. .. 88 

[Endosures.] 
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Extracts from Sir H. J. Mureliison'a "Siliu'ia," with his Notices of Australia in 1814, 1845, 
1846, and 1849 .. .. .. .. ., .. ,, .. .. .. .. 38 

B. 
Extract from Clarke's "Plain Statements," &c.., .. .. .. .. ,, .. 40 

C. 
Instructions to Rev. W. B. Clarke, issued by the Government, 30 July, 1852, on his second 
journey .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 40 

D. 
Appendix to answers given before Select Committee, 24 September, 1852 .. .. .. 41 

E. 
Colonial Secretary's letter, 11 November, 1853, informing of the gratuity of £1,000 ., 44 

F. 
Copy of letter from Mr. Stafford, Superintendent of the Province of Nelson, New Zealand, 
7 June, 1855, offering appointment .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 43 
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1881. 

UcgiøIat(bt tøetmM, 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON TRE 

CLAIMS OF TTIE REV. W. B. CLARKE. 

TUESDAY, 9 APR14 1861. 

Ljrtøtnt 
Ma. SHEPHERD, I Mat. IJOSKINS, 
Ma. MATE, I MR. WILSON, 

Mn. O'BRIEN. 

ISAAC SHEPHERD, E., IN Tfl1 Cwun. 

The Reverend \V illiam Branwhitc Clarke, M.A., called in and examined 
By the U/Lairnzan: A number of gentlemen, who have a high opinion of your geological Thdflev.W,B. 

experience, believing that no sufficient recognition has been made of your services, suggested Clarke, MA. 
that a Select Committee should be appointed for the purpose of inquiry into your claims. 
A Select Committee has been appointed, and we are now met. We have taken the liberty 9 April, isCi. 
of soliciting you to attend, for the purpose of examining  you in reference to what you have 
really done. I presume you will have no hesitation in any questions which may be put to 
you on the subject? None at all. But I should like to state that I make no claim whatever; 
the word "claim" implies a sort of right which somebody withholds. I have never made 
any claim whatever on any occasion. I know the feeling which has been expressed respect-
ing me ; and, while I state that I never have made any claim, I may have my opinion about 
what has been done. I shall be very happy to answer any question, and give as mccli 
information as I can upon the subject. I think it right to make this observation, because 
otherwise it might be supposed that I have been myself taking steps to bring matters to this 
position, which I have not. 

I did intend, at the outset, to ask you whether you were privy to the application being 
made for the appointment of a Select Committee? No; I knew nothing of it more than I 
saw in the papers. I have never had a single word's conversation with any one on the 
subject. If I had been asked I might, perhaps, have 
Then, sir, I think it necessary, in order to arrive at a true position in reference to what 

you have done for the Colony, to commence even previous to your arrival in the Colony; 
but first of all, I would ask you—When did you arrive in this Colony? I landed here on 
the 3rd June, 1839. 
What position in life did you fill in England previous to your departure for this Colony? 

I held a living in the county of Dorset. I was one of the Chaplains of the Bishop of 
Salisbury, brother of the late Governor. I was also acting under it special commission 
granted by ICing William the Fourth, and afterwards renewed by Queen Victoria, as a 
Magistrate. 

'What induced you to come to New South Wales ? I had, in the course of the year 1833 
or 1834, been travelling abroad a good deal, and had contracted a bad rheumatic fever, from 
having been out in the wet in France. (It was much such weather as we have had lately.) 

262—B After 
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Theflev.W.B. After recovering from the first attack, I got the second from officiating in a new church, the 
Clarke, M.A. walls of which were very damp. I had a most violent return of rheumatism, so much so 
,......A...

. that I became ill, and my medical adviser recommended me to go permanently to a warmer 
9 April, 1861. climate. There were four offers made to me. I might have gone to the East or the West 

Indies, to the Bahamas, or to this Coiony. I was induced to come here, partly from what I 
had heard of the climate, and partly from the geological character of the country, which 
nobody knew anything about, and which I was anxious to look into. 
had you at any time, before arriving here, turned your attention to geological matters 

Yes; and I had published a good deal on the subject of geology. .1 should like, if you will 
allow me, to prove what I have now stated. 
If the gentlemen here think it necessary that you should adduce proof? I should like to 

do so. I suppose you are desirous of doing me justice, and I should like to prove all I state. 
The letter I now hold in my band is dated Norwich, December 10th, 1838. It was written 
to me by Professor Sedgwiek. lie writes in this way, amongst other matters,—" Pray 
" collect all the information you can about the cavern bones—organic remains in the rock 
formations must be interesting. The coal formations will, of course, attract your immediate 

Cr attention—their relations to the surrounding rocks, date, &e., are questions of interest. 
The plants I have seen from these formations—and they are (at least specifically) very unlike 

" the fossils of our coal measures, But I have seen limestone specimens, from these forma-
tions, with producti and spirifers, and looking very like mountain limestone. I shall 
rejoice to be in onrrespnndence with you, and any good specimens of organic remains would 
" be highly valuable in our new museum at Cambridge." 
By Afr. Hocking: That is merely suggesting to you to collect specimens in Australia? 

No, that is not the meaning of it. The writer knew what I was intending, and this letter is 
merely suggesting what would be valuable at Ilome. 
This is merely a friend writing to you to ask you to collect geological specimens? The 

question asked me was whether I had turned my attention to these subjects before, and I 
produce this letter in proof that I had done so. 
10, By the Chairman: Is there any other letter that you would like to read? You ask me 
when I turned my attention to geology. I have many years ago published various papers in 
England, in connection with the Geological Society, had travelled and extensively over the 
continent of Europe. 

By ,ll'r. hocking: I suppose you have been a corresponding member of the Geological 
Society? I have published in their Transactions and Proceedings. I am one of the oldest 
Fellows of the Geological Society. 
By the Chairman: Had you travelled in other countries, and published anything on 

geology 7 Yes, certainly. 
Can you enumerate what you have published? What I have published! 
Yes; are they too numerous? I cannot recollect all I have published at this present 

moment. The books are here in the Colony. There are also the Transactions and Pro-
ceedings of the Geological Society. 
That is previous to your arrival here? Oh, yes—years before. 
You were then recognized as a geologist? Certainly. 
Were you a member of any Scientific Societies? Yes, 
What Societies were you a member of? I was a working Fellow of the Geological 

Society, to begin with, and before I arrived I was a membet or Fellow of various other 
Societies—for instance, the Royal Society of Literature, the Zoological Society, and the 
Meteorological Society. I have been connected with such Societies for many years. I 
believe 1 was Vice-President of a Philosophical Society more than thirty years ago. 
Have you ever in Europe visited any gold countries? Yes)  I have —on the Rhine, and 

in other parts of Germany. 
But you had no previous intimation of gold having been found here before you arrived? 

No, I had not—I did not knew anything about it. 
Did you make any communication to any one on the subject before 1851? Yes, 

eertainly; I think lean shew that very clearly. Will you allow me to prove that to you 7 
Yes? I will prove it in a way which cannot be mistaken, from the Sj.,ectator newspaper. 

There is an article here - 
Not emanating from yourself? Oh, no. 
This question refers to anything which may have been communicated previous to 1851 

Yes, the information was communicated in 1849; and I want to shew that it was known in 
England that it had been so communicated. 
By M,•. Hoski,,s: What effect will this have upon the object of this inquiry? I do 

not know. You know best. I was asked whether I communicated anything respecting 
gold previous to 18.51; and I am going to shew, by an extract from a letter of mine 
(published without my knowledge in 1850 and 1851), that I had so communicated. This 
is what it says :-( Witness he)'e read an extract from the Spectator, of Septemloei' 6, 1851. 
Vide Appendix A.) The extract referred to is from a letter I wrote to Sir R. Murchison. 
In the month of April, 1.850, he himself published an article on the Gold of California, and 
produced the same extract in the Quarterly Review. Previous to that I had communicated 
papers to the journals in Sydney, upon the subject of gold. 

By  the Chairman: Did you print anything on the subject of your geological resrarches 
either here or in Europe? Yes, you will find in the pages of the Sydeej Morning Herald 
statements to that effect. 
That is, previous to the year 1851 ? Yes, previous to 1851. I have enumerated, in 

the little.book which I published sometime ago [Researches in the &nxthern Gold Fields of 
New South Wales, by the Rev. W B. Clarke, X. A.], the facts as they really occurred; so 

that 
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that here, in fact, is almost a catalogue of the circumstances; and I am quite prepared to Thellev.W.B. 
prove everything

° 
 stated in it as far as regards myself. Clarke.  

Did you laybcfore Parliament any account of the Coal Fields of the Colony? This  
Parliament? 9 Apnl, 1861. 
Yes, this Parliament? Yes. 

Can you refer us to any Report on the subject? Yes, there is the Report from the 
Select Committee on Coal Inquiry in 1847, in which you will find my evidence, containing 
an account of all that was known in reference to the existence of coal in this Colony, and 
from my own researches. 

Will you have the goodness to read to the Committee what you did? Yes; here is the 
Report of the Committee on Coal Inquiry; and you will find in it, apart from the evidence, 
a long account of the matter addressed to Captain King, and forwarded to the Chairman of 
that Committee, the present Speaker of your Ronourable house. (Vide Appendix B.) 
32, By Air. Mete: A Select Committee was appointed, and you were called to give evidence? 
Yes. I gave evidence before a Committee called on " Coal Inquiry," on the 3rd June, 1847, 
and here is the evidence. The answers, of course, were expanded afterwards. In working 
out the coal, I naturally worked out all the rocks that were connected with the coal. And 
what lam now saying bears upon the first question I was asked as well as the present. In 
working out the coal I made a large collection of the fossils coanected with the coal beds. 
Did you ever send to Europe any collections to make known the geological character of 

the country? I did, and I wish to point out what collections I sent. 1 forwarded collections 
to Professor Sedgwick, in November, 1844-2,673 specimens of rocks and fossils, which are 
now deposited in the Woodwardian Mnseuin, Cambridge. (List of Specimens read. V'ide 
Appendix C.) 
By Mr. Hoskj'ng: Did you send any quartz specimens? Yes. You will observe that I 

have put against the specimens mentioned in the list the letters a and a; c means earboni-
ferous rocks, and a means auriferous. 

What year was it that you sent these specimens? In November, 1844. 
And to whom? Professor Sedgwiek, of the University of Cambridge. 
Was any public notice taken of them ? Certainly. The public notice taken was this: 

Professor Sodgwick, in his " Synopsis of the Classification of the British Palozoic Rocks," 
published in the year 1855, has this note :-" I am happy in this place to express my own 
thanks, and those of the University of Cambridge, to Professor TI. Rogers, of the United 
States, and to the Rev. 'W. B. Clarke, of Sydney, New South Wales, for the very valuable 
palmontological collections presented by them to our museum." That is, the University 
thanks me. A portion of those specimens consisted of fossils, and at that time Professor 
M'Coy (now in Melbourne) examined some of them, and published an account of them in 
this little book with these figures. [AIr. F. M' Gay on the Fossil Botany and Zooloqy of the 
Rocks associated with the Coal of Australia, with Illustrations] I intended to publish 
myself, but was deterred by the expense. I have made drawings of the fossils. (iVitness 
here exhi'ited three books containing drawings of fossils.) These consist of about half my 
proper collection, but it would have cost £1,500 to have them published. 
By .Jfr. Mate: And they have never been brought before the public ? No, only those 

published in that small work to which I have just referred. In a lecture on 'Our knowledge 
of Australian rocks, as derived from their organic rensains," the late Professor Forbes uses 
these words respecting my coal examination—(it is a question of difference of opinion between 
myself, Mr. lSI'Coy, and some others) :—" All competent observers who have examined the 
strata on the spot, especially Mr. Jukes, Mr. Clarke, and Mr. Dana, assure us that the beds 
" pass into each other, and are not only conformabie—i. e., lying on and parallel to the beds 
below, but alsn, evidently, in sequence—i. a., deposited without the intervention ofa long 
interval of time. The peculiar fossil fish, already alluded to, supports the view, to which, 
" after cousideration of the arguments on both sides, I certainly incline, and would therefore 
" set down the Coal Fields of Australia and Van Diernens Land as formations of the earbo- 
nifc'rous sections of the palozoic era—which, in other words, means as equivalents of the 
" most productive coal fields of the northern hemisphere." This question is not yet settled. 
We are still disputing about it. I have taken great pains to work it out, and if I couid take 
up your time £ might shew you that it is now extensively canvassed by writers in France and 
other countries. In speaking of me again in this lecture, Professor Forbes says, "I have 
already said that this metal (gold) is found either in connection with palmozoic rocks, or 
tertiary drifts of a very recent epoch, yet, of anterior origin to the general physical features 
" and appearance of the animals and plants now indigenous to Australia. Of the mineral 
character of these rocks and drifts it is not for me to speak; indeed, a far better notion of 
" it than I could possibly give, you can obtain by perusing any documents on the subject 
signed by Mr. Stutehbury or Mr. Clarke; and there are several papers by those gentlemen 
among the documents respecting the discovery of geld in Australia, ordered to be printed 
by Parliament. I mention their names only because, being able geologists, their obsorva-
tions and descriptions of the rocks which they have personally explored are more precise 
" and valuable than those written by persons unacquainted with geology." I think then 
I have shewn that some interest has been taken in Europe in reference to this question. 

By the Chojrman: Have you made any collections, or assisted to arrange any, for any 
public institution here, so as to make them useful to the Colony? Yes; the collection sent 
home to Paris in the year 1555, exhibited first in Sydney, attracted very great notice, and 
I had a silver and bronze medal awarded to me in this Colony and in France in consequence 
of that collection. The words used, as you will find by reference to the French report, are 
these—" in eonseltuenee of the serious and scient/fic character given to the Exhibition 
from this Colony." 1 have given my assistance for years in the Museum here, gratuitously. 

Thoso 
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Tliefle.v.W.B. Those geological specimens arranged there were arranged by me. Thus, I have been con-
L, M.A. stantly at work. 

'' 40. It was in 1848 that gold was discovered in California, was it not? Yes, I think so. 
9 April, t861. 41. Did you ever advise any persons emigrating to California not to leave this Colony? 

Yes; there is a letter in the Herald newspaper (I do not know where to lay my hand on it) 

advising them not to do so. 
B3 Mr. .ifate: Why did you advise them not to do so? Because I knew there was 

gold here, and plenty of it. I told them so. Here is a note, dated 16th February, 1849. 
This does not refer so much to California as to the supposed discovery of gold in Victoria at 
that time-1849. I will rend a passage. This letter was written for the purpose of pre-
venting people going to Melbourne. 
By the Chairman: But not to California? No; but you will find allusion to it in the 

very article in the bpeetator to which I have referred. Personally, I have spoken to dozens 
of people, and I have no doubt, if one could advertise and get them, they would give 
evidence to that effect. This is the letter. (Vide Appendix .0.) 
That has reference to Victoria? It has reference to what was reported in 1849, con-

cerning which there has been a great dispute. 
Had you formed any opinion of the mineral wealth of the Colony, and if so, did you 

communicate it to any persons in and out of the Colony? Most undoubtedly. I can shew 
you plenty of proof of that. 
40. That has reference to this Colony, not to Victoria or California? I have not published 
the letters in my last book, but merely alluded to them. They were published in the Blue 
Book. I will shew you the originals. (Witness here produced a number of letters.) These 
original letters have never been seen by any one but myself. Here they are. There are ten 
to which I can refer. Here is one from Mr. IV. Rutledge. It is dated Belfast, Victoria, 
17 August, 1860. It is a letter written in reply to one of like kind, forwarded at the same 
date as those to others, to the writers of which I have just referred, but Mr. Rutledge went 
to England, and the answer did not get to me at the time. 
By 37,. O'Brien: What is the date of those letters in your hand (the original letters 

just referred to)? These letters were dated about the year 1852. There are some earlier 
than that, in 1851. There was a little question as to whether I knew anything about the 
gold here before the year 1851. The only way I could prove it was, not on my owa 
testimony, but on the evidence of others—for I do not think any man should wish to have 
such a question decided on his own testimony. I, therefore, wrote to persons who I knew 
were aware of the fact, and these are the letters I got in reply. They are from His Honor 
Mr. Jnstiee Thcrry, Dr. Gill, Mr. H. K. James (in the Bishop's Office), Mr. James Macarthur, 

the Rev, Mr. Gore (of Muswellbrook), Mr. F. E. Manning (brother of Sir W. M. Manning), 
the Rev. Mr. Sowerby (of Goulburn), and from Mr. Charles Blakefield, a gold digger. 

By  the Chairman: Those letters are all on the subject of the Gold Fields? They all 
come to this same point, of which Mr. Rutledge wrote, " In reply to your note of 6th 
instant, I beg to slate, that I have a perfect recollection of the first time you mentioned 
to me, at Parramatta, in 1841, that gold was to be had in large quantities in the Colony 
" of New South Wales. This, as well as I can recollect, was after Count Strzeleeki had 
reported the existence of gold in Gipps Laud." [Here he has committed a great mistake. 
It is a mistake of memory. Count Strzelecki never found gold there. There is a report 
he wrote about the Murrumbidgee country, and a portion of the Bathurst country, 21st 
August, 1841, in which he mentions auriferous pyrites, but certainly, when he published 
his book in 1845, he left it out. You will not find anything about it in his book.] 
The letter proceeds: " and in speaking of that circumstance, I remember your earnest 
reply to my doubts, ' that crc long the production of gold in considerable quantities 
'would be made manifest in several parts of New South Wales, besides Gipps Land.'" 
[That is also a mistake—there was no øipps Laud in it.] " You then alluded to your 
researches and discoveries in the Bathurst and other Western Districts, and stated eon- 
" fidently that gold would be discovered there, and in other parts of Australia, in as large 
quantities as probably in any other part of the world. I recollect, on other occasions, 
between 1811 and 1844, and since then, your frequent mention of the confidence you felt 
that gold discoveries that would astonish the world would, before many years, be made in 
" the Australian Colonies, to which I paid but little attention, until I found all you said 
fully verified by the disclosures of 1851, when I was convinced of your thorough know- 
"ledge by the numerous Gold Fields then opened up in this and the neighbouring Colony." 
Is there any other letter bearing upon the subject to which you would like to refer 

particularly? Here is one, the writer of which I do not know, dated 15th August, 1860. 
(Letter read. Vide Appendix Fl.) I wrote to him to say that I remembered perfectly well 
the circumstance, but that my remark did not apply to Muswellbrook, but to the country 
immediately beyond it, over the Liverpool Range, from which I had just come back. It is 
this same fact Dr. Gill speaks of in one of his letters. 
By Mr. O'Brien: What is the date of that letter? 15th August, 1800. 
And what is the name of the writer? Mr. Thornton; be is a medical man at Muswell-

brook; but it is very clear that he had a recollection from some one of the conversation, and 
I can tell you how I know that the date of my exploration is accurate. Mr. Gore married, 
and I went to perform his clerical duties for him. I wrote to him to know the date, and 
he gives me in reference to my question the reply contained in his letter, "You were at 
11 Muswellbrook in 1844, for the first time. 'ought to know, for it was at that timel was 
11  married.' I wrote to him to know the date. I was there two years—in 1844 and it 
1845, but I had a sort of dim recollection that it was in 1843 and 1844. 
.52. Did you ever receive collections from others of rocks and other minerals ? Yes. 

53. 
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53. Did you employ any one to examine them in places to which you did not go yourself? Thdllev.IV.B. 
Yes, I had a number of persons occupied in collecting for me, very extensively, all over the Clarke, MA. 
country. Some of those specimens sent to Professor Sedgwick were collected in that way. r---'. 
I did not collect them all. Altogether I have collected about twelve thousand. I had 9 April, 1801. 
people all about the country collecting for me—some of the surveyors for instance. 
Captains lilackwood and Stanley, and others who went along the coast, made collections 
where they went. Those collections I saw. I had particularly in my service Mr. 
Nichols, an American, living in the Southern country. I have a letter here which 
I might read, to shew you that that was the fact. All these things were sent up to 
me, and of course I worked out of them a considerable knowledge of parts of the country to 
which my duties would not allow me to go. 
51. Did you ever mention the probable wealth of the country to any members of the Govern-
ment or Parliament? Yes; but will you allow me to fill up a little gap? You asked me a 
short time ago if I published anything. I now recollect that I published a paper on this 
subject in the year 1847—a Comparison of the Geology of Russia and Australia. 
By M's'. O'Brien: That is in England? No, in the Herald newspaper, in Sydney. 
Oh were you here at that time? I have been here neatly twenty-two years. All my 

work—no, not all, but the greater part—which nobody here has ever seen, except Mr. Shep-
herd, was done before the year 1849. 
To what year do you now allude? 1847. 
By Mr. Hoskins: Did you publish the paper in Australia? Yes. This is the third 

volume, No. 5, of the " Tasmanian Journal of Natural Science, Agriculture, Statistics, 
&c.," which was published at Hobart Town. The editor of the Tasmanian Journal finds 
my article in the Sqdney Morning Herald, and transfers it to his pages, with this heading 
The following article appeared in the Sydney Morning Herald newspaper, of 28th Sep. 
tember, 1847, and we have no hesitation in transferring it to our pages, although the 
" author is unknown to us." It goes on to comparo the geology of Russia with that of Aus- 
tralia. It takes the formations, as they are in Russia,-and the parallels, as they are in 
the Colony ; and it winds up with these words :—(Vide Appendix F.) 
In reference to the question as to whether you mentioned the matter to members of the 

Government or of the Parliament, you say " Yes "? I did. 
What did they say to it? I will tell you what Sir George Gipps said to it, when I 

shewed him some gold. He said, " Put it away, Mr. Clarke, or we shall all have our throats 
cut." That was in 1844. I will tell you how it occurred :—Sir George Gipps was living 
at Parramatta. I was there too at that time, and had the honor of being frequently at 
Government House. I went up one morning to see Sir George (he was ill), and Lady Gipps 
said to me, " Don't go away; stay and spend the day with Sir George; he is unwell." I 
had to call elsewhere, but I came back and brought the gold with me. Sir George Gipps 
said, " Where did you get it?" I told him, and he said, Put it away, or we shall have 
our throats out." I had forgotten the date, but I asked Mr. Dobie, and he gave me the date 
at once. He said, 1,  Don't you remember the great meeting held by the squatters at the 
Royal Hotel F" It was on that time. Sir George Gipps was so ill, that on that day he did 
not dine with the family, but had his dinner sent into the drawing-room; it was probably 
the anxiety about the squatter's meeting. That was in 1844, and it was then that Sir 
George Gipps said, "Put it away, or we shall have our throats eut,"—alluding of course to 
the convicts. 

61.. Does not Sir Roderick Murehison claim to have written to the Secretary of State in 
that year on the same subject? No; I have published his letter in this book. [Clarke's 
Southern Gold Fields]. He wrote to the Secretary of State in 1818, and not in that year; 
but he must have seen Strielecki's collections after the time I speak of. I cannot tell you 
the date, but my own opinion is that he never saw Strzeleeki's specimens until after I had 
spoken to Sir George Gipps on 9th April. I am pretty sure he had not—he could not, 
because if you look through his writings, you will find it was an impossibility; he had come 
home from Russia for the second time, I think- 
By .31,'. Hoskins: Who? Sir itoderiek Murehisoa. He wrote a letter on his return 

from the Continent in 1848. He had inspected the specimens of Count Strzelècki in 1844, 
but he did not say anything about the gold then. 
What year was that? In the year 1844. He says, "In the year 1844 I instituted a 
comparison between the rocks of Eastern Australia, numerous specimens of which had been 
brought home by my friend Count Strzelecki, and those of the auriferous Tlral Mountains, 

" with which I was personally well acquainted. This comparative view was printed in the 
same year (1844) in the journal of the Royal Geographical Society." Now, by comparison 
of dates, it appears that he never saw these things of Strielecki's until after I had spoken to 
Sir George Gipps, in reference to the gold of this Colony. 
Have you not disputed the priority with him? I have, upon that very ground. I knew 

of the gold in 1841 ; his was a most admirable determination, and it turned out to be true. 
I wish to give him all the honor and credit I can, but I actually knew of the gold in 1841. 
Do you not know as a fact, that Sir R. Murohison delivered a lecture, or read a paper 

before the Geological Society some time in 1844, in which he predicted from the geological 
formations of Australia, and their similarity to the tiral Mouatains, and the country through 
which the chain runs—that gold would be found in Australia? That is not in 1844. 
I will read to you my allusion to it if you like. 
You recollect his reading a paper? I will tell you what I recollect of it. "From facts 

communicated to the Geological Society, Sir R. I. Murohison has already adopted the 
" same view as the present, respecting the probable mineral wealth of Australia. He has 
41  even gone sa far in a letter addreased to Sir C. Lemon (the date of which he gives, 1846,) 

11and 
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'l'heRev.W.B." and which is published in the last number of the Philosophical Magazine, as to advise 
Clarke, M.A. that a person well acquainted with the washing of mineral sands, be sent out to Australia, 

speculating on the probability of auriferous alluvia being abundant, and lie suggests that 
2 Aprd, 1561. " such will be found at the base of the western flanks of the dividing ranges." 

67. That does not answer my question. Do you know, or do you not know, that Sir R. I. 
Murchison, in a paper he read before the Royal Geographical Society, stated, that from the 
geological features of Australia being so similar to those he had seen in Russia, and also 
from having seen the specimens of Count Strzeleeki, he predicted the existence of gold? 
No; I do not know that, but Twill tell you what I do know. He compared the rocks 
in 1844, and you will see ilnmedirLtely, if you look through this little book of mine 
(Clarke's Southern Gold Fields), the bearing of that comparison. He had not then com-
pleted the comparison, because he gives me credit here of having done that for him. I 
have printed the letter, &c., at p.  283, and there can be no mistake about the matter. He 
says :-" In referring to geology, I must express my thanks to Mr. Clarke for having first 
" elicited the fact of the presence of true fossils of Silurian age in some of the less meta- 
morphosed limestones of the S. W. tracts of New South \Vales and the adjacent region of 
"Victoria Land; and also for the indication of intersection of certain rocks near to which 
metallic ores prevailed; since these are phenomena which have been observed in other 
" auriferous regions." This is from Sir R. I. Murehison's address, at the Anniversary 
Meeting of the Royal Geographical Society in 185$. In a paper read before the same 
Society in 1852, he spoke of a "geological discovery recently communicated to him by the 
" Rev. W. B. Clarke," namely, "the existence of many fossils of known Silurian species, 
"including Pentamerus Knightii, and many shells and corals on the flanks of the dividing 
range in New South Wales." And he says, "This discovery is important, because it 
"completes the resemblance of the Australian Cordillera (along which Devonian and car-
" boniferous fossils bad been found) with the Ural Mountains, the two chains being thus 
" shewn to be zoologically as well as lithologically similar, and both to possess the same 
" auriferous eon.!tants." In a letter which he wrote to me in 1852, he says, "In the 
" course of reading the Memoirs presented, yours on the Gold of Australia was read on 
" Wednesday last, at the Geological Society. It was followed by a brief resumé of my own 

" publications on the same subject, and of which you seem to have been ignorant.. Of 
" course I stated that I was quite sure you would have made allusion to my published 
" views of 1846 (not 1844) on Australia, as auriferous in future, if you had seen them as 

" printed in Cornish papers, and repeated in the transactions of the Geological Society, 
" Cornwall, of that year." I assure you that I have never seen those papers or 

transactions. 
By the Chairman: That was in 1846? Yes. Be proceeds :-" I then detailed the 

" various other occasions (to say nothing of the first, in 1845, when I named your range, 
" the Cordillera of Australia), and lastly, avowed myself, in my communication, to be what 
" was indeed generally known, the author cf 'Siberia and California,' in the Quarterly 

Review, the article to which you allude." That is where I got the extract. " In giving 
" you the highest credit for your discovery of Silurian fossils, which completes the original 
" parallel with the Ural Mountains, and in speaking of you as an exploring geologist worthy 
" of every praise and encouragement, I do not subscribe to your theory (for such it is) as to 
the outbursts of auriferous chains having any definite relation to the quadrature of the 
"circle." I will explain that to you. I had stated that the gold rocks in Australia ran 
nearly north and south. I consider that is one of my discoveries, and one of the most 

important I have made, because it enabled me to go to work and predict places whore there 
could be no kind of mistake as to the existence of gold. Sir Roderiok Murehison once 
adopted the theory of Humboldt, and formerly entertained a similar idea, but afterwards 
recanted and gave it up as being of no use, and again adopted it. But after I had adopted 
it, and worked it out, and found it to be true here, he writes to me—" I do not subscribe 
" to your theory (for such it is) as to the outbursts of auriferous chains having any definite 
"relation to the quadrature of the circle," (This was an incident only.) Be goes on to 
say,—" You arc in error in supposing that the north and south ridge of the Ural Mountains 
" has produced three and a half millions sterling of gold On the contrary, this produce 
" results from the ridges of Siberia, spread over eighty degrees of longitude ; the Ural 
" prodncing only half a million sterling. Hence you see that the theory vanishes. It is 
" not even applicable to your own Continent, various ridges of which, between its eastern 
" Cordillera and its vest coaKt, may prove to be auriferous. But your Silurian discovery 
" rejoices me, and will enable me to introduce you with flying colours in a little general 
" work on the primordial rocks, which .1 am preparing. I have incorporated all that is new 
" which you have written as coming directly from yourself, and as being most important addi-
" tions to what Strzeleeki, ,Jakes, and others have written-" The end of the letter is about 
information sent by Mr. Evelyn Dcnisnn, and it concludes with these words—" Such anticipn-
" tions are of nogreat value in the eyes of scientific men, but they have great weight among 
" st atists and politicians. Thus, I have as much credit here as you have in Australia, without 
" having any more than yourself profited by the golden riches. The north and south theory has 
" gone much out of fashion, for, acuarding to Erwan's maps, the exceptions prevail. Still I 
" hold to the value of the great meridian chains, such as the Ural and its parallels, the Cor- 
dillera of America, and that of Australia. I am very anxious to know if any of the 
" original sites of the ore have been discovered, to what extent, and if the people are fools 
" enough to work into the solid rock when they can do everything most profitably in the 
drift.' Although you have trodden on my toe, Ishall always say that you have done very 

"much indeed foi' the geology of Australia." 
By AL'. Hoskias: But still you must admit, even from what you have read, that Sir B. 

Mu re h is on 
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Murchison predicted in 1845 that gold would be found in extensive deposits in Australia? TheRev.W.B. 
Yes, but I have shown you that I did that in 1841. Olarke,tS. 
But your predictions were not published in England anterior to Sir Roderick Mar- r--

chison's? No; but to prove to you that I made the prediction in 1841, I will read to the 9 Ap4 1861. 
Committee this letter. I have a brother-in-law in Tasmania. Having left a hviugin Lincoln-
shire he came to Adelaide, and afterwards removed to Melbourne. Subsequently he accepted 
a living under the Bishop of Tasmania. When this question was agitated before (knowing 
that I had written to him in England upon this subject), I wrote to him to send me the 
letters Iliad written, and here is his reply. ( Vide Appendix U.) 
I believe you knew that the first printed prediction made in England of the probability 

of gold existing in Australia was made by Sir Roderick Murehison ? No doubt; I do not 
deny that; but that there is no jealousy on that score, between him and me, will be clearly 
seen from the following extract front  a letter I received from him under date October 31, 
1800 :—" I was glad to hear that the New South Wales Parliament was doing you the 
"justice you deserve for your long, energetic, and successful researches. The justice of 
" your claim at my hands shall of course be awarded to you in all future publications of 
mine, or of any body with which I am connected, in which Australia is mentioned, and 
" certainly no new edition of Siluria shall appear without the correction of your initials 
" and name." 

At the same time you know, as a matter of fact, that Sir Roderick Murchison was the 
first person in England who printed or made public his predictions in reference to the dis-
covery of gold? Yes, but that has no more to do with me than with the man in the moon. 
By the Chairman: But you afforded him a great deal of ? I cannot say what I 

afforded him. All 1 can say is what I did myself. 
B!, 411,'. O'Brien: When I heard Sir Roderick Murchison lecture in London, he 

predicted the existence of gold from his own researches? When Count Strzelecki returned 
home after examining the rocks, he found that there were indications of the same epoch in 
the rocks of Australia and those of the Tlral Mountains, but you see his comparison was 
incomplete unmil I furnished him with the materials in 1852. It was in consequence of 
what he had seen in Russia that he, perhaps, said, " Why, bless my life! these rocks are so 
" much alike that there must be gold in one as well as in the other." 
By AL-. lloskins: He also assumed it from the geological features of the country, 

independent of that? No. 

713. And also from the direction in which the cordilleras ran F As I have already told you 
lie first adopted that argument and then threw it away. He had been twice in Russia, and 
had collected very extensively. He had unlimited means of exploring; the whole of the 
Russian Empire was at his call. When he came back, Count Strzelecki had just arrived 
from Australia with his collection of rocks, and, having seen them, Sir Roderick Murchison 
saw that they were exactly like the rocks which he had just been examining. 
I only wished to get this  fact, which was disputed in the House when the Select 

Committee was anoted for—that Sir Roderick Murchison was the first who gave expression, 
publicly, to the fact that be believed heavy deposits of gold would be found in Australia? 
If you mean by printing- 
In England? Nohody denies that. 

It was denied in the House, privately? I have here a number of letters, which if you 
desire to read privately you can do so. 

I am not disputing your claim to have made it public in New South Wales F If I were 
to bring all the documents I have upon the subject, I should cover this table; but I would be 
happy to let any Hon Member of the Committee examine them. I feel very easy upon the 
subject, for I have never asked the Government to do anything for me. 

By the (7hai,mqn: You were employed by the Government in 1851 to make explorations 
for g Id? Yes. I have been very often employed by the Governments. 
82, What led to your employment? In the year 1851 (1 cannot remember the exact date, 
but it was the cud of June or the beginning of July) a friend of mine came to me several 
tunes, and said to me, " The Government are in a great fix"—" They are in great difficulty 
respecting what is going  on in the country. They cannot let the matter rest, and 
they want fresh discoveries to be made. Those already made are not sufficient 
to satisfy the public —why do you not go forward with all your knowledge 
" and assist them?" In consequence of this being urged upon me several times, in an 
interview with )It. Peas Thomson, an expression was given to this effect, that I was 
ready under certain circumstances, to assist the Government. The Government proposed 
first of all to have a Committee consisting of certain individuals, with a stationary Chairman, 
sitting in Sydney. Mr. Stutchbury and myself were to go abroad and pick up information 
for them to make use of. To that [objected, and wrote this letter. (Letter produced.) 
By ui'. W'itou : Was that letter addressed " )It. Dens Thomson " or " The Chief 

Secretary"? No; to the I-Ion. E. Peas Thomson, Esq. It was written to him as Chief 
Secretary; but at the same time - 
By lii. 11'ski,is: As a private communication? It has not been held as a private 

communication. It is to be found in the Chief Secretary's Office, It is what they call sub-
officialorseani-official. ( Witness here read a copy of time letter referred to. V1d5 Appendix H.) 
This was followed by another letter, dated 9th July. (Letter read. Tide Appendix L) 
That is the history of my engagement. I was referred to as one being able to assist them 
by hunting up gold in places where people had never beard of it. 
By the (j/zcirm an: What arrangement was made respecting your ministerial duties? 

It was this It came to be a matter of official communication. Sir Charles Fits Roy wrote 
me a letter, and my reply to it was that the application must come through the Bishop. 
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Theflev.W.B, "I am a clergyman in his diocese, and consider myself bound by my clerical duties, and 
Clarke, M.A. ,you must let it come through the Bishop;" and the Bishop wrote to me. 

'-"m 80. Where had you been employed as a clergyman up to that time? I was then at St. 
.9 April, Leonard's. 1 came out here in 1839. They told me that the Government pay to clergymen was 

£200 a year, and that the congregations added another £200, and that there would be a glebe, a 
house, and other advantages. On my arrival the Bishop said, "I must appoint you to Campbell-

town." I said, " WThat sort of a house is it." " Oh," he said,"  there is no house." I said," I do 

not understand that, I thought there would be a house." He said, " There is no house, but 
I suppose they will build one some day or other." The next day (I was staying with him) 
he said, " Mr. Forest has been here from Parramatta, and is anxious to leave the King's 
"School for a time—have you any objection to take his place?" " Well," I snid, "if it 
would convenience your Lordship, for a time I have no objection." I went, and up 

to December, 1840, Iwas at the King's School, when I abandoned it, for reasons which I 
need not here explain. Attached to this duty was the charge of the district of Castle Hill, 
extending down to the Hawkesbury. There was no stipend excepting the surplus money out 
of some fund the Government had, but the Bishop provided that I should get £150 a year. 

I spent the first year's stipend thus :—flO for house rent and £70 for horse-keep. That 

duty continued until 1844, when the Bishop made an arrangement with Mr. Vidal, with 
whom I exchanged duties for a few mouths, and then I was translated to St. Leonard's—so 

that up to that time I had plenty of opportunity of moving about. 
Then the Bishop sanctioned your new duties? The Bishop having received this com-

munication from the Governor, wrote to me. He said the Governor had applied to him to 

(you know the common phrase) "tenet you;" and I was "lent" to the Government. Tie 

then said, "Now, you can do a most important service. Your going into the interior will 
"enable a good deal of duty to be done. Many people may be visited who could not other-
"wise; and besides, you can gain a great deal of information for me if you choose to do it. 
"I shall give my sanction, and be very glad to do so." Well, the matter was arranged in 
this manner. But the Bishop said, " I must give a license to whoever takes your duty." He 
gave a license to Mr. Smith. There cannot be two people licensed for one place, and I said, 
"You have taken my license away, now give me a license for the whole of the diocese;" and 

be did so. I went away with a commission as a clergyman as well as a commission from the 
Government. I did officiate frequently. I have had congregations of three and four people 

under trees, and done much missionary work of that sort. 

By Mr. Hoskias: As you were appointed by the Government of couTSe you will have 
no objection to let us know the terms upon which you were engaged? No; certainly not. 

APPENDIX. 

!4! 

Tim AUsTRALIa Goan.auo.—Prosperity is said to have visited Now South Walrs with its crowning 
disaster in the discovery of a Gold F'ield vast in extent. There is still room, however, to think that this 
report may have been exaggerated, and that the amount of "native gold" may not be so great as 
materially to hazard the welfare of the Colony. The total sum of the facts ascertained is, that a young 
gentleman brought into the town of Bathurst a piece of gold weighing eleven ounces; an old man 
brought 'several lumps," weighing about two pounds in all; the manager of the bank and two gentle-
Inca, went forth, and each picked op it piece. One of those geatleinen brooght hack a few handfulls of 
loose earth which produced gold to the size of a small pea; mid Mr. Stutchbory, the ' Government 
Geologist," extracted from a heudiull of earth metal to the weight of twenty-one grains. Gold, there-
fore, unquestioaably exists; but the average proportion in the soil and the extent of the field 
are questions wholly undetermined. The pnportion is an especially undeternuned question. 
The simple character of the geological structure of Australia, however, renders it probablo that 
the whole extent of territory which bears the same aspect superficialiy has also the same 
character geologically; and it is ,aost likely, therefore, that an extensive Gold Field does exist in that 
part of Australia if not also in other parts. Indeed it was already known that gold existed More than 
a year ago, in April, 1850, we published an extract from a letter by a good practical geologist in New 
South Wales which may be now repeated iExtraet referred to This Colony is becoming a moiuuing 
country, as well as Sooth Australia. Copper, lead, and 90W are in considerable abundance in the 
schists and quutzitcs of the Cordillcra (Blue l\lo,mtains), &c. Vast numbers of the population are 
daily going to California; but some day, I think, we shall have to recall them." 

Is 
St. Leonard'z, 7 July, 1847. 

My dear Sir, 
You are as well aware as I am, of the extreme difficulty of following out any particular 

bed in the coal measures of Australia, in consequence of the great variableness of their condition—a 
remark which applies so generally to all the memhers of the earboniIeruus formation of New South 
Wales, that it is hazardous to trust any of the rocks further than we can see them. 

Moreover, owing to the very frequent interruptions of the planes of dip, and the disloeationa 
which have taken place, partly from contraction and partly from mechanical violence of intrusive 
masses, it requires much patieuee and study to come to any conclusion as to what may be the actual 
mean dip in any wide extent of surface. 

In my evidence I have made frequent mention of um&nlatinns, the result, I think, of contraction 
and lateral pressure, and no person can examine the coast about Newcastle without being convinced of 
the existence of these undnlations, for the cliffs exhibit, within comparatively Small distances, very 
contrary dips, which, with the interruptions occasioned by faults, and the denuded intervals between 
the separate portions of the cliffs, together with the abnormal variation in plane of some of the beds 
when compared svitlt others, and the thinning out and osculation of seams (all which phenomena are 
more or less traceable by the eye), so complicate the question as to make any decision as to individuality 
of beds or seams a matter of much hesitation. 

I am, however, quite aware that such a dip as you speak of to N.W., and also others to N.N.W. 
and N.E., may be found in the vicinity of Newcastle, and that the dip of your worked seam is to N.W. 
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I have admitted nearly so much in my evidence, for, in my answer to Question 20, I mention the proba- TlieflcvW.B. 
hility that the Bisrwood seam is " the summit of evfofrl in the undulation of one of the Nea'eastln sta,ns ; Clarke, MA. 
perhaps it is the one you are working, as the cup tends to N.W. So, in the cliff near Khanlerin (south r A 
of Shephord's brush cliff), the dip is slightly to NW.; but close to this there exists an autichnal curve, A ru 1861 
one end dippiu to N., anti the other to S. awl on the beach, south of the valley which descends sea- 
vard from the ¶urwood tunnel, the coal is thrown down to nearly high-water math, and is broken up 
by numerous small faults, disappearing to the southward, under the pudding stone of the Valley of 
Palms, to rise again near Corigella ; and then, finally, it dips southwardiy under the sea after tile union of 
two seams at Red head, to appear along the coast at Reid's Mistake, at a moderate height ubove the 
beach. After this, the pudding stone, whieheaps all the strata from Nobby's southward, occupies the 
beach level, the coal seams being carried downwards by southerly dip and various faults. 

Mr. 'l'hrelkejd, in his evidence, state.s loosely enough (in Answer 65), that there is "a very trifling 
th)s to N at Lakci .3faeqaarie; cit/in' Xewcastk has risen, or the other has suck, or vice versa.'' Without 
doubt, on the north of Reid's Mistake, the dip appears to be N.W. and in one place near Ebenezer 
coal drift the dip is W. N. VT., but from a plan of the first edit made there, given to nit by Jlr. 'I'hr"lkeld 
hue self, I find the dip of the CoIL1 seam lie then worked was E. S. F. by compass, which direction I 
verified myselt Again, south of Reid's Mistake, the dip near the faults is reversed from northerly to 
southerly. Such phenoniena as these must always occur in it district like that under review and it 
is remarkable that the strike of the coal measures being N. K, and consequently the dips, folding nver 
the axes of undulation, being necessarily to NW. or SE., examples of both eases are very distinct 
along the i-tunter. At Milb w erring Creek for instance (as stated in my Answer 15 from), the (lip is ten 
to sixteen degrees 5.8K; a similar dip occurs near Ehenezer, wliciu a fault running parallel with the 
coast line of  the bay cuts off the seam, and beyond this the dip is reversed. 

Your friend Strzelecki has noticed similar facts along the flouter, for he says (p. 87), " each 
detached portion has its own strike or dip; " but there are, nevertheless, some general feutures which 
appear to be invariable, and nothnng can be merit striking than the fact, that all the greenstnne anil. 
traehvtic dykes along the coast from Nobby's to Broken Bay, range nearly from SE to N.W., the very 
ect dirions in which the undulations occur. 
The very nnturo of undulation is to produce alternate synelinal and antiehinal folds, and, of 

necessity, at the bottom of the one set, and at the apex of the other, the dips must meet in reversed 
order. But let this occur never so often, there may still be a general tendency to a given plane of 
inelinatino, and this is all I meant when I assumed the dip of the beds (by which I meant all the. mas 
of the fbrenatioil) at and near Newcastle to be to the south; for I considered that the earbenife.roos 
rocks ale rin'own off to the south by the porpliyries of Port Stephens; as, br example, in IbId Islanil, 
where the dip is twenty degrees to SW., and at Raymond Terrace, where the dip is southerly, as it is 
iii Nobby's Island, and in some spots along the coast. 

And I ala convinced, that a careful search would prove that south of the Bundoo, or Clyde River, 
where the ancient rocks on the flanks of Maneroo throw off the coal measures, the mean dip or 
general inchnati ins of the latter is to the north. 

M. de Strzelecki, from different data and independent observations, came to the same conolusion 
respecting the sootherly dip of tile '' north-eastern margin of the .Niseruatte doria" (p.  125). The enIne 
author s;lvs, "the strike at Jilawarra is N.W.," but in the passage referred to (p. 126) I presume lie
nsed strike for dip, tile latter being NW.; for Avesigree as to the probable converging of the basin 
towards tile County of Cumberland. 

I have thought fit to enter into this long explanation because it may seem to some that I have  
contradicted local forts in alluding to geacratplienornena; and because in my desire to explain the stato 
of the ease, according to my views, in as simple a way as I could to the Committee, I have not been 
always sueicntly guarded in the employment of the term ''beds" to satisfy strict geological technicality. 
In fact, there is lileution of ' fields," and " beds," and "seams," and " basins," and even " saucers,'' by 
the witnesses and exalnulers without proper contradistinction between these tenus, whereas if Ave had 
oceasinnahly used the turin coal measures " no apparent discrepancy would have ooeurrcd but ill 
vicw rust umipremeditated evidence, errors of this sort will creep in, and afterwards it is difficult to correct 
them mvithuut snaking eonfnsiou or destroying identity of statement. 

In Questions 164 and 165 put to you, it is interred that the seams at Bullai and Newcastle may 
be identical. Your answers appear to lae to be very  proper andsatisfactory; but I think my meaning 
in Answer 17 was slightly luisapprehended by the Cemmriitt,se ; I did Ilot imply that those seams must 
necessarily nacet in the Inost direct line of junction or that of the coast; I assumed a dip, in a tine line 
froimi the points 01 spiestion, to sinew what might probably be the case: but my opinion (as expressed in 
Answer 16) is, that the: Newcastle scions are on tile western, and the Jilawarra seams are on the eastem-a 
stile of it basin comprehended between those locnlities, the longitudinal axis-of which runs nearly parallel 
with the escarpment of the overlying great sandstone at the back of Illawarra in which ease there 
Inmist be a considerable tract of coal measures washed away to this eastward of Newcastle, or sunk by a 
downcast fault below the ('OCt01. 

Time axis I have thus assumed will run, as it ought, according to all the physical conditions of 
the country, nearly through the Wianamatta trough; in which cuss, it' we eonld consider thens eon-
tinucius so far, we might expect to find the Newcastle seams a little to the eastward of Burni-
gorang, where coal occurs iminediatoly under the great sandstone, and over fossiliferous strata identical 
with thusa of Maitland ; and it may be observed, that a line of faults and vertical fissures of grent depth 
is marked by tile direction of the Wolloudillv, the Warragamba, and Nepean Rivers, westward of which 
the coal measures at their edge have Jusal7 hoisted up by the elevation of the dividing ranges of the 
Blue Me untains. 

On the other liond. assumamlg a basin which shall comprehend the whole of the area muentiomled 
in my Answer 6, the enast from lhlawan-a to the Hunter may be assumed as an irregular eastern 
boundary, in part of which the extreme portion as stated just before, and in my Answer 16, must be 
enissimlg. 

Respecting your " rn,'ecers," I understand you to mean truncated antielinal folds enclosing svn-
elinni depressions or small basins, such as 1 spoke of in Answer 9, and merged in one great basin for the 
sake of conciseness. In Answer V I have described how these small basins may have been fornied, 

It will be found, I think, after this explanation, that no discrepancy about dip exists between vs 
and if you will bear in mind a few admitted facts as to the dip of the Illuwarra beds and that of your 
weirited seams, you will tee that the Newcastle seams cannot lie in the exactptone of the Bulla, scams 
for the strike at Ilullai must be, at least, 25 miles in advance of the strike at Newcastle ; and OR tills 
supposition, with a dip of four degrees. allownlg the dip in both places to be N.W., the coal scams at 
Bollai would be at least 9,000 feet below the seams at Newcastle—a result so utterly improbable that 
the data most be rejected, or the N.W. dip in your seam must be taken as a local affection. 

Admitting with you, tilerefore, the probability that the Coal Fields may be made 01) of llilmfler,ms 
small basins, Isec no other alternative for avoiding the consequences of admittIng other suppositions, 
which consequences are monstrous in themselves, than the assumption that these basins arc due to 
undulatnias produced as I have sugcsted. 

I will moation one caiouiatitrn which will shew the necessity of close attonhon to tile dynamical 
conditions and strnctnrai phenomena of the large solid masses of strata involved In the problem before 
us' 

If we assume that there is a basin with Newcastle at one end and Maitland nearly at the other, 
since the dip of the underlying elevated rocks at Harpur's Hill is from two degrees to six degrees to N.W., 
and similar rocks are proved to exist, by the iinbedded fossils about thirty feet below the surface at the 

262—C Long 
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TheRet3V.B. Long Bridge, and elsewhere between it and Morpeth,and as at Mulberring Creek the dip of the same beds 
Clarke,tA, is from ten degrees to sixteen degrees to S.S.E., we shall then have the coal about 3,300 feet below the 

sea at the junction of the Williams and Hunter Rivers, where" the coal measures in that neighbour- 
S April, 1861 hood are from 200 to 20 feet or more above the sea. On the south-west edge of this assumed basin we 

should havethe under]yingfossiliferous rocks, if they wcrepresent,for'ningan antichnal arch between the 
heads of \Vallis Creek and Harpur's Hill, the apex of which would be upwards of 6,000 feet above the 
sea, and, of course, at least 5.800 feet above the coal measures ; whereas, on the Buttai Range, which is 
above the former, the upper coal measures roe not qiute 700 feet above the sea; n fault of such enormous 
magnitude can hardly exist, and, therefore, as I said before, I see no means of reconciling the difficulties 
in oar way, and of explaining the matter satisfactorily, but by adopting the explanation I have given, 
viz., that the strata are folded up and drawn in long or short undulations, so that the coal beds are 
altern'itely elevated and depressed, and the underlying rocks made to partake in similar changes, 
becoming prominent at points where the strata fold antielioally, by which the lower beds seem to 
occupy an apparent poitioa not actually belonging to them. In this case, Lake i\lacquaric will be 
found to occupy a synclinal fold and if so, coal underlies the whole of the lake between Ebenezer and 
Reid's Mi.,takc, and also underlies the ocean between the latter place and Red Hesd, the line of strike 
agreeing with an observed rise in the beds, occupying the beach at Red Head, and in Nirritinha, or 
Mutton-bird Island, which is an outlier of the mass of coal measures now destroyed. 

I has-c troubled you at this length, in order to assign my reasons for the conclusions at which I 
have ,u'rived,—ennclusions which, I think, will hold good, till actual investigations, by artificial means, 
shall modify or disprove theta. And if such investigation should prove what I think far from improbable, 
that the fossiliferous beds,nerslly supposed to be invariably below the coal, interpolate the series of 
coal bids as I know they do on the flanks of Mount Wingan, all that will, in that case, be effected, will 
be the establislonent, by fresh proofs, of the truth of the supposition as to the vast thickness of our 
carbuniferous formation. 

Captain King, it-N., 
&-c., &e., Sm. 

I ours, ox., 
W. B. CLARKE. 

C. 

List of Rocks, Fossils, and Minerals, sent to Professor Sedgwick, and now deposited in the Wood-
wardiaa Museum, Cambridge. Forwarded, Novesuber, 18-14. 

llawkeshory District ..............115 (e) p Gill's Cliff ........................15 (c) 
Wianainatta District ..............271 (e) Batburst $eetion ..................79 
Prospect ..........................22 (e) - Miscellaneous .....................11  

Matava, .......................... 5 (c) iutton Forest and Mittagong ........ 24 (c&t) 
Piakihnba ........................33 (e) Mount York ...................... 2  (e) 

Marorta .......................... 16 (e) Upper Hunter ....................19 (e) 
Illawarra ..........................555 (e) Twofold Bay and Maneroo ..........16 (a) 
Stonequarry ......................6 (c) Page ............................ 24  (e) 

Awasba ..........................31  (e) Wollombi G. Plains, &c.....  ........ 30 (e) 
Hartley, Cox's River, &e ............34 (a) Mudgee, &o. ...................... 47 (a) 

Arriwa and b'rawang ..............38 (c) Newcastle, and up to Loder's Creek Ill (o) 

Harpur's lull ...................... 5 (e) Paterson District and St,'oud ........12 (c) 
Mudgee ..........................33 (e) Lewia's Brook ....................18 (0) 

North of Liverpool Range to Peel 54 (a) Williams River ....................65 (e) 
Clarence River, and north of ........IS (c & a) Hunter River ........... 

 ........... 
34 (e) 

Argyle ............................145  (a) Binjaberri ........................ 44  (e) 

3furru,nbidgee ....................71 (a) New England .....................IS (a) 
Murray ..........................119 (a & t) Harpur's Hill ......................20 (a) 
Port Stephens .................... 55 (e) - Darlington ........................16 (c) 
Norfolk, I.........................6 (v) I Mitchell's River, Glendon, &c ........75 (0 
Windsor ..........................1 (it) Korinda ..........................38  (c 

Mussvellhrook ....................47 (o) Segenhoe ........................33 (0) 

Cedar Brush ......................23 (e) Richmond and 3loreton Bay ........51 (c) 
Mt. Wiugsn ......................34 (e) - — 

Total................2,673 

B. 

To the Editors of the Byrlaey Morning ilerald. 
16 February, 1849. 

Guitlenlen, 
We may well exclaim in the language of the poet— 

o Quid non mnrtalia peetora cogis 
Auri saera fames 

who we call to mind the rush made to California; and now again we are startled by the cry of 
Mriu,,ie1.I from Australia, inviting the indoleat and covetous to make a hasty revenue from the clays 
and n--ks of the Pyrenecs. 

Fir he it from me to deter any adventurous individual froin acquiring experience at his own cost, 
shoe ti- -in do no harm for any one to become convinced tlLmt it may be bought too dear. I think it 
will IT - ti,- rot so in the preseat instance. Gold is not so rare a mineral as many imagine, nor is there 
z.ny h-k of it in this country. It would not, indeed, be surprising if it should eventwrlly be found in 
suite .hor:dauee; but the story in the Melbourne .11rratd, which you have copied to-day, contains some- 
thin r i uprohable. That a shepherd-boy may have found a specimen in a quartz rock is likely enough— 
ti-a 'could nofind another, afar some days' diqgiag, is attn-ally stated! 

'I'm,, Editor of your Melbourne contemporary says—' From the specimens we have seen, an 
im--rense mass of gold lies in the bowels of the earth in the district of the Pyrenecs, 

which has been 

q. - -:-,e up in lana in volcanic act/on," &o. 
It is, perhaps, rashness to deny the &uth of this statement; but I venture to inform such of 

yen-cr,iders as, on the strength of that announcement, are about to turn gold banters, that there is no 
ii i' ''me' -.nnsvn of gold, either in little or great quantities, occurring in Ia,',, (hroirn m-'p by vol c,ndc action. 

fl' f.,et stated, that the gold is mixed with quartz, proves distinctly that it occurs (if at all) 
Tee r rim.-  Pyrerreus, as it does in other parts of te world, and that there is nothing extraordinary about 
it. It ,-ncrally occurs in veins of quartz traversing ,nioa-sehist, or chlorite sehist, both 

of which 
rn,Ls "eor much ne:erer to Sydney than to the Pyrenees. It may do no hsrm to add, that there is no 
in -raoe'- of , 'nan making his fortune by opening a gold mine, and that it is only in countries where 
lob 'qr is is  cheap as it is with slaves and serfs, that even gold-washing pays. - PLUTUS. 
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The Rev.WS. 

Sir, 
!tfuswellbrook, 15 August, 1860. Olarke, MS. 

I take the liberty of addressing you, trusting that I shall, at least, receive pardon, even 9 April, 1861. 
though you  may decline giving the information which I solicit. 

When you were doing the ltev. th. Gore's duty in this town, many years ago, it is reported that 
you made "so of this remarkable expression while standing u M nder r. Nowland's verandah —"II you 
good people of 3luswellbroolt knew what a mine of riches was under you feet you would not rest quiet 
in your heds"—you pointing at the time towards the hills opposite. Now, sir, as the town is in a 
most depressed state, and knowing that your acumen in geological matters is most acute, I naturally 
suppose you referred to a paying Quid Field, and have, therefore, been led to solicit information as to 
whether a paying Gold Field is possibly within the neighbourhood of this town, and in what direction a 
search would ho likely to prove successful. Being the medicel man practisiug here, I can speak from 
experience that the poverty among the labouringelasses here is extreme; and should you be able to give 
mc any hints to ameliorate the circumstances of the people you will be doing an act of charity to many. 

As to the advisability of raising that state of excitement celled a " gold fever," with all its con-
comitants of evil, I take it that the Almighty having, in his Divine wisdom, placed gold in certain 
places, and having blessed men with understanding to search and find it, has done so for some purpose 
of good. Therefore, I do not think, with some, that (because evil accompanies the discovery of gold), it 
is a sound reason to abstain from the search of gold,  or that a man of science should object, on that 
ground, to make known the discoveries which He who is the giver of all wisdom has blessed him with 
the ability and meal's of maki]Ig. 

I an, quite aware there are other reasons which might induce you to withhold any informntjou on 
the subject you may possess, and to them I pay tIre respect due, not attompting to argue against them, 
but merely putting the subject in this way 

You, possibly, are in the possession of information which, if divulged, might lead to the discovery 
of a paying Gold Field. t, as a stranger, ask you have you any objection to give me that inforniation jr 
part of it. Should you object, I submit to Your decision, as I have no claim on you for it. Should you, 
on the contrary, aequieee, I will not only feel indebted to your generosity, as well as honored by receiving 
a communication from one of the most scientific geologists of the preeot day, and onn who has done so 
much, and received so 

 

.all 

a reward from his cesmtry. 
I have, &e., 
A. W. THORNTON, 

M. R. C. S., &e. 

 

Now we have here a third striking resemblance to the condition of the Blue Mountain Ranges, 
which in Australia run rudely in a general line, not far from the meridian, through thirty degrees of 
latitode, in l'asinania and New Holland, and New Guinca, having their highest points at an altitude of 
from 5.000 to 6,000 feet above the sea; with an axis of ehioritic and taleose selsist, and quartzites, with 
occasional himestones of Silurian age, in which occur metallic ores and gold in veins of quartz. Moreover, 
grauitio rocks of a comparatively younger age break through them. 

As on the dnnks of the Ural, the carboaiferous formation reposes, so in this country occurs the 
very same order of deposits. 

It is. therefore, highly probable that, besides the lead and copper which exists in tim Blue 
Mountain Rnugcs, auriferous sands will be found in the rivers flowing from them. Indeed, gold occurs 
not only in the veins of quartz which traverse the schist, but in the black striated cubes of pyrites so 
common in the hiathurst country. Nor ought there to be any astonishment if, horcafter, it be dis. 
Covered that platinum also exists in N. S. W. In respect of all other phenuinena, the dividing 
ranges of Now Holland are sinular to the Ural, with the exception that the slope in this hemisphere is 
to the west, and the escarpmuemlt edges of the deposits to the cast; and let it be observed, that the 
general direetinn of the South, Australian mineral ores is nearly, if not (on the large scale) actually 
parallel with the greater chain to the eastward. N. S. W will, probably, on some fntoro day, be found 
wonderfully rich in metals. 

G 
GreEn Ponds, 16 A'egest, 1860. 

When we arrived at Melbourne your dear sister had some of your letters (three, I think) 
which were written in 1811 ; two containing allusions to the auriforous character of the mountain 
ranges of N. S. W. If you recollect, she sent those letters to you in the aus,mmer of 1851, when they 
fell, t04cther with my testimnnials forwarded to the Bishop of Neaveastle, into the hands of the 
scoundrels who robbed the mails and burned all the contents of the bags. I had to got my papers out 
from England again when I oiune over here. On referring back, however, to my articles in the ltrotd at the time (tIne Ifethos rut IferaW I mean), I find the following quohttiou from one of them. The date 
is ?'ie.su/, ,J's.ne 3, 1651. Speaking of the gold as flue and plentiful, you ask, 'Who would turn 
badger and mole to get it, but one who has no other way of procuring it? 

If you eta get a file of the herald for June and July, 1351, you will find several articles of mine 
alluding to these letters. 

S 

11ev. W. B. Clarke. 
* S 

WM. TROLLOPE, 

Ny Dear Sir, 
St. Leonard's, 7 July, 18.51. 

After I left you on Saturday, I reflected on the conversation which had taken place, and 
gave full attomitiou to what fell from you respecting a Commission, with an elected Chairman. 

you. 
In the course of the day I became acquainted with the sentiments of one gentleman named by 

The resnit of my consideration is to strengthen my prejudice agninst any incorporation 
whatover, and I therefore deem it n hounden duty to state frankly that, though I am prep tred, to the 
best of my hanable ability, to serve the Government and the Colony in the proposed survey and report, 
my own reputation is too mitch concerned in the matter to allow me to undertake it in conjunction 
with others. You will observe that in the ease of 3lurehison and It de Verneuil, that they were obliged 
to separate from Baron Meyciidnrf in consequence of a dill'ereuee of objects, and that the success of the 
two geologists depended altogether on their perfect unity of purpose, zeal, diligence, and geological 
aninius. 

In the case supposed, there can be nothing of this kind, and the only result to me would be 
vexation and annoyance. I am not prepared to sacrifice for this, my prcsnnt quiet endeavour to 
complete my report of the Colony. 

When 
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The Rev.W.B. When you consider that I have now been at work unassisted in any way for twelve years, that I 
Clarke, M.A. have nearly finished a survey of the whole country, and that it is my wish to complete it by myself, you 

will see at once how completely opposed it will be to my design and desire, to be bound and shackled. 

9 
April 186k by those who will riot keep pace with Inc. and whom 1 must either work for, or yield too of ton perhaps 

against my own conclusions. 
With all able practical geologist, who has really aeqnired his experience in the field, I should be 

glad to work in company; but as this cannot be, however high, as undoubtedly it is, my opinion may 
be of my contemporaries, 1 can only, in common justice to myself, and vhat is expected from me, 
offer my services unfettered by connection with others. No doubt the proposed expedition would enable 
me  to fill some gaps in my report, which will be at last for the benefit of the Colony. and not of myself; 
but I would rather forego whatever advantages I might gain than place myself in a false posit ion. 

I must beg you to believe, notwithstanding, that I am anxious to do what I ought, and what I 
can, in the present emergency. 

Believe me, &o., 
W. B. CLARKE 

The Honorable 
B. fleas Thomson. Esq. 

I. 

St. .T,conard's, 9 July, 1831, 

My dear Sir, 
I would have called before with the accompanying papers, but have been prevented by the 

weather, by funerals, and attendance on sick parishioners. 
I think you have all the ideas I wished to convey respecting the extent and object of the proposed 

exploration for the purpose in view. 
I am quite willing to undertake this exploration olone, and would much prefer being disconnected 

from others. The object is a simple one, and would be facilitated by such exploration, and a report 
respecting the results of the survey would be more useful as embodying the general deductions of one 
than the, perhaps, opposed principles of several. 

All I would requite would he to be supplied with all that might be necessary to carry on the 
survey, in the way of expense, and such remuneration for the loss of present income, &e., as the service 
would deserve, coupled with the option of being allowed to be the bearer of my own report to the home 
Government, accredited by the Colonial Government, if necessary to send Home the report. 

If arrangements can be made to set me free by the beginning of August, I would be ready to start 
within a few days afterwards. 

I hope to be able to see you to-morrow (Saturday) as I wish to shew you the results of some 
experiments upon quartz rock, which. I think will be interesting to you. I have sent a letter respecting 
them to the Herald, for publication. 

It is better, however, to forward the papers at once. 
Believe me, to., 

The Honorable W. B. CLARKE. 

B. Peas Thomson, Esrj. 

FRIDAY, 12 ApRrz, 1831. 

Urzøcnt :— 
Ma. ITOSKINS, Ma. O'BRIEN, 

Mn. MATE, I Mn. WILSON, 

Mu. WISDOM. 

I. SHEPHERD, ESQ., IN THE Ciwa. 

The Rev. William Branwhitc Clarke, MA., called in and further examined 

i'lieRev.W.B. 89. By the Chairman: 
With the permission of the gentlemen of the Committee, before I 

Clarke, MA. proceed to ask you the questions that I intend to do, in resumption of your evidence, I would 
like to ask you in reference to a question put to you by Mr. Hoskins, in regard to a lecture 

12 ApHI, 1861. given by Sir Roderiok Murehison in 1844. Reference was made by the honorable gentleman 
to some matter contained in that lecture, with some remarks as to what Sir R. Murchisou 
had done in 1844. Can you offer any explanation on this point? Yes. I have purposely 
brought all the papers having reference to this very question. 

90. By .11k. flocking: You may remember that the purport of my question was, as to 
whether you were aware that Sir R. Murchison had read a paper before the Royal 
Geographical Society of London, and also, that this paper, and the opinions it contained, 
had been printed ; that in this paper he had inferred, from the similarity of the formation 
of the Australian Alps with the Urni Chain, that the former would be found to be auriferous 
as the latter had been ; and that this publication was anterior to any publication of your 
views in England? Exactly; and if you remember I said they were so. That the publica-
tion of these views of Sir R. Murohison was prior to the publication in England of anybody 
else's theory, I readily admit. I may say that I never saw the document alluded to, before 
the other day. I had, of course, heard of it before, and immediately I re'aehed home, after 
the Committee closed the other day, I searched out the volume of the Geographical Society's 
Journal, in which this paper occurs; and I have now hore with me, a copy of the article 
itself. This is, no doubt, the passage to which you alluded—he is speaking of the crys-
talline rooks which are prolonged along the whole of the Eastern Coast of Now Holland, and 
then proceeds to draw out a general comparison between the thaI Chain and the Great Aus-
tralian Rnnge—he rays, " With the exception then of a few embranchments towards its 
" southern end, which throw off the waters of the Darling and its tributaries into the new 
'settlements of South Australia, and of the curvilinear band in Van Diernen's Land, this 

It  chain 
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" chain may be said to have a meridian direction through upwards of 85° of latitude, and is TheRev.W.B. 
" therefore considerably longer than the Ural, another great meridian chain, of which I have Clarke, MA. 
" elsewhere spoken, even if we include in the latter the great islands of Nova Zembla. The 
" Australian chain further resembles the Ural, in being composed, according to Strzelecki, 12Apfll,1861. 
U  of an axis of eruptive or igneous rocks (greenish syenite, greenstone, porphyry, serpentine, 
" &c.), some metamorphic rocks (quartz rocks and slate), with unquestionable paleozoic 
deposits on either flank. It still further resembles the Ural in altitude, and in the total 

" abseace of all free transported blocks or boulders, all the alluvia or diluvia being local 
" but it so far differs from the Ural and many other meridian chains, in having, as yet, 
offered no trace of gold or auriferous veins." 
By Mr. Wilson: What was the date of this address? It was read on the 27th May, 

1844. I have also looked through his book upon the Ural, and I find that the date of his 
dedication to the Emperor of Russia is May, 1845. His position as the first publisher in 
England of the theory of the resemblance of the Ural and the Australian Chains, is not at 
all assailable. With regard to the actual discovery, however, Sir Rorleriek, in his work on 
Siluria, 3rd edition, 1850, p.  491, after saying in the preceding page, " The Rev. W. B. 
Clarke did, however, rouse the attention of the inhabitants of Now South Wales in 1847, 
" to the auriferous character of these rocks, and indicated, as I had previously done, their 
similarity to the rocks of the Ural Mountains, including the meridional direction of the 
two chains," goes on, " Just as in Siberia the greatest amount of gold is found in 
heaps of debris, or old alluvia derived chiefly from veinstones in old slaty rocks, and 
" often adjacent to or associated with eruptive rocks, whether granites, porhyries, or 
" grecnstones. I also assumed that the chief auriferous slaty rocks of Eastern Aus-
" tralia are of the same age as the central masses of the Ural, viz., Lower Silu- 
nan; hecause, like them, they are overlaid in parts by strata which contain Pentameri, 
Trilobites, and Corals, indicative of the Upper Silurian Group. Many of these last 
" have been identified by my friend Mr. Lonsdale, who considers some to be Upper 
" Silurian, and others referable to the earboniferous era. The shells examined by 
" Mr. Salter confirm this conclusion; and the carboniferous strata, with European forms 
of life, appear to be clearly separable from the Devonian." Now, I am prepared to shew 
you that what Sir B. Murchison assumed, I had in my hands prior to 1847; and I have 
also documents coming from his owu office to shew that the specimens he here alludes to 
were not in his hands, and examined by him until 1856. Consequently he has shewn here, 
as having been alluded to by him in 1844, matter that was not actually in his power until 
12 years after that time. I have no doubt but that this omission of dates was made by 
mistake, and I have already written to him on the subject, when I am sure be will do me 
justice. I now produce before the Committee, these letters, which principally come out of 
Sir R.oderick's own office. One dated 12th July, 1858, from Mr. Lonsdale; another May 0, 
1856; and a letter from Sir R. Murchison himself, dated 30th May, 1856, in which he 
enters into some of these very points. All these letters go to shew that Sir itoderiok made 
a mistake by omitting the date in what lie wrote in his Siluria; for what he should have 
said in place of what I have read is, that since he made the remarks he did in his address 
to the Geographical Society, in 1844, he had received such evidence of the correctness of 
his theory, as unmistakably to establish it. And hero I may remark that to a very great 
extent he has thanked me for having established this point. 
By Mr. Hosidna: I am perfectly satisfied upon the point? But you could not have 

been satisfied, because you could not have known of the existence of these documents which 
I now produce before the Committee. Then, ogain, there has been a controversy between 
Mr. George Windsor Earl and Sir B. Murchison in reference to the anticipation of the 
latter of the gold discoveries in Australia; and in one of the letters of Mr. Earl, published 
in a pamphlet in 1853, and addressed to Lord Colchester, as President of the Geographical 
Society, the following passage occurs :-" I first became aware of the fact that Sir R. 
Murchison was himself a party to the claim, subsequent to the dispatch of my letter to your 
Lordship of the 10th April, 1852. The intelligence reached me through the proceedings 
of the Geological Society at the meeting of February 4th of that year, in which Sir R. 
Murchison defends the originality of his anticipations, &c., against a rival claim set up by 
the Rev. W. B. Clarke, also a Fellow of the Geological Society. The paper of Sir B. 
" Murchison, which was read on that occasion, also notices the fact of fossils of known 
Silurian ' species having been discovered in the dividing range of New South Wales (by 

If  the Rev. W. B. Clarke), and which is described in the paper (by &r R. Murchison) as 
completing the resemblance between the Australian Cordillera and the Ural Mountains 
of Asia, 'the two chains being thus sbewn to be zoologicaUy, as well as hthologically 
" similar.'" Now this discovery of "fossils of known Silurian species " in the dividing 
range was my work, and the passage becomes more clear by the words I have inserted in 
parenthesis; and when Sir B. Murchison read his papers to the Geological Society, he must 
have been in receipt of my letters proclaiming this discovery. The fact is that the whole 
mistake has occurred through a jumble of dates; and the only thing I care about in the 
matter is, that I shall not he deprived of the credit of this, which is a point to which I have 
paid very great attentioa since my arrival in the Colony. I also produce another letter 
from Mr. G. IV. Earl to Captain Smith, also on the same point, clearly proving my right to 
claim the priority in the actual discovery. I put all these documents before the Committee 
for fear that they should have misunderstood what I have said. 
03. The Committee have not misunderstood you, but I fear you have mistaken the tenor of 
my question? I only wish to place myself right before the public. And here again are 
three letters from Sir R. Murchison to myself in reference to my claim, and one from 
Mr. Earl to a friend of his, in which he asks his friend, " Please do not move in the matter 

11  until 
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1eev.l3. "until I shall have had further opportunity of inquiry, but if it will servo Mr. Clarke, &c." 
e, 
A. So that the Committee will see that this matter has been pretty well ventilated at Home;, 
and the documents I now lay before the Committee are of very great value to me, because 

12April,I80. they shew that the discovery of the fossils proving the age of the rocks, shewing them to 
be of the same genera and species as those found in Russia, and in other countries where 
gold is abundant, was my work, though it was not this discovery which first led Sir R. 
Murchison to the conclusion that gold existed here. 
By Mr. Wilson : Then, in point of fact, it was from an inspection of these fossils, and 

your description of them, that Sir H. Murchison was first led to judge that the rocks were 
auriferons? I will explain. It so happened that Count Strzeleeki reached Home from 
Australia, with numerous specimens of the rocks of the Australian Cordillera, just about 
the same time as Sir R. Murchison got Home from Russia with his large collection of, 
specithens from the Ural and there is no doubt whatever but that lie compared the two, 
the more particularly as I was informed that Sir H. Murchison edited Count Strzeleeki's 
work on the "Physical Description of New South Wales." There was, however, this 
difference between the, two in Sir R. Mnrchison's mind, that gold had been found in the 
Ural, but none in Australia, and this distinction he clearly marks in his address delivered in 
1844. In fact, Sir R. Murchison received no specimen of gold from Australia until 1846. 
In 1352 he got from me an cccount of my discovery of fossils, when he gate we the credit 
of completing the comparison between the Ural and the great Australian chain which he 
had began in 1844. These documents which I have laid before the Committee establish 
this fact in my favour, and shew that in his Siluria, Sir R. Murchison has not sufiIoiently 
pointed it out. He has, however, more than once promised to put me right with the public 
in this respect; and I have no doubt but that he will do so. I may mention that there is 
really no actual difference between Sir Jioderick and myself; and having now before him 
documents that were not at hand before, he will doubtless come to a different conclusion to 
that at which be had previously arrived. 
He delivered a second lecture subsequently? He did. The date of that address was 

in 1846, and after that, or about that time, it was, that he got the first spedimens of gold 
from Australia, I believe from Mr. T. W. Smith I have no feeling against Sir R. Murchi-
son in this matter. I believe that he made an unintentional omission, and my only anxiety 
is that I should be put rigbt before the public. 
96, The only ohject of the Committee is to put you in your true position? That is all I 
require; and from the passages I have read, and the letters I have laid before the Committee, 
it is clearly shewn that Sir R. Murchison odmits that, on the 27th May, 1844, when he 
delivered his address, he did not know of, and did not venture to declare, the existence of 
gold in Australia, whatever he may have surmised; whilst it has been clearly proved that I 
communicated my discovery to several persons in 1841, 2, .3, and 4, and to Sir 
George Gipps on the 9th April, 1844. At the same time I admit that the first reference 
tothe similarity of the Ural and the Australian chains published in England was by Sir 
ii. Murchison. 
By the Chairman: My last question to you at the previous meeting of the Committee 

was, whether or not the Bishop had sanctioned your employmQnt in the way proposed by 
the Government, and to this you answered that he did—I would now ask you what were 
your receipts from the Treasury up to the time of your employment as a geologist ? I have 
a return from the Auditor General of the whole sums I have received from the Treasury up 
to the present time. 
What I wish to know is, what were your receipts from the Treasury from the time of 

your arrival in the Colony up to the time when the Bishop sanctioned your new employ-
ment ? I had occasion sonic time ago to require, for my own use, a memorandum of the 
various amounts I had received from the Government since my arrival to the present time; 
and I consequently wrote to the Auditor General, to request that he would furnish inc with 
an account of every 

"in'

paid to me from the Treasury of New South Wales, from the 26th 
May, 1839, to the 31st December, 1860. From the account thus furnished me, I find that 
from the 26th May, 1839, to the 31st August, 1851, when I was otherwise employed by the 
Government, I received £1,675 ilw lid, includiog £75 12s., for a period of 121 years, 
for travelling expenses, or le>s than £137 annually. 
09. Was that your total amount of income from all sources? From all public Colonial 
sources, yes. 

You were not then in receipt of income from any other public source? I was not. 
What stipulation was made as to the remuneration you were to receive for your ser-

vices? My salary was fired at £150 a yea,r for 12 months after my arrival. I subsequently 
received a stipend at the rate of £200 a year, with an occasional allowance for travelling 
expenses. The amount is made up as follows:- 

1839. Salary, at £150 per annum, for one year after arrival, 
26th May to 31st December... ... ... .. £89 18 4 

1840. Do., from 1st January to 25th May, with £12 for tra- 
velling expenses ... ... -. ,.. ... 72 1 7 

1841 to 1843 ,.. .., ... ... ... ., ,.. Nil. 
1844. Grant from surplus of Schedule C, as a sti-

pend for Dora! and Castle Hill (paid in 
1146) ... ,.. ... ... ... 100 0 0 

Stipend, Campbelltown, for December ... 16 13 4 
Travelling expenses... . .. ... 10 0 0 

-- 126 13 4 
1845. Stipend ... .. .. -.. ". ... .. 200 0 0 

1846. 
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1846. Stipend ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 200 0 0 Theitev.W.B. 
1847. Do. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 209 9 0 Olarke,M,4. 
1848. P0. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 215 15 0 
1849. Do. ... ,.. ... .. ... ... ... 215 16 0 12April,1861. 
150. Do. ... .., ... ... .. ... ... 207 7 0 
1851. P0. to 31st August ... ... ... ... ... 138 11 8 
What I meant to ask you was, whether upon entering upon your geological duties at 

the request of the Government you made any arrangement with respect to the compensation 
you were to receive for your services ? I think I. explained to the Committee before, that 
I was spoken to by the Government to join a Board, to be established permanently in 
Sydney, which Board was to receivo and collate the reports upon the Gold Fields received 
from various quarters. This proposal t rejected, as I preferred making my own surveys, and 
arriving at my own Conclusions with the facts fresh before me. The matter then came 
before me in another shape, and it was proposed by the Government that I should undertake 
a geological survey of the country in relation to gold discovery. I informed the Government 
that I had no objection to undertake this duty, provided that my Diocesan offered no 
obstacle. The Governor thereupon wrote to the Bishop to know if my services could be 
spared for a time; and the Bishop on this allowed me to go, and wrote to me acquainting 
me with the fact. The thing then was so far settled, and afterwards I had an interview 
with Mr. Dens Thomson, then Colonial Secretary, when he said to me, "The Government 
have some little difficulty as to the way in which they are to remunerate you,—can you 
suggest how this is to be done" I stones replied, that if I were a layman, I could tell 
the Government in a moment what I had a right to expect and what they ought to do—for 
I knew well the extent of work that would have to be performed, and how to perform it; 
but, I told him, situated as I was, receiving an income from the country as a clergyman, 
1 did not feel myself in a position to drive a bargain with the Government. At the same 
time, having a family to provide for, I must take care not to lose anything by my journey, 
and therefore if the Government would save me from loss, and provide me with all I want, 
I would undertake the duties required of me; and then afterwards when the work is finished, 
you can remunernte me for my labours, as you may think fit. This was the arrangement 
then made, and I have it in writing from the Government. In the despatch from the 
Colonial Secretary to myself, dated 8th August, 1851, the concluding paragraph is as 
follows:—" In conclusion, I beg to add that your equipment and pecuniary allowance will be 
in accordance with the terms suggested in your note of the 4th ultimo, namely, to be 
supplied with all that may be necessary to carry on the survey at the public expense, and 
° allowed such compensation as may be sufficient to cover the loss of present income, and 
"such further remuneration as the service may appear to entitle you to; but Jam distinctly 
Cr 
to state, that the Government cannot accede to your stipulation or request, that when 
" your final report has been furnished, you should be allowed to be the bearer of it to 
England." I may say here, that my object in requesting to be allowed to be the bearer 
of these reports to England, was in order that I might be enabled to publish there something 
in relation to the geology of the Colony, which I could not possibly do here. I hoped that 
by taking my work home to England to be published, I should be able to do so more 
cheaply, whilst, at the same time, I should be brought into contact with many of my 
scientific friends, from whom I should have received very great assistance. 

At that time you did not ask the Government to compensate you for more than the 
amount of which you were then in receipt ? No I did not ask for more I must, however, 
clearly explain this. All I asked from the Government was, to compensate me to the extent 
of £300 ; my income, however, was much more than that which I received from the Govern-
ment, for if it had not been, I could not have lived upon it at that time. My stipend was 
then £200 ; my income more. 
104, What was about your annual income when you made this arrangement with the 
Government ? It was about £420 or £430 a year ; and in the course of the conversation 
with Mr. Dens Thomson, I suggested to him that, as in undertaking the duties of the survey, 
I was not looking for money, but merely desired to do a service to the country, the Govern-
ment had better make me compensation to the amount of £300 a year, and I gave up the 
remaining £120. But, whilst I did this, I had left upon my hands the parsonage at St. 
Leonard's, which I had to maintain and keep up. 
105. By .Jllr. Iloxkins You considered that £300 a year was all that you could legitimately 
claim from the Government ? As I have said, I was in the receipt of more than that, but 
as I was not desiring to drive a bargain with the Government, as a layman would have d"ne, 
I did not ask for compensation for more than £300 a year; nor should I have pressed this, 
only that my family was then in England, and I required the money in order to remit to 
them. 
100. fly Mr. Mate: What was the full amount of your income from all sources for that year? 
It was between £420 and £430, up to the Easter of 1851. 
107. By the Chairman : You are satisfied with the arrangement entered into with you by 
the Government? Yes I have no cimplaint whatever to make against them, since they 
did all I asked them to do, and gave me all the means I required for carrying out the survey. 
They supplied me with all the articles I demanded, and allowed me £300 a year compensa-
tion during the time I was employed, though this was not sufficient to cover the loss of all 
the inc, me I was then receiving. However, I do not blame the Government for that, beeuse 
they gave me all 1 asked for, and I have no doubt that, if I had demanded more, I should 
have got it; and I only mention the matter in order to shew that I was not driving a 
bargain with the Government, for if I had been, I should not have allowed myself to be a 
loser. 

108. 
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¶FheRev.Wj3. 108. Did you receive any instructions from the Government? Yes. The letter from which 
£larke,M.A. I have just quoted, in regard to the compensation, was from my first letter of instructions, 

' dated August the 8th, 1851. 
12AprsJ,1861. 109. What were those instructions ? The letter, after stating that the Government accepted 

my services "to proceed to ascertain the probability of the existence of gold in various parts 
of the Colony, not only in the alluvial deposits, but also in the rock, both visibly and 
"invisibly," directed my attention more particularly to the following places, viz. :—The 
heads of the Macintyre Brook ; the waters running into the Severn ; the country at the 
bead of the Apslcy ; the country below the Apsley Falls; the heads of the riversjoining the 
Peel, near Tamworth; the heads of the Talbrngo and Coolaburagundi ; the whole of the 
creeks and rivers flowing to the Macquarie, as far as Sappa Bulga ; the head of the Cob 
the beads of the Lachlan ; the rivers and creeks falling eastwardly and westwardly, between 
the Crookwell and Cooma; the heads of waters falling south-eastwardly from Cooma to Cape 
Howe; the country between 35° and 37° south, and between 147° and 140' 30' east; such 
portions of New South Wales as lie south-west from the Tumut ; the Meridian ranges, 
between 146° and 1400  east, and between 32° and 34° south; and the country at the head of 
the Logan and Richmond. As a preliminary step, I was ordered to examine " the ranges 
dividing the waters of the ilunter from those falling to the coast, between the Hunter and 

" Broken Bay, where metals are reported to exist." The instructions then say, "It will be 
" necessary that observations should be made on the geological features of the country, as 
" well as experiments to ascertain, not only the wealth and extent of auriferous alluvia, but 
the existence and amount of invisible gold in the rocks ; but it is not desired to confine 

" you to any distinct system of observation, as you will, no doubt, be better able to ascertain 
the speediest and surest way of gaining the cad required by following your own 
" discoveries." 

Who supplied the Government with the names of the localities mentioned in these 
instructions? I did, They were places at which I expected to find gold, and I supplied the 
list to the Government. 

Were instructions to survey and search for gold given at the same time to any one else? 
Yes ; to Mr. Hargraves. 

Are you aware what those instructions were ? Yefi; in the letter from the Colonial 
Secretary to Mr. Hargraves, dated 10th June, 1851, it is stated :—"It has been suggested 
to the Government, by a gentleman of great scientific acquirements, that the 149th 

" meridian passes through a rich metalliferous region, and where sehists traversed 
" by quartz rock, and which have been transmuted by igneous rocks, occur, are localities 
" in which creeks running laterally into waters falling north should be examined. It is 
also stated, that, south of Bowning, the main creeks run south into the Murrumbidgee, 
"which deserve attention; and the heads of the Tumut and Cooradigbee, Tarcutta, Yiven, 

are mentioned as likely places to supply gold. The whole 149th meridian indeed 
"ought to be examined." 

Who supplied the names of the localities here mentioned? I did. That was the first 
time that I had seers Mr. Hargraves, or spoken to him. I happened to be with Mr. Thomson 
at the time, when he said, "Oh! here comes Mr. Hargraves." I then asked him to introduce 
me to that gentleman, and when he came up, we were introduced. I then congratulated 
him on his appointment, and asked him why he had not conic to see me, as he had been 
requested to do. Mr. Thomson then asked me to sit down and write the names of the places 
which I would consider it advisable Mr. H. should visit to search for gold. I thought this 
a very odd request at the time, as it implied one of two things, either, that it was thought 
that Mr. Hargraves did not know where to go, and that I was to direct him, or else that I 
did not know, and that Mr. Hargraves was to prove that I did not; and so I felt bound to 
at once shcw that I had no fear on the subject, and that I really did know what I was about. 
I then sat down and wrote the names of the places which I should advise to be searched; 
and the names I have just read from the instructions to myself and Mr. Hargraves arc those 
of the places in which I expected gold to occur; and if the Committee will but take the 
trouble to look at all these places, where they are situated and how very widely apart, they 
will see how very large an extent of country is here designated, nearly the whole of which 
has siuee been proved to be. auriferous. 

From what sources did you derive your knowledge? I think I explained that the 
other day, but I may again say that some of the localities I had examined, whilst others had 
been examined by persons employed to do so, who had transmitted to me specimens of the 
rocks; on these I formed an opinion as to the auriferous nature of the ground, in the same 
way as Sir R. Murchison had previously or subsequently done with regard to Strzcleeki's 
specimens. It seems also, that in every instance I came to a conclusion that turned out to 
be a correct one. 

Did you point out to the officials of this country any other locality which you declared, 
before any gold land been found there, as likely to be highly auriferous? Yes. I pointed 
out to Mr. Dens Thomson the Mount Alexander country on the map. The Colonies had 
just then been separated, and he asked me if there was anything in Victoria as in New 
South Wales. I told him there was, and I can remember putting my finger on the spot 
where Mount Alexander is marked on the map, and saying, " there is the tail of it." This 
remark was made in Mr. Hargraves' presence. On the 18th June, 1851, I printed the 
announcement of this fact in a pamphlet (" Plain Statements," &c., p. 12.) in these words, 
" Thus gold ought to be found, if at all, in the province of Victoria, between 143° and 145° 
F., north and south of 37° S. lat." 

Were these statements of yours confirmed by subsequent discoveries? Most certainly; 
because the two great Gold Fields of Beudigo and Ballaarat were both in connection with 
Mount Alexander. 117. 
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In one of your reports you mention that before long an area of 16,000 square miles of Thdflev.WB. 
auriferous land in New South Wales would be open to the researches of the miner; has thatClarke._. 
pror'nostieation been realized? It has, to the fullest extent, an immense deal more than r — 
that quantity having been opened, and being now under work. Here is a passage from one l2Apul,1.1. 
of my Reports to the Government, dated 20th May, 1852. 

So that with regard to the 16,000 square miles, your prognostication was strictly 
within the limits of truth? Yes, and very fier within ; but before we go further, I should 
wish that the Committee would permit me to clearly prove this point in reference to Mount 
Alexander. 

110. 1 was coming to that in my next question. Did the Government or the Parhament 
of Victoria acknowledge your services in relation to the gold discovery there, in any way 
and can you shew that you were at all instrumental in any of the great gold discoveries 
there ? I can. I have before me, in the Parliamentary papers of Victoria, a Report from 
the Select Committee of the Council, appointed to inquire into the claims for the discovery 
of gold in Victoria, dated the 10th March, 1854, in which the following passages occur:— 
Mr. Thomas iliscoek, a resident at Buninyong, induced by the writings of the Rev. W. B. 
Clarke, and by the discovery of Brentain's nugget in the l'yrences district, five years before,. 
" had kept a constant lookout for gold in hisneighbourhood. * ° It is obvious that Mr. 
" Iliscock's discovery, at Buninyong, by attracting great numbers of diggers to the neighbour. 
hood, was the cause of the discovery of Ballaarat, and is, in fact, upon the same range, and at no 
" grcatdistanee—aboutsixorsevenmiles. * * * In thelanguage ofadisintercstcd witness, 
" Mr. Alfredclarke,of Geeli ng, 'the discovery of Jlallaaratwas but a natural consequence of time 
" 'discovery at Buninyong.' " The Report, however, opens with the following passage, which 
plainly shews the grounds upon which the Committee proceeded:—" In dealing with this 
" subject, your Committee cannot but draw some distinction between scientific and practical 
" discovery; for although time former would in reality have been equally as beneficial as the 
latter, had the colonists been as ready to trust to time scientific theories of the scholar as 
they were to the tangible demonstrations of The actual digger, yet sceing what has been 
the result of time Rev. W. 11. Clarke's discovery in 1841, us compared with that of Mr. 
Jlargravcs' in 1851, your Committee feel called upon to recommend a more substantial 
" reward to the one than they can do to the other. At the same time they admit the higher 
" claims to honor and public consideration that the scientific explorer possesses. It appears 
" from the evidence given by the Thy. W. 13. Clarke before the Select Committee of the 
" Legislative Council of New South \Volcs, that as far back as 1841 be discovered gold in 
" the mountainous country to the west of the Yule of Ciwyd." The Report then goes on to 
mention the facts in relation to my discovery of gold at that period, and then continues:— 
Thus it appears that the Rev. W. B. Clarke did all in his power to make his discovery 

" serviceable to a country not then in a position to make that discovery available, and your 
Committee feel bound to recognize his claim to be considered the first discoverer of gold 
° iii Australia." The Report concludes with several recommendations, amongst which is the 
following:—" Your Committee recommend that the sum of £1,000 should be awarded to the 
Rev. W. B. Clarke, in appreciation of his researches into the mineral wealth of the 
" country." I would also wish to read a few passages from the evidence given before that 
Committee upon this point. Mr. William Patterson, a gold broker of Geelong, gave the 
following evidence, in answer to Mr. Straehan :-" Q. 184. Do you know Hisceck ? I do. 
" Q. 185. When did you first see him on the occasion of the discovery of gold? I did not 
" see him then. It is only within the last few weeks that I have known him. All that I 
" knew of him before that was from the reports in the Ceelong _1dvert,ser. Q. ISIS. has 
" he apoken to you of his discoveries? Yes ; and be says that it was from readieg the 
" writings of the Rev. W. B. Clarke that he was led to make a search for gold in this 
" Colony." Mr. Alfred Clarke was asked if this discovery lcd to the discovery of Ballaarat, 
and lie says it did. Mr. Thomas tlisooek was also exanained before the same Committee, and 
gave evidence very much to the same effect. Now I told Mr. Thomson previous to this, 
that was in 1851, that the gold extendod to Mount Alexander, and this evidence as to 
the correctness of my views came out in this Report of 1854. 

Did the Government of New South Wales agree to give you any further remuneration 
at the close of the term for which you had arranged? They did. 

What sum did they give you? It was stipulated in the original ogreement that they 
should give inc such further remuneration as in the words of the instructions 'the service 
may appear to entitle me to." 

What sum did they propose to give you? I produce a letter from the Colonial 
Secretary, dated 2d September, 1853, in which be informs me that the question of the 
amount of gratuity to be awarded to me for my services had been considered by the Governor 
and the Ex'ccutive Council ; that be was now directed to inform me, that as I hai during 
the time of my employment been in the receipt of £300 a year, the Council had expresed 
an opinion that I should receive a gratuity of £500, which amount His Excellency now 
directed to be paid to me. 

The Governor and Executive Council awarded you time sum of £500? They did. 
Did you receive any addition to that amount; and if so, upon what grounds? Yes; I 

received an additional grant of £500, and on time following grounds:—A Committee of the 
Legislative Council was then sitting to inquire into the state and management of time Gold 
Fields, and they took may services rendered to the country into their consideration, and came 
to the conclusion, that the Government had awarded me an insufficient sum, recommending 
that the sum of a £1,000 should be placed upon the Estimates for me instead of LoGO as 
proposed by the Government. This was notified to me by a letter from the Colonial 
Secretary, who informed me, that this sum of a £1,000 was at my disposal. 

202-0 125. 
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TheEn.W.B. 125. By Mr. Iloskins: To what Gold Committee are you now alluding? To one appointed 
Clarke, IaLA, by the old Legislative Council, and which sat for three Sessions to inquire into the state 
r - \  and management of the Gold Fields. They were sitting at the time the Government 
12ApnI,1861. awarded me this sum of £500, and regarding it as insufficient to meet the justice of my 

case, recommended its increase to £1,000. This gain was subsequently agreed to by the 
Government, and Ireeeived a notification of the fact from the Colonial Secretary. 

By the Chairmen: Did this sum of £1,000 cover the expenses you had incurred in 
preparing for and executing your instructions? Upon this point I should like to say a few 
words beyond giving a direct answer, out of a sense ofjustiee to myself and my position. If 
I had been a layman, and making a bargain with the Government for my services, I should 
not, of course, have left it open to decide, after the work was done, -what sum I should have 
received, but should have fixed the amount at once that, I considered my work would be 
worth. Being a clergyman, I could not do this. If I had been asked to fix upon a sum to 
pay my own personal expenses on these expcdiions, I should have named £500—the amount 
awarded me as remuneration by the Government; for it must be remembered that I was 
incurring very many liabilities; for, besides giving up my clerical engagements, which were 
performed by another person, I still had the charge of the Parsonage at St. Leonard's, which 
was mactrained at a cost of between £60 and £70 a year; and besides this I had -to make a 
rent allowance to my successor in the eoeleiastical duties. There were also very many 
little things that I did in order to carry out the expedition successfully, all of which entailed 
considerable expense upon me, so that. I had really but very little left out of the £500 
awarded to me when the balance was struck. As to the £500 remunerating me, I do not 
think that ten times that amount would have been more than a fair remuneration for the 
work I did. 

Did you express yourself satisfied with the amount awarded to you? I replied to 
the communication informing me of it, that I was thankful to the Government for what 
they bad done, as I regarded it as a testimonial to the value of the services Iliad rendered. 
128, However it did not leave you much profit? I did not look for it. Profit was the last 
thing that entered into my consideration. All I looked to was, the establishment of my 
reputation and the advancement of the Colony. 
120. By ilb. O'Brien: To what extent did the Gold Committee then sitting recommend 
the amount awarded by the Government to be increased? By £500 in addition to the 
amount awarded. The Goyernor and Executive Council decided upon giving we £500, and 
then the Committee recommended that this sum should be increased to £1,000. When I 
was informed of this, I replied to the effect that the two sums were to be looked upon as two 
separate testimonials, the one from the Executive and the other from the Legislative 

Council. 
130. You were itformed then that the Gold Committee recommended that the £500 should 
be extended—to how much? To £1,000 butt had no communication with the Committee; 
I was informed through the Government that such a recommendation had been made; the 
information came from the Colonial Secretary's Office. 
181. By Mr. Wisdo,n: flow long were you engaged upon this survey? I left Sydney in 
September, 1851, and returned in June, 1852; 1 then went away again in October, 1852, 
and returned in July, 1853. Altogether I was engaged twenty-two mouths in the survey; 
that was the time which elapsed befbre I again assumed my duties as a clergyman at 

St. Leonard's. - 
That, ho*ever, includes the time you were in Sydney? Yes; and I take that time 

into abeount, because I was just as hard worked then as I was when in the country; for I 
was engugcdin drawing up a supplement to my reports, and in correspondence with the 
Oovertiment. The actual cause thiit brought me down was this :—the lithop was then on 
the eve of his departure to England, and I wished much to see him before be left. Mr. 
Thomson had written me a private letter, requesting me to continue my surveys, the original 
undersianding with the Bishop being that I should not be engaged upon it for more than a 
year. I-told him that I was willing to continue if the Bishop assented; and then I received 
this official letter, dated in April, 1852. [Letter from Colmizal Secretary to Ret. W. B. 
Clarice, Api-il, 1852.] I set out for the I'orthern Districts in October, 1852, and was 
engaged there about ten months; and if I had had another year; it was my intention to 
have gone through the Western Districts. 

By the (3/ia frmen: You were not employed-to dig for gold? No, certainly not; I only 
went in the capacity of a geologist, to make a geological survey of the country.  

IJow many men had you with you? Two men. 
The Governmentaliowed you these? Yes, and paid them. One was cook, and the 

other had to look after the horses. I again say, that I have no complaint to make of the 
Gôvesnment, for they did all I asked them to do. 

Had you any further assistance.'—àny stuff of officers? No I was dependent entirely 
upon my own knowledge. All I did was done single-handed; and I never had an atom of 

help. - -  
<Did the two men give you no assistance? Not at all. They were rather a nuisance 

than anything else, and if I were going again on a similar expedition, 1 should pursue a 

totally different plan. 
By Mi-. O'Brien: Did the £1,000 embrace your two years receipts from the Gove- 

mbnt? Yes, it' embraced everything. - - - 
By Mi-. Hoskutis: You have however received £1,000 besidestheemnpensation of £BQO 

ye8rfl Yé, dertainly. - - - -- - -. 
140; Howilid youreCeive -it? In one Sum. - I had not received the firbt £500' when -tho 
seeonsl was awardd to me,)Yy (he -Cothniittee- -• - - - - 

- - - 141. 
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By the Chairman: You have made numerous reports to the Government in the course TheRev3V.B. 
of your researches? I have. Upwards of thirty.. Clarke, N.A. 

have your reports been published for general information? Yes, both bere, and by  
order of the British Parliament, 12April,1861. 

They have then attracted a considerable degree of public attention? Yes, everywhere. 
They are now well known all over the world. 

J5 ,311 It'isdon&: They were printed, I believe, amongst the Parliamentary papers, by 
order of the House of Commons? Yes, in the ordinary mode. They were printed here first, 
and were then sent Home to the Government. The Ministers laid them on the Table of the 
House of Commons, and they were ordered to be printed. A grent many of them appear in 
this work of mine on the Southern Gold Fields, and I may as well here state that my object 
in writing this book was simply this :—I had received very numerous applications from all 
parts of the country for copies of these reports, and finding upon inquiry that they were out 
of print, I waited upon Mr. Cowper and Mr. Robertson, to ask them if they bad any objec-
tion to my reprinting them. They made no objection, so I compiled them in this work, and 
I may say that I have every reason to be satisfied with the way they have been received both 
here and at Home. 

By Ike (Thaj man: Are thcse reports well known in foreign countricss well as in 
England? They are. 

Have any foreign writers expressed an opinion upon them, or upon your claim to be 
considered the discoverer of gold in Australia; and if so, can you shew the Committee where 
they have done so? I think I can do so, but I shall have to prove it by referring to books 
which I have not here with me. Here, however, is a letter from the Vicomte d'Archiac, 
dated the 21st March, 1851, in which lie alludes to my reports. He is a highly scientific 
g'ntleman, employed to collect and collate the geological reports for the French Empire. 
Here is another letter received from St. Petersburgh, from Tarassenko Otreschkow, a Coan-
oilier of State, dated the 25th July, or our 8th August, in which lie highly compliments me. 

Have you made any discovery of valuable minerals and metals besides gold and coal 
Yes. With regard to tin I consider that I was the first to find tin in the Colony. 
Amongst other metals I have seen and reported on a good deal of lead and copper. 

By Air. O'Brien : Did your researches lead you to the discovery of tin at the Ovens? 
No, I did not find it there; it was on the Marrumbidgee, on the Alps, and in New England 
I got it. 

By Jib. Hoslcins: Where did you discover it—in the black sand? No. And with 
regard to the black sand of New England, which has always been regarded as a detritus, I 
may mention that I have had some correspondence respecting it with 15r. Cleghorn, a prac-
tical miner; and I have placed some of it under the microscope, and I find that instead of 
being a detritus it is a mass of pure crystals. 

By the Chai'man: Have you explored other Colonies besides New South Wales? 
Yes; parts of both Victoria and Tasmania. 

Have you been instrumental in discovering gold in Tasmania as well as in Victoria? 
I linve; and besides that, I claim the priority in having discovered it also in New Zealand. 

Have you evidence to skew this? I produce a copy of the Illustrated London News, 
of December 3, 1863, containing an illustration of the first working of gold in New Zealand, and 
in the description attached to it, the following passage occurs:—" The New Zealand settlers 
were first led to search for gold in their country by an opinion of the Rev. W. B. Clarke, 

" the Government Mineralogist in New South Wales, expressed in the Geological Report of 
that gentleman on the Australian Gold Fields, and which was to the effect that a similar 

" geological formation to that of the auriferous mountains of California, and of JIathurst, 
" N, S. Wales, might be expected to exist in the principal mnonutain ranges, extending in a 
" direction north and south, in New Caledonia and New Zealand. About the month of 
June, 1852, some specimens of quartz, from the vicinity of 'Wellington, Cook's Straits, 
" were transmitted to Mr. Clarke, and were found by him to contain gold." As is mentioned 
here, I received at different times, a lot of specimens from Nov,  Zealand, and very many 
persons wrote to me asking my opinion as to the probability of finding auriferous depoaRs 
in New Zealand. My answer was, that from the knowledge I had of the structure of the 
main chain, I had no doubt but that they had gold there; and I proved the fact by crushing 
some of their quartz and finding gold in it. 

Was there ever an offer made you of an appointment in either of these Colonies? Yes; 
I received offers of appointments, both from Tasmania and New Zealand. From New 
Zealand I was offered a permanent appointment, as geologist, with a salnry of £500 a year; 
and from Tasmania, I received a letter from Mr. W. Henty, the Colonial Secretary, dated 40th 
March, 1858, in which he informed me that the Legislature of the Colony had voted £5,000 
for the expense of a geological survey of the Colony, with a report on its mines and minerals, 
and offered me the appointment with a salary of £000 per annum, with an allowance for 
travelling expenses, for a term of six years certain. He ccnclndes his letter in the following 
terms—" But for your presence in a neighbouring Colony, the Government would at once 
" have addressed themselves to some friend in England for the selection of a surveyor there, 
but believing that you may possibly be at liherty there, and remembering the interest 
" previously exhibited in your spontaneous labours when a visitor in Tasmania, they have 
a pleasure in placing the appointment at your disposal, as an individual already well known 
and appreciated, and whose services would therefore command our coofidence and give 
great satisfaction to the people of this Colony." 
You dteliaed these offers did you not? Yes, I declined them both. 
On what grounds? Partly becapse I was not in such a condition ia regard to my health 

as would warrant my undertaking the duties of the office offered mc; and partly because I 
thought 
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Tiicltcv.W.B. thought that, as a clergyman, it would not be altogether right or becoming in me to go to 
lathe, MA. another Colony to do that which I might do here for those amongst whom I have been so long. 

150. To what cause do you attribute your ill health? I attribute it to accidents which 
l2Apri:561. happened to me some years back when on service, by which I have twice suffered contusion 

of the brain, since which I have been subject to very severe attacks, so that in 1856 and. 
in 1850 I had for a time to leave my clerical duties. 

Had you any attacks of illness whilst you were on your exploring tours? Yes, I had 
two; one whilst in the Alps, and the other when on New England. 

And have you been attacked since then? Yes, twice. 
You do not attribute these attacks to the effects of exposure whilst on your exploring 

tours? No. I think they originated in the first instance from the effects of the accidents, 
and possibly their virulence may have been increased by the exposure; but I do not allege 
this. 

Do they affect you in your limbs, with rheumatism for instance? No; it is in the 
head that they affect me. 

I would now ask you what it was that caused you to print your book upon the Southern 
Gold Fields ? t stated just now that I received so very many applications for copies of my 
reports on the Southern Gold Fields, that I was led to make inquiry about them at the 
Government Printing Office, when I found that they had run out of print. I waited upon 
Mr. Robertson and Mr. Cowper, to know whether, as the reports were undoubtedly 
Government property, they would permit me to publish them for public information. They 
at once allowed me to do so, and stated even that they were much obliged to me fur 
suggesting the thing. 1 consequently compiled the whole of my southern reports, and took 
advantage of the occasion to introduce a great variety of new matter, which had originated 
partly before and partly since the writing of these reports, and in this way I managed to 
make up a very good history of the Gold Fields of the Southern Districts 

Is it your intention to publish a systematic account of the Gold Fields of the other 
Districts of the Colony—the northern and western? Well, it was my intention to have 
gone into the northern reports, and subsequently into the Western Districts if I could have 
had an opportunity of examining them minutely; and thesa I purposed to make even larger 
and more precise works than the book on the Southern Gold Fields, in order to carry out an 
object that I have always very much desired, which is, to have a complete work upon the 
Gold Fields of the Colony generally. That, I say, was my intention, but book publishing 
is not a very profitable thing in this Colony. 

By Mr. ifoskins How is it not profitable? The expense is so great that you cannot 
sell enough copies to reimburse you. 

But you must have sold a large number of your work on the Southern Gold Fields? 
Yes; but the cost was very great. The least that it cost must have been £260. 

For how many copies? I am not aware. The way it was published was this: I went 
to the publishers, and asked them what they would charge me for printing the work. They 
told me it could not be done uuder £10 a sheet. I replied that this would amount to a much 
larger sum than I felt disposed to speculate with ; and they then asked me if I would be 
willing to come to any terms with them for the copyright. I answered that I could do 
nothing of the kind, as, although 1 had received permission from the Government to reprint 
them, yet I considered the reports to be public property, and therefore not for me to dispose 
of ; but I told them, if they would take the risk of publishing them on themselves, I would 
be responsible for any deficiency that might arise betweea the cost and the amount realized. 

So that you have no pecuniary interest in the sale of the work ? -None whatever. The 
only interest I have in it is, that I am liable to be called upon for any deficiency; profit I 
did not calculate on, and never thought of making. 

By the Chairman Have you, since your return from your exploring expeditions, eon-
tinned your geological pursuits? Yes; there were a series of reports upon the Gold Fields 
of Tasmania, furnished by me, and published in the Parliamentary Papers of that Colony, 
and also amongst the Parliamentary Papers of Great Britain, on the 25th August, 1857. 
108. Your labours, however, have not been merely limited to this? No, oertainly not—for 
the applications made to me, and the correspondence I receive, give me really more than t 

well know how to do. I have had correspondence with all sorts of people from all the 
Colonies on the subject of gold; and not merely with them, but with scientific mea and 
other.,  in various parts of the world. I have already produced letters from Paris and St. 
Petersbnrgh, and I could shew dozens of others. Besides the offered appointments by the 
Governments of the neighbouring Colonies, persons in Western Australia, South Australia, 
Tasmania, and New Zealand have made repeated applications to me, on points that they 
required solved, or on which they wished my advice. All this is, no doubt, very trouble-
some—but I look upon all these applications as so many testimonials in my favour. 
169. By Mr. O'Brien: I sec that this letter you have handed in says, that if a prolonged 
arrafigement were entered into, the salary would be fixed at £400 or £500 a year—that 
you would be paid your travelling expenses—and that all necessary assistance would be 
supplied at the expense of the Government—but that if any particular work were required 
it should be contracted for; am I to understand that you contracted for the work? No, I 
did not accept the offer, on the ground, as I have already stated, that, as a clergyman who 
had for many years received a stipend from New South Wales, I was bound to work for that 
Colony, and not for any other. From the very moment I arrived here, I devoted myself to 
the discovery of the correct geological formation of the country. That task, which I had 
imposed upon myself, I have followed out ever since; and it was only at the request of the 
Government of Tasmania that, whilst there, I went to inspect and report upon their Gold 
Fields. 

170. 
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By the Chairman: You have been applied to for advice by the neighbouring Govern- Tl,ellev.W.B. 
ments? Yes ; I have received more than one application of that sort. For instance, when Clarke, M.A. 
Dr. I-loc.kstetter was here, I received a communication from Sir W. Denison, on account of t '  

Governor Gore Brown, requesting me, as a geological surveyor, to work out the coal formation 12 Apral,186L 

in New Zealand. The Austrian frigate, " Novara," happened to he here at the time, on 
board of which was my friend, Dr. Hoekstette', and, having asked him if he was willing to 
undertake the work, I recommended him, and he was appointed. My views throughout have 
been simple and sincere—my only object being to do that which was right and proper. On 
a former occasion I received a letter from New Zealand, asking me to give my opinion upon 
the capabilities of several persons, who were applying for the office of geological surveyor 
there. As it happened, 1 did not know one of the parties, and so I informed the Government, 
recommending them to whom to apply on the subject. As I have said, Ilook upon all these 
applications to me as so many clear testimonials to me of the value of my researches. 

If means were afforded you, would you publish a much more extended work than you 
have hitherto done, on the geology of Australia? It has always been my intention to collect 
all the available information I could get upon the geological structure of these Colonies, in 
order that I might publish a work that would be of use to the Colony, and would bring credit 
to myself. I am, however, more desirous of doing that which will be of use to the Colony 
than that which will be of benefit to myself. 

You have already made considerable collections for this purpose? I have; ever since 
my arrival in the Colony, this has been my great aim and cud. 

Can you explain to the Committee what progress you have made in the svork? Ioould 
shew you, in my house at St. Leonard's, the very large collections of notes and manuscripts 
I have made, with the portions of maps that have been completed, and the collections of 
rocks and minerals ready to figure or describe for the illustrations, bat these of course I am 
unable to bring here. I have with me a geological map, which I have coloured, and also 
some of my sketches of specimens, which I now produce. 

By Mr. O'Brien: All those who have ever made themselves acquainted with the 
researches of scientific men, are fully aware that your name ranks very high amongst them 
this Committee does not, therefore, for a moment, doubt your scientific attainments, their 
only object now is to discover whether you have been sufficiently remunerated for the services 
you have rendered to the Colony? I am aware of it. 

By the Chairman: How far have your inquiries gone beyond the limits of this Colony? 
You have had proofs of this in the reports I have already handed in. But the labours may 
be said to be divided for some time past; Mr. Stutehbary has done his part for the neigh-
bouring Colony of Queensland, as has Mr. Selwyn his, for the Colony of Victoria, and myself 
for New South Wales. Numerous reports have been sent in by these gentlemen, as well as 
by myself, and if all the matter thus furnished from these three soorees were put together, I 
should have been able to draw up a full report upon the geology of the whole country. 

Have you recently been engaged in any fresh gold discoveries—in Lambing Flat for 
instance? No. I have not been there, but I have evidence before me of what I believe to 
be the existence of a much larger Gold Field than that of Lambing Flat. 

Is that in the Western District ? Yes; but I have never been in that part of the 
Western District. 

You have already stated the whole amount of money that has been paid you from the 
Treasury up to the time of your engagements by the Government; will you now tell us what 
amount you received on account of your exploration, and what amount was expended by you 
in investigating the country, and preparing yourself to undertake the survey? The account 
is contained in a return that I obtained from the Auditor General, for another purpose. In 
1851, from the 1st September to 315t December, there was charged against me £103 3s. 
being remuneration at £300 per annum, £100; travelling expenses, £8 5s.; and forage 
allowance for three horses, £54 ISa., but as the last item ought clearly not to be taken into 
account as part of my receipts, the sum I actually received in that year would be £108 lbs. 
In 1852 there are charged against me the following items 

£ S. d 
Remuneration ......................................................300 0 0 
Travelling expenses .............................................21 2 5 
Forage allowance for 3 horses, at Os. per diem, from 1st 

January to 12th June.......................................73 10 0 
Ditto for 4 horses, at 12s., from 1st September to 31st 

December ........................... ........................... 73 4 0 

£168 2 5 

Here again the forage allowance is clearly not chargeable to me as an actual receipt, and the 
amount really received in that year is reduced to £321 2s. Sd. In 1853, I am charged with 
the following items 

£ s. ci. 
Remuneration to 31st July ....................................175 0 0 
Forage allowance, at 12s., to BOth June .....................108 12 0 
Loss of instruments ....................................... ........ 13 10 0 
Lodging of Rev. E. Smith, from 5th July, 1852, to 30th 

June, 1853 ...................................................33 9 6 

£330 11 6 

Here 
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theltev.W.fl. Here the only amount I actually received, for myself, was the £175, which form the fitst 
Clarke, M.A. item; the forage allowance is clearly not chargeable against me; the amount for loss of 
''•"'s instruments arose from one of the men upsetting the cars on the ranges near Cunningham's 
12Apnl,1861. Gap, and destroying part of my apparatus, which I had to replace; and the lodging allow-

ance to the Rev. E. Smith was given to him at my request, he being the gentleman who had 
undertaken any duties at St. Leonard's during my absence—the Government, however, very 
kindly consented to reimburse me this amount. The whole amount that I have received 
from the public Treasury, since I have been in the Colony, is £5,474 is. id., including the 
£1,000 and all forage and travelling allowances, loss of instruments, and Mr. Smith's lodging 
money, and which, for the21 years and 7 months that I have been here, gives me.ata average 
of £104 'Is per annum, if the gratuity and otheritenis be omitted. 

Did you contribute in 1854 to the Great Exposition. in Paris, and was any opinion 
expressed in the English and French reports of the value of your collections? Yes, a very 
favturable opinion indeed was expressed upon them, and the French Jurors awarded a medal 
each to Sir Alfred Stephen, Dr. Smith, and myself, for the serious and scientific character 
we had given to the Exhibition by our collections. I also received a silver, medal, in 
addition, for the collection. 

Have you not acted on appointments by the Government upon several Boards of 
Inquiry, particularly upon those instituted in respect to spplies of water? Yes; I have 
been so employed upon several occasions. I was upon the Board appointed to iaqniro into 
the practicability of establishing Artesian wells, and also, when at Parramatta, Ic reported to 
the Water Works Board. I have done some useful work in this way for the present Govern-
ment. 

In fact you have, as far as lay in your power, contributed to the public knowledge in 
other matters besides geology? I have. 

You have been an active member of the Board of Management of the Sydney Musnm? 
Yes; I have been a member of that Board ever since I have been in the Colony. 

1 have no further question to ask you, and have now only to express a desire that you 
would allow the Committee to visit you and inspect your collections? I should be most 
happy to exhibit them to the Committee. Before this meeting elose, I would wish to repeat 
what I have said before, that I came here, not to prefer a.claim, but merely iu obedience to 
the wishes of the Committee. I see by aletter in one of-the daily journals that some remarks 
have been made upon what the writer calls, "The Claims of the Itev. W. B. Clarke." Now, 
I call the Committee to witness that this term has never been used by me. I caine here to 
answer such questions as the Committee may think proper to put to me in i-elation to the 
subject they are investigating, and not to proffer any claim. If I had had any claim to make, 
it would have been made in 1851, when my arrangement with the Government was entered 
into. That arrangement has been fairly and honestly carried out by the Government, and I 
have no complaint to inako in respect to it; and I hope, from the explanation I have offered, 
the Committee will acquit me of any desire or design, in entering into that arrangement, 
of making a bargain for my own private interests. 

I can only say, in regard to this Committee, that I did not consult you before I made 
the motion for its appointment, nor am I aware that you were consulted by any person in the 
matter? That, I presume, will acquit me before the Committee. 

WEDNESDAY, 17 APRIL,1861. 

Urennl 
Ma. COWPEB, Ma. MATE, 
Na. COWPER, JuNa. Ma. WALKER, 
Ma. IiIOSKINS, I Na. WILSON. 

I. SIIEPHERD, ESQ, IN TILE Ona. 
The Reverend William Brnnwhibo Clarke, MA., further examined:— 

The Itev.W.B. 185. B9 the Oairman: When you were present the other day it did not occur to me that 
Clarke, M.A. there were other questions which I wished to put to you before the examination was closed. 

I would now wish to ask you whether you took any prominent part in reference to geological 
17Apnl,1861. pursuits in this country previous to the year 1841, and whether you have in your possession 

any documents to shew that you did? Nothing but note-books; all that I had then done 
was confined to my observations. 
180. You have note-books to shew what you did? Oh yes. 

I am anxions to trace your proceedings in the Colony from the very first, to shew the 
Committee when you began your geological pursuits, and to shew what you did. If, there-
fore, there are any documents that will throw light upon these matters I should like to have 
them exhibited? lean show my books of notes, which were made on the spot, and which 
extend from the year 1839 to 1851; but notlung was done of any importance up to 1840. 

As far as I can understand you, you say you commenced your career as a geologist here 
in the year 1839 or 1840? In 1839 and 1840. 

Well, I wish to shew the Committee what was done at that time? I can show the 
notes I took on the spot; but nothing was worked out up to that time-1840. 

Nothing was published I know; but I wish you to exhibit your note-books, to shew 
what 
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what you really did, at that time? Yes. I have been in the habit, for a long time, of going ThoRev.WJI. 
about different countries on geological pursuitis, making notes. I will shew you every thing Clarke, MA. 
I did in this country. I produce some of the note-books, filled up in the different spots I  
visited 17 April,1S&I. 

What is the earliest date at which any of those notes were made? I think I can ehew 
you memoranda made in 1840, when I first went down to Illawarra. Some of these notes 
were made in January, 1840. There are a good many of these books on that part of the 
country; some of them no one can understand but myself, who put them together. I think 
there are notes in this book, used in 1840, of various places, partly in the Hunter district, 
and partly in the county of Cumberland, across the Nepean, on the Bathurat line of road. 
This is another book of notes, made in the year 1841. This goes up as far as the range 
between the Fish River and Cox's River. All these note-books were filled up in the same 
way; but there does not appear in these books now produced to have been any thing later 
than 181. 

1 understand you to say there has been no official recognition of those particulars? 
Except in papers I have written upon the subjects. I think the particulars have been 
described. There is a paper on an exploration made with my friend Mr. Jokes. In 1840 
I again went through illawarra, and lie published a joint paper for the Geological Society, 
which, I think, embodied seine of these notes. I have published various ethers from them. 
I began the work upon a regular plan—it was not done casually. 
19.3. And you have continued to extend that plan since? Yes, up to the year 1853, and 
later—up to 1860. 
191, But I understand you to say you supplied the Government with the names of the 
various localities you considered it.desirable to visit, and that these were referred to in your 
instructions? Yes.; but that was in the year 1851. 
M. Did you also give any intimation to the Government of that day as to the various 
localities to which they should instruct Mr. Ilargraves to go ? Yes. 

Was he privy to those instructions? Yes. Tie received his instructions, and was 
present when I wrote down the names of the localities it was desirable he should go to. 
That, also, was in the year 1851. 

Previous to his instructions to make a geological survey? That was embodied in his 
instructions. That was all stated in my previous examination the other day. 

By Mi'. Uotcper: Atone time the; Government placed at your disposal the Printing 
Office, to enable you to publish what you had done? No. I think a vote was passed in the 
House to assist in paying the expense of it; but I did not receive the money. 

Then the Legislature did vote the money for it? Yes. 
You know that a., a fact? .1 do not know it officially; but! believe £210 was voted. 
Why did not the publication go on—it was understood that that sum would cover the 

cost? It might have paid it at that time to a certain extent, but more than that amount of 
money has beenspeat upon this. (Clarke's Rottthern Ocki Fields.) 

My question did not refer to your receiving the money; but as the Legislature did 
providefor the publication of the results of your labours up to a certain time, it was neces-
sary to have a record hero of the reason why it was not carried out? I have a letter from 
yourself up°n this very question, in reply to one from me. In that reply you state you 
know that I had never received the money, and that it was insufficient. 

This does not meet the matter. You say you know the two hundred guineas were 
toted by the House, and that you never received official intimation of it from any quarter, 
and also that you never received the money. I ask you why it was, that when the Legisla-
ture placed the money at your disposal, you did not avail yourself of it? I think t can give 
an answer to that. I wanted very particularly,  to publish illustrations of the fossils, having 
three or four books filled with them; and having made inquiry as to the cost found it would 
require £1,500 to get t1em lithographcd. A little after that time a great noise was made 
about the discovery of gold, and the whole thing was et aside. Neither I nor any act of 
mine had the object of hindering the carrying out of the proposal. 

The Legislature having voted.a sum for the purpose of placing the result of your 
labours bere the public, you did not then avail yourself of it.? That is the fact. The sum 
was perfectly sufficient for the purpose of giving a short general account, as I have done in 
any reports, but not at all sufficient for the publication of a complete work upon the subject. 
£210 would have to be spent in the engraving only. The sum, therefore, was thoroughly 
insuffioienu Kubsequent,to that things.occurred which gave an opportunity to increase the 
material, so that it beeanle perfectly impossible for any one to do anything with that sum of 
money. 

B, .31r. Hoskins: If you had received, as you might have done had you applied for it, 
this £210, you would then have ba altogether £1,210 from the Legislature, having received 
£1,000 before? I admit that I received £1,000, but not "before" the 'vote of £210.. 

£1,000 is oh you received from the gL$aturo? Yes, but that is for such work as 
was done in the years 1851, 1852, and 1853, not for that of other years previously. 
201. Liq i.tlr. Wüsoa: Iwish tb ask you, provided you had taken that £210, would you have 
considetadyotirseif boimd to go eü with, the publication of the work? I should have con-
sidered myself boud;to publish such materiàlsas would have been paid for by tlse £210; 
but it would have been perfectly uselesato do auyihing of the kind. 

It would have been out of your power with that amount.of'assistanoetpublish suoh3 
work an you would liko to have joiblished? Certainly. You have probably seeü.Sir Thomas 
Nitchell's tw.ovelixrnes oii0 Eastern 4ustaliait' He told .me that the lithographing cost 
bi mt500. .. 

By J.1r4  Ctqier :,Suppos4ngdtwcredeeirable,.or considerd so by the Lcgi$ntpre,,. W 
give 
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TeRev.W.B. give the world the benefit of your geological researches, what sum of money would be suffi-
Liarke, M.A. 

cient to enable you to bring out a publication of them? It is a matter of difficulty to say. 
"—m I cannot tell you. That involves another thing—time is money. As I am now situated, 

I7April,1561. and probably shall be for some years to come, it is clear I have not time to devote to such a 
thing. Besides it is not a mere matter of money, because you could call in any one, whether 
be had a knowledge of the subject or not, and tell hint to do the work. But it is neeessar 
that such a work should be conducted by experienced and thoroughly qualified geologists. 
did not, however, understand that to be the object for which I was brought here. I could 
have answered that by private letter. 

By site (Thairruam: You have a large number of manuscripts by you? Yes; it was my 
intention, if I had the leisure and means to have published them, not wishing to be assisted 
by anything official. I am perfectly aware that the field notes, long as they are, will require 
extension ; but a great deal of the material is in only a secondary stage. Besides I do not 
think such a book can be published in the Colony. 

By .11,. Uowper: What is the difficulty? The illustrations. We have not people 
here to do the engraving. No engraver or lithographer can publish things of that kind 
unless he has some knowledge of the subject, and has superintendence to direct him. It is 
a very different matter to engraving ordinary things. 

B9 the (ihaitman: Could you by any means give the country the advantage of your 
researches without being compelled to go to England to do it? I wished to go to England 
for that special purpose in 1853, and I was induced to make a stipulation with the Govern-
ment in 1851 that [should do so. Whyit was denied inc I do not know. That was my 
particular object. 

Although we could not get the full benefit of your researches, yet we might obtain 
considerable benefit from them if the means of publication in the Colony were availed of 
for that purpose? I have done all I could with the means at my disposal in that book (The 
&nthnn Gold Fields.) 

That is valuable, but cannot you give still further information? Of course. 
By Mr. Cowper: Has the sale of that work repaid you ? No; I never intended it to 

repay me. Iliad been repeatedly urged to republish the reports I had sent in to the Govern-
ineot, and I went to yourself and Mr. Robertson, and asked whether there was any objection 
to my publishing them. You said, no; and Mr. Robertson said, I was at liberty to republish 
them and he would be glad of it. I have added new matter, and it is now held to be a 
valuable book. 

What amount do you think, after the publication, you will be out of pocket ? I may 
explain the eireumstanoes, and the way in which the work was published. I have told you 
that the printers asked me if I should like them to make an offer to bny it. I told them 
no, it contained matter belouging to the Government, from the publication of which I had 
no right to make money. They then said, " Will you allow us to publish at our own risk ?" 
I said, "On condition that you ]ose nothing by it." It has cost alrcadyabout260. These 
were the considerations by which I was guided. 
211. By Mr. Walker: I-low many were struck off? I do not know. They asked inc origi-
nally ten guineas a sheet. 
918. By Air. Hoskias: You told us during your previous examination that you were no 
aware that a Select Committee had been appointed for the purpose of investigating your 
claims? I said I had no communication regarding it made to me by any one. 

You wore not cognizant of the fact that the Committee had been moved for? Of 
course I was. 

But previously you were not aware that it was to be moved for? No. 
Were you not aware that, during the present Session of Parliament, Members of the 

Assembly had urged your claims upon the Legislature by motion, asking that a sum of 
money might be placed upon the Estimates as a requital for your services? I do not recollect. 
Do you allude to Mr. Byrnes' motion 

No, during the present Session? No, I do not recollect that there was such a motion. 
I believe the Chairman of this Committee put such a motion on the paper previous to 

his asking for the appointment of a Select Committee ? Well, I believe he did put a notice 
on the paper to that effect. 

Are you aware that Mr. Byrnes also moved in the matter last Session F I am well 
aware of that; it was a matter of notoriety. 

You say you make no claim upon the Legislature F I will explain what I mean by 
claim (as I have done before); I gave a definition of the word. I said it involved the idea 
of right withheld, and under these terms, I said, I make no claim whatever. 

You consider, however, that you have not received such a remuneration as you have a 
right to expect for your geological researches F I think I ought not to answer that question, 
and therefore respectfully decline. 
221. 1 believe you were absent from the Colony three or four years ago ? Yes, and last 
year. 

Are you not aware that a pamphlet has been published, and circulated among the 
Members of the Legislature, urging your claims? Yes. I received a copy of that pamphlet 
when I was down in Tasmania, but from whom I could not recognize by the address. 

Are you not aware that parties have made applications to Government—various Govern-
ments—on your behalf? No. 

You told us that your reason for coming out to this country was that, as you were-
practically acquainted with the soience of geology, you were desirous of making yourself 
acquainted with the geology of this country F I was asked why I left England, and I said 
that, whilst in France, I contracted a severe rheumatic fever, and, in consequence of the 

dampness 
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dampness of the building in which I afterwards officiated, the complaint returned, and that I TlieIiev.W.1J. 
roquired a changs of climate. That induced me to leave England, and I lost a valuable Clarke,M.A. 
living by doing sa. The first letter I received after arriving in this country informed me 
that the incumbent of that living was dead. It could not be filled up by me, being  here. 17 April, laul. 

231. But when you came here you anticipated continuing to officiate as a minister? No 
doubt. I stated that the reason I chose this country was partly on account of the climate, 
and partly on the ground that I wished to explore it. 
239. You wish, by your explanation, to convey that you came here with a view to obtain 
private information, by making yourself acquainted with the geological features of the 
country, and to continue your vocation as a minister? No doubt. I carried on what I did 
at intervals, and only as I had an opportunity. I had  no opportunity until the year 1851 
of going out for a long period. For instance, my duties were exchanged for those of other 
clergymen, and I took the opportunity, when in their districts, to work them out. 

You told us that you sent reports and specimens to England in 1844, but you did not 
tell us of what description they were? I gave you a list of them marked. 

Did you not know that Mr. Stumchbury had sent specimens and reports? To England! 
Ile was not here! lie did not arrive till the year 1850. 

Are you not aware that persons in the interior—shepherds and stockinen—liad 
frequently reported that they had discovered gold previous to its discovery in 1850 and 1851? 
OF course. 

236, You have heard of a shepherd coming into the tosvl]ship of Wellington bringing gold 
with him 1' I never knew of it until 1843 or 1844. 

You never heard of gold being discovered by chance by persons who had nothing to 
guide them to a knowledge of its existeneeprior to 1844 F Well, I do not know of any ease 
I only know what I did myself. 

You state that you found gold in 1841 F Yes, in 1841. 
Hare you heard of persons finding it before that time F I have been told it. I have 

heard that this shepherd you allude to found it, but lam not aware of the fact. I have told 
you before that I knew nothing about gold existing here when I first came. 

You know gold was found in Victoria in 1819? There was said to be a nugget of gold 
found there in 1840, in the Pyrenees, by a shepherd boy. •Iwrote a letter about it in the 
Sydney ifornicg herald, pointing out the absurdity of people going to Melbourne when they 
had the gold here. 

The nature of your engagement with the Government, when deputed to make a survey 
of the country, was, I believe, that you were to receive £3uu a-year, and if the Government 
considered your services merited more, they would increase it at the expiration of your 
engagement F When first the idea was suggested to me of going out exploring, it was, as I 
understood, from a friend coming to me, in consequence of the Government having expressed 
a wish to obtain information which would afford them a guide to the character of the geology 
of the country. It was then suggested to me to offor my services. I did so. I put my 
services at their disposal, and a proposition was made that a Committee should be formed in 
Sydney with a resident Chairman, and Mr. Stumehbury, I think, with myself, was to go 
about, and report; a statement of the results of the proceedings to be sent to the Chairman, 
who was to draw up an offioial report. 

JI,, jf,. Uewpe-: Was this the Government proposal? Yes. I wrote two letters on 
the subject. That proposal was made to me; but it placed me in a false position, and I had 
nothing to do with it. I stated to Mr. Thomson that these were not the services I expected 
to be asked to perform. That gentleman said the Government were in doubt as to how I 
should be properly remunerated. I said in reply, that were I a layman I would slate my 
opinions upon that subject at once; and he then said I need not feel any delicacy about it. 
But I determined to guard against anything that would in any degree compromise my 
position as a clergyman. in his office the question was again mooted. I then stated that I 
wished not to be relieved of my present income, and have at my disposal things necessary 
for carrying on the work, and that if my services were rendered I would leave the remuner-
tion to themselves. They adopted the proposition conveyed in this explanation. You will 
see why I declined to enter into the first arrangement; I might in the field have done never 
so much good work, and the Committee in Sydney might reject it. 

By Mr. IIosLi,ms: Did the Government stipulate that you should not make private use 
of the reports as by taking them to England? There was a sort of stipulation on my part 
that I should be allowed to go to England when the reports were finished, for the purpose of 
laying the matter before my geological friends, and for getting assistance in their publication. 

And the Government refuscd to allow you to do so considering that the reports were 
Government property? The officer then in charge of the Government ordered it to be 
refused. But the grounds of refusal were fallacious, because it would have done the Govern-
ment a service. 

Mr. Hargraves was also sent to explore the country, I believe F Oh, yes! 
And the result was the discovery of the Turon? I do not know. 

217. Have you been examined previously by the Committee with reference to the services 
you performed? No. I was, in 1852 and 1853, examined before two Committees, and was 
asked certain questions as to the tracts of country I had explored, and as to when I first 
found gold but nothing else. The questions were mostly directed to the management of 
the Gold Fields. Mr. Cowper asked me whether there was gold to the north; in reply to 
which I said there was. I then determined to lay a report upon the subject before the 
Government. 
248. You received a sum of £500 from the then Executive under Mr. Thomson, they having 
employed you to proceed on this exploration—and at the termination of your services was it 

262—E never 
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TheEcv.W.B. never represented to them that this was a miserably insufficient rentuneration? I hold myself 
a4e,M.A. sufficiently high in my own conscience not to represent it to them that the remuneration 

was insufficient. .1 did not condescend to ask them for anything more. 
I7Aprsl,I861. 249. You are aware that the Government of that day ought to have a better appreciation 

and knowledge of the value of your discoveries than the present Legislature? I do not wish 
to give an opinion of my own on the subject. 
250. The Government who deputed you to proceed on your explorations merely authorized 
you to receive £500? I gave up £L20 that I said nothing about, because I wish the world 
to understand that I have acted honorably and staightforsvard without reference to my 
pecuniary benefit. I was willing to survey the country, and went out to do so; but I 
cannot beg from it. 
251.. By Mr. (owper: The fact remains that the Executive who appointed you gave what 
must be considered as in their opinion a sufficient remuneration ?i can give the opinion 
of one gentleman high in office at one time in the Government, I think. 

the Executive Who appointed you awarded for your services £500? I think they 
regjtrded me in thp light of an ordinary surveyor, and made their calculation accordingly. 
I think that was the view they took, it was a matter of calculation as to what a person had 
q.right.to  expect if put in the position of a surveyor; but you niust know the difference in 
the positions. It IS not every one who would or could have undertaken that work, especially 
at my age. I was fifty-three when I started on that exploration. 

By Mr. lforkins: The necessary expenses in surveys, together with the less of your 
income as a minister, have never been reimbursed by the £1,000 you received—that is, the 
two sums of £500 each? It is a difficult matter to make calculations upon that point. I 
do not think the £500 put anything into my pocket. Geological pursuits are the most 
expensive of any; a man cannot undertake them without considerable means at his disposal. 
Suppose in this Colony I want to compare a particular fossil, where am I to go to get a com-
parison? There are not men of the particular kind of qualification to go to; and I have to 
bjiy costly books in orderto obtain a comparison. ff1 attempted to make a calculation of 
the expense I do not know where it would end. I took up the study of geology forty-one 
years ago, and having been a bard student ever since,.have spenteousiderable sums of money 
upon.  it. The Colony, upon my undertaking its survey, got the advantage of what I knew 
before coming here, and what I had learned up to 1851. 

You told the Committee that, as a recognition of your services, the Governments of the 
Province of Nelson and the Colony of Tasmania had made offers of service to you as 
surveyor ? Yes. 

Have you not heard that the present Government contemplated the fresh appointment 
ofa Geological Surveyor? Mr. Robertson stated it in the House, I believe, and Mr. 
Cowper has said as much to me in private., 

So that whilst thesp neighbouring Colonies recognized your claims and the benefits 
derived from your labours, the Executive,of New South Wales do the same? Not for what 
is past, but for what is future. I am not master of the future, and what has been done in 
the past is known. I understood the Committee was appointed to review the past, and not 
look to the future. If an appointment were offered me, which I could not, to the honor of 
y profession as a clergyman, accept., Or which would take me from my duty, and entail 
labour in the field, which the state of my health will not allow of, these things would require 
debning before I could decide upon my ovurse of action; and I should not like the office to 
be contingent upon an anounl vote of Parliament. 

The appointments you were offered in the Colonies before alluded to would be 
dependent upon anri,ul votes? They offered me a fixed period of service, and a fixed sum. 
Tn Tisrnania,thcy obtained a vote of £5,000 on purpose for me. I have a.letter from Mr. 
Chrnap, in which the offer is made. He says, we want a geological survey of the 
onuntry, and a report upon it. .. We think it can be done in six years; .nad he slates, that. 
the amount they propose to pay for. this service will be about this £5,000. Iws then 
eçeedingly ill, and declined tha, offey, I considered whether I should be justified in 
throwing up the work of a clergyman. In 1SS1, 1852, and 1853, idid the whole work of 
myleripal office, and I connider that the £300 I received was to pay,in part, for my 
services as a clergyman, and hadnothing to do with geology. 
2. Ijaye you ftnade,appliqatiou forpermiasion to publish your reports in a compiled form—
Z understoqd . they were jor the use of the Government? Nothing of the sort. Captain 

in apca*iogof1  the matter, used these words :—" Shut them up inn box! No; 
4vp,tbe,pilJothopubtio.', I blamed.tbe Government for not keeping them in print. 
a$. 1r. Stutehliury was also appointed to make explorations? Yes. 
260.. Dp you know tbq  kornis. of, his engagement? No, they were never mentioned to me; 
but t beligye be was pai4 from £000 to £00 a year. 

After receiving this amount he never made further claims? I might refer to Mr: 
Stutohhury's cssq at some length, but ib:does not become me to speak of dead men. 

By Jfr. lVlke,-: Do you produee the field book, containiag the memoranda when 
you first discovered gold? Yes; that is the book, 

What is the date? The 23rdapd 24th of Februni7, 1841. 
261- Wher at? I will shew mitho plccon; the map. The first gold I ea.w'wasoa the 
diTcotioo of the road hçtween ffartUy And Jiassan's Walls; 
265..9p the \qtçrqRoad ? A lit4laoff tbe.Ired; near what you call Mount JCirk'ley. 

L4J.üa.4a.ctitas ?..Jierelypffi.eiaut to procehat th5s iras.go1d.; Pwas working; 
among the decomposed granite, and found it few specks of gold. I afterwards foen'lzome'izii 

Z,i U,; ;t ',Fnit sdJ1.jt.i &r'a, ,,,, . r .' , . .......I 
Ltjat,thttt ta.geld Lhreia'pzfficiéntqUantity-tomakeib,worth 

1. 8ii any 
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any one's while to work for it? Nobody knew bow at that period, because few persous TheRev.W.B. 
knew anything about working for gold. I have been in gold êountrics, but had not at that Clarke, MA_ 
time any speculation about there being a rich field. There could not be any speculation 
about it. Afterwards, when I institutd a series of inquiries into the geology of the 17 April, 1861. 
country, and began to collect and gather information, in 1841, I came to definite views about 
the Colony, and I set people to work to collect for me. 

Did it occur to you in 1841 that gold, in paying quantities, was to be found? Not at 
the time I found it, but afterwards, in that year. 

How long afterwards? I cannot tell the exact date, but the letters I have prodiced 
would satisfy you upon that point. Two letters speak positively about IS-ti, and others 
thence to 1844. 1 was continually at work on the cuestionfroth the year 1841. 

Did you ever make it public or at what time did you make it public, that in your 
opinion there was gold to be found in this Colony? I have already given evidence on that, 
and these books were brought here by me, supposing that there 'night be a wish to be satisfied 
on the point of dates. These are the original notes made on the spot. 

What sum have you received altogether for your geological services to the country 
£1,000 in addition to £300 when out exploring, and at the same time officiating as a ele!gy. 
man. I left it to the Government. 

By Mr. Cowper, junior: You stated that this £300was nearly absorbed by keeping 
up the establishment at St. Leonard's during your absence? No; what I said was that it 
was in lieu of any receipts as a minister. 

1 fancied, from your evidence, that you considered you were obliged to keep up the 
establishment at St. Leonard's just as if you resided there as a clergyman? This was 
explained in my former evidence. 

By the Ciairman: A good deal hug been said in reference to the recognition of your 
services, as a geologist, by the previous Executive—now, had you been a private individual 
would you have considered the amount the Government thought proper to award you 
anything like-a sufficient recognition for your services? Had I been a layman, and had 
given as much information to the country I should have thought myself not overpaid with 
£5,000. 

You did not receive what you have had as a recognition, or remueration ? No, only 
as a testimonial, or" acknowledgment." I wrote a letter in reply, stating that I considered 
my desire and willingness to serve the country were of infinitely more importance to me 
than any sum of money !hatever. 

WEDNESDAY, 24 APR14 1861. 

jtEE11L 

Ma. COWPFJR, MR. MATE, 
Ma. IIOSKINS, Ma. O'BRIEN, 

Ma. WALKER. 

1. SHEPHERD, ESQ., IN TILE CHAIR. 

The Honorable Edward Deas Thomson, C. B., M. L. C., attending by permission of the 
Legislative Council, examined 

By the Oltairman: This Select Committee has been appointed to inquire into the The Hon. E. 
claims, if any, of the Rev. W. B. Clarke, and the gentlemen who form it have thought P. Thomso i, 
it desirable to request your attncdaace in order that they might elicit certain information C 

from you. Perhaps you will allow me to ask you, in the firt place, if you remember the  
circumstance of £1,000 being paid by the Covcrnment of this Colony to the Rev. 24Aprsl,1861. 

W. B. Clarke, having reference to that gentleman's geological atcarehes in New South 
lYales F Yes, I have a perfect recollection of that circumstance. It was part of the 
agreement with the Rev. Mr. Clarke when he voluntarily undertook the duty of making a 
geological survey of the country, with reference to gold, that he was to receive a gratuity 
when he completed his services. The gratuity fixed by the Government was £500. A 
Committee of the late Legislative Council was sitting at the time, and they inquired into 
Mr. Clarke's claims, and I find the following passage in their report :—" Your Committee 
" while on the subject of gratuities, feel it due to the Rev. W. B. Clarke to record 
their high appreciation of the geological reports which he has addressed, at different times 
" to this Government, and their opinion that the sum of £500 placed on the Supplementary 
Etimate, as an acknowledgment of his services, should be increased to £1,000." That is 
an extract from the report of the Committce on the Management of the Gold Fields, and is 
datLd 1853. The Committee consisted of Mr. Wentworth, Mr. Jas. Mnearttiur, Mr. 
Cowper, Mr. Deas Thomsun, Mr. Nichols, Mr. Bligh, Mr. Darvall, Mr. Murray, Mr. Mackay, 
and the Solicitor General—Mr. Manning at that time, now Sir William Manning. T find 
that the original agreement with Mr. Clarke was in these terms,-1' To be supplied with all 
that may be necessary to oerry out the survey at the public expense, and nllowed such 
compensation as may be sufficient to cover the loss of present income and such further 
" remuneration as the service may appear to entitle you to." That is an extract front a 
letter addressed by me to him on his appointment to proceed on a geological tour. 
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The lion. E. 277. By fib'. Cowper: Tte "present incom&' alluded to is his stipend as a minister? 

"3' His stipend as a minister. He obtained leave from the late Bishop to undertake this duty, . 
and it was necessary to provide a substitute to perform his clerical duties. 1-Ic was then 

.21 A -•l 1561 incumbent of St. Leonard's, North Shore. His beam tenens received his stipend during his 
absence, and a similar sum was paid to Mr. Clarke as part of his salary. I find, for instance, 
that he was employed on this duty from 1st September, 1851, to 30th June, 1853, and be 
received, in lieu of his clerical stipend, during that period, at the rate of £300 a year. Besides 
this, he was allowed servants, forage for horses, and, in fact, the whole expenses consequent 
upon the performance of this duty. 

Besides the £500 ? Besides the £1,000 that was afterwards paid to him. 
By the (jhai,rnan: We are to understand then that this sum of £1,000 was given as a 

gratuity and not as remuneration for his services F \Vell, I can scarcely distinguish 
between the two, it was certainly intended in both ways, both as a gratuity and as an 
acknowledgment of his services. These services were extremely valuable. The reports were 
admirably drawn up, and, I believe, of very great value to this Colony. He undertook this 
dnty at considerable personal risk, and great personal labour, and suffered in his health 
frequently in his journeys 

I believe Mr. Clarke made no specific bargain with the Government as to what sum 
he should receive, that in point of fact, he did not ask for any sum F He did not ask for 
any specific sum, but, as already stated, part of the agreement was that he should receive a 
gratuity on the completion of his services. 

By Mr. Uuwper: A gratuity, I suppose, means compensation F It is, I suppose, coin-
pensatiou-1 see I called it a gratuity myself, and, I suppose, that was passing through my 
mind at the time, and correctly designated what I intended. Mr. Clarke, in a letter, dated 
6th September, 1853, addressed me, as Colonial Secretary, to the following effect :--" I do 
myself the I,onor of acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 2nd iustnnt, apprising  
me that His Excellency the Governor General, having bronght before the Executive 
" Council the question of amount of gratuity to be offered to me, the Council had expressed 
an opinion that I should receive a gratuity of £500, and that, therefore, His 
Excellency had specially recommended to the Legislative Council the appropriation of that 
"amount to be paid to me accordingly. I beg leave to rquest that you will be good enough 
to convey to his Excellency and the Executive Council my thanks for this mark of their 
"consideration and thoughtfulness, and my desire to be allowed to regard the proposal and 
"its recommendation as a proof that my endoavours to further the interests of the Colony 
have met with the approbation of the Government, an object o( higher importance to me 
than any gratuity, whatever may be its intrinsic value." That was before the sum of 
£1,000 was voted or paid, and had reference, as will be perceived, to the smaller sum of 
£500. 
9S2. Is there any example of gratuities of sums of money having been supplemented—for 
instance, in the oase of Mr. Hargraves, was not the sum first proposed to be given to him 
afterwards increased? The sum at first proposed to be given to Mr. Hargraves was, I think, 
£5,000, and it was afterwards increased to £10,000. 

Was that as remuneration, or as a gratuity F It was a reward for the discovery 
of gold, that is to say, the practical discovery of a working Gold Field. Gold had been 
discovered long before. The existence of gold in the Australian Colonies was also well 
known to myself. I had taken gold from quartz, and I had searched for gold in rivers, but 
I had not the knowledge of gold washing which would enable me to discover it. 

Do you recollect making any observation to the late Capt. King upon the importance 
to the public of the publication of the Rev. Mr. Clarke's reports, and saying that you would 
make some arrangement for the Government to bear the expense? Some years ago (1 think 
it was several years before the gold discovery) Mr. Clarke had been engaged in geological 
researches throughout the Colony. He had collected a vast amount of information, and 
was desirous of publishing the results. The work would have been an exceedingly expen-
sive one, because it would have had to be illustrated by maps and sections, which cost a great 
deal here for engraving. He made application to the Government, I think, through 
Capt. King, to assist him in this thatter, and the sum of £210 for the purpose was accord-
ingly placed on the Estimates for 1850. That sum was voted. It stands in the Votes in 
the following words:—" A sum not exceeding £210 to enable the Rev. W. B. Clarke 
" to publish a report of his geological researches in Australia, illustrated by maps and. 
"sections." He had not completed the work at that time, and I think the payment of the 
sam depended upon its publication. I believe that sum has not been paid, and I am not 
aware that Mr. Clarke has ever been in a position to claim it. 

From what you believe, or perhaps, know of the Rev. Mr. Clarke, would you consider 
that the ama of £210 would be sufficient to cover the expense of publishing such a work? 
That I cannot say; such a sum would not, I think, go very far in publishing a work of that 
kind, I do not, howev'r, believe it was intended to cover the whole of that expense, for 
the work would have been the private property of Mr. Clarke when published. I think it 
is a great pity that the result of all these geological researches cannot be given to the 
world. I am sure it would be found to be exceedingly valuable. 
280. Those made by Mr. Clarke F Yes. 
287. By Mr. Cbwper: Were there any services rendered by Mr. Clarke to the Government, 
at the request of the Colonial Government, exclusive of these for which £1,000 was supposed 
to have been the remuneration? I do not remember any. We were in frequent Communi-
cation with him, as be was considered a great authority, and he 'was very kind in giving 
information to the Government that was useful to it; but I do not remember any other 
specific services on which he was employed. 

288 
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288. By the 0ii airman Has Mr. Clarke in any other way rendered useful service to the The lion, E. 
country? As a most useful clergyman, and valuable member of society. D. 

BMLC 280. In reference to scientific pursuits? I believe he has been in the habit of publishing 
to the world, through the medium of the press, the result of many of his researches, which 
have been very useful, .A. pri ,1SC1. 

For which he has received no compensation from the Government ? Compensation 
could not have been expected. It would not be within the province of the Government to 
remunerate services of that kind. 

By Mr. Hoakins: I understood you to say that the Rev. Mr. Clarke received £300 
a year salary in lieu of his clerical stipend ? Yes. 

Can you tell us what was his clerical stipend at that time? I find, in a minute made 
by myself, on a private note from the Rev. Mr. Clarke, of the 4th July, 1851, to the followS 
ing effect: "I am verbally informed by the Rev. Mr. Clarke, that the emoluments which 
he will have to give up during his absence on this duty amount to upwards of £300 a year. 
"Independently of this, he will expect to receive, in addition to the payment of his actual 
expenses, a fair remuneration for his services. It will be necessary of course to determine 
what amount shall be so paid to him." 
Then I presume the Executive Council censidered that the £500 they intended to ask 

the Legislative Council to vote to Mr. Clarke was a remuneration for the services he 
performed, in addition to the salary he received? Yes. 

1 understood you to say that the Gold Committee recommended that an additional 
£500 should be voted to Mr. Clarke in acknowledgment of his eminent services? They 
recommended that the gratuity of £500 should be increased to £1,000, and I have already 
explained that that sum was placed on the estimates by the Government, voted by the Legis-
lative Council, and paid to Mr. Clarke. 

And was understood to be as a recognition of, and as a remuneration for, the Rev. Mr. 
Clarke's services? Undoubtedly. 
290. I believe Mr. Stutchbury was appointed by the Government as geologist, to make a 
survey of a certain portion of the Colony ? All information relating to Mr. Stutehbury's 
appointment will be.found in the paper printed by the order of the late Legislative Council, 
in 1851. It is headed "Geological Surveys," and gives the whole of the correspondence of the 
Government on the subject with the Secretary of State. It contains also the correspondence 
of the local Government with Mr. Stntehbury on his arrival, and shews the precise cir-
cumstances under which he received his appointment., and the object for which he was 
appointed. In 1849 a despatch was addressed, by the late Governor, Sir Charles Ritz Roy, 
to the Right Honorable Earl Grey, in which he pointed out the expediency of causing a 
mineralogical and geological survey to be made of the Colony. It is not necessary that I 
should go into the several points referred to in that dcspateh, but I will mention one or two. 
At that time the mining capabilities of the Colony began to attract considerable attention. 
Copper and iron mines had been discovered, and specimens of geld in quartz had also been 
found. A specimen of alluvial gold was placed in any hands in the early part of 1849, by the 
late Mr. Smith (a lapidist), who stated it to have been found in some portion of the country 
to the westward of the Great Dividing Range. He would not further describe where it had 
been found, but he endeavoured to obtain the promise of a reward from the Government. 
Sir Charles Fits Roy in his despateh says—" In some parts of the Colony I am informed 
that auriferous ores have been discovered. A specimen weighing about three ounces and a 
half was lately exhibited to me. I have not been able to learn the precise locality where 
it was found; except that it is on the western side of the Great Dividing Range in the 
Sydney, or Middle District." He goes on to say, in consequence of these mineral 
indications, "I would take the liberty of suggesting to your Lordship the expediency of 
sending out to the Colony a well qualified geologist; whose employment in the public 
service should probably be limited to such a period only as may be necessary to accomplish 
the object of his appointment. It would, of course, be his duty to furnish the Govern-
ment, from time to time, with reports of his proceedings, and maps shewing the geological 
structure of the country examined. I would further take the liberty of pointing out 
that, probably, by application to the Chairman of the Geological Society an individual 

" well suited to undertake this duty might be selected." In consequence of that the 
Secretary of State entertained the proposition, and communicated with Sir Henry de In 
Jicche, who was, I believe, the President of the Geological Society at that time, and he 
recommended Mr. Bristow for the appointment, but he was unable from family reasons to 
accept it. It was then offered to Mr. Beete Jnkes, who had formerly been employed as 
naturalist and geologist on board 1-J.M.S. "Fly." 
297. I merely wish to know whether Mr. Stutchbury was appointed, in consequence of Sir 
Charles Fitz Roy's recommendation, as geologist to the Colony ? He was eventually 
appointed. He wa?reeomniended by Sir Henry de Ia Beebe in a letter to Isir. }Iawes, then 
Under Secretary of State. It is dated 20th April, 1850; lie says, "I have the honor to re-
" commend to Earl Grey, as highly qualified for the service, Mr. Samuel Stutchbury, Fellow of 
the Geological Society of London, and member of various other learned societies, now, and 
" for many ycars past, the able Curator of the British Scientific Institution, and with whom I 
have been personally aeuainted for many years. Mr. Stutchbury is well instructed in our 
" mode of work on the Geological Survey of Great Britain, has had great experienoe as a coal 
viewer, and is perfectlyaoquainted, not only with minernlogyas a science, but also practically 
with the made of occurrence of the ores of the useful metals." Then the terms upon which 
he was appointed were these—I find them detailed in a letter addressed to him by myself, 
as Colonial Secretary, under date the 27th December, 1850 :-" With refer?nee to my letter 
" of the 23rd instant, I am directed by his Excellency the Governor to inform you that, 

11under 
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The JIon.,E. "under the intructions of the Secretary of State, you will be paid a salary, whilst employed 
D. thdmson1 in making a Geological a-pd Mineralugicat Survey of New South IVales, at, the rate of.600 
OiL, M.L,C. 

" per annum." Then in another part of the letter,—" In addition to your salary, you will 
"be allowed the equipment hereafter mentioned, and your actual expenses for yourself, your 

2 
April, 1861. men, and horses, when travelling—on an account to be rendered by you in such form as may 

" be satisfactory to the Auditor General." 
What I wished to know was merely whqber Mr. Stutchbury was the Government 

Geologist at the time the Rev. Mr. Clarke was making hi&gologieal surveys? Yes. 
And therefore Mr. Clarke's services were purely voluntary? Yes; he tendered his 

services to the Government, but the Government was too happy to avail themselves of them, 
and there was quite field enough for two mineralogical surveyors. It was considered 
extremqly important at the time, that the various localities throughout the Colony, containing 
auriferous deposits, should be ascertained, examined, and reported on by some properly 
qualified geologist, and most desirahle, therefore, that Mr. Clarke's services should be so 
availed of. 

By the Chairman: Mr. Clarke had made several geological surveys previous to that 
time? Yes. I have already alluded to his desire to publish the work for which the sum of 
£210 was voted. 

SEPARATE APPENDIX. 

St. Leonard's, 
24 April, 1861. 

Sir, 
I herewith enclose a series of documents (distinguished by letters from A to 

W) illustrating, or being absolutely necessary to the elucidation of my evidence before your 
Committee; and I do myself the, honor of requesting, that these documents may be appended 
to my evidence, as of essential importance to truth and justice. 

I have, &c., 
Isaac Shepherd, Esq., M.P., W. B. CLARKE. 

Chairman of Select Committee. 

[Enclosures.] 

A. 

Extracts from the published writings of Sm Rontarcic I. MURCHISON, G.C. St. S. 
DCL.; MA.; V.P.RS.; V.P.G.S., &e., &e. 

(1.) 

" Having, in the year 1844, recently returned from the auriferous Ural Mountains, I 
" had the advantage of examining the numerous specimens collected by my friend Count 
" Strzelecki, along the eastern chain of Australia. Seeing the great similarity of the reeks of 
those two distant countries, I had little difileulty in drawing a parallel between them; in 
doing which I was naturally struck by the circumstance that no gold had ' yet been 
" found' in the meridional Australian ridge, which I termed in anticipation the ' Cor. 
" dillcra.' " * Impressed with the conviction that gold would sooner or later be found in 
the Great British Colony, I learnt in 1846, with satisfaction, that a specimen of the ore 

" had been discovered. I thereupon encouraged the unemployed miners of Cornwall to 
" emigrate and dig for gold, as they dug for tin in the gravel of their own diflrict. These 
" notices were, as far as I know, the first printed documents relating to Australian gold."—
From &iuria, 3rd ediiion, 1859, p.  489. 

(2) 

" The announcement that • no gold had yet been detected,' which was printed in my 'Prosi-
11 dential Discourse,' (Trans. Roy. Gco,q. Soc., 1514,) is the clearest proof of my ignorance of 
a trace of the metal having been discovered by any one, Some time iifter the practical opening 
out of the gold mines, however, facts transpired which were totally unknown to me when I ventured 
upon my comparison. Thus it appeared, that Count Strzeleeki himself discovered titers of gold in 
1839; but on iviating the fact to some friends, and to the Governor of Now South \Vales, Sir G. 
Gipps, secrecy was enjoined, and the Count never more reverted to the subject, not even in his own 
work of 1s45. It alo appears that the Rev. W. B. Clarke wrote to a friend in the Colony (1841), 
"mentioning that he had found go11 ore. • • • 6  My views, whatever they may ho worth, were 
° therefore formed quite irrespectively of any such proceedings. 4  0 * *I now simply affir,n, 
that no one in Britain or the Colonies had for several years printed anytliin,g on the, auriferous 
"character of the Australian rocks except myself, and that my Memoirs of 1814, 1815, and 1S56, MO 
'ttbeeariest publications relating to the subject." 
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(2.) 

The whole Rbtice of the year 1844, alluded to in the preceding extract from "Siluria." 

"Ma. MuadutsoN's Address—Australia. 

Another traveller, M. do Strzeleeki, who has already given some short accounts of a 
" southern portion of this chain, will shortly appear before the public with an important 
" work explanatory of its general structure and physicial features. Passing five years in the 
country, he traced these mountains continuously on foot from 31' to 440  S.  1st., and whilst 
making this survey, whichobtnined for him the warmest approbation of the Governors of 
New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land, Sir George Gipps and Captain Sir J. Franklin, 
RN., M. de Strzeleoki repeatedly crossed it, and examining its lithologioal characters in 
detail, ascertained that it had a mean altitude of about 3,600 feet, and was on the average 
" 70 miles distant from the sea. In Van Diemen's Land he found the axis of the annie 
crystalline rocks to be prolonged in a curvilinear direction, whilst to the north of our 
" settlements of New S ,uth Wales, he found by sailing along the coast the same chain, 
"there, coming dose to the sea, as determined by the admirable survey of Captain P. King, 
was persistent to Torres Straits at the north end of the Gulf of Carpentaria and that 
on the north side of these straits it is again prolonged in the same direction far into New 
Guinea. 

With the exception then of a few embranebments towards its southern end, which 
"throw of the waters of the Darling and its tributariew into the now settlements of South 
" Australia, and of the curvilinear band in Van Diemen's Land, this chain may be said to 
" have a meridian direction through upwards of 35°  of latitude, and is therefore considerably 
"longer than the Ural, another gieat meridian chain, of which I have elsewhere spoken, even 
" if we include in the latter the great islands of Nova ½emlia. The Australian chain further 
resembles the Ural in being composed, according to Strzelecki, of an axis of eruptive or 
igneous rocks (greenish syenite, greenstone, porphyry, serpentine, &c.)—some metamor-
" phic rocks (quartz rocks and slate) with unquestionable palmozoic deposits on either flank. 
It still further resembles the Ural in altitude and in the total absence of all free trans-
o ported blacks or boulders, all the alluvia or diluvia being local; but it so fur dQ7rs 
"from the Ural and many, other jnertdirsn chain., in having as yet offered no trace of 
gold or auriferous veins. Apologising for having momentarily drawn your attention to a 
" comparison between this Australian chain, and .oóe with which I nih acquainted, I must 
" refer you to the forthcoming work of M. do Strzeleoki, for many mineralogical and geólo- 
gical views, as well as for barometriciil and meteorological observations made over a very 
large area by that intrepid and intelligent traveller, entirely for the love of science, and 
"at his own expense."A.ddress to the 'Royal. ceographieal Society of London, on 27tI 
May, 1834. (Journal Roy. Ceog. Soc., vol. 14,p. xcix.—c.) 

 

The whole Notice of the year 1845, alluded to in Use preceding extract from " Siluria 

"In reference to the encomium which I last year thought it my duty, as it 
was my pleasure, to bestow on the-gratuitous andimportant researches of M. Strzeleeki 
along the great Cordillera of Australia, so I now congratulate you on the appearance 
of the volume, in which the condensed results of his travels are embodied. The 
" trade of hnokselling is, I regret to say, very' adverse t the davelopwent of that species 
"of detailed knowledge which gegraphersspceiallycvet, pat'ticularly fram'those who describe 
new lands; hctice this able and industrious explorer has been neeessarily:compelled to abstain 
" from giving us his views in thç form of a narrative, followed by general inferences, and to 
abrid,,o that style hf graphio descr'ipion in which I kuow he excels. The work, however, 
which is now produced, small though it be, in relation to what At. Strzeleeki could bring 
ft,rth, is a *ehl arrankedand  thethodical v.iew.(goographiicai as well as geologica) of a great 
and slightly knuwu chain, and he is entitled td our warmest thanks for considerably im-
proving our aequaiotancp with the phypical, features and structure of this lateral back-bone of 
" the vast ciuth-eastrn Contindot', and for presenting to us a new map of that part of the 
world."—?,'e,sjdeyztjql Addi'ess to' the Royal Geographical Society jf London, 26 May, 
1845. (Journal Roy. Ocog. .'Soc, vol. 15, p. lviL—lii.) 

 

Extract from Letter of Sia R. I. MuacursoN to SIR 0. LEMON, in the year 1846, on the rocks 
of Corntqall. 

If gold qxifl vot. (in .any rpmarkable quantity at least). in your otherwise riqbly 
" ondo,wod mineral eouuty, ticvetare, I am happy to say, gqod gropd§ to hope th,uL iu their 
" most dist'nt Colony, Engkhmcn may And it aundantly. In an address to ho Royal 
" Geographjoal Soeiety,.dqlivei'cfi i. May,. 1$ * when oQrnmcntiig on the valuable labours 
" of Count Strealeoki, in cleoyphering the structure of the great north and south chain wbicbt 
".rmges alaqg the çsierp sliois of 4mU'ali4,I esciailv iaisxd on.itstt.g rqsemblaneo 
" to the Ural Mountains within, in direatinu, in tructure,, o in lhiyiu, rang by thq 
way that as yet no gold had been found nj.hI alju,vj.ui . .2 n,p arf4, ywevr, that fine 
s,pecimras of gold have beer. ,fo,znet in thp.,w'se .fin4i 

t0f 
 file Au'frçtian,CordsUera, par- 

" ticularly at the settlement of In tranents copppbed of the same 
" 

t 
tn,rix (via., quartz rock) as in the  i 
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.3b1 friend and associate in the Imperial Academy of Petersburg, colonel .Thdmersen, 
has ,'eecntly suggested that a careful search for gold ore in the Australian debris will, it is 
high'y probable, lead to its detaction in abundance, since the Russians had long colonized 
the mountains, and had fur many years worked mines of magnetic iron and cnppr in solid 

Ir rocks, before the neglected shingle gravel and sand on the slopes of their hills and in their 
It  valleys were found to be auriferous. If, then, in the course of your statistical inquiries, 
" you may know of any Government Cornish miner about to seek his fortune in Australia, 
" be pleased to tell him to apply his knowledge of the mode of extracting his ore from his 
own gravel to the drift and debris on the flanks of the great north and south chain of 
Australia, or any smaller parallel ridges of that great country, for great would be my 
pleasure to learn that through the application of Cornish skill such a region should be 
" converted into a British El Dorado." 

 

Extract from the Report of the British Association, for 1840, of an Address by Sia 
RODERICK I. NURCIITSON. 

"He ietninded his auditors that, in considering the composition of the ch!ef meridian 
ridge of Australia and its parallels, he had foretold that gold would be found in them; 
and he stated that in the last year (1848) it resident in Sydney (Mr. Smith), who had read 
"what he had written and spoken on this point, had sent him specimens of gold ore found in 
the Blue Mountains, whilst from another source (Mr. Phillips) he had learned that the 
parallel north and south ridge, in the Adelaide region, which had yielded, so much copper, 
had also given more undoubted signs of gold ore."—lleport of Sections, lint. Ann,, 1849, 
on the distribution of gold in the crust and on the suiface of the earth," p.  63. 

 

Extract from the l'residential .Add,'ess to the Geological Sod, Eq of London, by B. I. 
Muxcnosos, ESQ., on 18 February, 1842. 

Slender as our information is as yet, respecting the natural history of that wide 
and detached continent which British industry is reclaiming, we cannot but anticipate a 
rapid accession to our knowledge, now that some highly gifted naturalists are established 
in it. Whilst I simply allude to Mr. W. Maeleay and Captain Philip Parker King, whose 
" researches are directed to branches of science connected with our own, it is my duty to 
mention more specially the Rev. W. B. Clarke, a member of this Society, who has pre-
viously contributed to our Proceedings and Transactions; and who, in his recent voyage 
to Australia, has afforded fresh evidence that his leisure hours will still be employed in 
geological pursuits. A short residence at the Cape of Good Hope enabled him to coixi. 
" municate to us a memoir on the structure of that Colony. * * * "—Proceedings of the 
Geological Society of London, vol. iii.,p. 645. 

B. 

Extracts from it  Plain Statements and Practical flints respecing the discovery and 
working of Gold in Australia. By the REV. W. B. Ctaics, M. A., &c. Sydney, 
24 June, 1851." 

" As New Guinea is also geographically connected with Australia, and as New 
" Caledonia and New Zealand are evidently merely outlying summits of the great submerge& 
" land of which the Australian Cordillera is the main parallel—the older rocks of all these 
countries being identical—therc can be little doubt that hereafter those islands will be 

" added to the list of auriferous countrics."—p. 10. 
" And thus, also, gold ought to be found, if at all, in the province of Victoria, 

between 143° and 145° E., north and south of 370  S. lat."—p. 12. 

n 
LI 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 30 July, 1852, 

Reverend Sir, 
Referring to my letter of the 8th August, 1851, notifying the Governor 

General's acceptance of your offer to proceed to ascertain the probability of the existence of 
gold in various parts of the Colony, and to your note of the 2nd instant, I have now the 
honor to inform you that His Excellency approves of your proceeding so soon as your 
arrangements will permit, to ascertain and report on the auriferous character of the Northern 
Districts of the Colony. 

2. The following localities, specified in my letter of the above date, include much 
of what it will be desirable for you to explore, viz. 

let. The Heads of the Maekintyre Brook. 
2nd. The Waters running into the Severn. 
3rd. The Country at the head of the Apeley. 

4th. 
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4th. The Country below the Apaley Falls. 

5th. The heads of the Rivers joining the Peel, near Tamwortb. 
6th. The heads of the Tulleragna and Ooolaburagundi. 
7th. The heads of the Cob. 

8th. The Country at the head of the Togzn and Richmond. 
I may also mention the neeessiy of your following down the westerly waters 

towards the meridian of Warialda, and esamining so much of the adjacent countr as time 
will allow. 

In prosecuting the otjeot f your expedition, you will have the goodness to follow 
the general instructions communicated, to you in my letter of the 8th Aogust. 

As you are doubtful whether you will be able to get a cart up the range from 
Grafton to the Table Lind without more horse power than you will probably be able to 
command, His Excelloncy approves of the. mode of getting on to the Table Laud ;beiig left 
optional with you. 

I have, &c., 
The Rev. W. B. Clarke,. B. DEAS THOMSON. 

St. Leonard's, North Shore. 

D. 

1854.—Nvw SOUTH WALES.—DrscoyERy Of GOLD IN AUSTRALIA. 

Appcnthv to Answe,'s 12 and 13,*  in the Evidence of the Rev. ir B. clarke, MA., 
F U.S., take,, before the Select Uomneittee on theJfanageinent of the Cole! Fields, on 
Epiday, 24th September, 1852. 

No. 1. 

.b'ouz R. TIIERRT. Esq., one of Her Majesty's Judges of the Supreme Court. 

Jcera lTale,  I Vol/on gong, 
My dear Sir, 2 October, 1852. 

I can have no hesitation in statiog I quite well recelleet the circumstance of 
your communicating to mc your discovery of gold. The conversation took place on hoard 
the Parramatta steamer, some time in 1841, on my return to Sydney from a visit to a part 
of the country which I thou represented in the Legislative Council. On that occasion, you 
shewed a piece of quarta in which two or three large specks of gold shone very distinctly and 
brilliantly ; and you intimated that from that and other specimens you had seen, and from 
the geological observations you had made, you were coufijeot that gold would be found in 
abundance in this Colony. I mentioned the mater to many of my friends at the time, and 
the recent extensive discoveries of gold brought very vividly to my recollection your predic-
tions, which these discoveries have verified. 

I therefore can have no objection to the mention of my name in the manner in which 
you have introduced it in your evidence. 

Believe rae, 
Rev. W. B. Clarke. R. TIIERRY. 

No. 2 

.P?orm Ma. ChARLES BL.uczrrELD, a successfiit 001d Digger, w,'itten voluntarily. 

Sofa/a, 11 September, 1852. 
lIar. Sir, 

The long cintroveray in the public papers respecting thn allegcd original dis-
covery of gold, in this country having now ceased, I be.- to apologize for my negligence in 
not having sooner added my evidence in proof of your attainments as a geologist. 

About nine years ago, I gave you a piece of gold in quartz, found at Mitchell's Creek, 
and brought down by M'Gregor, the shepherd, when you informed inc that nearly the whole 
of the rivers on this side of the Dividing Range were highly auri!'erous. At the time I asked 

you 

'IZ, lEave you any objection to state to the Conimittee, when your attention was first directed to the 
existence of gold in this country ? It was in 1841, when I crossed the ])ividiog Itunge to the 
westward of Parrainatta, in endewouring to satisfy myself as to the extent of the earboniferous 
formation in that direction, that I first bee,uno aware of the existence of gold in Australia, by 
detecting it at the head etthe Wiabnrrnlale rivulet, and in the granite westwsrsi of the vale of 
Clwydd, 

13. By IL'. Iloiroyd: Did you go further to time westward ? No I had satisfied myself as to the object 
of any journey, and returned home. At that time I knew little of the history of gold, but since 
then I have obtained every information I could upon time subject. There are many persons living 
who know that E. very shortly afterwards, begin to speak of the abundance of gold likely to be 
found in time Colony, and that as early as 1843, I mentioned it generally. On the 0th April, 1514, 
I also spoke to the then Governor, Sir G. Gipps, and exhibited to him a sample, but without any 
result its to further inquiry. The matter was regarded as one of curiosity only, and consideration 
of the penal condition of the Colony kept the subject quiet as much as the 5onarall ignorance of the 
value of such an indication. In that year I exhul,ited the gold, and spoke of its probable abundance 
to some of the then Members of Council, and one of them, time late Mr. Robinson, replied to Inc. 
you ought to have been a miner," but took no further notice of it. The only person who sm'emed 
to take much interest in the subject was His Honor Mr. Jmmstie-e 'Therry. I am able to fix the date 
of the time when I spoke to Sir G. Gipps, by the recollection that I spent that day with lina at 
Farramatta, and that it was the day on which a certain great meeting of squatters was hold in 
Sydney. 

202—F 
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you why you did not make the flict known to the public, when your reply was that you was 
afraid that it would tend to the utter disorganization of society, particularly as then 
constituted. 

But had I known that the whole science of gold washing lay in the shaking of a tin 
dial', I am doubtful whether any ueh considerations of public policy would have prevented 
me from eseyiog the facts at that time, particularly as a friend of mine was also at the time 
extreme)y urgent upon me to join him in a prospecting tour. 

lam, &c., 

Rev. W. B. Clarke. CUATtLES ELSEEFIELD. 

V ,o. 0  

From F. B. MANNING, ESQ. (brother of Sir IF. Manning), voluntarily written. 

Carrabost, Toreutta C,eek, 

My dear Sir, 20 November, 1851. 

Although some years have passed since we met at Appin,*  I have, during the 
last few months, often recalled to mind your saying that you knew where to find gold on the 
Bathurst side, and finding that you proved a good authority in that case, I was tempted to 
go prospecting here, as I hear you stated that this was a. likely locality to find gold. I think 
you will heir that yourpredietion proves to be correct. This place is situated on the right hand 
branch of the Tarcutta Creek coming up, and is about forty-five miles from its junction with 
the i\lurrumbidgce River. 

A shepher;l, in the employment of Messrs. Walker and Co., at a place called American 
Yerds, eight miles lower down the creek, has also found gold there, of the same description 
as it is here and lie teEs me that he has found some on a hill side that looks "as if it had 
been melted"; and he will not show me any of this. 

I remain, 

Rev. W. B. Clarke. FRED. B. MANNING. 

No. 4 

Eon. JAMES MACAK'rHua, ESQ., M LU., who was Cha.u',nau of the Cold Corn,,,itteg on 
24th &pteotbe', 1852. This letter is, therefore, coqJirmalo"y of my evideace. 

Uamden Park, Uauz 'Len, 

My dear Sir, 29 July, 1854. 

I have deferred answering your note in order to refresh my memory by a 
reference to memoranda connected with public transactions, which I know took place at the 
period of our conversation, relative to your first discovery of gold in the Hartley District, 
and your c aviotica, from geologicil invetigations, that Australia would prove to be a great 

geld producing country. I find, upon reference to those memoranda, that your communi-
cations to sac, on tie ub•;'e subjects, must have been in 1843 and the early p2rt of 1844. I 
well rerillict that you pointedly alluded to the grave objection to opening gold mines to the 
cupidity of a populatioQ which, at that time constituted thegreat majority of.theinliabitants 
of these Colonies, and you a,et,tioned the strong views entertained by Sir George Gipps, as 
to the El consequnces to be dreaded from a disclosure of what you had ascertained. 

On Tare than one occasion you expressed a hope, that opportunities would be afforded 
to you to tursuc your gooliencil researches, and you declared your firm conviction that gold, 
with other v,doahle n,etals, would, at no remote period, constitute a most important part of 
the resources of the Colony. 

You also mentioned that your own object, apart from your public duties, were confined 
exclusively to the txtensim of science. 

Believe me, &e., 

11ev. W. B. Clarke. JAS. MACARTHUR. 

No. 5. 

E."t,at of a Letfrr front H. K. JAMES, ESQ., Secretary to the late Bishop of Sydney. 

" I hove no certain recollection when you first told me that you had found gold in 
this country, but I thought, and still think, that you alluded to the fact in one of your 
" notes to we a very long time ago, which, if I could have found it, would be of much value 
to you now. - 

You have been, as long as we kncw you, always speaking about the 'mineral 

It res 'urces of Australia'—.' that it was full of gold'—that we should 'live to see this one 
11 of the richest place,, on the globe,' and so forth. 'Clarke's prophecies' upon these subjects 
"were as 'familiar as household words;' they seemed, however, at the time, long before U. 
was ever heard of, to be idle tales, and as you were very generally regardod as a scientific 
" enthusist, your observations and truthful predictions received very ordinary attention, and 
" entirely failed to snake the impression they were calculated to do. I have often thought, 

'C  if 

4 A I had forgotten the exact slate of our meeting at Appin Parsonage, C applied to the Rev. 
H. D. U. spading, the laumbent of Appin andflargo, and he infornisme it was in April, 186, quoting 
a memorandum made at the tinie.—W. B. Ci. 
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" if not said, ' if half of Mr. Clarke's predictions of what this country is made of proves tnie, 
it will be good to be here', and such I hate no doubt was the sentiment of many with whom 
you conversed about your golden dreams of Australia. * * * * 5 

" 3rd .Tune, 1854. 
"Rev. W. B. Clarke." 

" Yours, &c., 
H. K. JAMES." 

No. 0. 

Letter from CaPTAIN Pump PARKER JUNG, RN., ML.C., &c., voluntarily written. 
(See "SYDNEY MORNING HERALD," 2nd June, 1851.) 

Parrarnatta, 
80 May, 1851. 

My dear Sir, 
Having noticed a remark of Mr. Hargraves upon your claiming to have been 

the original discoverer of the Gold Field now being worked, and which appears to inc to 
attach doubt as to the correctness of your statement, I think it right to remind you, that 
about two or three mouths ago, you pointed out to me on Dixon's Map of Now South \Vales, 
a considerable extent of country in the neighbourhood of the Canobohas in whichgold was 
known by you to exist in large quantities. 

If this communication can be of any service to you, you are at liberty to make any 
use of it you please. 

Yours, &c, 
PhILIP P. KING, 

Rev. W. B. Clarke. CAI'ralrc, it. N. 

No. 7. 

Extract from a Lettert  published in the "MAITLAND Muacent" of 2-1t/ Jana',', 1852, on 
the 1mwerth 001d Field. 

"I mus here pay a tribute to the foresight and scientific investigations of the Rev. 
Mr. Clarke, who unquestionably had ascertained the existence of an extensive Gold Field 
in Australia long before any excitement had been caused by the recent discoveries in 
California. 

"Mr. Clarke was investigating the geological structure of the country about- Murru-
" rundi and the i'agc's River, I think in the year 1845, and I recollect his telling inc that 
" he had discovered gold in the Bathurst district in sufficient quantities to pay a person for 
working it, or I think his words were, in quantities sufficient to enable him to earn a 
"subsistence, if necessity had driven him to such a course; he also mentioned at the same 
time, that most probably it would be found along the western flanks of the great Dividing 
Range, north of Murrurundi, where it is now found extensively diss.minated, thus proving 
how surely and accurately the predictions of science are to be realized. * * 

J. G." 
" Ma itlantl, 23 January, 1852." 

No. 8. 

Extract from the Leading ArtiCle of the 11G0ULBURN HERALD," of 20th Amy, 1851, 
forwarded to nit by the Rzv. W. SOWERBY, Lieunibe,it of Goulburn, who soy.?, in his 
Letter enclosing it:— 

"I am glad you are going to defend yourself. it is due to yourself and your friends 
" everywhere to meet your opponents clearly and fearlessly. I intended long ago to write 
" to you to urge you to do it, but I thought surely 'lie does not require any advice on a 
" subject so important as the defence of his fair fame.' 

Extract from the "G0ELEURN HERALD" of the 20th May, 1851. 
Should there he any of our neighbours to whom the voice of warning is of no avail, 

we would say, Bide awhile—there will be no necessity for travelling 150 miles to gratify 
" their inordinate love for adventure in the hope of gaining great riches by easy means. 
" Bide awhile. We have in our own county a gold mine as rich as that which is now 
" causing so much excitement in the public mind. For the truth of this assertion we refer 
" them to the first article, headed "Gold," in the second page of this number. It will be 
"there seen that the Rev. \V. B. Clarke, whose labours in geological research in this Colony 
" have scarcely been appreciated, stated bctweeo 1842 and 1847 that tirl exists in the 
" Dividing Rnnge (between Bathurst and Wellington), and also in the county of Argyle.t 

" This 

I did not know of the existence of this p'ibhcnti 'a till May, 1851, when I wrote tiir :c roiy or 
of it to the author, John (hill. Es,., J.P., of Ta,oworth, a trcntle,nan of the highest rt:sj:et;tbiti(y anti 
acquirements, in reply he states, th4t it ins about the year IS-It (and not ISIS), aid bi is rilit, dir 
I was or' duty in the first three mouths of that ve'cr at Mnsw, -llbrook, in plaxo of the Itt-v. W. Gore, 
and I then visited Bickham. I left Muswellhrook on Ash-Wcdiiesday, and :ifter eight week's dot'. 
I met with a severe accident on my way to Jevrys I loins, which gives ne the true dat,,, 21st 
February. Mr. Gore, to whom I applied to fix the year, says iii a letter dated 25th .[uly. I h-4. 'you 
were at Muswollhrook in 1844, for the that time I ought to knot, for it was at that tim,, I wos 
° married." 

The tract of country which I spoke of as auriferons was the District as well is ('oraty. unit in 
the latter I found gold iii 1842. The whole eastern border of the county tilong the Sho:ill,iivcn, I 
proved in 11451 to be aurifercus; and the Gold Fields about Braidwoc'd, Amine,,, &c., are in the 
adjoining eeunty..—W. B. C. 
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"This Dividing flange is the same line of hills which lies east of Richiands; and as the 
" recently proclaimed Co]d Field has been discovered to extend indefinitely to the north-
ward, it is but fair to suppose that it does to the southward, and that the whole scope of 
country is rich in gold. 

No. 9. 

.T,i the "MAITI.AYD MERCURY," (iilt October, 1552, is an advertisement signed " THOMAS 
JIATBON," offering £50 reward for the discovery ofapaying and remunerative Gold 
Field, Oft (lie following grounds:— 

"It having been pronounced some years ago by the Rev. W. B. Clarke, that Gold 
" existed in the Ttibutaries of the Page, and it having been found in small quantities in 
various lObalities in the neighbourhood,' &c. 

No. 10 

Extract froni the "tLrxsrRAmr) AUSTRALIAN MAGAZINE," October, 1851, published at 
Melbourne, Victoria, by Msssas. HAM, in a &,tistical Article, signed Ooicrns, "On 
the probable i.jluencc of the recent discoveries of Gold Mines, in various parts of the 
world, on the relative value of Gold and Silver." 

" Hence arises the curious question—' flow came the treasures of our adopted 
"country to remain so long a sealed letter to those who daily traversed the scene?' The 
answer is plain and simple. JFe had no mineralogists or geologists amongst us." 

To this the editor appends the following remarks in a foot-note:— 
" We cannot entirely agree with the writer. The Rev. W. B. Clarke is acknowledged 

" to be a thorough geologist, and years since he was aware of the existence of gold in the 
" very localities in which it has been recently found in abundance. During a visit to this 
" gentleman, a considerable tiiue previous to the discoveries made by Mr. Hnrgraves, we were 
shewn a specimen of gold found in the Bathurst Ranges; and we have seen letters, written 
" by Mr. Clarke to his friends in England, ten years ago, which proved he then knew the 
" country to be auriferous. The Rev. 1ientieman did not make public his knowledge of the 
" existence of gold in Australia, simply because, considering that New South Wales had 
" only a short time ceased to be a Penal Settlement, and that the people were not remark-
" able for their virtue, he feared it might become a curse rather than a blessing."—[Ed. 
LA M., 1ol.IJLp.211.] 

No. 11. 

Letter alluded to in M. 10, front Rev. TiC Trollope, .JLA.—(See page 19.) 

B 
Colonial Secretary's Office, 

Sydney, 11 November, 1853. 
Reverend Sir, 

With reference to my letter of the 2nd of September last, respecting the 
gratuity which it would be proper to offer to you on the completion of the geological explo-
ration on which you have been recently employed, tam now directed by His Excellency the 
Governor Generni to annex an extract of the report of the Committee of the Legislative 
Council on the Gold Fields Management Bill, in which the subject is adverted to; and to 
inform you that, fnlly concurring in the appreciation therein recorded of the geological 
reports which you have nddressed at different times to the Government, His Excellency, with 
the advice of the Executive Council, reviewed his decision with respect to the amount of 
gratuity to be awarded to you, and invited the Legislature by a Message, dated 21st Ser 
tember last, to appropriate a sum of £1,000 for this purpose, in lieu of £500 which had been 
before placed on the Estimates. This amount having, in consequence, been voted by the 
Council, I am further to inform you that a warrant has been signed by His Excellency for 
its payment to you from the Colonial Treasury. 

I have, &e., 
The Reverend B. J)EAS THOMSON. 

W. B. Clarke, A. AT., 
&o., Sri,., Sri,. 

.&traet of the Report of the Committee of the Legislative Council on the Gold Fields 
Management Bill, referred to in the Colonial Secretary's letter to the Reverend 17. B. 
Clarke, A. ilL, of 11th November, 1853, 

Your Committee, while on the subject of gratuities, feel it due to the Rev. 
a W. B. Clarke to record their high appreciation of the geological reports which he has 
" addressed at different times to this Government, and their opinion that the sum of £500, 
placed on the Supplementary Estimates as an acknowledgment of his services should be 

" increased to £1,000." 

F 
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Superintendent's Office, 
R/son, .N.Z., 
7 June, 1855. 

Sir, 
Your reputation as a scientific discoverer of minerals, and reports that you have 

some intention of visiting New Zealand, have induced me to address you with reference to 
a Mineralogical Explorationwbieh the local Government is anxious to institute in some 
portions of the province of Nelson. 

The Government more especially desires to have a reliable examination of and report 
upon the Coal.Fields of Massacre Bay, where coal is now being obtained in places twenty-five 
miles apart by quarrying on the surface, whore it has been exposed by the action of streams. 

The country to be explored in that district is partially open fern land, and nartially 
covered with dense forest, the district itself,  being easily traversible, and in most places 
accessible by watçr. 

Next to the dcsire of the Government for a scientific report upon this valuable Coal 
Fielcl,it is anxious to ascertain the probable extent of copper ore which the province contains, 
which ore has been discovered in considerable quantities in close proximity to the town of 
Nelson, and is believed to exist in other places. 

Plumbago and ehrosnate of iron have also been discovered; and gold is reported to 
exist., and specimens have been exhibited, but without sufficient evidence that they were 
actually obtained within the province. 

From the above it is evident that an interesting field for mineralogical research exists 
here, and the Government is most anxious to assist in the development of the economic 
resouroes of the. province, which would result from certifying the existence of fields of 
valuable minerals in such positions as to be capable of being profitably worked. 

It might possibly be within your power to conduct personally, for a time, an explora-
tiot of the character required, or some person in Australia competent to the duty may be 
known to you, and you would in the latter ease confer an obligation on the Government if 
you would make known its wishes to any such person with a view to an engagement being 
entcred into with him. If a prolonged engagement were entered into a salary at the rate of 
from £400 to £500 a year would be paid, and all necessary assistance supplied at the expense 
of. the Government, but any particular work might if reference be specially contracted for. 

I have, &e., 
E. W. STAFFORD, 

The Rev. William B. Clarke, MA., Superintendent, 
Sydney. 

G. 
Colonial Secreta ry's Office, 

Sydney, 19 February, 1856. 
Reverend Sir, 

With reference to my letter of the 0th instant, requesting your opinion, for the 
information of the Governor General, as to the probability of discovering coal, on a certain 
portion of land, in the vicinity of Newcastle, on which operations were for some time carried 
on by Messrs. Morehcad and Young, but without success, I do myself the honor, by 
direction of his Excellency, to request the favour of your reply as soon as convenient. 

I have, &c., 
W. El,YARD, 

Rev. 1V. B. Clarke, (For the Colonial Secretary.) 
St. Leonard's, North Shore. 

Government House, 
My dear Clarke, 31 i!arclr, 1850. 

* * * 
I thank you very much for the labour and trouble you have taken to bring the state 

of that district clearly before me. I think that had the funds of the Colony been in a 
satisfactory state I should have been willing to continue the boring according to your 
recommendation. * * * * * 

Believe me, 
W. DENISON. 

H 
Hobart Town, 
Colonial Secretary's Office, 

Sir, 26 May, 1856. 
The Government of this Colony having decided on defraying the expenses of 

an expedition in search of gold, and being desirous also of obtaining further information 
than it at present possesses respecting the coal beds on Tasman's Peninsula, J am directed 
by His Excellency Sir Henry Young to state that, if it should meet with your views, this 
Government will be glad to avail itself of the services of so experienced a geologist as 
yourself in examining and reporting on the geological character of the country in the 
neighbourhood of Fingal, and other places supposod to be uuriferous, and also in endeavouring 
to ascertain the existence and extent of coal formations on Tasman's Peninsula, and 
elsewhere. Should 
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Should you be disposed to render to this Government the assistance desired, your 
expenses will of coune be defrayed, and such a personal remuneration allowed you as may 
be agreed upon ; and on this point, as well as on the subject of this letter generally, I shall 
be glad to hear from you at as early a period as possible. 

I have, &e., 
The Rev. W. B. Clarke, W. CITAI'1TP. 

Care of Rev. W. Trollope, Green Ponds. 

Government flours, 
20 October, 1858. 

My dear Clarke, 
I send you a letter and enclosure which I have just received from New Zealand. 

I know no one so competent as yourself to enter upon the examination of the Coal 
Field. Do you feel inclined to run down to New Zealand and report upon it? If so, I shall be 
very glad to be able to think that my mission has been so well fulfilled. If, however, you 
do not feel disposed to go, can you recommend any man whom you tlunk competent to afird 
such information to the Government of New Zealand as they require? 

* * * * * * * * 
Yours, &c., 

Rev. W. B. Clarke. W. DENISON. 

J. 
Colonial &crctarp's Office, 

Sir; 10 jfarch, 1858. 
The Legislature of this Colony having, during its late session, mthe provision 

for the expense of a Geological Survey of the Colony with a report on its Mines and Minerals, 
I am directed by the Government to request, that you will do them the favour to accept the 
appointment. 

The sum voted by the Parliament is £5,000, and from this it is proposed to allow 
£000 per annum as the remuneration for the services of the geologii-i, with an allowance 
for travelling expenses in the Colony. 

The duties of such an officer it would be presumptuous in me to attempt to define. 
It is desired that the Surveyor should, before the expiration of six years, prepare a Geological 
Map of Tasmania, and als3 a book ready for publication, on the Mines and Geology of the 
Colony. 

But for your presence in a neighbouring Colony the Government would at once have 
addressed themselves to some friend in England for the selection of a Surveyor there, but 
believing that you may possibly be at liberty, and remembering the interest previously 
exhibited in your spontaneous labours when a visitor in Tasmania, they have a pleasure in 
placing the appointment at your disposal, as an individual already well known and appre-
ciated, and whose services would therefore command our confidence and give great satisfaction 
to the people of this Colony. 

I have, &c , 
The Rev. W. B. Clarke, W. LIENTY. 

St. Leonard's, near Sydney, N. S. W. 

IN 
My dear Sir, 

* * * 
You will doubtless have heard of our determination to have a Geological 

Survey of the Island ; will you let me know in confidence if you will undertake it. We 
should presume the salary, for five or six years certain, would be about £600 to £800 a 
year. In haste. 

Yours, &c., 
THOB. P. CHAPMAN. 

The Rev. W. B. Clarke, JIoliart Town, 18 March, 1858. 

L. 
St. Leonard's, 

Sir, 9 April, 1858. 
The offer which, on the part of the Government of Tasmania, you have made 

me in your letter of the 10th ultimo, demands my best acknowledgments, not only on the 
ground of the confidence which you are pleased to say is placed in me by the Government 
and the people of your Colony, but on account of the very kind and flattering terms in which 
this proposal has been conveyed to me. 

I do myself, therefore, the honor of requesting you to accept my thanks, and also to 
convey them to the other Members of Government, for their acceptable testimony to the 
value of the humble services which I have been enabled to render in the development of the 
resources of the Australian Colonies, and for the good opinion entertained of me. 

Proportionate, however, with the sense of the obligation under 'which this offer has 
laid me, is my regret, that circumstances (partly connected with the state of health in which 
my illness in 1856 has left me) must render it my duty to decline an opportunity of 
exploring your Colony, which some years since would have been to me an object of ambition. 

It 
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It is not without very careful consideration, that I have come to this decision. 
It would, to say the least, be as unjust to the Colony to undertake the responsibility 

which would devolve on me, as it would be unfair to myself to lay aside my duties in this 
Colony, were I not perfectly convinced, so far as human foresight can go, that I should be 
able to carry out the views of the Tasmanian Government and my own desire to give 
satisfaction without withdrawing in the midst of my labours on the score of physical inability 
to complete the task. 

Nor would this be materially affected by the opportunity, which I suppose would be 
readily a]lowed, of carrying on, in conjunction with my explorations, voluntary missionary 
Jabours in the secluded parts of the country. 

It is not without reluctance that I feel compelled to abandon the prospect of 
completing my knowledge of Tasmania, and of eudeavouring to repay, in some degree, the 
kindness and attetition which I have already received from its inhabitants, and to oblige 
whom would be a source of satisfaction to me. 

I beg leave to add, that if I can in any way, from my experience of what is required, 
be of any service to your Government, on consultation, I shall be happy in placing such 
service at your disposal. 

I have, &e., 
The Honorable W. B. CLARKE. 

The Colonial Secretary, 
ilobart Town. 

Iii 
Tasmania, 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sir, 27 April, 1858. 

I have the honor, by dircction of the Colonial Secretary, to acknowledge the 
receipt of your letter, declining to undertake the Geological Survey of Tasmania, and to 
express his regret at the cause which has led to that decision, a regret fully shared in by 
His Excellency the Governor and the other Nembers of the Government. 

In the last paragraph of your letter, you kindly volunteer your aid to forward the 
objects in view; and to that and Jam directed to ask if there is any gentleman with whom 
you may be personally acquainted, who, you think, is qualified for the task, and willing to 
undertake it, whose scientifle knowledge is of such extent, as to give weight to his opinions, 
and in whose report you yourself could place thorough confidence. 

I have, &c., 
The Rev. W. B. Clarke, W TRAITERS SELBY, 

St. Leonard's, New Sduth Wales. Assistant Colonial Secretary. 

N. 
My dear Sir, 23 August, 1,858, 

Mr. Robertson has it in contemplation to frame some ncw regulations, having 
for their object the better development of our mineral resources, and when seehiug the best 
assistance within reach in such a matter, he naturally turns to you. P0 you 5! e any 
difficulty in the way of presiding over the labours of a Board composed (say) of yourself, 
Mr. Keene, and the Deputy Surveyor General, having for its object the suggestion of such a 
code of regulations as may under the present circumstances of this Colony facilitate the 
working of coal.hearing and mineral lands, other than auriferous lands? 

Answer me in the negative at your convenience. 
Yours, &e., 

Rev. W. B. Clarke. MICL. FITZPATRICK. 

0. 

Depatrnent of Lands and l'ublic lVh,ks, 
Reverend Sir, Sydney, 18 Sep (ember, 1858. 

I am directed to inform you that the Secretary for Lands and Public Works is 
desirous of having the advantage of your assistance in framing a Code of Regulations, under 
which the coal-bearing and mineral lands of the Crown may be worked to the greatest 
public advantage; and, assuming that this service will be compatible with your other avoca-
tions, I am to request that you will have the goodness to meet the officers named in the 
margin, for the purpose of forming a Board to carry out this object. Mie!t.miner'of 

2. It is conceived that through the Deputy Surveyor General the Board will have ready ''"-'- 
access to all existing laws and regulations, relating to the sale or occupation of the waste lands. 

8. I am instructed to add, that it is not desired to confine your suggestions to what 
is practicable under the present state of the law ; on the contrary, Mr. Secretary Robertson 
is anxious rather to ascertain what regulations the Board may consider likely to develope 
the mineral resources of the country, without regard to the now state of the law. But it 
would, at the same time, be a great convenience if any recommendations, which may proceed 
from the Board, were so distinguished as readily to shew which of them were possible under 
existing regulations, and which of them required special legislation to render them operative. 

4. It is believed that any office accommodation, which the Board may stand in need 
of, can be supplied by the Deputy Surveyor General. 

I have, &e., 
The Rev. W. B. Clarke, 1IJCL. FITZPATRICK. 

St. Leonard's. 

P. 
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P. 

Simiintr of REPOaTS presented to the Government of Now South Wales during the years 
1851, 1852, 1853, by the Rev. W. B. Clarke. 

DATE. LOCALITY. i REMARKS. 

Creeks and Ranges between Marolan, Jacqua Creek and iLimestone, Iron, Statu- 
Shoulln.vcn River. I ary Marble, Slate, Gold. 

Collins'Flat, Sholliaven River, Limestone, Iron, Copper 
to the Wetvrr1 and 
Gold in Shoalliaven 
Gullies. 

Along the Shoalhavcn to Mount Elrington. I Iron, Limestone, Slates, 
5 Gold. 

Boro 1"htt, Arnprior, Long Swamp, all ereeksfromNarriga 
District. 

Gold 

Durrami Burrs—Runs on the back of the C. and S. Lands, 
CoghllPs property at Braidwood, Hudawang Country, 
Mon"arluw River j 

Wontbangga, Tau.tu-lian Creeks, Jembaicumbene 
Gu1tI. 

Swamp, Lagoon Flat at Bendoura. ji 
Deua River. Slates. 
Araluen—Mnjor and Jillamatong Creeks, Jineroo Branch I} 
of Gouroek Range. Gold Le&l Copper.  

lloinhnv, Manar, Lake George, Gidleigh, Qmanbcynn, 
Nicaligo, and the ilerudba, fiLllaparnang, Warm, Gold. 
Molonglo. 

Stony Creek, Lake Geor"e. Gold. 
go, Xnn Right Bank of Munnmidgee, below Micab g'e- 

ion, and Cowan Creeks, Birelar's Creek, Frog Ilol- Gold, 
low, Good-good River. and Alum Creeks. 

Coulon Creeks, MmuniHibidgee River at Mitta gang, Rock 
} Flat, Jillamatong Creeks, 

Cml Creek (junction with Sto)y Creek), Moambn, Ton. 

Slates, Limestone. 

) 
garo or Jacob's, Movengul, and B'rrimna Rivers, Gold. "There are van- 
Jsxgyhmnigre C.r,uk. joining 3titta Al Creek, rising ens other localities in 
in Currancoontiugee Range, near Omeo; Onieo P1,,tn, I >this region in which I 
Mitta Mitta River and Creeks on left Bank, Giblio J anticipate the discovery 
River (at the Month), Snowy River, above Jmndebexn, I of Gold." 
Tareutta. j 

Bobujslai'a and tronp"t Creeks, or Kara, Gungarlin, and k Gold Encuml,ean Rivers. 5 
MeLouglilin River. Lea,! and Copper. 
Kybean and Eumbaralla Rivers, Valley of the Brogo. I Gold. 
Slaughter House Creek, near Junction with Delegate 1 Gold, Iron, Led, Copper, 
River. 3 Lune. 

Maharatta Creek, Boroungosna on Bendoe River, between 
Gold.  Bosidi and Nangntta (Genoa River) Dihganea. 5  

Delegete, Bends-c, and Deddie Rivers. 
G ull'-ngarrigal, it Featls,'rst,'ne's. at Alleo's, at Bendoe, at 
Tandoon, Ileyden's Swamp, Box', 'ungonia, and between I Gold. 
these Stations and Merinoo. (16,(Y10 square miles.) 

Mention and Yarnbi'ng. 
Dignam's Creek, near Mount Dromeilnry Campbell 
River and Stony Crete, Dry River, Greig's Creek. 

Nelbun,Iera Range's, Inuniungee, Harnsagubhsue and Gun- 
garlin Rivers, hetwetu Big Boong and T-blo Top 
Mountains; between Big lingong and the Round 
Mountain to the E. of Dingo]. Mouth of Eneusnlsone f 
Creek, Wall:in.Mbec,Krak.en-bne sod Mowambaflivers. 
heads of Tumut. 

Munioi'g Thmnres nod Snowy River. I Gold. 
Lake Ginrge,Yas.s, and MurrmniLbishgee. (18 localities.) Gold, Lead, Copper. 
Wollondilly. I Gold, 
Geology of Manero and County of Auckland. 

RotE here Jo'irnsy. 
fianntrv lwtwcen Marulla and the Peel River. Gold. 
Hanging Rock Diggings, and the extension of gold to the 
northward. 

Contains views of the Dispersion  ofgold in Australia. 
On the occurrence ofalluvial native Lead. 
hanging Rock and Peel River Diggings. Lead, Gold. 
Geological Strncture, and aunilernus condition of thetpper 
Waters of the Namnoi and Apslcy Rivers. 

GeologielStroetoreaod anriferou.s condition of the. country I 

between the' iheasis of the Apsley and Gwydh' Rivers. 
Geology of New,  England. Uwydir. 
Liverpool Plains. Gold and Iron. 
Tilhester-Crr.ek, Gara Water, Saumnarer. 
Ningiai Creeks, Wollosnumbi River. ° ,  Gold, &C. 
Clarunee District. 
Condamine River. 
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Dat't1&poWs..&d&S4 ti the Rev. W. 13. Clarke to the Ooveripnçnt and Cold nvntiitee 
.&tJ snth*i4 4apublished in the Hobart Town overnmffdSL' t 4 

No. ln-0 Jnnt 1856. -- r 'i . 
dMir mI421uk2kr i L j't' fit'urhq .Jio tt4d1 1$Lfl..ifl 4Ou 4ssflt r ' • 

.' ,.ot:&r iln$n.q: 0 Ajrir !c4SUi oi M,:ro asJ nay a 
3 Acr. zar.raJ 4' v.,qr! o fl iscai I " 

.:2 May,1859. tt ir' aw.th1doisoaax 

No. 6.-18 Juiw, 1859 

4'.AJJ! .41 Pflf at' '53t10 .82 VT .quJI" 

Extract from a Letter from a Rcmler of the &Zect (Yomsnittee of the Legislative Council 
of Victoria, on the Ctainthf& hsDiiSve'ty \r,f&oVI'in Victoria. (Report dated 10 
March, 1854.) - 

stu'oinut I aa,nin i e' 4 a & £flIt 4YQ8? 14Witt4&71854 
oh afLMydbavSiv;;j'.a1i t t'' i. j iii a , ::' 1 ,'i.nal l'ii"1'..JI ir ' 

iSiq ,h11 at, fti*:i art: tit.3 at '!' Ir4at *tThyoutha* The OoThnitttee Nei WAA~  
s eogn VyOOZI&aImntOLbO 4otisidered'2W' first4isecWert' of joId nt Adtrtli. 
hp.mgr4pkr in the Rop*f'whieh reeoniaes th4IutAction of merits, was eared oheorfs1l} 
and'MnsnhWousl7Fb,4the!whnle!Committhe'I 4id nbV'kibnt4 platWt1i€'pfbkbi1i4 tiat 
's.th'é (Jowmttteewauld reitgnhetyonr gnvicS in.:ápeuniai7*ay'hnd ftnt&fbt178if 
"scbrntific claims atould be fully and' freely adrñitted, ebWmfjnontlyFI 
JptáiatyrBiagnitioiiC lath th.lqne:.$doitatb liitb 
"as to 

ssbne.w DamAhe value of your scientific researches 
'Stoe'.kjiuctihSbl4 e€ttlraS€olthyyahiilA1b3trecoinmended for £1,000. I feel certain 
that it cannot but be gratifying to you.tn_kiiow, that the Committee have recorded their 

" sense of the value of these services; and fursler, I feel that you will look upon the peeu 
( , V.,? rnnnn,n,nnriotnn wU.h n n.'nnri.In an %a.dncy it. CHII frnm a nnytv xvith,whnm von 

"niiy cause €a.blu:sh at the dIUiH&tTdH 'à&k
aJ
' Thoüh"Th 'b thãVefb bv & d'fw4jVin 

tMvoMf4fleied L' 
$ L) :. s,,' 1' d*91 .flV,nfl 4' kb' U ..:,U. JJ 

tifsd:,I/!'JfA ]tr I '  rn iO'tI S lisi fli:-.eir.atCit3 I b asw 

ah21Je Wë4PWJ EYark07_k Si
kurs 

 'l'fl tue Liflf' 3U[IUL tyn; t4k thiWt 
" St. Leonar1l's .?t!?sfl 4Ff 1-'Juj.. it. J010..1uL UT$t'j1sjt 1&.flUi,E-t " 

t•ua .ttAk 'cnç0 jb. .5 sb 
.001' .q,IdSL 1MZa .6ha o4'S 3 e"wo'A 

8! 

Ext 
.IOA{p a grMchrn,.C[ n. n:iW t_j,J77 BT.iO& wuM 

14 April, 1858. 

dir if been,r&a h(o!A.thtraliajffirst: 'oA i 

n4i4y, y $rfrn.the ,%ezMotM 'asmtnia,twaièhnJthSnnoiá that yen 
" are going thither as the Government Geologist. This last piecil of De*6 has gntifià me, 
"iptiea :hS'inuth iniproyi,2o'nllow you 

"wcs44ce odsburPv ttasiioudatt. drtsip1yurcall4uthffie& lif a115'6ur knowledge 
";p*epericnfte,:t# (*TthO:OIetlOç th Tsathanaa d;I.bkr2ilytvia1stbu success. 
oj 'p jac,%dS fain 61r4 ton cdi 4!U.?LI - a• - ThJ4LF'J it '* 

YourW,-&e4 a,s, •111  if.t ° 
'UtODK. I. MURCHISON." 
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" With'iny'bcst. wi sa&tb'nn1oi4yodr kind remembrance,— baar-aiaa sufl' 
"Beheverne, L.DE 
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(8.) 
.Nèw/laven, Connecticut, 

"My dear Mr. Clarke, " 1 Septeniber, 1851. 
* * * * * * * 

"I shall look with great interest for the published account of your labous, in which 
you have made Be many and so important discoveries. * * * * 
I must ask you to favour the American scientific public with some account of your recent 

"researches, drawn up by yourself. 
* * * * * * * 

Believe me, 
"Rev. W. B. Clarke." "JAMES D. DANA." 

P. 

Extracts from Fordgm Writers. 

(1.) 
"Dana Is courant de l'anneo 1844, l'un des géologues len plus éminents do I'A ngle terre, 

" Sir Roderick Impey Murehison, avait êtê conduit par l'étude góologique do In chnine do 
" l'Oural. in rapprocher de in grande chains do montagnes qui s'4tcnd doford an sud, près 
" do Ia côté sud.est de l'Australie at ii l'avait désignéc sous Ia now de Cordillire Austral- 
leone. * * * * D'un autre eSté, des Ic mom d'Avril (Fevrier) do l'année 
1841, Is Rev. W. B. Clarke, êtudiant La geologic des Montagnes-Bleus, avait dCcouvert do 
l'or a pen prês k tronte lieues de Sydney ii avait observe cot or non seulement I l'etat 
"roulC, mais mCme dana as gangue. * * * * * * * * 
"Pendant ]as années 1851 at 1852 it mesure qu'ils expleraicnt Ia Colonie, us oat addressê 
"an Gouverneur GCnCral des rapports frequents qui present Is plus grand intCrêt." 

Sur Is gisenient, a exploitation do l'or en Australie, par 
M. Delesse.—Annaleg des Mines, Tom. Ill, p.  186. 

(2.) 
D'autre part, Is docteur Clarke, chapelain Anglican do In paroisso Saint Leonbard, 

" prés Sydney, et d'aillenrs savant g&Aogue, a rCclamC l'honneur d'avoir fait tout son possible 
" pour diriger I'attention ver les regions aurifCrcs do district do Bathurst. * * * 
" II ant certain qu'en 1847, dana In jlk,rning Herald do Sydney, H comparait lea montagnes 
" d'Australie aux Mints Ural. On dolt reconnaitre quc plusieurs points dignes d'intérêt 
11  sont signalS dana Ia Inure suivante de cc gColngue distinguC. *

11 
* * * * 

Do tons ces documens il dolt au moms resulter qu'en cc qui coñcerne Ia dCcouverte des 
" mines de l'Australic, Is science a certainoment flit Yes premiers pea on pent difilcilement 
" lui contester Ia gloire d'nvoir donnC 1c signal at outvert Ia marche. Mais lea efforts do la 
" science sont facilement méconnus et oubliés do vulgnire." 

Deeouverse de l'or era Ausiralie, par M.M. L'Eveque 
Salvado a rAcee Falciniagne. .Paris, iS54. p. 400. 

 

(Memorandum.) 

1858.—YEw Souta WALES.—ARTESIAN WELL AT DARLINOHrRST GAor,. 

Ordered by the Council to be Printed, 23rd June, 1833. 

REmaN to an Address from the Legislative Council of New South Wales, dated 27th 
May, 1853, praying that his Excellency the Governor General would be pleased to 
cause to be laid upon the Table 

A Report of the following Board, appointed about March, 1850, viz :—Beverend 
W. B. Clarke, Chairman, Colonel Baddeley, and E. Blackeit, Gilbert Elliot 
and John M'Lerie, Esquires, for the purpose of sinking an Artesian Well 
" at Darliughurat Gaol,—shewing the progress now made, and the cost up to 
the present time." 

 
My dear Mr. Clarke, 1Vivenoe, 7 January, 1854. 

I was not under the impression that you had received the sum voted for 
printing your geological notes. Upon some occasion, if I remember correctly, you informed 
me the sum allowed was insufficient for the service, and that, as matters stood, you did not 
intend to take any steps in the matter. And, recently, good old Mr. Berry hinted that a 
larger sum would be asked for, or some suggestion of the kind, jaM as the Council was 
closing; and, as I knew nothing could then be done during the Session, I did not listen ve"y 
attentively to what fell from him. 

It is a pity the result of so many years of scientific labour should be lost to the com-
munity. By the way, what is Mr. Stutchbury about? I cannot say I have formed any very 
great idea of his talents, natural or acquired. Thomson said I should when I had read his 
reports; I did rend them, but saw nothing to applaud in them. 

Wishing you the compliments of the season, 
The Reverend Believe me, &e., 

W. B. Clarke, CHARLES COWPER. 
&c., &c., &e. 

Sydney: Thomas fliehar4,,Ooyerm,jentj,,.,,_$fl 
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1861. 

?itgiølattbt 90ennb1p. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

DR. JONATIIAN CROFT. 
(RETURN IN REFERENCE TO CLAIMS OF.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 8 May, 1861. 

RETURN (in part) to an Address of the Honorable the Legislative 

Assembly of New South Wales, dated 5 March, 1861, praying that 

His Excellency the Administrator of the Government would be 

pleased to cause to be laid upon the Table of this House,— 

" Copies of all Correspondence between the Locaj and Imperial 

" Governments, together with all Papers in the Offices ofthe 

" several Departments of Government with reference to the 

" claims of Dr. Jonathan Croft." 

(Mr. Blake.) 

SCHEDULE. 
NO. PAGE. 

Mr. Jonathan Croft, Deputy Purveyor and Apothecary for the Military Chest and Convict 
Services in New South Wales, to the Colonial Secretary, forwarding a Mem9ri4 a4ldflssçd 
to the Comniander.in.Chief, preferring claimE for Land for former services.15 February, 
1559 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 

The Under Secretary to Mr. Croft, stating that his Memorial had been referrt1 to the 
Secretary for Lands. 17 February, 1859 .. .. .. .. .. ., .. .. 5 

8. Mr. Croft to the Colonial Secretary, in continuation. 7 May, 1859 .. .. .. .. S 
The Under Secretary to Mr. Croft, conveying the decision of the Government on his claims. 
7 June, 1859 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. S 

Mr. Croft to the Colonial Secretary, conveying his wish that his Memorial may be forwarded 
to Her Majesty's Government. 13 June, 1859 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 

The Under Secretary to Mr. Croft, returning his Memorial. 17 June, 1859 .. .. .. S 
Mr. Croft to the Colonial Secretary, further respecting his claims. 8 July, 1859 .. . a 
The Under Secretary to Mr. Croft, in reply. 14 July, 1869 .. .. •.. .. .. 7 
Mr. Croft to the Colonial Secretary, forwarding his Memorial. 22 July, 1859.. .. .. I 
Thu Under Secretary to Mr. Croft, pointing out that his Memorial aliould be addressed to 
the Secretary of State instead of the Commander-in.Chief. 26 July, 1859 .. .. ., 7 

Mr. Croft to the Colonial Secretary, forwarding his Memorial to the Secretary of State. 
8 August, 1859 .. .. .. .. .. ., ., .. .. .. .. 

12. The Under Secretary to Mr. Croft, apprising him that his Memorial has been lbrwarded to 
Secretary of State, by the Governor General. 17 August, 1859 ,. .. ., .. 7 

18. The Under Secretary to Mr. Croft, forwarding copy of a Despatch from the Secretary of 
State in answer to his Memorial. 19 January, 1860 .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 
(The Despatch from the Governor General forwarding Mr. Croft's Memorial to the Secretary of 

State, and the Duke of Newcastle's reply, of which copies accompany the Correspondence, were Iai4 
before the Assembly on the 10th April, 1861.) 

282— 
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No. 1. 
Ma. CROFT to CoLoNIAl. SEcREnRY. 

Pitt-street South, - 
15 February, 1859. 

Sm, 
I beg leave to enclose to you a Memorial from myself, received per last mail, 

with two letters * from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, requiring that the same may 
be laid before His Excellency the Governor, which I request the favour of your doing. 

t have, &c., 

JONATHAN CROFT, 
Dy. Purveyor Half-pay, and late Apothecary. 

[Enclosure in No. L] 
To This Royal Highness Field Marshal the Duke of Cambridge, ILO., G.C.M.G., G.C.JL. &c., &e., &o., 

Commander-in-Chief of the British Forces. 

The Memorial of Jonathan Croft, late Deputy Purveyor and Apothecary for the Military, Civil, 
and Convict Services in New South Wales,— 

HeisnLv SHEWETII 
That Your Royal Highness' Memoralist, who in 1835, had the purveying duties of the Military 

General Hospital at Cork, a post which he had held for manyyears, was ordered from full pay to proceed 
to New South Wales, for special duties connected with the Military, Civil, and Convict Services. 

That it was ordered that ho should receive his half pay, together with the difference hetwcea 
that and his full pay, with allowimees from what was then in the Colontermed the Military Chest. 

That in the duties of the three services, he was actually engaged for sixteen years, until its 
reduction, when he was ordered Home, the Governor giving authority for his family to have their passage 
allowed, with his two months pay, &c., during their stay in the Colony. 

That this arrangement was not carried out, the Comanissariat Department here considering 
your Memorialist to be upon full pay, and not entitled to the allowaaces ordered by the Governor. 

That in consequence of your Memorialist being ordered to leave Sydney for London forthwith, 
and his family, fifteen in number, being unable, by the nonconformity of the foregoing arrangement, 
to accompany him, the idea of their following him without the care of a male protector was obliged to be 
abandoned, although at that time be possessed the means, if with the foregoing, to defray the extra 
expense of their passages. 

That at the advanced age of Memorialist, seventy-five years, he is scarcely able to re-open a 
correspondence with the Colonial Government, in respect to a matter which has been so long in abey-
ance, and he therefore, by the aavke of many friends, addresses Your Royal Highness, to whom he 
most respectfully submits his claims, These claims are as follows:— 

He believes that he is, in the first place, entitled to the difference between two months' full 
and half-pay, ordered by the Governor to be paid, when, at the expiration of sixteen years service, he was 
ordered Home. This difference amounts at the rate of ten shillings per diem, with lodging money, 
forage, rations, and servants' pay, amounting to flfty.eight pounds, which lie prays may be commuted 
to fifty-eight acres of waste land. 

For Memorialist's sixteen years services in this Colony, he received no increase or gratuity, 
but only a small increase for his former military services, although he had here performed the duties of 
three distinct and responsible departments, and the increase which he did receive was calculated from a 
precedent in the ease of Purveyor Peiree, who obtained an inerea.sc  of three shillings per diem—who for 
his own convenience had asked to be allowed to go on half-pay, his son succeeding him. Whilst 
Memorialist, after nearly fifty years sos-vice, only obtained the same allowance, and by the reduction in 
the departments in this Colony, he and his son (who was then medical clerk) lost their offices. 
Having received his appointment as purveyor, and as by the orders of the Governor, as apothecary. 
Memorialist was entitled upon his arrival here in 1836, in accordance with the then existing regulations 
(he being considered on half-pay), to a grant of sixteen hundred acres, which other military and naval 
officers similarly circitmstanecd obtained. Such a grant Memorialist would then have applied for had 
he known that he was not to receive it in full as then allowed. lie has since received a grant of four 
hundred acres, and therefore a further grant of twelve hundred acres is due to him. He would respec-
tively submit, that it was not by his own choice that he was placed on half-pay, but by arrangements 
of the Government, as mrntioned, and which militated against his own interest; he therefore submits, 
that'he is entitled to the twelve hitndred acres, which, being cultivated by his children, will tend to 
augment the revenues of this Colony. 

(8) By the same want of undorstanding here, Memorialist's son (as per certified copy enclosed) and 
who received from the Secretary of State the appointment of medical clerk to the priieipsl Medical 
Oilieer of New South Wales, for special duties, has not received the sum of one hundred and fifty-six 
pounds eight shillings due to him, which amount of money Memorialist's son, who is now nbsent from 
the Colony, has authorized Memorialist to commute for one hundred and fifty acres of waste land. 

Field Marshal, the late lamented Duke of Wellington, in consideration of Memorialist's 
services at Waterloo, and elsewhere, offered a commission of the value of four hundred and fifty pounds 
to a son of Memorialist, who accordingly took his son to England, as requested, but the expense of a 
military education was incompatible with his circumscribed means, he, therefore, at the cost of three 
hundred pounds., broul,t his son back to the Colony, after two years waiting, although recommended 
by the Secretary-at'War for a civil appointment in lieu. A loss of seven hundred and fifty pounds was 
therefore togethoir sustained by reason of these untoward circumstances, which Memorialist also prays 
may be duly considered and commuted into laud to the extent of seven hundred and fifty acres. 

The Home authorities approved of Memorialist having a reward fl-mn the Colony for his 
civil services in New South Wales, and for having effected a saving to the Colony of two thousand 
pounds, in consequeaee of his having issued (by permission of the Government) medicines and other 

- -.--- -.- '- necessaries 

The letters alluded to were forwarded to the Secretary of State with Mr. Croft's memorial. 
Sec No. 11. 
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necessaries at the reduced English charges, from the Imperial chest for the public service of the Colony. 
On this account Memorialist's assistant (and an assistant surgeon of the Royal Navy) received a step of 
promotion and increased pay, and an extra allowance of one pound one shilling per diem, for the same 
duties other oeera so employed. Officers similarly situated to Memorialist, at the Cape, Mauritius, 
and Ceylon, received one hundred pounds ps annusn; an allowance which this Colony did not make, 
from its not being previously arranged, and it was stated, as too poor; and it was thought by the 
Colonial Council that Memorialist would receive such allowanos from the Borne Government. 
Memorialist was arduously employed every night, and from his coinnwnioations with the Quarantine 
Department, where thirteen medical officers had to be furnished with separate and distinct returns at a 
time when six of his own children were at the point of death, most possibly by inhaling the poison of 
my pressing and unmomigated letters. Your Royal }lighuess' iSfemorielist would here beg permission 
to state that upon the reduction of the Convict Establishment of New South Wales, the first clerk, Mr. 
Thomas Ryan, in consideration of his thirty-four years service, received a pension if two hundred and 
twenty-two pounds ten shillings per annum; two other clerks in the same thee, Mr. Glaister and Mr. 
Rogers, after fourteen years service, received gratuities of four hundred pounds each; Captain (now 
Colonel) Barney, commanding the Royal Engineer Depastnent, was placed on Colonial pay; Deputy 
Commissary General Laidley, after four years Colonial service, received an allowance of tes shillings 
per diem—equivalent to three thousand four hundred acres of Jasid, which was granted. Under these 
circumstances, Memorialist respectfully submits his claim for the allowance of three thousand acres in 
consequence of the reduction of the Convict Department, and for Memorialists sixteen years service, 
and his consequent loss of office. - 

(&) The Imperial Government having authorized the payment of their passage Jionie of the wife 
and family of your Memorialist according to a scale at Van Diemea's Land, amounting in all to two 
hundred and fifty-six pounds thirteen shillings and four-pence, but which arrangement, for the reasons 
already stated, was not able to be carried into effect. Memorialist therefore submits that the promise of 
such allowance may be commuted to two hundred and fiftyseven acres of land. 

(7.) By a regulatioa established in Memorialist's department, it is ruled that subordinates eligible 
for commissions must have served three years abroad, or Lye years at Home. Memorialist said Deputy 
purveyor Pratt were, in consideration of their length of service, allowed increase to their respective 

W
s, which arrangement continued until the year eighteen hundred and forty-seven. Since that date 
Pratt, junior to Meinorialist, ansi serving at Home, has been in the receipt of one hundred pounds per 

annum more than Memorialist, who, although serving abroad for four years of the above period of time, 
was performing the duties of three important and separate services, as already represented, has had no 
such increased pay. He therefore submits his claim for four hundred pounds, or a commutation of four 
hundred acres of waste land. 

(8) Memorialist was deemed eligible, and was offered full pay whilst lately at Bome, but from the 
position in which he has been placed since the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty until the pre-
sent date, he has lost the difference of four hundred pounds per annum during the seven years, eomsnu-
tation for which one thousand nine hundred acres of waste land lie believes that he may justly claim. 
lie has tried to eatriente himself from these representations in order to be above making this appenl, 
but in vain; the expensive necessities of this Colony now reqsi ires it, and it has been found so publicly 
and officially; lie is away from his connection and interest, and that a;ainst his will and of great 
deprivation of advantages to his family. The foregoing circumstances oeerred before and while the 
the land of the Colony was under the Imperial control. 

(9.) The total quantity of landjwhieh is the amount of the foregoing commutations is seven 
thousand seven hundred and twenty-one acres. 

Your Memorialist now earnestly begs the attention of your Royal Highness to the testimonials 
as to his character and long services, annexed herewith ; he would particularly beg to refer to those 
hearing the signatures of Sir James MGrigor; Surgeon General Keate; Robert Keate, Esq., Inspector 
General of Hospitals and Surgeon to the Queen; J. Gunning, Esq, Deputy inspector General, 
P. M. 0., and Surgeon to the late King; and Dr. Hemming, Deputy Inspector-General ci Hospitals. 

Your Royal Highness' lIetuoriallst, having made this statement nf the &osses be dana sustained in 
Consequence of his appointment to mixed services in this Colony, and the misunderstanding which he 
has described in reference to the conWoting opiaions entertained by the hesids of the Imperial and 
Colonial Departments here,— 

Jlunshly prays, that your Royal Highness will take the premises into consideration, and direct 
such steps, as your Royal Highness may deem meet, to be taken to discharge the claims which 
Memorialist now submits for your Royal Highness' consideration. And your Memorialist, as in duty 
bound, will ever pray, etc., etc. 

JONATHAN CROFT. 

Sanvacas Annoin—Lisbon, Gibraltar, Malta, Naples, Sicily, Maida (once prisoner of war at Seylla 
Castle), Egypt, Peninsula, Belgium, Watcrloo and New South W4es. 

.M,. Z (Co.) 
Sir, lake, 10 may, 1809. 

Mr. Croft, who has been in the Medical Department for several years, under the patronare 
of Sir Richard Croft, M.D., has procured leave of absence to go to Fogland on his private affiuirs. lie 
has been five years in the Mediterranean, between three and four of which he has been attached to me; 
arid, during the whole of that tirno, he gave me the most pofthct sotisfaetioa, by,Lis punctual attention 
to his several duties, and by his extrome correct conduct as a private individual. in fact, lie is a most 
respectable young man, and one for whose welfare I am much interested; i, therefore, beg leave to 
recommend him to you as being very deserving your protection and putronnge. 

R. GREEN, 
J. Wier, Esq., Deputy I43speetor of Hospitals. 

Director General. 

Ho. If. (Con.) 
Albany, 9 Octebsr, 1810. 

Surgeon General Keate, in acknowledging the receipt of L. Croft's letter, has particular 
satisfaction in hearing testimony to his reported great.attention, zeal, and abilities, during the whole 
period of has services, abroad and at home, iii the Purveyiog l9epartanent; and, asa-proof of his good 
opinion, he urged his being ordcred from Malta to Spain, where his services would have been snore 
conspicuously useful in 1809. Mr. Croft is at liberty to avail himself of the above testionia1 in such 
manner as may lead to his promotion or Qtherwise. 

Ho. HZ 
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Rb. EL (Copy.) 

Sir, 
Horse Guards, 7 September, 1814. 

The Commander-b-Chief having refened to the consideration of the Army Medical 
Department your note of the Slat ult., on behalf of Deputy.  Purveyor Croft, I have the honor to 
inelose a copy of a letter received from the Director General in reply, stating that at the present 
moment there are two Purveyors in England, fit for active service, unemployed, which prevents any 
new appointment being made. 

G. Harrison, Esq., 
Secretary to the Treasury. 

H. TORRENS, 
Adjutant General. 

No. IV. (Eztract.) 
"6 December, 1814. 

With the most sincere wishes to serve you, I really can do nothing unless your name 
comes to me for promotion, through the head of the Staff where you serve; if Dr. Grant sends it, I 
will not only approve, but give it all the support in my power. 

J. M'GIIIGOR, 
Deputy Purveyor Croft, at Brussels." "Director General." 

No. V. (Extract.) 

Brussels, 7 July, 1815. 
"I feel the greatest pleasure in having this opportunity of bearing testimony to the indefatigable 

exertions mnde by that zealous officer, Deputy Purveyor Croft, in charge of this station, in the several 
duties of his department, in the entire care of the Waterloo wounded, full 35,000 men, to whom this 
station and the public service will be ever deeply indebted. Nothing from myself can add to the high 
approbation he has met with, in the heaviest and most arduous duty that ever foil to the lot of one 
individual, which he has performed in the most exemplary manner; he has been fourteen years in the 
"service, and most actively employed, and is most worthy of recommendation. 

"3. GUNNING, 

J. it Grant, M.D., 
"Deputy Inspector General, P.M,O., and Surgeon to the Ring." 

"  
"Inspector General, Paris." 

No. VI, (Copy.) 

Dear Croft, 
Brussels, 31 July, 1815. 

Myself and Brother Officers, who had the pleasure of acting under you at Brussels, join 
in every wish for your welfare. I shall not fail to try and get the assistance for you of my uncle, the 
Lord Chancellor, in aid of your great services. 

Yours, &c,, 

CHARLES SURTEES, 
Deputy Purveyor to the Forces. 

No. VIL (Certificate.) 
Edinburgh, 14 March, 1830. 

I certify that Deputy Purveyor Croft was most actively employed as Deputy Purveyor of the 
General Hospitals at Brussels, at and subsequent to the Battle of Waterloo, and that he was in charge 
of the Purveyiag Department of the Hospitals there, and was left as Chief Purveying Officer. During 
his services under my superintendence, I found him to be a zealous and active officer, and he fulfilled 
to my perfect satisfaetioa the duties intrusted to his charge. 

J. B. GRA?T, M.D., 
Late Inspector General, and 

J. Croft, Esq. 
Principal Medical Officer on the Continent. 

No. PILL (Uopy.) 

Dear Sir, 
Edinburgh, 21 March, 1820. 

Finding that Sir James Grant, who is now here, is doing you the justice of hearing 
testimony to your extraordinary exertions at Brussels, in the arrangements for, and subsequent attention 
to the soldiers who were wounded at Waterloo, r cannot allow the opportunity to pass without offering 
my own sentiments upon the subject. I conceive myself authorized to do this, because you were under 
my own immediate eye during the whole of the hurried scene which took place for the first fortnight 
after the action, and having afterwards the charge of the Jesuits' Hospital and of the wounded officers. 
I do not hesitate in stating, that to your judicious and incessant exertions was due the most serious 
service which any man of your department could confer on the wounded soldiers, or the mcth.-tl officers, 
and on the country which employed them; for, unparalleled as were the seventies, yom' acal and 
experience met and lessened them all. I can only add to this testimony of your services, my sincere 
hope that they will be taken into consideration, and my assurance that I am, &o., 

J. Croft, F4s 
J. HENNEN, M.D.,

rj., 
at F. Croft's, Esq., Solicitor, 57 Chancery Lane. 

Deputy Inspector of Hospitals. 
 

No. IL (Copy.) 
From the Cork Reporter, dated 20 October, 1835 

Trac ,&narv.—Several officers of the medical staff have been ordered to Australia, amongst whom 
is J. Croft, Esq., who has had the management of the Military General Hospital in this City for many 
years. Mr. Croft rendered essential services to the public hero during the period the cholera was 
prevalent, having exerted himself actively in the organization of the temporary hospitals, for which 
many years experience had eminently qualified him, Mr. C. proceeds in the "floslyn Castle," much 
respected by those who had the pleasure of his acquaintance, and amidst the regrets of the poor of his 
neighbourhood, to whom he has been a friend and benefactor, 

No. I 
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No. X. (Copy.) 

Dear Sir, 
AThermarle-street, 14 February, 1838. 

Your services have been long and meritorious, andyour claims are in proportion very 
great; the duties that devolved on you after the Battle of Waterloo, I should have thought, would have 
ecu sufficient to one who has deserved so well of his country: But the race is not always to the 
swift I I will see Sir James IFGrigor, and if anything should occur where I could serve a public 
officer who has deserved so well of his country, I shall be most happy to aid you in any manner that 
would be gratifying to myself. 

Yours, &o., 
ROBT. KEATE, 

J. Croft Esq. Inspector General of Hospitals, &c. 

No. XI. (Copy.) 
Sydney, New South Wales, 

28 June, 1848. 
My Dear Croft, 

Before leaving New South Wales, I have a duty to perform in thanking you for the 
able and zealous manner in which you have always performed the services required of you, while in 
charge of the Military and Convict Medical DepOts in this Colony. They have been very extensive, 
and the issues and receipts have been so frequent as to render necessary unceasing daily attendance 
and vigilance. 

I have likewise to offer my best thanks for the assistance I have ever derived from you, and the 
henefit of the advice of an old and intelligent officer. 

Believe me, &e., 
W. DAWSON, M.D.. 

J. Croft, Esq. Deputy Inspector General of hospitals. 

No. 2. 
Put UNDER SECRETARY to Ma. CROFT. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 17 February, 1859. 

I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you, that your letter of the 
15th instant, submitting Memorial for land for former services in New South Wales, has 
been transmitted to the Secretary for Lands and Public Works, to whose Department the 
business belongs; and that any communication which may be necessary, in reply, will be 
made to you from the Office of that Minister. 

I have, .tc., 

W. ELYARD. 

No. 3. 
Mn. CROFT to CoLora.&L SECRETARY. 

Pitt and Campbell Streets, 

Sm, 
Sydney, 7 May, 1859. 

With reference to your letter of the 17th February last, acknowledging mine 
of the 15th of the same month, submitting Memorial for land for former services in New 
South Wales, and which you stated has been transmitted to the Secretary for Lands and 
Public Works. 

I beg, owing to the early departure of the 2nd Mall, that I may be informed of its 
process, and that you will submit to His Excellency the Governor the propriety of attaching 
to any communication being transmitted to the Home authorities this letter, latter part of 
which being the expression of one of the Members of the Legislative Assembly in Council, of 
the let April last, so fully applies to the subject therein referred to 

That he considered the Country bound by the Constitution Act, when they accepted 
Responsible Government, to adopt the legal liabilities of the Colony at the time they 
received that boon." 

1 have, &e., 

JONATHAN CROFT, 

Dy. Purveyor to the Forces, Half-pay, and 
Late Apothecary on Spceial Servic& 

No. 4. 
THE UNDER SECRETARY to hut. CROFT. 

Sm, 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 7 June, 1859. 

I am directed to inform you, that His Excellency the Governor General his 
laid before the Executive Council your letter of the 7th ultimo, referring to a Memorial 
addressed by you to Her Majesty's Government, in which you set forth the particulnrs of 

certain 

Sm, 
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certain claims upon the Government of this Colony, amounting on the whole to the sum of 
£3,898 lBs. 4d., for services rendered by you and your family, and for the loss of various 
advantages of which, from circumstances attending your prolonged employment in this 
Colony, you and your family were deprived, and stating your willingness to commute the 
claims in question for a rant  of 1,721 acres of land. 

Under the advice of the Council, the Colonial Secretary has directed me to 
apprise you that your claims are of a character which the Government are quite unable to 
entertain. 

I am at the same time to state, that if you desire it, your Memorials will be 
forwarded by His Excellency to Her Majesty's Government, and that in this case it will be 
necessary that you transmit copies of them in duplicate, to accompany His Excellency'a 
Despatch. 

I have, &c., 

W. ELYA1%D. 

No. 5. 

Ma. Caorr to COLONIAL SEcRETARY, 

Pitt-street South, 

Sm, 
Sydney, 13 Jicne, 1859. 

I beg with reference to paragraph 3 of your letter of the 7th instant, 
received on the 11th instant at noon, to state that it is my desire that my Memorial be 
forwarded to Her Majesty's Government, and will transmit duplicates thereof, if the 
original documents are iet4uned to enable me to make exact copies. 

I have, &e., 

JONATHAN CROFT, 
- Dy. Purveyor, II. P., 

Late Apothecary, Special Service 

No. 6. 

ThE UNDER SECRETARY to Mn. CROFT. 

C'olonial Secretary's offlee, 
Sydney, 17 Jtne, 1859. 

In compliance with the request preferred in your letter of the 13th instant, I 
am directed to forward herewith your Memorial, preferring claims to grants of land in this 
Colony, with a view to your causing copies thereof, in duplicate, to be prepared for trans-
mission to the Secretary of State. 

I have, &e., 

W. ELYARD. 

No. 7. 

MR. Citort to C0L0nAL SECRETARY. 

Pitt-street South, 
Sydney, 8 July, 1859. 

Snt, 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 7th ultimo, 
N. 14,692. 

With reference to Fart  of paragraph 2, 'That your claims are of a character 
which the Government are quite unable to entertain," I beg you will favour me with an 
explanation of the eTpresaion therein contained. 

As no refutation of the accuracy, or justice of these claims (most of them autho-
rized by Her Majesty's Regulations, and supported by the opinions of Members of Council, 
as to their justness; by Acts of Parliament, 17, 20 Vie.), has been made, and as I 
have not been favoured with any hearing with a view to explain or assist His Excellency the 
Governor, Executive Council, or Secretary for Lands and Public Works, is the reason for 
my wishing this, prior to the whole of the documents being placed in your hands, for 
transmission to the Home auhoritics for the consideration they have expressed. 

I have, &'c., 

JON. CROFT, 
Deputy Purveyor, Half-pay, 

Late Apothecary for Special Service. 

No. S. 
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No. S. 

Tnig Utma SEORL'n.nY to Ma. CÜ0TT. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 14 July, 1859. 

Sin, 
In reply to your letter of tb4a 8th instant, which has been laid before the 

Governor Getieral, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you that it is nob 
considered that the expreiori in my communication of the 7th iltinio, to vhich yea icier, 
itquire any explanation. This Government declines to admit; the claim made by you, amA 
leaves you to seek compensation from the Home Government, by whom you wore employed. 

W. ELtARfl. 

No.9. 

MR. CROFT to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

Pitt-street South, 
Sydney, 22 July, 1859. 

Sm, 
I beg to acknowledge your letter of the 14th July, "448," and, in obedience 

to your letters of the 7th and 17th June, return my Memorial, as requested, in duplicate; 
and which was transmitted to you on the 15th February last, according to the direction of 
the Secretary of State. 

I have, &c., 

JONATHAN CROFT, 

Deputy Purveyor, Half-pay, 
Late Apothecary for Special Service. 

No. 10. 
THE UNDER SECRETARY to Ma. CROFT. 

Colonial Secretary's Qffice, - 
Sydney, 26 July, 1859. 

Sm, 
With reference to your letter of the 22nd instant, which has been laid before 

the Governor General, I am directed to inform you, that if you desire to petition the 
Secretary of State relative to your alleged claims upon the Government, you should address 
yonracif to that Minister and not memorialize the Commander-in-Chief. 

I have, &c., 

W. ELYAED. 

No. 11. 

Mit. CROFT to COLONIAL SECRETARY. 

P-itt-street South, 
Sydney, S August, 1859. 

SIR, 
I beg with reference to your letter of the 26th July, No. 468, to forward as 

directed therein, original and duplicate of my Petition*  to the Secretary of State, the 
JormA1r will require the documents to be attached, as sent in in fonner Memorial. 

I have, Sic., 

JONATHAN CROFT. 

No. 12. 
THE UNDER SECRETARY to Ma. CROFT. 

Colonial Secretary's Office, 
Sydney, 17 August, 1859. 

Sm, 
I am directed to inform you with reference to your letter of the 8th instant, 

that your Memorial, therein transmitted, has been forwarded to the Secretary of State by 
the Governor General's Despatch, No. 74, of the 11th of this month. 

I have, Sic., 

W. ELYARD. 

No. 13. 

The original and duplicate of the Petition were forwarded to the Secretary of State, and no 
office copy furnished. 
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No. 13. 

TEE Tfrmza SECRWPARY to Ma. Caopp. 

Colonial Secretary's fflice, 

Sia, 
Sydney, 19 January, 1860. 

Referring to my letter of the 17th August last, respecting your Petition, 
preferring claims for pay and allowances to which you consider yourself entitled, and which 
you wish to commute for land in the Colony, I am directed to enclose for your information; 
a copy of a Dcspatch that has been received from the Secretary of State, by which you will 
observe that His G-race, having considered your Petition, cannot find that you have any 
claim upon the Public which has not been satisfied; and that it is quito beyond the power 
of the Secretary of State to order a grant to be made to you of any lands of this Colony. 

I have, &c., 

W. ELYARD. 

Sydney, Thomas RiehardB, GoveToment Priater.-1S6i. 

(Frice, 2&3 
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1861. 

tejizlatthc øaiubl. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

MR. WILLIAM MEADOWS BROWNRIGU. 
(PETITION FROM,) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 6 May, 1SO1. 

To the Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New South Wales, in 
Parliament assembled. 

The Petition of William Meadows Brownrigg, of Sydney, Licensed Surveyor,—

RESPECTFULLY SHEWETB :— 
That your Petitioner was appointed a licensed surveyor in the month of January, 

1859, he having been, for a period of eighteen years, previously, extensively and successfully 
engaged, as a private surveyor, in surveying and sub.dividing some of the most valuable and 
the most extensive estates and properties in the Colony of Now South Wales, and to the 
expressed satisfaction of one and all of his numerous employers 

That your Petitioner, on his appointment, was, for his guidance, furnished with 
copies of the Departmental Regulations which were in force, in respect to the payment of 
the accounts of licensed surveyors, which Regulations set forth, that all accounts were to be 
rendered monthly, and that, on their presentation, seventy-five per cent. of the amount the 

largest amount it was considered safe to pay") would be immediately paid—the residue of 
twenty-five per cent. being retained by the Department till such time as the work performed 

should have been examined and checked. 
That, relying on the observance of good faith being kept in regard to these Regu-

lations, and on the faith of the system on this head, as enunciated by the Acting Surveyor 
General (Mr. M'Lean), in his evidence, as given before the Select Committee of the Legisla-
tive Assembly, appointed to inquire into the management of the Survey Department, in 
the month of May, 1858, your Petitioner entered upon the duties of his oee, and forthwith 
proceeded (as ordered) to the squatting district of Monaro. 

That your Petitioner, by the total violation, on the part of the Acting Surveyor 
General (Mr. M'Lean), of the Regulations alluded to, combined with other acts of injustice 
and great wrong of the said -Acting Surveyor General, your Petitioner has sustained much 
professional injury, suffered great pecuniary loss, and has been exposed for a period of two 
years to great privations and much mental suffering—tbe Acting Surveyor General, as your 
Petitioner has reason to believe, being actuated by personal feelings of ill-will towards your 

Petitioner. 
That your Petitioner, on his appointment, nonimated, with the sanction of the 

Survey Department, Mr. Adam Wilson, as his private agent in Sydney, to receive his moneys 
t  

from the Survey Department, 
That your Petitioner, shortly after his arrival in his district, finding that he could 

make more beneficial local arrangements for bis pecuniary accommodation, intimated to the 
Survey Department the change he desired to make in his agency, and solicited that the 
moneys then due to your Petitioner might be paid to the parties named by him, and from. 
which parties he had received, on the faith of his pay bills, the pecuniary assistance he required. 

That your Petitioner was denied this just and reasonable request, and was informed 
that the Regulations of the Department alone would be complied with, and that no moneys 
would be paid to your Petitioner, save into some Bank in Sydney, to be named by him; your 
Petitioner's bills were, in consequence, dishonoured, and your Petitioner was thereby subjeoted 

to great obloquy. 
S. That your Petitioner, not being aware of the existence of such imperative 

Regulations, and having been permitted, in the first instance, to appoint an agent (to 
whom your Petitioner's moneys had been paid for two months), respectfully appealed against 
such decision, and sustained his right to make such arrangement as he found most beneficial 
for the appropriation of his funds—more particularly so, when your Petitioner was employed 
at a distanec of 400 miles from Sydney, with a limited postal communication. 

9. That, nevertheless, your Petitioner's request was refused, although the arrange. 
ments, subsequently catered into with your Petitioner, showed that the Regulations insisted 

upon were fallacious. 
10. 

277—  
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That while a prolonged correspondence on this subject was carried on, an order 
issued from the Supreme Court, on the 17th August, 1859, at the instance of one Henry 
Weaver, attaching all moneys due or accruing to your Petitioner, in the hands of the 
Acting Surveyor General. 

That this fact was intimated to your Petitioner by the Acting Surveyor General, 
on the 20th August, 1859, who informed your Petitioner that no moneys could be paid to 
him till such time as the attachnient was satisfied. 

That at the time of such attachment issuing, your Petitioner had to his credit at 
the Survey Office the sum of two hundred and seventy-eight pounds (.278), or thereabouts, 
the attachment being for only the sum of one hundred and thirty pounds (fl30), and which sum 
of £130, save and except the aunt of forty-two pounds (42), your Petitioner, with much 
surprise, has recently learnt has never been paid by the Acting Surveyor General, and in 
consequence of which unexplained and unaccountable conduct your Petitioner is, at this 
moment, subjected to unbolted for annoyance, and involved in untnerited legal proceedings. 

That your Petitioner, from the month of May, 1859, to the month of February, 
1860, was subjected to great pecuniary injury, great privations, and much mental disquietude, 
owing to the fact that, during the period in question—nearly ten months—your Petitioner 
never received one shilling of his earnings, save and except the sum of £42 above 
alluded to, and, notwithstanding that, during the period in question, such earnings had 
amounted to the sum of seven hundred and forty pounds (i740), or thereabonts. And, 
notwithstanding, that during such period of ten months, your Petitioner had frequently made 
the most urgent appeals for the payment of tome portion of the money due to him ; that such 
appeals were unheeded, and that, in consequence, your Petitioner's property was twice sold 
under legal process, to satisfy debts that had been incurred in the district ; a loss, hardship, 
and degradation, to which your Petitioner would not have been exposed had it not been for 
the cruel, uijust, and oppressive conduct pursued by the Acting Surveyor General (Mr. 
M'Lenn) towards your Petitioner. 

That, after a lapse of ten months, your Petitioner received, on or about the 8th 
February, 1860, the suin of two hundred pounds (200), accompanied by a letter from the 
Acting Survey orGeneral stating, that the delayiu paynientwas attributable to the imperfections 
and crrorswhieh appeared in some of your Petitioner's plans, forwarded to the Department. 
Such plea, or excuse, your Petitioner maintains, was not sufficiently justified by facts, nor sus-
taintible under the Regulations of the Department, or the testimony of Mr. i\l'Loau himself in 
respect to these very Regulations already alluded to in the second paragraph of this Petition. 

That in ycur Petitioner's case, it was not the sum of twenty-five per cent. (as 
provided For under the Regulations in question), that was withheld from your Petitioner, 
but that it was the whole of his earnings that were retained ; thereby reducing your 
lktitioner to great pecuniary distress, and almost incapacitating him, mentally and physically, 
for the discharge of his duties. 

That on the 2nd December, 1859, your Petitioner forwarded to the Acting 
Surveyor General, a series of plans of surveys made during the previous months ; that on 
the 16th December, 1859, some of these plans were returned to your Petitioner for explana-
tions, which explanations were immediately given, to wit, on the 24th December, 1859. 

That on the 26th ?6arch, 1860, four months subsequently, the Acting Surveyor 
General transmitted to your Petitioner the remainder of the plans forwarded by him on the 
2nd Deaciober, 1859. That, in returning these plans, the Acting Surveyor General, in his 
letter of the 26th March, 1860, just alluded to, expressed his regret and surprise that 
your Petitioner should have been guilty of so much error and neglect, and so unmindful 
of the warning conveyed in his letter of the 16th December, 1859, which would justify him, 
the Acting Surveyor General, in immediately ceasing to employ your Petitioner as a 
licensed surveyor. 

19 That your Petitioner, in reply, brought under the notice of the Acting Surveyor 
General the inconsistency of his conduct, and the iDapposite and unjust character of his 
censure. 

20. That the Acting Surveyor General in his letter of the 26th March, 1860 (above 
referred to), directed that your Petitioner should not commence any new surveys until thoso 
returned hnuid have been completed and corrected, and until your Petitioner should have 
received authority to proceed with his surveys. 

21 That your Petitioner having complied with the instructions received, returned 
the plans to the Acting Surveyor General on the 18th April, 1860. That your Petitioner, 
conoeiving that the Acting Surveyor General would have seen and acknowledged the error 
lie had lapsed into in his letter of the 26th March, 1860, believed that, on the receipt of 
your Petitioner's letter of the 18th April, 1860, he would have been permitted to proceed 
with his surveys. 

That up to the 1st July, 1860, your Petitioner being still left without any 
instructions, and being without means for the support of his family, having been previously, 
for a period of ten months, as already stated, left to maintain, as he best could, an establish-
ment of men and horses for the discharge of his duties, to sustain his own position as a 
gentleman, and to support a large family of eight persons. Your Petitioner addressed the 
Acting Surveyor General, forwarding accounts of surveys not previously rendered, and 
solicited payment of the sante. 

That your Petitioner, at the same time, pointed out the great injury he was 
suffering, by reason of the practical suspension that had been, as he maintains, most unjustly 
in operation against him for a period of three months ; as also the utter impossibility of 
procuring private employment in such a remote part of the Colony. 

84. 
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That under date the 10th July, 1860, the Acting Surveyor General informed 
your Petitioner that be would not pay him any more money. The District Surveyor (Mr. 
Gordon) having reported that some of your Petitioner's surveys were so imperfectly marked, 
and, in many cases, so erroneous, as to render them unavailable. That in the very face of 
this plea of Mr. M'Lean's, and long before he, Mr. M'Lean, had received any such report, it 
was within the knowledge of your Petitioner, and which he can prove by the most undeniable 
evidence, that it had been the avowed pre.determinatioa of the Acting Surveyor General, as 
made known to others, that he would not pay your Petitioner any money. 

That your Petitioner, not having that confidence, professionally, in the gentleman 
making the Report, nor for the acting head of that Department, to whom that Report was 
made, did, on the 21st July, 1860, demand that your Petitioner should be furnished with a 
detailed statement of the errors complained of, in order that they might he explained ; and, 
if really existing (of which your Petitioner entertains the strongest doubts), that they might 
be forthwith corrected, and which your Petitioner expressed his readiness to do instantly, 
and at his own cost. 

That your Petitioner, not receiving an answer to this letter just alluded to, made 
repeated subsequent applications to the Acting Surveyor General, to be furnished with the 
information he considered he had a most unquestionable right to demand, and with which, 
in common justice, he ought to have been furnished. That such repeated applications were 
totally disregarded, and that they remain (most improperly so) unnoticed to the date hereof. 

That under date the 1st October, 1860, your Petitioner was furnished with the 
copy of a letter stated to have been addressed to him on the 8th August, 1860; the original 
of which never was received by your Petitioner. 

28, That by this letter, your Petitioner is not only denied the payment of any 
portion of the large amount which he claims as being due to him—to wit, the sum of five 
hundred and eighty pounds (580), or thereabouts—hut he was then informed that the 
practical suspension, under which he had been so unfairly placed, and under which he had 
been held for a period of seven months, and without any means of employment, was to be 
considered permanent, so far as the District in which your Petitioner had been so long 
employed was concerned. 

That your Petitioner did, in the month of October, 1860, repair to Sydney, 
with a view of obtaining redress; that having failed to obtain such redress at the hands of 
the Acting Surveyor General, that your Petitioner immediately (to wit, on the 22nd October, 
1860) addressed and transmitted trongh the prescribed channel, the Honorable the Secretary 
for Lands, a Memorial addressed to His Excellency the Governor General and the Executive 
Council, setting forth your Petitioner's grievances, and praying for a Court of Inquiry to 
investigate the same. 

That no notice having been taken of such Memorial (not even the official 
etiquette in acknowledgment of its receipt) up to 29th November, 1860, your Petitioner 
again addressed the Honorable Secretary for Lands on the subject; to which second letter 
no reply or notice having been made, your Petitioner sought for and obtained an interview 
with the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, who then assured your Petitioner that he had 
never heard nor seen onything of your Petitioner's Memorial, and therefore recommended 
your Petitioner to apply to the Lands Department for information. 

That on applying at the Office of the Secretary for Lands, the only information 
or satisfaction your Petitioner could obtain from the Under Secretary was to the effect that 
your Petitioner's Memorial addressed to the Governr General and the Executive Council 
had been handed over to the Acting Surveyor General (Mr. M'Lean), and that nothing more 
was known on the subject, which circumstance your Petitioner made known to the Colonial 
Secretary. 

That your Petitioner humbly conceives, that when he made such grave statements 
as were set forth in his Memorial, that his ease would have entitled him to some immediate 
eonsideratien and furthermore, that when such a large amount of money is concerned, and 
that when your Petitioner expressed his readiness to rectify at his own cost any errors that 
could be fairly shewn to exist in his  surveys, that he should not have been denied the 
opportunity to do so, much less that he should he deprived by the mere fiat of such a 
functionary as the temporary acting head of the Survey Department, of the money which 
your Petitioner claims; your Petitioner from time to time having duly rendered his 
accounts, not one single item of any account so rendeied having ever been objected to, nor 
one single error or irregularity pointed out. 

That a period of three months having elapsed since the last application was 
made for redress, and that no notice having been taken of your Petitioner, or the Memorial 
lie had addressed to the Governor General and the Executive Council, your Petitioner is in 
consequence driven (most reluctantly) to appeal to your Honorable louse, for such inquiry 
and redress as your Petitioner's case may appear to demand. 

That, therefore, under all the circumstances of the ease, your Petitioner earnestly 
and respectfully plays for inquiry before your Honorable House, before which tribunal your 
Petitioner will be prepared to substantiate all that he has set forth in this Petition, and in 
his Memorial to the Governor General and the Executive Council; and which Memorial he 
prays may be called for, and the subject matter of the same inquired into. 

And, as in duty bound, your Petitioner will ever pray. 

W. MEADOWS BROWNRIGG. 
Sydney, 1 Marclt, 1801. 

Sythicy: Thomas Richards, Goveruineat Printer—US!. 
[Price, ldj 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE UNEMPLOYED. 
(SYDNEY AND SUBURBS.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 6 May, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled. 

The humble Petition of the undersigned Mechanics and Labourers of the City 
of Sydney and Suburbs,— 

Mosli RESPECTFULLY SUEWETH :- 

That your Petitioners hare been in a state of involuntary idleness for many 
months past, produced by causes over which your Petitioners had no control—the conse-
quences have been and are, that many of your Petitioners are in a most deplorable state of 
destitution, which was forcibly shewn before a Committee of your Honorable House, and 
which has been gradually incroasiug; and as there is no reasonable hope of the building and 
shipping interests reviving, to which oallings your Petitioners mostly belong, we respectfully 
request your Honorable House to urge upon the Government the absolute necessity of 
proceeding with the Public Works of the Colony now in abeyance, which, according to the 
statement of the Chief Secretary, amounts to some three hundred thousand pounds. Such 
an amount in active operation would almost entirely relievc the miseries your Petitioners 
are now so acutely suffering. 

The cause of Public Works being in abeyance, according to the statement of the 
Chief Secretary, is that no eligible tenders can be obtained, which your Petitioners would 
therefore most respectfully submit may be obviated by setting to work those who are now 
starving, for your Petitioners contain within their ranks the requisite talent and practical 
skill for directing and executing any of the Public Works of the Colony. 

Your Petitioners would further most respectfully submit that it seems a grievous 
wrong that a large number of men should be deprived of the opportunity of earning bread 
for themselves and families through the professional errors of architects and engineers, or 
the cupidity of contractors. 

Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will take their 
case into your favourable consideration, and will take such steps in the premises as will 
grant the prayer of their Petition. 

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &c., &.c. 

Dated at Sydney the 1511 day of April, 1861. 

[Here follow 187 Si9natures.) 

[Pilot, 14.] 271— 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

WILSON'S SETTLEMENT INVESTMENT BILL. 

REPORT 

fltOM 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON 

WILSON'S SETTLEMENT INVESTMENT BILL; 

TOGEThER WITH 

THE PROCEEDGS OF THE COMMITTEE 

MO 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

6 February, 1861. 

SYDNEY: 

THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, 
PIIILLIP-STREET. 

1861. 
[Price, 2d.] 62— 



EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMIELY. 

VOTES, No, 11. TUESDAY, 29 JANUARY, 1861. 

18. Wilson's Settlement Investment Bill:—Mr. Parkes moved, pursuant to notice,—
(1) That the Bill to enable the Trustees of a Settlement made by Mr. Joseph 
Wilson, of land at Balmain, to sell the said land, and to make provision for the 
investment of the proceeds of the sale thereof, be referred to a Select Committee. 
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Walsh, Mr. Dickson, Mr. Shepherd, 
Mr. Leary, Mr. Windeyer, Mr. C. Cowper, junior, and the Mover. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES No. 16. WEDNESDAY, 6 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

1. Wilson's Settlement Investment Bill:—Mr. Parkes, as Chairman, brought up the 
Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence 
taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this Bill was 
referred on the 29th ultimo. 
Ordered to be printed. 

CONTENTS. 
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Extracts from the Votes and Proceedings ...... 2 

Rrt .............. 3 
Proceedings of the Committee 4 
Schedule of Amendments ................ 4 

List of Witnesses .......... 4 

Minutes of Evidence ................. 6 
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WILSON'S SETTLEMENT INVESTMENT BILL. 

REPORT. 

. TnE SELECT COMMITTEE of the Legislative Assembly, to whom was referred 

on the 20th January " Wilson's Settlement Investment Bill," beg 

leave to Report to your ilonorable House 

That they have examined the Solicitor for the Bill,* and other 'r W (. Pen-

1,\TjtncssCst named in the margin (whose respective evidence will be 
eon- 

found appended hereto), and that the Preamble having been satisfactorily ilxe &L Wuu. 

proved by their evidence, they proceeded with the enacting part of the 

Bill, to which it was deemed expedient to add a new 07ause4 S1intTit1e. (See 
"&Iwdulc of 
Aniotidmvut4." 

And your Committee now beg leave to lay before your Honorable 

House, the Bill, as amended by them. 

HENRY PARKIES, 

Leqislative Assembly Chamber, 
Chairman. 

Sydney, 5 February, 1861. 

4 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

TUESDAY, 5 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT :— 

Mr. Dickson, Mr. Parkes, 
Mr. Leary, I Mr. Shepherd. 

On motion of Mr. Shepherd, H. Parkes, Esciuire, called to the Chair. 
Solicitor for the Bill, Mr. W. G. Pennington. 
Mr. W. G. Pennington examined. 
Witness produced the original Indenture referred to in the Preamble of the Bill. 
Mr. J. Joubert examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. R. P. Richardson examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mrs. M. Wilson examined. 
Room cleared. 
Committee deliberated upon the allegations contained in the Preamble. 
Motion made (Chairman) and Questiom,—That this Preamble stand part of the 
Bill,—agreed to. 
Solicitor called in and informed accordingly. 
Committee then considered the several Clauses, seriatim. 
Same agreed to. 
Motion macic (Chairman) dnd Question,—That the Bill be amended after Clause 3, 
by the addition of the following Clause:- 
4. [Short Title.] "This Act shall be styled and may be cited as 'Wilson's Estate 
Act,' "—agreed to. 
Chairman requested to reporL the Bill, as amended, to the House. 

SCHEDULE OF AMENDMENTS. 

After Clause 3, insert the following:— 
Short Title. (Clause) 114. This Act shall be styled and may be cited as 'Wilson's Estate Act.'" 

LIST OF WITKESSES 

flOE. 

W. G. Pennington, Esq., Solicitor .. .. .. .. 6 
J. Joubert, Esq. .. .. .. .. .. .. 6 

B. P. Richardson, Esq. .. .. ...... .. .. .. 6 

Mrs. M. Wilson ,. .. .. ., .. .. .. 7 

4 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON 

WILSON'S SETTLEMENT INVESTMENT BILL. 

TUESDAY, 5 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

4jreeent 
Mn. DICKSON, Mu. PARKES, 
Ma. LEARY, Mn. SHEPHERD. 

HENRY PARKES, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

William George Pennington, Esquire, called in and examined 

By the Chairman: You are Solicitor for this Bill? I am. W. o. 
Have you got the deed reforred to in the commencement of the preamble? I produce Penniugtou 

the deed. (Witness produced the same.) Esq. 

Is that the deed which appoints Mr. John Campbell as trustee for Mrs. Mary Wilson?  
Yes. 0 5 Feb., ISO!. 
By Mr. Shepherd: Does that deed contain any power to sell and invest the proceeds? 

Perhaps I had better explain the nature of the deed. Captain Wilson purchased, in the 
year 3852, the land in question, for the sum of £550, and in lieu of taking a conveyance to 
himself he took a conveyance to Mr. John Campbell, as a trustee for his wife and children. 
This deed merely contains authority for the trustee to pay the income of the land, arising 
from letting it, for the benefit of his wife during her life, and the children after her death, 
and upon the children attaining their majority the land belongs to them absolutely. The 
deed contains no power to the trustee to grant any lease, or to create any tenancy otherwise 
than of the narrowest description. 
By the Uhairman: The deed contains no power to sell? No 
Have you ever seen the buildings alluded to in the preamble? I have not, but I am 

prepared with two witnesses who have seen and inspected them. 
Have you any knowledge as to whether this property could be sold advantageously? No 

personal knowledge. - 

Jules 
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Jules Joubert, Esquire, called in and examined 

J. Joubert, S. By the Chairman: You are aware that this Committee has been appointed to consider 
Esq, a Bill to enable Mr. Campbell to sell certain land of which be is trustee? I am. 

r - - 9. Do you know where the property is situated? Yes, at Balmain, at Waterview Bay. 
5 Fob,, 1861. 10. You know the property? Perfectly well. 

Will you be kind enough to state to the Committee in what condition it is? The 
house was one of the first that was built off'tb'e Balmain estate; it was built between thirty-
eight and forty years ago, of weatherboards on a stone foundation; the shell of it is in 
passable condition, and the frame is good, but the roof and floors and all the internal parts 
are only fit to be pulled down. 
The building is in a dilapidated state? Yes, fearfully so. 
Is it untcnnntable? Nearly so; it was only by dint of some repairs a few days ago 

that the present tenant was able to keep it a little longer. 
Would the property find purchasers in the market? As it is now it would only find 

purchasers for the land. 
The land is a valuable site, I suppose? Tlifland isa valuable site decidedly. 
Do you know Mrs. Mary Wilson? I have known Mrs. Wilson for some years. 
Are you aware whether she is aaxious to have this property sold? I believe it has 

become a necessity at present. - 
By Mr. Shepherd: Do you imagine that the property will go on deteriorating or in-

creasing in value in course of time? If no repairs are made to the house it will tumble 
down; of course the land cannot deteriorate. 
Will the land increase in value U a-sale does not take place immediately? The land 

itself will increase in value decidedly; any land in that neighbourhood is sure to increase in 
value. 
Do you imagine it is a matter of necessity that Mrs. Wilson should have the property 

sold ? If it is not sold now it will fetch less in a few months hence, because the house will 
be no more; whereas if it be repaired now it may be worth something. 

Robert Pemberton Richardson, Esquire, called in and examined:— 

B. p. 21. By the Chairman: This Committee is appointed to consider a Bill to enable the 
Richardson, trustee of some property at Balmain, held in trust for the benefit of Mrs. Mary 'Wilson and 
Esq. her children, to sell, and invest the proceeds—do you know the property? Yes. 

Can you state in what condition it is at present? Knowing that my evidence would 
5 Feb., 18C1. be  required here, I went over, yesterday, to examine the property. I found the house 

dilapidated, and in a perfectly untenantable state. 
How many buildings are there upon the property? One large cottage; it is a very 

old cottage—one of the first that was built at Balmain—called Waterview House; it wants 
re-roofing, and is-otherwise in a very bad state of repair. 
Is it a saleable property as to site—is it an eligible site? Yes; it is rather a pretty 

situation. 
Do you think the property in its present state could be let? I do not think it could. 

The present tenant, Mr. Stenhouse, has threatened to go out of it, because they cannot 
repair it. 
Do you know Mrs. Wilson? I only know her from her having, at one time, put the 

property in my hands for sale. 
Should you consider it desirable for her to sell this property? I think so, if she is not 

in a position to repair it; that is, if the proceeds are properly invested for her. 
What would it cost to put the premises in repair? I am scarcely in a position to give 

that information. 
By Mr. Leary: What would it let for if in ordinary repair? From £110 to £120 

a year. 
0. What would it sell for? I should think about £800. 
What requires to be donç to the house besides roofing? It is generally in a decayed 

state; the roofing and the flagging require repair; and I think the outside timbers are 
decayed—in some parts they appear as if they were just kept together by the paint. 
By Mr. Shepherd: Do you think this is a good time to sell? No, I do not; but it 

depends upon whether there is any probability of getting better prices for real property. 
Do think it is likely to increase or deteriorate in value? I consider it is a falling 

market, and likely to fall lower. 

Mrs. 



ON WILSON'S SETTLEMENT INVESTMENT BILL. 

Mrs. Mary Wilson called in and examined:- 

By the Chairman: This Committee is appointed to consider a Bill which has been Mrs.  May 
introduced into the Assembly for giving Mr. John Campbell, who is, I believe, a trustee on Wilson. 

your behalf, power to sell certain property at Balniain F Yes, I am aware of that. 
This is the trust deed, I believe (refei'rinq to deed produced by Mr renningtoiz)—Is that 5 Feb., 1861. 

your signature F It is. 
That deed gives the trustee no power to sell the property? I believe not. 
The property is at present in a very dilapidated and untenantable state? It is. 
Do you think it desirable that it should be sold? Decidedly, or else I shall have no 

means of educating my children at all. 
Are you desirous that the land should be sold and the proceeds invested for the benefit 

of yourself and family? Yes, I am. 
You are convinced that it would be for your benefit that the property should be sold? 

Yes; quite so. 
You desire, in fact, that Mr. Campbell, as your trustee, should have greater powers over 

the land, to sell it, or let it, or deal with it according to the best of his judgment? Yes; 
for my benefit and my children's benefit. 
1 will just read to you that part of the preamble which recites the facts in which you 

are more particularly concerned :—" And whereas the said indenture contains no power for 
" the trustee or trustees therein named or thereby to be appointed to sell the said land to 
grant leases thereof or to create any tenancy upon the security of which a tenant or 
occupier would be induced to expend money in repairs And whereas the buildings on the 
said land are in such a dilapidated condition that they will soon become wholly 
untensntaAe and thereby cease to yield an income and there are no funds belonging to the 
" said trust estate available for the repair of the said buildings And whereas it is considered 
"that if authority can be obtained for the sale of such land the proceeds of the sale thereof 
" may from time to time be advantageously invested in the purchase of other lands in New 
" South Wales or upon real or Government security therein And whereas the said Mary 
" Wilson is desirous that the said lands should be sold and the proceeds thereof invested as 
" aforesaid "—You concur in all this? Quite. 
Are there no fuuds belonging to the estate available for the repair of the buildings? 

No. 

Sythi.y: moan. Eicbuds, Goverumeat Frinter.—laei. 
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1861. 

Ucgialatiuc 2csøcmblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MACKENZIE'S MAJtfflAQE SETTLEMENT TRUSTEES BILL. 

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMIIIEE 

ON THE 

MACKENZIE'S NAIfRIAGE SETTLEMENT 

TRJ1JSTEES BILL; 

TOOETIIEI% WITH THE 

PItOCEEJ)DQS OF THE COMMITTEE, 

AND 

MIINLTTES OF EVIDENCE. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRLNTED, 

3 April, 1861. 

SYDNEY: 

THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, 
PIIILLIP-STREET. 

[Price, 2J] 170— 
1861. 
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1861. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINSS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

VOTES, No. 23. TUEsDAY, 19 FEBattaity, 1861. 

23. Mackenzie's Marriage Settlement Trustees Bill:—Mr. Parkes moved, pursuant to 
amended notice standing in the name of Mr. Windeyer, and on his behalf,— 
That the Mackenzie's Marriage Settlement Trustees Bill be referred to a Select 

Committee. 
That such Committee consist of Mr. Dick, Mr. Driver, Mr. Mate, Mr. Wilson, 

Mr. Piddington, and Mr. Windeyer. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES, No. 46. WEDNESDAY, 3 .Anit, 1861, A.M. 

11. Mackenzie's Marriage Settlement Trustees Bill :—Mr. Windeycr, as Chairman, brought 
up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and 
Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report 
this Bill was referred on the 19th February last. 
Ordered to be printed. 

CONTENTS. 
PAGE. 

Extracts fom the Votes and Proceedings , 2 

Report 3 

Proceedings of the Committee .. 

:Schedulc of Amendments ...... 4 

List of Witnesses .... 4 

Minutes of Evidence 5 
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MACKENZIE'S MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT TRUSTEES BILL. 

REPORT. 

TUE SELECT CoI.mnTTEE of the Legislative Assembly, to vhom was referred, 

on the 19th February last, the "Mackenzie's .Marriage Settlement 
Trustees Bill," beg leave to report to your Honorable House 

That they have examined the Solicitor for the Bill, and. lrr. w. c. 
'Carthy. 

other witnesses,t named in the margin, whose evidence is appended Mr. 

Mr. T. W. Bow- 
hereto, and that the

- 
 Preamble, as formally amended,t having been satisfac- r. Seleedule 

torily proved by their evidence, your Committee proceeded with the enact of 
AmendmetltE,

- pago 4 

ing part of the Bill, to which it was deemed expedient to add a new Clause ;ci;r 
Vük Schodul, in place of one originally proposed. of Ameudmeat& 

And your Committee now beg leavo to lay the Bill, as amended by 

them, before your Honorable House. 

W. C. WINDEYER, 
Legislative Assembly Clkzmber, Chairman. 

Sydney, 28 March, 1861. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

THURSDAY, 14 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT :—
None. 

In the absence of a Quorum of Members within one hour of the time appointed, the-
meeting called for this day lapsed. 

THURSDAY,-21 MARCH, 1861, 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Dick, I Mr. Mate, 
Mr. Windeyer. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
W. U. Windeyer, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Copies of the "Mackenzie's Marriage Settlement Trustees Bill" before the Corn- 

mittee. 
Solicitor far the Bill, Mr. W. G. M'Carthy. 
Mr. W. G. M'Carthy, Solicitor, examined. 
Witness produced Original Indenture referred to in the Preamble. 
Examination concluded. 
J. P. Mackenzie, Esq., Official Assignee of Iasoloent Estates, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
And Mr. Bowden, a witness for the Bill, not being in attendance,— 

[Adjourned till Thursday, 28th instant, at Twelve o'clock.] 

THURSDAY, 28 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

Mr. Mate, j Mr. Piddington, 
Mr. Wilson. 

Solicitor for the Bill, Mr. W. G. M'Carthy, present. 
P. IV. Bowden, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Solicitor for Bill produced certain letters fremte \9 H. Mackenzie, named in the 

Bill, expressing a desire that the same may be passed. 
Committee considered the Preamble of the Bill. 
And the style of the latter part thereof having been amended (ride Schedule oJ 

Amendments),— 
Motion made (Chairman), and Question,—That the Preamble, as amended, stand part 

of the Bill,—agreed to. 
Committee deliberated in reference to the several Clauses in succession. 
Clauses 1 and 2 respectively read and agreed to without amendment. 
Clause 3 read. 
Committee further deliberated. 
Clause, as read, agreed to. 
Clause 4 read and negatived. (Vide Schedule of Amendments.) 
(4) New Clause, on motion of Mr. Wilson, read and agreed to vide Schedule), and 

ordered to stand Clause 4 of the Bill. 
On motion of Mr. Wilson, the Draft Report submitted by the Chairman agreed to. 
To report. 

SCHEDULE OF AMENDMENTS. 

Page 2, Preamble, line 22.—Alter " assembled," ingest "and by the authority of the same." 
Page 4, Clause 4, lines 27 and 28.—Omit the said Clause; insert new Clause as follows, 

- viz.:—" In citing thisAct in any instrument doeu-
" ment or legal proceeding it shall be sufficient to 
" use the expression ' Mackenzie's Trust Act.' 

LIST OF WITNESSES. 

Thursday, 21 March, 1861 
PAGE. 

W. G. McCarthy, Esq., Solicitor .. ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 
J. P. Mackenzie, Esq., Official Assignee of Insolvent Estates (Supreme Court) .. 5 

Thursday, 28 March, 1861. 

T. W. Bowden, Esq. .. .. .. .. .. ., .. .. .. 6 
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iLtqtøiattflt 2000nblp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE TUE 

SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON 

MACKENZIE'S MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT 

TRUSTEES BILL. 

THURSDAY, 21 MARcH, 1861. 

Ma. DICK, I Ma. MATE. 

Ma. WINDEYER. 

WILLIAM CHARLES WINDEYER, Esq., IN THE CRAm. 

W. G. M'Carthy, Esq., appeared as Solicitoron behalf of the promoters of the Bill, and was 
examined Esq. 

By the Chairman: You are the solicitor in charge of this Bill? I am. 
Have you the deed referred to in the preamble of the Bill? I have, dated 31st March, 91MK 1861. 

1832. (The witness produced the same.) - 
8. Who are the trustees appointed? John Piper Mackenzie and George Cox. 
Does the deed contain any power of sale? It does not. 
Do you know the property to which this deed refers? No, I cannot say I do. I know 

-whereabont it is, but I have no precise knowledge of it. 
As far as you know, are all the parties desirous to have the powers given proposed by this 

Bill? They are. Mr. Mackenzie will he able to speak more positively upon this point, 
because he has been in direct communication with the parties. 
I suppose you have no personal knowledge of this property or of the desirableness of 

making this change? No; no more than that it is an almost self-evident proposition that 

land in Sydney is better improved than unimproved. 
S. By Mr. Dick: Does the settlement contain any power to lease the lands? Yes, there 

is a power to lease. 
9. By the Chairman: Will the power then be required in the Bill? Yes, because this is 
for a term not exceeding twenty-one years, and at the best and most approved rents, so that 

it could not be let on building leases. 

John Piper Mackenzie, Esq., called in and examined 

10. By the Chairman: Do you know the property referred to in the deed which has just John Piper 

been produced? I do, very well. 
Mackenzie, 

11. What is the nature of the property? It is exceeding an acre and a half of land in 
Crown-street, Surry hills, close to the South Head &ad—ijninediately opposite the Reservoir. " 

12. In what condition is the property? It consists of two old cottages nearly falling down, 
21 Mar, 1861_ 

both at present let at very low rentals in consequence. Indeed they are not habitable, and 
having no means at my command for the purpose, and being tired of spending my own 
money, I allowed the present tenants to pull down one part to make the other habitable. 
13. Is the land valuable as a site for building? I think very valuable, particularly in 

Crown-street. 
14. Do you think it would be beneficial to parties under the settlement that the trustees 
should be able to sell or grant building leases? lam perfectly satisfied of it; indeed it is 
nearly impossible to let these cottages in their present state of dilapidation. 
15. You are anxious that these powers should be given to the trustees by Act of Parliament? 
Yes, believing that it would produce much more; it has been lying nearly valueless many 
years. I could at one time have got £12,000 for it, and the party was oo anxious to get it, 

that he offered to take it with the title imperfect. 
16. 
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]VACKEIZIE'S MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT IZUSTEES 
BILL. 

John Piper 16. 
BY A&.  Dick: 

What was the rental at the time of the settlement? At the time of 
I's

Mackenzie, the settlement I can hardly recollect; I think perhaps the two cottages together would produce £300. 

What are the rents now? I think £90 the two. The rent has been reduced in 
21 Mar., 1861. 

consequence of what I have stated. 

18. Do I understand you to say that one is uninhabitable? They are both in a stato that 
no one could go into them unless something were done to them; and one part has been 
pulled down by the ocenpaut to repair another. 

You say it would be an advantage to all parties if the powers sought by this Bill were granted-_ 
Mrs. Mackenzie expressed a wish to that effect? She is pressing it strenuously. 

is she in the Colony? She resides at Melbourne. 

You know that to be her wish from letters? Both from letters and from conversations 
I bad with her when she was in Sydney twelve or fifteen months ago. 

She told you that she desired it? Yes, I had a conversation with her at Mr. Norton's respecting it. 

Have you made any efforts to lease it, or have you any power to lease it? I made many 
attempts, but found the time too short; I devised a plan under the Building Societies Act. P0 you know whether any instructions  were given to insert such a power in the settle-
ment? No; I believe it was the usual practice in Mr. Norton's office at that time to draw 
all deeds in that way where no instructions  were giverl-where he was left to himself. By Mr. AP Capthy 

Are you prepared to speak to the probable proceeds of the sale if 
this land were sold? I think it would realize upwards of £4,000; I value the front at £10 

a foot, and there are 250 or 252 feet. The two cottages at the back would I think sell, one for 
£550, and the other for £450, and the new front leading from Denham.stre

et would bring about £400. One of the cottages is entered from that street now. I may state that I have 
in writing Mr. George Cox's consent to this application. 

THCTRSDAJT 28 MAR OH, 1861. 
lircscnt:__ 

MR. MATE, 

Na. W ILSON. 
I Na. PIDDINOTON 

WILLIAM ChARLES WJNDEYER, 
ESQ., IN TUE CEAIR. Thomas W. 

Thomas W. Bowden, Faq., called in and examined Buwden, Es,j. 25. 
By the Ohairman: 

You have bad considerable experience neig in valuing property in the hbouh00  of Sydney ? Yes. 28 Mar., 1861. 

26. Do you know certain property situate in Crown-street belonging to Mr. W. H. Mackenzie? Yes. 

What is the character of the property? 
houses upon it; it is a large extent of It is partially improved_there  are two old land_perhaps  an acre, or a little more-maybe an 
acre and a half. At the eastern extreme of it are two houses in bad condition, tenantod at present. 
Only 2 

small portion of the land is occupied by these buildings? Yes. 
They are old? Yes. 

And dilapidated? They are in bad repair. 
Yielding, I presume, a small rental? I think so. 
What is the value of the land as a building 

 site? The total value of it would depend upon the extent of frontage, which is not quite clear. 

Is it valuable or not as a building site? Yes; the frontage now improved is valuable. 
34 Then it would be advantageous probably for parties to have the power to sell this land? Yes, or to build upon it. 

Do you think it would he for the interest of the parties who are the owners of the land 
to have power to grant building leases of the land, or to sell it? To sell it; I do not think 
it would be desirable to make it leasehold, it would not be so beneficial to the owners. 
B Mr. Wi/.com: 

 Are you aware what is the rental at the present time? Not of my 
own knowledge, I should presume it would not exceed £120 a year for the whole. By the Ohajpma,r. What would it realize i 

I think if subdivided and 
f it were sold:' sold it would realize something  like £3,000. 

By Mr Piddlnqton: 
Does that valuation refer to the vacant land? To the whole. 

Both land and houses? Yes, if properly subdivided. The old houses I should sell with a certain portion of land as they are. 
By the Uhairnian: 

Some years since would not the property have brought much more? No doubt; another thousand at least. 

Probably the parties have lost by having the property so tied up? No doubt, if they 
wished to sell three years ago, and could not from some impediment, they have sustained a 
loss. To make out the sum of £3,000, I consider that the two cottages, with the portion of 
land I should attach to them, would realize from £800 to £1,000, and the frontage sold, 
say at £8 a foot, would make up a total of about £3,000. 
By fl,. Piddington: 

Do you know the extent of land not built upon-the frontage? 264 feet less seven inches. 

Is there frontage to more than one street? No; there is an entrance which might be 
converted into a Street; at present it is merely an approach from Denham.streot. 

What is the street to which there is a frontage? Crown-street. In fixing this value I 
speak of the probable result in the present market. 

(Mr. II' Cart/i5 produced letters from AIr. W. H Mackenzie refining to the Bill, 
and expressing a desire that it should be passed.) 

Sydney: Thonai BLchards,yont Prifltor,.4863 
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NEW SOTJTII WALES. 

HOSKING'S TRUST BILL. 

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

HOSKING'S TRLST BIL'L; 

TOGETITEIt WITH THE 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE, 

AND 

F 
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1861. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

VOTES, No. 28. TUESDAY, 19 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

22. ilosking's Trust Bill :—Mr. Parkes moved, pursuant to amended notice standing in the 
name of Mr. Windeyer, and on his behalf,— 
(1.) That the Hosking's Trust Bill be referred to a Select Committee. 
(2) That such Committee consist of Mr. Dick, Mr. Driver, Mr. Mate, Mr. Wilson, 
Mr. Piddington, and Mr. Windeyer. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES, No. 52. TIUJRSDAY, 11 APRIL, 1861. 

21. Hoskiug's Trust Bill:—Mr. Windeycr, as Chairman, brought up the Report from, and 
laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, 
the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this Bill was referred on 
the 19th February last. 
Ordered to be printed. 

* * * * * 

CONTENTS. 

Extraeth from the Votes and Proceedings ...... 2 
Beport .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..  .. .. 3 
Proceedings of theCommitw• ... 4 
Schedule of Aniendruents .. ., 5 
Listof Wjtne5sos .. .. .. 5 
List of Appendix .. .. .. 5 
3linutes of Evidence .. .. .. .. 
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q 

HOSKING'S TRUST BILL. 

REPORT. 

THF, SELEUT CO3rMrrrEE of the Legislative Assembly, to whom was 

referred, on the 19th February last, the "Hosking's Trust Bill,"—

beg leave to report to your Honorable House 

That they have examined the Solicitor for the Bill,*  and other Mr. W. C. Mtaztb. 
witnessest named in the margin (whose evidence is appended hereto),, and 

that the Preamble, as amended, having been satisfactorily proved by their 
Mr. V. Wiiiv Cr. 

 

evidence, your Committee proceeded with the enacting part of the Bill, 

in which it was deemed expedient to make a verbal amendment.t 
I W!UdfltCut., ç.t . 

And your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House 

the amended Bill, with two amendmentst in the Preamble; the one an 
insertion of the words "now deceased," referring to Mrs. Itosetta Terry, 

the same being necessary to supply their accidental omission in the Bill 

as originally drawn,—and the other, of a formal nature. 

WILLM. C. WINDEYEII, 

Chairnuui, 

Legi8lative Assembly chamber, 

Sydney, 5 April, 1861. 

4 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

THURSDAY, 14 MARcH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PItESENT 

None. 

In the absence of a Quorum of Members, within one hour of the time appointed, the 
meeting called for this day lapsed. 

THURSDAY, 21 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT :— 

Mr. Dick, I Mr. Mate, 

Mr. Windeyer. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
W. C. Windeyer, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Copies of the Husking's Trust Bill,—before the Committee. 
Solicitor for the Bill, Mr. W. G. MCarthy. 
Mr. W. (E3I'Cartby, &litttor, examined. 
Witness produced original Indenture referred to in the Preamble. 
Examination concluded. 

And Committee requiring certain witnesses, who had been unable to attend this day 
in consequence of the shortness of notice, Solicitor for the Bill undertook to bo prepared 
with such parties at the next sitting. 

[Adjourned till Thursday, 28th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

THURSDAY, 28 MAR01!, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

\\T 
\Vindcyer, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Mate, I Mr, Piddington, 

Mr. Wilson. 
Solicitor for the Bill, Mr. W. U. i\I'Carthy, present. 

S. Hosking, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
F. Mitchell, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
P. Weaver, Esq., Licensed Surrerjoi, called in and examined. 
During which, Mr. Windeyer desiring to vacate the Chair for a short intervnl,—
.1. B. Wilson, Esq., called thercto,pro ternpore. 
Mr. Windeyer having returned, resumed the Chair. 
Witness handed in a Statement of the relative value of the property refrrcd to in 

the Bill belonging to Mrs. N. F. ilosking—separately from, and in eonjuuetion with certain 
property of J. Hosking, Esq. 

Ordered to be appended to the Evidence. (Vide Appendir A.) 
Witness having withdrawn,— 
Committee deliberated upon the Preamble. 
And the same having been formally amended (Vide Schedule of Arnendment),— 
Motion made (Chainnan) and Qaestion,—That the Preamble, as amended, stand part 

,of the Bill,—agreed to. 
Committee then proceeding,.— 
Clause 1 read and agreed to without amendment. 
Clause 2 read, amended (Vide Schedule of Amendments), and agreed to. 
Clauses 3, 4, and 5 severally read and agreed to without Amendment. 
The Chairman produced and read a Draft Report. 
On motion of Mr. Wilson, same agreed to. 
Chairman requested to report. - 

[Adjourned.] 

FR IDA 
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FRIDAY, 5 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

W. C. Wiudeyer, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Nate, I Mr. Wilson. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
Solicitor for the Ball, Mr. W. C-. N'Carthy, present. 
The Chairmau stated that, having discovered an important, but apparently accidental 

othission in the Preamble, and also that the evidence taken before the Committee afforded 
no grounds for the requisite insertion at a subsequent stage, the meeting had, been convened 
to take evidence upon the Pi'eamble as amended at the previous sitting, with a view to the 
same being further considered. 

Mr. IV. U. M'Oarthy, Solicilor, further examined. 
Committee reconsidering the Preamble, as previously amended,— 
Motion made (Air. tVitsoa) and Question,—That the Preamble be further amended 

in line 4, after "widow," by inserting the words "now deeeased,"—ogrecd to. 
Motion made (Mr. Wilson) and, Qaestion,—That the Preamble, as further amended, 

stand part of the BiIl,—aqreed to. 
Motion made (Mr. Wilson) and Qnestion,—Tliat the Chairman be requested to report 

the amended 11111, with the Preamble as further amended, to the lloase,—ajreod to. 
Request accordingly. 

SCIIEDTJLE OF AMENDMENTS. 

Page 1, Preamble, line 4.—After " Widow," jnsc't " now deceased." 

Page 5, Preamble, line 7.—Omit "and with." 

Page 6, Clause 2 line 18.—After "and," insert "with." 

LIST OF WITNESSES. 

I,.tE. 
Toeod"j, 21 Morel,, 1661. 

W. U. M'Carthy, Solicitor .. .. .. 

T/,"rscl,', 25 .111-11, a 561 
J. IJciikin, Esq... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7 
F. Tel iteh,dl, Esq. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. S 
T. W'e:tver, Es., Lu-maid Surmegor  

3 April, ISGi. 
W. tm. M'Csrttty, Esq., S';li,-U,r (fainter)  

LIST OF APPENDIX. 

(To E,-idr,ir.r yin by V. Ificiaer, Esq., 23 .11,4,, 1561.) 

A. PACK. 

Statement of the relat i s-c solar of cc' rtni a property, ref. rn a ti a the Eli, hI' it;r:i ug 
to M ni. 11,  F. Ho king—separately frin,, and in cuuj a tict jet' w ith eerta lii ç.ej'ertv 
if J. liosking,  

r 
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IttqS!aftue aøøemblp. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

MIMITES OF E\TII)Ei\TCE 

TAKEN EEFORE 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON 

HOSKJNQ's TRUST BILL. 

THURSDAF 21 MARC'JJ, 1861. 

jjrcetnt :— 
Ma. DICK, MR. MATE, 

MR. WINDEYER. 

WILLIAM CHARLES WINDEYER, ESQ., IN THE CHAiR. 
W. G. M'Cartby, Esq., appeared as Solicitor on behalf of the Promoters of the Bill, and 

was examined 
By the Chairman: You are Solicitor for this Bill? I am. 

W. U. Do you produce the deed referred to in the preamble? I produce the original settlement M'Cartliy, 
of the 26th May, 1845, between Rosetta Terry of the first part, John Hosking, and Martha A. 
Foslowe, his wife, of the second part, and Francis Clarke and Henry Terry Sheldon of the 
third part. (The witness produced the same.) - Iar., 1861. 
Messrs. Clarke and Sheldon are the trustees appointed by the deed ? They are. 
Does that deed give any power of sale or substitation or exchange? No, it does not—.-

these powers are omitted in the deed altogether. 
Will you briefly state what are the powers given by the deed and shew where it is 

deficient? The recitals are as stated in the Bill. (The witnesg recapitulated the ,-eritulg and provisions of the settlement.) 
Does the deed contain any power of sale or of investing the proceeds 6f such sale:' It 

does not, it contains a power of appointing new trustees which has been exercised by a sub. 
sequent deed recited in the Bill. 
The object of the Bill is to give trustees this power? Yes. 
Do all the parties who are interested under this deed approve of these powers being 

given? Yes, they are parties to the petition. 
Is it considered that it would be desirable for the advantage of persons interested under 

this settlement? It is; and the evidence I shall bring forward will shew, what I think is 
almost self-evident, that unimproved land of this sort intermixed with other land which 
prevents access to Crown Lands, and water, and so on, is not a very available property for 
sale by itself. What we seek is, that, Mr. Hosking having other property purchased from 
the Crown which he is about to sell, we may be enabled to sell ours at the same time, ns if 
his land should pass into other hands our chance would be gone entirely. 
Do you produce the deed appointing new trustees? I do. 

THURSDAY, 28 MARCH, 1861. 

ljrtøsnt :— 
MR. MATE, 

MR. WI I LSON. MR
. PIDDING TON, 

WILLIAM CHARLES WINDEYER, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 
W. G. M'Cartby, Esq., appeared as Solicitor for the promoters of the Bill. 

John Hosking, Esq., called in and examined 
By the Chairman: Do you know the property that is the subject of the Bill before the J. Jlosking. Committee? I do. 

Esq. 
Is it your opinion that it would be for the benet of the parties interested that additional 

r---- 
powers should be given to the trustees of purchasing, exchanging, and selling? It is, 20 Mar., 1861. 
inasmuch as a sale has actually been made, and it went off in consequencc of the entail. If 
you will allow me, I will briefly state the circumstances connected with the settlement, of this 
property. The greater part of this property, called Foxiowe, was mine in 1834. in or about 1838 or 1839 I gave a mortgage to Mrs. Terry, Mrs. baking's mother, for £4,000, upon it. 

Somewhere 
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MINUTES OT EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE TUE 

J.lToskiug, Somewhere about 18431 required some money, and went to her for assistance, she then 
Esq. offered me this deed to do as I chose with it. Upon this occasion I did not make use of it; 

but in 1845 she obtained the equity• of redemption, and redeemed, and then expressed a 
26 Mar., 1561. wish that it should be settled in any way that might be thought prudent for Mrs. Hosking. 

I accordingly instructed Mr. Want, and the deed was drawn. I took the draft and read 
the greater part of to Mrs. Terry. She said, "What is the use of reading it further to me, 
you can give instructions to Mr. Want about the deed." I mention this to shew that. 
she had no particular object in the entail. having given instructions generally to Mr. 
Want, I did not go on with the reading of the deed, and it did not attract my attention till 
a sale was made of that property, and of what I subsequently purchased. The deed lay in 
Mr. Want's hands from the time it was signed; and, not ooatemplating that it had been 
entailed, in 1859 [ made a sale of my portion of the property to Mr. Jioutledge, and of Mrs. 
Husking 's, at one uniform price, it will be seen by reference to the plan, that these 
properties should be sold together. If my portion of the estate were sold by itself, it would 
muterialy injure Foxlowe proper; if that were sold alone it would not injure mine to the 
same extent. 
By 3f1 WThn: I think Mr. Roatledge left the Colony and vent to Englend, thinkiug 

lie was the purchaser? Yes; in fact we did not know of the entail, and Mr. Want did not 
seem to know of it until the deed was referred to, and we were then brought up all standing, 
and could not carry out the sale. This ehews the necessity for this application. The 
surveyor will be able to explain this even better than I can. (The witness eefeired 

to a plan, aud'p'iteJ out the relotwe position of the tv:r, prppe'ties.) 1,073 acres is Mrs. 

1-lesking's property, and 2,701 is mine; and Mr. Routicdge would not take one portion 
without the other. 
Then I understand you, in reference to this, that it was left to you to have this trust 

deed drawn up as you liked, and by a more oversight the property was entailed ? Yes, by 
an oversight. 
You are of opinion that Mrs. Terry had no intention to tie up the property? No; 

she would have given it to myself if I had liked; but I said as Mrs. Husking had other 
trust property, it might be as well to have this also in trust. 
Dos Mrs. Jiosking consent to this application? She signs the petition applying for 

this Bill, and must become a party in that way. I am quite certain, on the one hand, 
that I could make at least 10s. :in acre of my portion, if it were sold by itself; and I do 
not think the other, if sold by itself, would make more than the upset price. Mr. Rontledge 
was to have given 28s. an  aerc. If this amount could be obtained, it would realize a son 
of money the interest of which would be more than double—three times—as much as the 
land would ever rent for, and thereby, of course, the parties interested—the children 
whose interest of course would be protected—would be benefited, if Mrs. Husking were 
to die to-morrow, the children would be benefited by getting a large return of interest for 
their investment; we propose to have ample seenrity for them. 
Is it the fact that the profitable return from these lands depends upon personal manage-

ment and supervision ? Yes. 
IS. You are about to relinquish the management? Yes; I wish to give it up; the interests 
of all parties concerned are involved. 

Y01i have two children, I believe? Yes, daughters. 
Under the age of 21? Yes. 
Is Mr. Sheldon—one of the trustees—dead ? He is, and Mr. Mitchell is appointed, as 

the deed provides, in the place of Mr. Sheldon. 
In the first part of your evidence you referred to a deed—do you mean the settlement 

mentioned in the Bill? I do. 
23, And Mrs. Terry is the settlor in that deed—the conveying party? She is. 
These lands you have spoken of have been managed as one property? As one property. 

By it'. Wilson: And from their peculiar situation it is almost impossible to divide 
them—they are so interwoven with each other? Yes, because I have purchased entirely 
with reference to the protection of the ron ; and if the Committee could bee the lay of the 
country, they would at once find that I had accomplished that. If I were to sell mine 
without the original property, the latter would be considerably damaged. 

Francis Mitchell, Esq., called in and examined:— 

F. Mitchell. 26. By the Chairmen: You are one of the trustees for Mrs. Martha Foxlowe ilosking, 
Esq. under a settlement made by Mrs. Rosetta Terry? Yes. 

27. Mr. Francis Clarke is the other trustee? Yes. 
28 Mar., 1861. 28. Do you know the object of the Bill proposed to be introduced to the Legislature for 

giving additional powers to the trustees? Yes. The land would be unproductive in itself, 
and it would be very much to the advantage of the estate if it were sold to be with other 
land of Mr. Hosking's. 
20. You approve of the proposed alteration? Yes. 
so. You think it would be for the advantage of the children? Yes. 
You know Mrs. baking? Yes, quite well. 
Do you know whether she approves of having this change made? She has petitioned 

for it, and I know she is very anxions for it. 
Do you know whether she is personally desirous of it? Yes. 
Is she not well at present? No, she is not. 

(Mr. ltindcycr vacated the Chair pro temp., and if,'. WiLson having ta7en the Chair,—) 

J. 
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON I!fl'KfyG rft(jsr BILL. 

J. B. 'WILSON, Eso., IN THE CHAIR. 

Thomas Weaver, Esq., called in and examined 
35, By the Chair,aan : You are a licensed surveyor ? Yes. P. Weaver, 
Have you bad considerable experience in valuing and surveying land? I have been at Esq. 

it many years. I have had great experience both at home and out here. 
How many years experience have you had in this Colony? Eight. 25 Mar., 18,1. 
Pa you know the Foalowe Estate? I know it perfectly well. 

Do you know the adjoining property purchased by Mr. Jlosking? Yes, it was 
measured by myself for sale. 

In asking you the question, doyou know the Foxlowe Estate, I am alluding, more 
particularly to the original estate—the settled property? I know it perfectly well. 
And you also know the adjoining properties purchased by Mr. husking? I know them 

all, [measured them fur the Governient at the time of sale. 
Do you think it would be advisable to sell, or could a profitable sale be effected of, the 

l?oxlowe Estate without the other? The property would not realize nearly so much separate 
as it would as a whole. 

Th 2h. Mate: Why? The best part of the land is what is called Black heath, clear open 
land, and there is no water to be bad without going on to the other—that is the best land on 
the property. That portion of the trust property is hemmed in on beLls sides by the 
purchased property. (The wi/non tefcrred to a plait.) 
By the (jhei,',na,s Is there not a considerable part of the run that would be naturally 

attached to the settled portion ? It is a sheep station ; the purchased portion is in the 
centre of the run, and without that the other would be of little value. 

W. C. WTINDEYE1t, ESQ,, IN THE CHAIR. 
BY  the Uhais'rnau: In fact the purchased portion commands the chief water ? It does; 

there is a sufficient supply of water through the leased land, but here is the only good open 
land for folding the sheep. 
40. By Mr. Wi/con: The purchased portion commands the run? Yes; I had the selection 
of it, and of course I took the best portion of it to secure the run; the other is valueless 
without it. In taking that spot I consider that I took the cream out of the whole district. 
By the Chairman : What would be the value of the settled portion if it were sold sepa- - 

ratrly? If sold separately 25s. per acre, amounting to £13,416 5s. 
If sold in conjunction with the purchased portion? £1,609 more, or £15,026 in the 

whole. 

Do you ]land in a statement of the value of this property? Yes. (The witness handed 
in the sa,ne. Vide Appendix A.) 

APPENDIX A. 

}'oxlowe Estate (if sold together) eon- —Capable of carrying 5000 sheep, wool 
taming 13,431 acres, at2ss. per 2,UOO ewes, increase 
acre-35 sections of Ire-lease .. .. 15,808 13 0 
As valued separately— 

Mr. John husking's portion of par- 
chased lands, containing 2,701 
acres, at lOs. per acre, anlouhits to 

..... 5,403 10 0 About 
'1lu ai rs. is. 51. ii Ositing a settled po.r. 
tin]], containing 10,733 acres, at 
25s. per acre, amounts to the sum of 13,416  

18,819 15 

But as Mr. John Ifosking is willing to 
throw his portion into a sale with 
Mi's. liosking's settled portion, at 
an average In of 28s. per co-c, 
the value of Mr's, ilosking's settled 
I,ortion is i,iercasetl to the situ, of 15,026 
Or Ci,Gon lOs. by king sold together. 

FRIDAY, 5 APRIL, 1861. 

Ijlrcecnt :— 

Ma. MATE, . I Mn. WILSON. 

WILLIAM CHARLES WINDEYER, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR, 
W. U. M'Carthy, Esq., Solicitor for the promoters of the Bill, further examined :- 
By the Chairman : Is it the fact that Mrs. Terry is dead? It is. 

Sycln,'y Thin's, III' hard, Otiverurnent PrUner, -.1851. 
215—B 

o EXTENSES. 
- Interest on Capital ........ 200 
oRent ...................... &oo  
— Shepherds and Watchmen 500 
Risk ......................iso 

1,350 

£ 
1,000 
750 

1,750 
1,350 

400 
70 

830 

Rent nt prc.lcase ..........70 
0 llliproveanents and a few straggling cattle only 

aeeninn,odatjon for the Station. 
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itegiøIattUc 2øtmb1p. 

NEW SOTJT.H WALES. 

CLARENCE AND RICHMOND RIVERS STEAM NAV!GATION COMPANY'S BILL. 

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON THE 

CLARENCE AND RICHMOND RIVERS STEAM 

NiVIGATION COMPANY'S WILL; 

TOGETHER WITH THE 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMIMITTEE, 

AND 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

3 April, isGi. 

SYDNEY 

THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, 

PHILLIP-STREET. 

1861. 
[Price, 2dJ 173— 
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1861. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
LEGISLATiVE ASSEMBLY. 

VOTES No. 43. WEDNESDAY, 27 MARC; 1861, A. M. 

34. Clarence and Richmond Rivers Steam Navigation Company's Bill :—Mr. Parkes moved, 
pursuant to notice,— 
That the Bill to incorporate the Clarence and Richmond Rivers Steam Navigation 

Company be referred to a Select Committee for their consideration and report. 
That such Committee consist of Mr. Allen, Mr. Caidwell, Mr. Flett, Mr. Hannel!, 

Mr. Lewis, Mr. Smart, Mr. Stewart, and the Mover. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES No. 46. WEDNESDAY, 3 APRIL, 1861, A.M. 

12. Clarence and Richmond Rivers Steam Navigation Company's Bill:—Mr. Parkes, as 
Chairman, brought up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of 
Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose considera-
tion and report the Bill was referred on the 27th March last. 
Ordered to be printed. 

* * * * * * 

CONTENTS. 

PAGE. 

ExtTacts from the Votes and Proceedings 2 

Report .................. 3 

Proceedings of the Committee 4 
Schedule of Amendments ...... 4 
List of Witnesses 4 
Minutes of Evidence .......... 5 
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1881. 

CLARENCE AND RICHMOND RIVERS STEAM NAVIGATION 

COMPANY'S BILL. 

REPORT. 

THE SnEOT Cow&D1TEn of the Legislative Assembly, for whose considera-

tion and report was referred, on the 27th ultijno, the " Clarence and 

"Richmond Riven Steam Navigation Company's Bill," beg leave to 

report to your Honorable House 

That they have examined the Solicitor for the Bill,* and Mr. E.Daintny 

the Manager to the Oompany, (whose respective evidence will be found . T. F. Dye. 

appended hereto), and that the Preamble having been satisfactorily proved 

by the evidence of those gentlemen, they proceeded with the enacting part 

of the Bill in which it was deemed expedient to introduce a new Clause4 tCua 12. (Tide 
chedu1eof 
Alnendlucnts, 

And your Committee now beg to lay before your Honorable House pap'  

the Bill, as amended by them. 

HENRY PARKE 5, 

Chairman. 

Legislative Asgembly Chamber, 

Sydney, 2 April, 1861. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

TUESDAY, 2 APRIL, 1861. 

NEMButS PRISENT 

Mr. Allen, Mr. Parkes, 
Mr. Stewart. 

IT, Parkes, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Copies of the Clarence and Richmond Rivers Steam Navigation Company's Bill,— 

before the Committee. 
Parties called in 
Solicitor for the Bill, Mr. E. Daintrey. 
Manager to the Company, Mr. Tilmouth Felix Dye. 

Mr. E. Daintrey, &lieitor, examined. 
Witness produced originat Indenture referred to in the Preamble,—printed copy 

handed in. 
Mr. T. P. Dye, Manager, examined. 
Committee then considered the Preamble of the Bill. 

Motion made (Chairman) and Question,—That this Preamble stand part of the Bill, 

—agreed to. 
Committee proceeded with the consideration of the several Clauses. 
Clauses I toll read and agreed to, without amendment. 
Motion made (Mr. Allen) and Qnestion,—That the Bill be amended after Clause 

11, by addition of the following Clause:—" 12. This Act shall be deemed to be a Public 
Act and shall be judicially taken notice of as such by the Judges of the Supreme Court 
" and all other Judges and Justices of the Peace within the Colony of New South Wales 
without being specially pleaded and the same whenever cited shall be sufficiently described 
" as the 'Clarence and Richmond Rivers Steam Navigation Company's Act' "—agreed to. 

On motion of Mr. Allen, Chairman requested to report the Bill)  as amended, to the 

House. 

SCHEDULE OF AMENDMENTS. 

Page 4. After Clause 11, insert the following new Clause 
" 12. This Act shall be deemed to be a Public Act and shall be judicially taken 

" notice of as such by the Judges of the Supreme Court and all other Judges 
and Justices of the Peace within the Colony of New South Wales without 
" being specially pleaded and the same whenever cited shall be sufficiently 
described as the ' Clarence and Richmond Rivers Steam Navigation Com-

pany's Act?" 

LIST OF WITNESSES. 

Tuesday, 2 Apr14 1861. 
PAGE. 

Edwin Daintrey, Esq., Sohcitor for the Bill .. t 

Tflmout]a Felix Dye, Manager to the C'ompani, .........6 
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1861. 

ILegiøWSc 9øcrnb1p. 

NE W SOUTH WALES. 

MIINUTES OF EVIDENQE 

TAKEN BflORE 

THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON TUE 

CLARENCE & RICHMOND RIVERS STEAM NAVIGATION 

COMPANY'S BILL. 

TUESDAY, 2 APRIL, 1861. 

Ma. ALLEN, I Mg. PARKES, 

Ma. STEWART. 

HENRY PARKES, ESQ,, IN THE CHAIR. 

Edwin Daintrey, Esq., appeared as Solicitor for the promoters of the Bill, and was 
examined 

By the Chairman: You are the Solicitor for the Clarence and Richmond Rivers Steam Edwin 
Navigation Company? I am. Dain&cy,Es 
Have youbeen Solicitor for that Company from the time of its formation? I have. 
When was the Company formed? The present Company was formed on the 1st January)  2 April, 1861. 

1860. 
Have you the Deed of Settlement? I have. (The witness produced the Deed.) It is 

signed by all the parties. 
This is the Deed of Settlement referred to in the preamble of the Bill now before this 

Committee? It is. 
Have you a printed copy of the same? I beg to hand in a printed copy. (The witness 

handed in the same.) I should mention that the printed copy does not contain the names of 
theparties signing. 

Has the Company vessels trading to the Clarence and Richmond Rivers? It has trading 
to the Clarence; it has none that runs to the Richmond at present. 
Have the Company any vessels of any kind trading to any other place? I am not aware 

that they have any. 
What is the capital of the Company? £50,000, in shares of £10 each. 
Has the whole of the capital been subscribed? All of it. 
There has been no resolution arrived at to increase the capital? Not by the present 

Company. 

The Directors of the Company have petitioned the Legislative Assembly for a Bill to 
incorporate the Company? They have. 
This Bill, copies of which lie upon the table, is the Bill which they desire shall be passed 

into law? It is. 
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MINUTES Of EVIDENCE TAEEN BEFORE TUE SELECT COMMITTEE, &C. 

Edwin 14, And if passed, it would give the same powers as are supposed to be given by the Deed of 
Daintrey,Esq. Settlement? Yes. 
t 15. Have you ever paid any dividend? Yes. 
2 April, 1861. 113.  How  often? I believe regularly. 

At what time is the dividend paid? Half-yearly. 
how many dividends have you paid since the Company was formed? I should mention 

that the Manager of the Company i preseit, and he can thswer the question better than I. 
I am not a shareholder, and not cognizant of the time of paying dividends. 

Tilmouth Fells Dye, Esq., examined:— 

T. F. Dye, 19. By the Oltairinan: You are the Manager of the Clarence and Richmond Rivers Steam 
Lq. Navigation Company? I am Secretary to it. 
,..__A,.._.. 20. Your duties are those of Manager? I have the general management of the Company. 
April, 1561. 21. How long have you held this office? Since April of last year. 

The Company has one or more vessels tading to one or other of these rivers? Yes. 
How many have they? Three. 
Where do they run? To the Clarence. 
All of them? All of them. 
Have they no vessel running to Richmond River? Not at present. 
Is it the intention of the Company to run one to the Richmond River? I cannot eny 

at present. 
Have they any vessels running to any other place than the Clarence? No. 
The capital of £50,000—has the whole been subscribed? The whole of it. 
The Company is in full trade? Yes. 

81. Paying dividends? We have paid dividends. 
What dividends have you paid? Two; one in June, and one in December last. 
Are you aware that the Directors of the Company have petitioned for a Bill to incorporate 

the Coinpaty? I am. 
Will you have the goodness to st&te the names of the Directors? Clarke Irving, 

Francis Mitchell, Michael Metealfe, George King, John Donald M'Lean. 
85. Have all these gentlemen signed the petition? The whole of them. 
They constitute the whole Board of Directors? They do. 
Have you seen the Bill which it is proposed to have passed into a law—a copy of which 

is before you? I have. 
Have you read it? Yes. 
This Bill gives to the Company the powers contemplated by the Deed of Settlement 

It does. 

Syansy Thomas V,iQhards, Oovernment Frinter.-1561. 
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1861. 

LtgteIatibs 2øøtmbtp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

SEAMEN. 

PROGRESS REPORT 

FROM THE 

SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON 

SE A ME N; 

TOGETHER WITU THE 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE, 

AND 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE. 

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

10 May, 1861. 

SYDNEY: 

THOMAS RICHARDS, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, 
PHILLIP.STREET. 

- 0- 

1861. 
[Price, Is. Dd] 70—A 
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1861. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 

VOTES No. 11. TUESDAY, 29 JANuARY, 1861. 

20. Seamen :—Mr. Dalglcish moved, pursuant to amended notice,— 
That a Select Committee, with power to send for persons and papers, be appointed 

to inquire into and report upon the working of the various Acts which have special 
reference to the shipping, discharging, and lodging of Seamen in the Colony of New 
South Wales. 
And that such Committee consist of Captain Moriarty, Mr. Windoyer, Mr. Love, 

Mr. Walsh, Mr. Douglas, Mr. Stewart, Mr. Lucas, Mr. Lewis, Mr. Allen, and the 
Mover. 
Question put and passed. 

Vons No. 19. TUESDAY, 12 FEER1YARY, 1861. 

7. Seamen :—Mr. Dalgleish moved, pursuant to notice, That it be an instruction to the 
Select Committee on Seamen, appointed on the 29th January last, to consider and 
report upon the general condition and treatment of Seamen in the Colony of New 
South Wales. 
Debate ensued. 
Question put *nd passed. 

VOTES No. 69. 1?EJDAY, 10 May, 1861. 

12. Seamen :—Mr. Dalgleish, as Chaitman, brought up a Progress Report from, and laid 
upon the Table the Minutes of the Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the 
Select Committee, for whose consideration and report the working of the various 
Acts which have special reference to the shipping, discharging, and lodging of 
Seamen in the Colony of New South Wales, was referreI on the 29th January, 1361. 
Ordered to be printed. 

0 ON TENTS. 
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Progress Report .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 
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List of Appendix .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 11 
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1861. 

SEAMEN. 

PROGRESS REPORT. 

Tm SELECT ComIITnE of the Legislative Assembly, appointed ou the 
29th January last, "to inquire into and report upon the working of 

"the various Acts which have special reference to the shipping, 
discharging, and lodging of Seamen in the Colony of Hew,  South 
Wales," "with power to send for persons and papers;" and, on the 
12th February, instructed "to consider and report upon the general 
" condition and treatment of Seamen in the Colony of New South Wales," 
have agreed to the following Progress Report 

Your Committee have given the inquiry intrustecl to them by 
your Honorable House their earnest attention and consideration, and 
have examined seventeen witnesses, representing each grade in the 
calling of Seamen, including Siiipowners and others, whose views for 
the most part, are in accordance with those of the Seamen, as will be seen 
by the evidence hereto appended. 

Your Committee would direct the attention of your Honorable 
House to the main features of what appear to be the evils emanating 
from the Laws relating to Seamen. 

The working of the Shipping Office is found to be vexatious, 
and, in many instances, oppressive to Seamen, whilst to owners it is doubly 
so, through the detentions to vessels caused by the, forms imposed, and 

at present necessary to be complied with. Favourable opportunities of 
sailing are lost, and an amount of expenditure that otherwise would have 
no existence is entailed on the owner, who receives nothing whatever in 

return. The weight of evidence appears to favour the discontinuance of 
that establishment, at least, as far as Colonial Shipping is concerned. 

Your Committee would call attention to that portion of the 
Act, 17 Vie., No. 30, which relates to Seamen's Lodging-houses. 
Whilst your Committee admit the desirability of providing, if 
possible, well regulated lodging-houses, for all classes of the community 
who may choose to resort to them, they cannot but think, the present 
system of compelling Seamen, as a class, to live in lodging-houses—is a 
restriction calculated to cause the discontent!, apparently, now existing 
amongst Seamen with reference to this matter. 

It 
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It also seems, that ships' articles are generally unequal in 
their action, binding the employed only, as to the time of leaving; whilst 
the employers are free, or liable only to a fine for any violation of 
contract,—for similar breaches of agreement, the employed being subject 

to imprisonment, as for criminal ofl'ences. 

As the late period of the Session• prevents any further inquiry, 
and as applications to be examined have been made to your Committee, 

on what are stated to be matters of importance, your Committee have 
determined to report progress to your Honorable House,—hoping to be 
enabled, at an early date, to resume an inquiry, the necessity of which 

is clearly apparent from the evidence. 

D. C. DALGLEISII, 
Chairman. 

Legislative Assembly C'lzatnber, 
Sydney, 10 May, 1861. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

FRIDAY, 1 FEBRUARY, 1881. 

MEMBERS PRBZNT 

Mr. Dalgleish, Mr. Love, 
Mr. Douglas, Capt. Moriarty, 

Mr. Stewart. 

On iIioiou of C.VL,Muriusiy, B. C. Daigeio'u, Eeq., oaiLoi to the CL,r. 
Order of the louse, dated 29th January last, appointing Oommittee,—read. 
Committee deliberated relative to the commencement of their inquiry. 
it was Resolved:— 

That S. North, Esq., be summoned to give evidence on Tuesday next, at 
halfrpaet Eleven o'clock; and, in the alternative of Mr. North's engagements 
not permitting, that Captain Shorter be called in place of the former 
gentleman. 
That copies of the several Acts in reference to the shipping, discharging, and 
lodging of seamen in New South Wales, be furnished at the next sitting, for 
prior consideration. 

[Adjourned till Tuesday, 5th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 5 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEE.mns PnsEwr 

D. C. Dalgleish, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Allen, I Mr. Love, 
Capt. Moriarty. 

Upon the Table,—pursuant to resolution agreed to at the former sitting, Copies of 
the undermentioned Acts relating to Merchant Seamen, viz. 

Water Police-4 Vict., No. 17, 1840. 
Water Police Amendment-7 VieS., No. 21, 1843. 
Protection of Merchant Seamen—il Vict., No. 28, 1847. 
Colonial Seamen-13 Vict., No. 28, 1849. 
Water Police Regulation (Seamen's Lodging-houses, &c.)-17 Vict., No. 86, 1853. 
Merchant Seamen (Imperial)-17 and 18 Vict., cap. 104, 1854. 
Seamen's Lodging-houses Extension-19 Vict., No. 8, 1855. 
Seamen's Engagement Amendment-23 Vict., No. 11, 1860. 
(Merchant Seamen's Act Amendment—Imperial Act, 18 and 19 Viot., cap. 91, 1855, 
not before Committee.) 

Committee considered same, more particularly the Act, 17 Viet., No. 86. 
S. North, Esq., Water Police Magistrate and Shipping Master, called in and 

examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated generally as regards the extent of the inquiry authorised by 

the House. 

[Adjourned.] 

FRIDAY, 8 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEMBtRS PRESENT 

P. C. Dalgleish, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Lewis, I Capt. Moriarty. 
Commmittee met pursuant to summons. 
Mr. D. Gibb, Engineer, called in and examined. 
Whilst giving certain evidence,— 
Objection taken thereto by Capt. Moriarty, as beiag matter of supposition, and 

beyond the personal knowledge of the witness. 
Witness, by request, retired. 
Committee deliberated. 
When the objection not being insisted upon, 
Witness ordered to be re-called. 
Examination of Mr. D. &ibb resumed and concluded. 
Witness withdrew. 
Two witnesses to be examined. 
lAdjourned till Tuesday, the 12th instant, at lkalJ.past Ten o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 
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TUESDAY, 12 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

1tEMBEIt PaEsNT :r 

B. C. Dalgleisli, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Lewis* j Mr. Lucas, 

Mr. Windeyer. 

Letter (dated the 9th) accompanying the re1airn of Evidence given by S. North, Esq., 
on the 5th instant, respeciqg zninteutional errors thereto, and. forwarding the several 
Appendices—laid beforo. Chairwirn. 

Further letter (dated the 11th) from S. North, Esq., transmitting four forms of 
Ship's Article, as requested in Chairman's letter of the 8th instant,—produced. 

Forms lai(I before Committee. 
Mr. Edward lYebenbaip, Stoker, called in and examined. 
Witness • withdrew. 
Mr. Donald Sinclair, Stoker, called in and examined. 
Witness, withdrew. 
M, iorth's letter of the 9th, and Documents therewith, to be appended to his 

evidthce, the necessary references being inserted in the M.S. 
Chairman to furnish names of witnesses for Friday. 

fAdjouxaet Wi Friy, 15th instant, at E1een &clock.). 

FRIDAY, 15 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

Mamnus PRESENT 

ID. C. Daigleish, Esq., in the ChRir. 

Mr. Allen, Mr. Lewis, 
M I )1r. Love. 

Votes No. 19, 12th instant, entry 7, directing oonsidration and report upon the 
general condition and treatment of Colonial Seamen—before the Committee. - 

Mr. Ci, Robertson,. Captain anct Owner, called' in and examined. 
In the course of examination, 

- he Chairma ruled the inadmissibleness of a certain question proposed by Mr. Allen 
(jet unanswered). 

Deliberation ensuing, 
Witness directed to retire. 

- Cgmmittoe.consideresi the objection stated to the inquiry—a8 being,irrelevant, and 
calculated to elicit n reply irrespective of the general subject. 

Motion of Mr. Douglas superseding same—withdrawn. 
Witness recalled. 
Examination of Mr. G. Robertson resumed. 
The Chairman having further ruled in disallowance of the form in which Mr. Allen 

was eondueting the evidence, 
And witness retiring, 
Committee deliberated. 
Motion made (Mr. D(,uglas) and Question,—That Mr. Allen's questions are in order, 

and that the Chairman's interruptions are uncalled for,— 
Put and considered ;—by leave, withdrawn. 
Motion made (Mr. Don glue) and Question,—That the witness be recalled and his 

examination resumed at the point where interrupted,—ogreed to. 
Examination of Mr. G. Robertson resumed and concluded. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. J. Dunn, Boarding-house Keeper, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. W. Rowbotham, Seaman, called in and examined. 
Witness produced several certificates of discharge from vessels in the United Kingdom, 

with certificates of character V(ery) G(ood) in each case annexed thereto, respectively 
dated 10 Mal  1854, 14 November 1857, and 2 August 1858,—the latter being handed in. 
(Vide Appendix—after page 69.) 

Witness withdrew. 
Names of witnesses (3) for Tuesday, furnished. 

[Adjourned till Tuesday, 1901 instant.] 

t 

TUESDAY, 
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TUESDAY, 19 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEMnE PRESENT 

Mr. Daigleish. 

In the absence of a quorum of the Committee, the meeting called this day, lapsed. 
Notes received from two witnesses excusing their non-attendauce. 

TUESDAY 5 A1A2013, 1861. 

MEMEZaS PRESENt 

D. C. Dalgleish, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Allen, Capt. Moriarty, 
Mr. Lewis, Mr. Stewart. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
C. Smith, Esq., .dferchant and Shipowner, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated in regard to taking evidence on the circumstances tleeuntly 

occurring on board the "Norna." 
It was Resolved:— 
That the Committee are willing to inquire into the cas of ceYtaili SetThift 
belonging to the barque "Norna," as connected with the general emaditlail  
and treatment of Seamen, but without reference to the conduct of the investi-
gation at the Water Police Court. 

[Adjourned till Friday, 8th instant, at half-past l'en o'olock.] 

FRIDAY, 8 MARCH, 1800. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Dalgleish, I Capt. Moriarty. 

In the absence of a quorum of the Committee, the meeting called this day, lapsed. 
Mr. P. Byrne, summoned as a witness4  absent from town. 
B. B. MerrIll, Esq., attended. 

THURSDAY, 14 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

B. C. Dalgleish, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Lewis, Capt. Moriarty, 
Mr. Love, Mr Walsh. 

Committee metpursuant to summons. 
W. E. Shorter, Esq., Deputy Shipping Master, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 

[Adjourned till Tuesday, 10th Marob, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 10 3fA11014 1801. 

MEMBERS PRZSNT 

D. C. Dalgleish, Esq, in the Chair. 

Mr. Lewis, I Capt. Moriarty, 
Mr. 8tewrt, 

Mr. J. E. Manning, junr., Merchant and S7ipowner, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
J. Munro, .Esq, Marine Superintendent, A. S. .N Co., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 

[Adjourned till Friday, 22nd instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

FRIDAY 22 MARCH, 1861. 

ME!mER PJtESENT 

Mr. Daigleish. 

In the absence of a quorum of the Committee, the meetkg called this day, lapsed. 

WEDNESDAY, 
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WEDNESDAY, 27 MARCH, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

P. C. Dalgleish, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Lewis, I Capt. Moriarty, 
Mr. Stewart. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
Letter (dated the 21st) accompanying the return of Evidence given by W. E. 

Shorter, Esq., on the 14th instant, having reference to certain answers—one as depending 
upon a double interrogatory, the former being omitted—laid before Committee. 

Extract therefrom ordered to appear as a note to the Evidence. (Tide Answer 
No. 806.) 

in respect of question indicated by witness, the Shorthand.writer, explaining its 
omission, authorised to supply same. (Tide Question No. 917.) 

C. Smith, Esq., examined on the 5th instant, requesting the correction of certain 
answers in the evidence then given, called in and re-examined. 

Certain alterations made,—and witness' note explaining the grounds of re-examina. 
tion and the value of particular evidence, authorised to appear. (ViSe Answer No. 656.) 

Witness withdrew. 
The Chairman stated that Mr. Merrill, the American Consul, had expressed his 

willingness to be examined before the Committee, submitting for consideration the 
desirableness of taking the evidence of that gentleman. 

Committee deliberated. 
It was Resolved 
That B. P. Merrill, Esq., be examined at the next meeting. 

Mr. A. Mime, Jormerly Seaman, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. T. Stewart, Captain and Owner, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. J. Merriman, Captain and Owner, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. J. Rayner, Captain and Owner, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Certain witnesses not examined; others not attending. 

[Adjourned till Tuesday, 2nd April, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 2 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Dalgleish, I Mr. Stewart. 

In the absence of a quorum of the Committee, the meeting called this day, lapsed. 
Witnesses in attendance—B. D. Merrill, Esq., and Capt. M'Clements. 

[To be convened to-morrow, 3rd instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

WEDRESDAY, 3 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBER PRESENT 

Mr. Dalglcisb. 

No other Members proceeding to the Committee Room, the meeting called this day, 
lapsed. 

Witnesses attending—Mr. P. F. Little, B. P. Merrill, Esq., and Mr. Thomas. 

TUESDAY, 9 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Palgleisb, I Mr. Lewis 

A quorum of the Committee not being present at JialJ.past Eleven o'clock, the 
meeting, called this day, lapsed. 

Capt. MClements and Mr. P. F. Little, pursuant to summons,—also Mr. Thomas, in 
attendance. 

(To be convened for Thursday, 11th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

THURSDAY, 
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THURSDAY, 11 APRIL, 1861. 
MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Dalgleish, I Mr. Love. 

In the absence of a quorum of the Committee at hal/past Eleven o'clock, the meeting 
called this day, lapsed. 

Messrs. Merrill, M'Clemcnts, and Little attended as witnesses. 

THURSDAY, 18 APRIL, 1861. 

By reason of the adjournment of the House until to-morrow, the meeting called 
this day, lapsed. 

TUESDAY, 23 APRIL, 1861. 

The meeting called this day, postponed, by direction of the Chairman, until Thursday, 
25th instant, at Eleven o'clock. 

THURSDAY, 25 APRIL, 1861. 

P. C. Daigleish, Esq., in the Chair. 
Mr. Douglas, Mr. Lewis. 

Committee met, pursuant to summons. 
The Chairman referred to certain documents, which he desired to lay upon the 

Table, furnished by a Mr. Thomas, who having attended two sittings for the purpose of being 
examined, when the Committee had not formed a quorum, was not now in a position to 
come forward as a witness. 

Mr. P. F. Little, Constable, Wakr Police, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. M. Wilson, .fliessenger, ("Rwzner"), Shipping Office, called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated in reference to the delay in obtaining printed copies of the 

evidence, and generally upon the expediency of closing the proceedings by reporting progress. 
Other witnesses not in attendance. 

[Adjourned till Wednesday, lst May, at Eleven o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 1 MAY, 1861. 
MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Daigloish, J Mr. Lewis. 
A quorum of the Committee not being present at half-past Eleven o'clock, the meeting 

called this day, lapsed. 

[To be convened for Friday, 3rd instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

FRIDAY, 3 MAY, 1861. 
MEMBERS PRESENT 

D. C. Daigleish, Esq., in the Chair. 
Mr. Love, I Mr. Windeyer. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
The Chairman submitted a Draft of certain Resolutions, as the basis of a Progress 

Report. 
Same read and considered. 
Committee requested the Chairman to frame Report thereon. 

[Adjourned.] 

THURSDAY, 9 MAY, 1861. 
MEMBERS PRESENT:- 

Mr. Dalgleish, j Mr. Lewis. 
A quorum of the Committee not being present at hal/past] Eleven o'clock, the 

meeting called this day, lapsed. 

FRIDAY, 10 MAY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:- 

P. C. Dalgleish, Esq., in the Chair. 
Mr. Lewis, Mr. Love, 

Mr. Windcyer. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
The Chairman produced a draft Progress Report, as desired by Committee on the 

3rd instant. 
70—A 2 Introductory 
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Introductory paragraphs of proposed Report read, verbally amended, and agreed to. 
Paragraph 2 read, viz.:— 
"Your Committee would call attention to that portion of the Act, 17 Vie., No. 36, 

which relates to seamen's lodging-houses. It is found to be very objectionable, restraining 
" the proper liberty of the subject in reference to seamen, by preventing them from choosing 
"their abode in any other place than in a house spccially licensed for that purpose, a 
provision which does not apply to any other class. 

" Whilst your Committee admit the desirability of providing, if possible, well 
regulated lodging-houses for all classes of the community, where ventilation and eleanli-
" ness would be maintained under proper inspection, they would deprecate any attempt to 
" make residence compulsory by flue or otherwise." 

Amendment proposed (if,-. Win deyer) to omit "It is found," (line 2) ike., to the 
end, and insert, as follows 

" Whilst your Committee admit the desirability of providing, if possible, well 
regulated lodging-houses, for all classes of the community who may choose to resort to 
them, they cannot but think, the present system of compelling seamen, as a class, to live in 
lodging-houses, is a restriction calculated to cause the discontent, apparently now existing 
amongst seamen, with reference to this matter." 

Committee deliberated. 
Question,—That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the Report,— 

negatived. 

Question put,—That the words proposed to be inserted, be so inserted. 
Amendment (farther) proposed (Mr. Love) to substitute the following :— 
Whilst your Committee think it desirable that lodging-houses, under proper 

"inspection, should still continue to be licensed for the comfort and accommodation of sea- 
men, your Committee would recommend that the same liberty begranted to them as all 

" other classes enjoy, in the choice of their residence, and that they should not be compelled 
" to resort to licensed lodging-houses, should they prefer lodging elsewhere." 

Committee deliberated. 
Question put,—T hat the words first proposed stand part of the Question. 
Committee divided. 

Ayes, 2. No, 1, 
Mr. Lewis, Mr. Love. 
Mr. Windeyer. 

Amendment (Mr. Loves) negatived. 
Paragraph, as amended, agreed to. 
Paragraph 3 read and agreed to. 

It was Resolved:— 
That the Draft Report, as amended, be the Progress Report of this Committee. 

Chairman requested to report. 

LIST OF WITNESSES 

Tuesday, 6 February, 1861. 
PAGE, 

5, North, Esq, Water Police Magistrate and Shipping Master -. .. . - 1 
Friday, 8 February, 1661. 

Mr. P. Gibb, Engineer -. .. .. -. .. ., .. .. ,. 12 
Tuesday, 12 February, 1861. 

Mr. E. Pebcnham, Stoker ,, .. ,, - - .. .. .. .. -. 17 
Mr. P. Sinclair, Stoker - .. -. . - .. .. .. - - -. 18 

Friday, 15 February, 1861. 
Mr. G. Robertson, Captain and Owner ,. ., - - . .. - - . - 20 
Mr. S. Dunn, Boarding-house Keeper .. .. -. - - . -  . - . 24 
Mr. W. Rowbotham, Sca,nan ,. .. .. ,, -. .. .. .. 26 

Tuesday, 5 March, 1861. 
C. Smith, Esq., Merchant and Shipowner .. - - .. .. .. .. 30 

Tharsday, 14 March, 1861. 
W. E. Shorter, Esq., Deputy Shipping Master ,, ., - . . 26 

Tuesday, 19 March, 1861. 
J. E. Manning, junr., Esq.,Merc1eant and Shipowner -, - - . .. -.46 
J. Munro, Esq., Marine Superintendent, A. S. N. Co... .. .. .. .. 60 

Wednesday, 27 March, 1861. 
(C. Smith. Esq., re-examined.) 
Mr. A. Mime, formerly Seaman ,, .. ., .. .. -. .. .. 57 
Mr. T. Stewart, Captain and Owner - - ,, , -. .. . - .. 56 
Mr. S. Merriman, Captain and Owner ., .. -. - .. . - .. 59 
Mr. J. Itayner, Captain and Owner ,, ,, ,. , - .. .. .. 60 

Thursday, 25 April, 1861. 
Mr. F. F. Little, Constable, Water Police , . - .. .. .. .. 62 
Mr. M. Wilson, Messenger (" Runner "), Shipping 091st . - .. .. .. 64 

LIST 
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LIST OF APPENDIX. 

To Evidence given by S. North, Erg., 5 February, 1861.) 

(A 1.) 
S. North to Clerk of the Legislative Assembly, 9 February, 1861 .. .. .. 6 

A. 
Information by Captain U. Mailler, of the steamship 'Kiama," against 
U. Fuller and other seamen for disobedience of lawful coimnands, 7 December, 
1859.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Warrant for apprehension of said seamen, 7 December, 1861 ., .. .. 

7 
7 

(3.) Depositions (3) in the case of U. iSlailler v. six seamen, 8 December, 1859 .. 7 

B. 

Scale of fees for matters transacted at Shipping Office .. .. .. .. 9 
C. 

Scale offoes for printed_forms, 8cc., at Shipping Office .. .. .. .. 9 
D. 

Return of licensed lodgiug.houses, 1854 to 1860 .. .. .. .. .. 9 
E. 

Penalties respecting lodging-houses (for seamen) .. .. .. .. .. 9 
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Return of revenue and expenditure of the Shipping Office, 1854 to 1860 .. .. 10 
G. 

Return shewing expense of the Water Police Department (Sydney), together with 
amount of revenue collected, 1854 to 1860 .. - .. - - -. 10 

H. 
Return shewing number of seamen shipped and discharged, passed through the 
Shipping Office, with the annual and daily average, 1834 to 1860 . - .. 10 

I. 
Return of arrivals and departures (foreign.going vessels), 1854 to 1860 .. - - 11 

J. 
Return of advance notes issued to seamen, 1864 to 1860  

K. 
Return of number of seamen brought before Water Police Court, 1854 to 1860 

L. 

Staff of the Shipping Office, 1854, 1855, and 1860 . - . - - - , - .. 12 

M. 

Imperial and Colonial Acts relating to merchant seamen - - .. .. .. 12 

(To Evidence given by Mr. D. Gibb, 8 February, 1861.) 
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H.— Do. do. 660 -. .. .. .. ., .. .. 26 

(To Evidence given by Mr. W. 1?owbothanr, 16 February, 1861.) 
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(To Evidence given by C. Smith, Erg., 15 March, 1861.) 

A. 

General Addendum.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 36 
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1861. 

?tsgielatWc %rmbt. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MiNUTES OF EY1I)ENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE TILE 

SELECT COMMITTEE 

ON 

SEAMEN. 

TUESDAY, 5 FEBRUARY 1X61. 

lftcøtnt :— 

Mit. ALLEN, Ma. LOVE, 

3Iii. l)ALGLEISII, CAPTAIN NOJtIAItTY. 

DANIEL C. DALGLEISII, ESQ., IN THE CHAIn. 

Samuel North, Esq, called in and examined:- 

By the Ohoipman : We are met to inquire into the working of the various Acts which S. NørtI,, 
relate to the shipping, discharging, and general management of seamen in the port of Syd- 

Esq. 

awy, and for that purpoc desire to obtain information from you ? I shall be happy to fur- - 

nisli you with any information in my power. 
-) Pitti., b 

You are Shipping Master of the port of Sydacy ? I am at present. 
How long have you held that situation Two years. 
1 presume you are thoroughly conversant with the Merchant Seamen's Act ? Yes. 
You have to adjudicate under that Act ? I ship and discharge seamen under that Act. 

G. Are you well informed yourself with regard to the duties of seamen:?  I think I know 
pretty well what their duties are, having had seven years' experience as Water Police Magis-

trate. 
7.Are you acquainted with the practical duties of seamen on board their vessels ? As 
Shipping Master I have nothing to do with that. 
S. You are not acquainted thou with the practice obtaining as to the hours of labour on board 
ship ? I am, so far as these matters come under my notice, acting judicially as Water Police 
Magistrate. 
Have you a deputy ? I have in the Shipping Master's department. 
What part of the duty devolves upon him? The shipping and discharging of seamen. 

it is impossible that, with my duties as Water Police Magistrate, both executive and judicial, 
I could be always in the Shipping Office; and as it is necessary that men should be shipped 
in the presence of the Shipping Master or his deputy, a deputy was appointed to act when I 
could not be present. 
ii. have you any other assistants in the shipping department ? I have. 
What are their duties 1 One is the accountant and the other the clerk. 
Then there are three in the department altogether? There are three, and two runners. 
if the captain of a vessel brings any case before you, or requires a warrant for any breach 

of discipline, does the practice obtain in your Court of advising the party so complaining to 
be strict in his supervision over his crew—to carry out in its strictness the letter of the law 
lie comes before inc as Water Police Magistrate, not as Shipping Master. 
As Shipping Master do you feel yourself bound to protect the interests of the seamen. 

equally with those of the captain or owner? Most assuredly. 
Do you consider that the laws, as they at present exist, tend to protect seamen in these 

Colonies, or owners? I think the law is stringent, and gives great power of punishment, but 
70—B it 
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S. North, it was passed at a time when it was absolutely necessary it should be strict—the time of the 
Esq, gold diggings. 

C"".' 17. You consider that that necessity has now passed away? I would not say that altogether. 
G Job., 1661. 18. But you admit that this law was passed when a far greater necessity for strictness 

existed ? At that time it was impossible for a captain to keep his crew when a vessel 
entered port. 
Conr.equently extreme measures were adopted ? I presume so; it was before I was 

Water Police Magistrate. 
You must admit that the necessity for these strict laws does not now exist ? I would 

not say that but I would say that the law is not carried out with the strictness it was in 
thcse times, because it is discretionary with the Magistrate to commit to hard labour for twelve 
weeks, or twelve hours, or one hour. 
But if you sentenced a person for more than one month he would have the power to 

appeal to the ordinary Courts of Justice ? lam not aware of that. 
I believe you will find in the Imperial Act that any person sentenced for more than a 

month has the power, upon giving notice, of appealing to the Quarter Sessions? I am not 
aware—I never knew an instance of the kind. The Imperial Act has, I think, 560 clauses, 
but you will remember that there is a Colonial Seamen's Act. 
The Imperial Act also obtains here ? With British vessels, but not with Colonial; the 

latter come under the Colonial Act. 
21. Does it not imply that the necessity for the strictness of this enactment does not now 
exist, wllr'n, in your discretion, you do not carry out the penalties which it is competent to 
you to inflict ? The Magistrates do sometimes carry them out in bad cases, and I think it 
is a wise discretion to allow the Magistrates. 
25. In extreme cases—but should not the law be made for the rule and not for the exception? 
I think the Magistrate ought to have the discretion given by the present Act, and 1 hope 
that dierction will always be exercised properly. 
t'O. Can you tell me whether, if any person be suspected by a policeman of being a runaway 
seaman, the policeman can apprehend him without any warrant ? It has been constantly 
done. 
27. Is it your opinion that this is in accordance with the rights of British subjects ? 1 
think a person who was not a deserter would have a cause of action, but that is a question 
for a lawyer. 
28. You say he would have ground of action? I may be wrong in that; I am not a lawyer. 
29. It is merely your own opinion—but what would be the value of this action against a water 
poliesman—what compensation could he get? When you say water policeman I must tell 
you that the greater number of those who are apprehended are apprehended, not by the 
water, but by the city police. 
W. 1 must amend my question, and I would ask what compensation would he be likely to 
get from a city policeman I have no hesitation in saying he would not get much from a 
*onstsble. 
:;l. So that in action would only result in a farther expenditure of money? Yes. 
Have any particular cases of this description come to your knowledge which have been 

attended with great hardships ? I cannot recollect any particular instances just now, but 
there have been some I believe. 
Will you be kind enough to inquire in your office whether there have been such cases, 

and let the Committee know the result ? I will endeavor to do so, but it is a difficult matter 
to find casz's of that description now; it would be necessary to search over the records of 
years. 
84. I do not allude to the records of years, I confine myself to the time during which you 
have held this office of Shipping Master ? The questions put to me refer more to my duties 
as Water Police Magistrate than as Shipping Master. 
35. The dutics of Shipping Master are supposed tobe identical with those of one placed for the 
protection of seamen—and I ground my question upon the protection the seamen ought to be 
warranted in expecting from the Water Police Magistrate ? If I found any ease of oppression, 
as Shipping Master I would bring it into the other Court, under the notice of the Water 
PoliceMagistrate. As it is, the Deputy Shipping Master constantly attends before me to 
prosecute men whose ships have left the port, and whose captains have left authority with him. 
30. Do mauy complaints of the working of the shipping laws teach you from owners and 
seamen ? No. 

By  Coptain Moriarty: I think probably the idea of protection which, as Shipping Master, 
you would wish to afibrd to seamen, would be confined to the fact that in any one of the acts 
connected with their shipping, you would see absolute justice done to them ? Yes ; and I 
would see that the seaman's accounts were correct. If a man is not satisfied with his 
accounts, it is my duty, as Shipping Master, if the captain will not agree to pay, to advise 
the man to get a summons against him. 
That would be what you would consider one of these simple acts of justice to be 

performed by you, as Shipping Master, as between the man and the master of the vessel ? 
Ies; that would be one of my duties. 
By the Chainnaa : In your capacity of Shipping Master, do any cases of ships' or 

steamers' articles being thrown up before the completion of the time come under your notice; 
and if so, do you know the cause of their abandonment ? I know that old articles are 
ear.eelled. 
I refer to cases where old articles are cancelled, and new ones are immediately entered 

into? I am not aware of such cases except where there is some change in the voyage that 
would render the old articles incomplete, or where the whole of the crew has been discharged. 
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41. Have any cases come under your notice where, after the crew of a steamboat or other S. North, 
vessel has, under the Colonial Act, engaged a crew for a period of three months, during that Lij. 
period wages in the port have fallen, and in order that the owner or employer might get - 
the advantage of the reduction in the price of labor, he has, without any fault on the part L'013n  ISit. 
of the men, exercised the power universally held by the shipowner, by reason of the oat-
sided manner in which the Shipping articles are drawn np, discharged his men at the end of 
the voyage, and before the expiration of the term fur which they were bound ? I am out 
aware that complaints of that kind have been made. 
42, 11ave such eases come under your notice in any way? r cannot say that they have. 
As Shipping Master you have not observed such eases? if a man is discharged impr-

perly before the term of his articles he is entitled to a month's wages. 
By Mr. Lq,ve: In addition to what be has received ? Yes. 
By the Chairman: Do you recognize this as a correct copy of the usual articles signed 

by seamen in this port. (ifunding wi/nasa a copy of shzv's articles.) If so, you will observe 
that there the owner considers himself justified in discharging his seamen at any time 
within three months without compensatiol] ? That is a correct copy of ship's articles—all 
articl:s mjde here bear the signature of the Deputy Shipping Master, Captain Shertir, 
You perceive that the men in those articles agree for any period not cxc' cding  >ix 

calendar months"--are you aware that in this case the owner considered himself justified 
in holding the parties signing for the full period of six months? lie can do so no doubt. 
41. But that he claims a right to discharge any, or all of the crew at any time during the 
six month, at his own pleasure? There is no condition of the kind in the articles. 
Have not ens•.s come under your notice where you have held that the owner was justilied 

in so discharging 1' I am not aware of any. 

Do you consider that a seamen who had signed these articles would be justified in 
leavinz prior to the end of the six months ? 1 do not think he would. 
.51). And you do not consider that the ownrr would be justified in discharging one of they 
men before that time? 1 think he wuuld be liable to the payment of a mouth's wg-, 
provided the man sued him for it. 

Si. You are not aware then that Steam Navigation and other Companies are in the habit of 
discharging their hands without paying them a month's wages, and without giving them a 
month'5 notice ? No, I am not. 
No such circa have come under your notice ?N0, but I would beg to obeirve that in 

matters of that kind the Deputy Shipping Master, who does the work, would be better able 
to give you information than I, because my employment is on the other side of the buildiu, 
and I only go to te Shipping Office if a p'ireieular cs*1 requires my attention. 
Do many cases of wilful disobedience of orders come before you, either as SLipping 

Master or as Water Police Magistrate? In my capacity as Water Police Magistrate they 
do frequently. 

Have you oberved instances of hardship to seamen in such eases? Sometimes there iii 
hardship, and the cases are dispoaed of on that ground if the master.,  are unreasonable in 
their demands. 
Will you be kind enough to look at that case (referring the wi/race to the procee'4nys 

at th5 lYe/er Police Office, reported in the Sydnej 3L,-njug Herald of Friday, De,vJer Ott;, 
1S5)_do you recognize that case? I do. 
56. Do you recognize the penalty inflicted I do. 
51, Was that a case of hardship? These men were bound by their articles to discharge the 
vessel at whatever time it came in. 

.58. is that stated in the articles? It is—at least it was proved in evidence, and I presume 
was on their articles. I remember this from having read the depositions at the Water Polio', 
Office very recently. 
9. Will you have the kindness to forward the depositions taken in that ease? I will. 
(Vide Appendix A.) 
ILiving read the depositions you consider there WAS no hardship in that case? I think 

not; the men were sentenced to six hours' imprisonment, which shews the feeling of the 
Magistrates was in their favor. 

But do you not know that they were in the leek-np all night? I do not know that. 
69. Or if they were not, that they were bailed out? They were found guilty of disobedience 
of orders, but under the circumstances they were sentenced to only six hours' imprisonment, 
and they recovered their wages from the master; he wanted their wages to be forfeited, 
because they were not in proper time to go with him, but the Bench would not hear of that. 
Do you know whether the practice of requiring seamen to discharge cargo upon the 

arrival of a vessel at a port, at whatever hour of the night she may arrivel obtains among any 
other owners than the owners of the Kiama? No. 
Do you think after these men had been at sea all night, and had arrived at a port, they 

should be called upon to discharge cargo, and then immediately to proceed to sea again—do 
you not think it too much to impose upon humanity? I think it is not what I shutild have 
done had I been owner; I would not have exacted the "pound of flesh." 
63. By Captain Moriarty: This was within the bond entered intoby all the parties? I think 
so; because the crew are bound by the articles to do whatever the master lawfully orders, 
and therefore, at whatever hour a vessel arrives in port, if he orders the men to discharge 
cargo they are bound to do so, or are guilty of disobedience of orders if they do not. They 
were punished for a breach of the law, but the penalty was very light indeed. It is an 
assault for you to raise your hand to another gentleman, even though you are not within a 
foot or two of him, and if you were charged with it, it must be treated as an assault, and 
punished; but in such a case the punishment would be very light indeed. 
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S. North, 00. By the Chairman : Does it obtain under the Colonial Act that a less price is charged to 
1't- the owner for shipping a crew than is proportionally paid by a single individual? I can 

show the Committee the scale of fees. (17de Appendices B. and C.) 
Eel., Ibti. 07 There is a scale of fees in the Imperial Act—is that scale similar? The Imperial Act 

authorizes the seaman to be charged is. when he ships, and is. when he is discharged; but 
here the captain pays 2s. each for shipping, and the seaman pys 25. when Ire is discharged; 
so that the expense to the seaman is exactly the same as in England. 

By Gaptain Moriarty : Only collected in a different way? Yes. 
By the Chairman: Except that coasters in England do not sign articles at the Shipping 

Office; they are charged nothing, either for shipping or discharging? I believe not. 
According to this scale, as the riches of the party increase the tax diminishes? The 

amount proportionally decreases as the tonnage increases. 
Have any complaints reached you as Shipping Master, with regard to the changing of a 

crew from one ship to another? There were complaints of that nature, but that has been 
settled by Act of Parliament. 
In what way has that been settled? A new Act has been passed to enable the owner 

to compel crews to serve in any vessel belonging to the owner to whom they have signed 

articles (23 Victoria, No. ii). That was passed at the solicitation of owners of steamer 
7:3; Have you had any complaints from seamen with regard to this Act? I have not. 
By Gaptain Moriarty: I understood you to say that the articles were mutual only so far 

as to entitle the seaman to one month's pay, in the event of his owner discharging him prior 
to the expiration of his term ? Yes. 
By what clause of the Act has the master the right to discharge a seaman by payment 

of one month's wages, although the articles may have been signed for six months ? You 
will find the clause in the Imperial Act, which gives power to the Magistrate to impose a 
penalty in eases of breach of agreement of not more than one month's wages. 
By the Chairman : I think you did not understand my former question, which was 

this—Whether you would consider it just, that in consequence of the fall of wages subse-
quently to the signing of articles, and for no fault on the part of the men, the master should 
cancel the first articles before their expiration, and re-engage the men at a lower rate? lie 
could not substitute new articles without the men were willing. 
Might they not be compelled by circiunstances? I am not aware of any complaint of 

that nature having come before inc. 
You are not aware that no later than last week the articles of the " Collaroy" steamer 

were broken and new engagements entered into for the purpose of reducing wages? lam not.. 
By Mr, Alien: Did I understand you to say that if this agreement were broken before 

the six months expired that the men would be entitled to a month's pay? Yes. 
The ship's articles before me say—" The M'Leay River or any port or ports on the coast, 

"backwards and forwards, forwards and backwards, for any period not exceeding six calendar 
months." Suppose this vessel made two trips in four months, and the owners then required 
to discharge the men, could they not do ao? On payment of a month's wages. The Police 
Magistrate could not give more, but the men might sue in the District Court for damages. 

By  Captain Moriarty: I wish to elicit your view of the matter, if you will he kind enough 
to favor me with it—I understand you to say that these articles are binding on the crew for 
six months, and that they are only operative upon the owner to the extent of one month's 
'wages? I think that is all the men can sue for in the Police Court. 
So that if wages rise the men already shipped can derive no benefit? Suppose a man to 

have shipped for three months at £3 a month, and at the end of the first month, wages rise 
to £6 a month, the captain can keep him; but, on the other hand, if be ships at £0 a month, 
anil wages fall to £3, the captain can discharge him, so that in fact there is no mutuality 
whatever, and the articles, so far as jo.stiee to the seamen is concerned, are a farce. 
By .!Tr. Love: (Referring to the ship's articles produced.) Is this the usual form if 

drawing up ship's articles? Sometimes there is an addition made. 
I speak with reference to the words "not exceeding six months?" If it is intended 

that they are to be discharged at any other port it is stated. 
By Mr. Allen: That is not the point—suppose the s1np comes here four months after 

the articles are signed, and the voyage is terminated, is the captain at liberty to discharge 
the men without giving them a month's wages? He ought to give a month's wages, and the 
men can sue him for it if he did not. 
By ill,. Love: Would it not be better, in drawing out documents of this kind in future, 

to bind both parties for an equal length of time? I do not see that, for the seaman knows 
if he is discharged before his time, and has his remedy. 
By the Chairman: Has it ever come to your knowledge that a seaman has obtained this 

month's wages? I cannot recollect a particular instance, but I have no doubt there have 
been ciaes. 
Will you have the goodness to send to the Committee such evidence on this point as you 

can lay your hand upon? Lull1 endeavour to do so. (Vide Appendix—Letter,par. 2 and 3.) 

Do you consider this a breach of the shipping regulations ('efcrring to the ship's 

articles, a,id pointing out the words "sufficient without waste," under the head of " Scale of 

Prorisions") ? It is the custom on board Colonial vessels, and if the captain does not 
satisfy his men he has to suffer for it. 
Are you aware that great dissatisfaction exists in many employments and many vessels 

from the want of a regular scale of provisions? No, I am not, and I do not think it does, 
for this reason, that that part of the article is always particularly explained to the men ; if 
any dissatisfaction were expressed the regular quantity of bread, beef, pork, &c., would be 
put in. I believe the men in Colonial vessels generally prefer to have those words in the 
articles, and they have as much as they can eat. 1 91. 
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9L Does it not prevent any inquiries being made into the stores of a vessel proceeding to K Xortli, 
sea ;-does it not tend to defeat any such inquiry? I do not know anything about inquiries Esq. 

into such matters, but I believe such inquiries are never made of Colonial vessels. 
Vessels going to the cedar rivers are often blocked in for a long time and the crews are a lob., 1661. 

almost starved-is not that so ? We have no menus of remedying that. 
If an examination were made of these vessels prior to their proceeding to sea, as to the 

supply of stores on board, would not that lessen this evil ? No doubt it would if poser were 
given to make such in examination. 
If this (the ship's articles) were to leave your office without such a condition the power 

would not exist? If they had a short allowance on board they could not give the men 
sufficient. 

By Captain Moriarty: I understand you to say that these articles are binding on one 
party and not on another? They are binding on both; they are binding on one to give six 
months' service if employed so long, and if not the other party has to pay a month's wages. 
90. That is the law? And the practice. 
The men are bound absolutely for six months-the master is not ? Yes. 
Are you not of opinion that all articles should be equally binding on all the parties who 

sign them? Yes. 
By dIr. Allen : Have you any information to tender to the Committee respecting the 

seamen's lodgings? I have a return of all the lodging-houses, shewing their number from 
the date of their first establishment in 1854. (Vide Appendices. D, B.) 

Do you find the establishment of seamen's lodging-houses, apart from common lodging-
houses, works welt-do you think it tends to improve the comfort and morality of seamen 
I think it does; it prevents their being plundered in common dens and public-houses. We 
hope to have a Sailor's Home before long. When the new Governor arrives we hope to have 
the foundation stone laid. 

In lodging-houses for sailors the charges are regulated by law, [suppose ? No. 
There is no law as to the amount the owners of these houses may charge? No; the 

number of licenses issued last year was 28, the smallest number ever isued. 
Have they the opportunity of charging any price they like? Yes. 
And the sailor must go to them and nowhere cisc? Yes, but there is great competition 

among lodging-house keepers, and some receive sailors at very low rates. 
By the Cleairrna,, : Do you conceive that this system tends to increase the morality or 

improve the social position of the seaman, or that it is a more adjnnet to the police department 
to enable the police more readily to lay their hands on seamen ? I think the sailors are more 
comfortable in these houses. 

Will you tell the Committee why ? Because these houses are inspected by the police, 
and I never grant a license until £ see that the house is fit for the purpose; that there is 
proper accommodation ; that the house is kept in a clean and proper state. I always visit 
these houses in the mouths of December or January, before the licenses are issued. 

At stated periods ? At uncertain times. I visit them before issuing the licenses, but 
my Inspector visits them monthly. 
1054. Generally at stated periods ? Not exactly at a stated period. 

Within three or four days of licensing When I visit them I go as late in December 
as I Can. 

So that the lodging-houses can be prepared in every way for your inspection ? But 
my Inspector visits them monthly ; he has to make a report of the state of the houses during 
the year. 
Ill. His visits insure the cleansing of these houses once a month ? I suppose they are 
cleansed more frequently, for be does not go at any stated period, either at the first or at the 
last of the month, but when he feels inclined, or when I order him. 

Have you any knowledge of the system of licensing lodging-houses in Great Britain ? 
I have been so long in this Colony that I have no knowledge of these matters. 

By At. Allen: I understood you to say that the competition between the lodging-
houses was a sufficient guarantee that the seamen's wants and comforts were provided for? 
I would not say that it was sufficient protection, but that it tends greatly to his comfort. 
It is far to be preferred to the old system, when the sailor went to disorderly houses and 
fell into the hands of prostitutes. 

By Captain Mo;-iary : Are you of opinion that all the keepers of lodging-houses are 
persons of good character F They are so certified to me; they have to obtain the certificate 
of five persons. 

Has it come to your knowledge that some certificates have been given to disreputable 
persons? When it has come to my knowledge I have refused to give the parties a license 
again. 

Have there been such eases? There have. 
Have there been many? No. 
By the chairman: Do you inquire into the respectability of the persons recommending? 

I see who they are, they are residents in the neighbourhood, and their occupations are put 
down. 

By Mr. Love: Are there any lodging-houses for seamen licensed on the place called 
" The Rocks ?" Yes, the greatest number of these lodging-houses. 

Formerly Gallows Hill F I do not know Gallows Hill; but along Gloucester, Cum-
borland, and ifarrington streets, these, with Lower George-street, are the principal streets 
where these lodging-houses are found. 

By Captain Moriarty: You have stated that the number of persons engaged in keeping 
lodging-houses for seamen affords a guarantee that their comfort shall be attended to; do 

you 
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S. North, you not think if every person keeping a boarding-house might accommodate them their 
1554. comfort would be still further provided for? If there were a General Lodging-house Act, 

there would be no occasion for a separate Seamen's Lodging-house Act; but so long as we 
Feb., 1561. are without such an Act, I think the present Act is necessary. Before the passing of this 

Act seamen were crowded together in a most uncomfortable and unhealthy manner. Now 
every house is licensed for a particular number. If a house has accommodation but for ten, 
it is licensed for ten only ; if for twenty, it is licensed for twenty. 

Is there any valid reason why a seaman should not go and live where he pleases? I 
can see no reason except to promote his own comfort 

Would you not allow every nina to judge for himself as to what would contribute to 
his comfort—? 

By the Chairman: I believe what Captain Moriarty wi,hes to express is, whether 
there is any reason why a seaman shall not lodge where he thinks proper, irrespective of 
this license ? The law is against it, that is all I know. Even now the Attorney General is 
of opinion that it is unlawful for a publican to take in a seaman* without lie takes out a 
license for that purpose. 

By Captain Moriarty: The propriety of the Act is what we are considering—its 
advisability or necessity? I think it is a wise Act. There are no instances of hardship 
arising. No person has ever been prosecuted for taking in a single seaman, a friend, or a 
relative. The Act is not carried out in a severe manner. 

By the Chai,-rnan: " A friend" is a very wide term, and if a person were never prose-
cuted for lodging a friend, I imagine that i might always be pleaded by a person who had a 
seaman in his house that he was a friend ? I would not C)teOive that in such a ease the 
house could be called a "common" ledging-house. If you or I took in a cousin, a nephew, 
or son, to lodge with us, it is not likely we would be proeeuted fr it. 

But at the same time, according to your own shewing, it is the Attorney General's 
opinion that should a pubhiean allow a seaman to board and lodge in his house he would 
be liable to conviction under t',e Act, as keeping a common lodging-house ? The giving 
accommodation to a solitary seaman would not constitute the house a common lodging-house. 

The Act does not make such a distinction, this is a distinction made in your discretion? 
I make a distinction hetween a common lodging-house for seamen, and a house which gives 
accommodation to one seaman. 
120. Do you consider the protection afforded by that law is equal to the inconvenience 
caused by it? Do you mean inconvenience to the seamen? 

Yes F I think seamen are pleased with it, and would rather have it- 
With regard to the shipping charges, have you any schedule that would slmw the profit, 

if any, vesultii,g to the Government from this direct tax upon the labor of seamen r Yes-
182, Shewing the amount of profit over the working expenses : Yes. 
133. Will you be kind enough to append that? Yes. (Iide Appea dices F and 0.) 
131. Have any eases come under your notice where Magistrates have adjudicated in their 
own causes ? I am not aware of any ; if such catas had conic to my knowledge, I should 
have objected to the parties sitting. 
13.5. Can you remember wiseiher, in the ease of the 11  Kiama," to which I have referred, the 
Magistrates sitting with you on the Bench were unanimous in their decision? I bdieve so. 
CaptainM'Lean and Mr. Graham, I think, were the Magistrates, and were unanimous. I 
cannot charge my memory with that, I may be wrong. 
hill. With respect to the discharge of earg at any hour of the night you think lie is bound 
by the Act to do so, quite irrespective of any fatigue he may feel ? I think if it is in his 
agreement; particularly when a great loss might arise to the owner if it were not done. 

Without any regard to his fatigue, he must work as though he were a east-iron man or 
machine? I have nothing to do with the making of the laws; I simply administer them. 

I think I understood you to say that this short Act meets your approbation in all 
respects? I do not say that. There was an amendment made at the very last moment, at 
my partieulir wish, in favor of the man—" Provided also that any seaman who has a claim 
for wages may sue either the owner or master of the ves'el in which he has last sailed 
notwithstanding that the said master has not signed the agreement." That was put in at 
my suggestionby Mr. Wise, who was then Attorney General. (Vide Appeadi.a--Lettet-,par. 4.) 

APPENDIX. 

lVater Potlee Office, 
Sydney, 0 February, iCC]. 

Sir, 
As requesterl in your letter of the 7th instant, I have the honor to return herewith the copy 

of my evidence bethre the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly 00 the Merchant Seamen's 
Acts. 

1 regret to find that, in the part of the evidence touching the engagements of seamen, as set 
forth in a copy of ship's articles placed in my hands by the Chairman, I have committed an wanton-
tional error in stating that under that agreement a seaman could recover a month's wages if discharged 
before the end of the six month, for which, lie had engeged. On referring to the Imperial Net, the 
Colonial Seamen's Act, and the Water Police Act, 17th Viet., No. 36. siction 10, 1 find that the clause 
only authorizes compensation when the stoiman is discharged before the commencement of the voyage, 
or before a month's wages is earned. 

A crew engaged for it voyage "from the port of Sydney to any port or ports on the coast 
backwards and forwards and forwards and backwards lbr any period not exceeding six calendar 
months" may, after going two voyages, be discharged in Sydney on payment of the wages then due, 
without further compensation. 

 

OTE (by witness on merision) :—Take in sea,flen, not a seaman. 
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{. I wish also to stniark, with.respect to my last answer, in which it is stated that the Act of S. North, 
PaHianmnt, 23rd Viot., No. Ii, was passed whilst Mr. \Vise was Attorney General, on consideration I Esq. 
now think that although the Bill originated with him he had ceased to he Attorney General before it 
became law. C 

5. 1 beg 'ou will lay this letter before the Select Committee, with my request that the oxiilutta_ 0 Feb., 1861. 

tion may bet added to my evidence before it is printed. 
I forward the undermentioned Appendices (thirtecw, ride A to 31). 

I have, &e.. 
To Charles Tompson, Esq., S. NORTH. 

('leth of tlii' Legislative Assembly. 

M 
HEPOST'I'IO,VS taken at the lflaer Police Uoar(, Sydney, Thursdsy, 81/i December, 1859, in the Case of 
J?irherd .flettrr and five other .S,'aoren of the Ste-aster '' Elaine," chor'ii with disohetheu'-e of lawful 
Conuna ads. 

NEW SOUTh \VALEI. 
City of Sydney, to Wit. 

Tue information and eomplai it of Robert flailler, master and commander of the Colonial registered 
steamship" Ijinina," of the burthen of 104 tons, now lying in the harbour of Port Jackson, in the Colony 
of New South Wales, taken on oath before me, the. undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices assigned 
to keep the Peace, in and for said Colony, where the said ship now is, to wit., at the City of Sydney, in 
the said Colony, this seventh day of Deetneber, in the ycir of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
fifty-nine, and the said Robert MaUler, on his oath, infornieth me, and saith, that Richard Fuller, James 
Lattinier, James Fuller, Peter Iivrnc, William Jones, unit Tln,nuss Nielson, six seamen of the said ship, 
did, at Sydney, in that part of 11cr \Iajestv's possessiulis culled New South Wales, sign a certain Agree-
ment with this Deponent, to serve on board the said ship, as seamen, on 'a coasting voyage not to exceed 
six calendar months, which voysge is still in progress. And Deponent saith that the said six seamen did, 
on the fifth day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-nine, at Port 
,laeksnn aforesaid, in the Colony aforesaid, unlnwfo)ly refnse to obey lawful coatnotuds on board said 
stmimslnp, contrary to the form of the Statute in such can, made and provided. And the said Robert 
Mail Icr I rays that the said six se,ustco ulay be npjirelecndcd by my Warrant, and that 1, the said Justice, 
will proceed in the premises according to law. 

ROBERT MMLLER. 
Sworn before one, at Sydney, this 
7th day of December, sri. 1839. 

S. tsoETis. J.P. 

(C. 11 8 12 Vie., Csp. 43.) 

lVarrant in the First Jnsta,ice. 

To the Sub-Inspectors and Constables of the Water Police Force, Sydney, in the Colony of New South 
Wales, and to all other Police Oflicers in the said Colony. 

Wstsnass information hatli this day been laid before the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices 
of the Pe.aee in and for the said Colony of New South Males, for that Richard Fuller, James Lattimer, 
lames Folioi', Peter Brnc,  William Jones, and'J.'honsas Nielsois, six seamen of the Colonial steamer 
"Kiama," did, on the fif th day of Deccinberinstant, unlawfuhlyrefese to obey lawful eonunandson board 
neil ship and oath being now made before we by Robert Mailler, master of said ship, substantiating 
the, matter of the said information: These are thert'lore to eonunand you, in Her Majesty's name, 
forthwith to 'tpprehend the said six seamen, and to bring them before some one or more of 11cr Majesty's 
.Fastie,'s of the Peace in and for the said Colony, to answer to the said information, and to be further 
dealt v, ith according to law. 

(liven ttndor my Itand and Seal this seventh day of December, in the Year of Our Lord ons 
thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, at Sydney. in the Colony aforesaid. 

S. NORTH, J.P. 

Water Police C'ourt, Sydney, 
Thursday, 8 December, 1857. 

Refore Samuel North, Esq., W.PiL; Captain M'Lean, 3.?.; and James E. Graham, Esq., J.P. 
Mr. Robert Ellis, Solicitor, appears for prisoners. 

Robert Mailer it. Richard Fuller, James Ltettiinei', James Fuller, William Jones, and Thomas Nielson, 
Disobedience on Board Steamer. 

Ps-inca F. Little. on oath, states T am a Constable in the Water Police', about a quarter past 
eleven o'clock yesterday forenoon I apprehended the five prisoners in Plallip-street, by virtue of the 
warrant I prlocc, charged with disobeying lawful commands on board the steamer " Kiama," on the 
5th of this month. 
Swons at the Water Police Court, Sydney, p 

this 8th December. 1859, before— F. 

S. Nonu, J.P. 
S. M'Ltex, J.P. 

Prisuners plead not guilty. 
Robert .h1rriUer, on oath, states : I am the snaster of the Colonial registered steamer " Mama," 

now in this harbour: the five prisoners are seamen belonging to that vessel; they signed the articles 
produced for the voyage, which coimnenord on the 16th of October last, and is for six mouths; 1 charge 
those five men with disobeying lawful commands on Monday evening; at half-past five on Monday 
morning the steamer left Shoalbeeven, but we did not arrive here till midnight, through stresd of 
weather; we we,-e advertised to leave here again the same night, at eleve]1 o'clock; when I told the 
five prisoners to discharge the vessel they refused, and aftcrwards when they were on the wharf I 
ordered tla'nx again to do so, in tile presence of Mr. Manning, and they stillrefueed; with great difficulty 
I found mull to take their place to work out the cargo. and Mr. Manning insisted on my having other 
men to go tInt voyage; I then told the mate to inform the men, but the five prisoners were not then on 
hoartl, having left the vessel without notice; I engaged six other seamen, in place of prisoners. for the 
roll, and on tlia following morning ('I'oesday), at daylight, when the vessel was ready to sail, the 
prisoners came on board, when they were told that men had been engaged in their places; I hold an 
account for 1881., which I had to pay the men employed in p'ace of the prisoners. 

By the Beak : It has always been customary for the crew to discharge the deck cargo if called 
upon too do s's in the middle of the night; the prisoners refnscd to do any more work on board before Is, 
third of the dock cargo was discharged on this occasion; the dock cargo consisted of pigs, and kegs of 

butter, 
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butter, and bags ; the crew take the watches on board in their toni; I wanted all )and-,  to assist iii 

discharging; there is a special clause in the articles produced which states that all stock and cargo 
to be landed on arrival at the wharves." 

Cross.e.ramiaed by Mr. Ellis : We commenced at five o'clock nit Monday morning to take in the 

cargo, owing to the men having refused to do it on Saturday evening ; the crew discharged about one-
tenth of the cargo 1 wanted them to pull or carry the pigs on shore, as it is dwi gerolis to rhrive then, 
on shore in the dark; we were 13 hours on the passage ; the crew were not twenty-one hours continu-
'only on duty on Monday they did duty watch and watch alternately at sea. 

By the Vessels : Occasionally, when there is no other boat to take our place, we have had 
to discharge cargo mat leave again the same night ; we are due in about seven, and out at eleven, 
but on this Hight were late, as stated. 

Cross-exam inert by Mr. Ellis : It was in the middle of the night that I wanted the men to 
discharge the cargo I have discharged the cargo with the crew in the middle of the night on nurnerons 
,,ceasious before this. 
Sworn at tint Water Police Court, Sydney, 1 

this 8th Deceniber, 1639, before— ROB'l', MAILLETi, 

S. Nonva, J.P. 
I M'LcMC, IF. 
.JAS. E. (mAil Alt, ).i'. 

'J71o,,oas !',-ingle, on oath, states I :In, the chief officer of the steamer " Kiama'' ; on Monday 
night when we arrived here the crew commenced to discharge the deck cargo, and had removed a 
hmiaimtity of l,utter andst,mn lieu coops, but when tiny heard that orders were given for them to 
discharge all the cargo, and load the other cargo, they stopped work; when they stopped I told them 
it was Mr. Manning's request that they should discharge the old cargo and take in the new one that 
'might ; they said they could not do it, they were not all one or two of them said that: they were all 
i resent; they did not to, any more work, but went and cleaned themselves, and went on shop.' 1 belio e 
with the assistance that we had, it would have taken three hours for the men to hLVI' discharged the 
cargo, and other two hours to load the other e:o'go : at dnvhigh t, when we were ready to start, prisoners 
came on board, but we did not take then,, as we had men t'mitphoved in their loom. 

Croes-enati,sed 

 

by Mr, Ellis: We left Shionlharen at!) o'clock, aftertaking in cargothere ; called at 

m a Kiaa nti Wollongon g, where we also took in cargo; hirisoncre did not refuse work until they arrived 
here ; the prisoners were offered yesterday their discharges if they would take thieni without svages. 

By the Bern/s : I have been three years in steamers: it has been customary at the Phenix Wharf 
to discharge cargo and take in the new cargo late at night; the pigs would average about one 
buntlred'veight each ; when the prisoners ref, i sed I (lid not heal the esiptai n say lie did not w omit thieni. 

T. 1'RTNOLl. 

Sworn at the Water Police Court, Sydney, 
this 6th Deee,nher, 1859, before— 

S. Nor.Tmi, J.P. 
J. 3l'lF:Ay, J.P. 
Tat. il. GRAIIAII, J.P. 

l"ot TilE DerExeE 

Pelt, Byrne, on oath, states: I am a s ainan belonging to the steamer Kiama" ; on Monday last 
,,it our arrival here we discharged all the deck cargo. evitls the exeeptii'n of the pigs and calves, and 
bags of maize and potatoes ; the watch in which I and two of the prisoners were. was helow three 
hours on the passage from Simoalliaven ; the crew e,,nsists of six hands; before we knocked off work 
we went to Mr. Edyc Manning, who was ott the wharf at the time, and aslted bum if he wanted us to 
discharge all the cargo: lie said lie eM not expect it,  to do anything onreasonable we then went below, 
as we expected the pigs were not to be unloaded till daylight ; the Captain afterevartis sent the Mate 
forward to order mis to unload all time cargo; we ('awe <in deck, when the Captain told us we 'were to 
carry the pigs on shore we told hint we weri' not ahle to do it, that we had been so Icing at work we 

were too fatigued to do it. 
Croms.e,rentfssed by life. Elli' : Yeaterdcty morning the Mate told us on the wharf that we conld 

have our discharges, hut we should have no w 'eges ; I went ltommte, and one of the other prisoners left 

the vessel with me. 
By the Bessel, : We offered to drive the pigs off the deck, but we were told we must 

carry them, also the calves; he said evewere to esrm'y the stock ; he did not' mention either pigs or calves. 
Sworn at the Water Police Court, Svduey,1 
this 8th December, 1859, before— 5 PETE1t BYlINE. 

S. Norrru, J.P. 
J. M'LEAN, J.P. 
las. E. UasJiAli, J.P. 

To be imprisoned six (C) hours. 
S. NoreTa, J.P. 
I M'Lr.aw, J.P. 
Jas. E. Gnarmni, J.P. 

I Vat em' l'ollcc Court. Sydney, 
T/misrstlrry, 8 Dtceosber, 1659. 

Before Samuel North, Esq., W.P.M. ; Captain liLoan, J.P. 'and James F. Uraliam, hdsq., 3.?. 

Robert Mailldr ) 
V. F Disobedience, 5th instant. 

Peter Byrae. 3 
Proim?e F. Little, on oath, states : I ant a constable in the Water Police; about half-past ten 

Mock this morning I apprei tended the prisoner in this Court, by virtue of S lie Wnrrant I produce, 
charging him with disobedience on board the steamer '' lianii,," on the 5th of this month. 
Sworn at tIme Water Polite Court, Sydney, I PFINCF F. InLL. 
this 6th December, 1659, before— 

L  

S. Nomt'ru, J.P. 
JAs. E. Giramiain, J.P. 
Prisoner pleads guilty. 

To hi imprisoned six (C) hours. 
S. Noavu, J.P. 
Jam. B. Cuairsa, 3.?, 

B. 
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B. 
ScAI,E OF Facs for matters transatted at Shipping Office, under the Act of Council, 17 Viet., No. 36, 

Section 40. 

- £ s.d. £5.11 

Vessels under 60 tons ............0 5 0 50(1 to 600 ........................ 1 lo 0 
60to1,5) ......................010 0 600to7'jO ........................ 2 0 0 
100to200 ................... 015 0 700tu00 ........................ 2 2 6 
2(10t1j300 ....................1 0 0 800to900 ...................... 2 5 4) 
8111)to 1110 ....................1 5 (I 

- 

900to1,000 ...................... 2 7 6 
400toS(X) ....................110 0 Abovel,000 ...................... 210 

2. Engagement f Seamen separately—two shillings for each. 
3. Discharge of Crews— 

t . a. £ s. d. 
under 60 tons .................P 5 0 500 to 600 .......................... 1 15 0 

00th 00 .....................0 10 0 600 to700 .......................... 2 0 0 
LOOto2I)0 ......................015 0 700to$00 .......................... 2 9 t5 
201) to 8th) ......................1 0 0 800 to 900 .......................... 2 5 (I 
81)0 to 4(10 ......................1 5 0 900 to 1,01)1) ...................... 2 7 4; 
4th) to .0t) ......................1 10 0 Above 1,000 ........................ 2 tO 1 

4. Diseharge of Seame.n separatoly—two shillings for each. 
ñ. Register Tickets and Cartilieatcs of permission to he employed—two shillings for each. 
.Uivertiseln:nt of Deserters—one sIdling each deserter. 
On Registering T4Iding-IiI.nse License—five pounds. 

N 
S 'ac (IF Firs 'r Cherres for Prtite'l Ft'rjns .tnd Documents nppliotl at the Shi1pi ng Office, under to 
Act of Council, 17 Vict, No. 86. sec. 12, fixed by the Shiping Easter, and approved by till-
(1' pvc II 'Inc nt. 

£ s. d. 
I. Foreign-going Ships' Articles .. .. .. .. 0 2 0 Each. 
2. Whaling Slups' ditto . . .. .. .. 0 2 0 
Colonial ditto ditto . . , . . . . . 0 1 I) 

4 Advance Notes . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 3 
5. Inward Lists.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 3 
G. Outward ditto .. .. ,. .. .. .. .. 0 0 3 
7. Special Clearances for Seamen .. .. .. .. 0 0 3 
S. Accounts ,jf Wages .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 3 

Nfl—All Ships' Articles are prepared and ffllcd up in duplicate. The Advance Notes and Speebtl 
Clearances for Seamen are also filled up and prepared, and all free of ally charge whatever for such 
pn'llaratioIi and filling "I', the above charges being merely to cover the cost of paper and printing. 
In every instance they are paid for by the Masters of Vessels and not by the Seamen. 
The only fees payable by the Seamen are those for a Certificate of Permission to Emp]oy, or for a 

Discliarge-2s. in either ease, under sections 5 and 40, and distinctly set forth in the Schedule to 
C lie Act. 

S. NORTH. 

ir.Tel(N of tili Numhttr of Licensed Lodgillg.hollscs for Seamell in Sydney, during the Seven Years 
ended 31st Decenilier, 1360. 

Number of Number of Average Nlnnber Fees Received 
Period. Licensed Lodging. Licensed (If Seamen for Lodgina.hoii-.- 

holls,s. for. for ench House. Licenses. 

£ s. d. 
1851 44 517 11 220 0 0 
18.55 49 623 12 245 0 0 
1,16 42 .516 12 210 0 0 
Ld57 40 506 12 200 0 0 
IsiS 29 431 15 145 0 0 
ir..59 33 533 16 1415 0 0 
l?0iI 25 448 16 140 11 0 

3579 94 1,826 0 0 

Annaal Average ... 33 511 13 189 5 S 

S. NOI1T1 1-I. 

B. 
I'ENALTW.S respecting Lodging.houscs for Seamen, under the Act of Council, 17 Wet., No 86. 

£ s. d. 
Set. St—Penalty for every day,  on which a 1dgiag-housc for Seamen shall be kept with- 

out License, any sum not exccrding .....................................10 0 0 
S-c. 33.—Penalty,  for keeping Licensed Iodging-bone for Seamen without the keeper's 

name being painted at length, legihly, with the words Licensed Lodgings for 
Seamen " over the dnor, any sum not exceeding..  .......................... 5 4) 0 

See. 34.-- t'enaity on any Liersoil not holding a License, for keeping any sign, writing, paint- 
ing, or other nlark, or, or near, his premises, implying that the same are those 
of a Lodging-house for Seamen, any sum not exceeding ....................10 Li 0 

See. 36.—Penalty CII any person soliciting any Seaman to become a Lodger in any house not 
Licensed, a sum not exceeding .......................................... 5 0 0 

S. NORTH. 

70—C F. 

1. Engagement of Crews 
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10 APPENDIX TO THE FOREGOING EVIDENCE. 

 

RETURN of the Revenue and Expenditure of the Shipping Office, Sydney, for Seven Years, ended 
Blat December, 1860. 

wilture I 11cvenuooftlu I Aver85e41muaIAverageAnnuaL 
Avera"o .Annua1 

Ei: 
ntm,,rts. 

£ s.d £ s.dj £ s.d. £ s.d. £ s.dJ £ 6.d.1  
1554 3,107 9 3 1,87b 18 8: 1,225 10 7 1 The u&st of 
1854 3,172 1 6 1,965 0 8 1,207 8 10 
1856 2,674 12 6 1.458 13 6 1,215 14 oF tionery, Inn- 
1857 2,519 16 3 1,896 5 9 1,123 10 6 2,621 11 2 1,451 3 4 1,170 7 IOdefltM Expen- 
1558 2,289 4 0 1,443 0 0 816 1 0 
19 2,318 19 9 1,004 0 0 1,310 19 '3 ings, not 
1860 2,238 12 :3 1,008 0 0 1,930 12 3 j luchidul I. the 

- column of OX- 
Totai 18,3.50 is 6 10,153 3 7 8,192 14 11 2,621 11 2' 1,451 3 4 1,176 7 10nditufl'. 

S. NOI7TIL 

A I1uTCION shewinte the Eijm lime of the Water J'aliee Department, at Sydney, together with the amount 
'f Ri-venue collected xiii tid into the Treasury, from Itt January, 1854, to 31st December, 1860. 

EXPhYDITUIIE, 

mann Amount if Am t,uat of Total Amount Sa'' r' '- Salanier Toti I 
intoTrury. inny. Tremintou,. JudlvLaiBnur.Ii, Executive Branch. Expendinare, 

£s.d. X s.d.j Lad. £ s.iL £ s.dJ  
1854 461 210! 8456 5451141 1,3131510' 1,55566 5,86924 
1d5 441142 957173 699115' 1.302146 3,28454 4,566 19 10 
156 48616 7 206 310 693 0 5 1,45118 8, 3,114 1811 4.596 17 7 
18574431 15642 59076 1,17000 2,47332 3,64332 
1858 40618. 19530 601 48 1(7000 9,3761611 34461611 
1859 367 2 -0 170 11 0 537 13 0 1,147 0 11 2,335 17 3 3,532 18 2 
1860 428144: 305 96 734 310 1,162100 11  2,40152, 3,563152 

Fines payable to Charitable Institutions and Moieties to Infornaers not included in amount of 
Collections. 

This Return does not include Printing, Stationery, Buildings, Boats, Incidental Expenses, or Salaries 
of the Inspectors and Constables. 

Revenue of Water Police Department for the year 1860 .. .. .. 734 3 10 
Revenue of Shipping Department for 1860 .. .. .. ., 9,255 12 3 

2,972 16 1 
Expenditure of Judicial Brunch Water Police for 1860 .. .. .. 1,162 10 0 
Expenditure of Shipping Department for 1860 .. .. .. 1,008 0 0 

-- 2,170 10 0 

SACNG .. .. £802 6 1 

S. NORTh. 

 

flETUEN iliewing the Number of Seamen who have been Shipped and Discharged, and passed through 
the lfpping Office, Sydney, during the Seven Years ended Blet December, 1860, and the Annual and 
Daily Average Number thereof. 

Penniasions Register Daily 
PC. iod. Engaged. Discharged. to I TOTAL, Average 

Employ. Tickets. 1 Number. 

1854 12,647 10,075 3J60 1,300 27,782 F 90 
1854 13,826 11,077 3,759 28,662 93 
1856 11,575 9,203 3,118 4,196 7'j 

11,015 8,258 2,560 21,833 71 
1SS 9,561 7,482 2,736 19,779 64 
1859 10,428 8,322 2,257 ......... 1,007 68 
1860 9,912 8,410 2,028 201350 66 

79,264 ' 62,827 20,915 1,300 ICUOS - 

Annual average 11,323 8,975 2,388 155 1 23,372 

S. NORTH. 

I. 
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I1ETCItN of the Arrivals and Departures of Foreign-going Vessels- at and from Sydney, for Seven 
years, ended 31st Docuniber, 1860. 

ARRIVALS. 

rs0d.e J Tonnage. i Nuflamen. No. of Pas:ngem. 

1854 1 078 382,062 19,726 24,668 
1933 918 299,327 I 17,114 I 29,651 
1836 811 256,225 14612 21,372 
1837 814 299,929 16,155 22,219 
1838 797 294,254 16,142 32,502 
18.59 799 272,495 16,094 I 17,187 
1860 864 292,664 16,263 i 23,194 

TTAL5 .. 6,011 2,120,956 -  116,386 170.822 

J)LT'AJITUItES. 

Period. 
No. Tonnage. No. of Seamen. I No. of P,,ssenir. 
lt'ssels. 

1854 'iSs ' 390,205 18,314 11.715 
1855 951 ' 3(17,130 17,133 10,426 
1856 ' 523 258.202 I 13.9511 8,698 
1857 787 301,782 15,017 . 6,747 
185$ 772 289,851 11,912 ' 6,679 
1859 777 . 276,769 p 15.7 N4 i (017 
1569 821 , 988,080 17,593 3,429 

TOTALS .. 3,95-5 . 2,135,039 113,339 i 35,741 

S. NORTH. 

3-. 

ADVANCE Noms prep:o'-d and filled up for, and issued to, S. amen, during Seven Years, '-oth-il 31st 
December, 1860, free of any charge to them. 

Annual average ,tniu,int of ,nunoy 
tran',:t i I'll S in ti,, slept of 

Period. Number. Sey at an average of Advance Notes pr:1.ared and 
£5 each. fihleil up, sod titus prol 't13 

s,'eurv d ft i tlw Sc" i,i,,n, fret- of 
el,irgt, to the.,,. 

1,985 9.925 
1853 3,494 17,470 
1556 3,294 16,170 
1857 3,569 17.815 14,137 17 1 
1858 3.092 13,460 
IRSO 2,621 I 13,1uS 
15110 2,138 

j 
10,790 

,J,otals .. .. 20,213 101.063 14,17 17 1 

S. NORTH. 

Itt. r RN of nit, N 'nailer of Sam,',, brought hef, 'rL: the Bench of i\ltgistreetea at the Wz.t, r f'olk C' 
Sydney, from the 1st January, 1851, to the 31st lkeeu,her, lbCO. 

Number J Conmitted for S,un,nsrily 
Disclaar;.uL Appreliendt'd. Trial. CoovictoL 

551 1,805 9 829 967 
h-CS 1,066 i 1 434 631 
laSG 699 1 443 448 
1857 I.0S3 (132 t53 
1858 974 i 1 476 497 
1851) 711 1 394 316 
1860 I 969 1 512 426 

Totals ..... 7,502 1 
14 3.750 - 3,7:1, 

Drunkards taken up in the streets are not included in this return. 
S. NOJtTII. 

I-, 
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S. North, 
Esq. 

5 Feb., the!.  

3IINtTES OF EVID}NCE TAKEN BEFORE THE 

 

STAFF of the Shipping Office in 1854, 1.5Th7, and 1860. 

Period. Paid Officials. rn1rinhld  
Offi

1854 6 

1555 6 3 9 

1860 3 j 9 5 

S. NORTH. 

 

ACTS of the Imperial Parliament and the Legislature of New South Wales, relating to Merchant 
Seanien. 

IMPEflIAL ACTS. 

Title of the Act. Suhirni. 

17 and 18 Vict., cap. 104.................Merchant Seanien's Act of 1854. 
lb and 19 Vict., cap. 91 ................. Do. Amendment Act of 1655. 

COLONIAL ACTS. 

No. and Date of Act. Subject. 

4 Vict., No. Water Police Act. 17--1840 ................... 
7 Viet., No. 21-1843 ................... Do. Amendment Act. 
13 Viet., No. 28-84 19 .................. 

... 
Colonial Seamen's Act. 

16 Viet., No. 25-1852 ................... Foreign Seamen's Act. 
17 \ict., No. 36-1853 ................... Water Police Act. 
93 Vict., No. 11-18CC .................. .Searoen's Engagement Anrendn]cnt Act of 1860. 

FRJDAY 8 FEBRUARY, 1801. 

Uveøcnt 

MR. LEWIS, j CAPTAIN MORIARTY. 

DAMEL C. J)ALGLEJSJI, Eso., IN TIlE CHAIR. 

Mr. David Gibb called in and examined:— 

Mr. U. Gibh. 1219. J? the CVoirmcu : What is your profession ? Engineer. 
I-tO. Arc you accustrunod to the sea service? Yes. 

8 Feb., 1861. 141. Out 0f this port? Yes. 
And subjent to the regulations of the Merchant Seanien's Act? Yes. 
'low long have you been sailing out of this port? Four years and nine months. 

141 In one employment or in several ? In one employment nfl the while 
1 lii. During that time have you been continuously at sea or alternately at sea and ashore 
Never :rshore except when the ship I was in at the time was laid up undergoing repairs. 
146. Have you any grievances to complain of in respect to the manuel-  in which you have 
Icon treated under the op-ration of the shipping law ? In whet respect? 
111. In any one respect. Does the action ol' Ui- Merchant Seamen's law affect you to your 
detriment in the pursuance of your usual avocation as a bee-going engineer ? I consider it 
puts us to a great dnal of inconvenience in regard to going backwards and forward so often 
to the Shipping Oflice, where there is not the slightest occasion for it in my opinion. 
14'. Have you anything to cunplain of besides the inconvenience ? Yes, I drr not sec that 
there is 'ny justice in it at all; I consider it unjust. 
149. In whit respect ? In having to go through the form of being discharged and signing 
frc>h artleics, when you belong to the same ship and are not leaving the ship, every month 
or every two months or three months, as may be. I do not see any use in signing articles 
and p  yirg tvo sljiilirtgs for a dischnrgc when you are going on in the same vcssel you are 
getting the dinhargc from. 

150. 
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I have here a return, which I have obtained by favor of the Water Police Magistrate, Mr. U. GiW,. 
from the Deputy Shipping Master of the port, with regard to the number of times that you ,__A__ 

have been discharged and shipped during a period of four years and nine months. I see by S Feb,, 1861. 
this that your first engagement in this port was on the 10th May, 1850 ? Yes. 

And you were discharged on the ht of July—that was not a period of two months. 
I find you were shipped again on the 1st of July ; were the usual shipping articles rua 
out on that occasion? That was when I joined the vessel first; I did not join at the corn-
mencement of the articles, I only got my name put on the articles. 

/Jq Captain Moriarty: have you yourself accurate knowledge of the days when you 
were discharged and shipped; can you furnish us with that information yourself? I have 
the days that 1 joined a certain ship and left a certain ship, but I could not tell how often I 
signed articles within that period. I can say how often I have signed articles during the 
last twelve months. I have been in the one ship for fifteen months; I signed articles when 
I joined first, and then perhaps every,  two or three months during that fifteen I have had to 
go to the Shipping Office and pay two shillings and sign articles again, still in the same 
vessel. I have the different dates here—the dates on which I joined and left particular 
ships, and, during the last twelve months, the dates on which I have been discharged and 
again signed articles. 

By  the Chairman: Will you put in that document as an Appendix to your evidence? 
Yes. (Witness handed in the same. Vtde Appendix) 

It was by the cifiuxion of time that you were discharged on the 1st July, and your not 
having joined at the commencement of the articles accounts for the shortness of that engage-
ment? Yes. 

1. find that your next date of discharge is the 16th September; your engagements are 
usually for three months? For any period not exceeding three months ; that is how the 
articles are worded, if I recollcet rightly. The ship was laid up in that September. 

I find that in the "Eagle," in 1859, you joined that vessel on the lst of August, and 
were discharged on the 10th August 1 Yes. 

Can you account for that discharge in that short period of time? She was only 
intended to snake one trip a month—to sail on the first of every month. 

Did you sign articles for one month? Yes. 
Your articles were drawn up on that occasion not to exceed a month? I could not 

exactly remember if those were the words. 
160, Were they the usual articles that you signed on that occasion? They were the usual 
articles, I believe; the space for the period is left blank and filled up as the case may be. 

I find also that on the lst September and 22nd September, 1859, you were discharged 
had you to pay two shillings on each of those occasions ? Yes.* 

So that at this rate it was two shillings a month that you were paying to the Shipping 
Office? Yes. 

An 1 what you complain of is, that whilst still in the same employ you were constantly 
required, under the provisions of the Act, to go to the Shipping Office and be retoxed for 
employing yourself? It is not being in the same employ—I was hiring still in the same 
ship. I would nut considor it so had, even in the same employ, if I was going to another 
ship ; but in the same ship to go every month, or every three months, and pay two shillings, 
I think it is not just. 

in this case it was every month 1 Yes ; still in the same ship, and it was the same in 
the " \Varatam," you will see by the dates there how often I paid it. 

January 5th, April 10th, May 22nd1  ,Juno 25th, all in 1860—these are the respective 
periods of your discharge? Yes.t 

So that on these occasions you had again to pay at the rate of two shillings a month 
for re-shipping in the same vessel ? Yes. 

is that the vessel you are in at present ? That is the vessel I left last week. 
169. P0 you know noything of the lodging of seamen 1 No. 

Are you a married man 1 No. 
Do you lodge in a licensed lodging-heuse 7 No, I stopped on board the ship; I had 

no lodgings at all. 
Wouid you c'nsider it just that you, a seafaring man, should be compelled to lodge in 

a seamen's lodging-house 1 No, very unfair; I have discussed that with two or three. 
Do you consider that it is in any respect a benefit to seamen to be compelled to lodge 

in these licensed lodging-houses? No. 
17$. What are the evils you apprehend to result from the system of compelling seamen to 
lodge in a particular place 1 A man might have a brother or friend of any description where 
he might go to lodge, where lie might think lie would be more e'mfortablc, and where 1 have 
not the slightest doubt ho would be more comfortable than in it seamen's lodging-house. 

But supp''sing that the law does not extend to ro]atcs—it is a disputrd point, I 
bali ye—would you consider it just to be compelled to lodge in common lodging-houses 
under any cireumustinees—Is there any reason why seamen should not be compelled to 
resort to licensed lodeing-heuses? I do not think they should be compelled to go to licensed 
lodging-houscs, because they might make themselves more comfortable elsewhere, even 
though they might have not near friends to go to. 

1 find that, in one part of your evidence you complain that the articles are drawn up 
for a period not exceeding three months—is that arrangement equol on the partof the seaman 
so signing and on the part of the Company or shipowncr to whom he signs? No, from far 
from it. 

 

* Non: (by 'itu rat reriak,$) —Daly on the 22n,1. 
NOTE (Oy wa,nd.'s 01 ,-cvisiea) —January 5, April 10, May 22, July 9, October 29, all in 1860. 
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14 MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFOZE TUE 

Mr. D. Gibb. 176. What is the inequality? Well, a seaman or anybody belonging to the ship cannot 
leave, without the captain's option at all events, until these three months are up, or if he 

8 Feb., 181. does he must either forfeit his money or he can be punished for it at Court. 
By Captain Moriarty: Three months, or whatever the time may be? Yes; but he 

can be put away or discharged before the time without anything being said. 
Have you known any case of this description ? No, I cannot say I have personally. 
Were you chief engineer in the Company's employment? Yes. I have discharged 

many a man, but it was when he came and told me he was going to try and better himself, 
and if any man could better himself of course I let him go. 

By the Chairman: But that was optional on your part? Yes. 
Do you remember the case, in your own vessel, under your own supervision, of a 

subordinate wishing to leave before the expiry of his articles, and nut being allowed? That 
is not exactly it, because we were signing articles, and he asked then whether if he wanted 
to leave when the ship came into port next, he would be allowed. 

01 whom did he ask this—the Shipping Master, the Captain, the Water Police Magis-
trate, or whom? I could not be positively certain, but I think he asked both the Shipping 
Master and the captain. 

You are sure he asked either the one or the other ? Yes. 
You were present on the occasion ? Yes 
Do you remember the answer? I think he said" Y c.' 

1.86. That ho could leave? Yes; it is long since, a good many months ago, and I forget. 
[Captain Moriarty objected to the receptio#r j a statement o/ this kind, un/ess the 

witness could speal positively as to his pe"soual knowledge of the facts. lVitr,ess orde,'ed 
to u'ithdra,c. (jomtnittec dcliberated. Captain Moriarty withdrew his objection. Witness 
recalled, and examination continued.] 

By the Chairman: Will you be good enough to connect your ideas, as far as possible, 
with the preceding evidence, and go on as you were going before in your own way ? As I 
said before, we were signing articles, and the man asked whether he would be allowed to 
leave when the ship came again into port. I could not he positive as to the exact words of 
the answer; and what I meant by his saying "Yes" was, that I do not remember whether lie 
said anything more than the word "Yes" ; but that the answer signified as much as that he 
could leave. 

So that, although you sign articles, a man can leave whenever he has a mind? Not 
without the captain or engineer's permission. 

By  Captain Moriarty: Do you discharge your own crew—give us a little information 
on that point? I have always got to be there to ship my crew, although I have not gut to 
sign my name to the discharge ; the captain always asks me if I have all my crew there 
the captain has nothing to do with looking out for firemen or trimmers for a ship. 

By the Chairman; There is more than that—can the captain discharge your crew 
without your permission, or against your wishes? Well, I was never tried; but I believe not. 

Does the captain, during any part of the voyage, take any command of your crew—has 
he any power to order them, except in cases of extraordinary emergency, with regard to any 
part of their duties, or are they wholly under your superintendence ? I do not know 
whether the captain has power to order them or not; but I never saw him do it. 

On the occasion you bare just been alluding to, when you were signing articles you 
say the second engineer inquired of the captain or the Deputy Shipping Master, as to 
whether he could leave in the event of some probability or other—in the event of something 
which was probable occurring? Yes. 

And the answer was 11  Yes "—that he could? Yes. 
104. Did that person, your subordinate, wish to leave afterwards? No; he did not leave, 

Did he express a desire to leave? Not after the ship returned in. 
Prior to the ship going to sea—immediately after signing the articles—did he express 

a wish to leave ? No, 
Nor when the ship came back ?- 
Then you have no evidence to offer with regard to this question, as to whether a sub. 

ordinate of yours wished to leave at any time and was prevented? No. 
of your own knowledge you know of no case of that description? No. 
You have frequently, you say, taken firemen and trimmers to the Shipping Office, to 

discharge them, prior to the articles being expired ? Yes. 
Do you know the reason why you so caused them to go the Shipping Office; was there 

any particular reason? If the articles are not up I am not required to go; the captain can 
do then. 

Can you tell us the reason why these men have bern discharged prior to the time for 
which they engaged themselves, and been re-shipped in the same vessel and almost on the 
same day—in fact I see by the list that they have been hipped on the same day? The 
articles were up; we were discharged and shipped in the same vessel, but not before the last 
articles were up. 

By Captain Moriarty : One set of articles expired, and in order to render your conduct 
on board the ship correct, you had to sign fresh articles, previous to going to sea? Yes, and 
the grievonce is that we have to pay two shillings each time, although still in the same ship. 

It is a simple question of money? It is not exactly a simple question of money to 
me, but I believe to others it is. 

By the Ohairman : Do you consider the money or the injustice of the case to be the 
grievance—the evident injustice of compelling you to pay two shillings to engage your ser-
vices or to be discharged—or is it the amount of money? With me personally the money 
has nothing to do with it; it is the injustice of the thing altogether. 

206 
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200. And you also complain of the unfairness of the articles in binding you, and allowing Mr. D. Gibb. 
the Company or the captain of the ship, to which you are bound, to retain or dispense with 
your services as he thinks fit ? Yes. $ Feb., 1861 

have cases conic within your own knowledge of the articles being broken for the express 
purp'ie of re-engaging the crew of a ship at a less rate of remuneration ? \Vell, I did not 
get it from a reliable source; I only overheard it, that such a thing was the ease. 

It has never occurred with yoursulf—your crew have never been discharged that they 
miht be re-.'ngaged at a lower rate? Not before the articles were up. 

Sq (?ti,5  .Jin'iarty: I understood you to c 'mplain of being obliged to go backwards 
and forwards to the Shipping  Office, when, in fact, you are always in the same employment? 
I said nlways in the same ship. 

Is it your opinion that if you were enabled to enter into an agreenwnt as an engineer, 
with the p"prietors of the vessels generally, for a certain period, it ought to be sufficient to 
enable you to be tran4erred from one ship to another:' It is now. 

You are obliged to go to the Shipping Office on each occasion? Not now; there has 
bet, an a oaendm ent lutehy. 

Then you are not obliged to pay now when transferred from one ship to another? 
Not until the articles are up. 

In signing the articles you enter into a certain contract with somebody—who is it? 
\Vell, really, I have read the articles over, but I forget how they are worded. 

By the Chairman: I think you sign articles to the ship's husband, Captain Munro? 
Yes; we sign articles under Cantain Munro now, in the Northern going boats. 

By Coiptaia ik,-iaity: \\ lien  your name is entered on the ship's articles, you enter 
into a contract with some one—who is that person—is your name on the ship's articles now 
My name is not on any ship',, articles now. 

Supposing you went to sea to-morrow, would your name be on theship's articles? Yes. 
That would be entering into a contract with some one? Yes. 

218, Who is that persoo ?.[ forget how they are worded, but I know the captain's name is 
mentioned on the articles. 

Then you in point of fact enter into a contract with the captain? What I was going 
to say was, that I cannot remember whether she owners of the ship are mentioned in the 
articles. 

By the Oh eli-man : Here is a copy which you can suppose to be a copy of your own 
articles, in order that you may explain to Captain Moriarty the question he wishes to have 
answered? I see the articles are signed to the captain, or whoever may be the master of the 
steamer. 
221, By  Captain Jfori.;rty: You sign as one of the crew? Yes. 
222. And you with the rest of the crew enter into a compact with the captain to perform 
certain services for a certain period for a specific retnuneration ? Yes. 
223 By the Chinrinan : This used to be the form of articles you sigo?d—but is not the 
name of Captain Munro, who is ship's husband to all the Company's vessels, now inserted in 
the pbaoc where the name of " Alexander Collins," as master of the steamer, is inserted in 
these articles ? I was going to say so. 
224. As master of the vessel, of course ? I never had a copy of the articles since they were 
nitered in that way, but I brlieve Captain Munro's name is there; I know we sign under 
Captain Munro. 

226. Captain Munro, at the present time, has to go to the Shipping Office to ship and 
discharge the men, and to perform the same functions as the captain of the vessel formerly 
did ? The captain has to put his name on the discharge. 
226. But Captain Munro has to be there?. Yes. 
227, us Captain if'riarty: Why ? We sign under Captain Munro, although the captain 
of the vessel signs the discharge. 

Could you suggest any remedy to do away with the evils you have alluded to, in 
unnecessarily going down to the Shipping Office and paying a sum of money for frequent 
discharges ? If a man is not going to leave the ship he has no use for a discharge; you 
never get the discharge in your hand; it is just left on the table and passed from the Deputy 
Shipping \laster to the clerk, and he just puts it on the file. 

It is an unnecessary demand for money upon you ? It is quite unneoessary to sign 
fresh articles, and quite unnecessary to pay two shillings. If you were going to leave the 
employment, or going to another ship, there might be some reason in it, but to be compelled to 
pay two shillings for a discharge when you again sign articles in the same ship is quite 
unj ust. 

By the C'hairman: Are you aware of the Englith method of conducting this department 
in the coasting service? No; I never went to sea in England. 

fly Captain MoriartB : Yon stated that you discharged a man when he wanted to 
better himself—I do not see anything in the articles giving you or any person but the 
captain the power of discharging men? Of couTse 1 spoke to the captain. 

Then it was his legal act? Yes. 
By the (j/,a.j,',aan : If a man in your department commits an indiscretion can you not 

insist n the captain discharging that man, not as his whim, but as your right to have him 
discharged? Yes, 
23-1- By (]aptuioiforiartq: By what law2 I do not know if it is law. 
23f1. By the Chuh-,nan: You can refuse to carry any man to sea that you consider would be 
a hindrance to you ? Yes, I can go to the captain and complain. 

You can refuse to take him? Yes, I believe ao. 
It is the custom? It is. 

23 
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Mr. P. Gihb, 238. By Mr. Lewis: I understood that you said you could go to the captain and complain of 
any man under you-but could you go to the captain and compel him to discharge the man? 

S Feb.. 1861. Not compel him. - 
239. By the Chairman: You could refuse to carry that individual ? I canuot compel the 
captain to discharge him of course, but I ceuld put the nan" off duty. 
246. Were the captain to insist upon your engaging a certain number of men of whom you 
had no knowledge, would you consider it wilfut disobedience of lawful commands, or that it 
would subject you to an action in Court if you were to refuse to proceed to sea with those 
men? Whether it is justice or not I could not say, but, of curse, if I refused to put to sea 
there would be another man put in my place. 
211. Have you any other evidence to offer in this case ? There is many a time that you 
want to discharge a man and ship another when you have not got the man that is going to 
ship ready at the Shipping Office at the same time as the man that is going to be discharged; 
it is done, but Captain Shorter has told me himself that it is not according to law. When 
the man goes to ship the captain has to be there along with him ; a line from the captain 
will not do 

His personal attendance is necessary F Yes; that is another very inconvenient thing. 
I think the party who is going to ship ought to be able to go to the Shipping Office by 
himself, with a line from the captain, stating that he is the party that is going to ship. 

You consider it a grievance to have to waste time in this manner? Yes. 
You complain also of being compelled to sign articles twice within one month for the 

same vessel, while in the same employment, simply because the owners might save your 
board in the vessel whilst she lay at the wharf-what object do you imagine the Company 
bad? Not twice in one month. 

You will find that though not twice in one month, it was twice in a month with regard 
to time-not twice in the same calendar month I What their object for it was I really do 
not know. 

Were you while thus unemployed receiving the same amount of wages, and the same 
amount of advantage as you would have been if your name had been on the ship's articles? 
Yes, I wus receiving the same amount of advantage. 

You were kept on board the ship? No, I was not kept on board the ship, but I got 
equivalent to it. 

You got board wages in addition 1 Yes. 
Did the firemen get board wages? No. 
Were the crew kept on? No. 
They got no board wages? No. 
They were discharged? Yes. 
So that there was an advantage in the craw being discharged? Yes. 
They were discharged immediately the cargo was landed, and engaged when the vessel 

was ready for sea? Yes. 
By Captain Moriarty: What length of time elapsed between their discharge and re- 

shipment? You can tell there (refe'ring to document previourly handed in.) I do not 
remember the dates. 
250. By the £'/wjrtaan: You joined the ship on the lst of Angnst, the date of discharge is 
not given, but you joined again on the 19th August in the same year-or, is that the time 
occupied in the run F Yes; 1 joined on the lst and was discharged on the 19th. 

When did you reship F On the lst September, in the same ship. 
Then your grievance is, or rather the grievance of the men forming the crew would be, 

that it was a saving to the Company that they should be discharged from the 19th August 
to the 1st of September-they had to go to board and lodge, and were thrown out of em-
ployment for that time F No, they were working. 

They were thrown out of employment as seamen F Yes. 
By Captain Moriarty: Was the ship lying idle all the time ? Yes. 
By the Chuirman: They were taking in cargo, were they not F Not in that ship; in 

the "Waratah " they were. 

APPENDIX. 

Crry or Syirosy. 
From 10th May, 1556, to ButIi November, 1850. 

PEtRoa.kpu. 
From 2nd December, 1856, to 4th February, 1557. 

CITY OP Syossy. 
From 7th February, 1857, to 15th September, 1855. 

City or SYDNEY. 

From itt), December, 18.58, to 2nd April, 1859. 
EAGlE, 

From 1st August, 1359, to 19th August, 1859. 
EAGLE. 

From 1st September, 18-59, to 22nd September, 1859. 
WARATAII. 

From 27t1a September, 1869, to 22nd May, 1860. 
January 5th, April 10th, May 22nd. 

WAR 

From 25th June, 1860, to 4th February, 1861. 
July 9th, October 29th, February 4th. 

TUESDAY, 
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TUESDAY, 12 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

Vttøtnt 

Ma. LEWIS, 1 Mn. LUCAS, 
Ma, WINDEYEJI. 

DANIEL C. DALGLEISII, ESQ., IX THE CHAIR. 

Mr. Edmund Debenham called in and examined :- 

By the Chairman What are you? A fireman. Mr. E. 
Have you been a fireman for any length of time in this Colony ? Yes, nearly three Debenh;un. 

years. I was eighteen months in the last boat. 
264. Are you acquainted with the Shipping laws in this Colony? Yes. 12 Feb., 1861. 

205. Are you acquainted with the manner of shipping in England or Scotland? In England 
I am. 
260. Is the same method adopted here as there? No. 

What is the difference F In si
gm
ning  articles in the WTest India boats we sign for 

three months, and not to exceed three onths. 
Can you be discharged before you have completed the term ? We were always dis-

charged when the ship returned to port; that generally was from six weeks to two months. 
The reason for that-are you aware of it? When the ship is in port the hanisbelongiog 

to the engine-room are kept to work on port wages; that is even more beneficial than sea 
wages. 

The port wages at Southampton are higher than sea wages, so that the advantage is in 
favour of the seamen ? Yes. 

Would not another reason be that the seamen could not proceed to sea a second time 
under the same articles, as there would not be sufficient time remaining to enable them to 
complete the voyage? Yes, that is the reason. 

That is the true reason why the men are disaharged at the end of the voyagt.? Yes; 
sometimes the voyage last three months, as we always sign for any port in the West Indies 
and the American coast between New York and Rio de Janeiro. 

If you do not like the employment you are at liberty to leave when you come Lack 
Yes. 
271. They cannot detain you after the voyage if you think proper to leave? No. We 
always look to be discharged three days after the ship's arrival in port. 
275. Does it not appear on the ship's articles that you can, on your own reqnest., be dis-
charged three days after the ship's arrival in port? Yes. 
970. What is the difference between the practice in England and the practice in this Colony 
We sign to serve for three months here. 

'rhat is the same as at Home-for any period not to exceed three months? Yes. 
What is the difference then? At Rome the articles are equally binding upon the 

master and men, here they are all on the one side; the captain can compel us to stay the 
full time, or discharge us at a minute's notice. 

This agreement is not equal? Not at all, it is all on one side. 
Have you yourself in any instance, or have you known any other person who wished to 

leave before the expiration of the three months, who has been prevented F Yes ; I know 
one man in particular who lost a good situation in that way. He was a man who conducted 
himself in a proper manlier, and he asked to leave and was rcfnsed.*  It was about nine 
months ago, and he was kept two trip., longer than he wished, and could not get away; but 
had the captain wished to discharge him he could have done so, and the man could not have 
said nay. 

have you anything else to complain of? The provisions are very indifferent at times. 
Are there any ehmarg s which are unusual, or which bear heavily upon seamen at the 

shipping office ? Yes. At Home there are no fees paid by seamen on being discharged; I 
never paid any myself; but whetber it is included in the wages I do not know. Here it 
is Qs. 

have you ever been in the coasting trade in England? No. 
You find this 2s. a heavy tax upon your earnings? It is generally felt so, especially 

in the way the discharges are made. The men are discharged at any time the owners or 
captains think fit; perhaps they are discharged one trip, and they have to pay 2s.; then 
they go another trip, are discharged again, and have to pay another 2s. 

Do the owners discharge men, and replace the same men during the currency of an 
engagement. Suppose a man had signed articles for three months, during the currency of 
that period might an owner, for some cause, discharge his seamen, and re-engage them the 
same day? It has never come under my notice, but it has happened to many others, to my 
knowledge. 

Are you a married man? No. 
Do you live in lodgings? Yes. 
Is it a licensed lodging-house you reside in ? I cannot say; I did not ask that. 
It is a general boarding-house for seamen? Yes, or any one. 
Or mechanics? Yes. 
Are you aware that there are honses specially licensed for the boarding and lodging of 

seamen in the Colony? Yes. 
Are you aware of any such system existing in any other place? No, Jam not. 293 

Nova (by ,ci(ner, on reviüon) -Abut one month of the articles had expired. 
70-B 
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Mr. E. 293. What was the cause of your leaving the ship you were last in? I left on account of 
Debenham. the provisions. 

' 294. Look at those articles-they are the articles of the "Illaloug," the "Coliaroy," and 
12 Feb., 1861. the "Sampson," boats belonging to the A. S. N. Company, the same Company in which you 

say you were employed? (The Chairman handed the articles to witness.) This is the same 
as we signed. We always sign to the same effect-" sufficient without waste." 

You say you had to complain of the quantity of your provisions? Not of the quantity- 
we always bad sufficient, but the provisions were of such a quality that it was impossible for 
any one to eat them. 

By Yr. Lucas: In what respect F The meat was stinking for two days. At the 
Shipping Office we complained to Captain O'Reilly about the provisions; we were all told to go 
about our business. *One  of the men said, "If I sign under those articles for three months, 
and have the same sort of provisions, I shall be starved before the time is out."** 

Who discharged you and seat you about your business? The captain of the ship. 
B.'1 the Chairman : It appears strange that a respectable company like the A. S. N. 

(Jomp:tny should give bad provisions to their men ? The captain supplies the provisions. 
The captain provides the ship at his own cost? No; he is allowed so much a man 

from the Company. 
:300. Is he then supposed to find you in provisions as if the Company provided you according 
to these articles ? Yes, that is what Captain Shorter explained to us-that he was supped 
to find us "sufficient provisions without waste." 

You complained at the Shipping Office F Yes, and this was the cause of our leaving. 
You were at the Shipping Office for what purpose F To re-sign. 
You have no fault to find with the ship F No other fault than the provisions. 
In what department were you F I was a fireman. 
Who was the engineer of that vessel F Mr. Harper. 
Was he sati5fied with your services F Quite so. I have a note to that effect. We all 

left contrary to his wishes; he went to Mr. Macarthur and tried to get us back again, but 
while he did so Captain Reilly got other men at the Shipping Office. (The witness produced 
a certificate of cha)-acter for eighteen months/tom the Chief Engineer.) 

Since that you have been unemployed F Yes. 
When did you leave F On the 27th December last. Captain Reilly said none of us 

were to go in the ship again. Mr. harper would have taken us back again the next trip if 
there had been room for us, but he was not allowed. 

So the captain refuses to employ you himself and does what he can to prevent your 
being employed ? I do not know any further than his refusing to employ us in his own ship. 
:310. /3 31:. Lewis: You say you complained to Captain Shorter of the quality of your 
mod? Yes.. 

And your captain discharged you then and there F Yes. 
Do you think he discharged you because you complained of your food, or because the 

term of your articles had expired? The term of our articles was up, but we were all at the 
Shipping Office to sign again, and. when Captain Shorter spoke about the provisions we said 
they had been of bad quality. 

By .ifr. Lucas: Do you know of any other grievance seamen are labouring under in 
this port which they are not subject to in any other? I believe they principally complain 
of their usage in the Shipping Office by having to pay 2s. 

That is all: Yes. 
And you know nothing about seamen's lodging-houses, because you do not stop at one? 

No. 
31.6. As to the power of the police to interfere with seamen, have you anything to complain 
of in that matter ? I think not. 

By the Chairman: That is as far as you are personally concerned? Yes. 
Are you aware that you can be apprehended without warrant, summons, or any other 

legal document, simply on suspicion of being a runaway seaman? Yes. 
Are you liable to the same thing in any port in Great Britain? Not that I am 

aware of. 
Have you any other statement to make to the Committee? In the steamers at Home 

oatmeal is always allowed to the firemen to be mixed with the water to drink, *and  in some 
ships here it is used, but we h&ve often asked for it and been refused. It is a great boon.*t 

Mr. Donald Sinclair called in and examined:- 

Mr. D. 321. JJq the Chairman: What are you? I was coal trimmer on board the "Collaroy" last. 
Smelair. 

 
When was that? I left on the 31st of last month. 
Were your articles up, on board? No; they had a month more to go. 

12 Fob,, 1661. 324. You were discharged for bad conduct, I suppose? No; we were took up and reduced 
a pound. 

That is to say, you were taken to the Shipping Office, discharged, and re.engaged at 
a reduction in your wages of one ponnd? Yes. 

Is that the usual proceeding? No, I never was used that way before; we were shipped 
for "not exceeding three months," but suppose wages had risen a pound, we would not get 

the 

Wüne,,, upon revision, wished to omit the passage between the asteri,ks. 
't Xo'rt-.For the passage between the a,teriths wtne,, wished to s'.tbstitute the fottowing' upon 

revision :-Here it is not allowed, although it is of the greatest importance to fircmen. 
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the advantage, but they thought of reducing us, and they took us to go to the Sb,pping tr. F. 

rg Oce and reduced a pound, and they made us pay 2s. for our dischae; I was the only one Smclalr. 
who left. 

What was the reason that the others did not leave? I expect the reason was that they 12 Feb., isel. 
were afraid of losing their situations. 

In eonswjnence of the redundancy of labour-the great number of men out of employ 
in the seafaring line? Yes; they thought if they said anything against it they would be 
discharged altogether. 

How long have you been in the Colony? About three years and nine or ton months. 
By if,'. W?ndeyer: have you had any employment since? No; I have not been very 

well since; I was not very well at the time, still I would have stopped till my time was up. 
By the Chairman: There was no fault or any other reason for cancelling the original 

articles than a desire to reduce wages ? No, not that I am aware of. 
You say you complain of having to pay 2s.? Yes. 
Do you complain more of having had to pay 2s. in that ease than of the gneral 

practice ? Yes; because if they had let us remain till our articles were up, we would 
not be served so. 

During the period you have been in the Colony, how often have you been in the habit 
of shipping within the year? I used to ship four times in the year. This was the first 
time we were took up and discharged before our articles were up. 

Are you a married man? No. 
Do you live in lodgings? Yes. 
At a seaman5 lodging-house? No, 
Not a seaman's lodging-house? No; there are no seamen there. 
The house in which you lodge is not a house licensed for seamen? No. 

340, Do many stamen  live there? No; there are no sailors there. 
Remember thatyou are a sailor yourself, every individual who signs ship's articles is a 

sailor! I d0 not think the people of the house pay license, but I am not sure. 
How many lodgers are there in the house you reside? Five. 
What accommodation is there in that house? Very good aocomm'idation, we have 

very good usage; I have stopped with those people when there has been nobody there but 
myself; any time I have been ashore these three years I get my washing dune there, and at 
any time I am ashore I stop there. 

Have you ever known lodging-houses licensed for seamen especially in any country 
where you have been ? I have not. 

Have you been employed in the capacity of seaman or fireman in England? In the 
capacity of fireman; never was a sailor. I have been a fireman ever since I was at sea. 

Out of what port? Out of Hull, in Yorkshire. 
That is one of the principal ports in England? Yes. 

318, What was the usage there in reference to shipping? There we used to sign for a 
length of time; and any time that any of us wanted to leave, we got leave by giving a 
week's notice. We were never discharged at any time, except for bad behaviour, or any-
thing of that kind. 

Sq the C?ainaam (7anding the witness a copq of ship's arte?es) : Do you recognize 
that as a copy of the articles you used to sign? (The witaesd examined the copy.) Did you 
never read the articles? No, 

Have you never had them read to you? I have heard them read. 
have any objections been made to the articles when the seamen he.rd them read? 

No, I do not think there have. 
When seamen hear the articles read, they are not in the habit of listening ? Yes 

they just hear the thing read over; they are not in the habit of making objections U any-
thing, for there are too many too glad to get situations at any wages-for the sailors were 
taken up and reduced lOs. at the time we were reduced a pound-and I dare say they were 
more airaid of losing their situations than anything else. 

Have you any complaints to make in reference to the scale of provisions? No, not in 
the "Collaroy "-we were pretty well found by Captain only there was no use in,  
our making complaints. Sometimes we used to grumble among ourselves; but there was 
no use in any one making a complaint, for we knew we should be discharged if we did. 

If you wished to leave the "Collaroy "before the ship's articles were up, would you have 
been allowed to do so? I do not expect I should--I never tried that, and I do not know 
whether I should have been allowed or not ; but I know that if the wages were to be raised, 
and we went in any of the vessels, we should not get them till the time our articles were up. 

Have you known any eases of this description on board your vessel? Have you 
known any of your mates try to leave before the time? No. 
350. You say this 2s. is an unusual tax on the labour of seamen? It is; it is a thing I 
never paid in England. We paid once a year this 2s. 

What did you pay once a year? Two shillings. We should have In, it once in six 
months ; but in the boat I was in we were not discharged, and we had not to pay it for the 
IS twelve months; for when the ship was laid up in winter, we were kept on-our wages 
went on the Rame. 

You have sailed on a foreign voyage out of that port? Yes; we used to go to 
Christiana, in Norway. 

Were you ever in a coasting vessel? No. 
300. You do not know the custom of coasters in England? No; but I do not think in 
coasting veeels they go to any Shipping Offices at all-it is only the ship's articles they 
sign. It was only in foreign-going vessels they have to go and sign articles in the Shipping 
Office, 361. 
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Mr. D. 361. By lb. Windeye,. : Were you under articles at the time you were discharged in this 
Sinclan. port? Yes; we signed for a time not exceeding three months, and two months of the 

articles were gone, and we were discharged a month before our articles were up. 
12 Feb., 1861. 362. Was any reason given? No; we heard such a thing was to be when we came into 

port, and know no more about it till the captain said we were to go up to the Shipping 
Office and get our discharges-and then we were reduced a pound, and had to pay 2s. All 
went back but me-and I think the cook's boy left. 
863. Have you heard anything of the kind before in any steamer ? No. 
364. By the Uhairman Do you know that such a thing has not haDpened? No; but it 
ha.s not happened in any of our ship,. 
865. You are perfectly aware that seamen could not leave prior to the expiry of their 
articles-and, if the wages had risen, that the owners would not have allowed them to leave? 
Yes. 

By AIr. Lewis: By this you mean to say that your masters can make any change or 
alteration in your wages, or rations, when they think proper, without any notice at all-but 
You can't get your liberty unless the term of your articles is served Yes. 

You are altogether in their hands, in that respect ? Yes. 
By Mr. Windeger : You say the articles you were under wore such as these (plating 

to the ship's cruder on the table), and the agreement to serve was for any period not 
exceeding three months ? Yes. 

Bq lip. Lucas: Do you know of any grievaue.'s that. 'eamen are labraring under in 
this Colony, which they arc not subject to elsewhere? No, I cannot say I do. 

With reference to the police apprehending them-their having the right of taking 
them up as runaway sailors-do you know whether that is the same in any other port ? I 
never heard anything of the kind till I came out here, 
371. You have already stated that you did not know that lodging-honacs were licensed in 
any other port but Sydney ? Yes. 
37th Do you think that it is beneficial to seamen to have only tht.:e licensed lodging-houses, 
or that they should have a right, like other persons, to lodge where they please? I do not 
think it right that they should have to pay a license for them any more than oth:rs ; for 
a ,eaman might lodge in a Louse, and might be a pound or more short, and the lodging-
house keeper might trust him till such time as be got a ship, whereas in any other house 
not acquainted with him he would not get that; but the owners of the place which he has 
made his home when lie is on shore ahoy be willing to receive him and allow him to remain, 
until be can obtain a ship and is able to pay his arrears. 
373 By Mr. Levis: Do you think it right for the authorities to compel a seaman to make 
his home where they please, and not to allow him to select his home where he thinks 
proper? I think it is not. I think it man ought to have liberty to go where he lik5. 

By jl€ Chainnrzn : You oarry this out practically by going to a house which is not a 
lodging-house for seamen ? Yes. I do not se why persons should pay a liconse for seamen 
to lodge in their houses any more than for other persons. 

By Mr. Lucas: With reference to this 2s, you complain that you have had to pay 2s. 
for your discharge on all occasions, whether you have served the full time or not? Every 
time we leave we have to pay 2s. for our discharge; but in England, if the owners discharge 
the man they pay the 2s. theniselvesh  if a man leaves on his own accord he has to pay. 

By AIr. lVinde;er: P0 the men complain of the working of the Water Police Court 
at all ? No. 

You know nothing as to how it works? No, for I never was pulled up for anything 
of the sort in my life. 
878. Have you never been there as a witness? No. 
379. By the £'Aairman Have you any further statement to make to the Committee? No. 

FRIDAY, 15 FEBRUARJ; Th61. 

:- 

Mn. ALLEN, MR. LEWIS, 
IIR. DOUGLAS, Mn. LOVE. 

DANIEL C. DALGLEISII, ESQ., IN THE ChAIR. 

Mr. George Robertson called in and examined:- 

Mr. G. 880. By the Chairman: What profession do you follow? I have been master of a vessel for 
Robertson, the last five years. 

381. Out of this port? Yes. 
lb Feb., 1861. 382. Are you thoroughly ac4uainted with the usages of the port? Ye,. 

383 And the requirements of the Merchant Seamen's law? Yes. 
383. Is there anything in that law that you complain against:' There is one thing in regard 
to the Shipping Office, the shipping and unshipping of seamen. 

What is the complaint? There is 2s. for each man that you have got to pay at the 
Shipping Office before you can ship a hand. 

Is that a usual charge in other ports? Not that I am aware of. 
Have you sailed out of other ports? Yes. 

33S. 
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In ngknd? In England and Scotland too, Mr. G. 
In the coasting trade there, do they charge for shipping and discharging seamen? Robertson. 

Not when I was at Home. 
Is there anything else you have to complain of in regard to the working of the 15 Feb., 1861. 

Merchant Seamen's Act? There is another thing, the licensing of seamen's boarding 
houses. 

Do you consider that objectionable? Yes. 
Are there any advantages to the seamen that you are aware of, from the system of 

licensing? Not that I am aware of. 
398. You consider that it is a total disadvantage to the seaman? It is a disadvantage 
altogether. There is many a man I know in this port that has got sisters keeping boarding-
houses, and they cannot go and lodge with thoir own sisters, for fear of their being fined, 
394. Have you known any person in that position fined? No, I have not, only what I saw 
in the papers some time ago about licensed houses; but I know the 'Water Police make a 
practice of coming to boarding houses that are not licensed for seamen, and overhauling them. 

* 395. Have you any other grievance to complain of, or any other statement to make with 
regard to the working of the Act? No. I. have been trading to the Manning River for the 
last five years; and sometimes when I hate had a passenger I have gone down to clear him 
out a little too late, and in order that I may not lose a wind I have sailed without clearing 
him well, the Water Police would then come on board, take the passenger out of the ship, 
and lock him up from Saturday night to Monday morning, and threaten to take mc away 
out of the vessel too for taking a passenger without a clearance, _I1Lfly a poor man hc not 
got the means to give 2s for to get a vessel, and must go wanting employment. 
396. Provided a man were to lose his discharge I suppose he would get another from the 
proper officer at the Shipping Office, without any further payment? lie would have to go 
and make an affidavit before the Magistrate, and still have to pay the 2s. 
391. Make an affidavit-to what effect? That he had lost his discharge. 

How much would he be charged in that case? 2s. 
For the affidavit? No ; for the discharge. 
'Would he pay anything for the affidavit ? No. The man has to pay 2s. for a di'-

charge, and the master of the vessel has to pay 2s. for shipping the hands. 
When a man has lost his discharge he pays 2s. for the affidavit and renewal of the dis-

charge? It is for the renewal of the discharge. 
Are you aware of the habit of transhipping seamen from one vessel to another, belong-

ing to the same owner? I think it is a very wrong thing. 
408. You are aware that that is part of the shipping law F Yes. 

What is your reason for objecting to it I think it is a hardship for a man who signs 
under a certain master for a limited time-three or six months-to be transhipped to another 
vessel, and go away at an hour's notice, perhaps. 

And if he refused to go from one vessel to another? lie would be punshed and forfeit 
his wages. 

In what way would he be punished? He would be fetched up before the Magistrates 
and they would give him two or three months in gaol. 

For wilful disobedience of lawful commands, I suppose? Yes. 
I suppose the objection a seaman would have to such an exchange might be something 

of this character :-Suppose there were two vessels belonging to the same owner, for one of 
which-a good, comfortable, seaworthy vessel--the seaman might have shipped; the other, a 
vessel of indifferent character, in which there might be a great deal of trouble and a deal of 
work, owing to her inefficiency as a sea'going vessel. I suppose a sailor would consider it 
a great hardship to be transhippcd from one vessel to another under such circumstances F 
Yes. 

But he is obliged to submit F Yes. 
I think you say you are master of a vessel ? Yes. 
In case you want to ship a whole crew at one time, do you not get a discount allowed, 

so to speak, you can ship a crew all together cheaper than one by one F No. 
I think there is such a provision in the Act? I have never seen it since I have been 

shipping hands. 
411. By ifs'. Lewis: When a man goes to the Shipping Office to ship, does he ship in a 
particular vessel, or under the Company at large ? In a particular vessel. 

Are the employers at liberty to take him from that ship, and place him in what vessel 
they think proper F Not if lie ships for the same master and the same ship. 

They have no liberty then to take him out of that vessel, and put him in another, 
against his will ? Not unless it is so specified in the articles. 

By Mr. Allen : Then it would not be correct for any person to say that a seaman, 
slnpped in one vessel to one master, can be transferred, by the owaer of the ship, from that 
vessel to another, against his will ? No. 

By the Chairman : Are these (handing to Witnen a set of skp's articles), the usual 
articles a seaman signs in this port F Yes. 
4)8. In these articles the services of the men seem to be limited to the schooner "Pacific,"-
now what would be the difference in the wording provided you wished the seamen to 
go in one or more vessels, would it not be "the schooner 'Pacific,' or other vessel, 
belonging to the same owner" ? Yes. 

So that itis merely a matter of form in the preparation of the articles. If you have 
only one vessel, of course you do not rcnire to make a specification for a change F Just so. 

P0 you observe there that the seamen sign for a period "not exceeding six months" 
Yes. 
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U. 421. What do you understand by that agreement-the seaman is evidently by that bound 
hobertson. to stay for a period of six months; but are you bound, provided he behaves himself and does 

his duty, to keep him six months? Yes. 
15 Feb., 1501. 422. You are bound to keep him ? You are bound to keep him, by the articles. 

Have you ever discharged a seaman before his agreement was up? Yes; but he has 
been willing to go-to leave the vessei. 

You have never known seamen discharged before their time had expired, when they 
were not willing to leave the vessel; that is to say, discharged for the purpose of re-engage-
ment at a lower rate of wages ?N o. 

Have you ever been employed in the inter-colonial steamers? Yes. 
426, In what Company? The old Company, in the "Telegraph." 

In the Melbourne trade? Yes. 
Are you aware of the system of shipping in the port of Melbourne? No, I never 

sailed out of Melbourne. 
Are the articles read over, in every case, in the Shipping Office here, before the seamen 

sign? Yes. 
Do you think seamen in general pay any attention to them? They very seldom do. 

481. Do you think six seamen out of the port of Sydney are aware of the meaning or effect 
of the regulations of the Merchant Seamen's Act? I do not think many understand them. 

Do you think the majority of masters understand them any further than relates to the 
shipping and discharging of men? I do not think they do. 

By hi'. Allen: Could you suggest any plan to make seamen thoroughly acquainted 
with the particulars of the Act? I think the only plan is to read the articles over.; I 

You know of no plan of making a sailor intelligent who is not naturally so? No. 
You do not seem to have a very high opinion of the licensed boarding-houses-were 

you in the Colony before these boarding-houses were established? Yes. 
430. If I remember right, there were a great number of eomplaiuts about seamen being led 
off by what they called "crimps" at that day? Yes. 

Who got them into improper houses, associated with girls, in order to plunder them? 
Yes; I saw it done in London, but I never knew it myself in this Colony. 

1 am speaking of the time before the Seamen's Act was passed, and I was asking if you 
remembered this state of things? I have been in the Colony twelve or thirteen years, but 
I never went to any of these houses. 
430. You have heard such was the ease? Yes. 
440. By the Chairman: Have you ever heard of mechanics being robbed in houses of ill 
fame? Oh yes; it is an every day occurrence. 
441, By lb. Alien: Did you consider that this was an inquiry into the question whether 
meelinies are as a general rule robbed in houses of ill fame, or did you consider it an inquiry 
into the working of the Merchant Seamen's Act? (The Chairman objected to this qnest ion, 
and requested the witness to withd,'aw. Witness re-introduced.) 

By if,'. Allen: With respect to seamen's boarding.houses, you have just said that, 
previous to the passing of the Lodging-houses Act, seamen coming to the port were liable to 
be deluded away by crimps, and in the company of women got plundered-now have you 
heard complaints of that character lately, as a general rule, since these lodging-houses were 
established? Yes. 

By their stopping out of these lodging-houses of a night? And by stopping in them. 
Are the girls admitted into the lodging-houses? No, I do not think so. 
Will you be kind enough to explain how you think seamen are still deluded by these 

girls and by the crimps? I cannot see that a seaman is deluded any place except at his own 
option; but I think it is a very wrong thing that a person who takes aseaman into his house 
should have to pay £5 for a fine; I have known an instance where a son could not go into 
his mother's house for fear of being fined ,she kept a lodging-house, but not a seamen's 
lodging-house. 
440. Are you aware that the Lodging-house Act contemplates preventing, or actually does 
prevent, seamen from lodging in their own houses or in their friends' houses? Oh! yes. 
447. Did you ever know any person to be brought up for lodging with his friends-brother, 
sister, or mother? It is not allowed. 

I am asking if you ever knew of anybody being brought up and punished for it-1 
think we will find it is allowed, but that people are not allowed to take in seamen as boarders 
without a license? No. 
440. But there is nothing in the Act to prevent them living in the houses of their friends? 
Well, it is the ease, I believe ; I consider it is a very wrong thing; 1 think every man has 
a right to go to what house he thinks proper. 

Have you ever known any damage arising to seamen in the lodging-houses--any rob-
lurks or any evil coming upon them-are they over-charged? Well, I do not doubt but 
they are. 

Do you know of any instance of seamen being over-charged? I have not in this 
country, but I have at Home. 

We are speaking of this country? I never was in a boarding-house in this country. 
You do not know anything of their management? I know by hearsay, of a man that 

has been shipmate with me, how he has been used. 
Could you inform the Committee of the nature of the bad usage he got that you refer 

to? No, I could not; Tam a stranger to that line myself; I never was in them. 
Now I gather from your evidence with respect to the seamen's lodging-houses, that you 

know of no injury they have done to seamen? Well, I do not think it is any benefit. 
450. But you do not know of any injury they have received? At the seamen's boarding-

houses 
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houses they are very saucy to the seamen; they know the men cannot go anywhere else, Mr. (1. 
and they deal with them as they think proper. Robertson. 

Are you aware how many seamen's boarding-houses there are in Sydney? I am not , A 

aware how many, but there are a good few. 15 Feb., 1361. 

Do you not think the competition amongst these people would induce civility and 
cheapness too? Well, I do not know; a sailor is put— (The Ohairman objected to the 
mode of examination.) $ 

By Al'-. Allen : You said something about sailors' sisters keeping a boarding-house 
that they could not stop in Yes; not with their own mothers eveu. 

Do you know of any instance in which a young man could not go and stop at his 
sister's house? Yes, I have heard of it. 

Do you know of any yourself? No. 
With respect to shipping and discharging seamen—do you think there is an inconr-

nience or injustice arising out of charging them 2s. ? Yes, I think so; a poor man some-
times has not got 2s., or 4s. it would be if he had lost his discharge. 

Do you think it is necessary for the trade of the port that the Shipping Office should 
be continued at all? Well, I do not think it is, as far as the coasters are concerned 
I think it is more a nuisance to them than any thing else; many a time I have lost a run 
by it ; it is a vessel of 35 tons that I belong to, and if I could not get my cargo on board, 
and get cleared out in time, before the office closed, I have perhaps lost the north-easter, and 
by a change of weather while I was waiting to clear, I have been windbound for a week or 
a fortnight. 

(The Chairatan again objeettd to the mode of examination. Wi(aen ordered (a 
withdraw. Mr. Douglas moved, " That ill;-, Allen's ,juertions are in o,'der, and the 
" Chairman's interruptions are uncalled fop'." Debate ensued. fifotirsn withdrawn. Witaes 
rei-n(rodaeed.) 

By 4Th. Allen : The last question you answered was, that you considered the Shipping 
Office was not necessary to the coasting trade ? I do not think it is; that is my opinion. 

What effect would the abolition of it have, do you suppose, upon the general shipping 
trade of the Colony—that is, the abolition of it with respect to coasting vessels. I want to 
elicit from you whether you think it would filithtc the desertion of crews from foreign 
vessels entering the port, if they found they could get away on the coasters without registry 
in the office? Well, there have been a great many instances of that in former times—
hands running away. 

Do you think the registry of seamen, as at present carried out, is the only way to stop 
coasters from taking runaway sailors from foreign shipping coming into port—is that what I 
understand you to say? Yes; but for coasting vessels I do not think it is a bit of goid at all. 

The Shipping Office is only, in your opinion, necessary for the protection of foreign 
ships coining into the port—that is, so far as the ecasting trade goes it might be done away 
with? Yes ; there is not much running away now from the big vcsmels, they are very glad 
to ship on. 

By Mr. Lt,ric : I should like to ask a question concerning the cleanliness of the 
lodging-houses—if you know whether they are kqit in a proper state F That is a question I 
cannot answer r never did go into the lodging-houses. 

By iii-. Douglas: You have seamen in your employment? Yes. 
What is the character they generally give of the accommodation they receive in the 

lodging-houses ? They give it a bad name, any that I have spoken to ; they say they do as 
they like with them in the sailors' boarding-houses; they give them anything they like, and 
if they do not like that, they tell them they can go elsewhere. 

Then they use their privilege ass means of exacting from seamen what would not be 
exacted from them at other houses ? Yes; they combine together, and if a senman goes to 
another house, he falls in with the same treatment. 

Is there any scale of charges to which they are obliged to submit ? I believe there is; 
they are charged morel think than what another boarding-house would ebarge. 

'-'ave you ever known any instances of seamen being discharged under an agreement 
previous to the expiry of their time, and subsequently re-engaged by the same party at a 
lower rate? I have heard instances of that occur sometimes. 

How do you account for the fact that a sailor would submit to do so, knowing that it 
was in violation of his articles ? Both parties might be agreeable first before the hands 
were discharged. 

Can you conceive that it would be agreeable to a sailor to submit to a reduction of 
wages to which it was not absolutely necessary he should submit? No. 

Then I can hardly imagine that you can know of any instances where they have 
actually submitted? You will find they have, but it would rnk be willingly on the part of 
the seamen. 

It would be in fact forced upon them by their employers? Yes. I have been expe-
rienced myself in the coasting trade, and many a man who signs articles for three or sir 
months, when wages are high, has to submit to have them reduced when wages fall before 
the time is up; the masters or owners of vessels try and put extra work upon the bands, 
and keep them at it, to annoy them till they wish to leave the vessels, so as to get thewages down. 

is it customary with the Steam Navigation Companies to tranship one set of men 
trading, for instance, to the north, and send them in another vessel to Melbourne or any 
other port ? I have never seen it since I have been in the country. 

By the Chairman: flow lang is it since you were employed by the Steam Navigation 
Company? Going on six years. 

Have you any farther information to tender to the Committee? No, I think not. 

Mr 
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Mr. James Dunn called in and examined 

Mr. J. Dunn. 181, By ehc C/ioinaan: What are you? Boardinr'.house keeper. I have been a seamen for 
.A 25 years. 

15 Feb., ISOl .482. A licensed boarding-house for sailors? No. 
433. How long have you been keeping a lodging-house? About eleven months. 

Who are the parties that frequent your house-camen or landsmcn? Landsmen. 
465. What position in society do they hold as a rule? They are mechanics generally. 
480. What do you mean by mechanics? Carpenters, painters, and other tradesmen; we 
often have labourers too. 
487. Do you know anything with regard to the working of licensed lodging-houses for 
seamen? Yes, I know something of it. 

What do you know about it? I know that I have been fined myself. 
4S9. What was that for Not having a license to keep seamen. 

What led to your king fined ?An information was laid by a man living close to me, 
thet keeps alieenscd lodging-house; we had a Ièw words, and he laid an information against mc- 

How many seamen had you in your house? Two. 
How long had they ijeeli there? A few weeks; I never had any more than three or 

four weeks. 
How long had the two men you allude to been there? About two weeks; I had one 

nearly three weeks. 
How many lodgers have you generally in your house? They vary greatly; generally 

five or six. ( tTile Apptadtr A) 
How many rooms have you in the house? I have five rooms and a kitchen. 
Ilas each man a separate bed ? Oh yes. 
Was any fault found with the condition of the hous3 when you were visited by the 

police None whatever. 
49S. Was the house unclean in any way? No. 
499. Were the characters bad-did they keep late hours? No. 
Soii. What led these seamen to prefer lodging at your house, when provision has been made 
fur th°m by which they can lodge at a 6uansed house ? My opinion is, that seamen in 
general dislike going to licensed houses; I have heard theta express themselves so. 
501 Do you asy so, as a seaman, in this instance, or are you merely giving your opinion- 
as a lodging-house keeper As a seaman I say so I have heard senaren frequently say so. 
5112. 11ow long is it since you left following the sea as a vocation ? About eight years. 

Thea you are out acquainted with the preent Mercantile Marine Act ? Not much. 
You have not shipped under it ? I have frequently shipped out of this Colony. 
But not under the present Act ? No, I think not. 

500. Have you any further evidenco to give ? No ; I merely wished to state my opinion., 
that searucn think it a great grievance to be compelled to go to licensed houses. ( lade 
ApJ rsdL' B.) 

507. When you were in the habit of going to sea eight yars ago, as you say, at that time 
samen were shipped, if my memory serves me right, by a number of individuals licensed as 

shipping masturs Yes, much in the same way as they are now. 
505. Excepting that they could ship a seaman without going to the Shipping Office ? No, 
they culd not; I always had to ship out of this Colony at a Shipping Office, and always had 
to pay for discharging and shipping. 
509. Have you been n seaman in any port of Great Britain ? Yes, in England. 
bitt. In the coasting trade ? No, generally foreign. 
Sit. Had you to pay there for shipping or for a discharge ? I never paid anything out of 
England, or for discharge either. 

Were registry tickets in vogue at that time in England ? Yes. 
Are you aware what led to the discontinuance of the register system in England t 

Because they caused the thing they were intended to remedy-I wean desertion; they were 
the cause of all the seamen leaving the country and going to America. 
511. You know this of your own knowledge ? I do. 

How long was the Registry Act in operation ? I think it did not last above four or 

five years. 
Were there any dinturbances in connection with that Act at Home ? I am not awart 

of any open disturbance; I know there were a great many complaints about it, and dissatis-
faction amongst the seamen. 

And aftorwards it was abolished ? Yes. 
515. By Air. Allen: You say you are a lodging-house keeper ? Yes. 

Did you ever apply for a license for a seaman's lodging-house ? No, I did not. 
1 think you remarked that the police visited your house and had no fault to find? I 

was never visited till I was served with a summons. 
You had two seamen about two weeks? Yes. 
And the police visited you because you had broken the law? Yes, they acted on an 

information that was laid at the Water Police Court before the Water Police Magistrate, and 
the Deputy Shipping 3laster prosecuted; this man that I spoke of laid the information, but 
he did not wish his name to appear on the warrant, and the Deputy Shipping Master took at 

up. I paid Mr. Moffat two guineas to plead for me, but he was not in attendance at the 
time, and although I requested the Water Police Magistrate to stny the proceedings till he 

appeared, he refused to do so. (l'ide Appendix C.) 
You say many sailors complain of having to go to the licensed lodging-houses? They 

complain of the law, and they have a very bad opinion of the licensed boarding houses.  

(Vio'e Apperrdi.e D.) 
524. 
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54. What is the nature of their complaint? They say they do not like them. Mr. J. Dunn. 

525. Do they say they are dirty or badly kept? Yes. (Vide Appendix E.) it 

5213. By the Chairman : Is this a general complaint? They mention that there is not a 15 Feb,, 1861, 
respectable one in Sydney; they say in general they are disreputable.* 

Seamen then, I understand, find fault more particularly because they, as a class, are 
obliged to live in lodging-houses licensed bylaw, while other classes are not? Yes. (Vide 
Appendix F) 

By Air. Allen: Then the grievance is more imaginary than real? I think it is a real 
one. 

By Mr. Douglas: Are you aware of the time when these regulations came into force-
how many years ago ? I am not quito certain of the time. 

It was shortly after the discovery of the gold fields? Yes. 
When there were a great many runaway seamen? Yes, I think seven or eight years 

ago. 
Was it considered that this licensing of honses would lessen desertion F Yes, I believe 

that was what it was said it would do. 
Do you think it did do so? No. 
Or does it do so now? Not at all. 
has any good thing arisen out of the licensing of these lodging.liouses, any thing 

whereby the sailors may be said to have benefited? None whatever. 
5313. You know of the existence in some ports of what are called Sailors' homes? Oh! 
yes; I have stopped at one for years in London. 

Have you known them in other English ports? Yes, and in America too. 
Are they beneficial to sailors generally F Generally, they are. 
Are they under any form of license ? No. 
They are provided, I suppose, by benevolent individuals, who wish that sailors should 

be properly lodged ? I believe that is generally their intention. Seamen have more protec-
tion there, 1 think, than they generally have in private houacs. 

By the Chairman: Have you ever been in Sailors' Homes F Yes ; I stopped for about 
fourteen years in the London Sailors' Home. 

By Mm. Douglas: Has it ever been attempted to establish a Sailors' Home here ? I 
believe they have been talking about it. 

By the Chairman : in all eases, even where these Sailors' Homes exist, a large number 
of sailors prefer to lodge in private houses? Yes; the greater part in any port prefer it 
where they are acquainted. 

Dnring the time you resided in Sailors' Homes, were the establishments ever subjected 
to police inspection ?Nonc whatever ; seamen would not go to them at all if they were. 

By Mr. Douglas: Then one of the great objections to licensed lodging-houses is, that 
they are subject to police control-the lodging-houses as now existing in Sydney I mean F 
I think that is a means of making sailors dislike any such house. 
5413. I suppose sailors, if they come in with money in their pockets, are occasionally robbed 
in a seaport town like this-have you known instances of such being the case F I do not 
know that I know instances; I have heard of different instances. 

Where do you suppose, from your general knowledge of sailors, that this generally 
takes place-have you ever heard of its being the ease at these licensed houses F I cannot 
say I have ; I have merely heard and read of different cases, but I cannot recollect where 
they hrppened, or how they happened; it generally happens by drink-getting intoxicated. 

By Mr. Lot's : In speaking of these lodging-houses, you said that some of them were dis-
reputable F That is the general opinion of sailors. 

What meaning do you attach to the words " disreputable" ? Well, that they are not 
very orderly. 

There is a meaning attached to the word by some, which perhaps you do not mean to 
attach to it-what do you mean by "disreputable" F That they are not to be depended on; 
some of them, I say; I ala speaking in general terms, (l'ide Appendix G.) 

Do you mean anything in the way of allowing women of the town to be there? No. 
If a sailor were lodging in one of these houses, and thought proper to stay away all 

night, in another lodging-house or in a house of ill fame, is there any means to compel him 
to go home at a proper hour? No, not that I know of. 

Then, in fact, although lie is staying at a licensed lodging-house, be may be absent 
during the night anywhere? Oh, yes, a week if ho likes. 

By the Chairman: You say you have lived in a Sailors' Home? I have. 
Is there any means of keeping seamen in these Sailors' Homes at night? No, not in 

any that I stopped in. 
But I think, if my remembrance serves me right, that there is a means to keep them 

from coining in after a certain hour-they are not allowed to come in unless they have 
previously given notice of their intention to be out late F Yes, if they give notice the 
attendant will open the door at any time, but they are not allowed in after eleven o'clock 
without. 

Nor if they come intoxicated? As long as a man behaves himself, no matter how 
intoxicated he is, lie is admitted. 

By Mr. Douglas: The object, then, of the Sailors' Homes which have been instituted 
is to afford cheap and wholesome lodging, where a sailor can get a clean bed and good and 
cheap food? Yes. 

559- 

NOTE (corrected by witness on revision, thus) ;-Not respectable. 
70-E 
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Mr. J. Dunn. 559. Women of bad character I suppose are not admitted? Oh! no, not in any Sailors' 
Homes P know of. 

35 Feb., 1801. 560. Are women admitted into them as servants? They are not allowed near the premises. 
(Vide 4ppen dice II.) 

APPENDIX. 

 
Answer No. 491—AnlwNDns (by witness on revision) —I bog to state, that civilians also think 

the law a great hardship on them, as in these Colonies it is often very difficult to tell who are sailors, 
as at one time they are diggers or labourers, or anything else; and to make certain, they would have 
to question almost every one that came to their house. 

•  
Answer No. 506—AnD55Dr3r (by witness on revision) :—Whea they would prefer going to a 

friend, a relative, or an acquaintance. 

 
Answer No. 522—Annvynvn (by witness on revision) —I wish also to state that the two seamen 

I had were also summoned or subpwnaed to give evidence against their will, and which they bitterly 
complained of. 

P. 
Answer No. 523—ADDE?cnun (by witness on revision) —1,1 general, but their chief objection to 

them is the idea of being coerced to go there; they wish to be free when on shore, and they often ask 
is this a free country, with such a law in force? 

 
Answer No, 525—ADDEND1M (by witness on revision) —Several of them. 

 
Answer No. 527—ADDENDUM (by witness on revision) :—And the £5 paid for keeping a license is 

taken out of them, by stiuting them in their living or some other means. 

 
Answer No. 550—ADDENDTJM (by witness on revision) —I wish to recall the word "disreputable," 

and substitute the words 'not very respectable." 

 
Answer No. 560—ADDENDUM (by witness on revision) —I moan women of doubtfol character. In 

some Sailors' Homes respeetab]c females are taken as servants, such as cooks; and in Mr. Green's 
1-tome in London there are some women servants; but in the principle one in London—I mean the one 
in WelLstreet—there are no women at all, and I think it a much better plan. 

Mr. William Rowbotham called in and examined:— 

Mr. W. 561. By the Chairman: What are you? A seaman. 
Itowbotham. 562. Out of this port? Yes. 

563. Are you acquainted with the regulations of the port? Yes. 
15 Feb., 3861. 564. Have you any oanse of complaint as to the way in which the seamen of this port are 

treated—are they trented in a manner which is not usual in other ports? Yes. I think it 
is very unjust to tax us with paying for our discharge. About twelve months ago 1 was 
obliged to remain on shore in consequence of having no discharge, and pay a pound a week 
for my board and lodging. Mr. Shorter would not allow me to go in a ship called the 
"Conreddin Lachman," because I had mislaid my discharge. I had previously arranged 
with the captain to go in the vessel, and went to the Shipping Office for the purpose of 
signing the articles, but on arriving I found I had not my discharge. I went back to 
the boarding-house, could not find it, and did not find it for some time after. He asked me 
if I could borrow 4s., 2s. for to make an affidavit that I had lost my discharge, and 2s. to 
give him for another; I told him I could not, as I did not wish to be in debt to anybody; 
and then be said, if you can get 2s. for the affidavit I will trust you the other 2s. till you 
come back. I said I could not get it. " Well, then," he said, eej  cannot ship you?' 
I afterwards shipped on board a vessel called the "Alice," to China, and returned hero with 
a cargo of sugar from the Phillipine Islands. After attending one of Mr. Love's meetings 
at the Woolpack Inn, I was accosted by Wilson, one of the runners of the Shipping Office—
men who run after seamen to see that they go on board their ships when they have signed 
articles, or send them up when the vessel is about to sail—they are a great nuisance. Wilson 
met me in George-street, and said, Weren't you at Love's meeting? I said, "I was." 
He said 5  eel  know it. I not only saw you, but heard you." " Did you hear anything 
wrong?" said I. "Well, never mind," said be, "but it will be a long time before you get 
a ship again." He said this because he had heard me speaking the truth about the way the 
Shipping Office is worked. If these runners have any particular friend among the sailors 
who are waiting to ship, they nod to him to come in, and if I wanted to go in to sign 
articles, it would be—" Keep back you, you are not wanted." 
565. What power have they to tell you to keep back? They act as constables at the 
Shipping Office. 
566 And in the capacity of constables keep you out of the Shipping Office? Yes. 

567. 
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And in the capacity of runners they take any one in they think proper? Yes; Mr. W. 

whoever they take a fancy to, and whoever a boarding-house keeper may wish to get ahipped. Bowbotham. 
A boarding-house keeper will bring down his men, and say to the runner, " There are three 
men standing out there, I wish you would get them a ship;"  and then those three men are 16 Feb., 1861. 
called in and I am left out. 

You think the boarding system acts injuriously to seamen with regard to giving a 
preference to those men who are in debt to the lodging-house keepers? Yes. 
669. That the lodging-house keepers make interest with these men you call runners, and by 
that means obtain a preference for men who are in their debt? Decidedly so, frequently. 

How would this benefit them ? Because these men they speak for are men over head 
and ears in debt, and the lodging-house keepers generally receive their month's advance as 
part payment, and trust for the rest on the return of the vessel. 

How can they make sure of receiving that? If the advance note is issued to the 
seaman, they will take care to get it ; they will not let him take his clothes out of the 
boarding-house till he gives up his advance. 

They get his advance note? Yes; it is a printed form, to this effect:—" This is to 
certify that I agree to pay the bearer £3 in advance, provided be sails in the above ship, 
within three days after the departure of the ship." 
£3, or any other sum, as the case may be ? Yes, whatever may be the monthly wages. 

This note is signed by the brokers, and at any time it is as good as money. - 
How do you mean as good as money; if you bad a £5 note, you could get La for it, 

but if you have a £5 advance note, would you get £5 for that? You would have to pay a 
shilling in the pound discount for waiting the three days. 

Would that be charged to the seaman—would the seaman have to pay for cashing the 
note? Yes, of course. 

Have you been a seaman at Home? I have followed the sea thirty-one years. 
Have you lived in a Sailors' Home? Yes. 
IV hat is the advantage of a Sailors' base? The advantage of a Sailors' Home, as 

far as my knowledge leads me, is that seamen, on returning homc off a voyage, have 
a comfortable place to go to, where no crimps or tailor's runners, or any parties liable 
to impose on seamen, are admitted ; and you can register your money, if you feel 
inclined to do so, leave it in the Savings' Bank, or send it to any part of the United 
Kingdom, free of expense. Masters of vessels make a practice of coming to the Sailors' 
Homes to select their crews, and undoubtedly those men residing in the Home have the first 
preference. If they find any indifferent characters amongst them they generally expel them, 
after giving them a reprimand once or twice, so that it lins every advantage. It is kept up 
in a very respectable manner, supported by voluntary contributions, and the seamen are made 
perfectly comfortable. I lived in the Sailors' Home in Wells-street three or four years, and 
also in Mr. Green's. 

Are these establishments subject to police visitation? Not that I am aware of; I never 
saw a policeman inside the door. 

What objection exists to the present system of licensed lodging-houses--are you aware? 
Supposing I had a sister or a brother, or any near relative here in the town of Sydney, and 
did not wish to mix with the common class of men, and wished to keep myself aloof from 
indifferent society, I would not be allowed to do so; except they pay a license they are under 
the fear of the police antering the house and ascertaining that I am following the sea and 
boarding with them, and then they are finable £5 for the first time, and, if fined again, it 
will be doubled. I think that very hard, because there are many men, I for one, who do not 
prefer going into these licensed boarding-houses. I would rather go to a private house at 
any time. I am not one of the fellows that likes to ramble about the streets and disgrace 
myself. I came first to this Colony 28 years ago. • 

Do you think that the power of police visitation has any weight with seamen in causing 
them to object to these lodging-houses? No, I do not think it has. 

Do you think seamen like to be under police supervision more than any other class of 
men? No, I think not. 

Then you think it is an objection ? I do not see why we should be subject to police 
visitation more than any other class. - 

Are you aware of any other mode in which seamen are subject to police visitation more 
than any other class of men ? I cannot say I am myself. 

Have you any further communication to make on the subject? There is another very 
unjust thing, I think, on seamen. In the coasters men are compelled to work from six to six, 
discharging, perhaps, 60 or 70 tons of coals in the small vessels where there are only two or 
three men, and then compelled to keep watch at night—and if they do not do so, the man 
that ought to be on the watch is fined—it is hard work for that man to keep his eyes open. 
I think from six to six is quite long enough to work, without being compelled to keep watch. 

Do they not frequently go to sea on the same evening when they discharge? Yes, 
very frequently. There are plenty of men in this port who would be very glad to take a 
watchman's berth. It is nothing but right a watch should be kept; and I would rather 
that those in charge should be seafaring men, so that they would know what to do when 
asked by the police—such as .running out a warp or anchor. In one employment in this 
town, I have been repeatedly eye-witness to very great hardship that exists among them—
that is Mr. Manning's. A boat will come in at eight or nine o'clock, and orders are left to 
discharge her immediately ; and perhaps at eleven o'clock that same night the men are called 
out of another boat to go into that boat to sea, or lend a hand to unload her—although they 
ought to be in their beds—after working all day for less wages than any other Company is 
giving in the port. 
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Mr. W. 587. By .3&. Allen: Do you know of any injustice to the seamen that has grown out of the 
Row ot am. boarding-house system, further than that it compels them to go and lodge in these particular 

houses? No, I do not. 
15 Feb., 1861. 588. Were you in this country before the Act was passed? I was. 

Do you remember the outcry that used to be amongst the people here, against the 
crimps that followed the sailors about and dogged them ? Yes, I remember it very well. 

Do you think the sailors' boarding-houses and the Merchant Seamen's Act have 
in any way contributed to do away with that imposition on the sailors? I have no doubt 
they have in some measure. 

This 2s. that is charged, is it for a discharge? For a discharge. 
Are you aware that a similar charge is made in England under the new Act. Yes, 

I have been charged with it in England. 
With respect to these boarding-house keepers, you say they obtain a preference for 

their own customers, in order to get paid—could you suggest any plan by which they could 
not do that? I cannot say that I could suggest any plan. 

It is natural for them to take means to get their money if they can ? Oh I yes. 
But these runners, I do not feel quite satisfied with their conduct as reported by 

you ? You may depend upon it that if there was a change in the Shipping Office, 
and impartial men allowed to remain there, things would be much better; there would not 
be half as much fault to fiod. 

You think there is more fault to be found, with the mode of carrying it out than with 
the law itself? I think there is quite as much, with respect to Captain Shorter, as he calls 
himself, and these two runners. 

When an advance note is presented at the end of three days, is the full amount paid? 
Thefull amount is paid. 

It is only while passing from hand to hand that the discount is charged? It is paid to 
the party who presents it, but lie deducts the discount from the seaman; the seaman cannot 
get it changed without paying the discount. 

And then when it comes to be paid, it is paid in full? Yes. 
By the Chub-man: Have you ever known a larger amount than five per cent, to be 

charged? Yes. 
Does it not depend upon the character of the man holding the note? In some instances. 
For instance, a shifty man, who could not be trusted to go on board the ship, would 

hardly get any one to cash a note of this description at all ? Very likely; that has 
frequently been the ease. 

By Mi'. Allen : You have said that you object to lodge in a licensed house, that you 
would prefer a friend's house ? Yes. 

Do you know of any person who has been fined, under the Lodging-house Act, for 
boarding with a sister, brother, mother, or any other relation? No, I do not. 

You complain that seamen are compelled when in harbour to work from six to six, and 
then keep watch—can you suggest any plan by which that could be remedied? Yes, by 
employing as watchmen some of the old sailors now walking about Sydney, who are unfit 
for sea service, and who would he very glad to accept the position of watchman; or do as 
they do in the New Zealand Company, the man who keeps watch is off duty all next day; 
that is a very reasonable request, I think, that they might make on any shipowoer. 

It is spoken of as a grievance that seamen are met in the street by constables, and 
without any further reason than the suspicion that they are runaway sailors are confined 
until dealt with, and that whether they are runaway seamen or not, they have no means of 
getting released until they are brought before the Magistrate—do you think that is a 
grievance of a general character, or only an oeeasioaal thing? I think it is a general 
grievance, decidedly so. 

That men are taken up in the ttreets on the more suspicion that they are runaway 
sailors, although they may been their legal business? Yes; they may be sent on shore by 
the captain, for anything the policeman knows; if a man tells the paliceman that, very 
likely he will say, never mind, I will put you in the watch-house, and hand you over to the 
captain in the morning; as was the ease about six weeks ago, with a man belonging to an 
.Amcriean.ship, who was picked up in Wynyard-square by a constable, put in the watch-
house all night, and brought before Captain North in the morning, and proved not to he a 
deserter. 

Was anything done to the eonst able that apprehended him? Nothing. 
He was not censured or anything? Not at all. 
By Mi'. Lewis: Do you think these licensed seamen's lodging-houses are objectionable 

on the whole to the sailors? I do. 
I understood you to may awhile ago that these lodging-house keepers go to the Shipping 

Office, and make interest for the shipping of those who lodge with them? They make 
interest with these parties at the Shipping Office. 

Do you not think that is beneficial to the sailors, that they gain their shipment 
through these means? It may be beneficial to those seamen in the long run, but so far it is 
not beneficial that the generality of these licensed boarding-house keepers will endeavour to 
retain the seaman on shore until his month's advance has been.run out, and then it is to his 
interest to get this man out of the way as quick as he can, and by making friends with 
these runners he is enabled to do so. 

You mean to say the lodging-house keeper does this for his own pecuniary benefit? 
Yes; were such things as this not to exist, I or any other man, whenever we thought proper 
to leave the shore, could go down and ship, without any person making interest for us. 
614, By Mr. Douglas: how many runners are there at the Shipping Office ? Two. 615. 
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615. Are they paid by the Government? Yes. Mr. W. 
016. Prom the nature of your answer just now, I should infer that they make a good thing Itowbothain. 
out of it? They do, indeed; no doubt of it. 

Tho lodging-house keepers, I suppose, are pretty much at the mercy of these inca, if16  Feb., 1861. 
they like to inform against them? They very frequently inform against lodging-house 
keepers, if they find they have seamen hoarding with them, and they have not a license out. 
I have known a person named W'ailaeh, who keeps a clothier's shop in George-street, bring 
men down to the Shipping Office, call the attention of one of the runners to them, and say, 
these are men that I want to have shipped; all right, the runner would say, let them stop 
there. 

You stated that the men in the employment of the Illacvarra Steam Company were 
subject to considerable hardship by having to go to sea again at night--are you aware 
whether there is any express stipulation in their agreements which binds them to do so if 
required? Yes; they do not sign articles under the captain; they sign under the Company 
to be at their orders at any hour, which I think is a very unjust way of doing things ;—why 
not have it as formerly, to sign articles for one vessel in particular. 

You state also that this Company gives a lower rate of wages? Yes. 
What are the characters of the men in the employ of this Company—do they get good 

characters as seamen? Yes, they are generally very good seamen. 
how do you account for the fact that this Company is able to get a good class of 

seamen, if the wages are lower and they are subject to these inconveniences ? A great 
number of the men that have been serving Mr. Manning lately have been men who have 
been what is termed regularly hard up—short of money, and in debt to the boarding-houses, 
and consequently glad to get anything to do; sooner than run any further into debt they go 
and hire for a certain length of time with Mr. Manning, but whenever they get anything 
that suits them better, they do not stop with him. 

By Mr. Love: I think one of your grounds of complaint at the meeting you have 
spoken of was that you could not get into the Shipping Office unless you bribed the 
runners ? Yes. 

That was some time ago? Yes. 
Has there been any change for the better lately? I have not been down to the 

Shipping Office since the election took place until about ten days ago; and then, whether it 
was through the medium of the runners, or what was the cause of it I do not know, but, 
after the captain had taken my previous discharge, and called inc in to sign the articles, 
there was a little conversation between Mr. Shorter, the captain, and the mate of the vessel, 
and my discharge was handed back to me, and they told we they did not want me. That 
was the schooner "Rebecca," Captain Devlin. 

By the Chairman : You have reason to believe that the Shipping Master influenced 
these inca against you ? I have every reason to believe it was done through the medium 
of the runners. 

339 Al,.. Love : And you think that was in consequence of your having complained of 
the runners having taken bribes ? Yes. 

Are you aware of your own knowledge that these men have taken bribes ? No ; only 
what I have previously stated, that I know the boarding-house keepers bring down their men, 
point them out to the runners, and leave them outside. 

You are not aware for a fact whether they have taken bribes or not ? No. 
You have only heard it ? I have only heard it ; but from the whole tenor of Wilson's 

conversation a few nights after your meeting I have every reason to believe such is the ease, 
by his saying I should be some time before I got a ship. I have no doubt that if the thing 
was sifted properly, we should find men in Sydney who have given them money; I think it 
would not be a very difficult matter to ascertain the fact. 

By film.. Douglas: if you wished to ship, is your only means to present yourself to these 
runners in the office ? Yes. 

Then in fact you cannot ship unless you go through the ordeal of their approval—it 
amounts to that? It amounts to that. 1 may make what arrangements I like with the 
captain, but if these men who stand at the door do not think proper to let me in and sign 
the articles, they may bias the captain, or bias Captain Shorter, and prevent me from 
shipping. 

632 1)o you mean to say they absolutely refuse to admit you if you make the demand ? I 
have never gone so far as to try, because they have always told us they would lock us up if 
we came near the door. 

Have you ever been so threatened? No; because I have never put it in their power; 
as soon as they have told me to stand back, I have gone back. 

Have you known any men who have been so threatened? Yes, I know it has been 
frequently said at the Shipping Office. 

Then it is quite possible that if any man was hard up, he might bribe these runners 
to get put on a ship's books? Yes, it is quite possible. A few mornings after that runner 
had spoken to me, after Mr. Love's last.mceting, a vessel called the "William Watson" was 
going to sign articles, and he said, "I suppose, since we have been shewn up in the papers, we 
must to  back ourselves ;" and he walked back and said, "You can all go in—the whole crowd 
if you like." That was the only morning that he came away from the door and admitted 
any one in. 

By the Chairman: May I ask—you may please yourself about answering the question 
—have you been troublesome on board ship while under engagement, so as to get a bad 
character? Never in my life. I can produce testimonials now as good as any man's, and I 
do not care who sees them. 

631. 
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Mr. 'W. 637. Will you sLew your testimonials to the Committee? Certainly. (The witness pro-
Bowbotham. duced a number of ce"tflcates of character, obtained from various persons at diJ/rent ports. 

In this Colony they merely give you a common discharge without any character at all. 
15 Feb., 1861, have been in the British Navy as a quarter-master. 

I should like to have one of these put in as an Appendix, if you can spare it, to shew 
the form? Certainly. This is what we ought to have here. (The witness handed in one 
of the cer4flcatea in question. Vide Lithograph—Separate Appendix.) 

You said that at Home 2s, was charged for shipping? Yes, shipping and unshipping. 
In the coasting trade does that exist? No, it does not extend to the coasting trade. 
It is only for foreign vessels the charge is made? Yes. 
By Air. Donylas: Flow long is your experience of this port.? Twenty-eight years. 
I see one of these certificates is of late date in England? I have been backwards and 

forwards in all trades and in all capacities. I have had charge of prizes in Her Majesty's 
service going down to the \\Test  Coast of Africa and to St. Helena. I have also a certificate 
from the master of a surveying vessel called the " Partarus," previous to my getting a chief 
officer's berth on board a British barque. I had no certificate of service or of competency 
with me at the time, and the English Consul would not allow me to go in the vessel unless 
I could get one. Having been in the service ten years, I immediately went on board, and 
asked the sailing master to put me through an examination. He asked me a few questions, 
said he was quite satisfied, and gave me the certificate, 

TUESDAY, 5 MARCH, 1861. 

Urtøtnt :— 

Csn. MORIARTY, Ma. LEWIS, 
Mit. STEWART, Ma. ALLEN. 

DAXJEL C. DALG-LEISII, ESQ., IN TUE CHAIR. 

Charles Smith, Esq., called in and examined 

U. Smith, 644. By the Chairman: You are a shipowner, I believe? I am. 
Eag. 645. You are also a member of the Pilot Board ? I am. 

r - - 646. You are conversant with the ordinary mode of procedure under the Colonial Merchant 
S Mar., 1861. Seamen's Act? Yes, I should say I was. 

Are you aware that that Act is complained of by seamen as oppressive? Do you 
allude to the Act that was passed last year? 

I allude to the law affecting merchant seamen as a whole, not merely with regard to 
the short Act passed last Session for the transhipment of seamen? I think they complain 
more of the way that the law is carried out, than of the law itself. 

With respect to the short Act passed in 1860, authorizing the transfer of seamen from 
one vessel to another belonging to the same owner, do you consider that oppressive? It is 
an Act very liable to be abused. 

I believe seamen take very strong prejudices in regard to the vessels they sail in? 
Not only in regard to the vessels, but also to the masters they sail under. 

And this would render any compulsory change of master or vessel liable to objection 
on their part ? No doubt. 

You say that the objection of seamen lies more against the mode of carrying out the 
Act than against the Act itself, will you explain your views on this matter F In the first 
instance, there are a good many objections in regard to the shipping and discharging of 
seamen. 

What do you conceive to he objectionable in the mode of procedure now followed? 
There is a good deal of objection raised by masters of vessels in this way—that, when they 
go down to the Shipping Office to ship their men, the Shipping Master will not put the 
men's names on the list unless he is there present himself. 

The Act to which you allude is the 23rd and 24th Viet., No. 11? I allude to the 
17th Vict., No. 36; the complaint against the whole of the present system is, that the 
facilities given for shipping seamen here are not so great as those given in England. They 
have to take very much more trouble about the matter. Then again, in regard to shipping 
the men, the boarding-house keepers get the men's discharges from them when they come 
into their house, and the result is, that these parties will not afterwards give them up, when 
these men require to ship, without applying to a Magistrate. The men owe them money, 
and they hold the discharge until they are paid, knowing that the men cannot ship without 
it. Such a thing as this is unknown in England, as there they cannot hold the men's 
discharges for an amount over five shillings. 
665. You consider then that the Seamen's Lodoing Act is likewise at fault—that it also is 
in fact a grievance? No, not a grievance, for I look upon it as being for the seamen's 
protection; but then it is not carried out here as it is at Home. At Home a seaman is not 
obliged to go to a boarding-house to live; for, if he has a father, or a brother, or a cousin, 
he may go and stop with him. If he goes to a boarding-house the house ought to be 
licensed, because certain recommendations as to the persons being of good character are 
required, which acts as a surety before such licenses are granted -, and all this helps to provide 
a safeguard for the seamen. 

656. 
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Are there licensed lodging-houses for seamen in England ? t-Yes, I believe there are C. Smith, 
I sailed mostly out of Liverpool, and am certainly under the impression that they were Bag. 

licensed there. 
By A&. Stewart : Are they established generally in the seaports of Great Britain ; or6 Mar.,  1861- 

are they confined to the two chief seaports of London and Liverpool ? They are not 
general, I believe. I do not think there are any in seaport towns of Scotland ; but, in all 
the large seaports of England, I think they have the seamen's lodging-houses licensed. 
Gas. By the Uhairman : They are not general ? I can hardly,  say. I speak mostly from 
my experience of Liverpool, as that was the port which I knew best. 

And it is not compulsory on the seamen to go to them? I am not aware of the precise 
arrangements; but I think that, with regard to seamen's lodging-houses, they have the same 
law there as here. I know that they have these seamen's lodging-houses at Home, and that 
seamen are not obliged to go and live there, when they have friends with whom they may 
wish to stay. 

ilowever, you complain, as an owner of vessels, that your time is needlessly wasted, 
and that much delay is occasioned by the many forms with which you have to comply in 
shipping the hands you may require? No doubt. 

In this respect, then, you consider that the law should be revised? The law is a good 
one, if carried out in its integrity. The law is just the same as that at Home, and is a very 
good one if carried out liberally; but,, in saying this, I do not speak in regard to that Act 
we have just spoken of; which is not at all in accordance with the English law. 

By Mr. ,Stew art: Your last remark applies to the Act which authorizes the changing 
of seamen from one vessel to another of the same owner? Yes. That Act is altogether 
contrary to the whole intent and spirit of the English law, as it is attempted to be carried 
out here, 
6138. Bq the Chairman: We have it in evidence that, in this Colony, it is competent for a 
policeman to take into custody any person he may meet in the streets and whom be may 
suspect of being a runaway seaman ;—this is the power given to constables under the 
Colonial Act—is it the same in the English Act? It might be as well to put some cheek 
on this power, if they have it; but I rather think it is under some old Colonial Act, that 
has reference not to seamen only, but to every one else in the Colony just the same. 

By Captain Moriarty: Would it not, in your opinion, be an advantage to consolidate 
all the laws relating to merchant seamen into one Act? No doubt it would. 

By the chairman: i presume that you are well acquainted with the nature of the 
duties which merchant seamen are called upon to perform? I am very well acquainted 
with them. 

We have had complaints before this Committee, from seamen working on board 
Colonial steamers, with regard to the oppressive hours of labour they are compelled to submit 
to; and, on their complaining at being overworked, they have been punished for refusing 
to obey lawful commands to work, although they had expressed their utter inability to do 
so, from fatigue—do you consider that to be just, when the vessel was at time wharf for 
instance? It would be a very difficult thing for me to answer that, unless I know the 
amount of labour they were required to do, and the time they had been employed at it. 

The facts are these. The vessel was supposed to leave Shoalhaven, I believe, at five 
o'clock in the morning, and the hands were employed in taking in and stowing cargo until 
nine o'clock. They called at two or three other ports on their way, taking in and dis-
charging cargo at each, arriving at midnight at the wharf in Sydney, They were then 
ordered to discharge the inward cargo, and to load the outward cargo, in order that they 
might go to sea at once. After discharging the deck cargo, the seamen refused to proceed 
further in discharging the cargo from the hold. In consequence of this they were appre- 
hended on warrant, although they expressed their utter inability, from fatigue, to work 
longer; and what is more, were fined for it disobedience of what were held to be lawful 
commands. Now do you consider such a mode of treatment to be just or fair? I should 
may not, taking the ease as you express it. 

From what you know of seamen, and their duties, you would consider this as being 
over what was naturally to be expected from them as labouring men ? Certainly. This 
is one of the ways in which I think the new Act is calenlated to work harshly; for it may 
happen that the men on board a steamer may have been up all night with bad weather, on their 
passage to Sydney, and on arriving here may find another steamer of the same owner short of 
hands, and just about to go out. Well they are liable to be called upon to go in her, and 
if they are, and the weather should still continue had, they will be up another night also. 
This, I consider, is too much to ask of any men, and, in this respect, I regard the Act as 
very oppressive. 

In the coasting trade of Great Britain there is no cheek imposed in the way of 
shipping or discharging seamen, as there is here? I am not aware; I have not been in 
Great Britain since that Act—the Coasting Act—has been in force. 

You have already stated, that you believe the Act for licensing seamen's lodging-
houses is a benefit? Yes, I think so. 

Will you state the reasons which lead you to that conclusion? Because it brings 
them more immediately under the eyes of the police. The men who keep them must have 
good characters, or they will not be licensed, and they have also to find sureties for their 
good conduct. By licensing them, you keep them under the eyes of the police, whereas, it 

is 

* Nets (by witness on revision) :—In regard to this and the three following answers, I find, on 
refom'eaoc, that lodging-houses are not licensed at Home; and, as I have been in many instances giving 
my views as to what would be a benefit to the sailors here, I would prefer being re-examined on this 
point. (Re-examined aecordingiy. Vidc fleecedlags, 2714 March, 1861.) 
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C. Smith, is well known, that, without the licensing system, they get spread about the town, in all 
Bsq. 

directions, and there is no knowing where the men lodge. We all know, too, that, when 
ç _ L, 

sailors come ashore with money in their pockets, they arc very improvident and careless, 
5 Mar., 1861. and this licensing is a protection to them, because, if the lodging-house keepers behave 

badly, they are more likely to he brought to justice from his residence being known. 
Where I think the Lodging-house Act wrong is, that men aro not allowed to go where they 
think proper, supposing them to have a friend or relation with whom they might wish to 
stop ; but I do not think that such a thing as this was anticipated when the Act was passed. 

By Captain Moriarty: You think it should nut be compulsory on the seaman to go any-
where unless he chooses? No, not if he has a friend or relative to go to. 

There is no particular reason, you think, why a seaman, more than any other person, 
should he compelled to go to a particular place to lodge? I see none. He ought to be 
allowed to go where he pleases. It is only those houses where they make a practice of 
boarding seamen that should he licensed. 

By the Chai,-man: When you spoke of seamen's boarding-houses, in England, might 
you not have been alluding to Sailors' Homes? No, they are quite distinct things. The 
Sailors' Homes are kept up by public subscription, and are different, in other ways, from 
boarding.houses. Some of them are kept up upon a very large system, and have been 
founded and maintained by public subscription. 

By iL. ,Stewart: Chiefly supported, I believe, by the contributions of philanthropic 
individuals? Yes. 

By the Chairman: That was their origin, but they are now, I believe, mostly self-
supporting? Yes, I believe they are, or nearly so. 

In speaking of lodging-houses, I understood you to say, that the lodging-house keepers 
kept hack the discharges of the seamen, as security for the amount of their bill, whatever 
it may be? Yes; I believe, in many instances where seamen are in debt, the lodging-
house keeper not only witbholds the discharge, but objects to the men going away in some 
artieular ship from which he will not be able to procure such an advance as will pay the 
odging-house keeper's claim. 

Does that appear to you to be an objectionable practice? No; I do not think the 
lodging-house keeper is particularly to blame in the matter, because private individuals 
would do precisely the same; but what I object to is, that the Shipping Master should 
permit such things to be done. 

By :1k. Stewart: There is nothing in the Act to justify persons in holding a 
seaman's papers as security for debt? No; and they know it, for they deliver up the 
discharge immediately, when a person acquainted with the law goes and demands it. 

Then this is not an abuse of the Act, but an abuse of authority under the Act? Yes, 
and a very great one, and it arises only from parties who have the carrying out of the Act 
allowing it to be done. 

By the üii airman : Do you consider that the charge to the seaman of two shillings, 
on the completion of his agreement, is a just charge? Yes, I do—very just. 

A seaman may be in your employment continuously, for years, but be obliged, by law, 
to sign agreements with you, from three months to three months, and though he does not 
leave your employment, or your ship, he still has to pay his two shillings every three 
months—do you think this right? Yes, I think so. I pay the Shipping Master every 
three mouths for engaging him, and it is only reasonable that lie should pay for his 
discharge. Every thing in reard to this matter should stand on its own bottom, and as we 
keep a staff of officials to protect seamen, it is only reasonable that they should be made to 
pay some portion of the expense those officials entailed. 
W. Are you aware whether this establishment pays its own expenses? Yes, and con-
siderably more than pays them. 

And, as this establishment considerably more than pays its expenses, do you think it 
right that it should be made the means of extorting revenue out of the wages of seamen, 
who are the most underpaid class in the community? I do not know that. I think the 
sailor is paid quite equivalent to what other classes are getting. 

When he gets £3 a mouth? They are getting now from £3 lOs. to £1 per month, 
with their keep ; and it is well known that it is of no use to give seamen any thing that is 
not of the best. So that they are really paid better than most working men. 

Wages in this community are generally considered in relation to the wages paid at 
Home, so that, comparing the wages paid to seamen sailing out of these ports with those 
paid to seamen at Home, and comparing also the wages paid to other working-men here with 
those paid to them at Home, I conceive that I am justified in saying that they are the most 
underpaid portion of our population? Seamen are like every other class in the community; 
their wages will always be regulated by the law of supply and demand. They must depend 
upon tins. A little time bar-k they were getting £8 and £9 a month, solely because their 
services were in demand. So that they arc altogether like every other class. 

I do not wish you to consider my question in regard to anything except the surplus 
of the Shipping Fnnd; and I wish to ask you if a revenue ought to be raised in this way 
from the wages of seamen, it being a direct tax on their labour; and I allude to the fad of 
their being lowly paid merely to show the greater injustice of the charge? Where there 
is a surplus not expended in keeping up the necessary staff some reduction might be made. 
There ought only to be so much revenue derived as will be sufficient to keep up the staff 
necessary for the seamen's protection. 

And where there is a surplus after paying expenses? That ought not to be. The 
establishment ought to bring in a revenue sufficient to keep up an efficient staff, but no more. 

Under the Imperial Act I believe that no such charge as this is made, neither is it 
neeessary 
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necessary for the seaman to go to a Shipping Office to sign articles? In answer to this I C. Smith, 
may say that I am not aware how the Imperial Act is carried out in regard to coasting Esq. 

business. 
690. Will you look at clause 149 of the Act 17 & 18 Vict., cap. (Act pi'odurrd), and 5 Mar,, 1561.. 

tell the Committee the construction it bears? I have now read that clause, and it appears 
to me that it is as much as to say that we may make laws for our own guidance in regard 
to our coasting trade. Any vessel trading from here to Newcastle or Moreton Bay, or any 
place along our coast would he bound by any laws we may pass ; but a vessel sailing from 
here to the Mauritius or to India, or to any foreign port would come under the operation of 
the Imperial Act. The same Act would apply to them as would apply to British ships 
sailing out of British ports; and when they got to the Mauritius they would find that they 
would be dealt with under the Imperial Act in regard to anything that may haic taken 
place on the voyage. 
4391. You will observe however that this clause shews that it is not necessary at Home for 
the seaman to alga articles at the Shipping Office ? So it would appear. 
69. By Np. .Tje,eis : Do not-these vessels when here come under the Colonial Act as well 
as the Imperial Act ? I hardly comprehend the question. 

You say that foreign-going vessels come under the operation of the Imperial Act. ; but, 
in coming from a foreign port here, do they not come under the operation of our Colonial 
Act as well as under the Imperial Act? No. All foreign-going vessels trade under the 
Imperial Act. If, however, they are put in the coasting trade, then they clone under our 
Acts, as we are empowered to frame laws in regard to our own coasting trade; these laws, 
however, have no force beyond our own l)oundaries. 

B9 iIr, Stewart: In fact, our own laws can only be cnforecd within our own jurisdic-
tion? Of course. 

By the Chairman: I have this Act laid before you for the purpose of drawing your 
attention to the points contained in the 149th clause, and so of eliciting your opinion as to 
whether there is anything in the management of seamen in this Colony that would prevent 
theot from having the same liberty here, when shipping in Colonial vessels for the Colonial 
trade, that they would have when shipping in British vessels for the coasting trade of 
Great Britain I am not aware of there being anything to prevent them. 

They are not so unmanageable here as to require to he bound down more than in 
England? [think not. I may mention that I have heard it said that the high wages in 
this port made seamen run away from English ships; and that, if it was left open to captains 
to sign articles on board their own slaps, there would not be so many abseonders. I think 
this remark is exceedingly flillacious; because, if once it seaman makes up his mind to leave 
it vessel, not all the laws you can pass will hold him or prevent him from getting off. 
691. By  (Yaptoiat Moriarty : I should like to know your opinion on this fact—whether there 
is any necessity for a difference existing between the Act for the regulation of the coasting 
trade in England and the Act for the regulation of that trade here'! Certainly not. It is 
mv opinion that, the more we assimilate our Shipping Acts to those of England, the Letter 
it will he for all parties, seamen as well as employers. 
69. You said just now, that you considered it necesary for seamen to contribute something 
in support of the establishment made and kept up for their benefit; now, ought the exact 
sunn that they should be called upon to contribute to be dependent upon the amount 
necessary for carrying out the purposes of the Act? Yes, certainly. 

And he onght not to be called upon to contribute one farthing beyond the amonnt 
absolutely necessary to produce the effect desired? That is my opinion. 

B9 the (J/zai,-nzau: Then I hold that you consider the Shipping Office, as established 
in Sydney, to be all incubus more that) a useful institution? I consider that there might 
be very great improvements made in it, 
lol. A5 you think that our Colonial law should be assimilated to that of England, and as 
there are no Shipping Offices in England, of course that is equivalent to saying that the 
Shipping Office should be abolished ? Not the abolition entirely. I take it in this way, 
that though in England you sign the ship's articles on board, yet it is thought necessary to 
have a duplicate copy of the articles to lodge in the Shipping Office. If this were omitted 
it would soon lead to very great irregularities. 

But you would do away altogether with this unequal tax imposed on seamen, if you did 
away with the necessity for signing the shipping articles at the office ? No, I think not, 
according to the present law. 

Yes, but if the work of the department is all but abolished, that must be equivalent 
to abolishiug the department ? No. You might reduce the work so as to reduce the 
department, and so reduce the fee from seamen to one-half of what it is now; but I do not 
think it would be equitable to abolish the payntent altogether. 

You think then that foreign-going ships should still sign their articles at the Shipping 
Office? Yes; foreign-going vessels would have to do so, under the Imperial Act. 

Tn coasting vessels, however, the seamen at Home sign articles on board ship, "a 
duplicate being sent to the Shipping Office" ? This is not the law at ilome, but I would 
recommend it to be adopted here, in lieu of the half-yearly returns required by the llonic 
Act. 

Is it not a custom in some ports to sign articles at the Custom House? No. They 
are always signed in proper Shipping Offices, The practise, as I understand it, and as it 
has been described to Inc by London captains, is just this :—The captain takes up with him 
to the office whatever hands he has, and wants to ship; they are called into a room with the 
Shipping Master, and the articles are read over to them. If he has not all the hands he 
wants, and requires more men, one of the persons in the office goes out in front, and calls 

70—F out 
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C. Smith, out for any men who wish to ship in the vessel, giving her name; if any of them conie in, 
q. the articles are read over to them also, and they sign them. The business of the master of 

r — the vessel is then done, for the Shipping Master sees that all the men who have signed 
5 par., 1861. articles go on board. The men are all known to him, and it is known where they lodge, 

and the Shipping Master looks to the lodging-house keeper to see the men go on board. In 
this way everything is more regular, whilst the master of the vessel has not one-tenth part 
of the trouble he has here. 

Is not the Shipping Office sometimes in the Custom House? No. 
By Mr Stewart : lmn small seaports, is there not a room in the Custom Rouse some-

times used as a Shipping Office ? It may have been so, but there is a regular Shipping 
Office in every port now. 

By Mr. Lewis: I understood you to say that there is no charge made to the seaman 
on his signing articles? No; neither here nor at home. The owner pays 2s. each for shipping 
the men ; the men have to pay 2s. each for their discharges. 

But there is no payment required for discharges at Home? Yes there is. 
By 3k. Stewart: But not for seamen engaged in the coasting trade? No. 
There is no reason for a different arrangement being firnde with regard to seamen 

employed in the coasting trade and those employed in other trades? Yes, there is; and I 
have already given one reasOn. It would never do for a captain to be at liberty to take a 
man who had no discharge, because it would lead to all sorts of irregularity; and, if the 
man must have a discharge, it must come from the Shipping Office in order to he authentic. 
lie might be allowed to sign his men on board ship to the regular ship's articles, and then 
lodge a duplicate of the articles with the seamen's discharge at the Shipping Office. It 
would facilitate desertion and lead to all sorts of irregularity if the captain were allowed 
to sign all the men he chose on board his own ship, and without discharges. 

The seamen then should have his discharge from the Shipping Office before he is 
entitled to ship again ? Certainly. 

By Captain Moriarty: You think that, if it were otherwise, a seaman would he likely 
to enter into a contract with one captain whilst he was actually under an engagement with 
another? Just so. 

And that is one of the evils you contemplate if the discharges were not insisted 
on? It is. 
710. By Mr. Allen: You are aware, perhaps, that it is the duty of this Committee to 
inquire into the social condition of the seaman aswell as into the node of shipping him; and I 
believe you have already given some evidence in regard to seamen's lodging-houses? I have. 

On the whole, do you think that the establishment of seamen's lodging-houses has 
been an improvement upon the old plan of letting them go where they like? I think that 
the law is a very good one if it were carried out in a different form. As I take it, it was 
never intended, when the law-was passed, that men should be forced to go to a licensed 
house to lodge. 

I have the same impression. It can scarcely be said that the law forces him to go to 
these lodging-houses, though it is said to do so; and because a seaman happens to stop with 
a friend or relation, the fact of his doing so is scarcely sufficient to constitute that a sea-
man's lodging-house. It should be the general business of the House to make it come 
within the meaning of the Act. The Act, however, has been so strained as to compel all 
houses in which seamen lodge to be licensed, and this you consider to be objectionable? I 
consider that it is a benefit to have all these houses under license, in the first place, because 
they are thus more brought under the eye of the police; and, in the second place, a great 
deal more protection is provided for the seaman. 

By the Uhairman: I would draw your attention to one thing, and it is this—that Mr. 
North, in his examination before this Committee, has stated, that it is the opinion of the 
Attorney General that one seaman lodging in a publican's licensed house would constitute 
that a seaman's lodging-house, and, if not specially licensed for the purpose, permitting 
the seaman to lodge there would be a violation of the Seamen's Licensed Lodging House 
Act. This would he the case even as regards a puhliean who is specially licensed to keep a 
house of entertainment for travellers, who, though thus licensed, would he subject to fine if 
he permitted a seaman to live in his house? I certainly was not aware that such an 
opinion as this had been given; but I am very much of the same opinion as the Attorney 
General. I think that it is only right that where sailors really do lodge, and where such 
houses are really known to be seamen's lodging-houses, an opportunit.y should be given to 
the police to make some inquiry respecting them, so that they should not he lcgaily 
authorized to carry on this business until they had complied with all the requirements of 
the Act; that is, until they had shewn themselves to he men of good character, and had 
provided sureties for their proper conduct. 

By Captain Moriarty: But surely a publican's house, which has been already licensed by 
a Bench of Magistrates, after the fullest inquiry into the character of the man who is to 
keep it, and after exacting heavy snreties from him, must stand in a very different position 
from an ordinary boarding-house? Yes, certainly. 

By the Chairman : You have frequently stated in the course of your examivation, in 
speaking of the advantage of licensing these lodging-houses, that they would he more under 
the eye of the police : now does this remark apply to the seaman or to the lodging-house 
keeper—or does it apply to both of them, or to one more than another? I meant my 
remark to apply to the lodging-house keeper rather than to the seaman. We all know very 
well that when a seaman comes ashore off a voyage with plenty of money in his pocket, he 
rollieks about town, throwing his money away, getting drunk, and doing all sorts of foolish 
things. When he is in this state, he is very likely to fall into bad hands, and to get all 

his 
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his money taken from him. It is, therefore, with a view to his protection, under such C. Smith, 
circumstances, that I say that the places where seamen live, winch are the houses to Esq. 

which they will usually resort, should be known to the police, so that their eye might 
be always on them. At the same time it is a great advantage, as regards the seamen S Mar., 1861. 
themselves, that the police should always know where they are. 

And you regard this license, then, as a kind of certificate from the Bench of Ma?is_ 
trates, that the lodging-house keeper is properly qualified to undertake the duty ? I es 
At all events, it shews that there is nothing in the police records against these people, and 
that, so for, they are to be regarded as honest people. 

You have some acquaintance amongst the captains of foreign-going ships? I have. 
721. As there is some doubt whether the Seamen's Lodging-house Act is in force in Great 
Britain, you might, if you would be good enough to do so, verify the opinion you have 
already given by dome further inquiries into the matter from the masters of foreign ships 
you can then supplement your evidence by such further information as you may thus 
acquire? I will do so, with pleasure. 

By Mr. Allen: It has been given in evidence before this Committee that it sometunes 
happens that sailors going through the streets are taken up by the police, on suspicion of 
being runaways, that they are confined in the lock-up, marched through the streets handcuffed, 
brought before the Police Court, and when tried are found not to be what they have been 
described—now d0 you think that sailors experience any hardship in being treated in this 
harsh way that no other class is exposed to ? 1 think not, because all classes are exposed to 
the same thing. For instance, if you take out a warrant for a. hired servant who has 
absconded, the police will apprehend any man who may answer the description, and yet this 
man may be innocent. 

By Captain Moriarty: But that is it different case,— there you have a warrant from a 
Magistrate to authorize the arrest? I apprehend there is nodifference, because the constable 
apprehending the hired servant would do so without having the warrant, and, perhaps, without 
having seen it. 

By Mr. Allen : It has been given in evidence, that, some time about Christmas last, 
a sailor was taken up on suspicion of being a runaway from some ship or other; i'c was 
confined in the watch-house on that accusation during two nights; be was then brought 
before the Bench, tried, and declared not to be a runaway—do you not regard this as a 
hard ease? it is a hard ease, I quite admit that; but then it is a solitary ease. It is well 
known that you cannot carry out any law without hardships to individuals. 

In your opinion is the case I have quoted a solitary one, or is it one that often happens? 
From my knowledge I should say that there were very few such eases. I do not think that 
there are many seamneli apprehended without warrants being out for them. Some years ago, 
when wages were high in the port, I remember that there were warrants upon warrants lying at 
the Police Court for the apprehension of seamen from all manner of ships. Well, these 
men would get away from Sydney, sumac in one direction, some in another; and a good many 
of them were in the habit of getting obout Middle ilarbour, where they got some kind of 
employment. IVell, the police would go in that direction and sometimes come across as 
many as a dozen men together. Of eonrse the)' would apprehend them all, and yet out of 
the lot there would be some two three perhaps who would not be identified, but who, 
nevertheless, were runaways equally with the others. 

Mr. North's evidence goes to shew that of the number of sailors apprehended, 
independently of those charged with drunkenness and felony, the number actually convicted 
was something less than two-thirds of those apprehended—this, I presume, would show a 
different state of tlnngs to what you conceive, and lead you to believe that the instance I 
addaeed was not a solitary one? No. It is exactly as I have just now said. There are a great 
many men taken up as runaways, who might be convicted, but yet who are not. There 
may,  be no evidence against some of them, some may not be identified, and a good number 
are let off at the request of their captain, and sent back on board ship. The fact is, the 
general policy of all the Police Court, is not to convict a sailor and send him to gaol, unless 
you are obliged to do so. 

By  Mr. Stewart: Then the number of convictions, as compared with the opprehensions, 
is no fair indication of the men being unfairly apprehended? No, not at all. 

By the Chairman: If a policeman is entitled to apprehend a man without it warrant, 
what becomes of the liberty of the subject? Every stranger passing through the streets 
would be liable to be apprehended by any policeman who may take it into his head to 
imagine him to be a runaway. In allowing this discretion to the police, do you not virtually 
violate the liberty of the subject F That is a very difficult question to answer, as so iiiauy 
points have to be taken into consideration. I may say, however, that I have seen persona 
brought into this town from the country in chains, on suspicion of being runaways, and yet 
they proved on examination not to be so. These men had been in many instances torn 
'way from the means of getting their living, and yet they received no redress. 

By ifs. Allen: That was when this was a penal Colony? - Yes.t 
At that time every free nman required to have a pass if he wished to travel in the 

country F Yes; and every sailor required to have a pass from his officer if lie only went 
ashore for a few hours. 

By Uaptain Moriarty: That was many years ago? No, not so very many years back. 
However, we are growing out of all that gradually. 

By time Chaii',nan : However, in the ease of a seaman, the mere venial offence of runa-
way from his ship should not suljoct bin,, on conviction, to be incarcerated with eoniu,on 

thieves? 

* Non (Added on revision) :—And since, 
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C. Smith, thieves? I should decidedly say not; the further you kecp the seamen from thieves and 
q. felons the better. 

730. Should seamen, in your opinion, be subjected to the indignity of being marched 
Mar., 1SGI. through the public streets handcuffed, and openly, under the escort of the police:' That is 

it very difficult question to answer in the form in which, you put it. Every man who 
has committed himself to such an extent, as that a warrant should be graftted for his appre-
hension, subjects himself to be treated in this way. however, the less all this is done the 
better; but in saying this I do not state that there may not be cases in which it is necessary 
to do this. 

I would point out to you that, after their conviction, seamen are manacled in pairs, 
and are marched under charge of the police openly through the streets to the goal—now do you 
think that such an exhibition is either proper in itself or pleasing to the feeling of the sea-
men F I am not prepared to answer that question, it takes two forms. With regard to 
some seamen, marching them through the streets in this manner would be as heavy a punish- 
ment as you could inflict on them, and would be so much felt, that it would prevent them 
from infringing the law a second time. 

You would regard this exhibition then as part of the punishment ? Yes. 
If it is to be so regarded, ought it not to be detailed by the Magistrate in giving his

decision? Perhaps it would be better that it should be so- - 
1 have asked you these questions because I find that, for criminals of a deeper die, 

a public i-chicle, closely enclosed, has been provided in order to keep them from the eye of 
the public. That being the case, I would ask you if there is anything so very repelling in the 
oftnce of absconding as to induce the authorities to cause the seaman to be paraded through 
the streets like it common felon, and then to be confined with felons? I certainly think it 
very objectionable to confine him with felons. 

APPENDIX. 

A. 
i would recommend that all the Water Pollee Acts be revised and consolidated into one, with a 

view to abolish the stringent laws found necessary in the height of the gold fever, and would adopt in 
their stead the Merchant Shipping Act of 1854, with a few necessary alterations fitting it to the require-
ments of the Colony; but even after the law is so amended, it can only be satisfactorily carried out by a 
Magistrate who is practically conversant with seamen and maritime matters, as most of those who sit 
at the Water Police Office are unacquainted with the duties of a sailor. 

The Slupping Master should be distinct from the Magistrate. 

THURSDAY, 14 MARCH, 18131. 

j3resent 

Mu. LEWIS, CAPT. MORIARTY, 
Mu. LOVE, I MR. WALSH. 

DANIEL C. DALGLEISH, ESQ, IN THE CHAIR. 

- William Edgar Shorter, Esq., called in and examined:— 
W. E. Shoi-ter,  741. By  the Chairman: You are aware for what purpose you have been rep.tested to attend 

sq. here F Yes. 
-" —s 742. This Committee has been appointed for the purpose of examining into the working of 

14 Mar., 1861. 
 

the laws having reference to seamen? Yes. 
Are you the Deputy Slopping Master of this Port? I am. 
How long have you held that situation ? Two years and three months on the last 

occasion; I held it before for twelve mouths, from 1.856 to 1857, but the Assembly struck 
off two of the officers, and I vacated the office for it time. 

I presume you are conversant with the Merchant Seamen's Act in force in this Colony? 
Yes. 

Are you acquainted practically with the hours of labour on board ship? Yes. 
Have you any deputy under you in the shipping department? No, I am the only 

deputy. 
Have you any officer under you? There are two clerks in the office. 
Are there any other subordinates under your charge? Two messengers. 

750, Are they what Capt. North describes in his evidence as runners? They are the same. 
What are their duties? To provide seamen for captains when they require them—

they hiring in seamen to be approved by the captains; to go on messages when required to 
do so; to look after seamen that have shipped in vessels and got advances; to put them on 
board their ships—in fact to do anything that is requisite in connection with the business 
of the office. 

You say they have to provide seamen for captains when they wish to slap men here? 
They bring seamen from outside who are standing about for the arrival of captains that 
may want to ship men. 

Does not this leave them to shew a preference to certain seamen over others? It may 
leave them some power. 

Does it not do so? I think very seldom. 
755. 
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In what way then can they select them if they have not the power of selecting whom W.E.Shorte, 
they think proper? By calling out from my door that so many seamen are wanted for a 

Esq. 

certain ship, and that those who wish to engage may come into the office. That is the '' 
general course puraued. 

14 Mar., iSOL. 

Do you think it is impossible for them to favour any particular boarding-house keeper 
with regard to the seamen so engaged? It is not impossible. 

Do you think it is done? I do not think it is. 
You have no knowledge of its being done? I have not, and I do not think it is. 
If you had, what do you consider it would be your duty to do? To report it to the 

Shipping Master if they gave undne prcfcrencc. 
Do you consider that the law is equitable in its action to seamen and owners in this 

Colony? Yes, I do. 
701. Is a written agreement ncccssarily entercd into between seamen and captains or 
owners? It is, in order to couforni to the laws. 

Is a written agreement between seamen and owners so great a necessity as to require 
special legislation? It is, for the protection of scamen, and also for the protection of owners; 
as, if a captain conid call a man on board ship as lie pleased, and engage him, there would 
be only one copy of the articles; that might possibly be lost; there would be no proof of 
the shipment, of what they shipped for, the terms of their engagement, or anything. 

Should not the agreement for the time be as binding on the owners as on the men? 
I consider it is equally so. 

At present? Yes. 
705. Do any cases of ship's or steamer's articles being thrown up before the completion of 
the time for which the agreement has been made come under your notice ? Yes; fre-
quently. 
760. Is that the justice or the protection which you consider seamen obtain, to be dis-
charged before the end of the time for which they have agreed ? Excuse me, but I think 
you would imply by that question that they agree positively for a certain time, which they 
do not. 
707. By ftfr. Walsh: Suppose a crew sign articles for a voyage from London to Sydney and 
back, which is the usual form, is it not ? Yes. 

Do you know instances in which the crew have been discharged upon their arrival in 
Sydney ? Yes, it is frequently done by mutual consent. 

Have you known instances in which the crew have been discharged without their con-
sent ? No ; it would be illegal to do so. 

By the Chairman : Do you recognise that as a copy of ship's articles (handing a 

copy to witness) ? Yes. 
What is the agreement there entered into? That the crew are to go on voyages for 

any period not exceeding six calendar months. 
Can the crew, having signed those articles, leave prior to six calendar months ? No. 
Can they be discharged? They can. 
Is that equal justice to the crew and owner ? Yes. 
On what do you ground your opinion ? I ground my opinion on this, that it isa 

benefit to seamen to sign in this manner, whereby they may be kept in a vessel for six 
months, as if they did not, seeing that steam-vessels are liable to break down constantly, 
they would only ship men for every voyage, or for not more than a month at a time, and 
would thereby oblige the seamen to make a new engagement each month. " Voyages," 
being in the plural number, they cannot discharge the men before two voyages. 

have you never known many eases whore men have been discharged before they had 
made voyages ? In some instances—one. 

So that seamen are not practically protected, but, seeing that the owners can contract 
the time to any period they think proper—should wages fall that they can discharge them 
and re-engage them at a lower rate of wages—do you consider that to be equitable ? I do 
not think it would be equitable if they were subject to very sudden rises or falls, which we 
are not here. It is seldom that any rise takes place so suddenly. The Port Curtis rush is 
the only instance I remember when there has been any very sudden rise. 

What punisment is awarded to a seaman for a breach of his agreement? The punish-
ment laid down in the 13th Victoria not exceeding thirty days for desertion, but it is in 
the power of the Justices to award so many hours if they like; that is in the Colonial Act, 
lath Victoria. 
770. What is the penalty on the owners? The penalty on the owners is two days' wages 
for one for ten days, if a man is kept out of his discharge or wages after being put out of 
his ship. 

But the manner in which the articles are made out exempts the owner from any pay-
ment? Under such an agreement as this (rçferring to the articles produced.) 

That agreement is sanctioned by law? it is sanctioned by law—I am not now 
speaking of the new Act, which 1 hever approved of; for if under this a man shipped on 
board the "City of Sydney," and were transferred to the "Wonga Wonga" when the 
vessel arrived at Melbourne, the captain would have no hold upon the men, nor they 
upon him. 

Is a Shipping Office a Government institution in any other country than this—I do 
not mean is it licensed by Government, but is it a Government institution, formed by it, 
and having officers paid by it? I am not aware how it is in England, it is so long since I 
left, but it is in Victoria, and I believe it is at ilobart Town. 

You are called upon in the capacity of Shipping Master to act under the Imperial 
Act, it seems? Yes. 
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IVE.Shorter, 784. You will find this a copy of the Imperial Actr-(handing the same to the witness)--wiil 
Esq. you turn to clause 169, the second rule:' "Certificates for all trading ships." 
--' 785. Is there any similar rule for the benefit of seamen in this Colony? There is no eer- 

14 Mar., 1561. tificate granted in this Colony, excepting it is to act as pilots. 
Are there any running certificates? No. - 
Look at clauses 167, 171, 173, and also at 174; are there any similar Acts here 

applying to seamen? We have a clause similar to the 167th in the Colonial Act. 
7.88. You will observe that that will be with reference to English vessels, I say with regard 
to Colonial vessels, to persons signing articles for the Colonial trade? We have in the 17th 
Victoria a very similar clause. 

But evaded by making out the articles in this form? I do not consider it an evasion, 
for it is an understood engagement. 

Still it evades that rule of the English Act ? No, it is equally applicable if they are 
discharged before the voyage it has been given. 

Look at the 171st, 173rd, 174th, and 175th clauses of the same Act F The 171st 
"must deliver an account of wages." 

Is there anything similar to that in the Colonial Act F There is no Colonial law 
touching that. 

172nd F There are no certificates of competency. 
The 173rd ? Shipping Master may decide questions-I frequently have to decide 

questions-little quibbles about a day's wages more or less. 
The 174th ? I do not think we have anything in the Colonial law like that, but in 

the ce of a British ship, we should call upon the master to hand over his official log. 
The 175th, with relation to wages F We do not act upon that in this Colony. We 

do with all British ships, but not with Colonial. 
Is it not equally necessary for Colonial vessels to have the advantage of a law like 

that? It would be a benefit to the captain to be able to shew the owners the amount of 
money lie had paid, and that the ship was released from all claim on the part of the 
seamen, 

And also to the seaman that lie must have a copy twenty-four hours before payment 
I think it would be a benefit to the seaman. 

Do you remember the case of the "Norna"? I remember from the time the captaiu 
was brought up to be examined before the Water Police Magistrate-I heard nothing of the 
case before. 

Did not the "Norna's" case involve it question of law under that clause of the Act? 
In regard to the payment of wages 

As to the Shipping Master's duty with reference to it? I think it did. 
Will you look at the 231st clause-are such benefits as these secured by any Colonial 

Act to the seamen F No, I think not. 
The 232nd and the 233rd, but more especially the 233rd-was the "Norna," when in 

these waters, subject to the action of the Imperial Act? Yes. 
804, Was it not your duty to punish any person who contravened that 233rd clause F I 
do not think it was my duty as I was acting under the Shipping Master. 
805. The Shipping Master has given evidence that the more important part of the duty is 
performed by you-that has regard especially to the working of the Shipping Office, is that 
so ; provided you had been the Shipping Master and not the Deputy Shipping Master, what 
would you have done? If I had been the Shipping Master 1 should have expected the 
money to have been paid to me, to be distributed amongst the crew. 
$06. It was the duty of the Shipping Master tohave upheld, in its integrity, that clause? 
Yes.* 

I think it points out that it was the Shipping Master's duty to see that the wages 
were distributed individually to the crew? I considered that by that law the money had 
no right to be paid to any one but the Shipping Master. 

Do you not consider that it was his duty, as it Ilagistrate, to prosecute any person who 
took that money and applied it in contravention of that clause of the Act? If you will 
excuse me, I would rather not express an opinion upon the conduct of my superior officer. 

Will you look at the 239th clause of the Act, which, with the following, are principally 
punishment clauses? Yes. 

I think, as far as my reading serves me, every part of those punishment clauses is 
incorporated with the Colonial Act? Yes, if there are not the same words, there is the 
same meaning. 

Then you observo that the benefits of the English law arc not secured to the seamen 
although the punishments are thily secured to him ? The punishments, according to the 
Colonial Act, are much less. 

That is to say, imprisonment is for one month instead of three munths? Yes. 
Still, although the punishments are less in degree, in some instances they are all served 

out, and in some cacs there are more punishments F I think they are less in degree, and 
I do not think there are so many punishments. For instance, the Board of Trade allows a 
certain scale of forfeiture which is embodied in the agreement, but we have nothing of the 
kind here. 

Are not these minor offenecs punished by the Magistrates? Yes, but in England 
these matters arc settled at sea, and the men are mnnlcted two days pay or three days pay 
as the case may be. 

 

NOTE (by ,,'i(ong on Pci-isbn) -There is an inaccuracy in the answer to the question on the top 
of the 11th page, No. 806, in that, as in all other questions reflecting on the conduct or duties of my 
superiors in the Shipping Office, I requested leave to decline giving an answer. 
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Are these forfeitures allowed in the coasting trade? I think not, Jam not aware. W.E.Short,y, 

is not the coasting trade here assimilated to the coasting trade of Great Britain? FAq. 

I think it Inigl]t be worked nearly the same, excepting that it would militate very much - 
against our British and Foreign vessels, if Colonial vessels could ship seamen as they 14 Mar., 1861. 
thought proper without coming to the Shipping Office, whereas British ships are bound to 
go before a Shipping Master, or where there is no Shipping Master before an officer of 
Customs. 

Is there any reason why British subjects should not enjoy the same liberty in 
Australia as in Britain ? None. 

Would it not he a. breach of liberty if such an Act as that exists, namely, that to 
protect the owners of British ships an injustice should he perpetrated upon the whole body 
of Colonial seamen ? I think that question could hardly be answered without looking to 
the circumstances of the locality. We have so few men here at times to suppiy ships while 
in England they have an abundance. 

£ ask it as an abstract question? It would, no doubt, be unfair to coerce any set of 
inca more in one part of Her Majesty's dominions than in another. 

Look at clause 246 of the Imperial Act-is that clause, or any like it, in operation 
here? We have the same in the 17th Victoria-the Water Police Regulation Act. 

So that, according to the Colonial Act, an action for damages would be against an 
owner causing a seaman to be wrongly apprehended? It would. 

Are you aware whether, under the English law, a policeman can apprehend a seaman on 
suspicion of his being a runaway, without a summons or a warrant? I do not know; that 
touches more upon police matters than comes under my observation; I know it has been done. 

I speak of Home? If so, it would be under some of the Police Acts, not under the 
Merchant Seamen's Act. 

But it has been acknowledged by the Shipping Master to have been a frequent practice 
here? I know men have been frequently apprehended without warrant, but that has been 
where the police have had good ground to know they were deserters. 

They have been apprehended without warrant? Yes. 
Not by the owner or captain? No. 
Then what compensation do you think could be obtained by a party so apprehended, 

if not guilty of any offence, from the person so apprehending? I fear it would be none. 
Then it is a direct violation of the liberty of the British subject? I think it is wrong. 
We have taken some evidence with regard to a case tried at the Water Police Office, 

on December 0th, 1859. It was the case of the crew of the "Kiama" steamer, who were 
apprehended for wilful disobedience of lawful commands-have you any knowledge of such 
a ease? I know there was such a case, but, being a purely judicial affair connected with 
the Water Police Magistrate, I do not know much about it. 

Is it not the duty of the Shipping Master to step between the owners or captains and 
their crews, to see that impartial justice is done? Not without he is called upon as a 
witness. 
531. The case was brought before the Shipping Master? In his double capacity of Water 
Police,Magistrate and Shipping Master; it was not brought before me as his deputy. 

You were called upon in that examination? I do not think I was, to the best of my 
memory. 

Will you read the case as it stands here, in an appendix to the evidence forwarded to 
the Committee from the Water Police Office? ( The witness read the same.) 

Do you eousider that a case where the law should have been brought into effect? 
Excuse my answering that question, as it touches very much upon the conduct of my 
serior again; it is purely a police matter. It was a case, too, in which, not only the so 

Police Magistrate, but two other Magistrates, thinking the men had transgressed the 
law, punished them, but the punishment was very slight. 

Do you consider that the Shipping Master should have interfered for the protection of 
these seamen ? I think if the Shipping Master had seen any opening whereby he could 
have interfered, being the chief Magistrate on the Bench he would have done so and 
dismissed the case. 

You will recognise, by the whole tenor of the Merchant Seamen's Act, that an 
important part of the duty of the Shipping Master is to protect the seaman in every case of 
injustice-that he has the power awarded to him of sitting and deciding upon eases similar 
to this, or even cases involving more important considerations than that involved in this? 
He has not that power in this Colony. 

He has in the Imperial Act? He has. 
There is no such advantage obtained in this Colony by seamen? The Shipping 

Master cannot interfere with the judicial proceedings of the Bench. 
The protective power is taken in a great measure from the Shipping Master? It is 

not the same in this Colony as in England. 
Especially with regard to the power to protect the British seaman-do I understand 

that? I do not know how fiu• in England the Shipping Master may interfere in a Police 
Court; I think he could not; he might attend and offer his evidence, but if he were not 
allowed to do so I think he could not insist upon it. 

I am not ailading to the duty of the Shipping Master as Water Police Magistrate; I 
am alluding to the duty of the Shipping Master as Shipping Master-is it not his duty to 
protect the seamen of (}reat Britain? Yes, it is. 
42. Is there an equally protective power given to the Shipping Master here? I am pot 
aware of the full powers of the Shipping Master at Home; I know here that the Shipprng 
Master cannot interfere with the Bench of Magistrates. 

843. 
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ILE. Shorter, 843. Before a case comes before the Bench? He may advise the captain or crew to settle 
Esq. a matter; but he has no power to arbitrate or to enforce a certain course unless both parties 

are wifling to icava the matter in his hands as a common arbitrator. 
14 Mr., 1804. 844. By Captain Moriarty: He cannot act magisterially? No. 

199 the Uhoirnrn,, Is it your opinion, that any advantage is derived to the public 
service by the amalgamation of the duties of Shipping Master with those of Water .roliec 
Magistrate? No; I think the only benefit derived is not having to pay a Shipping Master. 

You consider it not advisable to amalgamate the two offices? I think they worked 
better when separate, at least as fir as the Shipping Office goes. 

I think, from your answer to a former question, you recognise that, should wages rise 
from £3 to £6 during the period of a seaman's engageiuent, lie can be hound to the full 
extent of that period? Yes, he is bound for the period for which lie has signed, whatever 
the rate of wages may be. 

Should wages fall from £6 to £3, he can be discharged in order that lie may be put 
upon the ship's articles at a lower rate? Such is the nature of this engagement. 

Then is there any,  mutuality in this engagement? It does not appear to lie so in the 
first instance, but, as I mentioned before, there is this advantage to the seaman, that instead 
of being discharged every month he may possibly be kept on for six months. 

If they were discharged every month, would not seamen have the advantage of any 
rise of wages? Yes. 

Do you not observe, that, under the present engagement, they are debarred from that 
advantage? Yes. 

While the Company or owners have the advantage of discharging and re-engaging them 
at lower wages within the period of six mouths ? Yes. 
853, Do you consider that mutuality? Not exactly so; but, by their being discharged every 
month, the Company would have only the advantage they have at present, for they never 
lower wages in the middle of a month, only at the end. 
854. While the Company would not obtain advantage, would not the ean1an have the 
advantage of any rise of wages? Yes. 
85.5. Have you not the right to consider the advantage of the seaman equally with the 
advantage of the owner ? Yes, as Shipping Master. 

As Deputy Shipping Master you are being examined now? Yes; in fact I always 
have studied to consider their advantage as equal. 

Consequently, during this examination we would wish you to keep your mind unbiassed, 
either as on behalf of the seaman or of the employer. How would you propose to remedy 
an injustice of this description ? I do not see any remedy. 

I find, from evidence previously obtained here, that in answer to a question put to 
Mr. North, as Shipping Master, he stated that, in the case I recently put to you, personally 
he would not have exacted "the pound of flesh "—that is, the full amount of work which 
he could have claimed from those seamen on hoard the "Kiama." I think I could ask that 
question from you in another way, which would not involve censure on the part of your 
superior officer—do you consider that a seaman should be compelled, regardless of fatigue, 
to turn to, whenever called upon, when a vessel is not placed in jeopardy—when, in fact, 
merely a pecuniary loss nught be sustained by the owner in consequence of having to employ 
further labour to discharge his cargo? No; I think they should not be called upon for 
anything of the sort; they should not be required to do more than their fair share of duty. 

Do you think it desirable there should be a provision to cheek that exaction on the 
part of the owner? I think it would be wise. 

Are you aware if any exists at the present moment ? No, none at. present. 
861.. You arc aware that seamen can be punished for not working at command ? As the 
law stands they can. 

Irrespective of fatigue—irrespective of anything, without regard to any actual loss that 
can ensue, or anything that may place the lives of the crew or the safety of the ship in 
jeopardy—by the action of the present law can seamen be punished who, labouring under 
extraordinary fatigue resulting from working for such a number of consecutive hours, refuse 
to load a vessel at midnight when lying at a wharf? I think, as the law stands, they would 
be liable to punishment to whatever extent the Magistrates might think fit, but that has more 
to do with the police than with the Shipping Master's office—this punishment comes under 
the eye of Magistrates. 

Are you aware that seamen are dragged handcuffed through the streets of this city 
when they are about to undergo the penalty of imprisonment for disobedience or desertion 
I know some have been handcuffed for desertion, but I have known many brought along 
without being handcuffed—when they have been quiet. 

I am speaking of after they have been sentenced ? In former times they were taken 
handcuffed, but now, generally, a large omnibus comes down and takes them from the 'Water 
Police watch-house. 
865, Are you aware that they are placed in gaol in company with thieves, pickpockets, and 
the worst of characters F I am not aware except from hearsay—I believe there is no dis-
crimination. 

Do you not believe that is very prejudicial to the moral character of the seamen F 
I do. I think it would be better if they were classified and kept apart from the other 
prisoners. 

We find from the Appendix to Captain North's evidence that a revenue is derived over 
and above the working expenses of the Shipping Office in this port? Yes, there is a revenue 
over and above the expenses. I cannot say just now the amount. 

Do you consider it desirable a revenue should be derived from such a source ? I think 
not. 
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not. I think the first intention of the establislunent was that it shoul&ba just self-supporting W.E.Sbortor, 

and no more. 
F4q. 

8119 With regard to lodgiliE seamen, are you aware of tiny law compelling seamen to lodge r '  

in any particular place in :ty other country than this ? 1 am not o ware of any. 14 Mar., 1861. 

D i you (,:Jnsider that any spec-id advantage accrues to Seamen Irma the fact of h dging-

ho ises being  lieen ,d in this country ? Yes, I thi ithc it is a great advantage f-i, seamen. 

di you think tIn] en obt;tin from that ? It keep.' them in cleanly 

habitatoiis, the [arty keeping the boarding-hiouae, being afraid of losing his license, dl r5 not 

a ttciii pt to overel a re them to, they ot1  mar ire might. Another : t nc-i ft1 r is thi is 

Svw, sn 5h i ppi I ig fir I rig VI Iya ges get ad vu iie,t i I tes ; and as lisnir Z.,  they I IC '0 0 fly I'll cli t 

left freci that advance now they will not go on hosed. We know, by having thet., Iiei-ul 

boardiiig-hoos-:, where to fluid the sruio,ela and when a- ve,-. -1 is having and ,, me of b.c 

men are on shore, we --end our runners after theta, that they my not II -0 their clii 

You Lu 1k up Ill tI'i-In l's :-IIJiiaets to the Police Di:1i:-rtinerit Yes, aOl Slrppiet Office. 

'Ph1 -n a i i-vt of the tclvt,ritage to eamen accrues fran the fact tie- t t' , I It 15111 

Ito Iws where to find them It is not the p  'hecur n ; it ii, tile ruiliier ire in the 81  p1 ug 

Office. 
Is flit a 1111111cr in your office 111010 tle'n half a poliecinan ? Tie is a spc'-ial e -,ri, ti.'-

lie is loittild tO hI-•\-e that 1r'w-Jr, In order to tj'lel OlLy d1-t1trb-t,u-5. 
(1.11 JIt ittly it noth;ng mre than en adj nnet of the Police Departerat ? They 

get the Inan more by p rorion ; they have no ji'trer to the the men out of Lii, :j  h n 

by force. 

87t1. 1 -c--1  liII1w, tie LiVant,,  1 to tie --m it is tiut he is pine-I under it 

i' 1 it :..,t thinh he is lIlac Ii untl,-r p-'.t-eStrVI-illinee, eM-eJi- j I Itr ii to 

-u t1.r- t the hoe-- - 
' 

i. \C a are p9 jier!y kept. 

877. XaiI it, th.t t', Ii, —the ' c!Iee1uih (-Iflti'hle, —Sltihl ltn.,iv where to flilil bin,? 

Ye, that is (Ill'adv,int-- -a t i til e:e-'.ns'n, to 1iot theni not 111114 r!i-ir  s1t'11i, oth,-isiit.- 

ccoald is - their palti. It is fret1w-'e'y the no., that they i ttt--:r p: .. -, y 
n.u.iy fran tb --.- h..: Iist-' - .c- . nt) alne lilac) and uflja wi-ee the t:tptz.iita 

dl lit kiiIlw \viier,- to 1(1,1k fr them. 

878 Ac v-ia aware 'mt to Lo,'-lIn the.: ''ivilnIl filtH, ]'C al, gk-n fr 'eel,? Ye'. 

Vt, in it tdty like L,iiol in, who-': i m',ch lure r-:nuii:-'l, ) 1111(111 I r2fF in eattnj, 

svhor:it ,n,iest, h ti •nuell lear. ditfitult ti find -men, l.lLins_hi,sut. : a- • oi 

why thel dii yin] think it 'I .! -try tilt t -y 4,11111 be la-err -4 in Sy In- 2C? In I-cud  it - 
the ilau]]l,:r nit 'lit-n i . 5.; !e t' ..t c' eu ii1iJ5 v1:-1 to -t e111'1l19tiielIt, a.,id C; 

seldom li-aye ti ships. 

We find, fr-ia the evid,-nr-a oF to svifnc- b-rare tios C,i:,]niItt, fiJ a 

ph-en by r'tin c-, to -. i- -I I, io ticv. i;i A ;1) 1, -;cilf: r 1......'eIni.-hdIu--r ; . ,i,I Let itt 

JIll Il li4 r- I h-  li,' - P - •Ic'it. all'" ii Y.fl iiVnli tas'i!uu-e:u I 01I oIil]' \Ii 

I i.'t lii litilot, tf, is lilly/h ,t' 'II] 1CIII,,il the cirtinu--tanec 1 (If hi. c: . ii  
r hdi'pruI I - :0!. h mg i1!   6'I ,I1Vii Sc: 

1 . We t''itoi Dcviii lIhIkt -.t h:,,, N60iout a uord Iron 11111 hI- ti,,! —" 1 iiii 

" a..i'l vita .1-., ti,, old ff  a'-. lii) ; I ti--it have a unli6'r nc-u, Lita ,il harlIcT - 

il/P Ply hr:.4 allioll.4 the bla-kic.-.... 

14X1 'Ph -'at, I allullia to thi,, ' ClI1] I L- ckiiain '' I do u-it rail-  i lIe TI :.iejl't 

inst--n,-?.. (ilic C/mi so, scar? the  rvidencc to i/st wi/nra.) T ha).. no re - i!c.:t1,fl ft' - 

parte.iih'r eisa 
Is it not- a art-.:t LI,,]''- lip fir to marl to ii-- a ship in which he s enr-iri-1, in wiuitii 

the capt-n w:. wiiiing to etIqily hi,-1, t live to e-iitj-'1:' in -! li :toLiv-hlro a tit ;.It 

expose of ti. a wick bts -,iu- -e he hal 1]i-ii hI h; dir,l-;r:-,,-ni ti tint to t -a liulliji-'-- III 

py f-v en 1i4--vt, u-an by lo''kna It your b --k-. you uhiglIt hive -lund lie \v;]s 'uitiC'tI 

to lis  (I--i -Il --i-ge Id not think it li-rd ut LIII; Clii you would lilt think If ),,it kit iv 

the -  h,-ii- - and :,rtide-s th,-v raIl-i t.,, oil, a hhiii or Iel]drn: d  

and !!i-ti U l]]]i' ILL 'li1C!HL p atit.-it-,it of ti,i'. -.Irt, It i, litee.--.:ly a-. Very grL.t 

pref-tiutlllil h-'ire givtfl'Z a 1rtun La StkOfl'I dIrclI.L:p. 

Should ti'.' plitvvr of uI]-tki]]g all athica 4 not I,e given to the•. th to --,i v-irott a clntr,t, 

whi'-'l tli'-y es-vt tint they are ii,-t to eit-s -liut'ltlner-.i to Ioy —t'et t' y hive Ilia ti,.i 

shillin's and 1-: an-it b,rr,iw L5-  , shillings, and that withnat their dise'.r-c tI-er ]tllIrt 

coal beta to be liil]a11 A vagabond? 'Ph.it I, a Police Ojts mutt-sr. L,-.,  athultrits are 

made in the Pol ice Office. 

1 nih s a, as Deputy Sb ippilug Mast1  -r, Wi,, -flier a man should hi kept out of a chIp 

when he Illighit tdjtam one it he li-i bin his tlisc-hiargi--1 refer ti c-c-c' wI-ri- m,iu lisivit 

goo,t dcii t,:t-.,i's, os in the e::-< of Iti,wi, th;lhiI, is ho produced characters of the best 'it sin ption 

That c-st of Itciwbatham was purely the captain's affilir. 

1 an] alluding now to the c-si --a if the " (1 'nra d Tiackman " ? T' --ea.uthori ics mimi ot-

tell what has been d,,ri, iyitli a discharge unles an affidavit be made ; it may have been 

gil/el or sold to a deserter. 
You soy that the tunnels call in lien to ship —I find in Itowbotliam's evidence that 

these ru]oiers are in the habit of styiu!z to particular men, rs Oh, you are not wanted'' —

tilat tIle)' have the power to keep any particular man back to whom they have an objection 

froni entering the Shipping Office I?I (to not think they exercise such a power —I have 

not heard them. 
Can they exercise it? I should say they could not, for my seat- is close to the door, 

and I should hear them unIcstliey spoke very low. There are some instances where a cuiptain 

will aay, 11  I want nO many able -c-men, goid men, used to this particular trade." In such 

& ease it is their duty to pick out men suited to the captain's views. 

70—G- 888. 
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W. E.Shorter, 888. By  At, Love: Are there many foreign seamen who come into this port? Not a 
q. great many. 

'\ 889. Wh8t country are they generally natives of? The come from Germany, holland, 
1 Mar., 1861. 

France; but the greater part of the foreign seamen who come here are Americans or 
Dutchmen. 

Any coloured seamen? From India occasionally—Asiatic's. 
Any other country? We have people from all countries—Spaniards, Prussians, 

Russians, Pinlanders. 
Are the Asiaties men of much weaker constitutions than Europeans generally? Yes. 
A greater number are required to work it vessel? Yes; when I was going to sea we 

used to consider it was necessary to have three for one. 
Are you aware whether these Asiatics are treated worse than Europeans by captains? 

I have been in Calcutta, and in other trades, and I believe the serang frequently punishes 
—probably under the direction of the captain or other officer. 
895, What is the serang? The same as a boatswain over a British crew. 
890. You have perhaps sailed with Asiatics? No, I have not myself. 
897, Have you heard of any complaints made by these coloured seamen, respecting harsh 
treatment on hoard? I never heard of any complaint excepting the " Norna's" ease. 

Did you ever see it man named I3udeen, a sailor on board the "Norna" ? No, I did not 
see him. 

Has he ever been in the Water Police Office? I have heard of his being in the Water 
Police, in the lock-up, but I did not see him; he was not in the Shipping Office. 

You cannot give any information about this case at all? None whatever. 
Has a case ever come to your knowledge where a lodging-house keeper has wished to 

detain a seaman in his house until all his money has gone, instead of allowing him to go to 
sea? No particular case of that kind has come to my knowledge. 

By the Cha,vma,i: I find in the evidence of a seaman that that has been done, and 
that by a lodging-house keeper making friends with the runners, lie is enabled to obtain 
situations for those who are in his debt ? I do not believe that to be the fact, and I have 
known these messengers for five or six years. 
003. Is it possible that by arrangement this could be done ? Yes; it is of course possible 
for any inca to behave badly. - 

B, Captain Muriartq: You are the Deputy Shipping Master? Yes. 
You have power to act in the absence of the Shipping Master ? 1 have. 

900. You have no authority to act when lie is present, at variance with any directions ho 
gives you? No. 

1 think you made some statement as to the payment of wages of the crew of the " Norna" 
to sonic person—was the money due to the crew of the "Norna" paid to any one in the 
Shipping Office? Not to any one in the Shipping Office. 

\hat is the law,  upon that point according to your view of it? My view of the law 
is, that the Shipping Master is the only person authorized to receive that money, irres-
pective of any lawyer's claims or powers of attorney, and that it is his duty to pay that 
money to the crew, always considering that what it is right to pay the lawyer should be 
deducted. 

According to your idea of the law the money should have been paid to the Shipping 
Master ? That is my opinion. 

In these individual instances it should have been paid to the Shipping Master? I 
think o. 

911.. And distributed by him, according to the law, to the men, to whom it was fairly due? 
That is my opinion. 
91.2. Then any deviation front that would, according to your views, be allimproper arrange 
m 

- 
ent ? You are aware that these questions will bring me very niuch in contact with my 
superior. 

Supposing this money had, in the absence of the Shipping Master, been paid to you, 
as Deputy Shipping Master, should you have considered that you were the proper person to 
have received that amount? Yes. 

Supposing the money had been paid into your hands, what distribution should you 
have made of it? I should have taken the advice of the Shipping Master as to whether any 
portion should have been retained for the lawyer, and what portion. 

Is not the Act specified that the money must be paid by the men? Yes; but having 
lily superior at hand I act under his instructions. 
936. But, according to law—the law being distinct upon the point, that the money should 
be paid to the crew—would you not consider it it deviation from law—an illegal act—to 
appropriate that money? 1 should act under the instructions of my superior. 
917. Ant 1 then to understand that if the Shipping  Master were to require you to perform 
n a act which you knew to be illegal, you would obey him rather than the law. in such a 
case would you not deem it your°duty to place the entire sum in the hands of the Shipping 
Master, and allow him to deal with it as lie thought best? Yes. 
018. There was a case came under your consideration of some men who bad to discharge a 
ship, after having been a very long time at sea—do you consider it a legal order to require 
men, after arriving in port at twelve o'clock at night, to set to work to unload cargo, after 
having been hard at work all day? I do not think it is illegal. 
91.9. Is it all order you would give yourself, if you were in command of a ship? I should 
not expect it except in some great emergency. It might have been that these people, after 
discharging the vessel, could have gone to sleep, and another gang put on to load. These men 
take watoh and watch as long as they are at sea. 

920. 
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020. By the Chairman: If you refer to this care of the "Kiama," you will find that the WE. Shorter, 
reason these men were directed to work in the discharge of the ship was, that they might Esq. 

reload the ship and proceed to sea; and the fact that the vessel was unable to proceed to r —'----' 
sea formed the ground of complaint of disobedience to lawful commands? The men were 11 Mar., 1861. 

bound to discharge the vessel. 
And to load it ? Not to load, because in the part of the agreement where room is left 

to insert anything not contrary to law, it was inserted, " all cargo to be landed on arrival at 
the wharves, if necessary." 

Does not that allude to ordinary circumstances? It alludes to general cireunistanccs, 
if necessary. 

Do you consider that it could be enforced where the men plead absolute fatigue and 
inability to comply, in consequence of their continued exertions? I believe it is a great 
hardship, but according to the agreement they could not refuse. 

By Captain Moriarty: "According to their agreemellt"—ilave you a copy of their 
agreement ? " All stock and cargo to be landed on arrival at the wharves''—that is under 
the new Seamen's Act. 

That refers to deck cargo, I presume—to perishable goods? I take it to he the whole 
of the cargo, if necessary. It used to be all deck cargo, specifying " deck cargo" in par-
ticular. 

By .Jfr. Lewis: Concerning the lodging-houses, I understand you to say that men are 
compelled to lodge in them 7 They are compelled. 

And there is no restriction concerning what amount they have to pay for their board 
in these houses ? None whatever. 
995 There is liberty to charge what they please? Yes. 

Do you reckon that fair that they are, compelled to lodge in these houses, and yct that 
the keepers can charge what they like ? There are so many that competition kce1s down 
the price, otherwise it would be unfair. 

Do you reckon it fair, in point of law, that they should be compelled to lodge in these 
places, and that there should be no restriction as to what they charged ? Seomiien arc not 
compelled to lodge in them, but boarding-houses cannot take seamen in nnlcs they have 
licenses. If every single seaman chose to go to a separate house nobody could interfere, for 
the law sets out that these are to be boarding-houses for seamen. A single seaman may live 
with any one lie thinks proper. 

I understood you to say, that seamen are compelled to go to board in these houses? 
Only so far as this, that the licensed boarding-house keepers are the only tinea that can take 
them. 

By Captain Moriarty : That pretty nearly amounts to the same thing? Pretty nearly. 
By Air. Lewis : In an indirect way they are compelled to board in certain places, and 

the lodginghouse keepers can charge what they like 7 Yes; but they can go from one to 
another if they are not suited, and I know that the keepers of the houses do not charge 
more than the ordinary rate in lodging-houses. 

By Captuin Moriarty: Supposing a man gets in debt to a Ioding-house keeper, is it 
not a possible or a probable case that a higher rate for board will be charged than that usually 
demanded ?No ; it is not at all probable that ho would attempt it, because lie would be 
liable to be summoned to the Police Court by the seaman. 
035. I understood you to say that no scale of charges was fixed by any authority? No; but 
it would shew imposition if an attempt were made, because a man was in debt, to charge him 
more than lie had done before, or more than he charged others. 
936. Ia there any valid reason why a seaman as well as any other meniber of the community 
may not be at liberty to go and lodge where lie pleases? Seamen have not the saute corn-
maud over themusclves generally speaking. 

That is assuming sailors to be fools or ohiljrcu ? We know that when they come from 
on board ship they are liable to be led into any court or alley by a courtezan, and I think 
it is necessary there should be a law to protect them. 

Then this is an arrangement ealoulated to protect them 7 Yes. 
Presuming them to he bloekheads? I do not presume that they are always fools or 

blockhcads, but I know that sailors are so called, and that they called me so when I fit-st 
went to sea. 

By the Chairman: Is there any law to prevent seamen being picked up by courtezans? 
No; that would affect the liberty of the subject. 

Is there any law to compel a seaman to remain in his lodging-house after he has gone 
to it? No. 

Consequently is there any security by the Lodging-house Act that the seama.n shall 
not be inveigled and robbed by courtezans as you have suggested? His chest aimd clothes 
being in the boarding-house will naturally draw him towards it as his home. 

Is the seaman when lie is picked up by the courtczan generally picked up with his 
chest of clothes and his bag? No. 
044. 1 find from the evidence of Captain Smith that cases have occurred where the lisehiar&c 
of the seaman has been detained by the boarding-house keeper as security for the payment 
of board and lodging, and that he has been compelled to deliver it up—is that an advantage 
to the seaman? No; allowing that it is the fact it is a disadvantage, but 1 do not know of 
any power to compel them to give up their discharges. 
945. You say competition exists between boarding-house keepers, and that that secures to 
seamen an equitable rate for lodginly ? I think so. 
046. Is there any Act to compel this competition on the part of boarding-house keepers? 
There is no scale of charges. 

947.. 
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W. E. Shorter, 947. Competition may cease to-morrow ? it may. 
Lsq. • 948. Consequently, seamen, being compelled to lodge in a licensed boarding-house, may be 

subject to whatever charge the extortion of the keeper can extract from him ? There is not 
14 Mar., 1661. likely to be a diminution of the houses. 

949. That is not the question—competition may cease? Many things may be which are 
not likely. 
950 It is possible to cease, and if it does cease, there is no Act to regulate the charges 
No. 

There is no Act to prevent lodging-house keepers from combining to maintain a 
certain rate of charges ? No; but it is impossible to make an Act to say that the rate shall 
be so mach and no inure. 

But it is not impossible to pass an Act to compel seamen to go to certain lodging-
houses? You could not fix the rate of charge, because there is a frequent variation in the 
price of provisions. 
053. But the remuneration of sea men is sulj cot to the same rise and fall as the prices of 
provisions ? Theie cannot be such eompetitiou as there would be, if any one eou]d take in 
seamen ; W houses were opened all over the town competition would he greater, but I doubt 
whether the seaman would be better server1. Wie1 regard to discharges lisehorges are 
squietimes gveu up to boarding-house keepers, as a kind of secority when men have not 
chests or elatimes, but if, when a 'non wants to ship, the boarding-house keeper does not let 
the man have his discharge, I give the man pennimlon to slup with out it. 
951. You do that of your own free will? Yes; because if a man - 
$55. If boarding-homes did not exist, would he not have a summary method of enforcing 
the relinquishment of his discharge ? lie has now, by summoning the boarding-house 
keeper. 

Is not that power rested in you? No; in the Police Maistrote, the Shpping Master 
has no power. 

fly (]optaia Me,iarty : You cannot net magisterially? Not at all. 
By the (i/mole-mon : From your answer to it former question with regard to the ship-

ping of seamen, I was lcd to understand that if it were possible to have a duplicate of the 
articles, the objection you mentioned with regard to the signing of  articles oil board a vessel 
as is castolnary in England would not hold? That objection would not hold. 

It is perfectly possible to have a system where a duplicate of the articles should be 
left compulsorily at the Custom House or Shipping Office ? Yes, perfectly. 

We find from evidence already given here, that men have been four or five years 
consecutively in one service, and yet the;' have been eempeflcd to pay a large sum of money 
for the power of engaging their services, not of entering on biurd dilfi:rent ships—do you 
eousder that just I presume you refer to the case of Gibbs lie has paid about two 
guineas in the last six years. 

Should it be so ? It as the law stands it would alter the law altogether to say it 
should not be so; while the law is as it is it must be so. The law might be altered so that 
they should not be called upon to pay for discharges at all. I do not know that the country 
is better served, or the revenue uiucli added to, by requiring the payment of these sums. 
902. %rould  it be beneficial to have the law altered? I think if the fees were reduced, or 
in certain cases not charged at all, if a luau remained in one ship a length of time, it might 
hi a. benefit to the seaman and no harm to any one. 

Or in such a ease as that of Rowbotham, where a man is compelled to continue in 
lodgings and to lose his employment from having iuislaid his discharge, and not having two 
shillings to pay for another? I think that all extreme ease, for a man to be unable to 
borrow two shillings. 

If a man has a. conscientious objection to borrow? I dare say he might be in debt to 
his loding-liouse keeper, and ho need not therefore have been afraid to borrow two shillings 
more. 
$65. I am not asking with reference to him, but with regard to any individual who had a con-
scientious objection to go into debt? I think it a very necess;ny and wise law that requires 
persons to account for lost discharges. I have had niea come to me with disoharges that 
did not belong to them, and when I have questioned them closely they have aid, "I bought 
it of So-and-so for £1." If the man comes up he says, " I did not take a pound from him, 
1 lost it," In the absence of a declaration how can I arrive at the truth. 

Suppose both swear to the same thing? Of course I cannot tell which speaks the 
truth, 

So this system of discharging leads to the demoralization you have pointed? I do not 
see any more demoralization than you constantly see in the District Courts, where there is 
constantly cross-swearing. 

Do you not consider it a state of demoralization? It is, in a measure; but it is not 
often these affidavits are made out falsely—generally they are the test of truth, and the 
only test. 

I allude to the demoralization between two seamen, when one says that be has bought a 
discharge for a pound, and the other says lie did not sell it but that he lost it? No doubt 
there is gi-eat demoralization, as there will be thieves in all parts of the world. 

Do you class seaman and thieves in the same category? Certainly not. I think they 
are too honourablc; they are seldom found to be thieves; only it will be found that there 
are objectionable characters in all classes and in all parts of the world. 

By Uaptain Moriarty: Thieving is not a vice of their character? No, meyer considered 
them to be addicted to that, and I have known them these thirty-seven years. 

By the Chairrnau: You said in answer to a questiom as to the Seamen's Act at ilome, 
that 
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that the Shipping Office is not resorted to by seamen and owners enoged in the coasting W. E.Shorter, 
trade? I have heard so, but I do not know what is the law at home. 

Lsq. 

972. You will find from the imperial Act before you that there is a special reference to 

foreign-going vessels? (The witecss referred to the Act.) Yes, there is. 
1-1 Mar., 1561. 

971. You will find that there are not the same restrictions with regard to coasters there 
they are hound to sign on board in presence of an attesting witness? I believe that to he 
the nsual practice at Home. 
975. By Cop/ciahf 4101/9 We have had it stated in evidence that the police OCCasionally 
interfere by arresting persons at some distance from town, bringing them into Sydney, and 
confining them, if they arrived Into, in s hue lock-up, until they had an opportunity of 
bringing them -before a magistrate, without any reasonable grounds for such interference 
beyond mire suspicion on their part what is your opinion of the propriety of such a 
course as that? I believe it may be iieeessary at times. I have known a ship to  be delayed 
here a fortnight for want of hands where the men have left their ship, and there being no 
warrant the inca were allowed to pass through Sydney on their way t the diggjn5s. 
071;. how was it there wi-s not a warrant" Because they were half way to Purrainatta 
bfore the eaptan was aware that they had deserted. 

The captain has it in his power to have a warrant issued on which the police can 
properly net ? Yes. 

What 1 went to know is whether a policeman in the country is to be tit liberty, with-
out anything to warrant the suspicion, to bring any man lie ii les from a di tanee if ten, 
twenty, or fifty miles to Sydney, a lens vc,/cos, up •n the idea that he is a runaway s-men 
do you think that a proper power to ve1 in a po1ainaa F I think where a man isasea-
man lip ourlit to be able to give a sati,fnctory on swer. 

What do you call a satisfactory answer ! I think lie ought to be able to produce his 
disoha rge, or to shew by letters, or some means in his possession, that he ha been legally 
disehiareed from his ship. 

Would not that apply to any man ? I think it applies to ailors particularly. 
Supuise I were in the country, might I not be apprehended? I think nobody would 

take you for a runaway eaman. 
By //us Chairuiaa Would the some remark apply to inc ? I think a constable would 

be very stupid to apprehend you on suspicion. 
By (Jap/nits AIoru'r/q Are you aware that one of the Judgi of the Colony was rre.-ited 

in that way, and brought down a hundred miles from the interior ? Not ns as.a until. 
Formerly tile polico were much more strict, when the gold dierings were at their heir!, t. 
934. Is a ni-an b and to admit that he is a seania n or a runaway—are you not oouud to 
prove that a man has ci .iumitted. soilie breach of the peace before you are at 1 iberty to incar-
cerate bin, F I do not know—that is part of the police law; it i, pui eiyaiisttr of 
985. 1 115k you as a common sense question ? I think a constable is justified in apprehend-
ing a man if he hiM good ground to suspect that lie is a runaway seaman. 
956. Supposing the mll aim is not a seaman F lie must be a stupid polio-oman if lie iloes not 
knov whether he is a seaman or not. 
947 By the C/tuna,, Will you inform the Coinniittee what you consider ''good grounds''? 
He might learn by questioning him. 

Are you not aware that, by the law of England, you ore not allowed to question a 
in an in order to criminate him, without first warning him that any statement he may make 
will be used against him F Yes. 

Cnct-qnently, do you not think the ground given for your opinion at variance with 
Eiighsh law F 1. think, generally speaking, men should not be interfered with, but I think 
mihicre a loan, from his appearance and manner, may be known to he a seaman, and has no 
disehargo, he might be taken. 

Do you think, hookiog at the matter free from any prej udiec which may be caused by - 
your position, viewing it in the hghit of an ordinary individual, of one subject to have the 
s.inie at'w-.t perpetrated on your proper pers n, it i right to allow to a eonstai,le the power 

ofipprehitindiug without any,  legal document, simply on an undefined suspicion F I do not 
know  how to answer the question, for I have known such great necessity for stopping the 
mnn. It mivay,possibly happen that one man out of a hundred may he i mnpreperly appre-
hended, and I know that it is generally acknowledged that it is better to let twenty giLilty 
mcii escape than to take one innocent into custody. Still the shipping interest must be 

protected. 
By  aptain )lforiariy: In point of fact, is it a possible case that your professional bias 

may give you a peculiar tendency to form this opinion, it being, as you admit, at variance 
with the ordinary principles which govern English laws? It may be a professional bias, 
for I know the misery of having ships detained for want of hands. 

By the Chairman You say ships must be protected—do you consider that ships 
should be protected at the expense of the public interest—that private interests should 
take place of public? No. 
09. Is it not sacrificing public interests to private to break a fundamental principle of 
British law, in order to secure an advantage to a ship F - 

TUESDAY, 
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TUESDAY, 19 MARUH, 1801. 

3_Jrrøtnt 

MR. LEWIS, I CAPT. MORIARTY, 

)In. STEWART. 

DANIEL C. DALULEISTI, ESQ., IN TIlE Ciurn. 

John Edye Manning, Junr., Esq., called in and examined 

J.B.Manning, 994. By the Uha&,nqn: We are met to inquire into the working of the Merchant Seamen's 
Junr,, hsq. Act, and the condition and management of merchant seamen, and we have asked you to 

attend to afford us such information as may be in your possession in reference to the matter. 
19 Mar., 1861. You are a shipowner, I believe, of this port? Yes. 

995. Are you acquainted with the laws relating to merchant seamen and the management of 
seamen in general? Yes, with their general management, certainly. 
990. Do you consider those laws oppressive in any way to the seamen in particular? I 
think that in some respects they are. 

Could you name the respects in which you consider them oppressive? In compelling 
seamen, for instance, to pay for their discharge when they continue in the same ship for a 
certain period. When they remain in the same ship they have to pay for their discharge, 
and the owners have to pay again for shipping the same men. Under the old Act it was 
very oppressive, because men might be shipped, and after one or two trips some trifling 
accident might happen to the particular vessel in which they were, and as the Act then 
stood we could not put them into another vessel belonging to the same owner. The men 
were thrown out of employ, and conld not get another job sometimes for ten days together. 

You speak in reference to that short Act to enable seamen to change from one vessel 
to another in the same employ? Yes. 

Do your remarks apply to steamboats in particular, or only to sailing vessels? Steam-
boats alone I should say; I cannot conceive it necessary for anything else. 
1000. And then you only imagine that this benefit would accrue in ease of accident, or other 
inevitable circumstance, causing the vessel to be laid up? Yes, it would be almost entirely 
so. It is never used except in that way, and very rarely then. 
1001. There is an objection, I believe, in seamen to change from one vessel to another—
they have prejudices in favour of one vessel and against another ? Certainly ; but they are 
always very glad to change, because they know that their own vessel is only laid up tempo-
rarily, and that afterwards they will have the option of going hack to it. 
1002. When the repairs are completed? When the repairs are completed. 
1003. In case of an accident occurring to a vessel in that way you seldom or ever have any 
complaints? Never. 
1004. But ought it to be made a practice to change crews from one vessel to another with-
out this circumstance coming into play ? There never would be any object in doing it. 
1005. As the Act stands at present nothing of the sort you mention is taken cognizance of, 
consequently it is at the option of the owners to change their seamen on any pretext what-
ever from one vessel to another—do you consider the wording of the Act arbitrary in that 
respect? I cannot conceive how owners would do such a thing. It would be against their 
own interest to do it. In the first place, the men always do better in a boat they are accus-
tomed to, and it would be more expensive to the owners to keep shifting them about. 
1000. Have you h card any coumplaints from seamen with regard to the inequality of the 
articles signed as between the owners and the seamen—the right of discharging being given 
to the one without the right of leaving at any time being extended to the other? Yes, I 
certainly have. 
1007. Do you think it an equitable arrangement as it at present exists? Well, it is rather 
difficult to say. We might want an extra vessel temporarily, and the seamen are generally 
allowed something extra. We generally pay for their discharge in such cases, or make them 
some other allowance when anything would come harshly upon them. We never take 
ndvantnge of it. 
1008. That is hardly what I allude to—in the regular agreements with seztmen, as the 
articles are signed, you can compel by law it seaman to serve out the entire term of his 
ngreenient—six months, or three months, or whatever it may be—whereas the seaman has 
not the option, should circumstances arise to render it either necessary or convenient to 
himself, of leaving the ship without subjecting himself to the action of law and rendering 
himself liable to punishment for so doing? I suppose he has not legally the power of 
leaving, but I never knew of an instance in which we were not glad to get rid of a man 
who wished to go. In our employ it is invariably the ease. 
1.009. I am not alluding to the practice which prevails in any particular employment, but 
to the equity of the arrangement? It is a one-sided arrangement, doubtless. 
1010. Are you acquainted with the Imperial Act, as it works in Great Britain? No, I am 
not. 
1011. Belating to merchant seamen? No, lam not; my knowledge is purely local. 
1012. Are there any definite hours of labour recognized for seamen, and any definite periods 
for rest ? Certainly, excepting in cases of emergency. 
1013. What are they? The usual hours are from six till six, with three hours out of that 
for meals. From eight till nine the men never work; from one to two they never work; 
nor after the hour I have named—six. 
1014. That is two hours only for rest, not three? Exactly; three meals. 

1015. 
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1015. Yes; but I allude to seamen when out at sea? At sea they take watch and watch, J.E.Manniug, 
invariably. Junr., Eq. 

1016. That term would apply after leaving the heads? Yes. 
1017. Until leaving the heads all hands arc on deck—they are all employed in the harbour? 19 Ts1ar iSGi. 
They have nothing to do. They may be straightening everything down—I suppose they 
arexeeptiag they go down at night. In vessels going down after taking in cargo—in 
the day time I dare say the men would be employed until they reached the heads. 
1018. Do you remember any instances of severity in the punishment of men who pleaded 
fatigue in extenuation of refusing to labour for a longer period of time? Yes, there was 
an instance here the other day, but the Bench ruled that it was merely a subterfuge. I 
allude to the case of the " Curio," about ten days ago; but the men are not on that peculiar 
style of articles. 

1.019. Do you remember the circumstances of the case ? Yes. They had come from 
Bellambi with a cargo of coals; they left Bellambi at seven o'clock in the evening; the 
officers had kept the deck the whole of the night to relieve the men, excepting the man at the 
wheel; they arrived here at one, and the men refused to get the anchor ready, and the 
vessel lay alongside a s1np until six o'clock the next morning, when the men refused to turn 
out ; they slept until eight, and refused to go to work after breakfast. About ten or eleven 
o'clock the Water Police went on board, and the men were then in their bunks, having been 
there from seven o'clock on the evening previous. 
1020. That, I suppose, is an extreme case—it is seldom that you hear of such eases? Yes 
they were all strange men that we had picked up, and it was accounted for in that way. 
The Water Police fixed upon two* of them as known characters; one of duou was a practised 
thief, and known for everything that is bad, and he led the other men on. 
1021. These men then were not recognized as sailors in the common aceeptation of the 
term ? They shipped as sailors. 
1022. They shipped as sailors? Yes, and I believe they were sailors. 
1023. Have you any remembrance of any other ease? No. 
1024. Do you recollect it case which occurred about two years ago in reference to one of 
your sailors, I believe, on board the " Kiama" ? I recollect hearing of the case to which 
you refer, but I was not in Sydney at the time. 
1025. You will gain the particulars from this Appendix (Appendix A cttoefie(l. to M'. Ru'tA's 
evidence)—was the '' Kianma " then in your employ ? Oh, Yes ; I see amongst these men 
some who have been in the employ ever since ; they could not therefore have considered 
it a very great hardship. There are two of them here—two brothers—who have been on 
two occasions nearly drowned in that particular steamer—once at Wollongong, and a second 
time at the Clyde—and notwithstanding all those disparogements they are still in the 
employ. 
1026. What I was about to allude to was the special circumstance that these men having 
been constantly in your employ, would be prima fucie evidence that they were men of 
good character ? These two men are certainly men of good character. 
1027. And not likely to have shirkod their work f No, I should fancy not. 
1028. You will find by the evidence that these men were employed from five o'clock in the 
morning until twelve o'clock at midnight—when the vessel was lying at the Phnix Wharf 
—that they were then ordered to discharge the hold and carry the deck cargo on shore? 
From five in time morning till twelve at night I 
1029. Yes; and then, immediately, without any rest, they were ordered to discharge the 
cargo out of the hold. They said they appealed to Mr. Manning, who said he did not wish 
to oppress them in any way, but Captain Mauler insisted that they should go to work. 
The men pleaded excessive fatigue, and refused, and the vessel left without them. When she 
returned the men were apprehended by it warrant taken out against them by the captain, - 
and they were imprisoned for wilful disobedience of lawful commands. This is a case long 
past, but would you now take cognizance of a similar case in the same way ? I do not see 
anything here to confirm what you say. It merely says that the vessel left Shoalhavcn at 
halfpast five. The fact of being at sea for a longer time would make the rest longer. 
1030. They went to three different ports to take in cargo ? If they had made an ordinary 
trip, leaving at half-past five in the morning, they ought to have been in Sydney at half-
past five in the evening. The fact of their being longer shews that the weather was not 
good, and the men would therefore have an easier time of it on account of being longer at 
sea. 
1031. The men would have watch and watch? Yes. 
1032. But then, having had watch and watch, and having to take out the cargo on their 
arrival at midnight, reload the slup and go to sea again at seven o'clock in the morning F 
That would have been an extraordinary instance. There must have been a special reason 
for it. It might have been unavoidable at the time. We never employ the men inthe 
boat in that way. They assist to remove the deck cargo, but labourers on the wharf put 
all the cargo in and take it out. The seamen are never called upon to do it except in eases 
of emergency. We cannot disappoint the public. It might so happen that it would be 
hard upon men in particular circumstances, but we generally make allowance for it. 
1033. But if that had been the case, would you now press such a case should it arise? I 
do not know what time particulars of the case were. The men might have been impudent, or 
guilty of some previous misconduct. 
1034. Woul you press a similar case now? Certainly not. 
1035. That cannot be taken as a fair criterion? No. There must have been some other 

reason 

* Norn (Correction by witness on revision) :—Ono. 
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J.E.Manning, reason for it, which is not shown. The men had perhaps given trouble before. This is 
.1cm., Esq. (ApptnIix) evidence iycn before a Court, and evidence could not have been given of previous 

illiseonduet, at though I do a ut know that there was anytli [tic' of the sort. 
19 Mar., 1861. loiM. The fact of your Itavine these mcli still iii your employment, at least exempts them 

from gross nuseniduet ? Yes, two of them arc men of very good character; one is now 

acting as second niato. 
1037. Still thor-a men were punished in the manner here deeribod? It is very possible 

that they were. 
1038. It appears, toi from the evidene, that if they had ogreecl to forfeit their wage:;, 

h;s punishni cit would not have resulted I do not know what that would mean. It 

might Jirean SiirIplv, that they wi aid have to par the m il men wi did their work. It ni ight 

not mean thv.t their eotire S ace.; were forfeit-ui, but ony such a. portion as would be atiffi-

cie.nt to piy the men wro did their work. 
1039. Won 1 y-u net :i'ii' that to tie j Itt, after flIerl lied worked this number (if 

hours, to stop a p. irtiori of t lie wages they had carLa 1 ii) rx for the r-er' i ei' of fri-sin ui-n? 
4o ; we n"ver call upon theor to do that irt of work. I Was not in Syiut:y iii ii that 

portieuhtr eir unstanee L. eurred. T1e men never di tiro t extra work except from choice. 

They totouthm., do it and eat an extra like sh,iHn's a-piece, which woif ii cith, rwi a bit 

obtain,d by tine men oil t 0tvbarf. This is it 1tcoof that, when it,  Conic' to it nlattJ of 

money, they can di, tire extra work. 
10-Pt Anti thu.] is i. fre 1ueah cc'arr'lrit ? Every M,nja ni:J.it tlnre it a . hurt trip. 

The vessel goes to W.:llone.:in2, and len-i about eleven. 
1011. To tier trrol( 4 it i, it thin't of fri. 1,re-it O,tiU}tii it:' for men to work o"er-hours, in 

order to ohu,tin extr.r JUV ! Yen,, ri rd so lii re we mu- ry°  give the Well tire pref, :rerrce. We 

Say, WO rant, so muoh dime; if y  in lilt., to ci' it you clii, reid Ira-re C1e money; ovill 

if not, ac 'ail't hat .1110 olrt ci, a. S lila tIn, tue we-rh, and some do not. 

1042. It is not ilupertitive ? Certainly nit. 
101t:i. Dii you kir,w auy'iinre with rc"rard t tire ir.'::ing of s..-laeu? I c- .unr ,.'y that I 

do; I ha .............K °rc, h,,winver, that the 1:' trii,g-iiOU']' keepers are very flail upon 

the nt'atIkel. Wi. It No fr iju -ritly hi it, a',ist sailors I,  ,Aea'a flair thiru. I cannot tell 

yiiu CDV iiart"ait.rs in reid-c lee to that matter. 
jul 4 i-lace yo a vay kuowit, iao as to iviretlior the :yst& m F lie, 'ii flg special plan .n fi ,r the 

loh'rug I i,t .ln.yi...re? ., lb.....nt. 1 -oa.v chat tie -nile Illillitlill i--ry 

much 0f loving to 'V.J  tO partetrlr phoes to li,,.eu ; the u- tile taLc' :i:is ncirge if them. 

I have Oil •lI 11 . Ci tinti aiplail; t'e:it thcy were a., all -ILl to Co to their urn i I, ri ins 

in lone  
1043. /oij _iIs. ito. :rifl.f : (loild yon sagcst an alt-  ration in thus re -peet, which in your 

opinion woui.i U rdvun-:w'e-,o ? I do lot karat what tire specIal 'hjiur o tile pruciiniitl 

is. I think, it i eel-v it nt tar- a .- .-ionan c:.iin.'t lod;;e with his brother or : tot an, mach n:,r 

you or I c-oil; a]: p .r --ol fly : iiiiicb 2ti1.1'in in icr-or" tradi ig ii e.g tl.e c-e..t. 

1010. ii, ía-: ( .a-,........Es then nay ii .n 'ii sviryas' -einan shoiiirt IC 1L'-aiii d frill 

lonl-.hi'z wit'i try iIn° ¶.c'dc.' -as, win'': ho lit a -e1.,tti'n or not? C. rtrtinl3- nit, u-s far as 

the crel-us:.' c-;'.'--tinC ye si Isaac e-ineeror-d. Tl',-re rniuht b, tonic reia'on for such a 

provisilol z,I, f;; 0'; out.'aid-i, mud siii1is are concerned. 
da crew, ut ......ting Verse's Dro hut n:q ailed to aign rota leo at the 

Shnipping 0ffi1 e, or to , .f.ts for slliphilig tad iii g .iz;ring eXc4Jt ..iiC: e in six or uVt;l\ 0 

a!] 1 tie,i I tl,iitk cL-'y are paid by the or-ar. ? The oinc-ra pay for the slipping 

and the men p  v for their cli --ir hare it. 

1048. But in(;Ir-at iii-tt::n tire Inluarhul Act c xerupts all c reuters from C:e paviu--i't of 

these S h ippiu'r U at, do you know nrm thuo g to p vent the same arrangement haling 

earned out in tinis Colony ? No, certainly ii .t. we would rather riot to to any Lothrer 

with the S[iilYkin-r (3r1, a at au. We do nut tin itik it tie tier-tI 

1049. D0 you ki iv any tea' a why coasting rail,'. -ii should not be allon ed to still thai r 

sirvitu-,; :it the IIII10 war a. other labourers or tro.1e inca tell their,? They ibi it no,' iii a 

certain urrasure. Mc' di !,:It alwsys get precisely what they signed for. The enty tiring 

is, that they can only c 'me upon tl,e owners for what tI icy have signet for. 
itt oO. In rreeiuir with Inca on the wharves you pay none men higher than others ? 
Undoubtodhy ; s one me'' are wcirth a good deal more than others. 

1051. But ther-,c,tem \liieh now prevails of engagilig ni-  n it the Shipping Office before 

you know what they are tends to prevent such an e.djustumnt of wjges, and the w:'&Cs are 
etluahize 1 withiut try roc...rd to merit ? lId; ubtedly, it is a had sy r-U-m. We eannet et 
the Last ml at the Shipping Office, and fr-eujuently have to be content with the reCur-c, if 
it wore not for this arraulgumeilt you could get picked inca; you might engrige them as they 

turned up from thue to tme. 
103. I, tine Shipping Office any protection to ,eailien 7 I do not think that it is just either 

to time owners or to the seamen. 
1.053. Are seirmea enabled to recover their wages in),  better through the medium of the 

Shnippine Office 7 That is the only way app'.iiuted for them to recover their ii age-s now. 

1534. Bat slipposing it did not exist: ? I should think they would recover their woges then 

under the Masters' and Servants' Act. 
1055. By Jim. S-fewar' That is It summary proceeding? Yes, that is the way they do 
recover it now, I think, because it is only sea-going steamers that are obliged to ship. 
1056. The harbour boats have no occasion to ship? No; we have le-s trouble with the 

inert in those boats than with any ()the" men. 
1057. Do you think it would be a mutual advantuge to owners and seamen if there were no 
Shipping Office for the coasting trade? Yes. I think the Shipping Office is a great 

protection 
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protection to men who do not do their work properly, because by hanging about the Shipping J.KManning, 
Office  they frequently get a ship when otherwise they would be unable to a0 so. Junr., Esq. 
1058. By the Chairmen : Would it not piaee the seaman as well as the owner in a better 
position if they stood in the ordinary relation of employer and employed, without this 19 Mar., 1861. 
special Act with regard to shipping? I think so. We should be glad to see it so. We 
have tried it both ways. We have almost as many steamers doing harbour work as running 
elsewhere, and the men are always anxious to get into those particular steamers. 
1059 You consider that a case similar to the one I pointed out to you a short time ago is 
not likely to occur again ? I do not understand it. 
1060. 1 allude to the case of the " Kianta '—some two years ago? Yes. 
1061. Is there anything that suggests itself to your mind which you could state with 
regard to the working of the Act, or which, in your opinion, would tend to improve the 
condition of seamen ? I think that the doing away with the Shipping Office would improve 
the condition of seamen as much as anything. Men would then be more likely to do their 
work properly, and those loiterers, who often get it ship now because other men cannot be 
got, would fail to obtain employment as at the present time. 
1062. Your remarks do not apply to foreign-going ships, I presume? No. 
1063. The Imperial Act would apply to foreign-going ships? I presume it would. My 
remarks would merely apply to the coasting vessels. I consider that the Act introduced 
last Session has been a great blessing both to the seamen and to the employers. 
1.064. You are now alluding to the short, Act? To the short Act. I have asked the men 
particularly about it, and they have almost invariably said so. 
1065. That is, providing it is used in the way you first mentioned ? I do not see how it 
can be used otherwise to the interest of the owners. 
1006. You are alluding to the matter, as far as you know, with regard to your own Corn- 
palsy and the men in your own employ ? Yes; in our Company they are more likely to be 
shifted than in others where the trips are longer, so that men might be rather unfavourable 
to it; but they are not so. - 
1067. Do you know anything about Sailor's Homes? Nothing further than having seen 
them. I have seen plenty of them at Home, and know the principle on which they are 
founded. 
1068. Do you approve of the principle? Certainly. 
1069. Are you acquainted with the Shipping Office, practically? I have to ship men 
myself. They ship to the owners under that Act. 
1070. Do you know,  anything of the suhordinates in that office called "runners" ? I do 
not know what they call "runners," but 1. know a lot of the employs there. 
1071. There are two men particularly—Mr. North calls them "runners "—they are special 
constables, and act as messengers of the Court? Oh, I know those men. There is always 
one of them in attendance at the Shipping Office to bring men in and so on. 
1072. Do you think the position these men occupy wouhl enable them, were they so disposed, 
to give it preference to any particular seaman or seamen in shipping ? 1 should think so. 
1073. They would be enabled to give an undue preference? They certainly would be.able to 
give a preference. They would know when men were wanted, and if they saw one or two 
of their friends outside they could call them in and reeoninmc.nd them. 
1074. Could they, as far as you have had an opportunity of judging, favour boarding-house 
keepers, or by gaining employment for particular men net detrimental to the interests of the 
house ? Yes, in the way I have alluded to.ny one in the Shipping Office, I suppose, 
can do the same thing. 
1075. By Mr. Stewart: Can you not go to the Shipping Office too? Yes, you can ship 
any one you choose, but you cannot always get the men you want. They may have been 
waiting to get a job in at particular steamer, and have just engaged elsewhere when there is 
an opportunity for their employment. 
1076. You usually take such men as are in waiting? Yes, but some of the men do not 
understand anything about the work, and are utterly useless. 
1077. By the Chairman: You mentioned the nmouey paid with regard to the shipping and 
discharge of seamen—is there no greater grievance than the money—is that thepriniary 
object ? That would be one thing, but I think the great loss would be men being thrown 
out of employ. 

1078. Is time no object? I do not think that makes so much difference to the seamen as 
to the owners. 

1079. I speak with regard to the seamen as well as the owners—this is it  general question, 
and I wish it to be considered that my questions have a general bearing? It would fall 
unevenly. There would be the time of one owner against the time of a great number of seamen. 
1080. Whereas, if seamen were allowed to go from one employer to another, they could 
engage their services without that loss of time ? Yes, they could commence work at once. 
I have to wait hours sometimes before I can get there, and you cannot always get the inca 
shipped for a day or two days—even giving notice beforehand that you want such and such 
articles drawn up. 
1081. So that there is a. great loss of time? 'Undoubtedly. 
1082. Which is injurious both to the owner and to the seamen 7 Yes, and for no benefit 
whatever, I think. 
1083. By Mr. Stewart: You stated that it would be a mutual advantage to owners and 
seamen if that arrangement were done away with? Yes. 
1084. And if seamen were engaged in the same manner as other servants? Yes, the same 
as for river-going steamers. We have always the best men there, because we can get them 
as opportunity offers. 

70—H 1085. 
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J.E.3hnning, 1.085. The present system is a pothtive disadvantage to the owners, and likely to be equally 
Jwsr., Esq. so to the seamen? Yes, I think the other plan would be better for both parties. 

1086. You can speak positively as to the owners? Certainly. It involves a great loss of 
iS Mar., 1861. time, and sometimes inflicts upon us men who are perfectly worthless. 

1087. It debars you from obtaining the services of men you would be otherwise able to 
obtain? They compel you to have the names of the men on the articles, and if the vessel 
is to go away immediately you cannot get the men you want. You have to engage sometimes 
aucre idlers, and then if others subsequently turn up, you cannot discharge them imme- 
diately, in order to make fresh engagements. 
1088. Have you observed seamen, after having been brought before a magistrate and 
sentenced, dragged through the streets in chains? Never. 
1089. You are not aware whether that practice exists? I have seen one or two men setit 
to the watch-house, so violent that they had to be lashed on drays—or rather, one at the 
bottom of a boat, and the other on a dray. 
1090. By flip. Stewart: But those were eases in which any ordinary servant would have 
been similarly dealt with? Yes, they were not dealt with as seamen, but as drunken and 
disorderly persons. 
1091. Eq the Chairman: I was asking the question with regard to men whose crimes might 
be mere disobedience of orders? I have not seen it, but I believe that sailors are taken 
through the streets in irons. 
1092. Do you know whether they are confined separately or with common felons? I do 
not know. 
109.3. In your opinion, should they be confined with common felons? Certainly not. 
1094. It would tend to demoralize the seamen? Yes, I look upon it that the crimes com-
mitted by the inmates of the gaol are widely different from an offence under the Masters' 
and Servants' Act. 

James Munro, Esq., called in and examined :— 

James Munro, 1095. By the C'hairman: You are ship's "husband"? I am marine superintendent. 
Esq. 1096. For the A. S. N. Company. Yes. 

e 1097. Are you the head through whom the engagement of seamen for the Company takes 
19 Mar., 1861. place? Yes. I am appointed by the Company to ship the men at the Shipping Office 

according to the provisions of the present Act. 
1098. I think you are a seaman yourself? Yes. 
1099. Have you any knowledge of the working of the Imperial Shipping Act at home? 
No. I have not had much experience in that respect. I have shipped men at Home, but I 
do not know much about the working of the Act. As far as I know it is all right. I have 

not heard any complaints of the Home regulations for shipping seamen. 
1100. I was going to ask you whether the regulations here were similar to those which pre- 
vail at Home? Yes, I think so. The eugagements are made with the owner of the vessel 
at Home in Home-trade ships. 
1101. Were you in the coasting trade at Home? No, never. 
1102. Are you aware of your own knowledge whether the coasters do or do not require to 
sign articles at the Shipping Office? As far as I can remember, the coasting service at 
Home had a book, and the captain of a vessel was allowed to ship his crew and keep an 
account for six months. All the men discharged or shipped in the meantime were entered 
in this book, and at the end of those six months the fees were duly handed in to the 
Shipping Office of the place to which the vessel belonged. 
110:3. By ilk. Stewart: That is a sort of registry fee, is it not? It is a reTular shipping 
of the men. The coasters at Home are allowed this privilege, whereas all foreign-going 
vessels must go to the Shipping Office and ship the men. 
1.104. But what does the fee amount to? The seaman pays so much for the shipping and 
discharging in the same way. The captain of the vessel gives him his discharge from the 

vessel. 
1105. Is the fee as much as is paid in a sea-going ship? I think it is the same. They 
have to keep an account and hand in all the fees at the end of the six months. 
1106. It is a more matter of convenience to the coasting trade, to relieve them from going 
to the office to perform the duty? Yes. 
1107. By the Chairrn,,n : The ship's articles arc kept on board? They are kept on board. 
Possibly the articles will be handed in with the book in which the account is kept, at the 

end of the six months. 
110S. And the seaman signs those articles in the presence of one witness? I think there 
iuu.t be a witness to attest his name. I was never in the Home service, but I think this is 

the rule. - 
1109. You do not know it of your own knowledge? No; I never shipped men in the Home 

Service, 
111.0. Is there any reason why the provisions of the Imperial Act in that respect 
should not be extended to this Colony? I not see why they should not:  There is no 

doubt that it would be a benefit to the trade generally. 
11.1 1.. Are you aware of any grievance which exists with regard to the harsh working of the laws 
relating to the shipping and discharging of seamen in these Colonies? I have not heard 
any particular complaints. I have heard sailors speak about the payment of two shillings as 
being too much. That is the only thing I have heard complained of. Two shillings does 

appear to be rather an exorbitant fee. 
1112. By Mr. Stewart : Is there no complaint of the inconvenience seamen are put to in 

having 
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having to attend at the Shipping Office to engage? There is aT Kays inconvenience attached James Munn, 
to it and there is part of the day lost, which is an incouvenien oo to the employer. Esq. 

1113. To the employer principally? Yes, because the sailor 1 is the advantage of it. ile 
makes use of the few hours lie can get to his advantage. 19 Mar, 1861. 

1114. Could you not engage seamen with as much advanta e to the employers without 
having a Shipping Office? I do not think so. 1 do not thin . you would have the rules so 
stringent. The sailors would not have the same dread of puc sliment when they offended. 
I think it a sort of gobetween the master and the man. Yvi would have to refer to other 
parties, whereas now you have only to refer to the Shipping flee. 
1115. You think that compensales for the inconvenience as I loss of time? I think so. 
Before the Shipping Offices were established at Home there w 8niuchimaniveniouce. When 
I was first at sea we used to ship the men on board ship. Th y  came on board to be shipped 
up to about 1835 or 1836, when the Shipping Office was est bushed. Before that the men 
were brought on board the ship and signed the articles there, You had on attesting witness, 
and that was all you required. But there was not the same inding agreement betwixt the 
sailor and the owner as there is with the Shipping Office. 
1116. Would not the ordinary law with reference to master ad servant be quite sufficient 
in such cases? It would put you to more inconvenience. I vere seems to be a kind of dread 
hanging over the sailor because of this Shipping Office, beca Be if he does get out of the way 
he is known again, lie does not get off with the same imps ity. 
1117. It is calculated to keep him to his duty? Yes, lie w I be more likely to keep to his 
duty. 
1118. Do you find it necessary to have anything of the kim to keep the ordinary labouring 
nieli on your wharf to their duty ? That is very different. They are always on the same 
spot, but here you may go away to Melbourne or Moreton I ty, or any where else. 
1119. You are speaking now with regard to your foreign- ping vessels? We have none 
other. They all go from Sydney. 
1120. Those that go to Newcastle and the Hunter for instar ic—would you apply it to those? 
I would apply it to the whole. They could take advantagq Df you under any circumstances. 
1121. By t/a Uiaiimao There is one law referring to tl t eqasting trade at Home, and 
another to the foreign-going vessels? I think the same In' is attached to cach.*  You are 
allowed this privilege of shipping your men on board. our books go into the Shipping 
Office at the end of six months, and if you have any oomp1. mt to make it is entered in the 
book. 
1122. Are you aware if that provision is contained in the. inperial Act? It is. I think I 
recollect reading it, but I have not seen it for several yeal - 
1123. For how many years? At all events since the pasi Dg of the Imperial Shipping Act 
on 11th August, 1854. 
1124. The laws have been revised since that time the re ister system was then in vogue 
Register tickets, do you mean? - 
1125. Yes? That was only for a short time. It did not txtend over many years. 
1126. It was fouad not to work well ? No. 
1127. It is almost seven years since the law with regard to register tickets was abolished? 
Yes, but I do not think it is different with regard to the sipping of incH. 
1128. Do you know anything about what are termed run ing agreements ? I do not. 
1129. Are you aware that in accordance with the present British Merchant Seamen's laws, 
running agreements can be entered into with regard to breign-going vessels ? No; it is 
something now, which I an' not aware of. 
1130. So that you are not acquainted with the provisions F the new law ? No, not if there 
is anything newer than that. 
1131. And what you have said with regard to merchant seamen is to the best of your 
belief—not to your knowledge No; I spoke of things as they were when I was in the 
liabi t of sailing a vessel. 
1132. 1 do not think you answered a question I put to you sometime previous with regard 
to labourers on the wharf—do you find it necessary to have such a dread it, the minds of 
labourers on the wharf, as that which you say the Shipping Office is calculated to infuse into 
the minds of seamen ?j The only dread we call have over then, is, that we can discharge 
them and send them about their business at any time. 
1133. Can you not exercise the same discretion with regard to seamen? Yes, but some-
tinis-s we find it very difficult to get seamen at places where our vessels may go. They are 
not alw:tys to he had. 
11.31. J3a you can punish seamen at present in any port where your vessels arrive, if there 
is it Bench of Magistrates in the place, and the men are found guilty of any offence, without 
bringing then, hack to Sydney ? Yes. 
11:35. Would the same provision not exist if they were not under this Act? There is 
always 'si much trouble attached to those things that persons prefer to put up with a good 
deal of inconvenience rather than go to time trouble, and sometimes much annoyance, 
Cs1 aeial ly iii it foreign put. 
1136. Are you aware of the irn,do in whi(Ii agreements are diawn up between seamen and 
their employers ? Am I aware how they are drawn up 
1137. Yes, the form ? Of the articles? 
1138. Yes, the lb-ni of the articles—are the articles mutually binding? No, I should not 
say that they ivele exactly mutually binding, neither can I see how it is possible that they 
can be. 

11:39. 

' Nora ( t?or,eclioa by n-liners on rcinsionj :—'l'hu law is dilThrcnt with foreign-going vessels and 
Jlome.tra Ic ships. In the ]attcr you are allowed, &c. 

t Nor's (IJjj witness on revkion) —1 did answer that question, that the circun,stanccs were different. 
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James Munro, 1189. What difficulty would exist? In the first pace for the sake of the sailors, for one Esq. 
thing, that they may have a permanency for a time; the articles would be signed say for 
three months. That would not do for steam vessels if it were binding, hocause a vessel 

19 Mai, 1861. might be laid up to-morrow and you would be obliged to keep these men employed for three 
months. The vessel might make only one or two voyages, and then be laid up, and it is 
necessary to make the sailor understand that, although he signs the articles for three months, 
if there is not sufficient employment he can be discharged after three voyages ; two voyages 
are generally specified. 

1140. Is the same advantage held out to the seaman? The seaman understands it when 
he signs the agreement. 
1141. Does be understand that lie can leave at the end of two voyages if he thinks proper? 
Oh, yes; they never have any trouble in that respect. They leave when they like; we 
never think of keeping a person who is dissatisfied on board of any of our vessels. 
1142. Has that never been done in your emp]oy? Not to my knowledge. It may possibly 
sometimes occur and I not be aware of it. A man may go to the master and say, " I want 
my discharge," and the master may say, "I am not going to give you your discharge now, 
you may stop until it is convenient." A man might be bothered at times; but generally 
when they ask for it they get it. 
1143. You say that the signing for three months is an advantage to seamen? No doubt it is; 
it saves them two shillings; if they have to sign oftener they will have to pay the two shil-
lings oftcner. 
1144. Then it is only with regard to the payment of the two shillings that you consider it 
an advantage to the seamen? I do not know that it is of much advantage otherwise. It 
saves trouble on both sides. 
1145. Are there any definite hours for seamen to labour, or any recognized rules? Well, 
I never saw any. When there is nothing particular to do they generally work from six to 
six; there are cases of emergency when they are obliged to work at other hours. 
1146. Do they receive any recompense for work during those extra hours? No, none. 
1147. Is it customary to allow extra wages in other employments when men work extra 
hours? I believe it is; but they are not articled by time month. 
1148. So that it would appear that this is a disadvantage to the seamen. By being articled 
by the month they get no extra pay for extra work? No, they get no extra pay, and never 
have done since I can recollect. When there is work to do they have to do it, generally 
speaking; there is a regular routine. They go to work at six in the morning, have an hour 
for breakfast, and an hour for dinner. They have half-an-hour for grog at half-past eleven, 
and at four o'clock; they knock off at six. Circumstances may arise that a lighter comes along-
side the vessel and must be discharged that night; then they set the men to work, and they 
discharge the vessel, but possibly in some eases they give a little leisure at other times to 
make up for it. 
1149. in your employ, if vessels were to arrive at eleven or twelve o'clock at night, with 
cargo on board, would you think it right to make the men discharge it, notwithstanding 
that they had been employed during the day? We never have done. 
1150. But would you consider it just to do so? It would not be just, neither would I con-
sider it requisite, excepting under particular circumstances. 
1151. Should time men refuse to work at such a time would you consider it a proper case to 
be punished by law? You sec the articles state that they are to obey all lawful commands. 
That is a lawful command. 
1152.- Is there any exemption from that lawful conunand? Not that I am aware of. 
1153. Sickness? Certainly: 
1154. Over-exertion? Oh, over-exertion They are never over-exerted. 
1155. It is impossible for it seaman to be over-exerted? Yes; they take care of that. 
1156. We have board of a case before this Committee, where it seaman has been from five 
o'clock in the morning until twelve o'clock at night, on duty—at times discharging, and at 
times taking on board cargo; and being the rest of the time at sea. On arriving at, the 
wharf the lawful command was issued, to discharge all the cargo? Possibly it nmay.be  the 
case in some instances. 
1157. The men in this instance—although it appears from what you said previously, to be 
impossible—pleaded fatigue and impossibility to proceed further with the work. Was that 
lawful command? Possibly not. I do not hold out for the enforcement of these things, 
but if there are laws to go by they must stick to them you know. 
1158. I think you stated that the reason for the present provision of the law, relating to the 
discharging of seamen, was in consequence of the laying up of ships, which would otherwise 
subject the owners to considerable loss in having to pay seamen, when their services were 
not required? I do not say ships generally. 
1159. Steamboats? Yes, steanmboat. 
1160. With regard to these has it been a custom, in the employment, to discharge men 
when those circumstances have not existed, to which you have referred. When steamboats 
have not been laid up have not agreements been broken through in the middle, iii order 
that the men might be re-engaged, or the services of others secured at a reduced rate of 
wages? It has been done. 
1161. Do you consider that an advantage to the seamen? No. 
1162. That is not one of the advantages to the seamen which you enumerated? No; it is 
not an advantage at all. 
1163. Have you prevented the crews of vessels from leaving when wages have risen in the 
middle of an agreement? Not that I can recollect. 
1164. Is it possible for you to do so by law? Yes, it is possible, but I do not think we 
should go to that extreme. 1165. 
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1165. But it is possible? It is possible. James Munro, 
1106. And it is impossible for the man to leave in the same circumstances? It is not Esq. 

impossible. 
1167. I mean, without coming under the law in both instances, of course? The law states 19 Mar., I8C1. 
that it is an infringement of the law for a man to do so. 
1108. He is subject to punishment? He is subject to punishment. 
1169. Consequently the articles are not mutual? They are not mutual. 
1170. I; it desirable that they should be so? Not unless you ship the men under a different 
head altogether. Not unless you ship them for short periods, or voyages, and do not state 
any time; then it can be done. 
1171. In England in engaging seamen by the month, the ship is liable to certain forfeitures 
providing they break agreement with the seamen? In foreign-going ships. 
1172. Yes—you state thatyour experience is in reference to foreign-going ships. Does any 
such provision exist here? I am not acquainted with foreign-going ships here. I am only 
acquainted with steamers here. 
1i73. Steamers going from here to Melbourne, which may be termed foreign? You can 
scarcely term them foreign when they are here twice a week. 
1174. Steamers go from England to France twice a day, do they not? Yes. I imagine 
that the Home-trade articles are kept up in those steamers as in the coasting  vessels 
generally. 
11.75. 1 think you will find that they come under the provision of foreign-going vessels? 
It is a thing thoroughly impossible that they can come under the same head. Steamboats 
are sit.rLated in such a way that it is impossible for the proprietors to know whether a vessel 
will break down to-morrow, and are they to keep paying these men. 
1176. The question is, why should not the seaman be allowed to leave in the same way, and 
by the same law, that allows the master to discharge hint? There is no reason why it 
should not be done. When they wish to go we always let them go. 
1177. Are you acquainted with the lodging of seamen? No. 
1178. Ia the course of your experience in London have you known any licensed lodging- 
houses for seamen? No, I do not know anytlnng at all about that matter. 
1179. have you any opinion in reference to tim lodging of seamen? No, I know nothing 
about their lodging-houses generally. I have been inside Sailors' Homes in England, and I 
consider them first-rate establishments. As to the other lodging-houses I know nothing 
about them. 
11.80. Are you aware that a law exists here compelling seamen to lodge in one particular 
class of houses, termed boarding-houses for seamen? All I know about it is from seeing 
cases in the papers about some persons being pulled up. 
1181. If such a state of things does exist would you consider it just? To have licensed 
boarding-houses? 
1182. To have seamen restricted to one particular class of houses? Certainly not. A 
sailor, has a right to spend his money where he likes, the same as any one else, so long as be 
behnves himself. 
1183. Are you aware whether seamen are mixed up in gaol, when put there for minor 
offenees—such as drunkenness and disobedience of lawful commands—with thieves and men 
of the worst character? That I do not know. 
1184. If it should be so, would you consider it objectionable? Certainly; it would only 
make them a good deal worse than they are. Generally speaking, sailors are not bad, they 
only want proper leading. 
1185. Sailors, as a class, are willing to do their work? Generally speaking, they are, but 
like other people they try to take advantage occasionally. If they can take an advantage 
they will do it, as much as any one else. 
1186. Is there any reason why special legislation should exist for the engagement of seamen 
any more than for any other class of men? But can you tell me what other class of men 
you speak of? We do not want any engagement for mechanics and others; they are hired 
by the day; you can tell them to go about their business to-morrow, if you do not want 
them any longer; hat with a sailor, you wish him to serve you at least until the voyage is 
completed. If you had the Home Trade Act for the coasting vessels here, you could ship 
your men again after each voyage, if it were requisite. 
1187. We have had evidence given before this Committee to shew that seamen at home pay 
the shipping fee once in twelve months? That is in the Home trade 
1188. No, in the St. :Petersburgh trade—in the steamboats? Once in twelve months? 
1.189. Yes? That is almost a coasting trade. It is just running there and back again. 
It would only take about a week or ten days. 
1190. It is something more than coasting, is it not, to go from null to St. Petershurgh 
With a steamer the time occupied is little more than a vessel would take to run round the 
coast of England to Ireland and back again. In fact it is quicker. 
1191. Are you aware why the provision was introduced into the Imperial Act to enable 
them to change seamen from one vessel to another? No; I know that on one occasion 
some of the large shipowners in London had a number of ships lying at Calcutta. One 
vessel was to be dispatched before the others, and they wished to transfer to it some men 
from another vessel. The men refused, in many instances, and I think some legislation 
took place on that occasion, and men were compelled to work on board other vessels 
belonging to the same owner when required. When this took place I really cannot say. 
1192. Are you aware whether this rule applies to the coal trade on the ThameA-do you 
know anything about that trade? I think they have a system there of shipping a crew 
merely for the run, say to Newcastle or to London. The men then leave the vessel. She 

is 
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TamcsMiwro, is left to herself, with the exception of probably a boy or two, and another crew is shipped 
sq. to take her back again, when the ovals are discharged. Sometimes those vessels wait so 

long in the Thames that the men make more money by this arrangement, and the owner is 
t Mac., 1661. also benefited in a greater degree. 

1103. Are you aware of any other reason? No. 
1194. Do you not know that the crew,  are not allowed to discharge a cargo of coals in the 
Thames? I knew that was the ease many years ago, but I did not think of it. 
1195. It is found to be all advantage to the seamen to change from the full vessel into the 
empty one? This was long before the steam colliers were invented. 
1106. The whipping, of course, has always been in vogue? Yes—since I it as a bay at 

least. 
1197. So that that would reader it necessary to get in Act for the transfer of seamen from 
one collier to another, and that would be a mutual advantage to the owners and the seamen 
This running system, to which I have alluded, has only been in vogue ten or twelve years. 
Before that, the crew-s remained on board the vessels, and went back with them. In London 
River they had to anchor, and wait their turn for a length of time—possibly for a month. 
Thea they got the system of takinir Inca by the run—up in one vessel and down in another. 
1198. By Mi. sStewa,t: And then, as soon as the boats come to anchor - ? The men 
are not required. 
1109. This system results in a saving to the owner ? Yes, and also to the seamen. 
1200. By the Ckuir,oaa You think the way in which labourers are commonly engaged 
would apply also to the engaging of seamen ? I think not. 
1201. Not for the Celonial trade—not for the Hunter River trade? Possibly it might 
do for the ilunter River trade, because they are here and there every day. It might 
answer the same purpose—paying daily wages. 
1202.. Is there no other complaint than the mere fact of the money with regard to the 
shipping ? The complaint has always been on the side of the owner. We have many 
times lost the services of the sailors for a whole day, especially when the gold fields here 
were in vogue. The sailors would go away to sign the articles, and pessibry they would 
never see them again. Although they had signed articles they would never come near, and 
Nye did not take the trouble to punish them in any way, as we ought to have done. They 
had gone off on a drunken freak, and we could get other men in their place. 
1203.. Who is it that finds the crews of your vessels in provisions ? Sometimes the 
captains; othibr vessels have providores. The captains, at one time, all had the finding of 
the vessels; but these last two or three years the Melbourne boats have been found by 
providors. 
1204.. In the ease of the 3loreton Bay vessels, who finds the food for the crew? The 
niasters. 
1205. What system is in vogue in the finding? The articles are signed that they are to 
have as much as they can eat svithout waste. 
1206. Which supposes, of course, that it is of good quality? Certainly. 
1207. Have there been any complaints with regard to provisions in the boats in that trade? 

No. I have heard sailors e,,mla in—no, not sa.i has—firemen complain, about eating biscuit 
on board the 11  Yarra Yarra." 
1208. Bq Al. N/ewui /: About eating biscuit instead of bread ? Yes. 
1200. They did not complain of any deficiency? No. 
1210. B, the LThei'm',ii You are not aware of any other complaint. If a complaint were 
made would you think it necessary to discharge the man on account of that complaint? 
Discharge the man 
1.211. Yes, on account of the complaint? No, you could not discharge a man for com-

plaining. 
1212. I find the case of complaint is not there was not a sufficiency, but that that which 
was put out to tat was unt for use ? You are alluding to tIme ease of Captain O'Reilly, I 

presume. 
1213. Captain OReilly's, or rather Captain Reilly's name appers? As far as lean under-
stand that ease., the vessel was bound for Moreton Bay. In the m

a
orning they killecPa sheep. 

The we.tther was excessively hot, and by the evening, before the meat could be eaten, it 
hccnn to taint. But that has nothing to do with the discharging of the inca. 
1211. The evidence here says, " The meat was atiaking for too daya ' ? I think there 
mast be siuething wrong there, because Captmm in O'Reilly told inc that the sheep was killed 
in the mnariIiIl!Z and thmt hefons evening it was tainted. 
121 . Is not the mall hkly to g e as correct 'i statement as Captain O'Reilly ? But has 
that anything to do with the discharging of fliv men'? If you will allow me to explain to 
you the eircotm,stauces of that case I will. 
1216. Most decidedly ? The time of the crew had expired. I went to the Shippin! Office 
with Captain O'Reilly, as it is nccessary for the Cptain to put his nanje to the articles. 
While Ave were eomnnmcnei ag too 1h ip the ni en, one person, who was the worse for lb1 uor, 

said, Well, Captain, who t about the provi sioii 5 7 " Captain O'Reilly said, 1,  What about 

them my 'i'm' mm 7'' Oit," lie sl i d . ore we to have bet tel' 1'rovisu ins ' C aji t si a O'Reilly 
said, " The provsioiis are as good as I can give you if you do not like to go in the ship 
you can leave. This was before they signed the articles. 
1217. We have evidence here given by the engineer ? You will aljow inc to explain. 
Upon this the engineer said, " Oh, if that man Icoves, they will all have ''—which 1 think 
was thoroqghiy uncalled for on tire engined"s part. I spoke to Captain O'Reilly, and 
referred him to the manager, who told him to discharge all those men who were dissatisfied. 
Captain O'Reilly, I believe, has a uanme for hating his vessel well found at all times. This 

is 
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is the first complaint I have heard during the whole seven years he has been in those boats. James Mnmø, 
1218. liq  Mr S'ewoit: And this complaint just alluded to is the only one? Yes-this 

Esq. 

man who was half tipsy said, '' What about the provisions.? 
1219. 13, the Vhcirrnon: What is the name of this man? I do not know. 19 Mar1B61. 

1220. But there is no evidence here about what you state concerning the eninen? I am 
stating facts 
1221. By iIr. Lewis: Is not there some inspector to inspect the quantity and quality of the 
provisions? The vessels are found in this way The captain takes on board the ship salt 
meat; bet it is berjtth these parties to eat salt most, and so the captain takes also a number 
of sheep on board and kills them as they are repiired. Captain O'Reilly was getting near 
to M.oroton Bay, and it happened to turn out very hot, and it sheep got spoiled on his hands, 
or a little tainted. If the men had gone to the captain and said that the sheep was bad he 
would have seen into the matter. 
1222. By Mr. Stewart: Did you not hear of this before? No. 
1293. By the (ha,r,nan i Would it have been the duty of the nien to complain to yen? No, 
to the captain, and he would have had it rectified. 
1224. Pu you know that they did not complain to the captain? lain not aware. I think 
not, because I heard the captain say, "'Why did you not come to me and complain, and not 
go and complain in that manner in the Shipping Office?" The Captain, I think, did quite 
right. He said, " My man, if you don't like to go in the vessel you can leave." How 
would any person like to be accused by a half-drunken person, in the Shipping Office, of 
giving had provisions? I believe Captain O'Reilly has always been in the habit of giving 
as good provisions as are to be obtained in any ship leaving this port. 
1225. We are not putting Captain O'Reilly on his defence-we are asking who does find 
these vessels? Captain o'Reilly finds that vessel, and Captain Bell the " Ya.rra Yarra." 
1226- We find by the evidence given before this Committee that this state of things existed 
for two days, consequently the remarks you have made cannot apply? I was told one day 
that - 
1227. And that on one of those days the ship lay at Moreton Bay? Well, if that had 
been represented to the captain he would have seen that the men had proper food. 
1228. Also that the men did complain, but that time captain was not on board? The captain 
was not on hoard! Well, it is left with the steward, and the steward would have got them 
good provisions. 
1229. So that it is perfectlypossible that these complaints might have been made and not 
have reached the captain ? Yes. 
1230. What is the office of Shipping Master established for if not to receive complaints made 
by the men, as stated in the law ? But the men were at liberty. They were not bound to 
the ship. 
1231. But you have stated, I think, that the Shipping Office was not the proper place to 
make a complaint. As it is there that they agree about the provisions, it must he the 
proper place to complain? No, the magistrate is the proper person to complain to in a ease 
of that kind.* 
1232. The magistrate and not the Shipping Master? In a ease of grievance of that kind 
he should apply to a magistrate for redress. The Shipping Master cannot interfere. 
1233. Will you point out that provision? About applying to a magistrate ?t 
1934. Yes? I have not overhauled the Act for a length of time. 
1235. 5o that although you say so you are not aware. The evidence runs thus: " The 
meat was stinking for two days. At the Shipping Office we coniplaiacd to Captain 
O'Reilly about the provisions. We were all told to go about our business 1" That is 
wrong. 
1236. One of the men said, "If I sin under those articles for three months, and have the 
same sort of provisions, 11 shall be starved before the time is out ? " There was never 
such a word said. I have stated to you exactly what occurred-word for word. 
1237. B1 if,.. .S'tewa,'(: Are you aware whether there is any clause in the Act under which 
a seaman could get redress in that way? Not that I know of, but whenever a sailor has 
any complaint to snake he can refer to a magistrate. 
1238. And unless some redress were given he would not ship with the captain again? 
They can make the captain pay for deficiency of provisions or for their bad quality. It has 
been dune in many instances where the provisions have been proved to be bad. 
1239. By  the (Th.airnman : I think you are alluding now to time English Act. You will find 
according to Mr. Shorter's evidence that that does not exist in the Colonial Act? The 
English law? 
1210. That the English law, in that respect, does not exist here? I do not know. 
1241. When I made the remark previously I did so with a knowledge of that fact, and 
when you contradicted it I thonght you had some fresh authority? No. 
1242. By 3k. Stew qrt. You are not aware whether there is any clause to enable seamen 
to get redress for any deficiency ? Only from the Home law. 
1243. By the Chairman : Do you consider that captains are the proper persons to supply 
ships in this way? Yes. 
1244. Was it not found objectionable in the Melbourne trade ? Never. 
1246. Is the providorc system found to work well in that trade ? Very well; but the 
captains appeared to have no more to do with it before than now. 
1246. But does not the profit go to the captain ? Yes. 

1.247. 

Nova (By  wünees on revision) -In port inch complaints should be rna4e to the master, failing 
him, to the maoagcr of the compamiy, or owner, and if no redress is obtaiued then refer to a mnistrate. 

t Nora (By witness on revision) :-Clause 232, Imperial Act. 
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James Munro, 1247. Would not the captain be a fairer arbiter were the ship found by a providore and the 
q. profit did not accrue to himself? It is natural that it should be so. 

1248. Seeing then that the captain has the profit arising from the finding of the seamen 
19 Mar., 1861. and passengers, and also the power of discharging them if they grumble —? He has no 

power to discharge them for grumbling. As I told you before, these men were discharged 
already, and if they did not like to go in the ship again still that was no reason why they 
should bring up their grievance at the Shipping Office.* 
1249. By Mr. Lewis: They might like the ship very well although they might not approve 
of the provisions? Well, I have told you that I never heard a complaint before, and if the 
meat unfortunately got tainted, the captain might have escaped their censure that time at 
any rate. 
1250. By the Chairman: How long had these men been in the service of the Company? 
They had been on and off, just making a convenience of it. 
1251. We find from the evidence, that some of these men had been continuously in the ser-
vice for five years ? They are here to-da9 and gone to-morrow, in most cases. 
1252. Do you think that these men would state that they had been longer in the service 
than they really had been? As I told you before, they are changing every day.j 
1253. But where they have given direct evidence that they have been constantly employed 
in one service, do you think they would state that whioh was not the fact? I do not think 
there is any such thing as any of those men having been continuously employed in the ser-
vice of the Company. 
1254, Have you any means of ascertaining? Yes, it can he found out with a good deal of 
labour by overhauling the articles. 
1255. Would you have any objection to furnish it as an appendix to your evidence? I do 
not think I can find time. 
1256. in that case, if you have no objection, I will obtain the information for you from the 
Shipping Office? Very well. 
1257. Would you have any objection, then, to receive it as an appendix to your evidence? 
I do not think I recollect of any of the men having been successively in the employ of the 
Company for five years. 
1258. But if I obtain this information for you, will you then adopt it as an appendix to 
your evidence? You can do what you like with it. I am only stating what I think is the 
fact. These men can state that they have been so long in the service of the Company. 
1259. If these men have been so long in the service of the Company, would not that be a 
guarantee of their respectability—their desire to remain permanently, and their general 
good character? The fact is this, they just make use of the Company. If they can better 
themselves to-morrow they will go. 
1260. In other words, they make use of the Company, as the Company makes use of them? 
Exactly, when they want them. 
1261. Then you consider that length of service is no guarantee of character in your Com-
pany? If the men do not behave themselves they are discharged. 
1.262. Consequently, if they are there for a certain number of years the reverse would be 
inferred? No doubt about that. 
1263. Therefore, if these men had been continuously employed for a lengthened period prior 
to this it would establish the fact that they were not the discontented men which they are 
represented to be in a former part of this evidence? I did not say that they were discon-
tented, I merely said that they complained of the provisions in that particular ease. 
1264. And were discharged for so doing? They were discharged previously. Their three 
months had expired, and they went there purposely to get their discharge. 
1265. Had it not been for this complaint, would those men have been employed again 
I believe they would. The whole of them might have gone there and then if this man had 
not made the complaint. I believe the whole of them would have gone again only for the 
engineer—with the exception of that one man—who was intoxieated4 
1266. You appear to speak with great stress in reference to the engineer; have you any 
reason to do so? No; I state what is the fact. 
1267. Then you know as a fact that these men would have shipped again had it not been 
for the engineer? Yes; they came and asked for their discharges one by one. 
1268. Then they had not been discharged? The discharges were made out and left there, 
and any man on asking for his discharge had it given to him. If they ship again these 
discharges are handed to Captain Shorter to shew that the men are engaging again. 
1269. Have you any further suggestions to offer to the Committee in reference to the subject 
of this inquiry? I think that two shillings is too much to pay for the discharging and 
shipping of seamen, and that one shilling would be quite sufficient. 
1270. Sufficient to pay for their registration? Yes. 

WEDNESDAY, 

Norn (Addendum by witness on revision) :—Without having first complained to the master or 
Owner. 

t Norx (Addesdum by witness on revision) —If any had been so long, it is the strongest proof 
they had no cause to complain of the provisions. 

Not's (Addendum by witness on revision) —It was notfor making a complaint, but for doing so 
in the first instance at the Shipping Office, and that on the eve of the departnre of the steamer, without 
baying previously complained to the master or manager. Had they taken the proper course, and not 
have attempted tc  o]sfruct the service of the Company, I believe they would all have signed the 
articles agaiu. 
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WEDNESDAF 27 )ILIRCH, 1861. 

flrcøcnt :— 
Ma. DOUGLAS, Mn. STEWART, 
Mn. LEWIS, j CAPT. 1011 LUtTY. 

DANIEL C. DALGLEISII, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

Mr. Alexander Mime called in and examined 

1271. By the Ch.air,naa What are you? I was brought up to the sea, but I have not Mr. A. Mime. 
followed it for the last fourteen years. I have worked along shore, 
1.272. flare you any knowledge of the working of the Seamens Act as it exists in this 27 Mar., JSGL 
Colony? I have, slightly. 
1273. Have you any statement to make with regarcLto it? I have through working along 
shore, loading ,It with wool and so on, seen what I consider to be a great evil in the 
system of licensing boarding-houses, and 1 have heard in conversing with feliow-seanien 
pretty general complaints about the tax imposed—particularly among those employed on 
coasters—of two shillings for their discharges. Another thing that is felt pretty 
sideral dy is the worse than passport system that is exercised upon seamen by policemen. I 
refer to their liability to being arrested when walking through the streets merely, without 
any authority whatever from the anagistratos. 
1274. Have you known eases of that kind? I have. I know a couple of men, citizens, 
who were going to see sonic friend off to Parramatta some time ago ; they were actually 
stopped at the railway station and fetched back as runaway seamen, merely because they 
were, like mysi. If, men working along ,hom'e, and there were warrants out for men who 
slightly answered to their description. They were locked up until their wives went to the 
lock-np and identified them. 
1975. You say that men employed on coasters complain of having to pay two shillings for 
their discharges—how do you propoe to remedy that ? I think the Masters' and Servants' 
Act is quite sufficient for all purposes. I think this is it tax equally oppressive upon owners 
and upon seamen. I think there onglit not to be this tax upon seamen any more than upon 
the labour of any other class in the comninnity. I think the 3lasters' and Servants' Act in 
operation in this Colony is quite sufficient for the coasting trade. 
1276. Would you propose to ah,olisli the Shipping Office altogether with regard to the coasting 
trade of the Colony? I would. 
1.277: Do you think there is any protection for seamen in it ? I do not. Whatever pro-
teetlon it affords is, [think, quite the other way. 
1278. how long liaie you been in this Colony? I came here on the 20th February, 1842. 
1279. In what capacity have you been employed si mice ? I was in the coasting trade till 
within the last fourteen years. Dnring thee years and a half I was in the U overnmnen I 
service as boatman to the civil eligineci of Cockatoo island. I resigned that about six 
years ago. 
1230. Are you aware of the prevalence of the system of crimping at one time in the 
Colony? I believe it never existed to a greater extent than at the present moment. 
1281. Will you explain what you mean ? I do not mean to say that it extends to all the 
boarding-houses, there are exceptions, but I believe many of them keep on one or two 
persons expressly for the purpose of crimping seamen. I have seen, when I have been 
working on hoard ships, a man cone lounging about, perhaps smoking his pipe, or fishing, 
get into a. conversation with the seamen, and then drop it - 
1282. You mean that he gets into a cursory conversation with some of the men ? Yes 
how the ship is carried an—what sort of officers they are on board--hmow the men are 
treated—what, wages they are paid. Perhaps if the seaman has shewn the least ilisaffection 
to the ship, he is met coming on shore at night, taken to a neighbouring public-house. 
The man will then ask, '' how much is due to you? Why do you step when the wages 
of coasters are so much ? " Perhaps telling him ten or fifteen shillings mire than the wages 
of the port. " Well, I would leave if I could get away." "All right, put your clothes in 
such a place." It is all agreed between them and perhaps there is some ci mnvenicnt wood-
boat, or some convenient small coaster that Jack is put on board. Should there be a good 
reward offered the man is pinned by the police ; but if you look over the pipers you never 
find the conviction of the party who has harhoured him. 
1283. You say there are no convictions of the parties harbouring? Very seldom. 1 do 
not mean to say there are none—the conviction is the exception not the rule. 
1284. It would appear from your evidence that there must be some connivance between the 
boarding-house keepers, these crimping people, whoever they may be, and the police'? I 
merely express what I believe to be the fact—that if you take notice of the papers you will - 
seldom see the ease of a penalty being imposed upon the party that harboitred the loan. 
1285. By Ilk. Stewart Do you think cases occur where men induce seamen to leave their 
ships with the object of getting the reward for their apprehension ? I believe seamen are 
induced to inn away from their ships, and that these boarding-house niasters mnmmke use of 
them to suit their own purposct. If a good reward is offered he is bustled out of the house 
with '' Here are the police," and the police are laid on his track, or else the police are made 
nequainted with the flict, and the money is then divided between the parties. My reason 
for making this statement is this —I happened to be in Quebec in 1839 ; the place was 
under martial law, and I, with seine of my shipmates, had gone on shore ; we were informed 
that we must return on hoard at nine, or we should be placed under arrest; we were sitting 
round a table, as sailors will, having a glass of grog, and talking of two or three other ships 

70—I that 
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Mr. A. MOre, that had caine in ; a man Caine in, dressed in plain clothes, and said in French to the 
landlord—" Where are them birds?" He says, " Three doors further up, in the garret." 

27 Mar., 1861. 1286. You understand French ? Yes, I speak French fluently—at least, I could in them 
days. 1 mentioned to my companions that the gun was gone, and that we had better go on 
board. " Oh no, there is no occasion for you to go on board, remain where you are—so long 
as you do not make any noise the policemen will not disturb you." That was seeing we 
had money to spend. In about another hour the twenty-six were walked off to the watch-
house, to be dismissed the next nwrning. N0 doubt the same system is carried on here. 
1287. JT:n-e you anything to suggest, in order to remedy the evil of which you complain 
I do not know of any positive remedy, but I think any seaman coining home ought to have 
the right of lodging where lie liked. For instance, I might have a brother who was follow-
ing th0 sea, and I should think it a great hardship if, when be came here, I could not have 
hint to lodge in my house without being  liable to a penalty. 
1288. You do not so much find fault with the system of licensing houses as of compelling 
seamen to go to those houses:' Certainly; I think when the Seamen's flame is erected, it 
will stop a great deal of this crimping  system. 
1289. B,1 (krpian Jloriartg: You have cited cases where the system in operation has led to 
the abstraction of men from the ships to which they have belonged, by crimps or some persons 
connected with boarding-houses --- does not that shew you the necessity of sonic mode of 
registering seamen—? I do not know any system that cannot be evaded. In Quebec, 
when the place was under martial law, there was the most rigid surveillance, and every one 
who was out after nine o'olock was liable to be locked up, without lie had a passport from 
time military authorities, and yet crimping was carried on. My opinion is, that the binding 
down of seamen by a number of laws, more severe than those which are imposed upon any 
other class of 11crMajesty's subjects tends to their absconding. 1 believe these very 
prohibitive laws causes men to leave their ships. 
1290. You think restrictions on liberty in any way tends to create a disposition to resist ? 
I do. 

Mr. Thomas Stewart called in and examined:— 
Mr. T. 1.291. BY the U'mairrnaa : You are a shipowner? Yes. 
Steamt, 1299. Are you acruainted with the Shipping Office in this port? Yes. 

1293. Have you any statement to make with regard to it? It gives a deal of trouble to 
27 Mm,, 186 • vessels trading eoastwise, to Melbourne, Moreton Bay, and New Zealand. It is very 

troublesome to have to take hands down to the Shipping Office to ship them there. 
1994. flow do voll propose to remedy that ? By shipping them omm board the vessels, getting 
them to simn on board, and then taking them, when they are at leisure, with the captain, 
to the Shipping Master to acknowledge their signatures. 
1995. You would still retain the Shipping Ofliec? Yes. I think it is a service to merchant 
vessels, but not to vessels trading on this coast. 
1296. You mean to English and foreign merchant vessels? Yes. 
1297. I think the provisions of the Imperial Act extend to them? It is no benefit to 
coasters whatever, 

1.298. What do you principally complain of? There is the detention caused by going 
there to ship your men. If a large vessel is shipping men you are kept waiting about all 
day and if you ship a man without going to the Shipping Office, and be works seven or 
eight days without signing the articles, lie call demand days pay for the time lie his been 
on board Another objection is, that if I engage a man on the wharf and take him down 
to sian, there are a number of hangers about time Police Office who will maltreat him if lie 
is willing to engage at less wages than they tell him are the wages of the port. I have 
myself seen men assaulted for that reason. 
1299. Do you employ any other than seamen's labour ? I employ tradesmen sometimes. 
1300. In what way do you engage theam ? By the day or by the job. 
1301. Or by the week? No, mostly by the day or by the job; perhaps there is not a 
weelfs work for them. 
1302 Do they sign any articles? No. 
1303. Do you find any difficulty in keeping these men, or in getting anything you require 
to have done, done by them ? N0; sometimes they get on the spree. 
1304. Have you any reason to think that seamen require articles more than tradesmen ? 
I think they do, more than 'tradesmen. 
1305. Have you ally reason for thinking so? Yes, I think they want something to bind 
them, br they often refuse work, and say, " It is none of my work." 
1306. Is there ally reason why seamen should be bound, more than any other particular 
class ? They may refuse work, and say it is none of their work, for instance, they might 
refuse to lend a hand to a draymnan to get heavy goods off his dray for cargo. 
1307. Does the Shipping Act give any relief in such eases? Yes; the articles bind down 
the amen to protect cargo both on board and on shore. If they were not bound by their 
articles, sailors would, if told to unload a. dray, turn round and say it was not their place. 
I.M. Are goods cargo before they are on the wharf and signed for as being freight for the 
ship? No, they are not cargo, but the men are expected to lend a hand if -a drayman brings 
down a, load of heavy goods for cargo. 
1309. If a tradesman employed by you were to say in answer to some order that it was not 
his work, what would be your answer? I should tell him to go about his business. 
1310. If a seamen did so what should prevent your doing the same in his case? I might 

do 
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do the same thing, but it would put me to great inconvenience; I might do it every hour Mr. T. 
of the day, and discharge all hands. I might be engaging and discharging hands allday. Stc't. 

1311. And yet you find with other persons labouring ii' different capacities that that does ' 
not occur? If I engage a man for six months, three months, or one month, I have an 27 Mar., 1561. 

agreement with him. 
1312. Do you require to go to a Shipping Master or a Police Magistrate with that agree- 
ment ? No. 
1313. Is there any reason why a seaman should be treated differently from another man in 
this respect There is no reason at all why the agreement could not be made on board 
ship as well as before a Shipping Master. 
1314. Do you complain of the charges? The charges are high ; and I do not Sec why, if 
both master and man are willing to re-engage at the end of their term, they should be put 
to the expense of two shilliags each. 
1315. Do you not observe, that if your plan were adopted of signing the ship's articles on 
board, and afterwards of taking the men before the Shipping Nosier in order that they 
might acknowledge their signatines, it would be necessary to maintam the staff of the office, 
and that, therefore, paynient must be made to meet the expense ? The articles aught be 
signed as they were fonnerly, on board ship, and no Shipping Master was then required. 
1316. And no charge was made ? And no charge was mode ; the captain made out ii is own 
articles, and the men signed before witnesses. There was then no trouble or delay ; the men 
came down to the vessel, and if they wanted berths, they could sign articles and you could 
nroeeed to sea the next day, or that night. 
1317. By Captain Moriarty: They could go to sea that night? Yes; perhaps that night. 
1318. By the Chairmen : You complain of the loss of time? Yes. 
1319. Do you know anything of the lodging of seamen? No, 1 do not. 
1320. P0 you hear any complaints of the licensed lodging-houses? Yes I hear the 
mates and men ('loaplain tlm.t they cannot lodge with their friends without their friends 
being punished for taking thent in as lodgers. 
1321. By friends you do not mean relations? No, friends; and in the same way they 
complain that they cannot lodge with their relations, those who have any. 
1322. Is it against the licensing of lodging-houses you object, or against the men being 
compelled to go to these houses The compelling ppie to go to these houses. 
1323. By Captala Moriarty: You seem to be of opinion that the proper course would be to 
allow seamen to ship on board coasters even when they were about to go to sea on the 
same niirht ? If it were requisite. 
1324. Would not that facilitate desertion from other ships? It would be necessary that 
they should produce discharges from the ships they had left. 
1325. 'What guarantee would there be that the discharge was a true discharge? 1 do not 
know that there would be any guarantee. 
1326. You would perhaps require that it should be indorsed by the Shipping Master, the 
Water Police Magistrate, or the Collector of Customs ? Yes 
1327. Then you would require that there should be a regular discharge from the master of 
the last ship in which the man had served, certified by some, person whose signature you 
knew? Yes ; all the discharges should be signed by the captain, and witness m ed by soe 
other person. The captain could always get a witness to his signature, as was formerly the 
ease when the men signed articles on board. There were then witnesses to the discharges, 
and also to the payment of money. 
1328. By the Ultairman : In that ease, there would be the same protection against forgery 
as exists in the case of other documents—the person committing the forgery would be 
liable to prosecution—there would be the same protection as the banks and other institu-
tions now have? Yes; the certificate of discharge should be signed by the captain and it 
witness. 
1329. By Captain Moriarty: That is, supposing everything is done in it straightforward, 
honest way ? Yes; the parties would be liable to be punished for forgery, and if the 
captain signs a fidse discharge he should be punished as well as the man. 
1.330. You think it of importance that, the nature of the contract entered into between 
the owner or master of the ship and the seamen should be distinctly specified, that the 
parties should understand the terms upon which the agreement was made? Yes. 

Mr. James 3lcrrimau called and examined :- 

1331. By the Chairman : Are you a shipowner? I am. Mr. J. 
1332. Have you any statement to make with regard to the Shipping Office of the Colony as Mcrriman 
it exists at present? I do not know a great deal about the working of it, but I think the ,. 
masters of ships ought to be summoned to give evidence about it. All I know is, that it 27 Mar., 1861. 
causes great detention to shipping. It is now necessary to go to the Shipping Oflice to ship 
men; I have myself gone down to ship a crew, and have been unable to get one man. The 
crimps now stop the men from shipping, whereas, if they were allowed to sign articles on 
board the vessel, as they used to do, a crew might be slnpped without any trouble whatever. 
I have known a vessel to be detained it week for want of men. 
1333. Is there any reason why there should be so much special legislation for seamen? I 
do not see it. I think the restrictions are, in a great many cases, very severe, and that 
these make the men worse than otherwise they would be. 
1334. Are you prepared to offer any suggestion to remedy this state of thinzs? I have 
none, except to allow the men to ship as they used to do. 

1335. 
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Mr. J. 1336. Would you abolish the qhipping Office as far as coasting vessels are concerned? 
Merriman, Yes; I think the men themselves wonifagree with that, 

1336. As an owner, do you suffer considerable loss? We do at times. 
27 Mar., 1561. 1337. From detention. Yes. 

1338. More than from the money payment? Yes; but the money payment conies very 

severe; every voyage nearly we have to go to the Shipping Office ;and though the men 
themselves have to 'ny for the discharge, we have to pay for the shipping. 

1.339. Is there any reason wily seamen should not be engaged in the aanle way as mechanics, 
tradesmen, or labourers I would rather think you ought to be a little stricter with sea- 
men than with mechanics ; for instance, your vessel may be ready for sea, a man gets tipsy, 
and you call do nothing with him. 

1340. Would it not be an advantage in that case to replace It ink with a sober man? Yes; 
but if you have to go to tile Shipping Office, you may be detained two days. 

1341. We are not now talking of the Shipping Offlcsmmpposing it did not exist, Task 

you why a seaman should not be engaged as a labourer is in the market, if there is no 

reason for this legislation for the seamen in particular? I do not think there is now, ani 

that there would not have been, but for the gold diggings. At the time there were so many 
macn going to them the shipping interest wanted same protection. 

1342. Do you know anything of the lodging of seamen? No. 
1313. By Mr. Stswort You are not allowed, at present, to make any arrangement with, or 
to ship your men on board the vessel? No, we must go to the Shipping Office. 

1314. If you were allowed to make your arrangement and then to go to the Shipping Office 

for the purpose of having it witnessed, would that facilitate your proceedings? it has often 

been done,The agreement has been made, and then when we have gone to the Shipping 

Office the men have been decoyed away. 1 have known a whole ship's crew to go down to 
the Shipping Office to sign, and when they have got there they have been all deeeyed away. 

1845. You think the men who congregate about the Shipping Office exercise an ilifluel,ee 

upon those who go there to sign ? A number collect there who have no intention of going to 

sea themselves, and to prevent others unless they got a certain rate of wages. They say to 

men who are going to encage, " Don't you go unless you got such and such wages," or, 

"Don't go unless you get half a month's advance." 

Mr. John Rayner called in and examined 

Mr.J. Rayner. 1346. By the Chairman Are you it shipowner? I am. 
A_ 1317 Are you acquainted with the mode of shipping seamen in this port? Yes, and have 

27 Mar., 1861, been for the last thirty years. 

1348. Have you any suggestions to offer with regard to the present arrangements for the 

shipping of seamen ? In the first place, I think it is a great hardship that a sailor cannot 

make his owu bargain. A man coloes on board a vessel, and says, " Do you want hands? 
The captain says, "Yes, I want hands; what wages do you want ?" "Five pounds a 

month." " I cannot give you those wages ; may wages are four pounds ; if you like to go 

fdr that you can." The man says, " Very well, I will ship with you." Another man says, 

"1 will ship with you." "Very well," says the captain; "we will go the Water Police 

Office, and you shall sign." He goes down there with the men, and there are a parcel of 
crimps hanging about. Well, perhaps it man owes money to one of them. " What ship 

are you going by ? " says the crimp. " So-and-so." " What wages have you shipped for?"  
"Such wages." The men go inside the office, and Captain Shorter says, "Are you aware 
the wages of the port are so-and-so?" So that, between the crimps and Captain Shorter, 
1 consider that the men cannot ship as they like. I have seen that imiore than once or 

twice. I consider that any sailor should be allowed to make his own bargain, so long as he 

has got his discharge to produce from his last ship. 
1349. Can you suggest any mnode of imploring the position of the sailor and owner in this 

respect? 31 suggestion would be to let the sailor, as long as he had got his discharge, 

conic on board, make his bargain, and sign, leaving his discharge as it security to the captain 

that lie is the man the discharge represents. If it is still wanted to keep up the Water 

Police Office, the sailor might be discharged but he ought never to be shipped there. I 

consider that neither sailor, master, nor owner has fair play there when they go there to ship. 
1850. You think the Shipping Office ought to be abolished with regard to time shipping of 

seamen? If you abolish the Shipping Office entirely, there must be some guard on sailors 

against their giving wrong discharges. The discharge ought not only to be signed by the 

captain, but witnessed by the owner or agent, so that some one in Sydncy might be referred to. 

1361. Do you allude to foreign ships ? l\iany ships come to Sydney wlmesc owners are in 
3helbourne, Newcastle, and other ports in the Colony, and these have their agents here, who 

might witness the discharge, and guard against imposition. 

1.352. If this were carried out you think there would be no need for a Shipping Office? 

Yes ; but still the shipping would require some protection in some shape or otller. There 
should be a boat's crew 

1353. We are not speaking of the abolition of the Wnter Police Office but of the Shipping 

Office. I presume your answers have been dictated by your supposing I was speaking of the 

Water Police Office ? Only my last answer. 
1354. Do you employ other labour besides that of seamen? Yes; I have a wharf. 

1355. Do you find it necessary to enter into a written agreement with the men? I enmploy 

my men by the week, and if a man does not suit me, at the end of the week I tell him to 
look out for another place, 

1356. 
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1356. Is there any reason why you should not do the same with seamen? Because the ir.J.itayner. 
sailor is bound not only for a certain time, but to go to a certain place ; for instance, be  

signs to go to any port or ports in India - 27 Mar., 1861. 
1357. That is not coasting? If you had not such articles you would be in a very bad fix. 
If the iiicn arc not bound in some way or other it captain may take men to go from here to 
Melbourne and back. When the vessel gets to 3lelbon rue a now may say, " I want my 
discharge." "I will not give it," says the captain. "I demand it,"—aud the consequence 
may be, that double wages are paid for another man. If this were carried out you would 
never know how to take freight or to make a bargain. 
1358. Could )'oU not, in that case, make a bargain with the seamen, as you make it bargain 
with the men at your wharf, only that instead of making it from week to week you made it 
from port to port, and back ? That is the very bargain we make now. 
1359. 1 thought you said it was a bargain for it certain time ? You must specify a certain 
time. You would calculate the time the voyage would take; perhaps -a month or two, or 
three months, to visit certain port or ports, " not to exceed" a certain time. If you (10 not 
put that in you aught keep the men away for two or three years. Generally, both time and 
place are mentioned in the articles. 
1350. By dir. &esoa,t: In the articles is it generally the case that it certain port is 
specified, "and any other port or ports' ? If a man signs for any Australian port lie can be 
discharged in Melbourne or Adelaide, but the men generally sigoo for any port or ports, and 
for a period not exceeding six mouths. 
1361. Itis not usual for the men to be discharged at any out-port? Not unless both parties 
agree to it. 
1362. The general agreement is back to Sydney? Yes ; the port they have started from. 
1363. By the U/to i/luau : So that it is virtually the case that you do engage your seamen 
in the same way as you engage inca at your wharf, from, it certain port to another port or 
other ports and back, and if a man wants to leave he can do so ? If both parties are 
agreed 
1364. in Sydney? If it man wanted to leave in Sydney there would be no objection, 
because both parties would be in the position they started front ; but if be wanted to leave 
in a port where wages were double, and had the power of doing so, it would be a great dis-
advantage to the owner, as lie would have to give another man double wages. 
1365. Have you any knowledge of the lodging of seamen? None. 
1366. You have no knowledge of the Lodging-house Act? None. 
1367. You have spoken of crimps—whom do you mean by crimps 7 Lodging-house keepers 
I mean. For instance—when you go to the Shipping Ofliee to ship men there are always a 
lot of lodging-house keepers round about there. Well, it is to their interest to get as much 
wages for the sailors as they can, because they will their have the more to spend; but some-
tintes the sailor has no cash, and the hoarding-house keeper does not mind keeping him a 
week or two, so be says, " Don't be frightened, you can stop with me.' Of Course, when 
times are had and freights -are low, we cannot give the same wages we can when freights are 
up ; and on several occasions when freights have been down to ISs. to Melbourne and wages 
have been £4 a month, 1 have said I would not send unless I could get men at £3 lOs. a 
mont-h. When I have got them I have gone down to the Shipping Office with them, and 
the first thing has been Captain Shorter has asked them, "Do you know the wages of the 
port ?" Now I consider it was not his husinesa to interfere, but to see the men sign lie 
had no right to say,  anything in the matter. If the captain agrees to give the men certain 
wages, and the men agree to take them, what right his Captain Shorter to make a rework 
like that? 
1368. It appears, they), that you do know something of the lodging-house keepers? That 
is all I have seen of them. 
1369. Do you consider that that conduces to the welfare of sailors? No; I think sailors 
ought to he allowed to lodge where they like. I should think it very hard if three or four 
respectable men wanted to lodge with me, that I could not receive them without taking out 
it license. 
1370. Is it the system of licensing houses, or of compelling seamen to go to these licensed 
houses, that you object to ? I think one is tantamount to the other, if a man cannot lodge 
in a house without it is licensed. 
1371. If houses were licensed like public-houses, and the seamen were not compelled to go 
to them, in that case might not the desire to obtain a license induce people to supply cleaner 
and better accommodation 7 I do not see the utilty of licensing the houses. 
1372. Would you see any objection if the licensing system were carried out without the 
obligation upon the seamen to go to licensed houses 7 I think there would be no use in 
liceilsing them their. 
1373. By  Mr. Stewart: If a person took out a license as a guarantee that lie was of good 
character, and that his house afforded competent accommodation F If it man liked to take 
out a license to shew that his character was good, and chose to stick it outside, I should 
have no objection to that. 
1374. Your objection is that private persons cannot lodge seamen, and that they cannot 
lodge with their friends? I should think it a great hardship if I could not say to any 
respectable man who was going to sea, because lie was in an inferior station, and was not 
an officer, "Come and stay with nrc while you are in the harbour "—or if I did so to ho 
fined for lodging any man whom I knew to be respectable. That is the law as it now stands. 
1375. You think that is a hardship to both parties? Yes. 

THURSDAY, 
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2HURSDAY 25 APRIL, 1861. 

Ipreøent:— 

Ma. DOUGLAS, I 31st. LEWIS. 

DANIEL C. DALGLEISH, ESQ., IN TUE ChAIR. 

Mr, Prince Francis Little called in and examined:— 

Mv. P. F. 1370. By Else C1,ainnan : Are you a seaman ? I am. 
Little. 1377. At present you are in the Water Police Department? Yes. 
A 1378. As a seaman have you any knowledge of the working of the Mercantile Marine Act 

25Aprii,1861. at Home in Great Britain? Not in Great Britain; I never was in Great Britain. 
1379. In this Colony? I have in this Colony. 
1380. For how many years? I have not been sailing out of this Colony, but I have some 
knowledge of it from being acquainted with the Water Police and Shipping Departments. 
1381. Where were you a seaman? I was a seaman from the United States. 
1382. You have never been it seaman out of Great Britain 1  No, I was never in an English 

vessel. 
38:3. Are you aware of any causes of discontent that the seamen in this part of the world 
have to complain of? I am. 
1384. Will you be kind enough to state to the Committee what you know of those causes of 
discontent? I am aware that one great grievance amongst seamen out of this port is 
paying for their discharges at the Shipping Office; I have frequently heard them speak about 
it on the veraodah at the Water Police Office. 
1385. Do you think it is well grounded? Well, I cannot say as to that. 
1386. Do you know, from your experience as a seaman in America, whether such charges 
are usual there? I never saw anything of the kind. 
1387. Are there any other causes of complaint existing among seamen here that you are 
aware of? They generally complain about being sent to gaol for desertion, and those things. 
They think they are harshly dealt with by being taken to gaol in irons; they object to that 
and the like of those things. 
1388 .Are you aware whether there is any discontent expressed with regard to the lodging 
of seamen in the Colony? There is. 1 have frequently heard seamen say that they con-
sidered it it very hard thing for them to be compelled to go to a certain house—a seamens 
lodging-house--when they bad friends and relations in town that they could go to. 
1389. Do you consider that complaint to be well grounded? Well, I should think it was. 
1390. Are you aware of any similar law in any other country? I do not know of any 
such law existing in the world, only in this Colony. 
1391. With regard to the Shipping Office, you have stated that seamen grumble at paying 
for their discharge ? Yes, I have frequently heard them. 
1392. In the performance of your duty, are you brought into contact with the owners or 
masters of vessels ? Frequently with the masters, not owners. 
1393. have you found any dissatisfaction amongst them with regard to this tax? I cannot 
say I do know it of my own knowledge, but they do consider it it grievance I have heard. 

1394, llavc you heard any further complaint on their part, besides the payment of the 
money? Yes; I have heard from Captain M'Clements that lie thought it very hard that 
if it seaman should neglect to come on board his ship at the last moment, the vessel should 
he detained twenty-four or forty-eight hours before he could ship another in his place. 
1395. As the law at present exists, a seaman absenting himself would necessitate the 
detention of the vessel until another seaman could be shipped in his place? Yes, unless 
the captain chose to go to sea one hand short. 
1390. To go to sea short-handed would be dangerous, would it not? it would in small 
vessels, because most of them are just barely manned, and that is all. 
1397. Under certain circumstances, such as the oeenrrence of severe weather, it might lead 
to the lossof the ship, and of the lives on board? It might. 
1398. What is your opinion of such a law, as a seaman? I should consider it would not 
be justice to the eaptaias and owners of vessels. Captain M'Clements was saviag he 
considered a captain ought to have the right to pick up any man on the wharf, and put 
himon board his vessel at the last minute if necessary; but 1. consider that would be 
scarcely justifiable, because a man might walk on shore from a big vessel, and stand along-
side it small one, and the captain might take him nway, the man being at the same time a 
deserter. 
1399. Are there any laws in America, as far as your experience would give you a knowledge 
of the fact, which would protect owners of large vessels in similar circumstances ? I never 
heard of a seaman deserting from a. vessel in America that he was booked for; I never heard 
of such it thing. I know 1 have shipped myself in vessels in America, and I have gone to 
the captain and told him I had altered any mind, and there was no law to etiable them to 
press me on board the ship. 
1400. When a seaman is determined to leave a vessel, and feels in his own mind that lie 
cannot be comfortable or cannot work in unison or harmony with the crew, is he likely to 
be an advantageous acquisition to the vessel? I cannot say. It is according to the dis-
cipline of the vessels. If that seaman feels in fear of what the seamen term the after guard, 
I do not consider he would be anything of the kind. 
1401. We have had some evidence with regard to the lodging of seamen which would seem 
to imply that it is possible collusion might exist between the runners of the Shipping Office 
and the keepers of the lodging-houses, by which means they could obtain an undue preference 

for 
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for shipping seamen who might be in debt or have other means of gaining favour with the Mr.F. F. 

lodging-house keepers or runners—from your knowledge of the circumstances at the Shipping Little. 

Office, would you be inclined to consider that such might exist? Well, it might exist 
without my knowledge, but it never has to my knowledge. 25 ApnI, 1861. 

1402. It is possible it does exist? It is possible. 
1403. What advantage do you imagine accrues to seamen from compelling them to lodge in 
a licensed lodging-house? This is all the advantage ever I was learnt, that these ,that 
licensed lodging-houses are compelled it any time, night or day—at any time in the twenty- 
four flours—on demand of any person in the police or shipping departments, to open their 
doors for the purpose of searching for seamen deserters, whereas in private houses we cannot 
enter without a warrant—in fact, if we know for certain that a deserter is in a private house 
we dare not go in without a search warrant, and while we are away to get the warrant the 
man may escape. 
1404. Then, with regard to seamen's lodging-houses, the old law that an Eoglishnian's 
house is his castle is no barer law ? No. 
1105. The liberty of the subject is violated in this respect in order to secure advantages to 
the Police Department? Yes, and the Shipping Master's Department has the same authority 
as ourselves. 
1406. You do not consider it is any protection to the seaman ?No protection whatever 
that lean see. 
1407. Were you a seaman out of this port you would consider it it hardship to be compelled 
to go to a licensed house? I should think it it very hard thing. I should consider it very 
unjust, if I had friends that I went to stay with, that those parties should be brought up 
and fined. 
1408. Even if you had no relatiops nor any friends that you cared for, would you think it 
just to compel you to lodge in a certain house? No, 1 consider it would be an act of 
injustice. 
1409. Do you think a seaman requires to have special legislation for him more than any 
other member of the community ? No. 
1410. Do you think he is more childish or not sufficiently able to take care of himself? I 
consider most of them quite able to take care of themselves. There are some very soft, but 
they are generally led away by runners for boarding-houses. 
1411. So that instead of a protection, in that ease these boarding-houses would he the 
reverse ? Yes. There are a certain class, of sailors who never think of anything else than 
to get to a boarding-house; it sailor's hoarding-house is their glory. 
1412. And of course it requires no law to compel them to go ? No. 
1413. In America, I believe, a seaman can he engaged on the wharf in the way in which 
you were relating that Captain MClements wished to do ? In my experience of shipping 
in America I was always shipped and discharged in the owner's office. Whenever I have 
consented to go iii a certain ship, I have been taken by the owner into his office and signed 
articles before him and the captain. 
1414. The contracts in America between seamen and owners are generally carried out? 
They are. 1 never saw tiny compulsion used towards a seaman to compel him to go to sea 
in a certain slop if he altered his mind after shipping. Such laws may exist in New York, 
but I do not know of them in Now Bedford, a whaling port, where there are some five or 
six hundred whale ships, some of them shipping and discharging almost every day. 
1415. When seamen have been before the Water Police Court and sentenced to a term of 
imprisonment, it is usual to remove them from the Water Police Court to Darlingliurst 
Gaol, is it not? Yes. 
1416. In what way are they usually removed to the gaol ? If there are not more than 
three or four they are generally placed in handcuffs and conveyed to the Central Police 
Station, where they are handed over to the authorities there, and they are conveyed from 
there to the gaol in the van with the prisoners from the Central Police Office. But if a 
ship's crew disobeys lawful commands, and continues to disobey them for a certain time, the 
van is generally sent for to bike them. 
1417. 1 presume that is to save trouble to the department—to save guards? I do not know. 
We are sometimes very short of guards. 
1418. So that, in case of taking a large number of men at one time to gaol, you would find 
it difficult to procure the necessary number of policemen to guard them ? Yes, frequently. 
1419. In that ease the van is sent for ? Yes. 
1120. It is out of no regard to the feelings of the seamen ? Well, I do not think it is any- 
thing of that kind. I have been in the habit of taking them back and forth for nearly six 
years, and where one man has to be conveyed to gaol we very seldom put the lonoletiffis on 
him, unless 1te is known to be a refractory character ; but when two men are sent and only 
one constable, to save himself he is compelled to put them in irons. 
1421. Do you not consider it is very hurtful to the feelings of seamen to be paraded publicly 
through the streets—is it not it large augmentation of the punishment? I should consider 
it was. I have frequently heard them ask not to be put in irons, but of course when there 
is only one man to convey two he could not well convey them safely without putting them 
in irons. 
1422. Of course he only does his duty? He does his duty as he has the by-laws laid 
down for him in the book. 
1423. You say you have taken seamen as prisoners to the gaol? Yes. 
1.424. Are you aware whether they are confined separately in the body of the gaol, or mixed 
with other prisoners, long-sentenced prisoners and hard-labour men? I don't know anything 
about the interior of the gaol. I have frequently been to the gaol to take seamen on board. 

their 
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MrP. F. their ships, and they have been called out of the hard-labour yard, but whether they were 
Little. with long-sentenced men or bad characters I do not know. I have had no opportunity of 
'' knowing that. 
25 April,1861. 1425. l)o you think the character of the seaman has undergone a change—that he is not 

altogether the simple character we have represented on the stage, but a man who knows the 
world and its ways, and understands the value of money? Seamen are so enlightened now 
that they ought to understand most things. 
1426. As a general rule, from your own knowledge of seamen, is it the case or other-
wise. Are they enabled to save their money in proporlion to others. You find, I suppose, 
many seamen who are very careful with their means, and others who are very careless, as 
in all other classes. Do you think they require any Special legislation for them ? I should 
think they did, because with seamen in general the first thing they do when they got on shore 
is to got away into the city amongst a low class of characters. This I know of my own 
knowledge, from seeing them, because, when men absent themselves without leave, and the 
captain gets a warrant for them, and we are sent to look for them, we most generally find 
them in some had place spending their money. There is a certain class of them that, 
generally spend their money in drink and such like. 
1427. have you ever been brought into contact with miners or others that have been kept 
separate from society for a lengthened period of time ? I have not. 
1428. Have you heard of similar orgies committed by men in that position ? No, I cannot 
say I have. 
1429. By Yr. Dow,las: Are you aware of the number of convictions that have taken place 
under the Act which provides for the lodging of seamen in licensed houses. Are people 
prosecuted for lodging sailors without a license? They are. One conviction has taken 
place lately—I do not recollect the man's name—in Sussex-street; lie lived near a lodging-
house, two doors off I think, and the lodging-house keeeper that was licensed gave infornia-
tiers upon the one that was not licensed. I have known several cases where a eonvietiomL has 
taken place for keeping seamen without a license. 
1430. You say you have the power at present to enter into these licensed lodging-houses for 
the purpose of searching to see if there arc any deserters ? Yes. 
1431. Do you think it likely, that being the ease, that deserters would resort to such houses? 
I do not think they would go there unless decoyed away by the runners, or some person 
belonging to or staying in the lodging-house. I know all instance that happened last wcok—
four Malays, who were discharged from a ship a short time ago, were staying in a lodging-
house, when a Dutch ship lost a Malay seaman, and the captain caine and reportod it, and 
lie was found in the lodging-house, with these four men, unknown to the lodging-house 
keeper at all. 
1432. In reference to the transfer of prisoners to gaol—is the van in constant attendance at 
the Water Police Court 7 It is not; it only comes when sent for; it can be procured at 
any time on application of the Inspector of Water Police to Mr. Higgins. 
1433. The van is not in very constant requisition ? No, not unless there are six or eight 
prisoners at a time, or a ship's crew. 
1134. By the Chairman: Have you anytlung further to communicate to the Coniinittee? 
Nothing further than to lay before you some eases shewing the conduct of some seamen when 
we are bringing them from gaol to place them on board their ships. I recollect one instance 
where the man was not put in irons; he was taken out under Darhinghurst Court House, 
by the underground passage, in order to let the governor of the gaol see him ; shortly after 
getting out, he turns round upon the constable and strikes him a blow which knocked Inn 
down, and when down he kicked him severely, and was making his escape, when a sergeant 
of police ran and arrested him a second time; the constable was off duty for a week or ten 
days from the severe bruises he got. in another instance, a constable was bringing a man 
down to his ship, when lie slipped off one of his shoes, which were large and heavy, and 
threw it through a large glass window, thinking that for that lie would he sent back to gaol, 
and so got clear of his ship. Well, the man was sent down to the Water Police Office, and 
the captain consented to pay the damage, so that the man was sent on board his ship. In 
another instance, I was sent with an American seaman, not in irons, and when we got to 
Clark's Hotel he pulled off his cap and placing his hands in it pushed it through two panes of 
glass in the winslow. [To also thought lie would be sent back to gaol. I took the man on 
board the ship, and acquainted the captain, who went on shore and satisfied the publican, 
otherwise lie would have prosecuted the man, and lie would have been sent to gaol again. 
1435. In those eases is the amount stopped oat of the maim's wages? I presume it is, but I 
do not know it for a fact. 

Mr. Martin Wilson called in and examined 

Mr.M.lVilton. 1436. By time C9i airman: What are you? A runner at the Shipping Office. 
1437. What are your duties? My duties are chiefly as a messenger. When there are any 

April,1661. seamen required the master of a vessel comes up to the Shipping Master, and lie will call 
nb and say, there are so many men wanted for such a voyage and such a vessel, and I secure 
the men for him—supply them rather. 
1438. In what way do you supply the men? I go to the door and call out that there are 
so many wanted for such a vessel and such a voyage, and state the wages. 
1439. is that the w'hmolc of your duty in relation to procuring the men? Yes, that is all 
with respect to procuring the men. If there are not men there I go and get them. 
1.440. Would it be any part of your duty to refuse admission to any man into the Shipping 

Office? 
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Office? Not unless the place was too full, or unless I had an order from the Shipping  MrLM.WiIson. 
Master not to let in more than one crew shipping and one discharging. 
1441. Do you let in more than one man at a time? Yes, the room full. The room is25 ApnI,1S61. 
generally crowded. It isavery small room. A steamer's crew cannot all go in at one 
it will not hold the firemen and the seamen at the same tinie. There are two large tables 
which take up nearly all the room, leaving only a narrow space at the hack. The Shipping 
Master is continually singing out to keep the room clear, so as to get fresh air, and if they 
stand near the window he calls out to keep them out of the light. 
1442. So that it is in your power to keep men from going into the Shipping Office? When 
I am ordered to do so. 
1443. It is in your power? Not unless the Shipping Master tells me, 
1444. When the Shipping Master tells you there are sufficient men in the office, you can 
prevent any others from coming in? I most obey his orders. 
1445.By that means those first in the Shipping Office have the preference of shipping? 
Not always. Suppose the master of a coasting vessel comes to me and says, perhaps before 
lie sees the Shipping Master, I want so many men to go to the Mackay (or perhaps to sonic 
other bar harbour), do not give me any but experienced inca ; I will say, Captain, L will 
get you the men, and you can choose for yonielf. Then I will call out for men, and 
perhaps when they come he will say of some of them, do not give me these fellows, they 
will not do. 
1440. Although lie asks you to ,Of experienced men, he uses his own judgment afterwards ? 
Yes, lie takes th se that he thinks proper. It is an open verandah, and all the men are 
standing around, and lie selects those lie thinks must suitable. Numbers of men congregate 
round there who are not looking for sli ips—liien who will not take a voyage when it is 
otlhred to them; if they cannot get a day's work discharging or working about the wharves, 
they conic up there to loiter the time and pass the clay. 
1147. Were these men lnesdnt  on such all occasion as that—would you find it your duty to 
mention that they were loiterers or idlers ? Not unless they were obstructing me, as they 
very often do in carrying out my duty; for instance, a captain nlay come up to me and say 
he wants so many men—three or four of these men will come up, with not the slightest 
intention of going to sea, and Niy, what are the wages, captain ? he will tell them, and after 
they hear it they will say, can't you give lOs. more, then they will commence a conversation 
with iiim, only delaying time and interrupting; then I will tell the captain these mcli do 
not intend to go, and call forward the mcli who do want to ship. 
1448. Haveyou any knowledge of the lodging of seamen ? Of the lodging-houses? 
1-119. Yes, the licensed lodging-houses? Yes; I have been in it  good many. 
1450. In what capacity F A,,a special conatable. I have been sworn in as a special 
constable. 
1451, 'What occasions your visits to these houses as  special constable? When I receive 
private information that anybody that there is a warrant out for is towed away in any of 
t!iesa hiousc—any deserter from it vessel—then I endeavour to get him. 
1452. Is it possible, under the Act as it at present exists, for the keeper of it lodging-house 
to allure it s'anian from it ship to his lodging-house, and afterwards to give private infor- 
mation as to where the man is to he found, for the purpose of obtaining the reward ? It is 
possible that such a thing could be done. 
1453. Have you ever heard of such it tlong being done? Yes ; I have often heard of it. 
1454. Have you ever known any ease of that description? Not of my own knowledge. j 
only know by men when they have been brought before the Court., saying, So-and-so stowed 
me away until it warrant was out, and then he ,Of Inc apprcliende& 1 have heard talk like 
that. 
1455. If a lodging-house keeper were to stow such a luau away, end efteric ards give you 
infonuatian that lie had that man in his liense, it would be your ditty to apprehend inni ? 
Yes; no matter how the information came, if there was a warrant in existence. 
1456. If he were to inform you that it runaway seaman was oil his prenliscs, with or without 
a warrant, what would be your duty? If I thought there were sufficient grounds I would 
go and apprehend him without a warrant, on suspicion of being at deserter. 
1457. In a case where a seaman has been on the premises of a lodging-house keeper for any 
time before it warrant has been out for his apprehension, and immediately on the warrant 
being taken out lie gives information, would it he your duty to apprehend the keeper of that 
lodging-house for having ha rbourcd t1 is runaway seal nan, and net hewing given Ii irn up pre- 
viously to the warrant being out? 'I'hat would not rest with Inc ; the man would have to 
file that i nforinatiou. 
1458. The seaman would have to do this? lie would have to give his inf'onnation to the 
Water Police Magistrate, and on his information the party woald be snnmiuoned to attend 
the Court. 
1459. Have you ever known a case where any prosecution has ensued from such information 
obtained from the seaman while before the magistrates? Yes. 
1460. A prosecution of a licensed lodging-house keeper? Yes. 
1461.. What was tIm result F They 'move been fined. 
1162. The licensed lodging-house keeper has been fined for having enticed the seaman 
from his slup? I do not exactly know the particular charge, but it was for some bi'eaeh of 
the Merchant Shipping Law. Lodging-house keepers have been fined for secreting men who 
were deserters. 
146$. Have you known any license cancelled for that ofihnce? No, not that I recollect. 
1404. Are you aware of any benefit that results to the seaman from the existence of them 
licensed lodging-houses? No 

70—K 1465. 
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Mr.M.Wilscn. 1465. Are you aware of any such system of lieensin& lodin'-houses existin' in any other 

country? No. 
0 0 0 0 

25 April, th61. 1406. Are yuu aware of any complaints against the sytem of licensed lodging-houses in 
this country made by those who are compelled to live in them ? Yes; I have heard 
sealun complain that it is very hard to be obliged to live in a licensed house. I have 
heard many acquaintances of my owti say they would not go into one of them. 
1.467. So that these men break the law and run all the consequences rather than comply 
with the condition of going into these common lodgiwz-hooses? Yes; they would not go 
there on any account. I would not go to a lodging-house myself if I was following the sea. 
1409. Are you a. seaman? No, I have not been following the sea. 
1469. ot at any time No; I was brought up to the trade of a carpenter. 
1170. Is it possible for a system of favouritism or a system of preference to exist with 
rerrd to shipping seamea by means of lodging-house keepers—that they could get a 
preference for one nina more than another in ;etting them shipped ? Only in this way, if ho 
had men that were approved of by the captain lie might get rid of men he had sooner than 
others. But they are not countenanced at the Shipping Office; they are not allowed to 
e,mle inside the place ; but they have other facilities without coining up to the Shipping 
Ofilee. These lodging keepers always have people about them, and they wait on the captaiji 
coming on shore, or atteud hint at the ship chandler's, butcher's, or baker's, and acquaint 
the captain that they have so many men ready to ship. 
1471. So that the system of tiiutin and eriiriping may be said to be encouraged by the 
hcense,l lodging-houses? It is not crimping—it is touting. What I call crimping would 
be ti take a jun11 out of one yes-el and give him to another. 
1472. You have stated that the lodgiug-h',use keepers have induced seamen to leave their 
ve.>els to go ti their liciging-honses, and if they have,  opportunities of favouring their 

reception into another, is not that crimping? I do not think you put the question that 
way befi ic. 
1473, lIes not that cxi stel ? I believe it has. 
1474. Is not that crimping? That would be in reference to deserters. A man enticed out 

of a Silifl would he eereted nnti.l there was a warrant out for his apprehension, and then he 
w'nld be hauded beck to his eaptmi in. 
1175. If there was no warrant (ott there would be no inducement to the lodging-house 
koper to live him up ? No. They give him up if they expect any reward. 
1176. Is there not a st4tnding reward for seamen ? No, it is at the captain's option. 
1477. You know of no benefit, then, that arisus to seamen frou these lodging-houses being 
liensed ? None whatever. 
1479. Do you hear any complaints of t1ie charges for shipping and discharging seamen in 

tile Colony? Yes, great co]llplaints about the charge for diehzarging. 
1479. Who are the parties that complain ? The seamen. 
1 449. You have never heard any eamplaint about the charge for shipping ? There is no 
cli rgo to the seamen for hii,ping, the master pays that. 
14l . have you litard any empl:iiat on that head front masters or owners ? No. 
1482. IJ;ve you heard any implaint about the thrie lost in shipping? Yes. I have heard 

mcliv a ,n.aster say lie would rat1n r pay twice as much if lie could get away sooner. 
1484. Are there 1il;mny edsei of cIt-Icy ? Yes, when there is a press of business. There is 
only one man to ship them. 
1184. When there is a press of business, are vessels so delayed as to lose a voyage ? So as 

to 1ose a w intl. 
U%i. Wlneh is eq'iivalcnt to losing a. voyage? Yes, for small vessels. 
1486. This must he a very serious inconvenience? Yes, I should say it was to small vessels. 
These small Vt-Is cannot keep men on when t'aey do not want them they ship at so much 
for the tdp ; and whmi they think there is a probabihty of a southeEly wind, they all hurry 

TI!)  to eimt one or two men placed on their articles, and it often happens that one of the 
Conpa ny's Ic rin steamers is supping a crew, and then they have to wait while 30 or 40 

ilielt i'lt arttc lea. Then they live to ocine in rotation afterwards, and it often happens 
that tile until who caine first has to wait till third or fourth, because if he turns his back to 
o anywhere ti do a litth, 'oubiflcc, lie finds somebody else occupying the shipping book. 
147. So that you find masters and owners complain as much on the one hand as the seamen 

do on flu- other ? Yes, about the delay. 
1 4S8. Each complains of the loss of  that which is most valuable to him ? Yes. 

1 M. By Alp. Leu'zs I understood yen to say, that if you were a seaman you would not 

like to pm to these lodging-houses ? Yes. 
1490, Will you state any reason why? Because I think a man nught be allowed to go 

where he likes. 
1491. Is there anything objectionable, in your opinion, in these lodging-houses? Well, I 
should not like to sit at table with every man that liked to conic in, because he was a sea-

man, or to slemp in it room where there were three or four beds. 
1492. On that ground von mean to say it is objectionable to seamen at large, the same as 
to von, individually? Yes, I should say so. Seamen are not all alike; some would live 
nnvwher., but others would not put their heads into such places. 
1113. 1 presume these licensed lodging-houses were intended for the benefit of seamen? 
Yes, 1 hu,uld say so. 
1494. But from what I have heard from you this morning I cannot see that they are in 
any way beneficial, but rather prejudicial, to theta—are you of that opinion? That is a 
di%eult question for ale to answer. I think seamen would be much better if they were 
allowed to select lodginliouses for themselves. 

1495. 
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14.95. Do you think these lodging-houses are beneficial to the owners? I cannot see how Mr.M.Wilson. 
they are any benefit to the owners. 
1496. Did you not say the police can go there when they choose to seek for runaway sailors, 25April,186I. 
whereas they cannot enter a private house without a warrant ? Yes. 
1497. Is not that a benefit to the owners? Yes, you may call that a benefit. 
1498. You said, concerning the Shipping Office, that there were sometimes certain parties 
of men waiting about who did not intend to ship ? Yes. 
1409. How do you ascertain that? I know them. 
1.500. You know they have no notion or going to sea? Yes. 
1501. low do you come to that conclusion? Because, from my long experience in Sydney 
and the Shipping Office, I know most of the 'long-shore men, and can generally tell where 
a man is employed. I know when they come up they come only for a lark. On a day like 
this there are plenty of them. I had in encounter, just before I came hcre, with three or 
four men who were standing with their wet oilskins on round the door, and would not let 
Captain Clinch, of the " Tasmania," in. 
1502. Is it not in the power of the runners to select one man and leave others ? Yes, I 
could do that if I would be base enough, but I would not do it. I have a family of my own, 
and I would not keep a man out of a loaf of -bread. 
1503. It is in your power? Yes, if I chose to do it. I have had many a man tell mile— 
though he did it with a very bad grace—that I might out him a ship if I liked. I would 
say, it did not lay with me. No, I said, I tell you, on the word of it man, the captain 
would not take you. The captain has told inc inside privately that he would not take him, 
but the man has blamed me for keeping him out of it ship ; but no respectable man on the 
coast would accuse inc in that way. 
1504. By Mr. Douglas: The Shipping Office, I think you say, is considered a sort of ren- 
dezvous by the men ? Yes. 
1505. And I suppose there are a good many idlers and loafers about at times? Yes. 
1500. Has the existence of the Shipping Office any effect npon the rate of wages? Tliere 
is a book kept in which the names of the ships, the voyages they go, and the wages given 
are entered. 
1507. The rate of wages, I conclude, is subject to alteration from time to time? Yes. 
1508. So that in effect the Shipping Office does rule the rate of wages to the (lifferent ports? 
This book rules it in a great measure, for when the master of a ship come, up, aftcr he gets 
his seamen, lie says to the Shipping Master, what are the wages to such it place ? He will 
say such a ship gave so much, and the captain will say I do not want to give any more or 
any less. 
1509. Then the rates of wages are ruled by the last quotations? Yes. 
1510. If the master of it ship is very nrgent, and requires to complete his crew innaeriiatelv, 
possibly he may be induced to give a higher rate of wages—is that ofteif the easo They 
are often compelled to do that. 
1511. The last rate accepted is that which is entered in the book ? Yes, all the wages paid 
are entered in the book, with the name of the vessel, and the voyage she is going. 
1512. Are masters of coating vessels well known in the trade likely to resort to the 
Shipping Office at all, or do they go to the ehmandlers' offices ? If a master has been on 
the (toast 1- certain time the men themselves know him, and they will go down to him. 
1513. In such easas a master has no difficulty in procuring such seamen as he reqiures? 
Not at present. 
1.514. And after having agreed they merely resort to the Shipping Office for the purpiec of 
completing the agreement ? Exactly. 
1515, So that in many cases the agreements are made outside the Shipping OThec ? Yes, 
as far as the men consenting to go. 
1516. And the Shipping Office is only used as a formal mode of recognizing the agreement? 
Yea, and registering the mcii's names. 
1517. Has it conic under your observation lately that good men, acquainted with their 
duties, have any difficulty in obtaining engagements whenever die3 wish ? Yes, there are. 
plenty of good inca I know very often hanging about and cannot get it ship. They will. 
expect to go in a certain ship, and when the captain comes to the Shipping Office, as they 
think for the purpose of looking for his men, he has them already with him—men who have 
been on board the ship to him. 
1518. I imagine you must be frequently consulted as to your knowledge of men that tome 
up to engage? Yes. 
1519. And of course you must be acquainted with the characters of many or the men who 
are applying ? Yes, I know a great many of the men. 
1520. On such occasions do you ever state your private opinion of the characters of these 
men? No, not to stop a man from getting a ship. 
1521. .Bq the Chairman: Or nrhaps to facilitate his slopping? If I' saw a man was it 
thief, or heard the captain who had discharged him give him that character, I should tell the 
captain if he asked me; but if the captain brought him up there to ship him without 
eommsniting me, I should not consider it my duty to take any notice of him, 
1592. By ifs. Douglas : If the captain did consult you you would conceive it to be your 
duty to state what you knew of the man? Yes, if I thought it was a serious ease. Many 
men go and ship that would set a ships company in a mutinous state. I think the captain 
when lie asks, ought to be made acquainted with these eharactem's. 
1523. By the Chainnan : how do you become acquainted with the knowledge of the men 
keeping it ship's company in it state of mutiny? When a crew is discharging there is a 
sort of Court of inquiry generally amongst themselves and the captain, and all their 

grievances 
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itrJL Wilson. grievances on the voyage are raked up, and then the captain will mention to the Shipping 
Master,—I have such a man here, and he has behaved in such a manner. 

25April,1861. 1524. Then you constitute yourself a judge of the men's character? No, I merely mention 
it as I heard it. 
1525. D0 you not think that in that way you may, in many eases, do unintentional wrong 
to individuals? I would not do it unless I was asked. 
1.526. Even when you are asked, when your knowledge is of this hearsay character, do you 
think you are justified in giving—simply from expressions you hear dropped in the Shipping 
Office between the captain and the men when discharging, you form an opinion that a man 
is a mutinous character ? I do not form any opinion. I hear the captain charge the man 
with this, and I hear what the man replies to it. A captain will come up to Jim and say, 
o Well, Wilson, I want two men; get me two good steady fellows." Well, I select the men, and 
]ie will say, " Do you know anything of them? " and if anyt]iing I know is not of a serious 
nature, I will say no. 
1527. So that the powey does rest with you, to a great extent, of finding a seaman a ship? 
No, they can get ships without coming to me. 
1.528. But the captains frequently place it in your power—it must be evident to yourself 
that a great deal is left to you—that you have the power of recommending? Yes, when I 
am asked the question. 
1529. You state that the captains of coasters frequently engage their crews prior to coining 
to the Shipping Office ? Yes, very many of them do. 
1530. So that, with regard to coasting vessels, the Shipping Office can be no benefit? Only 
particular ones do that. 
1.531. Did you not say the majority ? Not the majority. I mean by coasters small—vessels 
of 16 or 20 tons, going to Broken Bay or Sheliharbour, or such places, getting shells or 
timber. Only a particular class of men will go in them. Men out of one of these vessels 
will go in another the next voyage. 
1 532. Do you call a voyage to Newcastle a coasting voyage? I do. 
1533. How many of the description of coasters you mention sail out of Sydney? A great 
many of them. 
1534. 35 At. Douglas: Do the Steam Companies resort to the Shipping Office to find 
men, as a rule? Not as a rule lately ; but no later than yesterday I was applied to by the 
engineer of the 0  Collaroy" for six firemen. The demand for seamen is not near so great 
now as it used to be. 
1535. Is the supply greater than the demand at present? Yes, I believe, very much so. 
1536. Do you consider, from your observation of the Shipping Office lately, that there 
arc ninny zuilors who cannot succeed in obtaining employment? Yes; there are not vea.,els 
for them to go in.,  
1537. have you any means of recording at the office those men who are desirous of 
,htaiiuiitg a ship ? No; only in the ease of officers. 
153S. There is no register of men? No; if that was to be done, you would want a clerk 
to attend to it, and he would be kept pretty busy too. 
153 Do you think seamen would object to pay a small fee to secure such a registration ? 
I could not say that; there are some men, I dare say, that would rather pay something than 
have to come waiting about the door. 
15-Ui. Do you suppose the men generally would object to pay a small fee for this purpose ? 
I think they would. They complain now of paying for their discharge, and 1 think they 
would coniplain still more it they had to pay for any more registration. There have been 
soveral Inca, in the course of the last seven years, since I have been appointed, who have 
said to mc, "If you get me a ship I will give you something;" but I. would say, °1 will 
get you a ship, but I do not care it pin about the payment; L do not takeS any payment:' 
1541. Were you in the country when the present Lodging-houses Act was passed ? Yes; 
I have been in the country all my life; I am a native. 
1:142. It was about the time of the excitement caused by the gold discovery? After that, 
in 1854. 
1543. There were very frequent cases of desertion then? Yes. 
1544. has not desertion almost ceased now? There is not so much of it; but desertion 
has not ceased, and never will cease. 
1515. The peculiar circumstances that then caused such frequent desertion have ceased ? 
Te you will not get a rian to stop in a had ship; I would not myself. 
1046. 1)o you find that the existence of these lodging-houses facilitates the recovery of 
deserters? No; I have got a great mony men in other places besides the lodging-houses. 
For myself, I have not much opinion of the licensed lodging-house keepers, but I do not 
charge any particular one. 
1547. By the GI,airnuan : It is the system you have not a good opinion of? Yes. 

1543. By Mr. Douglas: Are you acquainted with any ship chandlers who keep a registry 
of seamen for their own use? No. I know Mr. Lane and i\lr. Mitchell very well. 
1.549. 1 should imagine it might be worth their while to establish registration offices, as 
you say the captains are in the habit of calling there ? Neither of those gentlemen, I 
mon sure, would do such a thing. These touters that I spoke of only avail themselves of 
snich places as the nieeting places of the captains, so that when a captain is going away they 
ina3 tell hiuu they have so many men that want to ship. 
1560. Supposing the Shipping Office were done away, and seamen were placed on the same 
footing as other labourers, is it your opinion that agencies for the purpose of registering and 
hirinur seamen would be established here, in the same way as they are for hiring labourers 
—wotld it pay to keep such an office ? Yes, I think it would pay first-rate, but it would 

do 
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do a great deal of injury to the men. I saw the working of that when I was in the City Mr.31 Wilson. 
Police, before I joined the Shipping Office. 
1551. low would it injure the men? Because, when the agents bad the shipping of the ZoApril,iSCl. 
men, they only signed one copy of the articles, now they sign two in our office; and 1 have 
heard it commonly reported, with respect to these agents, that a man would sign for a vessel 
in the agent's office, or a public-house, or wherever they liked to take him, for one month's 
advance; but when the captain was going to sea, another set of articles would be given into 
his possession, with double the rate of advance set down that the men actually received, so 
that the inca would loso that when they were going to a foreign port. 
1552. You mean to say that frauds were practised on the seamen ? Yes. 
1553. So that, you believe tile establishment of the Shipping Office has been a protection 
to seamen? Yes, to foreign seamen, 
1554. Not to coasting seameu? Not so much, because the same frauds could not be 
practised upon them. If a man died on board ship, before the Shipping Office was established, 
the agent was quite cunning enough to tell the captain that he must leave the mails wages 
with him, but the man's friends never got it. Now we as certain, as near as we calm, all 
casualties that take place at sea, and the captain has to pay the sum to the Shipping Master, 
and it is paid into the Treasury. 
1555. By the Chairman: You have no other means of ascertaining casualties than the log of 
the ship? The newspapers generally mention casualties in giving particulars of a vessel's 
voyage. 
1556. Those particulars are furnished by the captain in the first instance ? Yes. 
1557. Consequently, if there is any desire on his part to act dishonestly, you have no means 
of detecting it, unless on the information of some of the crew? We are sure to hear of it 
if anything does take place. 
1558. By ilk. Douglas: It is your opinion- that if the hiring of seamen were left to private 
agencies it would very possibly subject the sailors to deception? Yes. 
1559. Are sailors more likely to be deceived than any other class of labourers? I think 
they are. 
1560. Does that apply to the coasting trade also? Yes, the coasting trade generally. 
When I say the coasting trade I mean to New Zealand, Adelaide, Melbourne, and other 
places. 
1561. By the Chairman: Do you consider New Zealand a coasting voyage? They call it 
all Australasia. I go by the way they consider the voyage in the office in shippingthc men. 
1502. Are there any coasting articles here, as distinguished from foreign? Yes, there are 
two forms. - 
1563. One under the Colonial and the other under the Imperial Act? Yes. 
1.564. Do the Colonial articles extend to New Zealand? Yes, to any part of Australasia. 
1565. Is New Zealand in Anstralasia? Yes, one of the Australasian Colonies. I think it 
is included—by the way I have heard them read the articles. 
1566. Do the crews of the "Lord Worsley," "Lord Ashley," and other vessels in the New 
'Zealand trade, sign articles at the Sliining Office, as a rule? Yes, always. 
1567. In what way do you consider that seaman are protected by the Shipping Office—you 
have not stated any protection that seamen receive in the coasting trade ? As regards 
having their wages paid correctly, I think it is a protection to them. 
1.568. Do seamen not require, in many instances, to sue for their wages? Yes, that is 
when they object to the amount the captain thinks proper to pay them. 
1569. If a. dispute should arise in other eases, would they not still be open to sue for their 
wages? Yes, I should say they would. 
1570. There is nothing compulsory, as regards wages, in the Shipping Office? Yes, the 
Shipping Master can compel payment. 
1571. In what way? He can instruct the men how to take proceedings. 
1572. Advise them to go to a solicitor, in the same way as the "Norna's" crew were 
instructed? I do not think that was in the Shipping Office. I think that must have been 
sonic outside influence. 
1573. Were not the wages awarded under the Shipping Master? That was after they 
agreed to take their wages. 
1574. If a man is only told to go to a solicitor, what protection is there? He is not told to 
go to a solicitor; he is told to go to the Water Police Magistrate and file an information 
against the captain. 
1575. Take out a summons? Yes, for his wages; and the Shipping Master attends the 
Court with the articles. When a man conies in to get his discharge, before the Shipping 
Master signs it he asks have you got your wages, and if a man says no, he makes a memo-
randum in the book that taking  his discharge does not affect the man's claim for wages. 
1576. Is there anything further you have to communicate? No. 

Sydney: Thomu itichardo, Oovernmeat Printer—hal. 
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EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. 
S 

1860. 

Vorzs, No. 13. TUEsDAY, 16 OCToBER, 1860. 

S. Present System of Tendering for the Public Service :—Mr. Windeyer moved, pursuant 
to notice,— 

(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed to examine into the present system of 
Tendering for the Public Service, with power to inquire geueralJy into the mode of 
expending money voted by Parliament for specific objects. 
(2) That such Committee consist of ivfessrs. Daniel, Gray, A. Campbell, Egan, 
Parkes, Plunkett, Samuel, Arnold, Wilson, and the Mover. 
Debate ensued. 
Question put and passed. 

[Furt1er Proceedings stopped by  Prorogation, 9 .1'Tovember, 1860.] 

1861. 

VOTES, No. 11. TUESDAY, 29 JANUARY, 1861. 

5. Present System of Tendering for the Public Service :—Mr. Windeyer moved, pursuant 
to amended notice 

That a Select Committee be appointed to examine into the present system of 
Tendering for the Public Service, with power to inquire generally into the mode of 
expending money voted by Parliament for specific objects. 

That such Committee consist of Messrs. Arnold, Daniel, Egan, Parkes, Morris, 
Wilson, Gray, Dickson, Shepherd, and the Mover. 

That the Proceedings of, and Minutes of Evidence taken before, the similar 
Committee of the last Session of the late Parliament, be laid upon the Table of this 
House, with a view to being referred to such Committee. 
Question put and passed;— 
And the Clerk of Select Committees having presented the same at the Bar of the 
House,—.. 
Mr. Windeyer moved, That the said Proceedings and Minutes of Evidence be referred 
to the Select Committee so appointed. 
Question put and passed. 

VOTES, No. 64. SATURDAY, 4 MAY, 1861, A.M. 

18. Present System of Tendering for the Public Service :—Mr. Windeyer, as Chairman, 
brought up a Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of the Proceedings 
of, and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and 
report the present system of Tendering for the Public Service was referred on 
the 29th January last. 
Ordered to be printed. 
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1861. 

PRESENT SYSTEMOF TENDERING FOR THE PUBLIC SERVICE. 

REPORT. 

TEE SELECT CortannEE of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 

29th January last, "to examine into the present system of Tendering 

"for the Public Service, with power to inquire generally into the mode 

of expending Money voted by Parliament for specific objects," and 

to whom, at the sane time, were referred "the Proceedings of, and 

" Minutes of Evidence taken before, the similar Committee of the last 

Session of the late Parliament ,"—have agreed to the following 

Report :- 

In the course of the inquiry intrusted to them, Your Committee 

have examined several witnesses, who, from their acquaintance with the 

present system of tendering for the public service, derived on the one 

hand from official sources, and on the other, from practical experience in 

tendering, your Committee thought might be able to afford useful 

information. 

The present Regulations, appended hereto, prescribed for the 

proceedings of Tender Boards, seem to your Committee to be suitable, 

though the general tenor of the evidence has led your Committee to the 

conclusion that some dissatisfaction exists amongst the trading community 
as to the mode in which the present system is administered. 

This dissatisfaction appears to arise partly from the construction 

of the Teuder Boards as well as from the mode in which their decisions 

are arrived at, and afterwards announced. 

The majority of witnesses complain that the Boards, on account of 

the inexperience of the members, cannot in many cases be qualified to form 

a competent opinion as to the relative value of articles submitted for their 

approval, and that in some cases the proper tests have not been used when 

samples were supplied. 

One case in particular came under the notice of your Committee, 

in which the rejection of a tender for oil, made by Mr. Harbottle, and the 

acceptance of another tender at a higher price, without the application of 

any proper tests, seems to have occasioned loss and inconvenience to the 

public service. 

The witnesses therefore recommend that some person acquainted 

with trade, but no longer engaged in business, should be retained by the 

Government, to act and advise with each Official Board. 
They 
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They also suggest, as a means of relieving the Board from 

difficulty in choosing between the numerous samples tendered, that fixed 
patterns should, as far as possible, be adopted, according to which articles 
should be supplied. 

The chief cause of complaint however, appears to arise from the 
length of time which elapses from the date of the tenders being sent in 
and their acceptance or rejection. 

The attention of your Committee having been called to two cases 
of tendering in which the business firm was concerned of which the 
Honorable the Colonial Treasurer, Mr. E. C. Weekes, is a member, your 
Committee investigated the same. 

The following appear to be the material facts connected with the 
case as to which there is most evidence before the Committee. On the 
19th September, 1859, tenders for 400 pairs of handcuffs were called for 

by the Colonial Treasurer, Mr. E. C. Weekes. On the appearance of the 
advertisement in the Gazette, it appears that Mr. Charles Wye Weekes, a 
partner in the firm of which the Colonial Treasurer, Mr. E. C. Weekes, is a 
member, called the attention of Mr. Audsley, a clerk in his office, to 

Tide. 471. 
the advertisement, and told him that they had formerly supplied some 

handcuffs to a party who had tendered to the Government, and that he 
would supply him at a certain rate if Mr. Audsley would tender for them. 

It also appears that Mr. C. W. Weekes had formerly been desirous 
flde, 532. 

of tendering in his own name, but did not do so, in consequence of 
objections raised by Mr. E. C. Weekes. 

On receiving the above intimation from Mr. C. W. Weekes, Mr. 

Audsley sent in a tender for the handcuffs required, at the same time 
requesting that the answer to his tender might be sent to the Post Office. 

Though not unusual for Mr. Audsley to receive letters at the Post Office, 

it appears that Mr. C. W. Weekes suggested that the answer should 
VOle, 559.. be sent there; Mr. Audsley apparently believing that the reason for the 

suggestion was that Mr. E. C. Weekes might not become aware of the 
transaction. 

From the evidence of Mr. C. W. Weekes, and Mr. Audsloy, it 
appears there was no sale of the handcuffs to the latter gentleman, until 
after the tender had been accepted by the Government. The evidence of 
both these gentlemen proves that Mr. C. W. Weekes was at liberty to sell 
the handcuffs to any person making an eligible offer, and that Mr. 

Audsley was not, in any way, bound to take the handcuffs, unless his 
tender was accepted. 

The tender, however, was accepted for one-half of the number of 
handcuffs offered, Mr. E. C. Weekes, the Colonial Treasurer marking 
his approval of the tender by affixing his initials to it in the usual way. 

For these handcuffs Mr. Audsley was paid by a cheque from 
the Colonial Storekeeper's department. This cheque was given in pay-
ment for the handcuffs by Mr. Audsley to Mr. C. W. Weekes, and by 
him paid into the Bank account of F. C. Weekes & Co.; Mr. Audsley 

receiving and making a profit of about seventeen shillings and sixpence 
on the transaction. Thus, 
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Thus, though Mr. Audsley bought the handcuffs from the firm of 
E. C. 1Seekes & Co., and re-sold them to the Government, it is a question 

for the consideration of your Honorable house, whether the letter of the 

28th section of the Constitution Act was not evaded, whilst it was violated 
in principle. That section is as follows,— 

" Any person who shall directly or indirectly himself or by any person 
" whatsoever in trust for him or for his use or benefit or on his account 
" undertake execute hold or enjoy in the whole or in part any contract 
or agreement for or on account of the public service shall be incapable 
of being summoned or elected or of sitting or acting as a Member of 
the Legislative Council or Legislative Assembly during the time be 

(C  shall execute hold or enjoy any such contract or any part or share 
(C  thereof or any benefit or emolument arising from the same and if any 
" person being a Member of such Council or Assembly shall enter 
into any such contract or agreement or having entered into it shall 
" continue to hold it his seat shall be declared by the said Legislative 
" Council or Legislative Assembly as the case may require to be void 
and thereupon the same shall become and be void accordingly Provided 
always that nothing herein contained shall extend to any contract or 
agreement made entered into or accepted by any Incorporated Company 
or any Trading Company consisting of more than -Twenty persons 
" where such contract or agreement shall be made entered into or accepted 
for the general benefit of such Incorporated or Trading Company." 

In conclusion, your Committee recommend,— 

First—The appointment, from time  to time, of some non-official 
person to act with each Tender Board. 

Second—The adoption, as far as possible, of fixed patterns. 

Third—The attendance of Tenderers when the Tenders are 

opened, and the quicker announcement of the decisions of 
the Board. 

Fourth—A strict adherence, in other respects, to the Regulations 
now in force, 

Legislative Assembly Chamber, W. C. WINDEYER, 
Sydney, 3 May, 1861. Chairman. 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. 

1860. 

TUESDAY, 23 OCTOBER, 1860. 

MEMns PRESENT 

Mr. A. Campbell, Mr. Parkes, 
Mr. Daniel, Mr. Plunkett, 
Mr. Gray, Mr. Samuel. 

Mr. Windeyer. 

On motion of Mr. Plunkett, W. C. Windeyer, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Votes No. 13, 16th instant, Entry 3, recording the appointment to examine into the 

Present System of Tendering for the Public Service, with certain farther powcr,—before 
Committee. 

Committee deliberated, and. 
Resolved :- 
That the inquiry be commenced by taking the evidence of the Honorable the 
Secretaries for Finance and Trade and Public Works. 
[Adjourned till to-morrow, 24th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 24 OCTOBER, 1860. 

MEMBERS PREsENT 

W. C. Windeyer, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Arnold, Mr. Egan, 
Mr. A. Campbell, Mr. Gray, 
Mr. Daniel, I Mr. Parkes, 

Mr. Wilson. 

The Honorable E. C. Weekes, Esq., M.P., Secretary for Finance and q'rade, 
examined. 

Witness withdrew. 
The Honorable W. M. Arnold, Esq., M.P., Secretaryfor Public Works, a Member of 

the Committee, examined in his place. 
Examination concluded. 
The Acting Colonial Storekeeper, Messrs. C. and J. W. Weekes, B. Audsley, and 

J. Weston, to be summoned at the next sitting; the first to produce all documents con-
nected with certain Tenders respectively by Mr. B. Audsley and Mr. J. W. Weekes for 
supply of handcuffs, and the second, all books of account bearing upon the sale of said 
handcuffs to Messrs. Audelcy and Weekes. 

(Adjourned till Friday, 26th instant, at Ticelve o'clock.) 

FRIDAY, 26 OCTOBER, 1860. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

Mr. Campbell, Mr. Gray, 
Mr. Daniel, Mr. Parkes, 
Mr. Egan, Mr. Plunkett, 

Mr. Wilson. 

In the absence of Mr. Windeyer, A. Campbell, Esq., called to the Chair,pro terapore. 
A. Campbell, Esq., Acting Colonial Storekeçper, called in and examined. 
Witness produced the several documents required by the Committee (certified copies 

being furnished as an Appendix to the Evidence.) 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. J. Weston called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Messrs. C. and J. W. Weekes, and Mr. Audsley, witnesses summoned this day, in 

attendance, but their several examinations deferred by the Committee. 

[Adjourned till Tuesday, 30th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 30 OCTOBER, 1860. 

In consequence of the adjournment of the House until to-morrow, the Meeting called 
for this day lapsed. 

[Further Proceedings stopped by Prorogation, 9 November, 1860.1 

1861. 
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1861. 

THURSDAY, M JANUARY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

Mr. Morris, Mr. Wilson, 
Mr. Shepherd, Mr. Windeyer. 

W. C. Windeyer, Esq., called to the Chair. 
Votes No. 11, 29th instant, Entry 5, appointing similar Committee, and referring 

the Proceedings of and Minutes of Evidence taken during the previous Session,—bofore the 
Committee. 

Having then deliberated upon the resumption of the inquiry,— 
Committee Resolved :- 
That printed copies of the Evidence referred by the House be circulated to the 
several Members. 

[Adjourned.] 

TUESDAY, 12 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

W. C. Windcycr, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Daniel, I Mr. Shepherd, 
Mr. Wilson. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
And having deliberated,— 
Ordered, That Messrs. C. and J. W. Weekes, and R. Audsley, be summoned at the 

following sitting; Mr. C. W. Weekes to produce all books of account bearing upon the sale 
of handcuffs to Messrs. R. Audsley and J. W. Weekes. 

[Adjourned till Friday, 15th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

FRIDAY, 15 FEBRUARY, 1861. 
[By direction of the Chairman, the Meeting convened for this day, postponed till 

Tuesday, 19th instant, at Eleven o'clock.] 

TUESDAY, 19 FEBRUARY, 1861, 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

W. C. Windeyer, Esq., in the Chair 

Mr. Daniel, Mr. Gray, 
Mr. Egan, Mr. Parkes, 

Mr. Shepherd. 

C. W. Weekes, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness produced certain books of account required by the Committee. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. B. Audsley, attending in pursuance of summons this clay, examination deferred 

till Thursday. 
Mr. J. W. Weekes, summoned this day, absent from town. 
Mr. W. Harbottle to be summoned on Thursday. 

[Adjourned till Thursday, 21st instant, at Twelve o'clock.] 

THURSDAY, 21 FEBRUARY, 1861 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

W. C. Windeyer, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Daniel, Mr. Morris, 
Mr. Egan, I Mr. Parkcs. 

Mr. R. Audsley called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Mr. W. Harbottle called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
Committee deliberated,— 
And requiring the production of a farther entry of account, said (by Mr. Audslcy) to 

have been discovered by Mr. C. W. Weekes, that gentleman to be recalled. 
Messrs. Williamson and Alderson to be summoned to give evidence, also on Wednesday 

next. 
[Adjourned till Wednesday, 27th instant, it Twelve o'clock.] 

WEDNESDAY, 
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WEDNESDAY, 27 FEBRUARY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

W. C. Windeyer, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Daniel, I Mr. Egan, 

Mr. Morris. 

C. Weekes, Esq., called in, and further examined. 
The witness, at the commencement of the further examination, proceeding to address 

the Committee other than in answer to the question, and reflecting upon the reference, a 
second time, to the matter of certain tenders for handcuffs, by Messrs. R. Audsley and 
J. W. Weekes,— 

Called to order by the Chairman. 
Examination being resumed,— 
Witness produced account book, containing further entry respecting sale of handcuffs. 
Witness withdrew. 
J. Williamson, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
W. M. Alderson, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 

[Adjourned.] 

WEDNESDAY, 27 MAR 01.4 1861. 

MEMBERS PREsENT :— 

W. C. Windeyer, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Daniel, I Mr, Egan, 

Mr. Shepherd. 

Witnesses summoned this day, Messrs. J. Buchanan and H. W. Johnson, not in 
attendance. (Letters subsequently received.) 

[Adjourned.] 

THURSDAY, 4 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

W. C. Windeyer, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Daniel, I Mr. Parkes. 

Committee met pursuant to suthmons. 
H. W. Johnson, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 
J. Buchanan, Esq., called in and examined. 
Witness withdrew. 

[Adjourned till to.morrow, 5th instant, at Twelve o'clock.] 

FRIDAY, 5 APRIL, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT:— 

W. C. 'Windeyer, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Daniel, I Mr. Morris, 
Mr. Gray, I Mr. Wilson. 

Committee deliberated in reference to the preparation of a Draft Report. 
Chairman requested to draw same for consideration. 

[Adjourned.] 

WEDNESDAY, 24 APRIL, 1861, 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

IV. C. Windeyer, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Daniel, Mr. Morris, 
Mr. Gray, Mr. Parkes. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
H. Lane, Esq., Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, having requested to be 

examined, called in. 
And after certain answers made to the Committee, as the reasons for desiring to give 

evidence,— 
Witness being requested, retired. 

Committee 
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Committee deliberated, considering the grounds alleged, to be frivolous and unworthy 
to appear in the evidence. 

Witness re'introdueed, and infotmed that the Committee declined to take his evidence 
upon the reasons assigned, the same to be withdrawn, if be thought fit. 

Witness, at length withdrawing the statement of reasons as made to the Committee, 
examined. 

(Shorthand notes ordered to be expunged.) 
Examination having been concluded. 
Witness withdrew. 

[Adjourned.] 

WEDNESDAY, 1 MAY, 1861. 

MEMBERS PRESENT 

W. C. Windeyer, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Gray, Mr. Parkcs, 
Mr. Morris, Mr. Shepherd, 

Mr. Wilson. 

Committee met pursuant to summons. 
The Chairman submitted a Draft of Report. 
Proposed Report read. 
Committee deliberated. 
Ordered, That printed copies of the Draft Report be circulated within the Committee 

prior to the next meeting. 

[Adjourned, till Friday, 3rd instant, at Twehe o'clock.] 

FRIDAY, 3 MAY, 1861, 

MEMBERS PBESENT 

W. C. Windeycr, Esq., in the Chair. 

Mr. Gray, Mr. Shepherd, 
Mr. Morris, Mr. Wilson. 

Members having been furnished yesterday with printed copies of the Draft Report,— 
The Committee met to finally consider same. 
And, having deliberated thereupon— 
Draft of Report read paragraph by paragraph. 
Certain verbal Amendments made, and successive portions agreed to. 

The following paragraph read, viz. 

Thns, though Mr. Audsley bought the handcuffs from the firm of E. C. Weeks 
& Co., and re-sold them to the Government, it is a question for the con-
" sideration of your Honorable House, whether the letter of the 28th section 
" of the Constitution Act was not evaded, whilst it was violated in principle." 

Committee deliberated. 

Question put,—That the paragraph as read stand part of the Report. 

Committee divided. 

Ayes, 3. No, 1. 

Mr. Morris, Mr. Gray. 
Mr. Shepherd, 
Mr. Wilson. 

S 
Paragraph agreed to. 

Remaining portions of the Report successively read ,.verbally amended, and agreed to. 

Motion made (Mr. Shepherd) and Question,—That the Draft Report as amended 
be the Report of this Committee,—agreed to. 

Chairman requested to report. 

108—A 2. LIST 
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ILrgilatiUc øøembtp. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE 

TAKEN BEFORE 

THE SELECT COMIMITTEE 

ON THE 

PRESENT SYSTEM OF TENIJERING FOR THE 

PUBLIC SERY ICE. 

WEDSESDA V. 24 OCTOBER, 1S60. 

Uvcøent 
Mn. ARNOLD, Ma. GRAY, 
MR. A. CAMPBELL, Ma. PARKES, 
Mat. DANIEL, Ma. WILSON, 
Ma. EGAN, Ma. WINDEYER. 

W. C. WINDETER, ESQUiRE, IN THE CHAIR. 

The honorable Elms Carpenter Weekes, Esquire, 3LP., Trcnsurcr and Secretary for 
Finance and Trade, examined:- 

1. By the Cha&man: This Committee has been appointed "to examine into the prea3nt The Her, 
system of tendering for the public service, with power to inquire generally into the mode E. 0. Weekeç 
of expending money voted by Parliament for specific objects." Will you state what bsq., M. 

departments of the Government chiefly have to deal with the tendering system? I should 
say, for magnitude, the Department of Works, decidedly. 24 Oct., 180. 
And next to the Department of Works? Perhaps my own, the Treasury. 
I suppose the Colonial Secretary's Department has little if anything to do with it? I 

sin not aware that be calls for tenders for anything. 
Will you state what is the plan generally adopted when it is intended to carry out the 

objects for which a specific sum of money has been voted by Parliament? The system of 
tendering, so far as lay department is concerned, resolves itself chiefly into two divisions, 
that is, where tenders for supplies pass into contracts, and where they are simple tenders 
followed by the immediate supply of articles named. The distinction arises thus: there are 
some tenders which are for services spreading over a period of time; these are always the 
subject of contract, and they pass into and become contracts, the party tendering, with two 
sureties, entering into a bond for due performance. In other eases, where the tender is for 
certain works to be performed, the same process takes place ; the tender becomes a contract 
and we require from the party sureties, lumself and two bondsmen, for the doe perfurmnnoe 
of the work whatever it may be. Therefore, in these two cases, there is a positive contract, 
by bond. The other class of eases includes tcoders for the supply of stores—odds and ends, 
hardware, siops, and so on, which are wanted from time to time. A tender is called 
for, and the party simply tenders at a certain rate, supplies the goods, and gets 
paid; he is not required to enter into any bond or contract of any kind 
his tender, if the lowest, is accepted ; he supplies the goods, and is paid. That is 
the chief distinction between the two classes of tenders. The way they are dealt with 
is this: tenders are duly advertised for in the Gosci'ument Cazc(fr. I have a form of 

108—B advertisement 
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The Hon. advertisement here, for provisions, forage, and such articles required for the country districts, 
RC.Weokes, generally for pois and so forth—" Notice is hereby given, that tenders will be received at 

this office until 12 o'clock of Tserday, 2189 Febrssary next, for furnishing for the Colonial 

94 1660 " Service the supplies undermentioned, in such quantities as may be required during twelve 
- . " calendar months, commencing lst April, 1860, upon the conditions hereafter specified." 

The conditions are very lengthy; they mention the periods at which payments are to be 
made, and, likewise, that the party whose tender is accepted is to eater into a bond, himself 
and two sureties, for securing the due performance of the contract. When the tenders are 
brought to the Treasury by the respective tenderers, they are deposited, by the parties 
themselves, in a box which is kept at the Treasury for that purpose. That box is kept 
locked with two distinct locks and keys—one of which is kept by the Colonial Storekeeper, 
and the other by the Under Secretary for Finance. When the time appointed for opening 
the tenders arrives, a Board, generally consisting of the Inspector General of Police, the 
Immigration Agent, the Colonial Storekeeper, and the Under Secretary for Finance, 
assemble to open the tenders. The tender box is produced and unlocked by the gentlemen 
who hold the separate keys, and all the tenders are then opened in the presence of the 
Board. They sort them, number them, and sign them, and they are then banded over 
to the Under Secretary to be placed in schedule, which is often a very tedious proceas. I 
have here a blank form of one description of tender called for for general supplies for gaols 
and all other establishments, the parties, of course, naming separate prices for all these 
articles. (The witness handed in the same. Vide Appendix A to H.) Well then, as there 
are often many tenders, it is necessary to what they call place these tenders in schedule, 
because it is often a very great nicety which is really the lowest tender; it has to be 
worked out with a vast deal of trouble, to see what the total really produces. It may be that, 
in the ea.e of minor articles, of which the consumption is very small, the tenderer may put in 
exceedingly low prices, so that it strikes the eye at first that this particular tender must be the 
lowest, because there are so many articles so much lower than others; but when you come to 
iuvestigatc it you find the quantity of these articles consumed is comparatively insignificant. 
The real test of a tender of this kind is in respect to articles of great consumption, and it is 
upon these principally that all tenders turn. Rations and forage beiugusually the largest items, 
of course where they are lowest in price the total of that tender will work out the lowest, taking 
into consideration the quantity eousumcd of each article. The Board then, as I have stated, 
schedule the whole of these tenders and, after ascertaining by computation, and often by 
companion of the consumption of previous years, the Board then decide upon some one 
tender and recommend that it be accepted. I have a tender here, from which the Committee 
will s:e the proces that is gone through; this is one which has been dealt with, and here 
are the itutiuk and aignatures of the parties concerned; it relates to supplies for the Lunatic 
Asylum, at Tarban Creek. (The witness handed in copy of the tender referred to. Vide 
Appendit 13 and C.) The Committee will see that there are many articles the consumption 
of which is really insignificant; for instance, yeast, lime-juice, vinegar, tobacco pipes, loaf sugar, 
and things of that sort. It is only on articles of great consumption that the teat can be applied 
with any degree of certainty. The tender I have just alluded to is indorsed, "In all three 
" tenders opened, 14th August, 1860—(Sigoed) H. H. Browne, H. Lumadaine, Henry Lane, 
" Arehib;dd Campbell." As the respective tenders are opened, each of the members of the 
Board signs in the way I have described every tender that comes in; they number them 
likewise, so that the proof of identification is complete. The Under Secretary generally 
brings in to me the recommendation of the Board, and I approve it. The only case in 
which .[ think it right to make any inquiry is whore I see that the lowest tender has not 
been accepted, and when that is the case I call for some explanation, and do not approve 
the tender unless I am satisfied with the reason, which often is, with respect to the supply 
of goods, that the sample sent in at the lowest price was of so very inferior a character that 
the Board did not feel justified in accepting it. 
In what mode do you express your approval of a tender? I put at the bottom the word 

" Approved," and my initials. 
By Xv. A. Campbell: Then, practically speaking, the whole power of accepting or reject-

ing tenders rests with this Board? Yes, practically I should adopt any recommendation 
coming from the Board, except I saw something on the face of it that would compel me to 
make further inquiry. 
Do they make their recommendations without specifying their reasons for arriving at 

them? I think they generally Bay So and So's tender being the lowest, and the samples of 
suitable quality, they recommend it; I think that is the exteat to which they usually go 
in the way of giving reasons. 
S. By Mr. Gray: But in case you find it necessary to make inquiries they then state their 
reasons? Yes, only in cases of that kind. 
By the Chairman: in what mode do you make further inquiry? I generally make 

further inquiry of the Under Secretary, he being one of the Board. 
It is a mere verbal communication ? That is all. 
What you principally look at in these tenders is the price of the articles accepted? 

Yes; I am guided principally by the recommendation of the Board, but where I see the 
price is not the lowest I require further explanation. 
By Mr. Gray: Have you ever found it necessary to make an investigation with regard 

to the acceptance of any tender recommended by the Board, before you approve of it? No. 
Is this Board, which you have before alluded to, the only Board which has to do with 

these tenders—is it the same Board in all departments of the Government ? Not exactly. 
In fact sometimes it depends upon what head of a department can be summoned for the par-
ticular duty. The Board is not always composed of certain individuals, although the duty 

generally 
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generally falls to the gentlemen I have name& For instance, it sometimes happens that The Eels. 
the Chief Inspector of Distilleries forms one of the Board. E. C. Weekes, 
Any other person ? In matters connected with harbors and light houses—.sneh as ten- Esq.. M.P. 

den for boats and buoys and such things—the Harbor Master generally forms one of the 
Board. 

, 
 Oet., 18W. 

By JL-. A. C'4p&ell: Mr. Lane is invariably one? Mr. Lane is invariably one in 
everything connected with my department. 
And Captain Browne and Captain N'Lerie? Yes. 
The;- thrte gentlemen are invariably members of the Board, although sometimes asso- 

ciated with oth rse ? Yes. 
By the (Vuthnean Are there any particular reasons why then three gentlemen should 

always act in these matters? No reason that I am aware of, excepting that it has always 
been the practice that certain heads of departments, or some heads of departments, should 
form these boards. 

But you know of no reason why these three particular gentlemen should he selected 
No. 

QtI. Wtre they mi-tubers of this Board before responsible Government ? tam not aware. 
Did they,  form a porton of this Board when these matters first came under your 

cgnizanee as Minister ? Yes. 
By ,)Ir, D,i.'iel: May [ask if the forms of advertisement for tenders are the s9me now 

ns thlle Out were used by the former Government—has any change b-en made? Jam not 
aware if any change in the forms. 
2;. By 1!,1,  C..en,,:a:  Upon a tender being recommended by the Board and approved of 
by you, what takes place then ? The party is apprised of it. 
2-I. And what- happens in the case where tenders are rejected? T!iey crc also apprised that 
their tenders are rejected. 
Is any reason given ? No reason. 
I: alit-re coy r!ik as to how soon they are to be apprised, or what is the practice ? I 

believr it is done immediately—u.s early as possible after the decision. 
Is it no pert of the system to have the parties tendering at band to offer any explanation 

wha the tt'ulers are being considered No; not that I am aware of. I an, not couneud 
with the Ilceird iii any way, the operation of opening the tenders takes place somewhere else, 
in Inc other department of the Treasury. 
You have spoken of there being two kinds of tendering, the first hind v-here contracts  

are entered into with suretires and a bond, and the s'oond where it is a more matter of sirnpo 
e'ntrnet without any bond being entered into ? Yes. Here is a form of bond wbieh a 
conr.r:,ct :r -gns, which I will hand in. (The witness ha .de- ,-u the a,zvse. VdeA3p'nd. 
2. Th7- i for the first deseription of tender? Yes. Where it is asimle tend;r, thi 
the fez-ni of tender, which is all that the party signs. (The wit ;tess handed in tie saeu-. 

;o. In the :e. rid elas, of tenders, for the supply of mallor nacutters, lj not-71 e given in the 
G:s:t- of th:sa articles being rejuired, in the nine way as in the case of larger contract5 
Yes; I lowe a form here of Tender for Clothing. 
- I 'p- .-e there is a time always limited by which tenders must be Cent in ? The time 

is alwa flaw 1; the notices invariably run that tenders will be received up to a certain 
tour n a r.urtain day. 

SujIpi in-s to tender sent in by the time stated is approved of, or that there is no tender 
at all, either early or late, of which the Board approve, what takes place then? The adver- 
tisetuient c-dung for tenders is repeated, and if no result arises from the second, or perha-:  
the third i-itifit-tiou, it is the practice then to go and purchasa the article required where- 
ever it is to be had, 
Who-.., hus,ine is it to do that? That fails upon the Cole niid Storelteepar. 

3-I. -silig it tender, which appeated eligible to the Board, were ieot in after the 
time ueotcooed fir sending in tenders, what would be done in such a case as that? It  
would ha stint out. Nothing is received into the box after Lite  hour of the day namud in 
the advertemcnt. There have been instances where, after the hot has hen cleared at the 
flour pcoifitd, a tender has been subsequently put in, but it has been rejected. 
a. Have no such tenders ever been accepted? Not that I am aware of. 
86. Then it would be contrary to rule and out of the usual mode of dealing with rh-p 
matters, if any such tender were accepted? I think so. I think it is desirable to keep to 
certain ftcd rubi in these matters. The tender box is open up to a certain hour, and if 
party desiring to tender has not availed himself of the notice in time, I think he is-  properly 
excluded. 

In cans where articles are bought, failing any tender which is approved of, what 
instru,•tnrns has the Colonial Storekecper with regard to making such purchases? To buy 
at the mt--.t favorable rates ho can, as the only alternative, failing the procuring of tenders 
after repeated notification. 

Does it ever happen that where goods are required for the public service they are pro- 
cured in tlw.t way without tenders being called for at all? I believe there are e'asa; they 
are generally articles considered too trifling in amount to submit to public competition, or 
anything pressing; for instance, some requisition may come down from some gaol requiring 
a few articles by return of the mail. To go through the form of tendering for a trifling 
amount would not only be a waste of time but a waste of money. 
What is the rule—is there any rule laid down? There is no rule; it is left a good deal 

to the discretion of the Colonial Storekeeper. It is difficult to fix a rule to meet a case like 
that. 

4€). 
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The lIon. 40. Then such a matter as that is quite at the discretion of the Colonial Storekeeper? 
EtJ. W;est Matters of small importance would be. 

But he has no instructions as to what limit he is to go to without calling for public 
24 Oct 1860 tenders? No, he must in a considerable degree be guided by the emergency of the case 

for instance, there might be a sudden application from a gaol for pistols, or handcuffs, or 
something of that sort,-.-something wanted on an emergency, of which he naturally is the 
judge. 
Then he is to be guided by the emergency of the case? Where he deviates from the 

practice of calling for tenders he must be guided by the peculiar circumstances of each case, 
and also the urgency of each case. 
By the peculiar circumstances, do you allude to the smallness of the amount of money 

involved ? The smallness of the amount would be one circuinstaace; it would be obviously 
absurd to call for tenders for a trifling amount of a few pounds. 
You alluded just now to the purchase of handcuffs for instance in case of emergency-

are you acquainted with the circumstances of a purchase of certain handcuffs on behalf of 
the GoveSment, concerning which some remarks have been made? I am not able to give 
the Committee any information on the point of my own knowledge ; all that I could tell 
them would be from mere hearsay, because I was quite in ignorance of the transaction alluded 
to until my attention was called to it; but I should be glad if the Committee would examine 
my son, who is a partner of mine and entirely manages and controls the business, in which 
I take no part whatever; I simply call there and open the lctters at post time; beyond that 
I do not interfere with any matters of business. I have requested my son, if called upon by 
the Committee, to produce all the books bearing on the subject. 
The case to which I allude was a case of tender for handcuffs, in September, 1859; for 

the sake of identifying it I may say it was mentioned in one of the public journals? Yes; 
I do not recollect the date. 
Have you the papers referring to this tender? I have not. 
I presume the papers are in your office? In the Colonial Storekeeper'a Office. 
Supposing the tender was initialled by you-the one I am speaking of for handcuffs- 

there were two tenders from your firm  which have been alluded to? o, I do not say that; 

I do not say they were tenders from my firm. 
You are a partner in the firm of E. C. Wcekes & Co. ? Yes. 
Your son is your partner? One son. 
Your eldest son, Mr. Charles Weekes? Yes. 
But not your younger son? Not my younger son. 

5:3. What is his name? John-I. W. 
You yourself and your eldest son constitute the firm? I have a partner in England. 
Has he been long in England, the other partner? lie has never been in the Colony. 
Yourself and your eldest son constitute the members of the firm in the Colony? in the 

Colony. 
You say that of this matter you yourself have no personal knowledge? Not the 

slightest; it was only when my attention was called to it, a very considerable time after-
wards, that I had any knowledge of it. 
Does your younger son nssist in the business? No, he is in the Commercial Bank; at 

that particnlar time he was a mere idler; it was before he had obtained a situation; lie had 
just rcturncd from the country, and was doing nothing, in fact. 
When you initialled this tender, did you observe who it was from-either of these 

relating to handcuffs? One you will perceive is initialled by Mr. Robert Campbell. 
But the second one? The second one only I think bears my initials. 
Did you observe at the time whose tender that was? I did not; and I think that if my 

attention had been called to it, if the name had struok me, I should have hesitated. it is 
rather an uncommon name, and I am sure if the name had struck mc I should naturally 
have liked to inquire into it. 
You allude to the tender of Mr. Bayment Audsley? Yes. 
At the date of that tender was a person of that name in your employ ? Yes, he was. 
Does your firm, in their business, deal in such articles as handcuffs? Yes. 
Is this gentleman in your service at the present time ? Still. 
In such a case as that, how would payment be made? It would be made to the party 

tendering. 
In what way-by cheque? Always by cheque, I believe; I do not know the exact rule, 

but I think it would be paid by the cheque of the Colonial Storekeeper; that is the usual way. 
Does that cheque in any way come into your office? I do not know. 
What is the ordinary course of proceeding in case cf payments? Which cheque are 

you alluding to. 
A cheque of this nature, to pay this contractor-what is the mode of payment? 

Excepting I contracted myself, I apprehend it would not come into my office. 
Is there any voucher that is approved of by the Under Secretary, or anything of that 

kind? No; the tender is sent in in the form which I have put in, that the party is willing 
at a certain price to supply the goods; to that the Colonial Storekeeper replies that the 
tender is accepted; then the goods would be sent in, and the party would apply for payment. 
And who would he apply to? To the Colonial Storekeeper. 
Who draws the cheque? The Colonial Storekeeper. 
What takes place after he draws the cheque? Since the late inquiry into the Colonial 

Store and the suspension of the late Colonial Storekeeper, my predecessor nrranged that, 
pending the inquiry into the department, the cheques of the Colonial Store should be paid. 
by Mr. Lane)  on duly certified documents being produced to him in each particular ease. 
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75. Before that inquiry took place what was the practice? Before tEst inqui 
I 
 ry the cheque The Hon. 

was signed by the Colonial Storekeeper. P.C. )Vcekes, 
M.P.76. What was the practice in September, 1859? I think the Colonial Storekeeper was Liq.,  

suspended in .Iannary; and therefore the cheque, in the case alluded to, would have been 
drawn under the previously existing state of things. Mr. Samuel suspended him. A Oct., 1860. 

77. Then I understand that you consider it no part of your duty, on receiving a tender, to 
inquire at all who is the tenderer? No; whether it is Jones, Brown, or Robinson, it does 
not matter at all to me, provided the articles are good, at the lowest price, and the tender is 
recommended by the Beard. 
7. By Mr. A. Campbell: Supposing you saw the name of my friend Mr. Egan, here, to a 
tender, would not that strike your notice? I dare say it might; but I should know there 
were many persons of the same name in existence, and I should not certainly think it my 
duty to inquire whether the person making the tender was a Member of the Assembly. 
Not in any case? In the case I have alluded to, had the name occurred to me, being a 

very unusual name, I should have made inquiry. 
I refer merely to the general question—you said you did not care whether the tender 

were made by Smith, Brown, or Robinson, you accept it without reference to his position 
Yes; if the Board recommend to inc that Brown, or Smith, is the party whose tender they 
think should be accepted, I should approve of it. 
SI. If you saw in the tender the name of a gentleman whom you know to be disqualified by 
law, would you then accept it? That is his look-out. I do not think it falls to my province 
to interfere from what may be a mere coincidence of names. I think it would be an 
unbecoming thing in me to assume, because there might be a similarity of names, that a 
Member of the Assembly would do that which he know lie could not do by law. It might 
he some different person altogether. I do not think I am called upon to do any such act as 
that. 

That is the view you take of your position? That is the view I take of my position. 
I do not think I am called upon to interfere in anything of that sort. If it is contrary to 
law, the parties must take the consequences. 
By the Chairman: Were you ever aware before that this person in your employ was 

carrying on any private business on his own account? No. I believe, if the Comzmiittee 
see fit to have my son here as a witness, he will be able to explain the whole transaction. I 
can only explain it from hearsay, which is not a very satisfactory mode. 
Do you know, of your own knowledge, whether these articles were supplied finn your 

establishment F Yes; I have examined the books, and I find that these articles were 
supplied froul my establishment, to these respective parties, at a price which I find credited 
in the hooks as hrjng paid, and which was not the price p'id by the Government to thin. 
Your explanation is this, then, that the articles were sold in the one case to your younger 

son, and in the other to Mr. ilayment Audsley, and by them rsidd to the Government? 
So I am informed. I see certain entries in the books which bear out that presnmption, and 
I feel sure that must have been the case. ilowever, my son will ho able to explain exactly 
what it was. 
816. Does your son or yourself manage the bank account—is it in the name of your sin or 
yourself? in the name of the firm. 
Do you know whether that cheque was paid in to your account F No, I do not. 
You have not inquired? I have not. 

80. Mr. Audsley is still in your employ? Yes. 
00. By Mr. Arnold: Is there any rule in the Government service that if articles are 
required—I mean articles such as you describe as not being supplied under contract—vhat 
an)- person who may be in bnsiness shall he prevented from sopplying them, if he is a 
Member of the Assembly? I know of no rule. 
01. Do you know whether it has been the practice for persons in seeb a position to supply 
articles to the Ci overnment F I believe it has ; my firm have supplied them. 
92. Is there any difference between supplying an article under tonder and purchasing an 
article from a shop—Is there any difference in the two mnodc of puroL.e, except that vie 
transaction is checked by competition and the other is not 

Air. A. Campbell objected to the question being put, on the ron-d that the Coa.i.ittee 
nrc 'juite or well able to form an opinion on the point i,tvolced cc if,'. Weekes. The 
Chairman conside,'cd that the questioii was admissible. 
Is there any other distinction between purchasing from a shop without tender and taking 
goods under tender, except that in the one can there is no competition, and the tran:tetiou 
is made upon the sole will and responsibility of the officer making the purchase, and in the 
other the price is checked by competition F I see very little difference in the two easea, 
provided the Colonial Storekeeper discharges his duty properly. The only difference as 
between asking verbally and asking by advertisement. If the Colonial Storekeeper resjuirei 
say a thousand reams of foolscap paper, and goes first to one etr-ticner and a-ks the price, 
and to another, and another, and then takes the lowest offer, it is precisely the sunie ; at 
leost the distinction is very trifling, if any at all, between calling for a tender and then 
seeing what the respective parties will offer. 
03. Is it the case invariably, where articles are procured from a shop on an emergency, that 
the person purchasing them does go round the town to see where lie can get them at the 
lowest price—is it not the custom in the service to send to a shop for a certain article 
and trost to whatever the shopkeeper chooses to charge F I dare say that practice is 
pursued. 
94. And in a case of that kind the circumstance of the shopkeeper being a Member of the 
Assembly would not prevent his being dealt with F I think not ; at all eveute there is _no 
rule against it. Do. 
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The lIon, 95. And in practice it has not been prevented? it has not. As to his being directly or 
B0.W;ee d. c. indirectly interested in the supply, I take it it is almost impossible for anybody to avoi 

the construction of some indirect interest. If a man is desirous of tendering for a 
contract for salt beef, and goes to a Member of the Assembly who owns cattle, tells him he 

2 Oct,8 0. is going to tender, and asks " what will you sell me your cattle at? " of course it might be 
said there was an indirect advantage to the Member of the Assembly in that particular 
transaction, because he sells to the man who sells to the Government; but that I think 
would be straining the point. 
Supposing articles are immediately required, and you call for tenders where no contract 

is made; a person sends in a tender signed A. B., with an address to a certain box at the 
Post Office, accompanied by a sample; supposing that tender to be the lowest, and in all 
respects unobjectionable, would not that tender be received as if is had been signed by 
the name of the person? I think it would. 
And, provided the articles were supplied, payment would be made? Yes. 
Would there be any objection to receive the tender of a broker, who was avowedly 

tendering on behalf of some person unknown ? He would not tender as a broker. Of course 
it is oumpetent for any man to tender for what he likes, but he does not state the capacity 
in which he tenders. I take it the man who tenders is aasumcd to be the party interested 
in the tender. 
That 6 to CV,  lie personally takes the reMponsibility of the tender? He takes the res-

ponsibility. In simple tenders for goods, unaccompanied by any contract, I very much 
doubt if the Government have the power of enforcing it, if the party chooses to decline 
supplying the goads. In all other cases the distinction, is drawn that he becomes a contractor 
under seal, he signs a hind. 
100, 13j  Th-. Wd.sv,,: Who has the power of nominating the members of this Tender Board? 
I am unable to say when the nomination are-.-; I found the Board in existence when I went 
into office. 

1 think you tated that aametime the Chief Inspector of Distflleries, and sometimes 
one bead of a department and ometimes another, forms part of hi Board? Yes; for 
instnew, if one of the members of the Board is ill or out of town, in that case they sand for 
some other bead of a department; the whole conocrn could not stand over beoause Mr. Some-
F. dy was ill or out of town. I do not know that any particular parties are necessary at all; 
any other heads of departments would do as well; it ia merely requisite that somebody should 
guide the Government by going into the minutisu of these thing. 

Have you the power of icuding for any one you cheese to eonstitutc thia Board? Y.i. 
Are the members of this Ecard paid? No. 

104, By .31r. Gre;: Are they alwaya Gu%ernmcnt officers? Y., heeds of departments. 
Mr. Arohihald Campbell is Acting Storekeeper. Of course the Storekeeper himself acted 
before he was under suspension. 

By Mr. Egan : You stated that, in some instances, upon examination of the tenders, 
at the fis4 luni'e at o00513 of them the priccr ¶ould appear exceedin?ly eheisp,but upon more 
minute examination it would he found that the prices of other article' of greater consump-
tion would more tlmn make up the difference, do you not think it desirable that the probable 
quantities of each article required during the period should be given in the advertisement 
for tnder? I do not see any objection to it if it could be arrived at, but it would be only 
an approximate amount. I take it every tenderer must know pretty well what articles are 
most re1uirtd; for in;tance, he must know that rations for prisoners in gaol must be one of 
the Lading ertieles, while, at the came time, lime juice, vinegar, soda, and thing'. of that 
,r)rt must furm insignificant items. 

But a stranger would be unable to know what the consumption of the larger articles 
would be 1 He would, of course, unless he took some pains to ascertain the probable 
amount. I take it a man does not go into a matter of this sort without ascertaining the 
relative consumption of each article. 

Do you not thick it would be better for the party tendering to be present with his 
sample than to send it to the office. Who knows that the sample shewn as Brown's simple 
may not be Jones' sample. Do you not think it would be more desirable for each party to 
be present with his sample? I think there must be that amount of confidence placed in 
offlears of the Government, that a thing of that kind wants no extraordinary protection. I 
do not see that it would be possible to have a body of tenderers in a room disputing over the 
quality of their goods. I have neverheard any complaint. No repre:nntation nor suggestion 
has ever been mode that any sample article has been changed from one tenderer to another. 

By the c?'o?naetz: Have you ever heard that they have never been examined at all F 
No; no complaints of the present system have ever reached me. 

Are you aware what the practice is in Victoria ? I am not. 
By .31,. Egan: I suppose you are aware that previous to responsible Government 

ptsrtks were always requested to be in attendance? No, I was not:. One of the Boards that 
investigated the matter of the Colonial Store, suggested the alteration of having a set of 
sealed patterns, sealed with the official seal, which should be kept in the office no a perma-
nent sample, which could not be changed or altered. 
ill. By the C1sa,'mam: is any number appointed as a quorum of this Board? They all 
attend; that is, four; and if one is absent from sickness, the head of another department is 
called in. 

As an usual thing, it is not regular to accept a tender unless the whole number are 
there? No, 

By .il[r. Egan: In Victoria do you know whether the tenders are not published, and 
the prices of the accepted tender? I do not know, but I think we publish ours too. 
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By Aft. W1140n : Not the unaccepted ones? No; we publish the accepted tenders. The Hon. 

By Mr. E54 And the price? Yes. If we publish the one accepted, all the other EC.W;;es. 
tenderers can judge for themselves. 

P. 

Was the tender for handcuffs, that has been spoken of, ever advertised? Yes.* 
Oct.,  

And the name of the person? I do not know.* - 

By the Chairman: Is it, in your opinion, the regular thing to advertise them? I am 
not quite sure on that point, but I think it is. 

By up. Egun: You say that some goods urgently required the head of the department 
is allowed to purchase? I do not think the simple tenders are ever published; contracts 
are published; we publish contracts extending over a period. 

My question was about the supply of any article? No, we do not publish the tenders 
where there are no contracts. 

To what extent is the head of the department authorized to purchase without tender-
what do you think has been the practice? I could not say. 

To what amount do you consider the head of the department ought to be allowed to 
purchase without tender? I should say he ought to be limited to a very small amount. 

Do you know whether it is the practice, in eases where goods are required without 
tender, that a list of these articles is forwarded to persons who deal in them, and they put 
the prices opposite? I am not aware. 

P0 you know that was not the practice previous to responsible Government? I do not 
know. 

Do you know whether it is the practice of the Government, in any case where bums are 
voted for any public expenditure, that, if the head of the department considers that he can 
purchase what is required within the amount of the vote, no tenders are called for at all, 
and all the articles are purchased without tender? I am not aware of the circumstance. 

You understand my questiou-that where a sum has been voted for the performance of 
any work, the party who had to see that work executed would undertake to purcbase it 
without tender, because he thought he could obtain it for the amount voted I do not 
think that is the practice. I am not aware that it prevails in my department. 

By 11r. Gray: Have you ever heard of such a thing being done? No. 
Bq .1k. A. Campbell: You stated that when tenders were asked for, and no tenders 

are sent in or accepted, the head of the department had liberty then to go and purehas 
where he liked? Yes, as a matter of necessity. 

To what amount is that discretion or authority allowed? .1 could not tell the exact 
amount now. 

To what extent do you consider such an authority ought to be given? I should say 
in all eases the system of tender ought to be purened, but it is impossible to say what limit 
an emergency may render necessary. 

By the Uhairman: Supposing there were no particular emergency, and the Colonial 
Storekeeper pursued this course, if he exceeded what limit would you think it right to 
interfere arid ask for an explanation why he had not called for tenders? It would not 
come under my cognizance at the time; a transaction of that kind would be done by the 
Colonial Storekeeper in the ordinary discharge of his duty. 

Under whose control and supervision does the Storekeeper's department come? Under 
same. 

Supposing he purchased in this way without a tender, in what ease, in the excess of 
what limit, there being no immediate emergency, would you think it your duty to iuterfere 
with him or ask for an explanation why he acted in that way? I cannot state any sum, 
but if I ever became aware that he was doing it as a practice to any amount, or even as a 
practice at all, I should interpose; but Icould not say whether I should object to his doing 
it to the extent of £5 or £10. 

Would you think £50 more than he ought to expend in that way? Yes, I should 
think, unless an emergency required it, articles to the amount of £50 should be called for 
by tender. 
135, By Mr. A. C'auzpbell: Do I understand you to say that nothing should be purchased 
to the extent of more than £5, without tender, except in great emergency? I do not say £5. 

£20? £20; but then I think that expenditures of £20 should not be continued from 
day to day, because by that means the whole supply of the service might be carried on 
without tender; it should only be done in special cases, and the circumstances of each case 
must justify the departure from the ordinary rule. 

In fact, then, the system of tender is resorted to in all eases where practicable? Yes. 
And any head of a department purchasing to the amount of £50 or £100, without 

tender, would abuse the discretion allowed? Yes, in my department certainly. 
There are purchases without your knowledge at all? Yes. 
When no tenders are sent in, what is done? We repeat the advertisement perhaps 

once and again, and then, as I stated before, we are driven to go and buy in the open market; 
failing to obtain tenders, after repeated efforts by public advertisement, there is no alternative. 

have you ever known a case in which a tender sent in after the time appointed has 
been accepted; for instance, where no tenders have been found in the box, have you ever 
known a tender to come in an hour or two afterwards and that tender to be accepted? 
I do not know such a case. 

And it is not the practice to do so? It is not the practice. The practice is, as I 
stated just now, certainly to exclude a tender that comes in late, where there are others in 

the 

oTE (by wtn€ss &m reoiü&a) :-This is a misconception of the question, as shown by following 
answers. 
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The Hon. the box; but in the ease of a tender coming in at half-past twelve, there being none at all 
at twelve, and nobody, therefore, being in a position to be prejudiced if it were accepted, I 
am not quite clear what the practice would be. 

By the Ukainnan: Have you ever known of such a case? No, I am not aware of such 
24 Oct, 1860. a ease; but I do not see any harm that would ensue in such a case; no one would be pre- 

judiced. 
But supposing two or three kept their tenders back, and then sent them it after the 

time? It does not follow that because a tender comes in it should be accepted. I think, in 
most cases, when there is only one tender, another advertisement would be issued; it would 
show that sufficient publicity had not been given, or that there had been some combination, 
which a fresh appeal to the public might sot aside. 

You do not think it a proper course to pursue to accept a single tender? I do not say 
that in all cases; I think we should be guided by the tender itself; it might be a very 
reasonable tender, which it would be for the benefit of the public service to accept; but if a 
solitary tender is accompanied by a very high price, then I think it is a suspicious circum-

stance. 
By Mr. A. Uampbell: You have stated that the parties tenderiaz are not required to 

be in attendance at the time the Board are considering the tenders? No. 
Are you aware that the parties are required to be in attendance when the Commissariat 

tenders are opened? I am not aware what their practice is. 
Having in view the large powers conferred on this Board, and the discretion allowed 

them, do you think that gentlemen in subordinate capacities, like Mr. Lane and the Colonial 
Storekeeper, are the very best persons to be on such a Board continually, benring in mind 
that these persons must necessarily be under the direct influence of the Government of the 
day, and bearing in mind also that the interests of the public and of individuals are largely 
at stake and committed to these gentlemen? Yes, I think it is placing no more faith in 
their fidelity and uprightness than is due to gentlemen of their standing. The Government 
must place confidence somewhere, and 1 think it cannot place it better than in officers 
who have been a considerable time in the public service. I should be very sorry to throw 
out even such an insinuation against their integrity as I think your question conveys. 

Have you ever had occasion to snppose the large discretion allowed these officers has 
ever been abused ? I never had any reason to believe it. 

I understand there has been a very terious investigation into the Colonial Storekeeper's 
Department, has that been connected with an abuse of power? Not as oonneeted with the 
operations of this Beard as a Board. 

By the Chairatan: You say that you do not in any way consider yourself responsible 
if improper parties tender—that you chiefly direct your attention to the price of the article 
Well, I do not recognise the term improper parties—S-who are improper parties? 

Supposing the Members of the Board tendered themselves? There is no doubt they 
would be considered improper persons, but the improper persons referred to in a previous 
question were Members of the Assembly. In that ease I do not feel bound to interpose, or 
to suppose a man of a certain name is a Member of the Assembly. 

By lie. A. Car.tpell: In answer toaprevious question you stated that you considered 
a tender signed A. B., and directing the answer to be sent to a box at the Post Office, would 
be one that would be dealt with? I think the Board would deal with a question of that sort. 

Are you and the Board in the habit of dealing with anonymous tenders? You mean 
a tender put in with merely the letter A or B by way of signature. 

Yes? That would not be accepted. 
1 thought you said such a tender would be dealt with—I understood that an element 

in the consideration of tenders is the respectability and responsibility of the parties tender-
ing, in every instance—is it so, or is it not? Perhaps it may be in contracts extending 
over time, where the parties are bound with sureties for due performance; in such cases we 
should look to the respectability of the tenderers, and their ability to carry out their con-
tracts. in the case of a contract for the supply of previsions extending over a period of 
twelve mouths, or for the carrying out of a great public work, I think we may fairly consider 
the respectability of the tenderer and look into the probability of his being able to carry 
out properly what be proposes to undertake; but where it is a more supply of goods, ordered 
to-day and coming in to-morrow, I do not see that the respectability of the party has much 
to do with it. The quality of the goods and the price are the chief points to be looked to, 
and whether they are supplied by one party or another I do not see that it makes much 
difference, provided it is not accompanied by some other circumstances which would throw a 
doubt on the propriety of this particular party being a tenderer. I may refer particularly 
to the investigation in the Colonial Stores. In that ease there is no doubt but what a clerk 
in the Colonial Store was continuously a very large tenderer. 

in a name not known to the Government? Not known to the Government, but known 
I believe to his superior. 

What I want to arrive at is this, whether you are in the habit of dealing with tenders 
when you do not know anything at all about the names or position of the parties tendering? 
The teaders only come to me after they pass through the Board. - 
150. 1 mean the Board—whether the Board you allude to deal with tenders under names 
that may be fictitious? I do not think they have any means of verifying the names. There 
is a great distinction between contractors and merely suppliers of goods; the transaction is 
over in 24 hours perhaps; the tender is accepted, the order given, and the goods go in. 
160. In cases to a small amount; but supposing the amount Nvas large, would they put the 
position of the party out of consideration? Supposing I were to call for a tender for a 
cargo of rice, to supply prisoners in gaol, I should not care whether the man offering to 

supply 
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supply it was a doubtful character or not; if his rice were the best and the cheapest, The lion. 
then I say the public interest would be consulted by taking his tender, whether his character EC. WC,C5 
was bad or good. sq., M.P.  

But would you accept a tender for a large amount without knowing whether the party 
had the means of supplying it at all? In the case of tenders coming in like that I should -4 Oct., 60. 
not hesitate to take anybody's at the lowest price. It is very different between contractors 
for a period, or contractors for a work, and more suppliers of goods from hand to mouth. 

135 Mr. Gray : You never pay the money before the goods are delivered? Certainly 
not. 
103. By Mr. Arnold: Is this the case with regard to tenders, that in a contract extending 
over a period of time you look principally to the sureties ? Yes. 
164. The sureties must be responsible parties? Yes. 
105. And in other eases you are satisfied if the goods are of the quality agreed to be 
supplied, and if they are supplied? ITes;  then we do not want a contract at all. 

By  if;. A. Carpbeil: I wish to elicit this, whether the Government deal with 
anonymous tenders, or tenders which may not be bonafideJ Flow are we to know. Sup-
posing a friend of yours, at your suggestion, tendered to the Government in his own name, 
why should we say we have some doubts whether you are not acting for Mr. Campbell. 

If you knew that friend you would have no right to ask any questions; but supposing 
a man tendered under the name of Smith or Brown-A, B, or 0-would you accept his 
tender without auy inquiry at all ? For the supply of goods that were wanted immediately, 
certainly. 

The Chairman asked you some questions with reference to two eases which have lately 
attracted some attention-I mean the tenders of Mr. J. W. Weekes and Mr. Itayment 
Audsley; when did you become aware of those tenders having been sent in and accepted? 
I could not tell the exact (late ; it was some considerable time after they were sent in. 
160. Did you become aware of it beforo the letter signed "Joe ilume" appeared in the 
newspaper ? Yes. 

By the Chairman: Could you state how long? No; my attention was first called to 
it when the investigation was going on into the Colonial Storekeeper's Department. Mr. 
Lane called my attention to it; I think he said Mr. Buchanan had said tliat some member 
of my firm had tendered for some goods. It took me by surprise, and I told him I believed 
he was mistaken. However, on loolsieg to the book I found the name of "J. MT. Weekes." 

By 111. A. Campbell: What steps did you take in your own establishment to ascertain 
what had been done? 1 inquired into it from my son, who has the management of my 
business. 

In what capacity is Mr. Audsley employed by you? As clerk. 
Book-keeper or shopman ? Bookkeeper. 
By the Chairvtan: May I ask what salary lie has? I think £175 a year. 
has he any trading privileges besides his salary? No. 
You are not aware of any other ease where lie has purchased goods and sold them to 

other parties? No. 
177: J*j Mr. A. Uamphell: Has he in fact any right to trade at all ? As long as lie gives 
me the hours 1 require of him he may do as he likes. 

Is there any understanding between you and him that lie should not trade on his own 
account ? No understanding. 

By  the Chairman : Have your firm a her in the Post Office? Yes. 
in the name of the firm or numbered in the usual way? Numbered I think, I 

am not sure. 
By Mr. A. Campbell: You siy the goods this gentleman tendered for came out of 

your stock? Yes; so I am informed. 
Was th0 tender alluded to the only one sent in by Mr. Audsley? So far as I am 

aware it was; I take it for granted or it would have been brought to light. 
By it Arnold: is it very unusual for a subordinate in a mercantile establishment to 

eater into little trading transactions on his own account? I am not aware whether it is 
common or not, but it is a thing I should never think of interfering with. 

You do not know whether it is common or nut? No, I am not aware. 
By Mr. Campbell: You stated that tenders are published as accepted? Contracts 

I believe are, 
Do you not think it would be a great improvement and cheek on many abuses which 

might creep into the tender system, to make public the names of tenderers and the prices-
do you not think it would be a cheek on improper dealing with tenders by subordinates ? I 
see no objection to it, excepting the increased expense of the advertisements. 
117. Do you not think the expense would be more than covered by the cheek afforded? A 
great deal turns upon the quality of the articles, A man might write very indignantly and 
say I could have supplied so and so at such a price while you have accepted a higher one; 
but when you caine to compare the articles, the accepted tender would be obviously the best. 
However, I see no objection to everything being published. 

Do you see any objection to the tenders being opened in the presence of the parties 
tendering? In some eases that would be a matter of impossibility. In the case of the Post 
Office, for instance, there are perhaps 150 tenders, and to have 150 tenderers coming into a 
room would eareely be agreeable. 

Are you not aware that the tenders in Melbourne are opened in the presence of the 
public? I am not aware of the practice in Melbourne. I do not know whether it is the 
effect of the system, but publicity does not seem to have preserved them from extensive 
urruption. 

108-0 190. 
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The lIon. 190. By the Chairman: How long has your second son been in the Commercial Bank? I 

B. C. Weckes, could not tell exactly. 
Do you recollect whether he went into it last year or this year ? I think it was last 

21 Oct 1860 year. But he was not in the Commercial Bank at the time of this tender, and, he was not 
in my employ. 

That was the time of the first contract ? Yes. 
Did he, between the time of the first contract and the time when Mr. Rayment 

Audsley tendered, go into the bank? I cannot say; a comparison of dates with these 
purposes would not strike my attention. 

By .ilir. Campbell: Does it often happen that you find people tendering for articles in 
which they are not in the habit of dealing at all? I take it a man may tender for whatever 
he likes; if he deals in soft goods there is nothing to prevent him from tendering for 

hardware. 
Supposing you found the Chairman, who is a lawyer, tendering for such an article as 

salt fish, would you not think that very extraordinary? If the Chairman thought proper 
to do it, it would not be my business to say he should not; and perhaps the country might 
be much advantaged by his taking up the trade in so useful an article. 
106. Did you ever know a lawyer to tender for supplies of merchandise to the public service? 
I am not aware of any circumstance of that kind; but I do not see why a lawyer should 
not sometimes take to trade when he finds his own business rather slack; I do not see why 
he should not go into trade and reap the benefit of his legal acuteness, which might be very 
useful to him. 

By the Chairman: You alluded just now, speaking of cases of emergency, to hand- 
cuffs and pistols; have ever pistols been supplied in the way these handcuffs were? I 

cannot say. 
I thought you had some ease in your mind ? I said that because I thought there 

might be some ease of emergency, some outbreak in a gaol, or something of that kind, 
where the supply would require to be immediately furnished. 

By Mr. Arnold: Was not a supply of pistols advertised for by this Government on 

account of New Zealand? Yes. 
By Mr. Campbell: Do you recollect who got the contract? A dozen people. We 

swept the town of all Colt's revolvers that were to be had, and also sent to Melbourne for 

them. 
By the Chairman: Did any of these articles come out of your establishment? I 

cannot say whether any person had bought them at any time before this; but I had no 

articles of the kind on hand then. 
You do deal in such articles? Yes. 
Jig Mr. Arnold: Do you remember whether any revolvers were then bought from Mr. 

B. C. Rodd? Yes. 
Was he a lawyer? Yes; he is one of those lawyers who occasionally stoops to trade. 

By-thebye, Mr. Rodd has a very extraordinary taste in that way; he gets possession of some 
of the rarest things imaginable. 

However, in that case, a lawyer did tender for the supply of an article of ironmongery? 
I do not think there was a tender; it was an offer, I think, not in reply to an advertisement; 
he wrote to say he had a large assortment of these valuable revolvers, which he could put in 

at a certain price. 
Is Mr. Rodd a relative of the Premier's? I believe he is. 
Did you look upon it as a very suspicious circumstance, when you received this tender 

from Mr. Rodd? It did not strike me; but the minds of some persons might be open to 
an insinuation of this kind; but, nevertheless, as the articles were good, and at a reasonable 
price, I still ventured to take Mr. Ilodd's offer. 

Notwitbatunding he was a lSyer and a relative of the Prcmier's? Notwithstanding 
the combination of those alarming circumstances. 

By the Chairman: Do you know where he bought the pistols? No. 

By Mr. A. Campbell: Do you recollect the price? No. 
By Mr. Arnold: Do you know of any other suspicious cases of that kind? No; in 

fact I am not on the look out for these suspicious cases. 
By Mr. A. CampbelI: Did it strike you as a very odd thing that a lawyer should 

tender for pistols? I did not think it odd coming from Mr. Rodd, because I knew he was 
an eccentric gentleman who deals in very extraordinary things. 

By iL. Egan: Do you know whether the Board attend on the day the goods are 
delivered to see whether they are in accordance with the samples shewn to them when the 
tender was accepted? No; that falls to the Colonial Storekeeper. 

The Board knows nothing about the delivery of the goods at all? No. Every 
operation of the Government might as well be watched by a Board of officers as that; you 
might carry it out into every department of the service ; trust nobody, but send a Board to 
see all articles delivered into store and out of store; in fact, have a constantly itinerating 
Board. 

335 Mr. Gray: You hold the Colonial Storekeeper responsible for the reception of 
these articles? Of course, as head of the dcpartmeat, it is his particular d to see to it. 

By lie. A. ampbelI: Does the Colonial Storekeeper give any securi
uty
ty? I believe so. 

A bond? A bond. All public accountants do—those who have to account to the 
Government, and, I believe, the Colonial Storekeeper is no exception to the rule. 

APPENDIX. 
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IA. 
POLICE DISTRICT OF SYDNEY. 

TENDER FOR SUPPLIES FOR THE COLONJAL SERVICE. 

II 

The Hon. 
E. C. Weekes, 
Lag., M.P. 

24 Oct., 1860. 

D - 
Sir, 

ate 
 
In conformity with the Treasury Notice, dated 29th December, 1859, I hereby Tender to fur- 

nish the undermentioned Supplies, for the Colonial Service, for the District of , from 
to 31st March, 1861, at the following Rates, viz. 

EAs. 

Words. Figures. 
Anncazs OF SUPPLY. 

1st quality .............. 14 lb. 
Bread ..... 2nd quality .............. do. 

3rd quality .............. do. 
Ships' Biscuit .. ................... do. 

1st quality .............. do. 
Flour 2nd quality .............. do. 

3rd quality .............. do. 
Maize Meal 

.... 
. .... ........... .... do. 

Oatmeal............................ do. 

The Conditions of the Contract to be those detailed in the Notice referred to. 
I propose of and of as ray Sureties, for the due 

observance of my engagement, in the event of the acceptance of this uffir, and I annex a Memorandum 
of their willUiness to lie responsible for such observance, and to jobs me in a Bond accordingly. 

lam, 
Sir. 
Your obedient servant, 

(Signature) 
The Under Secretary, (Residence) 

Treasury. 

NB—This Tender to be delivered at the Treasury, on or before 12 o'clock of the day appiintcd 
to receive the Tenders. 

All names and prices to be stated at length. 
No Tender can be taken into consideration which is not accompanied by the following Memo-

randum, duly signed. 

MEMO a ATh U 31. 
In the event of the acceptance of the aceonipanying Tender of we hereby engage 

to be responsible for the due observance of the Contract, and we undertake severally in that event to 
execute and deliver, within one month from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty, 
in the pLUCI sum of £150, for securing such performance. 

Signature of person tendering ............ 
Residence .............................. 

(Signature .................... 

Sureties J Residence .................... Signature .................... 
Residence .................... 

I B. 
POLICE DISTRICT OF SYDNEY. 

TENDER FOR SUPPLIES FOR THE COLONIAL SEP VICE. 

Sir, 
In conformity with the Treasury Notice, dated I hereby Tender to furnish the 

undennentiond Supplies, for the Colonial Service, in the Pollee District of Sydney, from to 
at the following rates 

RATES. 
AnreeLEs OF Supray. ---•-- 

Words. Figures 

Fret Beef ........... ............. t0  lb. 
Salt Beef ..........................do. 
Salt Pork ..........................do. 
Fresh Mutton ......................do. 
Suet ............................do. 
Lard ..............................do. 

The Conditions of the Contract to be those detailed in the Notice referred to. 
I propose of and of as my Sureties for the due 

observance of my engagement, in the event of the acceptance of this offer, and I annex a Memorandum 
of their williugnoss to be responsible for such observance, and to jo'rn mc in a Bond accordingly. 

I am, 
Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

The (Signature) 
Secretary to the Treasury. (Residence) 

N.E.— 
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N.13.—This Tender to be delivered at the Treasury, on or before 12 o'clock of the day appointed 
to receive the Tenders. 

All liames and prices to be stated at length. 
No Tender can be taken into consideration which is not accompanied by the following Memo-

randum, duly signed. 

MeMO RAN 0 CM. 

In the event of the acceptance of the accompanying Tender of we hereby engage 
to be re.sponsihi]e for the doe observance of the Contract, and we umlertake severally in that Crent to 

m exepnte and deliver, within one month fro tin, usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to IlerMejesty, 
in the penal sum of £150, for Seenrilig such performasice. 
Signature of person teadering ........... 
Residence .............................. 

Signature .................... 
SuretiesResidence .................... 

Signature .................... 
Resiaence .................... 

10. 

POLICE DISTRICT OF SYDNEY. 

TENDER FOR SUPPLIES FOR THE COLONIAL SERVICE. 

Date  
Sir, 

In conformity with the Treasury Notice, dated I hereby Tender 
to furnish the uadormentioncd Supplies, for the Colonial Service, in the Police District of Sydnoy, 
from to at the following Rates, viz. 

RATES. 

ArTIcLES OF Suit-Li.  

Words Figures. 

Currants  
Raisins  
Arrowroot  
Treacle . , . . do. 
Sago do. 
Rice do. 
Tea ., ., ., do. 
Sugar, Soft do. 
Ditto, Loaf do. 
Salt do. 
Pepper . . .  . do. 
Mustard  d o. 
Yellow Soap do. 
Starch, , do. 
Soda ., do. 
Blue ., do. 
Pearl Br.rlcy . do. 

T 0 
i(A merican .. •. acco .. do. 

Colonial .. .. ., do. 
Tobacco Pipes ., ., !j,1 gross. 
Salt Butter . . . lb. 
Lime Juice 7) quart. 
Port Wine . . , ., j. doz. 
Runs .. jQ ga11. 
Colonial Ate do. 
Yest .. quart. 
Vinegar .......... ' gall. 

The Conditions of the Contract to be those detailed in the Notice referred to. 

r propose of , and of 
a% my Sureties fir the due observance of my engagement, in the event of the acceptance of this oiler, 
and I a 01kM a Memorandinu of their willingness to be responsiblt for such observance, and to ,jOni nit 
in a Bond accordingly. 

I am, 
Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
(Signature) 

The (Residence) 
Secretary to the Treasury. 

N.H—This Tender to be delivered at the Treasury, on or before 12 o'clock of the day appointed 
to Lcct.ive the Tender,. 

All amames and prices to be stated at length. 
No Tender can be taken into consideration which is not accompanied by the following Memo-

random, duly signed. 

Me )IoR AN P EM. 
In the event of the acceptance of the aceompanyhag Tender of we imeaby 

engage to L. rcqj,onsihie fur the due observance of the Contract, and we undertake severally in that 
e cut to ext-cute mmd deliver, within one month from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her 
Majesty, in the penal sum of £150, for seeming such perfoi'mimnua 
Signature of person tendering 
Ilesidenoc ...................... 

Signature .......... 

Sureties., 

Rllosidonoe .......... 

D. 
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ID. 

(SECTION 4.) 

POLICE DISTRICT OF SYDNEY. 

TENDER FOR SUPLrE5 FOR THE COLONIAL SERVICE. 

Si',, 
Date 1860. 

In conformity with the Treasury Notice, dated 18 • I hereby Tender 
to furnish the underinentioned Supplies, for the Colonial Service, in the Police District of Sydney, front 
the 1560, to the 1861, at the following Rates, viz. 

BATES. 
ABTrCLES OF SUPPLY. - — — -  - 

wrords Figures. 

Sperm Oil .. •. .. * . Imp. Gallon. 
Common Oil .. •. ., ,. do. I Sperm Candles •, .. .. 9Q lb. 
Mould do. .. .. .. do. 
Cotton Wick .. .. .. .. do. I Patent Wicks .. .. .. Each. 

The Conditions of the Contract to be those detailed in the Notice referred to. 
I propose of and of 

as my Sureties for the due observance of my engagement, in the event ofthe aceeptanel of this offer, 
.and I annex a Memorandum of their willingness to be responsible for such observance, and to join mc 
in a Bond accordingly. 

I an), 
Sir, 

(Signature) 
Your obedient servant, 

The (Residence) 
Secretary to the Treasury. 

NB—This Tender to be delivered at the Treasury, on or before 12 o'clock of the day appointed 
to receive the Tenders. 

All names and to be stated at length. 
Ni, Tender can be taken into considerat 

duni, duiy signed. 
ion which is not accompanied by the following Momoran 

MEMO HA N D VM 
In the event of the acceptance of the aoeompanying Tender of we hereby 

engage to be responsible for the due observance of the Contract, and we undertake severally in that 
event to execute and deliver, within one month from the usual notification of acceptance, a florid to Her 
Majesty, in the penal sum of £ItO, for securing such performance. 

Signature of person tendering ........ 
Residence .......................... 

Signature .............. 
Residence .............. Sureties .. Signature .............. 
Residence .............. 

I E. 

(Sacrioy 6.) 

POLICE DISTRICT OF SYDNEY. 

TENDER FOR SUPPLIES FOR THE COLONIAL SERVICE. 

Sir, 
Date 1860. 

In conformity with the Treasury Notice, dated I hereby Tender 
to furnish the nndermentionrd Supplies, for the Colonial Servic( , in the Police District of Syihiey, (runt 
the to the 31st Morch, 1861, at the following Rates, viz.— 

PATES. 
AgTicLcs or Scprj,y. 

Words. Figures. 

Roach Lime .. 9 bushel. 
Firewouwl .. Mills. 
Charcoal .. 91 bushel. 
Vegetahles . .. 9)11). 
Milk .. ...... quart. 
Water .. .. 9 100 gals. 

The Conditions of the Contract to be those detailed in the Notice referred to. 
I 
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I propose of and of 
as my Sureties for the due observance of my engagement, in the event of the  acceptance of this offer. 
and I annex a Memorandum of their willingness to be responsible for such observance, and to join me 
in a Bond accordingly. 

I am, 
Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

(Signature) 
The (Residence) 
Secretary to the Treasury. 
NJ3.—This Tender to be delivered at the Treasury, on or before 12 o'clock of the day appointed 

to receive the Tenders. 
All names andprices to be stated at lenth. 
No Tender can be taken into consideration which is not accompanied by the following Memo- 

randum, duly signed. 

In the event of the acceptance of the accompanying Tender of we hereby 
engage to be responsible for the due observance of the Contract, and we undertake severally in that 
event to execute and deliver, within one month from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her 
Majesty, in the penal sum of £150, for securing such performance. 

Signature of person tendering ........ 
Residence .......................... 

Signature .............. 

Sureties .. 
Residence .............. 

I F. 

(SacrioN 6.) 
POLICE DISTRICT OF SYDNEY 
TENDER FOR FORAGE. 

Date 1860. 

Sir, 
In conformity with the Treasury Notice, dated 18 , I hereby Tender to 

furnish the undennentioned Supplies of Forage, required in the Pollee District of Sydney, from the 
to the 31st March, 1861, at the following Rates, viz. 

I RATES. 
Anncr.ns or SUPPLY. 

Words. Figures. 

Daily ration of Forage ................49 Ration. 
or 

According to the new scale .. ,. do. 
Mnize , ., ., ,, -, 'Bushel. 
Bran -. ,. .. .. do. 
Gra m.... ,, .. .. ., do. 
flay.. .. .. .. .. .. 9Ton. 
Straw .. -. .. . . - 9 Cwt. 

The Conditions of the Contract to be those detailed in the Notice referred to. 

I propose of and of as my 
Sureties for the due observance of my engagement in the event of the acceptance of this offer, and I 
annex a Memorandum of their willingness to be responsible for such observance, and to join me In a 
Bond accordingly. 

Jam, 
Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

(Signaturo') 
(Residence) 

The 
Secretary to the Treasury. 
N.B.—This Tender to be delivsrcd at the Treasury, on or before 12 o'clock of the day appointed to 

receive the Tenders. 
All names and prices to be stated at length. 
No Tender can be taken into consideration which is net accompanied by the following Memo- 

a'andum, duly signed. 

Mtxonkanuss. 

In the event of the acceptance of the accompanying Tender of we hereby 
engage to be responsible for the due observance of the Contract, and we undertake severally in that 
event to execute and deliver, within one month from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her 
Majesty, in the penal sum of £150, for securing such performance. 
Signature of person tendering .................... 
Residence 

Signature ...................... 

Sureties.. 
Residence ...................... 

I G. 
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I t. 

COCKATOO ISLAND. 
TENDER FOR SUPPLIES FOR THE COLONIAL SERVICE. 

Date  
Sir, 

In conformity with the Treasury Notice, dated I hereby tender to furnih the 
undermentioned Supplies, required for the service of the Penal Establishment at Cockatoo Island. 
from to at the following Rates, viz. 

RATS. 
RAtioNs AND AUTICLES or Suppix. 

Figures. 

Ration to Prisoners .. ,, ., IV  Ration. 
Ration to Superintendent, Assistantflo., 
Cleric, Dispenser, Military Guard, do. 
and Constables ................ 

Ration to Wife of Dispenser .. do. 
Do. children of do., above 7 years .. do. 
Do. do., under 7 years do. 
Sperm Oil .. . .Imp.GaI. 
Common Oil .. do. 
Mould Candles .. ' ft. 
Dipped do. .. do. 
Cotton Wick ., .. do. 
Arrowroot ,. , ,, ., do. 
Treacle .. .. do. 
Sago .. .. , .. do, 
Rico ,. .. , ,, do. 
Tea.. •.. .. do. 
Sugar .. .. do. 
Oatmeal ., ., ,. do. 
Soap .. .. .. do. j 
Starch .. ,, .. do. 
Soda ., .. ., .. do. 
Blue .. ,. ., do. 
Pearl Barley .. do. 
Tobacco (Colonial) .. do. 
Lard.. ., ,, ,, .. do. 
Salt Butter ,, ,, ., ,, .. do. 
Gclatine .. .. do. 
\'egetables ,, ., .. do- 
Milic .. .. ,, c Quart. 
Lime Juice ., .. .... Gallon. 
Yeast.. .. ,, ,, .. Quart. I 
Port Wine .. ,, .. Dozen. 
Runt .. .. ., Gallon. 
Colonial Ale ,, .. do. 

do. 
Roach Lime.. , .. 'Busbel. 
Chnrooal .. •.. do. 
Straw .. ., .. Cwt. 
Tobacco Pipes ' .. Gross. 
Water .. , ,. 100Gals. 

The Conditions of the Contract to be those detailed in the Notice referred to. 

I propose of and of as my 
Sureties for the due observance of my engagement, in the event of the acceptance of this offer, and I 
annex a Memorandum of their willingness to be responsible for such observance, and to join me in a 
Bond accordingly. 

I am, 
Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

(Signature) 
The Under Sreretary (Residence) 

to the Treasury. 
N.B.—This Tender to be delivered at the Treasury, on or before 12 o'clock of the day appointed 

to receive the Tenders. 
All nan,es and prices to be stated at length. 
No Tender can be taken into consideration which is not accompanied by the following Memo-

randum, duly signed. 

Mnronsicncsr. 

In the event of the aeccptanoc of the accompanying Tender of ,we hereby 
engage to be responsible for the due observance of the Contract, and we undertake severally in that 
event to execute and deliver, within one month from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her 
Majesty, in the penal sum of £150,jfor securing such perfonnanee. 

Signature of person tendering .................... 
Residence ...................................... 

Signature ...................... 
Residence ...................... Sureties Signature ...................... 
Residence ...................... 

I H. 
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I.u. 
LUNATIC ASYLUM, TARBAN CREEK. 

Si Date 
r, 

In conformity with the Treasury Notice, dated I hereby Tender to furnish 
the nndermcntioned Supplies, required for the service of the Lunatic Asylum, Tarban Creek, from 

to at the following Bates, viz. 

BATES. 
RATIoNS AND ARTICLES OF SUPPLY. . - 

Words. 

Rations to Attendants.. .. .. 92 Ration. 
Rations to Patients. 

A—Full Diet ,. ' Ration. 
B.-1-lalf Diet .. do. 
C—Low Diet .. do, 
D.—Fever Diet .. .10. 

Forage .. .. .. do. 
Firewood .. .. 9 bUlbs. 
Best Clarified Sperm Oil . . 'fi Imp. Gal. 
Common do. ., .. do. 
Mould Candles.. .. b lb. 
Dipped do... . . . . do. 
Cotton Wick . , . . do. 
Patent Wicks ., ,. Each. 
Fresh Beef ,. ,. %l lb. 
Salt Bed' .. , ,. do. 
Salt Pork .. . .. do. 
Fresh Mutton .. .. do. 
Suet ., .. ., .. do. 

fist quality . .. do. 
Bread .. 2nd do .. d.. 

13rd do .. do. 
Ship Biscuit .. .. do. 

1st quality .. do. 
Fl.,ur . 2nd do ., . , do. 

3rd do .. do. 
Maize Meal , .. do. 
Raisins.. .. .. do. 
Arrowroot . . . . . do. 
Treacle .. .. ., .. do. 
Sage .. .. .. do. 
Rice .. .. .. (10. 
Tea ., do. 
Sucar .. .. .. do. 
Otineal .. .. do. 
Salt .. ,. .. do. 
Pepper .. .. .. do. 
Soap .. .. .. do. 
Sturcb  
Soda .. .. , .. do, 
Blue.. .. .. do. 
Pearl Barley .. ., .. do. 

A merican ...... 
Tobacco 

do. 
Colonial . . . . do. 

Lard .. ., , ., do. 
Salt Butter .. .. do. 
Gelatine.. .. , ., ., do. 
Yeretabhs  
Milk .. ,. .. 92 Quart. 
Yeast .. .. .. do. 
Lime juice .. , .. do. 
Fort Wine .. .. 9' Dozen. 
Rum .. .. ,, ! Gallon. 
Colonial Ale ,. .. do. 
%TineLr .. ., .. (1o. 
liosLeli Lime ., ., . . ) Bushel, 
Charcual .. .. do. 
Strew .. .. , ,. 7 Cwt. 
Tobacco Pipes .. .. j l Cross. 
Hay .. .. .. 91 'Con. 
Maize .. .. .. Bushel. 
Bran ,. .. .. do. 
Gram .. .. , .. do. 
Luaf Sugar .. .. V lb. 
Water .. .. .. 100 Gals. 

Figures. 

The Conditions of the Contract to be those detailed in the Notice referred to. 

I propose of and of 
as rv Sureties for the due observance of my engagement, in the event of the acceptance of this offer, 
alitt I annex a Memorandum ut'their willingness to be responsible for such observance, and to join me 
in a Bond accordingly. 

I am. 
Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
The Under Secretary (Signature) 

of the Treasury. (Residence) 
N.B.- 



1st quality ............ it. 
Bread 2nd qoality .......... do. 

3rd quality .......... do. 
Ship Biscuit .... ............. do. 

No.!. çlst quality ............ do, 
Floor 2nd quality .......... do. 

(3rd qOality ............ do. 
Maize Moal .................. do. 
tOntmeal ...................... do. 

( Fresh Beef.................... do. 
I Salt Beef .................... do. 
I Salt Pork .................... No. 2. 

do. 
Fresh Mutton ................ do. 
Suet........................ do. 
I. Lard ........................ do. 
Currants .................... do. 
Raisins ...................... do. 
Arrowroot .................... do. 
Treacle ...................... do. 
Sago......................... (10. 
Rice..................... ...do. 
Tea ................ ......... do. 
Sugar, Soft .................. do. 
Ditto, Loaf .................. do. 
Salt........................ do. 
Pepper ...................... do. 
Mustard ...................... do. 
YellowSoap .................. do. 
Starch. ...................... do. 
Soda........................ do. 
Bloc........................ do. 
Pearl Barley .................. do. 

(American Tobacco Cnloisial ............ 
..........do. 

do. 
Tobacco Pipes ................ 'Q gross. 
Salt Butter ..................... ? lb. 
Lime Juice .................... quart. 
Port Wine .................... dozen, 
Rnni ....................... gallon. 
Colonial Ale .................. do. 
Yeast ........................ quart. 
Vinegar ...................... gallon. 

f Sperm Oil .................... Qgallon. 
ICommon Oil ..................do. 

I Colza Oil ....................do, 
No.4. Sperm Candles ................ lb. 

I Mould ditto ..................do. 
Cotton Wick ..................do. 
IPatent Wicks ................Each. 

IRoachi Lime ..................'tl bushel, 

IFirewood .................... V 
100 lbs. 

Charcoal .................... V bushel. 
No. & Vegetables .................. lb. 

IMilk ......... ...............' quart. 
lE.Watcr ...................... 100 gls 

No.3. 
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N.E—This Tender to be delivered at the Treasury, on or before 19 ocloek of Tuesday, the day 
appointed for receiving the Tenders. 

All names and prices to be stated at length. 
No Tender can be taken into consideration which is not accompanied by the following Memorandum, 

duly signed. 

MssnoaAicens. 
In the event of the acceptance of the aeeompanying Tender of we 

hereby engage to be responsible for the due observance of the Contract, and we undertahe severally in 
that event to execute and deliver, within one month from the usual notifleation of acceptance, aBond to 
Her Majesty, in the penal sum of £250, for securing such performance. 
Signature of person tendering .......... 
Residence 

Signature ................ 
Residence ................ 

Sureties Signature ................ 
Residence ................ 

lTD. 

(lst April to 31st July, 1860.) 
The Treasury, New South Wales, 

29th Decesn'jer, 1859. 

CONTRACTS FOR SYDNEY, COCKATOO ISLAND, AND TAI1BAN CREEK. 

TENoEBs will be received at this Office, until 12 o'clock of Tuesday, the 21st February next, for fornishing 
the Supplies nudurmontioned, in such quantities as may be required, during twelve months, from the 
1st April, 1860, upon the conditions hereafter specified. 
The Provisions and other Articles required arc- 

No. 6.—The Rations of Forage for horses and 
Oxen:- 

8  lbs. maize or barley, or bIbs, oats. 
4 lbs. bran .................... .. .per 
12 lbs. out or cultivated grass hay ration. 
4 lbs. wheat straw ................ 

Or, 
12 lbs. gram .................... .....er  

ration. 

for each hnrse daily, and half of these quantities 
for each bullock, 
Maize .......................... W buehel. 
Bran ........... ................. do. 
Cram ..........................do. 
Hay............................ 10 ton. 
Straw..........................%h eM. 

No. 7.—For the Penal Establishment, Cuekatoo 
Island, 

The Ration to the Prisoners, cnnsisting of- 
20 ox. wheat bread ................1 
Sox. maize meal ................ 
16 ox. fresh meat .................. per 
ox. salt ........................í ration. 
1 ox. sugar ...................... 
Ox. soap ...................... 

The Ration to the Superintendent. Assistant 
Superintendent, Clerk, Dispenser, Military 
Guard, and Constables, consisting of- 
24  ox. best wheat flour ............ 
10 ox. fresh meat.................. 
oa. Salt .......... .............. per 
ox. tea .........................ration. 

2jox. sugar ...................... 
ox. tobacco .................... 
* Ox. SOflp 

The Ration to the 'Wife of the Dispenser:— 
box, bread ......... . ....... .....1 per 
Sex. fresh meat ..... ....... .....£ ration. 

To the Children of the Dispenser 
Above 7 years { 

per 
:: . :: : } ration. 

per 
Under 7 years U : t':: :: } ration. 
Sperm Oil ...................... W smp. gal. 
Common Oil ......................do. 
Mould Candles .................... lb. 
Dipped Candles ..................do. 
Cotton Wiok ......... . ............ do4, 
Arrowroot ........................do. 
Treacle ..........................do. 
Sago ............. ...... . ........ do. 
Rice............. . .............. do: 
Tea ............................do. 
Sugar ............................do. 
Oatmeal .............. . ......... do. 
Soap ............................do. 
Starch ..........................do. 
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Soda ................ ............ do. 
Blue............................ do, 
Pearl Barley .................... do. 
Tobacco (Colonial) ..............do. 
Lard .......................... do. 
Salt Butter ................ ...... do. 
Gelatine ........................ do. 
Vegetables ...................... do. 
Milk .......................... 99 quart. 
Lime Juice ...................... 99 gallon. 
Yeast.......................... 99 quart. 
Port Wine ...................... 99 dozen. 
Rum .......................... 99 gallon. 
Colonial Ale ...................... do. 
Vinegar ........................ do. 
Roach Lime .................... 99 bushel. 
Charcoal ........................ do. 
Straw .......................... 99 ewt. 
'tobacco l'ipes .................. 99 gross. 
Water.......................... W 100 gals. 

No. 8.—For the Lunatic Asylum, Tarban Creek. 
The Ration to the Attendants:- 
16 oz. fresh beef or mutton 
lb oz. bread, first quality.. I I 
1 oz. rico ...............Daily 
oz. salt..............I per 

If; oz. vegetables ration. 
I gill milk ............J I 
oz. tea ..............k Weekly o2oz.sugnr ............) . J 

'rh' Rations to the Patients full diet:- 
116 oz. mutton ..........1 

1 20 oz. bread, 1st quality. a no .13S 16 oz- veetables ...... and oz. tea.............. thursdays. 14 oz. sugar ............ 
(i gill milk ............ 
116 oz. meat ............ I 
16 oz. bread, 1st quality. On Mondays, 
I 1 07 rice Wednesdays, ;: vegetables:::::. and 4 oz. tea .............. Saturdays. ij oz, sugar .......... 
( i gill milk ........... per 
116  oz. meat ............. ration. 
16 oz. bread, 1st quality.  I 
-oz. suet .......... 

On FuesdaYs< 6 oz. flour, 16t quality. and Fridays. * oz. tea .............. 
oz. sugar .......... 
1 gill milk. ...... 

(in Christmas \ Extra. 
Day and the ( S oz. flour, 1st quality... 
Queen's ç 4 oz. raisins .......... 
Birthday. , 1 oz. suet ............ 
I oz. pepper For every 100 full ra- 
25 oz. salt... I tions ................ 
Half diet:— 
Soz. meat ...................... 'I 
16 oz. bread, 1st quality ............ 
Soz. vegetables..  ................ 
oz. tea .......................... Cr  Uor.. sugar ....................... ration. 
I gill milk ...................... 
1 pint broth ..................... I 
I oz. pepperj For every,  1.00 full ra- 
2.5 ox. salt J tions ............ J 
Low diet :- 
4 oz. meat ...................... 
8 oz. bread, lit quality ............ I 
4 oz. vegetables .................. 
koxtea ........................ I 
i4or.. sugar ...................... 
1 gill milk ...................... I 
4 pint broth .................... I 
lox. pepper For every 100 full ra- 
2'i oz. salt... ) tions ............ J 

Fever diet 
8 oz. bread, 1st quality.:.......... 
* oz. tea ........................ per 
1 oz. sugar ....................... ration. 
I gill milk ...................... 

(With sago, arrowroot, pudding, and other extras 
as occasion may rerjuire.) 

Forage ration :2 
8 lbs. maize or barley, or 
10 lbs. oats ........................ 

)CP  
4 lbs. bran ..................... vntiou. 12 Ths, oat or eulftvated grass hay 
4 lbs. wheat straw ................ 

Firewood ........................ 99iOOlbs 
Best Clarified Sperm Oil .......... 99 imp. gal. 
Common Oil .................... do. 
Mould Candles .................. lb. 
Dipped Candles .................. do. 
Cotton Wick .................... do. 
Patent Wicks .................... Each. 
Fresh Beef ...................... 99 lb. 
Salt Beef ........................ do. 
Salt Pork ...................... do. 
Fresh Mutton .................. dn. 
Suet.......................... do. 

1st quality ... ........... do. 
Bread 2nd quality .............. do. 

3rd quality .............. do. 
Ship Biscuit .................... do. 

fist quality .............. do. 
Flour 2nd quality .............. do. 

I 3rd quality .............. do. 
Maize Meal .................... do. 
Raisins ........................ do. 
Arrowroot ...................... do. 
Treacle ........................ do. 
Sago........................... hi. 
Rice.......................... do. 
'lea ............................ do. 
Sugar ....................... ...do. 
Oatmeal ........................ do. 
Salt ............................ do. 
Peppe........................... do. 
Soap............................ do. 
Starch .......................... do. 
Soda............................ do. 
Blue ............................ do. 
Pearl Barley ........ ............ do. 

(American ............ Tobacco Colonial ............ 
do. 
do. 

Lard............................ do. 
Salt Butter ...................... do. 
Gelatine ........................ do. 
Vegetables ...................... do. 
Milk ............................ quart. 
Yeast .......................... do. 
Lime Juice ...................... do. 
Port Wine ...................... fr dozen. 
Rum .......................... 'galhon. 
Colonial Ale .................... do. 
Vinegar ............ ........... do. 
Roach Lime .................... ?sJ? bushel. 
Charcoal ...................... do. 
Straw .......................... W ewt. 
Tobacco Pipes .................. 9 gross. 
flay..................... .....Wton. 
Maize .......................... 4y bushel. 
Bran.......................... do. 
Gram ........................... do. 
Loaf Sugar .................... w lb. 
Water ........................... flY lOOgals. 

per 
ration. Separate tenders will be required for the articles 

enumerated under Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 6, 
respectively. 

CoNmTromcs. 
All the articles required by this notice are to be of the best quality of their several kinds. 
The flour and bread must be the produce of clean sound Colonial wheat, from which, when 

forming part of the ration to prisoners of the Crown, 10 per cent., and in all other eases 20 per cent, 
has lxmeu extracted in bran and waste; except for those who are authorized to receive the best bread 
or flour.  

Beef and mutton to be issued in such proportions as may be reqnired for the ration to 
immigrants and patients in the Lunatic Asylum ; and when the quantity admits of it, this, as well as 
the .eonviet ration of beef, to be delivered in fore and hind quarters alternately. 

The maize meal to be similar in quality to the wheat meal, and to be twice ground. 
The vegetables to be supplied are—potatoes, greens. pumpkins, onions, &c., &c.; or, in the 

ease of issues to the Immigration Department, to consist entirely, or in part only, of potatoes, at the 
option of the Immigration Agent. 

G. All supplies (no exception whatever being allowed) for the Penal Establishmont at Cockatoo 
Island and the Lunatic Asylum at Tarbaa Creek, are to be delivered at those establishments by the 

contractors, 
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contractors, without further charge to tb' public than may be included in the pities asked for the 
several articles. fit respect of the supplies for other services, delivery must be made with the same 
understanding, at such fixed st.stions witlun the city or district, as may be pointed out by the officer 'it 
charge. The eor,trrwtors will be hound to fiji-nigh any of the articles tendered for, for any service, in 
such qnn.ntities as may be required, when called upon to do so by the Govenitnent. 

7. In the event of a ditference of opinion between the contractor and the party receiving tIm 
supplies, as to the quality, the same is to be decided, in eases where the article is not of a perishable 
nathre, by It Board of Survey. The party objecting shall name one person as arbitrator; the ciultriLetOr 
or his agent, another; antI these two will (previously to any,  other proceeding on their part) concur an 
naming it third as umpire; who, in the event of the arbitrators not agreeing in opinion, will he call, d. 
ilOIi for his decision, which shall be final. 

h. It the Board, arbitrators, or unipire, shall decide that the article is not of proper quality, it 
must be ,n,cdi,tkly replaced by the contractor, failing of which it will be procured by the d,1'art- 
i 

in 
ntuit requiring it, and the expenses charged to the contractor, 

1. In the event of any nnnecessary delay or thilnre of the contractor to supply the articles 
when required, the" will be otherwise procured and charged in like manner. 

W. In cases where the articles are of a perishable nature, or from some other canse injury adit u 
be sustained, either by the parties to whom they are due, or to the contractor, by waituig for a Board 
of Survey, the head of the departinint, or officer in charge of the party or parties for whom the articles 
are to he received, shall have power to reject, at the place of delivery, sue-li article or articles as are 
obvioosly of inlèrior quality ; it being distinctly iuid,-rstotsl that he will be responsible to the Govern. 
nient for so doing, and that the contractor will have at right to appeal to the Government, althoogn ilL 
the meantime lie must take back the- rejected article and supply good in its ti:aiI ; failing of which it 
will be obtained by the officer or party requiring it, and the expense charged to the contractor. 

11 .Ar epetition of irregularity in the quality or quant1t of the supplies, or of any delay in 
delivery or replacing thian when required, will also subject the contractor, upon the report of the officer 
in cliergi' of the parties or establishment, to such mulet, not ixcceding one-fourth the ninount of his 
monthly acrnnnt, as the Government may direct. It will also be in the posvcr of the Goverrijarot, 
i,pioi such repetition, to terminate the contract forthwith. 

12. It n ill be in the powcr of either party to limit the duratioi of the contract, by yiving, in 
writing, n nellie of three full calendar months to the OpIW  -situ party, and to enul the contract at the 
expiration of that period it being understood that soul, notice can he given only from the first day 'f 
it iatu,uti i, and with in the pt-ru id ihr whi i-li th. contract is made or agreed to be made. 

18. The eontrzi etor will he required to prepare his own cash account, monthl or quarterly, 'i 
the presu- rihu.d hbrm, which he will d-J iver in a couup]ete state to the officer it ceiving the supplies, in 
those eases where advances are made to heads of departments for that purpose, the contractor will 
,'eccivi' paym"nt through the department when such is not the case, the account will be forwarded by 
the officer recu-iving the supplies, to the Under S-c rthtr,' of It, Triune i'ij. 

It. Thu value of all packages to be mdc did in the prices demanded - 
15, Printed forms of tender may be obtained at this office; and at the foot of every tender the 

nust h.- a niensorandurn sirno'd by 'the party tendering, and two responsible persons as Sureties. 
agreeing to In isispiunsible for the dii: pem'formance of the contract, in Iii.j event of the tender being 
neci-ptttd, i nil usmdi-rtakiji p. in that event, that they will severally execute and dcliv er, within 'cue 
month from time usual nt'tifieatioo of acceptance, it bond to Tier Majesty for securing such perforrnarn:e, 
otherwise such tender will not he take,, into consideration. 

Thu tenders to contain the names of the tendercrs and their sureties, and places of n--,idenut. 
at length. 

Each tender must be in the form referred to in p:ir,'.graplm 1-5, and enclosed in a seputrirte 
envelope, marked -' Tenths' for J'ros'iaiee.t, 

F, mi-tI,, -r portico mrs au 1 information racy be obtained on api ul i cation at this othcc, to the 
(dp S-"rts,rq to It, ic's" nj, and to the several establishments for which the supplies are required. 

The party tendering, or an agent authorized in writing to ict for him, is requested to attend 
at this office, at the time appointed for receiving the tend' :r5, to afford sod, explanation or information 
as may be required. 

SAUL SAMUEL. 

tiia. 

LCNATtC ASYLUM, TARBAN CREEK. 

Su,nanui,e or 'I'ENsiuns received for supplying the undenuentionecl Articles for the sarviec of tlo 
Lunatic Asylum, Tarban Creek New,  South Walos, for the period from the I at April, 1860. t 
tb' 31st March, 1661, pursuant to Treasury Notice, dated 29 December, 1859, which Tenulers 
were opened on the 21st February, 1560. 

Prices Titan TEuEas. 
ART,cJ,rs or Seen-LI. present 

underP. hayes. IJ.Dovlin,jr.jHW.Johnson. 

cQ 0 94- 

£ s. d. 
Rations to Attendants .......... 1j9 Ration. 0 0 9' 

Ration; to Patients. 
A—Full Diet ............ j1 Ration. 0 0 fl 0 0 7 i 0 0 

'0 0 7 
1L-1{alfDiet ............ do. 00 'it' 006 00 

00 64-, 
C.—LowDjct ............ do. 0 0 5 ! 005 I 00 
13--Fever Diet ............ do. 0 0 3 0 0 & 0 0 

Forage ...................... 11lation. 10261 0 2 4! 02 
l"iroweuod .................. .. 'ih00lbs. 100  6 1 0 0 6 00 
(lest Clarified 5perm Oil ........ ' Imp. Gall. 0 8 0 0 7 0 , 0 5 
Commondo................... do. 0 6 0  0 4 9 I  0 6 
MoitldCandles ............ ....clb. 0 0 S 0 0 S 0 0 
J)ippeddo. ................ ....do. 0 0 S 0 0 S 0 0 
Cotton Wiek .................. do. 028 020 - 02 
Patent Wi his .................. Each. - 0 0 1 - 0 0 1 0 0 

of) 
I oi+' 

'Appearath the Tender in figures, and differing from thots in word.. 



Tunsn TENDERS. 

P. Hayes. J. Dev]in, jrJH.W.  Joluason. 

£s.il. Fes.d. Lad. 

003 0024 
004 003 
008 008 
0 0 44 0 0 34 
006 006 
0 0 3 0 0 24 
0 0 2k 0 0 2 
002 002 
0 0 34 0 0 3 
0 0 3 0 0 24 
0 0 24 0 0 2 
002  002 
0 0 24 0 0 14 
0 0 84 0 0 8 
003 008 
004 003 
008 008 
003 002 
020 016 
0 0 4 0 0 31 
006 004 
001 001 
010 010 
0 0 44 0 0 3 
007 007 
003 002 
018 014 
004 004 
046 050 
014 014 
0 010 0 0 6 
016 013 
050 
0 0 1 0 0 Ol 
005 005 
016 009 
026 010 
1 10 0 1100 
014 0 011 0 
017 016 
030 030 
0 1 9 0 1 6 
0101 010 
070  050 
osol o o 
800 900 
050. 036 

of 16 lbs. 
020 018 

of 23 lbs. 

0 0 8 0 0 7 
0 5 0 

)02 
)04 
)05 
3 0 34 
306 
302 
002 
0 0 1• 
003 
0 0 24 
0 0 2 
002 
0 0 1k 
008 
o 10 

0041 
006 
002 
018 
004 
004. 
001 
010 
004 
0138 
0 0 24 
016 
0 0 44 
050 
016 
O 0 8 
01 6 

001 
006 
016 
016 
180 
0 12 0 
017 
030 
0 1 9 
010 
000 
030 
800 
039 

016 

036 
007 
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ARTICLES or SUPPLY. 

Fresh Beef .................... it 
Salt Beef .................. ....do. 
Salt Pont .................... do. 
Fresh Mutton .................. do. 
Suet.......... . ............... do. 

1st Quality .......... (10. 
Bread .. 2nd do . .......... 

13rd 
do. 

do . .......... do. 
Ship Biscuit .................. do. 

(1st Quality .. .. .. .. .. do. 
Flour .. 2nd do . .......... do. 

(3rd do........... do. 
Maize Meal .................. do. 
Raisins ...................... ito. 
Arrowroot .................... do. 
Treacle ...................... do. 
Sago......................... do. 
Rice................ .. ........ do. 
Tea .......................... do. 
Sugar........................ do. 
Oatmeal...................... do. 
Salt.......................... do. 
Pepper ........................ do. 
Soap.......................... do. 
Starch ........................ do. 
Soda.......................... do. 
Blue.......................... do. 
Pearl Barley .................. do. 

American ........ 
iOIJSLCCO 

do. 
iColonial .......... do. 

Lard .......................... do. 
Salt Butter .................... do. 
Gelatino ...................... do. 
Vegetables .................... do. 
Milk ........................ Quart. 
Yeast ................ ........ do. 
Lime Juice .................... do. 
Port Wino .................... 4p Dozen. 
RUm........................ W Gallon. 
Colonial Ale .................. do. 
Vinegar ..................... do. 
Roach Lime .......... ........ ' Bushel. 
Charcoal ...................... do. 
Straw ........................ W Cwt, 
Tobacco Pipes ................ ' Gross. 
Hay.......................... W Ton. 
Maize ........................ W Bushel. 

Bran ........................ do. 

Prices 
under 
present 
Contract. 

£ a. d. 

03 
04 
OS 
04 
06 
03 
03 
0 24 
031 03 
03 
24 
2k 

O 
08 
04 
08; 
08 
20 
04 
06 
01 
10 
0 44 
07 
03 
18 
04 
40 
14 
io 
16 
50 
0 04 
05 
0 9 
96 
10 0 
12 0 
17 
30 
19 
10 
70 
130 
00 
50 

020 

Gram ........................do 060 
Loaf Sugar ....................'1L 0 0 8 
Water .............. . ......... W 100 Galls.......... 

The Tender of Mr. fl W. Johnson being the lowest, and considered to be reasonable, is recom. 
mended for acceptance. 

JXO. MLEIIIE, I.G.P. 
H. H. BROWNE, I.A. 
HENRY LANE. 

The Treasurtj, 3r0  South lVaks, 
22nd February, 1860. 

Approved—S. S. 
Fthruary 23rd, 1860. 
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In all three Tenders, opened 21 February, 1860. 
No. 1,—I1. U. B. J. Mt. 

II B. 
LUNATIC ASYLUM, TAItBAN CREEK. 

Date, 21 February, 1860, 

Sir, 
In conformity with the Treasury Notice, dated 29 December, 18G9, I hereby Tender to 

furnish the undermentioned Supplies, required for the Service of the Lunatic Asylwn, Turban Creek, 
from 1 April, 1860, to 31 March, 1861, at the following Bates, viz.:— 

RATES, 

RATIONS AND AnTICLES OF SUPPLY. 

Words. Figures. 

£ a. d. 
Eations to Attendants .. .. ' Ration. Nineponee .. .. ., . . P o 0 Of 

Rations to Patients. I 
A—Full Diet ., ' Ration. Sevenpenee .. .. . ,1 0 0 71  
B—Half Diet ., ., do. Sixpenec  
0.—Low Diet , .. do. Fivepenee .. .. .. 0 0 5 
D.—Fever Diet .. do. Threepenee-halfpenny ,. 0 0 3 

Forage .. do. Two shillings and fourpenee 1 
0 2 4 

Firewood .. .. ' bUlbs. Sixpenee .. .. 0 0 6 
Best Clarified Spenu Oil .. Imp.Gal. Seven shillings .. ., 0 7 0 
Common do. .. ,, .. do. Four shillings and ninepenee 0 4 9 
Mould Candles  ' lb. Eightpence .. 0 0 8 
Dipped do... ., V.  Eiohtpeneo .. 5) 0 S 
Cotton Wick .. ,. do. Two shillings , 0 2 0 
Patent Wicks.. ., Each. One penny .. 0 0 If 
Fresh Beef .. ., l lb. Twopenee .. 0 0 2 
Salt Beef IFourpenee .. ..' 0 0 4 
Salt Pork ,. do. Threepence .. , ., 0 0 S 
Fresh Mutton .. do. Threepence-halfpenny ..' 0 0 3 
Suet .. .. .. do. Sixpenee 0 0 6 

1st Quality ,. do, Twepeneo .. . . 0 0 2 
Bread .. 2nd do .. do. p Twopenco .. ., 0 0 2 

3rd do ., do. One penny seven-eighths ,.! 0 0 17  
Ship Biscuit .. .. do. Threepenee .. , 0 0 3 

list Quality do. Twopenee.hnlfpenny 0 0 24 
Flour .. ) 2nd do .. do. i Twopenee oue.cighth 0 0 2 

3rd do ., do. I Twopenee .. .. 0 0 2 
Maim Meal .. ., .. do. I One penny-halfpenny . 0 0 14 
Raisins ., ,, .. do. Eightpenee .. .. 0 0 8 
Arrowroot ,, . , .. do. p Tenpenee . . . . . . . 0 0 10 
Treacle .. .. do. Fourponce .. .. ,•1 0 0 4 
Sago .. .. do. Sixpenco .. 0 0 6 
Rice .. .. do. Twopence .. .. 0 0 2 
Tea .. .. do. One shilling and cightpenee 0 1 S 
Sugar .. .. do. Fourpenee .. .. ..' 0 0 4 
Ontineal .. ,. do. Fonrponce .. .. ..' 0 0 4 
Salt .. ,. do. One penny .. .. ..' 0 0 1 
Pepper .. , . do. One shilling.. . . J 0 1 0 
Soap .. ., .. do. Fourpenee .. .. 0 0 4 
Starch .. .. do. I Eightpeneo .. .. 0 0 8 
Soda .. .. do. Twopence-halfpenny ..I 0 0 24 
Blue ., ,, , .. do. One shilling and sixpenee 0 1 6 
Pearl Bavley .. .. do. Fourpence.halfjienuy 0 0 44 
, ,. American ,. do. Five shillings .. .. r 
0 aeco Colonial ,. do. f One shilling and sixpenee 0 1 6 
Lard .. ,, .. do. Eightpenee .. .. .. p 0 0 S 
Salt Butter .. .. do. • One shilling and sixpenee 0 1 6 
thlntine .. 
Vegetables .. 

.. do. 

.. do. p One penny ., .. 0 0 1 
Milk .. .. ' Quart. Sixpenee .. .. , .0 0 6 
Yeast .. do. One shilling and sixpenee 0 1 6 
Lime Juice .. do, 

Dozen. 
One shilling and sixpencu 0 

1 
1 6 

Port Wine .. .. Twenty-eight shillings 8 0 
Rum .. ., .. %l Gallon. I Twelve shillings .. ..' 0 12 0 
Colonial Ale .. .. do. p One shilling and seveirpenee 0 1 7 
Vinegar 
Roach Limo 

.. do. 

.. Bushel. 
P Three shillings.. 
One shilling and ninepence 

0 
0 
8 
1 
0 
9 

Charcoal .. .. do. One shilling.. .. .... p o 1 o 
Straw .. .. b1 Cwt. Six shillings .. .. P o 

P 
6 0 

Tobacco Pipes .. Gross. Three shillings .. .. 0 8 
flay .. Ton. Eightpounda .. ., .. 8 0 0 
Maize ..  .. Bushel. Three shillings and ninepenee , 0 3 9 
Bran .. .. do. i One shilling and sixpenee ..p 0 1 6 
Grnm .. .. do. I Three shillings and sixpenee ..p 0 3 6 
L,af Sugar .. .. 't lb. Sevenpence .. .. .. p 0 0 i 
Water .. .. 4)' 100 Galls. 

Ipropose Thomas Jackson, of Sydney, and William Day, of Pynnont, as my Sureties for the 
due obsurvaaee of my engagement, in the event of the acceptance of this offer, and I annex, a Memo. 
random of their willingness to be resposisible for such observance, and to join me in a Bond accordingly. 

I am, 
Sir, 
Your obedient sorvant, 

The (Signature) PATRICK HAYES, 
Secretary to the Treasury. (Residence) Parramatta. 

N.B. 
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N.B.—This Tender to be delivered at the Treasury, on or before 12 o'clock of Tuesday, the day 
appointed for receiving the Tenders. 

All names and prices to be stated at length. 
No Tender can be taken into consideration which is not accompanied by the following Memo-

randum, duly signed. 

MmroRANnv3s. 

in the event of the acceptance of the accompanying Tender of Patrick Hayes, we hereby cogago 
to be responsible for the duo observance of the Contract, and we undertake severally in that event to 
execute and deliver, within one month from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her Majesty, 
in the penal sum of £230, for scouring such performance. 

Signature of person tendering ....PATRICK. HAYES. 
Residence ...................... 

Signature ..........THOMAS JACKSON, 

SU t r •ICS Residence Pitt-street, Sydney. 
Signature ..........WILLIAM DAY, 
Residence Pyrmont. 

No. 2.-11 H. B. J. Mt 
LUNATIC ASYLUM, TARBAN CREEK. 

Date, 21 February, Isco. 
Sir, 

In cenfonnity with the Treasury Notice, dated the 29th of December, 1839, 1 hereby 
Tender to furnish the unde.rmentioned Supplies, reqoired for the Service of the Lunatic Aayluni, 
Tarban Creek, from 1st April, 1860, to 31st March, 1861, at the following Rates, viz:— 

RATES. 

RAnONSAY0A,tncuEsopSL-pptv.  
Words. Figures. 

Ealions to .ettteadants .. .. ? Ration. Ninepenee .. .. .. .. .. 0 
S. 

0 
ii. 
9 

Rations to Patients. 

A—Full Diet.. ., .. l Ration. Sevenpence four.eighths .. .. .. 0 0 7 
B.—IlnlfJJiet.. ,. .. do. Sixponee .. .. .. .. ..; 0 0 0 
C—Low Diet.. .,  d o. Fivepenee .. .. .. .. .., 0 0 5 
D.—Fever Diet .. .. dn. Threepencn .. .. .. .. ... 0 0 3 

Forage .. .. .. do. Two shillings and tlueepeuce .. ..' 0 2 3 
Firewood .. .. .. Tk 100 lbs. Sixpenee .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 6 
Best Clarified Sperm Oil .. 99 Imp. Gal. Eight shillings .. .. .. .. 0 8 0 
Common do. ., •. ., do. - Six shillings .. .. .. ... 0 0 0 
Moold Candles ., .. .. 99 lb. Eightpenec .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 
Dipped do. .. .. do. . Eightpeneo .. .. .. .. ... 0 8 0 
Cotton Wick ., .. .. do. Two shillings and eightpenee .. .. 0 9 8 
Patent Wicks .. .. Each. One penny .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 1 
Fresh Beef .. ., .. .. 99 lb. Threepence .. .. . .. .. 0 0 3 
Salt Beef .. .. do. Fourpence .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 4 
Salt Pork •. • .. .. do. Eightponce .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 8 
Fresh Mutton .. . do. Fourpence-halfpenny .. .. .. 0 0 44 
Suet •. .. .. do. Sixpcneo .. .. .. .. .. o 0 6 

fist Quality .. .. do. Threepence .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 3 
Bread 2nd do... .. do. { Twoprnce.balfpcniiy .. ., .. 0 0 21 

t3rd d o..... do. Twopouco .. .. ,. o o 2 
Ship Biscuit .. do. Threepence.haifpenny .. .. 0 0 3 

fist Quality do. Threepence .. .. .. 0 0 3 
one - 2nd do do. 'l'wopence-lsalfpenny .. .. 0 0 21 

(3rd do do. Twopence .. .. . 0 0 2 
Maize Meal do. Twopence-halfptorny .. .. 0 0 24 
Raisins ,, do. Eightpence-halfpenny .. .. 0 0 84 
Arrowroot do. Eightpence .. .. 0 0 8 
Treacle do. Fourpence .. . ,1 0 0 4 
Sago do. Eightpence .. ..i 0 0 S 
Rice do. Threepence .. . . 0 0 3 
Ton , , (10. Two shillings .. ... 0 2 0 
Sugar do. Fourpence .. ... 0 0 4 
Oatmeal do. Sixpenee .. .. 0 0 6 
Salt do. One penny .. 0 0 1 
Pepper ...... do. One shilling .. ... 0 1 0 
Soap do. irowpenee.ljalfpenny ,. ,: 0 0 44 
Starch do. Scvenpnnee .. .. 0 0 7 
Soda do. Threepence .. .. 0 0 8 
Bloc do. One shilling and cightpenee .. .. 0 1 8 
Pearl Barley ., do. Fourpence .. .. 0 0 4 T t American- .. ba000 0 

Colonial 
.. do. 

do. .. 
Fear shillings and sixpence .. .. 0 4 6 4 .. One fourpenco shilling and .. .., 0 1 

Lard .. do. Tenpenee .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 10 
Salt Butter., ., do. One shilling and sixpence . 0 1 6 
Gelatinc .. ., do. Five shillings .. .. .. ... 0 5 0 
Vegetables .. do. One penny .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 1 
Milk ,. 99 Quart. Fivcponec .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 5 
Yeast .. do. One shilling and sixpence .. .. 0 1 6 
Limo Juice do. Two shillings and sixpence .. .. 0 2 6 
Port Wine .. 99 Dozen. Thirty shillings .. .. .. .. 1 10 0 
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RATES 

RATIONS AND ARTICLES or Srrrny. - -  
Words. 

- -
Figures. 

Rum •. •. .. -. Gallon. Fourteen shilling ...... .. 0 14 0 
Colonial Ale .. . .. do. One shilling and sevenpeace .. ..t 0 1 7 
Vinegar .. .. .. .. do. Three shillings .. .. .. .. 0 Il 0 
Roach Lime ., . .. Bushel. One shilling and ninepemec .. .. 0 1 9 
Charcoal .. .. .. .. do. One shilling .. .. .. ..I 0 1 0 
Straw .. .. .. .. Cwt. Seven shillings .. .. .. ..: 0 7 
Tobacco Pipes .. .. .. %l Gross. Six shillings .. .. .. .. I) 6 0 
Hay .. .. .. .. Ton. Eight pounds .. .. .. .. 8 0 0 
Maize .. .. .. .. Bushel. Five shillings .. .. .. .. 0 6 0 
Fran .. .. .. .. (1o. 1 Two shillings .. .. .. .. 0 2 0 
Gra m.. .. .. .. do. Six shillings .. .. .. .. 0 6 0 
Loaf Sugar.. .. .. .. lb.  I Eightpenec .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 S 
Water .. .. .. .. 1(X) Gals. Five shillings .. .. .. .. 0 5 0 

I propose Mr. James Devlia, of Ryde, and Mr. James Rothwell, of Sydney, as my Sureties for 
the due observance of my engagement, in the event of the acceptance of this offir, and I annex a 
Memorandum of their willingness to be responsible for such observance, and to jcin me in a Bond 
accordingly. 

an!, 
Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

(Signature) JAMES DEVLIN, Just, 
The Under Secretary (Residence) Ryde. 

to the Treasury. 

NB—This Tender to be delivered at the Treasury, on or before 12 o'clock of Tuesday, the day 
appornted for receiving the Tenders. 

All names and prices to be stated at length. 
No Tender can be taken into consideration which is not accompanied by the following Memo-

randum, duly signed. 

MIMOUAcDtM. 

In the event of the acceptance of the accompanying Tender of Mr. James Devlia, jnur., we 
hereby engage to be responsible for the due observance of the Contract, and we undertake severally isa 
that event to execute and deliver, within one month from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond 
to 11cr Majesty, in the penal sum of £2-SO, for securing such performance. 

Signature of person tendering .... JAMES DEYLIN, Juu., 
Residence ...................... Ryde. 

R

R

esidence 

ignature ..........JAMES JDEYLIN. 

Sun-ties.. esidence Byde. 
ignature ..........JAMJiS ROTUWELL, 

SOS, George-street, Sydney. 

No, 3.—H. 11, B. J. Mt. 
II B. 

LUNATIC ASYLUM, TARBAN CREEK. 

Date, 21 February, 1860. 
Sir. 

In conformity with the Treasury Notice, dated 29tla December, 1859, I hereby Tender to 
tirnh4h the undermentioned Supplies, required for the Service of the Lunatic Asylum, Tarban Creek, 
from 1st April, 1860, to 31st March, 1861, at the following Rates, viz. 

RATES. 

RATIONS AD Aarrciis or SCPPLV. -. -  
Words. Figures. 

£ 5. d. 
Rations to Attendants .. .. jQ Ration. Eightpenee . . .. .. - . - . 0 0 8 

Rations to Patients. 
A—Fall Diet .. .. -. '3,3 Ration. Sixpenee-threefarthings - - . - - , - 0 0 63 
IL—Half Diet - - .. .. do. - Fivepenca-farthing -. .. -. 0 0 54- 
C—Low Diet .. .. .. do. Fourpence-farthing - - .. -. 0 0 4 
b—Fever Diet - - - - -. do. Threepence.. . - -. ,, - - 0 0 3 

1"orage.. -. .. .. .. ' Ration. One shilling and ninepeuce -. . - 0 1 9 
Firewood -. . - .. ,. ' iOOIbs. Suxpencc-lial1enny - - - - . - 0 0 G& 
Best Clarified Sperm Oil .. -. 'J Imp. Gal.- Eight shillings .. .. - - 0 8 0 
Common do. . - - - .. .. do. Six shillings -. . - -. 0 6 0 
Mould Candles . .  - - -. % lb. Eightpence  0 0 8 
Dipped do. .. -. .. - - do. i Eightpenec  0 0 & 
Cotton Wick .. .. .. - - do. Two shillings and eightpence -. 0 2 8 
Patent Wicks - . .. . . - - Each. One penny *. -  0  0 0 1 
Fresh Beef - - . - . - ,. W lb. Twopence-farthiag.. .. .. .. 0 0 24 
Salt Beef .. .. .. .. do. Threapenoe - - - - - - - - .. 0 0 3 
Salt Pork .. .. .. - - do. Eightpence .. -. -. . .. 0 0 8 
Fresh Mutton.. -. .. .. do. - Threepencc-halfpenny .. . - - - 0 0 3 

p 
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RATES. 

RATIONS AND ARTiCLES OF SUPPLY. - -  — 
Words. Figures. 

Lad. 
Suet .. .. .. .. .. do. Sixpence .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 6 

ist Quality .. .. do. I Twopence-farthing.. .. .. .. 0 0 2 
Bread •. 2nd do. 

13rd 
.. .. do. Twopence .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 2 

do do. i Twopence .. .. .. 0 0 2 
Ship Biscuit .. do. Threepenee .. .. .. 0 0 3 

(1st Quality do. Twopenee-fitrthing .. .. 0 0 2 
Flour . 2nd do do. Twopence ..  .. .. 0 0 2 

(Srtl do do. Twopence .. .. ..• 0 0 2 
Mono Mml .. do. Onepenny-halfpenny .. .. 0 0 lfr 
Raistus ... do. Eightpenee .. .. 0 0 8 
Arrowroot .. to. Eightpenco ..  .. .. 0 0 S 
Treacle ,., do. Tlsreepelice .. .. 0 0 3 
Sago .. do. Eightpence .. .. .. 0 0 S 
Rice .. do. Twopenen .. .. .. 0 0 2 
Tea .. do. One shilling and sixpenec .. .. 0 1 6 
Sugar .. do. Threepence.threcforthings .. .. 0 0 .3* 
Oatmeal .. do. Fonrpcnce .. .. .. 

0 0 4 

Salt .. do. One penny .... .. .. 0 0 1 
Pepper .. , do. One shilling .. .. 0 1 0 
Soap .... do. Threepeuce-threefarthings .. .. 0 0 .34 
Starch .. do. Sevenpenee .. .. .. 0 0 7 
boda .. do. Twopence .. .. .J 0 0 2 
Blue .. do. One shilling and fomeneo .. .. 0 1 4 
Pearl Barley .. .. .. .. do. 1?onimenee .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 4 

f .. .. do. Five shillings .. .. .. .. j 0 5 0 T 0 b ftCCO .. i
Ainerieau 
Colonial. .. .. do. One shilling and fourpenee .. ... 0 1 4 

Lnrd .. .. ., do. Sixpenec .. .. .. 0 0 6 
Salt Butter .. do. One shilling and threepenee .. .. 0 1 3 
Gelatinc .. 
Vegetables .. 

do. 
do. Three fartlnngs .. .. .. .. 0 0 0* 

Milk .. .. ' Quart. Fivepence .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 6 
Yeast .. .. do. Ninepenee .. .. .. .. ,. 0 0 9 
Linac Juice .. do. I One shilling.. .. .. .. .. 0 1 0 
Port Wine ..  .. W Dozen. Thirty shillings .. .. .. .. 1 10 0 
Rum ,. .. .. ' Gallon. Eleven shillings .. .. .. .. 0 ii 0 
Colonial Ale .. .. do. One shilling and sixpence .. .. 0 1 6 
Vinegar .. .. do. Three shillings .. .. .. .. 0 3 0 
Roach Limo .. .. W Bushel. One shilling and sixpenee .. .. 0 1 6 
Charcoal .. do. One shilling.. .. .. .. .. 0 1 0 
Straw .. .. .. W Cwt. Five shillings .. .. .. . .1 0 5 0 
Tobacco Pipes ... .. .. ! Gross. Four shillings .. .. .. .. 0 4 0 
flay .. .. .. .. .. W Ton. Nine pounds .. .. .. .. 9 0 0 
Maize .. .. .. .. ' Bushel of GGlbs., Three shillings nnd sixpeuce .. .. 0 3 6 
Bran .. .. .. .. .. Bushel. One shilling and eightpenee ., .. 0 1 S 
Gram .. .. .. 
Loaf Sugar .. .. 

.. .. do. 

.. .. lb. Sevcnpenco.. .. .. .. .. 0 0 7 
Water .. .. .. .. .. ' 100 Gals. 

I propose John Hosking, Esq., of Sydney. and James Barker, Esq., of Sydney, as my Sureties for 
the due observance of my engagement, in the event of the acceptance of this oflbr, and I annex a Memo- 
randum of their willingness to be responsible for such observauce, and to join me in a Bond 

accordingly. 
am, 
Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

(Signature) H. W. JOHNSON. 
The (Residence) Sussex-street, Sydney. 

Secretary to the Treasury. 

N.E—This Tender to be delivered at the Treasury, on or bofore 12 o'clock of the day appointed 
to receive the Tenders. 

All names and prices to be stated at length. 
No Tender can be taken into consideration which is not accompanied by the following Memo- 

randum, duly signed. 

MEn 0RAXDtM. 

In the event of the acceptance of the accompanying Tender of Henry William Johnson, we hereby 
engage to be responsible for the due observance of the Contract, and we undertake severally in that 
event to execute and deliver, within one month from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Her 
Majesty, in the penal sum ofLlSO, for securing such performance. 

Signature of person tendering.. H. W. JOHNSON, 
Residence .................... Sussex-street, Sydney. 

Signature ......JOHN HOSKING, 
Residence Sydney. 

uTe ies.... Signature ......JAS. BARKER, 
Residence Sydney. 

I 
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HE. 

KNow ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, TiflT WE, Henry William Johnson, John lJosldng, 
and James Barker, in the Colony of New South Wales, are jointly and severally held 
and firmly bound under Her Most Excellent Majesty Queen Victoria, in the Penal Sum 
of One hundred and fifty pounds of English Money, to be paid to Her said Majesty, Her 
Heirs, and Successors, for which payment well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, 
and each and every one of us, jointly and severally, and our and each and every of our 
heirs, Executors, and Administrators, for ever, firmly, by these presents. 

WusanAs the above bounden, Henry William Johnson, hatlL made the Tender hereunto annexed, to 
furnish, nuder the terms and conditions of a Treasury Notice, dated the 29th December, 1859, now last 
past, and published in the New South Wales Oovei'anzcnt Uexette (of which notice a copy is also here-
unto annexed), and at the prices in the said Tender mentioaed, certain supplies of the descnptions 
in the said notice mentioned, and specified in the said 'fender as required for the Colonial Public Service, 
in the Department of the Lunatic Asyinin at Tarban, from the first day of April in the year of Our 
Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty, to the thirty-first day of March, in the year of Our Lord 
One thousand eight hundred and sixty-one. And whereas the above bounden, John Ilosking and 
James Barker, have severally agreed to become and be bound to Her Majesty, Her heirs, and Successors, 
for the due performance and fulfilment of the said Tender, according to the terms and conditions of the 
said notice, and the said 'Tender has been duly accepted by His Excellency the Governor General, on 
condition that this bond should be entered into by them the said Henry William Johnson, John Hosking, 
and James Barker, 

Now the condition of the above bond and obligation is such that if the said Henry William 
Johnson shall and do well and traly perform and fulfil the said Tender, and the contract arising out of 
such Tender, and the acceptance thereof, as aforesaid, and all and every the terms, conditions, and 
stipulations in the said notice mentioned or referred to, in manner and form, and to all intents and 
purposes, as therein contained, then, and in such ease, the above bond and obligation shall be null and 
void, otherwise the same shall be and remain in full force and virtue. 

Sealed with our Seals, dated this fifteenth day of March, in the year of Our Lord 
One thousand eight hundred and sixty. 

H. W . JOHNSON. (es.) 
(Signed) JOHN HOSKfNG, (Li.) 

IJAS. BARKER, (L.s.) 
Signed, Sealed, and Delivered 

in the presence of 
Gao. Fsan. Pooes. 

II C. 
(1st August, 1800, to 31st March, 1561.) 

The Treasury, New South Wales, 
12th July, 1860. 

CONTRACT FOE SEP1'LIES,--LUNATIC ASYLWr, TAIIBAN. 

TirE Contractor for furnishing the Supplies required for the Lunatic Asylum, Tai'ban, as oaumorated in 
the Treasury Notice of the 29th December, l63u, having, in terms of his agreement, given notice that 
his Contract will terminate on the 31st of August next, Notice is hereby given, that Tenders will be 
received at this 091cc, until noon of Tuesday. the 14th August, 1560, from persons willing to supply. 
from 1st Saptember, 1500, to 31st March, 1801, the several articles particularized in the notice above 
referred to, under the conditions therein specified. 

B. C. WEEKES. 

The Treasury, Nev,  South Wales, 
29th December, 1859. 

CONTRACTS FOR SYDNEY, COCKATOO ISLAND, AND TARBAN CREEK. 

TENDERS will be received at this Office, until 12 o'clock of Tuesday, the 21st February next, for furnishing 
the Supplies undermentioned, in such quantities as may be required during twelve months, from the 
Tat April, 1860, upon the conditions hereafter specified. 

The Previsions and, other Articles required, are- 

1 (1st quality ........ '? lb. T 3 J 
Starch ...................... °' do. 

I Bread .. 2nd quality ........ do. ') ' Soda ........................ do. 
I t3rd quality ........ do. I Blue ........................ do. 
Ship Biscuit ............ . ... do. Pearl Barley ................ do. 

No.1. (1st quality ........ d o. T 'neco 
fAmeriean 

0 
do. 

Flour .. . 2nd quality ........ do, .. iColonial ........ do. 
(.3rd quality ........ do. Tobacco Pipes .............. ' gross. 

Maize Meal ................ do. Salt Butter.................. lb. 
L0atmeal .... ................ do. Lime Juice .................. ? quart. 
[Fresh Beef.................. do. Port Wine ................. .' dozen. 
Salt Beef .................... do. Rum ...................... % gallon. 

No. 2 
Salt Pork .................. do. Colonial Ale ................ do. 

. 1 Fresh Mutton .............. do. Yeast ...................... ' quart. 
Suet ........................ do. IVinegar ....... ............. 'l gallon. 
ILard ...................... do. f Sperm Oil .................. do. 
Currants .................. do. Common Oil ................ do. 
Raisins .................... do. Colza Oil .................. do. 
Arrowroot .................. do. No. 4. Sperm Candles ....... .......W lb. 
Treacle .................... do. Mould ditto .................. do. 
Sago ...................... do. Cotton Wick ................ do. 
Rice ........................ do. IPatent Wicks .............. Each. 
Tea ........................ do. IRoach Limo ................ 4f bushel. 
Sugar, Soft .................. do. Firewood.................... 100 lbs. 
Ditto, Loaf .................. 
Salt 

do. N S O . i 
Charcoal .................... 4 bushel. 

........................ do. Vegetables .................. w  lb. 
Pepper ...................... do. Milk ........................ 4f1' quart. 
Mustard .................... do. LWater ...................... l00gals. 
I Yellow Soap ................ do. 

1O8-E 
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No. 6.—The Rations of Forage for Horses and The Ration to the Patients; full diet—. 
Oxen:— 116 ox. mutton............ 

Bibs. maize or barley, or Nibs, oats o s 20 ox. broad, 1st quality 

i : 
 brunt 

ai;i 16g:: tt.:::::::: 
4 lbs. wheat straw ' I if ox. sugar ............ 

Or, L I gill milk ............ 
12 lbs. gram 16 ox. meat .............. 
Bibs. Imy ....................... per ration. 'On Mondays 16 ox. bread, let quality 4lbs.straw 
for each home daily, and half of these quantitiesi a d C ay 

'.4 
loz.nce .............. 
16 ox. vegetables ........ 

for each bullock. 

Maize '13 bushel 

and 
Saturdays. 4 TL? ............... 

I. I gill milk 
Bran ................ ........... do. 116 ox. meat.............. 
Gram ............................do. 16 ox. breed, 1st quality 
Hay.............................. ton. On Tuesda ox. suet .............. 
Straw ................. ... .... .... W eV(t. - and Frida)s. lit quality 

:: 
it01. SUftT ............ 

No. 7.—Fur the Penal Establishment, Cockatoo I I gill milk ............ 
Island:— On Christmas Elrc 

The Ration to the Prisoners, consisting of— Day and I 8 ox. flour, let quality 
20 ox. wheat bread ......... . ........ ') thu Queen's 4 ox. raisins ............ 
8 01. maize meal ..................I Birthday., 1 ox. suet .............. 
16 Ox. fresh meat ........................
ox. salt ...........................ration. 

1,oz. Pepper 
.o oz. salt. For every 100 full rations. 5 

Iox. sugar ........................ 
+ OZ. 50S1) .......................... Half diet— 
The ration to the Superintendent, Assistant Super-I 

Boz,meat .......................... 
16 ox. bread, 1st quality ................ 

intendent, Clerk, Dispenser, Military Guard, S ox. vegetables...................... 
and Constables, consisting of— * ox. tea ..................... . ...... I 21 ox. best wheat flour -r if ox sugar..........................? 

16 ox. fresh meat....................I I gill milk ...........................ra on, 

fox,  salt ............................ 1 pint broth ........................ er  

2t:1  tea ;;::::::::::::::::::::::::rSion. 
1er  )Forevcryloo full rations.J 

+ ox. tohacco ...................... 
ox. soap ........................J Low diet— 

The Ration to the Wife of the Dispenser— 4 ox. most ......................... 
Sox. bread ....................... per S ox. bread, 1st quality .............. 
S ox. fresh meat ....................5 ration. 4 ox, vegetables .................... 

per 
ration. 

To the Children of the Dispenser— 
c5koz. bread .......per Above 4 years. 
16+ ox. meat ........f ration. 
c4 oz.bread ......I per Under years. 14 ox. meat ........5 ration, 

t01.tea .............................per  Ior.. sugar .......................... 
I gill milk .......................... 
f pint broth ........................ 
25 popper} ForeverylOofulli-ations. 

Sperm Oil ............. ... ...... ....perimp.gl, 
Common Oil ........... .......... ...do. 
Mould Candles ...................... per lb. 
Dipped Candles ...................... do. 
Cotton Wick ........................ do. 
Arrowroot .......................... do. 
Treacle............................ do. 
Sago .............................. do. 
Rice .............................. do, 
Tea................................ do. 
Sugar .............................. do. 
Oatmeal ............................ do, 
Soap.............................. do. 
Starch .............................. do. 
Soda.............................. do. 
Blue .............................. do. 
Pearl Barley ........................ rIo. 
Tobacco (Colonial) . ................ do. 
Lard .............................. do. 
SaltButter .......................... do. 
('relatino ............................ do. 
Vegetables .............. ... ......... do. 
Milk .............................. per quart. 
Lime Juice .......................... .. gallon. 
Yeast .............................. ..quart. 
Port Wine .......................... .. dozen. 
Jima.............................. .. gallon. 
Colonial Ale ........................ do. 
Vinegar ............................ do. 
Roach lime .......................... ..bushel.' 
Charcoal . ......................... do. 
.Straw ............................ .. cwt. 
Tobacco pipes ...................... .. gross. 
Water ............................. 100 gIs. 
No. 8.—For the Lunatic Asylum, Tarba3t' 
The Ration to the Attendants-
16 ox. fresh beef or mutton .... 1 
16 ox. kread.  1st quality ......I 
I. ox. rice ............. .......tn i 
fox.  salt .. ......... ........ ay 
lfl ox. vegetables ............. 
i gill milk ..................J 
4ox. tea....................iWeck. 
32 ox. sugar ..................J ly  

Fever diet— 
Sex, bread, let quality .............. 
+ox.tea .............................per  
ifox. sugar...........................ration. 
1 gill milk .......................... 
(With sago, arrowroot, pudding, and other extras, 
as occasion may require.) 

Forage Ration— 
BIbs. maize or barley, or 
10 lbs. oats .......................... j 
4 lbs. bran .......................... 'Cr " 12 lbs. oat or cultivated grass hay ....... 
4 lbs. wheat straw .................. j 
Firewood .......................... per 100 lbs. 
Best Clarified Sperm Oil .... .... ......Imp. gi. 
Common Oil ...................... do. 
Mould Candles... ................... ..lb. 
Dipped Candles .................... do. 
Cotton Wick ...................... di. 
Patent Wicks ...................... Each. 
Fresh Beef ........................ Per  lb. Salt Beef .......................... do. Salt Pork .......................... do. 
Fresh Mutton ...................... do. 
Suet.............................. do. 

1st quality ................ do. 
Bread 2nd quality ................ 

13rd 
do. 

quality ................ do. 
Ship Biscuit ...................... do. 

(1st quality ................ do. 
Flour . 2nd quality ... ............. do. 

(3rd quality ................ do. 
Maize Meal ........................ do. 
Raisins............................ do. 
Arrowroot........................ do. 
Treacle............................ do. 
Sago.............................. do. 
Rice.............................. do. 
Tea.............................. do. 
Sugar............................ do. 
Oatmeal .......................... do. 
Salt .......... ....... ............ do. 
Pepper............................ do. 
Soap .............................. 
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Starch . (in. Rum . W gallon. 
Soda . do. Colonial Ale . do. 
Blue • do. do. 
Pearl Barley . do. Roach Lime . 4f bushel. 
Tobacui (A,rnecican) . do. Charcoal . do. 
Tobacco (Colonial) . do. Straw . if cwt. 
Land do. Tobacco Pipes ..... ............... if gross. 
SaltButter ........................ do. }Ia.y .............................. ' ton. 
Gelatino .......................... do. Maize ............................ W bushel. 

(10. I Bran .............................. do. 
Milk..............................per quart. Gram ............................ do. 
Yeast.. ........................... do. Iaiaf Sugar ........................ if lb. 
Lime Juice ........................ do. F Water ............................ if tfYigals. 
Port Wine .......................... ..dozen. 

Searate Tenders will be required for the articles enumerated under Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 
8, respectively. 

CONDITIONS. 

All the. ertielesrequired by this notice are to be of the best quality, of their seveinl kinds. 
The flour and bread most be the produce of clean sound Colonial wheat, from which, when 

forming part of the ration to prisoners of the Crown. 10 per cent,, and in all other cases 20 per cent., 
has been extrackI in Iran and waste except for those who are authorised to received the best bread 
or flour. 

Beef and rasetton to be issued in such proportions as may be required for the ration to Immi. 
rants arid pAients in the Lnuatic Asylum, and wb'n the quantity admits of it, this, as well as the 
convict ration of heet to be delivered in fore and hind quarters alternately. 

The SLLIIJZC nail to be similar in quality to the wheat meal, and to be twice ground. 
The vegeti'hlis to be supplkl, are.-.potatoes, greens, pumpkins, onions, &c,, to.: or, in the 

eaSe of iselirs to the Immigration Department, to consist entirely, or in part only, of potatoes, at the 
option if the Immigration Agent. 

All suppli'.. (no exception wh.:tever being allowed) for the Penal Establishment at C' okatoo 
lIned, and the Liinath: Asylum at Tarban Creek, are to he delivered at those estrthlhhieents by the 
'intra 'lois, without further charge to the public than may be included in the prices asked for the 
several ar'i,Io. In r ifiect of the supplies for other services, delivery must be made with the castle 
understanding, at such fixed stations, within the city or district, as may be pointed out by the ocer 
in charge. 'l'ie (untreetors will be bound to furnisi any of rh, articles tendered for, for any service, 
in such gil otitas as may b. required, when called upon to do so, by the Government. 

In tIv vs nt of a difference of opinion between the Contractor and the party receiving the 
snppli(o. to the quality, the came is to be decided in eases where the article is not of a perishable 
nature, by a On ri! of Sit'vey. The party objecting shall name cm,: person as arbitrator, thy Contractor 
or his eqs-Fit, snotler, and these two will (previously to any other proceeding on their part) con,'or 
It nandii a third o'njnre, who, in the evunt of the arbitrators not agreeing in opinion, will be called 
spun fur his decision, which shall be final. 

d. If the 13osrd, arbitrators, or umpire shall decide that the article is not of proper quality, it 
must be hurnedi:stoly replaced by the Contrz.etor, failingof v.-hieh, itwil be procured by the Dc1 truant 
reqiliriur it, and the expenses e!itrged to the Contractor. 

3. In the ,vcnt of any nilsiceassary delay or fsilnre of the Contractor to supply the articles, 
shin i' qiiirel, thy will be otherwise procured and charged in like manner. 

In ens, a svlsere the artiel 'a are of a perishable nature, or from somw other cause, injury 
ivoeld bt sustain sd, r:ther by the parties to whnsa they are due, or to the Contractor, by waiting for a 
hoard of .urvn, tit, h-sd of the department, or officer in charge of the party or partit for whom the 
artir:hs sire to be 0 e. ived, shall have power to reject at the place of delivery, such article or articles 
c's are obviously rt' is,frior qss:lity, it being distinctly understood that he will be responsible to the 
Gi,v,'rs,inient for ', doing, and that the Contractor will have a right to appeal to the Government, 
although in tls ,csntiue be must take back the rejct'd article and supply good in its stead, failing.of 
which, it will be ,,htsined by the officer or party requiring it, and the expense charged to the Contractor. 

A r. p titimi of irregularity in the quality or quantity of the supplies, or of any delay in 
delivery sr replacing them, when required, will also subject the Contractor, upon the report of the 
ter in charge of the parties or establishment, to such nmlet, not exceeding one-fourth the amount of 

his monthly mci-inept, as the (l-overnnsent may direct. It will also be in the power of the Government 
upon such repetition, to terminate the contract forthwith. 

It will hi- in the power of either party to limit the duration of the euntract, by giving in 
writing, ci notiee cf three full calendar nsoths, to the Opps'sitc party, and to end the contract at the  
expiration of that period, it being understood that so,:1, notice can be given only from the first day of a 
month, and within the period for which the contract is made or egreed to be made. 

The Contractor will be required to prepare his own cash account, monthly or quarterly, in 
tI,: prescribed form, width he will deliver in a complete state, to the officer receiving the supplies. 
In those ci -.' s when, advances are made to heads of departments for that purpose, the Contract r will 
receive 1,aymtot thruoçle the department; vht'i smieli is not the ca e, the account will be forwarded by the  
officir receiving tin, supplies to the Under Secretary of CM Trecsury. 

The value of all packages to be included in the prices demanded. 
Printed frms of Tender may be obtained at this office; and at the foot of every tender 

there most he a mensorandurn signed by the party tendering, and two responsible persons as sureties, 
agreeing to be rtspoi,sible for the due performance of the contract, in the event of the tender being 
accepted, and undertaking in that event, that they will severally execute and deliver, within one moat] 
from the usual nistilication of acceptance, a Bond to 11cr Majesty, for securing such performance, other-
wise such tender will not be taken into consideration. 

fl. The tenders to contain the names of the tenderers and their sureties, and places of residence 
at length. 

Each tender must be in the form referred to in paragraph 15, and enclosed in a separate 
envelope, marked ' Tender for Provisions, be." 

Further particulars and iafbrmation may be obtained on application at this office, to the 
Under Secretary to the Treasury, and to the several establislnneirts for which the supplies are required. 

The party tendering, or an agent authorised in writing to act for him, is requested to attend 
net this office, at the time appointed for receiving the tenders, to afford such explanation or information 
as may be required. 

SAUL SAMUEL. 
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Ho. 

LUNATIC ASYLUM, TABBAN CREEK. 

SCHEDULE OF TENDERS received for supplying the undermentioned Articles for the service of the 
Lunatic Asylum, Tarhan Creek,. New South Wales, for the period from the 1st September, 1660, 
to the 31St March, 1861, pursuant to Treasury Notice, dated 12th July, 1860, which Tenders 
were opened on the 14th August, 1860. 

ARTICLES OF SUPPLY. 

Prices 
under 

&
esent 
ntrnct. 

THREE TENDERS UT ALL. 

M. Castle. J. Toasdell. J. Devlin, Jun. 

£ s.d. £ S.d. £ s.d. £ s.d. 
Rations to Attendants .. ,. Ration. 0 0 8 0 0 8 0 0 8 0 0 73 

Ration, to Pa&nt,. 
A. —FuIlDiet .... ,. 'Ration. 00 63 00 63 00 7 0063 
Jl. —HalfDiet ...... do. 0 05 0053 0053 005 
C. —Lowfliet .... do. 0043 0043 ooq 004 
1i—Fever]Jiet ., ,. do. 003 003 0 03 003 

Forage .. .. .. do. 019 019 020 019 
Firewood.. ,. .,'100ths.006.fr 00 6+ 0063 006 
BestClarifiedSperrn0il ..''Imp.Ga1. 0 8 0 0 8 0 0 8 0 0 8 0 
Commando.., ,, do. 060 060 05 6 060 
MouldOandles 459th. 008 008 008 008 
Dipped do. ,, do. 008 008 006 008 
CottonWiek do. 028 028 026 026 
PatcntWicks Each. 001 001 001 001 
Freshlleef ., %'Ih. 002* 002* 0024 003 
SaItBeef ...... do. 003 003 003* 002* 
SaltPork .. .. do. 008 008 008 006 
Freshi\Iutton .. ,. ., do. 003* 0084 0033 
Suet.. .. .. .. .. do. 006 006 006  006 

stQuality .. .. do. 0021 002* 0023 0 021 
Breadnddo. ,. 

Orddo. 
.. do. 002 002 0023 002 

.. .. do. 002 002 002 002 
Shipfliscuit.. .. ..  .. do. 003 003 0023 003 

]stQuality .. .. do. 0023 002* 0023 0024 
flour,.2nddo. .... 

13rd 
do. 002 002 0023 0024 

do do. 002 002 0023 002 
MaizeMoal do. 0014 0013 0033  0013 
Raisins do. 008 008 008 006 
Arrowroot do. 008 008 008  008 
Treseic do. 003 003 004 0023 
Sago do. 008 008 008  008 
Rico ,, do. 002 002 0023 002 
Tea ., do. 016 016 0110 016 
Sugm do. 0084 003 004 0034 
Oatmeal do. 004 004 004 0031 
Salt, , , do. 001 001 001 001 
Pepper do. 010 010 014 0010 
Soap do. 0034 0033 0 0 31 0034 
Starch do. 007 007 007 007 
Soda ., do. 002  002 0023 002 
Blue ...... , do. 014 014 014 013 
PoariBarloy do. 004  004 004 004 

b 
fAmorican .. .. do. 0 5 0 0 5 0  0 5 0 0 4 4 

Toaceo ..3coloaial .. .. do. 014 014 016 014 
Lard .. do 006 006 008 0051 
Saltflntter ,, do 013 013 016 013 
(lelatinc .. do 0 8 0 
Vogetables .... .. do 0004 0003 0013 0004 
Milk.. , ..9Quart 005 005 006 0043 
Yeast .. do 009 009 010 010 
Limejuice do 010 010 010 010 
Portwine , ..lVDozen. 1 10 0 1 10 0 1 10 0 1 10 0 
Born.. .. WGaIIOU. 0 11 0 0 11 0  0 11 0 0 11 0 
ColonialAle .. do 016 016. 018 016 
Vinogar .. do 030 030 1030  026 
RoaohLinte, .,'BusheL 016 016 016 016 
Charcoal .. do 010 oiol 010 010 
Straw .... .. ¶4$Cwt 050 050 1060  050 
TobaccoPipes ..4JYGross. 040 0 4 0. 0 4 0 030 
Hay 459Ton 900 900! 900 700 
Maize.......... YBusheL 0 36 6! 040 036 
Bran., ........ do 00 ' i  016 016 
Gram , .. do. I 
LoafSugar .. 'lb 

...... 
007 

........ 
007 008 00 64 

Water .. ..'100Gnls o 2 a 

The Tender of Mr. James Devlin, Junior, having, on computaton in the Audit Office, been 
ascertained to be the lowest, and being considered reasonable, is recommended for acceptance. 

'H. II. BROWINE, 
RENRY LUMSDAINE. (Signed) ARCH1BALI) CAMPBELL. 

The Treasury, HENRY LANE. 
14 August, 1860. 

Approved.—E. C. W., 
14 Aug., /60. 

In 



Eightpence .. .. .. ..1 0 0 S 

Sixpence five.eighths 
Fivcpenee-fas'thing.. 
Fourpence-farthing 
Three1,ence 
One shilling and ninepenee 
Sixpence hal f-penny 
Eight shillings.. 
Siz shillings 
Eightpence 
Eightpence 
Two shillings and eightpence 
One penny 
rrwopencefnrthiflg.. 
Threepenen . 
Eightpence 
Threopence.Iialfpeuny 
Sixpence . 
Twopence-farthing.. 
Twopenec 
Twoponce 
Threeponee . . 
Twopence.halfponny 
Tsvopcnce 
Twopence 
One penny-halfpenny 
Eiglitpence 
Eightpence 
'I'hreepence 
Eightpence 
Twopenco.. 
One shilling and sixpence 
Thrcepence threefarthings 
Fourpence 
One penny 
One shilling.. 
Thrcepence threefarthings 
Sevenpenee 
Twopenee 
One shilling and fourpeuce 
Fourpence 
Five shillings 
One shilling and fourpence 
Sixpence 
One shilling and t]ireepcncc 

Threeferthings 
Five-pence 
Ninepenee . 
One shilling.. 
Thirty shillings 
Eleven shillings.. 
One shilling and sixpence 
Three shillings 
One shilling and sixpence 
One shilling.. 
Five shillings 
Four shillings 
Nine pounds 
Three shillings and sixpence 
One shilling and eightpence 

Sevenpcncc .. 

0 
(1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 0 0 
005 
009 
010 
1 10 0 
0 11 0 
016 
030 
016 
010 
050 
040 
900 
036 
016 

007 

1371 
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In all three tenders; opened 14th August, 1860. 
No. 1.-1[. II. B. H. L. H. L. A. C. 

lie. 
LUNATIC ASYLUM, TARBAN CREEK. 

Date, 14 August, 1860. 

Sir, 
In conformity with the Treasury Notice, dated 12th July, 1860, 1 hereby tender to fm-nigh 

the undermentioned Supplies required for the Service of the Lunatic Asylum, Tarban Creek, from 1st of 
September, 1860, to 81st March, 1861, at the following Rates, viz.:—  

RATES. 

RATIONS AIzD Anrietsa OF SUPPLY. 

Rations to Attendants .. .. Ration. 

Rations to Patients. 
A—Full Diet , .. ' Ration. 
B—Half Diet ,, do. 
0.—Low Diet ,, do. 
D.—Fcver Diet do. 

Forage .. do. 
Firewood 4' lOOlbs. 
Best Clarified Sperm Oil WImp. Gal. 
Common do do. 
Mould Candles V lb. 
Dipped do, do. 
Cotton Wick do. 
Patent Wicks Each. 
Fresh Beef , lb. 
Salt Beef do, 
Salt Pork ...... do. 
Fresh Mutton , do. 
Suet.. .. (10. 

ist Quality do. 
Bread ,, 2nd do 

13rd 
do. 

do ., do. 
Ship Biscuit do. 

1st Quality do. 
Floor .. 2nd do ,, do. 

3rd do do. 
Maize Meal do. 
Raisins ,. . . , . do. 
Arrowroot .. do. 
Treacle .. do. 
Sago .. do. 
Rice .. do. 
Tea .. do. 
Sugar ,. do. 
Oatmeal .. do. 
Salt .. , do. 
Pepper .. do. 
Soap .. do. 
Starch .. do, 
Soda .. ., ,, ,, do. 
Blue .. ,, do. 
Pearl Barley do. 

I Amcrkan 
[obaceo icolonial 

,, do. 
, ,, do. 

Lard .. do. 
Salt Butter.. do. 
Gelatine ...... do. 
Vegetables do. 
Milk 4f quart. 
Yeast do. 
Lime Juice do. 
Port Wino , dozen. 
Ruin W gallon. 
Colonial Ale , do. 
Vinear 
RomE, Lime 

do. 
ljY bushel. 

Charcoal ,, do. 
Straw ., 4p cwt. 
Tobacco Pipes JY gross. 
hay..
Maize 

ton. 
4fr bushel. 

Bran do. 
Gram do. 
Leaf Sugar 4P l. 
Water ' 100 gals. 

-  I propose John Hosking, Esq., of Sydney, and Thomas Barker, Esq., of Sydney, as my Sureties 
for the due observance of my engagement, in the event of the aeeeptrnice of this offer, and I annex a 
Memorandum of their willingness to be responsible for such observance, and to join me in a Bond 
accordingly. 

lam, 
Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

(Signature) MORRIS CASTLE, 
The (Residence) No. 45, Jiourke.street, 
Secretary to the Trcnsuiy, Sydney. 
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N.E—This Tender to be delivered at the Treasury, on or before 12 o'clock of Tuesday, the day 
appointed for receiving the Tenders. 

All names and prices to be stated at length. 
No Tender can be taken into consideration which is not accompanied by the following Memorandum 

duly signed. 

ME M 0 1 AND tar. 
In the event of the aeecptaneo of the accompanying Tender of Morris Castle, of Sydney, we hereby 

engage to be responsible for the due observance of the Contract, and we undertake severally in that 
event to execute and deliver, within one month from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to Ret 
Majesty, in the penal anna of £250, for securing such purf nuance. 
Signature of person tendering .. . . .. .. MORRIS CASTLE, 
Residence ........................ No. 4:5, Bourke-street, Sydney. 

Signature ..............JOHN ROSKING, 

Suret' Residence Sydney. 
Signature ..............THOS. BARKER, 
Residence Sydney. — 

U C. 
No, 2.-11. H. B. H. J. IT. L. A. C. 

LUNATIC ASYLUM. TARBAN CREEK. 

Sir, Date, 14 Asyu:t, 1860, 
in conformity with the Treasury Notice, dated 12th day of July, 1860, 1 hereby tender to 

furnish the unrler,ncntjoned Supplies, required for the service of the Lunatic Asylum, Tarban Creek, 
from 1st September, 1800, to 31st March, 1861, at the following Rates, viz.:— 

Bans. 
RATIoNs AND ARTIcLES OF Suppny. 

 
Words. Figures. 

Ret,on to .iiieadotsts  Ration. Eightpenee .. ,. .. 0 0 6 
flatioas to Potientz. 

A—Full Diet .. 42 RationS: venpenee .. .. .. 0 0 7 
B—Half Diet .. do. Fivepence flve-eigl:ths .. 0 0 51 
C.--Ls,w Diet .. do. Fourp nec seven.eighths . .. 0 0 q 
D.—Fever Diet . . .. do. Threeponee two-eighths . . . 0 0 * . . ., . .. do. Forage Two shillings . . . . 0 2 0 

Firewood ., .. 42 1(M) It,. Sixpenee tour-c:ghths .. 0 0 6 
Best CLsified Sperm Oil .. 42Imp.G:d. I Eight shillings .. ., .. 0 8 0 
Common do. .. do. Five shillings and sixpenee .. 0 5 6 
Mould C nadles 42 lb. lUghtpone... .. 0 0 8 
Dipped do. .. ., do. Eightp:ou. .. .. 0 0 8 
Cotton Wide .. do. Two shillings and sixpenee . . 0 2 6 
Patent Wicks Each. One penny .. .. 0 0 1 
Fresh Beef .. 42 tb Twopenee-lialfprnny .. 0 0 21 
Salt fle'f .. , do. Tlirec1cuec.halfpcnny .. 0 0 3 
Salt Pork .. do. I f:ightpt'neu .. .. 0 0 8 
Fresh Mutton.. ., ., ., do. F Thrceptinee-lialfpenny .. 0 0 31 Suet .. .. do. Sixpence... .. 0 0 6 

(1st Quality do. Twopenee.halfpenny .. 0 0 21 
Bread ., 2nd do. 

(3rd do. 
do. Twup::oee-farthing .. 0 0 21 

, do. T.opeuec .. .. 0 0 2 
Ship Biscuit .. do. Twupunee-haiflienny ., ... 0 0 2 

1st Quality do. Twopeitce three.farthings .. 0 0 21 
Flonr .. 2nd do. do. Twopenee-farthing., .. 0 0 21 

3rd do. ., do. Twopenee one.eighth .. 0 0 21 Maize Meal .. ., 42 lb. Three halfpence four-eighths . 0 0 1 
Raisins .. do. Eightpence .. .. 0 0 6 
Arrowroot .. do. Eightpenee .. - .. 0 0 8 
Treacle .. do. Fourçenee .. .. 0 0 4 
Sago .. .. do. Eigl:tponee .. .. 0 0 8 
Rice .. .. :10. Twopenee four-eighths .. 0 0 21  
Tea .. .. (10. One shilling and tenpenee .. 0 1 10 
Sugar .. -. do. Fourpence .. .. 0 0 4 
Oatmeal .. do. Fourpence .. .. 0 0 4 
Salt .. .. do. One penny .. .. 0 0 1 
Pepper .. do. One shilling and fcurpenee .. 0 1 4 
Soap .. .. do. Thro:pence three-farthings .. 0 0 31 
Starch.. . - ., do. Sevenpenen .. ., .. 0 0 7 
Soda .. .. an. Twopenee-halfpc.riny .. 0 0 2f 
Blue .. .. , do. One shilliug and fourpenoc .. 0 1 4 
Pearl Barley .. do. Fourpenee .. .. 0 0 4 
Tobacco.. i

Amorieau do. Five shillings .. 0 5 0 
Colonial do. One shilling and sixpence .. 0 1 6 

Lard . - .. do. Eigbtpenee .. .. 0 0 8 
Salt Butter .. do. One shilling and sixpence .. 0 1 6 
Gelatine do. Nothing .. .. 
Vegetables .. do, One penny one-eighth .. 0 0 14 
Milk .. .. WQuart. Sixpenee .. .. 0 0 6 
Yeast .. .. do. One shilling.. .. 0 1 0 
Lime Juice .. do. One shilling.. .. 0 1 0 
Port Wine .. 42 Dozen. One pound ten shillings .. 1 10 0 
Rum .. .. 42 Gallon. Eleven shillings .. 0 U 0 
Colonial Ale .. do. One shilling and eightpenec .. 0 1 & 
Vinegar .. do. Throo shillings ,. 0 3 0 
Roach Lime .. • 42 Bushel. One shilling and sixpenec .. 0 1 6 
Charcoal do. One shilling.. .. 0 1 o 
Straw .. .. 42 Cwt. Six shillings .. 0 6 0 
Tobacco Pipes o 4? Gross. I Four shillings 0 4 0 
flay .. .. 4'Ton. I Ninepounds .. 9 0 0 
Maize .......... 42 Bushel. I Four shillings .. 0 4 0 
Bran .. .. do. One shilling and sixponco .. 0 1 6 
Grain ...... do. 
Loaf Sugar ...... 
Water 

4? lb. 
42100 Gals.(  

: Eightpenee.. ......... 0 0 S 
........ 
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I propose Richard Teasdell, of Parramatta, and Harry Knight, of Parramatta, as my Sureties for 
the due observance of my engagement, in the event of the acceptance of this offir, and 1 annex a 
Memorandum of their willingness to be responsiblo for such observance, and to join me in a Bond 
iecordingly. 

I am, 
Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

The Secretary to the Treasury. (Signature) JOSEPII TEASDELL, 
(Residence) Parramatta. 

NB—This Tender to be delivered at the Treasury, on or before 12 ("clock of Tuesday, the day 
appointed for receiving the Tenders. 

All names and prices to be stated at length. 
No Tender can be taken into consideration which is not accompanied by the following Memo-

randum, duly signed. 

MEMORANDUM 

In the event of the acceptance of the accompanying Tender of Joseph Teasdell, we hereby 
engage to be responsible for the due observance of the Contract; and we imdertakc severally, in that 
event, to execute and deliver within one month from the usual notification of acceptance, a Bond to 
Her Majesty, in the penal sum of £250, for securing such performance. 

Signature of person tendering ....JOSEPH TEASDELL, 
Residence ......................Parramatta. 

Signature ..........ErOJIARD TEASDELL, 
Residence Parramatta. 

Suseties Signature ..........JLAIIJ1Y ICNIGH'l', 
Residence Parramatta. 

No, 3.—IT. IL B. H. L. IL L. A. C. 
TIc. 

LUNATIC ASYLUM, TAI1BAN CREEL 

Date, 13 August, 1860. 
Sir, 

in conformity with the Treasury Notice, dated 12th July, 1860, I hereby tender to furnish 
the undermentioned Supplies, required for the service of the from 
1st September, 1869, to 31st March, 1861, at thcfollowing J.tates, viz.:— 

Rrnoxs AND ARTICLES OF Stray. 

RAIn 

Words. Figures. 

flotions to A etendauts 
Rotioas to Pulients. 

A—Full Diet 
iL—Ualf Die4 
('—Low Diet.. 
U—Fever Diet 

Forage.. 
Firewood . . . . 
Rest Clarified Sperm Oil 
Common do. 
Would Candles 
Dipped do. 
Cotton Wick 
Patent Wicks 
Fresh Bin . , . 
Salt fisef 
Salt Pork  
Fresh Mutton.. . . 
Suet .. .. 

14 
t Quality 

Brad ., 2nd do. 
3rd do. 

Ship.Biseuit 
(1st Quality 

Flour .. - 2nd do. 
I 3rd do. 

[aize Meal 
Raisins 
Arrowroot 
'Preacle 

lice . 
'Pets .. .. 
Sugar . 
Oatmeal 
Salt .. 
Pepper. .  
Soep .. 
Starch.. 
Soda .. 
lime  
l.'c-ad Barley . . . . 

American I 
Pobaeeo. Colonial 
Lath.. 

do. ' Sixpence threc-farthings 
do. Fivepenee 
do. Fourponee 
do. , Thtreepenee 

'10,Ration. One shilling and ninepenee 
4V lOOThs. Sixpence 
' Imp. Gal.! Eight shillings 
do. Six shillings 
II' lb ..Eiglitpenee 
do. Eightpenee 
do. Two shillings and sixpenee 
Each. One penny 
WIb. Threepenee 
do. rJ!svo,Ice  one-farthing 
do. Sixpence 
do. Threepenee seven-eighths 
do. Sixpence 
do, Twopenee Earthing.. 
do. Twopence one-eighth 
do. Twopence .. -. 
do. Threepenee 
do. Twopenee three-farthings 
do. Twopence-halfpcnny 
do. Twopenee 
do. One penny-halfpenny 
do. Sixpenee 
do. Eightpenee 
do. Twopence three-farthings 
do. Eightpenee 
do. Twopenco 
do. One shilling and sixpence 
do. Threepence.halfpenny 
do. Thiroepenec.ha.lfpemmy 
do. One penny 
do. Tenpeneu 
do. Threepenec three.Iltrthings 
do. Seven pence 
do. Twopcnee 
do. One shilling and threepenco 
do. Fourpenee 
do. Four shillings and fourpcnce 
do. One shilling and fourpenea 
do. Fivepenee-halfpcnny 

O 0 GAMI  

..004 

.. O03 

..o19 
006 

.. O8 O 

..060 

..00 S 

.. OoS 
O26 
0 1 

0 0 $ 
..0 021 
..006 
0 0 33 
O06 
O 0 2-a 
0 o 4 

.002 
, 0 0 3 

0 2 
0 0 24 

.,jO 02 
0 

..oac 

..o08 
o 21. 
OS 

..002 
lO 3 6 
0 Zft 
0 8 

..,O 0 1 

..'0 010 
I a a 
:oo7 
4) 0 2 
13 

-OO4 
..044 
..014 

0 tq 

£ a. d. 
Ration. I Sevenpence five-eighths 0 0 
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RATES 

RATIONS AND ARTICLES OF Stray. - 
Words. Figures. 

£ s. d. 
Salt Butter .. do. One shilling and threepenee .. .. 0 1 3 
Gelatinn ., ., do. Eight shillings .. .. 0 

0 
S 0 
0 0 Vegetables . do. Thrce-farthings .. .. 

0 o 4 Milk .. . %' Quart. Fourpenee seven-eighths .. .. 
Yeast .. •. do. One shilling .. .. 0 1 0 
Limo Juice ., .. do. One shilling.. ., .. 0 1 a 
Port Wine ,, ,, ' Pozen. Thirty shillings ., .. . 1 10 0 
Bum .. .. Gallon. Eleven shillings .. .. 0 11 0 
Colonial Ale ., do. One shilling and sixpence .. .. 0 1 6 
Vinegar .. do. Two shillings and sixpenee .. .. 0 2 6 
Roach Lime .. 9 Bushel. One shilling and sixpenee .. ... 0 1 6 

Charcoal .. do. One shilling .. .. 0 1 0 
Straw .. .. ' Cwt. Five shillings .. .. 0 5 0 
Tobacco Pipes .. Gross. Three shillings .. .. 0 3 0 
Bay .. , .. W Ton. Seven pounds .. .. 7 0 0 
Maize .. .. W Bushel. Three shillings and sixpenee .. .. I 0 

0 
3 6 
1 6 

Bran .. .. do. One shilling and sixpenee .. .. 
Gram .. 
Loaf Sugar 

, .. do. 
.. ? lb. Sixpenee three-farthings .. .. 0 0 6 

Water .. , .. w io Galls. Two shillings and sixpenee . 
. - 

2 6 

I propose Mr. P. Devlin, of Ryde, and Mr. James Devlin, of Fyde, as my Sureties for the due 
observance of my engagement, in the event of the acceptance of this offer, and I annex a Memorandum 
of their willingness to be responsible for such observance, and to joia me in a Bond accordingly. 

I am, 
Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

(Signature) JAMES DEVLIN,Juwn,. 

The (Residence) Hyde. 

Secretary to the Treasury. 
N.B.—This tender to be delivered at the Treasury, on or before 12 o'clock of the day appointed 

to receive the Tenders. 
All names and prices to be stated at length. 
No tender can be taken into consideration which is not accompanied by the follow'mg Memo-

randum, duly signed. 

MrxonAxDnr. 
In the event of the acceptance of the accompanying tender of Mr. James Devlin, Junr., we 

hereby engage to be responsible for the due observance of the Contract, and we undertake severally in 
that event to execute and deliver, vithin one month from the usual notification of acceptance, a. Bond to 
Her Majesty, in the peual sinn of £150, for scouring such performance. 
Signature of person tendering .................... 
Residence ...................................... 

Signature ......................PATRICK DEVLTN, 

Snrc 1 t' 
Residence...................... Hyde. 

5 .......Signatore .......... ............ JAMES DEVLIN, 
Residence ...................... Hyde. 

II C. 
Kxow ALL MEN DY THEME pRESENTs, THAT WE, James Devlin, junior, Patrick Devlin, and 
James Dcvlln. all of Ryde, near Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, are jointly 
and severally held and firmly bound unto Her Most Excellent Majesty Queen Victoria, in 
the Penal Som of One hundred and fifty pounds of English Money, to be paid to Her said 
Majesty, Her Heirs, and Successors, for which payment well and truly to be made, we 
bind ourselves, and each and every one of us, jointly and severally, and our and each and 
every of our Heirs, Executors, and Administrators, for ever, firmly, by these presents. 

WHELEAS the above boundea James Devlin, junior, hath made the Tender hereunto annexed to furnish, 
under the terms and conditions of a Treasury Notice, dated the twelfth day of July now last past, and 
published i,n the Now South Wales Goveras,nent Gazette (of which notice a copy is also hereunto 
annexed) and at the prices in the said Tender mentioned, certain supplies, of the descriptions in the 
said notice mentioned, and specified in the said Tender as required for the Colonial Public Service, in 
the Police District of Sydney, for the Lunatic Asylum at Tarban Creek, from the first day of September, 
in the year of Our Lord On; thousand eight hundred and sixty, to the thirty.iirst day of March, in the 
ear of Our Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty-one. And whereas the above bounden Patrick 
cvlin and James Devlin have severally agreed to become and be bound to Her Majesty, Her Heirs, 
and Successors, for the due performance and fnlfllment of the said Tender, according to the terms and 
conditions of the said notice, and the said Tender has been duly accepted by his Excellency the 
Governor General, on condition that this bond shoukt be entered into by them the said James Devlin, 
junior, Patrick Devlin, and James Devlin. 

Now the condition of the above bond and obligation is such that if the said James Devlin, junior, 
shall and do well and truly perform and fulfil the said Tender, and the contract arising out of such 
Tender, and the acceptance thereof, as aforesaid, and all and every the terms, conditions, and stipula-
tions in the said notice mentioned or referred to, in manner and form, and to all intents and purposes, as 
therein contained, tlsen, and in such case, the above bond and obligation shall be null niid void, other-
wise the same chaR be and remain in full force and virtue. 

Sealed with Our Seals, dated this tlsirty-flrst day of August, in the year of Our 
Lord One thousand eight hundred and sixty. 

IJAMES DEVLIN, Ja. (L.s.) 
(Signed) . PATRICK DEVLIN. (LI.) 

Signed, Sealed, and Deliveredl, tJAMES DEVLIN. (n.s.) 
in the presence of 5 

Geo, Fast', PoolE, Sydney. 

'U- 
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111. 

(Form of Bond.) 
KNOW ALL MEN BY ThESE PRESENTS, THAT WE SE 

the Colony of New South Wales, are jointly and severally held and firmly bound unto 
Her Most Excellent Majesty Queen Victoria, in the Penal Sum of One hundred and fifty 
ppunds of English Noney, to be paid to Her said Majesty, Her Heirs, and Successors, for 
which payment well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, and each and every one of 
us, jointly and severally, and our and each and every of our Heirs, Executors, and 
Administrators, for ever, firmly, by these presents. 

WhEREAS the above bounden bath made 
the Tender hereunto annexed to furnish, under the terms and conditions of a Treasury Notice, dated 
the now last past, 
and published in the Now South \Vales Government Gazette (of which notice a copy is also hereunto 
annexed) and at the prices in the said Tender mentioned, certain supplies, of the descriptions in the 
said notice mentioned, and specified in the said Tender as required for the Colonini Public Servien, in 
the Police District of from 
the first day of , in the year of Our Lord One thousand eight hundred 
and fifty- , to the thirty-first day of March in the Year of Our Lord One thousand 
eight hundred and fifty- . And whereas the above hounden 

have severally agreed to become and be 
bound to her Majesty, Her Heirs, and Successors, for the due performance and ihlffiment of the said 
Tender, according to the tints and conditions of the said notice, and the said Tender has been duly 
accepted by His Excellency the Governor General, on condition that this bond should be entered into 
by them the said 

Now the condition of the above bond and obligation is such, that if the said 
shall and do well and truly perform 

.and fulfil the stid Tender, and the contract arising out of such Tender, and the .tt'euptanee thereof, as 
alhrcsaid, and all and every the terms, conditions, and stipulations in the said notice mentioned or 
referred to, in manner and form, and to all intents lid purposes, as therein contained, then, and in such 
case, the above bond and obligation shall be null and void, otherwise the same shall be and remain in 
fall force and virtue. 

Scaled with Our Seals, dated this day of 
in the year of Our Lord One thousand eight hundred and fifty- 

Signed, Sealed, and Delite,'ed 
in the presence of 

MIA 

TENDER FOR 

Sgdney, 18 

do hereby Tender to supply the imdermentioned Articles, upon the 
terms expressed in the Treasury Notice, dated and to deliver the same into 
the Government Store within after receipt of nutifleatioa of the acceptance of this 
oiler. Except where otherwise expressed, the Stores to correspond in pattern and qunlity with the 
samples on view at the Colonial Store As Witness hnnd, this day of 
IS - 

To horny Lane. Esq., 
Secretary to the Treasury. 

DEduQ'ioN or ARTIcLEs TENDERED. PRICE. 

William Munnings Arnold, Esquiro, Secretary for Public Works, a Member of the Corn-
mittee, examined in his place 

By the Chairman : I believe the greater portion of the tenders for contracts for the W. M.Arnold, 
public service come under the supervision of your department? Yes, the bulk in value. Esq. 

For the public works? For the public works. 
Does any particular Board inspect these tenders in your department, or is it the same 24 Oct., 1860. 

Board that inspects the tenders in other departments? The tenders are opened in my 
department by a Board composed of the Under Secretary and the heads of the branches 
concerned in the tenders, attended by the chief clerk in the office. 

By Mi'. Parker: Suppose there were a tender for harbors or rivers, who would that be 
opened by? By the Under Secretary for Public Works and the Cluef Engineer for Harbors 
and Rivers, attended by the chief clerk in the office, and by any other heads of branches who 
happened to have tenders coining in on the same day for works in their branches. 

By 21,'. Wilson: Supposing there were no other tenders coming in on the same day, 
the Board would then consist of only of these three Government officers? Yes. 

By the Chairman: Is the system pursued with regard to calling for tenders the same 
as in other departments? I do not know. 

108—F 224. 
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WjLAraoId, 224. Would you then just state briefly the system in your department—on a sum being 
sq. voted by Parliament for any specific object, what is the mode pursued? A plan and speci- 

'' fication are prepared, and advertisements inserted in the Gazette and newspapers calling for 
A Oct., 1860, tenders on a certain day; there is a box in which all tenders are deposited, and they are 

opened on. that day by the officers I have named in the presence of the chief clerk ; they are 
numbered and initialled by the officers, and the clerk then makes out a schedule of them, 
and calculations are made to ascertain which is the lowest; these calculations are sometimes 
very elaborate; the tenders are then referred to the head of the branch, who reports upon 
them; and then the Minister for Works approves of any tender that he thinks proper, or he 
rejects the whole. 

Who has charge of this boi? It is kept locked, and I think a key is in charge of each 
of the officers—the Under Secretary for Works and the heads of the different branches. 

Then do I understand that, after the tendon are opened, the head of the branch, under 
whose peculiar supervision the work lies, reports upon theni ? Yes, after they are scheduled 
and made up he reports to the Secretary for Public Works, making a recommendation. 

Then he substantially decides Yes, the Minister decides; but it is not the usual 
practice to do otherwise than confirm the recommendation of the head of the branch, because 
his recommendation is usually an obviously correct one. 
228.. Who is the gentleman prforming that duty now—Captain Martindaic? No, he 
makes no recommendation eacept in matters under his immediate charge. 
229. The bead of the branch, I mean? Mr. Whitton, Mr. Dasvson, Mr. Moriarty, Captain 
Mann, Mr. Bcnnett, and Mr. Craeknell, are the heads of the respective branches; the two 
latter gentlemen being, however, immediately subordinate to Captain Martindale. 
230 What have the Board realty to do? Simply to open and schedule the tenders and 
initial them ; they see that everything is done fairly and openly. 
231. Then the head of the department virtualit points out the tender which is to b 
accepted ? He determines everything, and is responsible, it is not incumbent on the Lead 
of the department to take the recommendation of the head of the branch, and it is not 
always the case that he does. 
239. And what is done when the tenders are accepted or rejected? It is intimated to the 
persons who have tendered, whether their tenders are accepted or not. 

And in case the tenders are rejected? It is the same in both cases, whether they are 
accepted or rejected. 

They are not present when the tenders are opened? Not necessarily. 
They are not invited to attend? I think they are; but in many cases the tenders 

come from great distances—from Melbourne, for instance. 
Are you aware of any instances where contracts have been accepted, in which com-

plaints. have arisen of delay in payment for the work done? Yes, I think there have been 
cases where complaints have been made of delay in payment. 

What is the course pursued with regard to payment? The parties are paid on the 
vouchers of the proper officers; for instance, if we have a court house building, say at 
Wellington, the Colonial. Architect is the superinteading officer in that case; he sends a 
Clerk of Works there to report, and on his being satisfied with the report of the Clerk of 
Works, and on receipt of the necessary vouchers, he makes the payments, as they become 
due, to the contractor, and the delay complained of very often occurs from the difficulty of 
procuring the necessary vouchers, on account of the distance of the work from head quarters. 

By At. Daniel: You name Wellington—has such a thing taken place there? I 
name it, because it is a long way off. It may not happen that we have any Clerk of Works 
there, and the delay often occurs in this way, that there are several buildings going on in 
the same neighborhood in different stages, one being finished before another, and in that case 
the Colonial Architect may not think it necessary to send a Clerk of Works to each of these 
buildings as soon as it is finished, but comprehends them all in one visit, if this can be done 
without undue delay. in some small cases, where there is no Clerk of Works on the spot or 
near, the matter is intrusted to the local authorities; in fact, we have to get the work done 
in the best way we can, consistently with economy and efficiency. 

By the (Jitairman: floes it ever happen that work is done without tender, in the mode 
pursued, as you have just heard from the Minister, in the department of Finance? Work 
is sometimes done in that way. We have a variety of modes of getting work done by con-
tract; some contracts are taken for general works for the whole year on a schedule of prices; 
for instance,, one man tendersto do all the mason's work at certain rajes specified in his, 
tender, and other tradesmen, in other descriptions of work, do the same, and whatever work 
of the kiod is required that work is done by them. Separate tenders are not always called 
for, unlems the works are of sufficient magnitude; and sometimes work is done without tender 
at alL 

In what eases? In the case, for instance, of a railway accident, or a stoppage of the 
railway from flood or any cause, we get a lot of men and set to work at once and repair it, 
without waiting for a tender; but then very often it is done under a schedule of prices by 
some contractor. In cases of that kind we must do it the best way we can, without waiting 
for tenders. 

HOw is it determined who is to be applied to in these cases? The head of the branch 
would determine and report to the head of the department what he had done. 

Then the head of the branch would do it on his own responsibility? He would innne-
diately report that he was about to do so and so, and if the head of the department sanctioned 
it on his own responsibility then it would be proceeded with. 

By Air. Cray: In inviting tenders for public works has any fresh form been adopted 
by yo; different from that used by your predecessors in office—in the acceptance of tenders 

do 
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do you deviate at all from that which others have done before? I hardly know what the W.bLAjld, 
head of the department has done before. Esq. 

Have you estblished any fresh mode of dealing with tenders? No. 
By AL. Egan: Supposing a sum of £400 or £500 were voted for the performance of24 Oct., 1860. 

any public work, would that be done by a schedule of prices instead of calling for tenders? 
Sometimes. 

Take, for instance, the Aviary in the Botanic Gardens, for which £400 was voted—
was that work done without tender ? Yes. 

Do you consider that a correct mode of carrying on the works of the country? Yes, I 
believe that work could not have been done for anything like the price by contract, The 
Government sometimes have a quantity of material on hand, perhaps derived from the pulling 
down of some old building or from some alterations; the Colonial Architect reports that he 
has this material, that it will come in for the projected work, and that it is of no use, lum-
bering up the yard; the work can then be done under a schedule of prices, which is prac-
tically under contract; and the work is urgent perhaps. 

By lb. Pci-Ices: Ts that kind of work always done under a schedule of prices which 
have been previously tendered for? Generally. 

By AIr. Ryan : No statement of that kind is ever made by the Minister when the 
money is voted, that the work will be done by schedule of prices in consequence of the 
Government having old material on hand? Very often statements of this kind are made as 
recommending an expenditure or explaining an amount. l3esides that, in the work to which 
you have alluded, most of the stonework was done in the Gaol and cost nothing at all. Now 
if we had called for contracts we certainly should not have got anybody to teuder for any 
portion of the work at nothing. Some of the other stonework was given to it; and, in various 
ways, it was done cheaper than it could have been done by contract. 

It must have come within your knowledge that one of the largest itoms connected with 
that Aviary was the wire—do you know whether that was purchased by contract? I do not. 

Do you know whether it was the largest item? I do not. 
Do you know what it cost? No; the head of the department knows nothing of these 

details, unless on special inquiry. 
By the (Tha&snan: Who can give the information? The Colonial Architect. 
By AIr. Ego's: When a sum is voted for a work, is it entirely under the control of the 

head of the department as to how it is to be carried out? Entirely. 
The Minister has nothing to do with it? The Minister has everything to do with it; 

he is the bead of the department; the thing is entirely under his control. 
You appear to know nothing about this? I know everything about it; I know it was 

ordered to be done; but the Minister does not go to every shop and buy the wire. 
Do you think it is right to leave £400 or £500 in the hands of the head of a depart-

ment to go and buy where he likes; do you think he ought to do that? The head of the 
department does not do it. 

1 mean the head of the department where the work is performed? The head of the 
branch. 

Well, the head of the branch? I hardly know how else you could do it. 
Do you not believe it would be more for the benefit of the public service to have the 

articles tendered for than to leave it in the hands of a person to go and purchase where he 
thinks proper, sad to give such prices as he thinks proper? I do not think that is the case, 
that they purchase where they think proper. In the purchase of small articles, which is 
sometimes neecsary, I presume the position of an officer like the Colonial Architect is con-
sidered some guarantee for the proper performance of his duty. 

Supposing this wire cost £50 or £100, would you think that ought not to be tendered 
for ? 1 have always made it a rule, as far as p'ssible, to carry out the principle of tender 
and contract, and, therefore, I have always refused to agree to any proposal for doing work 
under private arrangement where it could be avoided. 

Then you do consider the best mode is by contract? I think it is the best mode in 
this respect, that it keeps the heads of the department free from any kind of suspicion, which 
is often made to attach to their acting; but my experience shews me that it is not the 
cheapest way of getting the public works done in all eases. 

If a contract is offered, under which you think the work will not be performed at the 
cheapest rate, you are not bound to accept it? I am satisfied of this, that very often private 
arrangements are made, by which work is done infinitely cheaper than it would be by con-
tract; and in some cases we have resorted to it when we have found the tenders so exorbi- 
tantly high that we were not justified in accepting them. 

By .,$k. Gray: Did you make the arrangement in the case of the Railway between 
)laitland and Loehinvar? I was not in the Government at the time; but it was the case 
that a good deal of that work was done under private arrangement. 

By .JIr. Egan: Do you know whether it is the practice of the Colonial Architect, 
when a sum of money is voted for any specific work, that if he thinks proper lie can perform 
that work without calling for tenders at all, if he thinks he can do it under the amount 
voted by Parliament ? No, I think not. 

Was not that the course adopted in the case of the supply of furniture to Government 
House by Mr. Lenehan? That was not in my time. 

Surely you must be aware of that case? No, not of the circumstances. 
Well, it was arranged that if the articles could be got at the sum voted they were to 

be taken? I was under an opposite impression. 
It was the line of defence set up? I do not know anything about that case. 
However, it is the case that many of the public works are performed without contract? 

No, 
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W. TiL Arnold. No, it is quite the exception. I hardly know any cases where, insome way or other, the 
Esq. work is not done under competition. It may be sometimes that a work is not performed 

r—' stnetly under contract; but I hardly know a case where the price has not been tested by 
21 Oct., 1.860. competition. 

Do you not think it desirable that in the event of a contract being accepted it should 
be published—the name of the patty and the price? It is very difficult to say what the 
price is sometimes. 

You know the price when you accept a tender? No, we do not invariably know the 
exact price when we accept a tender. 

How can you accept a tender if you do not know the price? In this way: Tenders 
for public works, say a bridge - 

I mean articles? That is a mere bagatelle com?ared  to our other expenditure. 
No doubt, but still it is an item of expenditure? There may be a few pounds spent in 

wire, or something of that sort; but all these things are, comparatively, extremely small, 
270. I am alluding to articles supplied by tender. Do you not think the name of the 
tenderca and the price of the articles should be published? I have already said that in 
respect to some of our tenders, we cannot say what the price is, because our tenders for 
large works are sent in in this way: they send in a bulk sum for which they will complete 
the work. Take the case of a large bridge, such as the Glebe Island Bridge. In such a 
case as that, the contractor would send in a bulk sum for which be would complete the work, 
according to the specification; but that is not necessarily the price at which the contract is 
taken; because, in addition to the bulk sum, be sends in a schedule of prices for every part 
of the work. It may be that the specification is in some respect incomplete—that is to say, 
some articles are not included; or, it may be, that the work will be found to require to be 
done in some other way than is provided in the specification; so that the Government pro- 
tect themselves against extravagant demands for extras. They can order any deviation 
which is rendered necessary by circumstances in the course of construction, and then they 
pay under the schedule of prices for such deviations or extras. The bulk sum therefore may 
afford no precise information at first view; and it might be that the tender accepted would 
show a bulk sum greater than a tender that was refused. 

Supposing a tender were out for two thousand pairs of blankets—? We do not 
deal with blankets. 

I am not speaking about your department in particular—I am asking you whether, 
when such a tender was accepted, the name of the party tendering and the amount of his 
tender should not be made public, the same as in Melbourne? 'Well, I have not considered 
whether it ought to be; the information is always accessible, there is no difficulty in obtain-
ing it. I should think it might be undesirable in some respects to publish it; my iaipression 
is, without considering the matter very much, that it would be undesirable, inasmuch as it 
would be a sort of guide to people tendering in future, as to the price the Government would 
give. I do not think there would be much gained, but it strikes me as a practice of no great 
importance either way. But if all this information were afforded to tenderers, they might 
be inclined to tender, not at what they could do the work for, but at what they had reason 
to believe they can get from the Government. Now, the Government estimate of the value 
of a work is generally concealed; for instance, we never make public the estimate of our 
engineers for their various works. It often happens that the tenders are very much below the 
estimates of our engineers, and if they are very much above them, we do not accept them 
generally speaking. It can hardly be conceived, the extraordinary difference in the amounts 
of tenders. We sometimes have for instance a large sum, say £2,000, voted for a work, for 
which the bulk of the tenders will come in, all ranging within a few pounds of the sum 
voted, while it may be that some tender will come in for a sum not snore than twenty per cent., 
or onc-fifth, of the sum voted. I think I have known an instance where the highest tender 
was near £2,000, and the lowest: not much above £200. I would therefore suppose that the 
persons making the highest tenders are guided by some knowledge of the amount available, 
while the lowest tenderers have known nothing about the amount available, but have 
tendered at the price at which they could execute the work—perhaps from some local know-
ledge that they have. 

FRIDAY, 20 OCTOBER, 1500. 

43rtørnt:— 

Ma. DANIEL, Ma. PARKES, 
Mn. EGAN, Mn. 1'LUNKETT, 
M& GRAY, I MR. WILSON. 

ALEXAKJJER CAMPBELL, ESQ., IN TUE CHAIR. 

Archibald Campbell, Esq., called in and examined 

A. C.impbell, 279. By the Ci airman: You are now Acing Colonial Storekeeper? Yes. 
Esq. 280, how long have you been in the Colonial Store? Eight years last February, I think. 

281. Daring that time, or any part of that time, was it your business to attend particularly 
26 (h;t., 1860. to tenders and contracts? Not until I was appointed Acting Colonial Storekeeper, during 

j\lr. Buchanajis suspension. 
2tl2. \Vlieu waa tbate On the 1st of February this year. 

283. 
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283, Since the 1st of February you have been acting in Mr. Buchanan's place? Yes. A. Campbell, 
And since that time the tenders and contracts made by the Government for your Esq. 

department have been under your cognizance and supervision ? Yes. 
have you been since that time one of the Board appointed to open tenders and decide 26 Oct., 1880. 

upon them, in the place of Mr. Buchanan? On my first appointment I opened the tender 
box, but took no active part with respect to the tenders. For about a month after I had 
been acting I did not sign the schedules. 1 kept one key and opened the box, but had no 
responsibility as to recommending tenders. 

Have you been one of the Board at all? Since about March I have been one of the 
Board. 

And have performed those duties that were previously performed by Mr. Buchanan? 
Yes. 

You were summoned to produce some papers-have you brought them? I have. 
By Mr. Parkes: What papers are those? Two schedules and tenders for handcuffs, 

bags, and buckets. 
By the Chairman: You exhibit the documents connected with certain tenders for 

handcuffs? Yes. 
Will you state the dates of those tenders? 22nd February, 1859, and 27th Septem-

ber, 1859; those are the dates on which they were approved. (The witness exhibited the 
original documents, and handed in eertjfied copies. T"idc Appendix.) 

By iIlt.. Plunicete: What are the amounts? The amount in such ease is £40. 
By the Chairman: There are two tenders here, dated in February, one from Hawley 

and Co., and one from Mr. J. W. Weekes? Hawley and Co.'s tender appears to have been 
an irregular one, received after date, and therefore not acted on; as will be seen minuted on 
the tender itself by Mr. Robert Campbell. 

By Mr. Gray: Was he Colonial Treasurer at that time? Yes. 
By the Chairman: Mr. J. W. Weekes' tender was accepted? Yes. 

296, There is another tender here from Mitchell and Co. ? Yes, that is in the second 
schedule-Mitchell and Co. and Mr. Rayment Audsley. 

There seems to be no report on this? Not on the tender itself; it is upon the schedule. 
In the case of Hawley and Co., the tender being irregular, the report was on the tender itself. 

It appears that no offer for buckets having been received, the Treasurer directed that 
they should be obtained from Hawley and Co., at the price named in their tender? Yes; 
no offer was received that could be considered as a tender by the Board, Hawley and Co's 
having come in late. 

The tender is the same? The tender is the same, but it was sent wrong; it was sent 
to Mr. Weston, who received it at the Colonial Stores and forwarded it on to the Colonial 
Treasurer, who opened it and made that minute upon it. 

This tender of Hawley and Co.'s seems to have been addressed to the Honorable the 
Secretary for Finance and Trade? Yes, but it was handed to Mr. Weston, at the Colonial 
Store, not having been sent in in time, by mistake of the person intrusted to deliver it. 
The red ink memorandum was put on it previous to its being opened by the Treasurer. 

There is no date to this? No, but the date of the tender itself is the same as the 
others. 

The buckets then were purchased by private contract? They were purchased from 
Hawley and Co., at the price specified in their tender received too late, according to Mr. 
Robert Campbell's recommendation-theirs being the only offer for buckets. 

What is the system in the Colonial Store with regard to purchasing goods privately-
do you get any special order? We give an order. 
201. What power have you, I mean, to purchase goods privately? I have no speoifte 
instructions. If things are required urgently, and the amount is not large, I am at liberty 
to buy them. 

To what amount? I should say within £50 worth; but there is no precise order. 
There was at one time an order that all amounts over £50 should be certified by two mer-
chants; but that has been done away with some time. 

How long has it been done away with? I cannot tell theexaet date. 
However, at one time there was an order and a practice, by which all goods supplied 

to the Government, by private contract, were to be certified to as to price by two merchants, 
the same as in the Commissariat service? Yes. 

That system has been done away with? It has not been in use for a long time; I do 
not know whether there were any orders to discontinue it. 

How long is it since that system has been given np? I cannot recollect; I had nothing 
to do with the contracts previous to the beginning of this year. 

In no ease would you, as head of the Colonial Store, be authorized to boy things 
privately, excepting in ease of emergency? I believe not. The requisitions come in in such 
an irregular manner and at such different dates, that things are bought by dribs and drabs-
in small amounts ata time; they mount up in the aggregate to good sums, but the individual 
orders are very small; the service will not admit of waiting in all eases till they accumulate 
to a sufficient amount to call for tenders. 

Any amounts above £50 you would consider it in excess of your authority to order 
without tender? Yes. 

And up to that amount you consider yourself justified in pnrehaing at once withcut 
any hesittiou ? If the cases will not admit of delay; but if they will at all admit of it, I 
prefer tendering for everything. 

Have you any practice by which the parties tendering shall attend at the time the 
tenders are decided upon ? No, it is left to their own option. 

814. 
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S Campbell, 814. Are they invited to attend ? In the case of large tenders they are invited by the 
Esq. adverldsment to attend to give any information, but they merely wait in the waiting room; 

they are not with the Board when the tenders are opened. 
Qet., 315. Never? I have never seen them. 

316. By Mr. Grog: They are not present when the tenders are opened? No. 
8.17. is the box opened previous to the Board's meeting? No, never. The box has two 
separate looks, of which I hold one key and Mr. Lane the other. 

By the Chair,nan: From your experience, can you state whether there is any dissatis-
faction expressed with the present mode of tendering for Government supplies-whether 
parties tendering frequently make complaints that they are not fairly treated ? I have 
beard of but one instance of complaint since I have had anything to do with it. 

Will you name it? It was in the case of some oil purchased from Griffiths, Fanning, 
and Co., for which Mr. Harbottle tendered at the same time. 

Can you state the circumstances under which their tender was accepted and his 
rejected? The samples were examined by the Board, of which Captain Browne was one. The 
oil was specially for the lighthouses, and as they are immediately under Captain Browne's 
control, he was supposed to have more voice in the matter than anyone else. We examined 
the samples; 0-riffiths, Fanning, and Co.'s looked good, but was two-pence a gallon dearer; 
the other was clearer, but did not look quite so good; we had some argument about it, and 
the majority were in favor of Griflitlis, Fanning, and Co.'s sample. I mentioned at the time 
that I believed there would be more waste in that oil than in the other. This was the 
first contract I had been called upon to sign. 

Were the samples tried in that case? No, they were not used in a lamp. 
Merely looked at? Merely looked at. 
And Griffith5, Fanning's was accepted from preference given to its quality oil inspec-

tion ? Yes. 
824. Is that the only case in which you have heard complaints? That is the only one, 

Since March last at any rate? Yes. 
In receiving those tenders do you generally look to the person who signs the tendcr, or 

are you merely guided by the price and quality? By price and quality. 
You make no reference at all to the persons who tender? Questions are asked; it is 

generally preferred to know who it is; the Board frequently ask me if I know the person. I 
have known every one who has tendered since I have had aything to do with it. Generally 
the same class of people tender. 

If a strange name comes before you, do you consider it necessary to make inquiry? 
For my own satisfaction I always do, but I have no orders to do so; but the quality and 
price of the goods are the principal things; a man's name does not go for much. 

You have had some investigation into the Colonial Storekeeper's department lately? 
Yes, it has extended over the whole time I have been acting. 

In what did it originate? In questions as to the late Colonial Storekeeper importing 
goods and tendering under a fictitious name. I believe that was the first charge against him. 

And out of that the inquiry arose? Yes; in fact it was for acting with Mr. Weston, 
and both of them tendering for goods. 

Did not that inquiry arise out of fictitious tenders being sent in? Yes, that was it. 
The result of that investigation of course is known, and is to be laid before the House; 

but that was the origin of it, that persons connected with the department were tendering 
under fictitious names? Yes. 
834. By 4tr. Gray: You are now one of the Board for opening teqders? Yes. 

Perhaps you would state to the Committee the mode of procedure when you open the 
tenders? A notice is first published in the Government Gasette, inviting tenders, and atten-
tion is called to that notice in the daily papers besides. On the day fixed the Board meets-
generally three persons, sometimes four, but three are enough. The Board meets at the 
Treasury; I take one key of the tender box, and Mr. Lane has the other; we then open the 
two looks in the presence of the whole Board; the tenders are taken out then, and handed 
to one of the Board, who opens them and signs his name in full upon the first tender, marks 
it number one tender, and initials and numbers the rest; the remainder of the Board do the 
same. If there are several tenders they are then put into schedule, after having been regis-
tered at the Treasury. 

Who puts them into schedule? That is done either by myself or some one in my 
department, if they are stores for my department. 

Do you do that while the Board are present? No, they are taken away-the original 
documents. 

And scheduled by clerks? Yes. 
Then the Board have never investigated the tenders before they again come to them in 

schedule? No, not in reference to samples. 
Would it be possible for any of the clerks to alter the figures, or in any way alter the 

tenders, previous to their having been first seen by the Board and the Board giving their 
decision? No, I think not, 

Bow so? The original tenders are always kept in the schedule; they are all kept 
together. 

But you say they are out of the presence of the Board; that they pam through the 
bands of clerks previous to their first inspection by the Board and the Board giving a 
decision on them; you say they are merely initialled by the Board? They are not passed 
to clerks previous to their first inspection. 

I know, but between the first opening and inspection and the Board's decision on them 
they are passed to clerks to be scheduled and calculated also? Yes. 
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844. Then the Board in reality never calculates the tenders when they inspect them first? A. CampbelL. 
They do if it is not a very elaborate calculation. Es.. 
345. Are you aware that complaints have been made that some of the clerks, in scheduling rA__ 

these tenders, have made erasures? I never heard of it; I never heard it hinted before. 26  Oct.,  18W... 
846. B0 you think it is possible that, while scheduling these tenders, they might make an 
alteration, such as would alter the amount and appearance of the tender-is it not possible 
for them to do so ? It is just possible, but vcry improbable. They must be in collusion 
with the party tenderiog in the first instance. 

Suppose that provided they are in collusion with the party tendering, is it possible 
for some alteration to be made by some of the clerks, so as to make a particular tender 
appear the lowest? I hardly think it is posdble. 

By dir. Wilson: Does the same party always schedule the tenders? in any depart-
ment always the same; if I do not do it myself, the next clerk dues. 

Does lie know whether he will have the duty? He generally knows that if I do not 
do it he will have to do it. There may be an exception. 

By AIr. Oley: You are not of course aware how the busineas is done in other depart-
ments? No, I have nothing to do with that. 

hg Mr. Egan: When any goods are tendered, I presume samples are always forwarded? 
Yes, where it is necessary they are called for. 

And the samples are inspected by the Board F By the whole Board. 
By whom is the delivery of the whole quantity inspected? By the store clerk; he is 

responsible for the delivery. 

It is left to the store clerk to see to the description of goods delivered? Yes, according 
to sample. 

55. lie might receive a very inferior quality of goods compared with the sample? The 
storekeeper generally sees them. 

lie could, if be liked, receive a very inferior article? I do not think he could, without 
its being subsequently discovered. The parties receiving inferior goods would be certain to 
complain. 

Is it not often the ease that a sample pair of blankets are sent in, and that the bales 
sent to the Colonial Store are never opened until they reach the place where they are 
intended for use? They are examined; a bale is taken here and there, if they are bales of 
the same mark. 

Do you mean to say that bales have not been received that have not been opened at 
all? A. great many. 

That have never been examined? Not each individual bale. It would be impossible 
to open them all without damaging the goods, if they were to be stored for some time. 

1 do not see that it would damage the goods much just to rip the package and see 
that they were the same as the sample? It would occupy a great deal of time. 
861. Do you not think that for want of this examination the system is open to fraud? I 
think not; in all my experience for eight years I never heard anything of the sort. 
362. By  the Gizairman In such a case as Mr. Egan has just mentioned, would not a 
dishonest person, of whom you know nothing and who might be worth nothing, have the 
door open to fraud in a very large contract. If you were dealing with a dishonest person, 
or a person whose business was to buy damaged goods at auction, would it be possible to 
commit a fraud under such a system as that? It is just possible; but if a person were 
unknown more care would be taken in the examination. 
303. Then in point of fact you do look to the character of the tenderer as well as to the 
quality of the goods? Yes, we do in receiving the goods; but in accepting the tenders 
we scarcely look to the respectability of the person. 

But it does form an element in the consideration of the whole matter? Decidedly. 
By Air. Egart: Do you not make any inquiry as to the person at all. Suppose it 

tender is received signed William .Ienes, do you not inquire who he is? During my 
experience I have known every one who tendered. 

Supposing a person tendered that you did not know? Then I should decidedly inquire 
for my own satisfaction. 

By Mr. Doniel: Who is the supposed head of your department? I am at present. 
But beyond you again? The Treasurer. 
Does he give you orders direct from himself, or does the Under Secretary? The 

Under Secretary. 
Mr. Lane in fact is the principal? Yes. 
When you have to go and purchase two hundred handcuffs, for instance, do you make 

a point of going to one particular establishment? We generally inquire the price, when 
it is done without tender, and take the lowest. We send round the town generally to all 
the respectable dealers in the articles. For small supplies we generally hold to one; it 
prevents confusion. 

By the Ckairman: You have no particular shops or stores where you deal? No, but 
for small supplies we go to those who we know are the ehoapest. We generally get the 
prices before any considerable order is given. 

By Mr. Ptvnkett: Who are the mumbers of the Board for opening tenders? They 
are not always the same. The Colonial Storekeeper is on the Board when the tenders 
relate to stores, and the Under Secretary for Finance is invariably another; but the third is 
not always the same; in most cases Captain Browne. 

By whom are the members of the Board appointed? By the Under Secretary for 
Finance and Trade; he sends a circular round requesting attendance. 

You say there are sometimts four persons, who is the fourth? Mr. Lumsdaine, of the 
Distilleries, has been one of the Board sometimes lately, and Mr. Trickott, of the Mint. 
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A. Campbell, 376. In what eases? It is very lately we have had four; I think it is as an extra check. 
Esq. 877. Do you know how the members of the Board are appointed, are you apprised of any 

reason for a change? No. 
26 Oct., 1860. 378. Do these gentlemen net instead of Captain Browne? Sometimes if he is indisposed 

or away on any business. 
379. Is there any perquisite to anyone? No. 
880. By the Chairman: Do you not think the Board, as constituted, have very large powers 
conferred upon them F No, I do not think they have. 

Are they hound by any rules? The general rule is to take the lowest tender unless 
the sample is inferior. 

They have great powers in determining on the samples? No doubt. 
Do you think the Board you have named are the best parties to judge of merchandise-

for instance, Captain Browne and Captain hI'Lerie? They may be by experience 
now, but I do not think they knew much of it before they were on the Board. I think 
the Colonial Storekeeper, the person who generally has the handling of the stores, knows 
more about them. 

Do you think it is a desirable thing to have the Colonial Storekeeper and the Under 
Secretary always and in every case members of this Board, which you admit have very large 
discretionary powers-do you think they are the parties most likely to be disinterested and 
unbiassed? I think they are; I do not see who could be more so; I think on the part of 
the Government these two should be there. 

In a former part of your evidence, you state that a charge of importing geods and 
tendering under a fictitious name to the Government has been brought against one of these 
officers ? Yes. 

Under such circumstances, do you think parties put in that position are the best 
possible persons to be appointed to decide in matters of this kind F Speaking of it in that 
light, I should say the Colonial Storekeeper was not I mentioned it merely in the light of 
his experience and knowledge of the articles required. 

I am not talking of experience-I am talking of a person to decide without bias? 
Then I should say that another paxLy would be better than the storekeeper. 

These two officers are always under the direct influence of the Government of the day? 
Yes. 

Then do you not come to the conclusion that parties not under that influence would be 
more likely to do justice? I think there should be a majority on the side of the Govern-
ment-that two officers of the Government should be on the Board. 

But in this case all are officers of the Government? Yes. 
Do you think it would be a satisfactory mode of informing the public of what was going 

on in respect to tenders, to advertise the tenders accepted, with the name of the person and 
the price of the article-as in the case of these handcuffs, to have advertised that the tender 
of Mr. J. W. Weekes, dated such a day, for so many pairs of handcuffs, at such a price, had 
been accepted-do you think that would be a cheek? I think it would, and I think it would 
be satisfactory to the public. 

That would save an immense deal of importunity that the Government have to put up 
with now from persons requiring reasons? I think it would be very satisfactory. 

Do you think it would be satisfactory also that the parties tendering should be invited 
to be present in the room when all the tenders are opened and scheduled? I think it would; 
there could be no objection to it that I could see, and it would do away with any feeling of 
underhand influence they might have. I think it would be a very good plau.* 

By Mr. Plunkett: Are the sittings of this Board frequent? On the average nearly 
every week. 

Flow are they called together ? By notice from the Treasury. 
By the Chair,ncn : Supposing you saw the name of a Member of Parliament coming 

in as a tenderer, would that excite your attention or suspicion in any way? It would, in 
any transactions we always avoid having anything to do with Members of Parliament. 

You snake that a point in all your transacti ons ? Yes, as much as possible to avoid 
any dealings with them. 

Supposing I had a store in town, and supposing you were told to come to my store and 
buy tea or sugar, would you hesitate in doing so? I should, decidedly. 

Or supposing you saw my clerk or any dependent upon me sending in a tender, would 
that excite your suspicion? It would. 

What would you do? I could do nothing but report it to the Treasury, for my autho-
rity is very limited. 

By Mr. Plwakctt: You would not reject the tender? I could not; my authority 
would not be sufficient. 

By the Chairman: Have you ever known a case where a Member of Parliament has 
been tendering? I do not know of a direct tender. 

An indirect one, then? Only from hearsay-these we have been speaking of. 
You do not know of any other? No. 
By 3Ev Egan: Have you ever made any purchases under the £50 system from Members 

of Parliament? In very few cases, where we have had a special request to get the goods 
there. 

By  the Oh airman: What were those cases? There was one case the other day, where 
I sent a small order to Mr. Weekes' shop, beoausc the Harbor Master said the tools and 
things required could be selected there to advantage; be selected them himself. 

 

NOTE (by witness upon revision) ;-I reeellcct here ntating-11 That persons tendering should not 
be present when samples were compared and the decision arrived at.'-A. C. 
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What was the nature of that order? Tools for boat-building—for repairs to the boats. A. Campbell. 

Is that the only case? That is the only case. 
Esq. 

From anybody? From anybody. 

By .21k. Plunlcett: What was the amount of that order? Under £12. 
26 Oct., 1800. 

By the Chairman: I thought Mitebell and Co. were the people you dealt with for such 
things? For ship chandlery we do; this was for tools for boatbuilding. In my own case 
I have always avoided sending to Members of Parliament. 

In fact you know it is known in the service that Members of Parliament are precluded 
from tendering either directly or indirectly? Yes, it is well known. 

APPENDIX. 

(True Copy.) 
Aae'mnan CAan',,EIL. 

SChEDULE of Tenders received in pursuance of Notice, dated 14th February, 18.50, published in the 
Gorcnseie,,t Gazette, slid opened in the pnseiiiii of the undersigned, for supplying the under-
mentioned articles required for the Public Service. 

Duscn,rrioy AN
No. 1. No. L. 

I J. F. I) Quasrri. 
' MITCHELL. 

lLrndeuffs —Polieo ..............................200 pairs. 18. 1 4s. Cd. 

Buckets — galvanized iron........................100 ,, No offer. No offer. 

22 February, 1659. 

The tender of Mr. J. \V. Weekes being the lower, ansi considered not unreasonable, is recent-
mended for ncceptanee. No offer for the buckets having been received, it is rucommended that they he 
procured by private arrangement. 

.INO. BUCHANAN. 
JNO. M'LEItIE. 
HENRY LANE. 

tn vJl two tenders—No. 1. 22 February, 1859.-1. B. ILL. J. Mt. 

(True Copy.) 
AhOInRALD Cs,irimeu,. 398, Georqe.street, 

22 February, 1559. 
Sir, 

I beg to trn,ler for the supply of 200 pairs of I'oliee handcuff's (as per sample left at 
Colonial Stire), at the rate of 4. (four shillings) ' pair. 

I remain, kc., 
J. W. WEEKES. 

The Her. the Colonial Treasurer. 

No. 2. 22 February, 1650.—J. B. H. L. J. )It. 
(True Copy.) 

Ageuinao CAMPBELL. Circular Quay, Sidney, 
17 February, 1839. 

The Honorable Colonial Treasurer. 
Si', 

be,  to tender to supply for the Public Service 200 pairs of Police handcuffs, at four 
shillings and ixpenee (4s. Gd.) T, pair. 

I have, &c,, 
FRANCIS MITCHELL, 

Pro T. W. 3lireunn. 

(True Copy.) 
AIICHInALD CAMPZELJ,. 4-58, Georqe-street, 

22 February, 1859. 
Sir, 

We be's  to submit for your consideration our tender for handcuff's, &c., advertised in 
Gover,,n,wa Gazette of 15th instant. 

Ave have, &c., 
- ALF. HAWLEY & CO., 

Pro Joins MAccasinos. 
200 pairs Police handcuffs, (4 8s. lod. per pair. 
100galvanized iron buckets (strongest make), 46s. 
Colonial ditto, made of Morewood and IIoe's best iron, 3 39s. 

The Hon. the Secretary for Finance and Trade. 

Mr.3,o. On Envelope of above Tender.) 

Delivered to me this morning by Mr. Holdsvorth, who stated that the person to whom he had 
intnisted it to place in the Tender box had omitted to do so.. WESTON. 
Sic Minute on the enclosure of this letter.-251/s. Itt. C. 

I 

Nm's (by witness upon revüion) :—I now recollect another case—I bought £8 worth of steel 
pens of Mr. Piddington, because I could not obtain them elsewliere.—A. C. 

ios—a 
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A. Campbell, ihave opened this Tender. The circumstance of its not being delivered until after the time - 
En. mentioned will account for its not being registered. I ob-ecrve It mntiin4 a Tender for the I,uvkets 

alluded to by Mr. B., and therefore, perhaps, should the price and qgality.,bo approved, they,  my he. 
2t Oct., ISGO. takea.-11r. C. 26 February. - - 

The Board concur in the recommendation proposed by the Colonial Treasurer. 
JNO. 1ULFBIr. 
JNO. BUCHANAN. 
TI. LA2E. 

A. 12.—No. I. 
(True Copy.) 
ARCI5IrALD CMIpBELL. 

No. of Abstract No.} voucher No. 
to Warrant No. of IS 

Tim,  DEPAUT'MZNT or ThE COLONIAL STOSEKEU'aas, 
Dr. to J. W. WEEKES. 

DATE. For the undermentioned Articles supplied for the Public Service, viz AMOrRT. 

1569 £ s. d. 
litar. 1 ......200 pr. Police handcuffs, © 4s. p. pr....  ...... . ......................... tO 0 0 

TOTAL ................£ 40 0 0 

I certify that the quantities of the above.mentioned articles were duly supplied, as stated, by 
the above.named individual, and that they were conformable to the sample-s stipulated for, and of good 
and snificiont quality. I further certify that they were necessarily required for the Public Service, 
and that the prices charged were the most ruasojiable for which the sanie could ho procured, at the 
time of purchase and, furthermore, that they were ordered upon approved requisitions. 

J. Warms Jnxxns, JNO. HUCILYiAN, C. S. 

RECEIVED on the 11th day of March, 1859, from Jomc BUCHANAN, Eflquire, Golossial Storekeeper, 
the ,loA of Forty Pounds sterling, in full payment of the above Account, for which I have signed 
Duplieatc Receipts of the same tenor and date, pursuant to Warrant of Guvernm,'nt, No. dated 

.11W. W. WhEKl-:s. 

Witness—A. R. Jozcns. 

(True Copy.) 
AacmuALD CAW'EEhL. 

SCHEDULE of Tenders received in pursuance of Notice, dated 19th September, lh.19, published in the 
Govrn,nw,at Gazette, and opened in the presence of the undersigned, for supplying the nuder- 
mentioned articles required 1;,r the Public Service. 

No. 1. No. 2. 

Dzscaln'LoN AND QUANTLfl'. I I RJSCOThMENDATI0N. 

Aunsizi. ASD Co. 

he prices being the sane, it is to- 

Jtaadqidls—Poliee .... 400 prs. 4/. 4/- commended that half the supply be 
taken from each tenderer. 

Recommended to be rejected as not 

Bags—hempen cloth. 1 400 No 3/6 each 
conforming to pattern—inferior cot- 

be 3ft. by Mt ton material being proposed to 
substituted for heanpen. 

31W. BUG HA NAN. 

Treassg3,,. 21 Septerither, 1859. HENRY LANE. 

(Tnie. Copy.) 
AncarnALD CAMPBELL. 

Tue Treasury, Nra' South I Vain, 
19 &pfr.m&s', 1559. 

TENDER FOR STORES 

TENDERS will be received at this office, till noon, of Tuesday, the 27tb instant, from persons willing 

-. to supply- 
400 paIrs of Police handcuffs. 
400 hempen cloth bags, 3 feet by 2 feet. 

Printed forms of tender can be obtained at the Colonial Storekeeper's office, Lower George-
street, and any further partienlnrs required. 

Tender; to be indorsed," Tender for Sto,'es." 
- E. C. WEEKES. 

In 
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In all two Tenders—No. 1. 27 September, 1859.—J. B. H. L. A. Campbell, 
(True Copy.) Esq. 
AXSCRIBALD CAMPBELL. 

TENDER FOR STORES. ml i 26 Oct., jeco. 
Sydnry,27 September 

I, Itayment Aurisicy, do hereby tender to supply the undcnnentioned article.,, upon the kilts 
expressed in the treasury Notice, dated 20th Septomber, and.to deliver the same into the Goternr!ent 
Store within ten days after receipt of notification of the acceptance of this offer. Except where other-
wise exjIrcs4td, the stores to correspond in pattern and quality with the samples on View At the 
Colonini Store. As witness fly hand, this twen1yseveth day of September, 1S59. 

To Henry Lane, Esq., 
RAYMENT .&UDSDEY. 

Secretary to the Treasury. 

or ALTI(CLIii TLNDEnED Paica. REMABES. 

400 pairs rdlicc handcuffs ..............At Four Shillings per pair. I- 

Address,— 
Itaywcnt Audsley, 

l' o$ Othue. 

No.2. 27 Sapternler, iSfl—J. B. IL L. 
(True Copy.) 

Anciniinn Cnn-uELr.. 

TENDER FOR STORES. 
26 &j.fe.i4ef, 1869. 

We do hereby tender to supply the und.rmentioncd articles, IIpDIY the the turns expit'sa in 
the Tron'.nry N-tine, dated 19th Scptern&r, and to liver the same into the (iocrnment Stote within 
four dr.ys am-i' receipt of notification of the s.eceptamn of this oCr. Except where othLrwi' •m 
" st,  re to tonc'1w.ijd in l'tttim  ant' un dit-y with the s:ixi.plcs (in view at the C. knit! Store, As 
witness Oct- hands, this tweuty-dxth day of September, lbôO. 

3IITCIJtLL & CO. 
To Henry  Lnae, Esq., 
Seeret Ij  to the 'Fr. tsury. 

Dy., . U'TJON or Aiiiiii..r i T. Et)LIiED. Piitn. REMAIUiS. 

flmdco —Pohcr - - 410p 41irl,, 4s' anvs (' 'mmph,) ......................2(1() 'r .. 64. each. 1 .3 ft. x 2 ft,. no., do. rio. ......................20 Q Oa.Ed. each. 3ftxft, 

- 

(True Copy.) . 
S :ccnInAuJ  Cvreau.. A  

No of Ab(tract No. 
Voucher \ to 1%arrzLnt. NO. of IS 

Tnr DLI-AnT3tENT oF TUE CotoMisi. Si'onra-sr.na, 
Dr. to RAYMENT AUDSIjEY 

DATa. For the undermentioned Articles supplied tur the Public Servi. viz. - 

- I 
Oct. .5 ....... .2110 p:rirs chain h..ndcarhs, at 4n per pair ...............................40 0 0 

.xL ......... 40 0,0 

I certify that the quantities of the above-mentioned article, west duly snpplicd, as stated, by tht• 
abuve-nauned inttivirtnml, and that they were confarmable to the samples stipulated for, and o( good 
and sufficient qoidih.. I further certify that they were ociensarily rtsjuirud for the Public 8enievi4nd 
that the prices chmrgeml were the iuot reasonable for which the same could be Jurocurm'd, at thi; tinip (If 
purchase; and, furtherin, re, that they were omdered opun approved requisitions. 
J. Wnj.rnt Jnuuxs. JOHN BUCHANAN1  t)* 

llrrnvrn on the Tenth day of October, 1859, from Joux BUCHAYAI1, Faqee, CoboW Store-
keeper, the sum of iferty Pounds stcrlin-, in full payment of the al.jve account, for which I bavd stgised 
Duplicate Receipts of the same tenor and tliite, pursuant to Warrant of Government, o. 
dated 

Witness—Jour Wasrox. RAYMENT ATjDSLEY 
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44 MINUTES OF EVThENOE TAE.EN BEEQEE THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

Mr. John Weston called in and examined 
Mr. J.%.Veston. 413. By  tht Chairman: You were a long time in the Colonial Store? Five or aix years; 
r'-'- I left the Colonial Secretary's Office to go there. 
26 Oct.. 1560, 414. What was the general system pursued with regard to tenders when sent to you from the 

Treasury? They were put in schedule. 
At the Colonial Store? At the Colonial Store, and the recommendation and approval 

were attached. 
By whom? The recommendation by the Colonial Storekeeper. 
Is there not a Board ? The Board merely opened the tenders, numbered them, and then 

sent them down for the schedule to be prepared. The Colonial Storekeeper prepares the 
schedules and examines the samples; the Board do not examine the samples. 

I believe the Board consisted of Captain M'Lcrie, Captain Brewno, Mr. Buchanan, and. 
Mr. Lane-these were the gentlemen who had to open the tenders? Mr. Buchanan and 
Mr. Lane generally were on the Board, in matters connected with their own department; 
seldom Captain Browne, but occasionally I believe he was one; I do not think Captain 
Browne was always one. 

Then the recommendation was left to the Colonial Storekeeper? It was left to the 
department for which the supplies were required. 

Without any Board? They sign the recommendation afterwards, before it goes to the 
Minister. 

Then the funetloas of the Board are simply confined to opening the tenders? That is 
as it appears to mc. 

When these tenders were sent down to the Colonial Store and scheduled, the Colonial 
Storekeeper then proceeded to decide upon them ? Yes. 

By himself? No, not by himself; there is a paid person in the department whose 
duty it is to examine the quality of the stores. 

What did Mr. Lane do in these matters? He simply opened the tenders in conjunction 
with the ether members of the Board, and initialled the tenders. 

He never attended to the final examination of the tenders upon the sample? No. 
Nor Captain Browne nor Captain M'Lerie? No, I never saw them. 
Did you ever see these gentlemen at the Colonial Store? Not on that business. 
Then the sole power of rejecting or accepting  the tenders resided in Mr. Buchanan 

He put the recommendation to the schedule, and that was invariably adopted, except in one 
or two eases. 

you have heard about two cases in which certain articles were tendered for by a Mr. 
Weekes and a Mr. Audsley? Yes, £ saw the documents and prepared the schedules. 

Under what circumstances? Mr. Weekes, the son of the present Treasurer, tendered 
in his own name, and Mr. Audsley tendered in his own name also. When I wanted Mr. 
Audaley's address, when he came down nbovt it, he equivocated, and said we were to send the 
answer to the Post Office. I could not get out what he was doing; he merely said he had a 
few handcuffs, and that he tendered for them at the cost price; his manner was hurried 
altogether. 
481. By Mr. Egan: He made it appear that they were articles lie wanted to got rid or? 
Just so. They were not a very saleable article-handcuffs. 

By the (Jhairman : When parties tendered, was it the practice to inquire who they 
were? No. 

Then supposing the three gentlemen sitting here were to tender, you would take no 
notice of that? Certainly not. 
44. By Mr. Egan: Did anything strike you when this man equivocated? It occurred 
to mc afterwards, because I ascertained what he was and where he was, and then I could 
account for his hesitation. 
435. To whom was the money for those articles paid? To Mr. Audsloy. 
430. In what way? By cheque. All payments are made by cheque except triiling petty 
expenses; any amount over one pound is paid by cheque. 

Do you know any case during your employment is a clerk in the Colonial Store in 
which Members of the House of Assembly, or of the other Ilousa, have been in the habit 
of tendering for supplies? Only this case of Mr. Audsley that I could trace anything direct, 
and another case which I cannot understand, Mr. B. C. Itodd's case. 

He is not a Member? No, he is not a Member, but the circumstances altogether are 
so queer. 

What are the circumstances F In the first place tenders were called for, for revolvers, 
twice ; in reply to the first notice Mr. Harbottle tendered, and we got four at £7 15s., I 
think; the notice was re-published, and no further tenders were sent in, but the next 
morning Mr. Rodd's tender came down through the Treasurer, so I believe, with no initials 
or anything on it. I cannot understand how he became possessed of revolvers. 

By Mr. Egon : Was the number great? Thirteen, [think; the amount was £117 at 
£9 each. This tender of Mr. Iledd's was put on my desk by Mr. Buchanan I asked him 
how he got it, and he said Mr. Lane had given it him, and that he had got it from Mr. 
Weeks. The thing is unusual, because there is no notation of any kind upon it. 

By the Chairman: Not by Mr. Lane even? Not by Mr. Lane. 
What did Mr. Buchanan do then? I suppose he recommended it. It was an offer; 

but what induced the offer? 
Did you see the tender? Yes. 
Was it written in the ordinary way, by Mr. ltodd himself? Yes. 
On foolscap paper? No, on letter paper, I think; I cannot speak positively. 
Where is the document? It ought to be in the Colonial Store; it is an office 

document. 447. 
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447, By Mr. Egan: These were 25s. or 30s. dearer than the others? 25s. Mr. J.Weston. 

By the Chairman: Was that the only offer Mr. ROdd made? The only offer in my 
time. 2C Oct., 1860. 

Did he never tender before? No. 
Nor since? I cannot say since; I have not been in the office for some time. 
Did you ever hear complaints of injustice being done from publicity not being given ? 

No ; we always forwarded written notice as to the fate of a tender, whether acecptd or 
rejected. 

Do you think it would be a very wholesome check if the tenders accepted were 
published, with the prices and the names of the parties? I think they generally are; but 
there is no rule. 

Do you think it a proper mode of informing the public of what is going on? Yes, I 
think it would be useful. 

How long have you been out of the department? About twelve months. 
By ,'fr. Eqan: You resigned, I think? Yes 

450. The Colonial Storekeeper would appear, from what you say, to have very large powera 
placed in his hands? Yes, it appears to me so. The Board did not see the samples dnring 
any time at the office; in some eases they may have; Mr. M'Lerie may have come down 
and seen them sometimes, when his approval was required, but I think that was very seldom. 

By Mi. Daniel: During your time, after the tenders had been received, whose duty 
was it to see to the delivery of the goods, and that they were according to sampk ? The 
foreman of warehouse. 

What mode of doing so was adopted—supposing they were blankets, were the bales 
stripped? That I cannot say. 

Was it possible that they might be different to sample? I do not think it. 
Did you look to the character of the persons supplying the goods? Chara'ter goes a 

great way. 
451. That has been a portion of the system? It has. 
462. By the Chairman: When goods were bought privately, were you in the habit of 
dealing with particular individuals, or did you get them wherever they were to be had at 
the cheapest rate ? We got them at the cheapest rate we could. For small llareeis of 
ironmongery we generally dealt with Hawley & Co., because their prices were always very 
moderate. They used to tender sometimes. 

Did they not tender up to the time you left? Yes, The requisitions came in thicker 
at the end of the year; on other occasions the supplies re'1uired were not worth tendering for. 

At the time these pistols were tendered for, were pistols very scarce? Yes; because 
in reply to the first advertisement we only got tour; and to the second advertisement we 
did not got any offer; but the offer caine in on the following morning from Mr. Ro&d. He 
stated that he had imporkd them, and offered them to the Government at invoice price. 

Gentletnc'u are often very liberal to the Government—they never charge 1,iore than 
invoice price? Well, it struck me as odd, coming from Mr. Redd at. all. 
100. By J&. Daniel : He is an eccentric person ? Yes, I believe he is. 
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1861. 

YUESDAY, 19 FEBRUARY, 1801. 

Uttøtnt :— 
Na. CK DANIEl,, Ma, PARKES, 
Na. DICKSON, Ma. SIIEPHERD, 
Mu. EGAN, I Ma. 1INDEYER. 

\rJLLIAM CHARLES \YJIDEYErt, EQ., N TtE (2uAnt 
Charles Wye \eekes, Esq,,eiilleiil in and examired 

C.W.lVeckes, 467. By the Ckrr&,,jus: Yotar Miser is the Colonial Treasurer? He is. 
Esq. 468. And you are his eldest son? I am. 

_ A 460. And partner in Lie business? Yes. 
19 Feb., 1861. 470. This Committee has been appointed for the purpose of inijuiring into the prsent 

system of tendering tot the pubtie service; and with reference to a matter which came under 
the notice of the Committee in the previous evidence your father told us that you would 
probably be able to give as infonmniun. It is a matter relating to the sale of some hand- 
cuffs to the Government. Perhaps yen will t too kind enough stato what you knew about 
the transaction ? With regard to the first transaction, that in which my brother tend,rcd for 
some handcuffs, he happened to be h&âiog about tewu doing tothing; and he saw that a 
tender ws tailed for fur some Lrndcisff; be stoke to me about it, and found out what he 
cold ureho them at, from we; he then tenderd, got the contract, and paid n.e for tem. 
That i, all I knott of that tTana:leton. He 1!.4d me a cortoin I nec for tLm And got his 
pratt oss it. 
471. You allude to your brother, Mr. John Woekee ? Yea. 
4", . L'; 1/i. Pathsc Did Mr. John Wekes &pe&t to,  yea first snut them? I rsally 
cannot reco1lect now. He spoke to me ever1! tm ;h,ut it; I anapeot he did speak to me first 
about it ; he was very frequently at the shop, looking at the Gazette wh.n it came in, and 
and he pokt' about anyt'iing he notied. 

R. tA Ci'oo,n.ai. Do you recislleet the second tnnseetiun ? I do. 
Will you state what you knev of the eireamst..re. nmet d with that ? My brother 
not any party to that at all; it happened to he one of our elks. I saw a tender was 

called for, and called je atteuiti.a to it. I told hits we had funnorly supphd some to a 
party who had tendere4 to the Government, and that I would supply him at a certain rate if 
he would tender for them ; he tondered, got the contract, and purehared them from me. 
That is the whole transaction. 

The Co'onial Treaeun:r suggested that you would bring your books, have you them 
here on the present oecssion? I have bsought one book; I do not know if any of the other 
books will be of eniee. This is a rough e:sah book (pr.dred), which shews the receipt of 
the cash at the time. As it was a cash transaction it is not entered anywhere cisc. That 
is one catry. Two or three of thi Se books are kept on the counter, and just us the cash is 
received it is entered in this way by the party who receives it. 

In whea handwriting is thi4 entry? That is mint; of courea I should be most likely 
to receive it being a large amount. 

This is an entry, in your handwriting, dated Monday, March 14th, 1859, "Handcuffs, 
201 ) pairs., £38 Os. 8d."? Yes. 

Is this the entry of the first or second transaction? That is the first transaction I 
think from the date. You will find the other is entered in the same way. 

In whose h'sndwriting are the other entries under this date? Different persons at the 
same counter—two or three who happened to be at the same counter. 

Can you state from whom you received that sum of £38 Os. Sd.? Well, I cannot state 
positively, but I have very little doubt it was from my brother. 

You say he was knocking about town—that I think was your expression—was he doing 
anything to the shop at all? No. 

Are any of these entries in his handwriting? No; he had nothing to do with the shop 
at that time, nor for eighteen months before. 

What book do you call this? That is a rough cash book. 
Does this entry appear in any other book? In a rough order book, where we put down 

memoranda. 

Was that entry posted from that book into this, or from this into any other? That 
entry is made on receipt of the cash. 

Then the first entry of the transaction would be in the rough order book? Yes. 
Have you brought that up? No, they are in use at the counter and it was not con-

venient to bring them away, but if it is very particular I can let you see them. 
Does this entry appear in any other book? Only as a memorandum. 
In the rough order book F Jusp so. 

 

NOTE (eorrcthon by s&r.ess on revision) :—One of the "unemployed" at that time. 
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499. Are not these cris grtlly cptredAnta. any.otla boqk.? No,iot at aU; only O.W.V.eekc 
the mqumt ofh ia cnteeJj..the cqd of F day, fro.rl1.tl,Q cash,  books 
491. Is every amount, however large, if paid in the shop, dly entered in this boojt It 
paid as a cash aou;c.......... •IJ Feb., 16i. 

402 It (Ices n$ appr ia.thedge,Ne,,cetainJyp$... . - 
494 Do you knoiy whetIii you. welt pad ti at, um of S s 4 . cheq, or in what 
way? Well, I cannot recollect-it is according to how he teceivd it himself. If be, got it 
in cab, he wouldpaymg in or,:if by, ccq,he would pay me by cheque. - 
494 By .44i iSf&g.dçç, d Yi are upt çrtaan i was .yeur brøther .7 I have very lattlo doubt 
of jt., ....... . . . . . 
4 eu migl4 have rec.wodradraft fron Ch reasury yisrae1f rio, I liould have 
remembered that. 
496. Bi 4/". Eyøs: Are t4p eatries ade ja this  bopl not eoiet1 into.  any other Look? 
No.  
497 Howthen eç.0 yPu.qyo,r4oVy the state of the sto4 7 at is a water oE our buness, 
w keep our books 0our on way. • . ,  . 

408. By the Ohaiprnan: Do you keep yqur bqolz,by dol43le-entry? No, we do. pot. 
499. What bqeks have yu in youç office? £11 sorts .qf 9919-1edgers, jeutnals, and so on. 
5Q0. Will you name those you. use in the çdinar.y course .f busmes? Lxjgers, journai, 
eonmuent books, caslabooks, ough:boolc..day bp*s-4b$ is alA Lean call to nind. 

Were all these books used at the time tijs tr3nsap6on.to1c place? Only one of these 
books is used for a transactiyu of that nature. 

Were all these books in use in the business at the time this transaction to*  place? 
Certainly. 
5Q3. Do yo4 not recollect at all ivw that money was paid'? q,Icanot ccolleet-it is a 

-U long rns ago.- I do ot.prufess trcoo11ept.every eheqi recexvc fwc years a4d I have it. 
What was the price at which these hapacufftwr.sold y you to your l5rother? The 

entry will tell you that-best---i rget 710w. tot cp Soon calculate it. 
Is the entry of the second transaction in this book? Yes. - 

500. Is this it under the fle-of Qçtober Wth-" llannffs, £39 Ss. 4d."? )te 
In whose handwriting is that? In ninc, too; .,moflf the large amounts are in my 

handwriting. -. . 
You say that on that occasionyou told Mr. Adley that you had fe;merly old some 

handcuffs to a gentleman who had 50ld them to the. Goveruaent, and you suggested his 
purchasing these in the same way? I told him there was PL tender eaed for, And he might 
tender if he wished, and I would sell tbëm to him at a certain price. 

Do you recollect wketber apyother conversation passed a the time? No, there would 
be no occasion for any prtihular conversation; it was a matter ot' every-day busines,,. 

How many handcuffs did you sell for that sum? I think.it  was the same number as 
in the former ease; if,  I rvcolleot  right, there. were 00 pairs called for that time, 
and he only got the tender for half tbo quantity, because aow'ebedy e1e tendered at the 
same price. . . - 

Do you recollect who paid you. that sum of £9 Ss. .4d.? Mr. Andslpy. 
Do you recollect how he paid it? If I emeinber righ& he gave me the Treasury 

cheijue, and I gave him the difference in cash. 
513, Thea was the Treasury chejue paid in to the account of the firm at the Bank? Oh, 
yes, certainly it would be. 
5141  Then the sum of £39 3s. 4d. was paid after the tender was accepted, and paid by the 
Trearary cheque? Yes, of course it would be paid after lie got the woney if he gave me the 
cheijue. 
515. Was there any previous etry of this traksaction- in any of your books before this? 
I cannot-My poitive1y-t-thore 3v0,nlcl be po-oecion for it, unless I had it in a rough memo-
randum book of my own; be would only purch&e theni çondj'tiunnlly oit his gettiog the 
order. 
510. Then there was no transfer of the property in these handcuffs until his tender was 
accepted? There was a conditional Iransfer; in the same way as a man may come into the 
shop any day, and say, "I am going to tender for so and so, what rate will you supply them 
at"? I tell him; he tenders, and if successful.he puhaac.s fn-me. A gentleman came in 
to-day, and said he was going to tender for a large amount of goods; I told him what I would 
supply

, 
 them at, and if he gets the tender, cT thft6 I expect he will purchase them of me. 
By Mr. Parker:- De-yot consider yourself bound tosupply -themto him at the price 

named? Yes, if he oomoe for them. 
By ib-. Dickson: Do you considçr yoursclf bound to hold the goods? Not beyond a 

certain tithe. . I  
If a customer came in for the samo goods in the meautime, would you sell them? Yes. 
By Mr. Shepherd: To the day book who do you enter these goods against? We make 

merely a rough memo, of sack thhlgs as these; we do not-look- upon it as a regular entry 
unless it goes into the ledger; of course everything that is a- -regular: credit sale goes into 
the journal, and into the ledger. 

But I imagine this was not a -cash sale-the quostion is who did you enter them 
against? Most likely there would be merely a rough niemorandunv; I might have a memo-
andum of my own only in such a case as this. 
I imagine if I went to your shop and made an arrangement with you, you would enter 

these goods against me? Undoubtedly, if you made at arrangement. 
523.. By the Chai,',nan: If any one had come to the shop and offered you four:  shillings 
a yair for these handcuffs, you would have sold them to him ? Certainly-of course I would. 

524. 
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C.W.Weekes, 524. Is Mr. Audsley in the habit of receiving letters at your establishment? I really 
..S4. cannot say. All the letters that come to our establishment addressed to us would come into 

my hands. 
ID Feb., 1361. 525 Addressed to Mr. Audsley I mean? I have never received any addressed to him. 

Do they come to your shop for him? I cannot say I have seen any come. Any that 
come addressed to our shop are put into our private box at the Post Office, and of course 
I get them. 

Is he in the habit of getting his letters there? He cannot get them from the privatif 
box; the Post 081cc authorities will only deliver them to the parties holding the box. 

Is he in the habit of having his letters directed there? I cannot say positively; I do 
not recollect. I do not recollect receiving letters for him, and I always get the letters from 
the box. 

You do not recollect any instance? I do not; still I cannot say positively; there may 
he letters for him; letters come for all the people in the shop sometimes in the box. 

Was the arrangement with regard to the sale to your brother of the same nature as 
that with Mr. Audsley-conditional upon his getting the contract? Undoubtedly; he would 
not want 200 pair of handcuffs if he had not got a market for them. 

And you would have sold them in the same way as you say you considered yourself at 
liberty to have sold these of Mr. Audslcy's? Certainly, if 1 had got a better price for them. 

By .1k. j'arke,: If Mr. Weekes had not been Colonial Treasurer, should you have 
tendered yourself for the handcuffs when you saw tenders invited in the Gazette? No, I 
should not, because he has expressed himself averse to it; I wanted to do so several times, 
and he objected to it. 

If he were not in Parliament you would do it, I suppose? If he were not in Parlia-
ment I should tender foseverything we might have in stock. But this I do not look upon 
as a regular tender. The clerks from the Colonial Store* come nearly every day, at all 
events every week, inquiring the price of articles; they say they are going round to see 
where they can get them cheapest; I give them my price, and sometimes I get the order, 
sometimes I do not. 

Tenders were invited in the ordinary manner for these handcuffs? Well, I suppose 
you can call it a tender; they were advertised for. 

By the Chairman: Do you know whether Mr. Audsley is in the habit of carrying on 
any business on his own account? Not that I am aware of. 

Have you ever known him to carry on business on his private account of the same 
nature as yours? That is a rsatter I would not inquire about at all, unless it interfered 
with my business. 

Have you ever known him to do it? No; I never took any notice. 
He has not had any transactions of the same character as this with any other party 

through you? Not that I am aware of. 
If he came and purchased goods in the same way you would be aware? Certainly. 
You have never known him to do that? No, not for the public service; I do not 

suppose he has ever purchased anything at all, 
Did I understand that you drew Mr. Audsley's attention to the advertisement in the 

Gazette? Yes. I looked upon it as a matter of business; my duty is to sell whatever I can 
to any party. 

If he had not got the contract there would have been no sale? No sale, undoubtedly; 
it was the some kind of transaction as the one I was telling you of that happened to-day; 
the gentleman will not want the goods unless he gets the contract, and if he does get it, I 
expect he will buy them from sue, because I believe I can sell them cheaper than thcsame 
kind of goods can be bought anywhere else. 

By Mr. Shepherd : Supposing he could get them cheaper elsewhere, should you con-
sider him bound to take them from you ? No, I should not indeed ; I say he would get 
them from me because I do not think he can get them cheaper anywhere else. 

THURSDAY, 21 .FEBRUARZ 1861. 

4itcøent 
Ma. DANIEL, 3m. MORRIS, 
3Ia. EGAN, Ma. flUKES. 

WILLIAM CHARLES WINDEYER, ESQ., IN TIIE CHAIR. 

Mr. Rayment Audsley called in and examined:- 

Mr. R. 544. By the Chairman: You are engaged in the firm of E. C. Weekes & Co.? Yes. 
Andsky. 545. How long have you been with that firm? Upwards of three years. 

546. You are not a partner in the firm? No. 
1 Feb., 1861. 547. What is your position with reference to the firm ? Clerk. 

548, Arc you managing clerk? No, not exactly; I do not know that there is any diffcrenc& 
in our grades; there are two or three others. 

Do you recollect the circumstance, some time in 1859, of some handcuffs being tendered 
for to the Government? The transaction with which I was connected? 

Yes? I do. 
 

NOTE (correction by witness or, ,evk ion) c-Government Offices. 
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Will you be kind enough to state to the Committee what you know of that transac- Mr. U. 

tion ? As near as I can recollect, at this distance of time, Mr. Charles Weekes called Andsicy. 

my  attention to an advertisement in the Gazelle requiring tenders for 400 pairs, of ' 
handcuffs, and stated that I could have them at 47s, a dozen, if I chose to tender. 21 Feb., 1861. 

He also stated that his brother had done so once before. Of course I was to fix my 
own price to the Government. I ascertained what they would be worth and sent a tender 
in, to which I received an answer some days afterwards,•stating that only half the quantity 
was required from me in consequence of another party having tendered at the same price. 

So that 200 pairs of the handcuffs were accepted instead . of 400 for which you 
originally tendered? Yes, 
553 Had you ever had before this any transaction of a similar kind? No. 

And the one of which you have been speaking was suggested to you by Mr. Charles 
Weekes? Yes, Mr. Charles Wye Weekes. 

Do you know when the Colonial Trcasurer first became acquainted with that 
transaction ? I am not aware that he was acquainted with it at all. 
656. Not at the time you mean? Not at the time. 
557. Did any conversation take place-between you and Mr. Charles Weekes as to the mode 
in which you should send in your tender? No, it was left to my discretion. 
588. Are you in the habit of receiving correspondence at the place of business of the firm 
No, r have always been in the habit of having letters addressed to the Post Office, 
both from the Colonies and from Home. 
550. The finn has a box, I believe, at the Post Office? Yes; but as near as my recollection 
will carry me, Mr. Charles Weekes requested me to have this addressed to the Post 
Office, in order that his father mi5ht not see it. 

Do I understand that he gave that as his reason ? He did not give that as a reason, 
but he said, You can have your answer addressed to the Post Office." That was also what 
I was in the habit of doing. 

Are they a saleable article—handcuffs? No, not very; they are scarcely a thing 
required for private consumption. 

Do you recollect who paid you for the handcuffs? I do not know the individual's 
name; I received a cheque from the Colonial Storekeeper's Department,from the accountant 
or cashier, or whatever he may be. 

Were you asked any questions at the time you tendered, or during the negotiation 
with the Government, as to where the handcuffs came from? No. 

By Mr. Daniel: Are you in the habit of drawing cheques for the firm? No, Mr. 
Charles Weekes does that. 

135 the Chairman In what books of the firm would the sale of these articles appear? 
They were entered in a counter cash book, when the cash was received, and there Was a rough 
memorandum in the day book. 

Which entry was made first? That in the day book I should say, but I have notiung 
to do with the transactions in the shop, my duties are in the office, and I could not state 
positively. I know there is it memorandum in the day book, because Mr. Charles Weekes 
was referring to the entries this morning. 
567.Did you see it ? Yes. 
568. What was the nature of it ? Merely a note of the sale of the goods. Mr. Charles 
Weekes said lie regretted he had not brought the books ip with  him when he was here, but 
he was not aware of this entry; it is not always made in a transaction of this kind. 
569. Is there any name attached to the memorandum ? I believe there is, but I did not 
observe it particularly. If you desire to see the books you can do so I have no doubt. 

.570. By Mr. Daniel : Have you any trading privileges besides your salary ? That would 
depend upon circumstances, as to whether I had an opportunity of doing anything in my 

own time. 
I mean during the -business hours? No. 
By ifr. Morris : Supposing your tender had been accepted for the whole four hundred 

pairs of handcuffs, what would have been the profit to you? About 35s. 
.573. Do you consider that a snffcient profit ? If I could make it by half-an-hour's work I 
should be happy to do it every week in the year. There was no trouble involved in the 

transaction. 
is  this the only tender of the kind you ever pnt in ? Yes. 
By Air. Eyes. : In the event of the tender not being accepted, there was an and to the 

transaction between you and Mr. Charles Weekes ? Certainly. 
The handcuffs would not have been considered yours at all if thoitender had not been 

accepted? No ; my purchase was only conditional on my obtaining the opportunity of 

selling them. 
Then in reality they were delivered to the Government before they were yours ? They 

were mine when my tender was accepted; 1 did not buy them until I knew I could sell 
them. I believe that is usually the case in tenders of this description ; the party ascertains 
the price, and tenders before he buys the goods. 

Than in reality there never was a sale of the goodsvttil such time as you paid for them? 

Oh yes I bought them conditionally at first., and finally when my tender was accepted. 
570. The goods had been delivered to the Government before you paid for them ? The 
goodshad been delivered to the Government before I paid for them, but not before I had 

bought them. 
580. 

Non (by nitne,s on revision) —Addressed to inc, at the Post Office. 
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Mr. B. 580. By the Cliairnia,s: What was the object in this condition of affairs in making the 
Audsles. entry into the rough day book you have spoken of? The entry was made by Mr. Charles 

Weekes; I had nothing to do with that portion of the transaction. 
21 Feb,, 1861. 581. Can you state whether or not it is entered as a sale to you in this rough day book? 

I cannot state; I have no doubt Mr. Charles Weekes would produce the book ; he said this 
morning he was sorry he had not brought it up with him. 

By Mr. Morris: Do Weekes & Co. deal with other persons unconnected with their 
office in the same way that they dealt with you in this mattter, those other persons wishing 
to tender, and first coming and ascertaining the price of the goods that are called for—do 
they keep open the goods at the price until a person so applying ascertains whether his 
tender is accepted—is that the custom ? I said before my business lies principally in the 
office, and I cannot say positively; but I believe it is frequently the ease that a person 
comes in and ascertains the price of an article and does not buy it till he is certain of 
effecting a sale. 

Is the article, in such a case, kept open for that party for the number of days 
necessary? You are supposing we have only enough in stock to supply his tender, but in 
most eases we should have sufficient in stock to supply twenty, so that there is no necessity 
for keeping it open. 

If you could sell it at a higher price would you be bound to keep it open? That I 
cannot say. 

By the Chairman: Do you recollect what time elapsed between the time you sent in 
your tender and the time you were paid the cheque ? I do not. 

Did you pay the cheque over to Mr. Charles Weekes before the handcuffs left the 
place? No, I had not received it then. 

William Harbottle, Esq., called in and examined:— 

W. ilarbottle, 587. By the Chairtaan: You are an oil and colour merchant? I am. 
Esq. 588. Have you been any time carrying on that business? About four years. 

580. You are probably aware that this is a Committee appointed to examine into the present 
21 Feb., 1861. system of tendering for the public servicc—have you ever in the course of your business had 

occasion to observe the present system? Yes; I have had some little erperienee by having 
something to do with tenders. 
590. Have you formed a favourable or unfavourable, and generally, what is your opinion as to 
the present system? I think it would be much better to have larger Boards instead of two 
or three individuals constantly to decide upon the tenders. Larger Boards must be an 

advantage. 
501. Are there any particular instances on which you have founded your opinion as to the 
advisability of altering the present system—have you, as a merchant, had any reason to be 
dissatisfied as to the mode in which your tenders have been treated? I have no particular 
grievance to complain of. I once tendered for about 5,000 gallons of Chinese oil, which the 
Government did not take, and which I sold at a higher price afterwards; but I have this to 
complain of that they took an article at 2d. a gallon more, which was in no way better than 
mine, as I am prepared to prove. I supposed, of course, that the lowest tender would have 
been accepted. 
592. By Mr. Morris: Other things being equal? Assuming that they were equal 
of course. I look upon it as the only safe principle, to take the lowest tender, because 
the Government always make it a condition to have a suitable article supplied, or an 
article equal to sample, and it is always in their power to reject an inferior article. This 
transaction of the oil was the subject of some correspondence with the Treasury. In the 
first instance, I heard that the Government were about to purchase or were negotiating 
for the purchase, privately, of a quantity of oil, and as [had tendered and supplied the 
Government before, and had then a large stock on hand—in fact there was only one other 
house, Griffiths, Fanning, and Co., that had any quantity—I dropped a note to the Treasury 
to ask if they were likely to require any oil, and stating that if so I was in a position to tender for 
any quantity they might require. This led to some correspondence, and the result was that 
they called for tenders by a notice dated 15th May. I tendered, and after the lapse of a 
considerable time, eight or ten days, I heard by some means or other that my tender was the 
lowest, and consequently I made no doubt about any tender being accepted, when I got a 
note from the Colonial Storekeeper to say that my tender was declined. I then wrote, on 
the 30th May, this note to the Treasury, asking on what grounds my tender was declined. 
(The witness read and handed in the same. Vide Appendix A.) I did not get an answer 
for several days, so concluded it was not intended to take any notice of my inquiry, and I 
wrote again, saying that I intended placing the matter in the hands of a Member of the 
Assembly, as my tender was the lowest and had not been accepted. I must tell you that the 

notice in the Cazette calling for tenders stated that a sample of two gallons of the article 
would be required in order to be tested by burning I sent three samples of two gallons 
each, which never were tested. Well, not having received an answer to the note I have just 
read, I wrote again to the Treasury, on the 7th June. This is the letter. (The witness 

read and handed in the same. Vide Appendix B.) The very day that they must have got 
this letter I received an answer to the first note. The letters could not have crossed, because 
I posted my second letter the night before, and I received an answer to the first at mid-day 
on the following day, the 8th of June. 1 may say I felt rather sore about the matter, 
because I thought a decided cue of favouritiani had been shewn. I had. previrnasly heard that 

the. 
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the Chairman of the Board, Captain l3rowne, the Immigration Agent, was the individual who W. Ihrbottle, 
hail recommended the Government to purchase a large supply of China o4 from Griffitba, Esq. 

Fanning, and Co.'s when I made my first offer; in fact it was on hearing this that I wrote to the r' 
Treasury. lam not in a position to prove this, but having heard that the same person was Chair- 21 Feb., 186 1. 

man of this particular Tender Board, I had some reason to think there was some favouritism in 
the matter. But as I say I did not care about it personally, because I sold my oil at from 
sixpence to a shilling a gallon more, privately. I must explain also that Chinese oil has 
lately come into use. It is an excellent article, and has never been imported by Colonial 
merchants on their own account; all that has hitherto arrived here has been on consignment; 
and, as Captain Smith was sending the "Agnes" for a cargo of tea, I made arrangements for 
a consignment of it. That was how I happened to have such a large quantity on hand. I had 
sent my own casks for it, so that I could get it in the cheapest way. However, having posted 
my letter of the 7th .Tune, which I have just read, about mid-day on the 8th, I received this 
letter, replying to my letter of the 30th May. (The witness read and handed in the same. 
Vide Appendix C.) Well, on getting that letter, I was determined not to be put down that 
way, because it was saying that my oil was of inferior quality. I therefore called a survey, at 
which Mr. Stuart, of Towns and Co., who have a good deal of oil passing through their 
hands, and Captain Williamson, of the firm of Mitchell and Co., who knows, from long 
experience, the quality of oils and what the article is. These gentlemen acted as my sur-
veyors. We tried the oil from the same samples that I had sent in with my tender, which 
we got back from the Colonial Stores for the purpose, in three different lamps, employing 
argand or sperm buracrs, which afford the severest test, and a report was drawn up by the 
two gentlemen I have named, which I beg to hand in. (The wit,ee.s read and hwl,ded in 
Ike same. Vide Appendix V.) I sent that report to the Treasury, with a letter, dated 93rd 
June. (The ent;,ess read and handed in the same. Vide Appendix E.) 

By the Chairman how long afterwards did you sell the oil at the advanced price you 
spoke of? I sold upwards of 500 gallons to Captain Williamson, at 4s. lid., immediately 
after he had signed that survey—the same day or the day after—and since then, I have sold 
it at from 5s. to Ss. Cd.—in quantities I mean. 

Did you get any answer to your last letter to the Government atnting that you had 
held a survey ? No, I got no answer to the last letter. I may say that I thought Mr. 
Trickett, who is an officer of the Mint, had no special knowledge whatever of oil, and was not 
therefore a proper person to be on the Board. 

Did you ever see Oriffiths, Fanning, and Co.'s. oil ? Yes; I had bought some of their 
oil before. 

Some of the oil that they tendered to the Government ? Yes ; I have some of it now, 
I think. 

From your own observation of this oil, what is your opinion as to its value compared to the 
oil you tendered? I considered my oil better oil than theirs, and that it would be more advan-
tageous to the Government, because there was no sediment in mine. The jars in which Griffiths, 
Fanning, and Co.'s oil was are very inconvenient packages, being nearly roond, and when 
emptied, a considerable sadiment, nearly a pint, remains in each of them. I dare say the 
Colonial Storekeeper would tell you, if be were examined, that be had a troublesome job with 
it; they had to break up about a thousand of these jars. It is a very troublesome job to do, 
because the jars are of a loose earthen material, and will often break in your hands; I think 
the Colonial Storekeeper will tell you there was a great deal of waste. 

Mr. Campbell, the Acting Colonial Storekeeper, is the gentleman you speak of? Yes. 
Is there any other matter in connection with this tendering business that you wish to 

mention? I had a case the other day with the Public Works Department; they called for 
tenders on the 4th of December for general stores. I may mention that I had the contract 
last year from the Department of Works for castor oil, which is an article they use very 
considerably for lubricating engines; and also for other oils. They called for tenders, to be 
sent in on the 4th of December, and on the 81st December we had received no intimation 
as to whether our tenders were accepted or rejected; this was a most unreasonable time to 
keep us waiting, because the period for commencing the supply began on the lst of January. 
On the 31st December I wrote to the Minister of Works to say,, that from the unreasonable 
time that had elapsed since I had tendered, I should consider myself at liberty to accept or 
reject any articles they might give me. My reason was this, that if I waited so long to learn 
whether my tender was rejected or accepted, my stock was locked up, because if I had sold 
to other parties, I might not have been able to obtain a sufficient supply of some articles to 
carry out a contract with the Government. Take, for instance, the article of castor oil,. 
which is difficult to get, as it is only from Calcutta it canbe obtained—if any party had 
come to me and offered to buy 50 hogsheads of that article, I could not have sold it Then 
again it is necessary to look out for and lay in some little stock, in the event of obtaining 
a contract. Well, we got no answer to our tenders till the 7th or 8th of January, though 
the running time of the tender commenced on the 1st of January; and then I got about a 
dozen articles, or perhaps fifteen or sixteen, but I sent them hack, I would not have any-
thing to do with them. 

On account of the great leagth of time which had elapsed? On account of the length 
of time which had elapsed. Never more than two or three days should elapse. A merchant, 
or trader's whole stock may be locked up. I tendered for about seventy articles, and could 
not Bell any of these articles in quantities till I knew whether the Government would accept 
any tender or not. This article of castor oil, in particular, is very difficult to get in 
quantities; I have had money in India two years for it before I could get it down. 

Do you know whether there are complaints on this head from business men generally? 
Yes, very great complaints. They have a most absurd and ridiculous way of determining 

on 
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W. IJarbottle, on the tenders there. They require samples of each article to be sent, and it must necessarily 
Esq. 

take the Boardo a long time to make up their minds as to whether this brush or that brush, 
or this article or that article, is the best, because almost all the articles require a special 

21 Feb., 1861. knowledge. I was told they hold up the brushes)  or whatever the article may be, and divide 
upon them. 

Have you known other instances where delays have taken place? No. I know of one 
transaetion, which is pending, and therefore I should not like to say anything of it just 
now. 

By Afr. Daniel: When the tenders are being considered, and the samples inspected, 
are the teuderers permitted to have an audience with the Board? No, we never see 
them. 

004. You have no opportunity then of explaining anything relating to the tender or the 
samples? No. 

Bq Site Chairman: And no guarantee that the samples are properly inspected or tried? 
No, we know nothing about it. 

You are not aware whether the Board themselves have them immediately before them? 
I should presume they have. 

But you do not know? No. 

Is there any other matter connected with this system of tendering to which you wish 
to call the attention of the Committee? I saw a report from some Board or Commission, printed 
in to-day's paper, recommending the abolition of the Colonial Storekeeper's Department. On 
that point (if the Committee will allow me) I may say that I think it a very tiecessary depart-
ment, because if you have not one Colonial store you must have four or five departmental 
stores. The Public Works Department at present has a storekeeper, but I decidedly think 
their goods should come through the general store. Then the Colonial Architect would 
require a storekeeper, and so would the Surveyor General's Department, for they expend a 
gooddeal of money in materials, tents, and equipments of various kinds. 

Could you suggest any way in which the tendering system could be improved, as to the 
mode of constituting the Board, or judging of the tenders? It occurs to me that the 
Colonial Storekeeper ought on all occasions to be a member of the Board, seeing that lie 
ought to be a man who understands his business, and has a general knowledge of the stores 
under his charge—assuming that all the stores should be scot to one depot. I think, also, 
that the Deputy Surveyor General, the Under Secretary for Public Works, and the Colonial 
Architect—representing the departments that principally require stores—should be members 
of the Board; and I should suggest that some mercantile man of high position—if possible 
retired from business—should represent the public,—a man, altogether distinct from the 
public service, in whom the public would have confidence. 

By Mr. Morris: Did it ever occur to you that it would be better to have persons 
wholly unconnected with the Government to sit on these Boards—persons paid for their 
services, and called together for their qualifications to decide on the articles tendered for, not 
knowing who the tendercrs are? I have often thought that matter over, and that if the 
tenders had only a number or something of that sort to distinguish them, the decisions 
would, beyond all doubt, give more satisfaction ; but, as I always thought the Government 
would insist on one of their officers seeing these things, and looking at them, I did not 
imagine soth a system would ever be heard of. 
Gil. By fiji.. Eqan: Do you know the course pursued in Melbourne, that the parties 
tendering are all there? I was not aware. 

012. Do you not think that very desirable ? Yes; and the decision should be immediate. 
By the Chairman : Of the two plaus proposed, viz.,—a Board composed of Government 

officials, with another gentleman ossociated with them to represent the public, as you have 
yourself proposed; and the system suggested by Mr. Morris, that the Board should be 
composed of persons entirely unconnected with the public service,—whieh would you prefer, 
as a contractor and a man of business? Of course I should have every confidence in a 
Board of mercantile men, summoned in that way, if they took a declaration that they 
had no interest in any of the tenders; but at the same time I think it would be such a 
radical change that there might be objections to its adoption, and that under the modifica-
tion I have suggested the public service would be sufficiently protected. I think no Govern-
ment would very willingly give up supervision by its own officers in matters of this kind. 

By Mr. Daniel: Suppose there were an amalgamation of the two—say half of each? 
Yes, that might do. 

Have you ever beard that in some eases an inferior article to that tendered for and 
exhibited by sample has been delivered when time goods were supplied in bulk ? I dare say 
such does occur, no doubt about it, in private matters as well as public. It requires vigilance 
on the part of the party rerciving to guard against that, and that is one of the grounds on 
which I think that the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, properly conducted and with 
efficient men there, would be the best means of protecting the public service. 

For instance, a pair of blankets might be submitted as a sample, and a hundred bales 
sent in, without the packages being broken, containing an inferior description altogether 
Yes, no doubt that might be done. 

By Mr. .ôforris: Is the price of an accepted tender advertised in the Government 
Gasette? No. 

You are aware that it is so in Victoria? Yes. 
By the Chairman: Is there any other suggestion ? I think that in all cases the 

lowest tender ought to be accepted, and an immediate decision given by the Tender Board, 
excepting in eases requiring further information, which, if, as suggested by Mr. Egan, the 
tcnderers were in attendance, could be got immediately. The delay which occurred in these 

very 
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very important tenders for the department of Public Works, which involved & very large W. ITarbottle, 
sum of public money, was perfectly monstrous, in my opinion. Esq. 

By illi-, Egan You did not got the answer for a week after the supply was to '' 
commence? More than a week. 21 Feb., 1861. 

By the Uhairman Do you think it would be advisable, immediately after tenders 
are accepted, to publish them with the names of the tonderers? They do so in the Public 
Works Department; for instance, in the following Gazette after I got the letter I saw the 
names of the different people who had got numbers so and so and so and so, the description 
of stores being numbered up to about two hundred. 

.622. Do you not think it would be advisable to publish the price? I am not quite prepared 
to say; I do not see any harm that would occur. 
23.Do you n

Tbut 
 think the more publicity the better? Yes; I see no object in sceresy 

whatever. e quicker all these transactions connected with tenders are settled the more 
benefit would accrue to the public service. I should always be very willing to tender for 
the supply of any stores I have to the Government at flve or six or seven per cent. on cost 
price, if I could always depend upon getting a prompt answer in respect to the tender, and 
a settlement on completion of delivery. 

624. Did I understand you to say that before you tendered at all you heard that Captain 
Browne was in some way negotiating for the Government the purchase of oil from Nessrs. 
Griffith5, Fanning, & Co. ? I heard that Captain Brownc was in some way concerned in a 
negotiation to bring about a purchase of Chinese oil from Griffitbs, Fatiniog, & Co, and 
hearing that, and having a large stock just arrived in the "Agnes," I wrote the letter 
offering to supply the Government, (The witness read and handed in the same, together 
with a copy of his tender in reply to Treasury .Ntice when tenders were called for. Vide 
Appendix F and C.) I may mention that I heard that Mr. Trickett was not summoned 
for this Board, but that he happened to be by mere chance at the Treasury when the tenders 
were about to be opened, and was put upon it. I do not know that Mr. Triekett had any know-
ledge of oil. I have understood that the oil never was tested, though, from the circumstance 
of their requiring two gallons to be left, it occurred to me that they intended to try the oil, 
and, therefore, I sent three samples of two gallons each, which to this day I have never 
touchcd, except for the purpose of the survey I have before meationed. On this point I may 
call the attention of the Committee to an extract from the notice requiring tenders :—" If 
possible a sample of not less than two gallons of the same oil which it is purposed to supply 
should be left at the Colonial Store. If a sample cannot be so left beforehand, it is to be under-

" stood in the event of a contract being entered into, that the oil will be subject to the test of 
" actual burning at the light-houses, and in every case be accepted only upon that trial proving 
41  satisfactory." 

APPENDIX. 

Sir, 
30 3O/, 1SGO. 

[have this d,iv received a notice from the Colonial Storekeeper that my tender 6r the supply 
of China oil has been declined, in reference to which I beg to inquire on what g.unds my offir lnt 
been rejected, and another tender accepted at a lugher price? 

Henry lane, Esq., 
I remain, &e.,

W. JIARBOTTLE. 
Secretary, Treasury. 

B. 

Sir, 
Sydney, 7 Jsae, 1860. 

In reference to my letter of the 30th ultimo, inqniristg on what grounds my tender for the 
supply of China oil was rejected, and to which I have not received any reply; I have the honor to 
inform you that it is my intention to place the matter in the hands of a Member of the Iloose of 
Assembly, and I do so for the following reasons:- 

1st. 'that my tender being the lowest ought to have been accepted. 
2nd. I am prepared to prove that my oil is of the finest quality, and imported per the Agise.. 
direct from [bag Kong throug], the house of M w essrs. Floer, Salting, and Co., and - is in 
original packages; also, that Captain Smith (a member of the Pilot Board), will testify 
the oil to be of a very snperior-qality, the greater portion of it being in his stores at tb' 
time it was tendered to the Government. 

3rd. In accordance with the conditions of the notice calling for tenders, I forwarded to thu 
Colonial Stores three samples of two galloas each. Those samples were neler subjected 
to the test of actual bnrning, which was the only object the Treasury could contemplate in 
inviting two gallons, if posilete, to be sent. 

4th. By the rejection of my tender the Public Treasury will be a loser to the extent of 10,(u 
pence. 

From the above reasons, and from no personal motives or disappointment at not being the 
accepted tenderer, I have come to the conelnsion, on public groands, the matter should be inqitirtd 
into. More especially as I have heard that Messrs. Criffiths, Fanning, & Co. were in negotiation like 
myself, to effect a sale privately to the Government, and which, front the extraordinary preference 
shiewn, would almost appear to have been a foregone conclusion, and the eerel[Iony 01 tendering a 
perfect delusion to the public. 

I have, &e.. 
Henry Lane, Esq., W. HAI1BOTTJE. 
Uader Secretary, Treasury. 

C. 
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W. Harbottle, C. 
Esi. 

The Treasury, New Sooth Woke, 
8 June, 1860. 

21 Feb., 2801. Sir, 
In reply to your letter of the 30th ultimo, I am directed to infhrm you, that samples of the 

China oil tendered for the use of the Light-houses were submitted to the judgment of competent persons, 
name]y 

The Chairman of the Steam Navigation aM Pilot Board; 
Mr. Tiiekett, of the Royal Mint; 
The Acting Colonial Storekeeper; 

who were unanimously of opinion that the quality of the article offered by Messrs. (Iriffiths, Fanning, 
and Co., was so far superior to that of the oil tendered by you, as to warrant them in rocommenthug it 
for acceptance, notwithstanding that the price asked was two-pence per gallon more than that required 
by you. 

I have, S., 

HENRY LANE, 
W. Harbottle, Esq., Under Secretary. 

George-street. 

IF 

Sydney, 22 June, 1860. 

Wc, the undersigned, hereby certify that, at the request of William Harbottle, we have te.4ed and 
examined, at his stores, three samples of China or Teil Nut Oil, of two gallons each, numbered respec-
tively 1, 2, and 3, said to be returned from the Colonial Stores, being samples of five thousand gallons 
tendered to the Government. 

No. I.—Samplo of 50 barrels, or 1,500 gallons, we find to be an oil of superior quality, and 
gives out a brilliant light in actual burning. 

Nos. 2-3.—Samples of 70 hogsheads, or 3,600 gallons, are a very superior oil, of a clear light 
colour, and, applied to the test of actual burning, gavo a brilliant light. 

The lamps used in testing the oil were fitted with sperm or argand burners. 
The above samples of oil are, in our opinion, of the best quality, and, as far as our experience 

goes, equal to any ever imported into the Colony. 
JAS. WILLIAMSON. 
B. TOWNS & CO. 

 
Sydney, 23 June, 1860. 

Sir, 
Referring to your letter of the 8th June, and especially to that portion of it which asserts 

that my oil is an inferior sample, I have the honor to transmit to you the enclosed report on the oil 
rejected by the Board of competent persons. 

It is scarcely necessary for me to add, that the gentlemen who conducted the survey have a 
large and practical knowledge of the quality of oils, and am well known to the Government. 

I have, to., 
Henry Lane, Esq., 
Under Secretary to the Treasury. 

P. 
Gecr"ye-etreet, Sydnsy, 

14 April, 1860. 
Sir, 

It is now upwards of twelve months ago since I supplied the Government, by tender, 
with China oil for the use of the light-houses, and, as the stock in the Colonial Store must be very 
considerably diminished, I talce the freedom of informing you that I have a supply of that article, and 
am in a position to tender for any supplies that may be required. 

I remain. S., 
E. C. Weekes, Esq.,  W. HARBOTTLE. 
Colonial 'preasurer.  

 
Sydney, 22 May, 1860. 

Sir, 
I be g to tender, in cnnformlty with Treasury nntiee of the 15th instant, for the supply of 

five thousand gallons of Chbia oil, samples of which I have forwarded to the Colonial Stores, 

No. I.—Sample of 1,500 gals. 
Nos. 2 & 3.—Samples of 3,500 it  

5,000 gals, thereabout. 

The whole of which can be at once delivered, price four shillings and sixpenci' (45. Gd.) per gallon. 

2 have, S., 
The Hon. the Colonial Treasurer. W. IIARJ3OTTLE. 

WEDNESDAY, 
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WEDNESDAY, 27 FEBRUARY 1861. 

vtøtnt :- 
Ma. DANIEL, Ma. MORRIS, 
Ma. EGAN, Ma. PARKE 5, 

WILLIAM CHARLES WINDEYER, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

Charles Wye Weekes, Esq., called in and further examined:- 

625. By the Chairman: We were informed the other day that you had found another book, C.W.Weckes, 
in which there was an entry relating to the matter of the tenders for haudeuffs? Yes. *1 Esq. 

must say, gentlemen, that after the account of the transaction that I gave when I was last r-"- 
here, I was rather surprised that you should desire to see the transaction in any other form. 27 Feb., 1861. 
You have the whole detail of the transaction, and any amount of entries cannot alter the 
character of it; and I must say I was very much surprised when I heard that you were still 
in doubt about the character of it.' 
6213. Since your examination, I believe you have found a book containing another entry 
relating to the matter of the handcuffs about which you were examined before? I have. 
(Book p"oduced.) That contains one entry referring to the sale to Mr. John Weekes. 

By Mr. .jjorrig: Is that the day book? That is a rough order book, not the day book; 
the day book is what the fair copy is made into. 

By the Chairman: The entry under date February 28, 1859, ".1. W. Weekes, 16 doz. 
Police handcuffs, at 46s., £38 Os. 3d.," is the entry you refer to? Yes. 

There is something written across it-the word "Paid," I think? Yes, "Paid." 
There are some figures under the word "Paid"-is that the date of payment? I do 

not think it has any reference to it. 
What does the date refer to, if not to that? I cannot say at this moment what it is; 

it may be a memorandum of date, but I could not make it out; I could not say what the 
date was exactly. 

The figures appear to be 1121/5/50"? No, it is the 14th of some month, either the 
5th or the 3rd-the 3rd, I think, by the look of it. 

At all events, these figures appear in conjunction with the word "Paid," written across 
the original entry? They are written across the entry, but I would not positively state that 
they refer to it. 

The figures are immediately under the word "Paid"? Just so. 
What do they refer to if not to the entry? I cannot say at this distance of time. 

It may be the exact date of payment, but I cannot say positively. 
Are you in the hahit of entering payments like that across the entry, when the transac-

tion is of this character ? Sometimes I merely say "Paid "-sometimes I put the date. 
At all events, the word "Paid" and these figures were not written at the time that 

entry was made ? They must have been written after the entry, of course. 
63. But they were not written on the same day or date that the entry was made? If that 
is the date of payment, they would be written on the date when I received the money. 

And the word "Paid" was written on -? On the date when the money was paid. 
If you refer to my furmer evidence you will find the date on which the money is entered in 
the cash book, and I expect that will correspond with the former entry. 

On re-consideration, the figures appear to be "14859"? Yes. 
What was the quantity actually suppie.d-was it 16*  dozen? That was the quantity 

I supplied to my brother; what he supplied to the Government I cannot state. 
That would be 200 pairs? Yes. 
Your brother tendered for more than 200 pairs, did he not? I cannot say; I dare say 

he tendered for as many as were wanted, whatever that number may have been. 
Is there any entry here of the second transaction with Mr. Audsley? (Witnesr pro-

duced another book similar to the last.) That is merely entered as a cash entry-sold to 
cash, 200 pairs, at 3s. lid. 

What date is that under? Monday, October 10th, 1859. It is merely made as a 
memorandum just for my own guidance at any future time. 

The entry under date Monday, October 10th, 1859, "Cash-21J0 pr. chain handcuffs, 
at 3s. lld.-flO 3s. 4d." refers to the transaction with Mr. Audsley? Yes. 

Is the entry in your handwriting? Yes. 
Was it all written at the same time? Yes; I should imagine from the appearauce of 

it that it has all been written and marked at the same time, it is merely a memorandum 
for my own guidance. 

And written on that date? On the date when it was paid, just as cash-nothing else. 
Is there any entry, with reference to the transaction with Mr. Audaley, of a similar 

character to that in the case of Mr. John Wcekes? That is a similar one ; the only 
difference is that I put the name to one and not to the other. 

The entry to your brother is in the rough order book, what book is this entry to Mr. 
Audsley in ? In a rough order book, the same class of book. 

Then this book is, in fact, a continuation of that book? We keep a lot of these books 
on the counter-four, generally-and just whichever book happens to be handy it is put 

into. 

* Nun (by witma, on retisior.) -This answer being irrelevant to the subject, I should wish it to 
be expunged. 

t Vide "Proceedings," 27 February, 1861. 
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C.\T.Weekes, into. Any transaction which is a regular sale to go into the ledger is copied into the 
Esq. journal, but anything that is for cash is entered here and then it is done with. 

053. Then the whole of your transactions over the counter are not entered into one book ? 
27 Feb., 1861. They are entered into four books; there are lout' books on the counter to be used if we 

want them ; though sometimes we may only use one book all day long. 
654. You say this entry was made when the handcuffs were paid for? I imagine so from 
its being marked in that way. 
(155. Is not the inference that it was made on the 10th October, 1859? Just so. 

How is it that this entry appears in the other book that you shewed us when you 
were examined before? It appears there as cash received. 

Why were two entries made ? Because this is only a rough book, it will tot shew the 
cash ; the cash as it is received goes into the till and must be put into some book. If a 
person at any future time refers me to a sale of this kind, in the manner you have now, I 
turn to the cash book and find the entry, perhaps only handcuffs ; then I turn to the rough 
order book bearing that date, and there 1 find the particulars of it, as you find them there. 
058. Is the book you produced the other day made up from this hook? No, it is all cash 
received, made up from no book at all. This has no reference to that book ; this is merely 
memorandum, nothing else. 
I want to know why, if this was a cash transaction, it was entered in both these books? 

For the mere sale of having a memorandum of the transaction. 
Is not the entry in the cash book a memorandum? No, I think, if I recollect, it 

merely says handcuffs a certain amount. This is merely for reference at any time, that I 
can turn over and me what it was. 

At all events there is no entry in any of your books of 400 pairs of handcuffs sold to 
Mr. Andsley? Not unless we had said them to him. It appears he only had 200 pairs, 
and of course that would be the only entry I should make, and I would not think of making 
it till it was all complete. 

Do I understand that these two books, which you now produce, are both rough order 
books? Certainty, you may call them rough order books or memorandum books, because 
they are for everything; rough memoranda of every kind are put into them. 

Then both these entries of the transactions with your brother, Mr. John Weeks, and 
with Mr. Audsley, were only entered in these rough order books or memorandum books 
when the handcuffs were paid for? I cannot exactly say whether it was the same day. You 
have the dates there, they will tell best. It is very probable I might make no entry at all 
nntil I got the cash. 

It appears by the dates that the entry in the rough order book was made six days 
after Mr. John \'eekcs tendered ? So it appears. 

By .11,. Marl,: Which, as a matter of fact, was the day on which the tender was 
decided upon ? That I cannot say.* 

By the Chainaan: Then the entry of the transaction with Mr. Audsley is not of the 
nme kind as the entry of the transaction with Mr. John Weekes? Yes, precisely similar 
they are both entered as rough memoranda. 

The entry of the transaction with Mr. Audsley is made when the handcuffs are paid 
for? I cannot say pusitively whether they were paid for on that day; I cannot say posi-
tively that that was the exact date. 

Can you, from looking at your books, say whether there was any entry of the transaction 
with Mr. Audsley before the date when you were paid? t That I cannot say.f This is the 
only entry necessary. 

You said you found certain entries, and you have got your books here which shew 
those entries, I want to know, from your books, whether there is any entry of the transaction 
with Mr. Audsley before the date it was paid? If this is the date it was paid there would 
be no entry before that. As I stated before, in transactions of this kind, I often keep 
nothing but a memorandum on my own desk; I sell the goods for cash, and make no entry 
until I get the money for them ; it is not necessary to keep any other record. 

Do you, in all transactions of this kind, make a memorandum in the cash book you 
produced the other day, as well as a memorandum in this book? Yes, if there are any cir-
cumstances calling for it; in the case of an amount of this kind, £30 or £40, I put a 
memorandum here for future reference, so that at any future time I may be able to turn to 
this book and find the particulars. Of course this is the amount Mr. Audsley paid me for 
them, and whatever the difference between that and the amount the Government paid him 
that would be the amount of his profit. 

But, in point of fact, the entry in this rough order book does not give any more infor-
mation than the entry in the rough cash book you shewed us the other day? That is 
according to what the entry was; that entry perhaps only stated a certain sum for handcuffs, 
this gives the number of pairs. 

Did not the entry you shewed us the other day state the number of pairs? I do not 
recollect. If I remember right one mentions the number and the other does not. 

Both the entries relating to the transaction with Mr. John Weekes, and to the trans-
action with Mr. Audsley, are in your handwriting? Yes, both. I may mention that I 
have got a transaotion of a somewhat similar character in hand now; I have a lot of goods, 
£200 or £300 worth, under offer to a gentleman who I know is tendering to the Govern-
meot; if he gets the tender I shall sell him the goods, and the only entry that will be made 

will 

* Yost (addendum by witness on rerisioa) —The entry was most probably made when he told me 
that he had obtained the order. 

t Nom.—RnciUed tlirouq1e, on ,evisloa. 
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will be in the cash book when I get the money, or it may be in the rough memorandum C. W.Weekes, 
book. It is a transaction of every day occurrence. Esq. 

074. By Jh.Jforris: In the mean time, before you knew whether this gentleman obtained 
the tender, would you sell the goods to any one else, if you had the opportunity ? That all 27 Feb., 1861. 

depends upon the arrangement I make with him ; if I promise to keep them for a certain 
time, of course I should not sell them; if lie buys conditionally on my keeping them a 
week for him, and be has the power of refusal, of course I keep them for him. 

By the C/tairmaa Do you know when the Colonial Treasurer first became acquainted 
with tins transaction? I cannot say, positively ; I should fancy lie might see it in the cash 
book at any jime. 

Is lie in the habit of inspecting the books? No, not at all; lie seldom looks at them. 
Is lie in the habit of attending your place of business? Only to see if there are any 

letters for him ; lie has nothing to do with the business, and does not interfere in the least; 
be has no idea of what is going on from one week's end to another. 

James Williamson, Escj., called in and examined 

By the Chairman You have been engaged in business for many years in Sydney ? I J.Williamson, 
have. 

As a ship chandler and merchant ? Yes. 
This Committee has been appointed to examine into the present system of tendering 27 Feb., 1861. 

for the public service, with power to, inquire generally into the expenditure of mor'ey voted 
by Parliament for specific objects. In the course of your business, have you been able to 
form any opinion as to the present system of tendering ? I have formed an opinion SO far as 
it has fallen under my own knowledge. 

Will you be kind enough to state nny matters within your own knowledge that may 
enable the Committee to form an opinion as to the present system ? There is one great 
objection which I think may be made to the system of tendering for stores, which is more 
particularly what I am conversant with- 

Do you mean marine stores? All kinds of stores. I think that. the Boards for opening 
tenders have been too much confined to one or two individuals, and although I could not say 
that favouritin has ever been shewn, still I think that suspicions might very well be 
entertained that there has been, on account of the confined 13oard- 

The close character of the Board? The olose character of the Board. 
Then I understand you that the present system is not such as necessarily commands 

public confidence on the part of business umen ? I think not. 
Would you state any facts that have come under your own observation, which have 

induced you to come to this conclusion ? Perhaps they may be called suspicions rather than 
facts, because these tImings are seldom openly known ; but there are circumstances which give 
dissatisfaction. Iliad occasion once, for instance, myself, to tender for certain moorings that 
were required for Bellambi, or one of the harbours to the southward, and after the tenders had 
been sent in to the Board of Works, they were referred to the Pilot Board, and lam aware that 
the Pilot Board, instead of giving an answer whether my tender ought tobeaccepted or not, took 
the opportunity of instructing some of their own officers to inquire all round,at different places, 
to see if they could be got cheaper than the price at which 1 tendered. I did not think that 
was fair; and although the Government afterwards took my tender, still I believe it was 
because they found, after all their inquiries, that they could not help themselves. Now, as 
I understand the principle on which tenders are called for, it is that the lowest tender of 
equal quality should be accepted by the Government. I think if the Government receive 
tenders they ought at once to decide, yes or no, shall this or that tender be accepted. 
Instead of that, after the tenders are lodged, by that means knowing somewhere about the 
price, they can go round to the different dealers in those articles, and offer so much less. 
I think that is objectionable in the system of tendering. I remember one instance, which, 
though it did not come exactly under my own business, I know as a fact, where, when 
tenders were called for for a steam dredge for the Hunter, by being regularly published in 
the Case//c, and other papers, a tender was sent in at a certain amount—(I do not know 
whether there were more tenders than one)—and the Government kept that tender for some 
time without an answer, and at last it was declined, when immediately afterwards the 
Government called for fresh tenders. Well, the person who had tendered at first, if he did 
tender again, of course would tender at the same price; but another tender was sent in, a 
few hundred pounds lower, which was accepted. That was a matter of £8,000. Now, I 
consider that was giving an unfair advantage to those who Lad not tendered at first, but who 
sent in tenders on the second occasion, probably after the amount of the first tender had 
leaked out. For instance, I might have certain articles in store that I wished to tender at 
what I would consider a fair price, but if I thought that for it few shillings less I would get 
the tender, the probability is that I would take a few shillings less; but when I have sent 
my tender in, and the amount of that tender is known, it gives an unfair advantage to any 
one else who would tender at a lower figure. 

Do you think that in all cases whore only one tender is sent in that tender ought to be-
accepted, and no fresh tenders called for? I think it ought, or the work be declined at that. 
time at any rate. 

How do you mean the work declined? For instance, if stores are tendered at a certain 
price, if the price looks a reasonable price it ought not to be rejected, or if rejected the 
tender ought to be destroyed and become waste paper. It should not be known. 

Seeresy ought to be observed? Secresy ought to be observed. 1 os—i 689. 
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J.Williamson, 689. Do you moan to say that in this ease secresy was not observed? I think it was not, 
Esq. in fact I knew the amount of the tender a day or two afterwards. There are in the public 

service two or three departments altogether separate and distinct, all of which are in the 
27 Feb., 1801. habit of receiving tenders. For instance, the tenders for Public Works form a different 

branch from the tenders for Stores; then there are the tenders for Postal Communication 
which constitute another branch. All these separate branches might well have separate 
Boards, and on all the Boards there ought to be a sufficient number of members to prevent 
the possibility of any individual members being able to influence the decisions of the Board 
in favour of the tender of any particular friend. in a little community like ourj even those 
who wish to act without the slightest bias cannot help feeling a bias now and then; and if 
the Board is composed of but two or three individuals it is but natural to think that a bias 
in favour of a particular tenderer, if the price was not altogether different, might be exercised; 
whereas if the Board was composed of say six members I think there would be less chance 
of favouritisin being shewn. 

Then in the first place I understand you to recommend that there should be different 
Boards for the different departments? I think so. 

By Mr. Morris: It is so now, I believe, as a matter of fact? It is to a certain extent. 
But in the Public Works Department, for instance, there are tenders received for stores—
coals, and so on—all of which I think ought to go through one channel. Public works are 
a separate affair altogether, and those who might be competent men to sit on Boards for 
stores might be quite incompetent in the matter of public works; and the same with respect 
to tenders for postal communication. The Postmaster General is not likely to be a person 
who knows much about works or about stores, but he is very necessary to be on a Board in 
his own department. The same with the Colonial Storekeeper ; ho ought to be on all 
Boards where stores are required, because a certain knowledge is required to know which are 
the proper articles to accept; but at the same time it would not be necessary that be should 
be on the Board for the postal service or public works. 
092. By the (J/iairnsan: Do you think it would be well to have on such a Board as that, a 
gentleman appointed by the Government but not connected with any Government depart-
ment—some gentleman of high standing who would have the confidcnce of the business 
community? I think on all of them it would be a very great improvement. I think some 
retired merchant, or some person who would not be ]ikely to be biassed either one way or 
another ought to be on all these Boards. It would give great confidence to the people if 
you were to increase the number to say six, one or two of whom should be business men of 
some kind. It is of no use having a Board composed of men who know nothing about 
business; for instance, the Registrar General and several of thoseen, who are all very 
well in their own places, but if put in the places of business men must either sit as dummies, 
not giving any opinion, or be influenced by the others. They make up the number, but 
they are of no assistance I should imagine. 
69$. By if,. iforris: They are rather placed there, I apprehend, to see that the tenders are 
all properly opened, not to give an opinion on the goods ? Men connected with a business 
department would be quite capable of seeing fair play too. 
094. By the Chairman: Do you think it should be made a rule that persons tendering 
should always be at hand? it is the rule, but it is not carried out. I know at one time 
when we, Mitchell and Co., tendered at first, we always sent up one of the clerks, or I went 
myself, to wait, because it is stated in the requisition that some person connected with the 
tenderer should attend at a ce'rtain hour, but we were never called upon, and therefore the 
practice ha&bccn dropped. 

Then the practice has fallen into disuse on account of the Board never calling on 
parties tendering for any information? I suppose so. For instance, if I were to tender 
now for stores, I should merely send up a boy with the tender just before 12 o'clock; 
formerly I should have sent some one who could have answered questions. 

Where articles are to be inspected—where samples are sent—do you think the parties 
sending in the samples should be at hand? No doubt of it. 

Do you know what the practice is at present in such cases? I rather think that at 
present it is not the practice to send in samples—it is done, but very rarely; the general 
practice is that tenders are called for in accordance with a sample deposited at the Colonial 
Store, and the person tendering has to inspect the sample before lie sends in his tender; 
if be had not the particular description of goods, they would not be accepted. 

By Mr. jlIorris: You do not send samples? Not as a general rule. Sometimes,when 
tenders for oil have been called for, samples have been required. A great improvement 
might be made in the mode of calling for tenders. It was at my sugge8tien that the oil 
tender was altered. At one time the oil tender used to be mixed up with the provision 
tenders, which were generally taken by a person named Johnson. I pointed out to the 
Colonial Treasurer, then Mr. Campbell, that the oil for light-houses could be tendered for 
cheaper if separated from the provision tenders. That was done, and we had the tender 
for one or two years for the light-houses alone. But there yet remains room for improvement 
in this respect. I think that in drawing out the tenders they might be still more simplified, 
by separating ninny articles from the rest, instead of mixing them up with these long 
provision tenders. Several items might be taken out for particular departments, and 
supplied direct to the storekeeper. 

By the Chairman: I believe you have had considerable acquaintance with the oil 
trade ? Yes, a good many of my years have been spent in it. 

Do you recollect inspecting some oil which was tendered by Mr. Ilarbottle some time 
ago? Yes, a few months ago—some Chinese oil. He asked me to come and look at it 
with Mr. Stuart. We tried the samples—there were three jars—by argand lamps and by 
common lamps, and we found it was very good oil. I remember we gave a certificate. 701. 
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Were you acquainted with the oil accepted instead of Mr. Harbottle's? No, I was J.Williamson, 
not, but I have beard complaints of it; some of it is at the Colonial Store now, I believe, Esq. 
and it is very much complained of. 

By the Government? By the light-house keepers. It was some oil that was pur- 27 Feb., 1861. 
chased by Captain Browne, so I understood. There was a complaint about it only the other 
day by the keeper of the lower light-house, so I was informed by the merest accident. I 
asked what oil it was, and was told it was this oil which Captain Browne had bought, and 
which turned out very bad. I bought some of Mr. ilarbottle's oil after having inspected it, 
and it was very good. 

In such a matter as that of tendering for oil for the light-houses, who were the proper 
persons to constitute the Board? I think you might have one Board for all stores. I differ 
from the Report of the Board on the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, recommending that 
the differeut departments should purchase their own stores. 1 think that would make a 
very higgledy-piggledy affair of it. Instead of that, I would confine them still more to the 
Storekeeper's Department than they have been hitherto. Everything in the way of stores 
should go through the Colonial Storekeeper, and by that meaus they can be checked by 
persons having some knowledge of the business. When we tendered, we had infinitely less 
trouble with that department than with any other. We used to have tenders for the 
Surveyor General's Department, for tents and things of that kind, and for the Colonial 
Architect's Department and several others; and we always had a great deal of trouble with 
them; but with the Colonial Storekeeper's Department, when the goods were delivered, 
we had no more trouble with them, For instance, in the ease of oils, our storekeeper went in 
when the oil was delivered, and he was told at once whether it would do; what was accepted was 
taken over, and what was thought to be bad (generally on account of bad packages), was replaced 
at once; we had no further trouble. I think that there should be a Board to consider tenders 
for stores of all descriptions, of which the heads of the different departments chiefly interested 
should be members; for instance, the Colonial Architect, the Colonial Storekeeper, the 
Under Secretary for Works, and you might have the Engineer for ilarbours or not as might A 

be thought proper. A great many things come through him now as his establisment is 
carried on. Then, if with these gentlemen you were to associate an old mercantile man who 
had no interest either one way or other in the tenders, I think the public would have con-
fidence in such a Board. If the tenders were decided upon (either accepted or declined 
within a reasonable time) it would likewise be a great convenience. In many eases now the 
tenderer has no answer for months. For instance, some few months ago there were tenders 
called for, for a steam tug for the dredge at the Hunter by the Board of Works, in the 
Engineer's Department; I tendered my little steamer, and I did not get an answer for three 
months afterwards; whether it was by aoeideot or not 1 do not know, but I only got the 
answer just before Captain Martindale went away, declining her, though she had been 
employed all the time at the same place. It is merely the loose way of doing business that 
I complain of. 

Do you know whether that is a matter complained of by business people? Yes; I 
have felt it often with many things. We have been left to guess whether our tenders were 
accepted or not, 

Are you aware of the plan pursued in Melbourne with regard to publishing the tenders? 
No. 

Do you think it would be advisable to publish the tenders? I do not think it would 
do any harm. I remember we once used to have the tenders published here. 

By Mr. Morris: The prices? Yes; I do not think there can be too much publicity 
in those things. It would rather do good than harm, if the tenders were published, so far as 
the public service is concerned. It would shew those who held goods at what rate 
the Government was supplied, and perhaps when tenders were called for again, they might 
be induced to tender at a less price. I remember here, a few years ago, they used to be 
advertised very frequently—the tenders accepted, and the prices. 

It would be more satisfactory to the competing tenderers ? No doubt of it. 

William I%Jaddcrson Alderson, Esq., called in and examined 

By th8 Chairman : You have been engaged in business for some years in Sydney? W. M. 
Yes. .&lderson,Esq. 

In the leather trade chiefly? Yes. ' -A,--" 

This Committee has been appointed for the purpose of examining into the present 27 Feb., 1861. 
system of tendering for the public service, with power to inquire generally into the expendi- 
ture of money voted by Parliament for specific objects. Have you, in the course of your 
business had occasion to come into connection with the present system ? Yes, very often; 
I have some Government contracts at present. 

Do you think the system as now carried out commands the confidence of those who are 
in the habit of tendering for the public service? It does not command my confidence. 
There is one thing I do not approve of, and it is this, their being bound to take the lowest 
tender; J think the Government often loses money by that. 

You think they sometimes get an inferior article? Yes. My idea is—in our line at 
least—that parties tendering should send in a sample of the goods they intend to supply, and 
that competent people should be on the Board that understand these things, to judge which is 
thc cheapest. It is not because an article i5 low priced that it is really the cheapest. I think 
they would get a much on article if they were not bound down—if they were to have 
some disorctionary power—the same as all other business is done. But what I can learn 

from 
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W. M. from my experience is, that they are afraid to take any but the lowest tender, for fear they 
Alderson,Esq. might be pulled over the coals in the House. That is my impression from what I could 

learn from conversations with parties. 
27 Feb., 1861. 714. Have you ever had occasion to complain of the length of time which elapsed before 

you have been informed whether your tender was accepted or not? I cannot say I have, 
excepting in the ease of our last tender to the Railway Department. There is another bad 
system there. They advertise for a large list of goods, and you have to tender for either 
part or all. Each contractor picks out the things he is able to supply. Now I looked out 
as many things as I was able to supply, and I never heard a word about my tender being 
accepted or declined, as is customary in other departments, until I got a requisition sent in 
for two or three articles. I naturally supposed that I had got the contract for all I had 
tendered for ; but when I went to the Railway Department to sign the bond I found that 
these were the only three articles I had got to supply. Now if I had known that, I would 
have thrown it up, but then I had committed myself by supplying some of the articles. It 
was their fault; they ought to have sent inc notice at once of the articles they had accepted. 
Is does not pay me to supply these three petty articles; it is not worth the trouble of 

going and signing the bond. 
Do I understand you to complain of too many articles being included in one list? I 

complain of their not sending the notice at once to state what articles they had accepted, 
then I would have known what to have done, because I need not have taken the contract 
without I liked. It makes it too petty—too small for any one to bother himself with. 
My impression is, that if they follow out that rule tradespeople will not be at the trouble 
to look after their contracts. It is like a retail business compared to a vholesale business— 

petti fogging. 
Do you think the persons that compose the Boards that have to judge of the articles 

supplied by you are competent judges of the articles sent in ? No, I do not, if the Boards 
are composed of the parties I have heard named. I have understood that Captain Browne 
is generally a member, and I did hear that Mr. Crook, the Harbour Master, was on the 
Board, hot it puzzled inc how he could know whether a saddle was a good one or a bad one, 
or Captain Browne either. I believe Captain M'Lerie was on the last Board; now he is a 

judge of such things. 
Would you recommend that for all the different stores the Government requires, the 

Board should be composed of the same persons, or of different persons, according to the 
description of articles required ? That is hard to say. There are men that have a general 
knowledge of most kinds of merohandize, but they are not many, I would recommend that 
they should be men that have this sort of knowledge as near as possible. 

What do you think of the propriety of putting on these Boards some person not con-
nected with any Government department—some merchant retired from business in whom the 
public would have confidence ? T. think it would be a very good thing, if they could not get 
parties that have a general knowledge of these things out of or from the Government offices. 

719, 139 iTt. Parkes: Why do you think it would be a good thing to introduce a retired 
merchant—would he have the general knowledge you speak of? I think he ought to have 
a general knowledge of merchandize. Merchants import all sorts of things, although there 
certainly are some of them who do not understand the things they deal in. It is a difficult 
question to answer. There is one thing I would recommend with regard to saddlery, boots 
and shoes, and such things, that they should always have a man like Captain M'Lerie on the 
Board, because it is in his department, and lie ought to have a thorough knowledge of what 
he wants. But I think it is not in Captain Browoe's or Mr. Crook's department to choose 
saddles and boots and shoes for Captain M'Lerie. I know Captain M'Lerie to be a good 
judge, because he has called in at our place of business and found fault with points in the 
saddles which other people could not pick out; and be has suggested many improvements 
too, which I suppose he had found to be necessary by having to use them. 

By the Chairman: Is there anything else you could suggest to the Committee? There 
is another thing I am very much opposed to, and I think the country loses a great deal of 
money by it, that is, importing so many goods that can be made here. I will guarantee that 
if you were to see the shoes that were imported when George A. Lloyd and Co. were agents 
for the Government, and compare them with the shoes we make, you would say one pair of 
our shoes is worth three of theirs. I do not know the price they pay for the English ones—
I never could learn that—but I know the quality of them, because I have seen them 
they are made of the greatest rubbish of leather that could be found in England, and the 
workmanship is appropriate to the material. 

How long ago is it since they imported any? Two or three years. I recollect I got 
Mr. George Thornton to ask a question about it in the House, and Mr. Charles Cowper 
admitted that they did. I think it is a very foolish thing to do when there are so many 
men here that want work, particularly when we can prove that it is cheaper to got them 

made here. 
By ilk. ParL'es : Do we understand from your evidence that the lowest tender is always 

taken? Yes, I have always understood that to be the ease. The way it was brought so 
forcibly before my notice was during the time the gold excitement was raging here; 1 had 
the contract for boots that year; I was supplying the Government at us, a pair, and at the 

same time I was selling the same sort of boots at 14s. Well, I might have given them three 
months' notice, and have got rid of the contract, but I said, I will not throw it up, because 
they will bear this in mind next year; and next year I was thrown out of the contract by 
some twelve or thirteen shillings in the aggregate after adding up the whole of the items, 
and when I inquired about it they told me they were bound to take the lowest tender. 

Could you state from your own knowledge whether the goods supplied were as good 
as 
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as those you supplied? I am sure to think mine the best. There is anothef thing, the W. M. 
samples at the Colonial Store are our samples—we made them for the store—and I have Alderson,Esq. 
every reason to believe that the parties that get the contract are not kept up to the samples.  
My foreman said that some of the parties remarked they had accepted saddles for a few 27 Feb., 1861. 

shillings of difference—perhaps 5s. on each—and there was from £1 to £2 difference in the 
quality. You know that makes a wonderful difference if it could be proved. I recollect 
the first time I got the contract they were very particular with me; they would not receive 
any rubbish from me. 

How long have you been in the habit of tendering for Government supplies? Five or 
six years, or more. I know I had a great deal of trouble to get into it at first. Bionic had 
the contract for years—it was a sort of sinecure to him. I applied to Sir Charles Pita Roy 
by letter, and to the Colonial Secretary, and everybody; but, however, Sir Charles choked 
me off at last; he sent letters which were as much as to say, " it's no use trying here any 
more." I merely wanted the thing to be done openly so that all in the trade could have 
a chance of tendering; I was asking no favour. 

I was going to ask whether you were of opinion that tenders had been accepted through 
favouritism or any other reason of that kind? I could not say that—never since I had any-
thing to do with it. Many a time Mr. Buchanan, when he was Colonial Storekeeper, has 
told me lie never had so much pleasure in receiving goods as from our house, they were so 
satisfactory, no fault to be found, after we get over the first difficulty. I certainly at first 
thought he was rather too particular with our goods, oftentimes unnecessarily so, but sub-
sequent experience shewed me that he was merely discharging his duty, by endeavouring to 
secure articles of the requisite quality for the public service. It was no wonder they should 
be particular with our goods at first, after they had been receiving Mr. Binnie's goods for so 
many years. 
726, By the Cit airman: Do you not think that persons sending in samples should always 
be present when the tenders are opened? Yes, we are always waiting there to be called in, 
but I was never called to be asked any question. 

By Mr. Farkes: Did you ever hear of tcnderers previously sending presents to the 
head of the department? No, I never heard anything. I can only say I never sent a 
present. 

Did you ever hear of any other person doing so? I have heard people talk about these 
things, but I could not give you any facts. It might be all lies. I know, when Mr. 
Buchanan was in the Colonial Store, I used to say many a time to my foreman and my partner, 
that I would not like to offer him anything; there was something about him that seemed to 
say "keep your distance." 
720. You never heard any tradesman who had tendered acknowledge that he had made 
presents to the head of the department? Never. 

By the Chairman: Do you not think it would be well that all the tenders should be 
advertised when sent in ? I think the accepted tenders are advertised. I do not think it 
would be fair to expose a man's prices to the public. Still I do not think there would be 
much harm in it. The principal objection that I see is taking the lowest price without 
reference to quality. I think it is better to carry on the business of the Government the 
same as a private individual carries on his business, by sometimes giving lOs. more for an 
article, to gain £1 by it in the quality. 11 

THURSDAY, 4 APRIL, 1861. 

present 

MR. ARNOLD, I 313. DANIEL, 
MR. PARKE S. 

WILLIAM CHARLES WINDEYEBJ, ESQ., JN TIlE CHAnt, 

Mr. Henry William Johnson called in and examined 

By the chairman: This Committee has been appointed "to examine into the present Mr. IL W. 
system of tendering for the public service, with power to inquire generally into the mode Johnson. 
of expending money voted by Parliament for specific objects." I believe you have at r"•'. 
various times contracted rather largely with the Government? Yes, for the last tweaty. 4 April, 1861. 

eight years I have done nothing else. 
For what departments have you tendered? I have tendered for the provision and 

forage contracts for the district of Sydney. In former times I have had, collectively, 
contracts for half the districts in the Colony; but of late I have contracted chiefly for 
Sydney and Parramatta. 

Before the introduction of Responsible Government were the contracts of the same 
nature as they have been since? Of the same nature. I have had contracts with both 
the Colonial Government and the Commissariat for provisions. 

By "provisions" do I understand you to mean articles of food? Articles of food, 
forage for horses, and other incidental tbings that come under the head of contingencies, 
such as fuel and light required for the Government establishments. 

Then I understand that you have almost devoted yourself to this as a matter of 
business? I have done nothing else since 1834—befere any Colonial contracts were in 
existence. 736. 
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Mr. H. W. 736. Singe the time when you first tendered, has there been any change in the system of 
Johnson. carrying on the tendering? Yes, there have been a great number of changes. 

Can you state any facts to the Committee which may be useful to them in forming an 
4 April, 1861. opinion as to the advisability of continuing or of amending the present system? In the 

first instance, when the charges were made upon the Colony direct for gaols and the police, 
the whole of the supplies were tendered for to the Commissariat Department, and the 
contractors were paid by that department, which afterwards made the charge upon the 
Colonial revenue. Afterwards a Colonial engineer's department was formed under Colonel 
Barney, and the contracts then became so extensive that it was considered by the Colonial 
Government desirable that they should enter into their own contracts, and they accordingly 
adopted in a great measure the conditions and mode of the tenders in the Commissariat 
Department. The Government appointed a Board to receive and consider these contracts, 
and it was a Board which I consider to have been impartial in every respect. It was 
composed of the head of the Government, the Colonial Secretary—to whom all tenders were 
addressed—the Auditor General, as the person having charge of the finances, and until 
the Colonial Storekeeper's Department was formed a third party was selected; such a person 
for instance as Captain Nicholson, who was in charge of the Mounted Police, or the Shcrifi 
or some other person whose duty it was to see that the department under him was properly 
supplied. These formed the Board. The party who put in a tender, or his agent, used to be 
in attendance when the tenders were opened, to be called in if necessary; but this very 
seldom took place, unless there were something technically wrong as to the way of filling up 
the tender, or hearing on a point of a similar nature. When the contracts had been con-
sidered, and the calculations made at the office, the tenderer got his answer. 

This Board was afterwards changed, was it not? When the Colonial Storekeeper's 
Department was established, Iliad several conversations with Mr. Lithgow, the late Auditor 
General, about the accounts, and pointed out that there were too many vouchers required. 
In the Commissariat they pay all under one account, and give a detailed list afterwards; 
Mr. Lithgow was thinkiog of forming an establishment of that kind. When the Colonial 
Storekeeper's Department was established, the Board consisted of three persons, the Colonial 
Secretary, who was Chairman, the Aduitor General, and the Colonial Storekeeper, who was 
present for reference. At the time lam speaking of, the Honorable E. Dens Thomson was 
Colonial Secretary, Mr. Merewether, Auditor General, and Mr. Buchanan, Storekeeper. 
That Board sat up to the introduction of Responsible Government; and from that time there 
have been more than one change, that I have not been able to learn the precise nature of. 
The system at present, as I understand it, is for the Under Secretary of Finance, and a 
number of the heads of departments to meet together and open the tenders for the articles 
required; they then make their calculations, and the tenderer receives his answer from the 
Under Secretary for Finance. 

What is your opinion of the present system of tendering, generally speaking? I do 
not think it at all so good as the cld one; but it might be modified, so that the Under 
Secretary for Finance, and the Auditor General, always to form a portion of the Board, and 
to be joined by the heads of the departments to whom the tenders particularly refer, and 
the calling for divided contracts be abolished. I think the Auditor General ought in all eases 
to be on the Board, as the accounts must finally pass before him. 

Do you think enough publicity is given in the way of advertising for, or the acceptance 
of tenders? It aevet was advertised at all for the Colonial servioe till lately, in any other 
paper than the Government Gazette, and I think, although saying it against myself, that the 
provision contracts might be published a little oftener, to draw people's attention to them. 
At the same time I would not publish the whole of the conditions of the contracts, as these 
might be learned by application at the Treasury, and the various Police Benches in the 
country districts. 

When tenders are accepted, do you think it would be well to publish ? The 
prices. 

Yes? They are published in the Government Gazette. 
But the names of the parties whose tenders have been rejected are not ? No. 
Do you think it advisable they should be ? No, I do not; without it is a case of this 

hind, where the tender rejected was lower than that accepted; which I consider a thing that 
ought not to be countenanced in any way whatever. 

I believe your tenders have been pretty generally accepted ? Yes, till lately ; the last 
I put in were not. A person does not want to be throwing away money; if other people 
like to put their hands into their pockets and make a present to the Government of £60 or 
£70 a month, I cannot do it. I may be grateful for what I have received from the Govern-
ment, but I cannot carry my gratitnde to that extent. 

Up to what time were your tenders generally accepted ? Till within the last two or 
three years. A change has been adopted, partly at my own suggestion. Tenders used to 
go in for an entire district, which I consider the best mode—one contractor to supply every-
thing—but from private hints thrown out through various channels, that although there was 
a great deal of competition for the supply of the departments in the district of Parramatta, 
nearly always one person got the contract, and the prices were very high. The Board 
wanted to see how it could be put down, should there be any foundation for the rumours, 
and at first did not accept the tenders put in, but called for others. In the meantime they 
communicated with me relative to the supply of the Lunatic Asylum at Tarhan Creek, 
which was at that time attached to the Parramatta district, and I gave any consent that, if 
they did not accept the tender, and called for fresh ones—if they did not then receive one 
they thought they ought to accept, I would supply the Asylum from Sydney. It was not 
till the 29th Nareh, that I was applied to again on the subject, which was too late for me 

to 
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to make my arrangements before 1st of April ; and they were obliged to accept the tender Mr. H. W. 
from the same person, the tender being higher than that he had previously sent in, which was Johnson. 
considered too high. The next year I was prepared ; I tendered for the supply of the  
establishment, obtained it, and incorporated it with the contract for the Sydney district. 4 April1  1861. 

To prevent these proceedings, it was thought desirable to alter the system, and instead of 
advertising for tenders for the supply of the various establishments, to advertise for the 
various articles according to trades; that is to have a butcher, a baker, a grocer, and so on, 
to supply the various articles they dealt in; but I believe when the trouble of keeping and 

examining  several different sets of vouchers, the expense of sending messengers, running 
from one end of the town to the other about providing the next day's supply, it would be 
found that the system of giving the contract to one person is the most economical. 

You think it most advisable that all these articles should be tendered for by one 
person ? Yes, at so much per ration, or per head. 

May I ask what tenderer was in the habit of receiving the tenders for Parramatta? 
Mr. Harvey, or Messrs. Byrnes. Mr. Harvey has been generally accepted. Mr. Patrick Hayes, 
or, as he was generally called, Paddy ilayes, was the first who got into any particular way 
with these separate tenders. I may mention an incident that occurred not two months ago 
about tenders, even in that shape, 1. c., trade divisions. I merely mention it to shew what 
might be done in the tendering line; whether it is a fact or not, I cannot tell, but things 
similar have occurred a great many years back. A stranger from Parramatta came to me 
with a paper, and said, " Will you read this—you may copy it if you like—only give me 
back the paper"? It was explaining how this man—meaaing Mr. P. ilayes, and his name was 
mentioned—had said he used to get the contracts. He always, as he called it " shaved" the 
other tenderers. Tie put in one tender for each allotment in the regular way, and gavo 
another tendeu to somebody else who made the calculations. There was an item left blank in 
the latter one, and if any one's tender was lower than his, this blank was filled up at the price, 
without reference to the cost of the article—that would bring the tender, in the aggregate, a 
trifle under the other which was lowest. The tender that had the price put in was substi-
tuted for the one that had been handed from the Board to be calculated, and the initials of 
the Board must naturally have been copied off. This might have been all braggadocio of the 
man, but this is what was stated. 

Do opportunities exist under the present system for such analpractiees? Yes. 
Have no amendments been made to prevent this? Not that I am aware of. 
What would you suggest to remedy it? That tenders should be given in duplicate, 

and, as the tenders were opened they should be signed, and one of them should be locked 
up ; or, if in originals only, previous to sending them from the room, for the calculations to 
be niadç, the gentlemen who constituted the Board should copy the prices. It might also 
be expedient to call in the parties who were in attendance. 

The tendercrs? The tenderers; but they might be called in one by one, and the 
question might be asked, " Have you put in a tender for so-and-so, at such prices ?" On 
his acknowledging it, a note should be made of it, and it would stop such proceedings as the 
man who came from Parramatta informed me of, if attempted. I should have sent in the 
paper to the Government, but, having to put in tenders myself, I did not like the appearance 

of doing so just then. - 
Were you ever asked to be present, when the tenders were opene&, in order to give any 

explanation? There is a clause in the present conditions, requiring the tenderer to be 
present, but we are not often called upon. 

How often have you been asked to give any explanation? Twice. 
Twice in twenty-four years? Yes; or, at the most, three times. On one occasion I 

was tendering for the district of Queanbcyaa, when the mounted police were stationed thce, 
at the beginning of the gold diggings, and I had forgotten to fill in the name of the district, 
although I knew what district it was; it was a tender for flour and all other supplies. At 
another time, I was called in relative to the affair of the Lunatic Asylum at Parramatta. 
The third time was to explain respecting a person of the name of George Seymour, of 
Windsor. He had tendered for the district of Penrith, at the time the Blackheath Stockade 
was included in that district, and they asked me a question relative to the complaints that 
were made when they were acting under the Commissariat. They wished to know whether 
e was an eligible person. 
He was a tenderer at that time? Yes. 
And you were also? Yes. 
How ]ong is that ago? Twelve or fourteen years. I have never been called in since 

1852 or 1853. 
Are you acquainted with the system of tendering in Victoria? I believe it is as 

nearly as possible the same as here. I do not know what Board is appointed. 
What is the practice when the tenders are opened—are the parties required to attend? 

I do not know as relates to Victoria. 
Do you think it advisable, as a general rule, that they should always attend? Yes; 

the contractors here, aeording to the conditions, are required to attend; but they seldom do 
so, because they are never asked any questions with reference to their tenders. 

Have you ever known instances where the interests of the public service have not been 
promoted so well as they might, by the tendcrers not being present, or not being called upon 
to give explanations as to the qualities or descriptions of goods or samples supplied? Yes, 
frequently trouble, and sometimes loss to the public service, arises in that way. 

Have you known instances? Yes, where they have been supplied with improper 
articles. If samples were called for, it would save a great deal of trouble and annoyance to 
the public service. 

764 
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3k. H. W. 7134. You think, in all instances, samples should be called for? Yes, when the articles 
Johnson. were not of a perishable nature samples should be kept in the office, in order to test these 

disputes. 
4 April, 1861. 705. Have you known where samples have been sent in, that they have not been tested as 

they ought to have been ? I have not. I know goods have been received by heads of 
departments and accepted—perhaps not so formally accepted as would be necessary for the 
Supreme Court, but still morally accepted—and after that, either the parties who have 
supplied them have been put to the trouble and expense of taking them back, or the Govern-
ment have been pnt to the inconvenience of retaining an article they did not want. 
766, There is not a business-like acceptance or refusal? There are conditions, but the 
conditions are not virtually carried into effect on the part of the Government. 
707. The goods are not accepted or refused in a sufficiently business.likc way ? No, the 
contractor is left to the whim or caprice of the party receiving. For instance, in furnishing 
supplies to Cockatoo Island, if a man, a confine called a delegate, comes down to the boat 
and says, "I will not take such a thing;' it is of no use for the Superintendent to say, "You. 
must take it.' If be were to do so, there would be a disturbance. They do not carry 
out the principle of receiving according to the eoditions, so as to give fair play to the 
contractor. - 

In what way do you mean? You contract to supply articles of a certain quality, and 
the head of the department is responsible for receiving them ; but instead of the head of 
the department at Cockatoo being asked whether a thing is good, bad, or indifferent, there is 
what is called a delegate ; perhaps a man like Swan disapproves of them, and after that it 
would ifot do for the Superintendent to take upon himself the responsibility of accepting 
them, or perhaps the men would refuse to work. 

What would you advise with reference to this matter? That the power of these men 
called delegates should be clearly defined; the contractor does not contract to supply accord-
ing to the whims and manteuvres of these men. It seems strange if Government cannot 
decide whether what they receive is good or bad, without calling in their opinion. 

I understand what you mean to be this, that the heads of departments should be the 
only persOns to decide whether the particular articles under the contract should be received 
or not? Yes, that the conditions should be strictly carried out. 

Have you found that the contractors have been subject to inconvenience from the 
length of time that elapses from the receipt of the tenders to the acceptance or rejection of 
them ? Yes, great inconvenience, and in former years it was attended with great loss to 
the public service. In the Commissariat contracts it was made a stipulation that no tender 
should be withdrawn or altered, but that notice of those accepted should be given within 
three days of the receipt of the tenders. 

Used that to be done? Yes. 
Then if things were managed as they ought to be, there is no reason why the intima-

tion should not be given as quickly now? It might be given in about three hours. In Mr. 
Miller's time, when the convict system was in full play, and there were twelve or fourteen 
large establishments to be supplied, and the Sydney contracts used to come to £1 0,000 a 
month, there were a number of papers prepared, with lists of some forty or fifty articles to be 
supplied, and columns for the different contracts; and when the contracts were sent in 
these were given to a clerk to be entered in the several columns, and to be added up. The 
clerk would then go to Mr. Miller, and say there are so many tenders in, and the result, and 
be would tell the parties likely to be successful that they would shortly receive an official 
notice of the acceptance of their tenders if they were approved. Because in these extensive 
contracts it was most important that speedy notice should be given. Perhaps Mr. John 
Eales, for instance, might make you an offer of 6,000 or 7,000 bushels of maize, at 53. or 
Os. a bushel, and say it may remain open till twelve o'clock the next day, but if the offer 
were not at once accepted, in a few days the price might rise fifty per cent. 

By lip. Daniel Did the tenderers for the public service, prior to Responsible Govern-
ment, appear to give general satisfaction in the mode and manner in which tenders were 
accepted ? Yes. 

Will you state if there is an increase in the amount of the contracts; if, since Respon-
sible Government, they have been for larger amounts than formerly? No; they are smaller, 
if anything. 
770. Do you think the Government have been benefited by the recent change in the mode of 
accepting tenders for the public service, since Responsible Government? The changes as to 
the divisions of the contracts were in existence previous to Responsible Government. 

My question is general, whether you think the public service has been benefited by the 
changes that you say have taken place since Responsible Government? The change has been 
only in the formation of the Board. This system was in vogue before Responsible 
Government. 

By 31,. P0 rices Has the public been better supplied since Responsible Government, 
more economically, with better provisions ? No. 
779 By the Chairman Has it been as well supplied? Yes; it has been supplied in just 
the same manner ; but I would say this, that, bad the system been continued, of one general 
contract for each district, I think it would have been more economical for the public service. 

By 21!,. Daniel: Have you any cause to complain of the present mode of tendering? 
Not of tendering, beeanse I give the tenders in. 

If there were tenders invited by the Commissariat and by the Colonial Government, 
which would you be inclined to tender for first—is there any difference in tendering for the 
two? No. 

Does the Commissariat pay more quickly than the Colonial Government? The Com- 
missariat pay quicker. 783. 
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Therefore, would you tender at a less price for the Commissariat than for the Colonial Mr. H. W. 
Government? No. Johnson. 

You think you would derive more benefit from a tender for the Colonial Government? r"-- 
I should have more fair play from the Colonial Government, even under the present oon- 4 April, 1SGI. 
ditions, than I should from the Commissariat, and that would be a greater advantage than 
any 1uieker payment I might receive. I would sooner supply the Colonial Government than 
the Commissariat. 

Are we to understand that the prices you would submit to the Colonial Government 
would be higher than those you would tender to the Commissiriat ? I would tender lower 
to the Colony. 
783. By the Chai,'man : Why, if you would tender lower to the Colony, and are paid 
quicker by the Commissariat, would you prefer to take a contract for the Colonial Govern- 
ment? Beenuse the conditions of the Commissariat contracts leave you in the power of 
people, which I know to my own cost, who have an opportunity of carrying out their personal 
feeling. 

in the Commissariat? Yes. 
Is that at the present time? At the present time. 'What I find fault with principally 

in the Colonial Government is that the heads of departments have the power to make payments 
direct. here is an instance that occurred with myself about a fortnight since when the 
rations wore delivered at Cockatoo Island. One of the men of the class I have spoken of had 
objected to the bread. It was sent to Captain Mann, and he could see nothing the matter with 
it; he then applied to the medical officer on the island, who said it was good, wholesome, 
according to the contract, and fit to be received and eaten by anybody. The consequence 
was that my boat came away from the island, the men were dismissed, and everything was 
done for the dny. About half•past eleven a boat came over from the island. Capt Scott, 
the Visiting Magistrate, had made a casual visit to the island, and his attention was directed 
to this bread, I believe in the cook-house, or by the man acting as delegate; and, without any 
inquiry, a note came over tc me, signed by Captain Scott, that the bread was rejected, and that if 
I did not send another art ole before one o'clock, it would be purchased at my cost. I con-
sidered that I had fulfilled the terms of my contract, as if there were any objection it was for 
the recipient to make it, However, I did not give them the trouble of buying other bread, 
but I sent a substitute under protest, and informed the Treasury of the matter. Now the 
monthly account is made up, and I could got no cheque, if I waated the money, unless I 
consented to the deduction of this amount, supposing bread had been purchased by the 
authorities at Cockatoo. If the matter were arranged as it was formerly, and no payments 
were made till they had been examined at the Treasury, the tlaing might have then been 
inquired into, and whoever was considered to be in fanit would suffer for it. On another 
occasion, after the bread had been accepted, I got about half of it back cut up into little 
pieces of no use excepting for fowls. Out of about 300 lbs. of bread I got 140 lbs. or 
150 lbs. Because I did not fiad another article in lieu of it, it was purchased, and I had 
to deduct the cost. The same thing has happened with maize meal after it was cooked and 
spoiled. 

You say the changes you have before mentioned took place before the introduction of 
Responsible Government—do you think, taking into consideration what you have said about 
the length of time that elapses between the reception of tenders and intimation being given 
to the tenderers that they are accepted, that, upon the whole, the tendering system has been 
as well administered since the introduction of Responsible Government as before? No, I 
think it was better under the old system. I mean as regards the time that elapses from 
sending in the tender till you receive notice. 

Do you think the Boards now are as well qualified to judge of the qualities of the 
articles supplied as they were under the old system F As far as I understand they are able 
to judge of these things. 

A. soggestion has been made by some of the witnesses before this Committee, that, in 
addition to the official members of the Board, Government should have the power to call in 
some gentlemen who had been in business to take part in the deliberations of the Beard for 
accepting tenders—do you think that would be an improvement F I think that would be 
very just towards those who tender. 
7?. From your acquaintance with the tendering system, and as a man of business, do you 
think the public service would be benefited by Government getting tenders for articles in 
some cases where they now purchase direct themselves? In many instances that course 
must be resorted to—where an article has not been named in a contract. 

Have you ever known articles to be obtained for the public service by direct purchase 
where they might have been obtained more advantageously by tender? ?o; but if tenders 
were called at the time the articles were required, I do not think you could purchase privately 
so cheaply as if the supply were open fo competition. 

Provided answers were given immediately to persons tendering? Yes. With reference 
to the last tenders that went in, they were delivered on the 23rd of February, and 
answers were received on the 8th of March. During the time these tenders were in, the 
article of maize rose about 3s. a bushel. What was to hinder the person, as the contract 
oommeneed the 1st of April, from going and withdrawing his tender for the item of forage, 
and fresh tenders to he called for? In such a case, the price that would have to be given 
would be far higher; whereas if the person had got his notice, he would have been bound by it. 

By Mr. Daniel: You have spoken of Cockatoo Island; your complaint, as I understand, 
refers chiefly to that. You say that some bread which had been left by you was re)eeted by 
Captain Scott—are you not aware that, as Visiting Magistrate, it would be part of his duty 
to examine the food? That is not in my contract. 

108—K 796. 
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Mr.11. W, 796. Are you not aware that Captain Scott, the Visiting Justice, does examine the food used 
0 OD. 

 by the prisoners? Yes, but it is not in my conditions. 
797. You know that as a fact? Yes. 

4 April, 1561. 98. You say that you received a note from Captain Scott, that the food was to be taken 
back and other substituted? Yes, after having been received by Captain Mann, the Super- 
intendent of the Island, and Captain Mann having referred the thing to the medical officer 
resident there. 

By Mr. "apices: It appears to me that in your evidence you have regarded the whole 
arrangements as affecting the convenience and benefit of the tenderer; but the real question 
is, how far the public may be benefited by any change in the system—how far better goods, 
or at a cheaper price, might be supplied. Do you think any of the recent changes have had 
the effect of economising the public money, and of supplying better articles for the public? 
I do not, upon the whole. I believe it has let in people who have not had the means of 
carrying out the contracts so well. I believe there have been more complaints of the articles 
supplied since the system was adopted of calling for several tenders for one establishment 
instead of one for the permanent supply, like provisions and allowances. 

The change you complain of is this, that, instead of taking contracts for all the 
supplies required by a district, they now take contracts for the supply of a particular estab-
lishment, or for the performance of a particular work? They do not take it for a particular 
establishment, that would amount to the same thing; but each establishment may have four 
or five contracts to supply it with various articles at the same time; and looking to the multi- 
plicity of work and clerical labour to which this division gives rise, I think the old system 
was the more economical. 

Take Cockatoo Island or Darlinghurst Gaol,—do not you think a baker, a butcher, or 
provision dealer could supply respectively bread, meat, and other provisions more econoini-
eally, and would be more likely to have good provisions, than some person who was merely 
a contractor and who had to purchase these articles for fulfilling the terais of his contract? 
No; I could supply them for less in bulk than in division ; I should tender for less. 

Could you supply bread, butcher's meat, and the other provisions required better and 
more economically than a butcher could supply meat, or a baker bread, direct from his 
establishment? In balk [could, for I should have to make only one delivery; and in the 
other ease there would be four deliveries; each of the parties would have to send his man 
or cart with the articles be supplied. 

Would you not have to get them from four different sources? Many of the articles I 
should get from my own sources. For instance, I bake my own bread, kill my own meat, 
and sometimes make my own flour and maize meal, so that I get the profits that arise from 
these various occupations. 

When you object to the change do you take into consideration the growth of the 
Colony, that instead of being a penal establishment of 100,000 or 150,000, it is now a 
Colony of some 400,000 inhabitants? J took that into consideration in this way: When I 
come here there were not above 78,000, prisoners and all. At that time half the number 
were supplied by Government, and contracts that then came to £10,000 a month do not now 
come to £150. I beg to add in reference to a former question put to me about deliveries 
to Cockatoo and the Gaol at Darlinghurst :—On Cockatoo Island they found the incon-
venience of having three or four contractors, so they did also at Tarban Creek, and they are 
now sapplied by one contractor; whereas at the gaol in Sydney the contracts are cut up 
into four or five divisions. One man has a contract that conies to £38 a month, and he has 
to retail goods every day. The advantage of having one large contract is, that if one item 
goes up in price another comes down, and thus the general contractor is enabled to carry out 
his contract without giving notice of discontinuance. 

Have you ever known any peculiar favonritism in the acceptance of tenders? No. 
Have you known any presents to be made to the officers who have the duty of esamin-

ing them ? No, I have not. We can only judge by their actions; and persons frequently 
think that although from their own calculations their tenders ought to have been the 
lowest, yet they have not obtained the contracts. But then they might not have had the 
right number to multiply by; i. a., the estimated probable quantities the Government theta-
selves think would be required for the period the tender would run over. 

ADDENDUM. 

The Board I recommend in my answer on this subject to the Committee would consist of the 
following officers of the Government, and would represeat the whole of tim interest connected with 
provision and forage contracts, and other articles, or fixed ,,llowances 

Under Secretary of Finance, 
Auditor General, 
Inspector General of Police, 
Shetif 
Chief Superintendent of Penal Establishments, 
The Head of either of the Medical Establislniar.nts at 
Parramatta or Tarban Creeli. 

These, assisted by a non-official gentleman, as suggested by other witncses, to guide as to the 
value of the articles for which samples are sent in, oron other points—(the best person, in iiiy opinion, 
would be one of the large auctioneers, whose trade might run principally in sales for provisions, &e.)— 
would give every satisfaction. 

IL W. JOHNSON. 

John 
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John Buchanan, Esq., called in and examined:- 

By the Chairman You were some time Colonial Storekeeper? Several years. J. Buchanan, 

For how long? I think upwards of fifteen years. Esq.  

This Committee has been appointed "to examine into the present system of tendering r —

"for the public service, with power to inquire generally into the mode of expending money 4 April, 1561. 

voted by Parliament for specific objects." In your capacity of Colonial Storekeeper, you 
have had opportunities of judging of the present system? Very extensively, of course. 

I believe whilst acting in that capacity you were member of a Board for considering 
tenders? I was member of a Board for considering tenders for those articles in which my 
own department was interested, but not*  for provisions in which my own department was not 
immediately interested. 

Were you in the Storekeeper's Department before you became its head? Yes, for some 
years. 

How many years have you been there altogether? Twenty-one. 
Daring the whole of that time you have had opportunity of observing the working of 

the system? Yes; perhaps I might also be permitted to remark that I had some experience 
in England previous to that. 

In a Government department? Yes. 
In what department? The Ordnance 
Since you have been engaged in this way in the public service, has any change taken 

place in the mode of carrying on this system? The rule by which Government has always 
been guided has been to obtain supplies for the public service by public contract. 

In the mode of carrying out the system, have there been ehanes? There have been 
changes, but not of any great moment. There are two olasses of contracts—those connected 
with stores, and those connected with provisions. The remarks which will apply to one, will 
not, in all eases, apply to the other. In the ease of stores, latterly, there has been an 
endeavour to introduce a system of tendering for a specific quantity of articles, and of 
obtaining them to one pattern. The practice is now reviving of calling for a long list of 
articles of different qualities; and the Government hamper themselves with these prices so 
that the whole thing becomes a mere lottery, as it is not in the power of any Bcard, such 
as I have seen appointed by the Government., to determine which is the better tender. If 
you call for a tender for a specific item, and set up a standard by which to judge of its 
quality, the question is a very simple one; the contractor has merely to supply a certain 
quantity according to that specific pattern, and the Board has simply to determine who can 
supply at the lowest price. Where the quality is not defined, it is difficult, if not impossible 
in many cases, to decide which is the best or cheapest article. 

What plan would you recommend? Simply the plan I adopted latterly. In the first 
place I determined what the Government required; I then obtained n standard according 
to the requirements of the particular department, and called for tenders accordingly, so that 
I did not hamper the question of price with the question of quality. 

You would do away,  with the present system of the tenderers sending in samples? 
Yes; it is a most fallacious system. I would wish for no better means of deceiving any 
Government Board. Do not misunderstand mc, I do not macan to say that I would do away 
with all samples; but what I recommend is, that Government should fix its own standard. 
But if, as I saw lately in the Gazette, they advertise for two or three hundred items in one 
contract, there may be twenty different qualities and prices for some of the articles. 

Bq Mr. Parker: How could you set up a specific standard for any articles in a long 
list of general goods—take a pair of bouts for instance—what strikes me as the difficulty is 
how the gentlemen who decide those questions are to determine as to the quality of a pair of 
boots? That is the difficulty I wish to meet; I say no Board is competent to decide upon 
that question, and therefore the Government, as a preliminary step, should determine upon 
their sample—upon what quality they really required, and then call for tenders. The 
determination of the quality does not now lie with the Board, but with the party who makes 
the requisition ; there is the defect in the present system, and the Government do not 
make provision to meet it. They do not see by independent and competent officers that the 
goods supplied strictly correspond with the pattern fixed by Government; there is a link 
wanting in the chain there. 

At this stage Ida not see how this link is to be supplied—how it is to be ascertained 
that the goods supplied are to be equal to the standard; for example, taking a pair of boots—
supposing Government wanted 200 pairs of boots, of a quality worth lOs. a pair, I am sure 
of my own personal knowledge, that a pair might be supplied by one tradesman of the full 
value of lOs., and another pair might be supplied by a second tradesman, who possessed the 
ability to make an inferior look like a good article, having the appearance of being worth 
lOs., and yet not worth more than 7s. Gd.? I quite agree with you—I perceive what you 
mean exactly. No doubt the difficulty exists, but - 

Take another illustration—a pair of scissors or a knife. After you get to a certain 
degree of finish, if the article be af superi r finish, its value is perhaps doubled; now ninety-
nine persons out of a hundred would not be able to fix the value of the superior finish, 
although they might discover the difference in the rougher work ; it would be appreciable 
only by a first-rate tradesman F I think your views meet mine exactly. I say that no R,ard 
I have ever seen assemble are able to detect these differences. 

How then do you propose to decide the question F By a system of examiners. 
In the respective trades F Yes. Under the British Government a Board of Officers, 

heads of departments, assemble and receive the tenders, but their duty ends there; they 
have 

4  NOTE (correctS by witness on revision) :—And also. 
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J. Buchanan, have no voice when the supplies are delivered. What we need is a Board of Examiners, and 
Esq. 

even in this limited community it is possible to obtain examiners conversant with the res- 
''' peetive trades. We could not extend it to every branch, for the requirements of 
4 April, 1861. the Colony are not sufficiently great to bear that expense; but for the main items, 

as boots and shoes, clothing, and soft goods generally, we could get examiners. 
825. What are the heaviest items received by the Government? Clothing and woollen 
goods. 
820. Blankets? Blankets and soft goods generally; for these it is quite possible to get 
competent persons as examiners, but for the smaller items you must depend upon the 
judgment of the head of the department for whose use the articles were required. 

By the Chairman : You said just now that you would not have samples sent in by the 
tenderer—do I understand that the plan you recommend is this: that the Government should 
have an article made, or should find an article of the kind they required, as a sample, and 
that the Board should simply decide as to the tender which should be accepted, and that the 
protection the Government should have as to the quality of the article supplied should 
rest with the head of the department, or with the head of the establishment receiving the 
goods from time to time F Yes. (Vide Appendix A.) 

For instance, the Board having decided whose tender should be accepted for supplying 
their provisions at Cockatoo, the head officer on that island should decide as to the quality 
of the provisions supplied? That opens a different question. You are now entering upon 
the provisions contracts, which are quite different from those for stores. The provisions con-
tracts, it appears to me, from pretty long experience, divide themselves into two classes. 
All those services around Sydney and Parramatta, where the tenders should be fot specific 
kindred items; and those for the country, where the contracts should embrace every item 
of provisions, properly so called, for the public service. 

Leaving the matter of provisions; 1 understand that the Board, having decided whose 
tender should be accepted, say for oil required by the Pilot Board, the head of the Pilot 
Board should decide that the oil was according to the sample supplied to the Government 
I do not think the head of the Pilot Board would be the person to judge. Taking you],  
illustration of oil; I think the test should be the absolute burning of the oil in the lights; 
it should be a practical test, and should not depend upon the experience of a man whose 
previous habits of life would not enable him to judge. When tenders are called for, the 
test to be applied should be provided for and mentioned clearly in the conditions of the 
contract. In the case of oil the Government could not set up a standard of its own, but 
nothing could be more simple than the test of burning. Samples might be sent in by 
different parties, and upon the test of burning the best might be selected. When I said 
that Government should set up a standard, I did not mean to imply that that should be 
done in every case; but that, as a general rule, where it was possible, it should be adopted 
and it is possible in most things. 

But taking the system as it exists; do you think the present arrangement has been 
always acted up to or carried out as far as it might? As far as I know. 

For instance, in the article of oil; has oil been taken by the Government without 
having been tested in the way you suggest ? I could not speak of the matter, to which I 
think you refer, of my own knowledge. I know something of it from rumour, but it did not 
come under nay personal knowledge. 

Were you not a member of any Board which approved of oil? Yes, I was. 
Do you remember an instance in which tenders for the supply of oil was sent in by 

Mr. Harbottle, an oil merchant in the City of Sydney; and by Messrs. Griffiths, Fanning 
& Co.? Yes. 

And Messrs. Griffiths, Fanning's, was accepted? Yes, and Mr. ilarbottle's also; both 
were accepted, because the supply that the Government required could not be obtained from 
either one of them. We took all that Mr. Harbottle had to offer us of better quality, and 
took the remainder of Messrs. Griffiths, Fanning's. 

Are you certain of that? Yes. 
830. Are you sure that the contract was not divided between them? That was the division; 
I took all that Mr. Harbottle had to supply. 

By Air. Daniel: Was that prior to June, 1860 F It must have been in the early part 
of 1859. 

By time Uhainnan: Are you sure that Mr. Harbottle did not tender on this occasion, 
and that his tender was declined F I am quite certain Mr. Harbottle's oil was taken. 

By Air. .Pae'lces: Do you remember any tenders in last year? I had nothing to do 
with the contracts last year—since the 31st of January, 1860. 

By the Chairman: Do you know of instances where the test you have mentioned was 
not applied F It was applied in the case of all oil bought by myself. It is very recently 
that contracts have been called for for large supplies of oil in that way. The system was 
commenced by myself in an attempt to introduce China oil in lieu of sperm oil for the lights 
of the Colony, and I made a purchase of some of this oil privately of Messrs. Griffiths, 
Fanning. It was an experiment. 

Was that oil bought by private contract? Yes; it was the first purchase that was 
made. 

What was the amount? I cannot say. I know I bought it at sixpenee a gallon less 
than oil has ever been bought since. 

How did it turn out? Of course lam dependent upon the reports sent from the lights, 
and those reports were very favourable. It was stated to be both cheaper, better, and 
cleaner. 

Have you ever heard people complain of the length of time that has elapsed between 
tenders 
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tenders being sent in, and their being accepted? I have heard the contractors complain J. Buchanan 
repeatedly, and very justly. Esq. 

845, By Mr. Parkas: What is the cause of this delay? The delay is at head quarters. r —'\ 
What is the cause? I simply state the fact that of late years you can get nothing 4 April, 1861. 

settled by the principal officers of Government. You can get no decision upon any one 
point if there is the slightest responsibility involved. 

Has not that defect been remedied since the introduction of Responsible Government? 
I really think the evil has grown since, and very considerably grown. 

By the Chairman : Then there is no just cause, so far as you know, why this delay 
should take place? None whatever. 

Do you know, having been a long time in the service of Government, whether, before 
the establishment of Responsible Government, contracts were more quickly decided? Much 
more quickly and satisfactorily. 

Have complaints increased since the introduction of Responsible Government? Yes, 
certainly. 

By Air. Parker: Responsible Government has had the effect of frightening persons 
from incurring responsibility F There is an attempt to cast the responsibility upon mere 
executive officers, irrespensiblo men. 

As an old officer of Government, do you state that there is less rigour and decision 
in the heads of Government since the introduction of Responsible Government? Much less. 
I give that as my deliberate opinion; much less vigour, and much less desire to carry out the 
public business than I saw before. 

The public service really suffers from the want of decisive action, lest parliamentary 
responsibility should be incurred? Yes; and the whole of the ministerial departments seem 
to be passing out of the hands of the Government into the hands of the Under Secretaries. 

We are dealing now with Responsible Ministers of the Crown when we talk of heads of 
departmens—and you think that the Government, as conducted by Ministers responsible to 
Parliament, is less vigourous and less decisive, when rigour and decision are necessary for the 
public service, than formerly? Yes. 

From your observation, you think the powers of government are not exercised by the 
Responsible Ministers of the Crown, but by the permanent Under Secretaries? Yes; and 
that has been my opinion for some time. 

By the Chairman: You have said that you have held that opinion for some time? I 
have, and by turning to my letter-book, you will find that I have recorded it in writing to 
the Government. 

By Air. Thrkes: That opinion has not changed from greater length of experience? 
It has not. 

With regard to the establishment in the community of a class of persons as contractors 
who make it their business to buy up goods for the supply of government establishments—
do you think the public would be benefited by being supplied by such persons as these, 
more than they would if they were supplied in each department of the service directly by 
tradesmen? I scarcely know any one who takes into hand the fulfilment of government 
contracts as a persuit per se. 

Did not Mr. Johnson F Mr. Johnson did so with provisions contracts; he followed 
that as a pursuit, and as far as any knowledge goes, he did nothing else for some years. The 
result was, as far as I could perceive, that Mr. Johnson had a monopoly of these contracts, 
from the way in which they were framed. 

Speaking generally, suppose a class of contractors arose in the country, would it be 
better for the public service? I think it would be advantageous on the whole if we had a 
class who did take matters of that kind into their hands; there is such a class in London, 
who are well known as government contractors—large houses are engaged in this particular 
business. 

With the growth of the Colony, you think it would be as well if men of capital 
employed their capital in this way, and thus created this particular business? I think so, 
and that opinion I have expressed in my letters. 

Will you be kind enough to inform the Committee the grounds upon which you have 
formed that opinion F The principal ground upon which I have formed this opinion is, that 
the supplies usually required by the Government are of a particular description; they differ 
from those required in private life ; therefore people in the town engaged in ordinary mercan. 
tile business are seldom supplied with the goods required by Government, and thus the 
Government is frequently left to make a choice between taking what they do not exactly 
need or going without; they must take what the market supplies. If, however, we had this 
class of men, they, in anticipation of the wants of Government, would lay in a stock of the 
description of articles likely to be required, and if Government set up a standard of their 
own for the various articles these men would feel some degree of certainty that the tenders 
would appear periodically. At present it is dangerous to import goods which would be 
exactly suitable for Government, because they could not be sold to any one else. 

Do you think an advantage would arise from Government dealing with persons who 
would be better known to them F I do not think that is of any moment. I think the only 
question should be, who would supply the goods of the settled pattern, at the cheapest rate. 

Would there not be cases where the Government would have to depend upon the 
integrity and uprightness of the contractor ? I think not. 

have you known Cases, which occur to you at the present time, where serious loss has 
occurred through Government having had to take goods they have not required, and which 
they have afterwards found to be useless F I cannot call to mind an instance of that kind, 
but I have known many eases where they have had to use articles of a different kind from 

what 
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J. Jlunlaanan, what they have required. For instance, take the item of blankets for the aborigines. You 
.kq. cannot, in any one of the large warehouses in towu, purchase a sufficient number of blankets 
"\ of one quality and pattern, you must therefore purchase of several houses, and the result is a 

4 Spral, 1861. considerable difference in the blankets supplied. Now, I think it desirable that these should 
be as near as possible all alike, and not of various qualities ; as otherwise discontent may 
arise among those to whom they are distributed. They should be of a specific size, weight, 
and quality ; but if you were to shackle tradesmen in town in this way, you would not be 
able to get the number you required. If, however, there were Government contractors, of 
the class to which you advert, they would import a sufficient number in anticipation of the 
contract. 

There were some revolvers required by the Government a short time ago for New 
Zealand ? That has occurred since I left the public service. 

Suppose two hundred revolvers were wanted to-morrow, or next week,—and if wanted 
at all they would be likely to be required suddenly, in consequence of some disturbance, 
would it be possible to collect them all at any one place in Sydney, all of one pattern F Most 
assuredly not; and that is one of the evils I wanted to point out. You could not gather 
two hundred of one settled pattern, and by one maker ; consequently you would be forced 
into the market, and have to buy them of all shapes, sizes, and bores. 

Did you hear of any supply of revolvers last year F Yes ; there was one in which I 
was particularly concerned. 

Was there a tender required for revolvers ? Yes. 
Do you remember that there were some supplied by a solicitor of the Supreme Court ? 

Yes, perfectly well. That transaction occurred in my own time, and with myself. 
Do you remember the particulars of it? Quite well. Tenders were required for 

revolvers for the Southern patrol. 
How many? I c:nnot say. 
Fifty or a hundred? I do not think above twenty, but we had been previously calling 

for tenders; there had been a general demand for revolvers. On the day when the tender 
box was to be opened for examining the tenders, I was present at the Treasury, and there 
was found to be no tenders. The next day a tender was sent to me from the Treasury, 
under blank cover; and, contrary to the usual practice, there was not even a marginal note 
on the paper sent, mentioning why or with what intent it had been so enclosed to me. 
Fortunately, however, on the sheet of paper there was the Treasury stamp—a stamp similar 
to that used in all the public offices for stamping papers when they are received. There was 
no marginal note, as is customary, and not even the initials of the Under Secretary. I went 
up to the Treasury to know what to do in the matter. I saw the Under Secretary, and said, 
This tender was not in the box." He said, "No.' I then asked, " Where did you get it 
from F" and said, "I cannot read it. I cannot decipher the writing." 1-le said, "Don't 
you know it, that is Mr. Rodd's." I replied, to use my own phrase, which was perhaps 
improper, " \V'hnt, that mad fellow—what has he to do with revolvers." "Ohl" said lie. 
(The toitness here pointed u,itIt his Elm nib over his shoulder.) 

The Under Secretary made a gesture F A gesture with his thumb over his shoulder 
towards the Treasurer's room. My reply was, tiRe  wants a good price for them, but I must 
have the revolvers for the Gold Fields." I-Ie said, " You had better accept the tender—do 
you maced all." I replied, Yes, I need all for the service. If Mr. Weekes settles that the 
price is a fair one I am willing to take them." Yes," he said, he approves of it." The 
tender accordingly was approved by Mr. Weekes, and £9 each was paid for the revolvers. 

How many were tIm,...c? Thirteen as well as my memory serves inc—I never saw Mr. 
Rodd upon the matter, and I doubt if he knows me at all. lIe obtuiaod the money and 
proffered a further supply, which I declined. 

Did he tender for a further supply? No. 
The whole proceeding was irregular? Perfectly irregular. 
It is irregular, on the face.of it? Yes, the tender never passed through the box. I 

noted in the tender book when the box was opened, that no tender was received, 
On account of this irregularity you went up to the Treasurer's office, and painted out 

the irregularity to the Under Secretary? Yes. I did so in consequence of the irregularity. 
B5 the Uhairman: Did you over see any letter from Mr. Rodd saying that be had a 

large assortment of these valuable revolvers, which he could put in? I should scarcely like 
to answer that question positively, for it is so long ago, and I have not been able to refresh 
my memory; but I have in impression that there is a letter in my late office addressed to 
inc stating that fact. 

Do you know anything connected with a tender for the supply of handcuffs? Yes; of 
course there were several tenders for the supply of handcuffs, and among others there were 
two from Mr. Weekes himself, who tendered one through the medium of Mr. Andslcy, who 
was his shopman, and another through the medium of his son, who was in partnership with 
him. As I was curious to trace the matter to its conclusion, I found that the cheques, which 
were hsucd from my department in payment for the goads, went to Mr. Weekcs' own account 
at the Bank of New South Wales; also, that neither Mr. Audsley nor Mr. Weekes, junior, 
bad an account at that bank. 
82. Did you sec Mr. Bayment Audslcy, or young Mr. Weekes, about this? Neither: I 
did not know either. I was not aware till bog after the supply was delivered, who Mr. 
Raymcnt Audslcy was. 

Not knowing Mr. Raymont Audsloy, your attention was not in any way directed to the 
fact that your answer was to be sent te the P0st Office? It was, for on the foot of the 
tender were the words, Address—Post Office." 

Did that in any way ottraot your attention ? It was nothing unusual. We replied to 
him 
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him at the Post Office. I sent an order. I doubt whether I sent a written notification that J. BhiehM1aAi 
his tender was accepted; for it was a very common practice to omit that, and send the order Es41. 

instead. I sent an order for the goods, and probably the following day we got them. 
Have you any suggestions you can make as to any improvements that might be made April, 13611. 

in carrying out the system of tendering? I think one very great improvement would be 
made by the contractors being present when the tenders were opened. My experience of 
boards—of tender boards, or any other boards—is very much that of Jeremy Bentham, that 
they are "fit only for screens." I think it is a mere sham keeping them up—it would be 
more satisfactory to the contractors, more beneficial to the public, if the contractors were 
present when the tenders were opened. I would have them assembled in a room ; the head 
of the departmen.t should then open the tenders, and call out the prices and the names of the 
parties, who might submit offers in the presence of the tenderers themselves. This, I think, 
would prevent jealousy, and give satisfaction to every one. Lint is the course adopted in 
England with the immense money contracts at the Treasury. When the loans are decided 
upon, the parties who make the offers are invariably present, and I think the system might 
be extended with advantage to contracts in this Colony. I do not see that any evil could 
arise from it. 

Had you any instructions as to the amount to which you might make direct purchases? 
None whatever. 

You had no instructions to guide you F None. 
By Mr. J'a,kes: flow long have you been removed from office? I was removed at the 

latter end of October, 1860. I was under suspension from the Jst February to the latter 
end of October, bef,re the Government could come to a decision. 

Have you any objection to state the alleged grounds? Not the slightest. The alle-
gation was that I was cognizant of, or participated in some tender sent in by Mr. John 
Weston, chief clerk in my department. The evidence is before the Committee. 

Since then you have not been in tho public service? I have had nothing whatever to 
do with the service since the 1st of February, 1860. 

Could you state to the Committee in what way, and to what extent, the Ministers 
control the system of teudering—I ask that question, because we can infer from the degree 
of control they exercise there what control they exercise generally? Unless they are 
interested, I do not think they attempt to exercise any control, unless they become personally 
interested in these matters. 

With reference to this system oftendering I would like to ask what is the course of 
action in initiating anything that is new—do the Ministers set the ball rolliog, or do the 
Under Secretaries do it—what I. wish to arrive at is, who is the first moving cause of any 
change or alteration in the public service? Generally, I think,. the Under Secretaries.. 

Ministers generally aet upon the suggestions of the permanent Secretaries? Yes. 
There have been changes I can call to mind which have been initiated by the Ministers of 
the day. For instance, there was one by Mr. Donaldson, the great change of the Colonial 
Agency, and a most injudicious one I have always thought it. But in that. case I do not 
hesitate to say that Mr. Donaldson was not free from personal motives. 

At 911 events, you think, so far as the system of tendering for a supply of goods to the 
public service is concerned it is pretty well controlled by the Under Secretaries of the res-
pective departments? Yes. 
805. If any alterations took place they would probably be on their own suggestions? Yes. 
890. Snppose from various complaints, from a motion made in Parliament, or from any of 
those various elements which conspire to produce change, it should be considered necessary 
that an alteration should be made, can you state how it would be effected—would the Ministers 
ask the advice of the Under Secretaries, or would they be likely to determine upon some 
course themselves F I have seen but one Minister at the Treasury who would be likely to 
take questions of that kind and determine then) upon his own responsibility, and that was 
Mr. Jones. All the others would be likely to be guided by the opinion of the Under Sec-
retary. They have had no opinions of their own, perhaps from incompckncy, to see what 
the effect of a change would be. 

The only Responsible Minister who was not afraid to incur responsibility was Mr. 
Richard Jones? Yes. 

By the Chairman: Do you think from this system, which does to a certain extent exist, 
of the Government, in certain instances, getting articles without tenders has had a prejudicial 
influence on the public service? 1 do not think it. The Government are sometimes com-
pelled to go to the open market instead of resorting to competition. As a rule, it is the 
practice to obtain everything by competition, and I think it is a wholesome way. 
809. 110 you know anythiog of the circumstances of the supply of a quantity of iron and 
and wire work for the aviary in the Government Gardens? It is a matter in which I was 
not personally interested; I have heard the reports. 
000. B, Mr. Daniel: Do you think the tendering system has been so satisfactorily carried 
out to the public since the establishment of Responsible Government as it was formerly? I 
perhaps can scarcely judge of the feeling of the public. So far as the contractors are con-
cerned, I know they are not so well satisfied. Whiic I was in office, of course people had a 
delicacy in stating their views; but, in my present position, I om more likely to obtain 
information upon that head. 

Perhaps you will favour the Committee by stating what you have heard since you have 
left the Government service ? I can only repeat, that, to the contractors as a bedy, it has 
not been so satisfactory since, as previously. 

By the Chairman : Do you think it is more or less beneficial, or as beneficial to the 
public interest? I do not think it has been as beneficial. I may take a ease that did not 

eeour 
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J. Buchanan, occur in my own department, and, therefore, I cannot speak so confidently. Twelve or 
Esq. eighteen months ago there was a contract advertised for, in connection with the Public 

Works Department, before Mr. Arnold was in office. It was a bold advertisement, covering 
4 April, 1861. a page of two column foolscap, for a year's supply, and drawn up in such a way that no 

business man could tender. Samples were to be sent in of the various articles, and, from 
the description I heard, I imagine the scene must have been most ludicrous. There was a 
room full of samples, and every person connected with the Works Department passed his 
individual opinion upon the brooms, mops, tools, and other articles. There was so much 
confusion that it was impossible to decide which was the best tender, and I think it might 
as well have been decided by putting the tenders in a hat and drawing them haphazard. 
Great complaint is made by the contractors of the delay in coming to a decision, and this 
arises from the erroneous system in existence. I can say that, when I was Colonial Store-
keeper, a week never elapsed from the time an application was made to nie before I gave an 
answer, and I.generally gave it the following day. 

Do you consider that there is any difference between the Commissariat tenders and the 
tenders for the Colonial Government—that contractors would rather supply the Commissariat 
than the Colonial Government? I believe that the few persons who have had experience 
under both prefer the system of the former. 

Upon what grounds? They are more prompt in their decision, and more prompt in 
their payment. There is less trouble and difficulty in the system. Of course the Commis-
sariat system applies merely to provisions, and not to stores. 

APPENDIX. 

A. 

Answer furnished on revision. 

'I'hroagh some cause that I cannot explain, I did not catch the purport of this question of the 
Chairman. The mere affirmative ex ,resscd is really no an,ser. Had I caught its drift my reply ought 
to have been to the following effect :- 

Knowing that rigid inspection is the only safeguard against abuse of the contract system, I am 
of opinion that the Government ought, in justice to the fair trader, and as a protection for the general 
public,on whose behalf they act, to provide uleans for holding useful and effective surveys upon every 
supply they purchase. To assemble a Board of departmental heads for such a purpose is worse than a 
folly—it is a deception. On the other hand, the duty ought not (as is the ease at times) to be suffered 
to devolve, without superior control, upon persons filling inferior posts. 

It would facilitate improvement were fixed Government patterns adopted; but the want of these 
need be no obstacle to the introduction of a bettor system of survey. 

I do not think it is to the heads of departments that the Government should sclely look for 
protection as to the quality of snpplies. That is the fiction under shelter of which matters are con-
ducted in several departments at present and an extension of it I understand is contemplated. So 
retrograde a step would effectually bar imprnvemcnt. 

It will be obvious thgt a proper staff of examiners could not, by reason of the expense, be main-
tained in every department; argo, the snpplies should be procured throngh the instrnrnentality of that 
department, be it what it may, where competent examiners exist. 

Briefly—the main principles upon which I conceive action ought to be founded, are these,— 
To separate from each other (not necessarily in separate departments, but in separate and inde-

pendent branches of one department) —1st, the custody of stnres; 2nd, the inspection of stores; 3rd, the 
payment for stores; and 4th, the framing of contracts, and deciding on tenders for stores. 

Niggardliness caused the Government to cast on my shoulders the whole of these functions, some 
of them in the highest degree antagonistic. The danger of the position I never fully felt, because of its 
gradual growth; its evil and inexpediency was often the subject of unavailing remonstrance. 

WED J'TES'DA I' 24 APRIL, 1861. 

flrttnt 
Ma. DANIEL, Ma. MORRIS, 

Ma. GRAY, I Ma. PARKES. 

WILLIAM CHARLES WINDEYER, ESQ., IN THE CHAIR. 

Henry Lane, Esq., called in and examined 

Kenry Lane, 905. By the Chairman: This Committee has been appointed to inquire into the present 
Esq. system of tendering for the public service. You are Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, 

,....¼.. and a member of the Tender Board, are you not? Yes. 
24April,1861. 906. And you wrote a letter to me, as Chairman of this Committee, expressing a desire to 

be examined? Yos. 
907, Have you any instructions given to you as a member of the Tender Board, and which 
are also general instructions to the Tender Board ? I have, and I now beg to place copies 

of those instructions before the Committee. (Copies handed in. PVc/c Appendix A and A 2.) 
Since the promulgation of those rules have any other instructions been given 7 I am 

not aware that any other instructions have been given. 
And those are the rules which are now in force 7 Those are the rules which guide us 

in our group of departments—the Treasury group. 
Is the Board now constituted in the way indicated in this report 7 Those rules are 

flrictly adhered to. 
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011. Have you known any cases where the rule with regard to tenders not sent in a regular Henry Lane, 

way has been departed from F I am not aware of any ease of the kind. 
sI. 

912. I mean where tenders have not come in at the proper time F There may have been an 
instance of this kind. If an article were urgently required, and if, five or ten minutes after 21Apri],186I. 
the Board had assembled, a person came with a tender, and we knew we could not receive 
the article otherwise, the tender might then be received. 

013. By Afr. Daniel: You were a member of the Tender Board previous to Responsible 
Government in this Colony, were you not ? No, I was clerk in the Audit Office. 

But you had to do with tenders for the public service ? I had to deal with them as 

Chief Clerk in the Audit Department. 
And you have l.een a member of the Tender Board since the inauguration of Respon-

sible Government here ? Yes. 
910. From your relationship to that Board, generally speaking, has the system of supplying 
the public service, with regard to tenders, undergone niuch alteration, or are the same forms 
observed now as those which formbly prevailed F We have been more stringent in the 
forms since the inauguration of Responsible Government. 
017. In what way? Formerly there was no stringency in reference to the opening of 
tenders. They were then opened in the Colonial Secretary's Office. Letters were sent in 
loosely, and the Colonial Secretary could deal with them just as he would. He used 
generally to have the Auditor General with him. I know that there was a laxity then which 
does not prevail now. 

Since Responsible Government that has been corrected, you think? Yes, I think so. 
By Mr. Morris: Formerly there were no such boxes as are described in those instructions, 

2
ppendix A)? There was a box with one key, the key of which was kept by the Colonial 
ecretary of the day. I am positive about that, because as Chief Clerk in the Audit 
Department I used occasionally to act for the Auditor General. 

By Mr. Daniel: Supposing any particular article is required for the public service, 
and there is not sufficient time to invite a tender, what mode do you adopt to supply yourself 
with the article so required F The Colonial Storekeeper sees the Treasurer, or perhaps 
myself, and he explains the urgency of the ease. But then we do not lose sight of the 
principle of competition, which is the great principle to which we adhere. If there is no 
time to call for tenders, the Colonial Storekeeper goes round to the various houses or store-

keepers in the town, 
Who supply the article? Yes. If, for instance, it be an article of ironmongery 

he goes to all the ironmongers. That is the principle upon which we insist. 
But after it has been found that the article can be obtained, who gives the authority 

for it to be purchased F We leave that to the Colonial Storekeeper. 
That is, the Colonial Storekeeper himself? Yes. 
It is not submitted to the Minister of the day—there is no fiat under his hand 

necessary ? No, not after that. These I refer to are all small articles. The principle is 
that everything must be open to public competition. 
025, For instance, supposing twenty revolvers were required? We should call for them 
by tenders. 
026. have you any limit as to the price you intend to give, or how do you manage in 
reference to that matter? That depends upon the competition. 
927. Supposing the price was exorbitant, would you receive it? I will give you an instance. 
In order to get certain supplies requisite for New Zealand we had to apply over and over 
again. The no'ifications appeared not only in the Government Gazette, but also in the news-
papers of the day. If these tenders be sent in we ourselves are obliged to exercise a sort 

of control. 
92S. You exercise a discretion yourselves? Yes. 
020. That hardly arrives at the answer I was anxious to get from you—who is the proper 
persun that finally gives consent to the article being purchased and paid for? As regards 
stores, the Treasurer is. 

But in reference to these particular things you have mentioned—revolvers? The 
Treasurer would finally approve of them. 

The Treasurer—the head of the department? Yes. 
By the Chairman: Doyou know anything of a ease where a number of revolvers 

were accepted and where Mr. ltodd was the tenderer? Yes. 
683. What do you know about that matter? I have the papers with me. I submit the 
tender book We received from the Colonial Storekeeper a requisition, initialed " John 
Buchanan," that twelve revolvers should be purchased. 
934. By Mr. 1for;'is : For what service? For the service of the Western Gold Escort. 
On the 25th August we advertised for them; under instructions (Appendix A.) Mr. 
Buchanan and I met, and I now read you an extract from our minute book, dated 30th 
August, 1859:—" The tender box was opened this day in the presence of the undersigned, 
and no tenders for revolvers found therein. It is, therefore, recommended that the notice 
be republished for Tuesday the 6th proximo/' This is in the handwriting of Mr. John 
Buchanan, and is signed by Mr. Buchanan and myself. In accordance with that recom-
mendation (leaving all these things to the Colonial Storekeeper, I not being supposed to 
deal with revolvers or stores), on the 30th August, tenders were invited " till noon of Tuesday 
the 6th proximo." 

You advertised again? Yes. 
And tenders were received up to the 6th? Yes. 
And at noon none were received? None were received. I find that on the 7th there 

was it letter received from a Mr. Rodd (so far as I can read the name) ; he offered to supply 
10S—L the 
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Henry Lane, the revolvers, and I will read this (ilinute) in the handwriting of Mr. Buchanan, the Lsq. 
Colonial Storekeeper. 
038. By  the Uhairman It is a minute on the back of it? Yes; I sent the letter to him 24 April, 1861. 
first. I correct myself in reference to a previous question, and say that on the second day 
(the 6th) we received an offer of four revolvers from Mr. Harbottle. 
939. How did you received that from Mr. Buchanan? We received it from Mr. Rodd. 
040. Who received it? We received it at the Treasury, and then sent it in the usual course 
to the storekeeper. Mr. ltodd sends a sample of revolvers, and says the price is £9 each. 
(listEn,  read. Vide Appendix B.) I sent it to the Colonial Storekeeper, and lie reports, in 
a minute on the letter :-" Twelve revolvers are wanted for the service of the escorts, and 
" of these four only have been obtained in answer to public advertisement repeated several 
" times in the Gazette and newspapers, I consider that further publication of the notice will 
" serve no good end, and therefore recommend the neeptanee of this offer. The pistols 
" would cf course be subject to approval of their quality by the arinourer of the department." 

What is the date of that? The 7th September I think, or between the 7th and the 
9th. It was approved by the Treasurer on the 9th, and on the 14th September it appears 
that the Storekeeper sent to us an account as paid, with this certificate, in reference to the 
thirteeu revolvers supplied by B. C. Rodd :-" I certify that the quantities of the above-
" mentioned articles were duly supplied by the above-named individual, and that they are 
" conformable to the samples stipulated for. I further certify that they were required for the 
public service, and that the prices charged were the most reasonable for which the same 
" could be procured at the time of purchase; and furthermore that they were ordered upin 
" approved requisitions." 

That is the usual certificate, I suppose? Yes. They were thus signed for by air. 
Buchanan, and by Mr. .Jeakim, subject to the approval of their qu'lity by the artnourer. 
943. By Air. jIorpis That is the armourer referred to in Mr. Buchanan's minute? Yes. 

Is that all? That is all in reference to the pistols. 
By the Chairman And you say that this letter was received at the Treasury ? Yes. 

946. Bow did it come, do you know? It must have come through the post. 
017. How do you know that? lean imagine that, because it is dated the 7th September, 
and stamped. 

948. But I suppose you stamp all letters that come into your hands? Yes. 
040. But supposing I brought a letter to the Treasurer, would you stamp it? Yes. 

And the reasoa you have given for judging that this came through the post is because 
there is a stamp on it? Yes. 

Then if you stamp all letters that is not conclusive that this letter caine through the 
post? If I were in the office I could be able to give information in reference to the matter 
which I cannot afford just now. 
052. Do you recollect when you first saw this letter? I do not recollect, but I must have 
seen it, perhaps the same day. 

The same day that it came? Yes. 
Do you recollect who gave it to you? That I do not recollect. 
You have no recollection whatever of the matter ? No. 
After you received this you say you sent it to Mr. Buchanan ? Yes, that is the ordi-

nary course. 
0.57. Did you afterwards see him? It is very likely that after receiving it I would have 
seen him, but I om not sure, lam satisfied that I sent it down to him. 

After you sent it down to him did you see him? I do not recollect. The usual course 
is to put it under cover. The head of a department always returns such documenis 
under cover; but the Colonial Storekeeper may perhaps have come up with it. 

When you sent it down did you send any letter with it, or how did you send it.? I 
cannot think of that. The number of the papers is 5600, and I cannot possibly recollect 
how I disposed of each. 

Then you do not recollect whether you saw Mr. Buchanan about it or not? .1 do not 
recollect. I do not know that I saw him personally, if that he what you mean. 

Yes, I mean did you see him personally? I do not recollect. 
062. You may have done so and forgotten it? Of course, he may have come up with it. 
963. Ay A/i'. Uorri.s Is it not more than probable that he did come up with it, it, b.ing 
out of the usual course? That is not the usual way. lie may have come up. I wooLd not 
say to the contrary, but it is unusual. 

Do you recollect distinctly whether that letter did come through the past or whether 
you received it from anybody in the Treasury? That I cannot recollect. If I had access 
to the books in the Treasury, vhcre we keep a record of these things, I might tell you more 
positively, but I really cannot tell you now. 

Is not the price (9) a high price-is it not £2 higher than you paid for th,se you 
got from somewhere else? Sonaetimnes in cases of emergency we have to buy things like that 
at any price. 

But is it not a high price? I rho not know. 
But what did you pay to Mr. ilarbottle? Seven pounds fifteen shillings. 
Did you know who the person tendering was when you got the letter ?Mr. Bdd. 
But did you know who be was? No. We always leave that to the Colonial torc-

keeper; we hold him responsible. 
The Board do? Yes. 

071. Do you recollect whether Mr. Buchanan asked you anything about that gentleman an 
particular tendering ? No. 
972. You do not recollect? No; I recollect nothing of that. 

073. 
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You will not say he did not, I suppose considering the number of documents of the Henry Lane, 
kind which are brought under your notice? I cannot be positive. lie may have done so. 

Jasq. 

Have you since ascertained who Mr. Rodd is? I henrd on Saturday. I saw Captain 
M'Lcrie on the subject, and lie told me that Mr. Rodd is related to one of the Ministers. 

24April,1601. 

By Ak'. .t'arkes: What did he say—do you remember exactly what he said? lie said 
he was a hrother-in1aw of Mr. Robertson. I asked Captain M'Lerie who Mr. Rodd was, 
having heard that there was something respecting myself in connection with this special 

case—the revolvers. 
073. By the Chaleman Then Mr. Buchanan being the person responsible for the party 

tendering being a responsible person, would be more likely to recollect such a matter than 

yourself? Yes, it is more likely. 
By uk'. Parkes: When Mr. Buchanan waited upon you at the Treasury, did he raise 

any objection to Mr. B.odd's tender being accepted on nccount of its irregularity? I do not 
recollect that he did wait on me, but I am quite satisfied it would have left in impression on 

my mind if he had made any such objection. 
You do not then of course remember making any motion over your shoulder with your 

thumb towards the Treasurer's door? No. 

By the Chairman: You do not recollect it? No; and I positively deny that such a 

gesture was made as that referred to. 

By Mr. Parkas: Did you ever, on any occasion, make a motion of that kind? Never, 

in the course of official business. 
By the C/ia oman: N0t recollecting anything about this letter, one way or the other, 

you cannot say that you did not get it from the Treasury? Well, I cannot say that 
positively, unless I have access to my books. This is a question I am not prepared to 
meet. I have got all the papers, but at this moment I cannot say where they came from. 

They would come, I apprehend, through the post. 
But you cannot state that it was not given to you by the Treasurer? lam almost sure 

that it was not, but I could not state positively. I could tell you to-morrow, because we 
keep a record of everything which comes through the post and everything which comes by hand. 

Do you reellect the occasion of Mr. ilarbottle tendering for some oil ? Yes. 
084. And some oil of Messrs. Oriffiths, Fanning, and Co. being received instead? Yes. 

How did that happen? It bappened in this wny —We sent for Captain Wnrd, who 
is supposed to be a judge of the nature of oils, but he sent Mr. Triekett in his stead. Mr. 
Trickett, Mr. Browne, and the Acting Colonial Storekeeper decided. 

You do not know anything about this yourself? I do not. I believe my position as 
a member of the Board is to see what they call "fair play,"—to see that the keys are produced, 

the tenders opened, entries made, and so on. 
You do not know whether the oil was tried by burning? That I do not know. I 

believe not, but lam not sure. 
Have you the samples now? Yes. 
Of both? Yes; I have four samples. I keep all samples submitted, unless they are 

too bulky.  

APPENDIX. 

Al. 
Coloniai Secretary's Office, 

Sydney, 6 .bbnw'y, 1857. 

Sir, 
I am directed to request that you will bring under the notice of the Colo]Iial 'I'rcMurer the 

nceompanying copy of a Report made by a Board appointed to consider the arrangements and 
proceedings which it may be desirable to adopt in receiving tenders and making contracts for supplies 
and services required for the several groups of departments under the respective Ministers, and that 
you will a e t the same tim state that the distribution of the business proposed by the Board appears to 
be suitable, and has been a1,proved of by the Government. With respect, however, to the suggestions 
contained in the report referring to the details required for giving effect to the arrangements proposed, 
these may, perhaps, be best decided on by the Ministerial Departments concerned, and adopted so far 
as may he considered desirable and nppiioabl:. 

With reference to the sixth paragraph of the report, I am, however, directed to suggest that 
the tenders should not be returned in the manner therein proposed, but that, iustead, the int'ormahties 
or defects should he noted on them, and the parties apprised, of the nature of these, and that they can 
see the tenders at the office in which, they are deposited, which should of course be stated. 

I mu further directed to transmit the accompanying copy of the notice published in former years 
for contracts for provisions, as tire conditions inserted therein may he useful to refer to in framing 
future notices, as well as some copies of forms of tender, &e., and I am desired to invite particular atten-
tion to the mnemorandomn annexed to the tender, providing for the due observance of a contract, and con-
taining an engagement to enter into bond for its proper performance. 

I have, &o., 
The Seeretnry to the Treasury. W. F,LYAIID. 

A 2, 

Tim hoard appointed to take into consideration, and to niche a general report upon, the subject 
of contracts for the public servi c having mnot and considered the matters involved in the reference to 
them, submit the following as embodying the principles which, in their opinion, should be reeognixed 
and acted on in the arrangements and proceedings of the several groups of departments under the 
respective Ministers in conncction with contracts 

'I'hat, so far as prneticahle and expedient, all works to be carried out, all services to be ren-
dered, and all supplies to be furnished, which are procurable, and intended to be procin'ed in the Colony, 
shall be carried out, rendered, or fnrnished under contracts. 

'that all contracts shall he obtained by tenders called for by public notices, and that such 
notices shall have theWiriest publicity,  and the widest circulation and diffusion given to them, by being 
,nsertcd not only in the Government Gazette, but also (though involving expense) in the general and 
local payers,  and shall in remote localities b.&postcd up in a conspicuous place at the several Police and 
Post Offices of the districts adjacent to those to which the contracts may apply. 

The 
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flenry Lane, The Board are of opinion that the notices calling for tenders should set forth considerably more 
sq. in detail than has hut]ierto been the practice, the nature of the particular work or service to be performed. 

That; to secure the confidence of the community, to protect the interests of the public, and to 
24 Añl 1861 guard those of the parties tendering, effectual means be taken, not merely to prevent, but even to 

negative suspicion of any tampering with tenders; that, to this end, proper receiving boxes, ]iaving each 
not less than two locks differing in construction (the keys of which shall be in different hands), shall 
be supplied and used solely for the purpose intended; that in these boxes all tenders shall immediately 
on receipt be deposited unopened ; and that the boxes shall be opened only in the presence of a Board. 

That no tender, unless sealed or otherwise properJy secured, correctly addressed, and having 
legibly marked on its outside, "Tender for -" speeifying the work, service, or supply], shall be 
entertained, 

That the whole of the tenders received within the time fixed by the notice, and meeting the 
requirements of the preceding paragraph, shall be opened in presence of the Board charged with the 
duty, and shall be numbered, dated, and initialed by the members. 

0. That tenders delivered after the hour named in the notice calling for them, tenders defective 
in any osaterial points, or otherwise informal, shall not be entertained, lut shall be returned to the 
persons making them, with the nature of the defects or informality indorsod on the tender, or on the 
cover if the defect be in the superscription or securing. 

That a schedule of the several tenders to be entertained shall, after they have been numbered, 
dated, and initisled, be without delay prepared for the Board, which will reassemble on tub earliest day 
possible, to decide on the tenders to be recommended for acceptance, or on the other steps to be taken. 
The Board consider this the proper place to record their opinion that it should be an instruction to all 
Boards cliai'ged with the opening of tenders that it is not the lowest tender, but that which under all 
considerations is the most eligible for the public that should be recommended for acceptance. 

Having reference to this, the Board would suggest that, in the notices calling for tenders, it shall 
be intimated that the Government do not hind themselves to accept the lowest or any tender. 

That intimation of the acceptance and rejection of tenders shall, under the authority of the 
Minister charged with the control of the departmcuts concerned, be as early as possible conveyed to the 
several porsons tendering and that a notification of the accepted tenders shall be published in the 
Government Gazette. 

That the accepted tenders shall be forwarded in original to the Civil Crown Solicitor, whose 
duty it will be to obtain from the persons tendering, and their sureties, without delay, the proper bonds 
duly executed which, with the tenders, he will transmit to the Minister from whom he received these 
lust, who will notify to the departments concerned, the execution of the bonds, and will forward these 
and the tenders to the Auditor General. 

That the bonds from persons resident in or near Sydney shall be executed at the office of the 
Civil Crown Solicitor ; those from persons not so resident, at the nearest or most convenient Police 
Office, as has hitherto been the practice. 

That no payments whatever shall be made to a contractor until the bonds for the due per-
formance of his contract have been perfected. 

That all contractors shall prepare their own accounts in the prescribed form, and shall deliver 
them to the officer or other person, whose certificate is required, by whom they will be transmitted to 
the officers respectively charged with the disbursements on aeeount of tbeeontraets, 

That no officer in the public service shall, under any circumstances, be admitted as a contractor. 
Having set forth thecneral principles which should, in their opinion, rule the arrangements 

connected with contracts, the oard proceed to state the distribution which they consider suited to the 
reecnts "Adnnnistrativc An'angcments" 

1. Dividing contracts for the public service into three branches, 
Provisions, stores, and general services; 
Works and buildings; and 
Conveyance of snails, and conveyance of gold under escort. 

The Board recommend that the arrangements shall devolve respectively on— 
(l.)—The Minister for Finance and Trade; 
(2.)—The Minister for Lands and Public Works; and 
(3)—The Principal Secretary. 

2. That the Board for dealing with contracts for "Provisions, Stores, and General Services," 
shall consist of the Secretary to the Treasury, the Colonial Storekeeper, and the Heads of 
the several Departments to which, or to the branches of which, the supplies are to be 
furnished, or the services rendered; in the case of contracts for boats and niarino supplies 
and services generally, the Pilot Board or Marine Board, when appointed, taking the place 
of the Heads of Departments. 

3. That the Board, for dealing with contracts for works and buildings shall be "the Board of 
Works." As the snpply of furniture to the vlsnlc of the public sen'iee will be under the 
control of the Board of Works, this appears the proper place to state the opinion of the 
Board, that the general principle of obtaining everything by contract should apply to 
furniture, and that to this end it will be necessary that rules should be fi'aiiied by the 
proper authority to determine beforehand the character and consequent probable cxpenso 
of the furniture to be authorized for the various grades in the public service. Itis jima a 
conviction that the want of such rules has led to some extravagance in this particular that 
the Board consider it their duty to draw attesstion to the point. 

Having reference to cases in which repairs to public works and buildings of a minor character, 
and involting but limited expense, are immediately required, the Board recommend that 
where the cost shall not exceed, say £50, the Colonial Arel]iteet or other officer should 
himself be at liberty to call for tenders, by ndvertisesnents in the public papers, or other 
available means, and on his own responsibility to accept orreject the tenders made—it being 
imperative on the officer in every such case, to submit the whole of the tenders, for confirma-
ation, to the Minister of Lands and Public Works. 

4. That the Board for dealing with contracts for "the conveyance of Mails and other Postal 
services," shall consist of the Postmaster General, the Under Secretary to the Government, 
and the Colonial Storekeeper; and that the Board for dealing with contracts for "the con-
veyance of Gold under Escort," shall consist of the Postmaster General, the Under Secre-
tary to the Government, and the Inipcctor General of Police. 

W. C. MAYNF, A.G. 
11ICHJ,. 11hz l'A'l'ltl.CK. 
B. C. MldhfEVE't'HEJt. 
H. H. 13110 WNE, 

10 January, 1557. HENRY LANE. 

B. 
Sydney, 7 S'epteaz&er. 1850. 

Sir, 
- I send you a sample revolver. The. price is £9 each. I imported them, and that is what 

they cost in London. I know them to be genuine. There are about fifteen in all. Some are nine-inch. 

The Hon. The Colonial Treasurer, I have, &e., 
&e., &e., &e. B. C. ROOD. 

Sydney: Themea ItlohaHa, Corernomeat l'rinter.—lSGl. 
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NE W SOUTH WALES. 

CATTLE DRIVING ACT. 
(RAYMOND TERRACE.) 

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 26 March, 1861. 

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South \Yales. 

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR, H0N0RABtE HousE 

We, the undersigned Householders, Landowners, and &sidents of Raymond 

Terrace and its suburbs, approach your Honorable House, praying you may rescind the 

operations of the Cattle Driving Act at this place, it having been put in force contrary to 

the wishes of, and unknown to the majority of the inhabitants of this town and district. 

We beg most respectfully to call your attention to the utter inapplicability of the Act to 

this town, and from the past experience we have had since it has been in force, for the last 

twelve months, find it most detrimental and prejudicial to the interests of the inhabitants. 

Raymond Terrace being situated on the banks of the River Hunter, and distant from 

Maitland about sixteen miles, the Raymond Terrace and district butchers and cattle dealers 

resort to the Maitland markets for the purchase and sale of cattle; and there being no 

Government accommodation on either side of the river for the confinement of cattle during 

the prescribed hours, must either unwillingly break the law or lose their cattle. The only 

outlet to the Sydney markets is by steamers, which vessels mostly call at their wharves 

between the hours of Nine AM. and Four P.M., thus rendering the Act a prohibition to 

the shipping of cattle. We beg to inform your Honorable House that a Petition, praying 

the rescinding of the Act, and signed by four hundred and ninety-five house and land 

owners, was presented to His Excellency Sir William Denison immediately on learning 

through the Gorer,cment Gasette that the Act had been extended to this town. 

We therefore pray your Honorable House will take into consideration the prayer 

of your Petitioners, and they, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

[J[cre follow 279 Signatures.] 

Raymond Terraee, 

28 September, 1860. 

[Price, ld.] 158- 
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NEW SOUTH WALES. 

(ILEBE ISLAND AND ABATTOIRS. 
(I2EPORT EROM INSPECTOR AND ASSISTANT INSPECTOR.) 

I  

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be Printed, 27 March, 1861. 

INSPECTOR  to to ENOINEER-IN-CIHEP ran HAREOURS AND Ewsa 
NAVIGATION. 

Glebe Island Abattoirs, 
27 February, 1861. 

I have the honor, in pursuance of your request to me, to make the following 

report in reference to the Glebe Island. 
During the week days I am almost constantly upon the island in the discharge of 

my duties, and I have never witnessed any scenes of vice and immorality there, nor do I 
believe any such ever existed, as far as I can ascertain ; my assistant (Mr. Driver) resides 
upon the island, and he also with we bears testimony to the quiet and orderly character of 

the island. 
I have made inquiries from various persons who are in the daily habit of passing 

through the island, and they all assert that they have never witnessed at any time the 

slightest breach of propriety. 
An inspector of police and a constable attend upon Sunday, and they have never 

bad occasion to interfere with any person or persons for any impropriety of language or 
conduct. They are witnesses to the very orderly demeanour of the people who frequent 

the island upon the Sabbath. 
I have instituted inquiry amongst all persons from whom information was likely to 

be obtained, but I have failed to discover any one who has seen anything to support the 
charges of " vice and profligacy" brought against the island in question. 

I have, &c., 
FREDK. OATLEY, 
Inspector of Glebe Island. 

ASsISTANT INSPECTOR to ENGINEEE4NCIIJEF 
ron flAnnouns AND RwER NAVIGATION. 

Glebe Island, 
25 February, 1861. 

Sm, 
I have the honor to inform you, that, for some weeks past, the state of this 

place has been perfectly orderly. When the punts commenced running on the Sabbath flay, 
for a few weeks persons of improper character were in the habit of coming here by the 
punts, and reports having been made to me of indecent conduct on the island, I asked for 
the attendance of a policeman on Sabbath afternoons; one attended for some time, which 
caused the class of persons referred to to cease coming to the island. There is no improper 
conduct at present, except some persons remaining on the island after the business of the 
place is over for the day. I am constantly on the island, except of Saturday night and 

part of Sunday, therefore have every opportunity of hearing any disturbance or noise, 

8hould any take place. 
I have, &c., 

RIOHARD DRIVER, 
Assiataat Inspector of Abattoirs. 

[Prke, let.] 168—. 




